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REFORMATION JOURNAL.
OUR NEW YOLUME.
Bvr the good hand of God upon us, we have completed tlie first four volumes
of the Dalwarl\ and the present number forms the commencement of the
The work has received a very wide circulation in Britain, and copies
tifch.
We
of it kave gone into all parts of the world— some even into. Home itself.

many defects and imperfections in the prosecution of
our great object, although no inconsiderable amount of labour and anxiety
hare been expended in its accomplishment. But in several things avc have
No one has alleged that we have abandoned
-ciase to be thankful to God.
for a tiioiuent the broad common ground of the Reformation on which we took
our facts have all as yet remained unchallenged, and, therefore,
our stand
if our statements have been strong it has been the strength of truth and not of
of direct good done
vitiqieration. Many instances have come to our knowledge
botliiu enlightening, awakening, and convincing Protestants, and in converting
We rejoice to say that we comPapists by the instrumentality of our Avork.
mence a new volume, in some respects, under more hopeful auspices. Our
4iiTa«geiuents for supplying varied and interesting materials for the work are
considerably more perfect than heretofore, and no efFoit will be spared to make
What we chiefly desiderate
it suitable for the purpose for which it is designed.
is a greater anxiety on the part of ministers of the Gospel to diffuse this kind
of laformation, and thus to enlighten their people on an all-important contrcversv, by which the smaller contentious of recent times will probably soon
be swallowed up. If all ilinisters were as diligently to circulate such publicatious as some of them at present do, we should have growing comfort in our
work, and we might hope that it would not be in the power of unprincipled
statesmen to undermine our liberties, nor of cunning Jesuits to pervert tiic
-are deeplj^ sensible of

—

people of Britain to the superstitions of the middle ages. Nay, Protestantitin,
iustead of being only tamely defensive, would, by the blessing of God, break
out on the right hand and ou the left with all the energy of better days. The
following extract fi'ora a recent charge by the Bishop of Winchester is so sensible and so admirably adapted to meet the current mistakes of many of th.e

and
clergy on the subject of aggressive efforts against error of every kind,
it
especia.Uy against Romanism, that we have great pleasure in transferring
to our columns. At the same time, we earnestly ask the prayers and co-operation of all true Protestants in the great work in which we are engaged
:

—

" The curate is
tempted to deal with his parishioners as if they were s;eiierally in a
safe state. The missionary takes for granted that they are not s-afe. This produces
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manner of treatment. In the ministry of the missionbe a characteristic element aggression ordinarily iind.s little or
no place in the ministry of the curate the weapons of their warfare are drawn from
separate armouries; they are wielded differently, and with a view to the attaiimient
of ends altogether different.
"
Imj>ortant considerations arise out of this diversity in the staple of th.e two miniTlie success of an aggressive ministry may be said to hinge upon the efl'ect
stries.
))roduced by contrast. The missionary contrasts the actual state of mind of his
hearer with the state into which he wishes to bring it; he invades the articles of his
opponent's present belief, by confronting them witli the creed which it is his object to
shew is preferable. His work is not the improvement of an old system, but the substitution of a new.
Take, for instance, the case of a missionary to the heathen. He
preaches to them the Gospel, and his address must of necessity be an argument of
contrast.
Heathenism can never be Christianity, Christianity cannot be an improved
His Gospel, therefore, comes into palpable contrast witli the pagan prinJieathenism.
ciple, and in preaching it, an aggressive movement is brought to bear powerfully on
the heathen mind.
" But
supjiose the sphere of the missionary to bo changed, and that his duty leads
His mission then will be to a
liim, not to the heathen, but to the Roman Catholics.
people whose system falsifies the principles of revealed r<>ligion, while it adopts the
language of Christianity a system assuming trutii as the basis, but erecting upon it
a superstructure of error ineomjiatible with the basis. To the Roman Catholics,
Such preaching, however
therefore, it is not enough to preach the Gospel only.
effective among the heathen, loses its force here, for it will not necessarily suggest a
Roman
Catholic
hearer.
The
same words are not the
mind
of
the
contrast to the
signs of tlie same ideas to the Church of the Reformation and the Church of Rome.
Rome attaches dogmatically and authoritatively a meaning to the language of t!ie
Gospel sometimes as different from the true meaning, as heathenism itself from Chrisan

essential distinction in the

ary aggression

will

;

;

—

The missionary's strength, therefore, lies in a work of aggression, distinct
tianity.
and definite. He cannot bring the truth into contrast, without exposing the error;
and this explains the reason why, as experience has abundantly shewn, controversy
is an essential element in the succebs of such a mission.
" But
change again the missionary's sphere plant him in one of our home parishes,,
He will find among his regular flock many who
call him by the name of curate.
are pr ictically living under a system which, in its own way, falsifies the principles of
the Romanist
true religion as fatally as Romanism itself. The difference is this
moves in a circle of authorized error; his woi'ds, hisojiinions, his credenda are under
will
and understanding to the dictntes
tlie direction of his j)riest; he submits his own
The false notions of the other are self-adopted they are
of an infallible Church.
him
exoteric
not imposed upon
authority, they are embraced in spite of the dogby
matic teaching of truth he gives a meaning of his own, a kind of jirivate interpretation, to the prophesying of his minister, and in a cloud of error of his own raising, he:

and

:

—

—

—

loses sight of the essentials of the Gospel.
" To
such, the curate must become what the missionary is to the heathen or the
Romanist. He must use the weapons of aggression. He must bring contrast and
controversy to bear upon their error and ignorance. Unquestionably, he must e.xhibit

the Gospel in its plainest and broadest outline, but the Gospel alone, however explicit,
it will be received with a mistaken
will not suffice
apprehension of the terms used,
or will obtain only a cold assent, so long as the heart remains untouched by the power
of tho.se thoughts which can be stirred within it by nothing .short of the clearest view s
With the Gospel there must be a controversy with the prevailing
of eternal truth.
phase of self-deceit, the arrows of conviction pointed, as our Lord pointed them when
He employed the medium of the law to expose the self-complacency of the young
'
men of the Pharisees' with the necessity of regeneration,
Xiiler, or confounded the
even for him who was of the seed of Abraham. This was to controvert the dominant
false principle, the proper object of missionary work,
" But
then, controversv provokes opposition.
Doubtless, the strong man armed
And the enmity of the world is somewill not give up the citadel without a struggle.
times 80 excited against the enunciation of truth, when brought into contrast with
particular error, that we realize in the collisioi the full force of the apostle's mean*
ing, when lie speaks of wrestling not against flesh and blood, but against principaThe fear of this opposition is the great hindrance to missionary
lities and powers.'
But, a Christian missionary always has it in his power to turn
diligence in a parish.
opposition to account, if it be really raised by the missionary character of his work,
and not, as often happens, by his own mistakes and indiscretions. Opposition nl.^y
;
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prove wholesome or even necessary for rousing tlie mind to that state of energy which
it to grasp at saving truth.
Aggression produces resistance ; tlie stagnant
waters are moved, and hidden ignorance is brought to the surface. And then, furthei", tlie fear of opposition is apt to be exaggerated in feeling, and often proves a,
What seemed a lion in the way, becomes an unreality
groundless anticipation of evil.
on nearer approach, and the great mountain sul)sides into a plain." The Home Work
of the Parochial Alinistnj. A Charge of the Bishop of Winchester, October 1{35-1.

ejiables

—

SPAIN AND POPERY,
There
has done

are fe^y conntries which have sufiered

more from Popery thau Spain

scarcely any that has fallen from a greater height, or sunk into
deeper degradation and not one of which greater hope may even yet be entertained.
rapid glance along the history of Spain will be enough to give
;

;

A

the reader

The

some conception of what we mean.

earliest information that ancient

history gives us regarding Spain,
enables us to see a bold, energetic, and free people maintaining a long and
g-allant struggle in defence of their liberty against the legions of ancient Rome.

That most ancient Spanish people was of a Celtic race so far as can now be
but like all of that race, although personally brave, and filled
with the love of freedom, they were split into tribes and clans, could not
maintain a steady and mutually supporting combination, and were conquered

ascertained

;

by the terrible Republic. They were, however, also civilized, acquired the
Latin tongue, and began to assume the appearance of a great and united
people.

But the same mighty march of nations, before which Rome itself fell prosgave a new race to Spain. It was conquered by the great invasion of
Vandals, Alans, and Visigoths which swept over Europe, and penetrated to
the utmost limits of the Iberian Peninsula.
The Vandal division passed over
to Africa
the Alans sunk under the strength and influence of the Visigoths
and Si)ain assumed the aspect and character of a great Gothic kingdom about
trate,

;

409.

This continued to be

;

its

condition for about three centuries,

the Cel-

till

more powerful Gothic, assuming their manners and
customs, their chivalrous ideas, and their determined energy and perseverance.
There arose thus a brave and noble people, of mixed race, and with a new
language, of which Latin was the main element, adapted to the ruder forms
tic

race melted into the

of these recent iiwaders.
They had another terrible

trial to endure.
In the year 710 the Saracens
invaded Spain, and the Gothic monarchy was overthrown in the great battle
of Xeres,
The free spirit of the Goths could not submit to the Moslem yoke.
Numbers of them retired to the mountainous region of the Asturias and in
these mountain fastnesses maintained their independence, waging against the
Arab conquerors, with varying success, a conilict which lasted for nearly
The struggle ended by the conquest of Grenada in 1492,
>eight centuries.
when Ferdinand of Arragon and Isabella of Castile, by their marriage, united
these two kingdoms, and by their conquest of Grenada, and the expulsion of
the Moors, became king and queen of all Spain.
There seemed to be now a magnificent career before the Spanish nation.
They had not only been trained to military skill and daring by their long conflict with the Arabs, but they had also acquired much of that love of science,
;

4
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literature, aud art, for -which tlie Arabs at that time were so diitingnished.
Tliey had preserved their hereditary love of liberty, so nobly characteristic
of all the branches of the great Teutonic race. Each true Spauiard held
himself to be as free a man, and as much a gentleman as the king. Arms

were their employment, arts were their delight, and high chivalrous hoijonr
and generosity were their joy and pride. They were Christians of a nobler
character than most of the Christian nations of that age and while TvJUingly
remaining in a state of intercourse with Rome, they refnsed that abject submission to the decrees, the threats, and the excommunications of the Pope,
;

before whicli

all

other nations in Europe, Scotland only excepted, crouched
a time when even England sunk prostrate beneath a Papal

At

and trembled.

Spain dared to bid the Pope defiance, and to disregard the excommunication aimed against her kings.
But the ambition of Ferdinand led him to cultivate a closer alliaiice withIvome. His still more ambitious successor, Charles Y., pursued a similar
coarse.
Having begun to intrigue with Rome^ they soon became the victjni&
of these intrigues. The spell of Rome wrought in a twofold, or rather in a
manifold form. The Spanish monarchs soon became dark, designing, bigotThe genius of Spain became possessed with the demon
ed, and cruel tyrants.
interdict,

Torquemada
Ignatius Eoyola invented the Jesuit system.
Within the course of
produced and wielded the horrors of the Inquisition.
one or two generations the Spanish character experienced almost a total j-eIts bright
vulsion.
Its high spirit became terrible and remorseless cruelty.
of Antichrist.

genius became casuistical subtlety, fatal to every principle of morality and
truth.
There still remained courage and genius but there was no Cid, im
Cervantes, no Columbus. The hearts that Avould have leapt at the sound of
the Moorish cymbal and their own clarion call to battle, bounded with horrible exultation at the creaking engines of the Inquisition, and the gasping^
;

groans of its mangled victims. The eyes that would have gazed with eager
delight on some knightly tournament, or splendid festival, learned to gloat on
the brutalities of a bull- fight, or the fiery horrors of an auto dafc.
The Coltiberian Spain of ancient Rome was a comparatively brave and polished country
Gothic Spain was a noble, free, and rapidly improving
and not the less so on account of, and during its long conflict with,
country,
the Arabs the re-united Spain tliat expelled the Moslem race and religion
;

—

;

was a mighty country, and seemed likely to become the foremost nation of the
world.
But the deadly venom of Popery was introduced into its very vitals.
Its heart became seared, and its head perverted.
It sunk into a horrible stateof mingled maniac madness and bcuunibed lethargy, and became one of themost

utterly degenerate

effect of

Popery

and basest of kingdoms.

in Spain.

—

Such has been the

fatal

Yet Spain is not wholly dead, not even wholly paralyzed. The Spanisl>
peo])le have still some elements of their ancient nobleness of character. Thej
have still courage and genius although the courage is undirected and wild,
aud the genius uninformed or misinformed. Tiiey have been plunging from
tyranny to anarchy, and from anarchy to tyranny, in all the turmoil of distracted revolutions.
But now some better omens begin to appear. The
Bible can be circulated, and is being circulated throughout the conntry. The
and the heart and mind of
priests arc losing power, wealth, and influence
Spain seem to be beginning to awake, preparatory to shaking oft' the madness
and the lethargy of ages. This, however, we may further explain at some
;

;

future opportunity.

•'
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WHAT ARE INDULGENCES?
Much

ignorance and confusion seem to prevail both among Protestants
From the indcfiniteness and
to what Indulgences reallj' are.
contrariety of the averments -which are con-:monly bandied about on this
known with clearness and certainty
subject, it is plain that very little is

and Papists as

regarding it. Protestants commonly allege that indulgences are understood
to confer the forgiveness of sins, and Papists usually deny that any such
In these circumstances, it may be proper to
efficacy is ascribed to them.
take an opportunity, once for all, to explain somewhat particularly what the
true doctrine of the Church of Rome upon the subject is, that our readers
neither, ou the one hand, ascribe to Romanists any opinion which they
are entitled to repudiate, nor, on the other hand, be deceived by the attempts
of Romanists to cast ofi'the responsibility of notions ^yllich their Church has

may

sanctioned.

The first thing to be noticed, is the difficulty of finding out what is the
doctrine of the Church of Rome on the subject of indulgences, and the want
of unity in the rejiresentations which Popish writers put forth upon this

We

full and explicit statement as to the nature
which the Church of Roiti'e, and all her adherThe exposure of indulgences
ents, can be said to be formally committed.
was intimately connected with the origin of the Reformation. But notwithstanding this, or rather perhaps because of this, the Council of Trent evaded

point.

and

cannot produce any

effect of indulgences, to

full exposition of the subject, while it prohibited some of tlie
All that the
grosser practical abuses that had become connected Mith it.
Council ventured to decree with respect to indulgences was, (Sess. NXV.)
that " Christ had given to the Church the power of gianting indulgences,

anything like a

and that the use of them was very beneficial to the Christian people ;"
This really
anathematizing at the same time all who should deny this.
gives us no information as to what indulgences are, and leaves us to collect
tird
the doctrine of the Church from other and less authentic sources.

We

considerable diversities in the representations given us upon the subject by
Cardinal Bellarmine in
the most eminent and influential Popish authors.
discussing this subject, has frequently to set himself to expose the defective

and erroneous views of authors whom lie
ecclesiastics examined before the

The leading
Catholics.
Parliamentary committees in
1825, Archbishop Kelly, Archbishop Murray, and Bishop Doyle, gave different and contradictory accounts of the doctrine of their Church respecting
an application of
it, and there seems to be no very definite standai-d by
which all the ditrerences can be settled. This is a very awkwaid state of
matters in a Church which professes to be infallible, and lays claim to the
calls

Romish

possession of a living, unerring, judge of controA-ersy.
It is certain that the Avhole series of Papal bulls granting indulgences,
especially in connexion with the Jubilees, extending from the tin)e of Boniface VIII. to the present day, represents them as conferring the pardon cr
remission of sins, while Popish authors generally deny that they do so, and
charge this mode of speaking, even when employed in Papal bulls, with
This, too, is a strange thing in an infallible
inaccuracy and impropriety.
Church, that the Popes should uniforrnly and for a long succession of ages
have given an erroneous and blundering account of the nature and effect of
their

own

indulgences, and ou a point where error

men's souls.

is

fitted to

endanger

6
The Popes

in

their bulls

THE
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have been anxious
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to mngnifv' to the

rccre
nii;.;ht be
anxious to procure them, and Avith this view to have adopted a mode of
statement wliich their more respectable and intelligent folloAvers refuse to
But what then is the account which Romish writers
undertake to defend.
ntniost

the valne of their indulgences,

tliat

the

faith.fiil

Some of them err as
in general give of the nature and effects of indulgences ?
much by defect in this matter as the Papal bulls seem to err by excess,
when they represent indulgences as conferring the pardon of sin. Bossuet,
Gother, and the more unscrupulous Popish controversialists, describe indulgences as being merely a relaxation or commutation of the canonical
penances imposed by the Church in the txercife of ecclesiastical discipline.

This representation is a deliberate fraud, and can impose upon no one wlio
is acquainted with the books that arc in most general use and cf highest
The view givtn of an indulgence in the ordinary'"
authority among Papists.
Popish catechisms, and in the writings of their most approved authoi's, is
this, that it conveys a remission of the temporal punishment Avith which God
continues to visit the sins of men after their guilt, properly so calkd, and
consequent liability to eternal punishment, have been talcen away in the
This is the true account of an indulgence, as
sacrament cf penance.
tlie woiks of the great body of approved Popish authors, and
view of it which all the more respectable Popish controversialists

derived from
this i^ the

undertake to defend. In order to estimate aright the true import of this
doctrine about indulgences, it is necessary to remember, that the ternpornl
punishment reniaiiung due to men's sins after their guilt has been taken
away, may be endured either in this life or in the next in Purgatory, and
The fact that
that of course indulgences deliver men from Puigatoriiil fires.
this is a part of the rc.jiish doctrine, not only exposes the fraudulent misrepresentation formerly referred to, about indulgences being merely the relaxation of canonical penances, but likewise overthrows another common
allegation of Papists, viz., that indulgences can avail those only v\ho truly
repent of their sins, while yet it is not prefeiuicd that th.cre is any repen-

tance

in Purgatorv.
There are two other points to be attended to in order to understaiid fully
the Popish doctrine upon this subject, viz., 1st. that an indulgence is of force
at the divine tribunal, and averts tlu' wjath of Gcd wiih respect to tliC temand, 2d, that the ground or foundation of ail
poral punishment of sin
indulgences is a treasvcre or storehouse of the satisfactions rendered by Christ
and the Saints. Some Popish writers deny the fust of these positions, but
;

this is merely a softer and more indirect way of bringing in the fraudulent
misrepresentation already adverted to, about ir.dulgences being ir.erely the
relaxation of canonical penances in the tribunal of the Church, and is fully

refuted by the fact that indulgences deliver men from Purgatory, ^^ here no
The second position about
tribunal except that of God has any jurisdiction.
the treasure or storehou.-e of merits or satisfactioi-s, which is tl;e ground or

foundation of indulgences, cannot perhaps be said to be form.ally and expressly denied by any niodcrn Romanist, though it is denied by implication
by all who put forth the misrepresentation just exposed, and accordingly
Cardinal Bellarmine adduces it as an argument against that misrepresentation,
it supersedes and renders unnecessary the treasure of the merits of
Christ and the saints.
{De Indulffenliis, lib. i. c. vii. tern. ii. p. 447.) But
-svhile Popish writers scarcely venture to deny the existence of this treasure

that

of merits, and

its

connexion with indulgences, they arc now-a-days generally
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anxious to conceal
rally taught

upon

it,

or throw

this subject

7

The doctrine geneit into tiie background.
by the more honest and respectable Romi.-h

its almost universal prevalence, we are entitled
writers, and that which, from
to regard as the doctrine of their Church, is this, that the unnecessary or
supererogatory merits of Christ and the saints form together a treasure or

storehouse which is under the control of the Pope, who can furnish supplies
that an indulgence imparts to him who receives it
of satisfactions out of it
the benefit of a portion of this treasure of satisfactions and that it is by
;

;

doing this that it produces its appropriate effect of freeing men from liability'
This is the true
to the temporal punishment remaining due to their sins.
modern
are rather shy
of
and
foundation
though
Papists
indulgences,
ground
of admitting any connexion between them and this pretended storehouse of
The connexion between them is very explicitly brought out by
merits.
" In
Cardinal Bellarmine in the following passage
investigating whether
that
must
be inquired about, Isf^
indulgences exist, there are two things
:

—

Whether or not there exists in the Church any treasure of the satisfactions
of Clirist and the saints, Avhich may be applied to those who are liable to
punishment after their guilt has been remitted in the sacrament of penance
;

and 2d, Whether or not there be in the Pope and in other bishops a power of
applying this treasure, and in this way absolving men from liability to temFor no one can deny, that these two things are necesporal punishments.
sary to constitute indulgences, such as they are defended by Catholic authors."
[De liidulg., lib. i. c. ii.) Wherever, then, an indulgence takes effect, or
does any good, it is because the Pope communicates to the individual receiving it, the benefit of a portion of the satisfactions of Christ and the saints,
" the
laid up in what the Council of Trent calls
heavenly treasures of the
Church."

Now let it be seriously and deliberately considered what all this implies,
and without dwelling upon the blasphemy of representing the merits of
Christ, as mixed up, and forming one mass, with the merits of the saints, let
us attend to what is involved in the Romish eloctrine, in its bearing upon the
The Popish docmerits of the saints taken separately and by themselves.
trine of indulgences implies or involves the maintenance of the whole of the
Is;:, That when God forgives sin, to the
following heresies and absurdities
effect of remitting the eternal punishment due to it, there remains uni-cmitted
a temporal punishment which God will inflict, and which the sinner must
2d, That men, instead of endurendure, either in this life or in purgatory.
ing this temporal punishment, which they have deserved by their sins, and
which the blood of Christ has not washed away, may make atonement or
satisfaction to God for it, by prayers, fasting, or almsgiving, or may deserve
the remission of it by their own merits. 3 /, That men may do more than
satisfy divine justice for the temporal punishment due to their sins, aud may
merit more than the remission of it, and that this superfluous satisfaction
and merit, which is unnecessary for themselves, may be transferred to, and
:

—

made available

for, others.
4'/?, That, in point of fact, there is a treasure or
storehouse containing all these superfluous satisfactions and supererogatory
merits of the saints, along with the satisfaction and merits of Christ above
and beyond what was necessary for the salvation of men. bth. That this

treasure or storehouse

is

under the control of the Pope, who imparts to men
satisfactions and merits con-

by indulgences the benefit of a portion of the
tained in it, and thus frees them from liability
due

to the temporal

punishment

to their sins.

a2
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lu order to cstablisli

Church of Rome

tlie

doctrine,

and to warrant the

2,

practice, of the

regard to indulgences, every one of these five propositions
nnist be proved, and Cvach of them must have its own distinct independent
evidence, for tliere is not one of the five which of itself affords any evidence of the truth of anj- of the rest.
Now, every one of these five proposiiu

tions can be proved

on clear scriptural grounds to be

foundation of indulgences
This analysis of what

is
is

false,

and thus the whole

overturned.

involved in indulgences, not only shews

how

impossible it is to establish the doctrine of the Church of Rome on this
abuses and
subject, but brings out also the close connexion between practical
the perversion of important doctrines which bear directly upon the spiritual
Indulgences, when traced back step by step, to their true
origin and ultimate explanation, land us in a denial of the perfection of
Christ's one sacrifice, and in an assertion of the eflicacy of satisfactions rendered by ourselves or others, in delivering us from the consequences of sin.
welfare of men.

Thus, indulgences cannot be defended without perverting the gospel of the
grace of God, and thereby endangering the salvation of men's souls, their
practical tendency, even when most carefully and cautiously explained,
being to lead men to build their hopes of escaping from punishment upon a
false foundation.

When we

attend to the explanation that has been given of the grounds on

w-hich indulgences rest, and consider the principles and doctrines assumed
and applied in every instance in which an indulgence is granted, we can
easily understand how it was that Luther attached so much importance to
this subject, and how, starting from this point, he was led on in his investigations to the full discovery of complete justification by the free grace of God

through the sufferings and merits of Christ."

POPERY AND THE FINE ARTS.

A

COMMON topic with certain shallow talkers and devotees of taste Is the
adverse influence of Protestantism upon the Fine Arts. Tlie Reformation is
identified, according to them, with a coarse and vulgar utilitarianism, while
all

the credit of having been the liberal

and enlightened patroness of archi-

"We
tecture, sculpture, and painting, is handed over to the Romish Church.
are told iu fashionable talk, that Popery reared cathedrals for her places of
worship, and Protestantism builds barns. Popery developed the genius of
the sculptor and the painter, whom she called iu to supply the decorations of
her temples and the adjuncts of her worship. The severe simplicit}^ of Protestantism strips the walls of the sanctuary bare, and abhors the aid of the

and the pencil. Popery cherished these brilliant arts under the sunshine of patronage and favour Protestantism is the frozen zone of taste.
This assumption on behalf of Popery has been so confidently made, and has
chisel'

:

been allowed to pass with so little question, that many intelligent Protestants,
who are ready to prove that Protestantism is the pioneer of liberty, of just
laws, of literature, education, science, mechanical improvements, and all tliat
bears on the material and moral wellbeing of nations, would scarce think of
debating with Pojieiy her monopoly of praise on the score of the Fine Arts.
But the neglect of the Fine Arts is the least of the sins towards them
which are charged upon Protestantism. The Reformation was " the genius
"
It preached a crusade against painting and
of fanaticism and destruction.

»
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sculpture, and signalized itself by the work of a ruthless demolition.
Scottish Reformer, iu particular, cannot be mentioned without expressions of
detestation, as the savage ringleader of ignorant and fanatical mobs in the
" The
overthrow of every venerable and sacred structure.
magnificent
cathedrals and abbeys were passed under the remorseless harrow of Knox

and

that of Glasgow alone escaped, like the righteous serhis companions
vant from the destruction of Job's house, to tell of the ruin of the rest." So
has it been said and shrieked in every note of the vituperative gamut. John
Knox is said to have said, " that the best way to keep the rooks from returning was to pull down their nests." Those who clamour so fiercely against
him for uttering this notable saying, will, of course, take it grievously amiss
to be asked if they know any proof, other than mere hearsay, of his having
littered it at all.
Out of the depth of his strong soul he looked with solemn
pity upon his countrymen perishing in brutal ignorance, and accepted the
;

marked out for him as he believed by the finger of God, of delivering
them from a foul tyranny which kept them barbarous and enslaved, and
task,

from a degrading superstition, the temporal and eternal enemy of the human
kind. With this work to do he was apt to be sternly in earnest
and, perhaps, extraordinary as the omission may appear, he failed to take dilettanti
amateurs and young ladies having albums into his consideration. But it is
When the
certain that wanton destruction had no encouragement from him.
mobs of Dundee and Perth rose to destroy the Abbey of Scone, Knox was
a thing which never could have been thought of had
sent for to protect it
" Mr.
not his sentiments been known to be opposed to such demolitions.
" was sent after but before he came
Knox," says Calderwood,
they were
Albeit Mr. Knox did what in him
pulling down the dortour and the idols.
lay to stay their furie, yitt was he not able to stay all." The bishop's palace
and the church were saved for that night. The next day, however, a bastard
son of the bishop murdered^ Dundee man with a rapier thrust, because he
was looking in through a grated door. The report spread, the mob returned
infuriated, and the abbey and palace were given to the flames.
" makes
Slie has certainly made a good
Popery
capital" of everything.
deal by appropriating the reputation of a munificent patronage of the Fine
Arts.
There are always a certain number of minds whose vivid temperament
;

;

;

and romantic

susceptibilities may be powerfully acted upon through the
strong appeal made to the imagination by works of high genius.
Popery,
the reputed foster-mother of a multitude of such works, wields a dangerous
power of fascination by means of this reputation. Rome, no doubt, is prodi-

How could it be otherwise since imperiab
giously rich in art-treasures.
the glorious spoils of ancient Greece, and left them, added to
works, as a legacy to Rome papal ? By the accident of posi-

Rome acquired
her own proud

became trustee over this great bequest of antiquity for all
A more reckless and scandalous trustee there never was
than the Vatican proved for ages.
The magnificent structures of ancient
Rome served as quarries. The fairest columns of the Ionic and Corinthian
orders were torn down from their porticos, and broken up for building
material.
The marbles of Paros and Numidia were burned for lime. Ever
since the admiration of strangers for what remained after ages of such waste
awoke Rome to the value of her treasures, she has been their careful custodier.
But unquestionably all the destruction wrought upon the monuments of antiquity by all the Goths and Vandals that ever set foot in Rome, was a bagatelle
tion, the Vatican

the modern world.

to the dilapidation carried on

by the Popes.

10
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Poi)ish liands,
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magnificent
—many
stone, as some of
poems

2,

and churches
them have been enthu-

cathedrals, abbeys,

in

Architecture, we are wished to believe, is under profound
siastically termed.
obligations to that Church which required these stately erections, and found
the means of calling them into existence. Popery gave to architecture its

opportunities of exercise and development, till it learned to rear a Notre
Dame or a York Minster. But consider, before this is allowed to pass, the

conditions on which the architect of the Church

was bound

to

work.

The

Romish worship

It may be the
requires a building in the form of a cross.
cross of equal, or the Latin cross of unequal arms, but a cross it must

Greek
The genius of the
nave, two wings, and a

bound down to the invariable form of a
a pair of towers. On this rigidly Jixed
plan the architects of Rome were kept working for ages. Subjected to .-nth
conditions, and confined witiun such narrow and formal limits, genius was
robbed of its freedom. The consequence was, that architecture could rear
cathedrals, but could not build a dwelling-house with the slightest pretension,
But
to elegance or commodiousness. Church- brilding Avas its solitary feat.
architecture ought to be competent to provide man Avith structures suitable^,
as well for the purposes of his domestic and civil, as of his religious liff.^'
be.

architect

is

steeple, or

Genius and art must ever sufl:er when cramped 1)y artificial restraints, and
may fairly doubt Avhethcr the influence of the Popish Church on architecture Avas not to giA-e it a one-sided instead of a natural and just development.
Ave

It

may

Paul's

be remembered that the design according to Avhich AVren built St..
not the design Avliich the great architect himself prefen-rcd.

Avas

Admirable as that famous structure is, it is excelled in every high property
of architecture by another model prepared by Wren, and still preserved in
the archives of the Church. But the internal arrangements displeased the
Duke of York, as not being easily adaptable to Popish Avorship, of Avhose
restoration he had hopes. The architect Avas, therefore, compelled to relinquish this design. Things like these should not be forgotten when assumptions are made amounting to no less than that architecture is a creation of
the Roman Catholic Church. If the thing even Avere so, it may justly be said
of the Church that built cathedrals and buried the Bible, that her people
asked the bread of life and she gave them a stone.
The Roman Church boasts less loudly of her services to sculpture. The
most sacred of all her statues, the figure of St. Peter in the mighty temple
which bears his name, is an ancient bronze Jupiter. It must surely haAe
been the poverty of art in the last extreme that compelled her to such a
scandalous borrowing.
It is the art of painting, hoAvever, AA'hose lustre the Church of Rome
specially allects to have brought forth by the munificence of her patronage.
shall not twit her Avitli the Dominicans of Milan, Avho cut throufh

We

Leonardo da Vinci's celebrated

fresco of the Last Supper, mangling, in i]:e

process, the figure of the Saviour himself, in order to enlarge the door of
But avc avIU aver, that in painting as in architecture^
their dining-room.
Popery has laid fetters on the genius and freedom of the artist. She prescribed to him a certain set of church subjects,
Madonnas, Nativities, Holy

—

Families, Crucifixions, Descents from vhe Cross, ridiculous miracles, and
hideous martyrdoms. Everybody avIio has visited Popish churches abrocd

inoAvs the intolerable iteration and monotony of these stock-pieces. Can
any one doubt that the Avorks of the Italian painters Avould haA'e been even
more adniirable than they are had they painted fcAver Madonnas, and been

,
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allowed the great free field of all nature to expatiate in ?
They ceased to be'
free so soon as they began to labour lu the employment of the Church.
great artists in spite of the system, for the candle of genius
But unless it be good to debar genius from its
liberty, to limit the soaring of the eagle as the soaring of a paper-kite is
checked by the string, it is at the least an open question Avhether painting

True, there

-svcre

cannot be hid under a bushel.

has gained or

by the patronage of the Church of Rome.

lost

HOW THE CHURCH

OF ROME DEALS WITH
THE SECOND COMMANDMENT.

" Thou shfilt not nwlce unto thee
any craven imas;e, or any likeness of anything that is in heaven
above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth thou shall not bow down
nor
serve
them
for
I the Lord thy God am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the
to
them,
thyself
fathers upon the eliilJren unto the third and fourth };enerati(.n of them that hate me; and shewing
unto
thousands
of
love
them
that
me, and keep my commandments."— Exod. x.\. 4-G.
mercy
'•
These words, which I command thee this day, shall be in thine heart and thou shalt teach them
unto
children."—
Deijt.
vi.
G, 7.
diligcntli/
thy
;

:

;

—

The giving of the Law from Mount Sinai was awful, majestic, solemn a
scene to be kept in everlasting remembrance. The occasion on which it was
the cir•enunciated
the preparations that were enjoined as its preliminaries
;

;

cumstances that accompanied the occurrence the thunders and lightnings and
earthquake and tempest, and the sound of the trumpet, and all the pomp and
circumstance that gathered around the Great Legislator, all these things
tended to exhibit to the Jewish people the terrible nature of that Law, and
its awful sanction
and still is it true that " he that ofFendeth in one point is
;

—

;

guilty of all."
One of these

(James

ii.

10.)

This

is

the

Law

of the

Ten Commandments.

Commandments

(the Second) forbids the worship and veneraImage-worship is a characteristic of the Church of Rome.

tion of images.

Image-worship cannot consist with the Second Commandment. How, then,,
does the Church of Rome deal with this Commandment against images ?
"We are bold to say The Churcli of Rome systematically omits and ^7and we are in a position to prove onr statement.
presses this Commandment

—

;

To our

—

we accordingly proceed
The Church of Rome counts Ten Commandments as

Her

proofs, then,

well as do Protestants^.

in one, and to
should not so
dividing the Tenth Into two.
to her peculiar division, or numerical distribution of the Com-

principle,

make up the
much object

:

however,

full

is

to include the First

and Second

We

number by

mandments, if she gave the whole body of the Law in its fulness and integBut this she docs not. It is true, we may, in one or two
rity to her people.
catechisms in England, find the Commandment against images inserted ; but
this very fact convicts the Roman Catholic Church of the Avilful suppression
of the same Commandment in all her other catechisms and forces us to say,
;

that the insertion of the suppressed

Commandment

in

any English catechism

is an act of expediency and policy, and is intended not so much to instruct
ignorant Roman Catholics as to mislead vigilant Protestants. We were once,
indeed, peculiarly struck by the characteristic remark of an Iiish Roman
Catholic in London, who, upon hearing that the Church of Rome had included
the Second Commandment in a certain Enr/h'slt catechism, remarked that it

was not

fair to

the Irish people to withhold from

Commandment which

them

in their

own

land a

given to (only some) English people at this side of
the Channel, and further expressed himself by saying, " It looks pretty miicli
is
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as though tlie Church of Rome would have a clean face for England, and a dirty
A most expressive remark. AVc shall, however, find by
face for Ireland !"
and by that Rome is not even here immaculate in this respect.
What, then, is the real state of the case? A simple induction of particuIt must be observed that Dr. Milner, in his work entitled
" The End of
Controversy," indignantly repudiates the charge of suppression
" It is a
which is made against the Roman Catholic Church.
gross calumny,"
he writes in Letter xxxiv., "a, gross calumny/ to pretend that we suppress any
all our Bibles, and in
part of the Decalogue; for the whole of it appears in
"

lars will explain.

(ill

our most approced caiec/dsms."

That the whole Decalogue appears in the
but it must be remembered that very

—

Eoman Catholic Bible we do not deny
few Roman Catholics possess a copy of

their own Bible; and, at all events,
children are never taught the Ten Commandments fiom the Lille in Roman
Catholic schools. This plea, then, for all practical purposes, is useless.
But as to " all their most approved catecliisms," we must request Dr. Mil-

ner to moderate his indignation, while for a brief space we investigate the
*'
Wc have just now lying before us a
gross calumny" of which he speaks.
"
long array of Roman Catholic catechisms, all most highly approved." "We
shall examine tliese, and give our readers the benefit of our investigation.
" The Most Rev. Dr. James Butler's Catechism ;
I.
revised, enlarged, approved, and recommended hy tlte Four Roman Catholic Archbishops in Ireland^
Dublin :
as a General Catechism for the Kingdom. Thirty-fourth edition."
"
This catechism. Lesson xiv., proceeds thus:
Q. Say the Ten
Duffy.
Commandments of God? A. 1. I am the Lord thy God thoushalt not have
strange gods before me. 2. Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy

—

—

;

No

allusion to the Commandment against images
Siqrpressed !
Catechism^ lyc. Rg the Most Rev. Dr. Reillg." Another Archbishop.
Dublin: "Wan-en. This catechism, Part II. Lesson i.,thus: " How many

God."
II.

''

!

A

—

—

commandments hath God given us?
shalt

name

in

of

God

1.

I

am

the

Lord

have no other gods but me. 2. Thou shalt not take the
vain."
But where is the Commandment against inmges?

thy God, thou
Suppressed

Ten.— Say them?

!

III. ''•The Christian Doctrine compiled according to the Resolution of the
Archbishop cf Tuam^and the Bishops of that Province.'''' Dublin: "\7arren.
This catechism bears the imprimatur of " John, Archbishop of Tuam,"
"
Less. xi.
Q. Say the First
(Dr. MacHale.) and six Suffragan Bishops.
Commandment ? A. I am the Lord thy God, thou shalt not have strange
gods before me." Less. xii. "Q. Say the Second Commandment ? A. Thou
shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God in vain."
Between these two
there is still no mention made of the commandment against images. *S«^;-

—

:

—

—

pressed !
lY. The same Catechism in the Irish Language ; and with the same authoThe Commandment against images again suppressed! So that neither
rity.
in English nor in Irish is that Commandment given by the Church of Rome

"
It is not a
gross calumny."
But this is not all. The preceding catechisms are intended for children,
and to be taught in schools. We now proceed to a catechism intended for
priests, students, and colleges.
V. " The Catech isra or Ch ristian Doctrine^ ^'c. Bg the Rev. A ndrew Donlevy.,
LL.D. Third edition. Published for the Royal Catholic College of St.
Dublin: Dufly.— This, then, is the catechism from
Patrick, Magnooth."
which the Roman Catholic priests are themselves instructed. How, then,
to the whole Province of Connaught

!
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Commaudmcnt against images ? In Part II. Less, i., it
Kow many Commandments has God given us ?
Say them ? A. I am the Lord thy God, who brought thee out

deal with the

proceeds
A. Ten.

thus

—

:

—"

Q.

Q.
of the land of Egypt, and out of the house of bondage thou shalt not have
Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God
strange gods before me.
No commandment against images no more than if such was
in vain," &c.
;

— even in the Maynootli catechism — suppressed !
;

never given.

And now

It is

for

some English catechisms, published

give

England, and intended

in

Do even

the English catechisms, for very shame's sake,
shall
to
the
commandment against images ?
rightful position

for English schools.
its

We

see.

With PermisShort Historical Catechism. Bi/ the AUe Fleunj.
: T. Jones.
1854." This English catecliism, c. vi,, proceeds
thus :— " What is this Law ? A. The Ten Commandments.— Q. Which are
they? A. I am the Lord thy God, &c. 1. Thou shalt not have strange gods
VI.

sion.

''

A

London

2. Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God in vain,"
Not the most remote allusion to any Commandment against images.
Suppressed again, and that in England too
VII. " Questions and Answers on the Necessaey Truths and Duties of Reli-

before me.

&c.

!

—

Derby: Richardson.
lawftd aiitliority
"
Say the Ten Commandments ?
English catechism proceeds
1, I am the Lord thy God, who brought thee out of the land of Egypt, and
thou shalt have no strange gods before me, &c.
out of the house of bondage
Here a
2. Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God in vain."
"
" et
necessary
cetera.," is to convey the
pregnant, though very unpretending
But the Commandtruths" regarding the Commandment against images

fjion, for Examining Children.Sfc. Brj

In page

8, this

:

.''''

—

;

!

ment

—Suppressed
Richardson. A
London
What every Christian 'must Knoiv."
— a very promising book — and, moreover, bearing the express
!

itself is

VIII. "

:

striking title
imprimatur oi

"Dr. Paul Culleu, Roman Catholic Archbishop of Dublin."
"
What, then, must every Christian know" about the Commandment against
" The Commandments of God.
1. I am
images? In page 5, it proceeds
shalt
thou
no
other god but me.
2. Thou shalt not
have
the Lord thy God
take the name of the Lord thy God in vain." No allusion here either. So
"
that if
every Christian must know" the Commandments as they are given
in this book, it is plain that every Christian must not know the Command:

—

;

—

This Commandment is here again Suppressed !
IX. " Instructions in the Coniraandments. By Saint Alphonsus Liguori.''''
Dublin Duffy. This work contains a series of treatises on the Command" On the
ments by a canonized saint. In Part I. c. i , it proceeds thus
"
'
Then folThou shalt have no other god but me.'
First Commandment.
" On the Second Comlows a treatise of 42 pages in length. Then c. ii.,
"
But in vain
Thou shalt not take the name of God in vain.'
mandment.

ment against images.
:

:

—

'

do we search

for the intermediate Avords of the

Law — the Commandment

and
against images. In fact there are 42 pages occupied with the Sermon,
yet there is no room for the Text 1 The canonized Liguori omits the Com-

—

mandment against images. It is again Sup-pressed !
So much for Irish and English catechisms and their uniform and wilful
a
suppression of our Second Commandment. We conclude our review by
few notices of Continental catechisms.
X. The catechism of the Societa Tuscana, which
States, omits the

Commandment

against images.

circulates in the Italian

It is

again

— Suppressed

!
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XI. The Catechism composed for

the use of

15

P ions Schools in

Tuscany omits

—

Commaudmeut

against images. Here, too, it is Suppressed !
XII. The Catechism of Cardinal Bellarmine^ published in Rome, omits

the

—

the Commandment against images. In Eome, too, it is Sv.pp)ressed !
This is a formidable catalogue of overt acts of suppression. We propound
"
we simply state facts as -we
to an intelligent public no
gross calumny,"
find them, and as they are supplied and made ready to our hand by the
*•
most approved" authorities of the Church of Rome. -"We would be the first

—

to rejoice if the Church of Rome would insert the Second Commandment ia
There might then be some hope of amendment on the
her catechisms.
But the Church of Rome
part of her people in the matter of image-worship.

•all

does not so insert

it

and

;

if in

some few exceptional cases she does so in-

let our Protestant people charge Rome with
her inconsistency in publishing one day and in one place one version of God's
immutable commands, and yet, at another time and place, publishing quite a
As a general rule, however, and in the way of
difterent version of the same.

clude that

Commandment, then

systematic publication of Romish catechisms, the

Commandment

against

images is by the Church of Rome wilfully and wittingly S2cp])i-essecl ; and this,
because the Commandment against images is by the Church of Rome, in her
The
ritual and her daily practice, wilfully and systematically infringed.
Church of Rome has broken the command, and continues to break it every
day she, therefore, fears its threatenings and for this reason she keeps it
;

;

as far as possible out of sight.

LUTHER BURNING THE POPE'S BULL.
The burning of the Pope's Bull by Luther was the very turning point of
It was the measure of a man of singular boldness and
the Reformation.
determination, since from such a step there could be no retreat. It may give
some of our more timid and shrinking spirits of the present day an idea of
the kind of measures which were blessed of God of old for breaking the
and overthrowing a deadly and crushing superstition. The

fetters of Europe,

is given by Robertson, although the comparatively cold and calculating historian had little sympathy with the earnest

following description of the scene

—

and daring Reformer
" But the undaunted
:

spirit of Luther acquired additional fortitude from every
and pushing on his inquiries and attacks from one
instance of opposition
doctrine to another, he began to shake the firmest foundations on which the
Leo came at last to be conwealth or power of the Church was established.
;

vinced, that all hopes of reclaiming him by forbearance Avere vain several
prelates of great wisdom exclaimed no less than Luther's personal adversaries,
against the Pope's unprecedented lenity in permitting an incorrigible heretic,
;

who

during three years had been endeavouring to subvert everything sacred
the dignity of
still to remain within the bosom of the Church
the Papal see rendered the most vigorous proceedings necessary the new
emperor, it was hoped, would support its authority nor did it seem probable
that the elector of Saxony would so far forget his usual caution, as to set him-

and venerable,

;

;

;

self in opposition to their united power.
The college of cardinals was often
assembled, in order to prepare the, sentence with due deliberation, and the
ablest canonists were consulted how it might be expressed with unexceptional
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last,
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on the 15th of June 1520, the

of Rome, was issued.

Church

bull, so fatal to the

Forty-one propositions, extracted out of Luther's

works, arc therein condemned as heretical, scandalous, and offensive to pious
ears ; all persons are forbidden to read his writings, upon pain of excommunication
such as had any of them in their custody are commanded to commit them to the flames
he himself, if he did not, iu sixty days, publicly
recant his errors, and burn his books, is pronounced an obstinate heretic; is
;

;

excommunicated, since delivered unto Satan for the destruction of his flesh
and all secular princes are required, under pain of incurring the samecensm-e,
;

to seize his person, that he might be punished as his crimes deserved.
" The
publication of this bull iu Germany excited various passions in different

Luther's adversaries exulted, as if his party and opinions had been
places.
His followers, whose reverence for
crushed at once by such a decisive blow.
the Papal authority daily diminished, read Leo's anathemas with more indignation than terror.
In some cities, the people violently obstructed the proin others, the persons who attempted to publish it were
bull itself torn in pieces and trodden under foot.
This sentence, which he had for some time expected, did not disconcert or

mulgation of the bull
insulted,

"

;

aud the

intimidate Luther.

After renewing his appeal to the general council, [Nov.
and being now
17,] he publishes remarks upon the bull of excommunication
persuaded that Leo had been guilty both of impiety and injustice in his pro;

ceedings against him, he boldly declared the Pope to be that
whose appearance is foretold in the New Testament

man

of sin, or

he declaimed
against his t}'ranny and usurpations with greater violence than ever he exhorted all Christian princes to shake off such an ignominious yoke
and
boasted of his own happiness in being marked out as the object of ecclesiastical indignation, because he had ventured to assert the liberty of mankind.
Nor did he confine his expressions of contempt for the Papal power to words
alone Leo having, in execution of the bull, appointed Luther's books to be
burnt at Rome, he, by way of retaliation, assembled all the professors and
students in the university of "Wiltemburg, and with great pomp, in presence
of a vast multitude of spectators, cast the volumes of the canon law, together
with the bull of excommunication, into the flames aud his example was imiAntichrist,

;

;

;

;

;

tated in several cities of Germany.
The manner in which he justified this
action was still more offensive than the action itself.
Having collected from

the canon law some of the most extravagant propositions with regard to the
plenitude and omnipotence of the Papal power, as well as the subordination
of all secular juiisdiction to the authority of the holy sec, he published these
with a commentary, pointing out the impiety of such tenets, and their evident
tendency to subvert all civil government."*

BISHOP GILLIS OF EDINBURGH'S

"

PASTORAL CHARGE."

" Pastoral
rather curious to see the late
Charge" of the northern
the
character
of its author we expected to find it
From
wily
Bishop Gillis.

We felt

plausible,

and

in this expectation

have cot been disappointed.

He

certainly

• Robertson's
History of the Roign of the Emperor Charles V., with a View of the Progress of Society in lOurope, from tlie Subversion of the Konian Kmpirp, to the beginning
the
Si.xtcenih
of
Century. Pp. 1)9-91. Glasgow : Chapman and Lang. 1800.
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" most" will be found to amount to
the most of a bad cause, but this
The Popish name of this piece of special pleading is a " Pastoral

Charge," but

its

Protestant

title

" Pastoral Incentive
ought clearly to be a

to Idolatry."

And what Bishop

Gillis

has done for the North, Dr. Wiseman has attempted

to do for the South, with this only difference, that the latter exceeds the former
in his description of the pompous processions, gorgeous dresses, and dazzling
ceremonies displayed in the " city of the seven hills," in honour of their great

on the ever memorable 8th of December. The Virgin Mary has long
been a Eomish idol " in partibus ;" but she has now been exalted to the full
honours of that supereminent but unenviable title. And one thing we may
that if anything dark or adverse here could
regard as certain, and it is this
occasion gloom or pain in those heavenly places where her soul is at rest, the
late idolatrous fooleries in St. Peter's would pierce, like a sword, a second
time through the sensitive heart of Mary, as well as excite an indignant emoidol,

:

—

mind of the Apostle, if we should suppose either of them to be
aware of what is being transacted in this imperfect and sublunary sphere.
We have a few critical observations to offer on the Romish Bishop's Pastoral, which Avill form the sequel of our present article.
"
1. The Bishop does not style the mother of Jesus
blessed," which is the
and addresses
scriptural term, but he raises the word to the superlative degree,
her as the " most blessed" Virgin Mary. This is a striking departure from the
language of inspiration, and, of course, is done for a purpose. It is a specimen, on a small scale, of Romish craft. It is done by the so-called Vicar Aposof invocation
tolic, in order to exalt his idol, and make her seem more worthy
and Avorship. Rome will always be found to exaggerate either in her praise
or blame. She seldom or never utters the plain simple truth. And all exaggeration, whether laudatory or the reverse, is a manifest departure from
truth. It is not the exact truth, but something more than the truth. It may
have some truth at bottom, but it is covered with a layer of falsehood. The
" blessed
"
Virgin," would have had too tame a sound
Virgin," or even the
"
" most blessed
the
but
Queen of heaven" to a lofnow,
Virgin" raises the
tier, and, as idolaters think, a more becoming height.
This kind of exaggeration is a specimen of one of Rome's predicted attri"
butes
speaking lies in hypocrisy." The Bishop knew that it was unscriptural, but his aim in making it was, in his own estimation, so good as to jus"
used in the
fraud
but
It was a kind of
the

tion in the

—

;"
being
Bishop Gillis is a devout worshipper of Mary, (who may yet make him Archbishop of St. Andrews,) and
feels it incumbent upon him to do everything in his power to promote her

hyperbole.
cause of religion,

tify

it

pious
ceased to be blameable.

worship.

"
2. The Scripture declares Mary to be blessed
among women ;" but Rome,
by pronouncing her conception immaculate, takes her away from the class of

women who

are

all

"conceived in

sin,

and brought forth in iniquity," and
She might indeed excel in good-

exalts her far above all the rest of her sex.

ness of character but the Papacy attributes to her a quality that does not
merely make her morally superior to all other women, but exalts her far above
the circle of humanity. It makes her almost approximate to the Saviour, and
stand on the same level Avith Him. Sinlessness, or a complete freedom from
;

sin, was necessary to qualify the Saviour for performing
But as the Virgin Mary is held by the aposof our redemption.
tate Church to have also an important hand in working out the mystery of

original

the

and actual

work
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for licr
godliness, so it is considered by her infatuated rulers equally necessdry
to be as free from any spot or taint of sin as her
to be perfectly sinless

—

Son.

Simeon prophesied, that " a sword would pierce through the heart" of
which words evidently referred to the grief of heart and other suffer^lary,
ings she would be called to endure at the captivity, trial, condemnation, aiid
But if she had been a perfectly pure and sinless creacrucifixion of Jesus.
ture, she must have been exempted from every kind and degree of suffering.
All pain, whether mental or bodily, is the effect of sin, and cannot exist where
sin is not.
Tliey who are entirely free from sin, cannot have any personal
Mary must then have been
<jxperience of trouble, distress, or misfortune.
more or less sinful, like all other women, and for this reason she might be
3.

—

This trial might be necessary to rejustly tried in the furnace of affliction.
move her remaining corruption, and to prepare her for a purer and more perfect
state of existence.
Our divine Redeemer was indeed guilty of no personal

immeasurable weight of imputed iniquity was laid upon him
aud as our great High-Priest, He was obliged to suffer " the just for the unjust." The burden of a world's iniquity lay upon His devoted head, and hence
we find him to be "a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief," and also
that no grief or sorrow was ever so acute and painful as his. But Mary was
and she was called to suffer
not pressed uuder the load of any imputed sin
like every other human being, because she was not only stained with original
sins, but tlion an

;

;

We

have not the slightsin, but had committed many actual transgressions.
est doubt that she was thus doubly guilty, though we are willing to admit, at
the same time, that she might be one of the most perfect aud exemplary
members of the Old Testament Church.
not iu
4. ^lary declared herself, that she " rejoiced in God her Saviour"
" her" Saviour.
ilie Saviour, but in
But if her conception was immaculate,
she did not stand in any need of a Saviour, and could have had no reason to
This conclusion seems a necessary one, and it is impossible
rejoice in Him.
for any candid mind to escape from it.
It may indeed be insinuated that she
from sympathy with
rejoiced not for her own sake, but for the sake of others
all thos3 who would gain a saving interest in her Son's meritorious passion

—

—

aud

obedience.
But as if for the very purpose of excluding this Romish device or .supposition, she expressly uses the words " ni}- Saviour"
which evidently convey the meaning, that her Son was her own Saviour as well as the

—

Saviour of

and

all

who should be drawn by

to acco])t of salvation

the

Holy

Spirit to believe in

His name

from Ilim.

Lastly, Bisliop Gillis concludes his semi- idolatrous charge by admitting,
that notwithstanding all that he had said without Scripture and against Scripture, to exalt Mary above tlie whole human race, and to recommend her per-

son to the worship aud adoration of his Hock, she was still no more than
a creature. But such an admission coming in at the last, and not very stronghstated, will hardly be suflicient to remove the impression previously made by
his plausible but pernicious adulation.
For granting her to be a creature,
she is still, according to his own shewing, a most wonderful and mysterious
•creature— standing in a peculiar relation to God, in which no creature ever
<lid or ever will do again
not much unlike her Son half human and half
divine and to whom it is very proper and becoming to offer superhuman or
divine honours. Dr. Gillis hardly makes his antichristian pleading any better
or more scriptural by this very cnndid admission.
To some of our more en-

—

lightened Trotestants he

—

may

—

even perhaps appear to have made

it, if

possible.
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For if the Virgin ;^^a^y was really a creatnre, aud no more
than a creature, why adorn her with so many supernatural qualities, as to
make her appear to his ignorant and superstitious dupes, as a being far higher
and more perfect than a creature as a most holy and blessed personage, who
has not only no need ot salvation for herself, but has even a powerful hand^
along with her Son, in procuring its blessings for our fallen race ?
By making her immaculate conception a positive article of faith, Romanism
The latter had its female deities^
has got completely the start of Paganism.
The " most
but the former can now boast of one superior to all of them.
blessed Virgin Mary" is Aviser than Pallas, purer than Vesta, and greater
And she far surpasses them all in one noble and
than Juno or Diana.
She is called by our modern idolaters the " Mother of
glorious title.
God," and is better entitled, in Papal estimate, to her Ave Marias than
And who can doubt that
her Son and Saviour is to his Pater Nosters.
the former will be more lavishl}^ bestowed than the latter, and poured forth,.
too, from the corrupt heart of fallen man, with a warmer and mofe inteuso
rather worse.

—

devotion ?
This is the highest and most perfect scheme of creature-worship that has;
ever been developed either in the Church or in the world. And here, Ave may
remark, that infidelity and Popery meet in one point, as two extremes. But
the triumph is on tlie side of Rome.
For Rousagain victorious
most eloquent speculations, never formed so beautiful an ideal of
humanity, as Pio Nono has constructed, by his dogmatic genius, on the 8th
of December. It far excels even those of Lessing, Herder, and Schiller, which

Popery

seau, in

is

:

liis

some of the German savans account superior to that of the enthusiastic
Frenchman. The Avild, ingenious Philosopher of Chelsea, too, may boast of
his skill in depicting the favourite objects of hero-Avorship, but in artistic
merit he must yield the palm to the unholy possessor of the Vatican, who, by
his last pontifical painting, has surpassed the most felicitous delineations of
liis British rival.
If ever creature could be said to merit Avorship in the esti-

mation of blinded infatuation, it would be the splendid idol, Avickedly enshrined in St. Peter's, and consecrated for the adoration of " the faithful,"'
amid blazing incense and gorgeous ceremony, by the combined ministratioii&
of the supreme Pontiff and his college of Cardinals.

Idolatry has reached its
We live in an age^
acme, and never can be made more artistically perfect.
of Avonders, but the present generation can hardly hope to Avitness a more
marvellous and revolting vision. Rome may be said to have out-Romed her-

and she is waiting A\ith triumphant confidence for the smiles and approbation of her goddess. It is the conviction of Protestants, hoAvevcr, that if
the blessed Virgin is aware of this egregious adulation, her froAvn and indigself,

nation are more likely to be their portion.
For there is in the Avhole of this
Papal proceeding a monstrous blasphemy, that is actually horrifying to every
scripturally-enlightencd mind, and that really seems to add the cope-stone tothis gigantic structure ofantichristian superstition and heavendaring impiety.

And

can there be any Avant of wisdom or charity in declaring our belief, that^
stupendous heresy, the lime must be draA\ing near
Avhen her predicted plagues may be expected to fall upon Rome ? They cannot
The portentous iniquity of which the " Man of Sin"
surely be far distant.
has just been guilty, may justly be said, Avithout any exaggeration, to foieshadoAv the fall of this mystic Babylon, and to accelerate the approach of her
dark and eventful hour of dreadful retribution.

after Avitnessing such
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PROGRESS OF THE STRUGGLE.
Anotheu debate has taken

place in Parliament upon the Maj-nooth quesaud everything betokens a keen and determined struggle on the side of
Rome to retain possession of her valuable public cndoAvment. It would
have been strange, indeed, and inconsistent with all past experience, if
Rome had abandoned £30,000 a year without an earnest eftbrt to retain it.
We are convinced, however, that the object at which Protestants aim will
not be secured in the present Parliament, and especially since all our leading statesmen are cvidentl}- determined to lend every support to the Romish
The great matter will be, therefore, whilst carrying forward the
system.
present struggle with unabated energy, ta look beyond to next election,
and prepare to send a reinforcement of decided Protestants to Parliament.
This object can be accomplished by means of electoral associations in every
tion,

Parliamentary

district.

A

limited

number

of

men

understanding each

other, determined to sink for a time all mere secular politics, and to make
the Protestant question regulate their votes, looking out at the same time for

suitable candidates,
associations would,

may

do wonders

A

number of
any locality.
settle the complexion of the

in

humanly speaking,

On the other hand, if this
Parliament.
expect speedy success, for the enemy is

is

neglected,

all alive,

and

such
next

we cannot reasonably
will assuredly not be

found unprepared when the day of struggle comes.

The noble

elTorts of the Protestants of other lands

may

well animate us

In the United States the Protestants are carrying all before
them, and an intelligent correspondent assures us, that the days of the
" Rum and
Romanism," in that vast Republic, are obviously
triumph of

to exertion.

numbered. The new law to prevent Popish bishops from accumulating
such enormous quantities of property in their own persons, is already pro" Romish horseducing a palpable eflcct. It turns out, as usual, that these
leeches" have already contrived to secure vast wealth, and are in truth the
But the new law will overturn and
greatest millionaires in America.
disperse this dangerous accumulation of property in the next generation,
and thus destroy the secular power, which is already threatening the liberties of the Republic.
Why is a similar law not proposed to check a similar

Aud by the way, this may explain to many of our
evil in this country?
readers, that the Popish question, properly understood, is quite distinct
from the mere question of ecclesiastical endowments with which many confound it, and must be dealt with on other and separate grounds. In America
there are no ecclesiastical endowments, and yet such measures are found
necessary in dealing with Rome. As yet very few of our politicians have
looked deeply enough into the subject, and they would greatly need a lesson

from their more sagacious brethren in America.
The progress of events in Spain and Sardinia is also very encouraging,
and in this country there is a gi-owing spirit in favour of missions to
Romanists, which is peculiarly cheering.
Meantime a voice from the dungeons of Tuscany proclaims that Rome is
the same deadly enemy to God's AVord and man's liberty that she ever was,
and that she is prepared to employ the same force in accomplishing her
Here are the principal clauses in the
objects, wherever she has the power.
sentence pronounced on the new Tuscan martyr Domenico Cecchetti, for
reading and explaining the "Word of God. Let our readers carefully ponder
thcra, aud mark the unchangeable and bloody spirit of Rome.

'

^
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Decree of the Council of Prefecture of Florence, condemning Domenico
Cecchetti to a year's imprisonment in the House of Correction
" The
delegation of Government of the Quarter of Santa Maria Novella,
:

—

intimates to Domenico, son of the late Pietro Cecchetti, aged forty-one, a
svidower, having children, cigar workman by profession, residing in Florence,
the integral copy of a decree issued against him by the Covincil of Prefecture

Compartment of Florence, in the sitting of 2l3t March 1855
Considering that, on the evening of the IGth December 1854, the public
force, having proceeded to make a perquisition in the house of Cecchetti,
found him in the company of Ciolli and two of his own sons, seated at a
of the

:

"

small table, on which there was lying open a copj' of the Bible translated by
Diodati, another copy shut, a third being found in the drawer of the said
table

:

"

numerous details have been obtained regarding
.
Considering that
Cecchetti, who has openly avowed that he holds principles quite contrary to
the Roman Catholic religion, principles Avhich are, in fact, identified with the
.

Calvinistic faith

.

:

"

Considering that ... he procured both for Lis eldest and his second
boy a Bible each, adding that he would have done the same for his other two
sons, had he been able to obtain the books
"
Considering that it equally results from the inquiries made, that on
•certain fixed evenings there met in Cecchetti's house persons not belonging
to his own family, and there is just reason to believe that such meetings
were held for the purpose of propagating the anti-Catholic ideas entertained
by the accused— Cecchetti having himself confessed that, whilst reading the
Bible, according to his constant custom, there have been present not only the
members of his own family, but pei'sons unconnected with the same, and
that he did not refuse to give, but actually held it to be his duty to impart,
explanations on religious subjects to those who asked him
:

:

"

Considering that, in this state of matters, it appears necessary that the
efforts of Cecchetti to damage the Eoman Catholic religion be rendered
ineffectual, and that the Government authorities are bound to take steps for
the prevention of further mischief: For these reasons
Having seen the
.articles of the law of IGth November 1852, the Council hereby decree that

—

'

he condemned to im2)riso7iment for one year in the House
"
of Correction.^
And yet this Is the system which our politicians are seeking to foster into
strength, and of which many who profess to be friends of liberty in this

Domenico Cecchetti

country say they have no

fear.
Let true Protestants learn wisdom from
passing events, value their privileges, and prosecute their noble objects with
increasing prayer, energy, and determination.

FOREIGN BISHOPS IN THE UNITED STATES.

A correspondent,

answer to an inquiry in the Uxj^ress, a day or two
of the Bishops recently sitting in Provincial Council
at Baltimore, were foreigners, says there was not one American amonq them.
Bishop Bailey of New Jersey, and Bishop Spalding of Kentucky, he adds, are
since, as to

in

how many

the only Bishops of the Romish Church in the countjy, born on
TJie Crusader.

its soil.

—
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BAD POPES."— ALEXANDER

2,

VI.

" Lives of
Ferdinand
represents a scene in the history of the
a
Prescott
and
valuable
book. The author
and Isabella," by
very interesting
does not well understand or appreciate the Popish system, but he gives us

Ocn woodcut

—

important information from which
referred to

is

thus described

:

—

we can judge

" On Gonsalvo's entrance the cardinals rose
general knelt

down

for oitrselves.

to receive him.

The scene

The Spanish

to receive the benediction of the Pope, but the latter,

him up, kissed him on the forehead, and complimented him with the
golden rose, which the Holy See was accustomed to dispense as the reward
of its most devoted champions.
" la the conversation which
ensued, Gonsalvo obtained the pardon of
Gucrri and his associates, and an exemption from taxes for the oppressed
In a subsequent part of the discourse, the Pope, taking
inhabitants of Ostia.
occasion most inopportunely to accuse the Spanish sovereigns of unfavourable
dispositions towards himself, Gonsalvo replied with much warmth, enumerating the various good offices rendered by them to the Church, and roundly
taxing the Pope with ingratitude, somewhat bluntly advised him to reform
raising

and conversation, which brought scandal on all Christendom. His
testified no indignation at this unsavoury rebuke of the great captain, though, as the historians, with some naicete inform us, he was greatly
surprised to find the latter so fluent in discourse, and so well instructed in
bis

life

Holiness

The Pope

—

Pnscott's History of the Reign of FerdiLondon Richard Bentley.
p. ooo.
referred to was Alexander VI., and the matter has become

matters foreign to his profession."

nand and /saMIa^

:

interesting in connexion with a recent Popish attempt to vindicate the charIt is remarkable that Popes
acter of that most foul of imaginable villains.
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should have been more notorious for gross and degrading vice tliau even
secular Princes, as if to make the system of Poperv carry the brand of its
own condemnation in the face of Europe. But it is no less singular, that the
present adherents of the Papacy, instead of being ashamed of such manifestations, are ready to pervert the plainest statements of history for the purpose
of disguising and defending them. The following is an extract from an article
in the

DuUin

—

Kevieio for April last
our own days, for tli.it most mnlii^ned of Pontiffs, Alexander VI.,
tlierc Iiave not been wanting illustrious sons of tlu; Catholic Church, not in Italy, but
in Germany or France, who have, (we refer to the words of Ilolirbaclier and
Jorry,)
in the true spirit of chivalry and charity, sought, by a cai'eful investigation of the
truth, to relieve his character from those foul hues with which calumny had blackened
it.
Tlius, on the Continent, Catholics have awakened to this noblest of duties, and
Jiave begun to discharge it.
It is, we regret to say, far otherwise in England.
Hitherto, scarce any Catholic of eminent ability lias treated of the characters of the
calumniated Pontiffs in this spirit and with this o]>jeet; indeed, one might almost
say, (and certainly one of the works at the head of this article substantiates our
remark,) if they have written at all it has been to reproduce the liackneyed calumsiies they ought to have ex^)loded, and repeat the slanders they should have rather
It is sad, but ti-ue, that if the characters of any of these Po])cs
rejoiced to refute.
have had any degree of justice done to them, it has been rather by Protestant than
Catholic writers, and in connexion with the family of the Borgias the name of Roscoe
may serve to put some Catholic writers to shame. For ourselves we are proud to
follow in this noble work
humbly and at a distance in the footsteps of some of the
finest geniuses, wlio, in Germany or in Finance, have dedicated tliemselves to tl.'e

"

And even

:

in

—

—

elucidation of these mcst painfully interesting periods in the history of the Papacy.
will not tamely yield up the characters of some of the ablest Pontiffs who ever
sat on the chair of St. Peter to oblor|uy and infamy, and foul traditions of calumny.
And at the era of the establishment of a Catholic University, we think it may be
well to direct the attention of the great minds to wliom its studies of history may be
entrusted, to a theme, in our conception, worthy of the noblest efforts of Catholic

We

intellect."

The attempt to -whitewash this moral Ethiopian, -who, after spending a life
of unheard-of profligacy, died by the poison by which he intended to secure
the deaths of others, is so gross and shameless, that it has since been loudly
But the
protested against even by several writers in the Popish Journals.
following passage from the conclusion of the life of this Pontiff by Gordon,
may give our readers some means of judging for themselves
:

—

After stating that the Pope Avas carrying on war, and " playing his game
with an art and cunning Avorthy of his Holiness," and that he aa as greatly in
want of money, which he determined to secure in every available way,

he adds,

To

—

the better, besides their common methods of
procuring it by
violence and oppression, the Pope and his son determined to raise some large sums,
by the promotion of new Cardinals, a means they had always found more mild and
gentle than any other, because it always was with the goodwill of the persons pro'•

effect this

moted.
"
Accordingly, on the festival of St. Peter, his Holiness, in public consistory,
declared his intentions of creating nine new cardinals, whom he had picked out
among the richest of all the prelates of his Court, whose names were as follow, viz.,
Giovanni Castellar Valentino, archbishop of 'Irani Francisco Romolino, native of
Florida, the King of Arragon's ambassador; Francisco Sodorini, bishop of Volterra ;
Melchior Cnpis, a German, bishop of Ihissina
Is'icolo Fiesco,
bishop of Frejus;
Francisco de Spratc, a Spaniard, and bishop of Leon; Adriano Castellense, from
;

;

Cornetf), bishop and clerk of the chamber, treasurer-general
Francisco Iloris Valentino, bishop of Elva, patriarch of

Pope's vice-secretary ; Jacomo
private chamberlain.
" But who would believe

and secretary of briefs ;
Constantinople, and the
Casanoua Valentino, prothonotary, and liis Iloliness's

that, as soon as the comm.on functions were performed,
by which these new cardinals were to take possession of their dignity, they should be
But so it was ; for the Pope,
destined, at the same time, to be stripped of them ?
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and Borgia his son, being prompted by their wonted insatiable avarice, Iia<l determined to undo \vliat tlicy had been doinj;, with regard to tliese new cardinals;, the
whole to be eHocted by a stratagem
which, however, divine vengeance at last
;

hands of justice lor bringing on their own exdownfal ; for the Pope and Valentine, with
emplary jiunishment, ruin,
unheard-(if and un]irfccdeiitud villany, concerted between themselves to poison, riot
only the nine new canlinals now mentioned, bnt also some others of .the most wealthy
at Rome.
This piece of ini(iuity they contrived should be jmt in execution, by inpermitted to be the instrument in

and

tiie

total

viting these cardinals to a sui)per. at a certain vineyard near the ^'atican, belonging
to Cardinal Atlriano di Corneto, who, as he was reniarkalily wealthy, was, among the
others singled out to die b\' the same poison. Valentine, accordingly, in order to
have this liellish scheme executed to purpose, sent the I'ope's butler, who was to
wait and serve at su]iper, some particular flasks of wine, which he had envenomed
with a particular kin<i of poison, called Cantarelle. It was a whitish sort of powder,

something resembling sugar, and which, on occasions, they had experienced on so
many poor innocents, wlioni they had sent out of the world in a miserable condition.
It was of the most penetrating and venomous nature, and never had failed bringing
death along with it.
" Valentine
gave the butler a strict chai'ge, that none shonlil taste of it but those
wliom he should jiarticularly <lirect; accordingly, on the 10th of August, the Pope
and Qvsar, about tiie cool of the evening, came to the vineyard where they were to
Some authors relate, that Alexander usually carried the consecrated host in a
sup.
gold box, out of a superstitions notion which he had received from a certain astrologer,
that while he carried the holy wafer about him he should never die; and which,
therefore, he took care never to be without; bnt having now left it by accident in
his apartment in the Vatican, as soon as he missed it he desjiatched IMonseignor
While Caraffa was gone, Alexander
Caraffa to his cliambers to bring it him thither.
being very tliirsty, and the weather excessive hot, before lie sat down to supper,
desired the under bntUr to give him something to drink, (the chief butler, who had
received Valentine's directions about the poison, being gone to the Vatican to fetch n
salver of peaciics for the dessert, which he had forgot :) accordiiifjly, this first-mentioned servant going to the side-board, and finding six particular flasks laid by in a
corner, imagining they might contain wine of a finer sort than the rest, he filled out
a large glass full of the poisoned liquor for his Holiness this he delivered to the
cnp-liearer, and he to the Pope, who. not apprehending any danger, being eager to
drink, and his mind miming upon nothing but the scene of mischief and villany he
)iad designed to act on others, without hesitation swallowed the liquor, and with it
liis death.
Valentine also drank another glass full of the same; for he, no more
:

than his father, had suspected any danger.
" About this time Caraffa arrived at (he
Vatican, and, at his entering the Pope's
apartment, as some authors relate, he saw an api>arition, in the likeness of Alexander,
at which sight, being jirodigiously
lyin^, as it were, stretched out dead on .a bier
frightenrd, he had just e< e.rage enough left him to take up the bo.x with the host,
and carry it back with him to the vineyard. How far this story of the apparition
and consecrated wafer is true, I leave to tlie belief of per.sons more credulous than
myself but certain it is, that as soon as Alexander sat down to supper, the poison
bcijan to work so in his bowels, that he fril suddeidy off his chair in a fit, and was
taken up for dead.
Nor did his son Borgia escape the effect of his own handiwork;
being in like manner seized with racking agony, and tormenting pain, on the spot;
so that \\hether the pois<iii was stronger than ordinary, or had operated sooner by
reason of the great heat of the weather, is uncertain, but the effect was immediately
discovered on the father and the son.
" As soon as the
Pojie was taken from the ground, they caused him to be carried
in all haste to his apartment in the ^'atican, and Ctesar Borgia to his also
nor, from
that moment forward, did they ever see each other again.
" The
Pope in some small degree recovered his senses, and was let blood, vomited,
and all kinds of remedies were used for his recovery, but in vain for, being racke(l
with a burning fever, and anguish inexpressible, alter the formality of receiving all
the sacraments of the Church, he died nor was he heard, from the time he swallowed the |H)ison till his death, which was about a week after, to mention one word
about his son Ca'sar, or his daughter T.ucretia, those two woful pillars on which he
liad reared up the edifice of his inordinate desires, and for whom, one may say, he
Such a tragical end, and so frightful an exit had
liad shaken the frame of the earth.
;

;

;

;

;

Alexr.nder, to

whom

these verses are not,
"

Quaxn

'

I

think, unapplicable,

est lox justior ull»
necis, ariificts arte peiire sua.'

Neque

—
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The (lay of liis deatli was on the 18th of August, anno 1503 ; being the 72d year of
Gordoii's Lives of Pope Alexander
Lis age, of liis pontificate the 1 1th and one week."
VI. and Jth Son, C'a'mr Borgia, pp. 360-364.
fine life and death for a man called the Vicar of Christ upon earth ! and

—

A

an admirable subject
modern Eomanists

for the not

very scrupulous eulogy and vindication of

!

PROTESTANTISM THE PARENT OF KNOWLEDGE.
DuKiXG the dark ages previous to the glorious Reformation, useful knowledge Avas utterly banished from among the great mass of the people of tho
western world and the condition, even of the clerical orders, was not much
superior to that of those whom they professed to guide. The Bible was un;

known to most, and despised by all and the study of its original languageswas stigmatized as in the highest degree criminal and dangerous. Even the
;

Faculty of Theology at Paris declared, before the assembled parliament, that,
study of Greek and Hebrew was permitted, religion was undone. Nor
was it only religious knowledge that was interdicted the complete extinction
of intellectual freedom and investigation was attempted, and accomplished.
In short, the maxim, that " Ignorance is the parent of devotion and of civil
subordination" a maxim the most monstrous that ever blighted minds could
adopt, by a train of deep laid policy, was rendered dominant over all Europe,
and from that time, dreariness and barrenness were the melancholj' characteristics of many ages in the history of man.
Mind, with all its energies, wasif the

—

—

dormant; the sublime faculties of the human soul, by Avhich it is allied tosuperior natures, were subjected to stagnation and human society resembled
the wide waste of an Arabian desert, or the gloom of the moonless and star;

less

midnight sky.
Literature, in the south of Europe, was not the immediate offspring of the
Reformation. It had begun to experience an important revival in the preceding century, and operated, with no inconsiderable effect, in forwarding the
interests of the great cause of religious information, which, shortly thereafter,

began to attract the notice of mankind. Nevertheless, the reviving literature
of the south acquired stability, and received a farther very important impulse
from the Reformation and it is pleasing to observe the wisdom and goodness
of the Supreme Governor among the nations, in making restored learning and
vindicated Christianity thus mutually to befriend and promote each other.
The great improvements and discoveries which have given to the science
and literature of modern Europe, a ncAv form and direction, belong, properly
;

speaking, to the eighteenth century. But that intellectual cultivation which
attained its mighty development in the eighteenth, received its shnpe and
form in the sixteenth century, through the Reformation. The moving spirit
in both these periods, determined the way in which the intellectual cultivation should run, the end it should strive to reach, and the

of that event,
limits within

which

it

should be confined.

The apparent subjects of dispute

and tumult were matters
or with literature

—

at first sight little connected either with science
for these were either politics, and the ecclesiastical con-

and the exertions of spiritual powers, or those
mysteries of religion which lie too deep for the unaided investigation of philosophers themselves. The Reformation, nevertheless, although these a\ ere undoubtedly its objects, had the etTect of shaking and altering the whole of
stitution, the being, the limits,

Europe, and thus exerted a very great and multifarious, although certainly an
indirect influence over literature, and over all the exertions of intellect, in
whatever way applied.
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The leading agents iu the Protestant Reformation were themselves distinguished for the love, the cultivation, and the promotion of learning men who,
iu point of vigorous minds, and literary accomplishments, occupied the first
rank in their age and, althongli the great cause of pure religion was that to
the vindication and advancement of which they chiefly devoted themselves,

—

;

they Avere not forgetful of

tlie

interests of literature.

They

felt

and lamented

that useful knowledge and learning had beeu almost extinguished by the system that had been long dominant in the world, and, regarding the revival and

progress of learning as eminently subservient to their cause, and believing
that only error and delusion could thereby be injured, they cultivated science
themselves, and exerted all their influence to rouse others to investigation.

More indirectly, but not less powerfully, did the Reformation promote
It necessarily originated a variety of keen theoliterature, in another waj'.
these occasioned a diligent application to the original
logical discussions
:

—

sacred writings, and the customs, the manners, and
To this, and other literary studies of a
the transactions of antiquity.
similar kind, did the learned men of the age' devote themselves with all the

languages

of the

—

enthusiasm of minds just emancipated from degrading restraint and the recommunicated to their fellow-men through the
medium of the press not only diffused a considerable portion of knowledge,
but which M-as a more important achievement still awakened a desire for
Had the system which obgeneral knowledge extensively among mankind.
tained the homage of the world in the dark ages been perpetuated, the whole
of those valuable works in every department of literature and science, to which
the last three centuries have given birth, would never have appeared, and all
the splendid results of their influence on society would have been unknown.
For the most illustrious of those works, by which the latter ages of the world
have been benefited and adorned, received their birth on Protestant ground.
The Papal world, it is true, during the same period, has not been without its
sult of their investigations

—

—

great men.

and

—

—

Indeed, in consequence of the Reformation, the study of science
was forced upon them. Tlie learned attacks of their adversaries

literature

compelled the adherents of the old system of things to adopt this measure in
own defence. But the study of science and literature, either sacred or
profane, never did, never could receive encouragement in the Church of Rome.
The progress of knowledge among her members proves fatal to her interests :
she is a kingdom of darkness.
In Protestant States, and in them alone,
ample encouragement has been given to the interests of knowledge, and to
their

—

them we

are indebted for almost all those productions in theology, and in the
various departments of literature, which have cast a halo of glory around our
modern times that will never fade awav.

OUR WORKING MEN.— PUZZLING QUESTIONS.
Bv

reason of the copious influx of Irish Romanists into our large towns
districts, our Working Men arc frequently thrown into
collision with Popish advocates, who seek every opportunity of undermining
the Protestant faith and commending their Popish dogmas. We are anxious

and manufacturing

—

our intelligent operative classes, should be prepared
that our working men
It is no dillkult matter, after all, to silence our
to encounter sucii attempts.

Roman

Catholic opponents by the form of written questions, embracing the
Roman Catholic creed.

salient points of the
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Such a plan has recently been adopted in the district of Holloway, in the
Roman Catholic operative had forwarded to a young
parish of Islhigton.
Protestant of his acquaintance a series of six questions the topics being the
threadbare and hackneyed allusions to Henry VIII., &c. The Protestant a£

A

—

once answered the questions, and with his reply forwarded to his Roman
Catholic friend six questions on his part, requesting the favour of an answer.

The questions were the following

"1. "What

is

:

—

" SIX
QUESTIONS FOE JIK.
Rule
of Faith, and can you lay
your

.

it

down

side

by

side with

mine ?
" 2. Where was the doctrine of the Immaculate
Conception before the 8th
of December 1854?
" 3. Can
you give me one single text to warrant prayer to the Virgin-

Mary ?
" 4.

did the Pope expel the French priest Laborde from Rome,
there last December to protest against the Immaculate ConcepIf so, it is like a conspiracy, from which
Is this the unity of Rome?

Why

when he went
tion ?*

the objecting party is expelled forcibly.
" b. Were
you baptized into the present faith of the Cliurch of Rome ? If
you were baptized before the Sth December 1854, you could not have been

baptized into the faith of the Immaculate Conception.
" 6. If I become a Roman
Catholic, can you inform

me how many more
may in time be required to believe, over and above those nov/
believed by Roman Catholics ? For it is evident that a Roman Catholic in
1855 must believe more than a Roman Catholic in 1854, and so, perhaps,
in 1856 a Roman Catholic may be required to believe more than he does
doctrines

I

in 1855."

Most capital and pointed questions
Moreover, we have been informed
" beam ends." He has not
that they have throv/n the Romanist on his
yet
answered them, and declares it would take " six months" to reply to them
!

!

Let

all

our working

men

act like this

young man

in Holloway.

MAYNOOTH.
The Rev. Fawcett Beddy of Monmouth, in a letter to the Editor of the
Monmouthshire Beacon, makes the following pertinent remarks about our

Endowment

—

of Maynooth
" This is a
grant which never should have been made.
" I trust that
petitions against the grant may be forwarded from every
parish, and signed by every inhabitant and I also trust that our representatives in Parliament may have wisdom given to them to discern the signs of
:

;

the times.

" As one who feels a
deep interest in the work of the Reformation, now scv
happily progressing in Ireland, I cannot but regret that the voluntary contributions, (amounting perhaps to £100,000,) given by the Protestant and loyal
subjects of the Crown, in order to spread the religion of the Bible, and the
true faith of Christ, should be met and opposed, by a grant of £30,000 from
the public exchequer to uphold the antichristian system of the Church of
Rome, the object of whose special worship is now declared to be the Virgin
Mary.
*'

Dr. Isaac Barrow, in his learned treatise of the Pope's supremacy, thus

* Bulwark,

vol. iv. p. 302.
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The greatest tyranny that ever was invented in the
expresses
world, is the pretence of infallibility tlie Tope not being content to make us
•do and say wliat he pleaseth, will have us also to think so
denouncing his
Such an authority will
imprecations and spiritual menaces, if we do not.
'

;

;

It will blend Chrisinevitably produce a depravation of Christian doctrine.
It certainly will introduce new
tianity with worldly notions and policies.
doctrines, and interpret the old ones so as may serve to the advancement of

the power, reputation, pomp, wealth, and pleasure of those who manage it,
und their dependents. It will turn all divines into mercenary, slavish, designing flatterers.'
" This we see come to
pass, Christianity by the Papal influence being from
its original simplicity transformed into quite another thing than it was from
;

a

divine philosophy designed to improve the reason, to moderate the passions^
to correct the manners of men, to prepare men for conversation with God

:and angels, modelled to a system of politic devices, (of notions, of precepts,
of rites,) serving to exalt and enrich the Pope, with his court and adherents,

and

•clients

"

vassals.

is the opus operatum in sacraments taught to confer grace, but to
lireed a high opinion of the priest, and all he doth?'
" ' What doth the
prohibition of Holy Scripture drive at, but a monopoly of
ivuowledge to themselves, or a detaining of people in ignorance of truth and
'

•duty

Wliy

must be forced
and bliudly submit to

so that they

;

all they say,

to lie

on them for direction, must believe

their dictates

;

being disabled to detect

their errors, or contest their opinions?'
"
Bishop Butler, the author of the A nalogy of Religion Xatura.l and Revealed,
thus expressed himself in a Sermon preaclied before the House of Lords,

June

1747:

11,

which

—

'I

ever hard at

is

mean that great corruption of Christianity, Popery,
work to bring us again under its yoke. Whoever will

•consider the Popish claims, to the disposal of the whole earth, as of Divine
right, to dispense with the most sacred engagements, the claims to supreme
in short, the general claims Miiich the canon^absolute authority in religion
by the words, plenitude of poicer whoever, I say. Mill consider

—

;

ists express
Popery as it

tion of

all

is

professed at

human and Divine

it is

"

manifest, open usurpa-

authority.'

Modern- Popeky.
By B.
Leeds J. Heaton & Son.

Evans,

:

A

see that

Rome, may

singularly plain, vigorous, and

popular exhibition of Popery

in

its

It
repulsive modern aspects.
is an excellent book for congrcga-

more

tionallibraries,and will be found very
useful for reference, as it abounds in
extracts.

dark ages, and helped to pave the
way for the great Reformation which
fi»al'y l>''oke out with such brilliancy
i'^
the lifteenth century.
Hitherto
the very names of many of these men
J'^^ve not been heard of,
but their

German biographer and

Britain

Ullmaxs's Refokmers before the
Refohmatiox. Edinburgh T. &

his English

translator have certainly conferred au
essential service on the Protestants of

light.

b}'

bringing their deeds

to

God never leaves himself with-

out a witness, and

a most interesting work,

it is peculiarly
interesting to find these lights burning
in comparative obscurity after the

presenting historical glimpses of men
M-ho struggled for truth during the

whole horizon of Europe had become
black with error and superstition.

:

T. Clark.

This

is
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THE PAPAL SYSTEM.
paid any attention to the subject of Popeiy, mnst
one of vast extent and exceeding intricacy, wlien
AYhea we take a position outside of the system, as it

EvEUY person who has
tbe

well aware that

it

is

viewed from without.
were, and look at its complicated doctrinal assertions, involving all manner
of traditions and the universal consent of the Fathers, or its multitudinous
ceremonial and ritual observances, which, by their "numbers without number

numberless," suggest the idea of inextricable confusion, Ave are almost tempted
any survey intelligible. As if a man were placed on
:Some hill-side, whence he could obtain a wide prospect over a diversified rewith plants, traversed by animals, and
gion, where the fields were covered
abounding in minerals, while the very air was twinkling thick with insects,
^nd far off he might descry the sparkling sands ou the margin of a sea full of
to despair of rendering

and were commanded to give a distinct
living creatures
count of all that lay within the range of sight.
But yet the attempt does not involve an impossibility.

and

;

intelligible ac-

In the case of such
wide prospect as we have supposed, this apparently vast confusion can be
can be grouped in related divisions— can be arranged on a
reduced to order
and the whole can be subjected to the controlling power of a
scientific plan
few brief but profound principles. A similar process can be employed with
regard to Popery. Its doctrines, its ritual, its whole multiform and multitudinous details may be so arranged as to give a comprehensive view, not
merely from a commanding position, but by the guidance of a few great prinreduce it to systematic order,
ciples which pervade and determine the wiiole,

a

—

^ud

—

explain that order and system.

An

attempt to shew how this may be done is the design of this paper.
The Papal system claims to be a religion. This claim might be disputed ;
and it might be shewn to be in reality, and practically, much more a political
But we are well content to meet it on its chosen
than a religious system.
ground, and to regard it as claiming to be a religion, especially as that best
suits our present purpose.
Here, however, one preliminary point arises.
This term, religion^ requires to be defined. By the word religion, we mean
THE RELATION IN WHICH HAN STANDS TO GoD. This definition scems to be as
There is only one explana.simple and as comprehensive as could be desired.
tory clause which can be required, and the whole would be expressed thus
:

Religion
to love

is

and

the relation in

which

man

stands

to

—

as God^s creature, bound
the character and laivs of

God;

obey his Creator, with due reference

to

God.

We must, however, be careful to observe that the term thus defined must
be rightly used, not abused. Eeligion may be viewed either as true ov false.
True religion must be that Avhich God himself has given to man, since man
cannot, by any effort of his own, ascertain the absolute knowledge of the character, will, and laws of God, and, therefore, cannot of himself know what
False religion may be of human invenhis relation to God is, and implies.
•tion,

for religion is a necessity of

human

nature

;

or

it

may

be a corruption^

or even a perversion of true religion. If it be a mere human invention, produced by the instinctive and irresistible conviction of the human mind that
li
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there

is

a God, and that

man

is

bound

AUG.

to adore Hira

1,

even though unknown,

be merely human nature deified that will be the assumed God, and theIf it be tj'ue religion corworship will be whatever gratifies human nature.

it will

—

its want of spiritual
rupted^ it will be characterized chiefly by its defects,
power, moral elevation, and dignity, and its consequent failure to rescue man
from degradation, ignorance, and crime.
But if it be true religion jyerverted, it will constantly, necessarily, and malignantly strive to supersede the true, and will use for evil Avhat was designed

A

for good, and was fitted to produce good, as originally designed.
perversion of true religion implies some knowledge of it, both in its own nature and

in the results

which

it is

fitted to

produce, and a dark and insidious resolu-

tion to prevent that beneficial result from being produced.
The worst possible kind of false religion, therefore, must be that wliich is essentially a

and deliberate perversion of the true

wilful

religion given to

man by God

Himself.

Another remark of considerable importance may be made. Every falsehood
must take its character and aspect from the truth which it denies, distorts,
It cannot help doing so, for it could not otherwise aff'cct that
or supersedes.
truth
and yet this very resemblance which falsehood must bear to truth, for
the purpose of denying, distorting, or superseding it, renders it always possible that the real truth may burst through the disguise, re-appear, and
;

There must be this in common between them, that
they relate to the same thing ; and the true nature of that thing will ultimately
be known, and Avill thereby destro} the error and vindicate the truth.
To apply these general remarks: Both true religion and false religion
have in common man''s relation to God. False religion, especial]}' when that
arises from perversion, must present false or erroneous views both of man^s
character and of God^s character, and yet must be constantly referring to both,
because its subject-matter is man''s relation to God : but this will render it
always possible that its errors may be discovered, refuted, and destroyed by
more accurate knowledge of man's character, as that can be examined,
and of God's character, as that has been revealed. Tbere are, therefore,
two lines of investigation Avliich should be followed in our inquiries as to
the truth or falsehood of any religion, and both of these are always within
We can always have access to the character of man, by obserour reach.
vation and experience and we can always, at least in Protestant countries,.
have access to the Bible, in which is contained God's revelation of His otcn
"We ought, by carefully and revecharacter and u-ill with reference to man.
destroy the falsehood.

—

;

rentially tracing these lines of investigation, to be able to distinguish truth
from error, to reject the one and to cleave to the other.

—

The Papal sj-stem claims to be a religion, claims even
and so far necessarily admits the Bible as a Divine

gion,

—

to

be revealed

revelation.

reli-

It is^

therefore, not only man's relation to God, but that relation as declared in the
Bible, which we may assume as common ground in our inquiries.
Popery admits the Fall, but gives a false and inadequate view of the con-

sequences of that dread event.
Popery admits the Kemedy promised and provided by God, but gives a

and perverted vicAv of its nature.
The whole of the Papal system may be deduced partly from the one, partly
from the other, of these two kindred errors, and is most perfectly seen and
understood in their combined action and combined results.
This is a very remarkable fact, and deserves to be specially noted, and
false
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somewhat more minutely investigated, that it may be fully understood. It
cannot be accidental. The perfect balance and harmony between the two
terms of these, the absolutely primordial elements of the Papal system, proves
them to be the results of a profound design. The designer could not be man
himself, for he was tempted and beguiled to his Fall and that temptation was
a false representation both of the character of God and oi t\\Q character of maUy
;

and by consequence of the nature of the

relation hetxoeen

God and man.

And

that dread designer of all evil, having effected the Fall, and desiring its perpetuation, could not possibly devise a more likely method than that of depreciating both the Fall and the Remedy, in order that man might disregard
both, or adopt such erroneous notions as should leave him the victim oi false
By taking a false view of the Fall and its consequences in the dereligion.

pravity of
results.

human nature, the evil is allowed to remain and work out its deadly
By taking a false view of the Eeraedy and its nature, it is misapplied

or neglected, and other pretended remedies are applied, while the deceived
There must, therefore, be two elements of Papal
is left to perish.
error arising from one cause or agent.
1. The agency of the tempter who caused the Fall, and depravity of man.

victim

2. The depravity of man, resulting from the Fall, aud enslaving him to the
tempter.
Neither of these two elements could explain the Papal system without
the other indeed they perpetually co-exist and co-operate. They are one in
The Papal systheir essential nature, and they lead to one common result.
;

its main root in the tempter's opposition to God.
It has its next
To trace it
great root in depraved human nature's enmity against God.
fully out we must detect the wiles and devices of the tempter, so far as reve-

tem has

AVe must also analyze
lation has informed us concerning that terrible being.
the human character in mind and heart ; and while doing so must constantly
remember that man is not only depraved, but also exposed to temptation ;
not only as the Fall left him, but as the continued agency of the evil one
And we must further bear in mind,
strives to keep him and to make him.
throughout our investigation, that the whole subject has been and continues
to be concealed, as far as possible,

by the specious

sophistries of perverted

intellect.

And

as the Papal system claims to be revealed religion, and must, therefore,
common ground, we shall often find that we

so far admit the Bible to be

errors by directing our attention to that Bible truth of
a perversion, which it strives to hide, but whose character
It must nevertheless to some extent inevitably display, even in perverting.
"We thus touch the essence of a plan by Avhich, as we are convinced, the

can best expose

its

•which that error

is

may be more completely analyzed, refuted, and destroyed, than
a method, to use the language
other which has yet been attempted

Papal system

by any

;

of philosophy, by which it may be conclusively tested.
The primary position on which Ave take our stand, since the subject-matter
of our inquiry relates to religious truth or error, is this
Religion is the
Telation in which man stands to God, as God's rational and responsible creature,
:

l)ound

to love

and

as these have been

—

to His character and laws,
man. On this ground we can meet every
be religion, and very specially the Papal system, which

oley his Creator, viith due reference

made knoivn

system that claims to
claims to be revealed religion.

to

—

Our inquiry now presents tu-o leading topics, the character of God
character of man,
as resulting from, or determining their relation.

—

and the
These
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but they both direct our
topics determine the whole of our investigation
attention to the Bible, as containing the only revelation whicli God has given
of His own character and laws, and the only true account of the Fall of nian»

two

;

and the consequent change in his character and relation to God. This, therebecomes a third topic of investigation, in one point of view, wlien we
wish to ascertain its right to be regarded as the standard of religious truth,
and the rule of faith and practice but its relation to the other two topics,,
the character of God and the character of man, is so absolute, essential, and
inseparable, that we are more disposed to regard it as the light of heaven,
shining in and upon the other two, Avhereby they may be traced, than as

fore,

;

itself a third topic of investigation.

We are now prepared to direct our attention to the Papal system, and
although we still perceive it to be of vast extent, and of inexpressible importance for good or evil, it has not now that aspect of excessive intricacy whicb
We can now
at first startled and appalled us, when viewed from Avithout.
We

can now know both what it pretends
present to us whatever topic it may.,
we can assign to that topic its right position, and determine its character and
value, witli perfect certainty, in the searching light of lieavenly truth. Every-

take our stand at

and what

to be,

it

its

very centre.
Let

o\ight to be.

it

thing which Popery presents to us must relate primarily either to the character
of God or to the character of man ; or in a secondary and more complex
In every case we can
sense, to the relation in which they stand to each other.
bring the Popish dogma to an adequate test, either to what is known of
God and His attributes, and whether it be suited to glorify His character and
laws or to Avhat we know of the human character, and whether it be suited
In every case we can bring
to improve man and promote his highest welfare.
In almost
it to the Bible, and thereby cast upon it the light of Divine truth.
every case, also, we may find out that it is some perverted truth, which can
be rescued from perversion, and redisplayed in its own true character.
We shall not, however, at present, dwell farther on the statement of principles and method, but shall, as opportunity serves, lay before our readers

—

;

instances of their application to the Papal system.

MAYNOOTH, OR POPERY THROWING OFF THE MASK.

•

Maynooth, instead of being a mere trainingis in reality a superb and richh' endowed
Piopaganda for supplying the whole United Kingdom and the Colonies
with priests at the expense of Britain. For a time it was convenient, on the
part of Romanists, to disavow this fact, and even to pretend a favour for
Voluntary principles, and an indirterence to help obtained from the State for
any purpose. Such pretences are now boldly thrown aside. Any sympathj^
with Voluntaryism is openly repudiated, and the true purpose of Maynooth is
In the July number of the DiMin Jlonew, pp. -488, 480, in an
proclaimed.
article on Maynooth, the following instructive passage occurs on the subject
It

is

justly affirmed that

school for poor Irish

]iriests,

—

of Voluntaryism :
" It would bo .%
grievous self-delusion (o imagine that our interests in the matter
are cominou witli those of the so-called A'oluntary or 4."ti-state Endowment party.
"
Amnnjj the most active members of that party there are many who yield to none
of the British Legislature in their hatred of Poperj*. and tlieir animosity to its professors.

The majority

of the Scottish Non-intrusionists, the representatives of

many
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Dissenting communities, and mnnj' individual members, wliom it would be diflficult to
classify, must be admitted to belong to tliis category.
" But we do not now speak of these.
contend that, even with those of
the Voluntary party who are most free from the taint of anti-Catholic prejudice,
our interests in this matter are widely and irreconcilably apart ; and, without
entering into the abstract questions of the expediency of dispensing altogether with
State Endowment, or of the danger to the independence of religion which it may
involve, we do not hesitate to say, that the Catholic body in these kingdoms would be
placed upon most unequal terms with the religious communities to which we now

We

allude, in agreeing, at their instance, to renounce all reliance upon permanent
ments, and consenting to depend exclusively for all its religious necessities

scanty resources of its

endowon the

own impoverished members."

Simultaneously with this repudiation of all Vohmtary principles on the part
of Rome, and avowal of a determination to get from the State as much money
as possible, we find a leading priest in Scotland at length holding up Maynooth as a training-school for the United Kingdom. At a soiree lately held
in Dundee, and reported in the Tahld of 30th June, Priest Eeenan, after a
" The
College of Maygreat eulogium on the Institution, proposed as a toast,
nooth." What follows will speak for itself:
" The Rev.
gentleman then connected with this sentiment the Rev. Mr. Haydn,
Rev. Mr. Kinsella, and the rest of the Scottish Clergymen who were educated at Muy-

—

nooth College.
" The Rev. Mr.

Haydn returned thanks on

the part of the pi-iests present from

Maynooth, on his own part,;aTid that of the College itself, for the magnificent compliment Father Keenan had just paid them all, and terminated his very appropriate
reply by assuring the assembly that Maynooth College was every way entitled to the
immense praise bestowed upon it, furnishing as it did, and continues still to do,
zealous priests to preserve the rich deposit of faith, not only in the bosom of Ireland
like the sun in the hejivens, shedding its light over the most distant nations of

itself, but,

the earth."

"

Maynooth College like the sun in the heavens shedding
This is
[darkness ?] over the most distant nations of the earth !"
what is done with the money of Britain. Here is the true result of all the
cunning pretences of Jesuits about Irish poverty and inability to educate her
Yes, here

it is,

its light

own

priesthood in a respectable way, by which our

weak and unprincipled

statesmen were imposed upon. Britain is coolly made the drudge of the
Vatican the great pioneer of Popery to her own ill-used children, and over
and the Jesuits having thus succeeded, grin and chuckle
the whole Avorld
at their triumph.
And why should they not? Why should they any longer

—

;

?
Britain openly endows Popish priests in the army,
She gives thousands of pounds to uphold Popish schools in
England and Scotland, and avows that she knows no reason why Rome should
All that remains is easily done, and, in
not be supported and encouraged.
abolish the coronation
all fairness, Romanists will say ought to be done,
oath, and retransfer the whole endowments of the Irish Establishment, naj'",
of England and Scotland, to the emissaries of the Pope, since the Reformation

conceal their purpose

priests in the jails.

—

was

But, at all events, why should they not proclaim,
entirely a mistake.
meantime, the true purposes for which they have induced us to establish Maynooth ?
The truth is, whatever she may pretend to the contrary^

in the

Rome

times prepared to take money wherever she can get it,
and by the use of all means, foul or fair. Her object is to
secure absolute worldly control over all persons and kingdoms
nay, she
claims this as her right. To make this right effectual, she deems it proper,
if necessary, to trample upon all moral obligations, and Avhen she has secured

from

is

all

at

all

sources,

;

any step towards this object, she laughs at those who have been credulous
enough to be misled by her unprincipled representations.
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CbCCHETTI AND BIS/AILliR.

THE LAST TUSCAN MARTYR.
The fitfiilness of British Protestant zeal by which Popish audacity is so
much encouraged, has been amply illustrated of late by the little interest
manifested in the startling case of Cecchetti, the late Tuscan martyr, in comparison of the noble and eftective outburst of zeal in the case of the Madiai.
The case of Cecchetti is as strong as possible. It is not even pretended that
any political question was involved in it. It was a naked and avowed case of
persecution for reading the Bible in his own family, coupled with some pious
remarks, which one authoritative and determined word from the liritish
Government could put down, but which impressively illustrates the true

nature of the system of which our infatuated senators are so much enamoured.
Our woodcut illustrates an aggi'avation of no ordinary kind inflicted bj' tlie
inspector of the Tuscan prison on this humble servant of Clirist, and reported
by the correspondent of the Christian Times as follows
:

" All

—

"When Cecchetti was exhorting his son to hold fast
the principles which he had taught him, the inspector of the prison immediately interrupted him with the authoritative rebuke, "We can allow no talk of
The scene recalls the days of the Marian martyrs, when the
this kiud here.'
wardens of the gaols were severe to their Protestant prisoners in proportion
is

not yet

told.

'

to their desire to please the Romish bishops.
the consideration of Sir George Grey."

"We

commend

these facts to
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THE TRUE CHURCH?

IS

BY THE REV.

J. C.

KYLE.

I WANT you to belong to the one true Church, to the Church outside of
What is this
W/iere is this one true Church?
which there is no salvation,
one true Church like? What are the marks by which this one true Church
may be liuown ? You may well ask such questions. Give me your attention
and I will provide you with some answers.
The one true Church is composed of all believers in the Lord Jesus Christ.
It is made up of all God's elect— of all converted men and women— of all true

In whomsoever we can discern the election of God the Father,
the sprinkling of the blood of God the Son, the sanctifying work of God the
true Church. It is a
Spirit, in that person we see a member of Christ's
They are all born
Church, of which all the members have the same marks.

Christians.

"
repentance towards God, faith towards
They possess
again of the Spirit.
our Lord Jesus Christ," and holiness of life and conversation.
They all hate
heart
with
one
all
Christ
all
love
and
they are all
they
worship
sin,
they
led by one Spirit they all build upon one foundation they all draw their
that is the Bible they are all joined to one
religion from one single book,
;

;

;

—

;

;

great -centre,— that is Jesus Christ.

Church Avliich is dependent upon no ministers upon the earth, howmuch it values those who preach the gospel to its members. The life
of its members does not hang upon Church-membership, and Baptism and the
Lord's Supper, although they highly value these things when they are to be
had. But it has only one great Head one Shepherd one chief Bishop
and that is Jesus Christ. He alone, by his Spirit, admits the members of
It is .a

ever

—

—

—

though ministers may show the door. Till he opens the door,
no man on earth can open it neither bishops, nor presbyters, nor convocaOnce let a man repent and believe the gospel, and that
tions, nor synods.
moment he becomes a member of this Church. Like the peniteut thief, he
may have no opportunity of being baptized. But he has that which is far
He may be exthe baptism of the Spirit.
better than any water-baptism,
communicated by ordained men, and cut off from the outward ordinances of
the professing Church, but all the ordained men in the world cannot shut
this Church,

—

—

him out
It

is

of the true Church.

a Church whose existence does not depend on forms, ceremonies,

cathedrals, churches, chapels, pulpits, fonts, vestments, organs, endowments,
money, kings, governments, magistrates, or any act of favour whatsoever

from the hand of man. It has often lived on and continued when all these
It has often been driven into the wilderthings have been taken from it.
ness, or into dens and caves of the earth, by those who ought to have been
its friends.
Its existence depends on nothing but the presence of Christ and
his Spirit, and they being ever with it, the Church cannot die.
This is the Church to which the Scriptural titles of the present honour and
This is the
privileges, and the promises of future glory, specially belong.
body of Christ this is the bride this is the Lamb's wife this is the flock
of Christ
this is God's
this is the household of faith and the family of God
building, God's foundation, and the temple of the Holy Ghost this is the
Church of the first-born, whose names are written in Heaven this the royal
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

priesthood, the chosen generation, the peculiar people, the purchased possession, the habitation of God, the light of the world, the salt and the wheat of

b2
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" The
the earth
this is that Church to which ths Lord Jesus promises
gates
of hell shall not prevail against it," and to which he says, " I am with you
always, unto the end of the world." This is the only Church Avhich possesses
true v-nitji. Its members are entirely agreed on all weightier matters of reliAbout God, and Christ, and the
gion, for they are all taught by one Spirit.
Spirit, and sin, and their own hearts, and faith, repentance, and the necessity
of holiness and the value of the Bible, and the importance of prayer, and the
resurrection, and the judgment to come— about all these points they are of
one mind. Take three or four of them, strangers to one another, from the
remotest corners of the earth, examine them separately on these points,
you will find them all of one judgment.
This is the only Church which possesses true sanctity.
Its members are
all holy.
They are not merely holy by profession, holy in name, and holy
in the judgment of charity.
They are holy in act, and deed, and reality, and
life, and truth.
They are all more or less conformed to the image of Jesus
;

—

No unholy man

Christ.

belongs to this Church.

the only Church which is truly Catholic.
It is not the Church of
any one nation or people. Its members are to be found in every part of the
It is not confined within
world where the gospel is received and believed.

This

is

the limits of any one country, nor pent up within the pale of any particular
forms or outward government. In it there is no difference between Jew and

Greek, black

and

man and

white. Episcopalian and Presbyterian

members

—but faith
—

in

will be gathered from north and south, and east
but all one
west, in the last day, and will be of every name and tongue

Christ

is all.

Its

in Christ Jesus.

This

is

tion laid

The two

the only Church which is truly Apostolic.
It is built on a foundaby the Apostles, and holds the doctrines which they preached.
grand objects at which the members aim, are Apostolic faith and

Apostolic practice and they consider the man who talks of following the
Apostles, without possessing these two things, to be no better than sounding
;

brass and a tinkling cymbal. This is the only Church which is certain to
endure unto the end. Nothing can altogether overthrow and destroy it.
Its

members may be

persecuted, oppressed, imprisoned, beaten, beheaded,

burned, but the true Church

from

its afflictions.

is

never altogether extinguished.

It rises

again

on through fire and water. When crushed in one
another.
The Pharaohs, the Herods, the Neros, the

It lives

it springs up iu
bloody Marys, have laboured in vain to put down this Church. They slay
The true
their thousands, and then pass away, and go to their own place.
Church outlives them all, and sees them buried iu their turn. It is an anvil
that has broken many a hammer in this world, and will break many a hammer still. It is a bush which is so often burning and yet is not consumed.
This is the only Church of which no one member can perish. Once enrolled
in the lists of this Church, sinners are safe for eternity. They are never cast
away. The election of God the Father the continual intercession of God

land,

—

the Son

— the daily renewing and sanctifying power

of

God

the Holy Ghost,

surround and fence them in like a garden enclosed. Not one bone of Christ's
mystical body shall be broken. Not one lamb of Christ's flock shall ever be
plucked out of his hand.
This is the Church which does the work of Christ upon earth. Its members
are a little flock, and few in number compared with the children of the world
a few in this parish and a few in
one or two here, and two or three there
Bat these are they who shake the universe. These are they who
that.

—

;
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change the fortunes of kingdoms by their prayers. These are they who are
the active workers for spreading the knowledge of pure religion, and undefiled.
These are the life-blood of a country the shield, the defence, the stay, and
the support of any nation to which they belong.
This is the Church which shall be truly glorious at the end.
When all
•earthly glory is passed away, then shall this Church be presented without
Thrones, principalities, and powers
spot before God the Father's throne.
upon earth shall come to nothing. Dignities, and offices, and endowments,
shall all pass away
but the Church of the First-born shall shine as the stars
at the last, and be presented with joy before the Father's throne, in the day

—

;

of Christ's appearing.

AMERICAN POPERY— CALL FOR A REFORMATION.

We

have received from America a copy of the Philadelphia Sun, (May 19,
1855,) from which we are enabled to glean some intei'esting facts connected
It Tappears that a
with the Church of Rome in the New World.
large

Amount
reform

of disaffection prevails in

Romish

circles there,

and that a religious

—

contemplated; including permission to the clergy to marry;
the distribution of the
celebration of worship in the English language
Bible among the members, and '' such other improvements in the worship
as this enlightened age demands." The article is as follows
is

;

—

:

—

—

" Independent Catholic Chukches. Americans who
profess the Eoman
Catholic religion, and many foreigners, who feel that in this country the
temporal power of the Pope should be thrown off, have evinced a determination to establish an American Catholic Church.
This feeling pervades not
only the laymen, but the priests and in New York we see a Avish expressed
that some leading paper would call a meeting of the intelligent and independent laity to organize a number of independent Catholic Churches in that
€ity, who shall and will own and maintain their own Church, and call permanently a priest at their own charge, who shall, if he so will, many,' and
that the whole service of the Church shall be performed in the English
language, and that members of the Church shall be allowed the Bible in
their families, and such other improvements in the worship as this enlightened age demands. This is requested by a priest, and a number of them
stand ready, as soon as congregations are organized, to accept the calls and
;

'

fill

the ofiices

when demiinded.

It is stated also, that fully

two-thirds of the

from under the tyranny of John Hughes,
{Roman Catholic Archbishop of New York,] but dare not until the independent laity begin."
A religious revolution, such as is contemplated in this syllabus, cannot,
from its very nature, stop short of a second Reformation. If Archbishop
Hughes scourges his people with scorpions, we cannot wonder that the old
" To
battle-cry of independent Israel should now arise,
your tents, O
priests of that city are ready to revolt

—

Israel."

Depend upon

It,

Rome

is

quaking in every land.

Her power and tyranny
and enlight-

are being absorbed in the rising spirit of independence, liberty,
enment. Rome is maintained at head-quarters the Vatican

—not

will or devotion of the

and

—

Romans, but by the bayonets of France

;

by the

in conse-

quence of the already reduced garrison of French occupation, serious apprehensions are beginning to be felt.
Rome in Spain is disendowed. Rome iu
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Rome

in France is not tlie religion of thinking^
the jailer of Cecchetti and the Madiai, and but
for the prisons of Volterra, could not survive a single series of Bible MeetRome in Ireland is reduced to a moiety of her former strength, and
ings.
is

that moiety further reduced by conversions to Protestantism.
Rome in
America is asserting the freedom of independence. England alone is re-

trograding

eminently

;

"

and by her retrogression from her Protestant principles is pregiving her power and strength unto the beast !" Rev. xvii. 13.

TTHAT

IS

PURGATORY?

FuoM the account given in our last Number of the true nature and object
of Indulgences in the Church of Rome, it will appear that there is a very close
connexion between them and the subject of Purgatory, -which we are now to
The Church of Rome has not committed herself to any very minute
explain.
and detailed deliverance on the one any more than on the other of these subIt was one of the delicate topics that were briefly slurred over by the
jects.
The Council merely asserted tiie existCouncil of Trent in its last session.
ence of purgator}-, and decided that "souls detained there are assisted by
the suffrages of the faithful, and especially by the acceptable sacrifice of the
It is also the settled doctrine of the Church of Rome, (Sess. VI., can.
30,) that the liability to temporal punishment for sin remaining due after its
" must be endured either in this
life, or afterwards in
guilt has been remitted,
This
as
the
Trent
Catechism calls it, " the pui-gatorial fire."
purgatory," or,

altar."

about all that the Church of Rome, as such, is formally committed to on the
But the doctrine genei-ally taught by approved authors,
subject of purgatory.
and sanctioned by the Church as the general belief of her people, is in substance

is

this, that there is a place

somewhere

in the

neighbourhood of

hell, to

which,

at death, all those believers are consigned who are still polluted with venial
sins, or who have not either endured, or satisfied for, the temporal punish-

ment remaining due to their mortal sins, that they are subjected there through
the agency of fire to the punishment due to them, the severity of which may
be diminished, and the duration shortened, by masses and indulgences. Let it
be carefully considered what this doctrine really involves, and what are the
different positions that

must be proved by Romanists

in order to establish it.

—

are manifestly bound to produce satisfactory evidence,
Isf, That many
believers, many who are to be admitted into heaven, are subjected to punish-

They

ment on account

of their sins after their death
2d, That a place has been
prepared, called purgatory, in which this punishment is inflicted upon them
through the agency of fire and, 3(/, That these believers, suffering in purgatory, Avill have their punishment mitigated as to its severity or duration by
;

;

masses being celebrated for them, or by indulgences being granted to them.
In order to satisfy Protestants of the truth of their doctrine of purgatory.
Papists must establish every one of these three i)ositions, and establish them
from Scripture. It is verj- obvious, and very certain, that no evidence in
support of them can be produced from Scripture, and Papists themselves arc
Dr. Wiseman makes it evident that
constrained substantially to admit this.
he is pretty distinctly aware of this, and lays down positions which amount
to something like a virtual confession of it. He says, (Lectures, vol. ii. p. 53,)
*'It is on this authority (tradition and the Church) that the Catholic grounds
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belief in the doctrine of purgatory, yet not but that its principle is laid
He then adduces and applies
indirecth/ at least ^ in the "Word of God."

down,

in the ordinary way the passages which are usually adduced by Papists from
the Bible, in order to shew that the principle of purgatory is laid down there
indirectly at least, but which really do not afford a shadow of countenance to

the true Popish doctrine of purgatory as above explained, and winds up with
" AH these
the following admission, (p. 68)
texts, you will say, are, after
results.
and
to
certain
do
not
lead
True, but we have enough
any
all, obscure,
these require farther
said -in them-to guide us to some striking probabilities
:

—

;

elucidation, and
ancient times?''

where

we

but in the Church, especially in
No amount of testimony from the Church, without clear
but even from this
Scriptural proofs, will have any weight with a Protestant
inferior and inadequate source, Dr. Wiseman's testimonies in favour of the
modern popish doctrine of purgatory, arc very scanty, and meagre, and are
shall

look for

it

;

<lependent to a lai'ge extent upon misrepresentations of the true meaning
of the authors that are quoted.
It is to be remembered, that the authorized doctrine of the Church of Rome

on the subject of purgatory, includes not. only an assertion of the existence of
a. place in which tlie souls of believers g,re punished and tormented after death,
but als0:the position, that " the souls detained there are assisted by the suffrages

of the faithful, and especially by the acceptable sacrifice of the altar," that is,
by indulgences and masses. So that the whole scriptural evidence which
establishes the uuwarrantableness and unlawfulness of indulgences and masses,
serves also to disprove the Popish doctrine of purgatory.

And

then, besides

though inferentially, against purgatoiy, we
have a direct, positive, and conclusive disproof of it, in the whole of the information given us in Scripture as to the state and condition, the character and
the treatment, of believers at and after death, We need only to attend to
what the doctrine of the Church of Eome on the subject of purgatory is, and

this evidence telling positively,

to the, different positions wliich are involved or implied in it, in order to see
Ist^ That there is no warrant for it in Scripture ; and, 2(1, That

clearly,

—

Scripture affords conclusive evidence against it. And how fearful must be
the .guilt of inventing such a doctrine, without any warrant frpm Scripture,
or borrowing it from pagan and rabbinical sources, and applying it in such a

way

as to detract from the value

and

efficacy of the sacrifice of Christ,

and to

diminish the privileges which he has provided for His people. Purgatorj',
indeed, is evidently of pagan origin, but it was early borrowed and adopted
by the Jewish rabbins. But neither the Pagan priests nor the .Jewish rabbins
have managed the matter so skilfully, or turned it to so good an account, as

The rabbins usually teach that all men must pass through purBut then, they teach further,
gatory before being admitted into heaven.
that this purgatorial process lasts only and always for the definite period of a
twelvemonth, and that nothing can be done to diminish the severity any
more than the duration of the infliction. Hoav much more skilful are the

the Papists.

Popish notions of the duration of men's abode
and
and of the " assistance" that

in

purgatory being indefinite

unknown,
may be rendered to those who are
there by masses and indulgences, to be paid for by their friends on earth?
Purgatory, as taught in the Church of Rome, is thus manifestly a deliberate
imposture, and exhibits very fiilly the grand fundamental characteristic of the
Popish system, in its admirable fitness to serve at once, by one and the same
process, the purposes both of Satan and the priesthood, to injure both the
spiritual and the temporal interests of men.
,

.
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POPISH MENDACITY.
The

Protestant newspapers of the United States have been giving prolate to an incident which has been justly regarded as affording a
characteristic specimen of the tendencies and tactics of Popery.
The news-

minence of

papers which have been called into existence as the organs of the very remarkable Know-nothing, or native American, movement, have been pressing^
upon public notice a statement ascribed to the celebrated Marquis de La" that if ever the liberties of the
United States were
fayette, to the effect,
This statement, ascribed to one
destroyed, it would be by Romish priests."
who had been so efficient a coadjutor of Washington in achieving American
independence, and whose memory was in consequence so much honoured in
the United States, was fitted to produce a great impression upon the public
mind of that country, and it seemed necessary to do something to counteract
its influence. The Popish priesthood, of course, never hesitates at anything that
the good of the Church.
Accordingly, Dr. Spaulding, Popish bishop of
Auhifjiie' s
Kentucky, and author of A Review and Refutation of Dr. Merle
History of the Reformation., which was republished at Dublin in 1846, comes
forth and asserts, not only that Lafayette had not made this statement, but
that he had made a statement flatly contradictory to this, in a letter written
in 1829, and contained in a book published soon after at Paris, a copy of
Avhich was to be found in the library of a French gentleman living near CinThose who are acquainted with the history of Popery will not be
cinnati.
much surprised on being informed that this allegation was a pure fabrication.
The matter has been taken up by the celebrated Professor Morse, the great
improver of the Telegraph, who had been intimate with Lafayette on his last
visit to the United States, nearly thirty years ago.
He declares that he has
repeatedly heard Lafayette make, in substance, the controverted statement
ascribed to him, and produces another explicit attestation to the same effect^
from Dr. Van Pelt, an aged clergyman of the Dutch Keformed Church, of the
But what becomes of Bishop Spaulding's
very highest respectability.
counter-evidence, in the shape of a letter from Lafayette, contained in a
French book published at Paris? No such letter or book could be produced
Of course, the inference is unavoidable, and the conviction universal, that they
never had an existence, and that Bishop Spaulding, seeing no other way of
disposing of Lafayette's damaging statement, ventured upon a palpable, deSuch is Popery, and such its defenders
liberate, conscious lie.
is for

D

!

!

POPISH STEPS IN ADVANCE.

Sm George Grey, in defiance of law and previous usage, has allowed the
Popish Mass to be set up in jails, thus involving the nation in the public
countenance of idolatr}', as the priests are paid for all those services.
Bishop Gillis of Edinburgh has also extorted from the Lord Advocate of
Scotland a promise, that the public grants for Romish schools in that countr}'
instead of being diminished, will be extended under any new system of
This is only another evidence of the painful lack of public prineducation.
ciple

which prevails amongst our statesmen, and has given

just dissatisfaction.

rise to great

and

A BAPTIST
It
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MINISTER'S EXPERIENCE OF POPISH LIBERTY.

not iinusual for the defenders of Popish outrage in Ireland to mainsome mysterious
This explanation

tain that the disgraceful scenes which occur there have
connexion with the existence of the Chnrch Establishment.

may
is

satisfy superficial thinkers

the

but intelligent

;

same everywhere over the world

Avhere

it

men

are aware that

Popery

has power, using as

its in-

or the magistrate, just as it happens to find most conveThe furious outbreak of ruffian violence organized by the priests two
nient.
" hundred ministers" from
England who went to Ireland
years ago against the
the Gospel, tended to open the eyes of thousands of Dissenters to the
to

struments the

mob

preach

and the following statement by a respecttrue spirit of the Romish system
able Baptist minister stationed at Conlig, in the north of Ireland, in a letter
addressed by him to the Freeman, a new Baptist journal, and published in
that journal, June 27th, will give our readers an idea of the way in which the
at the present
preaching of the Gospel is put down by violence in Ireland
moment. Let our readers remember that this is the system whose priests we
;

are training at the public expense.
" Dear
fact will
The

—

Sirs,
give some idea of Roman Catholicism in
following
other parts of Ireland than either the south or the urst.
Having lately had oecasiou
to visit some of the members of my congregation, who have gone to reside in tho
neighbourhood of Castleljlaney, a district of country where Romanism greatly preof
sojourn there.
vails, I made an attempt to do some good durinj; the period
in whose house I was guest entered fully into my views and feelings, and
The

my

family
co-operated with

my plans of usefulness. On the second evening of
house. About ten Protestants and two
visit, a prayer meeting was held in their
Roman Catholics attended, when 1 addi-essed them from Rom. iv. 1. At the close of
this service, I announced that I would preach on the following evening at Tassen
is a VVesleyan) having kindly given his office for the purpose ;
Mines, the captain
mo

my

in all

(who

Next day, after breakfast, I visited some houses in the
'hut Satan hindered me.'
of the people to Christ, carefully
vicinity, and endeavoui-ed to direct the attention
avoiding all sectarian peculiarities, excepting the great doctrine of justification by faith
After dinner, I went out again to visit some more before the commencement
alone.
of the service, but was induced to take a short walk in a retired place before doing so.
Soon after, I was followed by two strong young men, one of whom addressed me, and
after making some general observations about the state of the weather and the crops,
abruptly ordered me to go off the path. I asked if it was forbidden, observing that
That's nothing
I should be sorry to trespass, and inquired whose property it was.
to you,' replied he, adding, ' Don't be going about among the houses,' and at the same
time knocking me down and beating me very severely, the other acting as a spy, to
watch lest any person nn'ght observe what was going on. I had no hope, indeed, of
I then
being left alive, but the Lord delivered me, as they both speedily ran off.
made towards the house as quickly as possible, though T fell several times in consequence of weakness. A young man of the family, on seeing me approach the door
bleeding and disfigured, sprang out, and ran to the police barracks, and in the course
The neighbours were exaof ten minutes the whole constabulary were on the spot.
mined, but they either could not or ironld not give any information. The sergeant,
told
me
that he believed nothing
^vho is an Episcopalian, and apparently a good man,
short of an overruling Providence had preserved my life, as they had a considerable
advantage from the privacy of the place that the whole plot must have been laid
the evening before, and that they had no doubt been watching the whole day for tlie
opportunity. A Protestant gentleman kindly furnished my host with a pistol, but I
'

—

;

would not venture to stay all night and having recovered strength considerably, I
left by the evening mail. I had intended to stay some time in the neighbourhood, but
found it impracticable, as my apjiearance would not admit of my preaching in towns
where I was unknoxcn. Through the mercy of God, however, I have now got home ;
and though I have a black eye. and some other disreputable symptoms, yet, as these
have been got in the service of Christ, I am not ashamed to appear in my own pulpit,
and discharge my official duties as usual. Should you approve of this letter, I will
;
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thank you to give
spectfully,

it

a place in your columns, and beg to subscribe myself, yours reBaptist Minister.— Conlig, Newtounards, Ireland,

John Browx, A.M.,

€th June l«o5.

—

" p.S.
I think it right to state, that a Popish priest and two curates all live tomile from the place where the deed was done."
gether, about a quarter of a

ANOTHER SAMPLE OF IRISH POPERY.
The following letter, also published in the Freeman, June 27, will give our
readers a still further idea of Irish Romanism, when it dares to exhibit itself

—
— On the

in its true colours

:

2d of this month I was severely maltreated by a
The facts of the case are :— As I Avas walking
party of Papists in this town.
out early in the morning, I dropped a few tracts (not on the Popish controthem up, and
versy) on practical religion. A man seeing them, gathered
came to me in an infuriated manner, saying, I had no need to be doing that
thrust them into my breast, and
there, they did not want such things, &c.
told a party who were on their way to mass, what I was, thus set them on
me, struck me on the face several times, and then with one united voice were

"Dear

Sirs,

;

for throwing me over the bridge into the river, saying they would stop me
from my Bible reading, tracts, &c. I then stepped into the middle of the

road,

when they knocked me down, beat me about the head and face, and
me severely, jumped on my hat but as soon as I could regain my

kicked

;

they stoned me. There were not less than half-a-dozen on
me, and those that stood by never offered to protect me, but gloried in what
the others had done. It is true I could identify some of the base fellows,
and the magistrates, &c., are wishful to punish the offenders but what of
all that, when I have no one to corroborate my statement ? And what bench
of magistrates or jury dare let the law take its course against a Romanist in
this country ?
Such is Popery. Whoever gives evidence against a Papist

feet I ran, then

;

in this country

must be prepared

to leave

it.

—Yours

truly,

"

S.

WlLLETT.

"Ballina, 22d June 1855."

MAYNOOTH.
The

Protestants of Britain have

now

seen the end of the prolonged

Parliamentary discussions in regard to Maynooth for the present session.
By a dexterous movement, supported by Government, and a majority of
three in the House of Commons, it has been determined to adjourn the Mayin other words, the question has thus for
nooth discussion for three months
Of course, this makes it only
the present been abruptly brought to an end.
the more important that Protestants, and Protestant societies, should exert
themselves to arouse the public mind, and prepare for a general election,
which will probably not be long delayed. It is only by returning a more
Protestant and resolute Parliament that the abolition of Maynooth can be

—

secured.
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DOES THE CHURCH OF ROME SUPPRESS THE
SECOND COMMANDMENT?

In our former Number, we

illustrated

by a somewhat copious induction of

particulars, the mode of treatment which the Second Commandment receives
at the hands of the Church of Rome.
Having there established the fact, and

sustained the charge, of wilful suppression of that Commandment by the
Roman Catholic Church, we would now address ourselves to a further quesIs there not a cause?
tion
117^//, then, does the Church of Rome thus deal

—

Avith the

Commandment

against image worship?

The "reasons" urged are
that there

is

some very absurd, and all
is "too long;" others,
catechisms; and sonle, as we

at times amusing,

Some urge that
"not room'' for its

7«i-reasonable.

this

Commandment

insertion in

more particularly by and bye, allege that the Commandment is
"
2iseless," and that therefore it is excluded
The argument of the ordinary Romish advocate is somewhat to this effect:
The First and Second Commandments iu the Protestant version, he says,
are the same in subject-matter, and constitute as such but one Commandment. Hence the Romish Church, he proceeds, combines the First and
Second, and in order to complete tlie decimal number, divides the Tenth.
Our objection, however, is not so much against her peculiar distribution or
shall learn

!

enumeration of the Commandments, as against
Distribute them
one of these Commandments.
we contend for a full and entire copy of these
insist that such full and entire copy be as fully

her wilful suppression of
as she may numerically,

Commandments, and we
and

entirely taught to the

people.

But as to the plea urged regarding the supposed identity of the First and
Second Commandments whicii they combine, and the twofold object of the
Tenth, Avhich they accordingly divide, we are again at issue. The Romanist
the coveting of a man's wife is far more distinct from the coveting
says
of his other goods, than is the worshipping of idols and images distinct
hence the First and Second involve
from the worship of the true God
But
but one command, while the Tenth involves two distinct precepts.

—

;

not so!

—

the Deutero-nomy,
For, if we examine the duplicate copy of the Decalogue,
or second giving of the law, as in Deut. v., in connexion with the version
in Exod. xx., we shall at once perceive the groundlessness of the assertion,
In Exod. xx. 17, the
with regard at least to the Tenth Commandment.
Command prescribes " Thou shalt not covet thy neighbour's house, thou
whereas in Deut. v. 21, the
shalt not covet thy neighbour's ?'.•(/(," &c.

—

;

—

"Neither shalt
transposed, and the precept is
thou desire thy neighbour's icife, neither shalt thou covet thy neighbour's
order of arrangement

is

hotise," &c.

—

"
"
is placed firs., in order, and then the
In Exodus, the " hotise
wife,"
house."
while iu Deuteronomy the '^vife" is placed first, and then the
Thus proving the promiscuous use of the terms indifferently in the same
^'^

Command, and showing

that the order or priority of arrangement is immaif two distinct and individual precepts had

This would not be so,
been intended.
terial.
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And as we prove the identity and oneness of tlie particulars of the Tenth
Commandment, so also may we establish the distinction between the First
and Second.

These latter are indeed as distinct the one from the other, as
They spcixk of diverse things, and of distinct

are the First and the Tenth,

It is not true, then, what Dr. Doyle, a late Roman
topics.
" Christian
Doctrine,"—" The forbidding men,
Catholic Bishop urges in his
" is an
to make idols or to adore them," he says,
explanation and conse'
not
and
true
one
of
having strange Gods befora
God,
only
adoring
quence

and independent

him,' and should therefore be joined to it."

—

P. 60.

"
even though this Commandment -were but an
explanation or consesuch
that
should
explanation should be
expect
quence" of the First, still we
given with its text, and not suppressed as it is in the Church of Rome, Dr.
Butler's "explanations" are given in full in his "Catechism, Revised, Enfind in that Catechism
larged, Approved, and Recommended ;" but we nowhere
" God's
We have
that which is by Dr. Doyle designated as
explanation."

And

the First Commandalready* seen St. Aiphonsus Liguori's explanation of
ment, extending over forty-two pages, and yet God's own "explanation"
This is man's word preferred to the word of
is omitted from that treatise
"
God. But it is not true that the Second Commandment is but an explanaThese Commandments are toto cceJo
tion or consequence" of the First.
distinct.
The First forbids the worship of a false God or Deity. The Second
forbids the worship of anything or any one, even of the true God, under an
!

image or representation. Two very distinct and independent precepts.
This may be more fully illustrated by certain passages from the history of
the Jewish people
passages which clearly exemplify, in actual fact, at one
time the breach of the First, and at another time the breach of the Second
Commandment. For example, when Moses ascended to the top of Sinai to
meet God, and from His hand to receive the Tables of the Covenant, the
people at the base of the mount becoming impatient of the long delay, asked

—

to go before them.
Aaron, accordingly, made
and they worshipped the work of their own hands. The
golden calf was not a false god, but a representation, (borrowed fi-om the
forms of Egyptian idolatry)— a figure of the true God. The Israelites did
not by this act abjure the God of Israel; for in this very idolatrous scene
"
offered (as
a feast unto the

of Aaron to
the golden

make them gods

calf,

They
Lord^'" (Jehovah).
worship, that is, a worship of the true
God through the earthly figure and this was idolatry, as the Apostle evi" Neither be
ye idolaters, as
dently declares, referring to this very sin,
were some of them as it is written, The people sat down to eat and drink,
and rose up to play." 1 Cor. x. 7. The people here infringed the Second

proclaimed
Romanists profess to do) a
they

relative

—

;

;

Commandment.
And so also was

it in the days of Jeroboam, when after the schism of the
kingdom, the two golden calves were erected, one in Bethel, and the other
in Dan, not for direct, but for relative worship, and, as it were, to remind the
" that
people of the true God
brought them out of the land of Egypt." This,
as the preceding instance, was a breach not of the First, but of the Second
Commandment and if there were one command of the Decalogue that the
people of Israel would have suppressed on these occasions, it would have been
that against images
The sin of idolatry was their besetting sin, their most
;

!

frequent iniquity, the fruitful source of

many

* Bulwark, Vol. V.

p.

13.

sorrows.

Hence,

we

find the
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yc therefore good heed unto j-our-

ye saw no manner of similitude on the day that the Lord spake
unto you in Horeb out of the midst of the fire lest ye corrupt yourselves,
and make you a graven image, the similitude of ani/ figure, the Ul-eness of
male or female," &c. Deut. iv. 15, 16. The similitude or representation even
of the Lord, the true God, was that against which they were so particularly
warned. This was the form of idolatry forbidden by the Second Commandselves

for

;

;

ment.

Very different, however, is th6 prohibition contained in the First Commandment. This, too, may be aptly illustrated by the history of Israel.
An instance may be quoted from the times of Ahab. (1 Kings xvi. ."iO-.'i.'l.)
It appears that Ahab was wotsd than all the kings that went before him,
worse even than Jeroboam who so grievously " made Israel to sin." Accordand
ingly, while following in all the evil of Jeroboam, he added yet more
while retaining the calves in Bethel and Dan, he proceeded to worship Daal^ a

—

;

" as
though it were a light thing" to break the Second ComJeroboam
mandment,
did, he violated the First Commandment also in the
" And
Ahab, the son of
worship of Baal. The inspired History tells us-,
Omri, did evil in the sight of the Lord above all that were before him. And
it came to pass, as if it had been a light tliinr/ for him to walk in the sins of
Jeroboam, the son of Nebat, that he took to wife Jezebel, the daughter of
Ethbaal, King of the Zidonians, and went and served Daol^ and v-oishipped
him.
And he reared up an altar for Baal in the house of Baal, which he had
built in Samaria.
And Ahab made a grove and Ahab did more to provoke
the Lord God of Israel to anger than all the kings of Israel that were before
him." (1 Kings xvi. 30-03.) This was the form of idolatry forbidden by the
false

god

;

and,
as

—

;

First

Commandment.

These gradations of idolatry, indeed, are in their due sequence detailed by
He thus reviews the
St. Stephen in his defence before the High Priest.
"And they made a calf in
stages of the idolatrous Avorslnp of the Jews:
those days, and offered sacrifice unto the idol^ and rejoiced in the works of

—

their own hands.
Then Ood turned^ and gave them vj) to worship tlie host of
heaven," kc.
(Acts vii. 41, 42.)
Thus, instead of the Second Commandment being a " consequence" of the First, the breach of the First appears to
be a "consequence" of, and next in order to, the breach of the Second

Commandment

;

different things.
The distinction

and thus both are proved to be

distinct,

and

to

speak of

between the First and Second Commandment was known

to the Jews, and their enumeration of the individual Commandments was
similar to our own.
Josephus, the Jewish historian, bears the following tes-

—

"The First Commandment teaches us, that there is but one God,
timony
and that we ought to worship Him only. The Second Commandment is, not
to make the imape of any living creature to worship it ;" and so on he proceeds after our fashion throughout the whole Decalogue. (Book iii. c. 5,)
Surely if the Israelites, "to whom pcrtaineth the giving of the law," thus
:

divided the

Commandments, we may much

better follow their distribution

than that of the Church of Rome.
Thus far we have been dealing with the question of the numerical distribution of the Ten Commandments, which, although it has in reality nothing to
say to the matter of the suppression of the Second Commandment by the

Church of Rome,
topic, in

is

yet of necessity introduced into the consideration of the

consequence of the mode of argument adopted by

Roman

Catholics.
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Second Commandment as being a mere appendix
were the case, it would oflfer no reason for the
But this is oiot a mere appendage it is an
suppression of such appendix.
independent precept, was recognised as such by the Jews, is recognised as
such by us, and however recognised, is broken, and therefore suppressed, by

They seem

to undervalue the

Even

to the First.

if this

;

tlie

Church of Rome.

And why
.50,

this suppression ?

Dr. Doyle, in the " Christian Doctrine," p.

asks and thus answers the following question

:

—

"

words of the Ten Commandments, as found in the
Q. Why are some pai-ts or
Bible, left out in catechisms ?
" /i. #
Because catechisms should be clear smA. short, and fitted to weak
*
*
memories, having nothing useless in

them

!"

a plain admission on the part of a Roman Catholic bishop,
Here, then,
that some portions of the Commandments are suppressed by the Church of
is

The Second Commandment is that which suffers most at their hands..
"Because catechisms must be clear and short T' (2.)
(1.)
" Because
" Because
they
they must be suited to ^veak memories /" (3.)
must have nothing useless in them !" They must be short therefore omit^
not man's composition, but a portion of God's own writing
They must be
" weak memories
fitted to
;" therefore, by all means, teach the catechism of
Rome, but don't burden the memories of children with the whole Ten ComDid not God know the calibre of man's memory,
mandments of God
when He wrote the Decalogue and Avhen He commanded Israel to teacii

Rome.

And why?

;

!

!

;

these

commandments " t^i%en%

to their children," did

We

God

know what

over-estimate

memory of a
and that such memory if not stored with good, will soon stock
One would imagine that Romish catechisms, so far at least
itself with evil.
" weak
as the Commandments are concerned, were designed for those whose
memories" are ever sighing forth, " Non mi ricorclo !" It is, indeed, a weak
"
argument that thus appeals to weak memories."
"
Catechisms must have nothing useless in them ;''
But this is not all.
Commandment. Retain all that man has
with
the
Second
therefore, away
" the Church" has
but exclude the Second Commandall that
said,
said,
"
Any work or word of
nothing useless" inserted
ment, for there must be
God useless! 'Tis Rome that says so. This is one of her " Reasons" for
the

power of

children's

memories

?

all

the

child can bear,

—

—

!

the suppression of the

commandment

against images.

" useless"
but
for it exto her

And, indeed, this is a reason. That Commandment, indeed, is
It is of no use to her.
She does not
to the Church of Rome.
rather does she abuse
pressly

it.

Yea more,

condemns one half of her

it is

worse than useless

iise it,

;

services, the greater part of her devotions.

1. Because
then, does Rome suppress the Second Commandment?
" too
long ;" and yet it is not as long as the Confiteor, and about twenty
But then, the Covfiteor and the Rosary were
times shorter than the Rosary.
2. Bemade by man, but the Second Commandment is the work of God
" too
cause man's memory is
short," and yet it can accomplish wonderful
"
3. Because the Second Commandment is
feats in other matters.
useless,"'
These are the
and " catechisms must have nothing useless in them !"

Why,

it is

!

" Reasons"
why the Church of Rome suppresses the Second Commandment
In other Avords, the Church of Rome deals with the Second Commandment
" Hast thou found
as the guilty Ahab with the Prophet Elijah, saying,
me,
O mine enemy?" And hence she " seeks its life, to take it away P'

!:
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THE HISTORY OF A CARDINAL.
The "men

red" are but

in

indifferently lilced in tlie city of

Rome, some

people being least liked where tliey are best known. In the famous year
1849, when Rome enjoyed a few months' absence of the Pope and Cardinals,
the people took a sportive vengeance, bj'' sending all the scarlet hats they
could collect down the Tiber, amid the lusty jubilation of the multitude. We
have lounged in the Sala Regia of the Vatican, curiously marking the Cardi-

one by one at the entrance of the Sistine Chapel on a
What wormy coils of dark and sordid intrigue
before each of these heads was fitted with its scarlet hat
What a hideous
train of state crimes rises on the memory in connexion with the names of
nals, as they arrived

day of high ceremonies.

!

Richelieu, Mazariu, Dubois, Alberoni, and other Avearers of this headgear,
and what a frightful i)ortion of the cruelties, wars, and calamities of Europe

door
Who would have restrained his vim, had he been passing
the bridge of St. Angelo, as the fleet of red hats came sailing down the
Tiber?
May we be permitted to tell the story of a single Cardinal's hat?
In the shabby little town of Brives, situated in that picturesque region of

lies at their

!

known as the Limousin, there dwelt about the middle of the
seventeenth century an apothecary named Dubois. These were the days
"
Mummy is become merchanwhen, as quaint Sir Thomas Browne tells us,
dise
Mizraim cures wounds and Pharaoh is sold for balsams," and other
central France,

;

—

;

dismal doses were swallowed, whose very mention is ipecacuanha to the nineAYhether our apothecary had the alligator stuft'ed,
teenth century stomach.
and other skins of ill-shaped fishes hung up in his shop, does not appear; but
we may infer the beggarly account of empty boxes on his shelves, for there
The only other thing known about him
Is no doubt that he was very poor.
What education the boy
is, that he had a son, whom our storj' follows.
Guillaume received, or whether he was initiated in tlie art of substituting
brick-dust for powder of Pharaoh, our information does not decide.
What
we know is, that when still a mere youth he came to Paris all the way,
hoping to procure a bursarship in a college, and so get himself taught. This
He did not obtain the
first great move in his life proved, however, a failure.
This
bursarship, and was glad to hire himself as servant to a professor.

him a chance of picking up some education. He made good
The little, slim, fair-haired valet slid noiselessly
about his work, and minded his learning. Louis the Great sat on the throne
of France, little dreaming that the hands into which his power was to fall
were brushing a professor's cloak in the College of St. Michael.
By and by, our Guillaume was able to take a little step up. He was emsituation afforded

use of his opportunity.

ployed as tutor to the son of one Maroy, an opulent tradesman in Paris.
When the whirligig of time had gone round, young Maroy, who had been his
He next struck a trail which conducted
pupil, became one of his postilions.
him to raightj- game. He got acquainted with the tutor of the king's nephew,
the son of the Duke of Orleans. The tutor becoming infirm, Dubois assisted
him in his duties, and succeeded him when he died. He acquitted himself
assiduously and ably. Above all, ho ingratiated himself into the favour of
his pupil. The prince and the preceptor became inseparable friends. Dubois
affixed himself to the young Duke, and held on by him with a tenacious perseverance, never for a day diverted to the close of his

life.

In his studies,
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in his debaucheries, in the field of battle, Philippe of Orleans had the apotheNor did the tutor (so history whispers
cary's son constantly at his side.
under her breath) scruple to recommend himself, by rendering the vile services of a pander to the licentious gratifications of his pupil.

A

by and by opened for the exercise of his genius for intrigue.
to marry one of his illegitimate daughters to his young relaThe Duke of Orleans, the young man's father, was
tive, Dubois' pupil.
was a woman of a haughty spirit, little likely to
the
Duchess
but
willing
brook the idea of marrying her son to a bastard. Dubois' influence in the
family had been observed. At a hint from Versailles, he undertook to gain
It was nice
the consent both of the proud mother and the careless son.
handling but the sleek insinuation and eloquent glozing of the apothecary's
sou accomplished it. A fat abbacy was his reward and the king, who had
taken a note of his talent, attached him to the French embassy in London.
There he diligently cultivated relations with the politicians of the day, and
did not forget to maintain his connexion with his pupil, who had now, by
the death of his father, become Duke of Orleans. When the Abbe returned
from London, he became secretary to the Duke, under which title he was the
comptroller of his household, the minister of his pleasures, and the director
higher

field

The king wished
;

;

;

of his

political course.

The long reign and desolate old age of Louis XIV. came to a close. Son
and grandson had gone to the tomb before him, and his great-grandson, a
The Duke of Orleans became, by right of
sickly child, inherited the throne.
blood, regent during the minority, and Dubois rose with the elevation of his
He had the master of France in his hands, and never was there a
patron.
more dexterous manipulator. The mist of falsehood, says St. Simon, who
He had trained every faculty
kneiiv him well, exhaled from him at every pore.
to the purpose of penetrating the thoughts of other men and concealing his
own. For example, he had accustomed himself to a slight stammer in conversation, with the view of never being discomposed by any sudden question,
and of gaining a few moments for reflection without appearing to pause, the
The Marlborough wars had inflicted
wily son of an apothecary that he was
on Louis XIV. the tremendous penalty of his unprincipled ambition. One of
the latest acts of his life had been to stir up that rebellion against the English
crown, which went to wreck on the field of Sheriftmuir and in the streets of
Preston. The two nations were no longer at war but though the conflagration had been got under, the embers still glowed with a fierce and sullen heat.
George I. had James Stuart, the Pretender, for his perpetual disquiet. Philip,
king of Spain, was a Bourbon and kinsman to the sickly boy-king of France.
If the boy-king should die, he must be siicceeded either by his kinsman of
Spain, or his kinsman the Regent, Dubois' patron. This was the political
*'
There was one man who had an eye to see all its
situation" of the period.
Dubois sounded the British minister,
•capabilities, and our Abbe was he.
Lord Stanhope, by far-off tentatives and feelers. They two concerted a
meeting in Holland. In an obscure Dutch tavern the English noble found a
little slight man of sixty in a brown wig, with a mingled expression of slyness
and audacity irresistibly suggesting the idea of a fox. When Stanhope
entered, he found him surrounded with old dusty bibliomaniac folios in which
he aff'ected to take a prodigious interest.
He came to the point, however,

—

!

;

—

"
^fter a great deal of cunning fence,
guarantee you against your Pretender, the Stuart, who can do nothing against you without the aid of France ;
if our boy-king dies,

We

you guarantee us against our Pretender, the Spanish
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Bourbon, cli?" It was too clearly the interest of both parties not to be
caught at, and so it was a bargain. That night's conversation in a Dutch
tavern changed the political face of Europe for thirty years.
Dubois was now the leading politician of the day.
He commenced in
earnest his

movements to compass the grand object of priestly ambition, a
But the obstacles were enormous. His patron, the Regent,

Cardinal's hat.

held strongly by a maxim on which Louis the Great had acted during a great
part of his life, never to let a Cardinal into his council. Yet Dubois had resolved to be made a Cardinal on the Regent's solicitation.
Through the
British ambassador, he contrived to persuade George I., that the alliance

with France would be the more secure

if

the framer of

it

were invested with

The French alliance was George's guarantee against
the dignity of Cardinal.
a i-enewed attempt by his rival the Pretender, and he made haste to do whatever he could to confirm the position of the wily statesman whose handiwork
was.
He wrote a letter with his own hand to the Regent, urging him to
use his influence to obtain the Romish purple for Dubois. The solicitation
was made but the Pope, Clement XI., an odd bundle of prejudices and obstinacy, happened to have a vehement dislike to France, and an old grudge

it

;

No red hat, nothing but excuses, was forthcoming.
against its Regent.
Dubois, master of the revenue of France, descended on the Vatican in a
shower of gold. Rome uaturall}' desired the shower to last until the thirsty
earth should be well wetted.

It

was not every day

that they were solicited

the key of the French treasury at his girdle.
So Dubois
and the golden rain, it raineth every day, upon the Pope's
is kept soliciting
nephew, upon this thirsty creature, and upon that. One thirsty creature,
James Stuart, calling himself James III. of England, drinks it in, with endless

by a candidate with

—

;

and gloziug beside. He becomes the most faithful lacquey of the
apothecary's son, and with all his might solicits the Pope to make him a
The force of intrigue surely could no farther go. The little man
Cardinal.

flattery

in a brown wig had contrived to have the two deadly rivals, George
James III., both engaged in his service, and both, unknown to each

I.

and

other,

labouring in his interest under the idea of promoting their own. Such poor
puppets do kings become in the hands of Romish churchmen
A year had passed since Dubois began to solicit and to bribe. The excuses and delays for keeping him off and on were pretty well exhausted,
when the Pope announced that he could not create a French Cardinal without
according the same grace to Spain and Austria, and that, therefore, he behoved to wait until there were three vacancies in the sacred college. Upon
this, Dubois started two vast and complex trains of intrigue in the courts of
Vienna and Madrid, in order to obtain from them a consent to wave their
!

The exposure of these tortuous moves, and of the nice ingenuity
with which the ends of all the threads of manoeuvre were brought and twisted
round one finger, aftbrds the matter of a dozen curious pages in Lcmontey's
AVe cannot, however, wait for the process of unearthing.
Dubois
History.
consumed another year ere he could ripen his influence to the required pitch
All this elaborate scaftblding Avas barely
in the Austrian and Spanish courts.
completed when the Pope died, as inopportunely as if he had died for no
other reason than to vex the great hat-hunter. The Avhole quest was to begin
anew. But when was ever an ambitious priest wearied out ?
Dubois formed a bold plan, and seized the occasion. His plan was to buy
the conclave, and give the tiara to one who would come under a bond to give
claims.

—

Irtm the hat.

A Cardinal

Couti,

surnamed The

Sleeper^ a lethargic

lump of
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man, an obese nullity, was selected as the proper tool. He bound himself, if
The conclave held ; and though the
elected Pope, to make Dubois Cardinal.
door of the palace was, as usual, walled up, Dubois' agent, the Jesuit Lafitau,
had free " ish and entry," as tlie Scotch lawyers say. The golden shower
descended by night silently as the dew. The Sleeper was elected Pope and
It had cost eight millions
in due time the apothecary's son wore his red hat.
Not that it was the dearest red hat that had ever come
of French money.
for it cost twelve millions to buy one for the brother of the
to France either
well-kno\vn Mazarin.
These celebrated intrigues, of which we have chalked the mere outline,
gave a sinister twist to the whole politics of Europe for years, and were the
real explanation of the fatuity and iniquity which at that time marked the
To Dubois himself they brought after all nothing
foreign relations of France.
" "Would to
but splendid misery.
heaven," he said to Fontenelle when in
the fulness of his power, " that I were now living in a garret, Avith a single
servant, and fifteen hundred francs (£60) a year !" The vicious excesses of
his youth reacted upon his age, and wasted him away under racking pains.
When scarcely able to get in and out of his carriage, he appeared on horseback at a review, for the sake of receiving the military honours due to his
The exertion caused an internal injury, of which he died, as
exalted rank.
pitiful an exit as any mortal ever had.
So ends our history of a Cardinal.
;

;

—

A POPISH REVIVAL MEETING.
The Romanists employ and imitate everything in Protestantism which
they can possibly turn to account. Hence the pulpit, the press, and the

— the great instruments of the Reformation, —the means of spreading
— have been
of
extensively employed for the purpose of perpetuating

school,
light,

late

The same thing may be said of meetings for promoting the revival of religion.
Popery has seized this idea, and worked it vigorously,
for the purpose of deepening and intensifying the superstition of her votaries.
"Protracted Meetings" have long been among the means employed by
Romanists for increasing zeal, and attempting to gain converts in America;
and of late the plan has been adopted also amongst the Romanists of Ireland.
Not only in the south and west, where Romanists are found in great numbers,
but even in the north have priests collected large masses of the people, somedarkness.

—

times holding camp-meetings, of ten thousand at a time, in the open air, endeavouring to work upon their feelings and secure them effectually to Rome.
*'
The children of this world are in their generation wiser than the children of
It would be well if Protestants and Protestant ministers of all
light."

were found imitating this zeal and determination in the cause of our
Lord Jesus Christ, and of perishing souls. The following communication
fi-om an intelligent Protestant eye-witness in the south of Ireland, dated June

classes

—

28, 1855, gives an account of one of these scenes
" You can have no idea of the extent or amount of
superstitious influence
in this place.
There has been for this last fortnight in Qneenstown, four
:

Roman

Catholic missionaries, two Irishmen and two foreigners, confessing
all day long, from early in the morning till late

and preaching to the people
at night.

Virgin

;

_

They appear

chiefly to urge on their hearers the worship of the
it in turn to hold forth to the
people, who neglect

and each one takes
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spend their time at the chapel, listening to

I went in last night to hear one of
the burning appeals of these apostles.
tliem, and I shall not soon forget the very humiliating scene I witnessed.
The doors and passages were crowded a good while before the service began,

but as I was there in time, and got a front seat from a Catholic I knew, I
heard and saw everything distinctly. They were just lighting up the candles on
the grand altar when I entered, which glittered on the same tawdry tinsel- work
cue sees in everj' chapel of the kind. Then a curtain to the left of the altar was
"withdrawn, exposing an image in plaster of the Virgin and her Son, placed in a
deep niche, variegated with flowers, coloured paper, beads, and such like.
This was surrounded with so many candles, that when they were all lighted
it looked quite an imposing little spectacle, and its gay appearance excited
no ordinary emotion among the worshippers around, who seldom withdrew
their gaze from it.
When everything was ready, a priest entered, and after
the usual genuflexions, ascended a pulpit or rostrum, placed for the occasion
between the two brilliant objects which I have attempted to describe to you.
His theme was the worship of the blessed Virgin and for the first time in my
life, I heard that she was the great intercessor, and that Christ Avas the God
with whom she was to intercede for ns. He addressed them in a most intelligible and practical way, for he first said, Are you sure you ve all rosaries
now ? I hope there's none of you wanting one, or, that you'll all have them
by to-morrow night at any rate, which is the last night of the mission.
Show me them.' On this, there was a general holding out of hands and
stretching out of arms in order to display the strings of beads Avith crucifixes
'That's right,' says the
attached to them, which they nearly all had.
priest, after he had surveyed the mass of worshippers, and apparently to his
satisfaction; 'it's a blessed thing to have a rosary, and be ever repeating on
it the prayer to the Holy Lady.
You may be very bad you may be
wicked, but as long as j^ou have your rosary, and keep repeating the prayers
to the blessed Virgin, you can't be far wrong, and you may be sure you're
in the right way.'
He urged this worship with immense vehemence, and
A'ery much surprised me with the amount of knowledge he had about Mary.
;

'

'

—

He

told us that she lived thirteen or fourteen years after her Son's death in
great grief and tribulation that when she died her spirit was seen to burst
through her body and ascend to heaven, where it Avas received in the bosom
of Christ; that it remained there three days, after which Christ with a
;

chosen body of angels and Mary's spirit, came down to earth for her
pure
virgin body,' which was then seen to ascend into heaven surrounded by a
that she was then placed on the right hand of
bright concourse of angels
her Son, who sat at the right hand of the Father, and that she took her
queenly seat among the shouts and hosannas of the assembled hosts of
heaven. I wondered what evidence the preacher had for all this ; nor was
he long in telling us, that all this had been revealed to St. Francis, who saw
I forgot to tell you Avhat he did Avith the rosaries,
and communicated it all.
he blessed them all, and afterwards sprinkled holy Avater on them, that is
to say, on the half-dozen near to him, for the others had to content them'

;

—

And
indeed, the Avliole aftair Avas full of forms.
shew me your images ;' on Avhich there was a general display of crosses, with
figures of the Virgin and our Saviour, Avhen they, too, Avere all blessed and
selves with the form

'

;

Have you all scapularies ? I hope you have and if you
stowed away.
have not, be sure and go and get them at once.' He enforced the getting of
these Avares Avith such emphasis, that I began to suspect he had some con'

;
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nexion with the two or three

stalls opposite the chapel door, where some
the sale of rosaries, crncifixes, tawdr}^ pictures, and rock
images of the Virgin, as vehemently, though perhaps not with so much suc'
cess, as their friends did inside.
Now, have you any pictures ? if you have

old

women urged

any, bring them out ;' on which there was a great rustling of the leaves of tlie
mass-books to get out the pictures in time for them to be blessed. Some
coarse daubs in small black frames Avere held out, and some equally coarse
in gaily gilt ones, and an old woman before me held out a frame with great
self-satisfaction, but I could only see the back of it.
My companion in
the pew, a very sensible-looking young lady, had about eight or nine
wretched little pictures, and it was melancholy enough to see her hurry^in
getting them all out in time to have them all displayed before the bless-

— to see how she

ing was over,
the mass-book

how she held
one single daub should
escape a blessing, and how gratified she appeared after they were all arranged
before her, and there was no one missing.
After all this, he concluded by

telling

them a

b}-

fussed about

the boards and shook

story, illustrative of the

it

good

among

the leaves,

for fear

eflects of the

rosary and praying

to the blessed Virgin, which I shall endeavour to give you in his own words :
'It's a dangerous thing to be without a rosary
and I'll tell you a remark;

man owing to his having a rosary. In
you may see, any day you like, on one of the

able circumstance that occurred to a

one of the streets of Venice,
and hoAV
houses, a marble slab Avith the figure of an angel engraved on it
do ye tliink it came there ? Well, this Avas the house of a man Avho was a
He Avas
laAvyer or scrivener, and Avho had amassed a great deal of money.
very rich. But he had got his riches by dishonesty and chicanery. He had
robbed many a one professionally he AA'as a bad man.
In the same toAvn
there lived a holy man, a monk, Avho knew this lawyer a little.
The lawyer
had often asked this holy man to dine with him, but he Avould never
come
at last he went, after a great deal of pressing.
They had an
elegant dinner; and after they Avere done and were sipping their Avine,
;

:

;

the lawyer said to the holy man, "Did you CA-er see my monkey? it
a most extraordinary animal it Avashes the dishes, cleans them, wipes
the glasses, and does a great many things
indeed, it is more than a
is

;

;

human

"Are you sure it's a monkey,"
being, it is like a Christian."
" are
"
suggested the friar gravely ;
you sure," continued the old monk, that
it's not something else ?"
(which Ave will presume he said in a A^ery grave
The monkey AA'as sent for; but, lo and behold, the
sepulchral A'oice.)
monkey which had never been

out of the way before, Avas nowhere to be
They searched high and low, everyAvhere they could think of, but no
monkey could be found. At last he Avas discovered under a bed, in the extreme corner, and no one was able to induce or force him out
out of that
he AA'ouldn"t come.
On reporting this to their master and the priest, the holy
man (who appears to have been a most suspicious old cove) said, " Then, if
the monkey Avon't come and see us, I think Ave had better go and see him ;"
so off they Avent doAvn stairs.
At sight of the old monk, the monkey Avas in
a fearful fright, for he quaked and trembled, and chattered at a great rate.
"Who are ye?" said the old man, addressing the monkey. "I'm the
devil," quoth the monkey, (now loud groans arose from the Avhole congrega"And what are you wanting here?" continued the heroic monk.
tion.)
"I've been sent here by God Almighty to take master's (the scrivener's)
found.

—

;

soul to hell."
for ?"

(Groans

still

went on the monk.

louder from

"

"And Avhat did ye Avait
he should forget to say his rosary

all parts.)

I Avaited till
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to the Virgin, when I should at once have seized and borne off his soul ; but
as he said his rosary night and morning, I never had a chance."
Now, ray
brethren, d'ye see the value of the rosary ? you see it saved this wicked

man's soul from the flames of hell (groans and also grunts of satisfaction ;)
had he forgotten it one moment, the devil was ready to seize him that moment.
After the monkey had told all this, the poor scribbler fell on his knees to the
holy man, and prayed him to exorcise this demon to cast it forth from his
house. On this the priest called to him to go out, and for a sign to all manThe terrified devil, who had
kind, ordered him to Jump through the wall.
met his master, at once broke into awful bowlings and dismal yells, but as
he could not help himself, he did as he was ordered, and jumped right
through the wall, leaving a great hole wliich no builder and no man could
all the brick and mortar in the world couldn't fill
fill up
up that hole, because God had ordered it to be so, to shew the power of this holy man over
the devil. At last the holy man told them how to fill it up. " Go," said he,
and get a piece of marble the size of the hole, and make the figure of an
This
angel on it, and then try it on the hole, and you'll see that will fill it."
was done, and anybody who likes, may see the marble slab with the angel
on it in one of the streets of Venice.' Now, what do you think of that
within twenty-four hours of London?
His great, his only inducement to
lead a holy life was the promise of heaven and he harped and rung the changes
on the delights to be experienced there, that every one began to attest their impatience of existence by impatient mutterings, and apparently wanted to be off
then and there. He said the joys were so intense that a holy saint, a lady,
once got a glimpse of only a hand of one of the dwellers in heaven, when she
instantly fainted away on the spot. At this thei'e were murmurs, grunts of
Another saint,
satisfaction, and apparently a disposition to start at once.
Holy St. Francis, once heard just one note from the heavenly choir that conthe
tinually do cry^ and it was of so surpassing and heavenly a sweetness
strain was so beautiful and shrilling
that the holy saint fainted away from
;

—

;

—
;

—

—

excess of delight."
*o

MATERIAL AND FORMAL HERESY OR, THE MAYNOOTH VIEW
OF THE QUEEN.
;

A

VALUABLE and interesting digest of the late Maynooth Report and EviIt brings out into
•dence has just been published by James Lord, Esq.*
prominent development most of the salient points of the evidence which are
nearly buried amidst the mass of matter contained in the larger volumes.
In looking over the volume, we have been reminded of some important
matters.
Amongst other points, the estimation in which all Protestants,
including Her Gracious Majesty the Queen, are held by Romanists, and the
doctrines taught in our own College of Maynooth on that subject are peculiarly deserving of observation.

fessors of Theology," is specially

admits

The Rev. Henry Neville, " one of the Proexamined a second time on this subject, and

that, in the text-books of

M lynooth

it is

affirmed that " the first

spiritual punishment annexed to heresy by the canon law is. Major excommunicatio ipso facto ;" and he owns that all " Protestants fall under the
denomination" of heretics. This being plainly rather an awkward avowal, viz.,
that our dear friends whom we are fostering would in return torture and
* London:
Jackson, and Halliday.
Seeleys,
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they had an opportunity, the Professor propounds a very refined
on the subject, viz., between formal and material heretics. He
" In order to incur the
says,
formal crime of heresy, a doctrine must be
propounded as of faith by the Church, and pertinaciously rejected the
authority of the Church itself being already known, or if not actually known,
presented with such motives of credibility as it is imprudent to reject."^

burn us

if

distinction

—

—"

The question, however,

is more directly put,
Is the Queen, or are the
of these countries generally included amongst those
heretics against whom those punishments are denounced ?"
Mark

Protestant

deemed

members

" I do not think that the
the answer,
Queen and the Protestant members of
the community in this country generally are included under the term
'
heretics' as contemplated in that passage."
That we are all heretics, although perhaps not of the very worst kind, he does not pretend to deny. And
even this probable mitigation is merely the Professor's private opinion,
which, of course, does not bind the Church, and is, in the case of a Romanist not of much value, especially as given in rather
pressing circumstances.
It seems certain
But, besides, it is a most improbable opinion.
that we are all in the worst category. We have all openly rejected the
unfounded claims of Rome and the Queen, in particular, has publicly sworn
If ever, therefore, there were " formal heretics," we
to repudiate them.
most certainly and she ought to be deemed such by consistent Romanists.
;

Her

predecessor, Queen Elizabeth, was actually excommunicated on this
very ground by a Pope, and that Pope is now worshipped by all Romanists
as a saint, mainly for his courage in that transaction.
If Romanists had the
power, therefore, it seems pretty clear that they would follow that example,

and trample upon Priest Neville's distinction. But, besides, were Popery in
" material"
heretics might be turned into " formal" ones in a.
power, mere
moment, by simply presenting Romanism to them with the emphatic and
" turn or burn." The
most curious part, howpowerful old alternative of
The Professor is asked a little more
ever, of the examination remains.
"
about his alleged frivolous distinction
Is this distinction found anywhere
"
in the Corpus Juris Canonici?'
He is forced to answer, " The distinction
" The
is not found as explaimd^^'' &c.
The catechisers return to the charge
" Yes."
Corpus Juris Canonici' uses simply the term heretics ?"
" Is the
A still more awkward
is
:

—

'

:

question

put.

between formal and material heresies

also

—

'

application of that distinction
to the students
[of May-

made known

A

nooth] as bearing upon the condition of Protestants within this realm ?"
most pertinent question but mark the answer. " That question not occurring
in the house treatises, it is optional with the i^rofessors to discuss it or not,^' &c.
;

Such are some of the doublings and windings of this mystery of iniquity. The
Queen and people of Britain are forced by infatuated statesmen to foster into
vigour a manifest and avowed serpent which would destroy them if it could,
and which, with no small measure of ingenuity, labours ineffectually, even
at present, to conceal the poison of its deadly fangs.

SCOTTISH REFORMATION SOCIETY.
The

Dr.
operations of this Society are proceeding with continued energy.
been spending some weeks of energetic work in the west of

Dill has lately

Scotland, he has held a number of meetings in Renfrewshire and Lanarkof which the results will, we trust, soon appear.
He has now proceeded to visit a portion of the north of Ireland.
shire,
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The new assistant secretary of the Society, Mr. Grosart, a devoted and
talented student of the United Presbyterian Church, wlio has been appointed
in the room of Dr. Gardner, (who, after rendering such important services, has
resolved to devote himself chiefly to literature,) has begun his work Avith
and is likely to prove a most valuable and efficient coadjutor to
Dr. Dill.
He has already visited some districts in the south of Scotland,
and is working hard from week to week. AVe trust that the Society will receive growing encouragement in its important labours.
Very much yet re-

.great energy,

mains

to

be done in arousing the community from

The Moral
AND

Idextity of Babylon

London

Ro.ME.

Nisbet

:

&

Co.

A very

able and elaborate treatise,

PiLGRIilAGE FUOM THE AlPS TO THE
Tiber. By Rev. J. A. "Wylie, LL.D.

Edinburgh

Few men

:

Shepherd

&

could have visited Italy

prepared by previous informa-

"We have perused his
AVylie.
work on the subject with great interIt not only presents in a very
est.
vivid light the contrast between
Scriptural truth amidst the valleys of
Dr.

the A-lps and Romish darkness on the
plains of Italy, but gives, especially
the concluding chapters, a very
masterly summary of the social effects

in

Romanism

in

reducing

men

to

barbarism.
slaves, and nations to
From the well-known ability of the
author, we have no doubt the work
will receive a large circulation, and it
will

of

objects

its

projectors.

Several of the articles in this

number

amply repay

Catholic Nations and Protestant
Nations compared in their threefold relation to Wealth,

and Morality.
sel.

Elliot.

tion to appreciate the practical results
of Romanism, as there exhibited, than

of

the

dangerous state of torpor.

are peculiarly instructive and valuable.

well worthy of general perusal.

"better

ize

its

perusal.

London

:

Knowledge,

By Napoleon RousWard & Co.

We

have no hesitation in ranking
amongst the most seasonable
and valuable books which have ever
this as

appeared in the Romish controversy.
It takes up the very aspects of the
question upon whicli a more ample

was necessary,
and gives that information in the
most interesting, copious, and authentic manner.
Every student of
the Popish controversy should imand it
mediately secure the work
would be a great matter if it were
detail of information

;

made

universally accessible, by being
placed in all public libraries.

Protestant

Martyrs
condensed
from Foxe's Acts and Monuments
with a Preface by Rev. Robert
;

;

JIaguire,

M.A.

London

:

Knight

and Son.

The Islington Indicator,
Advocate.
ton Green.

or Monthly

Edward Ford,

\Ve have read the

first

Isling-

number

of

monthly journal with much interest and satisfaction.
Its object is to
diffuse sound information, and " to
advocate Scriptural truth, social improvement, and missionary eftbrt."
It bids fair amply and
ably to realthis

An

admirable little book for general
The harrowing facts detailed by Foxe should by all means
be rooted in the memories of the
circulation.

present generation of English Protes-

The able preface by Mr.
Maguire demonstrates also that persecution is an essential peculiarity of
the Popish system. It forms a very
valuable addition to the work.
tants.
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PROGRESS OF THE STRUGGLE.
The session of Parliament is now over, and it is well to contemplate the
present state of the struggle against Rome. Mr. Spooner has acted with uncommon firmness in his persevering demand for the overthrow of Maynooth, and
decided progress has been made in public opinion on that question. His
been well supported by petitions from England and Scotare sorry that we cannot pay the same compliment to the Protestants of Ireland a circumstance not fully explained, and which has given
The following document Avhich has been carerise to a number of remarks.

movement

also has

We

land.

—

fully prepared from the statements printed
to many of our readers
:

by Parliament,

—

will be interesting

An

Abstract of the number of Petitions and Signatures sent up to Parliament
from England, Scotland, and Ireland, against the Maynooth Endowment Act,
up to the 1st of August 1855.
England, 1275 Petitions. Signatures, 211,243. Avei-age to each Petition, 1 65.
Scotland, 425 Petitions. Signatures, 99,379. Average to each Petition, 233.
Ireland, 8 Petitions
Average to each Petition, 824.
Signatures, 6594.
!

Total Petitions, 1708.

!

Signatures, 317,216.

number

of signatures falls greatly short of those affixed to petiThe
In 1845, when Sir Robert Peel attempted to make the
tions ten years ago.
endowment of Maynooth perpetual, more than 1,200,000 persons petitioned
total

The immense number of petitions at that time was, no
against the measure.
doubt, partly owing to a great temporary excitement, so characteristic of the
Pi'otestantism of Britain. The present movement has, we believe, been partlyarrested by the war and other causes, but is of a more calm and determined
description, and, if steadily maintained, will, without doubt, be ultimately

crowned with success.
The progress of recent events has thrown considerable light on the motives^
and we might almost say, on the absolute treachery of some of our leading
Statesmen.
The prominent Tractarians who were recently in the Cabinet,
have been fairly unmasked. It turns out, that, probably because of their
which the Tractarians
admiration of the superstitions of the Greek Church
have proposed more than once to join they have been cherishing a secret

—

—

favour for Russia, whilst acting against her as Cabinet Ministers of EngIt is well that they have been driven from their former dangerous and

land.

most alarming to discover, that some of the leading
Statesmen of England are thus apparently wedded either to the despotism
of Russia or the despotism of Rome.
Rome, however, has been receiving
"
heavy blows and great discouragements" since our last publication. Apart
from the continued energy of the struggle in America, Sardinia and Spain
have both thrown off the yoke of the Vatican, and been virtually excommunicated by the Pope.
In regard to Sardinia, with all the mock heroic of the
dark ages, the Pope denounces " all those in Piedmont who have dared to
propose, or approve, or sanction the aforesaid measures, paid the law against
the Church and the rights of the Holy See
also all those who are employed
by them, who give them their support, counsel, or adhesion, and those who
become executors of their orders, have incurred major excommunication, and the other censures and ecclesiastical penalties imposed by the
influential position, but

;

—

VOL. v.

NO.

LI.
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sacred canons, by the apostolic constitutions, and by the decrees of General
Councils, particularly by those of the Council of Trent." Nevertheless, the
Pope " does not cease to offer the most humble and fervent prayers to the
that, in His infinite clemency. He would vouchsafe to forassistance, not only the faithful clergy of that kingdom,
who, following, for the greater part, the example of their bishops, accomplish
their duty with distinction, but also so many eminent laymen of that country,

God of all mercv,
tify,

by His divine

who, animated with the purest Catholic sentiments, and heartily devoted to
him, and to the See of Peter, make it their glory to consecrate their efforts
to the defence of the Church's rights."
The case of Spain must be still more alarming to the unholy See, inasmuch
as Spain has hitherto been the mere slave and drudge of the Vatican, and

therefore

all sorts

of remonstrances are employed to arrest, if possible, the
For example, the same dark conclave which clamours

progress of defection.

and active support, in all Protestant countries, remonstrates
against the least tendency even to toleration in Spain, where, till recently,
even Protestant burial was a crime. It is remarkable, with what force of
for license

reason, and yet with what singular moderation, the Foreign Minister of Spaia
answers the arguments of those priests of Antichrist. In reference to tolera-

" What reasonable
tion he justly exclaims,
objection can the Holy See raiseagainst the Spanish Government, when we merely guarantee to a man who professes a creed different from our

own, that

his conscience shall be subjected

to no inquisitorial scrutiny that the secrets of his home and hearth shall not
be violated and that the ancient persecutions of the once famous ' Tribunal
;

;

of Faith' shall not be brought to bear against the religions opinions which
privately entertain ?"
One of the great curses of

he

may

all

who accumulate

Popish countries

is

the

swanns

of

monks

and soon form an intolerable
public burden. A leading measure of the Spanish Government, and one
against which the Pope and his emissaries make the most frantic objections,
The Foreign Jlinister,
is for the purpose of abating this frightful nuisance.
in reference to these objections, says, in reference to these swarms of idle and
useless ecclesiastics, " Instead of being useful to Church or State, they are a
perpetual source of annoyance to both. The laws, both civil and ecclesiastical, condemn this abuse, which has been gradually increased and developed ;
while the State has been hastening to decay, and ecclesiastical discipline has
been relaxed. Bishops, therefore, will henceforth be permitted to ordain ecclesiastics, in such numbers only as may be requisite for the actual service
of the Church, and will not be permitted to inundate the land with useless,
idle priests and religious orders. For this purpose, the numbers of the clergy
are to be fixed,
at least approximately." But, perhaps, the most impressive

and other

idlers

like locusts,

—

portion of the reply is found in the conclusion, Avhere the intelligent Statesman sums up the results of Popery in Spain, as a system utterly monstrous

some districts, had more than swallowed up the
The only marvel is, that after such an exhibition, Popery should be regarded by Spaniards as having any connexion whatever with " the meek and lowly Jesus," except as that of a most formidable
and intolerable, and which, in
entire revenues of the State
!

antagonist to his truth, or that our omti Statesmen should be so infatuated
as to support,ln any degree, or regard, except with alarm, such a daring combination of oppression and falsehood.
Let our readers carefully ponder the

following pregnant extract

:

—

" The
Queen's Government cannot conclude without expressing

its

deep regret.
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Holy See engaged in a conflict, in which, admitting tliat all its demands
should be acceded to, they would be found to be merely questions involving material
to see the

and worldly advantages. And this injustice is the more flagrant, as the Holy See
embarks in a conflict with a nation whose generosity to the Church is boundless,
whose annual endowment to the clergy is 179,915,173 reals, a far higher proportion
than is devoted by any other Catholic State to the same sacred object. The Holy See

—

thus enters the

of the taxes

and
and

lists

with a nation which tolerates the scandal of seeing the entire produce

in several of its provinces insufficient to defray the in^posts levied hy the

Church

;

without includ'mg the emolnmenis privately exacted by the members of the clergy ^
the diocesal dues, which, of themselves, aiiiountto an enormous sum. In return for these
advantages, the Holy See hurls accusations against the Q,ueen's Government, because,
in the budget for the present year, overwhelmed with internal embarrassments and
public calamities, which have laid waste the country, the Government has retained a
a retention which has been made
certain per centage on the income of the Church,
provisionally upon the salaries of all the other servants of the State, and accepted
If
Avithout a murmur by the widows and oi'phans of the defenders of the country.
the Holy See should unhappily persist in this course of conduct, and a serious conflict
should result from its present hostility, the Queen's Government will be compelled to
have recourse, with inflexible severity, to chastisement and repression for its legitimate defence though it will never forget the i-espect due to the Head of the Church,
this,

—

;

whatever may be his acts. The Queen's Government would, however, deplore a fatal
blindness which must end in placing the successor of St. Peter among the enemies of
a Christian and Catholic nation, whose greatest pride it has ever been to call itself
Chri.stian and Catholic."

In the meantime, Sardinia has already joined, and Spain is proposing to
may have remains to be seen.

What effect this
join, the Western Alliance,
shall France remain the ally of Spain

How

and Sardinia, and

at the

same

time be the right arm and guardian of the Pope ? In the meantime, however,
France has joined in a recommendation that the Papal Government should
be " secularized," in other words, administered by laymen instead of by
This, however, is firmly and naturally resisted at Rome, and would,
priests.
in fact, amount to an annihilation of the Papacy, in what every Romanist regards as its crowning peculiarity. Meantime, the dungeons of Rome and
We may prepare soon for great and probably
Naples groan with victims.

The end of the Papal system

startling changes.

is

most probably approach-

" Come out of
already heard through the whole heaven,
that
not
of
be
her
and
that
sins,
partakers
people,
ye
ye receive not

ing,

and the cry

her,

my

is

of her plagues."

RIVAL PRIESTS.
The immense extent and undiminished stream of emigration from Popish
Ireland to the United States of America, has begun seriously to alarm the
Irish priesthood, and decided eftorts have of late been made to arrest its proFor many years the increase of the Irish Romanist population, by
means of improvident marriages, was studiously encouraged by the priests,

gress.

from a miserable people. Now all this
only tends to swell the stream of emigration. Hence
the necessity of attempting to raise some barrier in the way of this, and the
attempt has been made by presenting frightful pictures of the actual state of
the Irish emigrants on the other side of the Atlantic, and thus endeavouring to
persuade the Irish to remain and die amidst the moral and physical degradation
for the sake of the fees thus extorted

is foitnd useless, since it

which oppress them
representations. It
Priest in America,"

home. The following is an extract from one of these
" an Irish
part of a letter which bears to be written by
and which has been printed with special approbation by
at

is
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It is dated " Louisville,
the Popish party in this countiy.
Kentucky, June
20, 1855," and appears in the Tablet of August 4
:

—

" Tlie
Irish, as a general rule, do not become rich in this country with a competence of support, but they cease to be religious even with a competence of religion,
and this is the third reason why, as an Irish priest, I dissuade, in good, sincere, and
When they arrive
hearty earnestness, Irishmen from making this land their home.
hero, they loiter about the large cities, and are dependent on a precarious day's
work. They soon mix with bad companions, who, if Irish, have already unlearned
the teachings of their faith, and, if Americans, liave no faith at all. If they go into
the interior of the country, they work there at railroads and canals, and are, in a great
measure, deprived of the aids of religion, not having seen a priest for months togethcF.

—

indulge in the beastly and besotting vice of intemperance they lose respect,
through bad example, for their clergy tiiej- neglect the Sacraments, and I fear tha4;
many who would have saved their souls at home lose them here, whither they come
save the life that perisheth.'
to
" I
speak from actual experience, when I say that I have seen as much poverty
hero as I have ever seen in Ireland, and I am too frequently called on to minister to
their wants out of my own scanty resources.
It is a sad trial to an Irish priest to see
the once respectful Irishman become so degenerate as to chime in with that republicanism run-mad, whicii makes him lack reverence for the man of God.' The ti'uth
that it is a
is, that the so-called liberty of these .States is another name for license
liberty to commit all kinds of excesses, without the salutary restraint of a virtuous and
is
well-ordered public opinion.
It
better, then, to live and die at home, as faithful
Catholics, than come here with but a cliance to be better, and in danger of becoming
lax in faith and morals. Better is it that the Irish should leave their sons and daughters behind them with the precious gem of faith, than come here and leave them exposed to the evils of indifferentism and infidelity. And it is"a fact undeniable, that
the greater number of the children born of Irish parents in this country have more of
the native feelings, native antipathy to the Irish, and more of irreligion, than, perhaps,
those whose forefathers have been American."

They

—

'

'

—

The main truth contained in this statement, and -which tlie priests must
most keenly, is the extent to which Irish Papists, on crossing to America,
renounce the faitli and tyranny of Romanism. Even -when' the first generation continues to adhere to the Papal system, their children, taught toTead
feel

the Bible at the excellent common schools of America, generally, in a large proportion, cast oiF the yoke of the Romish priests. But still enough of the expatriated Irish remain attached to Romanism to make their accession valuable

American Pojjish bishops, so eagerly struggling to attain to political
power and inilucnce in that country. The troops withdrawn from the jurisdiction of Dr. Cullen and his coadjutors, go so far, at least, to swell the ranks
and the coffers of Archbishop Hughes, on the other side of the Atlantic, and

to the

therefore he
are to arrest

is

as anxious to swell the stream of emigration as the priests here
and to make the picture of America fair and inviting, just in

it,

proportion as the Irish priests attempt to blacken

human

nature, and especially of Popish

human

it.

It is

a curious study of

nature, in which the spirit ci

Mammon

always preponderates, to read the opposite representations in regard
to the actual state of Papists in America, each written by priests of the infallible Church, when two opposite purposes are designed to be served.
Ths

"

New York Freeman's Journal," for example, the organ of Archbishop Hughes,
takes up the subject in opposition to the Tablet, the organ of the Irish priests,
and writes as follows
"

We

:

—

do not blame the British press for wishing to check emigi'ation from Ireland
What has redounded so greatly to our national wealth and
to the United States.
advancement, has at length been found to be drawing off the very heart's blood of
We do not blame the Catholic press of Ireland for wishing
British power at home.
to check the torrent of emigration from that country.
They have a right to look
after their own interests, and they have a right to be patriotic at our, or at any other
country's expense.
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But we do blame the Catholic press of Ireland, and particularly the Tablet, as the
most respectable and influential of them, for using undue means towards the accomif it chooses, preach to its readers that
plishment of its purposes. Let the Tablet,
God than riches, and that the disposition
poverty is a more excellent state before
most important for the Irish at home to cultivate, is that of being content with their
of the moral restraints
condition, rather than perilling their souls by a disruption
thrown around them in their native parishes. The Tablet may dwell on such motives
But when it goes farther, and says that
truth or offending charity.
without

violating
Catholic Irishman in the United States finds himself in the midst of a social
it is much better for them to select
that if the Irish must leave home,
and
hell,'
as a place of refuge almost any country in the world in preference to the United
we cannot call this exaggeration, but a most perverse misrepresentation of
States'
the truth, easily understood in the worthless sources where it has originated, but
in a paper possessing the lofty character of the Tablet.
to be
most

the

'

'

published
unfitting
Tablet has to confess that Ireland is not endurable^ and for any lire Irishman
that has been half a dozen years in the States, it certainly is not a satisfactory
residence. The Tablet is, perhaps, not friendly to the United States, or to their institutions ; but whatever may be its peculiar sentiments in this respect, it should do
homage to the truth by acknowledging this fact, which all the national or monarchical
is not another country
sympathies of Europe cannot do away with, viz., that there
under the heavens where the Catholic religion is so perfectly free and untrammelled
to foolish action from temporary excitement is one of the
as it is here.

The

Liability

it is a less
necessary misfortunes of our system, and in our practical workings
In the present case Catholics have been subject to an
grievous'evil tlian it seems.
attack from such a source, but all that is influential or leading among our statesmen
rose to rebuke it, in the name of our national sentiments and of our national tradiThe vile spirit of bigotry has fled away rebuked, leaving us far better and
tions.

stronger before the country.
"
No, there is no country under heaven where our religion is so free as here ; and if
the Catholics of the United States at this day had it in their hands to frame a constitution and laws for the best protection of that liberty, they could not find a sentence
or a word to mend in the glorious institutions prepared for us, and handed down,
under the special providence of God, by the great men who founded our Republic.
This is the message that a thousand letters ai-e at this moment carrying across the
ocean from the Irish here to their friends at home, and hence what dismays the
Tablet, that the Irish still pour towards this country.
They are better and more
disinterestedly informed than is the Tablet."

The scope of this is sufficiently obvious and intelligible. In so far as the
possession of civil and religious liberty is concerned, the statements made
are undoubtedly true, although they are not more true than that the same
in all
liberty is amply enjoyed by Romanists in the British empire, and
But this is a truth
places where the trae spirit of Protestantism reigns.
which ought to be uttered by a Romanist with a deep blush of shame, since
he knows that no similar liberty is, or ever has been, conceded to Protestants
in Popish countries, and that Papists seize upon this very liberty, in Britain
and America, only for the purpose of employing it as a means of destroying
they should ever succeed in commanding a
This is notoriously their object both
in Great Britain and America, although we trust that in both cases the
the liberty of Protestants,
sufficient

if

majority in either country.

object will be successfully defeated.

THE T^^ORSHIP OF THE SACRED HEART.
The worship of the Sacre Coeur, or Sacred Heart of Jesus, is much in
vogue among our neighbours the French at present. The convents of the
Sacred Heart are places of fashionable education for young ladies. The
most fashionable devotees belong to the Society of the Sacred Heart and the
fete of the Sacred Heart is one of the most fashionable fetes.
Nor is France
;
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by any means

the only country in Europe in -wbich congregations of the
The history of this Sacre Coeur furnishes about as
Sacred Heart flourish.
curious an illustration as any in existence of Jesuit manipulation and the
undying nature of Jesuit perseverance. Let us put together a slight sketch

of

it.

When
priests

the Restoration in IGGO brought back the Stuarts, a swarm of
Britain.
There came with the rest a certain

and Jesuits poured iuto

Father Colombiere, confessor to the Duchess of York, a Jesuit, clothed with
Among the theological giants of the
intrigue as with a coat of darkness.
Puritan age stands the name of Thomas Goodwin, a large contributor to the
incomparable riches of sacred literature with which that period endowed
" The heart
England. One of his treatises bears the title,
of Christ inheaven
toward sinners on earth." It is a piece of rich experimental divinity, full of
that unction of the Holy Spirit, so precious to all hearts which God has
touched. This work of the Puritan divine fell into the hands of Father
Colombiere. He was struck with the idea of the heart of Jesus. Detaching
the thought from the fine framing of spiritual truth in which Goodwin had
TTith him
set it, the Jesuit sank the metaphor and materialized the idea.
the heart of Jesus was merely and llterall}- that organ of his human body.
The Lord himself says in figurative language, " This is my body ;" and the

Church of Rome understands him In terms of a gross and sensuous literalism.
The Jesuit only followed the Romish instinct in taking llterallj'' and grosslj'

A

the figurative language of the Puritan.
bleeding heart, or a figure representing Jesus with an opening cleft in the side to shew the heart, is an image
wonderfully fitted to strike the senses of the multitude. The Jesuits have

never scrupled to invent or borrow rites of worship in any country whenever
such adoptions promised to be popular. Father Colombiere, calculating that
his device of a worship to the heart of Jesus was likely to be so, acted up to
Jesuit precedent in attempting to introduce it.
Being called to make frequent journeys into France in the service of his
Order, he took advantage of the opportunity, and began operations. The
There
sanction of Heaven had to be obtained as the first step in the process.
are two approved methods of procedure in such cases,
miracle and vision.
The first is difficult to manage, and is liable to disconcerting accidents. The

—

second is more convenient, and much less exposed to miscarry. Our clever
Jesuit resolved, therefore, to proceed by vision. He had next to make choice
There was in the Convent of the Visitation in the little tOM'n of
of his tool.
Paray, a Sister Marie Alacoque. As we have two biographies of this damsel,
written by personages no less exalted than a Marochal and a Bishop of
When a girl, her
France, there is no lack of materials for her description.
She was bed-ridden for four years under a
state of health was miserable.
She began to
kind of paralysis, and intractable ulcers covered her limbs.
illusions, and imagined that the Virgin ^fary came and
Arrived at the age of woman, her health became gicatly
conversed with her.
She supposed herself to be the
improved; but the illusions continued.
object of Satan's most violent temptations, which she sought to combat by
violent mortifications of the flesh,
sleeping among thorns and knotty sticks,
violently compressing her neck with cords, wounding her arms with iron

have dreams and

—

was no longer the
her the most
Required by him to cuter the
peculiar and tender expressions of his love.
Convent of Paray, she forsook her infirm mother, and obeyed with transports
chains, frequent and severe flagellations, and the like.

Virgin

who conversed

with her, but Jesus himself,

It

who gave
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Ill the convent, her raartlfications and visions were, if
of joy.
possible,
She was now espoused to Christ, whose visits and "divine
increased.

caresses" were redoubled.

In a word, the narrative of her experience, as

by the Bishop of Soissons, reads very much like the details of au
Har macerations and ecstasies, her visions and nervous
earthly love scene.
vapours, had brought her into such a state, that, according to her own
account, she was often like one drunk, being unable either to speak, eat, or
move. The superior of the convent, probably with a just appreciation of her

related

intelligence, sent her to look after the asses pasturing in the

Such was the wretched creature of

whom

convent orchard.
Colombiere made choice as the

subject of his inspirations.
After a little training, Marie began to see exactly such visions as were
wanted.
Jesuit were but poorly skilled in his craft if he could not produce what impressions he pleased on the imagination of au imbecile like her.

A

The
Accordingly, she one day saw in a vision Jesus appearing to her.
She
open, and exposed his heart to her view.
the wound his heart glowing as with fire.
He
put forth his hand, took her heart out of her breast, placed it beside his own

wound in his side was wide
saw between the gory lips of
heart,

it were in the midst of a fiery furnace, and then
In another vision
place after this baptism of fire.
two hearts plunged into the burning heart of Jesus, and these she

where

restored

it

it

appeared as

into its

own

she saw
knew to be her own and Father Colombiere's.
gave commandment to establish the worship of

In a third vision, Jesus
sacred heart over all

his

Christendom, and ordained his servant Marie Alacoque to take counsel with
Father Colombiere for the accomplishing of this great work. The Father
had now obtained his celestial authorization and Marie, being of no farther
use, was apparently put aside with little ceremony.
;

The Jesuit's business now was to get his oracle obeyed. The progress of
the enterprise was, however, tardy and difficult, and death cut off its author
ere it had made much way.
But the scheme had been imparted to th&

was carried on with their invincible tenacity of purThe new worship was insinuated very quietly into various convents.
When it began to attract notice, a violent opposition arose, in which the
great body of the French clergy joined.
Indignant denunciations, able arguments, and vehement contempt, were all discharged against the superstitious novelty.
The Jesuits made no reply. They let the storm rumble, and
went on Avith their aftair. The fete of the Sacred Heart was got introduced
into a few churches in different parts of the kingdom, and the watchful eyes
Jesuit fraternity, and
pose.

of the brotherhood kept ever on the outlook for openings.
The subterranean mode of action had been followed full forty years before
they ventured on a public demonstration intended to achieve success on a

The frightful plague of 1720 ravaged Marseilles and the south
of France, leaving an impression of horror scarce yet extinct.
Foreseeing,.
as they, supposed, the approaching abatement of the scourge, the Jesuits
planned to convert it into a miracle in honour of the Sacred Heart. Thelarge scale.

Bishop of Marseilles, a simple-minded creature of theirs, dedicated his diocese
to the worship of the Heart, and a grand procession, with
ample ceremonies,
was got up to distinguish the event. The pestilence, however, instead of
being put to flight, unmistakably rallied and swooped down again with renewed violence upon the devoted city. The miracle had to be given up, but
the procession thus introduced was continued annually.
The fete of the
Sacre Coeur took its place, and began to bulk in the eyes of the populace,

c2
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The Jesuits had marched

1,

to-

'

Avards their object under the dismal wings of the pestilence.
In half-a-dozen years more, they ventured on the bold stroke of commencing in the Congregation of Rites at Rome a process for the canonization of

the hysterical nun of Paray.
It was then that the Bishop of Soissons published, in a fair quarto, the biography of that interesting sister from which

our account of her has been drawn.
tury dead, and this

is

But Marie had been scarce half a cen-

rather too short a period for the reputation of a saint

Her beatification was accordingly delayed from time to time for
to ripen in.
The process had nearly reached a successful conclusion
half a century more.
when the French Revolution broke out and swept it out of sight amid the
thousand Avrecks of that prodigious storm. But a Jesuit's purpose has a
The process for canonizing
vitality as obstinate as the mummy wheat itself.
the deluded and fanatic ass-herd of the convent was taken up anew, and wa^
again on the eve of success when the Revolution of 1848, which brought
Louis-Philippe to the shores of England under the name of Mr. William
Smith, with an umbrella and a carpet-bag for all his equipage, flung it to the
winds for another while. It will be renewed, of course, and carried when

The breath of change may whiif awaj'' the policy of
opportunity serves.
cabinets kings may come and go from the Tuilerics as guests from an inn
but the order of Loyola has a deathless inflexibility of purpose alike impervi;

;

ous to the check of a day, or the defeats and disappointments of a hundi'ed
have been anticipating, however, tlie course of our history.
years.
"While the Jesuits were bringing their influence to bear on the canonization

We

of Marie, they were taking care to organize congregations or afiiliated
Their
societies of the Sacred Heart not only in France, but over all Europe.
great catastrophe, the suppression of the Order by the Bull of Clement XIV.
in 1773,

and

their expulsion

from most of the Catholic kingdoms of Europe,

Many of the hottest zealots of the
violently interrupted their operations.
order found refuge in the dominions of Catharine of Russia. From these
northern regions they maintained a close but mysterious intercourse with
The
their adherents and correspondents in the kingdoms of the south.
struggle for existence, instead of causing them to abandon their scheme of
the Sacred Heart, supplied the occasion for advancing it.
The Sacre' Coeur
was used as the secret masonic sign among the initiated. It thus became the

symbol of their union and the talisman of their hopes. During the forty
years of their suppression they corresponded, and encouraged one another by
It was their standard and rallying-point.
this sign.
Associated with the
memory of their adversity and their triumph, it became pregnant with the

power of appealing

to the

malign enthusiasm of the Jesuit soul.

The sons

of Loyola clung to the scheme of Colombiere in exile and overthrow, as little
diverted from it as they had been in the regretted times of their golden age,

the closing years of the long reign of Louis the Great.
"When the war broke out in La Vendee, the Jesuits took advantage of it
with surprising dexterity, to popularize the device of the Sacred Heart in the
west of France. The combatants in that romantic struggle wore a heart of
I'he Jesuit emissaries had given it to
Christ embroidered on their coats.
them as the sign in which they should conquer. It thus became identified
with the royalist cause, and it is easy to conceive the veneration into which
The symbol
it must have been exalted among a simple and devoted people.
appealed at once to their religious and patriotic feelings. IFnder it they had
marched to deeds of marvellous daring, and they had learned to connect it
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was one

of the finest

touches of the Jesuit finger. The next that we allude to was of a more
vulgar sort. After the Restoration of the Bourbons, the Jesuits published a
document purporting to have been discovered among the private papers of
In this audacious forgery, they represent the
XVI.
monarch as recording a vow of what things he would do in gratitude to
Heaven if blessed with deliverance from his enemies. They make him say,

the ill-fated Louis

*'

I solemnly promise to take, within the space of one year, all the measures
necessary to establish an annual fete in honour of the divine heart of Jesus,
which shall be celebrated in perpetuity throughout all France." This bold
fraud might be scorned by the discerning few, but unquestionably it did not
lack its effect with the multitude.
Since the period just referred to, the Jesuits have gone on with their usual

everywhere their congregations or fraternities
network of societies under this name covers the
whole surface of France and the political value of such an organization is,
The skill of the
doubtless, one motive of the zeal lavished in framing it.
artist has, of course, been called in to aid in pi-opagating the superstition.
For example, a pictitre represents Jesus, of the size of life the countenance

inflexible steadiness, planting

of the Sacred Heart.

A
;

:

melancholy beauty a bloody opening yawns in the breast. The
painting is suspended in a chamber all dark, save for a single lamp, whose
in the side of the
light is thrown by a powerful reflector upon the wound
the Avound, appears to swim in blood
figure, so that the heart seen through
and flame. The effect is startling, and the spectacle powerfully calculated to
is full of a

;

upon the heated imagination of the devotee.
Such is a hasty outline of the history of the Sacred Heart. Looking at
the tenacious persistency of effort with which the Jesuit society has carried
forward this fanatical invention, from its first conception almost two centuries
ago, to its present height of success, have we not some justification for the
act

^expression

we employed, "undying nature

of Jesuit perseverance?"

THE FOOTPRINTS OF THE JESUIT.
The extent to which Popery uses the press, for the purpose of corrupting
the public mind, has scarcely caught the attention of Protestants, at least
It is not merely that
has called forth no measures of adequate resistance.
Romanists have newspapers of their own, but that they contrive to influence
journals nominally Protestant to an extent that few Protestants dream of.
The following letter Avill partly illustrate our meaning, although in this case
their eftorts were unsuccessful.

" TO THE EDITOR OF THE BULWARK.
"

Sir,— An

article

in

the Bwlwarh, entitled

'

Progress of Home's Conspiracy

me

of a circumstance which occurred some few years ago.
engaged upon a newspaper published in one of the eastern counties.

ajrainst Britain,'

reminds

The writer was
The cause of evangehcal

in its columns.
Many
religion was strenuously advocated
remonstrances and threats of the withdrawal of patronage, &c., that we
received.
Of these some few were accompanied by the names and addresses of the
From one of the former class we
writers, but the greater part were anonymous.
remember receiving a long and impassioned address. The lecturer was [nominally ?]
a minister of the Church of England, but a very narrow-minded Puseyite. He first
commenced his address by dealing out a very large amount of flattery of the most
fulsome description doubtless with a view to produce a favourable impression. He

were

tlie

—
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next called our attention to the most vital of all questions, and implored us by all
from poisoning the public
that was holy as we valued our own salvation to cease
mind by transferring into our columns certain abominable articles which appeared
in those bigoted newspapers the MoniiiK) Herald and Standard !'
He next vainly
attempted to excite our sympathy for his darling cause, and concluded by signing
Your Faitiiful Friend and Brother in Christ.' This poor blind leader of
himself,
the blind,' soon after left our neighbourhood and wandered to Exeter. Here his
eccentricities made him conspicuous in the local papers
and, as might be expected,
he soon ' fell into the ditch.' Depend upon it, Mr. Editor, the Jesuits are fully
Your obedient servant,
sensible of the power of the press.
B."

—

—

'

'

'

;

—

Ou

an article which lately appeared ia the JIuU
by some favourable editorial remarks.
" PROPOS.VLS FOR THE RECONCILIATION OF OUR RELIGIOUS DIFFERENCES.
the Other hand, here

is

Advertiser, accompauied

{" It is acknowledged by per.sons of every variety of opinions, that the religious
differences which exist in these kingdoms, involving also, as they necessarily do, an
extensive departure from and ignorance of Divine truth, are a cause of great present

f

and threaten us with further and yet more formidable evils ; and
these not only spiritual, but also political, social, and moral.
" It is
consequently proposed, that all persons who believe in the existence of God
in these kingdoms, should be moved daily to pray to him to heal our divisions, which
he, and he alone, has the power to do.
" That this
proposal may be generally acceptable, it has to be made in a form in
which it will not oppose the religious convictions, nor wound the religious feelings of
evils to our people,

class of persons.
" Catholics are therefore entreated, that as
they are assured that all the articles of
faith taiujht b;/ their Church are inf'airMy true, and consequently that in this Church
alone unity in the truth can be attained, each one of them should daily pray to

any

Almighty God, through our Lord Jesus Christ, to bring into communion with the
Catholic Church all our fellow-subjeets who are separated from it; that he should
labour to sanctify his own heart, and to gain a perfect knowledge of his i-eligion so
that, by the power of holy example, and by gentle, wise instruction, he may co-operate
with the grace of God, which he hopes to gain by his prayers, for his brethren, whom
he believes to be in error.
" To members of the Church of
England, and of all other I'eligious bodies, who are
understood not to claim for ikemselres, nor for their own particular communion, any
infallible assurance of beinf/ free from error, excepting in so far as they believe in tlie
divine inspiration of the Holy Scriptures, it is proposed that all should daily pray
that God would bring to such unity as he desires should exist among his servants
in the truth where he sees it to be ^all who are in error, in whatever form or degree ;
and thateachshouldpray for himself, that if there be any point of doctrine, on which he
acknowledges to his own mind the possibility of error, he may be enlightened upon it.
" All who
approve of these proposals are entreated to communicate to others theknowledge of tliem, whether in public addresses, in public journals, or in private
intercourse and to all, the like recommendation is respectfully offered as has been
atove made to Catholics, that each should strive to acquire and pray for all Christian,
virtues in perfection, especially humility and charity, to which the former is peculiarly calculated to remove all obstacles to unity, while the latter will increase the
desire of it in all hearts till it is happily attained, and will greatly extenuate the evil
;

—

—

;

of our divisions, while yet they continue to exist."

The obvious trap contained in this manifesto will strike every intelligent
Protestant reader, although the document is well fitted to catch the unwary.
" are assured that all the articles of faith
taught in their
Papists, it seems,
Church are

infallibly true."

But by

whom

are they

" assured" of

this ?

Of

Their ipse dixit is the best
course, simply by the affirmations of the priests.
assurance that a Papist has, or can have, of the truth of doctrines which are

an outrage upon the whole

and

letter of Scripture.

And

yet this pretitle of
to-superscde the necessity of all further
It is, of course, a very convenient way of negotiating for unity by
inquiry.
the assumption, that all the world ia wrong and we oui-selves.
with
starting
spirit

tended mode of turning lies into truth
an " infallible assurance" sufficient

is

pompously

dignified

by the
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are right, and this on the part of a body of men farther wrong than all
The other side of the alternative is put also in an equally cunning
others.
" are umlerstood not to claim for themand fallacious way. Protestants
iufallible assurance of
selves, nor for their own particular communion, any
being free from error."
essentials their faith

All mere

dation.

is

men

in
Certainly not in less important details, although
founclear, and rests upon the most immovable
and all cliurches have erred, and are liable to

" claim"
exemption from error as the Papists
they were to
•do amidst their mass of corruption, that would only prove their folly and
We may apply the words of the Apostle " If we should say
their guilt.
we are perfect, even that would prove us perverse." There is no per-

«rr

;

and

if

:

fection or infallibility here below, except in the word of the living God,
" To the law and to the
which Romanists reject.
testimony, if they speak
not according to this word, it is because there is no light in them."
Pi-otestants

have no " assurance" of being

right, it seems,

"

excepting in

so far as they believe in the Divine inspiration of the Holy Scriptures."
But what possible assurance, we ask, could be stronger than this ? It is the
" Search the
very security to which Christ himself pointed when he said,
" Let God
Paul trusted when he said,
Scriptures," and in which the Apostle
man a liar." Are we to be told, in this day of light,
and
be
every

true,

" hid the
that the lying assertions of men who have
key of knowledge, not
others
to enter," are more worthy
not
and
in
themselves,
suffering
entering
" the
of credit, and form a more certain and reliable ground of trust, than
trust Protestants will be
word of the Lord which endureth for ever ?"

We

on

their

guard against such shallow but plausible sophistry.

POPISH LEGENDS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE BULWARK.

—

I have read with much interest the communication from a ProtesSir,
tant eye-witness, in the south of Ireland, inserted in your last Number, p. 51.
His account of the raving Scapularian preachers is, indeed, no more than the
and one can hardly imagine how the silly stories which fill up their
truth
legendary discourses can possibly be received otherwise than by a smile,
;

" Arabian
with pity for the deluded hearers. The
Nights"' are
not more wonderful than the wonders that Rome has to recount.
I am, however, afraid there are some people in England who, being themselves beyond the power of such uninquiring credulity, are disposed to doubt
the accuracy of such reports of Popish homilies, or perhaps, by raising a

or, at least,

—

the
•doubt as to the sanity of the preacher, to give the Church of Rome
system the benefit of such doubt. I should, for this reason, ask a brief

—

space in your pages, in order to exhibit to your readers the authority from
which one of the quickening " stories" of the Romish Missionary in Queens-

town is derived.
" lawThe story introduced into the " Revival" sermon about the wicked
"
is
taken
from
the
and
monkey,"
Alphonsus Liguori's
yer"
accomplished
Glories of Mary ; both the book and its author are canonized by the Church
of Rome, and the edition from which I now quote bears the imprimatur, the
" cordial recommendation" of " Nicholas Cardinal Wiseman,
approbation, and
* In
page 181, the story
Archbishop of Westminster !"
words of the " Revivalist" of

in the

Queenstown

*

:

—

is

'

Redemptorist's edition, 1852.

thus related almost
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" In the Chronicles of the
Capuchin Fathers, it is related that in Venice there was
a famous lawyer wiio, by fraudulent dealings and bad practices, became rich, so that
he lived in a state of sin. The daily recitation of a particular pi-ayer to the Blessed
Virgin was probably the only good thing that he ever did. And yet this slight devoIt
tion obtained him, through the mercy of Mary, deliverance from eternal death.
was thus
He, happily for himself, took an affection for Father Matthew de Basso,
this
him
so
to
come
and
dine
at
his
that
at
and entreated
often
house,
good
length
:

—

When he got to the house, the lawyer said, Now,
father complied with his request.
Father, I will shew you a thing you never saw before. I have a most extraordinary
monkey, who serves me as a valet, washes the glasses, lays the table, and opens the
Ah !' replied the father, tuke care, perhaps it is not a monkey, but
door, for me.'
something more ; bring it here.' They call again and again for the moukey, but no
monkey appears ; they seek for it everywhere, but it is not to be found. At length
they discovered it concealed under a bed, in a lower part of the house ; but no, the
'
Well, then,' said tlie religious, let us go to it ;' and
monkey would not come out.
when the lawyer and he reached the place where it was, the father cried out, ' Inferand on the part of (iod I command thee to say what thou art.*
nal beast, come forth
The monkey replied, that he was the devil, and that he was only waiting for that
sinner to omit for a single day his ordinary prayer to the mother of God; for the
first time he omitted it, he had permission from God to strangle him, and carry him t»
hell.' On hearing this, the poor lawyer cast himself on his knees, to ask for help from
the servant of God, who encouraged him, and commanded the devil to leave the house
without doing mischief. ' Only,' said ho, ' I permit thee to make a hole in the wall of
the house as a sign of thy departure.' He had scarcely said the words than, with a
tremendous noise, a hole was made in the wall, and which, though often closed with
mortar and stone, God permitted should remain open for a long time, until, at lengthy
the servant of God advised that it should be covered with a marble slab, with the
The lawyer was converted, and, as we hope, persevered
figure of an angel on it.
until death in his change of life."
'

'

'

'

!

'

Tliis is its very essence.
Talk of Autinomianism
Living by dishonesty
and crime, and yet a daily prayer to the Virgin covered this multitude of sins !
This is to make the mother of our Lord the patroness of vice and dishonesty ;
and this is one of the " glories of Mary ;" no very " immaculate" honour!
Yet such is the kind of " daily bread" administered by the Church of Rome,
and " cordially recommended" by Dr. Wiseman, to the members of that
It is time, Sir, that our people should know what Rome teaches,
Church
and this honourable, and useful, and patriotic mission you are fulfilling.
This letter may conduce somewhat to this end as such I send it, and reRonEiiT Maguire.
main yours, ike.
!

—

!

;

'

Islington.

POPISH BLASPHEMl'.
"What shall be the fit accompaniment of one wliom the Almighty has deigned to
make, not His servant, not His friend, not His intimate, Out Jlis superior, the source
of His second being, the nurse of His helpless infancy, the teacher of His opening
years ? I answer, as the king was answered, nothing is too high for her to whom
God owes Jlis /if' ; no exuberance of grace, no excess of glory, but is bucoming, but
Let
is to be expected there where God lias lodged Hims-elf, whence God has issued.
her be clothed in the Kim/s apjiard : that is, let the fulness of the Godhead so
flow into her, that she may be a figure of the incommunicable sanctity, and beauty,
and glory of God Himself that she may be the Mirror of Justice, the ilystical Rose,
Let her receive the
the Tower of Ivory, the House of Gold, the Morning Star.
Kinifs diadem upon her head, as the Queen of Heaven, the Mother of all lirimj, the
and let the
liealth of the weak, the refuge of sinners, the comforter of the afflicted
first amongst the King's princes walk before her; let angels, and prophets, and
apostles, and martyrs, and all saints kiss the hem of her garments, and rejoice uuder
the shadow of her throne."*
;

;

—

* Dr. Newman's Sermon on the Fitness and Glories of
Mary Discourses to Mixed.
Congregations, pp. 384, 385. London Longman, Brown, and Green, 1850.
;
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THE MARTYRDOM OF GEORGE WISHART.
George "Wishart, one of the Scottish martyrs, was certainly amongst the
John Knox, in
noblest pioneers of the glorious Reformation from Popery.
his History, gives a most interesting account of his life, but too long for inser-

—

—

of his preaching at Dundee, both before and during the plague
of his sermons in Mauchline and other parts of Ayrshire— of the crowds that
flocked to hear him at Musselburgh and Tranent, and of his thin audiences at
tion here

Haddington,

much, as

—the

people in the heart of East-Lothian being very cold, and
under the influence of landlords, themselves under the In-

at present,

Knox was with
fluence of the powerful and profligate Cardinal Beaton.
Wishart immediately before he was arrested at the instance of that daring
deceitful ecclesiastic, and with his usual heroism was anxious to have
" One is
enough for
remained, but the martyr ordered him to return, saying,
a sacrifice." Our woodcut represents the notorious and cruel Cardinal Beaton
feasting his eyes, from the Avindow of his splendid castle of St. AndrcAvs,
with the sight of the martyr's death an event, however, which immediately
preceded his own. Why do we recall these impressive facts? Because Rome

und

—

has never repented of her cruelties, and only lacks power and opportunity to
repeat them. Her bloodthirsty spirit Is as insatiable as ever. We give a short
condensation of the facts of Wishart's history, as they appear in the pages of
Hume, disfigured less than usual by the sneering spirit of that able but
sceptical author

:

—

" There was one
Wishart, a gentleman by birth, who employed himself
with great zeal in preaching against the ancient superstitions, and began to
give alarm to the clergy, who were justly terrified with the danger of some
fatal revolution in religion.

man was

celebrated for the purity of his
but these praises cannot be much
that, among the Reformers, severity of manand the age was in general so ignovirtues

This

morals, and for his extensive learning

depended on

;

because

we know

:

ners supplied the place of many
rant, that most of the priests in Scotland imagined the New Testament to be
a composition of Luther's, and asserted that the Old alone was the word of
;

God.

But however the case may have stood with regard

to those estimable

was strongly possessed with the desire of inand he enjoyed those talents which qualified him for becoming a

qualities ascribed to Wishart, he

novation

;

popular preacher, and for seizing the attention and aflcctions of the multitude.
The magistrates of Dundee, where he exercised his mlEsion, were alarmed
with his progress and being unable or unwilling to treat him with rigour,
they contented themselves with denying him the liberty of preaching, and
;

with dismissing him the bounds of their jurisdiction.
Wishart, moved Avith
indignation, that they had dared to reject him together with the word of God,
menaced them, in imitation of the ancient prophets, Avith some imminent calamity and he withdrew to the Avest country, where he daily increased the
number of his proselytes. Meanwhile a plague broke out in Dundee and all
men exclaimed, that the tOAvn had draAvn down the vengeance of heaven by
banishing the pious preacher, and that the pestilence Avould never cease till
No sooner did
they had made him atonement for their ofl'ence against him.
;

;

Wishart hear of

this change in their disposition, than he returned to them,
and made them a new tender of his doctrine but lest he should spread the
:
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contagion by bringing multitudes together, he erected his pulpit on the top of
agate: the infected stood Avithin the others without. And the preacher
;

failed not, in such a situation, to take

advantage of the immediate terrors of

the people, and to enforce his evangelical mission,
" The
assiduity and success of Wishart became an object of attention to
and he resolved by the punishment of so celebrated a
Cardinal Beaton
;

He engaged the Earl
preacher, to strike a terror into all other innovators.
of Bothwel to arrest him, and to deliver him into his hands, contrary to a promise given by Bothwel to that unhappy man and being possessed of his
:

prey, he conducted hina to St. Andrews, where, after a trial, he condemned
him to the flames for heresy. Arran, the governor, was irresolute in his
temper and the Cardinal, though he had gained him over to his party, found
;

that he would not concur in

tlie

He

condemnation and execution of Wishart.

determined, therefore, without the assistance of the secular arm, to bring that
and he himself beheld from his window the dismal
heretic to punishment
;

Wishart suffered with the usual patience but could not forbear
remarking the triumph of his insulting enemy. He foretold, that, in a few
days, he should, in the very same place, lie as low as now he was exalted
aloft in opposition to true piety and religion.
" This
prophecy was probably the immediate cause of the event which it
foretold. The disciples of this martyr, enraged at the cruel execution, formed
a conspiracy against the Cardinal and having associated to them Norman
Lesly, who was disgusted on account of some private quarrel, they conducted
their enterprise with great secrecy and success.
Early in the morning they
entered the Cardinal's palace, which he had strongly fortified and though
they were not above sixteen persons, they thrust out a hundred tradesmen
spectacle.

;

;

;

whom

and

fifty servants,
of their intentions

they seized separately, before

an}"-

suspicion arose

and having shut the gates, they proceeded very delibeThat prelate had been
rately to execute their purpose on the Cardinal.
alarmed with the noise which he heard in the castle and had barricaded
the door of his chamber but finding that they had brought fire in order to
force their way, and having obtained, as is believed, a promise of life, he
opened the door and reminding them that he was a priest, he conjured them
Two of tiic assassins rushed upon him with drawn swords
to spare him.
but a third, James Melvil, more calm, and more considerate in villany, stopped
their career, and bade them reflect, that this sacrifice was the work and judgment of God, and ought to be executed with becoming deliberation and gravity.
Then turning the point of his sword towards Beaton, he called to him, Repent thee, thou wicked Cardinal, of all thy sins and iniquities, especially of
the murder of Wishart, that instrument of God for the conversion of these
lands it is his death which now cries vengeance upon thee we are sent by
God to inflict the deserved punishment. For here, before the Almighty, I
;

;

:

;

;

'

:

:

it is neither hatred of thy
person, nor love of thy riches, nor fear
of thy power, which moves me to seek thy death but only because thou hast
been, and still remainest, an obstinate enemy to Christ Jesus, and His holy
gospel.'
Having spoken these words, without giving Beaton time to finish
that repentance to which he exhorted him, he thrust him through the body ;
and the Cardinal fell dead at his feet." Ilistory of England^ vol. iv. pp. 294-

protest, tliat

:

—

2U8.
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BOSSUET'S HISTORY OF THE VARIATIONS.
The Papists have always been, and still are, in the habit of boasting very
"
History of the Variations of the Protestant Churches."
loudly of Bossuet's
They usually represent it as an unanswerable exposure of Protestantism on
some points of essential importance in our controversy with the Church of
Rome.

Bossuet's worli

dexterity, and

is

is

certainly characterized

by

singular skill

and

admirably adapted to produce an impression upon an in-

of readers. It is specially fitted to strengthen those notions
of the importance of unity and authority in the Church, and of the necessity
of a living infallible judge of controversy, which have had the greatest weight
The great general principle on
of late iu gaining converts to Romanism.
which Bossuet's book is founded, is, that variation is a proof of error, and the

fluential class

work

consists substantially of a history of the doctrines professed by Profrom the commencement of the Reformation till the latter part of

testants,

the 17th century, directed to the object of shewing, that there has been so
much variation in doctrinal matters among Protestants, as to prove that
the Avhole system of Protestant doctrine is erroneous.
Though the work is

thus professedly occupied with the history of doctrinal matters, Bossuet has
taken care to introduce, as it were incidentally, many topics connected yyith
the general history of the Reformers and of Protestantism, fitted to produce an
unfavourable impression of the strength and respectability of the Protestant
cause, Avhile he has not disgraced liimself by retailing the grosser and more
offensive calumnies which the generality of Popish controversialists are in
The prosecuthe habit of putting forth, especially against the Reformers.

and discussion as we have indicated, marked
combination of skill and eloquence which
the
extraordinary
throughout by
Bossuet was able to bring to bear upon it, has produced a work of singular
tion of such a line of statement

"

and of no ordinary interest and value. ZZZ--"
But Bossuet's History of the Variations, though possessed of remarkable

plausibility,

merit as a piece of controversial pleading, does not deserve all the praise
which Papists have heaped upon it, and assuredly it is neither mianswered
It has been answered fully and conclusively in Basnage'snor unanswerable.
"
History of the Religion of the Reformed Churches," a work which is written
in French, like that to which it is a reply, and of which the last and most
complete edition was published in 1725, in two vols. 4to. Basnage's work
is one of great value and excellence, and as a body of facts and arguments in
reply to Bossuet, addressed to the judgment or understanding of men, it is
But while Basnage's History of the Religion of
all that could be desired.
the Reformed Churches is a thoroughly complete and conclusive refutation
of Bossuet's History of the Variations of Protestant Churches, the Protestant
is far from being equal to the Papist in the skill and dexterity with which
the case is managed, in the ingenuity and plausibility of the turn that is

given to every topic handled, aud in the eloquence Avith Avhich the whole

is

adorned and commended.
There can, however, be no reasonable doubt, that Basnage has convicted
Bossuet, in many instances, of sophistry and inaccuracy, and of an utter

want of fairness aud candour.

Indeed, the cases of sophistry and inaccuracy
on Bossuet's part, as exposed by Basnage, are, many of them, of such a
nature, as to force upon us the conviction that the moral sense of the champion of Popery, had in this, as in almost every other instance, yielded to the-
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to practise downright disto

Bossuet's book,

and

in Basuage's to establish, are the fol-

lowing:
1st, That Bossuet's general principle about variations in doctrinal matters
implying falsehood, must be taken with such qualifications as to make it in a
great measure unfit for the controversial purpose to which he applies it.
2d, That he has grossly misrepresented both the quantity and the quality,
or the number and the character, of the variations which have been exhibited

among

Protestants.

And 3d, That this whole
fact, may be retorted upon

subject of variations, both as a principle
the Church of Rome.

and as a

A

remark or two upon each of these positions will suggest the substance
of an answer to Bossuet's History of the Variations, and furnish a preservative against the influence of that very plausible and imposing exhibition of
controversial dexterity.
1. The general principle that variations in doctrinal matters afford proof
of the existence of errors, is of course admitted.
Truth is one, and if an

individual or a Church has at one time maintained a certain opinion upon a
particular point, and has afterwards maintained an opposite one, it cannot

be disputed that on one or other of these occasions, if not on both, error was
broached. It is true, also, that individuals or churches exhibiting frequent
\'ariations of opinion, lose all weight or infl'iience upon the minds of others,
and come to be generally regarded as most probably teaching error now, as
they certainly have been doing in time past. But there is none of these
positions that can be made to tell against Protestant doctrines or Protestant
churches, and therefore Bossuet, in place of defining and explaining his principle, wraps it up in the vague generality about variation implying error,
and heaps up, as if they were all equally proofs of this principle, all the diversities of opinion that have been brought out in the history of the Reformers
and of the Protestant churches. This, of course, is a mere controversial
artifice, such as might be tried in regard to any period or department in the
The only things which Bossuet has really proved,
history of the Church.
are these two
Isf, That Luther varied in his opinions upon some points,
that is, that he did not reach a mature and settled judgment upon some subjects, until several years after he had thrown oft' the authority of the Church
of Rome and '2d, That even after the Reformers had matured their views,
there were still some subjects on which they diftered from each other, and
about which they engaged in controversial discussions. These things are true,
but they do not aft'ord even a presumption against the truth of the leading
:

—

;

doctrines of Protestantism.
2. The second position, viz., that Bossuet has grossly misrepresented the
Protestant variations, by exaggerating both the number and the importance
of the doctrinal difterences which have appeared among the friends of the Reformation, is one of fact and of detail, on which our limits forbid us to enter.

It is here, chiefly, that Bossuet's want of fairness and candour, and, as we cannot but think, his deliberate violations of integrity, appear. His book, indeed,
though certainly not to be trusted as an authority, is of great use in an investigation of the history of doctrines, inasmuch as it selects and applies with
skill and ingenuity, every topic that furnishes a plausible presumption
But the more carefully aud
against Protestantism, or in favour of Popery.

great
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completely his statements are investigated, the less favourable opinion -will
his character as a man, and of his success as a contro-

be entertained both of
versialist.

6. The third position which we mentioned as comprehended in a full
answer to Bossuet, is, that this topic of variations may be retorted with crushing effect upon the Church of Rome, and on this point, too, as well as the second,
Basnage's reply contains an abundant collection of materials. In surveying the
history of the Church of Rome from the apostolic age to the present day, it is easy
to point out and to establish many important variations in doctrinal matters,
nay, an almost unbroken series of variations upon topics of more or less importance, both before and since she put forth the claim to infallibility and to
supremacy over the whole Church. Basnage, by bringing out this position
fully and in detail, has thrown much light upon the important subject of the
History of Doctrines, and has collected materials which would compel all Popish controversialists to keep silence on the subject of variations, if their consciences were not seared as with a hot iron. The recently established doctrine
of the Immaculate Conception of Mary, affords a proof and illustration of the
It was invented in the twelfth
variations of Popery in doctrinal matters.
century, and the invention and partial reception of it at that time formed an

innovation and variation in the history of doctrine.
The discussions which
have taken place, and the decisions which have been pronounced, regarding it, from the twelfth to the nineteenth century, form an extraordinary series

And the greatest of all variations is the recent erection, for
time, of this false and blasphemous notion into a binding article of
faith, which all Papists are now compelled to believe under pain of mortal sin.
The truth is, that as many variations in doctrinal matters can be pointed
of variations.

the

first

Rome as in the history of Protestant
churches, and the variations are far more damaging, argumentatively, to them
than ours are to us, because of the claims which the Papacy puts forth to
out in the history of the Church of

unity and authority, to infallibility and supremacy, to the possession of a
living, permanent, infallible judge of controversy.
We have commended Basnage's History of the Religion of the Reformed
Churches as a complete and conclusive answer to Bossuet's History of the

But it is proper to mention that there is a very large amount of
very curious and interesting information bearing upon the third of the positions we have mentioned, that about the retort on
Papists, and establishing
Variations.

truth beyond all possibility of answer, in a more accessible work of a re" Varia;cently deceased minister of the Irish Presbyterian Church
Edgar's
tions of Romanism."
its

—

ANNOTATIONS FOR ROMAN CATHOLICS.
tTNITY.

Roman Catholics

are

much

in the habit of asserting the claim to Unity,
Their theory may be thus stated That the

—

on behalf of their Church.
Church of Rome possesses unity being one visible body, united by the unanimous submission of its members to the Bishop of Rome, their acknowledged
head.
Hence they conclude that theirs is the true Church.
To such a theory, we oppose the following
1. That this argument
mutatis mutandis may be equally as well adopted
by the Greek Church, by the Mohammedans, by the Buddhists, by the Mor;

—

:

—

—
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—by each

ami every religious system (so called) which is one with
acknowledged head. The argument, accordingly,
proves too much, and therefore nothing.
2. That such unity with an earthly head, being thus illustrated by conflicting sj'stems, is therefore no guarantee or criterion of truth.
3. And proves that there can be, and does exist, such a thing as unity of
monites

and

itself,

at unity with its

error,
4. That the unity, such as is asserted of the Roman Catholic Church in
head and members, docs not exist as may be illustrated (1.) In history
there having been at times two, and
in tlie contests of conflicting Popes
again three, and even so many as four Popes at the same time, each and all
claiming to be respectively and exclusivelj' the head and source of unity.
conflicting opinions, as, for iustance, on the Immaculate
•(2.) In theology
Conception, before and since its formal definition by Pope Pius IX. and the
still continued dispute between the Galilean and Ultramontane systems, regarding the grand fundamental point the seat of infallibility.
5. That such unity, as does exist in the Roman Church, is unity with error.
6. That as such, to be united with the Church of Rome now, is equivalent
to be at variance with the Church of the Apostles and the primitive ages,
7. That the unity of the Church of Rome, such as it is, is a forced agree-

—

:

;

;

:

;

—

ment

By excommunicating everybody that disagrees with her in any
(2.) By checking inquiry into the precepts of Holy Scripture, as
in Florence, Rome, Ireland, &c.
(3.) By removing, per force, all that protest against the determined and absolute will of Rome
as, for example, in
;

(1.)

one point

;

;

;

the case of John Huss, and Jerome of Prague, in the Council of Constance,
and the circumstance recently brought to light of the French
(a.d. 1415)
Abbe' Laborde, who was forcibly expelled from Rome on 7th December last,
because he protested against the dogma of the Immaculate Conception before
;

its definition,

and desired permission to submit

his proofs to the

Papal

tribunal.
8.

That such unity as

this is the unity of a secret society or

combination,

OAving implicit allegiance to an acknowledged leader, and maintained
summary expulsion of the obnoxious party, be he right or wrong.

by the

0. That the true idea of unity is union with Christ, the only Head of His
Church and in outward matters, a unity as to the fundamentals of the faith
and liberty of thought and action being granted as a law of our nature, differences on minor details, as to discipline and forms, ma}^ arise; and when
" the
they do arise, we should strive to maintain
unity of the Spirit in the
bond of peace." The testimony thus borne being that of which Paley speaks,
" substantial truth under circumstantial
variety ;" and hence our mode of
;

;

conduct should be, according to the old adage,

— " In essentials, unity

:

in

non-essentials, charity."
10. That such union with Christ our Head, and communion with each
other, as members of Christ, all Protestant Churches enjoy ; and in this it is
the privilege of every individual Protestant to participate.
Finally, then, Roman Catholics attach themselves to the Pope, and bind
themselves to him, as an earthly head. We, on the contrary, do not so we
look up from earth to heaven not to the earthly Rome, but to the " heavenly
Jerusalem ;" as saith the apostle "Jerusalem which is above is free, which
is the mother of us all," (Gal. iv. 26.)
May this unity more and more abound
among us, so that we may, indeed, " stand fast in one spirit, with one mind

—

;

—

striving together /or the faith of the Gosj^elP' (Phil.

i.

27.)
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THE HEART OF LONDON.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE BULWARK.

—

Some time ago, there appeared iu the Law Report of the Times the
SiK,
" Cabeell v. James.
Thiswas an action of trespass, the question
following:
at issue being one of right of way, possessing not the smallest amount of interest to the general public."
the

—

—

Yo^ir readers will not, perhaps, agree with the Times^ when I tell yon, that
trial involved no less a question than whether the Roman Catholics were

to build their great intended cathedral in the heart of London or not.
Last year I acquainted your readers that this was their intention

— an in-

by Mr. Benjamin Bond Cabbell, M.P.

tention seconded

for Boston,

his discredit, as a professed supporter of Protestantism, sold

who, to

them the ground.

Their intention, however, has now been defeated, and they will be obliged
thanks to our local commissioners, who, alive
to the nuisance which a Romish place of worship is to a neighbourhood,

to look elsewhere for a site

:

—

way through the ground Avhich Mr. B. B. Cabbell
and maintained it against him in a court of law.
Permit me also to return thanks to a few kind friends who sent me, through
your paper, some support for our schools and general missionary work, in this
peculiar locality, and to inform them, that, through God's blessing, we are
asserted their right of
sold,

actively engaged in endeavouring to counteract the efforts of the Romanists here, and to sow the good seed of the word of God amongst the poI shall be happy to send a report of our schools,
pulation.
&c., to any one
who wishes it. Very faithfully yours,
Geo. Mansfield,
Incumbent of St. Peter's, Saffron Hill, London.
still

—

81,

Hatton Gaeden, London, July

9,

1855.
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THE SPIRIT OF ANTICHRIST.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE BULWARK.

Dear

—Many
Sir,

Papacy what

is

said

Protestants have

felt

a difficulty in applying to the
"
Every spirit that

by the Apostle John of Antichrist

:

—

is covie in the fleshy is not of God
and this is
confesseth not that Jesus Christ
that spirit of Antichrist whereof ye have heard that it should come, and even
;

now

already

is

in the

world."— (1 John

iv.

3

;

also 2

John

7.)

The Pope

has, however, made good his claim to this sign of Antichrist, by the new
dogma of the Immaculate Conception. That dogma makes our Saviour the

son of a woman, whose nature differed entirely from o?»-s, in that she was
conceived and born without] sin, and therefore it denies the reality of His

human nature.
" He was made of a woman, made under the law," and therefore derived
His human nature from the same source from which we derive ours the old,
corrupt stock of Adam and He is the spotless Lamb of God, not because
of any virtue which He derived from His mother, but because of his miraculous conception and essential Divinity in that He is the Son of God.

—

—

We have, therefore, in this addition to the creed of Rome, a remarkable
"
spirit of Antichrist," which the Church of God has so
development of that
I am, dear Sir, yours
to
be
the
observed
long
spirit which worketh in her.
"Wii. Scott Moxcrieff.
truly,

—

NORHAM,

18o5.
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POPISH MARTYRS AT VENICE.
The common, and

to

some extent

just,

" the blood of the
maxim, that

the seed of the Church," requires to be taken with important
martyrs
Trials and persecutions are, without doubt, often overruled for
limitations.
is

good by Him who is wonderful
can " make the wrath of man

and excellent in working, and who
him ;" but apart from Divine interposition, the natural tendency of violence and persecution is certainly to overwhelm and extinguish those against whom tliey are directed. In point of
fact, the struggling flame of truth has been more tlian once, as in the cases of
Spain and Italy, trodden out by the power of civil violence instigated by the
The infant struggles of Italian Protestantism in other days,
priests of Rome.
must be contemplated with intense interest by every friend of truth. "We see
a similar recommencement at present but the pages of M'Crie intimate that
the virulence, as well as the ingenuity of persecution, have seldom been more
Our woodcut reprepowerfully evoked tlian on the former occasion in Italy.
in counsel
to praise

;

sents a martyr scene in Venice. From the peculiar construction of tliat city
the ordinary forms of capital
literally placed amidst the waves of the sea

—

—

punishment Avere rendered difficult, if not impossible, but the genius
recent historian thus gives
Popery for evil is not easily baffled.

A

account of the
death

:

—

The men

at

way

Venice

in

of

an

which the devoted servants of Jesus were put to

who

followed the light they had, and which led them

1
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into conscientious opposition to the Church of Eome, were soon to find the
arm of unjust and cruel laws stretched forth against them. The Papal Inqui-

though not without resistance from the republic, was instituted in.
The fearful results are apparent from the following extract from a
" The
letter written by Alterius to BuUinger, on the 24th of March 1549 :—
some
have
whom
are
of
increases
here
seized,
day.
Many
every
persecntion
sitiou,

Venice.

been sent to the galleys, others condemned to perpetual imprisonment, and
some, alas have been induced, by fear of punishment, to recant. Many
have been banished along with their wives and children while still greater
numbers have fled for their lives. Matters are brought to that pass, that I
begin to fear for myself; for though I have frequently been able to protect
others from the storm, there is reason to apprehend that the same hard terms
will be proposed to me but it is the will of God that His people be tried by
such afflictions." At length he chose " exile rather than the enjoyment of
pleasant Venice with its execrable religion."
Many for a while eluded the search of the inquisitorial court. The Probut at
testants even met together for the celebration of the Lord's Supper
length their place of resort being discovered, they broke up their meetings,
!

;

;

;

and a party of twenty-three arranged to leave the city for some foreign land.
Just as they were about to sail, three of them were detained under pretence of
a claim*for debt, and the charge of heresy being afterwards preferred against
them, they were committed to prison. Up to this time capital punishment
had not been inflicted for heresy in the Venetian state .now the senate
yielded to the councils of Rome, and subjects of the republic, guilty of the
;

crime of Protestantism, were put to death. The characteristic secrecy of
Venetian proceedings, under the name of justice, marked these cruel and
atrocious acts, and at the midnight hottr the gondola glided away from
the prison watergate, bearing some doomed victim to the Two Castles, where
a couple of gondolas were found side by side with a wooden plank between.
The prisoner, chained and loaded heavily with a stone fastened to his feet,
was placed on the plank, when the boats, Avithdrawn from each other, left
him to fall into a watery grave. So perished .Julio Gnirlauda, cheerfully
bidding the captain farewell as he was led forth to the place of martyrdom,
and calling upon the name of the Lord Jesus as he sank into the waves.
Antonio Eicetto met the like fate, after unavailing attempts had been made
to induce him to recant.
Even the cries and entreaties of his beloved child,
a boy of twelve years old, who visited him in prison, could not move his
purpose, though they crushed his heart and in the gondola and on the plank
he remained invincible, praying for his murderers, and commending his soul
to the Redeemer.
A still more distinguished martyr was the venerable Fra
Baldo Lupetino, who for twenty years lingered in one of the dungeons of
" Two
Venice.
things," says his nephew, in an account preserved of him
in a book now very scarce, " may be mentioned as marks of the singular
;

providence of God towards this person during his imprisonment. In the first
place, the princes of Germany often interceded for his liberation, but without
success and secondly, on the other hand, the papal legate, the inquisitor,
and even the Pope himself, laboured with all their might and by repeated
a
applications, to have him, from the very first, committed to the flames as
noted heresiarch.
This was refused by the Doge and senate, who, when he
Avas at last condemned, freed him from the punishment of the fire by an
express decree. It was the Avill of God that he should bear his testimony for
the truth for so long a time, and that, like a person affixed to a cross, he
;
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should, as from an eminence, proclaim to
Christianity and the revelation of Antichrist.

all

SEPT.

17

the world the restoration of

At

last this pious and excellent
man, whom neither threatenings nor promises could move, sealed his doctrine
by an undaunted martyrdom, and exchanged the filth and protracted tortures

of a prison for a watery grave."
"
have good reason to think that

We

many others, whose names have not
to us, sutlered the same death at Venice, besides those who
diseases contracted during a tedious and unwliolesome imprisonAmong the latter was Jeronimo Galateo, who evinced his constancy

come down
perished by
ment.

the faith by enduring a rigorous confinement of ten years.
It may
naturally be supposed that these violent measures would scatter the Protesand yet we learn that they had secret meetings for worship
tants in Venice
in

;

in the seventeenth century, distinct from those which the ambassadors of
Protestant states Avere permitted to hold."
Venice: Past and Present^

—

pp. 70-73.

Keligious Tract Society.

"

THE GLORIES OF JOSEPH."

It has been our lot again and again to deplore the fearful extent to
Rome has " developed" her system of

which

—

the Church of

a decreature-worship
votion which seems to be boundless, and to present, of itself, no fnale, save
and except the ultimate intrusion, in succession, of each name and person of
Rome's calendar, upon the very throne of the Triune God. Already has
Mary been decreed as sinless, a definition which at once tends to elevate her
to a participation in Deity, rather than to exhibit her as a partaker of the

common

lot of humanity and inasmuch as Rome has thus determined, in direct
defiance of the revealed book of God, and of the personal experience of the
Virgin herself, we shall not greatly marvel, if, in time, the Church of Rome
should determine a like decree with reference toothers also and, indeed, we
;

;

are of opinion that such future decrees would be as well founded in justice
and Scriptural evidence as that which she has just promulgated. Such a de-

would be as true of the one as of the other.

Once pass beyond the sincharacter of the one God in Trinit}', and determine a creature
to be possessed of the same immaculate nature, and there is at once opened
cree

less, stainless

np a vast ocean of

future developments, an illimitable scope of sinless deities
that the canonized
i])se dixit of a Pope to decree

in reserve, awaiting but the

be henceforth and hereafter

deified.

Rome having

placed the topstone on her system of Virgin worship, and
having thus developed the inevitable consequences of her past idolatries in
tliis respect, may be supposed, next in order, to repeat the same ordeal with
the same ultimate intention Avith reference to Joseph, the espoused husband
of Mary.
One that loved Mary so tenderly that stood in the nearest and

—

—

earthly relationships to her that participated in tlie honoured
mission intrusted to their joint custody, the care of " the child Jesus" if
such an one were to follow hard upon the path of Mary, and be, by the deter-

dearest of

all

—

mination of the See of Rome, decreed equal honours, we should not greatly
wonder. AVe shall wait, but we may as well say that we fully exyect farther

developments

in this as well as in other instances.

And

already, indeed, is the foundation amply laid for some such superand already has the superstructure itself reached a height and
structure
elevation perfectly marvellous to behold.
Come with us, and let us see the
;

already rapid progress of this

new

design

!
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" The Glories of St.
book just now lies before us, entitled
Joseph, &c.
From the French of the Rev. Father Paul Barrie. 2d edition, revised, corIt is published by an authorized Roman Catholie
rected, and improved."
Roman Catholics far more
publisher ;* and is in the hands of very many

A

—

widely, indeed, than
If this

tures.

work

even the Roman Catholic version of the Holy Scripnot directly sanctioned by the Church of Rome, yet it

is
is

The Bible, and a host of valuable
has never been prohibited or recalled.
" The Glories of St.
"
Index," but not so
writings, are placed in the Papal
at
the
Hence it circulates freely, having,
very least, the tacit perJoseph."
To a review of this work we would now
mission of the Papal authorities.
address ourselves.
an idea which seems to have
It opens with a floral and horticultural idea
very deeply possessed the mind of the author, inasmuch as it constantly reappears throughout the progress of the work. It is thus conveyed, (p. 1)

—

:

" The
painter who

first

put a

lilt/

—

have
them and

into St. Joseph's hand, appears to

Flowers have something lovely and charming in
it is considered an honour no less to bear their name than to bear them in our
escutcheon or coat of arms," &c.
"
Hence we are informed that Florence derives its name from the
lily"
Nazareth
and
of
Susa
and
the
cities
Rhodes
of
the
island
as
also
flower,
boast the same etymology.
Lilies, he tells us from Plutarch, revived the
Romans in one of Sylla's battles, and " roses in October," incited the ChrisFrom which allusions we
tians against the Turks at the battle of Lepanto.
" behold
are urged to
Jesus, Mary, and Joseph, three glorious lilies, that

been insjnred.

;

;

assist at this

banquet of lilies

!"

" the
lily surpasses all other odoriferous
again, we are instructed that
she raises her beautiful head upon a straight
flowers in growth and beauty
in the height
stalk, many feet higher than any flowers do ; as St. Joseph also,

And

;

of justice and perfection, surmounts all other saints."
The lily produces " six white resplendent leaves," and these leaves are said
"
in
to
represent the six particular and extraordinary prerogatives that shine
For instance, " the first leaf or preroSt. Joseph beyond all other saints."
for is it not wonderful," says our author,
gative causes a strange admiration
" that a son should choose his own father ?" The second leaf illustrates
how " Joseph had God for his son ;" and the third, " that being man, he
should become husband to the mother of God ;" and so forth.
These " leaves or prerogatives," are evidently introduced in order to prepare
;

the reader for some startling assertion, and, accordingly, unfolding this third
a theory, which needs only to be
leaf, we can hardly be surprised to discover
carried into full effect, in order to render Joseph the second human exception (!)
" all have sinned." The
to the Apostle's universal verdict
Virgin, and the

—

—

:
Virgin's espoused husband, are, in this book, thus placed in juxtaposition
"
Mary, spouse of Joseph, doth, in plenitude of grace, surpass both men and angels ;
and has not her husband, think you, like endowments, since God judged him a fit match
for her, and for this end gave him so great an abundance of grace, virtue, and sanctity,

that neither vien nor angels ever had the like, liereby to fit him to be spouse and guide
to the Virgin mother; God judging it fit, that in her right, he should partake of all

her honours, favours, and dhjnities. If, therefore, she be a princess, he is a prince,
and h,e also is a king, wherever she is quern ; for God, who designed to raise Mary to
the quality and honour of the mother of God, at the same time designed her a hus-

band

like to herself."

" like
if Joseph possess a
endowment,"
to him. These
decree
with
a
similar
reference
heard
ought already to have

Thus,

we

if

Mary be immaculate, and
* Dublin

:

Richard Grace.
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" the rest that remainctli for the
creatures are not permitted to enjoy
to
which
have
of
and
doubtless
both been raised by the
God,"
they
people

two

God but they must be intruded upon the very throne of dominion
and be Prince and Princess King and Queen of Heaven
For Mary
is invoked by Romanists as the Queen of Heaven, and our author informs ns,
that " wherever she is queen, he also is king;" hence is the title of " King
mercj' of our

—

;

itself,

!

in the possession of Joseph
TVhere can this end,
the prerogatives of God, the King of all ?
has already commenced thus to reverse the order of

cf Heaven," already placed
but in the reversal of
Accordingly,

!

all

Rome

—

things, and to this end, firstlj', brings God as a debtor to Josepli, as follows :
" And these
angels might very well have addressed to St. Joseph the same admonition that Methodius did to the niotlier of God
O, nursing father O, rich Joseph, to whom God himself becomes a begr/ar ! Thrice happy art thou, who hast Him
for thy ileblor ; for all creatures are indebted to God for their being, and for everything they enjoy ; hut to oblige thee, God willbecome oblhjed to thee, and make himself
"
thy debtor /'
:

—

—

'

The sixth leaf or prerogative of " our lily," constitutes him one of the persons of the " Created Trinity," and teaches, (p. 17,) that " it is not any less
honour to our lily, St. Joseph, to resemble the three Divine persons Father,

—

Son, and Holy Ghost, Avhich he does, after such a manner, as might raise a
jealousy even in the angels !" or as in a subsequent page, (2fi,) this new Trinity
"
of persons is thus described
Mary bears the image of God the Father^
Jesus is the Son, and St. Joseph represents the Iloh/ Ghost!"
:

—

Hence we find the devotion to this Trinity enjoined, and an example of such
fervent devotion illustrated in the person of " that holy Minim, blessed Gasper
" short but
Bond," who gave utterance to the following
pithy encomium,"
(p. 40)

:" This Trinity of name.5.
This lower world inflames,
Contains the goods of love,
And opes heaven^ gates above."

But what better can we expect from
Bad poetry, and still worse theology
a work which proceeds to enjoin equal honour and undivided love as due to
all alike
to Jesus, Mary, and Joseph ?
Our author thus writes
!

—

:

—

"

Wherefore, as none can divide their love to the three persons in the Uncvea.te<i
Trinity, they ought to follow a similar rule in their respect to the Created Trinity,
and love Jesus, Mary, and Joseph, after the Uncreated Trinity, more than any other
object,

however so perfect

!"

" Hath
given Him a name above evenj name," saith the Apostle. Not so
with our author Jesus is but one in three, the other two being creatures of
His hand and an " undivided love" is to be given to all three alike
But all this is supported by " inspiration" the inspiration wherewith God
"
the
a
hand !" The
to
into St.
and

—

!

—

;

inspired
put
lily
Joseph's
painter
fancy
taste of a portrait painter are, after all, the deep foundations whereon this wonderful devotion to Joseph has been erected.
Upon such foundations does

Rome

delight to erect her devotional system, and thus does she tend to obscure the one only foundation that is laid, that only object of all prayer and
even the blessed
devotion the sinner's hope and refuge in time of trouble
Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ.

—

—

The " Glories of

St.

Joseph" would not leave us without some personal

" his
description of Joseph
accordingly, we are told (p. 20) of
beauty of
'^
and
this
his
are
informed
that
iu
he
I'csembled
spouse, and as she
bod}',"
Nor
surpassed all other beauties, so in beauty St. Joseph Avas her consort."
;

is

our author without some reason for his admiration

;

it

appears that a young
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" Sister Jane of the
augels, informed the painter (after St. Joseph's aplady,
how they should draw him.
farition^ and the miraculous cure of her health)
Having described to them his forehead, eyes, nose, chin, beard, hair, and all
'
Make
the rest of his features, after the best manner she was able, she added,
use, in fine, of all the advantages your art admits of yet after all you can do,
"
you Avill never be able to expi-ess the beauty of his countenance.'
Such is the portrait of St. Joseph, drawn from description ! It greatly
reminds us of a story we once heard of two young ladies, who went to a portrait
painter to obtain a likeness of their deceased father. One sister professed to
describe his face, &c., while the other sister had provided herself with hishat and greatcoat, so as between them to give the artist some idea of his outThe result was, of course, a complete failure. No better
ward appearance
" Sister Jane of the
data, however, had the artist employed by
angels" towork upon. No better result could therefore be expected.
Creature worship is a terrible vortex, into which if once you plunge, you
must be carried, you know not whither, or to what extreme. This danger ishere somewhat illustrated, and shall be still more exhibited by and by.
;

!

MODERN

JESUITS.

deny that such practices as those
and all arguments on the subject derived from past history are ostentatiously repudiated by the adherentsof Rome. In other circumstances, however, and when a purpose is to be
For example, in the Dublin
served, the facts are admitted and gloried in.
Review for April, there is a long notice of a recent work on " The Chinese
Empire, by M. Hue, formerly Missionary Apostolic in China," in which the
It

is

sometimes thought expedient

attributed to Jesuits exist in

modern

to

times,

singular com'se adopted by the Jesuit missionaries to accomplish their object
thus vauntingly described by the reviewer :

—

is

" Their

before setting out, was to exchange their Tibetan travelling costume
for one better suited to Chinese notions ; and the principle by which their whole course
of conduct was shaped, may be inferred from the fact, that, being in all else attired after
the newest fashion, (in sky-blue silk robes, and black satin boots with white soles,) they
assumed the yellow cap and red sash, which in China are the distinctive marks of the meniThe mandarins remonstrated against the assumption, but in
iers of the imperial family !
vain. The travellers persisted in maintaining, as French citizens, their right of exemption from the customs of the country ; and they carried their point.
By the same
steady
'
modest
firmness, which at times ran into what, in the mildest phrase, must be called
in
in
almost
contest
which
succeeded
every
assurance,' they
they engaged. Insisting
firmly, when firmness appeared sufficient ; swaggering at times when stronger measures
were needed ; expostulating, threatening, even bullying, when occasion arose ; our
sturdy adventurers fought their way successfully from one extremity of the empire to
the other, baffling the roguery of mandarins, defeating the malice of commissioners,
trampling on the pride of prefects, and openly braving the undisguised hostility of judges
first step,

—

and governors."
This is an exact description of the practical operations of Jesuits in all
parts of the world. It is thought expedient to proclaim it openly in regard
to China, because China is distant, and every one is anxious to know about
the interior of a country containing, within its swarming boundaries, nearly

But the same thing is being done inof Jesuits abound unsuspected'
"
in all departments.
Instead of the
sky-blue robes" there is the Oxford
gown, the servant's livery, the teacher's rod, the editor's pen, and eventhe grave clergyman's suit.
There is the same " wheedling, swaggering,,
of carnal policy so truly characteristic of the
and
measures
other
bullying,"
mystic Babylon, but so very unlike the disciples of the meek and lowly Jesus.
one-third of the inhabitants of the earth.

England without being proclaimed.

Swarms
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The Ekb. B}- the Rev. Dr. Camming.
Ukgext Questioxs. B}' Do. LouShaw, Southampton Row.
of these works has given
rise to considerable speculation, and
it undoubtedly contains a number of
don

:

The

first

unguarded statements, but

it is

elo-

quently written, and, we
doubt, it contains a great amount of
It
substantial and seasonable truth.
is well to urge the reading public

have

no

to contemplate the present startling
events in the solemn light of prophecy,
and to know that the time of Babylon's
downfal, the triumph of truth, and
the emancipation of the world, is ap-

we

no

are

by
proaching, although
means prepared to endorse all the
minute, and, as we think, often fanciful
calculations and proofs of this volume.
"

urgent questions" from
and eloScripture are well selected
and
discussed
applied.
quently

The

The " Oxford Movement," &c.

By

SEPT.

compose the Anglican confession of

1,

faith.

The

result of this examination was, that
the said Articles were discovered to contain

no

less

than fortij-two heretical pro-

and Mr. Palmer was required
solemnly to anathematize these before he
could be admitted to Holy Communion in
The
the " Orthodox Russian Church."
member of Oxford University went before the Synod, and holdl;/ pronounced the
anathema against those of the propositions
submitted to him, which were propositions

jwsitions

;

equally opposed to the doctrines of the
[Roman] Catholic as of the Greek Russian Church, one of those doctrines being
that of Transubstantiation.'
" Even in St.
Petersburg, with all their
failings, they had not proceeded as far in
Jesuitism and casuistry as the membei's
We only
of the ' Oxford Movement.'
wonder these men never attempted to
bring the Thirty-nine Articles into correspondence with the tenets of Mohammet
or the Book of Mormon."

Narmo and Arinata,
in Tahiti.

Dublin

or the Jesuits
S. B.

:

Oldham.

A vivid and
tale,

whose

and

expose

interesting parable or
object it is to illustrate

the

execrable

recent

the Rev, Robert Maguire. Second
Edition. London: Seeley, Jackson,

Jesuit policy by which, with the help
of France and the connivance of

and Halliday.

Britain, poor Tahiti has been handed
over to the cruel tender mercies of

A

very admirable Tract, contain-

ing some curious and instructive
formation in regard to the Oxford
Movement, and the men by Avhom it
in-

has been carried on.
ing for

—
example,

Take the follow-

lie travelled into Russia,
with a view to bringing about a union of
the Church of England with the Greek
'
He carried his request before
Church
!

!

the Synod of St. Petersburg,' says the
memoir, 'and assured them that, by the
interpretation of the Thirty -nine Articles,
given in No. XC. of the Tracts for the
Times, those Articles were capahle of explanation in a sense that relieved them
The
from the impiitation of heresy.'

—

memoir accordingly proceeds
" The Russian
Synod, not a
:

'

Romish Church.

able for

young

It is

very suit-

people.

Earnestness in the P^LriT. London Seeley, Jackson, and Halliday.
A powerful and excellent tract on
The
a vital and urgent subject.
:

"Tn abrief memoir of the Rev. W. Palmer's recent secession to Rome, from tlie
U Hirers, we arc informed that tliat gentleman iiad, on one occasion, actually foresworn all the Articles, in order to bring
them into pei'fect unison ^yith the RussoGreek Church

the

little

cause of truth

humanly speak;

a tendency to
There is a
in
a
of
complaint
difficulty
general
getting successors to earnest and able
rather fear that there
fall

off in this

is

respect.

that are passing away; and we
suspect that there is altogether a fault
in certain quarters in making sure

men

of the piety, and in securing

more

thorough practical training for the
candidates for the office of the minis-

em-

barrassed by this novel claim'on its functions, then deputed a theologian to examine the " Thirty-nine Articles," which

will,

depend mainly on a living
and yet we
and energetic pulpit

ing, ever

try.

Anything

fitted to

tention to this subject
peculiarly seasonable.

awaken

we hold

to

at-

be
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THE MAJOR EXCOMMUNICATION— SARDINIA AND ROME.
The emissaries of the Churcli of Rome in these lands would have us to
believe that every spark of a persecuting spirit has quite died out of the
bosom of the Papacy that her laws of repression and excision are no longer
and
operative that her right hand has forgotten its cunning and that peace
There are many, too, even
•charity are, on her side, the order of the day.

—

—

—

Forourselves, who have vainly thought all this to be strictly true.
of
getful of her existing theology, unmindful of her past history, regardless
a thousand incidents daily happening around us, we have, as a people, con-

among

ceded to the Church of Rome more than is her right, and have too far exonerated her from the weighty charge of persecution.
As though to awaken us from a false security, we have had in our own
day, and as it were evidently set before our own eyes, acts and scenes of
tyranny and wrong, the work of Popery proper, the due result of her inher-

The Madiai, Guicciardiui, Cecchetti, and suchlike names, have
" household words." But now from indiears familiar as
viduals the Pope proceeds to deal with nations, and to raise his protest and
hurl his anathema against all that oppose his pontifical will and pleasure.
ent character.

become

to our

own

A considerable portion of Europe has

recently fallen beneath the indignation
of the Pontiif, and the doom of Spain and Switzerland, Sardinia and Piedmont, has been sealed, as far as Rome can seal it, with the signet of the

"Fisherman's ring." These nations awakening to life and action, and becoming aware of their responsibility, begin now to set their house in order,
are occupied in necessary reforms, and having already advanced far on the
road to religious independence, are even now wavering in their allegiance to
a foreign spiritual Mistress.
These adverse movements are felt in Rome. The Vatican is sensitive with
emotion, and has already taken vigorous steps to stay the progi'ess of enIn January last
lightenment, and to check the consequent stages of reform.
a stem remonstrance to the kingdom of Sardinia ;
but the warning, with all its dread authority, failed to turn the reforming
nation from its set purpose. The Church of Rome has been, by the solemn
vote of the Senate, disendowed in her most effective arm, dismantled of her
monastic strength, and otherwise disabled.
Accordingly the warning was soon extended to a curse. A Papal Brief
has just despatched the last of Rome's ecclesiastical weapons, and her quiverThe final verdict of Rome against Sardinia is thus
full is already spent.
" Secret
recorded in the recent Papal Allocution, read in
Consistory:"
" Wherefore we once more raise our
voice
in your august assembly, and
Apostolic
we reprove again, and condemn, and declare null and void, as well the law above
mentioned as all and each of the acts and decrees which have passed in Piedmont to
the detriment of religion, of the Church, of our authority, and of the rights of the
Holy See acts and decrees of which we have spoken with sorrow in our allocution
of January 22d of the present year, and in the present one.
Moreover, it is with the
most profound regret that we are obliged to declare that all those in Piedmont who
have dared to propose, or approve, or sanction the aforesaid measures and the law
against the Church and the rights of the Holy_See also, that all those who are employed by them, who give them their support, counsel, or adhesion, and those who
become executors of their orders, have ineui'red major excommunication and the other

Pope Pius IX, addressed

—

—

—

;
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censures and ecclesiastical penalties imposed by the Sacred Canons, by tlie ApostolicConstitutions, and by the decrees of the General Councils, particularly by those of the
Council of Trent."

The meaning and

full

scope of this final imprecation are clearly illustrated

For example, in the theology of
ia the theology of the Roman Church.
Peter Dens, of Louvain, we find one chapter specially devoted to this sub"

which there is furnished to us a complete tarilT" of punishments
and penalties incurred by heresy, or nonconformity to the creed of Rome.
The question proposed by this theologian is, " What are the punishments
of the crime of heresy ?" The answer in detail is as follows
" External
heresy [that is, the outward conformity to anyreligious system
external heresy
which the Church of Rome may choose to call heretical]

ject, in

:

—

—

—
has,

"1. The greater excommunication (cxcommunicatio

and reserved to the Pope.
" 2. The second
penalty

is

major')

annexed to

called Irregularity, (irreffulariias,)

that

it

is,,

'

prohibition to receive orders.'
" 3. The third
Inability to hold a benefice or public ofiice,
" 4. The fourth
Deprivation of benefices and dignities.

—
—
—Deprivation of spiritual jurisdiction.
"5. The
"
The sixth — Notorious heretics arc iu reality infamous and deprived of
ecclesiastical burial.
"
The seventh — Their temporal goods are to be confiscated.
all

fifth

6.

7.

finally, other corporal punishments, such as exile, imprisonment,
&c., are deservedly inflicted on them."*
One item in this formidable category demands some special notice, we
mean, the ''•greater e.vco7nrn.unicatio7i," which is here denounced against all

"And,

—

who

bec.ome obnoxious to its influence, and which has within the past few
weeks been decreed against the kingdom and people of Sardinia.
" excommunicatio
For information as to the nature and results of the
major, we would refer our readers to the theology of ALnioNsus Liguori,
the canonized Liguori, Dr. Wiseman's favourite saint, and of whose theology
and other Avorks, the Decree of Canonization declared " there was not one
word worthy of censure" to be found therein. This canonized saint of Rome
thus describes the " greater excommunication :"
" Tlie excommunicated
person is deprived of all civil intercourse, so that
he cannot hold communication with others, nor yet others with him and
^^

—

that in the cases contained in this verse,

—

;

"

Os, orare, vale, communio, mensa, negatur."
The meaning of this pregnant phrase is further defined by the "uncensiir-

able" Liguori, as follows

:

—

conversation, even in private, and intercourse
salutation, letters, or tokens of friendship, are forbidden.
"By orare, all communion in spiritual things is forbidden.

"By

the

word

os,

all

by

"By vak, all salutation, whether by word or sign, or embrace, and according to some, even a return of a salutation, are forbidden.
"
By co??t?/i«nw, marriage, dwelling under the same j-oof, working at the
same trade, any intercourse, even in walking together, are forbidden.
"
By 7)iem'i is forbidden all intercourse in food, by means of society or
commerce.""

t

Dens' Theol., vol. ii. p. 80, § 5fi. Coyne, Dub. 1832.
Liguori, Mor. Theol., lib. vii, § 188, &c.
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"

greater excomraunication as defined by Romish theologians,
that hangs over the Talleys of Piedmont and the people
Thus is all religious, political, social, domestic intercourse, in-

doom

by Rome, The "last man" could not be more desolate or more
than is the victim of Home's excorumunicatio major.
Such is
Popeiy in 1855
And such a curse such an imprecation such a sentence of exclusion from
the world and from their fellows, has been levelled against our trusty ally, the
But "the curse causeless shall not come." And, indeed,
>Sardhdan nation.
" Secret
scarfce had this denunciation been read in the
Chambers," than the
"
proclaimed upon the housetops." The
prestige of our Sardinian allies vi^as
terdicted

isolated

!

—

—

rose to valorous deeds, and notwithstanding the curse of
Pius IX., our Sardinian ally has achieved an honourable name in the world.
Victory has accompanied her arms against the Russian aggressor, and we
trust that ere long, in her conflict with the spiritual aggressor of Western
" more than
conqueror, through Christ who loved her !"
Europe, she may be

doomed nation

SPAIN,

The

BY A RECENT EYE-WITNESS.

from a most intelligent friend who has visited Spain
frequently, and Avho has just returned from that country, cannot fail to be
read with deep interest. Popery is evidently tottering to its fall in that
splendid country, and the great matter is to pour in the light of truth now to
following letter

prevent the reaction of superstition.

«
August 1^, 185o.
should appear before the
public, but I have no objection to recapitulate some of the things I mentioned to
you. In the first place, it is the opinion of most of the residents with whom 1 conversed, that they are on the eve of a great crisis, in which both political and relij;ious
changes may take place. Altliough, no doubt, there are many very bigoted individuals in Spain, yet there is by no means that religious rancour and animosity
shewn that existed formerly. Whilst visiting the Escurial, I went into the church,
where three priests were performing mass, and two boys fumigating them with
incense, and the only attendants were six old women on their knees.
Here, and
more particularly in Valencia, where there was a solemn procession of the Hienarchy
with crucifixes, tapers, &c., after high mass, from the altar to the sacristj', I and two
countrymen had pointed out to us the most celebrated paintings in the cathedral,
during the religious ceremony. To escape from the solemn and imposing procession, we retreated into an adjoining apartment ; but what was my horror to find, they
came to this vei'y chamber. My uneasiness, however, was soon almost turned into
disgust, for before their pontificals were thrown off, there was as much laughing,
joking, and levity, as might be seen behind the scenes of a theatre. We were introduced by the priest, who first accompanied us, to one of higher dignity, who insisted on
taking us back to some of the paintings we had already seen, that he might explain
more fully their beauties ; and entering one chapel, where confession was going on,
lie pushed
through the kneeling penitents, took us inside the railing, and on and over
the altar, pointed out one or two cabinet pictures.
In Granada also, where I
was during the procession of ' Corpus Christi,' I and numbers of others did not
Jineel; and in the streets, unless .very, near, numbers did not take off their hats !
You are aware that the motion made in the Cortes to allow the establishment of
Protestant places of worship, was only lost by a small majority. The very bringing
forward of such a motion a few years ago would have been considered incredible. In
the city of Malaga, through the quiet, persevering, and conciliatory conduct of Mr.
Mark, the late Consul, and his family, a Protestant place of worship has been established ; the residents subscribe £200 per annum for a clergyman, and the British
"

My

dear

Sir,

— I have a great objection

that

my name

Government give £'200 per annum more. They have also established a cemetery for
Protestants instead of having them buried on the sea-shore under hi£rh-water mai'k, and
this cemetery has the sanction of the Spanish Government.
They have also got one
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at Alicante, and are preparing a place of worship there.
In Barcelona, whith
was declared to be in a state of siege, whilst I was there, I saw a review of the
National Guards, to the amount of O'OOO or 7000. I saw in one of the principal
streets a large painting hung against a house, representing the National Guards
drawn up, and the Commander in front having hold of a fat friar by the collar, his
sword raised over his head, in the act of striking, and crying out, Libertad, liberThere
tad,' the soldiers crying out the same, and the populace looking on, laughing.
was also represented on the stage every night I was there, (three nights,) and it was
still continued on my leaving Barcelona, a play called the
Expulsion of the Jesuits
from Spain,' in which the Jesuits were represented in a great many embarrassing
and distressing situations, which were always hailed with great glee and applause ^
and when at last the General appears with a memorial and calls upon the King, in the
name of the holy, catholic, and apostolic religion, and his Holiness the Pope, to revoke the edict, the King replies, * I care more for the life of one Spanish soldier than
I do for the Pope of Rome,' there were several distinct rounds of applause, which
continued for several minutes. On my mentioning what I had seen and heard at the
'

'

tahled'hnte, a gentleman present said, The Bishop of Barcelona had been obliged
to be removed, or he would have been shot, and another was appointed.
In fact, he
stated openly, that a dozen of the clergy in that city and neighbourhood ought to be
Excuse
shot, for they were the instigators and leaders of every Carlist insurrection.
I am yours."
this irregular though true statement

ROMISH APPETITE FOR FALSEHOOD.

A

FALSE claim to miraculous agency is only one species of profane imposture, but at the same time one so important as to deserve a special notice in
the inspired record. These pretended miracles are most expressively termed

"

lying wonders ;" and we drew the attention of our readers to them when
endeavouring, in some former articles, to prove Popery to be without doubt
the " Man of Sin." The Popish legends are full of these juggling tricks or
astounding tales and some of them may be styled permanent exhibitions ;
for, like the blood of St. Januarius at Naples, they are annually obtruded on
" faithful." Dr. Newman has collected a
the gaze of the
large number of
;

the most wondrous of them, and by doing so has signalized his perversion, and
discharged what Romanists may consider an important duty to his new faith.
It requires a large stretch of credulity to believe him sincere.
Nor is there

any want of charity in making this innuendo for he is evidently placed ou
the horns of the following dilemma
If he really gives credit to them, he is
a fanatic if he does not, he is an impostor. And should he mean his conduct to be a pious fraud, then he is perfectly in character, and acting quite
:

—

;

;

d

la

Rome.

But the Romish Church displays, on many other points, a zeal for false
dealing, which we find mentioned in a more general manner by St. Paul, and
which we shall endeavour to illustrate in this article. "We call this distin"
It resembles aa
guishing mark of Antichrist an
appetite for falsehood."
in
its
and
appetite
energy
and, like an appetite, it is never long
eagerness
satisfied, but must have at intervals a regular supply of food and sustenance.
;

And being able to command so much gold by her bewitching superstitions,,
the " scarlet lady" has it always in her power to gratify her strongest crav-

"
St. Paul terms this ardent love of falsehood
speak" a conscience seared with a red-hot iron."
and
hypocrisy,"
ing
having
Very strong expressions no doubt, but most felicitously descriptive of the
ings for what

is false.

lies in

Nor is it in the least surprising that the " Romish
painfully degrading fact.
apostasy" should be the greatest dealer in falsehood, both by wholesale and
Inretail, which the world has ever witnessed, or is ever likely to witness.
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it is only what we might reasonably expect, as will appear from the
following considerations
" Satan's
1. Because, if she is
masterpiece" (no true Protestant can doubt
she must resemble her parent, who is said by our Divine Teacher
that she

deed,

:

—

is)

" father of lies."
himself to be the

The

devil delights in falsehood.

It is

It was invented by him to serve
darling luxury.
Without it
his purposes, and is necessary to the support of his kingdom.
he could not have produced the fall, and without it he could not have corthe head of the Western
rupted the gospel. Now the Bishop of Rome is
under Satan. He is the Vicar of the latter far more truly than of

his sweetest

morsel— his

Apostasy

and he could not act the part of Antichrist, nor play his
" Man of
as the
Sin," without a copious and unscrupulous
and were
Lies form one of his most powerful weapons
use of falsehood.
this weapon to drop from his hand, or to be struck from his hand, he could
not rule over the nations with the same skilful tact and striking success
which we see him display, nor exercise the same almost unlimited authority
over all the departments both of Church and State. His diplomacy has ever
been the most subtle and dexterous in the world. It is a species of political
takes them captive at his
sorcery by which he hoodwinks the nations, and
He sheds all around him a serpentlike fascination, which it is most
will.
Jesus Christ
nefarious

;

game

;

His power over governments has always
difficult to escape from or resist.
been remarkable, and even some nominally Protestant ones allow themselves
And we must ever
to be sucked into the whirlpool of his fatal thraldom.
bear in mind, that he is not only the greatest of liars himself, but he makes
He conld not, as I have said, administer
all his principal agents great liars.
his kingdom of darkness without the aid of innumerable false pretences.
He could not successfully fulfil his delegated mission without the constant

employment of the same infernal policy.
There is no great wonder, then, that the Church' of Rome should have an
The greatest marvel by far would be, if she were
appetite for falsehood.
found destitute of this appetite. She would become almost powerless, were
she to give up " speaking lies in hypocrisy." She needs them as much as
Satan does, and, of course, must deal in them as freely. Without lies she
" Man
lies she could not be the
without
could not be the great Antichrist
of Sin ;" without lies she could not deluge the Church with heresy, nor fill
In fact, she could not perform one of her approthe world with corruption.
of the blackest
priate antiscriptural offices Avithout the utterance of falsehood
falsehood— of monstrous, blasphemous falsehood. When she creates her
;

—

of her creating
wafer-god, and falls down and worships it, every word
every act of her impious adoration is a visible lie.
prayer is an oral lie
When she grants indulgences, or absolves from sin when she rescues a
sinner from purgatory, or pretends to send up a saint to heaven, she proShe has
she utters the most glaring falsehoods.
fusely pours forth lies
told more lies about worn-out rags and rotten bones than all the Jewish
swindlers who deal in old clothes throughout the world, and Avith the same
;

;

;

base purpose, to get into her accursed hands the mammon of unrighteousness,
and with a worse motive superadded, to increase the superstitious fever
among her dupes and victims. Well may she allow a colony of demoralized
and crafty Israelites to reside in a certain quarter of her so-called holy city,
for there is a close
between the two sorts of traders, and an iden-

sympathy

tity or

their

sameness

and money-making
managed and completed.

in the deceiving, cunning,

unholy bargains are

art

by which
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Calvin has written a book on the Romish relics, and he cannot be said to
have exliaustcd the copious subject. Wliat a multitude of lies are found
He has done a good service to Protestantism
crowded in that siuglc volume
by publishing it, and the members of Protestant churches will fail in their
It is a notable history of one nauseous
duty if they neglect to profit by it.
But there are many branches,
branch of the Komisli tree of falsehood.
The whole may be compared to a huge
and each is full of poisonous leaves.
upas tree, spreading languor, sickness, and death over all who are near
enough to taste of its fruit, or sicken under its shade. But however blame!

able, degrading, or disgusting such policy may bp, still, we repeat, the copious
use of falsehood is necessary to Pome's very existence. She could not be a

church (meaning, of course, by this term a " synagogue of Satau") without
its aid.
She could not rule as a church nor teacli as a church nor curse
as a church, without covering her person with a robo of variegated falsehood,
and uttering with her tongue an incessant sound, louder or lower, of bluster,
chicanery, and lies.

—

And yet,

2.

secondly^ she tells all these

—

lies,

—

she ])Ours forth

all

these turbid

streams of falsehood in " hypocrisy ;" that is, knowing them to be false, she
pretends they are not lies, and that, being truths, they are uttered for a holy puror,
pose. This purpose is, generally speaking, the alleged good of the Church
in other words, to subserve her OM-n selfish, antichristian policy. Still it must
be evident to all our readers, that she could not pursue this daring system of
;

imposture, if she paid the smallest regard to the dictates of conscience. But,
she has worn down her conscience, she has obliterated her moral

alas

!

sense,

by the habitual practice of nefarious dealing. It has lost all its en" seared as with a red-hot
it has become

lightenment and all its sensibility
iron."
To vary our language, we

;

may

say that her conscience has ceased to
Hence she

act as conscience, and that, in fact, she has lost her conscience.
cannot see the right Avay, nor walk in the right Avay. Hence she

flies

from

" natural affection."
Hence
nature, and casts off from her heart and life all
she hates the Bible, and oppresses all who read it. She vilifies it as the
all books, just because it is the best of all books.
She heartily
the truths it contains, and the religions and civil liberty it inspires.
imnun-os
hence, too, she persecutes with outrageous, unrelenting Any

worst of
ilislikes

And

—

and torments saints in the noxious, underground dungeons of the Inquisition
and pours forth at times their precious blood in large, red-flowing streams.

—

How
How

long shall

Rome

lonn; sliall

God

prolnnjj her

sway

?

the lionr tlelay,

Wlieii Babylon the Great sliall fall,
And fill with joy the nations all ?
may tliis blessed hour come soon
Earth could not gain a richer boon.

!

POPERY DANGEROUS AND UNSCRIPTURAL.
In the l^ew Tori- Crusader iov June lOth, a letter appears from a converted
Archbishop of New York, containing the following statements amongst others
" I state from what I know, and without fear of
contradiction, that you are *tlie
avowed enemy of all Protestant governments, wlietlier republican or monarchical ;
and you are bound, as a Jesuit, by the following oath, to persecute all heretics, and to
priest addressed to the Popish

:

—
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all Protestant governments, if possible, into subjugation to the Pope of Rome ;
and you believe, also, that no other oath is binding on your conscience, namely
*" I do renounce and disown any allegiance as due to any heretical King, Prince, or

bring

:

—

named Protestant, or obedience to their inferior magistrates or officers. I do
further declare that I will help, assist, and advise, all or any of his Holiness' agents,
in any place wherever I shall be, in England, Scotland, or Ireland, or in any other
country or kingdom I shall come to ; and do my utmost to extirpate the heretical
Protestants' doctrine, and to destroy all their pretended powers, regal or otherwise.'"
State,

Oa the subject of the alleged primacy of Peter, aud of the Pope as his pretended successor, the writer remarks
" Our Lord never
delegated his power to Peter to appoint his ministers or any of
his apostles
he, as the Great Head of the Chureli, retains this power in his own
hands, as his own prerogative, and will continue to do so to the end of the world."
:

—

—

;

Matt, xxviii. 20.
" Peter was not a
temporal Prince, and could not constitute the Pope such, nor put
a drawn sword in his hand to slaughter his enemies, or a triple crown on his head as a
King. The Pope's power is both temporal and spiritual Peter's was only spiritual ;
'
My Kingdom,' says Christ, is not of this world ; if it were, my soldiers would fight
for me, that I should not be delivered to the Jews,' John xviii. 36 ; and he came
not to destroy, but to save life.' He conquered the world by love, and not by war
'
and bloodshed. He commanded Peter to put up the sword in its slieath, for they
that use the sword,' says he, 'shall perish by the swoi-d,' Matt. xxvi. 51.
" The
Pope has disobeyed this Divine command, drawn the sword and slaughtered
his best friends, viz., his own Roman Catholic subjects, and this by an infidel nation ;
did he do this, then, by the inspiration of God, or by the authority of St. Peter ?
Surely every candid man will say, it was done by the influence of dlabolus.
" As to his
and
successorship, we will ask the Bishop four questions on this head,

—

'

'

—

—

will give

"

him

until the general resurrection to

answer them

:

When

did Peter appoint a successor ?
Name him if you can.
did he appoint such ?
In what town or place ?
3. Where did he appoint him ?
" 4.
By what authority did he do it ? By his own, or by Christ's authority ?
" If the
Pope is tlie successor of St. Peter, he is tery unlike him. He is directly the
opposite of him in every particular. The servant in this respect is above his master.
Peter was a married man ; the Pope a single man. Matt. viii. 14.
" The
Pope is a Prince ; Peter was a fisherman.
*'
The Pope is rich ; Peter was poor. Acts iii. 6,
" Peter was
ignorant and unlearned ; the Pope wise, crafty, and learned, in the
estimation of men.
" Peter was
converted, and called by Christ to the ministry ; the Pope unconverted^
and called by the Cardinals to the Papal Chair.
" Peter
wrought miracles, healed the sick, cleansed the lepers, cast out devils, and
Matt, x. 8. God never gave this power to the Pope. Has
raised the dead to life.
Peter was a missionary ; the Pope
the Pope ever done such things ?
say. No.
He never leaves the See of Rome, except on one occasion, in his late
is stationary.
1.

" 2.

Whom

"

—

We

Peter
precipitate retreat /ro»» theiiac to Gaeta, and tliis in tlie disguise of an ostler.
Avas commanded to preach the Gospel to every creature ; the Pope preaches the

Gospel to no creature."

The writer
stantiation

also

the

on the subject of Transub-

following testimony
gives
—the great
centre of the Popish system of

imposture.

It is cer-

"
tainly wonderful that any one can credit such a
lying wonder."
" !Z'/i(5 doctrine
'
of Ti'a7isubstantiation, or the change by the priest of the wafer into
the soul, body, blood, and divinity of our Lord Jesus Christ,' is the most monstrous
and absurd doctrine of the Church of Rome. I am sure, from personal acquaintancewith several priests, that a large number of them believe no such doctrine. I cannot
believe

"

it.

1. Because
"2. Because
" 3.
Because
" 4. Because
" 5. Because
" 6. Because

it is
it is
it is
it is
it is
it is

impossible for the priest to do it.
contrary to the Bible.
contrary to reason.
contrary to nature.
contrary to my sense.
contrary to God's own declaration.

d2
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morally impossible to put the
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tc/io'd icorld

tains auil valleys, lakes and caverns, rivers
miracle still to j^ii-t the Grc-it God, who fills

OCT,
into

and seas
tiie

;

1,

a nuUhcU, with all its mounit would be a greater

aiul yet

whole universe, into a

siiftll

wafer not

larger than a luitshell.
" It is
contrai-y to nature.

Natui*e shuddei's at the very idea of eating human flesh
No man, except a cauuiljal or an inhuman being, could
blood.
do such a thing, especially where there is no necessity for it.
" It is
conti'ary to the Bible. ... I am aware of the argument genci-ally used in.
favour of this doctriiie, that is, Except ye eat the Hosh of the Sou of God, and drink his
To understand this litendhj is to tear up
blooil, ye have no life in you,' John vi. 53.
your whole system, root and In-anch for he declares, tiiat He that eateth (partakes
of
participates, in Hebrew text) his Hesh and drinketh his blood, hath eternal life in
him, and shall live with him for ever,' ver. 5B ; iii. IG. Therei'ore, every man v.lio
eats his Hesh and drinks his blood, can never be sent to either hell or purijatory, and
Hk' calls his flesii the bread which
consequently, mass for the dead is utterly use!e>s,
came down from heaven, and then calls on us to eat this bread t:jjirilitallii, by faith,
tliat we may live ; ver. ,51. It is contrary to reasini to suppose for a moment that a
creature can create his Creator, God. ont of a ic ij'er, and then cat him up like a mortliis is too monstrous for
sel of broad, soul, body, blood, and divinity
any man of
sense or reason to believe. God is a Spirit— the w;ifer, matter; and can we for a
that
a
can
he
created
It
moment suppose
is morally
j'yo'.n mutter?
spirit
impossible :
these absurd doctrines have made infidels of my own as well as of the French nation.

and drinking human

'

'

—

;

'

;

"

me

Finally,

God

there was no

He says, ' I am God, and before
himself contradicts this doctrine.
neither shall there be (any formed) after me.'
Isaiah

God formed,

xhii. 10.

"

sku the wafer, I fkkl the wafer, I taste the wafer,
a vcjlr, and not human flesh.
" I SEE the wine, 1 sjikll the wine, I t.\ste the
and am sure it is wine, and
wine,
not human blood. Therefore, the doctrine of Transubstantiation is utterly untrue."
It is

—andmyam sure

contrary to

I E.VT the wafer,

senses.

I

it is

—

POPERY THE CAUSE OF PAUPERISM.
To many Protestants it is a great mj-stery wliy the street-beggars, the
miserably poor, ^vho receive charitable aid in their -wretched liomes, and the
paupers who crowd the alms-houses of our large cities, should nearly all be
of the Pope's way of tliiuking on religious matters. It adds to the mystery
that mendicity chiefly abounds in the most thoroughly Popish countries. In
Italy, especially, wlK?re Popery has always had everything in its o^^^l way,
all the institutions of the country, and moulded the national
All travellers,
character, beggary, as an established trade, most abounds.
the nearer they get to the Holy Father's domicile, complain of the intolerable
annoyance as one that almost destroys ilie pleasure of visiting tliose lands

has modelled

whicii history has filled with so

many

noble monuments, and Avhere Nature

has displayed her fairest charms.
However the facts may be accounted

for, Protestants have been led, by
demands upon their charities, to connect in their
minds Popery with poverty, and the poverty not often of the virtuous and

the large and ceaseless

honourable kind. Here, wliere the population is mi.x.cd of both religions, the
system seems to be, that Popery should make the paupers, and that Protestants should relieve and sustain them.
If we go into the philosophy of the business, we might find some explanation in the notions taught in the moral theology of the Ivomish
Vows of voluntary poverty are
schools, as to the merit of poverty.
taken by most of the monkish orders as a i)art of their method of working a mechanical holiness, by operating on tlie mind through bodily austerities, and also of purchasing a title to heavenly rewards by self-inflicted
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Neri was wont to pray tliat
utmost straits for laclc of a penny, and not be
Tlie same scheme of moral theology
able to find anybody to give liim one
also attaches great merit to alms-giving, which, with whatever motive bestowed, is thought to hide a multitude of sins. Coleridge tells a tale of a
certain professed beggar in one of the Papal cantons of Switzerland, who was
accustomed to levy regular contributions on a circle of chalets. Being hastily
turned off from one of these cottages, on account of the sudden confinement
of the mother of the family, he indignantly threatened to discontinue his calls,
" And then
you will see what you will do for want of a
adding the threat,
thus
the people with the danger of being cut off from this
!"
alarming
beggar
"
source of merit,
Maundy Thursday," or mendicant's Thursday, is observed in many places, by princes and princesses, who, with sundry religious
rites, wash the feet of a dozen beggars, and then serve them at a sumptuous
All this tends to dignify beggarj--, or
table, dismissing them with a dole.
at least to take off its degradation, and any repugnance to depending upon
privations.

It Avas in this spirit tliat St. Pliilip

he might be reduced

to the

!

—

Where it is necessary
a livelihood, or ordinary mode of subsistence.
that some should give alms in order to buy a ticket for heaven, it is equally
necessary that others should be ready to receive the alms which are such an

it as

indispensable means of grace to the whole tribe of Pharisees.
Another reason of the poverty of the mass of Papists is the system of
priestly extortion under Avhich they gi'oau. In that venal Church everything
is sold,

some things

at stated prices,

and others

what can be wrung

for

fi-om

the poor purchasers. Baptism is sold, the nuptial benediction is sold, masses
are sold, indulgences are sold, graves for paupers are sold, and that at a

swinging

price.

of the day.

Church are

The

Established fees and gratuities on
faithful are

taught to

essential to salvation

;

all

occasions are the order

feel that the

and the cash

various offices of the

to procure

them must be

There is a ceaseless drain upon the slender funds
"forthcoming, at all events.
of the impoverished but too willing devotees, whom their religion finds
" the fisherman"
poor, and effectually keeps poor. The successors of
angle

and if they can hook a simple fish with a
for money rather than for men
" in
piece of tribute-money in his mouth, they will have it out of his jaws
spite of his teeth." The way they bawl the money-net may well be a matter
;

all fishermen, from the days of the sons of Zebedee even
now.
Hence we see magnificent cathedrals croAvdod with beggarly worshippers,
and sleek and glossy priests, clothed in soft raiment and sacerdotal splenIn many of their massdours, ministering to lank and fleeceless flocks.
houses no person may pass the threshold without paying his shilling, the
same as if he Avere to be admitted to a circus or a juggler's show. And when
several masses are performed, and the house is as often refilled, the revenue
from this source alone is incredibly large. The superstitious fears of votaries
are wrought upon to squeeze their pockets, which are drained dry for the
quenching of purgatorial flames. "When a poor man dies, his distressed
family is stript of their last dollar to furnish forth his funeral pomp, and to
secure his speedier release from the purifying fires. We have ourselves seen
money-boxes, strongly padlocked, hanging in churches, and surrounded by
excruciating daubs depicting miserable souls tormented in the fires, some up
to the neck, some only ankle-deep, and others in various
stages of immersion ;

of astonishment to
until

,

and

all

waiting for the coins to tinkle in the

till

beneath, so that they

be liberated by virtue of masses well and duly paid

for in

dry cash.

may

•
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An old writer has well said : Purgatory fire, if it has done nothing else,,
has long lieated the Pope's kitchen, and made his pot boil." When we hear
of money taken from the miserably poor to pay for the deliverance of their
deceased friends from those imaginary pains, we can hardly keep from wishing, that the priest who clutches the filthy lucre might be arraigned under
the statute against obtaining money under false pretences, and compelled to
prove, either from the Bible, or by any other reliable testimony, that there is
any such place as they call Purgatory, or that any easement or shortening of
its pains has been effected in the particular case for whose benefit the money
•was paid.

There can be no question but that priestly extortion has much to do with
that debasing and soul-crushing destitution which seems to characterize theIngreat body of those who make profession of the Roman superstition.
stances have been known of persons who had been sustained, \^ith their families, for a whole winter, mostly on the charities of Protestants, and who
yet, in the spring, were able to launch out very pretty sums of money at the
call of the ecclesiastical tax-gatherer.

The statistics of the subject as regards America, are very curious but we
cannot now enter into them at large.
By the census of 1850, it appears that
while the persons of foreign birth, who are mostly Papists, formed but onetenth part of the whole white population, tliey furnished considerably more
;

than half of the paupers supported at the public charge. Mendicity, or pauperism outside of the poor-houses, is so completely monopolized by them,,
that it takes us by surprise when an alms is asked, and it is not in a foreign,
chiefly an Irish, accent. In many of our large cities the proportion of inmates
of the poor-houses who are Romanists is so great as to give them almost exso that it would seem quite needless to
clusive occupancy of the premises
keep up those large and expensive establishments, at least on anything of
their present scale, were it not for the accommodation of those whom a false,
;

oppressive, and extortionate religion has beggared from generation to geneSimilar results are invariably reported by our city mission societies,,

ration.

and other charitable associations for the succour of distress.
While Protestant churches, Avith very rare exceptions, and in extreme cases,
make it a point to maintain their own poor, and would feel it to be a sin and
a shame to suff"er a brother or sister in Christ to become a public charge,
the case is far otherwise with haughty Rome. She first reduces her hapless
and then
children to a state of unenterprising, contented, deepening poverty
sends them for refuge, in age, sickness, or destitution, to poor-houses sustained by taxation, of which ninety-nine hundredths or more comes out of
Protestant pockets. She sends multitudes of her tattered offspring to swarmthe streets, begging oi heretics for the barest necessaries of life, and even for
the means of what they consider decent Christian burial. Oh those burial;

!

those trenches at Calvary Cemetery !* Oh that traffic in the
decaying flesh of the wretched sheep of a misguided flock
Who can wonder that the public should be growing impatient of the work-

fees

I

Oh

!

!

!

ings of a system which fattens an ignoble crowd of charlatan priests, rearsgorgeous cathedrals, and sumptuous churches, and richly endowed conventual
seminaries, exalting in every Avay the cterg}' and their pliant tools but which
;

turns over

its

poor, unpitied,

of Protestant bounty.
*

A cemetery belonj^ing

rires

an immense revenue.

When

and uncared

be the helpless pensionerstheir extortions, in this way, reach even to the

to Archbis'

for, to

op Hughes of

New

York, and from which he de»
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" a
purses of the heretics, the lordly hierarchs may call it, if they please,
of
the
but
honest
and
will
iumind
;"
Egyptians
every
spoiling
independent
.dignantly denounce

From

the

it

as a shameful result of priestcraft

and imposture.

—

American and Foreign Christian Union.

AMERICAN

STATISTICS.

The Hon. Jesse Clemens, in a letter which appears in the New York
"
Crusader, gives the following instructive statistics in regard to the
foreigners" in New York, the mass of those foreigners being Irish Romanists.
"
By reference to the Annual Report of the Governors of the Alms House, I find
4here wei'e in the New York Alms House, during the year 1853, '2108 inmates of
these only 535 were natives, and 1663 foreigners, supported at the expense of the
And now I propose to use on our side the argument of our opponents, that
city.
there are only 3,000,000 foreigners to 20,000,006 natives. According to that ratio
there ought to be about seven natives to one foreigner in tlie Alms House ; whereas, we
find more than three foreigners to one native.
No wonder that a people who are
•taxed to support such a body of paupers should be the first to set about devising
means to get rid of them. Let us pursue the record
in the Bellevue Hospital, in
the same city, there were 702 Americans, 41 34 foreigners now the proportion rises to
six
to
There
were
one.
of out-door poor,
that is, persons who had some place
nearly
to sleep, but nothing to eat, and nothing to make a fire
957 native adults, and 1044
3131
and
5229
children,
foreign adults,
foreign children, or children born of foreign
This number were relieved during the year with money. Of those relieved
parents.
with fuel, there were 1248 adult Americans, and 1810 children, 10,355 adult foBut the record is not yet complete ; let us turn to
reigners, and 17,857 children.
the statistics of crime.
In the city prisons there were during the year, 6102 AmeI pass on to an abode even more gloomy than that of
ricans, 22,229 foreigners.
the prison cell, and call your attention to those whom God in His wisdom has seen fit
to deprive of the light of reason, in the Lunatic"Asylum
there were admitted from
the year 1847 to 1853, 779 Americans, 2381 foreigners.
For the year 1853, there
were 94 Americans, 393 foreigners. These tables miglit be made more complete by
adding organ-grinders, strolling mendicants, and professional beggars, but of these I
have no reliable data, and therefore pass them with the single remark, that I have
never seen a native American who belonged to either class. These figures are far
more conclusive than any language could be to prove the necessity of arresting the

—

:

—

—

;

—

:

—

Let every American impi-ess them deeply upon his memory.
42,369 foreign paupers and invalids 2381 lunatics, and 22,229 criminals, taxing the
In that list of crimes is emindustry, and blighting the prosperity of a single city.
braced murder, rape, arson, robbery, perjury, everything which is damning to the
character of the individual, and everything which is dangerous to society."
tide of emigration.

;

The Crusader itself gives som6 results of the American census,
same results of Popery over the entire Union.

illustrative

of the
"

—

look at the following facts of priestly teaching
Roman Catholic priests in this country, and their subjects and
pupils, according to the seventh census, who fill our prisons and penitentiaries, in the
several States, are in the following ratio
''
In Maine, out of every ten thousand, there are five foreigners, in our
prisons and
penitentiaries, to one native.
"
In Kentucky, six to one.
" In
Mississippi, ten to two.
" In New
York, three to one.
" In
fifteen to two.
" In Tennessee,
Vermont, eight to one.
" In
South Carolina, twenty-eight to one.
'"
In Alabama, fifty to one.
" In
six to one.
" In Georgia, four to one.
Indiana,
"

Now,

:

There are 12,963

:

—
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" The
average,

in all the States, is a fi-action less tiian six to one.
" For
capital offences, out of two hundred and twenty convictions which took
in
about eighteen months, in seven States, viz.
in New York, Pennsylvania,
place,
Alissouri, Louisiana, New Jersey, Massachusetts, and ^Maryland, there were 138 of
:

foreigners to

" Of the

month,

52ii

!!2
(;-22

of natives.
jiersons arrested at the Nortli Station in Boston, during the last
This is a fair proportion of the other six stations."

were foreigners.

THE DUTY OF WATCHFULNESS.
BY THE KEY.

J. C.

KYLE.

OuK Lord Jesus Christ himself uses two most striking comparisons when
dwelling on this subject. Both arc most teaching, and both ouglit to raise in
us solemn thoughts. Li one he compares His coming to the days of Lot. In
the days when Lot fled from Sodom, the men of Sodom were buying and selling,
eating and drinking, planting and building.
They thought of nothing but
earthly things; they were entirely absorbed in them. They despised Lot's
The sun rose on the earth as usual.
warning; they mocked at his counsel.
All things were going on as they had done for hundreds of years. They saw-

no sign of danger. Bat now mark what our Lord says, " The same day that
Lot went out of Sodom, it rained fire and brimstone from heaven, and deEven thus shall it be in the day when the Son of man is
stroyed them all.
revealed." In the other passage I allude to, our Lord compares his coming to
the days of Noah. Do you remember how it was in Noah's days ?
Stay a
When the flood came on the earth, in Noah's
little, and let me remind you.
time, there was no appearance beforehand of anything so awful being near.
The days and nights were following each other in regular succession. The
grass, and trees, and crops were growing as usual. The business of the world
was going on. And though Noah preached continually of coming danger, and
warned men to repent, no one believed what he said. But at last, one day the
rain began and did not cease; the waters rose and did not stop; the flood
came, and swelled, and went on, and covered one thing after another, and all
were drowned who were not in the ark. Now mark what our Lord says,
" As it was in the
days of Noe, so shall it also be in the days of the Son of
man they did eat, they drank, they married wives, they were given in marriage, until the day that Noe entered the ark, and the flood came and destroyed them all." The flood took the Avorld by surprise so also will the
coming of the Son of man. In the midst of the world's business, when everything is going on just as usual in such an hour as this the Lord Jesus will
return.
Reader, the suddenness of the Lord's second advent is a trutli that
;

—

—

should lead every professing Christian to great searchings of heart. It should
Think
lead him to serious thought, both about himself and about the world.
for a moment liow little the world is prepared for such an event. Look at the
^lark how most men are
cities of the earth, and think of them.
entirely absorbed in the things of time, and utterly engrossed with the business of thftir callings. Banks, counting-houses, shops, politics, law, medicine,
commerce, railways, banquets, balls, theatres each and all are drinking up

towns and

—

the hearts and souls of thousands, and thrusting out the things of God.
Think what a fearful shock the sudden stoppage of all these things would be

—

the sudden stoppage which will be in the day of Christ's appearing. If only
one great house of business stops payment now, it makes a great sensation
"What then shall be the crash when the whole machine of worldly aftairs shall
:
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From money- counting and earthly scheming, from racing after
and wrangling about trifles, to be hurried away to meet the King of kings
how tremendous the change From dancing and dressing, from opera-going
and novel-reading, to be summoned a^ay by the voice of tlie archangel and
Yet remember all this shall
how awful the transition
the trump of God
one day be. Look at the rural parishes of such a land as ours, and think of
still

at once ?

riches,

—

!

—

!

them.
See how the minds of the vast majority of their inhabitants are buried
in farms and allotments, in cattle and corn, in rent and wages, in rates and
tithes, in digging and sowing, in buying and selling, in planting and building.

See

how many

there are

who

evidently care for nothing, and feel nothing,
who reck notliing whether the minister

excepting the things of this world

;

preaches law or gospel, Christ or Antichrist and would be utterly unconcerned if the Archbishop of Canterbury was turned out of Lambeth Palace,
and the Pope of Rome put in liis place. See how many there are of whom it
can only be said, that their belly and their pockets are their gods. And then
a call to a
fimcy the awful eftect of a sudden call to meet the Lord Christ
;

—

day of reckoning, in Avhich the price of wheat and the rate of wages shall be
And yet remember, all
nothing, and the Bible sliall be the only rule of trial
!

—

Eeader, picture these things to your mind's eye,
"What will be
picture your own house, your own family, your own fireside.
found there?
Picture, above all. your own feelings, your own state of mind.
And then remember, that this is the end towards which the world is hastening.
There will be no long notice to quit. This is the way in which the world's
this shall one

day

be.

be wound up. To all who have been baptized in the name of Christ
or unconverted, believers or unbelievers, holy or unholy, godly
to all the second advent of
or ungodly, wise or foolish, gracious or graceless
Christ shall be an immense change. It shall be an immense change to the una change both iu their
godly to all who are found mere nominal Christians
aflairs will

— converted

—

—

—

opinions and position. All such persons, when Christ comes again, shall see the
value of real, spiritual religion, if they never saw it before. They will do in
effect what the parable describes under a figure
they will cry to the godly,
" Give us of
your oil, for our lamps arc gone out." Who does not know that,

—

as things are now, spiritual religion never brings a
It

never has done, and

—

it

never does at this day.

—

man

It entails

the world's praise ?

on a man the world's

—

the world's
the world's mockery
the world's persecution
The world will let a
the world's sneers.
world's ridicule
man serve the devil and go to hell quietly, and no one lifts a little finger to
" be merciful to
The world will never let a
stop him, or says,
your soul."
man serve Christ and go to heaven quietly everybody cries, " Hold hard,"
and does everything that can be done to keep him back. Alas that it should

disapprobation

— the
opposition

—

;

!

These are ancient things. As it was in the days of Cain
and Abel, as it was in the days of Isaac and Ishmael, even so it is now.
They that are born after the flesh will persecute those that are born after the
The cross of Christ will always bring reproach with it. As the Jews
spirit.
As the head was bruised, so
hated Christ, so the world hates Christians.
As contempt was'poured on the master, so it will
also the members will be.
be also on the disciple.
In short, if a man will become a decided evangelical
Christian, in the present order of things, he must count the cost, and make
In a word, he must be content to be
up his mind to lose the world's favour.
thought by many little better than a fool. Eeader, there will be an end of all

be so

:

but so

it is.

this when Christ returns to this world.
shew everything iu its true colours.

The

light of that

day

will at length
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THE CONTRAST.

PRIMITIVE CHRISTIAXITY.
— MATTHtw

Christ's Entry into Jerusalem.

xxi. 5.

PAPAL CHRISTIANITT.
The

his horse led by Henry II. of England and Louis
Pope's Entry into Joici, anno 1161
See Hume's Ewiland, reign of Henry II.
;

"THE SERVANT

IS liOt

GREATER THAN HIS MASTER."

VIL

of France.—
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THE COMPOSITION OF POPERY.
There have been, since the fall of man, three leading forms or dispensations
Each
the Patriarchal, the Jewish, and the Christian.
of the true religion
Under the
of these dispensations has had its counterfeit and perversion.
agency of the great enemy of mankind, the Patriarchal religion degenerated
that is, the worshipinto Paganism, the leading feature of which is idolatry

—

;

The
are no gods, or the worshipping of God by images.
Jewish religion, again, degenerated into Pharisaism, or the system which exalted the traditions of men above the Word of God ; which made self-rightping of those

who

eousness the ground of a sinner's hope and which supposed personal religion
to consist in the observance of outward rites and ceremonies, rather than in
The grand corruption of the Christian distrue holiness of heart and life.
else than Paganism and Pharisaism,
is
which
is
nothing
Popery,
pensation
the counteractives devised by the father of lies to the Patriarchal and Jew;

thrown into one. Popery is an amalgam of Paganism and
The grand
embodies all the elements of these two systems.
corruption of Christianity is made up of the two systems which the god of
The real account
this world opposed to the older dispensations of religion.
of the composition of Popery is, that it is Paganism and Pharisaism combined
ish dispensations,

Pharisaism.

It

into one monstrous antagonism to divine truth.*

THE TWO SIDES OF THE TAPESTEY;
OK,

A rOPISH ABBEY

IN

THE OLDEN TIME,

The Abbey of Kennaquhair, in the mild days of Abbot Boniface, forms a
picture of tranquil, quaint, old-world life, which looks wonderfully engaging
Its peaceful brotherhood, a harmless, kindly folk,
in the pages of romance.
lovable for their primitive ways and simple foibles, dwell patriarchally in the
midst of the church-vassals as " among their

own people." This is Popery
The abbey of the olden time yields a rich
In yonder popular engraving, for example, see with
that "
man of
cheer" receives the

In one of its picturesque lights.

subject to the artist.
aii" of portly benignity
rosy
purple
goodly stag which the yeoman-pricker, nut-brown from his free

what an

and hardy

has laid at his feet while moor-game, waterfowl, and spotted trout,
brought in by damsel and by page, fill up the picture with the signs of buxom
And who,
This, again, is Popery in one of its picturesque aspects.
plenty.
once more, has not felt that Popery made a very picturesque appeal to his
forest

life,

;

imagination as he stood beside the hoary ruin of some stately abbey or cathedral, what time the bat flickered through the tracery of the tall Gothic win-

perfume on the evening air which faintly
seemed to look on, reverend and sad, as if
conscious of desolation? Popery likes to be seen through the "marigold
window" of romance. She understands well the power of poetical and pic" visited
turesque associations, and is fond of being
by the pale moonlight."
dows, and the wallflower shed

its

stirred the ivy leaf, while the ruin

*

See Principal Cunningham's Dissertation
Practices of the Church of Rome.

prefixed to Stillingfleet's Doctrines

and
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She would gladly

foster the romantic illusions which seiTe to veil her past and
appear sublimed from mundane meanness and coarseness.
But the tapestry lias a side which hangs next the wall. Let us, after our
o^-n fashion, turn up a corner of it, T\'e know well enough the old Popery of
our country in court dress, or as it appears in the masquerade of romance.

make

it

We would see it
and the poor of

home among

the people, and catch a glimpse of the lowly
had the moulding. Let us take a single locality,
do with a ruin, make on paper a restoration of it as it was
at

whom

it

and, as artists
when Britain was a Popish country.

This may, perchance, aid us to realize
Popery in its everyday aspects, and to follow it in its effects upon the social
state and common life of man in those times.
Any statistical account, or
volume of local antiquities, may supply the materials for enabling the reader
to image to himself what manner of place his familiar town or village was
when Popery had it in her keeping.
The old town of Dunfermline, in the shire of Fife, stands on a bold bluft",
from which it looks southward over a noble tract of country, with here and
there a glimpse of the Forth gleaming under rich slopes of woodland and
cornland, and the wavy ridge of the distant Pentlands bounding the view.
The towers of the abbey church, whose round arches with zig-zag Etruscan

mouldings, indicate the oldest style of ecclesiastical architecture in this country,
look down upon dense masses of old trees which fill the deep and romantic
In this church Robert the Bruce lies buried, Avhose name is
valley below.
still a power among northern-born men.
Contiguous to the abbey stands the
tall ruin of an ancient palace of the Scottish kings.
The window of the

which Charles the First was bom, is still to be seen and the
he be in a " concatenation accordingly," may muse on that strange
journey which began within yonder ivy-curtained windoAV, and ended at the
front of Whitehall. The three-storied front of the vast " Fratery," or lodging

chamber

in

;

visitor, if

of the monks, flanks the entrance to the great court formed between the
palace aud the abbey. The old town, close behind, is brisk with manufitcturing
activity, and the boom of the great forge-hammer sounds a bass to the sharp
clatter of the numberless shuttles

A

employed

in the

damask-weaving,

for

which

shrewd, intelligent race are these pale-faced
weavers, who, with hands under their aprons, stand to rest at their doors for
Keen readers, and tough hands at the discussion
half-an-hour at meal-time.
the place

is

celebrated.

of public questions, ne'er a local Hampden better knows what belongs to men
and free-men. From this Dunfermline of to-day, let us turn to the Dunferm-

Lord Abbots.
Crowning a broad and steep acclivity, stands the vast irregular pile of the
"
lodge three kings and their repalace and monastery, ample enough to
The park and gardens, luxuriously laid out with bower and alley,
tinues."
and parterre of formal cut, spread south and east over the slope. A lofty

line of the

"

wall jealously guards the privacy of this fair
pleasaunce" from vulgar
To the north, the little'town sits humbly under the shadow of the
eyes.
and tlie burghers, who
It is girdled with a fortified wall
stately abbey.
take their turns of watch and ward, keep each his fighting gear ready to
;

down from its pin. Such of the houses as arc of stone are built
without lime, and covered with turf most of them are mere wooden huts,
thatched with reeds or rushes, with a bullock's hide stretched on a frame to
A " cantle of the causeway," or single row of large
serve for a door.
This " cantle" is
stones, nxna along the middle of the narrow streets.
snatch

;

appropriated to foot-passengers

;

while horses bearing their loads in panniers
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the cantle steps
plod along the strand of poached mud on either side. Along
a broad-bonneted burgher; but meeting a monk in the robe of his order— a*
black cloak, with white tunic beneath, blue I'osary, and cross— he yields it
The retainer of
with an air of abject reverence, and steps off into the dirt.
some neighbouring laird, in iron headpiece and leathern "jack," and one or

two sauntering men-at-arms of the royal guard, draw up and proceed to

A daintily pranked page from the palace flings
tavern-acquaintance.
a jest in passing at the burgher damsels, and gets answered with a ready
tongue and shrill laughter. For events to break the monotony of the little
community, and supply its small talk, there are the migrations of the Court,
its gaieties and revels, a royal hunting, or the king's playing at golf on the
"
There is the visit, now and
Golfdrum," or hill set apart for that pastime.
make

then, of a pardoner, whose wallet contains perhaps the veil of Our Lady,
and a piece of the sail of St. Peter's boat, all new from Rome. There are
church festivals accompanied with fairs, at Avhich all the trading business of

But the great event of the year is the festival of St.
is done.
a visit to whose tomb earns an indulgence of
the
saint,
patron
Margaret,
The pilgrims, men and women, arrive in bands with bagpipes,
forty days.
the

little

town

The concourse swells till the town cannot hold
songs, and jingling bells.
Lefus not meddle with the doings of
them, and hundreds camp out a-field.
so obscene a rout as these congregated swarms of pilgrims.
The power and opulence of the abbey are enormous. It possesses fiveand-forty estates in land within sight of its own towers, besides estates in
ten other counties.

It is

proprietor of three

towns— Dunfermline,

Kirkaldy,

and Musselburgh. It has the patronage of thirty- seven churches and chapels,
with the lands and tithes attached to them. It has no end of droll, fat,
It has a right to take from the king's forests all the
requires for fuel and building ; a right to every seventh seal caught
at Kinghorn, and to half the skins and fat of all animals killed at festivals
between Forth and Tay a right to the heads of all whales stranded in the

succulent privileges.

wood

it

;

(not an infrequent occurrence ;) one-eighth of all fines levied for
a passage from the monastery into the
offences within the bounds of Fife
kitchen of the palace, with certain privileges there for able trenchermen ;

Forth,

;

and Tweed a tithe of all the huntings
fishings in Forth and Tay, in Spey
between Lammermoor and Tay and so on through the big vellum chartulary which my Lord Abbot guards so well,
;

:

" It snowed in

liis

—

house of meat and drink."

The peasantry on the abbey lands are all serfs, the property of their
masters, a vendre et a pendre., liable to be bought and sold, or gifted away
like beasts of burden.
By the dreaded power of excommunication, the Abbot
keeps the most potent of his lay neighbours in awe. The powerful Lord of
Dundas, whose massy stronghold frowns in sight of the abbey towers, did
He laid claim
once provoke the strife, to his bitter shame and humiliation.
to a certain landing-place at the Queensferry, and molested the Abbot's
boatmen. But the spiritual thunder awoke, and the proud Baron speedily
Abbot Alexander and his council proceeded to the
felt himself mastered.
disputed landing, and sat in public slate on the rocks which served as the
James de Dundas, on his knees, humbly supplicated the removal of his
pier.
excommunication, and was absolved, with stern admonition should he again
offend.
civil

In addition to

its spiritual

and criminal jurisdiction over

all

powers the Abbey possesses supreme
its territory.
Nay,

persons residing on
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has the power of coming in and taking its vassals,
out of the hands of even the Eoyal Justiciary Court.
it

when accused

1,

of crime,

can interpose between
its vassals and the power of the sovereign, and withdraw them from any trial
save its own. How subduedly the small townsfolk creep about under the
shadow of this huge colossus of spiritual and temporal power that overstrides
It

them
The brethren of the monastery are fifty in number, besides functionaries
and minions of various degree. They haunt the town incessantly they
!

;

know

they are spies
every bit of gossip in market, tavern, mill, and smithy
on every house they work the tremendous engine of the Confessional they
know each man's bosom secret and the secrets of every family, and wield the
;

;

;

dark and tyrannous poAver which that knowledge confers. The eye of the
citizen drops quelled when it meets the arrogant gaze of the priest.
The
Jittle community is in the hands of men, trained masters of all the arts by
which ignorance, superstition, and fear, are wrought upon. There is not an
aft'air but they wind about it, and, by a twist, a push, or a wrench, contrive

And if tliey foully abuse their influto turn it to the Church's advantage.
ence and opportunities with woman, what husband or father dares breathe
complaint against a member of that body which wields the overwhelming
f)Ower of spiritual terrors in combination with secular supremacy? Thanks

"
many idle and luxurious celibates, the town is a little
town but a large stye."
The masters of these ill-fated people provide them no instruction. They
teach them no good lesson for either world, and scarce ever preach to them,
except on certain occasions, when a eulogy is ranted forth about some saint,
and the miracles wrought by his tooth, the bone of his finger, or a few hairs
of his beard. Once in the year, to amuse the people, they get up a coarse,
gross saturnalia in the great church, when the Boy Bishop, or the Abbot of
Unreason, is elected, a mock mass performed, and burnt leather offered for
incense.
The pigs and cattle are sprinkled with holy water on St. Anthony's
day. There is much ringing of baptized bells to scare away devils and evil
to the presence of so

spirits.

Church exacts that the people

shall be a

her,

Such are the services for Avhich the
mere animal machinery to grind for
adaptation of means to ends, she makes them
theory and programme of the human race be,
use of man, so

man

"With a frightfully perfect
If the
so.

and she keeps them

that as the brutes exist for the

exists for the use of the priest, is

it

not here reduced to

practice ?

Let it be remembered that in Scotland there were two hundred and sixtj-Keligious Houses," great and small, or one to each three or four thousand
The reader, with only this fact before him, and without
of the population.
any farther enumeration of the forces of Home, may try to realize the crushing
*'

pressure with which the Papal system bore upon the kingdom.

Let him do

justice to the courage of our fathers, whose energy exploded and shattered
It
this massive and enormous structure of spiritual and secular domination.
is

not offhand that

lectual,
if

and

the dry bones in

come
2-ocks

we

what an incalculable redemption, moral, inteland social, the Reformation was. It was as
the prophet's vision had been seen not only to move and
realize

religious, political,

together under the life-creating breath, but to throw off superincumbent
and ponderous sepulchral masses ere they could stand upright.
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A BLOW AT THE PAPACY.
It has been lately stated in some of our public journals, that Napoleon III.
has intimated to the Court of Rome, through the medium of his ambassador,
" secularize" the
that his Holiness ought to
government. This, we fear, is
too good news to be true. Its importance can hardly be over-estimated. Of
course, Pio Nono and his ministers are said to have given a most decided
negative to the monstrous proposition. And much as thej' owe to the French
Government, they could not have done otherwise, in consistency with their
creed and system. Were they to comply with such an order or advice, they

they would lend a helping hand to destroy
political suicide
the Papacy. The temporal and spiritual powers have always been united
in the triple crown, at least, ever since it aspired to the name and rank of
an independent sovereignty and to disunite them now, or at any future

would commit

;

;

time, would be in eflfect to overthrow or totally change the Romish theocracy.
are not sure that Louis Napoleon is fully aware of this important
For the title of
at all events, his illustrious uncle was not.
sequence

We

:

"

King of Rome," which the latter gave his son, proved that he deemed it
But
possible to continue the Papacy when bereft of its temporal power.
whether Napoleon the First took this important step knowingly or unknowand it was on
ingly, he was not the less an adversary to the Papal system
this account that he was lauded to the skies by some Protestant writers on;

prophecy in
Napoleon

this country.
III., if

the above statement be true, seems desirous of walking in
and although he has been obliged from policy to favour

his uncle's footsteps

;

Popery and priestcraft in France, he may yet turn out a signal instrument in
the hands of Providence for bringing about the final overthrow of Papal
government. He declares himself that he has a special mission to accomand one of its objects may be to denude the Pope of his temporal
plish
power. The Man of Sin is supported at present on his tottering throne by
French soldiers and this military aid will give the Emperor of the French a
;

;

better opportunity to put in practice his renovating, or rather his revoluBy such a decided style of policy, he may even consider
tionary project.

himself not as injuring, but greatly benefiting the interests of the Papacy,
though it will not on that account be less destructive of the sovereignty and
supremacy of Rome, Napoleon III., we imagine, has not deeply or fully
studied the subject of Popery and the first Napoleon
said to have laboured under similar ignorance.
;

may

not unjustly be

But the same ignorance would seem to prevail in Protestant high places.
Lord Palmerston agrees with Louis Napoleon in thinking that the Papal
government should be secularized.
able to perceive that

its

secularization

They both evidently and equally

Neither of these talented statesmen is

would be equivalent to its destruction.
government of priests. But all

dislike the

true Romanists, especially if belonging to the ultramontane school, hold the
Papal to be the best of all governments, just because it is in priestly hands..
In their opinion, the very essence of its excellence and superiority consists in

The British Premier objects,
being exclusively and entirely sacerdotal.
and not at all in fun or irony, to the celibacy of the priesthood, as isolating
them from domestic ties, and unfitting them for the functions of government.
A sturdy Papist, like Mr.
But here is ignorance again with a vengeance
Bowyer, or Bishop Gillis, or Dr. Wiseman, will tell him to his face, and with
the most unabashed countenance, that celibacy is the crowning glory of

its

!

lOi
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Christian priests, and that marriage, instead of refining their character, and
political skill, would, on the contrarj', defile, degrade, and
unfit them for being rulers— at least such cunning and accomplished rulers as

improving their

Tlie priests are the best and [see Mr.
they now are, and always, have been.
" most
Bowycr's speech in the House of Commons]
popular" of all rulers,
are
ordained
and
because
they
priests,
priests wielding the confessional,
just
but bound to a single life by one of the strongest of all vows.
The removal, the repeated removal of the Bourbons from the throne of
France, is a remarkable incident, and probably connected with the destrucan event which cannot now be far distant if prophecy has
tion of the Papacy
been rightly interpreted by Protestant writers.
The Bourbons have ever
been the most zealous and resolute supporters of the Vatican. Their bigotry

—

They are Popish all over. They feel a pride
proverbial and incurable.
and a pleasure in giving all their power and influence to the " Beast." ^Ye
well recollect the endearing glances of mutual sympathy that were exchanged
between Charles X. and the Archbisliop of Rheims, (Cardinal Latil,) when
the latter was on one occasion officiating in St. Mary's Chapel in Edinburgh
before the exiled family.
Tliey seemed fully to understand each other, and
And it is a curious
full}' to participate in each other's views and feelings.

is

but instructive fact, that all their royal misfortunes, instead of lessening their
attachment to the dogmas and services of Popery, have rendered it, if
Bomba of Naples, too, is a true Bourbon
possible, deeper and more intense.
and it
in this respect he is strongly marked with the same Romish brand
would not greatly surprise us if he were to share the fate of his race, and be
His horrid and increasing oppressions
driven as an exile from his kingdom.
seem preparing the way for some such catastrophe ;. and it so happens, that
an heir of the Murat dynasty is ready to seize the sceptre whenever it falls
from his red and polluted hands. ]\reantime, the progress of liberty in Spain
and Sardinia is most cheering, and loudly calls for fervent gratitude, liberal
sacrifices, and earnest efforts on the part of British and American ProA brighter and more glorious day seems ready to dawn on the long
testants.
:

;

benighted Popish nations of Europe.

SARDINIA.
The

position of this gallant nation,

whose

career, as a free people, has

brilliantly, is assuredly one of the most interesting things in all
Europe, even in these days of a Sebastopol taken. Its political, religious,
and social development, and its re-action upon other iiortious of the Italian

opened so

peninsula, will be eagerly watched by all to whom the cause of truth and
Doubtless the reception which will be given to the sovereign
liberty is dear.
of the Sardinian states on the occasion of his expected visit to this country
will be such as to encourage
hitherto followed.
It is curious to observe, as

him

in the true

and manly course which he has

they already begin to emerge, the effects of the

famous

act of the Sardinian Legislature relative to the convents, the bold law
of the 29th May, and the excommunication by which the Vatican retaliated.

"
Allocution," excommunication is proAccording to the terms of the Papal
nounced against all who participated, directly or indirectly, in this measure,
against all by whom it was proposed, voted for, sanctioned, published, or put in
force. This comprehensive fulmination includes not merely the elite, but per-

—
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haps the majority of the nation. Now, it is the law of Rome that no person
The
dying luuler excommunication can be buried in consecrated ground.
in force.
The
priests evidently do not mean to shrink from putting this law
At TorC'onstitittionnel of Savoy reports a case which has already occurred.
tona in Piedmont, a respectable young man, Avho lay dying, was required by
the priest to sign a protest against the law of the convents, on pain of being
The dying man resisted and entreated; his friends
denied Christian burial.
wept and implored in vain. He yielded and signed, and was allowed to
die in such peace as Romish rites can give.
This, apparently, is no singular
case, but simply a blow struck in the war which the priests have undertaken
An intense indignation has been awakened
against the nation and the law.
at the conduct of the priesthood who thus carry party strife into the house of
A project of law is confidently
mourning, and to the bedside of the dying.
spoken of for setting apart throughout the whole kingdom new cemeteries,
It is expected that this meauuconsecrated and free from priestly control.
sure will be introduced into the legislature iramediatelj' on the opening of the
Not improbably Rome would recoil
session, and forthwith passed into law.
and contrive some pretext under which to withdraw the excommunicatiou
She plays a daring game, the loss of
rather than sutler such a law to pass.
which can be little short of ruin. She is iorcing upon a high-spirited nation
the alternative of dispensing with her viaticum and extreme unction, or of
retracing their steps under an ignominious dictation which would disgrace
them in the eyes of the world. Such obstinacy and infatuation are a custo-

—

We shall continue to watch
sign Avhcn sweeping changes are near.
with interest this burial question. It is the point at which Rome comes into
collision, not merely with the Government, but with the people of Sardinia.
mary

MR.

GAVAN DUFFY

AlsD

THE PRIESTS.

Mr. Duffy has indignantly left the stage of British politics, and he will
In his farewell address, which has been
probably not be much missed.
copied into nearly all the newspapers, there is the following passage in reference to the priests in Ireland.
." Still one element of power remained incorruptible, and, as it seemed, indestructithe Irish Priesthood.
ble
Througli them we might hope to repair our losses, and
But can we count on them now ? In any diocese ruled
re.animate public opinion.
deliberate attempt to fetter
elsewhere, I beUeve not.
b}' a patriot Bishop, yes
their public action has been privately made and openly resisted, and the result does
not seem to nie satisfactory or hopeful. The boldest of the patriot priests who were
banished from public life i-emain banished. Many are panic-stricken by these arbiSome who doubt the right and detest the policy of the new discitrary examples.
not a few despair of resistance."
pline, lean, nevertheless, to passive^obedience,'and

—

—

A

;

is by far too shallow a politician to understand the scope of priestly
They never were foolish enough to imagine the possibility of repeal-'
but it was a good stalkingthe great hobby of Mr. Duffy
ing the Union
horse for political action, and a means of operating upon a feeble Ministry.
Hence in the case of Smith O'Brien, the priests— so clamorous before instantly vanished when the matter came to an issue, and left their dupes in
the lurch. And so at present the Government is nearly as subservient as the
Romanists can wish, and therefore the bugbear of Eepeal is laid aside, noisy
dogs like Lucas are for a time silenced, and simpletons like Mr. Dufty are
disappointed and laughed at. The priests of Rome always use their laity as
mere instruments.

ilr.

DutTy

policy.

—

—

—
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THE BAPTISM OF BELLS.
The foUowiug recent description of this absurd and ridiculous ceremony Is
from an eye-witness. The scene is in Canada: " One day lately, I learned
that two new bells were to be placed in the steeple of the new Roman Catholic
chapel in Montreal, and that, preparatory to their elevation, they were to be
This was a sight not to be missed, and I accordingly took care to
baptized
be present at the appointed hour. The bells were suspended near the centre
of the chapel, from a temporary wooden erection, and near them were a
table and some chairs.
Soon after we had assembled, a door near the upper
end of the chapel was thrown open, and forth issued a procession of priests,
preceded by two boys in white, carrying a pair of enormous candles in candlesticks of corresponding dimensions, and two more behind, bearing, one a
silver vessel of oil, and the other water, in a silver vase.
The priests were
very variously arrayed, some in black, a greater number in Avhite robes, and
a few in gorgeously bespangled but tawdry dresses of silk and gold.
The
boys having placed the candlesticks on the table near the favoured bells, and
the priests having seated themselves around the principal altar, prayers were
chanted, after which an old ecclesiastic ascended the pulpit, and delivered
a long French oration, intended to duly impress the minds of the auditors-

—

!
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with the great solemnity of the approaching ceremony.
I must confess we
veiy much needed some siich admonition, for the aspect of the congregation
was by no means devout. There was a great crowd present, with whom,
as with myself, curiosity seemed to be the most active principle for they
scrambled over the pews, and pushed one another so turaultuously, that the
aged preacher twice stopped in his harangue to rebuke us, clapping his hands,
and threatening to disappoint our expectations of witnessing the august rite.
He descended, however, at last, from the rostrum, and Avas immediately
invested with gaudier colours, and, having pronounced a Latin benediction
upon the water in the vase, he dipped a brush into it, and made the sign of
the cross upon each bell, both inside and out, accompanying the action with
the solemn words, In nomine Patris et Filii et Spiritus sanctil' Two other
priests then set to work, and completed what he had begun, brushing the
inanimate neophytes all over, and then, with snOAv-white toAvels, embroidered
and fringed, Aviping them dry Avith the most sedulous care. Oil was then
consecrated, with which the sign of the cross was again made in a variety of
places on each bell, and then carefully wiped dry with a little cotton wool.
A silver censor with live coals was next produced, into which incense Avas
throAA^i, and, after being Avaved three times in the air, it Avas held under each
bell till they were quite filled with odorous fumes. All this appeared
strange
and meaningless enough but the most ludicrous portion of the ceremonial
was yet to come, namely, the engagements to be entered into by sponsors
on behalf of each bell. Two old gentlemen and their venerable spouses noAV
came forward, as gravely as if the bells had been human beings, and one pair
was stationed at each bell. These exemplary and apparently devout Godfathers and God-mothers of the new members of the Holy Catholic Church,'
;

'

;

'

haA'ing expressed the strong desire of their respective charges to be admitted
to the privileges of the sanctuary, and answered certain interrogatories to

the satisfaction of tbe priests, had then the honour of bestowing names upon
their God-children.
This is an honour Avhich is much coveted, and only
conceded to those who are willing and able to pay handsomely for so glorious

The oldest priest now took hold of the clapper, and tolled each
which was immediately repeated by each of the sponsors. The
sensible old couples now produced swaddling clothes and presents for their

a

distinction.

bell thrice,

!— first, a large roll of linen for each bell, (to be Avorn next the sHn,)
which Avas swathed round it by the officiating priests then rolls of crimson
then costly lace, and fringes of the
silk, some of which Avere richly figured
finest and most elaborate workmanship, the whole
being bound by an abundant allowance of silk sashes, of immense length, probably too, from their
breadth and figured patterns, not the least expensive of the gifts offered by
the sponsors.
The prostitution of one of the sacraments for money (for not
only do the direct payments go to the priests, but the presents are also their
perquisite) was finally wound up by a short prayer, the needful having been
secured the large candlesticks were again raised aloft, and the whole fraterThere may be Protestants who will doubt
nity retired as they had entered.
the above details, but the writer can state, with the strictest truth, that there
is no misrepresentation or
The ceremony is performed on all
exaggeration.
church-bells in Popish countries, and without it they Avould not be considered
qualified to fulfil the high functions of their office, one of the most important
of which is the ringing of souls out of
purgatory !"
bantlings

;

;

;
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THE GLORIES OF JOSEPH."
Xo.

II.

Eescjiing our review of the "Glories of Joseph," we would proceed to insomewhat as to the origin of all this devotion to a creature the time

quire

when

it

commenced

first

—

—and

the reasons urged in

its

behalf.

Like

all

Home's distinctive doctrines and peculiar practices, this also has no lengthThere is not even a pretence
ened pedigree, and boasts no ancient ancestry.
to any antiquity in this cause, nor yet any effort to prove it an ancient custom.
Our author rather endeavours to evolve reasons to shew why it was so long
unknown, and to apologize for its very recent and very modern introduction
into the forms and ceremonies of even the Roman Church.
The heading or argument of Chapter IV., which treats on this branch of
the subject,
"

is

What was

significant enough.

It is as follows

:

—

why was so long before St. Joseph, the most amiable and
best beloved of God, had such love and devotion paid to him, as was due to the greatthe i-eason,

it

ness of his merits ?"

" all
antiquity" in her own
good beginning this, for a Church that boasts
behalf! But trace the argument throughout.
The writer proceeds in his
chronological review thus

A

:

"

—

Although dare not presume to penetrate into God's hidden counsels, nor pretend
to a knowledge of His divine secrets, by permitting my curiosity to make inquiry,
uhy God has not permitted the wonderful splendour of St. Joseph's glory to break
know that this feast has
out and shine forth, until these latter i/ears
not loiKj been kept with the solemnity it is now observed, and that in the primitive
ages HO mention is made of any particular devotion to this saint, nor such notice
taken of his canonizut'wn as noir in practice concerning other saints !" P. 28.
I

We

—

Joseph entered into his rest without the knowledge of the Church of
There was no Pope to " canonize" him no Papal bull to give him
" canonized"
Dominic
possession of heaven. What an admission Rome has
the persecutor, and Francis the fanatic, and a thousand suchlike, and the
" no such nocircumstances of their canonization are all duly recorded but

Yes
Rome.

!

—

!

;

tice is

of

taken of Joseph^s canonization, as

Rome

is

nov: in practice"

1

So much

for the novelties of

Rome

!

But

to proceed

:

by the Church

—

cannot therefore but own," writes our author, " that this marked devotion towards St. Joseph is only of late standing, since the mai-ks of honour shewed him in
several places are but of a late date ; as we may see by the confraternities, chapels,
and altars erected to his honour, in Italy, Germany, &c. of which I find the city of
Avignon the first that was so happy as to express any devotion to him in this kind
for in the chief church in that city, there is a chapel dedicated to St. Joseph, in which
there is a confraternity of bachelors, and a sodality of virgins, who assemble themselves upon his feast to hear mass and vespers, &c., when each of these virgins has
not only a loaf of holy bread presented her, but a j'Osi/ of flowers, which all cany
along with them in the procession !" P. 2D.
"

I

;

;

— " too

—

" conupon all this history. The
and " chapels," and "altars," the " bachelors," and their ac" this
"
devotion," our
virgins," are all alike too late. For
companiment, the
" seems to have its rise from
author admits,
Pope Gregory XI. In the four-

" Too

late"

late," is the verdict

fraternities,"

for in a certain chapel in tlie church dedicated to St. AgriSt. Joseph, which church shews the liberality
of this Pope, as well as his devotion to St. Joseph, whose coat of arms, in
escutcheons of stone, is placed around the chapel dedicated to him."
tecnth century

cola, there is

great

;

an altar-piece of
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" coat of arms" as well as a
that Joseph had a
chapel and
the first ten Gregories were as ignorant of the
devotion to Joseph, as are the veriest Protestants in fartihus infidelium.
Nor is there any mistake or doubt about this, for our author persists in sus-

Which proves

an altar

!

and

testifies that

—

taining the juvenile youth of his favourite topic, saying:
" This is the
in which I find any marked honours and devotions to St.
first place
Joseph ; so that it is not much above three hundred years (now about 460) since we
find any extraordinary devotion to this saint and if, before this time there were
;

any,

it

teas very small,

"But why
Such

is

and

far remute Jrom the primitite ages."

— P.

30.

God

so long conceal the wonderful merits of this saint?"
the natural inquiry suggested by this writer; and "why?" we too

did

that " the chief reason

is, because this devotion would
have given too great an encouragement to the Ebionites, who attempted to
What a weighty reason this! It would have,
rob Christ of His divinity!"
To have taught it
ably assisted heresy, therefore it is itself true orthodoxy
then would have been to encourage error therefore to teach it now is to en-

He answers

inquire.

—

I

If Eome acts upon expediency, let her, at
courage the true Christian faith
charge God as such an one as herself. What is true in God's teaching is always true, and as such is always expedient, and always indispensable.
The truths of Christianity are as their author " the same yesterday^
to-day, and for ever." Let not Rome then charge God foolishly
Another "reason" (another is certainly still needed!) is urged with
!

least, not

—

!

—

but yet with somewhat of the facetious
"
Moreover," he proceeds, though there had not been this danger of giving countenance to so great a heresy, yet this doctrine suits better xcith these latter at/es, in which
whicli still decaying in piety and fervour, stands
the world draws towards an end
in need of some spiritual cordial (as I may say) to warm its tepidity," &c.

perhaps

still

less weight,

:

"

;

That is to say, the world stands in need of some stimulant to arouse its
and
torpor, to excite its dormant sensibilities, to awake it from its lethargy
St. Joseph it is who
this stimulant is provided in the worship of St. Joseph.
;

has been selected to shake the drowsy world from its mesmeric sleep, to
stimulate it into sense and feeling from its chloroform state of indifference I
To our mind the apostolic theory is much more satisfactory, wherein we are
when it lay " in
informed that when the " world by wisdom knew not God"
"
in darkness,""
its
sat
the valley of the shadow of death," and when
people
" in the fulness of
a
Christ the Lord His
there was sent

—

time," Saviour,
quicken the dead, to awake the dormant, and bid
His influence extends over all times and through all
the sleepers rise.
We need not now any ncAV way, nor yet
seasons, and fully sufiices for all.
any further quickening power. Christ and His gospel are as potent in these
"
" latter
days" as they were in the days of old."
And yet another " reason" is hazarded, but, unhappily for Eome, still as
inconclusive as the preceding, and leaving the case unproven as before. This
forth,

office it is,

by His

third reason

is

;

Spirit, to

derived from the doctrine of development, Dr.

Newman's

favourite theory, which is the more remarkable from the fact that this Treatise
on " The Glories of Joseph" was written during the last century, and therefore

long before Dr. Newman was even thought of. On such a theory, however, does
our author proceed, thirdly, in his apology for this " eleventh hour" devotion
to Joseph.
He talks of Divine Providence reserving the rarest pieces of
nature, that is to say, speaking of" diamonds, rubies, emeralds," and such

he observes, "there are far greater treasures of this kind buried in the
" God hath
sea," &c, ; and concludes by saying, that
kept a reserve of all these
P. 34.
objects, far more beautiful than any we have ever yet seen."
like,

—
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35) of the "preparations"
" the
painter prepares h<«
" the architect
squares aud makes ready his
pallet with colours," &c.,
" the
" ladies make
timber," &c.,
goldsmith refines his silver," &c.,
up
their ornaments before they dress or adorn themselves;" "a rhetorician
prepares and disposes his matters and figures," and so forth. The conclu"
sion is from man's ways to God's Avays,
Gon, therefore^ would dispose
the world to conceive and understand the great perfection of Saint Joseph.,
before he would discover to them such a masterpiece /"
Tiius God's dealings arc, in this respect, compared to a painter's preliminaries, an architect's measures, a goldsmith's process, an orator's lucubra" fourteen centuries" was
toilette !
and even to a
And after

which precede great

strain,

results,

(p.

as, for instance,

—

lady's

tions,

all,

a long day of preparation, especially when we know that the whole system
of Christianity 'was fully completed in the times of the apostles, when St.
Paul could, with truth and justice, say to the Ephesian elders, " I have not
shunned to declare unto you all the counsel of GodJ' Our author is himself
our witness that this " whole counsel of God" did not include the " devotion
to Saint Joseph

!"

"

Now, whatever weight Koman

Catholics may attach to these
reasons,"
as urged in this, one of their own books, this much, at all events, is pretty
His mind
evident that they have not satisfied the man who penned them
seems still running after his original question, " Why did God so long conceal

—

!

He still looks for reasons, and proofs, and apologies, and
extenuations, and, in one word, destroys all confidence that might have been
" I should
reposed in anything that he has already said. He thus sums up,
so
a
sublime
not thus freely have declared my thoughts upon
subject, had I
this devotion?"

—

made my
know the

not

apology, since, after all, none but God and His saints certainly
reason why Saint Joseph received not more early honours xo.

</•?<(?

the [Roman] Catholic Church!"

That is to say, whatever weight may attach to all that has been said,
to all the "reasons" that have been in-ged, one tiling is certain, the
reason

God

to

and

if,

is still

unknown

known.

to

man

!

This

is

known

only to

O'oc/,

&c.

Yes

!

and
//-we

and

He

suffered not this error to arise for so long a time ;
"
in
these latter days," He has suffered this idolatry to abound and
it is

it is for the selfsame reason that operates in all heresies— in order
they which are approved may be made manifest." (1 Cor. xi. 19.)
And, doubtless, through the impiety of this devotion to a creature, many
Koman Catholics may have been, and still may be, rescued from the yoke of
This may, even
a Church which sanctions and apjiroves of such devotion.
"
"
now, through these pages, be the means of manifesting" some approved"
one, who may be thereby awakened and aroused to hear and hearken to the voice
which speaks from Heaven, " Come out of her, m>/ people." Rev. xviii. 4.
Our author, however, consoles himself by the more agreeable task whicli
now awaits him, and leaving in the dim distance, aud far behind him, the
clouds and difliculties of an unsatisfactory explanation, with frantic joy, and

multiply,

"

tliat

—

—

if escaped from the bondage of a prison-house, he leaps to his conclusions,
and thus congratulates himself, " I shall now perform that which I also
promised, and will be a far easier tasi, which is to make known to you who
were those peculiar clients of Saint Joseph, whom God has inspii'ed after a
most particular manner to promote His honour." P. 39.

as

—

—

Just so

!

" far easier" to build a thousand castles in the
air, than to
It reminds us of a child's attempt at
substantial foundation.

It is

lay one solid,
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house-making on paper;

—

first

Ill

he describes the chimney, (No

the smol-e of

!

the chimney,) then the roof, then the upper stories, and, last of all., he lays
the foundation ! Such is the superstructure of our author without a foundation, Avithout a basis, without the shadow of a shade of evidence, he, with
the utmost nonchalance, proceeds to consequences which have no antecedent

—

— to

effects

we

which have no cause.
him ? Yes, for a

little space farther, and this only for the
themselves have followed him, regardless of the
unsubstantial, visionary principles, on which he has hitherto been illustrating
" The Glories of Saint
Joseph !"
{To be concluded in our next.)

Shall

follow

benefit of such as

may

POPERY

IN ABERDEEN.

The following letter in regard to Aberdeen will give an idea of the persevering efforts of Popery, even in those districts of Scotland in which it is
little suspected of much activity.
Why should there be so much difficulty in
obtaining funds for establishing a mission in the northern capital ? and why
should not a similar mission be established in Dundee, where

very active and aggressive

Romanism

is

?

"
Aberdeen, Saturday.
Agreeably to your desire, I proceed to set down the particulars in respect to
seem
of
notice
which
at
Aberdeen,
wortliy
Popery
"
1. An attempt was lately made to purchase the house of Sir A. Bannerman^
7
which is tlie largest, most conspicuous, and most central in the town. The house
was iutended for the residence of a bishop, who on the death of the octogenarianb
priest is to be appointed.
"
Menzies of
2. Funds have been accumulating for the erection of a cathedral.
The site oii
Pitfoddels, more than a dozen years ago, left £4000 for that object.
which they set their heart especially, will not, I believe, be obtained, as it is said, that
It is understood that an offer was
it is to be used for some municipal buildings.
made for another site, which, however, they have not obtained either.
" 3. There are at
present, in all, three priests connected with the chapel; but, ia
addition to these, it appears that students from the college at Blairs are employed for
the purpose of proselytizing. These subsidiaries are said to be most active, condescending to those of the lowest degree, and directing especial attention to secure
Such is their success that a new and additional chapel is spoken of.
children.
" 4. A lawsuit is at
Some
present depending, in which the old priest is defendant.
years ago he built an edifice for the education of children of the poor, endowing
The money devoted to this purpose was the fruit of a deathit with a certain sum.
bed will. A legal man acquainted with the circumstances has kindly undertaken
"

:

—

own risk but the priest is rendering it so expensive, that the
benevolent pursuer is beginning to consider how far it is consistent with his duty to
his family to proceed.
" 5. The
priest is said to derive an income of not less than £100 a year from the
baptisms of unfortunate children, whose fathers do not make any appearance in their
this cause, at his

behalf.
"

P.S.

;

— Our Committee are desirous of setting on foot a mission to the

here, but

it is

feared that the expense will be

more than the funds

will

Romanists

admit."

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT OF POPISH ABBEYS.
and it
are amongst the greatest nuisances of the Romish system
remarkable, that whilst the Governments of Spain and Sardinia are labouring to get rid of them, our own Government is fostering them into existence
at the public expense.
In an advertisement from the " Abbot of Mount St.

Abbeys

is

;
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Bernard's Abbey, in Charnwood Forest", Leicestersliire," which has lately
appeared in the Tablet, it is announced that a new school is about to be started
"in connexion with the Abbey, and within the enclosure of the Abbey farm ;"
and it is said, " Some assistance is anticipated from Her Majesty's Government towards the support of the boys." There can be little doubt that this

"anticipation" rests on good grounds, according to the present most objecBut where is this to end ? and Avhy is there no man in
Parliament to challenge this course of procedure ?
tionable system.

POPISH HOLIDAYS.
All who have visited

or lived in Popish countries are aware of the enormous
and mischief arising from the incessant recurrence of days called
This is one
holi/, but which are in truth days of idleness and peculiar sin.
cause of the beggary of all such countries. The following instance proves
that these arrangements are purely arbitrary, and can easily be set aside by
"We copy from a correspondent of tlie Xev:
the priests for a selfish object.
York Freeman'' s Journal^ (Popish Paper,) an extract, dated Newfoundland,
" The Feast of SS. Peter and
Paul, (29tli June,) formerly kept a holiday, has been
by unanimous consent assigned as a day of labour, (the obligation of abstinence from

•nuisance

—

servile works having been removed,) and the proceeds sot aside as an offering
towards the completion of the grand Cathedral of Saint John's. We have now the
pleasure to announce, that the day has this year proved exceedingly auspicious, and
that the labours of the noble Irishmen have been blessed by a kind Providence,

resulting in a great day's catch of tish, sufficient, we think, to give the finish to this
great work, and to present to the worship of God for ever, free and unencumbered,
a church second to none in North America. Truly m.iy we say in this case that
'
work is worship.' Who will tell us that the ages of faith are past ?"

Now,

in

connexion with

this,

we simply

ask

why

the priests should not

•everywhere, and at all times, apply the same rule to their people which, in
this exceptional case, they apply to themselves?
"Why should a poor Irishman be forced to abandon his work on a Popish holiday, when the alternative
is perhaps the starvation of his family, and his own demoralization?
"Why

should work not be " worship" when his interests and those of the community are at stake, as well as when his services are required to build splendid
Popish cathedrals? The scene strikingly illustrates the philosophy of

Eomanism.

The Nature of

Faith.
B)' the Eev.
E. B. Moleran, D.D., Minister of
the Episcopal Free Church, King-

ston,

and Professor of Moral Philo-

sophy in Trinity College, Dublin.
Dublin
2d Edit.
S. B. Oldham.
:

A

very acute and able book, contaiuing a
powerful refutation of
"
baptismal regeneration," and of
some other cognate heresies which
liave recently

become so

rife in

certain

The author is evidently a
quarters.
man of great shrewdness and spiritual
discernmeut.

Lectures on the Articles of the
United Church of Englakd and
Ikela^cd,

D. C.

L.,

J.

D.

Macbride,

Principal

of

Magdalene

By

Hall, Oxford.

J.

H. Parker.

^

..^.y able, learned,
book, and written in a

Protestant

spirit.

and candid
thoroughly

If all the theolog}'-

of Oxford were of the

same type,

it

wouldbeinfinitely better for England;
and why should it not be so, if men
in high places were only faithful to
'
their duty of
driving away erroueou3 and strange doctrine ?"
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DANGERS AND DUTIES.
If Protestantism were maintained and extended with oue half of the steady
and persevering zeal by which the cause of Romanism is advanced, the friends
of truth might, by the blessing of God, soon expect a triumph. The notorious fact, however, is sadly the reverse, and especially at present in the
^Vhether from ignorance, from the too general abuse of the
British Islands.
Protestant doctrine of faith " without works," or from a lazy credulity in the
" truth is
great and shall prevail," or whether
perversion of a true maxim that
from the painful divisions by which Protestantism is torn asunder, and which

operate also in the heart of everj^ separate Protestant Church, it is quite certain that Protestant efforts against Rome are most fitful and uncertain, and
that hundreds of thousands of professing Protestants, and thousands of Protestant ministers, are simply looking with almost total indifference upon the pre-

momentous struggle. The most trifling news will engage their attention
more than the gigantic operations by which our civil and religious liberties are threatened Avith destruction, and which will probably soon revolutionize the face of Europe.
But to come to particulars. Take only three
cases of palpable danger and manifest neglect of duty on the part of professsent

far

—

ing Protestants
1. There is a danger that the present remarkable openings on the Continent
of Europe will be allowed to pass away unimproved. Spain and Sardinia
:

present two of the most splendid openings that could possibly occur, not only
in themselves, but inasmuch as the one country commands in a sense the vast
Popish regions of Cuba and South America, and the other the whole of Italy.
If similar opportunities were presented to Romanists they would flood such
regions with crowds of Jesuits, and at any risk attempt to make good their
Their Propaganda, in which men are trained to speak the lan-

position.

guages of all nations, is the conception of a capacious mind, and it has been
Avorked with great skill and success.
If the Protestants of Britain and
America were to construct a similar institution on the side of truth, they would
be in circumstances to take advantage of every opening that might occur in
any part of the Continent to pour in troops whenever a breach was opened in
the wall of the enemy. If they had some hundreds or thousands of trained
missionaries able to speak the Italian and Spanish languages, and were prepared at once judiciously to diff'use them through those interesting countries
at the present crisis, immense and permanent results might be secured.
are not in the least, in making this remark, influenced by the cautious fears

We

of such as deprecate this mode of action. The course suggested is the very
course followed by the Apostles and early Reformers, and, as in their case,
the storms that might arise " would turn out rather to the furtherance of the
Nor are we satisfied with the mere operations of the Bible Society,
gospel."

however important. God himself, who knows what is in man, has appointed
" It
the living agency of preaching to act along with the written "Word.
pleased God by the foolishness of preaching to save them that believe." The
is, that as the masses of Spain and Sardinia are sunk in
ignorance and superstition, another political change may seal up those countries again against the
light of truth, and leave Protestants vainly to lament that
they did not avail themselves of such a noble opportunity whilst it continued.

danger at present

2.

There

is

a danger that a general election in Britain will find Protestants

entirely unprepared.
Already nimours of such an event are
VOL. V. NO. LIII.— XOVEMEER 1855.

becoming genc-

E
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and the state of political parties renders this highly probable. Romanists
will certainly take full advantage of the close struggles of contending politiBut as yet, so far as we can
cians to make every vote tell at the hustings.

ral,

discover, there is scarcely a single "Protestant Electoral Association" in
Britain, although it is quite certain that a few firm men banded together ia
each electoral district might turn the scale on the side of truth.
The next
election

may

detei'mine the nature of the Parliament for seven years to come^
rest assured that in that Parliament the great questions

and Protestants may

—

Rome

that politicians of all classes will deare to be decided,
they are found weak in the polling-booth, and that it will be
too late to besiege Parliament with mere petitions, if they have previously
allowed Rome to fill the house with her own emissaries. The time for action
is now, and if it is neglected future lamentations will come too late.
at issue with

spise

them

if

3. There is a paramount danger that Rome will gain immensely by the progress of infidelity and Sabbath profanation, which Protestants are doing little
to arrest.
Infidelity has now openly thrown off the mask and become aggres-

sive.

Her emissaries

are in all our large cities

;

the press teems with her

An

open assault, backed by all the influence of publicans, and
promoted by the infection of French influence, is about to be made on the
Rome having done almost as much as possible by open assault
Sabbath.
against the Protestantism of Britain, may now throw her whole strength inta
this flank movement, for she Avill expect ultimately to reap the whole harvest.
Man cannot remain at the point at which the infidel lands him the next
A sickbed or deathbed
turn of the wheel hurries him on to superstition.
secures this result.
Nay, even whilst he remains an infidel, his social and
political sympathies will be found mainly on the side of Rome, for Popery
has justly been called the " religion of human nature." Popery, therefore,
will exert her whole political and social influence to overthrow the Sabbath,
and to break down all the barriers of moral obligation. Take the followingillustration of this in a letter from an intelligent minister of the Gospel in a
publications.

:

—

considerable town in England
"
Illustrations of tlie character of the I\lan of Sin are always valuable.
In
Sir,
the town from which I write, the Papists have three priests, all Anglican perverts.
They are erecting a very liandsome cliurch, to cost about .f2000, though their congregation cliiefly consists of poor Irish immigrants. Some time ago they set agoing
a cricket-club, the members of which, until interfered with by a magistrate, pursued
their sport on the Sabbafk ajtenionn, concealed from public view behind a high wall,
which surrounds the Popish premises. A few weeks since, one of the priests went to
a magistrate near them, who, for political reasons, patronizes the Papists, and asked
him to put down open air preaching. The gentleman in question told him the law of
England did not forbid such preaching. As the story has got wind the priest lias
taken nothing by his attempt. Eut what a proof of the hold over their people being
Let open air preaching be vigorously prosecuted, if for no
merely one of terror
I am ashamed to say how
other reason, because Popish priests dread it so much.
few Bu/Karks come here but among a congregation of about two hundred tliere are
no fewer than sixteen Lamps in circulation. Even if most of tliese are paid for by
the priests it shews their zeal, and should stir up Protestants to promote the circula:

—

!

;

tion of your useful periodical."

This is only a sample of the nature of Popish influence eveiywhere. The
urgent question is, where are our counter efforts on a scale at allcommensurate Avith the emergency? We have seen in last Session the Parliament itself
quailing before an ungodly mob, and they will probably do the same again.
Where are the preparations in the Protestant camp at all likely to meet a.
deluge which may sweep away our Sabbath and give, a permanent triumph
to all the enemies of truth

and righteousness ?
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POPISH EXCOMMUNICATIONS DEFENDED.
Ignokant Protestants are apt to imagine that the recent excommunications
pronounced by the Pope against Sardinia and Spain are simply ebullitions of
antiquated folly, and that they must be disapproved of by all enlightened
So very far is this from being the case, that in
Romanists in this country.
the RamUer and Dublin Review for October we have elaborate vindications
of these extraordinary proceedings. These journals are quite united in sentiment, but at the same time they bear the characteristic mai'ks of the parties
The Rambler represents the recent perrespectively represented by each.
verts from the Church of England, and its writers glory in the recent exhibitions of the Pope, and treat with sovereign contempt all who despise them.
Here

—

a sample of their style
with this excommunication of the rebellious Piedmontese. Say what
people may, and storm as may the indignant world, there is many and many a soul
which is deeply impressed with the heroic grandeur and true spiritual sublimity of
the'sentence, and is compelled to acknowledge that here is indeed a power among
men which is more than human, and which muKt have a divine life within it, such as is
unknown to every Protestant sect on earth. Many and many a reflecting mind, when
is

" So

:

it is

learns that the Pope, in the midst of his temporal feebleness, thus dares to smite
the ungodly in the hour of his triumph, is conscious that there is something more ia
these claims of Rome than the careless or bigoted world has been apt to believe.
What thinking man does not feel, whatever he may say, that here is something totally different in kind from anything to be found at Lambeth, or at Geneva, or at St.

it

Petersburg
"

?

glory of her spiritual armory is all the more dazzling because of the decay
which has come upon that secular sovereignty which the circumstances of the past
have thi'ust upon her. Certainly it is a grand and magnificent sight to contemplate
the temporal homage which was paid to the successor of Peter when Europe was
It was a
Catholic in a different, but possibly not a better, fashion than now-a-days.
splendid sight when the gold of the West and the gems of the East were poured in
But it
dazzling profusion at the feet of those who ruled in the seats of the Apostles.
is a far brighter and more consoling thing to witness the descent of the sword of the
Spirit, when the world stands by, either looking sullenly on, or denouncing the audaWhile the Pope is maintained on his
city which could prompt so strange a deed.
throne by French troops, it is glorious to see him excommunicate the ally of France

The

itself."

This writer even affects to believe that such excommunications are accom-

—

panied with divine judgments, and proceeds as follows
" That
'very man who stirred up this terrible war, the Czar Nicholas himself,
trembled yes, literally, physically trembled in the presence of the aged and almost
dying Gregory XVI., in his palace at Rome. Nicholas was a great man in England
in those days, as the French Emperor, whom England now worships, was a very
small man
but when Nicholas v^-ent to Rome, and tried to bully the Pope with his
august presence, and his tremendous threats, he found for the first time that he stood
before his master, and he left the Vatican a discomfited tyrant.
" Remember
Napoleon the Great,' as people call him. He too was excommunicated by the Pope, and immediately afterwards came the defeat at Moscow.
Espartero, also, was excommunicated, and in a few irecA's fell headlong from the pinnacle of
liis power, and was an exile from his country.
Sardinia is now the favoured pet of
English Protestantism a great, heroic, and enlightened nation. Let us wait awhile
and see the end.
" As to
Hiaking void the laws' of an independent country, of coui'se the Pope does
He does it in the case of Engit, whenever those laws are against the laws of God.
:

—

—

;

'

—
'

land to this very hour."

We

should like some better attestation of the alleged fact that the late
in the
of Russia " trembled, yes, literally, physically trembled,"
presence of such a notorious old drunkard as the late Gregory XVI., thau

Emperor

—
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improbable affirmation of this anonymous scribe. As to Napoleon^
dragged the Pope like a culprit to St. Cloud whilst the snoM-s of Russia
and the bayonets of England "were certainly far more eft'ectual to overthrow
him than any Papal curses and yet here we have the name and power of
Napoleon restored again in as potent a form, and the Pope trembling in tha
grasp of the new upstart Corsican, without whose soldiers his throne would
be upset. Espai-tero is also as powerful as ever, and is proceeding again
with his spoliations in defiance of the mimic thunder of the Vatican. And as
to England, she never has been so glorious as since the Pope cursed her and
at this moment, after 300 years of Papal vengeance, she is a noble monument of the truth that " the curse causeless shall not come."
The Dublin Review^ organ of the Jesuits, deals with the question after a
merelj'' the
lie

;

;

;

more cunning fashion. After a long amplification of the supposed crimes of
the Sardinians, the writer comes out with the following characteristic announcement

:

—

" The
paternal clemency of the Holy See could no longer resist the demands of
justice. The Sovereign PontifF has just pronounced an allocution, solemnly condemning the perpetrators of this act of spoliation, with all their accomplices, and declaring
it by his Apostolic Authoi'ity null and void."
Yes, in the language of Rome the most insane pride and insolent aggression are simply "justice," and "paternal clemency."
And yet it is quite
evident that the writer of this article has sense enough to trust more after all

arms of France and Austria than to the curses of the Pope,
evident from the following passage
~ "
How is all this to end ? It is ditticult to look the facts in the face and not to see
that some convulsion must inevitably take place, unless there be a great change in tho

for success to the

as

is

:

—

Government.
" France must, as well as Austria, see the
danger of that focus of revolution which
France will be obliged to interfere, with the conthe Sardinian States now present.
currence of Austria, for the sake of the maintenance of tranquillity in its own State,
to prevent the subversion of its monarchy, and so foreign power will make a
change in the country. This result can only be ari-esled by the j^atriotic efforts oS
the people to obtixin a real part in the working of the constitution by means of their
If this cannot be done, the Sardinian constitution must meet tho
representatives.
fate of many others, and be extinguished in revolution and military power."

and

In Other words, if the forms of a free constitution can be eftectually worked
through an ignorant people for the re-establishment of Romish despotism, let
this be done, but rather invoke any military usurper, and drench the land in
blood, than that Rome should not have her way.
Truly the spirit of the
*'

mystery of iniquity

"

is

ever the same, and to think otherwise

is

simply tho

height of folly.

THE CREATURES OF BLUKDER.
" Ye
22.
worship, ye know not what." — Jons
iv.

AxY

one

who has been

in St. Peter's during the high

ceremonies of the

Holy "Week has probably seen a man in pnestly draperies v ho issued from a
chamber high up in the massive piers which support the dome,;_into a little balcony, where he stood liolding up something, it was not easy to make out
At the sight of this object down drops his Holiness the Pope on his
what.
knees down drop the Cardinals and Mousignori down drop the long rows
;

of

;

almost as the eye can reach along the mighty nave ;
Every brow is
drop the whole immense concourse of spectators.

soldier}', stretching far

and down
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bent forward as

if

117
Profound

seeking the ground in the lowliest adoration.

Then
silence reigns for some moments over the vast kneeling assemblage.
the man in the balcony goes into his chamber again, carrying the mysterious
article with him, and the huge multitude rises to its feet with a loud rustling,

The object whose lifting up is
as if a tempest swept through the building.
honoured by this great genuflexion is the ^udarium, or handkerchief containIt is one of the great relics of
ing the impression of the Saviour's features.
When the Saviour was on his way to Calvary, Veronica, a holy
St. Peter's.
woman, was in the crowd who followed him. Seeing the drops stand on his
face from the toil of bearing his cross, this woman, says the legend which the
Church of Rome believes, reached him her handkerchief. The Saviour wiped
and when she looked at it she perhis face with it, and returned it to her
ceived that the exact impression of his countenance remained upon it. The
;

identical piece of linen

is

preserved, according to infallibility, in St. Peter's,

and the worship of the pocket-handkerchief js duly repeated year by year.
Now, it is perfectly evident to anybody who has learned a few words of Latin
that St. Veronica is altogether the creature of an ignorant blunder. The
vera icon^ or true likeness of Jesus, which some piece of linen was said to contain, has been mistaken for the name of a woman, and the mistake converted
into a saint.

The spear of St. Louginus, with which he is said to have pierced the
Saviour's side, is also one of the great relics of St. Peter's to which similar
Some
adoration is paid. St. Longinus is another creature of a blunder.
^ spear, for the
ignorant transcriber has mistaken the Greek word 'koyx^h
name of a man, and so St. Longinus came into personality and saintship.
St. Almachius is the first saint on the Romish calendar, the 1st of January
being his day. He owes his generation to the mistake of a transcriber, who,

Almanac 2X the beginning of the calendar, has taken the
name of a man, and so St. Almanac has ever since headed the
roll.
St. Syridon, who is worshipped on the 2d of January, derives his being
Some transcriber having to copy the words, "In
from another blander.
Antioch of Syridoni, the martyrdom of Domnus, bishop of that city ;" but,
finding

word

iho,

wovdi

for the

in Syria, to distinbeing ignorant that Antioch of Syridoni means Antioch
guish it from Antioch in Pisidia, he took Syridoni for the name of a man, and
The
with one spurt of his foolish pen gave birth to a martyr and a saint.
a person6th of January is sacred to St. Nilammonis, an Egyptian martyr,

—

age who has evidently been produced by blundering together the two wellknown Egyptian names, Nile and Ammon. The 24th of January does honour
to St. Zynorides, a martyr.
Unfortunately Zynorides is neither the name
But the tranIt is Greek for a pair, or couple.
of a man nor of a woman.
in this way St.
scriber, not knowing Greek, took it for a proper name, and
Couple came to adorn the calendar. On the 16th of P'ebruary Rome does
honour to St. Julian the Martyr, and other five thousand who suflered with
him.

Of

this large

company

four thousand nine hundred and ninety-five at
One Julian and five soldiers are said to

least are the creatures of a blunder.

have been slain in Egypt. The contracted word Mil. for Milites, soldiers,
has been taken for Mille^ a thousand and the company increased at a rate
which leaves Falstatfs men in buckram immeasurably behind. The 24th of
July commemorates the martyrdom of Floreutinus and Felix, officers, with
This martyrdom is alleged to have taken place at
eighty-three soldiers.
Amiternum, eighty-three miles distant from Rome. The contraction of milhave eightyliaria, miles, has been mistaken fur milites^ soldiers, so that we
;
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three miles canonized and turned into a

company of saints and martyrs.
"We have by no means exl austed the list of preposterous mistakes in the
muster-roll of Romish saints, but our specimens of the creatures of bhmder
are probably enough.
These ludicrous mistakes occur in the Roformed Martyrology, published by
Gregory XIII., author of the Gregorian Calendar, He authorized it by a

"

Bull," which

In this Bull he commands
always printed along with it.
and no other, to be used in all churches and chapels, and by

is

his Martyrology,

" ecclesiastical hours."
He forbids it to be dimiall private persons in their
He adds, " If any one shall do
nished, increased, or changed in anything.
anything contrary to this our decree, let him know that he will thereby incur

the indignation of Almighty God, and of the apostles Peter and Paul,"
The
Romanist is bound, under peril of this curse, to adore saints who are " no-

thing in the world" but the mistakes of ignorant copyists.
of the Martyrology were to be corrected, what becomes of

And

if

the blunders

infallibility ?

CHRIST CRUCIFIED THE TRUE RELIGION.
1!Y TIIC

Reader

1

as long as

you

KEV,

J. C.

KYLE.

live, heu-are of a religion in u-hich there is not

much

of the cross. You live in times when the warning is sadly needful. Beware,
I say again, of a religion without the cross.
There are hundreds of places of worship, in this day, in which there is everyThere is carved oak and sculptured stone.
thing almost except the cross.
There is stained glass and brilliant painting. There are solemn services and
a constant round of ordinances. But the real cross of Christ is not there.
Jesus crucified is not proclaimed in the pulpit. The Lamb of God is not lifted
And hence all is
up, and salvation by faith in Him is not freely proclaimed.
wrong. Reader, beware of such places of worship. They are not cq^ostolicaL
They would not have satisfied St, Paul,
There are thousands of religious books published in our times in which there
is everything except the cross.
They are full of directions about sacraments
and praises of the Church. They abound in exhortations about holy living,
and rules for the attainment of perfection. They have plenty of fonts and
crosses both inside and outside. But the real cross of Christ is left out.
The
Saviour and His dying love are either not mentioned, or mentioned in an
unscriptural way. And hence they are worse than useless. Reader, beware
of such books.
They are not apostolical. They would never have satisfied
St, Paul,

Reader! St, Paul gloried in nothing but the cross. Strive to be like him.
Set Jesus crucified fully before the eyes of your soul. Listen not to any
teaching which would interpose anything between you and Him. Do not fall
into the old Galatian error,
Ti)ink not that any one in this day is a better
guide than the apostles. Do not be ashamed of the old paths, in which men
walked who were inspired by the Holy Ghost, Let not the vague talk ot

men, who speak great swilling words about catholicity, and the church, and
the ministry, disturb your peace, and make you loose your hands from the
cross.
Churches, ministers, and sacraments, are all useful in their way, but
" He
are
not Christ crucified. Do not give Christ's honour to another.
they
him
in
let
that glorieth,
the Lord."
glory
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"THE GLORIES OF JOSEPH."
No.

III.

"We have already, ia two preceding papers, directed the attention of our
" Glories of
In this paper we draw
St, Joseph."
readers to the (so-called)
to a close our review of this subject.
It seems that the devotion of Joseph has been the means of degrading or
And the encouragement of the
dethroning another saint Saint Alexias.
'•
Glories of Joseph" has cost Alexius his wonted place in the created Trinity.

—

'

—

Our author observes
" It has been heretofore a
singular devotion of some persons, who wei-e particularly devoted to the virtue of purity, to add Alexius to tliose two venerable names of
Jesus and Mary but since this lovely sun, St. Joseph, has pierced the cloud under
which he so mantj years lay hidden, all change their note, and cry out, 'Jesus, ^lary,
and Joseph ;' givinj; St. Joseph his own, yet without lessening their devotion to
Alexius, whom, after St. Joseph, they honour with frequent aspirations, of Live
:

;

'

Alexius

let

!

Alexius live !'"— P. 39.

" his
Joseph seems to have been a long time in attaining
own," and it
the
a
comfort
to
Alexius
to be told that
must surely be bat poor
neglected
his worshippers lessen not their devotion to him, when he no longer holds a
"
among the first three," but is excluded from the persons of the Trinity,
place
and instead of being invoked before Joseph, obtains a place " after Joseph !"
"
Among the chief clients" of Joseph is Blessed Ursula of Valance. Regarding this lady our author supplies (p. 43) the following interesting incidents
:

—

" It was esteemed a
particular favour when our Saviour appeared to her, clothed
in episcopal robes, and giving her His blessing ; and at another, when He entered by
night into her clianiber, while she was at her prayers 1"

Now, our faith in Romish apparitions was never very great, and from the
impositions that have from time to time, and very recently, too, been practised on this score, we find it in our heart to bestow still less credit on such
incidents.
The apparition of the Virgin at La Salette has, within
the past few months, been proved to have been the apparition of a fanatical
mm, and that on the evidence of the very priests resident in the locality.

assumed

We

still remember the imposition of Berne in the year 1507, practised by the
Dominicans against the Franciscans, wherein friars and monks " ajyjieared by

own, personifying the Virgin, St. Barbara, and
For us, then, the day for believing in such apparitions is past and
We do not mean, however, to assert that a person "in episcopal
gone.
robes" did not appear. We rather incline to believe that some one " in
night,^'

in dresses not their

others.

—

episcopal robes" did introduce himself into this lady's solitude but certainly
that person was not Jesus Christ, who, we know, shall not bodily appear on

earth until He comes to judge the Avorld. Who knows but that it may have
The
been the Bishop himself who, in his own " episcopal robes," appeared
Bishop's appearance would have been quite possible the appearance of Jesus
Christ would be contrary to Scripture, and as such impossible, for " the
Scripture cannot be broken."
" St.
St.
chief devotee."
is named as
She bears tes!

—

Joseph's

Teresa, too,

timony

to her patron thus, (p. 47)

:

—

" That
God, by His other saints, helped us in some particular oases of necessity
but helped us in all necessities by St. Joseph, as by his plenipotentiary, to let us understand that as he was subject to Him in all things upon earth, as to a father, so he.
was the same in heaten .'"
^

;.

e2
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Jesus subject to Joseph iu heaven
So St. Teresa says, and so Rome
St. Paul, however, shall be
bj- having canonized the said Teresa.
our teaclier in this respect, or rather the Spirit by whom Paul spake, whereby
!

teaches

"God also hath highly exalted Him (Jesus), and given
above every name."
Phil. ii. 9.
Another client of Joseph was Margaret de Chuteau. It is told of her that

we

are informed that

Him
*'

a

—

name

after she

was dead, she was opened, and in her heart they found three preOn the first of these was an image of Mary, on the second

cious stones."

that of Jesus, and "on the third stood St. Joseph, with a venerable countenance, a mantle of gold hanging upon his shoulders, a dove over his head, and
a religious woman kneeling at his feet^ resembling the deceased nun."
No
insignificant result of a j)ost mortein examination
uni(]ue in its

This

!

is

a story quite

way.

Joseph Herman was so much a devotee of

St.

Joseph as to have become

"We are told (p. 58)
abnost, if not altogether, identical with his patron
that the Virgin actually took him for her spouse, and treated him as her own
husband
Subsequently our author details (p. 88) the very particulars of
!

!

the marriage of the Virgin with this second Joseph.
told

The narrative

is

thus

:—

" That
by night, iu the time of his prayer in tlie choir, he saw a most beautiful
full of majesty and glory, with two angels attending her.
to whoui this beautiful lady should be espoused ?
To
Poor Herman was surwlioni,' rc^plied the other, but to him you sec before you.'
prised at this discourse, and so confounded that he wished himself hidden iu some
corner where none niiglit see him.
But one of the angels took him by the hand and
led him to the altar, and tliere took his virginal hand and joined it with the hand of
the sacred Virgin, saying, By the order of God, my master, I give you the Virgin
of virgins /or your spuitse ; and with the title of spouse, I give you the name of
Tiiis favour he thus received, which tlie Virgin afterwards seconded by her
Joseph.'
often puttini,' licr dear infant iu his arms, as she was wont to do into
frequent visits
St. Joseph's
often calling him by the endearing name of Joseph, sometimes in his
cell, other times as he walked about the house !" &c., &c.
lady coming towards him,
Tlie one asked the otlier

'

'

'

:

What would St. Joseph say to all this if he could have known it? and
what can Roman Catholics say? Are they prepared to believe that the Virgin was twice married, and that all these circumstances happened in a
monastery by night? Vet these and such as these are the tales enforced iu
a book so very widely circulated among Roman
the Glories of Joseph"

—

*'

Catholics.

A

which seems to have fixed itself in our
have given him considerable satisfaction. He thus
enforces the devotion to Joseph
" I camiot Iiere omit what will authorize this
devotion, by relating //oir _(7rfa< aw adranfaijc it procured a religious house of nuns, as I heard from the mouth of their
This monastery had not received any novices for a long time, which mucli
superior.
really

good story

memory, and

author's

is

told (p. G7)

to

:

—

aflticted the religious ; wherefore the superior thought it necessary to have recourse
to St. Joseph, to beg liis assistance ; and therefore they resolved, for si.\ months together, daily to recite his prayer after mass for this intention, which all the religious

The devotion was no sooner begun, than a young lady,
cheerfully performed.
good furtnne, offered herself, to live and die with them in God's service !"
Verily, this was a windfall

and worthy of

St.

Joseph

!

tc'dk

a

he

is

No marvel

He

promises at this rate to be the patron saint of M.vmmon
it.self.
St. Joseph is appealed to, and no sooner said than done, he sends a
young lady and what of that? but this young lady had "a good fortune."
Let St. Joseph's name stand third among the Second Trinity and
Enough

such a favourite.

—

—

!

!

let all

nuns and mmneries, whose funds arc low, invoke

St. Joseph,

and some

ladies
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" with
good

foi-tiincs"

may

bo expected shortly to arrive.

This

is

the

" The Glories of St.
chicfest glory of
Joseph!"
" Glories of
of
-miracles
of
course, included in the
is,
copious chapter
story is told (p. 113) of Sister Jane of the angels, who was
Joseph."

sum and substance— the

A

A

No hopes were entertained of her recovery, and when
plcuris}'.
were expecting her death, Joseph appeared, and, laying his hand upon her
In an instant she was " perfectly reside, touched her with some ointment.
cure
miraculous
A
covered !"
surpassing all modern attempts at miracles.
And not only this, but the very cloth Avliich touched the oil became instantly
" comsurcharged with miraculous efficacy, which miraculous power it also
that
have
municates to beads, medals, images, and papers
only touched it !"
afflicted

with

all

!

Cmkit Judaus !
So much for the miracles ot Joseph
Nor is this all. A young man, Claud Murner, was given up for dead.
" caused the name of Jesus to be written and
brought
priest arrived, and
!

A
to

the sick person, who swalloiced dotvn the paper, it having touched the heavenly
balm of St. Joseph before spoken of!" And, strange to say, the young man
" within three or four days found himself able to perform a journey of seven
omne : and so forth. But to enumeleagues on horseback !" Et hoc genus
rate all would be much too tedious a task both for ourselves and our readers.
We would rather pass on to our conclusion, and indite a word or two Avith
reference to the devotion and the measure of worship addressed to Joseph.

The Christian's (?) address to Jesus, Mary, and Joseph," v/hich occurs to"
ward the end of the book, proceeds thus to address all three (dike :
May
and
honour
as the living image of
look
on
you
you,
then,
together,
all,
they
*'

—

If this Avere addressed
the Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost !" &c.
to Christ alone, it would correspond Avith the apostle, Avho spake of Jesus as
'^
brightness of His (the Father's) glory, and the express image of
being the

His person ;" but to apply to two creatures such dignity, and to ascribe to them
and impugn the very characteristic of
equal honour with Jesus, is to gainsay
" I am the
Messiah, Avho testifies by the mouth of His Prophet
Lord, that is

—
—

Is. xlii. 8.
glory Avill I not giA^e to another."
And yet again the offices and peculiar attributes of the Three Persons ia
the one God are shared with two mortals, thus

my name,

and

my

;

:

"

—

my memory, my understanding, and my
thoughts, Avords, and actions ; may they take so absolute
a possession of all that is in me, that I may totally belong to Jesus, Mary, and Joseph,
in life and death, in time and eternity ; that I may adore, praise, and love incessantly
-and for ever, with this holy and blessed TriiiUi/, the divine and eternal Trinity."
will

May
;

Jesus, Mary, and Joseph, sanctify

may

they Uess

all

my

The address concludes

Avith the folloAving verse

" Live Jesus,
Mai\y, Joseph

My
To
Be

:

—

live,

soul in glory to revive.

Mary, and the Son,
glory given, and praises sung."

.Joseph,

And again we are informed (p. 228) of the grant of an indulgence of one
" to all the
faithful, every time they Avould devoutly
year by Pope Pius VII.
repeat the following hymn in honour of St. Joseph :"
;

—

"
"

HYMN

TO

ST.

JOSEPH.

Whoever

blessed with help would spend
Life's transient day, and calmly end

To
To

That day Avithout a tear,
let them turn their eyes,

Joseph
Joseph

let their

And he

prayers arise,

their prayers will

hea

!"
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Antl this same Pius VII., who seems to have been very lavish of his stora
of indulgences, we are informed, (p. 231,) " by a decree of the 28th April
1807, granted for ever, an indulgence of 300 days to the faithful each time
they devoutly repeat the following three aspirations, and if only one of them
is said, an indulgence of 100 days," &c.
"
I offer you
Jesus, JMary, and Joseph
my heart and soul.
:

—

!

Jesus, JIary, and Joseph
Jesus, Mary, and Joseph

This, then,

same

is

!

!

assist

may

me

in

my

I e.\pire in

last

agony.
peace with you."

a Papal injunction to address Jesus, ^fary^ and Joseph^ in th&
same breath, and with equal reverence and honour L

prayer, with the

And

not only this, but a promise of reward is offered for so doing
And thus,
the last name gasped by the dying Eomanist the last that lingers on his
" name that is above
parched, pale lips, is not the name of Jesus, the
eceri/
name" but the iiame of Joseph^ himself a creature, and once a sinner such

—

as

we

wrong

!

—

are.

This

is

the giant sin of

Rome — her great crying evil— her
May these remonstrances, thus

to the souls of her votaries.

in the spirit of true kindness and genuine charity,
the extravagant Idolatry of Pomanism

awaken some

serious
offered

to a sense of

!

In bidding farewell to "The Glories of Joseph," we would
But enough
earnestly and affectionately direct our readers to a very different theme to be
the Book is the Biule, and the theme sugfound in a very different book
gested by that Book is "the Glories of Jesus \"
!

;

DR.

—

WISEMAN AT MANCHESTER.

Dr. "Wiseman has, during last month, been preaching a sermon at Manchester, at the opening of a new Popish chapel, and amidst a great crowd of

^

on the stale subject of Romish unity. The Popish theory, of
course, is, that there is only one visible Church in the world, and that the aposIt is difRitasy of which Dr. "Wiseman is a prominent apostle is that Church.
cult to believe that a man of ordinary ability can be in earnest in uttering

ecclesiastics,

It is not merely that Rome herself is not united, as
such palpable untruths.
the internal protests against her recent heresy, for example, on the ImmacuIt is not merely that the present Church of
late Conception, clearly prove.
Rome differs widely from that Church, as originally constituted by the apostles^

as any one may see at a glance, by comparing Paul's Epistle to the Romans
Avith the intolerant and heretical Decrees of the Council of Trent. "What shall
be said of the millions in the Greek Church, and other Eastern Churches, which
protest against Popery, not to speak of the millions more that broke off from

Rome in the West at the period of the Refonnation ? To say that either the
Church of Rome, or the Christian Church itself, is visibly one over the whole
earth, is about as true, in the face of these facts, as to affirm that there never
has been a division of mankind into tribes and nations, and that there was no
The statement is a palpable,
confusion of languages at the Tower of Babel.
self-evident untruth, and of that such a man as Dr. Wiseman cannot fail to be
aware. He must not even be allowed to affirm that the Romish Church is the
best, for that is simply matterof opinion, and he must not be allowed to judge
The Church of Rome is, at the very most, only one Church
in his own case.
amongst the rest, although, in the face of the statements and denunciations of
that position.
But if she is apart
Scripture, it is difficult to assign her even
of the great visible house of Christ at all, it must be in the same sense in which
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chimney is still a part of the house, although at once the darkest, the most
and smoky portion of the entire establishment.
We are glad to observe that Canon Stowell has come to the rescue of
" Preached at Christ
outraged truth in Manchester, by an eloquent sermon,
on
October
7, 1855, being a Reply to the
€hurch, Salford,
Sunday evening,
Attack of Dr. Wiseman, made at the opening of the Chancel of St. John's
Ivoman Catholic Chapel, Salford."* In that discourse the true doctrine of

ithe

foul,

is clearly stated as consisting in the living union of all true
believers to Christ and to each other by the Holy Spirit, whilst the transparent
Take one or two extracts
fallacies of Dr. Wiseman are powerfully refuted.

Christian unity

from

this

Here

admirable and effective discourse.

true Church

:

—

is

the description of the

•^ "

The spiritual Chiu'ch of Christ cannot he identical with any one visible branch of
Church, or with all tlie visible branches of the visible Church, because it is every•where represented in Scripture as a pure body, as a body that Christ will present
to himself without spot or wrinkle, or any such thing. There is no visible Church
wherein the wheat does not mingle with the tares wherein the dross does not blend
with the gold ; wherein you have not the goats pasturing with the sheep ; often they
are mistaken and confounded by men, but never by the great Shepherd, who knows
tfne

;

His own and is known by them, and who will infallibly separate them as the shepherd
divideth the sheep from the goats.
" We conceive that
Scripture everywhere speaks of the universal, the one Church,
proves it to be the faithful from the beginning to the end of time, all that believed
on Christ before He came, all that have believed on Christ since He came, all that
believe on Christ now, of whatever kindred, country, or clime, or branch of the outward and visible Church, all that shall believe in Christ till time be no longer ; the

—

—

—

—

who shall have washed
Lamb, who shall have been
who shall have been made partakers of one baptism,
-called in one hope of their calling,
into the doctrine of the blessed Trinity in unity, and who shall have been adopted
through Christ into God's holy family, and come out from the midst as we have it
whole of

this glorious multitude,

which no

made them white

their robes and

—

man

can number,

in the blood of the

—

—

—

of the ungodly and unbelieving, and touch not the unclean
in the lesson of the evening
*hing, and been received of God, and become His sons and daughters, and He their
Father God Almighty
all these who shall at last be gathered into God's blessed
home, the mansion of their Father's house, and constitute the Bride of the Lamb, the
this,
glorious temple of lively stones, Himself the corner, foundation, and top-stone;
this is that
One Body' v/hich is the fulness of the Everlasting Head Christ Jesus.
And this union is especially the possessing of the spirit of Christ ; and if any man hath
not that spirit, no matter to what visible form of worship he attaches himself, he still
IS outside the pale of salvation ; outside the holy marriage supper of the Lamb,
;

—

—

'

—

outside of the fold of the sheep that shall never perish but have everlasting

In reference to Dr. Wiseman's attack on those

Rome, Canon
"

He

Stov/ell says

holds that those

who

:

—

separated from

who have

life."

separated from

Rome have separated from

the one body,

atid that they shi;w that their separation has been a fault and a mistake, inasmuch as
tliat they now themselves wish to replace crosses and restore stone altars, and to have

and that they have
their sedilia, though without their robed cardinals and priests
their various indications of a longing after mediceval parade, but that they were
hindered by the law of the land, or hindered by ecclesiastical restraint; and that
tlms they shew a want of sympathy with the one body, a want of consciousness that
they are identified with it ; and, on the contrary, that their consciousness indicates
that they feel they are in a state of separation and estrangement.
"
Now, beloved brethren, all this may sound very plausible, and appear to those
who do not reason, but imagine, and do not exercise their judgments, but indulge
;

"their fancies; it

lovely.

appear very beautiful, and very straightforward,
laid to the root of it, it falls to the ground ; and that

may

But the axe

Hdly Scriptures—the sword of the

and

see.

Are

and very
axe is the

Apply the Bible to the Church of Rome
Spirit.
the things that she now holds to constitute the body, the things that
* Since
published by Mr. Bremner, Manchester.
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her Catholicity and the continuity of her succesbody and tlie beauty of the Church as
New
do we read in the Holy Scriptures, in
the Gospels or the Epistles, of scdilia for Christ's ministers ?
Where do we read of
a stone altar on which Chi'ist is to liC offered up over and over again perpetually?
Where do we read in Christ's Word of images, and pictures, and idols, to be set up in
the temple of God, and to be prosirated bclbre, and to be adored ? Where do we read
of these things ? If we read of them it is in the way of warning, it is in the way of
prediction that some would depart from the faitli, speaking lies and hypocrisy, wha
worship devils, or, as it is in the original, demons, the spirits of depai-ted men and
women, such as St. Joseph and the Virgin JNIary, and St. Bonaventura and St. Thomas
of Canterbury, whom they have canonized for his rebellion against civil authority, and
his lordly ascendency over God's heritage, and setting at defiance all human authority, that" he might elevate the Church into a kind of spiritual tyrant over the world.
:•
*
*.
*
*
*
•'
We niay trace a chain of witnesses from the time that Rome usurped authority
over our land and Church, when \Mcl<liff rose, the morning star of the Reformation,
and after him a goodly company of witnesses. They were ministers and members
of our own Church ; they were men who saw that this foreign introduction and this
foreign yoke were not of Christ, but of Antichrist were not from the beginning, but
of after and comparatively modern introduction. They .saw that our Church had as
much right to be free and independent as the Church of Rome, or as the Church of
that every branch of the visible
Corinth, or the Clinrch of I'hilippi, or Thessalonica
Church had its right to its own observances, and had no fealty to any but to Christ
that to set up any man in His place, as if essential to the unity of the Church, was at
once to supersede Christ, and to place in the temple of God one that shewed himself
as if he were God.
" And therefore our reformers did not form a new
Church, as he tells us, but they
restored the primitive and the old Church
they cast off the new Church, and they
restored the old Church
they cast off the patchwork, and the miserable attempts at
mending, which had but marred the structure in which our foi'efathers worshipped
God in spirit and in truth, and they retained the old building, and made it what it
was in the beginning. And that they did so is clear from this they did not go to
authorities, to priests, and councils, and traditions, but they went to the Holy Scriptures
the nearer to the foundation the clearer the stream, especially if that stream
comes from the fountain beneath the throne of God the Water of Life that has
flowed down to this world has come in the channels of Holy Scripture.
These are
the streams that make glad the city of our God. Is'ow, our reformers went to those
streams and fountains they went and they washed our Church there from all the
soil, and the dust, and the impurity of the middle ages."
fruits of

sion, arc they the tilings that constitute the
Testament ? AVhere
represented in tlic

:••.

;

;

;.

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

The following striking passages are from the conclusion of the sermou

:

—

*'

Brethren, I would not give offence, .speak severely, or unkindly, or harslily, but
let any one take and read tlie
Appendix to this Sermon, the description of a neigh-

bouring j)lace of worship, the consecration of the Ladye Chapel,' and the Chapel of
Joseph ; the consecration of the high altar, and of the windows, and of the hieroglyphics, and of the mystical meaning of all the various parts ; let him read the
gorgeous description of its sensuous accompaniments and its sensuous peculiarities,
and tiien say has lie been reading a description of a simple house of prayer for the
one Father, through the one Mediator, and by the one Sanctifier ? Or is there not
more of analogy and resemblance between that consecration and description of
splendid pagodius, costly mosques, heathen temples, far more resemblance to the one
than the other
And let him read afterwanls the E])istle to the Romans, and see
whether the Church St. I'aul describes had one single feature of this kind imputed to
it in its faith or in its worship.
Let him find in the whole Epistle to the Romans one
single intimation that there were to be images in our evangelical churches, and stone
altars, and a perpetual sacrifice of Christ, and sacrificing priests ; that there was to
be a pompous, ceremonial, and gorgeous, sen.sual style of carrying out the worship
of Christ in our churches. Take the single test, read it for yourselves ; compare it
with Scri])ture, compare it \\ith primitive churches, compare it with Pagan temples
and Mahomedan mosques, and judge. ' I speak as unto wise men, judge ye what I
'

St.

—

>.

say.'

" And,
brethren, let ns not, I pray yon, fail to be stirred up with godly jealously
against the now stealthy and now Ijold aggressors and attempts of the Romish heresy
in this country. Let them go to their own place. They belong not to this country.

We have a right to
to their
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Let them hetake themselves
They come amongst us professing to restore us,— professLet them restore and reform the fountain-head ere they nialvc tlie
our own independent Christianity.

fountain-head.

ing to reform us.
bold and the presumptuous attempt. If there is a scene and a seat of superstition,— if
there is a scene and seat of priestly degi-adation and oppression, if there is a scene
and seat of civil despotism and social and moral wretchedness and misery, if there
is a seat where men, professedly Christians and saints and members of the mystic
are forced to he kept down
body of Christ, according to the doctrine of that Church,
wolves upon the opiiressed
by foreign bayonets lest they should break loose as ravening
head of their Church, and his myrmidons lords it over them and grinds them to the
mother and mistress of all cities,
dust, it is that very city which they consider as the
as the centre and the citadel of Christendom, as tlie culminating point of the temple of

—

—

the living God,as sustaining on its summit God's impersonntiun and vicar upon earth.
Let them reform Rome ere they profess to deform England. Let them see that their
own fountain is pure ere they come to complain of the p illation of ours, -and, in their
of superstition, and servility,
pretence of cleansing it, mix it with the bitter waters
and degradation, and demoralisation."
It is truly painful to find so many ill informed Protestants as to make it
his palpable misreprepen.possible for an emissary of Rome to utter in public
tations with the least expectation of credit. Let the watchmen of Sion imitate
of Mr. Stowell, and wherever Popish fallacies are propounded,
the

let

example
them at once come forward with a Scriptural

antidote.

ROMISH ALMSGIVING.
Mr. Bowyee, M.P. for Dimdalk, is the confidential friend of Dr. "Wiseman,
and the great legislative oracle of Romanists. He has, it would appear, been
and the Louth Advertiser contains the followingvisiting his constituents;
paragraph in reference to his visit
:

—

" This
munificent contributions to the cause of
gentleman has made the following
For church vestments, £300 for the shrine conDundalk
religion and charity in
£100 for a stained-glass window, £50
tainmg the relics of St. Theodore, martyr,
to the Society of St.
to the Dominican Convent, £10
donation on Sunday last, £20
Vincent de Paul, i-H) several subscriptions to the Convent of the Sisters ot Mercy,
£150. in all £640."
:

—

;

;

;

;.

;

;

Let our readers ponder the destination of these large sums, and consider
also that they, were spent amidst his co-religionists, a mnltitude of misei'able
'^
"
and squalid Irish paupers, and he will have some idea of Popish
charity.
"
£10 of the whole £640, viz., the donation to the Society ot St.
There is
only
Vincent dePaul," that can even be alleged to have gone to the poor, ande^'tn
But the " stained-glass window," which receives £.50, is,
that is doubtful.
in the honourable member's opinion, Tzi'e times as important as they are ; the
" shrine
containing the relics of St. Theodore," (probMdy a mere imposition.)
" church
but which receives £100, is ten times more important, and the
the
which
receive
of
dresses
ivret/nfjf)/
or
£oOO,
priests,
splendid
vestments,"
times more important than the poor. This case is by no means singular.
Romish charity has ever consisted mainly in pamptring the priests and in-

whilst the Popish system
creasing the splendour of their idolatrous worship,
has ever proved itself as powerful in multiplying paupers as it is utterly
powerless to relieve them. That latter duty is genei ally left mainly to Proto spare
testants, although it is somewhat hard that those who have so much
for useless display, and gorgeous cases for old bones, should have so litth^
left for

almsgiving, in

its

true and Scriptural sense.
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THE PERSECUTED WALDENSES.

ASSISTLN'G

who differ in everj^ other respect from Cromwell have geneadmired his foreign policy, by which the mighty influence of England

Protestants
rally

Our woodcut
told so powerfully in favonr of Continental Protestantism.
represents the great Protector as dictating his powerful despatches to his
almost equally remarkable secretary Jtlilton. And the following extract from
CarhjWsLife and Letters of Cromwell^ cannot fail to be interesting in connexion
with the present position of Sardinia in reference to the Court of Rome
" June
This day come sad news out of Piedmont; confirmation
od, 1655.
:

—

—

of bad rumours there had been, which deeply affects all pious English hearts,
and the Protector's most of all. It appears the Duke of Savoy had, not long
since, decided on having certain poor Protestant subjects of his converted at
Poor Protestant people, who dwell in the
last to the Catholic religion.
of Lucerna, of Peror-a, and St. Martin,' among the feeders
obscure valleys
'

of the Po, in the Savoy Alps they are thought to be descendants of the old
Waldenses, a pious inoffensive people, dear to the hearts and imaginations of
all Protestant men.
These, it would appear, the Duke of Savoy, in the past
for which object he sent friars
year, undertook to himself to get converted
:

;

convert nobody one of the friars,
on the contrary, was found assassinated, signal to the rest that they had
The Duke thereupon pent other missionaries
better take themselves away.
to preach

The

among them.

— six regiments of Catholic

friars could

—

;

;

and an order

people of the valleys
either to be converted straightway or quit the country at once.
They could
not be converted all at once neither could they quit the country well the
soldiers,

to the

;

;

month was December
morial years!

ments

;

— and

the Alps

among

;

;

and

it

was

their

home

for

imme-

Six regiments, however, say they must; six Catholic regithree of them are Irish, made of the banished Kurisees we

It
long since whose humour, on such an occasion, we can guess at
with little ceremony ;' it is not to be denied they
admitted they behaved
behaved with much bluster and violence ferocities, atrocities, to the conoeivable amount, still stand in authentic black-on-white against them. The
Protestants of the valleys were violently driven out of house and home, not
without slaughtei'S and tortures by the road had to seek shelter in French

knew

!

;

'

is

:

;

Dauphine, or where they could and, in mute or spoken supplication, appeal
to all generous hearts of men. The saddest confirmation of the actual banishment, the actual violences done, arrives at Whitehall this day, 3d June, 1C56.
"
Ye have compassion on one another,' is it not
Pity is perennial
In our days, too, there are Polish balls and suchlike:
laotable, beautiful?
but the pity of the Lord Protector and Puritan England for these poor ProThe Lord Protector
testants among the Alps is not to be measured by ours.
This day the French treaty
is melted into tears, and roused into sacred fire.
not unimportant to him, Avas to be signed this day he refuses to sign it till the
king and cardinal undertake to assist him in getting right done in those poor
He sends the poor exiles £2000 from his own purse appoints a
valleys.
day of humiliation and a general collection over England for that object
that England
has, in short, decided that he will bring help to these poor men
and he will see them helped and righted. How envoys were sent how blind
Milton wrote letters to all Protestant states, calling on them for cooperation ;
how the French cardinal was shy to meddle, and yet had to meddle, and
compel the Duke of Savoy, much astonished at the business, to do justice and
;

—

'

:

:

;

;

—

;

;

not what he liked with his

own

;

all this,

recorded in the unreadablest stag-
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nant deluges of old Official Correspondence, is very certain, and onght to be
fished therefrom and made more apparent.
" In all
^vhicll, as we can well believe, it was felt that the Lord Protector
had been the Captain of England, and had truly expressed the heart and done

—

in this, as in some other things.
the will of England
Milton's Sonnet and
Six Latin Letters are still readable the Protectors Act otherwise remains
;

;

mute

no other suffer thereby I
stand here as a symbol to us of his foreign policy in general
which
this one object, testified in all manner of negotiations and endeavours,
noticed by us and not noticed, To make England Queen of the Protestant

Let
had

hitherto.

Small damage

to the Protector, if

it

;

To unite the Protestant world
she, if there were no worthier Queen.
To stand
of struggling Light against the Papist world of potent Darkness.
upon God's Gospel, as the actual intrinsic Fact of this Practical Earth and
Avorld

;

;

defy all potency of Devil's Gospels on the strength of that.
"Wherein, again,
Puritan England felt gradually that this Oliver teas her Captain and in heart
could not but say. Long life to him as we do now."
Oliver CrotmceWs Letters

—

;

and

BpeecJies,

with Elucidations.

By Thomas

Carlyle.

;

London, 1850.

POPISH RELICS.
"We subjoin an article, translated, with slight abridgment, from a Sardinian
daily paper, which will shew to what dangers Popery is there exposed from
a free press and an appeal to common sense. The paper from which the extract

is

made, IJ'Avenir of Nice,

is

following clever article

"The

:

This, however, is a
from internal evidence in the

professedly Popish.

fact w^hich the reader will be unable to discover

—

UArenir, "announce that Archbisliop Sibour, jealous
of the honours of the universal Exhibition, has got up his exliibition too
an exhibiThe example of the archbishop has
tion of the holy relics of saints in Notre Dame.
tempted us to get up an exhibition of relics on our own account, admission free.
Onr exhibition shall not be limited to the relics stored in one church only, but shall
comprehend those pertaining to many.
" The real blood of .Jesus is
preserved in a hundred convents, chapels, or churches,
sometimes in small ciuantity, like the drops collected by Kicodemus in his glove,
which are kept at La Rocheile ; sometimes in large quantity, as the phial which
P.aris journals," says

—

—

—

—

they shew at i\fantua. and the cui)S full of it at St. Eustacius in Rome.
" At Rome
they shew all complete, the manger in which .Jesus was laid ; the linen
in which He was wrapped, and the first shirt which His mother made for Him.
Ravenna, Pisa, Cluny, Anp;ers, and St. Salvador, each shew the watcrpots of stone
in which water was turned into wine at Cana.
At St. John Lateran, they have the
table on which the Saviour instituted the Supper, and the knife which He used to
divide the paschal lamb. Two or three churches have each the real silver dish on
Mliich the ])aschal lamb was served.
Two places have the towel with which Ciirist
M-iped His disciples' feet, and upon that of Aix-la-Chapelle, the mark of Judas's foot
is distinctly seen.
Fifteen places have the three nails by which Jesus was fixed to
the cross, altliou;;h the Church assures us that these nails were employed by the
Empress Helena to form a bit forher horse, and to adorn the helmet of Constantine.
Six churches possess the I'eal lance which pierced the Saviour's side. As to the
thorns with which He was crowned, they exist in sufficient quantity to form a hedge
for an acre of land.
" At
Tours, and at Carcassone, you may admire the sword and buckler of the
archangel Michael. The body of John the Baptist forms numberless relics. There
are three heads of his one of which, complete, is to be seen at Itome ; the second
at St. Salvador ; and the third is divided into various duplicate and even triplicate
The cities of Amiens and of St. Jean d'Angely, possess each the face ;
portions.
3Ialta has the skull ; Nemours, the occiput ; St. Jean de Maurienne, the brain.
I^evers, Noyon, and Lucca, have each his jaw and his hair. Sens, Besanyon, Toulouse,
I{ourc;es, Florence, and Macon, have each the forefinger of his right liand, with which
;

he pointed

to Jesus, saying,

'

Behold, the

Lamb

of God.'

Finally, Villard-sur-Boege
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a portion of his skin. The bodies of Peter and Paul are at Rome ; which, however, does not hinder Poitiers from shewing the jaw and beard of Peter, and Treves
several of his bones ; while Argenton adores the shoulder of Paul.
" It is
true, a wretched heretic of Geneva affirms, that, in the cathedral of that
Peter upon the high altar, and an arm of St. Anthony
city, they kept the bi'ain of St.
in a sacred shrine ; but, by an unaccountable fatality, it came to pass that these relics
fell under the scrutiny of the profane, who found that the brain of St. Peter was a
nodule of stone, and the arm of St. Anthony the dried limb of a stag.
" The sandals of Peter and Paul are
pi'eserved at St. Salvador and at Poitiers ;
and to prove that they were undoubtedly worn by a poor fisherman and a tentmaker,
they ai'e made of velvet, studded with spangles of gold. Let us add to this the sacerdotal robe which St. Peter wore when he said his first mass, and which is preserved
an unanswerable proof that Peter was Bishop of Rome, and that mass
at Rome,
was said at that period. Paris possesses Peter's Episcopal cross, and Cologne and
Treves have each the honour of exhibiting his walking-staff.
"
As to the bodies of the other apostles, Toulouse has five or si.x of them, while a
great many other places have the same bodies too. It has the body of Islatthew, for
example, and so have Treves and Rome. St. Mary of Lyons has the twelve combs
of the twelve apostles.
They venerate at different places two bodies and three heads
The Virgin's milk, her hair, her comb, the sole of her slipper, her shift,
of St. Anne.
a tooth of the Saviour, His tears, the parings of His nails, all figure among the holy
Besides all these, there are in several towns relics
relics which the Church reveres.
of persons who never existed, relics of St. Prothais, St. Petronilla, St. Marguerite,
of the eleven thousand virgins, and of St. Philomena, and an infinity of other relics
which we give up the attempt to enumerate. To complete the exhibition, there
wants nothing but a relic of Satan. His spirit, at least, is not wanting ; for, as a
celebrated personage has said in his Inventory of Popish Mclics, » It must be owned
"
that Satan has mocked this poor world too cruelly.'
lias

—

—

—

THE SIN OF IDOLATRY.
The law of the Ten Commandments, although revealed in the word of the
testimony, is nevertheless a natural law. The things which it commands,
and the things which it forbids, are good or evil i7i themselves not either good

—

the will and pleasure of the Lawgiver that they should be
the case with many of the things which were commanded or for-

or evil because
so, as

was

it is

—

bidden under the institutions of Moses, but good or evil in themselves from
their own nature
things which that Lawgiver could not but command, could
not but forbid.
That the practice of the Church of Eome is at variance with the Divine
prohibition is a fact which admits of no question whatever for the creed of
Pope Pius IV., in which the decisions of the Council of Trent Avere embodied,
and which is held as binding throughout the whole Papal world, and to which
" I most
every new convert is required to assent, thus expressly provides,

—

;

firmly assert that the images of Cluist, and of the mother of God ever virgin,
and also of the other saints, are to be had and retained, and that due honour
and veneration are to be given to them."

Compare, then, the terms of the Papal edict with the terms of the Divine
"Thou shalt not make to thyself any graven image," saith the
Lord God. " Thou shalt make to thyself many graven images," saith the
" Thou shalt not make to
Council of Trent.
likeness of
prohibition.

—

thyself

thing which is in heaven above, or
under the earth," saith the Lord God.

any

any

in the earth beneath, or in the watei" Thou shalt make to
thyself many

likenesses of the Saviour, of the Virgin, of the saints, and set them before
" Tlioii
thee during the exercises of thy devotion," saith the Council of Trent.
shalt not worship any such image, or any such likeness
nay, lest thou

—

;

shouldest say that

it is

only the homage of an outward, and not the

homage
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of an inward worship which is yielded, thou shalt not so much as low down
" Thou shalt bow down to
at any time tliereunto," saith the Lord God.
many

such images, and to many snch likenesses, and that in the discharge of thy
religious duty," saith the Council of Trent.
How manifest the contrariety between that which the Commandment of
God denounces and forbids, and that which the Church of Rome recommends

and prescribes and'therefore, lest that contrariety between them should appear,
the words of the former should recur to the memories of her worshippers in
the midst of the images, and liknesses, and prostrations with which the sanctuaries of her communion abound, what has the latter done?
She has not
hesitated to expunge the Commandment itself from the decalogue, and to
represent the Great Lawgiver of all as being altogether silent respecting an
abomination against which he has lifted up the voice of stern denunciation.
Terily the kings and priests of Israel of old gave themselves guiltily up to tho
multitude of their idols, and thereby caused the Lord's people to transgress,
until the furiousness of his wrath was poured out from time to time upon their
land.
But in so doing they did but follow their own hearts' lusts, and prefer
!

if

the pleasures of sin to the pleasures of grace. They did not put forth a
sacrilegious hand upon the law of Jehovah, and blot out one of its precepts
from among the statutes of the testimony.
Such pre-eminence in daring
impiety pertains only to the Church of tlie Popes.
There are, indeed, two pleas which that Church sometimes offers in justification of the images Avhich it allows,
not adored, but God through them

—the one, that the images themselves are
;

the other, that as a

man honours

the

prince Avho honours the picture of the prince, so a man may honour Christ
through a representation of him. To both of these pleas it has been often
replied, 'that not only is the adoring of images forbidden, but also the mal-ing
of them, tlie hov-inrj doicn to them, and that if any prince were to prohibit by

public proclamation

any likeness of liimsclf to be made, he would be not
by the disobedience of those subjects who made

liononred, but dishonoured,
such likenesses.

How then does the matter stand? It stands thus: The very Church by
which the practice of image-worship is defended, and against which therefore
the sin of image-worship Avitnesses, is becoming once again active in the
midst of us is receiving pecuniary aid from the public treasury is multiplying its agents and its services on every side is no longer deterred by the
expression of the National Protest from pursuing its purpose of ecclesiastical
ascendency. The main object of this appeal is to recall the attention of the
;

;

;

Protestant parents of Britain to the curse with which, in respect of this very
offence, the offence of image-worship, He who is the Lord of lords threatens
He deto visit every land in which such a worship is permitted to prevail.
clares that, in the case of any people, the worshipping, the venerating with
the mark of even outward respect
nay more, the very making of any images
;

of any kind, provokes the eyes of his jealoust/ ; that it is in respect of spiritual
nnfaithfulness, the violation of the contract between that people and himself,
that the iniquity of the parents entails a visitation of vengeance upon tho
children throughout a period of three and four generations, the provocation
itself being, from its very nature, a growing provocation, and the wrath

which

it

calls

down on

that account an

accumulated wrath.

AVe need

scarcely remind you that such a threat is no idle threat, and would call upon
yon, not merely as Protestants for the truth's sake, but also as parents
for your children's
this vital subject.

sake, to review the actual position of the country on
is now three centuries since the population of this

It
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was privileged to cast off the yoke of the Papacy, and to substitute in
the place of its corrupt traditions and its depraved worship the truths of Bible
The promoters of that blessed emancipation having been themChristianity.

island

selves Papists from their infancy, and knowing well, from their own expehow surely those who are addicted to the use of images turn aside from

rience,

the grace of the Gospel, were very careful in the declaration of their views and
in the appointments of the sanctuary, to put the evil and accursed thing utterly

away from

the midst of us.

Thus the land had

rest

from the abominations

of Papal idolatry during the years of many generations.
Now, however, the growth of idolatry is becoming from day to day more
and more manifest unto all. The temples in which the use of images
prevails are fast multiplying every year, and the emissaries of Romanism
are diffnsing themselves among all ranks and classes of British society.

Hence our children and our youth are already exposed, aud

-will

be in-

creasingly exposed to a snare, from exposure to which we ourselves,,
during the stages of childhood and youth, were exempt. They will be familiar, to an extent unknown in our early life, with the presence of imageservices,

that there

and with the intercourse of image-defenders.
Shall it be said
is no danger, no fearful danger in such familiarity ?
How can it be

when the proneness of the human heart to idolatry stands so conspicuously out in the recorded declensions of God's ancient people, in the
known polytheism of the whole heathen world throughout every age, in the
faithless condition of almost all Christendom ? Is not demonstration, so widethus said,

and so long continued, enough to convince us that nothing is
to man's natural instinct since the fall than such departures
from the living God, and that, if the population of our land have for so
"
lengthened an interval acted upon the persuasion that an idol is nothing in
the
and
condemnation
absence of images that they have
the world," it is to
been in no small measm-e indebted? Shall we not then, at least, protest
against any grant, any encouragement to a Church which glories in its idolatry,
and which through its prayers and prostrations to the Virgin and to the saints
of its calendar, offers a public and perpetual insult to the One Mediator, whom
God has delighted to honour? Shall we not deem it a high and holy obligaspread as

this,

more agreeable

tion to inform the understandings of our children respecting the errors of such
a system, aud to put them on their guard against its wily encroachments ?

we not point out to them how the mischievous leaven has already begun
work even within the fences of the Reformed Church of England itself, and
lead them to observe betimes that, when the revelations of God are forsaken
Shall

to

for the traditions of
tive against idolatry

men, no intellectual culture
aud delusion ?

is

found to be any preserva-

Thus, with prayer for the Divine interposition on our country's behalf, we
to avert from our offspring the fury of the Lord's jealousy, and,
through the transmission to them of the Gospel of God's ;^race in Christ Jesus

may hope

in which we received it ourselves, secure to them the blesswho has engaged to shew mercy unto thousands in them that lovehim and keep his commandments. Those who make, or worship, or bowdown to any image or likeness whatsoever, are described as hatincj God^ and

in the

same purity

ing of him

"

I visit the iniquity of the fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth
generation of them that hate me." How withering the description
The ten tribes of Israel, because of their devotion to idols, have never yet
!

returned from the countries into which they were carried away captive. Hoat
fearful the retribution
"Be not deceived," writes the faithful Paul, " idolater? jall not inherit the kingdom of God."
How unqualified the exclusion
!

!
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"Little children," writes the disciple whom Jesus loved, "keep j'ourselves
How sigaificant the admoiiitiou "Cursed be the maa that

from idols."

!

maketh any graven or molten image, an abomination unto the Lord, the work
And all the
of the hands of the craftsman, and pntteth it in a secret place.
people shall answer and say, Amen." Deut. xxvii. 15.

—

LORD CARLISLE PROMOTING CONYEXTS.
An advertisement in the Tablet informs us that a "Charitable Fancy
Bazaar" was held in Ballinasloe on the 5th, Gth, and 8th of October, in aid
is called "St. Gabriel's Convent of Mercy," and "under the kind
and distinguished patronage of his Excellency the Lord Lieutenant" of
We are somewhat astonished that Lord Carlisle should demean
Ireland.
himself by promoting an object which, unless he has changed his mind, he must

of what

The journal of his late travels proves clearly that
aware that Popery is a curse to every country in which it
a distinction is to be made we know that the monastic system

in his heart condemn.
his Lordship is
exists,

and

if

is the peculiar curse of

He

Popery.

cannot

fail to

see that

Romanism

is

the

manifest cause of the blight of Ireland, and yet he allows himself to become a
prominent supporter of that system. Is this simply in accordance with the

modern doctrine

of so-called

*'

doing evil that good
Paul? His Lordship

reprobated by
themselves.

"

expediency," or rather the ancient practice of

may come," so emphatically denounced by the Apostle
may rest assured that such a line of policy, whilst

true Protestants,

all

is

secretly despised even

by Romanists

THE POPE AND THE AUTHOR.
M. Denon, the well-known savant^ resided at Fontainbleau during Pius the
The Pope liked him, and became intiSeventh's enforced residence there.
" The
mate with him. Deuon used to relate the following anecdote
Pope
conversed with me in the most familiar manner. He always addressed me by
the appellation,
my son,' and seemed to take a pleasure in conversing with
:

—

'

me, especially on the subject of our Egyptian expedition, respecting •which he
made frequent inquiries. One day he asked me for my work on the Antiaud as it is not quite orthodox on some points, I at first
quities of Egypt
But the Pope insisted, and at length I complied with his desire.
hesitated.
The Holy Father told me he had felt much interested in the perusal and upon
my alluding to certain delicate points, he said, No matter, no matter, my
son all that is exceedingly curious and certainly quite new to me.' I then exwhich, I
plained to his Holiness why I had hesitated to lend him the work
Excommuniobserved, he had excommunicated, together with its author.
exclaimed the Pope, i a tone of the most atiectiouate
cated you, my son
I am very sorry for it, and I assure you I was not at all aware of
-concern,
"
it.'
Any person who has been in Rome M'ill remember the jlahelU which
;

;

'

:

;

'

!'

i

'

-are

borne before the Pope on

all

ster fans, the circumference of

occasions of high ceremony.

which

is set

They are mon-

round with eyes taken from the

An infallible Pope must, of course, be all-seeing
and all-knowing and this is what the fans full of eyes signify. Yet the
owner of this remarkably liberal provision of eyes knew no more than the
bird from which he borrowed them, the man whom he had excommunicated,
or the book he had placed in the Index Expurgaiorius,

feathers of the peacock.
;
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A POPISH

FISH.

TVe have before us an excellent sermon preached by the Rev.
jVchadowey,* in the north of Ireland, on occasion of the death
ifeut interesting convert from Rome, called Barney M'Lees,
Irish priest,
following curious illustration of the conduct of an

.

Brown

Dr.

of

humble
which the.

of an
in

when

dealing''

with the more ignorant portion of the members of his flock, is stated as one of'
the proximate causes of Barney's conversion
" In his own townland, he was aware that John M'Lees was induced to
The priest of that day had
forsake Popery by the following circumstance
On arriving, he found
fixed his house in Briekhills for a confession station.
had
been
fish
no
it
was
Lent
and, being deterprovided,
season,
that, though
:

—
—
:

,

mined not to fast, he had a piece bf beef cut down, and,, after some ridiculous
ceremony of swimming it in a tub of water, pronounced it as good a fish as
ever swam in the Baun. The confession being endedi, he ate it with a' good
with copious draughts of liquor. John M'Lees
appetite, and washed it down
was shocked, and revolted at the imposture and, after serious inquiry, became a zealous Presbyterian, and was throughout life a respectable and pious
man. A respectable grandson of said John M'Lees has lately assured me
and it is
that the conversion of his grandfather was produced by this cause
occurred more recently in the
generally believed that a similar transaction
The aflair itself was so
family with-which Bernard M'Lees w&s connected.
;

;

ridiculous that

many

will aflSrm that it could not

be

true,

but

I

firmly believe

of the general concurrent testimony of the district, and
it, on the ground
and trustworthy man to whom I
especially on the testimony of an educated
have referred. Besides, strange and ridiculous as it may appear, and while it
is certain that no priest Avould dare to play such a trick on the educated Roman
Catholics of the parish now, yet they successfully do something worse and

more blasphemous, when they pretend to transubstantiate a bit of dough into
These
the body and blood, and soul and divinity, of the Lord Jesus Christ.
circumstances probably did concur to shake the attachment of Bernard
M'Lees to the Church of Rome, and to produce that aversion to priests to

which

I

have already referred."

ORIGIN OF NATIONAL DEBTS.
" The sale of
public offices had long constituted a large branch of revenue
and Clement VII. has the questionable merit of having been the first sovereign
He established, in 1526, what was
in Europe who introduced national loans.
called a Monte non Yacahile, or perpetual funded debt, for which the creditors
received interest out of the proceeds of the customs. The older expedient
next pointed out the way to raise money by Monti Vacahili, or government
annuities upon lives. The army of officials, the pomp of the court, the splendid architecture of Rome, and the endowment of the families of successive
;

kept the treasury in continual embarrassment. All devices failed in
reducing the expenditure below the income and, as early as 1670, the public
debt amounted to fifty-two millions of crowns."— Spalding's Ital^ and the
Oliver & Boyd, Edinburgh, 1841.
Italian Islands, vol. ii. p. 273.
pontiffs,

;

*

Christ's Pviesth:oc'.

Belfast

:

W. and

G. Agnew.
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POPISH HATRED OF THE BIBLE.— A ROMISH SAINT.
NoxnixG reminds one

so mncli of the ancient attempts to discover, by phyexperiments, the actual presence of Satan as the symptoms of detestatiorr
imiversally exhibited by Komish bishops and priests in presence of the Word
of God.
Never did a mad dog turn from water with greater aversion than
sical

they do from the Scriptures of truth, although in Protestant countries they
generally try to conceal their horror and aversion, under the flimsy pretext
that their hatred is only directed against Protestant versions of the Bible,
Dr. Doyle was a man of considerable note in his day, largely instrumental

—

in securing Komish emancipation, and he thus openly expresses himself on
The true explanation of his intense hatred of the Bible is that
this subject.

given by our Lord himself:

— " Every one

that doeth evil hateth the light

neither cometh to the light lest his deeds should be manifested."
writes,

"

I

—

thus

man in the county of Kildare, who, if I gave him a Bible,
more than anything he possessed, but having been favoured

heard of a poor

would venerate

by

He

it

the lady of his master with one of the Society's Bibles without note or
it with all the reverence which the fear of losing his

comment, accepted of
situation inspired.

from

But, behold

!

when

the night closed, and

all

danger of

was removed,

he, lest he should be infected with heresy, exhaled
the Protestant Bible during his sleep, took it with a tongs, for he woulci

detection

not defile his touch with

it,

and buried

it

in a

grave which he had prepared
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I do admire the orthodoxy of this Kildare peasant, nay,
and should I happen to meet him, I shall reward him for
Dr. Doyle, writing as J. K. Z., (meaning, James, bishop of Kildare
his zeal."
See Fhillpott's Letters to Butler, p. 467, 2d edit.
<ind Leighlin,) p. 179.

for

it in liis

admire

I

it

—

garden

!

greatly,

Murray, London, 1826.

PAPISTS BORROWING FROM PROTESTANT TRANSLATIONS

OF THE BIBLE.

We have repeatedly called

the attention of our readers to the views and
Romanists in regard to the Sacred Scriptures, and the general cirThe Romish authorities claim the right
culation of them in the community.
of granting or refusing permission to all their subjects to possess and to read
the Bible and they exercise this right of refusing permission, whenever and
in so far as they think it can be done with safety or advantage to the Church.
They are authorized by the laws of their Church to go so far as to refuse absolution to any who have been found in possession of a Bible in the vernacular
still legally
tongue, without permission in writing. But this provision, though
in countries where Protestantism has
binding, is not now often acted on for,
influence, the ecclesiastical authorities scarcely venture to enforce the law
and in countries where Popery is predominant, they can keep the Bible out of
feelings of

;

;

;

the hands of the people without needing to enforce it.
The fullest discussion of this whole subject which the Romanists have produced in modern times is to be found in a work published at Louvaine in

1846, in two vols. 8vo, entitled, "La Lecture de la Sainte Bible en langue
les tendances, et les defenseurs
vulgaire, ouvrage dirige centre les principes,
des Societes Bibliques," by Malou, then professor of divinity at Louvaine,
and since promoted to be Bishop of Bruges. In this elaborate work Malou

maintains that the fourth rule of the Congregation of the Index of prohibited
books is a law binding upon the whole Church, and boldly defends it as right
and expedient. He has been acting on these principles since he was raised
to the bishopric of Bruges. About two years ago he issued a mandement,

denouncing the colporteurs and other agents of the Bible and Evangelical
Societies, forbidding all his subjects to receive or to read the Bibles or other
books or tracts which these persons furnished, and ordering all fathers and
mothers, and all masters and mistresses, to seize these books and tracts if

found in the possession of their children or servants, in order to hand them
over to the priests, or "to consign them immediately to the flames." This

was a pretty bold step in a country like Belgium, which, notwithstanding the
The
influence of the priesthood, enjoys religious liberty and a free press.
very thorough
press was brought to bear boldly and vigorously against it.

A

exposure was made of the episcopal charge by Mr. Durand, who
lias repeatedly visited this country as the representative of the Belgic Evangelical
"
Mr. Durand's work is entitled L'Eveque de Bruges, la Bible et les
Society.
Protestans," and it is really a very able, learned, and valuable production,
furnishing a complete exposure, not only of the Bishop's recent charge, but
also of the principal arguments in his elaborate work above referred to on the

and

effective

reading of the Bible. In his large work, the Bishop, besides defending to the
best of his ability the doctrine and practice of the Church of Rome on the
subject of the circulation of the Bible, proposes to explain and vindicate the
opposition of Romanists to the eftorts of Bible Societies, and of Protestants
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ia geueral, in connexion -with tliis matter.
He assigns two leading reasons
why the Romanists feel themselves bound to oppose and counteract the efforts
of Bible Societies, viz., that the Bible which they circulate is mutilated by

the exclusion of the apocryphal books of the Old Testament, and tliat Protestant translations are in many passages inaccurate and corrupted.
This
he has repeated in his recent charge, asserting that the Bibles circulated by
the colporteurs are

" mutilated and

hood and hypocrisy of this
lent work of Mr. Durand.
Dr. Wiseman, as

we

falsified ;"

formerly (vol.

same views on

and the exposure of the

false-

allegation occupies a prominent place in the excelii.

p.

322) had occasion to shew, has put

stating fully and fairly the doctrine of
his Church, instead of countenancing the policy which had been more generally pursued in this country of late by Popish controversialists, viz., that of
forth the

this subject,

denying that their Church imposes any restriction upon the reading of the
He admits that the Church of Rome requires as conditions of

Scriptures.

allowing her people to read the Bible, not only that the translation be accuand accompanied with explanatory notes to guard against error, but also
" such
good sense, knowledge, and piety, as would give security that the

rate,

reader did not belong to the class of the unlearned and unstable, and would
not prefer his own fancies to the authorized interpretations of the Church."

The condition required that the translation of the Bible put into the hands of
the people be accurate, is of course quite reasonable, and every effort should
be made to secure that this be realized.
But ^heu Popish controversialists
give prominence to this as a condition of allowing the circulation of the Bible,
it is for the purpose of insinuating, as Dr. Wiseman does, or of
asserting, as

Malou and the generality of Popish

controversialists do, that Protestant
translations of the Scriptures are inaccurate and corrupted.
The insinuation
or allegation of Papists that they oppose the circulation of the English Pro-

testant translation because of its inaccuracy,
every Papist of any learning does know, and

Protestant version

is

at least

is

a hypocritical pretence, for

must know, that the English
as accurate as the English Popish or Douay one.

An

additional evidence that this pretence is a hypocritical one is to be found
in the very curious fact to which at present we wish to call the special attention of our readers, viz., that in recent editions of the Douay Bible, changes
have been introduced by the Popish authorities which bring it much nearer
to the Protestant version, and this, in some instances, in passages where

former Popish controversialists alleged that the Protestant version was corrupted, or marked by intentional unfairness. This curious fact was first
brought out by the Rev. George Hamilton, Rector of Killermogh, and author
of a valuable series of " Tracts upon some of the Leading Errors of the Church
of Rome," published in 1824.
The substance of what is contained in Mr.
Hamilton's pamphlet on this subject is given in the Protestant Penny MagaAnd there is now a
zine^ No. 8, published at Dublin in February 1834.
more complete and more accessible view of the materials bearing upon this
point, in a very valuable pamphlet, recently published, by Dr. Armstrong of
Bermondsey, who has done admirable service in many ways to tlie Protestant
cause.
Dr. Armstrong's pamphlet is entitled, "Tlie Church of Rome con-

demned by its own authorities, or the true English' of the Romish Bible corrected by the corrupt English' of the English Bible."* It consists chiefly of
a variety of versions of twenty- eight different passages of the New Testament,
'

'

*

London

:

Wertbeim and Macintosh,

liJjJ.

',
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given in a tabular form, and arranged under two general heads 1. "Ward's
" Modern Romish
Errata pretending to shew Protestant corruptions ;" and 2.
the
head
he gives the
first
Bibles adopting Protestant corruptions." Under
old Rhemish or Douay version, the Protestant versions, and "Ward's denunciations of the Protestant versions as corruptions because different from the
Under the second head he gives the same passages, as they
old Popish one.
are found in three or four modern Popish Bibles, which profess, indeed, to be
;

re-publications of the Rhemish or Douay, but which differ from it in many
respects, and which, in the whole twenty-eight passages quoted, ei7/ier adoiA
the Protestant version, v:hich Ward has denounced as a corruption, or ap-

proximate very

closely

to

The modern Popish

it.

Bibles, in

which

this

or approximation to, the condemned Protestant corruptions, is
exhibited, are Macnamara's Bible, published in 1818, with the sanction of Dr.
Murray, the late Popish Archbishop of Dublin Richardson's, published in

adoption

of,

;

1847, with the sanction of Dr. Wiseman Kenrick's, published in 1849, with
and a
the sanction of the highest Popish authorities in the United States
translation of the Gospels, by the late eminent Dr. Lingard, published in
1851.
By materials derived from these sources. Dr. Armstrong abundantly
;

;

establishes the position, that in

many

instances

modern Popish Bibles have

adopted, or approximated to what used to be denounced as Protestant corThe nature of the evidence can scarcely be understood without
ruptions.
specimens, and we could not conveniently extract any portion of Dr. ArmBut the
strong's proof, which is arranged in a table of nine columns broad.
following extract from the Protestant Penny Magazine, vol. i. pp. 115, 116,
will give our readers an idea of the evidence bearing upon this subject, though
it has the disadvantage of exhibiting nothing from any Popish Bible more re-

cent than that published under the sanction of Dr.

Murray

:

—

"In our authorized version we read, Rom. viii. 13, For I reckon that the sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be compared with the glory which shalljbe
revealed in us.' The Rhemish translators, and after them Ward, object to this as a
'
gross mis-translation. The former say, They {i.e., the Protestants,) translate "not
worthy against the merit of works.'" [Tabic of Heretical Corrupt., Rhem. Test. 2d
Ward agrees with the Rhemish translators, as he numbers this passage
Edit.)
among the Protestant translations against merits and meritorious works.' The
Rhemish translation renders the place thus, not condign to the glory to come.' Thus
the passage stood in the Rhemish Testament, a. D. 1600. But let our Roman Catholic
countrymen refer to the Douay Bible'now in their hands, edited by Dr. Muri'ay, and
they will find that the language rejected and censured by the Pihemish translators
and Ward, as an heretical corruption, has been adopted by the Romish. Archbishop.
The passage stands thus in the present edition of the Douay Bible
For I reckon,
that the sufferings'of this time are not worthy to be compared with the glory,' &c.
" The
following table will more fully illustrate our statement, by enabling the reader
to see at one glance the approximation of the language of the Douay Bible to that ot
our authorized version
'

'

'

'

:

:

—

Earlier Editions of the

AutJwrized Translation.

Rhemish Tedament.

Behold, I bring you good

Behold,

I

evangelize to

'joy, that shall be
the people
for this
day is born to you a Saviour,
in the city of David, a Sa- which is Christ our Lord.
viour, which is Christ the

tidings of great joy,

which you great

shall be to all people ; for
unto you is born this day,

Lord

— Luke

ii.

iv.

10.

all

;

the

Douaij Bible.

Behold, I bring you good
tidings of great

joy, that
shall be to all the people ;
for this day is born to you

a Saviour,
Lord.

who

is

Christ the

10, 11.

Now at the last your care
of me hath flourished again.

— Phil.

to

Dr. M'urray^s Edition of

Once at the length you
Now, at length, your
have re-flourished to care for thought for me hath flourished again.
me.
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O

Timothy, keep the dcTimothy, keep that
Timothy, keep that
is committed to thy positum, avoiding the pro- which is committed to
thy
trust, &c.
trust, avoiding profane and fane novelties of voices.
1
Tim. vi.
vain babblings.

which

—

20.

And giveth greater grace,
But lie giveth more
But he giveth greater
for the which cause it saith. grace, wlierefore he saith.
grace, wherefore he saith.

—

James iv.
As new-born
(i.

sire the sincere

word.

—

1

Pet.

As infants, even now
babes, demilk of the born, reasonable, milk with-

ii.

out guile desire ye.

2.

But if thou be a breaker
of the law thy circumcision
uncircumcision
is made
tlierofore, if the uncircumcision keep the i-ighteousness of the law, shall not his
uncircumcision be counted
for circumcision ? and shall
not uncircumcision, which
:

is

by nature,
25, 26.

&c

Rom.

But

if

And

thou be a preva-

shall not that,
is

milk with-

out guile.

ricator of the law, thy circumcision is become preIf, then, the prepuce
puce.
keep the justices of the law,
shall not his prepuce be recircumcision ?
puted for

nature

As new born babes, desire the rational

But if thou be a transgressor of the law, thy circumcision is made uncircumcision.
If,
then, the
uncircumcised

which of counted

prepuce, &c.

And

2

for

the

circumcision

shall not that

nature

ii.

keep

justices of the law ; shall
not this uncircumcision be

is

?

which by

uncircumcision

i

This Prince and Saviour,
Him hath God exalted
Him hath God exalted
with his right hand, to be a God hath exalted with his with his right hand, to be
Prince and a Saviour, for to right hand, to give penitence Prince and Saviour, to give
give repentance to Israel, to Israel, and remission of repentance to Israel and
sins.
remission of sins.
and foi'giveness of sins.
Acts V. 31.

—

As many

were

as

As many

or-

as were pre-or-

dained to eternal life be- dained to eternal life, believed
Acts xiii. 4u.
lieved.
For to will good is present
For to will is present with
with me.
me. Rom. vii. 1 B.
But him that was a little
But we see Jesus, who
was made a little lower lessened under the angels,
the
suffor
we
see Jesus, because of the
than the angels,

—

As many as were
dained to

life

or-

everlasting,

believed.

For to will is present with
me.
But we see Jesus, who
was made a little lower than

the angels, for the suffering
fering of death, crowned passion of death, crowned of death, crowned with
with glory and honour.
with glory and honour,
glory and honour.

—

Ileb.

ii.

And

9.

this

is

the

which

—

And

word

by the Gospel is
preached unto you. 1 Pet.

is

this is the

evangelized

word that

among

you.

And this is the word,
which by the Gospel hath
been preached unto you."

This comparison is quite sufficient to prove that Romanists are well aware
that the authorized Protestant version is in many respects preferable to the
Rheniish or Douay one, and to impress the conviction that when they oppose
the circulation of the Protestant Bible on the ground that it is an inaccurate
and corrupt translation, they are fraudulently employing a pretence which

they

know

to be unfounded.

ADDITIONAL REASONS AGAINST POPERY.
(reprinted from ax old tract.)
pretended head and centre of unity o^"
for if we unite in him, we
hazard a breaking off from Christ at least it is of such dangerous consequence, that the Christian world will never venture on it. And if we refuse

Reason

13.

And, worst of

the Church doth

all,

this

make our concord

:

impossible

;
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the Papists proclaim us heretics. Now what peace or concord can be
expected between us and them ?
Reason 14. The Papists are so divided among themselves that there is little
encoaragement for us to join with them. They diflfer in many hundred points,

it,

RS the writings of the Schoolmen, the Thomists, the Scotists, the Ockamists,
the Dominicans, the Franciscans, the Jesuits, and other divisions among them
1. That is
do declare. If you say. This is not in points of faith, I answer
:

as

it

pleases the

Pope

or the

Roman

—

Church, who may make them

points of

faith at pleasure.
2. The reason Avhy the Pope determines them not, is much
because his disciples are not agreed about them. 3. They differ in their great

fundamental point

itself,

even the seat of supremacy and

infallibility

:

one

part telling us it is in the Pope, the other, that it is in a General Council.
This one difference surmounteth all the differences of the Reformed Churches,
How strange it is that we cannot be Christians,
if they were set together.

nor know the Scriptures to be the word of God, but on the authority of their
And when we come to know what their Church is, we have as
Church
much to seek as ever for it is one thing in Spain and Italy, and another in
!

;

France.

Reason

15. Moreover,

Popery

is

made up

of delusion and ostentation.

The

Papists advance the Pope to be the final judge of controversies, (or a General
Council, as others,) and when they have done, they are not a whit nearer an
end of them. He seeth many controversies among them, yet he must be
silent,

and not determine them.

The Church of Rome claims the true expo-

sition of Scripture, and yet many hundred differences are known to be among
their own expositors ; and this oracle wiU not speak, this judge is silent, and
leaves all in as much doubt, ignorance, and contention as if there were no

judge. And yet, forsooth, he learnedly inveighs against Protestants who do
not acknowledge any infallible [human] judge of controversies
Reason 16. And what a case do the Papists put the Universal Church into,
!

and the decision of our doubts, must depend upon such men
Many of their own writers call them no
many other odious names. Such were
of the heads of the Roman Church for a long time together.
I know

when our

faith,

as manj" of their Popes have been ?
better than apostates, heretics, and

many

that poor simple people are told by those who deceive them that all this is
But let them put it to the trial Avhether I will not as fully prove it out

false.

of their
far such

own Avritings, as that ever King William was alive in England. How
men are likely to be infallible judges of all controversies, let the

world judge.
Reason 17. Popery is a way of darkness. Their public prayers and praises
of God are performed in a tongue which the people understand not. Their
it the original of all heresies, to translate the Scriptures into a
hiowii tongue. And though that they are forced at last to do it themselves,
they still dissuade the common people from reading them. Yea, they suffer
no man to read a translated Bible but by a license from their ordinary.

writers call

Some have been

severely punished for reading the Bible in a known tongue.
they befriend the ignorance of the people in many other ways,
their writings and sad experience tell us.
Reason 18. Their profession is against the Scripture for they contradict
the word of God (1 Cor. xiv.) against praying or prophesying in an unknown

How much

;

tongue and yet they will use it, and make simple people believe that St.
Paul meaneth not as he speaks. How very often is the worshipping of imagesand yet they will use them, let God say what he will
expressly forbidden
;

;
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How plainly hath Christ instituted
in the Scriptures against sucli practices.
and they confess it was so used by the
the Lord's Supper in both kinds
ancient Churcli for many hundred j-ears ; yet they will presume to alter all,
;

and forbid the cup, even because, as they say, the Church hath power to
administer the Sacrament as it sees best. Is not this assuming a power without any just foundation from Scripture or reason ? Many more instances
conti-adictory to Scripture might be easily named.
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volume, of the works of the

eminent and sagacious Dr. M'Crie.
are replete with interest, espe-

all

when

called

in

when,

at the
is

and

beginning, as

we

The Blessed VraciN Mart.
don

An

:

J.

Lon-

Groom.

excellent

little tract

on a sub-

ject of great present interest.

trust,

Baird,
Suter.

Edited

by David Laing, Esq. Vol. IV.
Edinburgh Johnstone & Hunter.
This is a work of peculiar value
:

interest.

State and Prospects of Religion
IN America.
By the Rev. Robert

Italy.

The Works of John Knox.

and

by the emissaries of

question

formation
in Spain

in Britain, and
same time, another Re-

volume

this collected

Rome.

all

the principles of the Reformation are

and

;

to be assailed

They

cially at the present time,

points

will be peculiarly valuable as a magazine of weapons to all such as are apt

It

throws a flood of

authentic light on the true character
of the great Reformer of Scotland,

An

D.D.

London

:

Edward

address, delivered at the late

meeting of the Evangelical Alliance
at Paris, and containing a very comprehensive exhibition of the state of
matters in America, social and reDr. Baird
ligious, past and present.
is

famous

for his

statistical

know-

and on those stirring and momentous
scenes in which he acted so distin-

ledge and power, and here he has
brought it to bear with great effect.

guished a part. It certainly presents
Knox in a very engaging and impressive light, as a man of immense
energy and courage, blended, at the

It

same time, with great gentleness and

Continent, through the

depth of feeling.

Anglo-Saxon race, all the more remarkable as contrasted with Spanish

'Controversial Correspondence between THE Rev. Paul M'Lauch-

Popery in South America, or with
French Popery in Lower Canada, and
entertaining the most sanguine anti-

LAN AND R. W. Kennard, Esq.
London Partridge & Oakey.
:

"We have here a complete copy, in
one volume, of one of the most important Popish discussions of modern
Priest M'Lauchlan, or his
times.

prompter, is thoroughly versed in all
the peculiar quirks and fallacies of
modeni Jesuitism. But in this instance he has met with more than bis

match.

He has been

signally foiled at

to peruse such a
without being deeply impressed Avith the living power of Protestant truth operating on that great
is

impossible

treatise

medium

of the

the future of
cipations in regard to
A.merica, if the dark plague-spot of
slavery could only be eradicated from
the United States, and if the progress
of the sister enemy Popery, can only
be effectually arrested by the pervad-

—

The hising power of vital religion.
tory of America certainly presents a
remarkable chapter in the progress of
the

human

race.
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POPERY.— A GRAND CONSPIRACY.
One

of the most remarkable works,

controversy has

elicited, is entitled

beyond

all

question, which the present

"The Popish Conspiracy Exposed," andis

from the pen of the Rev. Edward Beecher, brother to the celebrated authoress
in this
of " Uncle Tom's Cabin." It is not
but is

yet reprinted
making
country,
It seems to us to place,
a deep impression on the other side of the Atlantic.
in an overwhelmingly strong light, the only rational and scriptural view of

—

the great phenomenon of Popery viz., as a gigantic conspiracy, upon pretext of religion, to exalt the Romish clergy on the prostrate ruins of all other
human power, liberty, and wealth. This is the only eifectual and satisfac-

tory key to the whole mystery. So long as we are prepared to admit, in
any form, that Popery is only one of the various Christian sects, so long we
must be bewildered, and even in danger of being led captive by its Satanic
But the whole truth stands out with appalling vividness and power
"wiles.
of conviction, when Popery is regarded as the foretold "mystery of ini"
TVe would strongly recomquity,'' and manifest
masterpiece of Satan."
mend to all who have any doubts on this subject, the immediate perusal of

We

Mr. Beecher's most masterly and convincing work.
have read nothing
so triumphant and satisfactory, nothing so wide and comprehensive in its
grasp, and, at the same time, written in so uncompromising and Christian
a spirit for a long time. It is worthy of the best days of the Reformers ;
and we may safely challenge the whole staff of Rome on both sides of
the Atlantic to attempt an answer to it. No extracts can give any idea
of the weight and excellency of the volume.
But we make one quotation from the preface, in the hope that our readers may acquire some idea of
the scope and spirit of the book, intimating again that Mr. Beecher has most
fully established his points, startling as

some

of

them may

at first appear to

•superficial thinkers.

" Not
mei-ely in ages past, but also at the present day, this corporation has promulbills of rights designed to define the extent of their own claims and
prerogatives. These may, by waiy of distinction, be called the Papal bills of rights.
On these you are also called to sit in judgment. The amount of them in brief is this :
This Papal corporation have avowed a conscientious conviction that God has em-

gated certain

powered them to do all the thinking of all mankind on all points of Christian faith and
practice, and that he has required all the rest of mankind to think as this corporation
thinks, on pain of eternal damnation ; also that God has given them full power over
kings and all rulers, to use them as instruments in enforcing this right, by crusades,
Such are their avowed and
confiscations, proscriptions, and boundless slaughters.
conscientious convictions on these important and interesting topics.
".Their ideas of their own rights of conscience correspond ; that is to say, they
claim the right to act out these conscientious convictions without let or impediment.
This is in brief the bill of Papal rights of conscience.
" Their ideas of the
rights of conscience in all others are no less interesting and
Instructive.
They liberally concede to all mankind the right to obey such laws and
decisions of all sorts as they shall declare that God has
promulgated through themIn short, their theory of the rights
selves, and none others in contravention of these.
of man is in brief this : That all mankind have an inalienable
right to obey the laws
of the Papal corporation, and that all who refuse to
obey these laws have no other
rights whatever.
" The
doctrines of this corporation on the subject of
persecution are no less instructive.
They are these
-"Inasmuch as God has given to them the rights of conscience above stated, it is
:
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not persecution in them to carry those rights into full and perfect effect, by deposing^
rebellious kings and rulers, and by using such rulers as are obedient to them, in the
laudable and divine work of torturing, and then butchering or burning, all rebels
against Papal authority, confiscating their goods, and rendering them and their children infamous for ever. For the Papal corporation to do all this is not persecution,^
but the exercise of just authority.
" On the other hand, if any man shall have the hardihood and
audacity, even
secretly, to think that this is wrong, and much more to say so, that man is a perse-

Much more is he a persecutor if he shall dare to endeavour to create a publie
sentiment that shall throw infamy upon the corporation, simply because they hav&
exercised their just rights of conscience in butchering a few millions of heretics say,
for example, about fifty millions, more or less.
" Still more, it would be inexcusable
persecution for this nation to pass any laws to
prevent them from gaining, as soon as possible, the ability to carry out their rights

cutor.

of conscience aforesaid in this country.
" In
particular, if the head of the corporation shall send to this country pecuniaryagents, whom he sees fit to call bishops, and to concentrate in them all the property
all
the
of
religious societies in this land who own his sway, as one means of gaining
tlie power at which lie aims, then to interpose by law to prohibit and prevent such
accumulation would be a still higher grade of persecution.
" Above
all, to expel by law from this land the sworn pecuniary agents of theforeign head of this corporation, even although they should be manifestly, and openly,
and undeniabl}' guilty of a treasonable conspiracy, with foreign Romish powers, to
subvert the constitution and laws of these United States, and of each particular state
This is sell-evident ; bein this confederacy, would be the summit of persecution.
cause any government that refuses to submit to the jurisdiction of this corporation
has no right to exist, and therefore it is a duty to conspire to overthrow it. Indeed
it is the conscientious conviction of the niembera of this corporation, that they are
called on, as soon as they cax get the power, to rule all such governments with a
rod of iron, and to dash them iu pieces like a potter's vessel.
" That these are the
present claims of this corporation, without colouring or exaggeration, I think you will be satisfied when you shall have read the evidence adduced
is
but a small part of what could be offered.
which
in this volume,
" I w
in this place, present one item more, which I request you to conill, however,
sider in connexion with that in the body of this worL
"Pope Pius VII., whose papacy occupied nearly the first quarter of the present
century, gave to his nuncio at Vienna the following instructions, in view of the claims
of certain Protestant princes on his ecclesiastical property in Germany for indemnity
He says, ' Not only has the Church succeeded to prevent herefor certain injuries.
tics from possessing themselves of ecclesiastical property, but she has established the
confiscation and the loss of goods as the punishment of those guilty of the crime of
heresy. This punishment, as it respects the goods of individuals, is decreed by a bull
of Innocent III.
and, in respect of principalities and fiefs, it is a rule of the canon
law, (Chap. Absolutos xvi., De Hajreticis,) that the subjects of an heretical prince are
gnfranchyed from every ihtty towards him, and dispensed from all fealty and homage.
However slightly one may be versed in history, lie cannot but know that sentences of
deposition have been pronounced by pontiffs and by councils against princes guilty of
Indeed we have fallen upon such calamitous times, times of such humiliaheresy.
tion to the spouse of Jesus Christ, (!) that it is not possible for her to practise, nor
expedient to invoke hkr most sacred jiaxims of just rigour against the enemies and
rebels of the faith.
But, if she cannot exercise her right of deposing heretics from
their principalities, and of declaring their goods forfeited, can she ever positively permit herself to be despoiled to add to them new principalities and new goods ? What
occasion of deriding the Church would not be given to the Iieretics and unbelievei's
themselves, who, insulting over her grief, would say that means at length had been
found out TO .MAKE iiER TOLERANT !' Sucli are the doctrines of this corporation in
the nineteenth century.
" This
interesting document was obtained by M. Daunou from the archives of the
Vatican when they were removed by Bonaparte to Paris, and were by the government committed to him for custody. The Italian original may he found in the second
volume of his able History of the Court of Rome. This invaluable work erery
American ought to study, though its author is a Lay Romanist. Of him I have said
more in another part of my work.
" In the
light of this equitable document, we see clearly that the Romish Church,
so called, is under no obligation to make any compensation to Protestants for any
;
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of deposition, confiscation, 'plunder,
injuries whatever in the shape, for example,
murder, &c. ; for it is her right to do such things to heretics, and her most sacred
MAXIMS OF JUST RIGOUR require lier to do them, whenever she can.
" But liow is it with
regard to Protestants ? Even tlius : If a mob, without violence

then the State of Massachusetts is to be
life, happens to burn a single convent,
held up to eternal infamy by the Pope, and all his pecuniary agents called bishops,
if she refuses to make restitution to the Romish corporation to the uttermest farthing.
"
Accordingly, the Papal corporation never has made any restitution, and intends
never to make any restitution, for cities sacked, churches burned, families plundered
of their all, husbands and wives, parents and children, tortured and butchered by it
with the most savage ferocity. The most sacred maxims of just rigour established
by that corporation authorize and demand all these things ; for it is self-evident that
rebels against this corpoi-ation have no rights.
But, if this state shall not make full
restitution for property which they did not destroy, human language cannot utter the
infamy and the deep damnation that this corporation will assign to all her Pi'otestant
citizens for such atrocious persecution.
to

.

Moreover, from this document, it appears that this gentle spouse of Christ is diS'^
solved in grief in view of the present calamitous times, which prevent her from fully
exercising her just rights of confiscation and murder, and i-egards the very supposi..
tion by the heretics that any means can possibly be found out sufficiently powerful tq
MAKE HER TOLERANT an insult over her gi'ief.
" What heart can be so hard as not to be touched with
sympathetic sorrow in view
of such deep grief of this most interesting and aff'ectionate corporation ?
" "
That the present pope, Pius IX., fully sympathizes with these views, is plain
from his brief dated June 10, lf)51, in condemnation of Francis G. Vigil, of Lima,
Peru, which I have not room to quote, and from his allocution to the cardinals of the
"
Church, delivered September 1851, in which he says, that /te hath taken this prindomiciple for basis, that the Catholic religion, icith all its rights, ought to be exclusitely
nant in such sort that every other icorsMp shall be banished and interdicted.' Well then
may he, as he does, unite with his bishops in this country in applauding 0. A. Brownson's Magazine. Moreover, I shall show in my work that the doctrines which I have
just stated are an essential part of the constitutional law of this corporation, and that
they are at this day taught and defended by Mr. Brownson, and sanctioned by the
Bishops of Rome, at present sojourning in these United States.
,"

,

On these principles, then, you are called by the providence of God to sit in judgment, and to decide whether the principles of our government were designed to defend
such rights of such consciences, and to protect and establish the claims and authority
The Papal Conspiracy Exposed, Sfc, by Rev. Edward Beecher,
of such a corporation."
D.D., pp. 4-9. Ogle & Murray of Edinburgh are getting some copies of this work.
''

—

—

"

Have

VAIN REPETITIONS.*'

any of our readers ever seen a "praying macliine?" If not, we
missionary friend in London enjoys the much-envied possession of

have
A
a real, genuine " praying machine," and no mistake about it. It once formed
an essential part of a heathen African's devotional farnitnre. It consists of
a wheel, round which is wound a long line of paper or calico, (the longer the
better,) upon which is printed, in the rude aboriginal form, a prayer or series
of prayers. This wheel is turned by the hand of the devotee the greater the
velocity, the greater, it is supposed, is the merit of the supplication, and the
In due time the prayer rolls on
more intense the devotion which suggests it
!

;

to its destination

— the task

!

—the devotion spent— a consequent degree
—
brightens up the soul of the worshipper and the
is

over

comfort and edification
"praying machine" (it is an actual

^of

fact) is laid by till the next approach of
the " time of prayer."
This fact (when thus made known) must constitute an additional incitement
to missionary labour among the benighted African tribes.
At least this was
the impression it instantly made upon our minds— a desire, above all things, to
teach these poor heathen devotees that " God is a Spirit, and they that wor-

ship

Him must worship Him

in spirit

and

in truth."
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Let

however, change the scene

ns,

leading article on

"Vain

Eainller, for September

:

!

I>EC. 1,

The following paragraph opens a

Roman

Repetitions," in a

—

Catholic magazine, the

—

•'
An old womau, rather dirty, mumbling over her beads, a respectable gentleman,
of ancient lineage and no brains, reading like a mnchinc out of a book, a stern spinster, slightly cracked, fasting till her head is turned with hunger, and then imagining
herself in an ecstasy,
a gloomy-featured priest, bowing and genuflecting before an
add to these a small crowd
altar, and making all sorts of movements with his hands,
before
of Irish kneeling
a particularly ugly little image, crossing themselves violently,
water
about
and
them, holding lighted tapers,
splashing holy
groaning outwardly as
well as inwardly,
these are the standard types of [Roman] Catholic devotion, as acthe
our
excellent
class
of
average
cepted by
fellow-countrymen. Grant what they
may, in their most tolerant moods, in respect to our sincerity, our zeal, our learning,
our cleverness, and the antiquity of our ritual, here at least they consider that the
case stands clearly in favour of Pi-otestantism. Theirs is the spiritual religion, they
consider ; and they undoubtedly pray to God with the spirit and from the heart. Our

—

—

—

worship may be more grand, more artistic, more imaginative, more adapted to enlist
but when it comes to downright prayer, the result
the senses in the service of religion
of the comparison is wholly to their advantage. This point, they hold, may be fairly"
assumed: it is in fact indisputable. Nobody can say that the Liturgy of the Church
of England, or the extemporaneous productions of the Dissenting ministers, are un"
'
spiritual, sensuous, or open to the charge of being vain repetitions.'
;

These characteristics of Papal worship and devotion are not denied by out
In fact, the picture is so true, that it must have been drawn
from life. And, lest there should be any doubt in the mind of their readers,^
the article from which we quote proceeds still more clearly to indicate itscotemporarj'.

—

in the following strain
" This
perfunctory style of devotion, of course, appears in its most truly Popish
form in such things as the Rosary, or any other prayers in which the same set form
of words is repeated over and over again, as the Protestant would say, usque ad nauI should like to
If these are not vain repetitions,' he asks triumphantly,
team.
know what ai'e ? One hundred and fifty Ate Marias, and the Lord's Prayer and
What irrational folly
What a
Gloria Patri each of them fifteen times over
'
Hail,.
mockery of that God, who tells us to worship Him in spirit and in truth
It is bad enough only
Mary, full of grace,' &c., one hundred and fifty times over
once but one hundred and fifty times
Why, my dear sir,' continues the Bible
And how it is said, too
it's a downright insult to the Deity.
Christian,
Gabble,
What a contrast to
gabble, gabble, as hard as ever the lips can move and mumble
the solemnity and seriousness of our truly scriptural Liturgy, read solemnly, slowly,^
and distinctly by a duly ordained minister, in a fair white surplice, and a master of

meaning

:

'

'

!

!

!

!

'

I

;

'

!

!

arts' hood.

Why,

sir, it's

absolute heathenism.'

"

We must really once more express our obligations to our Romish cotemporary for the lucid pen-picture again set before us in this lively description.
We prefer it far beyond any portraiture of our own, chiefly because it proceeds from a Roman Catholic source, and one so Avell acquainted with Roman
manner and habit of
mind scenes
of superstition in Romish lands— holy wells and their numerous "stations"
" rounds" and
tedious
oft-repeated recitations pilgrimages to the summits of
associated, as all these necessarily are, with
lofty mountains and down again
" vain
the Rosary beads and
repetitions." One can almost seem to see with
Catholic devotion.

One cannot but almost

Popish prayer-making.

We are compelled,

—

realize the

as

it

were, to recall to

—

—

"

the mind's eye, the old village dame, on bared knees,
running through" heitask at the speed of an express train, stopping but to draw a hasty breath, or
perhaps to yawn with fatigue and excessive ennui, and afterwards addressing
" It takes 7)ie an
to the inquisitive heretical tourist the characteristic reply

—

hour and a quarter, Sir, but, then, I am an old woman.
would get through it in three-quarters of an hour!"

A smart,

active lad:
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These curious but real characteristics of Romish devotion our cotemporary
" vain
does not deny. Indeed, speaking of the
repetitions' of the Rosary,
" We not
he
&c.,
only justify the practice, but we assert that
alleges that,

—

is often the very highest and most purely spiritual communion which the soul can hold with her God !"
The explanation offered is, that " words alone do not constitute prayer,

prayer of this species

nor are they necessary to prayer." This is quite true, but such an explanation is mal apropos here, for we now speak not of mental prayer only, but of
prayer couched in words even words oft repeated words and phrases reiterated hundreds of times
prayers so wordy and so full of unmeaning same" vain
ness as to constitute the very essence of
The writer of
repetitions."
the article, knowing this, proceeds to lay down a strange definition of prayer
thus
The soul " can form with the mouth, either silently or aloud, a series

—
—

:

—

—

human language, of whose particular and grammatical
import it is ignorant, or to which it pays no pai'ticidar attention ; and while
doing this, it can pray fervently in its own spiritual depths." Yea, we are
even reminded of the fact that " there are hundreds and thousands of nuns
who are in the habit of daily reciting their office in Latin, without knowing a
word of Latin as a language and that yet they find this strange proceeding
Is not their
to be prayer of the most spiritual and advantageous kind !"
" unfruitful?"
Do not such as these indeed "speak
understanding indeed
of phrases in some

;

into the air?"

Even

—

1 Cor. xiv. 9, 14.

we

imagine, would the African devotee argue, while turning and
"
praying machine." We can quite understand
twisting the revolutions of his
him pleading thus with a missionary teacher, " This is real prayer you
missionaries don't know how to pray. You know words are not necessary
so,

—

;

'

to prayer,' and so, while I stand here turning my praying machine, I can
'
assert that prayer of this species is the very highest and most purely spiritual communion with God.'" Yea more, with greater consistency and force

of argument than the Romanist who counts his beads, may the heathen man,
" The
as he turns his devotional wheel, adopt the words of our cotemporary
soul stands before her God as a beggar stands before a king, and contents

—

and that look is her prayer." The heathen
Romanist multiplies repetitions an hundred
fold.
This is not the silent look of the humble suppliant
And yet more, the very speed and rapidity with which these repetitions are
"
Nay, still more,"
perfoi-med are evidences of the intensity of devotion
herself with only looking at llim
looks and speaks not ; but the

;

!

!

"
continues our cotemporary,
incredulously as the statement may be received,
it is nevertheless certain that that very eager haste, that almost breathless
urgency, Avith which at times the devout [Roman] Catholic pours forth a

perfect tide of these innumerable repetitions, is an actual token of the fervour
of the spiritual desire. That rapid utterance, which to the unenlightened (!)

appears a senseless gabble, is the very symptom of the intensity of the fire with
which the soul is burning within !" Strange consequence from such a cause
So spake the Pharisees of old, who thought to be heard by their much
We would say rather, "This people draweth nigh unto me with
speaking.
their mouth, and honoureth me with their lips, but their heart is far from
me." Silent musings, or rapt contemplation, may afford some scope for " intensity of fire ;" but incessant repetitions of set phrases addressed to creatures,
and the consequent counting of beads as way-marks, must so pre-occupy the

!

mind and engross the

attention, as to leave

no room

with the only Hearer and Answerer of prayer.

for spiritual

communion
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But explain the matter as tliey may, we shouUI rather ask, how do they
defend it, or argue this to be the true essence of prayer? Our cotemporary
writes tolerably well, but argues badly. The only defence of this system of
a " 7'« quoqut" argument that
." vaiu repetitions" is an attempt at a retort
is to say, that Protestants do the same, and act on the same
Amazprinciple
But how sustained?
ing charge
*'
Not one Protestant in a hundred reads the Bible," argues our cotem1.
Hence the conclusion (here/ore Protestants use " vain repetitions !"
porary.
We almost regret the non sequitur here for if it proves anything, it forms au

—

;

I

!

—

;

additional proof that only tliose

who never

peruse their Bible, or

who peruse

" vain
repetitions !"
" Look at their
2. Again, we are invited
famihj prayers,^^ which are thus
"Protestant
family devotion generally consists of one long prayer,
described,
either read out of a book or uttered extemporaneously by one of the assembly."
Then follows a friendly hint " If they professed to do what we do at mass
that is, let one person say one form of words, [in Latin^ of course !] and all
carelessly, use

it

—

—

—

;

the rest pray just as they pleased, merely joining with the speaker in spirit^
'^Tell
there would be some sense in the matter!"
supposing all this to be
true, which it is not, where is the proof of the use of "vain repetitions" iu
!

Protestaut family worship?
Surely it is far better for a father of a family to
pray with his household in words intelligibly clear, and addressed to God
only, than that he should read out a Latin office, or dole out one hundred and
" Hail
Marys." In the one case there is no repetition at all, much less
fifty
*'

vaui repetition," while, in the other case, from beginning to end, it
of unprofitable, unheard, unheeded invocations.
" In the
as
3. And

is

the

same unmeaning round

to public worship.
lastly,
Dissenting modes of public
worship," says our cotemporary, "the same absurdltyprevails." The absurdity
"
consists in the fact that the minister
gets up into a pulpit, puts on a peculiai*
"
and
proceeds to pray alond.^' This praying aloud,"
Dissenting physiognomy,
so as to be understood of all the worshippers, is the head and front of the
But hou\ we cannot possibly divine, and Qur
Dissenters' "vain repetitions !"
cotemporary leaves us in our ignorance, uninformed, unenlightened as before.

And, then, a3
England, the

to

"the more genteel religion" of the Established Church of

article

proceeds thus

:

—

"

Granthig everything that can be said of the Anglican services, the great fact remains, that to a large nuniljer of those wlio liear them they are sin)))ly vain i-epctiTlie fundamental orror of the Protestant theory of pnlilic worslup ruins
tions.'
Its principle is, that everybody present is to use the same words in
everythinn;.
'

approaching Almighty God."

Now, it SO happens that this "fundamental error" of Protestantism is the
" fundamental
7Jri«c<)3/e" of public worship as laid down by the apostle.
very
Speaking to the Corinthian Church, he thus directs respecting the conduct of
" I will
])ray with the spirit, and I will pray with the underpublic worship
also.
Else, when thou shalt bless with the spirit, how shall he
standing

—

room of the unlearned, say Amen at thy giving of thanks,
1 Cor. xiv. 15, IG.
And
seeing he undcrstandeth not what thou sayest?"
again, speaking of public in-ayer and praise, the apostle expresses his own
that occupieth the

—

my voice I might teach others also, than ten thousand
St. Paul, then, evidently
an unknown tongue."
1 Cor. xiv. 19.
designs that both minister and people should join together in the same words
the minister praying, the people following, and, rightly understanding all
standing, that by

words

—

iu

—

that is said, re-echoing

Amen

as the response of the understanding heart.
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supported by every example of apostolic times. Thus the eleven
"
upper room," and sought Divine direction in
" in the same
words," and the
They prayed
What an " absurdity"—what a
very words are given.—Acts i. 24, 25.
" fundamental error," in the
And
eyes of our Roman Catholic cotemporary
" in the
presence of the
also, in the Dedication of the Temple by Solomon,
" vain
•whole congregation," the king prayed, not
repetitions," but one conse"
one
was
cutive prayer and
expected to listen, and to pray, not only
every
in intention, but in the very same words" with the speaker. Yet this is
now designated as the " fundamental error" of Protestant worship. And
does not our blessed Lord Himself set us a similar example in dictating the
Lord's Prayer for general and intelligible use ?
And while in public worship there are prayers for almost every state of

And

this is

apostles prayed together in the
the choice of a twelfth apostle.

!

;

for all conditions of men, yet, in private prayer in the closet and
"
are presented frequent opportunities to
there
pray in your own way,"
alone,
the
inmost
and
and to pour forth the minutest sorrows
praises of your heart

mind, and

into the ears of the

God

of hosts.

listless and careless, uttering words with the lips
such careonly, we mean not to defend or justify their sin— but, remember,
" vain
and
fault
of
is
the
lessness and
themselves,
they
only must
repetition"
be blamed; while, in the Church of Rome, the "vain repetitions" are the

If

some Protestants are

fault of the system,

mendous

do, the divine

when

i/e

and on

it

must

command and

fall,

as

most assuredly

will

fall,

the tre-

neglecting, as that system and its votaries
rebuke uttered by our blessed Saviour—" But
as the heathen do : for they think that

Aveight of responsibility

;

pray, use not vain reintiiions,

they shall be heard for their

them."— Matt.

much

Be not ye

speaking.

therefore like unto

vi. 7, 8.

MAYNOOTH.
"We are glad to observe that efforts are being renewed in every direction to
secure in the ensuing session of Parliament the overthroAV of Maynooth ColThe Protestants of Ireland are this year with
lege as a national institution.
this great struggle, as will
great propriety placing themselves in the front of
of
appear by the following advertisement, and we trust that the Protestants
Britain will not lose a moment in bringing their strength to bear on the ac-

complishment of the same important object

:

—

"DUBLIN PROTESTANT ASSOCIATION.
" DISENnOWMENT OF MAYKOOTH.
This Association, which has been bearing testimony for fourteen years against
that of
error, and on behalf of truth, has now before it a most important movement,
'•

—

the Endowment by the State of Maynooth Colgetting up Parocliial Petitions against
from all the parishes in Ireland ready for simullege. The object is to have petitions
taneous presentation on an early day next Session of Parliament, in order that an end
may be put at once to so great an anomaly as that of endowing Popery by the British
State
" As this movement will involve considerable
expense, the Committee earnestly
that the friends of Protestantism will aid them in achieving so great a work.
!

hope
" Post-Office orders are
respectfully requested to be made payable
Thompson, Esq., 35, South Anne Street, Dublin."

to

Thomas H.

The Scottish Reformation Society is also at active work and the London
Protestant Alliance, in their Circular for November, make the foUoAving observations
« The
uccesperiod for renewed effort has arrived. The operations of the Alliance,
;

:

—

r2
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sarily relaxed during the vacation, will be resumed with vigour, and the prayers of
An address will shortly apfaithful Protestants are invited for the blessinij of Go 1.
pear on this subject, with a view of awakening zeal in reference to the fresh Parliamentary struggle of 18.51). Our hope of success gains strength. The impression
made by the exposure of the Maynooth Report, the new coui-se of Propaganda in
appointing Dr. Cullen as Apostolic Legate for a more absolute Romish rule in Ireland,
the break-up of the Irish party, and the increased arrogance of Popery on the Continent, all seem to strengthen the reasons for the disendowraent of Romanism in

Great Britain."

THE AUSTRIAN CONCORDAT.
The more

secular Journals have broken out iuto expressions of unbounded
astonishment at the late arrangements made between the Emperor of Austria

and

the Pope, commonly called a Concordat^ by which the weak and infatuated
Francis Joseph virtually resigns the management of all things throughout his
•dominions to the priests of Rome, and continues to reign as their puppet.
This simply proves the prevailing ignorance in regard to the true nature of the

Papal claims, and the unblushing pertinacity with which they are and ever
will be maintained.
Rome demands that all kings and rulers shall simply
rule for her interests.
In so far as they dare to do otherwise, she esteems

them

rebels against her lawful authority, to be denounced, excommunicated,
plotted agaiust, or even, if expedient, assassinated or otherwise overthrown
by any means, fair or foul. In so far, on the other hand, as they acknowledge
this

supremacy, they are, of course, praised as dutiful and obedient children,

and their example held up as a
November 3, for example, on this

lesson to others.

Listen to the Tablet,

and understand somewhat of the
unchangeably daring and blasphemous spirit of Rome. How like the pro" The
"
phetic mouth
speaking great things !" The article is entitled
Holy See
and Austria,'' and it proceeds as follows
" The Austrian Concordat has stirred
up the fury of our enemies so as to remind
us of demoniacal possession. The rage of men overflows the usual limits of secular
subject,

:

—

and it is impossible not to see in it the savageness of disappointed malice.
Heretics are naturally beside themselves when the inilucnce of supernatural power
throws its shadow across their path ; but careless Catholics are also moved ; they feel
that the reign of laxity, sloth, and irreverence has been seriously endangered, and,
like drowning men, they catch at the straw of the State, instead of sinking, as they
ought to do, into the sea of grace.
*
*
*
*
,*
passions,

" It is thrown in our teeth that the Priesthood is in ill odour at Rome itself, that the
Pope is not well received by his unfortunate subjects, and that his flight to Gaeta,
from the murderous agents of .Mazzini, was without dignity. We have not the least
argument's sake, to admit the whole of these gratuitous assertions, and,
they are true, it is only one more proof of the supernatural character of the Holy
See.
The Pope is not greater than his Master; and nothing could be, humanly
speaking, less dignified than His journey between the guards to the top of Calvary.
"* He came unto His
own, and ilis own received Him not.' His own subjects did
and if the Priesthood are subject
not treat Him better than the Pope is treated now
All this is nothing new
to evil tongues in Italy, so vcrc the Apostles before them.
we arc prepared for it, we look for it, and are tlisiippointed, not when the Holy See is
Tilified, but when it is praised by an infidel and heretical press.
" But to return to Austria. We
deny absolutely that the State has lost anything by
the Concordat, or that the Sovereign Pontiff has done more than recover a portion
The Emperor Francis Joseph, though he stands before the
of his undoubted rights.
world as the noblest-minded Chri.stian Sovereign that Europe has seen for centuries,
has barely done his duty. If we praise him, it is because of the contrast between
him and his brother kings, not becau.se he has yielded in any one point whatever to

•objection, for
if

;

—

He might liave resigned more of the State preteniiny encroachments of the Pope.
.sions without yet wholly restoring to the Church what no government ouglit to meddle
tvith.

Nevertheless,

we

are grateful to Francis Joseph, and he will have his reward,
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for the cup of cold water will never be
probably in this world, certainly in the next,

forgotten.
" The
of the Concordat is the abolition of the royal 2)lacet to the
principal grievance
heretics are nut the only people who are vexed
Apostolic constitutions, and unhappily
at this. There is, :is there has been, from the time of legal memory, a certain class
of Christians who look upon the State as a sort of corrective for the excesses of Divine

These people are more or less afraid of God, and can never be brought to
grace.
With them the Chnrch is
trust Him with the government of His own creation.
somethin"^ to be kept in order, and they know far better than the Sovereign Pontiff
how souls are to be guided. They speak of Rome as men do of some wild animal
more or less tamed, but which is perpetually liable to .an access of ferocity. They cannot
be easy when the Pope meditates a Bull or the appointment of a new Cardinal ; they
fear some aberration from sound sense, and would gladly undertake for the Holy See
•what

is

in contemplation, lest some great mistake should be inadvertently committed.
of the school of Don Alonzo, who said that if he had been consulted

These are men

at the Creation he could have given some good advice, which iu his opinion

was

"svanted."

ITALY,

BY A EECENT EYE-WITNESS.

MtrcH of the intelligent Anti-popish feeling of America has been awakened'
New Jersey, originally a
"by the efforts of Dr. Murray of Elizabeth Town,
Under the name of "Kirwan," he has written
convert from Irish Popery.
visit
powerfully against Rome, and having lately made a personal
has, since his return to the United States, been exposing the system
from personal observation. He also visited the principal towns of Canada
and we have before us copious reports of his eloquent
for the same

much and

-to Italy,

purpose,
lectures there, from which we shall make a few graphic and interesting extracts on the actual state of Italy in connexion with the Eomish system.

Dr. Murray says
" I .am

:

—

that Romanism is never to be overthrown by doctrinal
perfectly persuaded
the globe, out of the Papal Chui'ch, who
controversy. Is there an individual upon
•can for a moment believe in the absurdities of the doctrine of transubstantiation I Is
there any one that can believe it ? Is there anybody that can believe that one of
these long-robed gentry can take out of his pocket something like a snuff-box, and
then take out of that snutf-box something like a little wafer, and then go to work and
pray over it and manipulate it, and by his prayers and his manipulations convert that
The question was once put to a very noble lord in EngI say no.
-ivafer into God ?
land,
Why, sir, cannot you be a Roman Catholic 1 For this reason, was the reply,
I can very readily conceive how God can create man, but there is no possibility of
my conceiving how man can create God. I say then, deliberately, that there is not
a man upon the globe tliat has sense to reason, that can be a Papist until he get up
the magnificent conception that a man can create God. I put it in that strong light,
Do these priests believe that they can create
Ijecause the question just comes to this
God ? Not one of them. I say, therefore, upon this broad ground that there is no
Roitianism from the face of the earth by a mere doctrinal conpossibility of sweeping
would have been swept away
troversy ; because if that could be done, Romanism
It has been explained and exposed again and again, until if reason or
a<res a^'o.
could drive it from the face of the earth, it would have
loffic, or learning or theology
been driven. I say, therefore, to my ministerial brethren around me here, you must
than simply prove its doctrine false. That has
fight Romanism in some other way,
been done again and again, but still the evil Upas Tree remains. Hence we must
look at the system in another point of view and it was for this purpose I left my own
the
lovely and beloved parish in the State of New Jersey in 1851, and went across
Atlantic, and went down to Rome and into its churches and into its college propaafter
ganda, and up to the top of the steeple of St. Peter's, and down again, flight
My object was to examine the fruits this system
flight, until 1 got to tlie very base.
In what way
bore, and to examine the question, what good is it doing to the people ?
Mas it spreading intelligence among the people \ In what way was it extending the
benign religion of Jesus Christ ? What was it doing either for good or evil \ For

—

;
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the purpose of luquiriiig into these questions, I was induced by my own people, and
in the city of New Yorii and elsewhere, to visit Home.
Will you
allow me to tell you some of the fruits of Popery ?"

by many others

The following iiiterestiug and vivid description
towards which all eyes are at present turned
:

"

is

—

given of Naples, a place^

trode upon Italian soil, iu the first instance, in the city of Naples. I sailed
by steamer, and one morning I wolve up, and upon the one hand was
Vesuvius, on the other the city of Naples, a city beautiful for situation as any one I
ever saw. A city where Popery alone reigns where not a Protestant church is
permitted where a Bourbon fills the throne, and where the priests have cvei'ythiug
tiieir own way.
There I saw a land purely and absolutely governed by the agents of
the Man of Sin. Of course 1 was exceedingly anxious to look around me. I went
ashore, and the liret thing that presented itself was an army of beggars, the most
Without shoes,,
beggarly-like beggars this beggarly world could possibly present.
without stockings, without anything to cover their heads, and, in many instances, with
I

from

IVIarseilles

—

—

scarcely enough to cover their bodies, and they were lining tlie streets in every direction.
Here were the lazzaronl of Naples. As I went up to the city my eye met at
every corner these gentlemen with long robes, and as, I said the other evening, with
very short brains. Everywhere priests wei-e tripping along, some of them with threecocked hats, and some of them without any hat, and some that never wear a hat, and
wear nothing on their feet save a sandal ; these were the monks, the most filthy class
of men 1 ever saw, so perfectly filtliy that it would seem the greater part of their
The next class of men seen in the streets,
religion consisted in their living in filth.
everywhere, were soldiers ; soldiers, priests, and beggars. But I liave to add a fourth
The fourth is donkeys. I saw donkeys in numbers, and beyond number.
class.
Here, then, were beggars, priests, soldiers, and donkey.s the inhabitants of the city of
I spent a week there, but I wished to go to Home for the
Naples.
purpose of knowing how things were going on at the very centre of the R(mian Church. I spoke of
Bambino the other night. 11 Bambino means the Infant Saviour pictures of Mary

—

—

every where, with Bambino sometimes reclining upon her bosom, sometimes on her arms, and in every position in which a mother could hold a child. You
see Mary and Bambino at the corners of the streets
you go into a wine shop and

you

will find

;

you see Mary and Bambino among, the bottles, and everywhere else you go you see
Mary and Bambino. I went to the market-place a large place surrounded by a wal^
with gates by which you gain admission I went iu, desirous to see everything, and I
must say that the donkeys, of all the beasts I ever saw, are most heavily laden tlicre.
They have their baskets over their backs, and these filled to overflowing, and then
frequently the priests sitting upon the baskets. I have seen the priests coming in
with their wines in one basket and their chickens in the other, and they themselvesIf a priest, for instance, goes to confess here he
sitting on the tops of the baskets.
it
gets
may be a bottle of wine that is put into one of the baskets. If he goes to
confess some other person, he gets perhaps a rooster, and the rooster is put into the
other basket, and on he goes until he gets his baskets filled. I have seen them in
As I was going into the market-place a man was
that way multitudes of times.
driving his donkey in, loaded with onions, and turnips, and Civbbages, and all sorts of
garden truck,' as they call it, and just as the donkey was passing through the gate it
stumbled and fell, and the things in the basket rolled out. The donkey had got the
poor man into a difficulty for here was Mary and Bambino, and how was he to get a
prayer to Mary, and get the donliey in- at the.gate at the same time ? He commenced
to cross himself before Mary and Bambino, while he was lashing the donkey and
swearing toifall the time. And tliis is a fair representation of the religion there, a
I went into the
fair representation of the religion you see everywhere in Italy.
greatcatbedral on St. .John's day, which is a great fete day, and here were five or six
cardinals engaged in liigli mass. An individual, waiting upon these cardinals, saw
me and my companion coming in, and seeing we were strangers come to see the lions
of tiie cathedral, the blood of St. Januarius, &c., this young man left the cardinals
manipulating the host, laid aside his robes, and while the cardinals were creating God
He took us
at the altar, he came running down, and asked if we wanted a ra/et.
behind the screen, and shewed us the wondei's of the place for tlie sake of 25 cents ;
just for the sake of this 25 cents he deserted the mass and the whole ceremony, and
became for the time our cicerone. This is a fair specimen of the religion of the place.
Sabbath-day is nothing at all there. But their fete days are observed. I happened
it was a Tliursday ; and not a steamer could leave the
to be there on a, fete day
port,
nor a diligence' leave the city on that day. The next day was the king's birthday^

—

—

—

'

;

;

*

—
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to stay over Friday,
diligence nor a steamer could leave ; so, being obliged
On Friday evening, there was to be a great gathering
I remained over Saturday too.
at the theatre, J never went to a theatre since I was a Christian man, but I went to
see the theatre that night, and three-fourths of the men I saw entering there that
In going down the piazza one
night were priests ; the other fourth were soldiers.
and some persons playing at cards.
day, I saw a card-table in front of a large hotel,
I thought I would go and see who were at the table, and here I saw three priests and
two of the lazzaroni playing cards in the open streets of Naples !"

and not a

Last of all, our orator approaches Rome itself, aud gives the following dethe ancient Cajsars
scription of his visit to the imperial city of
«I
Paul landed, and, if it was no
where
happened to stop at the Three Taverns,
"better when Paul was there, I think he must have been very thankful to the people
who came to take him away ; I did not want to remain there very long, but I went
into the church, and it was the dirtiest looking church I ever saw— I here saw an old
and an equally dirty young man attending him.
dirty looking priest saying mass,
'
Some people were praying, and a number of boys were playing hide and go seek' in
But I will prothat old dirty church, while the dirty looking priest was at the altar.
Rome is a place many of you, I have no doubt, would like to see.
-ceed to Rome.
But if you feel as I do after seeing it, you would say you saw nothing great after all.
After seeing the city, I was anxious to see the Pope himself, and went to the Sistine
him for about two hours. I saw thei'e
Chapel, where I sa\v the Pope, and sat near
sixteen cardinals engaged in the mass, and on another occasion I saw twenty-four
remarks are entitled to reverence
engaged. If there is a Catholic here, I think my
from him, because I sat in the Pope's chair, and read the mass-book. In the Quirinal
the Pope's bed, and in addition to that, I went into the room
I sat down
:

—

%yhere
upon
the Pope plays cards, and into his billiard-room. I saw all these, and you may judge
it is divided into small districts, and that every
when
I
that
of
Rome
say
something
These people
to oversee them.
thirty-two persons in the city of Rome have a priest
are all overlooked by the priests, so that there is a perfect surveillance of every indiI was in the church of St. John Lateran, and the church
vidual in the city of Rome.
Here, where
of St. Peter's, which is the grandest edifice of the kind in the world.
and rules, where his cardinals, thirty or forty in number, are
himself
the

reigns
Pope
ever around, and where there are priests without number, and three hundred and
for every day in the year, and someto
sixty-five churches and upwards, a cliurch
where religion would flourish
spare, here you would surely say would be the place
that the bishop
most, and where Popery would bear its very best fruits. I am sure
of your city and all the Papists of your city, would say that of all places on the face of
the earth, Rome is the very best place to Inok for the fruits of the system of Popery.
to
Well, I say there is no such thing as civil liberty in Rome. Everybody is ground
I saw plaI will
the very depths of desolation by the priests.
give an illustration.
cards posted up in the streets as I passed, with the name of Cardinal Antonelli at the
bottom of them. On inquiry, I learned that the Pope has a large monopoly in toAll tlie tobacco that goes to Rome has to pay an enormous duty, all of which
Tjacco.
and hence it is the interest of the Pope and the duty of the priests
.goes to the Pope,
to encourage as far as possible the use of tobacco ; while the people who are opposed
One night two young men met in a cafe,
to the priests go against the use of tobacco.
one was smoking a cigar, the other was not, and the one not smoking said to the other,
Some one over"he would not smoke tobacco when there was so much duty on it.
this young man was
hearing the statement went and gave notice to the police, and
taken up, tried, and sentenced for five years to the galleys, for advising his companion
I myself read upon the walls of the city of Rome the sentence
not to smoke cigars.
of Antonelli.
passed upon that young man, and saw it authenticated by the signature
Now, I put it to you, if in a city where such things are done, there can be anything
that it
like civil liberty.
Passing up the Corso you may think to read of the Corso,
Is a very magnificent place, but it is a narrow little bit of a sti-eet, where a man and
Tiis wife, or a brother and sister, cannot walk arm-in-arm up the pavement without
I have somebeing jostled p.assing up there we came to a house said my friend,
A man lived there who was engaged in the recent
thing to tell you about this place.
He had a handsome young man as a clerk, who came down here from
rebellion.
A few days
Florence, manned his wife here, and remained as clerk with this man.
ago this young man desired to visit his friends in Florence, and went for the purpose
He went to the prefect, who told him that he
-of
getting a passport to leave Rome.
-could not give him a passport without his getting a certificate from the magistrate
that all was right, and one from the priest that all was right, and a certificate

—

;

—
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that his conduct within a certain specified time liad been all right.
This young man
went and got the three certificates, and took them to the prefect. The prefect said
to him, you cannot go ; you were clerk to such a man three years ago, and it is believed that you are infected with his sentiments.'
What became of the young man,,
wife nor nobody else belonging to him, has ever since heard.
Can there be any civil
in
a place where such things are done ? Let me tell you another instance of
liberty
the awful wickedness tliat reigns in the city of Rome. There are many houses in Rome
called palaces, which, if we had them here, we would call prisons.
They are places
of great strength. Said my friend one day ' Do you see that palace ? I will tell you
a story about it. It belonged to an individual who married a French lady, and came
hei'e to reside with her, and had an only son by her.
He died a few years ago,
'

—

The priests fixed their eye upon the
liaving willed all his property to that son.
How did they do it 1 They
property, and determined to get it into their possession.
induced the mother to swear that the man who had died, who had willed all the property to her son, was not the father of the child that the boy was the son of a cardinal
and thus the whole of that property was swept away from that young man into
the coffers of the Church.' I know, my friends, these statements seem incredible

—

:

;.

Rome and

spend one month there and make inquiry, you will come
away with the feeling that nothing can be too bad to say of its cardinals, its bishops^
and its priests. There is no civil liberty there, no protection for anybody there.
but

if

you go

to

When you see the poor people going along the streets, their humanity degraded,
themselves poor and bowed down and broken-hearted and when you see the priest
coming along erect, dressed in royal style, and the cardinals driving along, drawn by
four horses, with their servants in livery, themselves in red ; when you see this, you
will see how ))riests exalt themselves upon the vei-y ruins of the
It is so in
people.
all Papal lands ; and I venture to say, that you will see this carried out to a certain
extent in your own Canada. I have said there is no civil liberty in Rome, I now saythere is no religion in Rome. Can there be religion in such a place 1 Perhaps the
most splendid building upon the face of the globe is the church of St. Peter's. I have
never been so impressed with anything of the kind it is beautiful in all its proportions ; the very theatre in which the arts revel
sculpture, painting, music, ai-chiBut it is not the church of the living^
tecture, all revel in the church of St. Peter's.
God. You go round that building, and here and there you will find a confession-box,
and a fat, well-fed-like priest seated in the box, of whom you would say, that it wasevident Good Friday came only once a jear. Here is a confession-box for all the
nations of the world.
All are represented ; but as I went round I did not see one solitary individual going to confession, unless here and there a poor miserable beggar
;

;

;

woman whispering in the ears of the priest. It is the same in Belgium, in Sardinia,
in Florence, in Naples.
You will never see a man going to confession. The Rev.
Dr. then referred to the conduct of some of the priests while engaged in the choir.
He has seen them take out their purse and count their money, and do many other
He
things of a similar nature while professedly engaged in the worship of God.

in one day upon several of the
priests, who seemed just as merry as one could
conceive, but as soon as he and the party who were with him entered, the priests in
a moment put themselves in the most solemn po.sition, and turned up their eyes like
a duck in a thunder shower. He said if he could only state what he had witnessed
there, his audience would be convinced there was no religion in the priests, and none
among the people that there is not upon the globe at this hour a more licentious, a
more wicked city than the city of Rome ; and the most licentious in that city are the
There is no religion in the city of Rome.
cardinals, the bishoi)s, and the priests.
Yon will see statuary and paintings and relics without number, but no Bibles not a
to
be
found
in
Bible
that magnificent church, nor has there been a chapter of the
Bible read there for the last ."'OO years.
Nothing but the mi.ssal and the mass the
mass and the missal. But the Italians have given up the system of going to the
church unless on some great /t/,' day, when there is to be great noi.se and a great
show, they are never to be seen. The reason is this. The people believe the priest
is a kind of attorney for them with God
and just as a gentleman gives his estate to
his attorney to manage, do the people let everything go into the hands of the priests.
He was sitting on the verandah of a hotel in Civita \'ecchia one night, and said to a
resident of the place, as some French soldiers were passing, there go your masters
and your tyrants, the priests, '\\hat are you going to do ? The man said, Napoleon
will have enough to do for his soldiers ere
long, and they will be called home, and
when the soldiers are taken away, we will shew you what we can do.
will take
these priests and will murder evei-y one of them, for there will be no freedom here
until they are all murdered."

looked

:

;

—

;

—
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SCOTTISH REFORMATION SOCIETY.

A Public Meeting of tlie Scottish Reformation Society was held in the
Dr. Greville
Large Room, 6, York Place, on Thursday, the 15th of November,
Dr. Begg having opened the proceedings -with prayer, explained
in the Chair.
that the special object of the meeting was to afford an opportimity to tlic
a summary of
respected secretaries of the Society, to lay before the public
their efforts for enlightening and organizing Scotland, in opposition to the
and had been so
aggressions of Rome. These efforts had been unwearied,
but it Avas important that the public
far reported in the local newspapers
should be more interested in them, and for this purpose that they should be
better known to the community of Edinburgh, and through the public press to
the people of Scotland. It was intended to continue these meetings monthly,
;

and he had no doubt that from month to month the public interest in them
would increase. Dr. Dill proceeded to give an interesting report of his opeHe had visited
rations since May, including a visit to the north of Ireland.
forty Scotch towns, viz.

:— Airdrie,

Paisley, Renfrew, Johnstone, Barrhead,

Rutherglen, PoUockshaws, Beith, LochMunnoch, Kilbirnie, Kilwinning, SaltPortcoats, Ardrossan, "West Kilbride, Largs, Fairlie, Gourock, Greenock,
Stewarton,
Kilmarnock,
Irvine,
Dunoon,
Dumbarton,
Helensburgh,
Glasgow,

Troon, Ayr, Maybole, Girvan, Stranraer, Newton-Stewart, '\Yigtown,^'\Vhithorn,
and New and
Kirkcudbright, Castle-Douglas, Dumfries, Lockerbie, Thornhill,
Old Cumnock. In Ireland he had visited Dungarvan, Stewartstown, Money-

more, Coleraine, Newton-Limwady, Deny, Strabane, Omagb, Dromore,
Letterkenny, and Ramelton. In all he had held ninety-one meetings. Many
thousand Bulwarks and tracts had been distributed, and nearly £300 had
been collected. The spirit had been cordial and unanimous, and in many
could hold.
places the audiences had been larger than its places of meeting
Br. Dill also spoke of the difficulties in the way of Protestant union and
success,

and urged the great importance of increased

efforts in all parts of the

three kingdoms.

The Rev. Doctor then read a report from Mr. Grosart, the as.sistant secrefrom which it appeared that he also had overtaken a great amount of
work, and with much success. The assistant secretary has visited Dunbar,
Annan, Denholm, Kelso, (twice, once to attend annual meeting,) Selkirk,.
Southdean, and Wolfiee, Jedburgh, Peebles, Stirling, Moffat, North Berwick,
tary,

Dunse, Galashiels, Dunkeld, Coldstream, Auchterarder, Tillicoultry,

Crieff,

a single exception, his reception had been
Blairgowrie, and Rattray. "Without
most cordial his audiences large and frequently inconveniently crowded
In regard to the "Bulwark,'^
the interest lively, and the results practical.

—

—

and Johnstone) which before were
few or none, are now circulating 100 monthly and upwards,
sum
respectively. The collections at the Lectures give the gratifying average
In several cases, too,
of £3, 10s. each, amounting in all to £74, IGs. Id.

towns

(like Selkirk, Kelso, Auchterarder,

circulating

the assistant secretary has by his lectures inaugurated a course of lectures
in connexion M^ith the branches.

The meeting was then addressed by Dr. Begg, James Bridges, Esq., George
Lyon, Esq., Dr. Cunningham, John M'Nab, Esq., Rev. \Yilliam Robertson,
and others, expressing their high satisfaction with the progress of the Society,
and suggesting practical measures for the consideration of the acting committee.
The Rev. "William Robertson closed the meeting with prayer.
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LATIMER'S- MEMORIAL.
The martyrs

of the Church of Christ have attained their land of promise.
"
weary wilderness, they rest from their labours."
on high ; while to us remains the memory of such heroes of

'There, after the conflict of this

Their record

is

The reminiscences of the days that are past are still
before us, pointing with memory's finger to bygone deeds of Christian
" a cloud of witheroism, the instructive records of manly souls, who as
the Cross of Christ.

nesses," evidenced to us by their lives and deaths, the preciousness and inestimable value of a sound faith and an open Bible.
These were the men of

—
—

—

God who "fought the good fight," " quenched the violence of fire," " out
of weakness were made strong," and, like the blessed Master, whose they
were, and whom they served, "witnessed a good confession" before many
adversaries.

Their spirit has returned to God who gave it.
for our edification and instruction.

Their " acts

^nd monuments " remain

The accompanying woodcut represents a well conceived and well executed
monument, erected to the memory of Hugh Latimer, Bishop of Worcester, in
the parish church of Thurcaston, Leicestershire, the native village of the reof the Reformation.
As its inscription indicates, it was
erected in the year 1843, at the expense of the present Rector of Thurcaston,
the Rev. Richard Waterfield, to whom the Protestant world owes a debt of

nowned martyr

To his
gi'atitude for the respect thus exhibited to the martyr's memory.
parish he has done a lasting favour by thus perpetuating the remembrance of
one that from that village went forth to be one of the most eminent of the
witnesses of Christ.

Hugh Latimer was born, as we have said, in the village of Thurcaston, near
the town of Leicester, a.d. 1490 or 1491.
He supplies, in his first sermon,
preached before King Edward VL, the following account of his father's position in society

:

—

"
My father was a yeoman, and had no land of his own, only he had a farm of £3
or £4 by the year at the uttermost,= and hereupon he tilled so much as kept half a
dozen men. He had walk for a hundred sheep, and my mother milked thirty kine.
He was able, and did find the king a harness, with himself and his horse, while he

came

to the place that he should receive the
I can remember that I
king's wages.
buckled his harness when Ab went to Blackheath-field, He kept me to school, or else
I had not been able to have preached before the
He married
king's Majesty now.
my sisters with £4 or 20 nobles a piece, so that he brought them up in godliness and

fear of God,
He kept hospitality for his poor neighbours. And some alms he gave
to the poor, and all this he did of the said farm.
Where he that now hath it, payetli
£]6 by the year, or more, and is not able to do anything for his prince, for himse
nor for his children, or give a cup of drink to the poor."*

At the age of fourteen Latimer entered Cambridge University, and in
1509, while yet an under-graduate, was chosen Fellow of Clare Hall. He
was then a bigoted Papist, inveighing with zealous enthusiasm against the
and disciples of Wyclifte. Through the instrumentality of Bilney,
himself, too, a martyr, Latimer's mind underwent a serious change, and from
a warm and zealous opponent of the Gospel, he became one of its most zeal-

docti-ines

ous defenders.

His influence

in the

University gave considerable weight to

his preaching, which soon became as it were a
trumpet sound, heralding the
truths of the Gospel. Accordingly, as Foxe relates, " whole swarms of friars

and doctors flocked against Master Latimer en every side," which resulted in
a prohibition from the Bishop of Ely, closing
against him all the churches of
the University.
* Sermons of
Bishop Latimer,

— Parler

Sccteft;, p. 101.
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subsequently was promoted to the living of "West Kingston, in Wilt-

Here

"

sermons were so

fall of Gospel truth,
by referring and
our Saviour," that he was summoned before
Warham, Archbishop of Canterbury. Some time after this, however, he was
In this capacity he acted the part of a
appointed Bishop of Worcester.
Christian bishop, reforming, so far as he was able, the religious character and

shire.

his

all to

reducing

Clirist only,

executive of his diocese.

Latimer was no servile courtier. He declared his mind even before kings,
nor did he flatter where blame was needed. On one New Year anniversary
he sent to Henry VHI. an episcopal present, according to the usage of the

and while some of the bishops sent money, and others various other
Latimer's present to the King was a New Testament, wrapped in a
" Fornicatores el adulteros.
jiidicahit Dominapkin, with this motto inwrought,
times

;

gifts,

—

—

a bold act this, and
"Fornicators and adulterers God will judge :"
one that might have cost him dearly.
John the Baptist lost his head for a
similar act of faithful remonstrance.
Could Latimer have expected to fare
better?
Nothing, however, of any moment followed the act.
Henry VIH. is often quoted by Koman Catholics as a model Protestant.
But what lesson does Latimer's history teach us as to the Protestantism of
In the year 1539, the celebrated " Act of Six Articles" was
this monarch ?

nus,"

passed in Parliament, by the sole request and personal influence of the King.
This Act rendered burning as the penalty of denying Transubstantiation and
even if the offending party were to recant, he Avas still liable to the confiscaIf any one maintained the necessity of receiving in both
tion of his property.
kinds, or insisted on the right of the clergy to marry, or assailed private
masses, or resisted Auricular Confession, he was adjudged to suffer the death
of a felon.* What a decided Protestant Act this
The result of the Act of Six Articles was, that Latimer, rather than do vio;

!

lence to his conscience, resigned his bishopric. Shaxton, Bishop of Salisbury,
So rigid a Roman Catholic, then, was
also resigned for the same cause.
Henry VIII., that a Protestant bishop could not conscientiously serve under

him, and thus preferred duty to dignity. Yea more, for conscience sake
Latimer was cast into prison and having voluntarily resigned his bishopric,
and coming to London for medical advice, in consequence of an injury he
had received by the falling of a tree, he was seized and cast into the Tower.
There he remained until the accession of Edward VI,, " by means whereof,"
" the
golden mouth of
says Foxe, in allusion to the eloquence of Chrysostom,
this preacher, long shut up before, was now opened again."
Soon after the death of Edward VI., Latimer was again arrested by order
He seems to have
of Queen ^lary, and once more imprisoned in the Tower.
borne his sufferings patiently, and even with joy. For example, being left
in his cold cell without any fire during the frosty winter, he once told the
servant of the Lieutenant of the Tower, that " if he did not look the better to
him, perchance he would deceive him." The Lieutenant hearing this, and
To whom the
being apprehensive of an attempt at escape, Avarned Latimer.
venerable sufferer thus quaintly replied, " Yea, Master Lieutenant, so I said,
for you look, I think, that I should l/urn ; but except you let me have some
;

fire, I

am

like to deceive

your expectation

;

for I

am

like here to starve for

cold."'

From

the

Tower he was escorted (1554) to Oxford, in company with his
Cranmer and Bishop Ridley, to dispute with

fellow-prisoners. Archbishop

*Moslieim, Eccl.Hist., vol.

iii.

p. 172.

(Edit, by Soames, 1845.)
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The topics in dispute were chiefly on the docand the Mass. All three maintained their consistent testimony throughout. The arguments by which they supported their
cause were, a year and a half afterwards, reproduced as their accusation.
And they, still retaining their faith, were adjudged as heretics, and as such

Romish theologians.
trines of Transubstantiation

certain

burnt

!

The venerable Latimer, with

his equally noble yoke-fellow Ridley, suffered

at the stake in Oxford, over against Balliol College, on the morning of OctoHis memorable words, addressed to Ridley, will never be forber 16, 1555.

gotten.
ing,

first fagot was lighted, and its flame was already extendbitterness of death "was fast approaching, the venerable

Just as the

— when " the

—

Latimer thus encouraged his fellow- sufferer, " Be of good comfort. Master
Ridley, and play the man Ave shall this day light such a candle, by God's
grace, in England, as I trust shall never be put out !"
The ter-centenary anniverThis was exactly three hundred years ago.
and our
sary was duly celebrated in many places throughout England
people were once more reminded of the indelible characteristic of the Church
Persecution even unto death. The 16th October 1555 was a day
of Rome,
of gloom and sadness, a morning bathed in blood
but, as oftentimes the
early dawn is overcast with thunder-clouds, and big drops of rain descend,
and the lightning-flash renders the scene more awful still, the sun rises like
a ball of blood, every eye is downcast, and every countenance is wan ;
yet from the gloom and darkness, from the strife and war of elements, a
"
lights up
bright and joyous day of sunshine succeeds, and, amid all, the sun
such a candle as cannot be put out;" even so may we reflect upon the past.
Those martyred spirits sacrificed all for Christ's sake. In prospect of a glorious future, a coming day of light, a resurrection morn for God's eternal truth,
They sowed in tears that we might reap in
they gladly encountered death.
That was their portion, this is our privilege.
joy.
;

;

—

—

;

—

—

—

BEDMINSTER CHURCH— TRACTARIAN PROGRESS.
One

most recent instances of Tractarian triumph has been in the
by the Bishop of Bristol. When that
church was finished it was found to be decorated after the most approved
fashion of modern Romanism, and a strong and influential appeal was made
to the Bishop, begging him to order the Romish trumpery to be removed beof the

consecration of Bedminster Church

fore the edifice

was

weakness, simply

remove the

set apart for public worship.

besovc/ht, instead o^

Tlie Bishop,

with

gi-eat

commanding, the parties interested

but as Tractarians

make

to

a rule only to
obey a bishop when it happens to serve their own purposes, they doggedly refused compliance with his Lordship's request in this instance and he, instead
of remaining firm, has been prevailed upon to consecrate the church, images,
ofl"eusive peculiarities

;

it

;

This melancholy aflfair has naturally given
crucifixes. Virgin Mary, and all.
rise to very keen feelings of regret and disappointment amongst the evangelical clergy and people of Bristol, and to triumphant exultation on the part
of the Romanists and their abettors.
How very unlike the magnanimous
conduct of the Apostle Paul, who said concerning the Galatian innovators,
"To whom we gave place by subjection, no, not for an hour, that the truth
of the Gospel might continue with you." Gal. ii. 5. The indecision of the
Bishops has been one great cause of the evil in England.

—
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THE PAPAL THEORY OF THE FALL OF MAN.
Every person who has thought carefully on the subject, must be aware of
the very great importance of a right view of the great doctrine of the Fall, and
For as we view the disease,
the state of man in consequence of the Fall.
deep-seated and dangerous, or the reverse, so will be our estimate of the
necessity of a remedy, and even of the nature of that remedy. If the Fall was
not a very terrible event, and its consequences not very deadly, the remedy
may be comparatively slight, and its application unimportant. Any religious
system may be very correctly estimated, as to its real truth and value, by
the doctrine which it teaches, relative to the Fall and its consequences.
What, then, is the Papal theory of the Fall?
The following statement, by the ablest Popish writer of modern times,
places the Romish theory fairly before us, in its most plausible form
:

—

" Fallen
man, as sucli, is able in no otherwise, save by the teaching of Divine
For
Revelation, to attain to the true and pure knowledge of his original condition.
it was a portioji of the destiny of man, when alienated from his God, to be likewise
alienated from himself, and to know with certainty neither what he originally was,

nor what he became."

— 31oehler's SyinMmn,

vol.

i.

p. 33.

admission of the necessity of a Divine
Revelation that is, the necessity of a revelation to teach man the relatio7i in
which he stands to God^ which is religion and the line of inquiry is directly
that which concerns the character of man.
TTe have thus the company of
intelligent Romanists themselves, when we begin at the beginning in our
This

may

be regarded as a

—

sufficient

;

endeavour to investigate the Popish theory.
The Council of Trent devoted its Fifth Session to the topic of Original Sin.
It is right to see what doctrine it there teaches, as the doctrine which Rome,
assuming to be infallible, must continue to hold.
" If
any one does not confess that the first man Adam, when he had transgressed
the commandment of God in Paradise, immediately lost the holiness in which he
had been constituted and that he incurred, through the offence of such prevarication, the wrath and indignation of God, and consequently death, which God had
previously threatened to him, and, together with death, captivity under the power of
him who thenceforth had the empire of death, that is to say the devil, and that the
entire Adam, through that offence of prevai'ication, was changed, as respects the body
and soul, for the worse, let liim be anathema.
If any one denies that the same merit
;

.

.

.

applied both to adults and to infants by the s.icrament of baptism,
.
If any
Tightly administered in tiie form of the Church, let him be anathema. .
one denies tliat, by tlie grace of our Lord .Jesus Christ, which is conferred in baptism, the guilt of original sin is remitted ; or even asserts that all that which was the
true and proper nature of sin is not taken away, but says that it is only erased, or not
imputed ; let him be anathema. But this Holy Synod confesses and is sensible, that,
in the baptized, there remains concupiscence, or an incentive (to sin) ; which, since
it is left for us to strive against, cannot injure those who consent not, but resist manfully by the grace of Jesus Christ ; yea, he who shall have striven lawfully shall be
crowned. This concupiscence which the Apostle sometimes calls sin, the Holy Synod
<leclarcs that the Catlir)lic Church has never understood to be called sin, as being
trulyand properly sin in those born again, but because it is of sin, and inclines to sin.
And if any one is of a contrary opinion, let hiri be anathema."

of Jesus Christ

is

.

It

may, perhaps, surprise some that the Papal theory is so modified on
may think, so near the truth. But let it be remem-

this subject, or, as they

bered, that Pelagius, about 420, raised a controversy regarding Original Sin,
the existence of which he denied and that Augustine succeeded in not only
refuting the Pelagian errors, but in persuading the Church generally to adopt
his sound and true principles.
And as he was, and has always been, held in
;

high veneration by the Church, and his writings continued to exercise a strong
influence, it was not possible for even the Council of Trent to venture on exThe utmost that could safely be done was to
pressing a very wrong opinion.
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introduce scholastic subtleties, through which they might obtain admission
for their

own

perversions.

be observed that they introduce the subject of baptism into their
decree and this indicates the nature of the sophistry used. Let it be ob"
concupiscence" is introduced as indicating an
served, also, that the terra
element at least allied to evil which still remains in the baptized ; and that,
while it is admitted that the Apostle calls it sin, the Council declares that it
" inclines to sin."
"
"
is not
of si7i," and
truly and properly sin,'''' but
We may now begin to see the position taken for the introduction of theIt will
;

whole Papal perversion,

in a

somewhat dexterously fallacious manner. Popery

and express terms •
but yet to get the doctrine of the Fall and Original Sin reduced to something
so very trivial, that it might easily be removed. The idea that the mere act of
baptism can remove Original Sin is introduced, and so introduced as to shew

was resolved not openly

to contradict Augustine, in direct

that faith is not necessary for it is as available for infants as for adults..
Further, and very specially, let it be noted and remembered, that, in defining
in
Original Sin, the decree says, that Adam "lost the holiness and justice
;

—

does not say, in which he waa
the fallacious use of a whole
Our space will not allow us
legion of metaphysical and scholastic subtleties.
to do more than state briefly the essence of these subtleties, which we con-

which he had been constituted
created.

(consiitutus) ;

This either indicates, or gives

room

it

for,

dense from the arguments of some of their ablest writers.
That man may be conceived of itt
They i-eason, or rather speculate thus
1. As enjoying a state of supernatural grace ; 2. As in a
three conditions
simply natural state ; 3. As fallen. Adam, they assert, was in a supernatural
:

—

:

with holiness and justice, above the simply natural state.
By
the Fall he lost merely the supernatural graces of holiness and justice in
which he had been constituted, and sunk into that condition in which
he might have been created, but nothing more, nothing lower, nothing
This theory they attempt to illustrate thus : That as a man may be
worse.
state, invested

—

—

—

thought of as clothed, or as naked, or as stripped of his clothing in Avhich last
case he will be naked, but not more naked than if he never had been clothed^
the only difference being that he has lost his raiment so man might have
been created without the supernatural gi-aces of holiness and justice, in a
or having
or invested with those supernatural graces
state of simple nature
been so invested, might lose them, and be reduced to the simple nakedness of
nature, and would then be naked, indeed, but not more so than he might have
:

—

;

;

—

So they illustrate theii- theory.
To a state of loss, of reduction
then, does this reduce the Fall?
to simple nudity, or of indifference, neither good nor evil, as man might have
been created. There may, however, be some little blame attached to him, in

been created

:

To what,

—

the blame of having allowed himself to be so denuded.
addition to his loss,
Several later Papal theologians maintain, that Adam did not receive the
supernatural gifts till after he had prepared himself for, and rendered himself

worthy of, the reception of these supernatural gifts. And they boast that
and
his view establishes the principle of the freedom of the will in man
avoids the peril of representing God as the author of evil, of which they
;

venture to accuse Protestants.

But

easy to see that this Papal theory completely divests the doctrine
and prepares the way for the whole host of
all grave meaning
Papal perversions relative to sin, its remedy, and the application of that
remedy. Let us briefly trace this. We have already noticed that Popery admits
the necessity of a Divine Revelation, because without it man could have no^
it is

of the Fall of

;
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knowledge either of God or of himself. To be cousisteat, it ought to adopt
But we now see that Poperythat view which revelation gives of man.
frames its notion of man's original condition, and consequently of the Fall, on
mere metaphysical conjectures. We demand proof from Divine Revelation
with regard to the primary condition of man. Scripture tells us nothing
about supernatural gifts bestowed on Adam, because he had prepared himself
Neither does it defor their reception, and made himself worthy of them.
scribe the Fall as a mere blameable reduction to the state of simple nature.
But it represents the Fall as deeply sinful, and as involving man in depravity
and corruption, and exposing him to death. "By one man sin entered into
the world, and death by sin, and so death passed upon all men, for that all
have sinned."
We see, therefore, in the Papal theory of the original constitution of man,
It parts from Scripture
the very source of its Avhole system of perversions.
as the fountain-head, like two streams issuing from some high mountain,
separating at the very point where they begin their course from the spring,
•taking different directions then, and diverging continually further and further
asunder as they flow. With Satanic subtlety it seeks to deceive man with
regard to his primary relation to God, as the tempter deceived Eve. It prevents the true nature of the disease from being apprehended
and, by necessary consequence, it also conceals and perverts the true nature of the remedy.
But some of the apparently smaller points of this theory must also be
It will be observed that the Council of Trent not only admits the
noticed.
idea concupiscence, but makes great use of it, yet denies it to be truly and
;

properly

What

sin.

It is the word by which the Latins translate the
concupisce7ice 1
Greek word i--::ihiMa.. But sTii-j/j.ia means more than concupiscentia. Conand
<;upiscence means little more than an eager desire to possess something
in excess, and when that thing belongs to another person, it is covetousness.
But imhfiia means a desire that comes upon the mind overpoweringly, that
the mind
an irrestraimtble desire, or a snperordinate
possesses and impels
desire, and thence a disturbing and impelling influence disordering tlie mind.
is

;

—

because it drives the man whom it possesses into
Popish writers lower this to mere concupiscence, and
say it is of the nature of sin, and incites to sin ; but that it is not sin in itself,
and that it may be resisted and overcome by any man in his own strength.
If this be the case, then a baptized man, restored to the state of simple
nature, may, by his own power, not only resist concupiscence, but merit
This, indeed, is the ver)' conclusion which Papists wish
supernatural grace.
to draw, and on which they found their whole theory' of works, whether in

This the Apostle terms

sin,

violation of God's laws.

But all tliese deceitthe character of good deeds done, or penances endured.
fully pleasing consequences flow from tlieir theory that baptism rescues from
And as baptism may be conferred on infants, where there is no
original sin.
conscious faith, and even stealthily, and witliout the knowledge of their parents,
the Fall and the regeneration may both exist without the knowledge of the soul
which they so deeply affect. The Fall, then, must be a very little matter
and the remedy may be ccpially slight and unimportant. Thus, though the
Council of Trent seemed to hold the doctrine of Scripture, as declared by
;

Augustine,

it

introduced such

fiillacious

elements as wholly to set

The

The doctrine
and practice.

of original sin

must

Sin exists.

This no

affect

man

it

aside.

extreme importance of obPapal theory on this point.
the whole system of religious belief
But to what extent does it
denies.

intelligent reader will easily observe the
taining a clear and accurate knowledge of the
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That is the question of questions. Those who
whole nature of man so deeply as to place him in a
relation to God from which he can expect nothing but punishment, unless that
relation can be changed, and yet that he cannot himself change that relation,
the nature of

aflfect

admit that

it

man ?

affects the

must feel the necessity of seeking the help of God alone, in a spirit of the
Those who regard it as a very
deepest humility and self-condemnation.
small matter— the mere loss of something supernatural which man could merit
and may recover, will not deem themselves exposed to Divine wrath will
not see the need of a Divine remedy— will retain the proud ideas of self-

—

righteousness and self-dependence

and retaining

;

these, will inevitably perish

in their pride.
to

Satan tempted our first parents by exciting false ideas of their relation
God, and a desire of proud independence. This caused their Fall. Popery
in their nature, and almost
perpetuates the Fall by teaching doctrines identical
In this respect it has very much in common
identical in their very language.
with all false religions, and all corruptions of true religion. And the essence
of all this is a false view of man's character, and of course a false view of his
relation to God.
It might also be shown that sin, as we find ft-om its practical working, is
a much more dreadful thing than the Papal theory can allow. And, in this

a very conclusive refutation of that
point of view, there might be produced
delusive and pernicious theory. But on this point we need not dwell, as
into his
every one can do so for himself, by merely looking around him, or

own

heart.

PROTESTANT UNION FOR THE NORTH OF ENGLAND.
"We are glad to find that decisive measures have been adopted to organize
the north of England in the great Protestant cause. A conference was held
in Manchester on the 1st of November, at which there were delegates from
Liverpool, Sheffield, Ashton, Bolton, Preston, North Allerton, Bardsley,
Eochdale, Huddersfield, Oldham, Preston, and other places. From many
At
other towns also letters were received promising hearty co-operation.
this conference resolutions were adopted, expressive of the firmest determination to meet Popish aggression and conspiracy by united and vigorous resistance.

The proceedings were characterized by a calmness, unanimity, and

It was agreed to
intelligence which promise the most satisfactory results.
establish a central office in Manchester, and to employ two paid secretaries,

one belonging to the Church of England, and the other to some other Chriscommunity, Avhose duty it shall be to extend the organization throughout the six northern counties and Cheshire, to form Branch Associations in
the various towns and by sermons, lectures, and public meetings, to inform,
awaken, and direct the people aright. There is every probability of the
tian

;

immediate commencement of

this

most necessary

eftort

;

and

if it

prove suc-

cessful, other districts are likely to organize in like manner, until our Protestant parallels, beginning with Scotland, will be carried to Downing Street

Then the issue will not be doubtful.
and out of it an acting committee,
The
including Canon Stowell, Dr. M'Neile, Dr. Vaughan, Dr. Halley, &c.
secretaries are the Rev. Berkeley Addison, Joseph Adshead, Esq., and C. E.

and the two Houses of Parliament.

A

large committee has been formed,

Cawley, Esq. We understand that the Rev. Mr. Fox of Durham, ready to
every good work, has commenced the subscription for this new Association
with a donation of £100.
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THE INQUISITION IN EOME.
"When Romanists boast
they
test.

that unanimity exists

amongst Papal

ecclesiastics^

know

that in Popish conntiics this matter can never be fairly put to the
Every expression of dissent is immediately put down by the strong arm

and yet, Avitli all the vigilance of the Romish Inquisition,
of persecution
undoubted cases of open dissent on the part of priests from the dogmas of
Rome are of frequent occurrence. Our woodcut represents a recent instanceof this nature, reported by the Roman correspondent of the New York
;

Cntsader

:

—

" TO THE EDITOR OF THE

NEW TOEK

CRUSADER.

"Rome,

" In

Se}jtcmher

7, 1(155.

mentioned to you the fact of the arrest of Father
my
From his convent, he was brought at
Peluffo, of the order of the Cruciferi.
night by two gendarmes to the prison of the Inquisition, and since then
last letter, I

He stands accused of heresy, of
nothing has transpired relative to his fate.
secretly corresponding with the Reformei De Sanctis, at Turin, and of being
His summary and mysterious imprisonhostile to tlie Papal Government.
ment has elicited much discontent at Rome, for he was one of the very few
exemplary monks so much Ijclovcd by the people.
" But it
happens that Father Peluftb is a Sardinian citizen, and notwithwhich places him in the position of a serf
standing his religious character,
of the Pope, the Sardinian Government has claimed him, and in case of
refusal, the ambassador of that Government has received orders to leave
Rome, and cease all diplomatic communications."

—

—
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THE BULL UNIGENITUS.
There

is

sometimes veiy considerable

diflicultj in ascertaining

with accu-

of Rome is
racy and certainty what are the doctrines to which the Church
all her subjects to
formally and officially committed, and which she requires
No doubt Romanists boast greatly of having a living infallible inbelieve.
all disputes, and to mainterpreter of Scripture and judge of doctrine, to settle
But it is quite sufficient for the full and thorough
tain unity and peace.
exposure of this claim, that it has never been agreed among themselves, and

that

it is still

and how

a matter of controversy,

who

his decisions are to be found,

this infallible

—some of them

judge

is,

and where

ascribing infallibility
also to the Popes.
They are

only to general councils, and others conceding it
indeed, agreed that general councils are infallible
long disputing among themselves, and the dispute

all,

;

is

but then they have been
not likely ever to ter-

minate, as to what particular councils are general and

infallible.

Many

Romanists deny that the doctrinal decisions of Popes, simply as such, are inbut they generally admit that Papal decisions, if assented to, or not
fallible
dissented from, by the Church, are to be received as infallible and binding.
But here, again, disputes have been carried on amongst themselves, and unof the
certainty still prevails, as to the true import, and the sufficient evidence
;

Church's acceptance of Papal decisions, and, of course, as to the binding
Mohler, the most eminent defender of
authority of particular Papal Bulls.
Popery in the present age, after having asserted, in the earlier editions of his
Symbolism, that a particular doctrine, though generally held by Romish
theologians, had not been sanctioned or imposed by the Church, acknowledged
(English translation, vol. i. p. 37) that it had been made a binding article of
faith for the whole Church above two centuries ago, by well-known Bulls
This fact furnishes a curious illustraof Popes Pius V. and Gregory XIU.
tion of the difficulty of finding out what really are the doctrines for which the
Church of Rome is to be held responsible, for Mohler had been for some years
the first ediprofessor of theology in a celebrated German University before
tion of his Symbolism was published.
While it is thus sometimes difficult, it is also sometimes an important

matter, to find out, if we can, whether particular Papal decisions have been
adopted by the Church, and have thus become binding upon all her
members.
Perhaps the most important of all the doctrinal deliverances

—

which have issued from the Papal See that one the standing and authority
it is most desirable to ascertain, is what is commonly called the
The question that was
Bull Unigenitus, issued by Clement XI. in 1713.
at one time discussed, and might still be raised upon this subject, is this,
Does this Bull merely commit to its contents the Papal See, and those
Romanists who acknowledge the personal infallibility of the Pope? or does it
bind the whole Church, so that we are entitled to hold all Romanists respon-

of which

sible

for

it?

And

the importance of having this

question satisfactorily

answered depends upon this consideration, that the Bull Unigenitus contains
perhaps more palpable evidence of hatred to the Word of God, and to the doctrines of grace, than any other document which we are entitled to charge
upon the Church of Rome in her public and collective capacity. The Bull
consists in a great measure of 101 Propositions, professedly extracted from
the works of the celebrated Jansenist Quesnel, and especially from his 'Moral
and the object of the Bull is to condemn
Reflections on the New Testament
and censm-e all these Propositions as unsound and erroneous.
;
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The Bull Uuigenitns when first promulgated was opposed and rejected by
some Jansenistic bishops and clergy in the Church of France, who even went so
far as to appeal from it to a General Council. The opposition to it, however, has
long since entirely died away and disappeared in the Romish Church and there
;

seems to be no ground for doubting that it has been accepted by the Church,
and has thus become authoritatively binding upon all its members. That
the Church of Rome, and not merely the Papal See, is responsible for the
contents of the Bull Unigcnitus, and that of course all Romanists are bound
by it, is a position which is now universally asserted or assumed in Popish
works, and one which there seems to be no reason to doubt. As one example
of this we may mention, that Dens, in his Moral Theology, (tom. ii. pp.
" no
130, 131,) declares that
Papal Bull was ever so expressly and solemnly
"
" that it
is a dogmatical law
accepted in the Church as the Bull Unigenitus,
of the Universal Church, and that therefore it maybe deservedly called a rule
of faith, and those who dissent from it heretics."
The Church of Rome, then,
has made it heretical and sinful in any one of her members to believe or to
teach any one of the 101 Propositions condemned in this Bull, and in condemning these Propositions as false and heretical, she must be held, by plain
and just implication, to teach, and to require her subjects to believe, the opposite of those doctrines which she has condemned as taught by Quesnel.
It is
this that gives interest and importance to the Bull Unigenitus, and especially
to the 101 Propositions which it holds up to condemnation.
As they do not
occupy a great deal of space, we propose presenting a translation of them to
our readers, both because the condemnation of such Propositions, when
taught by such an eminent Romanist as Quesnel was, exhibits a very interesting view of the Popish system and because the Propositions themselves contain much sound and wholesome instruction.
We shall give first that part
of the Bull Avhich contains the censure and condemnation, and afterwards submit the Propositions which have been dealt with in this way.
;

"
Having, therefore, as well heard by word of mouth, as received in writing, the
suffrages of the foresaid cardinals and other divines ; and having first implored
the assistance of the Divine Liglit, by private and even public prayers appointed
we do respectively, by this our ordinance, which shall perpetually
to that end
stand in force, declare, condemn, and disallow, all and singular the above inserted
Propositions, as false, captious, ill-sounding, offensive to pious eai-s, scandalous,
pernicious, rash, injurious to the Church and its practice ; not only outrageous
against the Church, but even against the secular powers, seditious, impious, blasphemous, suspected of heresy, and savourinj; of heresy itself as also encouraging
hei'etics and heresies, and even schism, eri'oneous, often condemned, and lastly,
also heretical ; containing divers heresies manifestly tending to innovation, and
principally those which are found in the famous Propositions of Janseuius, nay,
even as taken in that sense in which tliese were condemned.
"
command, "then, all Christ's faithful people, of both sexes, that they d©
not presume to think, teach, or preach, toucliing the said Propositions, otherwise
tlian as is contained in this our same ordinance
so that whosoever teaches, maintains, or publishes them, or any of them, jointly or separately, or even treats of
them by way of disputation, ])ublic!y or privately, unless perhaps to impu<in or disprove them, shall be, ip^o facto, without any other deliberation, liable to the ecclesiastical censures, and to other penalties appointed by law, against those that commit the like offenee>.
;

;

We

:

"

Moreover, we enjoin our venerable lirothers, patriarchs, archbishops, bishops,
and other ordinaries of places, as also the inquisitors of heretical pravity, absolutely
to restrain and compel any persons whatsoever that contradict or arc rebellious,
by the aforesaid censures and penalties, and other remedies of law and fact, calling in for this purpose the secular power, if it be needful, to their assistance.
"No man, then, shall be allowed to infringe, or by a rash enterprise contravene,
these pages of our declaration, condemnation, mandate, prohibition, and interdic-
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tion ; but if any presume to attempt it, let him know that he shall incur the displeasure of Almighty God, and of St. Peter and St, Paul, his apostles."
(Dens, torn,
viii. pp. 218-220.)

—

AN INCIDENT

IN

THE HISTORY OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION.

Bishop Burnet, in his letters from the Continent, gives an account of an
imposture got up by the Dominicans in Berne a few years before the Reformation,
The Bishop had access to the original process in the trial, and had
the patience to read through the whole 130 sheets " writ close, and on all

which it consisted. " It was certainly," he says, " one of the
and
and
blackest,
yet the best carried on cheat that has been ever known
no doubt had not the discovery taken place, it had passed down to posterity
as one of the greatest miracles that ever was
and it gives a shrewd suspicion
that many of the miracles of that Church weie of the same nature, but more
sides," of

;

;

s uccessfully finished.''''

Between the two powerful orders of Franciscans and Dominicans there was
an old and mighty rivalry. The Dominicans were the more learned, and had
most of the high offices of the Church in their hands. But the Franciscans
were the more popular. The Dominicans held the doctrine of original sin,
which obliged them to assert that the Virgin Mary Avas born in sin. The
Franciscans denounced this as rank blasphemy, and stood up for the Immaculate Conception.
They had the people on their side, and the Dominicans
felt themselves to be losing ground.
What was to be done to retrieve them ?
Chapter of the Order was held at Vimpsen, and a scheme devised to support
their ebbing credit.
Four of the junto undertook to manage the design, and
the town of Berne was fixed on as a fit place for putting it into execution.
What the concoction of this black synod was, will appear from our narrative.
There was in Berne a man of the name of Jetzer, who was passing through
his noviciate as a lay-brother of the Dominican Order,
He was a simple,
small- witted creature, an abject devotee, and much given to superstitious
austerities.
Keen eyes had taken a note of him, and discerned in him the
fitting tool to practise with.
Accordingly, the very night after he took the
habit of the Order, and while his wrought-up mind was under the excitement
of a day so tremendously important, poor wretch, to him, one of the friars
appeared to him in his cell, habited to represent a soul from purgatory. By
means of an apparatus in the mask which he wore, he breathed sparks of fire,

A

A

leash of dogs, tied to his middle,
dismally lighting the darkness of the cell,
In a dreadful and
leaped and bayed furiously, as if seeking to rend him.
hollow voice he addressed the appalled Jetzer, saying, "When I was in the
I was of your
Order, and the Superior of a religious house.
Going on
a journey to Paris, I put on the dress of a layman, and in that dress, alas!
robbers slew me.
For my crime I suffer the torments of purgatory, but by

body

Promise that thou wilt do what is necessary
thy means I may be delivered.
to that end:" and he enforced his request with the most horrible shrieks
and gi'oans, to express the anguish of his sufferings. The frightened monk

whereupon the apparition told him that he was a great saint, that
and mortifications would prevail, but that they must be very exThe whole Monastery must for a week together discipline
traordinary.
themselves with the whip, and he must lie prostrate in the form of one on a
cross in one of their chapels, while mass was said before the
people.
promised

;

his prayers
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Morning was no sooner come than the monk gave an account of

his vision

to the rest of the Convent, who heard it with well-affected surprise.
They
all undertook to bear their share in the discipline, and the
dupe performed
his in presence of a vast

crowd

whom

the fame of the vision had

drawn

to-

The managers of the scheme preached sermons on the miracle, and
gether.
the poor lay-brother was deemed nothing less than a saint.
In case the
apparition should return, his confessor gave him a kost or holy wafer, and a

—

The night after, the
powerful to chain evil spirits.
from purgatory returned, having with him two other spirits much
But the lay-brother presented the host to them, whereat
uglier than himself.
they back recoiled in such a way as to prove the virtue of the preservative.
The soul from purgatory, primed by the dnpe's confessor, told him his thoughts,
and all the secrets of his life, and then went on to mention a few secrets from
the other w^orld.
The Dominican Order, he said, was excessively dear to
the Blessed Virgin, who knew herself to be conceived in original sin, and the
doctors who taught the contrary were in purgatory.
The Virgin abhorred
the Franciscans for making her equal to her Son, and the town of Berne
would be destroyed for harbouring such plagues within its walls.
piece of the true cross

spirit

When the enjoined discipline Avas fully performed, the soul appeared again.
He said that he was now delivered out of purgatory, and expressed himself
in proper terms regarding the great charity to which he owed his rescue.
He
promised the dupe that the Blessed Virgin would pay him a visit in testimony of her signal approbation. For some days the friar languished in an
ecstasy of desire for the accomplishment of this promise; at length the
longed for delusion appeared to him, clothed as the Virgin used to be on the
great feasts, and indeed in the same habits.
By the light of the taper glimmering in his cell, he could see figures like child-augels, as Charles Lamb
would have called them, hovering about her head. A little neat manipulation with pulleys and cords from the top of the cell, had enabled the statuettes of angels, whicli were set on the altar on the great holidays, to take
The Virgin, with most condescending endearments, extolled his
wing.
She informed
charity, and the merits of the discipline he had undergone.
him that she was conceived in original siu, that Pope Julian H., the reigning
Pope, was to put an end to the dispute, and abolish the feast of her Conception
which Sixtus IV. had instituted,
and that he, Brother Jetzer, was to be the

—

—

in the matter.
She gave him three
drops of her Son's blood, wliich were three tears of blood that he had shed
This signified that she was three hours in original sin, after
.over Jerusalem.
which she was, by his mercy, delivered out of that state. She gave him,
also, five drops of blood, with wliich the form of a cross was dotted on a
piece of linen, being tears of blood that she had shed while her Son was upon

means of persuading the Pope of the truth

the cross.

These visits were frequently repeated to the abused friar, until his fanatic
At length the
imagination was heated a seven times beyond its wont.
Virgin told him that she was to give him the most distinguished and
peculiar token of her Son's love, by imprinting the stigmata^ or nail-wounds,
on his hands and feet. As a first instalment of this favour, she drove some
sharp instrument through his hand, making a hole as big as a pea, so that

With this she left him for the
he could clearly see the taper through it.
time, in a not too comfortable condition despite his ecstatics.
The next night the apparition of the Virgin returned, and brought some
linen cloths, being part of those iu which the body of the Saviour was
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wrapped, and of prodigious virtue for allaying pain. She caused the friar
to swallow a strong opiate draught which she had brought, and while lie was
in a state of iinconsciousness, his other hand and his feet were pierced, and a
wound made on his side. So strongly had he been drugged, that when he
came to himself he had no recollection of pain. Amazed and ravished out
of measure at the wonderful impressions that had been made upon his body,
he exulted in the representation of the Saviour's passion, which he fancied
heaven was stamping on him. He was exhibited to the people before the
great altar, to the infinite wonderment of the whole town, and the confusion
of the Franciscans. There was in the Church an image of the Virgin with
the infant Jesus in her arms. Tears, the most natural possible, were painted,
all the congregation thought th^m real.
To crown the
on her cheeks
miracle, the little Jesus in her arms was heard to ask her why she wept?
and she audibly answei*ed that it was because his honour was given unto
an acoustic phenomenon
her, since it was said that she was born without sin,
much diminished in interest by the fact, that our indefatigable Bishop saw
with his own eyes a tube, one end of which came out through the wall of
the Church, behind the.Virgin's image, while the other communicated with
one of the cells.
;

—

The upshot of
the

monks

this long train of daring

incautious,

imposture was, that success

and by a pestilent accident, their dupe one

made

day" over-

heard them talking among themselves about the trick. This roused his
fanatic nature to fury, and he well-nigh killed a friar who came into his cell,
The monks made an
personating the Virgin with a crown upon her head.
abortive attempt to poison him, and kept him in close confinement. He wa&
not void, however, of that cunning Avhich intellects at zero are often seen to^
He took a mighty oath never
possess, and in the end over-reached them all.
looked stupid and content
and found an opportunity
to reveal the secret
of slipping out of the Convent, when he ran straight to the magistrates, and
discovered everything. It may be easily imagined that the Franciscans took all
possible care to have the affair well searched out. The friars ultimately confessed the whole imposture, and Rome washed her hands of their unsuccessful
villany, by causing four of them to be burnt alive "in a meadow, on the
other side of the river, over against the great Church." It hurts the Romish
conscience so grievously to be foimd out
ye Dominicans whose miracle
;

;

!

!

was not "
and
*'

successfully finished," what would become of Rome's other signs
wonders if the machinery of each of them were laid bare in 130 sheets

writ close, and of

all

sides?"

IRISH MURDERS,

The

AND BIBLE BURNING.

systematic murders of Ireland have again commenced, and the case

of Miss Hinds has sent a thrill of horror through the United Kingdom.
The
priests, who know all things through the confessional, are undoubtedly privy
to these murders, and such scenes could only take place amongst a people

Romish principles. It is when the Endowment of Maynooth is
read by the glare of such illustrations, that its atrocity, when maintained by
But why not
professing Protestants, becomes conspicuous and undeniable.
force the priests to give up the murderers, or punish them instead ?
These
priests have appropriately, and with impunity, been again making a bonfire of
the Word of God at Kingston.
It is certainly an inconvenient book for them.
trained in

.
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Theological Essays.
Reprinted
from the Princetou Review. First
"With a Preface by the
Rev. Patrick Fairbairn, D.D. Edin-

Series.

burgh

new London

In this volume of very able Essays
tliere are several,
as, for example,
" The Rule of
those on
Faith," on
"Sacerdotal Absolution," and on
Transubstantiation," 8fc.,— that deserve the special attention of all who
are engaged in the Romish contro-

The writers are thoroughly
versy.
conversant with the topics discussed,
and the Essays have already commanded high admiration on both sides
•of

the Atlantic.

'Outlines of the History of the
Church of Christ. By William

Sandby.

London: Wertheim and

Macintosh.

whom we

are receiving information.
time, we have read the

At the same

remarks of "An Old Resident" in
Spain with much satisfaction. They
do not embody much that will be
new to those who have read much
about Spain, but they present a vivid
picture of Spanish society, and of the
beautiful but

ing error are only ancient ones revived, or maintained with renewed
•energy; and to be "foreAvarned"
" forearmed."
to be

is

Protestaxt's Handbook. By
Rev. John Charles, A.M.,
minister of Garvock. Edinburgh
Moodie and Lothian.

Tftf.

the

:

of our readers will differ

in regard to some
of the points discussed in his little
volume, but in so far as he discusses

from Mr. Charles

the Popish controversy his Catechism

meet with

their cordial approba^\c should like to see a cateto

Popery alone, and

unhappy country.

Protestant Tract Society.

The Ijdiaculate

—No.

Concei>tion.

L
By

Rev. Robert Maguire, A.M.

don

Seeleys, Halliday,

:

Lonand Jack-

son.

inasmuch as modern forms of abound-

tion.

By

Spain is peculiarly interesting at present, but this only makes it more important that we should know from

liarly important in the present day,

chism devoted

Spain.

Edinburgh:

"Where facts are stated it is of great
importance to avoid an anonymous
form of publication. Anything about

information.
spirit, and from ample
The study of Church history is pecu-

ftill

in-

disastrous effects of Popery in that

Upon the whole a very excellent
and valuable compend of Church
fair and candid
history, written in a

Many

Protestant Tract Society

an Old Resident.
Johnstone & Hunter.

—

*^

1,

might charge themselves with this as
an appropriate and seasonable task.
RoM^\jf Catholicism

and T. Clark.

T.

:

DEC.

new and imfrom the graphic
and prolific pen of Mr. Maguire, and
the subject is one of present interest.
If we might venture an advice, it
The

first

Tract of this

portant Society

is

would be that a set of tracts might
be prepared on various branches of

—

the controversy, as, for example,
of Po1st, on the doctrinal aspects

pery

;

effects

2d, on its social
;

and

political

Sd, on the striking historical

incidents which illustrate its peculiar
the various incipient
spirit; ith, on

which tend
processes and indications
Popery if not checked in the bud.

to

In this way the tracts could be so
arranged as to be applicable to every

would

containing a thorough refutation of
"Keenan's Popish Catechism," so

variety of circumstances, and

plausibly written, and so eagerly circulated by Romanists. Perhaps the

trust that the new enterprise will
receive cordial and extensive support.

be most convenient for distribution.

We
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ON THE CONCORDAT.

" As
pirates all false colours wear.
To twtrap til' unwary mariner."

The

position of Dr.

Wiseman

in

England must be admitted

to be

one of

and yet if unhesitating audacity of assertion can
considerable difficulty
carry him through, there does not seem much probability that his course will
;

be arrested. The intelligent people of this country are not, however, like Dr.
Wiseman's ordinary hearers, accustomed to receive statements implicitly,
simply because made by a priest. The ample page of history is open to their
inspection, wherein the past character and doings of the Papacy are fully
unfolded, and the full blaze of an unfettered press continues to exhibit the
present operations of the mystic Babylon. A mere affirmation, therefore,
however pompously made, goes but a very short way with such of the
This class of ignorBritish people as are not predetermined to be deceived.
ant and credulous men, however, we suspect, is very considerable in number.
On the subject of Popery, they obstinately shut their eyes against the clearest light, and many others who know better are so fitful in their Protestant

and so unwilling to take the necessary pains to spread the truth, and to
what they know to be fraught with deadly evil, that the emissaries of
Rome think they may safely hazard the most palpable misrepresentations, in
To us this is really the most
the certainty that many will be deceived.
humbling and melancholy view of the present state of Britain, and yet we
earnestly trust that a brighter day may soon begin to dawn.
Tlie late Concordat with Austria, coupled with the Pope's commentary on
that astounding document, has excited considerable wonder and alarm
amongst our more shallow politicians, as if Rome had ever abandoned, or

zeal,

resist

could ever abandon, her claim to rule over the nations by divine right, or as
if Austria had done anything else than a consistent Popish power is bound
to do.
Accordingly the Pope expatiates upon the ample concessions made

by

his

"dear son" the Emperor

of Austria, with

and winds up the long catalogue of
following sweeping clause
admiration,

:

—

the most

enthusiastic

his concessions with the

"

Lastly, It has been decreed that every other matter pertaining to persons and
things ecclesiastical, of which no mentioTi has been made in the articles of the convention, is to be ruled and administered according to the doctrine of the Catholic
Church and its existing discipline as ajijiroved by this Apostolic See ; and at the
same time it is provided that the laws, ordinances, and decrees, in what form or
manner whatsoever passed, heretofore, in the Austrian empire, and the several provinces composing the same, w/t/c/i «r« cowtrrtr;/ io the convention nou' formed, shall be
deemed to he repealed and aliruijated, and that the said constitution, in all provinces of
the Austrian empire, shall have force and permanence as a law of the State."

One would think that this was sufficiently plain and distinct. But to make
the matter perfectly certain and intelligible, the Popish newspapers have
done for these documents what they are very unwilling to do even for the
Bible, and what is not done for their public prayers, they have translated
the whole documents into the vulgar tongue, and added earnest articles in
l)raise of the

one of these

recent proceedings of the Austrian Government.

we gave in last Number.
Wiseman has had penetration enough

A portion

of

articles

Whether Dr.
to see that sncli proceedings, and this premature proclamation of triumph., were apt to alarm a
VOL. V. NO. LV.
JANUARY 185G.
G
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people so jealous on the subject of civil liberty as the English, or whether he
has got a hint from some of the more cunning politicians, does not appear ;
but certain it is, that he has suddenly undertaken the desperate task of at-

tempting to overturn

all

these impressions, to throw dust into the eyes of the

British people, by affirming that the whole affair has mainly been a hallucination, and that the documents in question do not by any means bear their

Here are

ostensible meaning.

cember 3d

:

—

" The documeut

his words, as reported in the Times,

De-

came first to this country from the coiTespondent of a
the remai'ks with which he accompanied it that he did
It was drawn up in the
not know the meaning of the words that were used in it.
that was to say, the words used
peculiar language of Catholic ecclesiastical diplomacy
in it had a different mcanintj from that of ordinary Latin in which it was written ; and
it required a person versed in ecclesiastical Latin and in the principles of the canon
in question

newspaper, who showed

in

—

to understand it and interpret its meaning and significance.
Yet, though two
years were spent in drawing it up and perfecting it, it was not two hours in the
hands of a newspaper editor before he, to whom the subject was altogether new, with
a dashing and a flowing pen, wrote an indignant article, blowing the whole thing to
What could men abroad say of our prudence in this country or of our juspieces.
tice or common sense

law

V

certainly a singular admission on the part of an emissary of Rome,
The circumstance that two years have
as well as a very palpable sophism.

Here

is

been spent in making a document, and especially if a large portion of that
time has been employed in determining what it shall contain, is no reason at
Butler's
all why that document should not be very easily understood.
Analogy is said to have been the work of forty years' labour, and yet a very
"
short time is sufficient to master its leading principles.
Gray's
Elegy on
a Country Churchyard," is evidently a work of great time and labour, and
Nay, the longer time a document
yet it can be mastered in a few minutes.
takes in its composition, the clearer and more intelligible it ought to be,
unless, indeed, the time has been spent in mystifying it, in choosing words, as
" for the
purpose of
Talleyrand, trained in tlie school of Rome, has said,

We always knew that Rome did thus " palter in a
concealing the ideas."
with
sense"
double
words, although we scarcely expected to find her chosen
emissary in England driven by stress of weather to proclaim the fact. We
knew

most of the chosen words of Rome would be more applicable if
"
if, for example, for
worship," we
"
"
"
"
for
for
for

that

interpreted in a directly opposite sense

read " idolatry,"
saint,"
" true Christian."
"
heretic,"
this lying

power, would

;

sinner,"
sectarian,"
catholic,"
knew that our statesmen, in dealing with
discover, that in the language of the poet, even

We

" Oaths are not
always bound to bear
That lit'ral sense the words infer ;

But by the practice of the age,
Are to be judged how far th' engage.

And

as best tempered blades are found
Before they break to bend quite round,
So truest oaths are still most tousjh.
And though they bow are breaking proof."

very like Dr. Wiseman's description of the language used by Rome.
it a great engine of ecclesiastical jugglery, which may mean
anybe expounded in one sense or two senses, or opposite senses,
thing or nothing
just as it may best suit the purposes of the moment, and which it requires a
whole lifetime of training in the canon law to comprehend. It is surely a
very natural question, when was this peculiar and startling use of language
This

is

He makes

—

—
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invented? Rome boasts of her apostolicity ; but anything more revoltingly
"
inconsistent than this with the
simplicity and godly sincerity" of the
to
it
is
imagine.
scarcely possible
gospel,
But, after all, what is there ambiguous in the Concordat with Austria?
Does Dr. Wiseman pretend to deny that Rome claims a divine right to rule
Does he deny that this claim was conceded
over all kings and kingdoms ?
and acted upon in the Middle Ages by the Popes on the one hand, and the
powers of Europe on the other that it has never been abandoned and that
the most hateful thing probably to the Vatican in the Reformation itself,
was the open renunciation of it by all the Protestant kingdoms ? Does he
deny that the readmission of this daring claim is the darling object for which
the whole swarm of Jesuits over Europe are at present struggling by every
Does he deny that this is precisely the claim
species of fraud and cunning ?
which the miserable and infatuated, but perfectly consistent, Emperor of
He can deny
Austria has now in the most ostentatious manner conceded ?
none of these things. They are all capable of abundant proof, and in his
inmost soul he knows them to be true, although he finds it necessary at
present to disguise them, and thus, if possible, to prevent premature alarm ou
the part of the short-sighted but credulous Protestants of Britain, But the
So far from the language of the Concordat meanpretence is preposterous.
ing less than it seems to do, we rather think it will turn out that it means a
;

;

good deal more. Why has Austria been induced at present to parade before
Europe her extravagant loyalty to the Pope ? Her fanatical degradation was
We suspect that
perfectly well xinderstood, why has it been proclaimed?
this fact must be taken in connexion with the progress of liberty in the
neighbouring kingdom of Sardinia, with her energy in joining the Western
Alliance, and that the real object may turn out to be to overawe and
crush that spirited Power.
Rome, we may rest assured, trusts as little as
we do to the mere efficacy of her curses. When she condemns a heretical
for
hands him over to the " secular
she
individual,

execution,

power"

immediately

and so when she condemns a

heretical nation,

Spain was long

employed in the degrading office of national executioner to the Pope in
Europe her Armada sent against Queen Elizabeth, after the thunder of the
Vatican had been launched against her, is only one illustration of this feature
of the Romish policy,
Spain is no longer prepared to follow this course, and
From a
Austria seems to be constituted the Papal hangman for Europe,
hint given in the Dublin Review, Ave suspect that some mischief is brewing
Let our statesmen see that this is not the true object of the
for Sardinia,
Concordat, and let not the King of Sardinia trust too much to the unctuous
and complacent welcome given him at the door of his ambassador's chapel
in London by this scarlet emissary of Rome, on the very morning of the
Sabbath on which he commenced these lectures.

—

THE KING OF SARDINIA.
The visit of this distinguished monarch and ally of our gracious Queen to
Britain has been accompanied by painful as well as pleasant circumstances.
It was very pleasant to see amongst us the representative of a power which
had defied the thunders of the Vatican, and placed
most ranks of nations honestly aiming at civil and
could not

fail to

amongst the foreBut it
be deeply humbling to see the King of Sardinia driven from
itself

social progress.
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the Queen's palaces in one of the royal carnages of England to sit on a throne
in a Popish mass-house, which, if Rome had her will, would soon have been

converted into a dungeon.
The King of Sardinia in going to his own chapel
had, of course, no wish to meet Dr. Wiseman but the wily dignitary took
good care to be present, and the guest of our Queen was thus taken from
;

the royal palace to meet a man who is the avowed enemy of our Protestant liberties, and who is openly and systematically defying the spirit,
if not the very letter of English law.
Sardinia drove out the Archbishop of

Turin for his rebellion, whilst England is thus forced, by the imbecility of
her statesmen in suilering a cardinal to reside amongst us, to pander to the
The King of Sardinia
pride of one vfho despised her credulous imbecility.
unfortunately still continues a Papist, and so have other kings done for a
time, even when employed as instruments to promote the progress of truth.
He must, however, soon make his choice Rome will not tolerate half-mea;

and we trust that

his Majesty's visit to this country, where he could not
fail to see the blessed results of Protestant liberty, may have been overruled

snres

;

for good to himself and his energetic counsellors.
Every wise means should
have been taken to promote this result. But it was unsatisfactory to mark the
feeble tone of some of the public addresses on the late remarkable occasion,
and the studious avoidance of all topics likely to give offence to Dr. Wiseman and the priests. We admit the propriety of all due courtesy and

respect for the King himself, but considering especially that these addresses
will be reprinted in Sardinia, it was of importance to remind the rulers of

by no means
and ought on no account to be abandoned. It was well that in
several instances the King did hear the truth plainly told and we do not
wonder that the Papists and their organs of the press should have been considerably annoyed to find such a passage, for example, of wholesome truth

that noble people that their struggles with the Vatican are
peculiar,

;

as the following, cordially adopted at a public meeting of the inhabitants of
Edinburgh, presided over by the Lord Provost
" Your
Majesty is now cordially welcomed to a land whose rulers and inhabitants have passed through precisely similar struggles to those in which
Sardinia is now engaged, and which has prospered just in proportion as those
Great Britain has risen from comparative
struggles have been successful.
insignificance to occupy the first rank amongst the nations of the earth,
mainly in consequence of the energy of our ancestors in throwing off the yoke
of ignorance and superstition, establishing civil and religious liberty, introducing an open Bible, and the universal preaching of the glorious Gospel of
Alf this has been done also in opposition to the strenuous
the grace of God.
:

—

and hearty denunciations of the Papal power. Our monarchs, too,
have been excommunicated, and those excommunications have never been
withdrawn.
But experience has proved not only that they are utterly
powerless for evil, but that the blessing of God has descended upon Britain
just in proportion as by her fidelity to truth and liberty she has been fouud
resistance

worthy of the curses of the Pope."

Many Protestants are on all occasions singularly apprehensive lest they
should utter any offensive truth, an unscriptural delicacy by no means reciprocated on the part of Rome. If it be true that our Government is actually
aiding the Popish attempt to coerce Sardinia, it is more than time to make

—

thankless and over-sensitive delicacy give place to the higher demands of
truth and duty, and with the manly dignity of freemen to use, like the
Apostles and Reformers, "great plainness of speech."
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THE PUBLIC DUTY OF PEOTESTANTS.
Repeating our earnest suggestion that Protestant Electoral Associations
should be formed in every district which sends one or more members to Parliament, it seems to us that, if Protestants were duly alive, other important steps
advance might be taken.
There are, for example, three active parties for evil at present struggling
for power in Britain, and there are symptoms that these three will soon comin

—

bine and act in concert, viz.,
1. The Roraaiusts, a well arranged party, acting as one man, and with a
number of votes in almost every large electoral district.
2.

The publicans, alarmed

at the successful inroads

made and threatened

upon their ruinous traffic by the exertions of the friends of temperance.
They have unfortunately vast political influence in all large cities, and seem
determined to employ it unscrupulously and
3. The Anti- Sabbatarians, being the more practical portion of the infidels
of Britain, who see that to subvert the Sabbath is to strike a deadly blow at
The votes of this section may not be numerous, but they
Christianity itself.
have a considerable hold on the literature of the country, such writers as
;

Dickens, and such publications as Pimch^ and even occasionally the Times,
Many of our leading politicians, too, are
being ready to back their efforts.
quite prepared to aid them.
All these parties are evidently beginning to act in concert, and in their

union a very powerful combination for evil may speedily be expected.
Now,
if we were thoroughly alive, it appears evident that this union might easily
be met by a counter-union, consisting,

—

\st,

Of Protestants,

—we mean of the

true Cromwell type of Protestants

"

who

really understand and properly estimate the
mystery of iniquity."
This class is by no means so numerous or influential as we at one time sup-

posed, and it is not well united, but still it forms a powerful body, and one
whose increase and growing activity we confidently anticipate as the knife
of

Rome

gets a

little

nearer our throats.

The friends of temperance of all grades, a very powerful and active
party, who have already achieved triumphs in the Legislature, and are full of
and
the vigour of youth
3c?, The Sabbatarians, including of course all zealous ministers of the
Gospel and all the earnest Christians in the three kingdoms.
These three parties are evidently directly antagonistic to the other three,
have much in common with each other, and could easily combine in a federal
union, which, if they did, would soon form one of the most powerful parties in
the State. The old political factions are evidently worn out. Great moral
and religious questions and parties are shaking the kingdom to its centre, and
it is time that men of principle understood each other, and took their ground.
For the thousandth time we reiterate the fact, that all these questions will
speedily be settled in the Houses of Parliament, and that until our influence
is made to tell there, nothing effective is accomplished.
But it only requires
the blessing of God upon well- planned and executed measures to make the
2d,

;

Christianity of this country stand up yet as a wall of fire against all the efforts
of its combined enemies.
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THE FOUR-AND-TWENTY SCHISMS OF THE ROMISH

I,

SEE.

The greatest of all the boasts of Popery, and that which her uiimpets
blare forth with the loudest din, is the succession from St. Peter.
Die present Pope is the two hundred and fifty ninth link of a chain which goes
If one link of this chain be broken,
uninterruptedly back to the fisherman.
" comes down
the whole system
by the run," as the sailors say and the
;

unity and infallibility of the Roman See, the ring, keys, tiara, and all. go to
the bottom. Now, it is as certain as demonstration can make it, that this
chain is broken in more than twenty places for so many occasions have
;

there been

of

when

the Church of

whom was anathema

Rome was

to the other.

divided between rival Popes, each
Were we to give a full relation of all

these scandalous and ofttimes bloody disputes,
twelvemonth would scarce contain them. But

the Bulwarks of a whole

is worth while lo bring
forward one or two examples.
On the death of Stephen V., Formosus and Sergius contested the vacant
The friends of Sergius already occupied the Lateran Church, and
chair.
were about to declare him Pope before the altar, when the Forniosan ftarty
rushed in, dragged him forth, and had their own candidate in.^^talled. To
maintain himself in his seat, however, Formosus found it necessaiy to .solicit
the aid of Arnulph, Emperor of the West, who paid a visit to Rome, and put
Formosus met with no
to the sword the leading men of the Sergian party.
He was succeeded by Step! en VI.,
opposition during the rest of his reign.

who

resolved to bring his predecessor to

it

notwithstanding of his having
He accordingly assembled a
Council at Rome for this purpose. He caused the body of the dead Pontiff
to be taken out of the grave, had episcopal robes put upon it, had it brought
That all due rfgard
before the Council, and set it on the Pontifical chair.
might be paid to justice, the panel had an advocate assigned him, and the
The living Pope addressed the dead one
trial proceeded in proper form.
trial,

gone where the wicked cease from troubling.

—"

Why didst thou, being Bishop of Portua, prompted by thy anibiusurp the Universal See of Rome?" The answer of the accused is not,
we believe, on record but Stephen, with the consent and approbation of the
Bishops in Council assembled, pronounced him guilty of intruding himself by

thus

:

tion,

;

unlawful means into the Apostolic See. The ghastly culprit was thereupon
stripped of his sacerdotal robes, three of his fingers Avere cut off, (the Popes
bless the people with three fingers in honour of the Trinit3%) and his body
All his acts and ordinances during his usurpation were
same time declared null and void.
Pope Formosus and his acts lay under this infamy all the time of Pope
Stephen. After Stephen came Pope John IX., who summoned a Council at
Ravenna, in which he condemned and rescinded all that Stephen had done,
and declared Formosus and his acts all right and canonical. But at an after
period this rescission was rescinded by Pope Sergius III., w ho condemned
what had been done by Pope John, and once more pronounced Formosus
and all his acts null and void. No subsequent Pope meddled in the affair,
so that the infallible yea continues to affirm that Formosus is a Pope, in
point-blank contradiction to two infallible nays, which deny that he ever
was any such thing. But if this hundred and tenth link of the Papal chain
be no link at all, what becomes of the succession? The great Romish ancast into the Tiber.
at the

nalist,

Cardinal Baronius,

is

puzzled nigh to despair with this passage

in his
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But, smoothiog his forehead, he pronounces the series of abominahistory.
ble Popes, who reigned about this time, to be a demonstration that the
authority of the Roman See can never possibly be destroyed ; for if

sapreme

it

could, says he, such a long succession of monsters of vice

infallibly

have ruined

it

and

folly

must

!

John XII., the son of an Italian grandee, was made Pope when no more
than eighteen years of age. He ran headlong into the wildest career of
debauchery. It is true enough that
" All the seven deadly sins have worn the triple crown."
But even among Popes

this

John

is

foully distinguished.

His prelates at

length entertained the idea of getting rid of the ferocious profligate by deposition.
Supported by the Emperor of Germany, they held a Synod in Rome,
and summoned the Pope to appear before them. For answer, the Pope
excommunicated them all to which the Synod replied that they regarded
;

Pope John's excommunication no more than they would have done that of
Judas Iscariot. After a very formal and deliberate procedure, the Pope was
and Leo VIII. was
deposed for perjury, sacrilege, murder, and incest
;

Shortly after, the Emperor, with his troops,
withdrew from Rome, leaving Pope Leo, as it was thought, in secure possesBut John, abetted by his powerful kindred, collected an Adullamite
sion.
Leo was obliged to make
crew, and made a sudden advance on the city.

ordained Pope in his room.

Two of his friends, a Cardinal and the Chancellor, were less
John cut off the Cardinal's nose, slit the Chancellor's, cut out his
and having mangled them thus, sent
tongue, and cut off two of his fingers
them to the new Pope to be cured. A Council was assembled in the Church
of St. Peter, by which the Synod that deposed John was formally condemned
This Council also deposed Leo,
as an unlawful and uncanonical meeting.
and forbade him, on pain of being anathematized without hope of absolution,
ever to exercise episcopal functions, or attempt the recovery of the Holy See.
All his decrees were declared null, and all the persons whom he had ordained
were stripped of their sacerdotal vestments. Pope John, after his restoration, continued to live his old abominable life, till a mortal wound, received

his escape.
fortunate.

;

On learning
midst of his debaucheries, put an end to his tyranny.
was taken out of the way. Pope Leo returned to Rome, where,
however, he found himself confronted by a fresh rival, Benedict, who had
meanwhile been installed. The Emperor marched an army to Rome in supBenedict was brought before a Synod in the Lateran, where
port of Leo.
they made him sit on the ground while they broke his pastoral staff, stripped
off his Pontifical dress and ornaments, and sentenced him to deposition and
perpetual banishment. After this, Leo reigned in tranquillity to the end of
But was he a Pope, or was he none ? Which of the depositions was
his life.
valid, his or John's? When Baron Trenck filed through his chain, he wrought
a bit of his loaf into a stiff paste, with which he smoothly filled the gap in

in the

that his rival

the severed link, and having blackened it over, easily deceived his jailer's
eye in the obscurity of the dungeon. But what dough of deceit can be got to
plaster this broken link in the chain of Papal succession into the show of

soundness?
The furious and famous struggle between Pope Hildebrand and the Emas the
peror Henry, threw the Papal succession into desperate confusion
printers say when a page of set type tumbles down, it was knocked completely into j9ie / The prodigious arrogance and insufferable ambition of
Hildebrand provoked a violent reaction against him, and led to his deposition
;

—

o2
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in Brixia.
Clement III. was chosen his successor. A
paper war, and a war of the sword, raged for several years, till Hildebrand
was extruded from Rome, and Clement put in possession. Hildebrand died
in exile, holding up his haughty head to the last. Clement reigned without
a rival for nearly a year, before the Hildebraudian party took courage to set

by a Synod held

Their man was Victor III., whose name, however,
&\\ opposition Pope.
proved of indifferent augury for having marched into Rome with a body of
troops, he was driven out, after a bloody conflict, by the troops of Pope
He did not long survive his disappointment, and his party put
Clement.
Urban II. into his room. This Urban was a man of emphasis, Avho took
strenuous action on all sides of his position, and greatly strengthened himHe got afloat on the big wave of the first crusade, and obtained vast
self.
influence by throwing himself into that stupendous movement. An army of
Crusaders drove Pope Clement out of Rome, but could not give Urban a
Clement survived him, and gloried much in having seen
quiet life there.
three of his antagonists off the stage, as if heaven were thereby endorsing
his title. To Urban succeeded Paschal II.
and when tough Clement gave in

up

;

;

at

the successor in his line Avas Albert.

In short, the competing lines
ran on for twenty years more before they were got amalgamated, and the
last,

unbroken succession pieced together again
The greatest of all the schisms of the Romish See, the schism by eminence,
followed upon the return of the Papal Court from its seventy years' sojourn
in Avignon.
The Pope having died shortly after the return, the Romans
were apprehensive that if a Frenchman were chosen to fill the vacancy, he
would carry back the court to Avignon again. A vast mob, wide awake to
the advantage of having the Church revenues spent among them, beset the
The Cardinals, amid the clang of alarm-bells and fierce shouts of
Conclave.
"
"
while the mob were heaping up a pile of comdeath, or an Italian Pope
bustibles to burn the obstinate, elected Urban V., who possessed the qualifiinfallible, direct,

!

!

During several weeks, the Cardinals attended their new master with
every appearance of attachment and loyalty, till the summer heats gave
them a decent pretext for quitting the city. They met in the town of Fundi,
from whence they wrote to Urban, charging him not to look upon himself as
Pope, which he knew he was not, his election being void, because made
under force. They proceeded to elect another Pope, and duly invested
Clement VII. with the character of successor to the chief of the apostles.
cation.

Urban, however, had the sujjport of Italy, so that Clement was fain to
betake himself to Avignon, and put himself under French protection. Thus
began the great schism which for fifty years defied endless attempts at
it together again.
France, Savoy, Sicily, Cyprus, Arragon, CasNavarre, and Scotland, acknowledged Pope Clement. Italy, Germany,
Portugal, England, the Low Countries, and the kingdoms of the north, adhered to Pope Urban. The rivals fulminated mutual excommunications. St.
Bridget and St. Catherine of Sienna had visions and revelations attesting

tinkering
tile,

Urban to be true Pope while St. Vincent had visions and revelations attesting that the true title was in Clement, and the other an accursed usurper.
The world was convulsed by the strife. Italy was the theatre of frightful
;

disorders, -and

Rome was

scourged by foreign arms and popular tumults.

On

the death of each of the rival Pontiffs, his line was duly continued by
the appointment of a successor.
The fierce heat of the strife may be judged

from the fact that a regular crusade was got up, in which the Bishop of
Korwich led 00,000 fanatics beyond sea, to carry war against the Clemen-
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This vast multitude never got farther than Flanders, where immense
numbers of them perished. There was also a crusade on the other side,
which, some say, began in Scotland, and passed through Germany into Italy.
So many flocked to it that at Viterbo there were 30,000 together in one body.
Their intention was to go to Rome and preach repentance to Boniface, the
Pope in the Urbanite line. They were unarmed, and all dressed in white,
as penitents, with their faces covered.
They marched to the singing of
psalms and litanies. Boniface, not being disposed to receive their visit, sent
The
troops, who hacked and scattered them as unresistingly as sheep.
and
priest, who acted as their leader, was taken to Rome and burned alive
tines.

;

thus did the poor, foolish 30,000, seen in the vagueness of history as a
dim white streak wending over far European ways, get rubbed out at old
Yiterbo.

At length the world grew wearied past endurance of the contest, and of the
inveterate juggling, the monstrous corruption, and violence kept up by the
rival Popes.
Kings and Cardinals determined to have the schism healed,
and a Council was held at Pisa, which deposed both the Pope of Rome and
the Pope of Avignon, and elected Alexander T. as the one canonical and
catholic Pope. But the rent was only made worse, for there Avere now three
Popes instead of two, the two- old ones declining to be shelved. Half-a-dozen
years after, however, a sort of States-General for all Europe was held at
Constance. One Pope was deposed upon his own confession, for piracy,
The second, finding his support
murder, incest, and unmentionable crimes.

The third, an old man of ninety, was likewise
and for the rest of his days continued in his solitary Spanish
castle, to excommunicate twice a-day the rebel kingdoms which had deserted
his cause.
St. Peter's chair being thus got cleared, Martin V. was chosen to
be its occupant, and the schism extinguished. Looking at facts such as
these, in the face of which Rome maintains the unbroken continuity of the
succession from Peter, do we not, for the thousandth time, " wonder at her
gone, demitted voluntarily.

deposed

;

forehead L"

ROMISH DISTINCTIONS OF WORSHIP.
LATREIA, DODLEIA,

AND HYPERDOULEIA.

—

—

Prayer is an act of worship, a rendering of homage, a service of religious devotion. Prayer is indicated outwardly by the bending of the knee,
its inward character is the bending of the
heart, the uplifting of the soul,

—

"

whose wants,
uttered or unexpressed," are, by the spiritual agency of
prayer, conveyed to the object of the suppliant's hope.
Two very important considerations, of necessity, suggest themselves in
and 2, the mode of prayer. It is
respect of prayer
1, the object of prayer
:

—

;

quite possible to pray to the right object, and yet not pray througii the right
mode. It is equally possible to pray after the appointed way, and yet the

On such a subprayer be ineffectual by being offered to the wrong object.
the deepest moment that all should be well and accurately
" ask and receive
informed, lest after all we should
not, because we ask
amiss."
James iv. 3.
The Protestant is instructed to regard as the one object of prayer, " the
One God in Trinity, and the Trinity in Unity." One God in three Divine

ject, then, it is of

—

])ersons, then, is the sole

and exclusive

object of all Protestant worship.
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We own

this

spirit

is

none other, we supplicate none else, and
and in truth." With the Roman Catholic it

1,

God we worship " in
so.
He reckons up

not

in a long catalogue the manifold objects of his devotion. For, beside the
one only true God, he is instructed to worship (that is, to offer prayer, and
bend the knee, and elevate the heart's affections to) innumerable hosts of
angels and saints, and more particularly the Blessed Virgin, the Mother of
our Lord.
a severe charge and accusation,
This we regard as a system of idolatry,
" Thou shalt
but easily substantiated and made good.
worship the Lord thy
God, and Him only shalt thou serve," are the words of our blessed Lord and
Master, beyond which we dare not, we cannot go, without incurring the

—

serious

A

of creature-worship.

charge

heart distributed

among many

objects very much resembles the uncertain bewildered mariner, following this
star and that star, and thus tossed to and fro, and never reaching the haven

where he would

be.

Whereas, the heart fixed upon the one appointed and

unalterable object,— the Triune God, is like the ship whose compass ever
points with its ever trembling needle to the pole ; guided by this it sails its

and reaches home at last.
The Church of Rome has many objects of prayer.

rightful course,

The Roman Catholic,

but, at the same time, in the same
true, prays to God his Paternoster
breath, and in the same posture, he offers his supplications to others also,
'tis

his

—

;

Ave Maria

Lord's Prayer

In fact, the
to the Virgin, and his Litany to the Saints.
is to him an incomplete devotion without the "Hail Mary;"

and a Roman Catholic would as soon not pray at all as conclude his devotion
without an Ora ])ro nobis addressed to a St. Dominic, or a St. Francis, or a
These are "gods many, and lords many;" forgetting that " to
St. Cecily.
us there is but one God, the Father, of whom are all things, and we in Him
and one Lord Jesus Christ, by whom are all things, and we by Him, (1 Cor.
John
viii. 5, 6;) and that "no man cometh unto the Father but by Him."
;

—

xiv. 6.

The Roman Catholic, forced to admit, what is indeed a veritable fact,
and is taught to have many objects of prayer, takes refuge in a
a theory which involves certain
strange but somehow very popular theory,
" We do not
all
of
For
he
that he has,

—

worship
example,
alleges,
mode and spirit." He then proceeds to state that
These steps or gradathere is in his theology a graduated scale of devotion.
tions are denominated respectively XaT^sia, (Latreia,) i.e., supreme worship,
due to God only BovXila, (Douleia,) i.e., an inferior worship, given to the
and i/cresSouXs/a, (/Ij/perdouleia,) i.e., a medium kind of adorasaints, &c.
tion, less than that given to God, but greater than that given to saints,
Cardinal Bellarmine enunamely, the worship due to the Blessed Virgin.
merates this threefold distinction of worship although he is candid enough
" The
to tell the origin of the theory.
schoolmen," it appears, were the persons who, as the Cardinal assures us, " excogitated the distinction between
Latreia and Donlcia."* But these mediajval times were many centuries too

worship.
gradations
alike, or in the same

;

;

;

any authority to us. It is plain enough, at all events, that until
the days of the casuistic and subtle schoolmen there was no distinction between Latreia and Douleia known of, no, nor even invented.
late to be of

—

Now, postponing

for a

moment any

• " Schola
Theologorum excogitavit
de Sand. Bealit., L. i. c. 12.

illatn

allusion to

Greek

criticism,

we would

distinctionem de Latria ct Dulia."

— Dellarm.
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is the practical advantage of this extraordinary theory? The
words are Greek expressions, and as such can convey no distinct or definite
It is very proidea to the mind that is unskilled in the Greek language.

simply ask what

it is this very fact that renders the theory so popular.
Being a theory expressed in foreign terms, it sounds big and full of learning
and the uneducated Romanist fancies there must after all be something in
these hard words. Now, as to any practical use of this theory, we can see
For instance, how is any poor old dame to know Avhat is the exact
none.
amount of difference between Latreia and Douleia ? where the one begins
and the other ceases? There is no difference in the posture of body, or

bable, however, that

;

mind, while repeating the Lord's Prayer, and counting her Ave
Marias on her string of beads. She does not rise from her knees after the
former to indicate a lesser amount of devotion in the latter. She is not instructed to use less fervour, or to restrain her devotional feeling in the one
more than in the other. To all practical purposes the Romish worshipper
knows nothing of these distinctions, and has no consciousness of these grada-'
tions
yea, rather do we think that whatsoever earnestness there be in
spirit of

;

Roman

Catholic devotion,

it

raised to its highest pressure, but certainly

is

not depressed, when engaged in prayers to the Virgin. To all practical purposes, then, the theory is useless. A spiritual thermometer alone could render
it of any advantage to the worshipper!
But this is not all. In Greek criticism the theory cannot stand. The
terms employed do not really involve the theory so much boasted of.
They
involve no more than certain casuistic distinctions, without any scriptural
Let us minutely examine this matter.
difference.
Latreia and Douleia ai*e used indiscriminately throughout the Holy Scriptures
the meaning ot both alike, being according to the context, either the
In both these interworship of God, or the mutual service of man to man.
;

pretations are these two Greek words employed.
K For instance, in Lev. xxiii. 7, God commands, " In the first day . . .
ye shall do no servile work (s'syov Xai-^juroi', work of Latreia) therein." Now,
could it be that God commanded Israel to perform no worship of God., and

—

above

all,

Latreia

on the Sabbath-day

that

;

is,

in this sense,

?

Certainly not.

He

forbids

any work of

ordinary employment on the Sabbath-day.

God and service to
thou servedst not (oix sXar^Euffac,
therefore shalt thou serve
gavest not Latreia to) the Lord thy God .
The word Latreia occurs

man)

in both senses (i.e., service to

in Deut. xxviii. 47, 48.

— " Because

.

.

shalt give Latreia to) thine enemies.''''
Thus, if the Romish interpretation of the word Latreia be adopted, as denoting exclusively the supreme worship due to God only, it would follow
(Xar^iuffiic,

from these two passages, (1.) that Israel should not give Divine worship to
God on the Sabbath and (2.) that they shoidd give Divine worship to their
enemies
Very strange counsels indeed
Again, Latreia and Douleia are indiscriminately used, as denoting both
" Ye
alike the worship of the true God.
See, for example, 1 Thess. i. 9,
turned to God from dumb idols to serve {bovXiviiv, give Doideia to) the living
and true God.''^ Whereby the Apostle evidently means to justify the transfer
of the worship of Douleia from inferior objects of veneration to the one only
And also, Heb. ix. 14, " Purge your
the true God.
object of all worship,
conscience from dead works to serve (Xar^svuv, give Latreia to) the living
God."
The Church of Rome says, give Douleia to Saints St. Paul says, give
Douleia to God.
Rome designates Douleia as an inferior worship St. Paul
;

I

!

—

—

—

—

—

:

:
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that Douleia be given to God ; thereby proving it to be supreme,
Divine worship. Whether of these twain shall we follow,
Rome or the
Bible ?
" to them which
See, again, Douleia as offered
by nature are no gods,"
" Howbeit
the
as a heathen custom.
by
Apostle
reprehended
then,
highly
did
knew
not
service
when ye
God, ye
(eSouXguffare, gave Douleia) unto them
which by nature are no gods." Gal. iv. 8.
But the Saints, too, are " by nature no gods," and yet the Romanist offers

commands

—

—

them Douleia. Is this praiseworthy ? Would the Apostle, then, blame
the Galatians, and yet praise the Romans for doing the selfsame thing?
Yea, more, if the Apostle condemned the giving of Douleia to them who are

to

no gods, what would he say

to those

who now profess to give Hyper-AowXti^i
who is " by nature" a creature,

(that is, greater than Douleia) to the Virgin,
and as certainly " no god ?"

—

And, yet again, see Douleia used to denote the worship due to God alone.
Acts
Serving (SouXsuwv, giving Douleia to) the Lord with all humility."
''
Not slothful in business
fervent in spirit ; serving
XX. 19.
And,
Rom. xii. 11. And again,
(SouXeuov-s;, giving Douleia to) the Lord"
" For he that in these
things serveth (ooyXsuwv, giving Douleia to) Christ, is
"

—

—

—

—

;

—

acceptable to God, and approved of men." Rom. xiv. 18. And yet again,
" Now I beseech
saith St. Paul,
you, brethren, mark them which cause
divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned ; and

—

avoid them. For they that are such serve not (&0 hvokiwjsiv^ do not give
Rom. xvi. 17, 18.
Douleia to) our Lord Jesus Christ."
And not to be too tedious, we refer to but one passage more, wherein the
"
Knowing that of the Lord ye shall receive
Apostle exhorts the Colossians
the reward of the inheritance for ye serve (6oiiX£i/sr£, ye give Douleia to) the

—

—

:

Lord Christ."— Col.

iii.

24.

If then, according to the original langiiage of the inspired writers, Douleia
is represented as the worship that is due to God ; and if, according to the

Roman

Catholic Church, a greater than 'Dov\(i\2i.{Hy'perdouleia) is represented
Does it not follow as a
is due to the Blessed Virgin,

—

as the worship that

necessary consequence, that the Church of Rome addresses to a creature a
higher worship than that which she addresses to the Creator? We simply
argue from the ground assumed by the Church of Rome herself. Will not our

Roman

Catholic brethren

awake

to a sense of these consequences of the teach-

ing of their Church ?
This only we would say in conclusion.

The terms so often quoted by
and gradations of devotion, are frequently interchanged in Holy Scripture any argument, therefore, founded
on their assumed distinction, must be simply an assumption, and as such,
wholly unsatisfactory. Let Roman Catholics beware, lest in giving Hyper-

Roman

Catholics, as indicating steps

;

douleia to the Virgin
they ascribe to her a gi'eater devotion than that
Douleia or service which is due to God only and thus involve themselves in
;

;

even a weightier condemnation than that uttered by the Apostle against
those who " gave Douleia unto them which by nature are no gods."

TRACTARIANISM.

We

are glad to observe that the case of Bedminster Church is likely to
judicial inquiry, and that Mr. Westerton has obtained

become the subject of

a favourable decision in the case of St. Paul's, Knightsbridge.
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DR. WISEMAN'S

APOLOGY FOR ROMISH PERSECUTION.

Dr. TTiseman in a recent lecture endeavoured, with his usual cunning, to
of Rome as a notoriparry the attack of Lord John Russell on the Church
His argument, however, was simply the hollow one
ously persecuting body.
of men have persecuted
usually employed by Jesuits, viz., that all bodies
when in power. The answer to this is perfectly obvious. Even if the statement
were true, " many blacks will not make a white." But first, the statement

moment

in power in England, America,
any of these countries. Popery, on
the contrary, wherever she has the power, does persecute at this moment,
and always has done. Secondly, in so far as Pi-otestants have ever persecuted,
to
they have learnt the lesson from Rome, and been acting in opposition
THEIR OWN AVOWED PRINCIPLES. In SO far, OH the other hand, as Rome per-

is

Protestantism

not true.

is

at this

and Holland, and does not persecute

in

avowed theory. Thirdly,
and son-ow for any perenlightened Protestants have always professed shame
secutions into which their brethren have been betrayed.
Papists as a body,

secutes, or has persecuted, she only carries out her

and Popish

ecclesiastics especially, have never expressed regret for their diaEven in his recent lecture Dr. Wiseman expresses no sorrow

bolical cruelties.

for the 50,000,000 of

human

beings that are supposed to have been slain to

modern Moloch. It is only recently
gratify the bloodthirsty spirit of this
that the great organ of Jesuitism in Europe, the Univers, expressed its deep
not burnt as well as the rest,
regret that Luther and all the Reformers were
Dr. Wiseman himand such journals always write "with authority."
self tacitly acquiesced in the tortures of the Madiai, by refusing to interfere
when appealed to by a member of his own Church. Persecution is siill the order
of the day in Rome, of which Dr. Wiseman is one of the civil rulers and when
the Inquisition was lately thrown open in that city, the calcined bones and
clotted hair of its wretched victims demonstrated that its deadly operations
have not yet ceased. The medal which joyfully commemorates the massacre
;

of St. Bartholomew, is still struck off and sold at the Popish mint, also, of
and the chambers of the Vatican are
course, under Dr. Wiseman's charge
still ornamented by pictures representing complacently the murder of Admiral
;

Dr. Wiseman, no doubt, calculates largely on the ignorance and
of
Englishmen. He certainly does not persecute in Britain, but
credulity
no thanks to him. Let not the people of this country give him an opportunity
of illustrating his true spirit.

Coligny.

This wily prelate further professes to be quite willing that his hearers should
all books of science, although, of course, he adds, only within the limits

read
of

Roman

orthodoxy.

" For his
raen of the S
(Cardinal Wiseman's) part, he would advise the young
James's Society to study science to its utmost limits, for the Church had no fear of it
Let them study all literature that was virtuous, and enjoy that innocent
discoveries.
and healthy reci-eation without which study became a load and a strain. But they
knew the boundaries that faith had marked out, and beyond that he warned them
not to go."

books of EngIndex Expurgatorius, and
that the late Pope expressed the mind of the entire Papal system, wherever
it is allowed to develop itself, when he spoke of the "never-to-be-sufiiciently
It

was perhaps as wise not

lish literature

to say, that almost all the best

and science are already placed

detested liberty of the press."

in the

1^2
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THE FAITHFUL CORPORAL.
well known that, in some of our colonies, the civil and military authoconnive at the pomp and pride of Rome, and compel the soldiers of
The case of Corporal MacBritain to take part in her idolatrous services.
distinpherson, who has of late, as one of Sir Colin Campbell's Highlanders,
take
to
who
refused
but
and
at
himself
Balaklava,
Alma, Inkermann,
guished
has recently been before
part in the idolatrous services of Popery at Montreal,
the public. We have the satisfaction of submitting the facts of this case to
our readers, in the modest language of the worthy corporal himself and they
will agree with us in thinking that a few more instances of similar fidelity to
would probably, by the Divine blessing, be of great use in opening
It

is

rities

;

principle,

the eyes of our infatuated authorities at

home and abroad.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BULWARK.
Gordon Schools, Hunthj, 29th October 1855.
DEA.R Sir,— I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, with an article
from the N'ew York Observer enclosed, containing an account of a testimony
I was called in Providence to bear for the truth, during my stay with my
the article referred to in
regiment in Montreal. I may state that I have seen
the Scottish Ouardian, and in reply to your request as to its being substana brief account of the circumstances,
tially correct, I prefer rather to give you
so far as I can remember what took place, and allow you to draw your
own inferences. But permit rae to remark first, that I feel peculiarly averse
to having ray

name brought

before the public,

how prone my proud heart is to be puffed up.
the matter to Him whose imparted strength

knowing from sad experience
However, having committed
alone enabled

me

to bear the

humble testimony in question, praying that His great name alone may be
that I may have no other motive in view in giving you an acglorified, and
count of the matter than Jehovah's glory, I shall attempt to give you the
In Canada there are what are termed National Societies. The
particulars.
St. George's; the Scotch, St. Andrew's; the Irish, St.
is
called
English
and the French, St. Jean the Baptist's. The professed design of
Patrick's
;

each society
charitable

is

to relieve their destitute

institutions.

they are, in other words,
societies holds an anniversary on

countrymen

Each of these

;

a particular day of the year, on which day they assemble at a principal
the English to an
hotel, from whence they march in procession to church
Episcopal Church, the Scotch, and I think the Irish, to a Presbyterian Church,
and the French to a Roman Catholic place of worship. On these occasions
band to play to them
they were in the habit of applying for the use of a military
During my regiment's stay in the garrigoing to and coming from church.
son of Montreal in the summer of 1845, the principal members of the St.
;

Jean the Baptist Society (French) applied to the commanding officer of my
of the
regiment for the use of the regimental band to play to the members
The colonel having complied
society in procession to the Catholic cathedral.
with their request, and I happening to become aware of this on the evening

much
previous to the day the procession was to take place, I became very
alarmed iu my mind as to what was my duty as a witness for God and His
The colonel being naturally very proud, headtruth on such an occasion.
strong, and inaccessible, and I feeling my own weakness and utter insufficiency
it to be
myself, I laid the matter before the Lord ; and having seen

if left to

my duty

to

go

to the colonel, I called at his quarters,

and having apologized
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upon him at such a

late hour, I informed him that I felt urged
come to him and beg protection from being compelled to take part with the band on the following day in playing at a Catholic
procession, feeling that my taking part in such a work would, in my apprehension, be a practical violation of Christian principle, and contrary to the
He replied,
privilege and duty of faithful witnessing for the God of truth.

for intruding

by

a troubled conscience to

that he would be very sorry to cause me to do anything that would offend
my conscience, and assured me that he simply gave the band to the society,

being merely a charitable institution. But, to make a long story short, we
argued together for a length of time, at last I was prevailed to go, believing
at the time that I would be merely contributing to the display at a charitable
But alas! I soon found that the word charity was only a cloak to
institution.
screen the mystery of iniquity, for, having accompanied the band on the following day to the cathedral, we were requested to go inside, a request
which, I am sorry to say, my fellow-bandsmen complied with and, at the
request of some Popish dignitary, performed military music during the time
I now became convinced of my error, and
I remained outside.
of service.
never shall I forget the anguish of mind I endured on that occasion. I
trembled that through want of decision I had been tempted to become a parit

—

;

taker of the sins of the Beast, and that God in judgment would make me to
I felt I was on unlawful ground.
I wept bitterly,
partake of her plagues.

and vowed

to the Lord, if He would forgive me and grant me repentance,
was ordered to do the like again, I would, the Lord enabling me,

that if ever I

my life up rather than comply with such an order. "Well, it so
Providence that (the regiment being in Montreal) the band were
Now for the sacred perordered on the same duty that day twelvemonth.
formance of my vow. God being my strength, I resolved to pay it, let the
I had solemnly engaged to my God to be
consequence be what it might.
faithful to His truth, and felt that to flinch would be dishonouring to God,
tampering with the present and eternal interests of my own soul, and conOn
founding the rights of a good conscience with the claims of a bad one.
this occasion I determined not to confer with flesh and blood.
My duty became clear. That holy Word became my rule and support, see Exod. xx.
" nor serve them." I am now
4, 5, especially the words,
speaking of what
took place on the evening previous to the day of the society's anniversary.
Intending to go to the colonel, I happened to go outside the barrack gate on
prefer to yield

happened

in

duty in charge of some men, when I met the captain of my company, a gentleman whom I highly respected, and of whose kindness to me on many
occasions I shall ever retain a grateful recollection. Meeting him on this
occasion it seemed to me as if the Lord had put him in my way. Having
introduced myself to him, I informed him that I felt much concern about a
circumstance which was to take place on the following day in connexion with
to him the matter, I happened to charge the
with the crime of idolatry, he said, Oh no. Corporal M'Pher8on, the Catholics are not idolaters.
"
Well, sir, may I presame to inquire if you are prepared
Corporal MP.
to make the Word of God the rule of your argument, and maintain your

the band.

system of

Having explained

Rome

—

objection to my charge of idolatry against the system ?
prove my assertion from that infallible Word."

if so, I

am

prepared to

—

" But
you might object to turn out if required and ordered to
Captain.
a
the city, and say that such a duty was contrary to the dictates
riot
in
quell
of your conscience."
Corporal M'-P.

—"

Sir, 1

expected that you would do

me more

justice

than
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am merely regulated by a blind sincerity. Sir, I trust,
are guided in the discharge
through Divine grace, my mind and conscience
of duty by an enlightened judgment, as well as a tender conscience,
and therefore nothing appears to me more plain than that it would be my
to think that I

to assist in suppressing outduty as a soldier, a Christian, and a patriot,
and as
laws of my country
rageous violence, and supporting the just
a soldier I shoiild have no hesitation in rushing to the cannon's mouth
in defending my country against the attack of the enemies of our country.
But while I am clear and decided as to this, my mind and conscience recoil
at the thought of giving the least practical countenance to a system which I
am convinced the Word of God condemns. To do the former would, in my
the latter
view, be discharging the duty of a Christian soldier, but to do
;

would, in my apprehension, be violating the command of God, and consequently
would be betraying a want of proper principle, and compromising my testimony as a witness for God."
" If I were
travelling in a foreign country, which I have someCaptain.
times done, I would be obliged to conform to the peculiar customs of the

—

country I would be in."
"
if you wish to know my mind on
Corporal i/'P.— Sir, in reply to that,
the subject, I would just say, that were I in your place I would just comply
with the customs of the people as far as their customs were in accordance

with the Word of God, but not one single hair-breadth further, feeling it to
be at my peril to do so."
" Are
you aware that an officer was tried by a court-martial
Captain.
some years ago for refusing to obey orders, in not saluting a Catholic procession by firing, when they passed the battery, and that he was sentenced

—

to be

Duke

cashiered from the service, and that the Commander-in-Chief (the
of, and confirmed the sentence."

of Wellington) approved

—

"
Yes, sir I have heard that such a thing happened, and I
Corporal 3PP.
of Wellington as my present Commander-in-Chief,
the
Duke
acknowledge

and

am

;

obey his lawful commands but
never forget that I am at the same time a British
find myself at present shut up, and feel compelled to

at all times willing cheerfully to

whilst a British soldier,
subject,

and as such,

I

take shelter under the British constitution, and claim that which
of every British subject, viz., liberty of conscience."
right

;

I

is

the birth-

—"

Well, Corporal M'Pherson, I would feel happy in doing anyCaptain.
to mention the subthing for you, but I really feel afraid to go to the Colonel
ject to

him."

—

to go to the
Corporal M'P. Well, sir, do you consider it to be my duty
Colonel myself?"
"Yes I think you would get on better yourself with him, and
Captain.
I really think, that after hearing your statement he would grant your request."
This finished my conversation with my Captain, and to his honour be it

—

;

in the most kind manner.
spoken, I ever after this was treated by him
Having performed the duty I had been engaged in, I returned to barracks,
resolved to proceed to the Colonel's quarters, and, I can assure you, dear

Fear and trembling
that the interval was a solemn season in my soul.
seized me, but I had no doubt as to the path of duty, but felt at the same time,
that the duty could only be properly discharged, both as regarded the motive
and the action, by the strength which God alone could impart. By this time
some of
fellow-Christians in the Regiment havhig heard of the matter,

sir,

my

I was about to go to the Colonel, assembled together, and proposed
to remain in the exercise of prayer during the time I was to be along with

and that
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Having presented myself before the Colonel, I found him in a
very different mood from what he was in that day twelve months. He inquired
what I wanted with him. I replied, that I felt myself under the disagreeable
necessity of coming to him with the same message I had come with twelve
months before, and that, as formerly, I felt urged by a troubled conscience in
The conversation then took such a turn, somewhat like as
consequence, &c.

the Colonel.

recorded in the printed slip you sent me, only, that now, instead of professing to respect the feelings of my conscience as he had done before, he
But
treated my statement regarding my conscience with peculiar contempt.
is

Lord increase my wisdom and boldness, and consequently, I resolved not to be brow-beaten, or driven from'my point, by a man
whose breath was in his nostrils. If I may be allowed to use a military phrase,
I may state, that I felt I durst not retreat, having God and truth on my side,
as he did so, so did the

He evidently seemed reluctant to argue with me,
I must either do or die.
Howbut rather inclined to stand upon the ground of absolute authority.
ever, having put to him several pointed questions, he at last felt that he
Before
either must reply, or own that the force of truth had conquered him.
he granted my request, as recorded in the printed article, he failing to answer
an objection I had stated, we both remained for some time silent, at last I
"
I waited for a reply, and before
"Well, sir, do you compel me to go ?"
said,
he spoke I could perceive I had hit the nail upon the head. He became very
impatient, he hastily paced the room, then standing still, his whole frame
remaining some time in this irritable state he said, with
literally shook
peculiar emphasis, at the same time darting his eyes upon me as if he were
;

—

"
about to pierce me through,
No, M'Pherson I don't compel you to go,
but remember, you are to be with the band when they are trooping the guard
Do you refuse to do that ?"
to-morrow, after they play to the procession.
" Oh!
by no means, sir; because it is evidently my duty as a soldier."
"
*'
Very well," he said, that will do."
an
account of the matter as I can remember but not
correct
as
is
Such
unto me, Lord, not unto unworthy me, but unto thy blessed name be all the
!

;

Lord that enabled me to give this humble testimony to
bad I been left to myself, I would, as a
My conviction and
base, unprincipled coward, have shrunk from the duty.
belief is, that when the truth is attacked, it ought to be defended, not with
carnal weapons, but spiritual and in order to be enabled to wield an humble
and faithful testimony for the truth, I feel from experience, that we must be
guided with strength from above, and feel the truth through its saving application by the Spirit to be precious in itself, and to our own souls.
May the Lord
glory

!

It

was

His name, and

the

that, conscious that

;

raise

up many

faithful witnesses, filled

with unquenchable zeal for Jehovah's

glory, in the present day of abounding iniquity, error, blasphemy, and rebuke.
I ought to mention that the Colonel is now no more in the land of the living ;
aTid I may further state, that although I was frequently after this called in
God's providence to meet the Colonel face to face, and protest against what
I considered to be opposition to the truth, yet I must, in justice to him, confess, that I never experienced from him the least sign of ill-will, but the very
reverse. Having on several occasions asked him for indulgences, he not only
I had requested,
willingly granted me such favours, but also more than ever
But I fear I have been too tedious I therefore conclude.
or ever expected.
I perceive by a hurried glance over these lines, that they are very meagre and
in compliance
uninteresting indeed. However, it is all I can at present state
with your request. " Let God be true, and every man a liar."— I am, dear
;

sir,

yours very truly,

Hector M'Phebson.
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THE BULL UNIGENITUS.

We give

now

condemned

are

the Propositions, professedly extracted from Quesnel, which
in the Bull Uiiigenitus.

We

do not concur

in

everything

But we have no doubt that in these
that Quesnel said as here represented.
which the
Propositions there is a great deal of important scriptural truth,
Church of Rome condemns, forbidding all her subjects, under the severest
and teach it. By condemning these Propositions she
implication, to inculcate in each case the opposite
necessary
held, by
As we have some observaor the contradictory of what is here set forth.
tions to make, especially upon the latter portion of the condemned Proposiwe give
tions, which are invested with the larger measure of general interest,
now 71 of them, reserving the remaining 30, with some observations upon

penalties, to believe

must be

them, to our next number. In the 71 Propositions here given as condemned
the Bull, Quesnel is exposing the Pelagian tendency of the doctrines genethe way of a sinner's salrally taught in the Church of Rome, bearing upon
The general scope of Pelagian and Semi-Pelagian doctrines is to
vation.
exalt the power of man to do the will of God and to effect his own deliverand to obscure and pervert
ance, and thereby to frustrate the grace of God,
the peculiar principles of the Gospel as a remedial scheme. The Church of
Rome has always professed to repudiate Pelagianism, while her general
with a Pelagian leaven, and
teaching has always been strongly impregnated
has tended powerfully to lead men to rely unduly and unwarrantably for the

by

pardon of their sins and the favour of God upon their own good works, and
upon external observances. Quesnel, like the other Jansenists, embraced
of Augustine, bishop of
thoroughly and cordially the Anti-Pelagian doctrines
Hippo and it is chiefly views derived from this source, and sanctioned by
the Word of God, that are embodied in the following condemned ProposiThe Church of Rome, by condemning them, has taught, by plain imtions.
views concerning the depravity of
plication. Pelagian and antiscriptural
human nature, the import and the efficacy of Divine grace, and the place
assigned both to faith and love in the scheme revealed in God's Word for the
;

salvation of sinners.
1.

What remains

to a soul

pnoPOsiTioxs.
is deprived of God and

(who

his infinite goodness) but

direful consequences thereof, a beggarly pride, a poor and indigent lazior good works 1
ness, a total imbecility to a spiritual labour, either by prayer
of Jesus Christ, a principle efficacious for all manner of good, is ne2. The

sin,

and the

grace
is done, or can be done.
cessary for all good works ; without it nothing
3. 'Tis in vain, O Lord, that you command, unless you give yourself what you com-

mand.
4.

Yes,

O

Lord,

all

things are possible to

sible in operating the same in him.
God mollifies not the heart
5.

him

in

whom you

render

all

things pos-

When
by the inward unction of his grace, then
exhortations and outward graces serve only to make it more obdurate.
Jewish
and
Christian covenant is, that God requires
6. The difference between the
in the one the relinquishing of sin, and the fulfilling of the law in the sinner, the
in the other, that God bestows on the sinner
leaving him in his corruption and
whatever he desires, in purifying him by grace.
7. What advantage is it for the man in the old covenant, whom God leaves to his
own weakness, making him subject to his law ] and what happiness is it not, to be a
member of that covenant in which God bestows on us that which he requires of us ?
8.
are no longer members of the new covenant, than tliat we ai-e partakers of
the new grace, which worketh in us that wliich we are commanded by God.
we can never
9. The
grace of Jesus Christ is the sovereign grace, without which
confess, and with whicli we never deny him.
10. Grace is the operation of the hand of Almighty God, which cannot either be
hindered or retarded by anything.
;

We
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11. Grace is nothing else but the will of Almighty God, governing and doing whatever he willeth or ordaiiieth.
12. When God will save a soul, the undoubted effect, always and
everywhere, follows the will of God.
13. When God will save a soul, and when he touches it with the inward hand of
his mercy, then no human will is able to I'esist him.
14. Although the obstinate sinner be never so far off from being saved, yet must he
submit himself he must humble himself, and adore his blessed Saviour, when Jesus
Christ manifests himself to him by the enlivening beams of his grace.
15. When God accompanies his commandment, and his eternal Word with the
unction of his Spirit, and the inward power of his grace, it works in the heart an obedience, such as it requires.
16. There are no allurements that can resist those of grace, because nothing is able
to resist an Almighty Being.
17. Grace is the voice of the Father, which instructeth men inwardly, and bringeth
them to Jesus Christ whoever approaches him not, after he hath first heard the
outward call of the Son, is not the Father's discijile.
18. The seed of the Word, which the hand of God waters, brings forth always its
•

;

:

fruits.

19.

The grace

gives of

it

of

God

is

no other but his Almighty

will

;

it

is

the idea which

God

in all his writings.

is the idea that God would have us be obedient to him ; he worketh
done, he speaketh as a Lord, and all things are subject to his power.
of Jesus Christ is strong, powerful, sovereign, and invincible, because it is the operation of the will of the Almighty, the consequence and imitation
of the working of God, who hath sent into the world, and raised up his Son.
22. The all-powerful harmony of the operation of God in the heart of man, with
the free assent of his will, is immediately shewn unto us in the incarnation, as being
the source and model of all the other operations of his mercy and grace, which are
free, and have likewise their dependence on God, even as this original operation.
23. God himself has given the representation of the operation of the Almighty
power of his grace, in the figure or type of that by which he hath formed all creatures out of nothing, and restored life to the dead.
2-t. The true conception the centurion had of the almighty power of God, and Jesus
Christ, in healing of bodies by the motion of his will alone, is the image of the idea
which we ought to have of the almighty power of his grace, cleansing souls from all

20.

and

True grace

all is

21.

The grace

sinful concupiscence.
25. God enlightens the soul,

and heals
commandeth, and they obey him.

it

as well as the body, by his will alone

;

he

No

graces are given but through faith alone.
27. Faith is the principal grace, and the fountain of the rest.
2!i. Pardon of sins is the first grace which God granteth to sinners.
29. No grace is bestowed out of the Church.
30. All whom God will have to be saved through Jesus Christ, are undoubtedly saved.
31. The desires of Jesus Christ are always effectual ; whenever he requires, he
produces peace in the heart.
32. Jesus Christ yielded himself a sacrifice, that the first-born, viz , the elect,
might be delivered by his blood, for ever, from the hand of the destroying angel.
to what degree must a man have carried self-denial, and his renouncing
33. Alas
all worldly interests, before he can have the confidence truly to ajipropriate to him2G.

!

may speak so, Jesus Christ, his love, his death, and mysteries, as St. Paul
does when he says, he has loved me, and has given himself for me.
34. The grace of Adam i)roduceth only human merit.
35. The grace of Adam is a sequel of the creation, which was due to nature sound

self, if I

and

entire.

The i-eal difference between the grace of Adam, or the state of innocency, and
the Christian grace, is, that the first was received jjer-sonally by every one, and the
other is not received but in the person of Jesus Christ I'iscn from the dead, to whom
we are united.
36.

37. Tiie grace of

him

Adam

which

.sanctified

him

in liis

own person

w-as proportioned

the Christian grace, which sanctilieth us in Jesus Christ, is almighty, and
worthy the Son of (iud.
38. The sinner is not free but for evil, without the grace of the deliverer.
The will which grace does not prevent, hath no light but to mistake, no heat
.'59.
but to precipitate, no force but to wound itself ; it is capable of all wickedness, but

to

;

can do no good.
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40. Without grace we can do nothing, but what tends to our condemnation.
41. All the knowledge men have of God, even the natural, and that which

tlie

heathen philosophers had, proceeds from God only and without grace it produces
to God himself, instead of an iiiclina-.
nothing but presumption, vanity, and opposition
tion either of worshipping, acknowledging, or loving him.
42. The grace of Jesus Ciirist alone renders a man fit for the sacrifice of faith ;
without him, there is nothing but impurity and indignity.
43. The first effect of baptismal grace is, that we die unto sin, so that the spirit,
the heart, and the senses, may have uo more life for sin than a dead man has for the
;

things of the world.
44. There are but two sorts of love fi'om whence all our affections and actions arise ;
the love of God, which doth all for him, and which God rewardeth ; the love by which
we love ourselves and the world, and which, for not referring everything to God as it
ought, becomes thereby bad.
45. The love of God not ruling in our hearts any more, carnal concupiscence must
needs govern them, and every action becomes corrupted thereby.
4(5. Concupiscence or charity render the use of the senses either good or bad.
47. The obedience of the law must necessarily arise from some source, and that

When the love of God is its inward pi-inciple, and God's glory its
source is charity.
end, then that which appears outwardly is pure, otherwise it is hypocrisy or feigned
righteousness.
48. What can be without the light of faith, without Christ, and without charity,
but error and sin ?
49. As no sin is without the love of ourselves, so no good works can be without th.e
love of God.
50. In vain do men call unto God, and call him Father, if they don't call upon him

with the spirit of charity.
51. Faith justifies when it operates, but operates only by charity.
52. All other means of salvation ai'e comprehended in faith, as in their bud and
seed ; but this faith is not without love and confidence.
53. Charity alone performs Christian actions after a Christian manner, in respect
to God and Jesus Christ.
54. Charity alone speaks to God, and he only hears it.
55. God crowns charity alone ; he that goes by another motive runs in vain.
56. God recompenses charity alone, because charity honours God alone.
57. Evei-ything fails a sinner when hope fails him, and there can be no hope of
God where there is no love of him.
58. God, as well as religion, is not to be found where there is no charity,
59. The prayer of the wicked is a new sin, and that which God grants them is a
new judgment against them.
60. If the fear of punishment alone causes repentance, the more violent it is the
more it leadeth men to desperation.
61. Tears stop only the hand, but the heart remaineth adherent to sin as long as
it is not directed by the love of justice.
62. He who abstains from evil only out of fear of punishment, commits it in his
heart, and is already guilty thereof before God.
63. He who is baptized is yet under the law, even as a Jew, if he doth not fulfil it,
or if he fulfil only through fear.
64. They that are under the curse of the law do no good, because 'tis sin either in
doing evil, or in shunning of it through fear.
65. Moses and the prophets, the priests and doctoi'S of the law, are dead, without
sending any children to God, since they have made but slaves through fear.
66. He that approaches God should not come to him with his brutal passions, nor
be led by a natural instinct, or fear, as beasts, but by faith and love, as children.
67. Slavish fear representeth God as a severe, imperious, unjust, and unmerciful
Master.
68. The goodness of God hath abridged the way of salvation, in comprehending .ill
in faith

and prayer.

69 Faith, the use, increase,
of God.
70.

God never

afflicteth the

and reward of faith, are all a gift
innocent

sin, or to purify the sinner.
7). Man, for his preservation,

God hath made

;

afflictions

mere liberahty

serve always either to punish the

can dispense with this law for his advantage, which

for its use.

(To

of the

he concluded in our next.)
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BIBLE BURNING.

—

an amusement not much tolerated at present
to burning Protestants
the burning of Bibles seems one of the most congenial employments of
Romish priests. In truth, Rome destroys, as far as possible, all literature not
Instances of Bible
subservient to her own interests,* but especially the Bible.
burning, on a large scale, have often taken place under the authority of the

Next

—

Romish priesthood t and especially our woodcut represents a great Bible
burning which took place at Lake Cham plain, in the State of New York, on
Tliis is reckoned the most appropriate method of
the 27th of October 18-42. J
" revival." In the recent
Kingston case, there
•winding up a Popish season of
was no doubt of the general facts but, although they had been more evident,
The Attorneythe actual result might probably have been anticipated.
and we are told
the majority of the jury were Papists
General is a Papist
"
the case was starved," in consequence of a number of the witnesses not being
But the Tallet, December 8th, makes no bones on the subject. The
called.
" Mr.
editor says, and no doubt with authority,
Keogh, if he be sincere in his
Priest has done no wrong ;
profession of Christianity, must believe that the
The Catholic
and yet he prosecutes him for blaspliemously burning,' &c.
layman punishes the Priest for doing what supposing the Priest to have
;

;

;

;

'

—

done

it

• See

.

.

.

—can

be nothing less than duty ; for it will require greater authority
"
Mendham's " Literary Policy of the Church of Rome," and Index of Gregory

XVL"

instances in Dr. Bejrg's " Handbook
t See a number of
"
X See Dowling's History of Romanism," pp. 612, 613.

of Popery," pp. 60-63.
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than that of the English Government to prove that we may not with a good
conscience burn immoral books, provided the owner consents, or destroy a
false and mutilated copy of the Sacred Writings."
" If it be the
duty of an AttonieyNay, the writer goes farther, and says,
General, in the service of the Protestant Crown, to prosecute a Priest, it is

—

The duty of the
not the duty of any Catholic to become Attorney-General.
Catholic members of the Government is to resign, to protest, with all the
means in their power, against the petty malice of an Orange mob."
Probably Mr. Keogh

may

not see the force of this kind of argument: but

and it is a very fair question for Prothese admissions are sufficiently plain
testants how any justice in such cases can be expected from Popish officials
and Popish juries and further, why Russian and other foreign Jesuits, like
;

;

Father Pecherine, are allowed

to

go at large, without registration or challenge,
Britain, as they have

by the Act 1829, they ought to be banished from
been from other continental countries.
whilst,

THE POPISH RULE OF FAITH.
The Papal system professedly admits that man could
know either the character or will of God,
and duties in relation to God, that God has given such a
Divi ne revelation,

—

not, without a
own state

or his

revelation,

and

Holy Scriptures. From this the
conclusion seems to be inevitable, that the Holy Scriptures teach what man
But the
is to believe concerning God, and what duty God requires of man.
Papal system ventures to produce a different rule of faith, which we shall
state in the words of its own writers.
The language of the Council of Trent is not so direct on this point as on
some others yet in the decree on the Canonical Scriptures, session fourth,
"
" contained in the
it mentions as
saving truth and discipline," what is
unwritten
traditions
which have come down to us,
vjritten books, and the
"
Among these it includes the
transmitted, as it were, from hand to hand."
" dare to
books.''''
it decrees that none shall

that this revelation

is,

in part at least, the

;

Further,
interpret
apocryphal
the said Sacred Scriptures contrary to that sense which Holy Mother Church,
whose (right) it is to judge of the true sense and interpretation of the Holy
Scriptures, hath held and doth hold, or even contrary to the unanimous consent of the Fathers, on pain of being
punished with the penalties of law."

made known by

their Ordinaries,

and

— " The Rule of Faith

is the "Word of God at large, whether
handed down from the Apostles in continued
succession by the Catholic Church, and as it is understood and explained by
the Church. To speak more accurately, he adds, " beside their Rule of Faith,
which is Scripture and tradition. Catholics acknowledge an unerring judge of
the Church."
controversy, or sure guide in all matters relating to salvation
" An infallible
Dr. Wiseman says very pointedly,
authority exists, and

Milner says,

written

down

in the Bible, or

—

always has existed,
regarding faith

;

in the

Church,

—

—

a divine right to decide in

this authority excludes not indeed, the Scripture,

sufficiency of Scripture."

all matters
but the all-

—

The Papal Rule of Faith, therefore, consists of these three elements, The
It would
written Word, the unwritten Word, (or tradition,) and the Church.
be more correct to say, it appears to consist of three elements; and the question

may

very properly be asked, Are these three elements at once distinct
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from each other, and of equal value? for if not, there cannot really be three,
and the rale may be simplified. Let U3 try. Laymen, we are told, may not
read the Bible, lest they should wrest it, or err to their own ruin. Unwritten
tradition cannot be read because it does not exist in a written state, and, inThe unanimous consent of the Fathers cannot
deed, cannot by its definition.
for not to insist on the utter impossibility of any person reading all
the Fathers so as to ascertain their unanimous consent, the fact is well known
that they do not consent^ but one Father contradicts another on almost every

be got ;

same Father often contradicts himself in difterent parts of his
Nothing is left, therefore, but the Church. Still further, the
Church among Romanists does not mean both the priesthood and the laity,
Thus legitimately simplified, the Papal rule of
but the priesthood alone.
point, nay, the
Avritings.

faith

is,

the Priesthood,

and

the

Priesthood alone.

The Protestant

on the other hand, is the Bible, and the Bible alone.
Let us now examine these two Rules, and in doing so we

rule of

faith,

shall follow the

Papal mode of arguing, before applying our own decisive test, as previously
stated, namely. Whether such a rule is suited to the character of God and the
character of man.

L

The Papal theory is commonly supported by such plausibilities as may
They
satisfy supei-iicial inquirers, but cannot stand a searching scrutiny.
admit that God has given a revelation to man ; but should any layman desire
to read

may

it

they would say, that

interpret wrong,

and

ment they quote the language
and unstable wrest, as they do
struction."

is

it

to their

not expedient for

own

injury

—

;

and

all to

read what they

in support of this

argu-

" Which
of Peter,
they that are unlearned
also the other Scriptures, to their own de-

—

To this we answer, This may be a very good reason for warning people
beware of wresting or distorting Scripture, but it does not convey or imIn truth, it implies the very opposite for
ply power to withhold Scripture.
if there were power to withhold what is full of danger, the right course would
The Apostle
be to withhold it, and thereby certainly prevent the danger.
himself did not assume such power and he thereby sanctioned the use,
while he warned against the abuse of Scripture. Everything may be abused,
to

;

;

but that is no reason why it may not be used.
2. Romanists argue against the right of private judgment, and quote from
2 Peter ii. 20,—" No prophecy of the Scripture is of any private interpre" is made
tation."

(Douay

—

version,
by private interpretation.")
text does not relate to Scripture doctrine but to pro-

We answer,— This

for which Romanists quote it.
phec2/y and does not therefore serve the purpose
Its real meaning is this, there is a harmony of design pervading all prophetic

Scripture, as in doctrinal Scripture.

This

harmony

of doctrinal Scripture

is

termed the analogy of faith and by means of this analogy there can be
made a systematic arrangement of Scripture truth, displaying the relative
importance and agreement of doctrine. Scripture prophecy has also its analogy, and were that analogy rightly understood, it would be equally possible
so to arrange prophecy as that every prediction would be seen to cast light
on every other. No single prophecy should have its own interpretation, as
;

stood alone, but should be interpreted in accordance with the general
and design of all prophecy, the all should interpret the one; and thus
their harmony would be preserved, and their true meaning understood.
if it

spirit

—

but it actually
it will be seen, is a most valuable rule of interpretation
The Douay version, it may be added,
warrants us to use it, being given.

This,

;
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is unintelligible.

How

could prophecy be 7nade by private interpretation ?

explain but cannot make.
3. Eomanists say that the Protestant Bible

Interpretation
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may

is

defective, because

it

does not

include the Apocrypha, which they assert is also Scripture, and so part of the
rule of faith.

—

"We reply, The books called Apocrypha relate to Old Testament times
yet they are not in the Old Testament canon, and never were. This we can
fully prove.
They were not originally in the Septuagint version, which was
translated from the authentic Hebrew Bible.
They were not in the canon as
known to Josephus and other Jewish writers, whose statements prove that
these books were not contained in the Hebrew canon.
They are not quoted
in the New Testament.
Further, these books were not admitted among the
writings regarded as sacred by the Christian Church, till the Council of
Hippo, held in the year 393, and the third Council of Carthage, 397, when
the Church was becoming corrupt, and nearly 800 years after the time of
They are not regarded as canonical by
Malachi, the last of the prophets.
the Hebrew Church, nor by the early and pure Christian Church
and Eome
We speak not of the
cannot make that canonical which is not so in itself.
fables and falsehoods abounding in them, which prove them to be of mere
;

;

human

origin.

But Rome strongly asserts, that there is what she calls an unwritten
Word, or tradition, which we are bound to receive equally with the written
Word, and that this the Church of Rome, and she alone possesses. In proof
of this assertion Romanists quote 2 Thess. ii. 15, " Hold the traditions which
ye have been taught, whether by word or by our epistle."
To this we answer, When Paul used the w^ords here rendered traditions,
referring to what he himself taught personalli/, and to those persons, he could
not mean what Rome means by the word traditions, for personal communications are the most direct of all modes of instruction, and the most remote from
tradition, which is transmitted information.
Besides, he uses the word with
4.

—

reference to

epistle,

is, to written instruction, not merely oral, or spoken.
therefore, is directly and necessarily the reverse of what

that

The meaning of Paul,

Rome means.

Further, the Greek word 'Tra^ddoai;, rendered tradition, means
any communication transmitted from one to another, even in a written form,
and is used in that sense by the Fathers, who quote frequently from the
" Traditions of the
But Rome means
epistles, and call them
Apostles."
some unknown thing never written at all, transmitted by memory, or hinted
at by those who have used it from time to time.
Now, we all know the
inaccuracy of mere tradition. Every country has its traditions, distorted to
some extent every time they are repeated, till even credulity itself ceases to

believe thera.

We know

also the use which

any deceiver

may make

of

mere

And we know

that no person who honestly wished to transmit a
really valuable truth to posterity, and could write, would trust it to so treacherous a keeper as mere tradition, by which it would inevitably either be
tradition.

altogether lost, or miserably perverted.
5. Advancing with the defence of her three elements, Rome asserts, that
there must needs be an infallible rule of faith,
that not the mere words but

—

—

the sense of Scripture forms this rule,
that this sense cannot be ascertained
by men's private opinions, which are as various as the men that hold them,

—

hence the multitude of sects arismg from private judgment,
so that there
can, therefore, be no sure rule, and no security from the danger of deadly
error, without an infallible interpreter.
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—

That
this argument, which Rome deems a very strong one, we answer,
rule
Involves the fallacy of confounding sutjiciency with efficiency.
be perfectly sufficient to convince any person of a candid and intelligent

A

—

not from its
mind, and yet may not produce conviction in every instance,
The perfecdefect, but from the defect of the man to whom it is addressed.
but
tion of a moral rule is, that men may understand it, if they deal fairly
may misunderstand it if they deal unfairly. It is thus at once a sufficient
This is exactly what a rule of faith ought
rule and a test of moral character.
to be.
Besides, Rome makes a demand by which she condemns herself.
She produces miracles wrought, as she asserts, by saints. Her arguments
;

and miracles have not, however, produced universal conviction. They cannot stand her own test.
She needs a more infallible interpreter than herself
to confirm her

own

belief,
6.

—certainly

is

Her rule is neither sufficient nor efficient.
But yielding to authority is not necessarily

interpretation.

She arrogates authority

also.

not faith, in the scriptural sense of that term.
Rome still argues, that the Bible cannot be

—

Nearly exhausted,

interpreter, as Protestants assert, for an interpreter

merely a written document.
We reply, with solemn and reverential awe,
is

is,

own

—That

the Holy Spirit, as

Ue

A

Divine Peralso the interpreter of the Holy Scriptures.
"the Holy Spirit
therefore, the interpreter to the human person,

the inspirer

son

its

must be a person, and not

is

—

This was the great promise of the Father,
bearing witness with our spirit."
to wliich the Lord Jesus himself directed the attention and hopes of the disci |»les when He was about to leave them,
yet not to leave them comfortless.

—

This need not lead to fanaticism, and will not do so, if we compare Scripture
with Scripture, as we are commanded and encouraged to do, that we may

The
the mind of the Spirit, according to the analogy of faith.
Papal system repudiates this interpreter is one of the most convincing proofs tliat its whole theory is one of human, or Satanic invention;
and tliis amply explains why it dreads and conceals the Scriptures, and gives

learn

what

is

fact that the

such prominence to the priesthood.
7. As a last argument, Rome at length boldly asserts, that the Church of
Rome has the sole right and authority to interpret Scripture, and that all are

bound to receive her interpretation as infallible.
To this we answer, Scripture gives no warrant

—

for such a claim, and requires from us no such blindly implicit obedience to the arrogant demands of
any Church, but commands us to read the Word of God, and applauds those

who

search the Scriptures. In refusing to submit to the haughty pretensions
we obey God rather than man, as we are bound to do. Romanists

of Rome,

sometimes sophistically assume infidel ground, and ask. How we know the
Whence did we obtain it? how, and from whom?
Bible to be God's Word ?
They want us to reply,— we received it from the Church. Then they say,
But we did not reyes and therefore the Church must be the intei-preter.
Wo can trace it from Jerusalem, Antioch, Ephesus
ceive it from Rome.
The very existence of the Greek
Corinth, Alexandria, Constantinople.
Church, not less ancient than that of Rome, is a standing testimony against
;

the arrogant claims of the Papal system.
Thus all Rome's fallacies can be detected and refuted,
destitute of truth,

and contrary to sound reason.

cou';ent ourselves with merely

shewn to be utterly
But we are not bound to

refuting Papal pretensions.
for our receiving the Bible,
alone, as the sole and sufficient rule, of faith to Protestants.
direct reasons in our next

Number

We

can give

and the Bible
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IN DUNDEE.

An exhibition has lately been made by Priest Keenan of Dundee, one of
the champions of Romanism, which is well fitted to arouse the languid Pro
Although there are zealous Protestants
testantism of that important town.
in Dundee, of late the priests of a place in which George Wishart the martyr

—the

—seem

have been allowed to carry on
they certainly have been
and
making decided progress. Dr. Dill, however, lately visited this town,
his effective exposures of the real nature and designs of Romanism, seem to
have roused their leading priest to the utmost pitch of indignation. On a
Sabbath evening, for an entrance fee as usual, and without any prayer
or religious exercise, this professed servant of Jesus Christ made one of
those outpourings peculiar to Romish priests, and which almost remind one
of the pointed description of Scripture, "their throat is an open sepulchre,
of asps is under their lips, their mouth is full of cursing and bitthe
preached,

town of

their operations very

Wiliison,
in their

much

to

own way, and

poison
terness." Fortunately, and probably unexpectedly, all this was duly reported
in the local newspapers, and the effect seems to have been so great that even
the priest, finding the recoil of public opinion strongly against him, has at-

the accuracy of the rei)ort.
tempted, but quite unsuccessfully, to challenge
The whole style and spirit of the discourse, in truth, give ample evidence of
It reminds one of a Tipperary speech, and is well fitted
its paternity.
to give the people of Dundee an idea of the true spirit of the Romish sysDr. Dill has since published a very able and conclusive reply, contem.

Protestants of Dundee in
taining a well-timed and eloquent appeal to the
regard to their obvious duty to resist more strenuously the stealthy aggresHow insions of Popery, and its attempts to overthrow the Reformation.
structive to find the priests of Rome, who never preach the Gospel, who wrap
"
up all the truths of God in a dead language, and thus hide the key of knowis to
ledge," speaking with such plainness and volubility when the object
Fortunately as yet they can only deal in
give vent to their own passions
!

hard words.

SCOTTISH REFORMATION SOCIETY ANNUAL MEETING.
The Annual Meeting
in the
ult.

of this active and important Institution took place
Queen Street Hall, Edinburgh, on the evening of Tuesday, the 18th
The chair was taken by Thomas Greig, Esq. of Glencarse; and the

W.

Dr. Dill read an interRobertson opened the meeting with prayer.
of
the
which indicated a
the
year,
proceedings
past
detailing
Report,
esting
great amount of labour on the part of the Secretaries, and a very gratifying
measure of success. The Treasurer intimated that the funds for the year

Rev.

The various resolutions, pledging the Society
to about £1100.
to increased exertions, especially to overthrow Maynooth, and to seek to

had amounted
combine

all

the Protestants of the empire in a great confederacy against the
Rome, were moved and seconded by Dr. Begg, John M'Nab,

aggressions of

John Gibson, Jun., Esq., R. Hunter, Esq. of Hunterston, Rev. Dr.
Armstrong, who delivered a powerful and humorous address, J. Holt Skinner, Esq., Rev. Dr. Cunningham, &c., &c. We trust that the ensuing year will
be one of increased energy and success, notwithstanding all discouragements.

Esq.,
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Friendly Advice on
Sci'PER.

By

Shepherd,

iAf.A.,

the Lord's

Glimpses of Jesus.

Rev.

the

By W.

Richard
late Curate of

Loudoa

Southgate, Middlesex.
Wertheioi & Macintosh.

JAN.

Second Edition.

P. Balfern.

London

:

J.

Shaw.

F.

:

1.

An

excellent experimental treatise,

of unction and faithful
counsel,
well worthy of general circulation.
full

A very useful tract, Avorthy of the
study of all intending communicants.

—

Jesus First and Last.
The Mansions IN MY Father's House
Incidents and Prospects of the
"War.

By

M.A.,

then

Mitchell,

ray

the Rev. V. J. Stanton,
incumbent of South-

London

gate.

—

The Sabbath Scholar's Pole-Star
to Glory.
By the Rev. Graham

:

&

Nisbet

Co.,

Berners Street.

A

&

LL.D.

Edinburgh

:

Mur-

Stewart.

pointed and well-toned address,

especially bearing on the right direction of Sabbath schools.

Three very admirablelittle treatises,

by a man who breathes a

fine Chris-

tian spirit.

The Sinoer of Eisenach.
T. D.

Crewdson.

B}- Mrs.

London

:

Grant

& Griffith.
An

interesting and pleasant poem,
illustrative of a portion of the life of

For example,

Luther.

—

seized

it

in his gra^p,

He welcomed

whom

])laced in

instruction
this

every parish

of

the people.
" condensed"
narrative

taken from

;

Tiie very S.iviojr

was

it

the

Meantime

off

;

It were greatly to be desired that
Foxe's Book of Martyrs were made
again as familiar in England as when

for

the dust of centuries,
And wrenched its iron cUf-p
Then opened wide its holy p^u;e,
And read of Christ's free grace,

Wiped

^fARTYRS
Condensed
from Foxe's Acts and Monuments
of the Christian Church. With an
Introductory Preface by the Rev.
Robert Maguire, M.A.

of old

" His sou! had found a chained
book,

He

Protestant

tribution,

he sought

it is most
worthy of disand we trust it will have an

extensive circulation.
Mr. Maguire
has added an instructive and valuable

face to face," &c.

The Internal History of German
Protestantism since the Middle
OF the La.st Century. By Ch.
Fred. Aug. Kalmis, D.D. Translated by the Rev. Theodore Mej'er.

Edinburgh T. 8c T. Clark.
This work contains in a small compass a great amount of interesting in-

preface, demonstrating that persecution is woven into the very constitu-

Romish system. It conconclusive answer to Dr.

tion of the

tains

a

AViseman's recent pretences.

:

formation.

certainly presents a
curious picture of the recent state of

German

It

theology, and

accounts

in

our mind most satisfactorily for the
spread of Rationalism and Romanism
in

that

wishes

country.
see how

to

Any

one

helpless

who
mere

human reason is in dealing with
theology and the great value of the
sim[)le Word of God, had better turn
to these instructive pages.

Europe's Crisis.
"Wright,

By

the Rev.

Edinburgh.

James

Edinburgh

:

James Wood.
The

subject of this

work

liarly interesting at the

mtMit,

is pecupresent mo-

and the wonder only

so liUle serious attention

is

is

that

directed

to the bearing of surrounding startling
events on the fulfilment of the pro-

The work itself is eviphetic plan.
dently the fruit of much thought.

We shall probabl}' direct attention to
the subject in our next Number.
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THE TRUE THEORY OF CONCORDATS.
The Austrian Concordat
derstand

its

true nature.

attracts attention,

and

very important to un"Practice of Prelates,"

it is

In William Tyndale's

the true history of the Papal See at its rise is laid bare, and the evils that
The parasitic giant ivy of the
sprang from it are shewn to be manifold.
Vatican, which sends forth so many roots and fibres from its branches, by
which it is fastened to the tree of Austria, which it overtops, and from which
it derives a great share of its nourishment, is preparing to clasp the British
God send us men who by keen sharp axes of
oak, and aspires to climb.

good metal, wielded by patriotic hands, may cut ofi" the insinuating roaming
shoots from Italy, both visible and latent.
'"
To see how the Holy Father came up, mark the ensample of an ivy-tree
first it springeth out of the earth, and then awhile creepeth along by the
alow into the
ground till it findeth a great tree then it joineth itself beneath,
body of the tree, and creepeth up a little, and a little, fair and softly. And,
at the beginning, while it is yet thin and small, that the burthen is not perand to bear ofi^
ceived, it seemeth glorious to garnish the tree in the winter,
the tempests of the weather. But in the mean season, it thrusteth roots into
the bark of the tree to hold fast withal, and ceaseth not to climb up till
And then it sendeth his branches along by
it be at the top, and above all.
the branches of the tree, and overgroweth all, and waxeth great, heavy, and
and his branches, that
thick, and sucketh the moisture so sore out of the tree
And then the foul stinking ivy waxeth mighty
it choketh and stifleth them.
in the stump of the tree, and becometh a seat and a nest for all unclean birds,
and for blind owls which hawk in the dark, and dare not come at the
;

;

light.

" Even so the
Bishop of Rome, now called Pope, at the beginning crope
as
along upon the earth, and every man trode upon him in this world. But
soon as there came a Christian emperor, he joined himself into his feet and
kissed' them, and crope up a little with begging, now this privilege, now
that now this city, now that, to find poor people withal, and the necessary
ministers of God's word. And he entitled the emperor with choosing the
Pope and other bishops, and promoted in the spirituality, not whom virtue
and learning, but whom the favour of great men commendeth to flatter, to
get friends and defenders withal.
" And the alms of the
congregation, which was the food and patrimony
of the poor and necessary preachers, that he called St. Peter's patrimony,
St. Peter's rents, St. Peter's lands, St. Peter's right, to cast a vain fear, and
an heathenish superstitiousness into the hearts of men, that no man should
dare meddle with whatsoever came once into their hands, for fear of St.
and that they which should
Peter, though they ministered it never so evil
think it none alms to give them any more, (because they had too much
his
already,) should yet give St. Peter somewhat (as Nebuchadnezzar gave
god Baal) to purchase an advocate and an intercessor of St. Peter, and that
;

;

;

them in.
and feigning, and vain superstition, under the
St. Peter, he crept up and fastened his roots in the heart of the
emperor, and with his sword climbed up above all his fellowships, and brought
St. Peter should, at the first knock, let

"

And
name of

VOL. V.

thus, with flattering

NO. LVI.

—FEBRUARY 1856.
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his feet.
And as he subdued them with the emperor's sword,
even so, by subtilty and help of them, (after that they were sworn
faithful,)
he climbed above the emperor, and subdued him also, and made
unto

them under

stoop
and kiss them another while.
Yea, Pope Caslestinns crowned
the Emperor Henry the Fifth, holding the crown between his feet. And
when he had put the crown on, he smote it off with his feet
his feet,

that he had might to

"

make emperors, and put them down

again, sayin-r,

again.

And he made a constitution, that no laymen should meddle with their
matters, nor be in their councils, or wit what they did
and that the Pope
only should call the council, and the empire should but defend the
;

Pope,

provided ahvay that the council should be in one of the Pope's towns, and
where the Pope's power was greater than the
Emperor's; then, under a
pretence of condemning some heresy, he called a general council, where he

made one a patriarch, another cardinal, another legate, another
primate,
another archbishop, another bishop, another dean, another
archdeacon, and so
And as the Pope played with the Emperor, so did his
forth, as we now see.
branches, his

members

;

the bishops play in every
kingdom, dukedom,

and

lordship, insomuch, that the very heirs of them, by which they came up, hold
now their lands of them, and take them for their chief lords. And as the
Emperor is sworn to the Pope, even so every king is sworn to the bishops
and prelates of his realm ; and they are the chiefest in all
parliaments

yea,
they and their money, and they that be sworn to them, and come up by them,
;

rule altogether.
*'
And thus the Pope, the father of all hypocrites, hath, with falsehood and
guile, perverted the order of the world, and turned the roots of the trees
upward, and hath put down the kingdom of Christ, and set up the kingdom
of the devil, whose vicar he is ; and hath put down the ministers of
Christ,
and hath set up the ministers of Satan disguised, yet, in names and
garments,
like unto the angels of light and ministers of
For Christ's
righteousness.
is all of the world."
kingdom is not of the world, and the Pope's

kingdom

THE TRUTH AND THE

LIFE,

BY BISHOP

M'lLVAINE, U.S.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BCLW.VKK.

Dear Sir,— It is quite within the scope of the Bulwark to notice works
not exclusively antipapal, but which contain incidentally a
masterly exposure
of the Man of Sin.
is
a
Of this class
volume of sermons, recently published by Seeleys, from
the able pen of Bishop M'llvaine. I shall not here touch upon the
general
merits of the volume, farther than to remark, that it is long since I have
met with so much of sanctified talent, spiritual unction, evangelical truth,
and fervent devotion, condensed within the same number of pages.
The subject of Popery has evidently been occupying a very prominent
place in the mind of Bishop M'llvaiue, as it has, I may add, more and more
during the past few years, in the thoughts of all the leading divines of
America, as the magnificent Exposure of the Papal Conspiracy, by Dr. Beecher,
further shews.
In the course of a series of sermons, eminently practical and spiritual, intended for the nourishment and building up of real Christians, Bishop

w

i

'
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M'llvaine, has felt it his duty, just as St. Paul did, to "put the brethren in
" now the
remembrance of these things," (viz.,
Spirit speaketh expressly,"
" a
in the character of
element
as
essential
an
good
&c., 1 Tim. iv. 1-5,)

minister of Jesus

Christ,

nourished up in the words of faith and good

doctrine."

In this respect,

I

say that Bishop M'llvaine's preaching bears favourable
many who think that Popery is never to be exposed

contrast with that of

from the

pulpit,

and

is

certainly

much more

after the

mind of

Christ,

and in

accordance with the Scriptural model to which I have just referred.
In the next place. Bishop M'llvaine's views of Popery are thoroughly
Protestant, and cast in the same scriptural mould as our great reformers'.
Herein, too, his teaching presents a favourable contrast to the prevalent
theology of the day for amongst the many causes of weakness of which we
have to complain, one, and that a fundamental cause, undoubtedly is, uuscripNot only Tractarians and others agree in retural views of Popery.
pudiating the statement of St. Paul and the Apocalypse, as having anything
to do with Popery, but I fear that many likewise, holding a sounder faith,
are tainted with this modern scepticism on a most important branch of
But Bishop M'llvaine is as sound as a bell on this great prodivine truth.
;

minent doctrine, that the apostasy spoken of by St. Paul, and the apocalyptic
Babylon, are identical with the Papacy.
" the Church the
This subject is gone into fully in Sermon No. 10, on
with
and
at
World's Light," wherein he discusses
peculiar ability,
length^
that " great Church Apostasy," which was foretold under the striking titles

Man of Sin, the Mystery of Iniquity, Babylon the Great, &c.
There are other able exposures of Popery in these sermons, to which I cannot refer but I am desirous of drawing yo'ur readers' attention to a volume,
which maybe termed a model of Protestant and Evangelical teaching, a most
contrast to the mawkishness of modern times, and peculiarly suited
of the

;

grateful
for the edification of intelligent and spiritually-minded Christians.

yours

—

I

remain,

truly,

G. T. Fox.

Durham,

31st December 1855.

ENGLAND'S EXPERIENCE OF THE CHURCH OF ROME.
England has had many

mercies, and has richly enjoyed God's choicest

—

Temporal blessings largeness of wealth, extent of dominion, length
of days have been with no sparing hand bestoM'ed on her.
But, best of all,
she has been blessed with the enjoyment of true religion a spiritual gift
then for a season lost and in God's good provienjoyed in her early days
dence once more obtained through the instrumentality of men moved and
actuated by the fear of God, who laboured through evil report and good renot their lives dear unto them, in order to
port, and many of whom counted
hand down to posterity a pure faith and an open Bible. This, after all,
the brightest diamond in her brilliant diadem
is England's crowning blessing
a blessing dearly purchased and well worth preserving at any cost. This
blessing was, by God's grace, regained at the time of the Reformation.
The early Christianity of England was wholly independent of the Church
of Rome. We are in no wise indebted to Rome for the first planting of the
Christian faith in these lauds. The Christian Church existed for several

favours.

—

—

—

—

—

—
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centuries in England, before any bishop of Rome bethought himself of any
concern in our behalf.
Augustine, the first Papal emissary to tlie British
shores, found his delegated authority repudiated by the existing bishops and
clergy and people of the Church of England, when, commissioned by Pope

Gregory

I.,

he sought to establish the Papal dominion in England.*

This

was on

the eve of the sixth century, (a.d, 697 ;) and long prior to this period,
so early as the third century, during the persecution waged by Maximian

Herculius in the Avest of Europe, (a.d. 28G,t) this independent Christian
Church of Britain furnished many martyrs to the cause of true religion.
During the seventh and eighth centuries the Papal authority progressed in

England, and at length, by the time of the Norman conquest, it had fastened
and cemented its hold on the religion and liberties of the kingdom. Our
kings yielded allegiance to the Pope, and the Church executive was adminis-

by Romish agencies.
The preaching and doctrine of "WicklifFe in the fourteenth centniy, had, to a
great degree, opened the minds of the people to the errors which had from
time to time been engrafted upon the Church of Rome, in the name of ChristiEngland was thus the better prepared for the reception of the Gospel
anity.

tered

of Christ, when the Reformation in the sixteenth century aroused the world
to an examination of the claims and doctrines of the Church of Rome.
Eng-

land cast

off

her bondage, and resumed her original liberty and independence,
jt had been her privilege to

together with the pure gospel of Christ, which
possess and enjoy in primitive times.
Since then the Church of Rome has

fulfilled some important passages in
our history. We would therefore do well to take a brief review of " England's Experience of the Church of Rome," more especially since the period
of the Reformation.
The circumstances connected with the religious aspect of England were, at the

time of the Reformation, of a most intensely interesting kind.
Alternating
hopes and fears tended to keep all, both Protestants and Romanists, on the
It was a contest, as it were, between truth and error
tip-toe of suspense.
for the occupation of the throne of England. Henry VIII. had been the unconscious iustrument in God's hand of working a mighty revolution in the naHe was, however, in his own person, vacillating, wavering,
tional mind.
doubtful.
True, he was strenuously opposed to the temporal power of the
Pope, and resisted it to the utmost of his power, in his own kingdom, EngBut Henry was not the less a Roman Catholic for all that ; he was
land.
With the one hand he
a zealous Romanist at heart, and died a Romanist.^
resisted Rome temporal, and with the other he embraced Rome spiritual ;

and thus did his administration wear the aspect of uncertain action and
wavering hesitation.
From this, however, the nation was promptly delivered, upon the accession
of Edward YI. (a.d. 1547,)— a youthful prince, of great promise, and characterized by a warm and devoted attachment to the principles of the Reformation.
He, wisely and as circumstances demanded, re-established the
truth in this country, and to a great extent repaired the mistakes of his PoHis reign was but brief. He was, indeed, like the flower
pish forefathers.
of the grass, vhich in the morning is cut down and withereth. At the early
age of sixteen, but with fully developed mental powers, he died, bewailed by
*

J

Bede, Eccl. Hist.
It is well

known

the repo«e of his soul.

lib.

ii.

cap.

+

ii.

Fbid., lib.

i.

cap.

vi.

Henry VIII. left a large sum of money to purchase masses for
Not a very Protestant act
See Hume's Hist, of Eng., c. xxxiii.

that

!

—
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and by none more than by the tried friends of true

religion.
At this period the

dark clouds of persecution began once more to overcast
days of tyranny and oppression were appointed to the
Church of Christ in this country. Mary, sister of Edward VI., succeeded
her brother on the throne she was a bigot, and came to the throne with the
determination rigidly to carry out Eomish principles. She accordingly at
once reversed the policy of her brother, and addressed herself, in right earnest, to exterminate Protestantism, root and branch.
During four years God
permitted her to rule, and with a rod of iron she did govern the nation committed to her charge. These were the days of Smithfield the days of martyrdom, when bishops and clergy, mechanics and citizens, counted not their
lives dear unto them
when all classes contributed to the number of those
who 'protested even unto death. It is estimated that the victims who were
burned or otherwise put to death during the short reign of Queen Mary,
the land

—gloomy

;

—

—

amounted

to nearly 300.

The

total

number

of those

who

suffered

amounted

While Mary was thus making sport of human blood, her husband,
Philip II. of Spain, was occupied in the auto da fe of the Spanish InquisiThus are these twain as joint witnesses
tion, which he attended in person.
to prove that persecution is a characteristic of the Church of Rome.
The
death of Mary (a.d. 1558) relieved the kingdom from oppression.
The
" from the
tyranny at length was overpast, and England escaped as a bird
snare of the fowler." Her God was in the midst of her, therefore she was not
moved.
Mary was succeeded on the throne by her half-sister Elizabeth. She was
a Protestant, vigorous in the execution of her measures, warm in her zeal for
the truth, and diligent in the attainment of her purpose.
The bishops, exiled
by the persecuting Mary, were restored the gaudy ritual of Rome was once
more superseded by a spiritual worship and the Bible once more established
to 400.*

;

;

as the guide of the people.
This brought upon Elizabeth the malediction of the Pope, Pius V.
His
bull proclaimed against the Queen, and dated April 25, 1570, is still extant.

In it he professed to dethrone Elizabeth from her dignity, and to absolve all
her subjects from their oath of allegiance. It was this same Pope who revived the Inquisition interfered in the administration of France against the

—
—

Protestant subjects wrote letters of congratulation in consequence of the
and like his
defeat of the Huguenots, at the battle of Jarnac, (a.d. 1569,)
successor Gregory XIII. on another occasion, caused a medal to be struck
in

commemoration of the

—

event.-|-

now invoked — canonized and

Yet

this

very Pope

invoked, because he

is

now

canonized,

was a persecutor

—

!

is

Rome

herself bears witness to this fact in the Collect for St. Pius' day
(Brev, Rom.
"
6th May,) in which the Saint is thus spoken of:
God, who has deigned
to elect blessed Pius, the Pontiff, in order to crush {conterendos, lit., to the
wearing out of)| the enemies of thy church grant that we may be defended

—

;

by his protection !" &c.
Under the wrathful indignation

of such did our

Queen Elizabeth

fall.

The

decree seems, however, to have fallen rather like a blessing than as a curse
on our Queen and country for from that time has England been gathering
;

*

Edit, by Soames.
vol. iii. p. 182, awcf «ofe.
184.';.
See " Life of Pius V.," by the Rev. J. Mendham.
^" He sh.ill v^e/v
vii. 25, where the Frophet thus speaks of Antichrist :
cu',
(Vulg. deteret,) the saints of the Most High, and think to change times and laws,'' &c.

Mosheim,

+

X See Dan.

—
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Strength and increasing the greatness of her glory, so that now she stands
" Not
as the arbiter of kingdoms the umpire of the nations of the earth.

—

Lord, not unto us, but unto thy name give glory, for thy mercy
us,
and for thy truth's sake !" England ought to know wherein her strength lies.
God forbid she should ever forget herself
Prosperity seems, indeed, to be the inevitable consequence of the Papal

unto

!

For example, Lord Burleigh, Elizabeth's prime minister, has
" For the
" of all
us this encouraging testimony
comfort," he writes,
good subjects against the Pope's bulls, it is manifest to the world, that from

malediction.
left

:

—

the beginning of her Majesty's reign, by God's singular goodness, her kingdom
hath enjoyed more universal peace, her people increased in more numbers, in
more strength and with greater riches, the earth of her kingdom hath yielded
fruits, and generally all kind of worldly felicity hath more abounded
and during the time of the Pope's buUs^ thunders^ curses, and maledictions^ than in any other long time before, when the Pope's ^aro^ojis and blessings came yearly into the realm,"* &c.
The timely interposition of Providence in our behalf may also be marked
by another event which signalized the memorable reign of Queen Elizabeth
we mean, the attempt of the Spanish Abmada to overthrow our nation,

more

since

—

(a.d. 1588.)
Philip of Spain,

who had been married

to see Protestantism once
tified

by the

rejection of his

offer of

destruction of the protesting nation.

one exploit,

—the

to the persecuting Mary, grieving
in the land, and, moreover, mor-

more established

preparation of an

marriage to Elizabeth, sought the

All southern

Armada

Europe was busied

for the conquest of

in this

England.

The work was specially encouraged by the reigning Pontiff", Sixtus V., who
Our
promised a plenary indulgence to all who would aid in the attempt.-}Her armaments and
nation, meanwhile, was unprepared for the conflict.
The
forces were as nothing when compared with those of the enemy.
Armada is equipped, and receives a solemn blessing from the Roman Catholic
as the " Invincible !" Just
of
them it was

—

baptized
by
Spain,
priesthood
then, however, sudden disasters fell heavily upon it. The admiral dies,
then the vice-admiral but their places are soon supplied, and the Armada
sets sail, breathing out threatening and slaughter against our religion, our
Our God, however, took the matter into His own
liberties, and our laws.
;

omniputent hand, and engulfed their armament like the proud host of PhaEngland abode still in her strength, no harm came nigh unto her
island home.
Such were some of the scenes of persecution enacted in the reign of Queen
Elizabeth. At last, after a lengthened and useful administration, she died
(a.d. 1603,) and was succeeded in the throne of England by James I. James
united in his own person the two great nations of England and Scotland.

—

raoh.

His accession to the throne of England revived the hopes of the Romish

partj';

his birth, (being the son of Mary, Queen of Scots, a devoted Romanist,) his
education and his principles, all alike tended to foster and encourage snob

hopes. Their anticipations, however, were disappointed, whereupon their
conspiracy of a very formidable nature,
indignation is once more aroused.
quickly conceived, and no sooner conceived than designed in all its parts,
is planned for the utter overthrow of the King, Lords, and Commons, the

A

Canon Wordswortli's Letters

f Camden,

Annal.

Eliz.

'•'•

'ii.

to Gondon. p. 332.
ad Ann. 1588.

(Lend. 1847.)
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allude to the

Gunpowder Treason,

(a.d. 1605,) now commemorated on each 5th of November.
The historian Hume, an impartial narrator, or at least one

who cannot be

accused of partiality on account of any religious prejudices, designates this
" an
event, one of the most memorable which hispassage of our history as
tory has conveyed to posterity, and containing at once a singular proof both
of the strength and weakness of the human mind, its widest departure from
'Tis the Gunmorals, and most steady attachment to religious prejudices.
powder Treason of which I speak, a fact as certain as it appears in-

—

—

credible."*

This treasonable plot was not one of those sudden mistakes into which a
It was not an imChurch or a community may be suddenly surprised.
promptu ecstasy, or a mere momentary paroxysm of persecution on the part
of the Church of Rome, but the result of a year and a half of deliberate con-

—

a conspiracy revealed neither by the treachery of any associate,
nor yet by the repentance of any accomplice, but by the merciful providence
of God, and in the eleventh hour, and on the very eve of its accomplishment,
spiracy,

and thus defeated.
That act of perfidy and wrong has never been forgotten in England, and
until Rome repents it never shall be wiped out of remembrance.
And,
indeed, Rome has not repented,
by her own principles she cannot recall the
spirit of persecution which breathes its deadly inspiration throughout the
decrees of her Popes and the writings of her canonized saints.
TTe need not stay here to review the perilous times of Charles I., characterized as they were by all the wavering policy of that undecided monarch.
Nor shall we here follow the results of the Protectorate, when Cromwell restored the might of Britain, and by a decided policy guarded, though with a
disclosed

—

rough hand, the religion of the Reformation. We might, indeed, ponder
awhile the decline of the Stuart dynasty, and the accession of William, Prince
of Orange, to the throne of James II., who forfeited his Crown because,
through the influence of the Church of Rome, he had suffered the kingdom to
decline.
But suffice it now to say, that with the house of Brunswick Protestantism was restored and guaranteed as the religion of England.
Since
then our land has been the glory of all lands. What nation has added to its
power so great an extent of dominion, what people has so prospered in the
world as England? In proportion to England's faithfulness Rome declined,

—

and in proportion to the decline of Romish influence England prospered.
The Church of Rome now makes another attempt to introduce and establish

Will not " England's experience" of the past
system in these lands.
very thought ? or has England forgotten the testimony of
history, and have three hundred years sufficed to blot out the memory of
former times, and belie the witness of martyrs and confessors?
If England
would know what the power of Romanism is, let her review her own expelier

suffice to repel the

If Englishmen are disposed to give another trial to the spiritual
domination of Rome, let them first recall to mind the history of their land,

rience.

—

and the reminiscences of days gone by, and think again, before they yield
one jot or tittle back to the Mistress that oftentimes thi-eatened to blot out
the viery existence of our nation from the earth
History emboldens us thus
!

to speak.

In
*

fine, if

England, irrespective of her

Hume's Hist. ofEng.
Gunpowder Treason.

c. xlvii.

own

This chapter of

past experience, would

Hume

gives the

minute

know

details of the

h2
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what other lands can tell of that same power that now spreads its influences
and its agencies throughout this country, let her look to Spain and Switzerland, to Sardinia and Piedmont, yea, even to Rome itself and from those

—

;

lands, long accustomed to the spiritual power of Romanism, let us learn a
lesion, that we take not on us the yoke which they are not able to bear.

God
now

we

should assume the bondage which Popish nations are
any wise submit ourselves to an authority
which they repudiate. Let England value her experience, already dearly
purchased, or else she shall have yet to purchase it again, at perhaps a more
forbid that

casting from them, or in

costly price.

POPISH EXCESSES IN THE MIDDLE AGES.
In the Popish Ramller for November, there is an attempt made to vindiat least, decently to explain the heathenish excesses which were
practised in the Middle Ages, with the full consent of the priests, and which
are still openly tolerated in all Popish countries under the name of religion.
"We have all heard^of the " feast of the ass" and the " abbot of unreason," and
a recent writer in regard to Spain, says, that similar and worse excesses, if
possible, than those of former times still prevail in that country in which it
was lately a public crime to preach the Gospel, or circulate the Scriptures. In
regard to the former disgraceful scenes, the Popish writer in the Rambler says,
" No doubt the follies and disorders committed at these
singular feasts, though
generally very much exaggerated by modern writers on the subject, were in the
we
not
be
Still
therefore
overlook the relii;iou3
to
to
main sincerely
deplored.
ought
Those gi'otesque solemnities, too, attested in
idea which, after all, inspired them.
their way the great mission of the Catholic Church, which embraces the nature of man
in its totality, and hence seeks to govern and pervade the joyous'no less than ihegrarer affections of his mind ; in this respect standing in such contrast to Lutheranism, which
only appeals to one side of human nature, and that a very dark and nan-ow one. For
Lutheranism is the religion of despair, inasmuch as it denies free-will to man, and
reduces him to a trembling, helpless slave of sin, anxiously crouching beneath the
imputed merits of Christ as his forlorn hope against the vengeance of an angry God,
whom no effort of virtue, however heroic, can propitiate, any more than if it were
Hence sour looks and long faces, as congenial marks of a relisjious
the greatest sin.
frame of mind, first came into vogue at the Reformation. In the Catholic Church
they never enjoyed that distinction, but were always looked upon with suspicion, and
were very unpopular. It is so at the present day, and will continue to be so. It is
absolutely necessary to keep in mind this characteristic of religious hilarity of heart
innate in Catholicity, if we would form a just estimate of such purely Catholic virtues
and vices, uses and abuses, as prevailed in the Middle Ages, and steer clear of those
utterly frivolous and absurd conclusions arrived at by so many writers on the subject
cate, or,

—

at the present day, in consequence of their approaching it, especially in England, enveloped in a dense mist of ignorance, prejudice, and self-conceit."

Now, properly understood, we believe that this does explain one great pecuRomanism, and a leading cause of its success. It adapts itself with

liarity of

Satanic skill to the whole fallen nature of man, not for the purpose of reclaiming him from his wickedness, but for the purpose of turning his very wicked
propensities, as well as any remains of good in him, into a means of exalting
and establishing priestly power. Only let men acknowledge the authority of
the priests, and comply with all their extortionate demands, and they shall
Thus both
receive any amount of absolution and indulgence to commit sin.
Conscience is appeased and lulled
sides of man's nature are apparently met.
into a deadly sleep, by means of penance and the pretence of priestly power,
and at the same time free rein is given to tiie wildest propensities of our fallen
" more the children of hell than before."
nature, and men are made tenfold
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the singular depravity of all Popish countries, and the emphasis of the
'*
Man of Sin," the " Mother of Harlots."
Scriptural designations of Rome the

Heuce

PROPHECY APPLICABLE TO THE PRESENT
somewhat

TIME.*

universally admitted that Scripture contains important prophetical information in regard to the present tim es,
so little should be done to make that information available to the Church of

It

is

singular, that since

it is

This may arise partly from the rashness which has characterized some
interpreters, as well as the acknowledged difficulty of the study itself; but
" the time is at
as it is increasingly manifest that
hand," all calm and care-

God.

" sure word of
prophecy" ought to be cordially welcomed
That the 1260 years of Babylon's reign are nearly
expired, must be admitted, whatever theory of interpretation is adopted;
and the present gathering storm in the East may be the precursor of a bloody
night for Europe, to be succeeded by a glorious day.
The two treatises before us are worthy of attentive study. Mr. Wright's
t-ceatise might have been more condensed, and the tone of it less querulous
but It is evidently the work of a man who can think, and
in several parts

ful students of the

by

all

the friends of truth.

—

;

dares to express his thoughts, a thorough student of Scripture, whose style
His chapter on Rome is
is leavened with its sublime and noble language.
peculiarly powerful and impressive; and we are disposed to think that there

The work on Daniel is also very admirgreat force in his interpretation.
It embodies a great amount of information, ancient and modern, especially on the true nature of the Pa pacy, and its position in the prophetic
scheme. It breathes a fine spirit, c oupled with unflinching views of truth,
is

able.

and

is

a most valuable contribution to

prophetic study.

POPERY AND THE PUBLIC PRESS.
a

The Archbishop of Milan
way more illustrative of

lectures of Dr.

Wiseman.

has begun to enforce the Austrian Concordat in
true nature, than the glozing and deceptive
In a circular letter addressed to the whole pubits

lishing trade, that Prelate says,
" That

incumbent upon

—

publishers or editors, as sons of the Church, first,
to submit to our ecclesiastical revision the writings or books of whatsoever description which they intend to print or reprint, not even excepting books of piety and
it

is

all

church books, that they may obtain the necessary permission thereto and we impress this obligation upon them, that they may not have to incur the loss that would
fall upon them should we find ourselves under the disagreeable necessity of calling in
the aid of the secular authorities for the suppression of works ali-eady published.
" That it is incumbent
upon all booksellers to procure from our ecclesiastical revision the permission to sell books coming from abroad, unless such are already pub-,
;

licly

allowed to be sold."

How

Dr. Wiseman at London, Dr. Gillis at Edinburgh, and Dr. Cullen at
How soon would
Dublin, would delight in the possession of a similar power
they bring to their senses those editors of newspapers and booksellers who,
!

man

like the

in

Hogarth, sawing off the branch on which he

sat, are,

under

the blindness of a false liberalism, undermining that very Protestantism to
which they owe their existence
*
an Exposition of the Four Horses of the Apocalyptic Vision of the
Europe's Crisis
J. Wood, Princes Street.
Seals. By the Rev James Wright. Edinburgh
Daniel's Great Period of •22,000 Days. By a Clergyman of the Church of England,
!

:

:

London

:

James Nisbet

& C(^
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LUSHINGTON AND THE BISHOP OF EXETER.

The decision of Dr. Lushiugton in the cases of St. Paul's and St. Barnabas,
accompanied as it is with a very sound and wholesome Protestant commentary,* has naturally excited the wrath of the Bishop of Exeter, who has come
It is truly pitiful in reading this performance, to
forth with a bulky reply.
*'
find an able and learned man writing as follows about
credence tables :"

—

"

Be

only one important particular on which I
should venture to express a different opinion. But on that one my feeling of the
necessity of coming to a sound conclusion, inasmuch as a fireat doctrine of the Church
if implicated in it, is so strong, that I should be unfaithful to the Church, and uncandid to you, if I did not openly avow my dissent. Perhaps you will be surprised
at my saying that it is your decision tliat credence tables are illegal, which appears
to me pregnant with serious consequences."
it

enough

to say,"that there

The subject of "altar

cloths''

is

of various colours, and other "beggarly

elements," is discussed with equal fervour and elaboration ^ and the honest
English hatred of such trimming to Rome, is alluded to in the following
style of affectation, or of some other feeling equally unscriptural,
" That
rampant Protestantism rejoices in fixing ugly names on those who hold
them, and hounding on tlie ignorant multitude to give even more substantial marks
in plain English, are we to be told that tliese things are very
ol their displeasure
unpopular ? But is it the Church's business to be popular ? Is popularity the best
test of its usefulness ? There was once a teacher
(was, said I 1) Blessed is His holy
name there is a teacher, for His word is an everliving word. who warned His fol'
If the world hate you, ye know tliat it hated me before it hated you.'
In
lowers,
the world ye shall have tribulation, but be of good cheer, I have overcome the world.'
A beloved friend of mine, now no more, one of the most amiable of men, once said
to me, in answer to my earnest entreaty that he would manfull}' maintain and enforce
the doctrine which he unhesitatingly held, and avowed that he held, on the grace of
If I were to venture to do so,' said lie,
baptism
my laity would not endure it.'
This excellenf man ' loved not the world,' but, unhappily, he feared it."

—

—

—

!

'

—

'

'

THE POPISH RULE OF FAITH.

We

resume our argument on

—

this subject
In proof of this we refer the
Scripture claims full sufficiency for itself.
Dent. iv. 1, 2 Josh. i. 2 Isaiah viii. 20;
reader to the following passages
John XX. 31 Acts xviii. 11 1 Cor. xv. 1, 2 2 Tim. iii. 15 Rev. xxiii.
:

1.

:

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

18, 19, &c.

The written Word of God contained

in the Holy Scriptures is the only
a necessarj' conclusion from the former proposition
and it is
It
also a direct rejection of the claim of an unwritten Word or tradition.
needs no other proof tliau a clear understanding of what Scripture claims for
The early fathers, we may fairly add, used this very argument when
itself.
2.

rule.

This

is

;

contending against heretics

;

sole sufficiency of the written

An

and by
Word.

this they

shewed

their

views of the

interpreter is not necessary in the sense in which Rome
would destroy the value of Scripture as a moral test, as has
been already shewn, and therefore would be pernicious if it were possible.
But the idea of an infallible human interpreter involves a positive absurdity.
If a Romanist should tell us that we cannot understand Scripture without an
3.

asserts.

infallible
It

infallible interpretation,
*

we

ask,

London

:

How

shall

we be

sure that

Butterworth, Fleet Street.

we understand
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the infallible interpretatioa itself?
The infallibility would require to be
given to ics, else the difficulty is only removed from Scripture to the interpreThus Rome's claim is equally impossible and
tation, but is not surmounted.

absurd.
4. God has promised such spiritual aid to those who rightly seek and use it
that they shall be enabled to understand His Word, and shall be sanctified by
the truth, and saved.
This involves the whole gracious doctrine of the life-

and sanctifying power of the Holy Spirit,
But this every true Protestant
this every truly spiritually-minded believer feels and knows
believes,
and this is the fulfilment of the Saviour's promise to His disciples, by means
of which alone a true Church can exist.
5. This Divine promise of spiritual aid and enlightenment to the humble
and sincere inquirer has been so fulfilled that the holiest and best men in all
ages have shewn a wonderful harmony of judgment regarding the great truths
and principles contained in the Bible. This can be very fully proved by the
harmony of confessions in the Protestant Churches, and by the equal harmony of evangelical expositions and teaching. If we could take a minister
from each of the chief evangelical denominations, place them in separate
apartments, and require each to produce an exposition of some doctrinal

giving, in-dwelling, enlightening,

which

Rome

—

does not and dares not teach.

;

passage of Scripture, we should find that they entertained views of Divine
truth almost identical.
They did so, because they were all taught by the

One
6.

Spirit who leads believers into the knowledge of the truth.
The fact of this vital and holy harmony of evangelical doctrine is the

proper answer to Rome's false boast of the pretended unity of the Roman
The Papal system boasts of the unity of the Church,
theory and system.
though what they call unity is not the spontaneous agreement of free minds
with regard to truths honestly held, but the constrained uniformity of profession

by men who dare not avow any difference of opinion. Besides, when
boasts of unity, it would be well to inquire in what that unity consists.

Rome
It

cannot be unity with regard to the doctrinal interpretation of Scripture
Rome has never produced an authoritative interpretation of Scripture, or
;

for

of any book, or even single chapter of Scripture, so as that one might say,
" Here is the authorized
interpretation of the Church of Rome on this sub-

Where, then,

ject."

is

Rome's

infallible interpretation

and rule of faith?

No such

thing exists, or ever did, or ever will. She can produce her own
dogmas, and declare them by Decrees of Councils, and seal them with anathemas but she dares not produce an authorized interpretation of Scripture.
;

The most important writings of her ablest writers ai-e carefully guarded from
committing the Church. These writings express but the opinions of their
authors we are told, but the Church is not bound to hold or to defend them.
But for this caution the boast of unity would have been a glaiing mockeiy.
The best authors of Rome have contradicted each other in every age, and on
almost every doctrine. Councils have contradicted Councils, and Popes have
thundered forth anathemas against Popes, while excommunications encountered excommunications, till Rome's boasted unity presents the aspect of a
gloomy and tempestuous chaos of confusion worse confounded. Even at this
hour Rome's latest dogma, the Immaculate Conception^ is acting as a new element of discord, working strife and wo in the distracted bosom of the selfconstituted, infallible, and authoritative interpreter. The proof of all this may
be seen in " Edgar's Variations of Popery."
7. So far from tradition
being a safe guide to the right understanding and
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interpretation of Scripture, it may be proved to have been the source of
nearly all the false doctrines and gross corruptions of the Papal syrtcm,
doctrines so false, and corruptions so pernicious, that in their combination
they fearfully realize the idea of the Antichrist as predicted in Scripture.

—

The following leading tenets of the Papal system are derived, beyond

—

all dis-

pute, not from Scripture but from tradition
1. Baptismal regeneration, and the whole sacramentarian
theory, subversive of the very basis of the Gospel
2. Transubstantiation and the Mass
;
3. Penances, purgatory, and the whole train of kindred tenets, subversive of
:

•,

A

the doctrine of the Atonement

4.
celibate priesthood, the source of so
;
5, The Papal theory of Apostolical Succession,
pollution and crime
6. The theory of the Church as a
involviug the supremacy of the Pope

much

;

;

7. The
system, including power to give or withhold salvation
absolute deification and worship of Mary.
Such are the results of the Papal Rule of Faith, which is a direct subversion
of Divine revelation, and tends to confirm and perpetuate the evils of the

ritualistic

;

It is scarcely necessary to point out how
Fall.
completely opposed the
Papal theory on this point is, both to the character of God and the character
of man.
It is quite impossible to believe that God,— the
infinitely wise and

gracious God, conld promise such a plan of salvation, and take no better
method of securing its accomplishing the end for which it was provided than
the Papal Rule of Faith. The very supposition is derogatory to the God of truth,

and

and wisdom, and mercy.

Nor is it more suitable to the character
In such a matter as eternal weal or wo, we long for some
securitj'on which we can confidently depend. Popery bids ns depend on the Romish
love,

of man.

—

on an order of men known to be stained with every possible
priesthood,
crime to the most intense degree. To subject ourselves to such a rule of faith
would be to embrace despair, and to plunge into perdition. Our trust is in
the only living and true God, and in Ilis sure Word.
The Bible, and the
Bible alone,

the true Christian's rule of faith.

is

THE BEGINNING OF SAYING RELIGION.
BY THE REV.

The beginning
spring

is

let

me

that

I

But

of

all

saving religion

is

KTLE, B.A.
to

become acquainted with Jesus

the corner-stone of Christianity.
A watch without a mainnot more useless than a religion u-ithovt Christ.

This

Christ.

J. C.

is

It is not the mere knowledge of Christ's
not be misunderstood.
mean, it is the knowing His mercy, grace, and power, the
knowing Him not by the hearing of the ear, but by the experience of your
heart
I want you to know Him by faith.
I want you to be able to
say of
Him, "He is m}' peace and my strength, my life and my consolation, my
Physician and my Shepherd, my Saviour and my God."
"
"Why do I make such a point of this? I io it because in Christ alone all

name

—

—

—

^

fulness dwells."

we

(Colos.

i.

19.)

— In Him alone there

require for the necessities of

—

our souls.

Of

is full

ourselves

—

supply of

we

are

all

all

that

poor,

empty creatures, empty of righteousness and peace, empty of strength
and comfort,
empty of courage and patience, empty of power to stand, or

—

go on, or make progress

—

in this evil world.

It

is

in Christ alone that all

I
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these tilings are to be foiiud,

— grace,

peace, wisdom, righteousness, saiictifi-

cation, and redemption.

proportion as we live upon Christ, that we are strong Chrisonly when self is nothing, and Christ is all in our confidence, it
Then only are we armed for the
is then only that we shall do great exploits.
Then only are we prepared for the journey
battle of life, and shall overcome.
It is just in

tians.

of

life,

It is

and

shall go forward.

To

live

on Christ, to draw

all

from Christ, to

—

the strength of Christ, to be ever looking unto Christ,
" I can do all
true secret of spiritual prosperity.
things,"
"through Christ which strengtheneth me." (Phil. iv. 13.)

do

all in

Reader, do you want

to

make, a beginning in religion

sinner to Jesus Christ and entreat

end of the rope.

"

Him

to save

your

?

soul.

Go

this is the

says Paul,

as an

This

is

humble

the right

Begin here.

THE PAPAL CONSPIRACY EXPOSED."

The remarkably able work of Dr. Beecher of Boston, U.S., with the above
in terms of high approbation, is now, we
title, to which we formerly referred
to say, reprinted in a cheap form

by Mr. Nichol of Edinburgh. It
by an Advertisement on the Cover of this Number, that our
estimate of the value of the work has been fully confirmed by the testimony
of a number of the most eminent and learned Protestants of Britain.
are

happy

will be observed,

CALVIN'S LETTERS.

A VOLUME

of important letters by the great Reformer, Calvin, never before
They throw
published, has just issued from the press of Mr. Constable.
important light on the true history of the Reformation, and especially on the

personal character of Calvin himself. The following
in regard to them by Dr. Merle D'Aubigne :—
"

is

an extract from a letter

In the
publication is, in some respects, superior to the French.
instance, whilst in France there ai'e two series, one in French, the other in
Latin, so that neither presents in a complete manner Calvin's letters, the English
edition offers us these letters united in one series, according to their chronological
I regret that for the French edition the same method has not been followed.
order.
And further, the English edition presents an accurate and biographical index,
placing at once before our eyes all the features of the Reformer's history.
" This
important publication appears to me a remarkable event in the history of
the Church and of theology. As documents, these letters will compel the odious
calumnies which have been circulated to yield to the impartial witness of truth.

The English

first

We

from Calvin's own mouth what his thoughts, wishes, and pursuits were
and we shall find in his most familiar writings the secret of the revolution of which
he was, in this world, the instrument. Certainly Luther is the first Reformer; but
if Luther laid the foundation, Calvin built thereon.
If, on the one hand, we consider
tlie Lutheran Reformation imperfect in some respects, and, on the other, the Calvinshall learn

istic

and

;

imperfect also, I agi'ee to it ; but powerful, more complete, better organized,
rich in intelIf we compare the Lutheran nations of Germany,
full of action.

—

ligence, in missionary zeal, but who are still far from understanding and practising
some questions, in particular that of religious liberty, with the nations which have
passed chiefly under Calvin's influence Holland, Scotland, England, the United
States
these free people, some of whom stretch their sceptres over all seas and to

—

—

the very extremities of the world, it is impossible not to perceive that Luther and
Calvin are the greatest men of modern times the most eminent Christians since
St. Paul ; at least, if we consider their influence on the Inmian mind.
How, then,
could we fail to study the familiar letters of Calvin, that most powerful instrument
in the hands of the Lord 1"

—
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MACAULAY'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
That Mr. Macaulay possesses

in

211

Vols. I.-IV.

an eminent degree many of the essential

qualities of a popular historian, is beyond all question ; that he is singularly
deficient in other and still higher qualities, essential to a right apprehension

of the important period of which he writes, must be evident to all his more
profound and intelligent readers. His good qualities appear at once on the
and in a shallow age, when little instruction is acceptable that is not
surface
presented in a pleasant form, are peculiarly fascinating. It would, unfortunately, take larger space than we can command to exhibit at full length his
It may be said, in general, that his steady devotion to mere party
defects.
is sadly contrasted with his palpable want of intelligent religious principle.
His book is nothing more than a great party pleading.
His simple theory
;

" the
Whigs were always great except in so far as they Avere
corrupted by religious connexions, and the present Whigs, inasmuch as they
have got rid of such troublesome elements, are the greatest and most perfect
seems to

of

all

be,

Whigs."

A popular

historian occupies undoubtedly a high position, and impartiality
to be amongst his most essential qualifications.
To

and penetration ought

record all the atrocities of the past, and to narrate them brilliantly, without
being careful to learn wisdom from the exercise, is at best idle work, but to
exercise the functions of a historian, and at the same time to trample under
foot the main lessons of past experience, is not only weak, but wicked. Now,
it is quite evident that Macaulay, whilst alive to many of the
important advantages of the struggles of the 16th century, does not understand experimentally that religious element which formed the grand moving spring in those
scenes which he so graphically describes, and, in particular, that he does not
appreciate aright the unaltered and unalterable nature of the Popish system

which formed the very central element in the struggle which issued in the
To any one who can, as he reads, supply this element
glorious Revolution.
of knowledge, who can take Macaulay's facts, and smile at many of his crude
Even apart from this
opinions, the volumes before us must be of great value.
we are not disposed to undervalue an important national work but take for
example the two following specimens of his opinions on the real nature and
results of Popery.
Speaking of John Dryden's conversion to Rome, he
;

says

:

—

"

Had he been such a man, the same conviction which had led him to join the
Church of Rome would surely have prevented him from violating grossly and habitually rules which that Church, in common with every other Christian society, recognises as binding.
There would have been a marked distinction between his earlier
his later compositions.
He would have looked back with remorse on a literary
life of thirty years,
during which his rare powers of diction and versification had been
Not a line tending to make
systematically employed in spreading moral corruption.
vu'tue contemptible, or to inflame licentious desire, would thenceforward have

and

ceeded from his pen."

— Vol.

pro-

ii.

p. 200.

Now, it is scarcely necessary to observe that, to say the least of it, there
"
nothing in submitting to the
mystery of iniquity" fitted to make a man
morally better, and that even by Macaulay's own shewing, in other parts of
his Work, where he exposes the arts of Jesuit confessors, it is
quite clear that
Dryden may have joined the Church of Rome not only from political expediency, but actually to obtain an opiate for his conscience and a license to sin.
Again, take the following passage, which demonstrates that our historian
is
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chnosep to believe, in the face of his own facts, that Popery has been
something has now become wisdom which the dire experl-

oitlier

chaiijred, or that

encf of twelve centuries proclaims to be the height of
modern liberalism towards Popery, he says,

—

folly.

Speaking of our

"
By tills time the philosophy of the eighteenth century had purified English
Wiiiggism from that deep taint of intolerance which had been contracted during a
long and close alliance with the Puritanism of the seventeenth century. Enlightened
men had begun to feel that the arguments by which Milton and Locke, Tillotson and
Burnet, had vindicated the rights of conscience, might be urged with not less force
in favour of the Roman Catholic than in favour of the Independent or the Baptist.
The great party, which traces its descent through the Exclusionists up to the Roundlieads, continued during tliirty years, in spite of royal frowns and popular clamours,
to demand a share in all the benefits of our free constitution for those Irish Papists
whom the Roundheads and the Exclusionists had considered merely as beasts of chase
or as beasts of burden.
But it will be for some other historian to relate the vicissitudes of that great conflict and the late triumph of reason and humanity. Unhappily,
such a historian will have to relate that the triumph won by such exertions, and by
such sacrifices, was immediately followed by disappointment that it proved far less
easy to eradicate evil passions than to repeal evil laws; and that, long after'every trace
of national and religious animosity had been obliterated from the Statute-Book,
national and religious animosities continued to rankle in the bosoms of millions. May
he be able also to relate that wisdom, justice, and time, gradually did in Ireland what
they had done in Scotland, and that all the races which inhabit the British isles were
Vol. iv. p. 118.
at length indissolubly blended into one people."
;

—

There is one passage in a previous volume which it may be well to read in
connexion with this,
" Charles and Laud determined to force on the Scots the
English Liturgy, or rather
a liturgy which, wherever it differed from that of England, diff"ered, in the judgment
of all rigid Protestants, for the worse.
To this step, taken in the mere wantonness of
tyranny, and in criminal ignorance, or more criminal contempt of public feeling, our

—

country owes her freedom."

Of course

it

— Vol.

was not the

who knew very

testants,

i.

p. 94,

folly of

little

Laud, but the honest resistance of Promodern philosophy that secured the

of the

The subject is too large for discussion in this place ;
quite certain that, like our modern Tractarians, Archbishop Laud
have gradually introduced Popeiy and despotism had he not been

liberties of Britain.

but

it

would

is

It is all very well, noAv that the battle has been gained, to repudiate the sternly Protestant element to which, by Mr. Macaulay's own adbut wiser and more patriotic men will
mission, Britain owes all her liberty
never forget that talking and dreaming latitudinarians have never exhibited

resisted.

;

enough to stem the torrent of Popery and despotism.
Just as the Christian martyrs of England, as Janet Geddes with her stool,
and crowds of the well-principled Christian common people, nobly stood in
the breach of old, and sternly drove back the advancing tide of Romanism at
the risk of their lives so if we are to be saved again from a similar danger,
at present imminent, our safety •will be due under God, not to Romanizing
in actual life, principle

;

philosophers, but to precisely similar elements. For modern politicians
professing to love true liberty, to repudiate the alliances by which all their
victories

of

have been gained,

maybe

very illustrative of the depravity and folly

human

nature, but it is neither a very striking indication af enlightened
nor of historic depth.

wisdom
The theory of old, without discussing special applications of it, was,
that Romanism was an element of peculiar danger to civil liberty that
inasmuch as Romanists were the sworn subjects of a foreign prince, and
trampled avowedly on the sacredness of an oath whenever the interests of

—

their

own system were

involved, their position as citizens >vas essentially dif-
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No modern wisdom or
ferent from that of the Independent and Baptist.
philosophy, so far as we know, either has disproved, or can disprove, these
It is also an important truth, that the
facts, or invalidate this conclusion.
principles of true liberty as maintained by the Whigs, were essentially conuected with the intelligent maintenance of this distinction and it is demonstrable, that to ignore it now, in the vaunting style of Mr. Macaulay, is not philo;

'

sophy," but judicial blindness. Besides, it is a pure blunder to allege that the
difference between Scotland and Ireland can be traced in any measure to
mere political causes. Even Mr. Macaulay himself has elsewhere proved,
that Protestantism, and nothing else, has made the grand difference between
the neighbourhood of Edinburgh and that of Rome, and of course of Galway.

No

political change can alter the physical degradation of the sonth and west
of Ireland, or make such districts flourish like Scotland, until the Irish, by the
grace of God, imitate the Scotch, and break and trample upon the yoke of

Romanism, under which so many of the peasantry at present grovel.
One of the favourite schemes of shortsighted individuals is to arrogate
to themselves greater wisdom and a more profound philosophy than other
men. It may be that Macaulaj', and other modern dabblers in state-craft, are
wiser than Locke and more profound than Cromwell and Milton, but we should
like at least to have the fact certified by some better authority than their own.
All experience of the results of their tampering with great principles is, in the
meantime, against them, and pi'obably no class of men regard with more undis-

guised and unmeasured contempt their complacent affectation of depth than the
very Romanists whom they are vainly attempting to conciliate by repudiating

what constituted of

We

old their glory and their strength.
must confine
our author's opinions in
ourselves, however, at present, to a single point
reference to Popish sovereigns. It must be quite palpable, to every intelligent

—

reader of history, that a consistent Popish king, like the present Emperor of
Austria, can be nothing else and nothing more than an humble vicar of the
Pope.
Macaulay, accordingly, relates how the impious, persecuting, and
profligate Charles II., was secretly a devotee of
lived as a hypocrite, he had Father Huddleston

Rome, and how, having

smuggled into his dying
chamber, at the suggestion of one of his shameless female companions, (all
illustrative, of course, of the singular purity of Rome, on which he places so
much store in the case of Dryden,) and how he died in a stupor of so-called
He
•peace, after he had swallowed, with difficulty, the consecrated wafer.
narrates how, in the usual style of Papal cunning and deceit, a Nuncio fi'om
Rome was first smuggled into Britain, and at last in effect openly acknowledged as the real sovereign

:

—

" No
" had been received here
nuncio," says he,
during the hundred and twentyseven years which had elapsed since the death of Mary. Leyburn was lodged in
of
a
and
received
a
thousand
Whitehall,
pension
pounds a year. Adda did not yet
assume a public character. He passed for a foreigner of rank, whom curiosity had
brought to London, appeared daily at court, and was treated with higli consideration.
Both the Papal emissaries did their best to diminish, as much as possible, the odium
inseparable from the offices which they filled, and to restrain the rash zeal of James.
The nuncio, in particular, declared that nothing could be more injurious to the interest
of the Church of Rome than a rupture between the king and the Parliament."

—

Vol.

ii.

p. 21.

By and bye, however, when the plot has been matured, the scene represented in our woodcut occurs, a scene of deep national disgrace, which Mr.
Macaulay affects to regard with astonishment, as if it had been the eccentricity of an individual, and not au essential peculiarity of an odious system.
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" James insisted that the
ceremony of consecration should be performed ia
the Chapel of Saint James's Palace.
Tlie Vicar- Apostolic, Leyburn, and two
The doors were thrown open to the public and it
Irish prelates, officiated.
was remarked that some of the Puritans who had recently turned courtiers
were among the spectators. In the evening, Adda, wearing the robes of
his new office, joined the circle of the queen's apartments.
James fell on
HIS KNEES IN THE PRESENCE OF THE WHOLE COURT, AND LMPLORED A BLESSING.
In spite of the restraints imposed by etiquette, the astonishment and disgust
of the bystanders could not be concealed.
It was long, indeed, since an English sovereign had knelt to mortal man, and those who saw the strange sight
;

could not but think of that day of shame,

crown between the hands of Pandolph."

when John

did

—Macaulai/s England,homage
Vol.

for his

II. p.

271.

In point of fact, all the mischiefs from Avhich England was delivered at the
Revolution sprang from the intrigues of Rome and similar mischiefs always
;

If the entire
spring from the Popish sj'^stem wherever it acquires power.
period of which Macaulay Avrites, coupled with the experience of the Popish

world in every department

for centuries,

teaches a single lesson,

it

this.

is

And

yet not only is our historian a strenuous advocate for teaching Popery
at the public expense, but his two last volumes leave us in doubt whether he
is

not even prepared for the advent of another Popish king in Great Britain.
his opinions on this subject is somewhat curious.
In his

The progress of

volumes he seemed to shut the door on'such a possibility as a Popish
king, in the following passage :
" The discussion was soon
interrupted, by the reappearance of Hampden with
another message. Tlie House resumed, and was informed that the Commons had
just voted it inconsistent with the safety and welfare of this Protestant nation to be
governed by a Popish king. To this resolution, irreconcilable as it obviously was with
the doctrine of indefeasible hereditary right, the peers gave an immediate and unanimous assent. The principle which was thus affirmed has always, down to our own
time, been held sacred by all Protestant statesmen, and has never been considered
by any reasonable Roman Catholic as objectionable. If, indeed, our sovereigns were,
like the presidents of the United States, mere civil functionaries, it would not be easy
But the headship of the English Church is annexed
to vindicate such a restriction.
to the English crown ; and there is no intolerance in saying that a Church ought not
Vol. ii.
to be subject to a liead who regards her as schismatical and heretical."
first

—

—

pp. 630,631.

This seems pretty conclusive, although we should have liked the question
But in the present volumes we have
placed on broader and stronger ground.
a very curious attempt to ridicule the Bill of Rights, in a style which, if applicable to a Popish queen, must be held to apply equally to all Popish soveWhy not, if Britain is wise in teaching Popery at the public expense,
reigns.

—

and

if all the experience of our ancestors is to go for nothing ?
" The Bill of
Rights contained some provisions which deserve special mention.
The Conventjon had resolved that it was contrary to the interest of the kingdom to
be governed by a Papist, but had prescribed no test which could ascertain whether a
The defect was now supplied. It was enacted that
prince was or was not a Papist.

in full Parliament, and at the coronation, repeat and
It was also enacted that no
subscribe the Declaration against Transubstantiation.
person who should marry a Papist should be capable of reigning in England, and
that if the sovereign should marry a Papist the subject should be absolved from allegiance. Buruet boasts that this part of the 13ill of Rights was his work. He had
little reason to boast ; for a more wretched specimen of legislative workmanship will
Whether the consort
In the first place, no test is prescribed.
not easily be found.
of a sovereign has taken the oath of supremacy, has signed the declaration against
transubstantiation, has communicated according to the ritual of the Church of England,
are very simple issues of fact.
But whether the consort of a sovereign is or is not a

every English sovereign should,

Papist,

word

is

The
a question about which people may argue for ever. What is a Papist
not a word of definite signification either in law or in theology. It is merely

is

"?
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a popular nickname, and means very different things in different mouths. Is every
to the Bishop of Rome a primacy among
person a Papist who is willing to concede
Or is
If so, James I., Charles I., Laud, Heylyn, were Papists.
Christian prelates?
the appellation to be confined to persons who hold the ultramontane doctrines touching
If so, neither Bossuet nor Pascal was a Papist.
the authority of the Holy See ?
"
What, again, is the legal effect of the words which absolve the subject from his
allegiance ? Is it meant that a person arraigned for high treason may tender evidence
to prove that the sovereign has married a Papist ? W^ould Thistlewood, for example,
have been entitled to an acquittal if he could have proved that King George IV. had
married Mrs. Fitzherbert, and that Mrs. Fitzherbert was a Papist ? It is not easy
Yet to what purto believe that any tribunal would have gone into such a question.
the subject shall be absolved from liis allepose is it to enact that, in a certain case,
which he is tried for a violation of his allegiance is not
giance, if the tribunal before
Vol. iii. pp. 498-500.
to go into the question whether that case has arisen."
"We shall probably return to the subject, but meantime we may say that

—

the utter feebleness and hoUowness of this style of special pleading consists in
a great constitutional question,
this, that the Bill of Rights was dealing with
to be settled by the nation as such, when the supposed emergency shall
little personal case for the Old Bailey, to be
arise, and not with some

argued by one of the smaller pleaders in the inferior courts of law. This is
in which, in Mr. Macaulay's volumes,
just a sample of the way, however,
the dignity and depth of the true historian are occasionally lost sight of by
the clever party orator of the House of Commons.

THE BULL UNIGENITUS.

We

give

now

the concluding part of the Bull Unigenitus

—the

latter por-

Let it be remembered,
tion of the 101 propositions which it condemns.
that the following thirty propositions, as well as the seventy-one quoted in
our last Number, which were taught by Quesnel in his Moral Reflections on
the New Testament and have been generally regarded by Protestants as in
the main Scriptural and true, have been solemnly and deliberately condemned by the Church of Rome as erroneous and heretical and that all
Romanists are forbidden to believe and teach them under pain of mortal sin,
" the wrath of
under the penalty of incurring
Almighty God and his blessed
The doctrines condemned in what follows from
Apostles, Peter and Paul."
the Bull Unigenitus, the opposite doctrines being by necessary implication
;

adopted and sanctioned, respect chiefly the subjects of the characters and
in general
qualities of the Church, the right, duty, and expediency of men
reading and studying the Sacred Scriptures, the nature and efffect of excommunication, and the employment of force or persecution for the advancement
The condemnation of the views of Quesnel upon these subjects,
of truth.
afi'ords evidence that the Romanists regard the Church chiefly as a mere external society, like the kingdoms of this world, of which all sorts of men,
whatever may be their character, may be equally members that they hold the
;

enjoyment of spiritual blessings to be mainly dependent upon the participation in external ordinances, without reference to the state of men's hearts
and that the censures of the Church injuriously afi"ect men's relation to God,
and spiritual welfare, whether these censures were originally well warranted
or not.
These notions are in full accordance with some of the most fundamental principles of Popery, which constantly tends to substitute the Church
as a visible society instead of God, and external communion with it instead
of union to Christ through faith.
Of the common charges against the Church of Rome, there are none from
which, in modern times, they are more anxious to escape, than those of
;
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and to the rights of conscience,
and sanctioning the use of force or
But what we now publish
opinion.

persecution in matters of religious
from the Bull Unigenitus, is quite sufficient of Itself to establish the
truth of all the charges which have been adduced against thera upon these

We would direct special attention to Nos. 79-85, as establishing
the hostility of the Church of Rome to the free
of these charges
use and general circulation of the Sacred Sciiptures and to Nos. 94 and 100,
Let it be remembered, that the propositions
as sanctioning persecution.
points.

the

—

first

;

given below were put forth in the work of a professed Romanist, and that
when so put forth, they were pounced upon by the highest ecclesiastical
The Bull Unigenitus is of course
authorities, and held up to reprobation.
so that
still binding, by the authority of the Church, upon all her subjects
;

any Romanist in our own day were to maintain any of these positions of
Quesnel recommending the general study of the Sacred Scriptures, and
condemning persecution, he would at once incur the fearful penalties denounced in this Bull against all who teach such heresies.
We have just received the Third Number of " Notes and Queries on the
Roman Catholic Controversy," by the Rev. W. A. Darby, of Salford.* It is
" Rome hostile to the
Bible Burning." It is an exentitled,
Scriptures
cellent pamphlet, and contams a valuable summary of the evidence of
Rome's hostility to the Scriptures in different ages, down to the late case of
It is defective in omitting all reference to the Bull UniBible burning.
genitus, which furnishes perhaps the most satisfactory single proof of the
But in other respects it is
hostility of the Church of Rome to the Bible.
very full and complete, particularly in the collection it presents of facts and
statements on the subject of Bible burning.
if

—

—

72. The mark of the Christian Church is, that it ought to be catholic, or universal,
comprchendiii'; all tlie heavenly angels, all the elect, all the righteous of the earth,
an<l those of all ages.
73. What is the Church but the assembly of the children of God living in its bosom,

adapted iu Christ, subsisting in his person, redeemed by his blood, living by his Spirit,
acting by his grace, and expecting the glory of the life to come 1
74. The Church hath the Word Incarnate as its chief, and all the saints as its

members.

The Church

is one man,
composed of many members, whereof Christ is the
the substance, and the person ; one Christ, composed of many saints,
the sanctiticr.
76. Nothing is more extensive than the Church of God, because it consists of all
the elect and righteous of all ages.
77. He that leadeth not a life worthy of the Son of God, and a member of Christ,
has God spiritually no more for his father, and Christ for his head.
7fi. Th:it man is separated from the elect whose image has been the Jewish people,
and the head is Christ,' in not living as well according to the Gospel, as in believing
the Gospel.
70. It is useful and necessary, at all times, in all places, and for all sorts of personn, to study and unilerstand the spirit, piety, and mysteries of the Holy Scriptures.
!tO. The reading of the Holy
Scripture is for all men.
81. The holy obscurity of the Word of God is not a sufficient reason for the laity
to excuse themselves from the reading thereof.
82. Christians are to sanctify the Lord's day with reading godly books, more par'tis dangerous to deprive them of it.
ticularly the Holy Scriptures
8.3. 'Tis an imposition to persuade the world, that the knowledge of religious
mysteries ought not to be communicated to women by reading holy books : it is not
from the simplicity of women, but the haughty and proud knowledge of men, that the
Scri|)tures have been abused, and that there are risen so many heresies.
84. To pull the New Testament out of the hands of Christians, or in keeping it

75.

chief, the

life,

whereof he

is

;

* Manchester: W. Bremner.

16 pp. Price Id.
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and sealed up, by taking away from them the means of understanding it, is to
shut the mouth of Christ against them.
85. To forbid Christians the reading of the Holy Scripture, and especially the Gospel, is to forbid the use of the light to the children of light, and to punish them with
a kind of excommunication.
86. To forbid the ignorant people the comfort of joining their voice to that of all
the Church, is a custom opposite to the ancient practice of the Apostles, and even to
the intention of God.
87. 'Tis a behaviour full of wisdom, of light, and of charity, to give to men time
and opportunity of humbling themselves, and to be sensible of the natm-e of sin, to
ask a true contrition and humiliation from the Spirit, and at least to begin to satisfy
the justice of God, before they are admitted to a reconciliation with the Church.
88. We know not of what nature sin is, and true repentance, when we would be soon
restored to the enjoyment of the felicity which sin has deprived us of, and that we
are ashamed to bear the confusion of that separation.
89. The 14th degree of the conversion of a sinner from sin, is, that being already
reconciled, he hath a right to assist at the offices of the Church.
90. The Church hath power to excommunicate, which is to be executed by the chief
pastors, with the consent at least of the whole body,
91. The fear of an unjust excommunication ought not to deter us from doing our
duty ; we never go out of the Church, no, not even when we seem to be driven out of
it by the malice of men, when we adhere to God, Jesus Christ, and the Church
close

through charity.
92. To suffer excommunication, and an unjust anathema, rather than to betray the
truth, is to imitate St. Paul, far from opposing authority in the least, or breaking the

unity.
93. Jesus healeth sometimes the wounds which are made without his commandment, through the too great precipitation of principal pastors ; Jesus re-establisheth
that which they retrench by an indiscreet zeal.
94. Nothing gives a worse idea of the Church to its enemies than to see the exercise of authority over the faith of believers, and to foment divisions for things that

are neither prejudicial to faith nor manners.
95. Truths are now reduced under one language, which is in a manner unknown to
the greatest part of Christians, and the manner of preaching them is a kind of an
unknown idiom, so different it is from the simplicity of the Apostles, and the common
understanding of the faithful and there is no regard taken that this defect is one of
the marks of the decay of the Church, and of the wrath of God against his children.
96. God suffers that all powers be contrary to the preachers of truth, that its conquest may be attributed to the Divine grace alone.
97. It happens too often that the members which are the most holy, and the most
strictly united to the Church, are regarded unworthy of being in the Church, or as if
they were excluded ; but the righteous liveth by faith, and not by virtue of the
;

opinion of men.
98. The condition of persecutions and sufferings that one undergoes, either as
heretic, malefactor, or ungodly,' is very often the last trial, and the most meritorious,

maketh man more resembling Jesus Christ.
infatuation, prevention, and obstinacy of not being willing to examine
things, or to acknowledge an error or mistake, change and pervert every day far too
many persons into an odour of death to death, wliicli God hath placed in his Church
for to be an odour of life to life
as, for example, good books, instructions, and holy
because
99.

it

The

;

performances.
100. 'Tis a deplorable time, when men think of honouring God in persecuting the
truth and its disciples : that time is now come. To be reputed and used by the
ministers of religion, as impious and unworthy of all conversation with God, as a rotall things in the society of saints, is to pious and godly
In vain does any one flatter hima death more terrible than that of the body.
self with the purity of his intentions, and with zeal of religion, in persecuting by fire
and sword honest and godly men, if he is blinded by his own passions, or seduced by
those of others, because he will not examine into the matter we often believe to
sacrifice an impious man to God, and we sacrifice a servant of God to the Devil.
101. There is nothing more opposite to the Spirit of God and the doctrine of Jesus
Christ than to render oaths common in the Church, because it is to multiply the opas also occasions
portunities of perjury, and lay snares for the weak and ignorant
that the name and truth of God serve sometimes for the
promoting of ungodly

ten member, capable to infect

men

;

;

designs.
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ARMSTRONG AXD THE MARRIED

Fi:B. 1,

PRIEST.

We gave an account some time ago of the case of a priest of the name of
Astrop, stationed at Hull, who had married a respectable young woman, by
whom he had a child, and who afterwards, in accordance with the diabolical
Rome, was carried off to the Continent; thus openly deserting his
wife and family. His wife applied to Dr. Armstrong in her difficulty, and
he has worked in her cause, and that of humanity, with indefatigable industry, although, to the disgrace of Protestant Britain, with only a small
tactics of

The proceedings have partly already appeared in the
Protestant newspapers.
For many months the doctor persevered in his efforts to obtain an interview between the priest and his Avife. First, he exposed the iniquity of the
case by placards. This had the effect of obtaining for her a stipend from her
measure of success.

husband of £:ii5 a year. Second, the case was brought before Parliament,
but no notice was taken of it. Third, a petition was presented to the Queen,
the result of which was, that the priest's lawyer offered to produce him if
the doctor would pay his reasonnbU expenses from and to Bruges.
This he
agreed to do, and demanded the amount. They modestly required £30
The
which, though six times the reaaoimhle amount, he agreed to pay.
lawyer then demurred to give % guarantee for the priest's appearance, although
the doctor sent him half notes for the amount, and modestly required the
remaining half of the £30 without giving a guarantee. The doctor put the
matter into the hands of his lawyer, and compelled the jpriesVs lawyer to give
;
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Even after that, the priest's party gave so short a notice
the guarantee.
of the time when Father Astrop was to appear in London, that the doctor,
who was absent on his missionary work, could not possibly be present at
was obliged to pay 30s. more to prolong the priest's stay
London for another day. Thus did Popery struggle to evade the meeting
and no wonder, for it has told fearfully against that foul system.
At the interview, in Wood's Hotel, Holborn, London, a heart-rending
scene took place. It was agreed that five witnesses should be present on
the meeting, and

in

;

each side; but whilst the Protestant party kept to the agreement, the
Papist party increased their number to eighth Wilberforce, the pervert, being
one of the extra number. This outnumbering of the Protestant party was
evidently in order to overawe the priest, lest he should show any weakness

and child. At first this succeeded, and the priest sought to
escape from his wife, although she told him that false witness had heen
borne against her character, in order to save the Church of Rome the odium of
the separation.
She told him she would submit to the separation, but not
to the blasting of her character ; and accordingly she followed him into the
for his wife

demanding the vindication of her character.

street,

Then

it

was that the

multitude, not understanding the case, were inclined to side with the man,
until Dr. Armstrong, mounting a step before one of the doors, explained
"
My friends, this is the case of a priest who first married this young woman

—

in a Protestant Church, and now he wants to run away
This he had to
child, to please his Mother the Church."

from her and his
do several times
through the streets of London. The crowd then applauded the doctor, and
cried shame upon the priest, and the women gathered round her to encourage
her.
She cried out " We petitioned the Queen for the interview, and we
have got it God bless the Queen God bless the Queen !" The women
" Stick to him till he
applauded, and cried out,
rights your character."
She did so, and he gave the following under his hand to Dr. Armstrong

—

—

!

:

"

—

My

—

dear Sir, I beg to inform you, that I have no reason to believe that my
wife was anything but correct since I knew her.
I am, Sir, yours truly,
" H. Astrop.

—

" To Rev. Dr.
Armstrong."

Shortly after the priest aifectionately kissed his wife and child, and committed them to the care of the doctor the former has of course now yielded
himself up to the tender mercies of Popery.
;

It

is

petition

satisfactory to know, that Her Gracious Majesty attended to the
on behalf of this poor outraged woman and her child, and all that

could be done by the Government has been done.
reply to the petition
:

"

Sir,

—

—With reference to the

The following

"Whitehall,
from

Dec.

5,

is

the

1855.

department of the 5th ult., respectHer Majesty from certain inhabitants of Hull, forwarded by you
letter

this

ing the petition to
ou the 31st of October, relating to the case of Henry Astrop, I am directed by
Secretary Sir George Grey to inform you, that he lost no time in directing inquiries
to be made by Her Majesty's Minister at Brussels into the subject-matter of that
petition.
" It
appears to result

from the investigation that has taken place, that Henry
Astrop is not noic under any coercion whatsoever, but a perfectly free agent, and as
as
his
own
account
can
be relied upon, left England voluntarily, without any
far
violence, or under interference of any person whatsoever.
" It seems that he is now
living at Brussels, where he can no doubt be seen by his
I am, Sir, your
wife, or any other person who wishes for an interview with him.
"
obedient servant,
H. Waddington.

—

'•

Robert Baxter, Esq."
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"We have put some of the above in Italics^ in order that the words may be
compared with the facts stated in the Bulwark for last February. It is there
stated, that a person had heard the priest struggling with his conductors
shortly after his wife missed him, and the person who so witnesses declares,
It may also be
that she will give her oath to the truth of this statement.
added, that the priest's wife has several letters in his own handwriting,
" would
signifying his unwillingness to quit this country, and saying that he

be a brute to forsake his wife and child."
On the whole, the case has been a great blow to Popery in this country.
It illustrates the peculiar atrocity of one phase of the Papal system in a
striking manner, but it may not after all open the eyes of the wilfully
The following testimony, however, borne by the Popish party to the
blind.
importance of the Astrop case, as an argument against Popery, may be added
to the

above

:

—

" The Memorial

that to the

(viz.,

Queen on behalf

of the outraged wife of the

Priest) was adopted, and will, we doubt not, be a main argument with our Protestant
controversialists in and out of Parliament /or many a long year to come"
(Roman)
Dr. Wiseman's organ, and edited by the pervert Wilberforce ;
Catholic Standard.

—

—

Oct. 20, 1855.

For once the (Roman) Catholic organ
the Protestant controversialists

is very probably right.
"We hope
take care to verify .Mr. Wilberforce's

w^ill

anticipation.

MAGNA CHARTA.
The Pope (Innocent III.) was roused to prodigious indignation when he
heard that the Barons of England had extorted the Great Charter from King
John, and swore by St. Peter that he would punish them. He forthwith
issued a " Bull" annulling the Charter.
Said Bull, after a long and very
" Whereas the Lord hath said to
us,
angry preamble, proceeds as follows
I have set thee over the nations, and over the kingthrough His Prophet,
doms, to root out and to pull down, to build and to plant ;' and also by
another Prophet, ' Loose the bands of wickedness, undo the heavy burdens,'
we do not choose to pass over so malignant an audacity tending to the
contempt of the Apostolic See, the detriment of kingly right, the disgrace of
the English nation, and grave danger to the whole cause of the Cross, [the
Crusade,] which would assuredly happen to it, unless by our authority all
things were revoked which had been extorted from so great a Prince who
had himself assumed the Cross, even though he were willing to keep them
We, therefore, on behalf of Almighty God, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, by
the authority also of the blessed Apostles Peter and Paul, and by our own,
with the general advice of our brethren, utterly reprobate and damn an
agreement of this kind, and forbid the said King, under penalty of excom:

—

'

—

;

—

munication, to keep, and the Barons and their accomplices to compel him to
keep, either the Charter, or the bonds or securities which have been given
and we altogether annul and cancel the same, so that
for its observance
;

they never shall have any force or validity." But the stout Barons of England were not to be scared by the voice of the little horn having eyes like
The Great Charter
the eyes of a man, and a mouth speaking great things.
was a fact accomplished. It is vastly preposterous to hear Papists taking
credit, as

they are fond of doing, for

Magna

Charta, because

it

was obtained
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How much

in Popish times, and by a Popish nobility.
expected to yield to the Church of Rome, because the

gratitude are

men of Kunnymede

we

kept

the Charter in spite of her threats and curses ?

PUBLIC SUPPORT OF POPERY.
In addition to the large sums given to purely Popish schools in Great
Britain aud Ireland, a new and portentous form of this evil has begun to
The Abbot of Mount St. Bernard, in Leicestershire, at a meeting in
appear.
Birmingham, reported in the Tablet^ December 22d, says, concerning a new
training-school which he proposes to start

:

—

"

week

On the certification of the Reformatory five Bhillings a
Government towards the support of each boy."

we may soon

If this be true

England.

The

will

be given by the

expect an immense crop of such schools in
whole families to be thus fed and trained

Irish will send their

2s. 6d.
Popery at the public expense, and the priests will probably clear
a week from each boy by the transaction. We are glad to see an admirable
address against Maynooth issued by the Protestant Alliance.

in

THE EDINBURGH SARDINIAN ADDRESS.
address has produced a gi-eat sensation apparently both in Great
No one, however, has ventured to prove that any of its
statements were untrue in point of fact, or, unseasonable in point of time.

This

Britain and Italy.

The following extracts are worthy of careful perusal
From the Dundee Saturday Post.

:

—

« If it were merely the object of the Edinburgh memorialists to pay an empty
Victor Emmanuel, then they were unquestionably guilty of an
courtly compliment to
the document to which they agreed contained expressions and senimpertinence, for
timents irrelevant to any such compliment. But we rather think those who perused
the admirable speeches delivered at the meeting, and especially that of Dr. Candlish,
which we reported fully at the time, will be of opinion that the address had a higher
motive and object that King Victor was not addressed merely as a sovereign, an
but as the representative of a great Reformation movement in a
ally, and a guest,
the
corner of the world which has long been the nursery of Papal aggression and
a movement pregnant with gladsome hopes, and a
of Papal tyranny
prison-house
movement in which the antecedents of our own country lead us to take a peculiar
And this brings us to the second of the considei-ations to which we allude
interest.
the relative position of addressers and addressed. Scotland has known the weight
Britain to this day has not entirely freed
of the Pope's fetters as well as Sardinia.
But we have at least made
herself from the baneful influence of Romish agencies.
have carried out
with Rome than Sardinia has.
greater progress in the struggle
has
to somewhat sounder and safer results the principles which the Sardinian nation
Sardinia feels, and feels rightly, that it has done much
happily begun to recognise.
in resisting the rapacity of the monkish swarms that, under the sanction of the Papal
But we have gone a step further, and
of the counti'y.
See, preyed on the vitals
If we have found that this
carried a war of aggression into the camp of the enemy.
movement, so far as it has been prosecuted, has tended to benefit and to bless our
are we not entitled, to say so to our Sardinian ally,
country, ought we not, or, at least,
as an encouragement to prince and people to persevere in the course on which they
have entered ? The much maligned Edinburgli address did no more. The head and
front and sum total of its offending is that it refers disrespectfully to the Pope. Now,
how any honest Protestant, or even any consistent friend to civil and religious freewe
dom, could pen an address having the object and at all answering the purpose
have indicated, without expressing sentiments disrespectful to the Pope, we must

—

—

.

We

confess ourselves at a loss to conceive."
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the Scottish Press.

" Time will
prove who have been in the right in these recent addresses. The time
for unmeaning compliments is past.
But the mock liberalism of this country affects
to hate all references to Popery, although it is manifest that all the
political woes of
Italy are directly traceable to that source, and can only be removed by the overthrow of the Romish system of ecclesiastical and temporal despotism, and the diffusion
of Bible truth.
The time seems fully come to proclaim this on all fitting occasions,
and especially to tell such a man as the King of Sardinia, that to tolerate for a moment the meddling of Rome with the affairs of his kingdom in the way of arresting
truth and liberty, is to secure the overthrow of all his plans and the re-establishmeut
of despotism, aud that there is and can be no middle course."

EEMARKABLE ROMANIST PAMPHLET.
M. Charles de Remusat

is

a literary Frenchraaa of distinction, a

and a Romanist.

An

Member

on D'Aubigne's
History of the Reformation, written by bira in the Revue des Deicx Monies,
has been reprinted in a separate form, and is altogether too remarkable a
The writer possesses great
production not to have attracted much notice.
His
logical power, aud employs it with singular candour and intrepidity.
of the

Academy

of France,

article

style of thinking is a phenomenon not often exhibited within the pale of
as the reader may judge from the following passage, in which
our author protests for a fairer and worthier treatment of Protestantism :

Romanism,

—

**

Among the things which it has been sought to render fashionable of late years,
we must reckon a contempt of Protestantism. It has been said, and iterated with
the greatest assurance, that it is not a relufion.
If, in their fervour, orthodox Catholics only had held this language, it would have been not the less unjust, but perhaps more pardonable. An ardent faith may be excused for a speculative intolerance but politicians enamoured of absolutism, cold-blooded conservatives, sceptics
whom discussion fatigues, and who, unable to decide for themselves by reason, are
glad to let power decide for them, have imagined that a system of belief, which haa
btood the tests of war and persecution, and which, diffused and upheld by so many
;

sage and strong intellects, animates and governs great nations, is a mere criticism,
an indefinite controversy, a pui'e negation
It would be strange, indeed, if a
barren combination of analysis and polemics had sufficed for so long a period for the
moral government of communities, where the restraints of i-eligion abide in greatest
Unpower, and the destructive spirit of modern infidelity works the least disquiet.
fortunately, there are people who see nothing but disorder wherever a degree of
A dumb uniformity, uniformity obtained at any price, is the only
liberty prevails.
thing that can allay the fears of that pusillanimous egotism and sceptical frivolity,
which are the prevailing weaknesses of our time. Those whose only wish it is to
sleep their sleep, have long conceived a general aversion to everything which agitates
the human conscience. The Reformation has shared the lot of all those events which
have interrupted the repose of society, and the rancour of an unthinking reaction
!

]»as

"

and

poured backward even

to the sixteenth century.

this frivolous illiberality is usually accompanied by great mental indolence,
is avowedly void of curiosity, the intellectual labours which have been achieved

As

Protestant communions, have been for the most part neglected and ignored
The world scarce knows the existence of an entire literature of
pale.
What with discourses, apolothe Reformation, which is published alongside of us.

among

beyond their

getics, controversial pieces, religious romances, monographs, biographies, and histories, there has been produced, between Geneva and Paris, within the last fifteen
or twenty years, a goodly number of works of all sorts, far from undeserving of

In these writings, merit, and, above all, excellence, is rare, as it
everywhere, but there are very few of them which are bad. One might criticise
in them a certain monotony of ideas and of style, a degree of stiffness and formality,
less of imagination than of judgment, and, at bottom, more intensity than breadth of
But all these productions, even the most mediocre, are commendable for
thought.
their tone of siucerity aud grave couviction, the depth of their moral seuiimeut,
public attention.

is
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the absurdi3'>liil information, an intellectual robustness which is proof against
and aberrations of the popular ideas of the hour, and an honourable fidelity to
the true interests of human nature— those interests, of which the foremost is the
dignity of man."

their
ties

The formation of such a literature, as Remusat here describes, is a fact of
inestimable importance for France, and we hail the testimony to its chara witness.
acter, which comes from so unexceptionable
The whole brochure is in fine keeping with the manly spirit displayed in
the foregoing extract. The writer puts aside, with almost contemptuous
the Reformation began with the
decision, the old Popish allegation that
the fundamental principle of the
quarrel about Indulgences. He evolves

Reformation, and shows

it

to be the doctrine of Justification

by

Faith,

He

of the Sacraments, and the Protestant
argues, that the Protestant doctrine
and of public opinion ;
theory of the Church ; the emancipation of literature
the independence of governments, and the development of law and of civil
liberty, are all the natural

and necessary

doctrine of the Reformation.

He

results of adopting this fundamental
issue with Bossuet on the

fairly joins

demonstrates the failure of that
History of Variations^ and conclusively
vaunted Popish argument. He declares himself saddened by the thought,
that Protestant are so much less invaded thaa Popish countries, by the spirit
of modern infidelity, and that, if called upon to indicate the country which
is most in danger from Socialism or Jacobinism, he would be compelled to

Roman States rather than Holland or Scotland.
do not profess to give anything like an outline or abstract of M.
Remusat's most interesting pamphlet. The notice we have now taken of it
may, however, suffice to acquaint our readers with a gratifying instance of
inquiry into the grand issues between Popery and Protestantism, conducted
in the dispassionate spirit of true philosophy, and yet conducted by a
name

the

We

Romanist.

PROBABLE INCREASE OF POPERY.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE BULWARK.

— In course of

reading the Life of the Rev. Thomas Scott, I find
of observations made by him, in conversation
one evening, in course of a visit from some of his distant relations. He
expressed himself as fully of opinion that Popery would prevail again for a
Sir,

the following

my

memorandum

short season throughout Europe, and that things were tending that way.
"
"But," said he, I look through with cheerfulness, the sooner it comes the
sooner it will be over. I pursue my studies with animation, expecting that
what I and others write, of an edifying kind, will be th« viaticum of the

Our
faithful during a period in which public preaching may be suppressed.
superiors in the Church too generally conduct things in just such a way as a
crafty adversary would advise, and I anticipate their overthrowing the Establishment
but I believe it will rise again, benefited rather than injured by
the fall. I am more and more convinced that Christianity will be spread in
the world under Establishments but I believe that all existing Establishments
;

;

want much mending. It is not liberty that the Papists want, let them pretend what they may, but power and supremacy.
They are like the axe
which would ask no more than a handle, but having got that, cut down the
whole wood."

—

Qih Edition, London, 8vo, p. 456.
Comparing the above with the present time,

—

the rise of Popery

— the
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spread of Puseyism, and Tractarian perversion of many to the so-called Church
of Rome— the opposition of the Bishops to Lord
Shaftesbury's Bill, for repealing an old obsolete Act of Parliament passed at the time of the Refonnation
the pusillanimity of our rulers and representatives in
giving the Papists so
much encouragement, like the arrow in the stream pointing out the course of
the current,— Protestants must be united like the bundle of
rods, union is
I am, Sir, yours
strength, &c. &c.
truly,

—

—

A SEi>TUAGENARiA>r.

Edinburgh, lOlh July 1855.

THE NEW SESSION OF PARLIAMENT.
By

the time that this

Number

issues from the press, the Parliament will
trust that the friends of
Protestantism, and the various Protestant Societies, will be duly alive and prepared at once to recommence the

have met.

We

Anti-Maynooth campaign

in earnest, as well as to

watch and

resist all the

movements of the enemy.

Holidays at the Cottage.
burgh

A

:

Shepherd

&

Edin-

Truth and Life

Home

Elliot,

the Church at
on Fo-

reign Missions.
By the Rev. T.
R. Birks, M.A.
Dublin Oldham.

very interesting volume, evi-

dently from a female pen. It is well
fitted to promote a love of reading
and of right principles amongst the

in

in their Influence

:

A
of

very admirable address, M'orthy

its

able and excellent author.

young.

EXCLUSIVESESS NO DoCTRINE OF THE
Church of England. By the Rev.
George Bishop, B.A,, Curate of
Wolvey, near Nuneaton.

The Great Figbt of Afflictions.
By Rev. James Gardner, A.M., M.D.
Edinburgh

Johnstone

:

& Hunter.

a volume of biogi-aphies of
"
It is
deeply tried Christians."
well executed, and very interesting

This

is

A thoroughly Protestant discourse.
We shall give in an early number an

and we have no doubt

excellent extract from

will sustain the well-merited reputa-

it,

embodying

a refutation of one of the leading

dogmas

Translated by Rev. Robert Menzies.
T. &. T. Clark.
Edinburgh
:

a truly able and valuable
work, proving and illustrating the
" God never left
pleasing truth, that
himself without a witness," and that
is

dark ages the candle of
truth was not completely extinguished. Mr. Clark deserves cordial thanks

even

success

tion of its respected author.

of Tractarians.

Reformers before the Reformation. Vo1.il ByDr.C. Ullmann.

This

;

its

in the

for bringing before the British public

the sounder and more instructive productions of the modern German press.

Correspondence with a Jesuit on
the subject of Mariolatry. By
Rev. W. Carus Wilson. London
:

Seeleys, Jackson,

Very

&

llalliday.

illustrative of the true nature

of Romanism.

The Jesuit begins with

great apparent suavity and candour,
but although utterly unable to answer
the difficulties by which he is pressed,
he simply takes refuge in the oft-refuted

Rome

general sophisms by which
vainly attempts to maintain her

ground. The controversy is conducted
by Mr. Wilson in an excellent spirit,

and with much

ability.
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THE TRUE NATURE OF THE PROTESTANT STRUGGLE.
Two things ai'e perfectly obvious, first, that Popery is aiming with growing success at political power in Britain and, secondly, that the triumph of
Popery in this attempt would be the destruction of all our liberties, civil and
The struggle, therefore, is for all that was achieved by our
ecclesiastical.
ancestors at the Reformation for civil liberty trampled upon in all Popish
for a free press, an open Bible, a preached Gospel, the integrity
countries,
;

—

The state of every Popish country proclaims that
hearths.
changed at all, is only changed for the worse, and would, were she
permitted, trample out, without remorse, all that is glorious in our British
Christianity. The platform on which Protestants stand, therefore, is sufficiently broad, the question at issue being anterior to all their divisions, and
of our

Rome,

homes and
if

being well

God

fitted to call forth the earnest efforts of all

who

take the

Word

of

Popery openly dares and challenges us to the
struggle, making no secret of her purposes and her hopes, viz., to overthrow
and crush us all and we shall be totally unworthy of our position and of the
heroic men from whom we have descended, if we are not prepared to meet
her with determined and persevering energy.
as their rule of faith.

;

It is

a mistake, however, to imagine that Popery has only of late years
this attitude.
Her successes of late years have, no doubt, been

assumed

marvellous, but her efforts to regain an absolute control over Britain have
been coeval with the Reformation.
Protestantism sank into comparative
inaction almost as soon as the Reformation was achieved, but Rome arose
from her overthrow only with renewed determination.
Over vast districts
the apparently " deadly wound of Popery was soon healed," and many
European nations that had more or less been rescued from the anti- christian
" wondered after the beast." And
yoke of Rome again
although, thanks be
to God this sad result has not yet happened in our land, who that has read
the eventful history of Britain, and her noble martyrs who that remembers
the Papal excommunications of Henry and Elizabeth the fires of SmithI

field

—
—

— the Spanish Armada, with instruments of torture— the Papal bene— the litany to the Virgin Mary in aid of that bloody enterprise,

dictions of

its

it

and that wonderful providence which sank the enemies of England like lead
mighty waters, who that remembers the gunpowder plot, to blow up
the King, Nobility, and Parliament of Britain, and to which even Lingard,
the Popish historian, has been forced to admit that the priests were privy,
who that remembers the cruel and profligate history of Charles II., slave to
France, and a concealed Papist for more than twenty years, and of James,
his brother, who openly aimed at handing over this nation again to the

—

in the

—

—

who that considers the providential advent of
William of Orange, and that, at the glorious Revolution, Papists were for ever
excluded from the sovereignty of this great nation,
who that knows that the
rebellions both in 1715 and 1745 were mainly supported by the Popish party
with the same object still in view, can fail to see that the struggle with Rome
has been almost unceasing in Britain since the Reformation, and that Rome
has never for a moment abandoned the hope of
reconquering this country,
rescued from her degrading grasp by our noble reformers ? The only diflference between her more recent and her former aggressions has been, that her
ultimate designs have recently been more
carefully cloaked from an ignorant

tender mercies of Rome,

—
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and credulous generation, her means actually employed less diabolical, and
her success proportionally great.
Various causes have tended to promote the success of Popish machinations
of late years

:

—

We

have passed through a periodof comparative religious coldness -over
Earnest Christian feeling greatly abated for nearly a -cenall Christendom.
and the wiser principles of our ancestors have been greatly disregarded.
tury
To this may be added mistaken notions of the British constitution, and the
lamentable divisions of Protestants.
2. Great ignorance of Popery has prevailed, and positive treachery to the
Protestant cause has manifested itself in a leading branch of the Protestant
Church.
3. Popery, on the other hand, has become emboldened by success and
1.

;

impelled by necessity. Emboldened by success for she is now nearly paramount on the continent of Europe, and if she could gain Britain and America,
;

she knows that she would gain all the world. And she is impelled by necesfor the progress of steam, the electric telegraph, and the immense efforts
of the printing press, are invading her realms of darkness in all directions,
sity

;

and unless she can expel the light from her dominion by a gigantic effort, her
power bids fair to be subverted.
In these circumstances, her recent movements have been singular and

colossal

dexterous.
1.

Oue

of the great difficulties of every church

is in

the expense of trainring

up a race of effective Ministers. Pome has contrived to overcome this diffiShe gets 500 young men at Maynooth fed, clothed,
culty most successfully.
and trained at the expense of Britain. She has now only to cast her eyes
over all the schools of Ireland, also maintained by Government, and choose
the cleverest boys to send to Maynooth. And now it has come out clearly,
tliat all this

but for
2.

all

It is

machinery

is

employed as a Propaganda not only

for Irelaud,

parts of Great Britain, her colonies, and the world.
a matter of coneiderable difficulty to make a lodgement for

Popery
where there are no Papists at present. The extension of railways
made by Irish labourers, and the perversion of persons of rank, however, has
given them a pretext, in many cases, of which they have eagerly availed themselves, and now Popish chapels are springing up in many rural villages of
Meantime Popery has, in every other department, been putting forth
Britain.
her energies with growing -succees, and with a rapidity which may well startle
in districts

who

are not judicially blind.*
is of the deepest importance, and the most manifest
urgency. Protestant light, union, untiring activity, earnest prayer, must be
all

The struggle therefore

one of the great necessities of our time. Romanism is the groat enemy of the
human race, and its supporters should be repudiated and resisted by all friends
of truth and liberty.

THE CAMISARDS.
A r,Y-N00K OF HISTOKT.
" In

fields, in hills, in highway- sides, on wastes, on commons," said
" lie
frequent and
Eugene Aram, when making tongue-fence for his life,
'*
* See an excellent tract on this
entitled
Dr.
Britain's
Romeward
Dill,
subject, by
Career.''
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unsuspected bones."

Traversing the

fields
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and highways and commons of

—

Riame can tell who
history, we come upon frequent and unsuspected bones :
cast them into their dishonoured graves.
At present we turn aside into a

by-nook of history where the unsuspected bones lie thick. It is that singular
episodfe in the history of France known as the war of the Camisards.
The traveller who is shuttled by rail down the valley of the Rhone, hurrying
to his table-d^hote in Avignon or Marseilles, leaves behind him, perhaps
without knowing of its existence, that wild mountain region, the last stronghold of persecuted Protestantism in France, Le Desert^ as its own suffering
people termed it. There, among forests, gorges, defiles, precipices, and torrents, the peasants of the Cevennes bade defiance for two whole years to the
The struggle did noti expire till
disciplined legions of Louis the Great.

30,000' Cevends had perished in battle or on the scaffold, and of the royal
Four marshals of France were despatched
troops a still larger number fell.
The wild and infuriated severity of the
in succession to terminate the war.

measures taken to quell the revolt into which an inoffensive people, maddened
cruelty and persecution, had been driven, nearly defies belief. Four hundred aud sixty-six villages and hamlets Louis' own villages and hamlets
in the heart of his beautiful France
were levelled with fire and axe, the

by

—

—

inhabitants driven away, the tillage ruined, every fruit-tree destroyed, in the
hope that the mountaineers, isolated in the midst of the wasted expanse,
" necessities of state" was the
might be starved into submission. To such
*'

Most Christian King" reduced by

Jesuits

listening to the advice of priests

!

—

and

In the year 1685, Louis, who governed France, revoked^
with and by the
counsel of the priest and harlot who governed Louis
the Edict of Nautes,

—

—

that edict
father,

by which, eighty-seven years before, the frank soldier, his grandhad guaranteed toleration to his Protestant subjects. Then began a

hunt of the Protestants, which lasted for seventeen years before the game
turned to bay. Fines, pillage, tortures, imprisonment, the galleys, and the
gallows, military brutaHties, priestly ingenuities of cruelty, and the choking
lasso of legal wrongs, were all meekly borne, till "the patience of a Huguenot"
became a proverb. In this mighty hunting the dragoons were the pack, but
the priests, as usual, were the huntsmen. One priest out-Heroded the rest.
This man, the Abbe Chayia, turned his residence into a prison for the Protestants, and, for domestic music, listened to the groans which echoed from
his vaults.
Sometimes he plucked out with pincers the beards and eyebrows
sometimes he clapped red-hot coals into their hands, and
of his prisoners
sometimes he would envelop the fingers of a
forcibly closed the fingers
prisoner's two hands in cotton soaked with oil, fire it, and keep up the flame
till the bones stood out through the cracked and calcined flesh.
;

;

It happened that some poor people, guilty of attempting to leave their own
country in the hope of finding freedom to worship God in some corner of a
foreign land, were seized by the agents of Chayia and shut up in his vaults.
Their relations, knowing the secret spot where one of the congregations of the
*'
Desert" was to meet, go and tell among their brethren what had happened.
The tale is heard with kindling bosoms and with flashing eyes. Shall beloved
friends perish without an effort to save them ?
The morrow evening sees

men, with rude and various weapons, surrounding the house of
the Abbe, and loudly demanding the liberation of their friends.
For answer
they get musket shots, and one of their number is stretched dead on the ground.
large beam, swung by many strong arms, serves as a ram the door is dashed
forty or fifty

A

;
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the sight of the dungeons and the horrid state of the prisoners rouses
They fire the den of iniquity the glare of his burning dwelling discovers the wretched Abbe crouching under his garden hedge, and twenty
weapons clash together as they are buined in his breast.

open

them

;

to fury.

;

Aware how desperate their situation now was, the band resolved to keep
together and to defend themselves as best they could in the refuge of the
forests. Their numbers speedily increased. Other bands formed, and the war

A

was afoot.
disturbance by night, startling sleepers from their beds, is called
hence the name of Camisards, applied
in France a camisade, a shirt tumult
;

to the guerilla bands of the Cevennes, because of the nocturnal expeditions with

which they commenced the war.
The insurgent chiefs, though they were no more than simple peasants, shepherds, labourers, carders of wool, or weavers, exhibited a marvellous generalThey repeatedly brought their bands to face troops
ship and genius for war.
four, six, or eight times more numerous, not only in advantageous positions
in the mountains, but also in the plain, with so much skill as to call forth the

admiration of even Marshal Villars. The mountains of the Cevennes contain
many and vast caverns. These the Camisards turned into arsenals, magathey made powder in hand-mills ;
zines, and hospitals for their wounded
they armed themselves with the weapons of the troops they slew in battle.
Bells, lead stripped from houses, mass chalices, and other pewter gear, taken
from the churches, flew abroad in the shape of balls and slugs. Void alike of
money, means, or military experience, they created for themselves a complete
military organization, with commissariat system, and all other details complete.
They went into battle singing the 68th psalm, Let God arise. They
gave their first fire with one knee on the ground, and then closed with the
;

—

enemy

at a rush, like that of the Highlanders at Prestonpans.

They had many chiefs, but the most remarkable among them was one Jean
Cavalier. Cavalier w^as a baker's journeyman, of about one-and-twenty years
of age, of slight boyish figure, large head sunk between his shoulders, long
fair hair, great keen eyes, and ruddy countenance.
When he first formed his
troop, all that he had seen of soldiering was the exerci^ng of some regiments
on the parade-ground at Geneva, where he had wrought for a time at the
oven. But all the power of France, and all the military skill of her marshals,
failed to put down the big-headed baker's journeyman.
They were fain,
His
in the end, to treat with him, and grant him the most flattering terms.
adventures read like any romance. There was a castle, called the Castle of
Servas, whose commandant and garrison exercised great cruelty upon the
Protestants Cavalier caused six of his men to be bound as prisoners, dressed
himself as an oflBcer, and thirty of his men as soldiers, which the spoils of the
troops slain in battle readily enabled him to do marched up to the castle,
and, it being late, demanded prison-room for his captives for the night. The
commandant was all zeal locked up the prisoners, did the honours to
the king's officer, boasted the strength of his place, and cursed the Camisards.
Meanwhile, Cavalier's men had mingled with the garrison, and, at
a signal from their chief, overpowered them, and gave the stronghold to
;

;

;

the flames.

Another time, Cavalier, who frequently came down from the mountains
and visited the cities in disguise, was in Nismes, when the remnant of a body
of dragoons, who had that day been defeated by a troop of Camisards, came
galloping into the town, and spread the alarm that the enemy were upon
The commandant of the garrison offered arms to the townstheir heels.
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Cavalier hastened round among the Protestants and made them
In the confusion and alarm arms were dealt out, and no note taken
apply.
of those who received them. The arms and ammunition, of course, found

people.

way to the mountains. His personal prowess equalled his dexterity.
On one occasion he had ridden out alone to reconnoitre. A cornet and two
dragoons of the enemy marked him, slipped round between him and his

their

Cavalier's sure and ready
troops, and sprang out upon him in a hollow way.
bullets emptied all the three saddles
and, leaping his horse over the fallen
bodies, he calmly rejoined his men.
He was once involved in a vast ambuscade, surrounded on all sides by the
;

Undismayed by numbers six times exceeding his own, the
royal troops.
Camisard chief wheeled his column rapidly round under the hottest fire, and
in the face of a charge of bayonets, and drew off his men, retreating en echelon,
filled with admiration of the
as the soldier
is, leaving his enemies

phrase
masterly movement. Such genius of generalship was in the baker's jouraeyman. But Cavalier fulfilled the duties of preacher as well as general and
were
great was the acceptance in which his gifts of prayer and exhortation
;

held in the Camisard camp.
Indeed, it was the power of his eloquence which
mainly opened the way to his chieftainship. When the war was brought to a
who had
close, Versailles and Paris gazed with wonder upon the youth
The rank of
the ablest marshals of the Grand Monarque to a stand.

brought

colonel was confeiTed upon him
but, suspicious of treachery, he secretly
withdrew from the kingdom, and entered the service of the States of Holland.
He subsequently accepted service in the British army, and died, in 1740,
Governor of the island of Jersey. History has many of her awards to re;

consider, and possibly will one day contrast the baker's journeyman, leading
a war of peasants for the liberty of serving Heaven, with the vulgar heroes
who have conquered kingdoms in the service of ambition.

The pope of the period, Clement XL, published a crusade against the
to take arms
struggling Protestants of the Cevennes, calling upon the faithful
"
and exterminate the accursed and execrable race, with promise of
plenary
calcuindulgence." Under such a stimulus murder and massacre surpassed
lation.
Gibbet and pile were kept in constant readiness. The punishment
of the wheel, on which they stretched the victim, and broke him with blows
of a heavy iron bar, inch by inch, from the hands and feet along to the vital
Is it matter of
fire enviable.
parts, might render the swifter suffering of the
a strife against
surprise that the minds of a poor untaught people, maintaining

such fearful odds, and such awful malignity of hate, became heated, and
Is it surprising that,
their notions dashed with something of fanaticism ?
with Heaven alone to help them, they believed in the peculiar favour and
direction of Heaven, and listened to the voice of some among them as
Like the Scotch Covenanters, it has been their fate to be held up
inspired ?
in unmanly caricature by the great novelist of their country.
Eugene Sue,
in his Jean Cavalier, has dishonoured the literature of France with the exact

the
counterpart of Old Mortality. Voltaire's withering sneer has fallen on
Cevenols, and the putrid calumnies of Popery have defiled their graves. But
" the elders obtained."
"
good report" which
they shall not want that
The story of the Camisards represents but a fragment of the enormous
coil of mischiefs which Popery has wrought to France.
Babylon is drunken
with the blood of martyrs, and there are few pages of history on which some
drops from her cup have not been spilt. This humble page of the Camisards
is thickly splashed with the stains.
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THE CANON OF SCRIPTURE.
not unusual with Popish disputants to attempt to evade the force of
to Scripture, by raising questions regarding Scripture itself.
" You
" but there are some
constantly appeal to the Bible," say they,
points
to be settled before we can admit the propriety of such an appeal, or even
It

is

an appeal

"

it."
What is the Bible ? Where did you get it ? On
Avhat principle, or principles, does the Canon of Scripture rest ?
How was
All these points must be deterthe Canon fixed by the Universal Church ?
mined before we can admit your right of appeal to the Bible."

your right to make

—

Protestants

who

are

somewhat unwary and unacquainted with the

artifices

of Popish controversy, are in danger of being entrapped, or thrown into some
Yet they may be all easily and condegree of confusion by such questions.
brief outline of how this may be done is all
clusively met and answered.

A

that our space will permit us to give in this paper.
There is but one principle necessary in order to prove both what the Bible

and on what the Canon of Scripture rests. That one principle is Inspiraand it is thus stated plainly and emphatically in the Bible itself, " All
Scripture is given by Inspiration of God." Nothing is to be regarded as
But how can Inspiration
Scripture which has not the seal of Inspiration.
The very formula, as we may call it, by which it is deitself be known ?
" Thus saith the
clared in the Old Testament, is,
Lord." But might not
an impostor use these words with the intent to deceive ? No doubt he might,
is,

tion

but

—

;

God was pleased

successfully practised.

miracles, but prophecy.

we

to provide against the danger of such deceit being

special proof which God appointed was not
Let us not be misunderstood we do not exclude

The

;

on prophecy. In every age it is comparatively easy
for crafty and designing men to impose upon the ignorant and the credulous
by pretended miracles, as has been done in our own day by winking MadonBut it is not so easy to foretell some event not
nas, and similar delusions.
miracles, but

rest

human sagacity to foresee. Tliis was the very
pleased to appoint and by this a sufficient security was
given against the hazard of being deceived by a bold impostor.
The general statement of the principle on which the whole Canon of Scrip-

within the ordinary range of
test

which

God was

;

—"

And are built upon the foundation of Apostles and
is this
Prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the chief stone of the corner." By this
we are taught that Inspired Scripture is limited to what was produced through
the agency of Prophets and Apostles. This points out two lines of investigation, and 07ili/ two ; and to these Ave shall confine our further observations.

ture rests

:

In Old Testament times there was an almost uninterrupted succession of
Prophets from Moses to Malachi. These Prophets formed and increased the
general body of Old Testament Scripture, by the addition successively of
The Books, therefore, of the Old Testament
their own inspired writings.
Church were all produced by Prophets or Prophetic men, and introduced
It could be shown, did our space permit,
into the Canon on their authority.
that there is not one Book of the Old Testament which is not obviously connected with some Prophet, or inspired man, manifestly raised up and guided
by Jehovah in the work to which he was called and that nothing was introduced into the Canon without such authority. The conclusion is, that the
Hebrew Church did not form its own Canon but that God's Prophets formed
received it on the authority of these inspired men.
it, and the Church
;

;
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And it deserves to 1?e distinctly marked, that the Lord Jesus Christ gave
His sanction to the Hebrew Canon thus formed, by numerous references to it;
and quotations from it, under the distinctive designation of the Scriptures, or
Moses, the Psalms, and the Prophets while He excluded, condemned, and
set aside all additions and evasive comments of uninspired men, as mak;

ing the

pealed

commandments of God of no effect by their
and held by the " written word," and

to,

Christ ap-

traditions.

rejected the unwritten
its Rabbis.
So clear

word and vain traditions of the mere Church and
and ample is the proof that the Old Testament Scriptures were
Inspiration.

limited to

"

When Protestants quote the text, Search (or ye search) the Scriptures,"
as a proof that the Bible is our Rule of Faith, a captious Romanist will sometimes ask, " What Scriptures ? the New Testament Scriptures had not then
been written." We admit the cavil, as a statement of what was a fact at that
But what then ? Do Romanists mean to argue from this that we have
no right to regard the New Testament as entitled to be called Scriptures ? Or
do they mean to insinuate that while we may search the Old Testament Scrip-iTh^y
tures, we have no warrant to search the New Testament Scriptures ?
do not mean either of these alternatives. They only wish to glide away from
time.

the real question at issue

But there

no real

by introducing a hypothetical

difficulty in

the case.

difficulty.

We find

Inspiration promised
to the Apostles,
so emphatically promised to them, and so essential to their
qualification for their duties, that they were forbidden to leave Jerusalem
is

—

their office till the Holy Spirit should be given
find them
find that this promise was actually fulfilled.
And we
find their writings termed Scripture.
claiming Inspiration.
find them classed with Prophets, as forming the foundation, Christ being the

and enter on the functions of

to them.

We

We

We

For these, and many similar reasons, we regard
chief stone of the corner.
the writings of the Apostles as Scripture, and we search them as such.
Further, as the Books of the Old Testament were all produced by Prophets,

and prophetic, or inspired men, so the Books of the

New

Testament were

—

all

produced by Apostles, or the inspired companions of Apostles, by inspired
men, and inserted in the New Testament Canon on their authority. Mark's
Gospel had the sanction and authority of Peter. The -writings of Luke
Gospel and Acts of the Apostles had the sanction and authority of Paul.
John wrote his Gospel after all the other Apostles were dead, after all the
and by the Apocalypse closed the New
Epistles were generally known
Testament Canon.
There were only two things necessary in order to secure the reception of a
Book into the New Testament Scriptures. These two things were

—

—

;

:

—

genuineness as the real production of the Apostle whose name it bore.
2. Its integrity as a pure and correct copy of the original writing, not vitiated
by interpolations, nor impaired by omissions. In most cases these points
1. Its

easily ascertained and decided, by the applifetion of the common
rules in the case of any written document.
There could be no difficulty, for

were very

example, in the case of Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians, where he had resided
so long, and was so well known, and where there might be many specimens
of his handwriting, in addition to the direct evidence of the persons by whom
that Epistle was received.
When the genuineness and integrity of the Epistle
was ascertained, it was at once received
not by the authority of the Church,
but on the authority of its inspired author.
It deserves to be stated, that
the Apostolic writings were all ascertained within ten years after the death of
;

—

i2
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This has been proved by the recently discovered writings

of Hippolytus.
As the Books called

Apocrypha were not received by the Old Testament
Church, because they were not written by Prophets, nor sanctioned by
Prophets so the writings of Barnabas, Clement, Hermas, Ignatius, and
Polycarp, (commonly called Apostolic Fathers, because they were so far contemporary with the Apostles,) were not received by the New Testament
Church, because these men were not Apostles, nor were their writings
sanctioned by Apostles, neither did the men themselves claim to be inspired.
These writings had not received the Great Seal of Inspiration, therefore they
were not received as Scriptures.
The Romanist wishes it to be thought that the New Testament Scriptures
;

were received and became Canonical, by having received the sanction of the
Church and that we received them from Rome.
The truth is, that we received them from all the early Churches, and we
can trace their transmission historically, from the time of the Apostles themTheir reception into the Church as Canonical was never the result of
selves.
but always the result of sufficient evidence
authority, as Rome uses the term
This was the only point
that they were tcritten or sanctioned by an Apostle.
Even the declaration
that the early Church thought it necessary to prove.
of an early Council,
say that of Laodicea, in 364, does not pretend to give
;

;

—

authority to the Canon, but states collectively the results of previous inquiries
In the case of spurious
relative to the writings of the Inspired Apostles.
for these comGospels and Epistles, the inquiry was generally the same,

—

monly bore the name of an Apostle. And when it was proved that such an
Apostle had not written any such Book, or when it could not be proved
that he had written that Book, it was at once rejected, and soon sunk into
was preserved only as a curious instance of perversity, superstidepraved pietism.
Romanists sometimes ask, " How we can prove that these Books are in"
" cannot be done
Which," say they,
by historical evidence, but
spired?"
The proper answer to
only by authority, the authority of the Church."
this cavil has already been indicated.
These books are inspired, because they
were written by inspired Apostles and this is a point which we believe on
oblivion, or

tion, or

—

:

Divine authority.
But we could follow Romanists into this question, and show a clear, generic
a difference not merely in degree, but in kind, between the writdifference,

—

Our space will
ings of the Apostles, and those of the Apostolic Fathers.
not allow us to do more than suggest the outline of such an investigation.
All merely

human

writings partake of and display the spirit and culture of

In Classic literature we can easily trace the Homeric age the age
their age.
or the Augustan age at Rome.
In British literature we speak
of Pericles
;

;

of and recognise the Elizabethan age or the age of Queen Anne, not to
mention later periods. But the writings of the Prophets and Apostles have
no such assimilation to the spirit and culture of any age. They are not less
than infinitely superior to the spirit of their age, and to the spirit of all ages,
ancient and modern. And not only the spurious Gospels and Epistles, such
of them as have survived, are at once detected by this rule, but even the
There is not one of these, not
Epistles of the Apostolic Fathers yield to it.
even those of Barnabas and Clement, that transcends the spirit and culture of
the age,
except in those passages which are avowedly copied fiom the writ;

—

—

ings of the Apostles themselves.

Whence

is

this

very marked difierence?
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Because uninspired men roust necessarily write in accordance with the spirit
and culture of the age in which they live, and by which both their laws of
But inspired men spoke and
thought and modes of expression are moulded.
wrote as they were moved by the Holy Spirit, consequently, far above the
We could thus meet and baffle Rome on
spirit and culture of their age.
grounds of her own choosing did space permit and we give the idea, because
it may be employed with great effect by others on some suitable occasion.
This would be a very suitable place to introduce some remarks on the subnotions are enterject of Inspiration itself, concerning which so many loose
;

Our space will not, however, permit us to enter
tained at the present time.
upon a topic of such importance at present, though we may do so at some
But we must suggest, before we close, one consideration.
future opportunity.
Can any thoughtful and judicious person really believe it consistent with the

God to give a revelation of His will for man's salvation destitute
of inherent authority, left to the will of fallen man to be accepted or rejected
on mere human authority ? So says the Papal system ; and by so saying it
attempts to pervert God's gracious design, to destroy the very foundation of
faith, to poison the fountain of sacred truth, to deceive men into the belief
character of

—

of its own falsehoods, and to make them the slaves of its deceitful, ambitious,
treacherous, and tyraiinical priesthood.

A PAPAL SCHISK
A CHAPTER

IN

ROMAN HISTORY.

We open

the second volume of an Ecclesiastical History, by Dupin, a Roman Catholic historian, and sometime Regius Professor of the Sorbonne in
Paris.* At page 508 we find ourselves in the distant fourteenth century.

We

are on the search, perhaps, for Infallibility and, being told by some that
this enviable possession is to be found in the Pope, we further prosecute our
"
journey in search for His Holiness."
;

Arriving in Rome early in the year 1378, we find that the Pope, Gregory
has just died. The election of his successor devolves, as matter of course,

XL,

on the

Rome

Of the conclave there were then but sixteen members

cardinals.
;

Alps.

in

whom

four were Italians, the remainder being from this side the
This disparity of numbers was unfavourable to the Romans, who earof

nestly desired a

Roman, or

at least

an Italian Pope.

Against this alien ma-

They mobbed the cardinals,
jority the Romans had recourse to violence.
In vain did
set a guard at the gates of the city, and besieged the conclave.
the cardinals offer the mass of the Holy Ghost, for they plainly saw that, for
Accordthis time at least, the inspiration must proceed from the vox populi.
ingly, much against their will, they elected to the Papal chair Bartholomew

Pregnano, Archbishop of Bari, a Neapolitan. Meanwhile, the populace, impatient of the delay, broke open the gates of the conclave, seized the cardi-

and taking the Cardinal of St. Peter, they "arrayed him in pontifical
him on the altar, and worshipped him, though he cried out that
he was not Pope !"

nals,

robes, placed

On the following day the cardinals proclaimed the Archbishop of Bari Pope,
and gave him possession of the Holy See, under the pontifical name of
UuBiN

VI.
Eait. Dublin, 17-23.
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Pope Urban, however pleasing he may have been to the people, soon caused
" He was
among the cardinals.
naturally severe," WTites the
" would
historian,
oblige the prelates to reside in their benefices, and reproved
sharply the behaviour of the cardinals." For these reasons the conclave desired to recall the act of his election, and withdrew to Anagnia, for the pur^
dissatisfaction

pose of electing another Pope. Urban, having ascertained their intention,
strengthened his own hands by at once creating a whole college of cardinals,
The malcontents, however, proceeded with their
twenty-nine in number
business
and, having still to deal with the conflicting national parties, accepted the "golden mean" proposed by the Cardinal of Limoges, who thus
" That since the French were for a French
solved the difficulty
Pope, and
the Italians for an Italian, he judged it convenient to nominate one which
was neither French nor Italian ; and thereupon he gave his vote for Robert,
He was accordingly elected, and
Cardinal of Geneva, by nation a German.''''
took the pontifical name of Clement VII.
I

;

:

—

Thua, ia the year 1378, Christendom was divided between two rival
claimants of infallibility, supported respectively by opposite influences, and
severally acknowledged by conflicting parties. For example, Pope Urban
was in possession of Rome, with the exception of the Castle of St. Angelo,

which, like a Papal MalakofF, was held by Pope Clement. Urban was sup-^
ported also by Tuscany and Lombardy
Germany and Bohemia acknowledged him Hungary was strong in his favour Poland, Prussia, Denmark,
Sweden, and Norway owned his authority England and Flanders were also
;

;

;

;

side. On the other hand. Pope Clement was acknowledged by France,
Scotland, the Dukes of Lorraine and Bar, by Savoy and Geneva, and by
"
Naples.
Spain, which at first had declared for Urban, was,
by cunning

on his

"
This," as the
intrigues," brought to acknowledge Clement instead.
" caused a
in
historian of the Sorbonne affirms,
schism
the Church,"
bloody

and

Alternating fortunes marked the contest of the rival Popes.

Clement re-

tired to Naples, whereupon his Roman stronghold, St. Angelo, surrendered
to Urban, while Urban himself was for a time imprisoned in Naples.
Mutual

recriminations and anathemas were interchanged.
Cardinals were made by
one and unmade by the other. Benefices and dignities became a prey to the
"
"
Kings and kingdoms fell in the conflict, and
strongest.
nephews were
thrust into the vacant thrones. Pope Urban wanted money, and, in order to
"
procure it, he
pawned the goods of the churches in the city of Rome, and
At length Urban VI.
sold the chalices, crosses, and the other ornaments!"
died, by a fall from his mule, in the month of October 1889.
But the hope was delusive. The cardinals in
Peace was now expected.
Italy immediately entered the conclave, and elected as Pope, Cardinal Peter,
a Neapolitan, who took the name of Boniface IX., and perpetuated the
Romish historians tdl ns that Boniface " made
rivalry with Clement VII.
a public merchandise of benefices, and granted all sorts of dispensations and

pardons for money." The schism continued with undiminished rancour on
both sides.
And now Clement in his turn dies, and under very curious circumstances
It so happened that certain propositions were made to him for the
too.
restoration of unit}'
these were not satisfactory to Clement, and accord" he conceived so
ingly
great grief at these proposals, that he fell sick, and
died of an apoplexy, on the 16th of September, in the year 1394."
The immediate election of Peter de Lune, under the title of Benkdict
Divers were the schemes
XIII., maintained the schism as heretofore.
;
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Some proposed that
resorted to for putting an end to the unedifying scene.
both should resign the Papacy ; but this resulted only in further acts of selfdefence on either side, with Appeals, Bulls, Counter-Bulls, and reciprocal
Some talked of force and warlike interference, while
excommunications.
and not a few consoled themselves by
others asked for a General Council
;

" the schism was more tolerable than to have no
the thought, that
Pope at
Not a bad train of argument this two Popes better than none!
all!"
During this interval Benedict was seized, and imprisoned in the Castle of

—

Thus matters stood pretty much

Avignon, but soon found means of escape.
as before.

The Universities took up the matter, but to no better result, inasmuch as
At length. Pope Benedict made a kind of overture

they, too, were divided.

and this circumstance indito Pope Boniface, by proposing an interview
cated some sign of success, not, indeed, by any mutual goodwill, but by its
tragical consequences, one of the infallible combatants being thereby placed
It appears that Boniface would not condescend to treat with
hors de combat.
The ambassador of Benedict briefly
Benedict, but called him an Anti-Pope.
" BilInfallible
returned the compliment by calling Boniface a Simonist
to
that
was
"Boniface
enraged
degree, that
lingsgate" ensued, whereupon
;

!

fell sick, and died in three days after, on the 1st of October," (a.d. 1404.)
Thus Pope Boniface died of anger !
In eleven days after, (12th October 1404,) a new rival Pope'^was elected,
in the person of Cosmatus Melioratus, who assumed the pontifical name of
Thus the schism still continued in the rivalry of Popes InnoInnocent VII.
cent VII. and Benedict XIII.
Negotiations also continued, but to no good
" to
The Parliament of Paris decreed to call a General Council,
purpose.
"
was
head
the
whole
in
and
Members."
the
Head
reform
Church
(Surely

he

sick, the

whole heart

was brought

faint.")
to a speedy close,

Meanwhile, the Pontificate of Innocent VII.

by that Pope's death, on the 6th November

and not the superior justice of his cause, leaving BenePapacy.
But he was not long left in sole possession. The schism is not yet to
cease.
Accordingly, a Venetian, named Angelus de Corario, is elected in
He assumed the title
the room of Innocent, and in opposition to Benedict.
This was in the year 1406.
of Gregory XII.
Hope at length began to dawn. All the past and present scandals and
1406

;

a longer

life,

dict in possession of the

inconveniences were, on the mutual consent of the rival Popes, to be referred
The final
to the judgment of the cardinals of each in a combined conclave.
that the cardinals of Benedict should meet by
arrangement, however, was
themselves for their individual decision the cardinals of Gregory should

—

;

also hold their

own

conclave, and

come

to their individual decision.

Then

the cardinals of both, in their combined capacity, should meet to declare
Thus far had matters arrived in the year 1408.
their joint decision.

Whether this hope was disappointed, or whether infallibility was, by this
We, howarrangement, enabled to right itself, we shall see by and bye.
ever, at present leave Pope Benedict XIII., and Pope Gregory XIL, as the
two centres of the same circle ! We shall conclude the subject in our next
number.

—

Popish Progress. In addition to all previous concessions, we are now to
have Popish priests for the navy. We shall next have a Popish Establish-

ment

for Ireland.
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EOMISH STATISTICS FOR SCOTLAND.
TiTE Popis^h almanacs are well worthy of study, as containing authentic
evidence of at least as many of the plans of Rome as it is thought safe to
Let us look at their Almanac for Scotland, for this year* 1856
divulge.
we shall consider those in regard to England afterwards. Here, without
doubt, some light is thrown on the sources of Popish wealth, for we find,
"
£2856, 5s.,"
p. 65, that Scotland received from the Romish Propaganda,
"
Eastern District,
in 1854, in the folloAving proportions
viz., for the
:

:

—

£793, 6s. 8d. and Northern District,
It appears, also, at p. 72, that under the present objectionable system
" little Maynooths" of
of indiscriminate endowments, the Popish schools, or
in
no
less
from
Government
received
1854, than "£525, 3s. 4d."
Edinburgh,

£1467,
£595."

18s. 4d.

;

Western

District,

;

It is also evident that some progress is being made in erecting Romish
"
splendid church,"
chapels, chiefly by the zeal of perverts. At Tullymet, a
we are told, is being erected ; and it is added, "This church owes its existence to the munificence of the proprietor, who is a recent convert to the

Catholic faith,^' p. 77.

At Woodhill,

in Strathardle, Perthshire, p. 78, a

" new

chapel" was opened on the 18th of October last, erected by Charles Trotter,
" as well as his excellent
Esq., who, it is said,
lady, are recent converts to
" their
the Catholic faith."
It is added that on this

young son.

occasion,

—

a
Master Charles Trotter, acted as train-bearer to the Bishop," (Gillis,)
striking proof of the degrading tendency of Popery, which makes the highest
honour in the world to consist in being permitted to act as menial to a
Romish
of
"We are
that " J. R.
bishop.

told, p.

83,

Hope

Scott, Esq.,

Abbotsford, proposes to erect this next spring a beautiful church at Galashiels," whilst an ostentatious list of confirmations, &c., which have lately
taken place in Scotland, is paraded, pp. 123, 124.

But what strikes us as specially significant, is an ample confirmation of
what we formerly set forth, in regard to the probable eflbrts of Popery in
The Carstairs
lianarkshire, in connexion with recent perversions there.
family in the upper district, the Rochsoles family farther down, and above
all, the Duchess of Hamilton, are agencies of which Rome knows well how
to avail herself.
Accordingly, we find her proceeding with steady and
On the 9th of October 1855, we learn, p. 126, that a branch
stealthy step.
of the Glasgow Franciscan convent was opened in the quiet town of Lanark
and Glasgow is being made a perfect focus of priests and nuns for the West
of Scotland, with all the apparatus of an earnest Propagandlsm.
The entire
county of Lanark, backed by the influence of these wealthy perverts, will no
doubt soon be flooded. What are the Protestants of the West of Scotland
doing, specially to meet and resist these insidious and unscrupulous
;

agencies ? What is the great city of Glasgow doing, on a large scale, to
counteract the emissaries of Rome ?
Let those Protestants of Scotland who
profess to believe that Rome is dead or torpid, only ponder the facts contained in this Almanac, and say whether this is a time to relax their vigilance, or diminish their contributions towards maintaining and extending the
principles of the glorious Reformation.
* Catholic
Directory for the Clergy and Laity of Scotland, 1856.
Beattie ; London, 10, Paternoster Kow,

Edinburgh, Marsh

&
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SPIRITUAL DANGER, AND THE
BY THE EEV.

J. C.

WAY

OF LIFE.

RYLE, B.A.

Reader,— If you have not peace with God, you are very foolish, and in
You
If your sins are not forgiven, you are in awful peril.
great danger.

And if you died unforgiven, you would go to hell.
Consider for a moment, how fearfully great is your danger! You and
God are not friends. The wrath of God abideth on you. God is angry with
you every day. Your ways are a continual offence to Him. They provoke
Him every day to cut you off. A sword hanging over your head by a single
might die to-day.

emblem of the danger
moment how fearfully
hand of God a mighty Saviour,

hair, is but a faint

Consider for a
the right

and you do not seek

it.

For

ten,

of your soul.

There sits at
great is your folly !
able and willing to give you peace,

twenty, thirty, and perhaps forty years,

He has called to you, and you have refused His counsel. He has cried,
" I will not." He has
" Come to
me," and you have practically replied,
"

said,
" I like

My ways are ways of pleasantness,"
my own sinful ways far better."

and you have constantly

said,

Aud after all, for what ham you refused Christ 1 For worldly riches
which cannot heal a broken heart,— for worldly business which you must one
day leave, for worldly pleasures which do not really satisfy, for these
Oh reader, reader, is
things, and such as these, you have refused Christ

—

—

!

!

this

wisdom?

Arise and pray.
There is safety in Christ.
Reader, awake and repent.
Flee from the wrath to come to Christ and BE SAFE.
" There is a
There are many false roads.
way that seemeth right unto a
man, but the end thereof are the ways of death." Suffer me to say a few
words about the right way. It would he an awful thing to make a mistake.
The apostle Peter shews us the way to heaven in the fourth chapter of the
Acts.
He there says of Christ, (Acts iv. 12,) " Neither is there salvation in
any other for there is none other name under heaven, given among men,
whereby we must be saved." Now what is this? On our clearly seeing
:

this very

much depends.

He means

that no one can be saved from sin,

— excepting by Jesus Christ.
sequences,
He means
don

in

this

—

its guilt,

power, and con-

—

obtain parthat no one can have peace with God the Father,
world,— and escape wrath to come in the next,— excepting

make
through the atonement and mediation of Jesus Christ. We cannot
We must believe on Christ.
peace for ourselves.
In Christ alone God's rich provision of salvation for sinners is treasured
up.
By Christ alone God's abundant mercies come down from heaven to
Christ's righteousness alone
earth.
Christ's blood alone can cleanse us.
We have
can clothe us.
Christ's merit alone can give us a title to heaven.

We must believe on Christ.
no merit of our own.
Remember that heaven is before you, and Christ the only door into it
the devil
hell beneath you, and Christ alone able to deliver you from it
behind you, and Christ the only refuge from his wrath and accusations the
sin weighing you
law against you, and Christ alone able to redeem you
down, and Christ alone able to put it away. This is the doctrine of the Bible.
Now do you see it? I hope you do. But I fear many think so who may
find one day that they do not.
:

:

:

—

:
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ESCAPE OF A MONK
FEOM THE MADHOUSE OF THE BROTHERS OF MERCY,
TN AUSTRIA.
WRITTEN BY HIMSELF.

—

The
but

IN PRAGUE,

following striking narrative is slightly abridged for the sake of space,
the fact that the bolts aud bars on convents and monasteries

it illustrates

are not employed for the

mere sake of ornament

—

:

Petekshain, 19^A November 1855.
Man endures everything more easily, even the greatest hardships, when he
knows that they will continue only for a certain time. For this reason my incarceration and the suflferings connected with it were easier to be borne, as I
learned, after some months' confinement, that my Protestant faith was to be
put to the test for a period of only six months, and that at the end of that

time, in case of

my remaining

my

position,

and

relied

was to be expelled
and completely hardened, and
comforted myself the more with this
as my persecutors had inserted in the
I

professed, I

incorrigible

consequently released ft-om prison.

view of

what

firm to

from the Order as one who was

on

I
it,

public papers, as an excuse for their conduct, that, according to the rules
and traditions of the Order, my release could not take place at an earlier
period.
I was, however, most painfully undeceived in my hopes, as Odilo Rayth
von Bamngarten, Provincial of the Order, who arrived in Prague on July

26th, in order to hold a visitation of the monastery, entered my cell on the
30th, and greeted me with the question which is, according to custom, put
to every brother on such an occasion,
"Have you any statement to make?"

—

leaving entirely out of view my having become a Protestant, and treating me
" Consider what
as if I were stiU a member of the Order. He said further,

—

you have done. Your vow as a monk is indissoluble, and is binding on you
as long as you live.
I will see you again before 1 leave Prague."
Canon
" NotwithstandDittrich came about two hours afterwards, and said to me,
ing I had resolved not to visit you again, I come to inform you that the

—

Provincial will visit you before he leaves this city, in order to learn your
determination, and in case you persist in your wicked purpose, he will inform
you that you will never, never, under any condition whatsoever, be released
from your confinement, and I quite agree in his determination. Give not
yourself up to vain hopes. The State cannot do anything for you, for the

decree given by the Government grants to priests only, but not to members
of an Order, the liberty of going over from one Christian confession to an-

do not believe you have been received into the Protestant Church."
from what the Provincial and Canon Dittrich said, that the
so-called six months' disciplinary punishment was only a mere pretence in
order to deceive the public. The Provincial of the Order visited me on
" Consider
August 8th, and said,
your present and past position. The Order
has always treated you kindly, and will still do so. You will never be able
to effect what you expect.
The Order can never, never release you. No one
" What I would
can compel it to do this." I replied
do, that I have already
done, and do not repent the steps I have taken, and will die a Protestant,
not a Catholic." He said, " It is my duty to see that you ai-e never released,
and this duty I will strictly perform." Thus in the same month that the
other.
I

saw

I

clearly

—

—

:

—

public papers circulated the news that I should be released at the end of the
six months' disciplinarian punishment, my perpetual
was noti-

imprisonment
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to be treated, as

confined
this

all

way

your
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1
>

I could no longer doubt as to the way I was
persecutors.
Dittrich said to me, on July 30th, " Will you remain

Canon
life?

of treating

Till

you

now you have

will

only had kindness shown you, but
soon cease."
I replied, " If Catholics can

my imprisonment before the judgment-seat of God, I will, as you say,
remain for ever imprisoned. But how can you act so ? For I am accused
of no crime, and no crime can be laid to my charge. Am I treated in a
Did not Jesus, our Lord, teach that the sheep should be
Christian manner?
led into the sheepfold with gentleness and love, and not by means of the
'
As you would that men
sword, hunger, and threatenings ? Christ said,
should do to you, do ye also to them.' Can my former superiors boast of
having fulfilled the commandment ?" Thereon Canon Dittrich got in a great
" You are
I" (without adding another
rage, and said,
you are
" Now I am conword) seized his hat ; and, on shutting the door, cried out,
vinced you are imbued with Protestant principle."
I now saw more
clearly
that I had no protection to hope from the law that accords free liberty to
renounce one Christian confession for another, and that the civil Government
would afford me no help. I considered myself like a criminal condemned to

justify

!

a painful death, to whom is offered some little liberty before his execution.
Such sad forebodings naturally made the greater impressions on me, as I had
already been seven months confined in that part of the monastery appropriated

where sad examples of priestly tyranny exercised on three* of
were perpetually in my thoughts. In this great distress
the Lord put it into the heart of a man to help me, on whom I had not in the
least reckoned.
There are men in this world who seem not to trouble themselves with what is going on about them, nevertheless observe everything
and judge in a spiritual manner, manifesting themselves as our helpers at a
moment they consider the most suitable. My friend, with whom I was accustomed to converse, as Nicodemus with the Lord, while others slept, communicated to me that he saw my safety and life depended alone on my
flight, and that if I did not follow his advice, I should undoubtedly die in
confinement. The undertaking is indeed very dangerous, he said, but we
must venture it. If it succeeds, you are safe if not, you have not more to
fear than what you have now to endure, and what is still in prospect before

to lunatics,

my fellow-prisoners,

;

you.

my

of

These true, yet simple words, convinced me fully of the good intentions
sympathizing friend, and I determined to follow in everything his

directions.

of

The hope of deliverance awakened in me the desire for the accomplishment
many wishes which I believed would never be fulfilled. I had the greatest

I knew how my body
fear, not so much of death, as of dying in my cell.
would be treated if I died without receiving extreme unction how my head
would be opened, and my brains examined, in order to prove that I was not

—

•

The Augustin monk, Priest Joachim Zezule, confined for the last twenty-two years
madman, although in the full posBessioii of his understanding, and without having
ever committed the least crime. He condemned criminal conduct and loves the truth, for
as a

—

is in the madhouse.
Cxenvenka, Priest of the Order of the Piarists, who
reason from the beatings he has endured. He has received as many strokes
aa tliree men could have borne, and has had much to suffer from hunger. His madness is
remarkable. Ho falls on the knees before every person he sees, and prays [literally " worships them,"] most probably because he still fears being beaten. Spiegel, a secular priest,
who was chaplain in the diocese of Prague, and who is said not to have lived on good
terms with the cook (mistress) of his parish priest. He was sent to St. George, in Prague
the House of Correction for Priests and there threw away his breviary. He was, thereHe is now
fore, imprisoned as a madman, in the Monastery of the Brothers of Mercy.

which reason he

has

lost his

—

—

completely deranged.

—
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my senses. My enemies boasted that I would recant on my deatbbed,
and receive extreme unction.
My sympathizing friend and I spoke of the diflFerent ways in which T conld
On
attempt my escape, and on the prospect of success that each afforded.
mature consideration, there appeared to be five ways which I could attempt,
but they each had their peculiar difficulties.
The place at which we decided that my flight should be attempted, and
from which I happily effected my escape, is a window in the monastery, in
order to reach which I was obliged to pass the cells of the monks, and to go
through three passages. This way had also its peculiar difficulties. At halfpast nine o'clock, in the night of October 13, I let myself down from a winin

dow of the division of the monastery set apart for lunatics, after having
fastened the rope to the bars, which did not reach the top of the window, and
over which I climbed, in order to reach a court, whence, up a staircase and
through three passages, I could reach the window from which I hoped to
effect my escape.
I did not, however, succeed this time, and God had cerI had descended by the
tainly wise designs in allowing this attempt to fail.
cord about six feet, and was obliged, in great fear and with great difficulty,
to scramble up again, because I heard and saw the porter that attends the
I was able to conceal my cord, and to put
lunatics, with a light.
everything
in such order, that nothing was discovered
I thanked God for His mercy,
;

and went

had such a comforting dream, that I quite rejoiced at
the failure of my flight. I dreamed that I was in Petershain, with my dear
friend Dr. Nowotny, and related to him all my trials and adventures, and
that we were happier than at the time of my first visit, when I renounced
Popery. I stood suddenly up from the table and asked him, Is it indeed true,
or

is it

to rest.

I

merely a dream, that

I

am

here?

Thereon,

I

half awoke, but soon

I dreamed then that I visited, at
asleep again.
Jungbunzlau, the father
of a brother of the Order who had left it, and related to him how much I had

fell

feared the journey, and

my

dream

to

my

friend,

how easy

it

had been.

As in the morning, I related
we considered it as a pro-

he rejoiced with me, and

vidential presage of the success of my flight, and so it proved.
On the next Monday, October 16th, I repeated my attempt to escape at the
window, and got into the court, but full of terror. Such fear and trembling,

however, seized me, that I could not move a step, and was obliged to lie
down on the ground, in order to rest and to take breath. I thought I should
be obliged to remain here, on account of the great weakness I felt but my
Saviour, on whom I called in my distress, strengthened me in a remaikable
manner, and powerfully supported me. I felt here more than ever in my life,
and believe since this moment of the greatest dejection on His words, " My
I
grace is sufficient for thee, for my strength is made perfect in weakness."
got up, took off my boots, and although it appeared impossible for me to
;

I mounted the staircase
leading to the first floor, and got to the
passage where the cells of the monk are situated, which I opened with a key
I had been able to procure
but here, in this well-known passage, a fearful
trembling seized me. My Saviour helped me again. I went, or rather sneaked
like a ghost before the doors of the monks of the second and third
past^age,
in many of whose cells there was still a light burning,
my boots in one hand,

walk, yet

;

and my means for flight in the other, and came in the fourth passage to the
window. The rope was quickly fastened to the frame of the window, but in
the greatest fear, for the window creaks
dreadfully, as it is seldom or never
opened. I was greatly frightened at perceiving a light in the room of the
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physician of the monastery, distant only about two steps from the window,
and fully expected that on hearing the noise, he would mn out of his room
and seize me. I had already determined, in such an unfortunate case, to
entreat him to let me escape and I think he would have granted my request,
;

was one of the heads of the party dissatisfied with the alterations in the
statutes of the Order, and had retired from the monasteiy to the country,
but returned on account of being threatened with force, if he would not come
There was no necessity to entreat him. He was, perhaps, reading in
back.
bed, or drinking his glass of beer, and did not care to put himself to the least
trouble.
It was evidently the will of God that he should not rise and discover me. Also another brother of the Order, whose room was only about five
steps from the window, did not hear the noise made on its being opened, and
came not out of his cell. After my cord was fastened, I was obliged to look
as he

if

there were not persons passing ; for although the place is in general pretty
meet here from four different sides. In this most anxious

solitary, yet persons

position, it happened that one person after another passed, so that I was
obliged to wait above a quarter of an hour in the greatest fear, before I
could let myself down from the window. The greatest terror seized me as I

heard the clock strike a quarter to ten, for at ten

I

was

to be in the

house

where I was to put on other clothes, because after this time the house door
would not be left longer open. Where could I go without a covering on my
head, and in a most suspicious dress ? My Saviour helped me again. At
once no one passed in the streets. I called on my Saviour in prayer, made
the sign of the holy cross, took the rope in both hands, and slid down,
I stood on ground out of the monastery, but could
scarcely knowing how.
A look to heaven and a deep sigh of thanks were my
scarcely believe it.
short prayer.
The rope I left hanging from the window, because it was impossible in the hurry of the moment, to cut any considerable piece from it,
which I should have liked to do, in order not to turn the attention of persons

who passed

open window and the cord should not betray my
monastery in the morning, it would, perhaps,
be known to them only at noon, for I remained in bed during the days before
my flight, took medicine, and perspired. I took also no supper and no breakfast, so that the servant came only at noon into my cell to bring me my
dinner.
When I was perfectly con%-inced that I stood on firm ground, and
was conscious of my position, I felt, after so many and indescribable fears,
such great joy, that I did not know whether I should tnm to the right or left
to reach the house that was so well known to me.
Trembling for fear gave
place to trembling for joy, and I breathed more freely, after having so long
inhaled the pestilential odour of madmen.
With God's help I reached at the
proper time the house where I was to change my dress, and where some of its
many inhabitants were expecting me with beating hearts. Their faces flushed
to

it

If the

by.

flight to the inhabitants of the

with joy as

I

entered.

among men who

My

feelings I cannot describe.

take an interest in our welfare

After a short conversation,

I

changed

my

How

happy we

feel

!

clothes,

and made myself ready

journey. There was no thought o: taking anything to eat. When I
was dressed, I sat down and remained leaning against the wall till three
o'clock in the morning, employed in thanksgivings to my Almighty Helper
for

my

and Saviour, and thinking how

my

flight

would be completed,

I

was never-

theless often terrified, as every ring at the bell of the door of the house, in
which many persons resided, appeared to me as if the Brothers of Mercy were

coming to

seize

me.

This fear lasted

till

after midnight.

At three o'clock ia
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the morning I took a hearty leave of my friends, and walked slowly through
the gloomy venerable capital of Bohemia towards the Porzitschter Gate.
I

was again very happy, for just as I arrived at the gate, it was opened by a
corporal of the police, in order to let a carriage into the city, and I passed without difficulty. About half-past four, as I was not far from the Invalidenhaus,
the Diligence, which goes from Prague to Reichenberg, overtook me. There
were some places empty, and I got in. I thought of my happy dream, and

sung to myself a hymn of thanksgiving. I amved at half-past eleven at
night at Reichenberg, and had not the least difficulty the whole of the way.
The only embarrassment was at Reichenberg, where at the inn, " City of
Vienna," where I stopped for the night, the servant girl asked me my name,

As I was slow in replying,
embarrassment, saying in a friendly manner,
"
Well, I will write down a clergyman, and I believe I shall not make a mis" Do
I replied,
take."
At seven the next morning 1
so, if you please."
took a carriage to convey me to Friedland, which lies not very far from the
Prussian frontiers. As I was about half-an-hour's drive from this Bohemian
town, the mail from Prague overtook me and fearing that it might carry
letters giving an account of my flight, I told the coachman to take a side
road, through which I left Friedland at one side, and at half- past ten arrived
at the house of a good friend, who accompanied me over the frontiers into
" Now
I felt as
Oh how
friend
Prussia.
are in
or that I should write

she

helped

me

it

out of

in the stranger's book.

my

;

!

my

happy

now you

are safe; go your way in the
Marklissa, where I stayed the night, and

Prussia

you

said,

name of

the Lord."

I

;

walked to

was there most hospitably received
the Protestant clergyman. The following day, at half-past three, I arrived
at Gorlitz, and after a short conversation with Pastor Hergesell, left at five

by

o'clock in the Diligence, and arrived at ten o'clock at night under the roof of
dear friend Dr. Nowotny, at Petershain.
remarkable dream was

My

my

fulfilled

!

When

I think of my dungeon in the madhouse of the Brothers of Mercy,
dangerous flight, and on my very happy deliverance, I am ready to fall
down, and, on my knees, to thank my Saviour, Jesus Christ, to whom my
" This is the Lord's
thanks belong.
doing, it is marvellous in our eyes !"
" The Lord is
my rock and my fortress, and my deliverer. The God of my

on

my

Him

will I trust
He is my shield, and the bom of my salvatower and my refuge, my Saviour thou savest me from vioI will call on the Lord, who is worthy to be praised
lence.
so shall I be
saved from my enemies."
JoHAim Eva^jgel. Bokziksky.
(Signed)

strength
tion,

;

in

my high

;

;

;

ROMANISM AT HOME.

How

Romanists should have the face to complain amidst their ample

liberty in Britain, especially when they know the treatment given to Protestants in Italy, is only less wonderful than that credulous Protestants should

ever be found to join in their outcry, or to give their system any direct supThe following chapter from the recent personal histoiy of Bailie
port.

Brown Douglas,

delivered during his late canvass for the representation of
Edinburgh, illustrates the political eff"ects of Romanism, and deserves to receive a wide publicity over the three kingdoms.
It is only another proof of
the folly of our rulers, and of the kind of government which Dr. Wiseman
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Rome:

—

also, if

MARCH

I,

he had the same power in Britain wliich he has in

read, not very long ago, in one of those beautiful volumes of the gentTeman who
recently the member for the city of Edinburgh, Mr. Macaulay, that it is the
Protestantism of this country that makes the difference between Edinburgh and
What was in the imagination of that eloquent and fluent writer I don't
Konie.
'*

was

I

till

but I will tell you what occurred to me when I read it, regarding the difference between Edinburgh and Rome. It is not many years ago since I visited Rome,
where I remained for the period of two months, and I will tell you the contrast that
I arrived there one evening, and the
struck me between Rome and Edinburgh.
but, havcarriage in wbicii I travelled as usual stopped at one of the gates of Rome
ing the privilege of a certain kind of pass from the consul, it took me direct to the
liotel, without my luggage being searched at the gate, with a mounted officer riding
alongside of the carriage, to see that nothing improper was done between my arrival

know

;

;

—

at the gate and my arrival at the hotel
certainly not very much like Edinburgh.
On arriving, however, at the hotel, what was my surprise when I was allowed to get
my carpet-big and some other portions of my luggage, but every book I had and I
had somewhere about one hundred or more, as I had gone abroad for twelve months
all taken from me to the police, and there kept for two days, that they might be
examined to see whether there might not be some dangerous work amongst them.
Gentlemen, it gave me a very low idea indeed of the love of Popery for liberty and
free inquiry, and for literature.
Ay, I could not but wish that such a book as Merle
'
D'Aubigne's History of the Reformation' might be circulated amongst them, to open
The next thing that struck me in marked
their minds and remove their ignorance.
contrast between Edinburgh and Rome was this : I went to one of the prisons the
second day I was there, the Castle of St. Angelo, not the dungeons of the Inquisiand if I could, I would have been very slow to enter
tion, for I could not get there
them, that would have been veiy dangerous, as few, few escape who once enter
them. Many have entered, but few have come out, unless they were judges or offiWhen in the Castle, I entered into conversation with
cers of the Inquisition itself.
one of the prisoners, asking, in the pi-esence of the turnkey, the very natural ques'
The man had a sort of suspicion what was his crime ;
tion, What is your crime V
he was suspected of being disaffected to the Government, but what was his answer ?
It was, I don't know, I have had no indictment ; I don't know when I am going to be.
tried, and I don't know how long I am to be imprisoned ;' and the result was that I
came out of the Castle of St. Angelo, satisfied that in Rome there was little regard
The third point of contrast that struck me between
for the liberty of the subject.
R<mie and Edinburgh was the number of ecclesiastics to be found in the streets, and
nobody can go to Rome without being struck with that. I, at first, wondered how
these men supported themselves, but I had not been in Rome three days before two
I.
friars, in their brown mantles, waited upon me, and presented me with a book.
bowed to them, and asked what they wanted. 'Ah, sir,' said they, 'we want a little
'
Oh, certainly,' said I ; but pray tell me what are the obsubscription from you.'
'
want a subscription for the order of Saint Somebody.' I forget which
jects r
'
live in this way ; we collect subscriptions from the English who come
it was.
*
here and we hope you will be no exception from the general rule.'
Oh,' I said,
'
but why don't you work for your livelihood as people do in my country, unless they
'
*
have money !
Oh,' said they, we live on the generosity of our friends who come
I was, however, not to be answered
liere, and we pray for the good of the Church.'
that way, and, taking out a Bible, I pointed out the passage in which it is said, If a
man does not provide for his own, and especially for those of his own household, he
has denied the faith, and is worse than an infidel.* Upon which they held up their
hands in the greatest astonishment, and thinking there was something hopeless about
me in referring to such an authority, they left me in despair. I could not help wondering whether there was not some connexion between those begging friars and the
crowds of beggars to be seen on a warm day lying all their length on the steps of the
I could not
great cluirclies in Rome, looking for charity from every one that enters.
help thinking that they got an example from those men who ought to have given them
an example of better things, and I did not wonder at the wretchedness and misery
which everywhere prevailed. Now, gentlemen, these arc the three contrasts that
struck me between Rome and Edinburgh. But we don't need to go to Rome to know
what Popery is. Look at the history of our own country ; look at the struggles of the
For what was it that our forcfHthers died ? For what was it that
sixteenth century.
they faced persecution ? For what, but to deliver us, their children, and their chil-

—

;

'

'

We
We

;

'
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dren's children, from the evils of despotism, as well as from the evils of Popery. And
shall we count that a light thing for which they counted not their lives dear to them
shall we count that a thing that we may fondle as innocent, which we may safely

—

encourage, and for which we may prudently pay ! I have already explained to you
and
that I think it is a wrong thing for this country to make the grant to Maynooth
nothing will satisfy me that what is wrong in principle can be right in practice."
;

THE CONFESSIONAL.

We

derive

many

excellent lessons from

America

mode

in regard to the true

of dealing with Romanists, and the following is, in our opinion, not the least
important, whilst it demonstrates that Romish intolerance and assumption

same

all over the world.
By the unquestioned secrecy of the ConPopish priests are in reality the tolerated accomplices and confidants of as many thieves and murderers as are amongst their members and
that is sometimes not a few. In a witness-box they cannot swear truly that they
" the whole
will tell
truth," since they keep back what is most important. The
Americans, however, trample under foot this profligate distinction, and hold
a priest bound to tell in a straightforward way all he knows in a criminal
case, no matter how he came to the knowledge of it.

are the

fessional,

—

IMPdRTANT DECISION

—THE CONFESSIONAL NOT SACRED.

—

find the details of the following peculiar case in the New Haven papers.
Blackey v. O'Neil, and others. This was an action of trespass for an assault upon
a Catholic Priest, and the brothers and sister of plaintiff's
plaintiff by the defendants,
deceased wife. The defendants having suffered a default moved for a hearing in
damages, and the present trial is on that motion.

"gWe

—

*
" The
Scotch Presbyterian,' from the North of Ireland, claims
plaintiff, who is a
have married his wife twenty-five years ago and more, and during all that time to
have lived with her in the Protestant faith. The brothers and sister of his wife were
After he had been in this country a short time, his wife fell dangerously
Catholics.
near her end, her relatives called a Catholic priest, one of the defendill, and being
he came, and
ants, to perform the rites peculiar to that Church on such an occasion
while the plaintiff was gathering his family about the bedside of his wife, to offer his
own prayers for her and himself at her request, the defendants interfered to prevent
him, and excluded him from the room until the rites of the Church were perfoi-med.

to

;

As he expressed

it,

his wife said, in reply to his inquiry,

if

she sent for the priest,

was bullied into it by her family.'
"The two nights succeeding her death, against his protestations and remonstrance,
the ceremony called an Irish wake' was performed, and on the third day she was
buried in the Catholic graveyard, and the ceremonies performed by a Catholic priest.

f

that she

'

He

did not attend the funeral.
" The defendants claim that the deceased was a
good Catholic, and that her husband
had no right to prohibit her the rites of the Church in which she believed, and to
which she and her family belonged, nor to deny her blood relations the privilege of
burying her according to the forms which she and they thought right.
" In the course of the case the
priest, Rev. Mr. O'Neil, being on the witness stand,
he was inquired of as to the confession of the dying woman. The question was objected on the ground that it had no relevancy to the case, and on the further ground
that it was a privileged communication and could not be disclosed. Judge Waldo,
after argument, in which a recent Virginia case was cited to sustain the objection to
the question, took the case into consideration, and decided that confessions to a priest

by the law of Connecticut pririleged, and that the priest might be compelled to
He also decided that the confession sought for in
on the tciiness stand.
this particular case had no relevancy, and was therefore unimportant, but he said if
he conceived it would have the least bearing on the case, he should compel the priest to

tcere not

disclose them

disclose

" It

it.

hardly be believed that on the above evidence. Rev, Mr. O'Neil was convicted and sentenced to pay a fine of 150 dollars, and costs, for
administering the
rites of his Church to a penitent."
New York Citizen,
will

—
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MACAULAY'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND,

MARCff 1,

Vols. I-IV.

We have already pointed out some of the more glaring inconsistencies of
Mr. Macaulay as a historian, apt as they are to be overlooked amidst the
These instances
fascinations of a flowing style and of gorgeous description.
might easily be greatly multiplied. Indeed, we scarcely know of any author
so self-contradictory, or who, with such a vivid apprehension of the surface,
and sometimes even of the springs, of political movements, seems so thoroughly
incapable of carrying out analogies wherever moral questions are involved, and
of applying, in a statesman -like way, the experience of the past to the determination of present questions. For example, take his striking description of
the Jesuits, and of those appalling processes of diabolical manipulation by
which they vindicated and justified every kind of moral atrocity under the
name of religion. The whole extracts which we are about to give clearly

man understands theoretically the true nature and missystem better than Mr. Macaulay, that few men have ever
denounced it with greater emphasis but how he can at the same time consent,
in his political capacity, to foster and promote such a system at the expense
of the British nation, is surely an inscrutable mystery to ordinary minds.
The following description presents a picture of vice more revolting than that
demonstrate that no

chiefs of the Popish

;

of the Thugs

:

—

" If he had to deal with a mind
truly devout, be spoke in the saintly tones of the
primitive fathers ; but with that very large part of mankind who have religion
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enough to make them uneasy when they do wrong, and not religion enough to keep
them from doing wrong, he followed a very different system. Since he could not
I'eclaim them from guilt, it was his business to save them from remorse.
He had at
his command an immense dispensary of anodynes for wounded consciences.
In the
books of casuistry which had been written by his brethren, and printed with the approbation of his superiors, were to be found doctrines consolatory to transgressors of
every class. There the bankrupt was taught how he might, without sin, secrete his
goods from his creditors. The servant was taught how he might, without sin, run off
with his master's plate. The pander was assured that a Christian man might innocently earn his living by carrying letters and messages between married women and
their gallants.
The high-spirited and punctilious gentlemen of France were gratified
by a decision in favour of duelling. The Italians, accustomed to darker and baser
modes of vengeance, were glad to learn that they might, without any crime, shoot at
their enemies from behind hedges. To deceit was given a license sufficient to destroy
the whole value of human contracts and of human testimony.
In truth, if society
was held together, if life and property enjoyed any security, it was because common
sense and common humanity restrained men from doing what the society of Jesus
assured them that they might with a safe conscience do." Vol. ii. pp. 57, 58.

—

This

surely bad enough and yet nothing is more certain than that Jesuitsimply the quintessence of Popery the Romish system condensed

is

—

;

ism is
and applied by the powerful but Satanic mind of Ignatius Loyola. The
Romish Church is notoriously now given over to the undivided counsels of
Jesuitism, When Liguoriwas canonized, this was proclaimed, and the Papal
confirmation of the unscriptural dogma of the immaculate conception is a
declared fruit of the same result, for Loyola was a champion of the Virgin,
manner of chivalry. Besides, Dr. Wiseman, as the biographer

after the old

and eulogizer of Liguori, has proclaimed that British Romanism is entirely
and yet our historian is a furious supporter of the British Government in upholding the Jesuit Propaganda at Maynooth. To prove that Mr.
Macaulay is quite aware of the effects of Jesuit priestcraft upon the minds of
Jesuitical

;

kings, let our readers only study the following passage in reference to the
spirit of James, and his calm determination to promote, if possible, the assassination of King William, and that this was directly countenanced

murderous

" confessors."

The same result flows from Popery still, and accounts
murders in L-eland, and in all Popish countries, as
demonstrated by Mr. H. Slymour

by

his

for the preponderance of

:

—

"

During the two years and a half which followed the execution of Grandral, no
serious design had been formed against the life of William.
Some hot-headed malcontents had indeed laid schemes for kidnapping and murdering him ; but these
schemes were not, while his wife lived, countenanced by her father. James did not
feel, and, to do him justice, was not such a hypocrite as to pretend to feel, any scruple
about removing his enemies by those means which he had justly thought base and

wicked when employed by his enemies against himself. If any such scruple had
arisen in his mind, there was no want, under his roof, of casuists willing and
competent to soothe his conscience with sophisms such as had coiTupted the far nobler natures of Anthony Babington and Everard Digby.
To question the lawfulness of
assassination, in cases where assassination might promote the interests of the Church,
was to question the authority of the most illustrious Jesuits, of Bellarmine and Suarez,
of Molina and Mariana, nay, it was to rebel against the chair of Saint Peter.
One
Pope had walked in procession at the head of his cardinals, had proclaimed a jubilee,
had ordered the guns of Saint Angelo to be fired in honour of the perfidious butchery

which Coligni had perished. Another Pope had in a solemn allocution hymned
murder of Henry the Third of France in rapturous language, borrowed from the
ode of the prophet Habakkuk, and had extolled the murderer above Phinehas and
Judith.
William was regarded at Saint Germaius as a monster, compared with
whom Coligni and Henry the Third were saints. Nevertheless James, during some
The reasons which
years, refused to sanction any attempt on his nephew's person.
he assigned for his refusal have come down to us, as he wrote them with his own
hand. He did not affect to think that an assassination was a sin which
ought to be
'held in horror by a
Christian, or a villany unworthy of a gentleman ; he merely said
in

the
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that the difficulties were great, and that he would not push his friends on extreme
danger when it would not be in his power to second them efiectually." Vol. iv,
pp. 5fi6, 567.
" The
part which Barclay had to perform was difficult and hazardous, and he
He had been little in London, and his face was consequently
omitteil no precaution.
unknown to the agents of the government. Nevertheless, he had several lodgings, he
disguised himself so well that his oldest friends would not have known him by broad
His chief
daylight ; and yet he seldom ventured into the streets except in the dark.
agent was a monk, who, under several names, heard confessions and said masses at
This man intimated to some of the zealots with whom he conthe risk of his neck.
sorted, that a special agent of the royal family was to be spoken with in Covent
Garden on certain nights, at a certain hour, and might be known by certain signs.
In this way Barclay became acquainted with several men fit for his purpose. The

persons to whom he fully opened himself were Charnock and Parkyns. He
talked with them about the plot which they and some of their friends had formed in
the preceding spring against the life of VVilham. Both Charnock and Parkyns declared that the scheme might easily be executed, that there was no want of resolute
liearts among the Royalists, and that all that was wanting was some sign of his Mafirst

jesty's approbation.

" Then
Barclay produced his commission. He showed his two accomplices that
James had expressly commanded all good Englishmen, not only to rise in arms, not
only to make war on the usurping government, not only to seize forts and towns, but
also to do from time to time such other acts of hostility against the Prince of Orange
as might be for the royal service. These words, Barclay said, plainly authorized an
attack on the Prince's person. Charnock and Parkyns were satisfied. How, in truth,
was it possible for them to doubt that James's confidential agent correctly construed

James's expressions

?"

— Vol.

Let our readers turn

iv. pp.

651, 652.

Mr. Macaulay describes, in very
of the right of sanctuary, which had outlived Popish times.
But he seems to forget, that if Popery is again restored,
that right of sanctuary for criminals must also be re-established.
The question between the Crown and Thomas a-Becket arose about the right of sancto another scene.

graphic language, the odious

eflFects

tuary, that haughty prelate determining to shield a profligate priestly murderer in defiance of the civil power. Now Dr. Wiseman has chosen a-Becket
as his great saint

and exemplar, and preaches an annual sermon

of what he calls his martyrdom.

Mr. Crowe

in

honour

us that the right of sanctuary exists in central America, and it is aimed at, and, if possible, estabIt is closely connected with the claim to
lished, in all Popish countries.
tells

exemption from civil jurisdiction made by all Romish priests, and lately established in the case of the Bishop of Malta, and partly in Dr. Wiseman's exaltation to the

Bench

in his recent trial.

If the

Reformation had not been

established, the following scene would have been universal in all parts of
Britain
"
may easily imagine what, in such times, must have been the state of the
quarters peopled by the outcasts of society. Among those quarters one had attained
a scandalous pre-eminence. On the confines of the city and the Temple bad been
founded, in the thirteenth century, a house of Carmelite Friars, distinguished by their
white hoods. The precinct of this house had, before the Reformation, been a sanctuary for criminals, and still retained the privilege of protecting debtors from arrest
Insolvents, consequently, were to be found in every dwelling, from cellar to garret.
Of these, a large proportion were knaves and libertines, and were followed to their
asylum by women more abandoned than themselves. The civil power was unable to
keep order in a district swarming with such inhabitants ; and thus Whitefriars became the favourite resort of all who wished to be emancipated from the restraints of
the law. "—Vol. i. p. 3«33.
:

—

We

A similar remark may be made in regard to the danger of travelling on
English roads in the earlier times of the Reformation. The same danger
exists at this moment in Italy and Spain, and would not only have continued
in Britain, but for the Reformation, but will spring

up again

if

our rulers

1
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succeed in accordance with what Mr. Macaulay calls the " philosophy of the
Let any one read
eighteenth century" in restoring the Romish system.
Roussells' contrast between Protestant and Popish countries, and he will see
this truth

amply

illustrated.

Hear Mr. Macaulay

:

—

" Whatever
might be the way in which a journey was performed, the travellers,
unless they were numerous and well armed, ran considerable risk of being stopped
and plundered. The mounted highwayman, a marauder known to our generation
only from books, was to be found on every main road. The waste tracts which lay
on the great routes near London, were especially haunted by plunderers of this class.
Hounslow Heath, on the great western road, and Finchley Common, on the great
northern road, were perhaps the most celebrated of these spots. The Cambridge
scholars trembled when they approached Epping Forest, even in broad daylight.

Seamen who had

just been paid off at Chatham, were often compelled to deliver their
purses on Gadshill, celebrated near a hundred years earlier by the greatest of poets
as the scene of the depredations of Poins and Falstaff. The public authorities seem
to have been often at a loss how to deal with the plunderers."
Vol. i. pp. 381, 382.

—

We

shall prove, in a subsequent paper, that Mr. Macaulay has failed to
give those historical documents by which the Protestant character of the
Revolution is demonstrated.
No doubt it was impossible to narrate the

events of such a period without bringing out more or less vividly this fact.
it out, as we shall see, with a force of
truth altogether irresistible, and prove that we are a free people, because

But the documents of the period bring

William of Orange laid the basis of the Revolution settlement on the clear

ground of Protestantism.
The flight of James from his Throne was accompanied by a circumstance
which we have made the subject of our woodcut. The scoffing courtiers of
Paris were in the habit of sneering at the man who had " lost three king-

doms

for a

mass

;"

but there

is

something at once childish and malicious in

the following circumstance

by which he signalized his departure from a noble
empire, which he had betrayed and ruined in obedience to the bidding of

Rome

:

—

" At three in the
morning of Tuesday the eleventh of December, James rose, took
the Great Seal in his hand, laid his commands on Northumberland not to open the
door of his bed-chamber till the usual hour, and disappeared through a secret passage ;
the same passage probably through which Huddleston had been brought to the bedside
of the late king. Sir Edward Hales was in attendance with a hackney coach. James

was conveyed to Millbank, where he crossed the Thames in a small wherry. As he
passed Lambeth, he flung the Great Seal into the midst of the stream, where, after
many months, it was accidentally caught by a fishing net and dragged up." Vol. ii.

—

p.

5.53.

THE EDINBURGH ELECTION.
The late Election for Edinburgh demonstrates what we have been proclaiming for months, viz., that the Protestant party are bnt ill prepared for
a general election ; and that if such an event occurs soon they will be taken
The great battle of Protestantism, which is the battle
entirely by surprise.
of liberty and the Constitution, must be fought in the House of Commons
;
and at this moment there is evidently no political party there prepared to
its stand on the broad principles of the Reformation.
All that is left,
therefore, for earnest Protestants to do, is to seek to influence eyery election
by their votes, so as, if possible, to send such a number of independent Protestants to Parliament as will effectually overrule and thwart the Irish

take

brigade, control existing parties, and ultimately give a Protestant tone to the
whole operations of Government. This, however, will require great eftbrts on
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their part, and the same entire abandonment of
objects of an inferior nature, by which the priests

mere personal and party
and people of the Romish
Church are so signally distinguished. An immense amount of strong Protestant feeling was evoked by the Edinburgh election, not only amongst some
of the higher, but amongst the great mass of the working-classes.
They
exhibited not only that hereditary instinct in regard to Popery by which the
labouring classes of the north have ever been so remarkably distinguished,
but that by coming in contact so frequently with Popish Irish labourers, they
have been taught by experience what the true spirit of Romanism is. Hence
it is instructive to discover that the show of hands at all recent Scotch elections
has been in favour of the candidate who has most unequivocally declared
against Maynooth, even in the few instances in which that candidate has not
been highest on the poll.
It is beginning to be quite apparent that the present arrangement of the franchise in cities throws most undue power into
the hands of two very unwholesome classes in the community, viz., publicans
and pawnbrokers, the latter class being chiefly Romanists.
Meantime,
however, we must take the case as we find it. Let Protestants set to work
at once, and prepare for the coming struggle.
Let them have every available
voter registered at the approaching Registration Courts, and be ready with
all their troops at a moment's notice, so soon as a vacancy or general

—

election occurs.

ARCHDEACON DENISON.
The following extract, containing an abridgment of more lengthy proceedings, surely demonstrates that the advisers of the venerable Archbishop
of Canterbury have been sadly at fault :
" Archdeacon Denison and the Archbishop of Canterbury. In the Court of

—

—

Queen's Bench on Friday, Sir F. Thesiger showed cause against a rule which had
been obtained by Sir Fitzroy Kelly, calling upon his Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury, to show cause why a writ of mandamus sliould not issue, directed to him,
commanding him to require by writing under his hand, the Venerable George Anthony Denison, Archleacon of Taunton, and Vicar of East Brent, in the county of
Somerset, in the diocese of Bath and Wells, to appear either in person or by his agent
duly appointed, before him, at a time or place therein named, according to the provisions of the statute of the 3d and 4th Vict., cap. 86"
and further, to proceed in the
matter of the charge or complaint of the Rev Joseph Ditcher against the said Archdeacon Denison. Mr. Sumner was heard on the same side. Mr. H. Hill, who appeared for Archdeacon Denison, said, the Archdeacon did not in any way shrink froia
meeting the charges against him, and justifying his conduct but he trusted that, as
the case would involve vast expense, and give rise to much irritation, it would only be
submitted for the decision of a competent legally authorized tribunal. Lord Campbell
;

;

made

the rule absolute."

most painful to find a civil court compelling ecclesiastical judges to
proceed in the discharge of their obvious duty, and that too when Tractarians
are loud and boastful iu their defiance of danger, and Papists are prepared
to brave the penalties of the civil law in forwarding their ambitious schemes.
Never were courage and energy like those of Latimer and Ridley more loudly
demanded in the leaders of the Church of England than at the present moment. Such men as the Rev. Joseph Ditcher and Mr. AVesterton seem to know
It is

and if
precisely the kind of measures necessary for quelling the Romanizers,
" erroneous
they were only vigorously seconded by the bench of Bishops, the

and strange doctrines" and practices of Italy would soon be driven out of the
Church and universities of England. But to hesitate is ruin.
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BEDMINSTER CHURCH.— ST. PAUL'S, KNIGHTSBRIDGE.

—

The Times of December 3d contains the following announcement
•'
It appears that the controversy which has so long
Bedminster New Churcu
existed with respect to the decorations of the new church recently consecrated at
:

is not yet likely to close, for it is asserted
signed the protest against the consecration have deterthe
before
mined to bring the question
proper tribunals. They are about to try bereredos and piscina' being used as
fore the ecclesiastical courts the legality of the
a portion of the furniture and decorations of the sacred edifice ; and as both sides
embrace men of wealth and standing, who take great interest in the question, a long
legal strife will doubtless ensue."

Bedminster by the bishop of the diocese
that the clergy

and

laity

who

'

In one respect we cordially rejoice in this, for it is all important that such
a portentous evil shoftld not be allowed to proceed unchecked. But it is
melancholy that a necessity should exist for opposing, by legal measures,
open and manifest Popery in the Church of England, and that the dignitaries
of the Church should so frequently stand aloof or manifest palpable hostility
It is quite intolerable, besides, that in matters so plain
to such efforts.
redress should only be obtainable by such a tedious, uncertain, and expensive
There is something here sadly wrong wrong far beyond the
process.

—

ordinary necessity for legal reform. The danger is, that whilst the courts of
law are being cumbered with cases, and the means and health of zealous

men

—

are being worn out with interminable litigation for which Jesuitism
generally finds ample funds the mischief shall meantime take deep root,
and become practically much more difficult of removal. Could some plan

—

not be adopted for making the expulsion of Papists and Popery from the

Church of England easy, expeditious, and certain ? Still by all means let
existing plans be vigorously adopted. The recent decision in the case of St.
Paul's, Knightsbridge, in favour of Mr. Westerton ordering the removal of the
Popish furniture from that church, is very encouraging, and we trust will be
Mr. Westerton deserves the utmost credit for his energy and
confirmed.
public spirit.

POPISH FOREBODINGS.
The Corh Examiner, a Popish paper, under the editorship of Mr. Maguire,

"
M.P., thus writes :— We cannot disguise from ourselves the possibility that
some minister may yield up Maynooth as a sacrifice. Even at this moment
In Scotland and in England the war-cry of the bigots is
all is not sunshine.
again raised, and we are of opinion that, if there were a general election tomorrow, the number of members pledged to the destruction of the gi-eat
stronghold of Popery, as the College of Maynooth is believed to be, would be
considerably increased."

The Works of the Rev. Thomas
M'Crie, D.D. a New and Uniform
Edition. Edited by his Son. Parts
Lives of John Knox
I., II., III.
and Andrew Melville.
If we wished to present a perfect
contrast in regard to the loftier qualifications of a historian to Mr. Macaulay,

we wouldprobably mention Dr. M'Crie.
Both men are of Scotch blood, and of
attainments, but in the matter
o
gi-eat
of cool sagacity, or what is called in

Scotland, gum2-)tion, there is no
Dr. M'Crie has done
parison.

than most

men

in

commore

modern times

the cause of the Reformation.

for

Whilst

a load of unmerited obloqiiy
from the memories of the noble Reformers of Scotland, he has, by his
works on the attempted Reformations
in Spain and Italy, quenched in blood,
reflected ample illustration on the true
and unalterable spirit of the Popish

lifting

system.

We

cordially

recommend
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new and cheap

issue

of

his

Let us dispel the existing

works.

ignorance of Rome. It is truly miserable to see men of great general intelligence made the mere dupes and

Romish hierarchy,
who cunningly lie in the shade, and
direct their movements, and to hear
cat's-paws of the

men

these simple

what they

call

shouting

against

"bigotry" and "in-

tolerance," whilst they are themselves
unwittingly promoting the very heart's

most

desire of the devotees of the

bigoted and intolerant system upon
which the sua of heaven ever shone.

There

one great and abiding conso" the Lord
and the

is

reigneth,

lation,

time of Babylon is short," but
be faithful to truth and duty.

let

us

MARCH 1,

—

Words

in Season.
No. 1. The Iramaculate Conception : Theological
Review.
By the Rev. Robert Ma-

guire, M.A.
Theological Library.

—

sion 1855-56. Bacon's Essays. By
His Grace the Archbishop of Dublin.

— The Jews:

their Present

Con-

A

1.

—

No. 2.
Hastings CoUette, Esq.
Earnest Contention for the Faith.

By the Rev. W.
Martyrolooy.

M.A.

B.

—No.Mackenzie,
Nicholas Kid1.

Bishop Rnd Martyr. By the
Rev. Robert Maguire, M.A.
Short Tracts. No. 1. Home Questions on Transubstantiation and
the Sacrifice of the Mass.
No. 2.
Twenty Reasons why Christians
should not attend the Sacrifice of
the Mass.
No. 3. Perversion to
ley,

—

—

—

Romanism: What
Dublin Young Men's Christian Association Lectures for the Ses-

—No.

Cardinal Wiseman, on
Chap. VI. of St. John. By Charles

Tract for

No.

4.

leads to!

it

and the "Wherefore!"
Seeley, Jackson,

We

—

Bible-Burning: the "Wliy"

&

London:

Halliday.

have read these tracts with

much

They are ably writ-

interest.

men perfectly
Romanism in all its

and Future Prospects. By
the Rev. C. M. Fleury.— The Wis-

ten

dem

Salvation of

they breathe a thoroughly Christian

the Rev. John G. Manly.

and Catholic spirit. As grants are
given at a very cheap rate for distribution, we recommend them to the

dition

of

Man.

God

in the

By
— Missionary
Work

it?

By

the

who is to do
Rev. W. Pakenham

Dublin

Walsh.

:

:

Samuel Oldham,

Suffolk Street.

We have

little

hesitation in affirm-

ing, that these lectures, so far as pub-

and approThe Archbishop's remarks
priate.
on Bacon's Essays are worthy of his
best efforts clear, manly, and proMr. Fleury's discourse on
found.
the Jews is admirable.
Mr. Manly's
discourse is in some parts singularly
powerful whilst we have seldom read
anything in modern times more truly
lished, are singularly able

—

;

eloquent than Mr. Walsh's discourse
on Missions. It breathes the noblest
spirit,

and ought,

if

possible, to be

widely diffused, especially amongst
the theological students of all our
Tiie young men of Dublin
churches.
have certainly been highly favoured.

with

by

attention of

all

acquainted
aspects,

and

interested in neigh-

bourhoods in which the moles of Rome
have begun to burrow.

The ImmaclT/Ate Conception.

By

the Rev. Richard H. Graves, D.D.,
Mitchelstown. Cork
George Pur:

cell

& Co.

This

is

185^.

a series of admirable letters

by a Protestant clergyman to his
Romish parishioners on the late herIt
etical dogma of Pope Pius IX.
full exhibition of the queswith ample quotations from the
authoritative documents, and a refu-

contains a
tion,

The work will
tation of the heresy.
be found useful to all placed in similar
circumstances with the author, as well
as to

all

troversy.

engaged

in the

Popish con-
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PRESENT ASPECTS OF THE PAPAL SYSTEM.

—

The Papal system is one, as it indeed boasts of its Unity, Catholicity or
Universality, and Infallibility ; but its aspects change with the circumstances
and exigencies of every changing age. It can, with consummate dexterity,
adapt itself to every phase of human life, public or private, political or social.
In the Middle Ages, when not only the great mass of the community throughout Europe were utterly uneducated, but even kings and nobles could not

own names, and had

to authentic documents of importance by
Popery might do or say almost anything, as it was in
The taking of Constantithe undisputed possession of all mental culture.
nople, and the refuge sought by the learned men of that age in Europe,
began the diffusion of literary pursuits and acquirements, which prepared
the way for the Reformation. Ever since that period the Papal system has
been losing its mental and political power, at least directly^ though it has
It may, however, be
struggled hard to maintain an indirect hold of both.
safely affirmed, as a general statement, that Popery does not now occupy,
and can never again recover, the position which it held during the darkness

write their

affixing their marks^

of the Middle Ages.

Taking an equally comprehensive glance at the Papal system

in

our

own

be affirmed, that there are now but two elements by means of which
it still contrives to maintain its position in Europe.
The one of these is the
It is not our
'power of despots and their armies ; the other is female agency.
present purpose to direct much attention to the former of these but a few
sentences may be expedient. In the year 1848, a sudden political convulsion
age,

it

may

;

shook all Europe. That convulsion was felt at Rome not less formidably
than in other countries.
It tossed the feeble Pope from his legendary chair,
and caused him to seek his safety in an ignominious flight, disguised as a
menial.
We dwell not on what followed,— the wild conflicts that ensued,
the fierce struggles in almost every city between the populace and the
and the gradual relapse of the agitated world into a state of
soldiery,
quiescence, but of mutual jealousy between the anarchists and tho despots.
This, at least, was made evident, that Popery has no longer any power to
sway the masses of the community. Everywhere the people have acquired
so much of an approximation to enlightenment and liberty, that they are not
now willing to be kept in total darkness by the priesthood, and will not now
bow in abject terror before the frown of superstition. Their demand for
light and liberty may be, has been, and very generally still is, urged very
unwisely, and without any just sense of what they ought to seek, and how it
could be enjoyed and preserved. But that demand is equally alarming to
the Papal system, and to crowned despots.
The crowned despots were able

—

—

by means of the banded might of
That success, however, was but a temporary success.
Armies cannot now be very long maintained in any European kingdom without both provoking a recoil, and producing the means of rendering that

to put

it

down,

in the recent struggle,

disciplined armies.

recoil irresistible.

When

armies are unduly extended, they drain up the
any community, and provoke an almost universal comthe same time the army is becoming the nation, and the

internal resources of
plaint; while at

VOL. V.

KO. LVUI.
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he has no army, or that his army has to contend

against a nation of armed and disciplined citizens.
We venture, therefore, to look forward, without dismay, even on the league
of Popery and Despotism, feeling assured that this unholy alliance must ere
long produce such a recoil as will be its own destruction, though we shudder
to contemplate the probable horrors of that recoil.
But let us look to the other element. All who

have acquired any knowledge of the interior working of the Papal system, are well aware how much
use that system has already made of the agency of woman. This has been
the case very specially where it could not put forth any very large measure
of direct power and to this the Jesuits have always devoted their utmost
;

and treacherous craft. Their great aim is to gain the confidence of
females in every rank of life, and of every shade of character, and to employ
them all as agents. They may be ladies of rank, wealth, and beauty; and
may use their personal influence in the very highest circles, around the
throne, and behind the throne.
They may be in the middle classes, and
may manage to become acquainted with all the afi'airs of the busy and enThey may be governesses
grossing events of political and commercial life.
and nursery-maids, and may insinuate their plausible wiles into the unsuspicious minds of even young children. They may be the seeming benefactresses
of poverty and wretchedness, and may thus gain ascendency over the comor they may even haunt the scenes of
passionate and the sentimental
deepest infamy, and ensnare youth into passion and crime. What they have
to do, and are trained to do, is to acquire either an influence over men in all
stations, so as to induce them to give countenance and support to Popery
or such a knowledge of all man's designs as to be able to betray them to
This is done throughout all Europe,
their priestly and Jesuitical advisers.
to an extent that scarcely any person can even imagine.
By this secret,
universal, and almost invisible agency, Rome contrives to know everything
and
that is done, or said, or almost thought, by every man, in every circle
can counterplot and overreach every attempt that can be made or framed
against her wide enterprise of establishing universal dominion on the ruins
of all true liberty, civil and sacred.
This agency, more powerful by far, as Rome uses it, than despots and armies,
skill

;

;

;

may

also,

countries.

we venture

to believe, be successfully met, at least in Protestant
women may also combine for their own mutual pro-

Protestant

tection against an enemy whose insidious wiles tend to make every woman
But this can
the spy, and the betrayer of those whom she holds most dear.

be done only by vjomen in Protestant countries. For while the Papal priesthood can carry on their treacheiy by means of the Confessional, and all its
kindred snares, Protestant ministers or clergymen have no such opportunities,
do not wish to have them, and could not, in either honour or conscience, usethem if they had. Must, then, Protestants gaze on helplessly while they see
swarms of Popish priests and Jesuits spreading over all the land, and seeking
to enter into every household, at once to pollute and betray the domestic sanctuary ? Ought they not rather to give all possible encouragement to Protestant
females to unite together, in a holy sisterhood, for their mutual protection ?
Such a Female Association might counteract the Papal machinations in
Britain far more eftectually than can be done by any possible combination of
to other females at all times, and in all
and, if sufficiently well instructed themselves, can warn their
sisters against snares and dangers, to many of which men could not even

men.

Females can obtain access

circumstances

;
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mauncr female delicacy may be at once maintained and proPapal invasion of Britain arrested, and somewhat of a female
household alliance formed for the defence of family purity and peace.
There has been a Female Association of this very kind in operation in
Edinburgh for the last three years. During that time a great number of
families have been visited, and above 180,000 tracts, fitted to convey information on these topics, have been distributed. This Association has existed
but the great
hitherto as an Auxiliaiy to the Scottish Reformation Society
allude.

lu this

tected, the

;

importance of extending its sphere of operation, and a growing conviction that
this was both necessary and practicable, have led to a change of its designation and its plan of procedure, with the full concurrence of the Reformation
" The
It will henceforth carry on its operations under the name of
Society.
Scottish Female Protestant Association, in co-operation with the Scottish
Reformation Society ;" and its object is to combine the whole womanhood of
Scotland against the Papal system. There may be many difficulties to surmount, and much apathy may have to be overcome but when we learn
that two Duchesses, one Marchioness, and other titled and influential Scottish
females, are lending their aid to the Papal system, it is surely high time that
;

all

true Protestant Scottish females were united in defence of Bible Chris-

tianity, and of the pure and priceless sanctities of domestic life, still so
dear to the women of Scotland, and in the preservation of which all ranks are

alike concerned.

The Association has our best wishes

for entire success.

THE MARCH TO ROME,

—

The Perils of Protestantism. The present attitude of British Protestants
perhaps the most extraordinary phenomenon of the age. Exposed to Popish
machinations which might well alarm the boldest, and encompassed by perils
enough to startle the most secure, the mass of the Protestant community seem

is

moment as insensible to danger as if Great Babylon had already fallen.
Profound Apathy of Protestants. In vain has their perilous position been
In vain has Rome advanced beproclaimed in their ears by friend and foe.

at this

—

fore their eyes with such fearful rapidity that she

now

virtually controls the

Parliament, outside whose door she knelt an humble suppliant twenty-six
years ago.
people in other matters proverbially sagacious seem in this to

A

be blind

to all evidence,

and deaf

to all warning.

Thousands appear to have

arrived at the conclusion that to hint at danger is only to betray one's weakMultitudes
ness, that to laugh it to scorn is proof of superior intelligence.

made Britain ring with alarm at the sight of a Carhave permitted their fears to diminish just as their real
While not a few have treated the whole subject as
danger has increased.
though their highest aim were to derive from it a momentary excitement
who flocked for a season to Anti-Popish meetings, as to some stirring entertainment, but whose interest in the theme has declined with its novelty, until
now, finding in the eastern war a new source of gratification, they have transferred their attention from Rome to Russia,
Attempt to arouse them. It may be deemed boldness to intrude at such a
moment on the Protestant community while in such a mood. But we are
charged with tidings that will brook no delay; and the wide-spread judgmentlike apathy which
may make them less welcome is just what renders the
more imperative their immediate delivery. Nor can we for one moment

Avho but five years since
dinal's scarlet attire,

—

—
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agree with those who seem to fancy it were better to defer obtruding this
It
subject on the public, while their thoughts are so absorbed in the war.
is this very circumstance which in our opinion calls most loudly for the present appeal ; for it is the distracting effects of the war on multitudes that

have prodigiously increased the dangers which threaten us.
The Method proposed. AVe propose, therefore, with the utmost brevity we
can possibly command, and in humble dependence on Divine aid, to demon-

—

strate the present rapid

involves,

—the

folly it

Romeward
manifests,

career of Britain

— and

;

to

show the

guilt this

the dangers it entails
and then
of every professing Christian in the
;

duty it demands
Then, Reader! whoever you may be, we entreat you to give our
And if you are amongst those
statement a candid and prayerful perusal.
who cannot see how swiftly and silently Britain as a Protestant nation is
drifting on the quicksands, all we ask of you is to stand by and look on for
briefly to indicate the

land.

a

moment

while

we

take a few soundings before your eyes.

First, then, let us consider the present Romeward career of Britain.
Popish Conspiraci/. It is now five years since Loi'd John Russell, the

—

A

then Premier of England, arose in his place in the House of Commons, and
with all the solemnity which became the office he held, the audience he addressed, and the tidings he bore, announced the existence of a Popish conspiracy against Protestant Britain. It is not our present object to prove the
truth of that announcement, nor can

it

be deemed necessary when the fact

substantially admitted by Rome herself.
told by continental priests that Britain

The English

traveller is

is

now

plainly
the eflbrts of

is the prize which all
"
the Vatican are bent on securing.
Praying Societies for the Conversion of
England" have for years existed in various Popish countries. The better to

whole " Church" upon this point, the Pope has
" Hail
300
to every one who will offer a few
indulgence
promised
days'
direct the devotions of the

Marys" for the same purpose. The Popish organs openly avow that large
sums are annually poured into Britain from Rome's Propaganda treasury, of
course with the same view while it is notorious that hosts of Romish emissaries, bent on the same errand, have now for years been prowling through
;

the land.

—

The arduoiis und^rtah'ntj. But we dwell not on this point. It is fashionwe know, to smile at the idea of Rome conspiring to re-conquer Engand some, kindly pitying our alarms, have even undertaken to show
land
us their utter groundlessness.
Have you reflected, they have exclaimed,
M'hat a complete social and moral revolution Rome must effect ere she could
that before she could expect to succeed
accomplish such an acliievement ?
in such an enterprise, she would require to get under her control the chief
sources of influence and seats of power in the land, and artfully to work these
for a generation or two, in such a way as gradually to undermine the moral
and religious principles of the nation ?
that she must by some means acquire
control over the movements of our Parliaments and our Cabinets, and fill with
able,

;

—

—

own emissaries or friends such various subordinate seats of power as the
And have you considered that even
Bench, the Bar, the Army, the Navy?
then her task is not half accomplished
for after getting into her hands the
classes who f/overn, she has still to corrupt and seduce the masses who are
governed ; and in order to this she must somehow manage to gain over the
her

—

press, the pulpits, the universities, the schools, ay, the very nurseries of the
" Train
land, and to turn Solomon's maxim against itself
up a child in the
way he should go, and when he is old he will not depart from it?"

—

I
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This is just the course
The Plan of Operition.
Perfectly true, we reply.
take if she hopes ever to grow powerful in Britain. And now in
return for your kind information on this point, we proceed to show that this
that following the twofold path you
is THE VERY COURSE SHE IS TAKING

Rome must

;

—

for her, she is now endeavouring, we shall see with what
success, to enclose both rulers dinA. people in her fearful toils by gradually getthat for this
ting hold of our chief sources of influence and seats of power ;

have marked out

—

twofold purpose she has a most perfectly organized twofold agency working
and that this agency chiefly employs a
constantly into each other's hands;

—

means of deception, violence, and corruption, all acting and re-acting
on each other, and exhibiting thus the cunning of the Serpent, the ferocity of

threefold

the Beast, and the polluting influences of both.
I.

SOUKCES OF SOCIAL INFLUENCE.

The chief sources of social influence, as has been said, are the nursery, the
Let poison be artfully inschool, the university, the pulpit, and the press.
stilled into these, and the dose gradually increased as they grow accustomed
to

it,

and

it

needs no prophet to

foretell the eff'ect

on

all

ranks in one or two

Well, the reader can judge from the following facts how far
Rome must already have succeeded in posting her spies and sentinels at all
It is now notothese points. Puseyites and Jesuits are her chief agents here.
generations.

rious that the latter infamous order have for years been roaming the country
in every kind of guise, and even penetratiug our dwellings, like the frogs of
Father Ignatius has candidly confessed to the existence of Jesuit
Egypt.

Servant Societies for the very purpose of palming male and female Jesuits upon
unsuspecting Protestant families, in the guise of Protestant servants. There
is

good reason

to

know

that there exist similar Societies for introducing Jesuits
tutors, governesses, and teachers

and nurseries, disguised as
in fact, no one can doubt
of every grade
into our schools

—

this

who knows anything

of the

doings of these Romish spies in other lands.

—

And the better to effect their diabolical purposes, they
Jesuit Implements.
aie furnished with implements of seduction of almost every kind, some of

—

which we ourselves have seen such as embossed cards, with pictures of
saints, and hymns to their honour;
copy-books for schools, covered with
Popish devices, and sold so cheap as to be bought up in large numbers
Popish tracts, stitched into the covers of Gospel tracts, and sent forth amongst
the lanes under this mask
hymn-books for children; with books of fiction,
like Geraldine, and of history, like the History of England for Children,

—

;

;

edited, if not written,

— Theby

—

—

Dr.

Wiseman

himself.

grand aim of this secret police is to begin where
Christ's servants should, with the young, and so get command of the stream
Now of course it is in the nature of the case imat its source in the nursery.
possible to form an accurate estimate of the varied efforts throughout our land
But their
of these invisible agents, any more than of their invisible Father.
numbers and labours may perhaps be judged of by the fact that they, the
most consummate dissemblers on earth, are being so frequently detected in a
community so singularly unsuspecting. In one case, for instance, a Jesuit
is discove 'ed, under the
guise of a Protestant curate, living as tutor in an

Our Nurseries.

first

Irish gentleman's family.

In another, a most accomplished female Jesuit is
employment as governess in an English school

detected endeavouring to get

young ladies to be governesses. And even in the capital of Scotland two servants are found tampering with a gentleman's children, and

for training
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In fact, our
poisoning their minds against the great Scottish Reformer.
newspapers, periodicals, and most recent books on Popery, abound with cases
ef a similar character, while the most conclusive and melancholy proof of all
is

the fearful perversion going on amongst numbers of families over the laud.
Our Schools and Universities. Again, it is a well-known fact that many

—

of England's schools and colleges are now more or less infected with Puseyisra
and some of them grievously, as Eton
or Popery in the bud and guise
and Oxford. Now mark the fearful import of this fact. It is in such instiWithin those walls you see
tutions that England's best youth are educated.

—

—

—

the youthful materials of our future
collected the nation's future public men,
House of Lords, our future House of Commons, and the future clergy of Eng-

—

—

with our future judges, lawyers, physicians,
land's Church,
all, in short,
who are destined to guide public opinion in every walk of life. And in these
great nurseries they spend that plastic period of their lives, -when their cha-

What a master-stroke of Satan to
racters are usually moulded and formed.
post his sentinels at those gates through which must pass into public life the
men who make our nation what it is, and hold in their hands its future desSee you here no symptoms of design ? You have not forgotten that
was just in such institutions in Oxford especially that the plague of
Puseyism first broke out. Was it then by mere chance that our very founIf you think
tains of knowledge and influence began first to be poisoned ?

tinies

!

—

—

it

tremendous results already felt in a few of the streams.
The Clergy of the Church of England have the spiritual
EnglancVs Clergy.
How calamitous
charge of nearly one-half of England's eighteen millions.
the consequences if men entrusted with such an oversight could by any means
Can the imagination picture to itself the prospect which
be tampered with
would await our country if so many thousand pulpits could thus be transformed from wells of living water into reservoirs of poison, pouring their
deadly contents over the land ? Well, what already is the fact ? It has been
reckoned that of the 13,000 clergy who belong to that influential Church, not
more than 3000 are evangelical men, and that near 5000 are more or less
tinctured \f\i\\ Puseyisra; while it is notorious that large numbers are rank
Hence
Puseyites, from the humblest curates to the highest dignitaries.
so, look to the

—

!

Popish mummeries and pantomimes are now to be seen in many English
churches
harlequin dresses and performances in one place, altars and candlesticks and crucifixes in another
here the odious practice of confession, and
there prayers for the dead.
Nay, in some places even Puseyite convents are
now seen, in which England's once Protestant daughters have been known
to be employed in such degrading services as. licking the sign of the cross on
the chapel floors, and submitting to have the " Lady Superior's" one foot
And,
placed on their necks while they were lacing her boot on the other.
what is even more melancholy, if that be possible, between two and three
hundred men, once the clergy of the Church of Cranmer, have gone over
openly to Popery, and are now devout worshippers of the Virgin Mary including in their black catalogue the names of Mr. Palmer, Dr. Newman, Archdeacon Manning, and two sons of the great and godly William Wilberforce,

—

—

;

the friend of the slave, the friend of humanity, the friend of sinners, like his

Divine Master.

Our
ful for

ents

;

Nobility

good or

and Oentry.
evil

—Look next

everywhere

;

to our nobility and gentry, so poweramongst their numerous depend-

— powerful

powerful in their
powerful amongst their wide-spread cor,nexions
'Tis from them, besides, that the men

several neighbourhoods and counties.

;
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are commonly chosen who fill our senates, who compose our cabinets, who
surround our Sovereign's throne, who represent our country at foreign courts,
who govern the numerous dependencies of our vast empire, besides filling
Next to the perversion of those
the highest places in our army and navy.
" who serve the
altar," could anything be more calamitous than that of those

ranks, the ramifications of whose power and influence stretch away to the
utmost bounds of the empire of the earth ? Yet, next to the clergy of the
Church of England, it is just in these ranks the Romish leprosy is spreading

—

Already have several hundred of the gentry

with most fearful rapidity.
class,

and from thirty

to forty noble families, or

members

of noble families,

and there cannot be a shadow of doubt that
these are only the first-fruits of Rome's harvest in these ranks, and that the
plague of Puseyism is silently ripening amongst hundreds and thousands
more. Now, if such is the speed with which this mischief has spread amongst
England's clergy, nobility, and gentry, in a few brief years, what may we
expect will be its progress in ten or twenty more ? Moral, like physical inEach one who catches it becomes
fection, is indefinitely rapid in its spread.
a centre from which it radiates on all around. And think of the peculiar
susceptibility of our upper. classes, in which there is so little, we fear, of the
only true preservative, godly upbringing. Here already, we afiirm, is Popish
leaven enough to leaven in time the whole aristocratic lump. And even where

gone over entirely

to

Popery

;

—

the dupes of this delusion may not pervert their fellows, they will familiarize
them with error, and destroy insensibly in their minds those Protestant instincts which in England have too often to serve the place of sound, enlight-

ened, Protestant conviction.

POPERY AT RUGBY.
The Rev. "William Tait, of St. Matthew's, Rugby, has addressed the following solemn and faithful letter to his parishioners, which might be reprinted
with advantage in many districts
:

" SHALL

I

—

SEND MY CHILD TO THE KOMISH SCHOOL ?

'
" Our Protestant Version of the Bible
says, The fearful and unbelieving, and the
abominable, and murderers, and whoremongers, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all
liars, shall have their part in the lake which burneth with fire and brimstone, which
is the second death.'
(Rev. xxi. 8.)
'
" The
To the fearful and
Douay or Romish Version has almost the same words

—

unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, and fornicators, and sorcerers, and
be in the pool burning with fire and brimidolaters, and all liars, their portion shall
stone, which is the second death.'
(The Apocalypse, xxi. 8.)
'•
Different classes of sinners are here spoken of, but one doom, the second death,
It is the responsibility of every father and mother so to
is said to await them all.
Suffer me, then, to ask a
train their children that they may escape this fearful end.
few questions of every parent who may read these lines.
" Is it
your desire so to train your children that they may escape such an end ?

You must answer. It is our
" Would
you send them

desire.

to a school where they would be taught to disbelieve in
be ashamed of His words, where they would be made 'fearful
and unbelieving ?' You must answer. No.
" Or to a
school where they would be taught all that is vile and base, so that they
would turn out' abominable V You must answer, No.
" Or to
a school wiiere they would be taught crime and impurity, so that they would
turn out murderers and whoremongers V
You must answer. No.

Christ's

name, and

to

*•

k2
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a school where they would be taught falsehood, so that they would turn out
You must answer once more, No.
Then do not send them to a school where they will be taught idolatry, for if you

liare

"

THE BULWARK.
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'
do, they will turn out idolaters.'
" But in what
In the Romish
schools, you may ask, are children taught idolatry ?
schools.
"
is
a
creature the honour due to God only. It beloni^s to God
Idolatry
giving to
to bo the Ruler of Heaven, to be the only Hope of the lost, to be the Mediator and
Advocate of the fallen, to be the Object of prayer and praise. To address
and

prayer

praise to a creature, to call a creature Ruler of Heaven, to implore succour of a creature as the Hope and Refuge of the lost, is idolatry.
But the Church of Rome does
all this.
She prays to the Virgin Mary, she praises the Virgin Mary ; she calls her
the 'Queen of Heaven,'* the 'Refuge of Sinners,' the 'Help of Christians,' f the
•
*
She asks her to
only Hope of Sinners,'^ the Foundation of our Confidence.'§
'

'

negotiate our peace,' to quell our lusts and passions.'
'In thee,
claims, 'and let her enemies be scattered.'
trusted ; to thee, O Lady, have I cried ; into thy hands,
||

Lady, save thy people

'

Let Mary arise,' she exLady,' she says, 'have I

O

Lady,

I

commend my

'the Gates of Paradise are opened to u^ by
And what the Church of Rome has thus solemnly sanctioned as the language of holy worship, she teaches to the children in her schools, more openly when
Protestants are asleep, more guardedly when they are awake.
In every Romish
school, therefore, children are taught idolatry, so that in consequence they become
spirit:
thee.'*"*

;'T[

idolaters.

" But
singing hymns to the Virgin, or praying to her, is a very different thing,
you may say, from telling lies and committing murder. Who told you so ? God does
not say so in the Scripture which I have written on this paper ; He puts the murAnd if He shall put them all together
derer, the liar, and the idolater all together.
hereafter, as He puts them together in the Bible now, where will your children be
who have been taught idolatry, and where will you, their parents, be, who sent them
to the school where they learned it ?
" I am not
railing either at Romish priests or Romish schoolmasters 1
They and
I must stand together at the .Judgment-seat of Christ
and if I should rail at them
now, how should I answer to Him then ? I am far indeed from desiring to rail the
thought of the account which they must give is too terrible. But I should commit a
still greater offence if I forebore to warn you.
I therefore do warn you, and that
solemnly, that in sending your children to the Romish school, you are doing your best
to teach them to commit a mortal sin
a sin which will bring them under the eternal
condemnation of God. Your friend and minister,
"William Tait.
1856."
"Rugby, February 15,
;

;

—

—

The

have published an attempted answer to this plain-spoken maand horror at the idea of supposing that the
dangerous state. There is one thing certain,
that Mr. Tait has only illustrated the coronation oath and the faith of all the
Ueformers, and the matter of fact must be tested exclusively by the word of
God. As Mr. Tait has justly said in a subsequent note, " That hundreds of
It alters neither
millions follow idolatry leaves the matter where it found it.
It is of
the character of the sin nor the certainty of its fearful recompense."
no use to speak of charity. The " charity" of Scripture "rcjoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in the truth ;" and in one thiug we must do our Romish
friends justice, viz., that they are not found guilty of the inconsistency which
priests

nifesto, affecting great liberality
millions of Papists are in such a

they so highly

commend

tant schools.

The time

we

of sending their children to Protesspeaking out has fully arrived in England, and
hail with thankfulness to God every instance of earnest fidelity on the
in Protestants,

for

part of the ministers of truth.

* Oratory

of St. Philip Neri. p. 10.
§ Word^ ofPope Pius IX.
Garden of the Soul.
Litany of our Lidy of Loretto.
353.
Breviarium
Uoraanum, p
Tf Bonaventura's Psalter.
J
** Breviarium Romanum,
p. 653.

+

||
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PROTESTANTISM IN HULL.
is one of those towns in England in which a healthy Protestant spirit
maintained— an able and zealous clergy taking the lead in the anti- popish
A meeting was held lately of Protestant operatives at which a
struggle.
number of excellent speeches were made. We give the following extracts,
the chair,
abridged from a Hull newspaper. William Eyre, Esq., occupied
and amongst other things said
"He saw before him a banner with the motto No Popery.' Our fathers fought

Hull

is

:

—

'

and gave their lives to deliver this country from the tyranny of Rome—
that they might be relieved from a thraldom the most debasing, degrading, and injua
rious to man
debasing and injurious, because it is a spiritual degradation— tyranny
over the mind. Now, if our fathers laid down their lives to obtain for us the great
as men, to hand those blessings down to the
blessings of liberty, surely it becomes us,
next generation surely it becomes us to maintain our right as men to maintain
that which, as Protestants, we claim—the right of reading and judging for ourselves
It beof reading the truth which God has made known to us in His holy word.
came us to maintain those noble principles, and not merely to cry 'No Popery,'
because that cry had been raised when it meant anything or nothing but we should
be resolved that we will endeavour to maintain our rights as Englishmen. Popery is
the same now as it was three hundred years ago, when it led to the stake bishops
and martyrs. In France there are at this moment eight individuals who have lately
been brought to trial, and upon whom fines have been imposed to the extent of £400
and they are but poor mechanics and a schoolmaster, except one who is a priest.
These penalties have been inflicted upon them for meeting together to worship God
and read His word, and in all probability they will be committed to prison very soon
as a portion of their sentence. If Popery had to-day the power in this country, there
is not a Bible which we Protestants have that would not be taken from us to-morrow.
There is not a right which we possess as Englishmen to worship God but what Rome,
Stand up, therefore, for your
if she had the power, would take from us to-morrow.
and, in a Christian spirit, seek to extend the
principles, and maintain them firmly
knowledge of the gloi-ious libei'ties which we, as Englishmen, possess.
" The Rev, Mr. Clark
(who was received with much applause) said, the object of
Roman Catholicism is to gain the entire supremacy over the whole world. In order
Where Protes-to effect that object it uses various means, both moral and physical.
tantism exists it endeavours to insinuate itself among all classes of society, and to
make its way by means of monks, friars, Jesuits, nuns, &c., &c. These insinuate
themselves in a wonderful manner among all classes of society. The Jesuit, like the
beautiful serpent, insinuates himself in such a manner that he is scarcely seen, and
One of the moral measures used
his deadly influence is only discovered when felt.
by Roman Catholics is to endeavour to hold the reins of the government of this
is
country when it succeeds in this, Protestantism will soon be at an end and that
one of their great objects to endeavour to get a certain number of their own persuasion into ParHament
yea, they endeavour to get a majority.
" The Rev. John Kino
said, if there is one kind of slavery more complete than
Our country has groaned under that slavery once,
another, it is slavery to Rome.
but by the blessing of God upon the labours of our devoted forefathers, that incubus
was shaken off, though it cost the lives and blood of those who accomplished it. We
want no more sneaking Jesuits ; we want no martyrs dragged to the stake we want
no more monasteries and nunneries ; we want no more Popish Concordats we want
no more Puseyites
It is the Puseyites that are leading a lot of English people to
Popery they lay the train, and the Papists fire the mine and we shall have such
a scene as never was known, unless it please God to grant that the means taken to
oppose their machinations shall prove effectual. It is not for the clergy alone to expose and oppose these vile machinations ; it is for every Protestant to open his eyes,
and oppose this enemy within the fold. It is tlie most insidious thing under the sun.
the people,
It begins with
great professions of love to the Church and to all classes of

and

bled,

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

!

;

;

It reand, more particularly, a desire to promote the welfare of the lower classes.
minds them of the days when the poor were fed at the gates of the monastery, and pronever was
fesses that those
days were better than these which is all false ; for there
a day when, with all the monasteries and nunneries in the kingdom, so much attenProtestant
tion was paid, or so much
good done to the poor as in these days, and this

—
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If we wish to make the people happy we must spread the blessings of
England.
if we wish to bring upon them all the misery now endured
Protestantism
by the
people in those countries where Roman Catholicism holds the sway, then let us promote that system. I believe, added Mr. King, there is a great deal of Protestant
All that is required is that it should be consolidated.
principle in this country.
There has been too much division, and there has not been that consolidation among
Protestants to resist Roman Catholicism that there ought to have been.
Popery is
That is the reason why the Romanists
compact, while Protestantism is disjointed.
deal
with
small
effect
a
means.
able
to
are
great
;

" The Rev, John
Scott, addressing the chairman and the meeting as his fellow
Protestants and fellow-townsmen, said it gave him great pleasure to have the opporHe
tunity of meeting on that occasion so many of the fair sex as he saw around him.
was glad to see so many stanch female friends, (ai>d took it for granted there were
none but stanch friends of Protestantism present.) He believed that a great part of this
the battle of Protestantism, would have to be fought
battle of which they had heard
by the women of this country. In speaking of the town of Hull, we must not forget
that Popery fights us on political grounds, and much as we may dislike political
ground, we are bound to meet the enemy on the ground on which he will meet us.
He wished them one and all to acknowledge the need of God's grace, assistance, and
presence ; that they would always ask His aid ; and he did also hope that all present
who had votes, or who could influence those who had, would give those votes and that
influence towards returning at the next election for Hull, none but true and stanch
He trusted all would feel it was their duty to exercise
Protestant representatives.
Don't let us mind so
the franchise in order to support sound Protestant principles.
much about what are the other political principles of the candidate as to look to his
Protestant principles ; because we should find if we got a sound Protestant, in nine
This is the grand matter for
cases out of ten he will vote right on other questions.
inquiry of a candidate. It may not be the only point, but it is one of enduring importance to the British people, one that is never lost sight of by our opponents and
we may depend upon it that, until we enter upon it in the same spirit of responsibility,
we shall suff'er defeat. He was quite sure, if the gentlemen present looked around them,
and would take the trouble to look after the waveriflg many of whom would as soon
vote one way as vote another if these men were looked out, and looked after, day by
But if some should say
day, and year by year, that would be the way to win the day.
it was so small a thing to look after one voter, he (Mr. Scott) did not care how small
the matter was, it was laot too small to be important but it was the aggregate of
these small things that made up the sum total of success. If a few persons would
form themselves into a little company, with this object in view, every convert who
would join the society would be an increase to their working strength, and would go
and seek other converts and thus the labours of the society would be lightened,
while its efficiency would be increased; and he felt convinced a body of firm Protestant men might be raised up amongst us; and as the result, though we might not gain
should not allow
our object at the next election, we might at the next but one.
ourselves to be disheartened nor weary, but it is by small lieginnings and perseverance
If a few were to make the attempt, that would conthat great objects are attained.
Could not a dozen be found ready to commence at once, and in
stitute a beginning.
If they would do that, they might find they had
earnest, and resolved to persevere.
met together for a higher purpose than ever they had met together for in their

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

We

lives.

" Dr. Sand WITH next
He was very
rose, and was received with warm applause.
struck with the remarks of Mr. Scott, wiien he told us how pleased he was in
looking upon the many ladies in that room, and the wise counsel which he gave them
as to their duty towards their husbands and friends. He omitted, however, one imj)orYou have an influDr. Sandwith, addressitig the ladies, added
tant consideration.
ence greater even than that which you exercise over your husbands, in the education
of your sons, as well as your daughters.
Now, let every lady here who is the mother
of a family, employ that influence in instilling into the minds of your infant children
sound Protestant principles. I was going to relate to you a fact. I am well acquainted with a gentleman of great influence, and great ability, who has seen much of the
world, and in the course of his travels on the Continent was so impressed with the

much

:

—

importance of a knowledge of the continental languages, that, in an evil hour, he
brought home a Roman Catholic governess to instruct his children in that accomplishment. Now the effect of that did not appear at first. His children had been generally
while all went on smoothly.
But so
taught the principles of Protestantism, and for .1
insidious is the progress of Popery,

—the foundations

of Protestantism in that family
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were being sapped while no external

effect appeared ; but after a while his wife went
Roman Catholic Church, and then 1 need not say in what danger the whole
were
Thus
is
Roman
Catholicism ever seeking to undermine and
family
placed.
overthrow Protestantism by industriously introducing Roman Catholic governesses
and Roman Catholic servants into Protestant families, the mischief is accomplished

over to the

;

we are aware. It is well for us to he on our guard.
" The Rev. Mr. Cheele also addressed tlie
meeting in an

ere

able and eloquent speech,
which he contended for the duty of a Christian and Protestant country to maintain
a Protestant and Established Church in connexion with the State.
''
Mr. Waters, the Protestant missionary in this town, advocated the imperative
duty of unity on the part of all Protestants, in opposition to the mischievous and enormous delusions of Rome. In a long array of facts he slievved the cruel opposition
of that apostate Church to the liberty of conscience, wherewith Christ came to set His
people free.
By fact upon fact he convicted priest and pope of the blood of the saints.
The following lines were repeated by Mr. Waters at the close of his speech
" Awake to the
stout hearts to the
in

:

combat,

—

strife,

Each blow that we deal is for freedom and life
The vulture of bigotry screams on the blast
The foeman his leaguer around us has cast

—

;

;

And

loud

is his

menace, and dark

is his

frown,

As in vengeance he glares on the Bible and Crown.
" No
phantom illu.sive allures to the fight
;

No

A

—

and fades on the sight
morning of vapour away,
moment deceptively gilt by its ray ;
vision that flashes

That

No

fleets like the

selfish ambition, the

But the

bubble renown,

soul-stirring cause of the Bible

and Crown.

" Each minor dissension be lost at the
call,
Absorb'd in the peril impending o'er all ;
Let the Presbyter strike by the Prelatist's side,
And stem in strong union fell Popery's tide
Whose billows unsparing, both quickly would drown,
Strike, Protestauts all, for the Bible and Crown."
:

The National Anthem was then sung by the whole company.

THE BIBLE IN SPAIN.
In the Madrid Chambers, on the 23d February, M. Batles, one of the deputies,
demanded why the Government, upon the request of the ecclesiastical vicar,
had prohibited the circulation of a Bible recently printed at Madrid, the text
of which was conformed to the approved text?
M. Batles prefaced his query

—

by a profession

of Catholic faith,
" I was born
" and I
Catholic," he said,
hope to die in that belief ; but H
Protestantism consists in protesting energetically against the numerous vices, the
unparalleled excess, the culpable egotism, the scandahnifi frauds, the notorious bad
faith, the audacious resistance to tiie laws, the deadly influence of the Court of Rome
upon Christianity, the abuse of power, the unjust and illegal intrusion of that Court
on the rights and privileges of nations and monarchs if Protestantism consists in
denouncing the shameless and criminal disobedient to the constituted authoi'ities,
pi'eached without ceasing, and t')-day with more scandal than ever, by a great number of ecclesiastics I declare boldly that I am a Protestant, and I am certain that
my opinion is shared by all good Catholics who desii'e the triumph of the Cross, and
the propagation of the doctrines of Christ throughout the nations of the earth."

—

—

The Minister of the Interior having admitted the fact denounced by M.
and having attempted to justify it by an unrepealed law of 1820,

Batles,

—

expressed himself in these terras
" There
was no need for M. Batles, in making his interpellation, to deliver such a
There was no necessity to accumulate grave charges against all the minispeech.
:
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and against the Roman Pontiff, visible head of the Church of
Jesus Christ, and temporal Sovereign. (Violent murmurs of dissent.) These murmurs will not prevent me from expressing my opinions. These interruptions come
not from the Spanish nation, eminently Catholic. A minister of Isabella 11., Catholic
Queen of Spain, cannot allow any one to insult, without a protest, the chief of the
How can he do otherwise, when, withreligion which the Spanish people professes.
out provocation, without authority, and so inopportunely, a deputy allows himself to
What reoutrage, in the midst of Parliament, the chief of the Catholic Church ?
pi'esentatives of the Constituent Assembly, have you forgotten so soon your vote
of
the
declaring the religious unity
Spanish nation ? Do you wish to give your
enemies the pretext of saying, as it already has been said, that your constitution does
Even if you had voted the toleration of other religious worship,
not ratify this unity 1
it would be none the less
improper to censure the chief of a religion which has civilized Europe."
sters of the Church,

!

•

YOU ARE
BY THE KEV.

IN DANGER.
J. C.

KYLE, B.A.

— If you
RE.A.DER,

I

have not peace with God, you are very foolish, and in
If your sina are not forgiven, you are in awful peril.
You
great danger.
might die to-day. And if you died miforgiven, you would go to hell.
Consider for a moment, how fearfully great is your danger ! You and
God are not friends. The wrath of God abideth on you. God is angry with
you every day. Your ways are a continual offence to Him. They provoke
Him every day to cut you off. A sword hanging over your head by a single
but a faint emblem of the danger of your soul.
Consider for a moment how fearfully great is your folly I

hair, is

There

sits

at

the right hand of God a mighty Saviour, able and willing to give you peace,
and you do not seek it. For ten, twenty, thirty, and perhaps forty years,
He has called to you, and you have refused His counsel. He has cried,

" Come to
" I will not." He has
me," and you have practically replied,
"
My ways are ways of pleasantness," and you have constantly said,
" I like
far better."
own sinful

said,

ray

And

ways

/or what have you refused Christ ? For worldly riches which
cannot heal a broken heart, for worldly business which you must one day
for worldly pleasures which do not really satisfy,
for these things,
leave,
and such as these, you have refused Christ
Oh reader, reader, is this
after all,

—

—

—

!

!

wisdom

?

Reader, awake and repent. There is safety in Christ.
Flee from the wrath to come to Christ, and be safe.

•

Ai-ise

and pray.

POPISH FRAUDS.*

No man in England has done more to uphold the Protestant cause, and
expose the sophistries of Romanists, than Mr. Collette, and we are glad that
he has fairly taken in hand the lectures of Dr. Wiseman. They may justly
be considered as the best defence of Romanism that can be produced in
England. Not that we have any great respect either for the learning, scholarAfter his conship, or fairness, of this notorious emissary of the Vatican.
troversy with Dr. Turton, and exhibitions in regard to the so-called chair of
St. Peter, formerly set forth in this Journal,

*

it is

impossible for any fair

man

Popish Frauds Exemplified by Dr. Wiseman's Lectures. By C. H. Collette. (PubYoung Men's Tract Association.) London Seeley, Jackson, & Halliday.

lished lor the

:

2G5
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Still he is pi-obably the best
to regard Dr. Wiseman with much respect.
man that Rome can produce in a debate, and certainly he is not restrained

by modesty.
Mr. Collette's present treatise is confined to the subject of Purgat(ry and
he brings admirable controversial skill, great calmness, and ample learning,
to bear on the exposure and demolition of Dr. Wiseman's lecture on this
The clergy of England should circulate widely these valuable tracts.
subject.
;

They

"
by applying to The
Hornsey Row, Islington,

will receive grants for this purpose, at half-price,

Secretary of the

Young Men's Tract Association,

2,

London."

POPERY AND ALISON'S HISTORY OF EUROPE.
TO THE EDITOK OF THE BULWARK.
Sunderland, March

Sir,

12, 1856.

—You have often animadverted on the strange infatuation oi statesmen

in regard to Popery, but what can be expected from them if historians are
no better? I have been astonished to read the following passage in Alison's

—

" The Roman
History of Europe," vol. xii. chap. xcv. sect. 82, 83,
Catholic faith is capable of producing the most elevated and ennobling disOn the fact that some
positions." On what does he ground this eulogy ?
" have
displayed many deeds of heroism and virtue?"
w\ioprofessed that faith

"

Have not some heathens, nay,
What a basis for such a superstructure
some atheists, done the same ? Therefore, according to this historian, heathenism and atheism are " capable ai producing the most elevated and ennobling
I should say that these dispositions were displayed, not by
dispositions."
means of, but in spite of, their alleged cause.
But worse still, the historian proceeds " The Roman Catholic is the
I

•

—

transition faith from heathenism to Christianity, retaining enough of forms
to attract the illiterate multitude, embracing as much of reality as may sway

more enlightened minds, and produce innumerable blessings ! As such, it
has done, in the earlier stages of society, and in many places is still doing,
immense service to mankind !" After this, can we wonder that statesmen,
who form their views from historians, should look so tenderly on Romanism ?
But, Sir, I need not point out to you the falsity of these statements, espeparagraph others, however, may not detect it, and,

cially of the first in the

;

therefore, with your leave it shall be exposed.
If " the Roman Catholic is the transition faith
tianity," then

it

is

plain that all heathens

from heathenism to Chris-

must become Roman Catholics

before they can become Christians, and consequently, the heathen converts
for our historian will admit that
of the Apostles were not Christians at all
they never were Papists. Could there be a more striking example of the
;

reductio

ad absurdum than

this ?

other instances in this history of the author's laudation of
Romanism, and it is to be regretted that one so evidently disqualified from
judging on the respective merits of dift'erent religions, should have ventured

There are

many

pronounce an opinion. His, facts may be, and, I suppose, are correct but
on those facts are often most unsound. A man must
be something more than a mere Livy to present the phenomena of history

to

;

his religious reflections

in a truly Christian light.

—

I

am,

Sir,

your obedient Servant,
Ckiticus.

26(\
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MACAULAY'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND,

Vols.

I- IV.

To understand the Revolution, it is necessary to keep in view the true scope
The mere secular politicians were probably little
of the preceding events.
influenced by religious considerations in promoting that mighty result, but
the deep heart of England
liberty,

and by nothing

was

else.

really stirred

by a love of Protestant truth and

The public

feeling had been gathering for years.
appeared in the dying room of Charles II., and

That portentous vision which
which Mr, Macaulay so graphically describes, had sunk deep into the national

memory,
" were
" The duke's
orders," aays he,
obeyed, and even the physicians withdrew.
The back door was then opened, and Father Huddleston entered. A cloak had been
his saered vestments, and his shaven crown was concealed by a flowing wig.
the duke, this good man once saved your life ; he now comes to save your
soul.'
Charles faintly answered, ' He is welcome.' Huddleston went through his
He knelt by the bed, listened to the confession,
part better than had been expected.
pronounced the absolution, and administered extreme unction. He asked! if the king
'
wished to receive the Lord's supper,
Surely,' said Charles, if I am not unworthy.'
The host v»'as brought in. Charles feebly strove to rise and kneel before it. The
priest bade him lie still, and assured him that God would accept the humiliation of the
The king found so much
soul, and would not require the humiliation of the body.
difficulty in swallowing the bread, that it was necessary to open the door and to proThis
rite
the
cure a glass of water.
monk held up a crucifix before the peniended,
tent, charged him to fix his last thoughts on the sufferings of the Redeemer, and
withdrew. The whole ceremony had occupied about three quarters of an hour j and,
during that time, the courtiers who filled the outer room had communicated their
The door was at length
suspicions to each other by whispers and significant glances.
thrown open, and the crowd again filled the chamber of death." Vol. ii. pp. 437, 438.

thrown over
'

Sir,' said

'

'

—

The general distrust thus awakened had been increased by every act of
James II., and when the bishops were sent to trial for bravely defying a tyrant
who was determined to overthrow that Protestantism of which he was the
sworn defender, the long pent up spirit of the nation at once burst forth into
open and determined manifestation. The whole of this scene is most graphically described by our historian, and we have chosen the bishops proceeding
in an open barge along the Thames, amidst the acclamations of the excited
Londoners, as the subject of our woodcut. The following is a part of Mr.

—

Macaulay 's description
" It was known all over London
:

that the Bishops were before the Council.
The
A great multitade filled the Courts of Whitehall and all
public anxiety was intense.
the neighbouring streets. Many people were in the habit of refreshing themselves
at the close of a summer day with the cool air of the Thames.
But on this evening
the whole river was alive with wherries.
When the seven came forth under a guard
the emotions of the people broke through all restraint. Thousands fell on their knees
and prayed aloud for the men who had, with the Christian courage of Ridley and
Latimer, confronted a tyrant inflamed by all the bigotry of Mary. Many dashed into
the stream, and, up to their waists in ooze and water, cried to the holy fathers to
bless them.
All down the river from Whitehall to London Bridge, the royal barge
'
passed between lines of boats, from which arose a shout of God bless your lordships.' "—Vol. ii. p. 357,
It was not possible to write a history of this period, however meagre, without more or less bringing all this out. But we still complain that in Mr.
Macaulay's history there is an absence of many important documents by which
the distinctively Protestant nature of the Revolution, and of the settlement

which succeeded

it, are palpably exhibited, and from which it appears that
King William made this matter prominent in all his speeches and proclamations,
Tillotson and other great divines referred to in this history, are now
chiefly known to us as champions against Popery and notonly did King William, as Mr, Macaulay mentions, emblazon on the standard which he unfurled
;
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" The Protestant
Religion and the Liberties of England," but ordi" Shall Britain be
nary politics were at that time swallowed up in the question,
a free and iudepeudent kingdom, or shall she be ruled by a Popish despot, himself under the dominion of Father Petre and a cabal of Jesuits?"
The
" Declaration" of the Prince of
Orange, when he embarked on his grand enterprise, opened in the following terms
" It is both certain aud evident to all men that the
public peace and happiness of
any state or kingdom cannot be preserved where the laws, liberties, and customs, established by the lawful authority in it, are openly transgressed and annulled
more
at Torbay,

:

—

;

where the alteration of religion is endeavoured, aud that a religion which is
contrary to law is endeavoured to be introduced, upon which those who are most immediately concerned in it are indispensably bound to endeavour to preserve and maintain the established laws, liberties, and customs, and, above all, the
religion and worship
of God that is established among them
and to take such au effectual care, that the
inhabitants of tlie said state or kingdom may neither be deprived of their
i-eligioa
nor of their civil rights
" We now think fit to
that
this
our
is
intended
for
no
other
dedeclare,
expedition
and
sign but to have a free and lawful Parliament assembled as soon as possible,
that the members of Parliament, being lawfully chosen, they shall meet and sit in
full freedom, that so the two Houses may concur in the
preparing of such laws, as
they, upon full and free debate, shall judge necessary and convenient, both for confirming and executing the law concerning the test, and such other laws as are necessary for the security and maintenance of the Protestant religion, as likewise for making
such laws as may establish a good agreement between the Church of England and all
especially

;

—

Protestant dissenters, &c. And we, for our part, will concur in every thing that may
preserve the peace and happiness of the nation, which a free and lawful Parliament
shall determine, since we have nothing before our eyes, in this our
undertaking, but
the preservation of the Protestant religion, the covering of all men from persecution
for their consciences, and the securing to the whole nation the free
enjoyment of their
In conclusion of the
laws, rights, and liberties under a just and legal government.
we
will
all
endeavour
to
such
an establishment
whole,
by
possible means,
procure
in all the three kingdoms, that they may all live in a
happy union and correspondence
together, and that the Protestant religion, and the peace, honour, and happiness of
these nations may be established upon lasting foundations."

The plan of the older historians of giving in an appendix the important
public documents of the period about which they wrote, although, perhaps,

was very satisfactory and convenient for reference. It enabled
the reader to test a historian's fairness, and to judge correctly of events in
regard to which he has by the other plan only what may turn out to be the
less graceful,

one-sided opinion of a partial aud prejudiced wTiter. Mr. Macaulay gives
no such " appendix," and refers only to such papers as he thinks important.
The " declaration" from which we have quoted was the basis of all the sub-

sequent events, and other public documents of the same period all breathe
a precisely similar spirit. For example, the " Nottingham paper," subscribed
by a great body of the nobility, gentry, &c., and published at that town,
declared as follows

:

—

" That not
being willing to deliver their posterity over to such a condition of Popery
and slavery as their oppressors inevitably threatened, they would, to the utmost of
their power, oppose tiie same by joining with the Prince of Orange for the
recovery
of their almost ruined laws, liberties, and religion.
And herein they hoped all good
Protestant subjects would, with their lives and fortunes, be assistant to them, and not
be bugbeared with the opprobrious term of rebels, by which the Court would fright

them, to become perfect slaves to their tyrannical insolences and usurpations. For
they assured themselves that no national or unbiassed person could judge it rebellion
to defend their laws and religion, which all English princes have sworn at their coronation, whicii oath, how well it had been obterved of late, they desired a free Parliament might have the consideration of."*

When James had withdrawn himself to France, the Lords, spiritual and
temporal, in and about London, met solemnly at the Guildhall, and, sending
* Cobbett's Par. Hist.

v.

J

7.

for the

Lord Mayor and Aldermen of the

—

city,

made a

declaration, from

which

the following is an extract
" We doubt not but the world
believes, that in this great and dangerous conjuncfor the Protestant religion, the laws
ture, we are peaceably and zealously concerned
We cannot, without being
of the land, and the liberties and properties of the subject.
wanting to our duty, be silent under these calamities wherein Popish councils, which
We do therefore unanimously
so long prevailed, have miserably involved this realm.
resolve to apply ourselves to his Highness the Prince of Orange, who, with so great
kindness to these kingdoms, such vast expense, and so much hazard to his own perrescue us, with
son, has undertaken, by endeavouring to procure a free Parliament, to
as little effusion as possible of Christian blood, from the imminent danger of slavery
with
our
best
that
we
and Popery. And we do hereby'declare,
endeavours, assist
will,
his Highness in the obtaining such Parliament with all speed, wherein our laws, our
liberties and properties may be secured, and the Church of England in particular, with
a due liberty to Protestant dissenters. The city of London followed this declaration
with an Address to the Prince, presenting their most humble thanks to him, particuto carry on and perfect his glorious delarly for appearing in arms for this kingdom,
and Popery, and, in a free Parliament,
signs to rescue these kingdoms from slavery
to establish the religion, and the laws and liberties of these kingdoms, upon a sure
:

.
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lasting foundation, and, in conclusion, earnestly beseeching

him

to repair to this

city.

"

On William's arrival at St. James's, December 21, the Lords, spiritual and temand assisted in a great council, to whom
poral, to the number of above sixty, appeared
'
his Highness made this short speech :
Lords, I have desired to meet you here
the
ends
of my declaration in calling a free
to advise the best manner how to pursue
Parliament for the preservation of the Pi-otestant religion, the restoring the rights
and liberties of the kingdom, and settling the same, that they may not be in danger

—

of being again subverted.'

My

"*

Any one who will study the documents of the period impartially, must be
convinced that, as at the flood, the fountains of the great deep were broken
were for
up, so, at the Revolution, the ordinary divisions of political parties
a time superseded in an overwhelming national determination to shake off the
at once the spiritual and temporal libervain for any of our present mere political parties
to allege that they are the lineal descendants of the strong and enlightened
men who spurned, in that age, the galling fetters of the Vatican, and changed
But least of all has our modern
a dynasty, that the nation might be free.

intolerable

yoke of Rome, and assert

ties of Britain.

It is utterly

—

which Mr. Macaulay is a sort of high-priest a kind of salt that
any right, whilst pandering to all the assumptions of
Romish priests, and openly selling the nation to Italian prelates, any title to
claim hereditary descent from the heroes of the Revolution,
The question is becoming a very serious one. Let a few more of our nobithe leaven which is now openly spreading amongst
lity go over to Rome— let
the highest ranks only cross the threshold of the Royal Palace, and we may
viz., the Proyet live to see the very essence of the Revolution settlement

liberalism, of

has lost

its

savour

—

—

testant succession— made a matter of grave debate.
Indeed, we may begin
to ask. What class of our existing politicians are prepared to debate it ?
is now openly permitted to invade our army and our navy at the public

Popery

in both Houses of
expense, it is strong in our seats of justice, in our cabinet,
we train its priests, pay for its schools, can easily trace its
the Legislature

—

mischievous operations in our diplomacy, find it openly rampant in our national universities, and in one of our Established churches, and unless a new
it even
spirit prevails, what earnest battle is likely to be fought to exclude

from the throne?
« See full details on this subject, including some of the speeches in Parliament, in "
Letter to an English Layman, on the Coronation Oath." By the Rev. Henry PhillpottSj

A

D.D.

Loudon, 1828.
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THE MASS OVERTHROWN BY JESUS CHRIST.
" This

is

my Body,

this

is

my Blood."— Matt. xxn.

26-28

;

Mark

xiv. 22-24

;

Luke

xxii. 19, 20.

These words, forming

a part of those addressed
by our Saviour to His
disciples at the institution of the commemorative or eucharistic ordinance of
the " Lord's Supper," are understood in a literal sense
the Church of

by

Rome.

Her doctrine is,— that the whole substance of the two elements of

bread and wine is changed, or transubstantiated, into the real
body and blood,
soul and Divinity of the Lord Jesus Christ.
As an additional or collateral proof of this doctrine, she sometimes
points
to John vi. 53, " Except ye eat the flesh, and drink the blood of the Son of

Man, ye have no

life in you."
By this reference to St. John, she unites the
"
"
body," or
flesh," and
blood," as used here, and in the
places above referred to, in the same literal construction. The one, she aflirms,
"
is eaten, the other is
drunk,
truly, really, and substantially."
The Church of Rome has no evidence from reason for this doctrine. She
has no evidence from the testimony of the external senses, which are
competent witnesses in such a case,
(Luke xxiv. 39 John xx. 27.) It will now
be shewn, that neither has she any true evidence from the word of
God, but
the reverse, for propounding so strange a doctrine to the faith of Christians.

expressions

"

;

To make the last of these assertions good, reference is again made to the
text cited above, viz., John vi. 53, " Except
ye eat the flesh of the Son of
Man, and drink his blood, ye have no life in you ;" to which, as before said,
she directs her people in confirmation of her doctrine.
The key to the true
meaning of these words is found in the immediate context of the place, (ver.
61 63), " "What and if ye shall see the Son of Man ascend
up where he was
before ? It is the Spirit that quickeneth
the flesh profiteth nothing.
The
words that I speak unto you, they are spirit and they are life." Here there
is a threefold argument agaiust the literal
interpretation of this passage, so
complete that it requires no addition— so plain and pointed that it cannot be
misunderstood by any one possessed of common reason, who is
willing to use it.
" AVhat and if
1.
ye shall see the Son of Man ascend up where he was before ?"
Our Saviour's allusion to his ascension is equal to his saying. If ye should
;

see

me

taken up bodily from the earth, ye would not then think I meant that
literally eat my body, and drink my blood, that ye might derive

ye should

spiritual life to

your

taken up into heaven
" It is the
2.

As

if

souls.

How

could ye eat on earth that body which

was

?

Spirit that quickeneth, the flesh profiteth nothing."
" dead
our Saviour had said. It is my
Spirit that giveth life to souls,

and sins." Were you to eat my
bo^, (in a corporeal sense,) it
would neither quicken nor save you.
" The
3.
words that I speak unto you, they are spirit and they are life."

in trespasses

In consistency with his
heavenly instructions,
these verses are taken, our Saviour
may here be
not of material, but of spiritual food— the food of
body that food nourisheth and sustaineth the

—

in the chapter from which
understood to say, I speak

the soul, not the food of the
soul unto everlasting life.

"
is the literal
meaning of these expressions,
Except ye eat the flesh
of the Son of Man, and drink his blood," taken away by the Lord Jesus
Christ.
Consequently, they caa form no authority for the doctrine of tran-

Thus

substantiation.
It

may

be objected

:

Admitting that the passage

to be understood literally,

how

does

it

in St. John's

Gospel

is

not

follow that neither are the expressions,
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" This is
my body this is my blood," as used by the other Evangelists, (on
which the doctrine of transubstantiation is mainly grounded,) to be understood
A. Because it is the same things that are spoken of in
in a literal sense?
each of these places, viz., eating the flesh or body, and drinking the blood of
If the literal interpretation is prohibited in the one
the Lord Jesus Christ.
in other repassage, why not in the others also, especially since there are,
it ?
spects, so many weighty reasons against
But that the same divine reasons which prohibit the literal interpretation

one passage apply equally to the others, is rendered indubitable by the
reason which our Saviour condescended to use, to correct the error of
The question, " What
those who so grossly misapprehended his meaning.
AND IF YE SHALL SEE THE SoN OF MaN ASCEND UP WHERE HE WAS BEFORE ?"

in the
first

in heaven
(ver. 62,) leads to the certain conclusion, that his bodily presence
infers its absence from the earth, consequently that his body cannot there

BE EATEN.
The glorified human nature of the Lord Jesus Christ has been in heaven
now more than eighteen centuries, since the time he ascended from the
Mount of Olives, and will continue there till the period of his second advent,
" Whom the heaven must
as saith the Apostle, (Acts iii. 21,)
receive,
until the times of restitution of all things."

—

But may not the Lord's body be in heaven and
It may still be objected,
on earth at one and the same time ? No doubt a man must believe this, if
he believe both the Apostle, in the place now cited, and the Roman Catholic
But no man can consistently believe this for the two things are
Church.
incompatible, and cannot possibly exist together in truth.
The question now referred to, put by our Lord to the wavering disciples,
" What and if
ye shall see?" &c., demonstrates that it is not according to the
nature of the Lord's human body to be present in two diflerent places at the
same time. For if it cannot be simultaneously present in heaven and on
earth, as our Lord by that question declares, neither can it be simultaneously
present in any two or more given places throughout the world. Such being
That the human nature of the
the case, the conclusion is unavoidable,
Lord Jesus Christ is not omnipresent or ubiqditous like his divinity.
Thus is the Romish mass overthrown by the Lord Jesus Christ, by removing
;

—

sandy base of a literal interpretation of a passage that will not bear, because never meant by Him, to be literally interpreted. Such are the great
body of the doctrines of the Church of Rome, and such will be their ultimate
The treacherous foundations of her Babel fabric the unstable
destiny.
" rock" on which this church is built
the breath of
its

— swept

—

away by

truth,

and " great will be the fall thereof." The predicted
period of her endurance is hastening to its close.
" unThe mass is held by the Church of Rome to embody what she calls an
to
with
of
incense
and
God
otfers
she
which
waving
change
bloody sacrifice,"
of priestly vestments, as propitiatory for the sins of the living and the dead.
that fabric

must

fall,

Hence masses are said for the release of the souls supposed to be suffering in
The " Host," or consecrated wafer, which is aflSrmed by the
purgatory.
Church of Rome to be the body of the Lord Jesus Christ, is carried in procession, with great pomp and ceremony, through the principal streets of
towns and cities before which, at intervals, the people kneel and adore.
"
"
This wonderful
the
;

converted," yet
substance,
Host, thoroughly
retaining
"
all its accidents or qualities," enclosed in its receptacle, the
Pyx," suffi"
elevated" to the view of the
ciently commodious for its pigmy guest, is

—
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people, in the service of the Mass, at sight of which, in like manner, they
Where has reason her seat in the wildered mind
kneel in devout adoration
!

of the Romanist, or conscience in the callous heart of the priest ?
It will sufficiently demonstrate the fallacy, impiety, and absurdity of all
those doctrines and usages to say, that the Saviour of the world, (as here

shewn,) in denying the omnipresence or ubiquity of His human nature, pronounces the chief object of worship, on which the rest have their dependence,
bread.
(viz., the Host,) to be nothing more than a piece of
" real
This is the whole that constitutes the
presence" of the Romish
Church. Thus does the Lord, by His own testimony, confirm the evidence of
reason and of the external senses, to which he often appealed for the truth

even of his divine mission. And thus the meaning gravely attached by that
usurping Church to her cabalistic transubstantiation would be more fitly ex" a lie
which none but those
its

—

pressed by

;"
simple scriptural appellation
"
are judicially blinded, under
strong delusion," can persistingly either
believe or maintain.
(2 Thess. ii. 3-12.)

who

Hence the administration of the Host to the dying person, with the words,
" The BODY of the Lord Jesus Christ
preserve thy soul unto everlasting life,"
"
in the final rite of the
Viaticum," is a solemn mockery of the departing
For even admitting it to be possible that it were the very body which
spirit.
"
our Lord possessed while on earth, it would, as he himself declares,
profit
nothing" to the salvation of the recipient.
fied body of the Lord Jesus Christ, as it

is

And to speak of eating the glorinow in heaven, would indicate

either insanity or blasphemy.
The body of Christ is one.

Here we discover a countless multitude, conjured into visionary existence by the Romish priest, bearing substantial evidence to the cruel deceptions of the Romish Church.
Without enlarging farther on this Mass of moral, spiritual, and material

—

"
this
mystery of iniquity," whose depths cannot be fathomed,
mayet whose falsehood floats upon the surface, as a buoy to the watchful
a detail of the evils resulting from which
riner, warning of danger beneath,
would fill many volumes, the following general conclusions are drawn from
what has been said, leaving it to the reader to fonn his own judgment in

corruption

—

the case

:

—

That the fundamental reasoning here is divine, not human. It is the
" that
reasoning of the Lord Jesus Christ, forming part of the Word of God,
liveth and abideth for ever."
2. That the Mass of the Romish Church is an idolatrous service, without
divine warrant or sanction, which, besides being a gross insult to human
of the
reason, is greatly aggravated by her assuming it to be a repetition
1.

great propiti.itory sacrifice of the Son of God ; and, as such,
oflfensive to Him, and ruinous to the souls of men.

must be highly

That an article of faith so palpably erroneous, which a man is required
under pain of eternal condemnation, contaminates the whole creed
of which it forms a part, and demonstrates that the Church of Rome, instead
" mother and mistress of all churches,"
of being, as she proclaims herself, the
is an apostate disseminator of the most baneful heresies throughout the earth.
Finally,— It is incumbent on every friend of truth to aid in arresting the
further progress of the widely-extended ecclesiastical domination of this
Church, which has done what she could to enchain the human intellect, and to
3.

to believe

BixD THE WORD OF GoD, Icst its light should shine into the hearts of those
whom she has misled, and her errors should be detected.
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ENGLISH AND IRISH CRIME.
The recent startling crimes which have occurred in England have emboldened the Irish leaders of the Church of Rome to make an attempt at
boasting. These crimes are certainly very atrocious, and call loudly for
At the same time, they have been the fruit of
measures of repression.
" raffles" of the
gambling, a vice openly encouraged in this country by the
Romish priests, and which forms a main source of revenue to the Government
" one swallow
of the Pope in Italy. It is also to be borne in mind that
make

summer;" and that what justly frightens England in the
the every-day experience of Popish Ireland. The following
letter from the Rev. Alexander Dallas to the Times^ sets the matter in its true
does not

way

of crime

light

:—

a

is

TO THE EDITOR OF THE TIMES.

—In

a recent article from Ireland you have given some extracts from Dr.
Cullen's Lenten Pastoral, in which he draws a comparison between the moral c:)ndiThe state of the English people he pictures
tion of England and that of Ireland.
from the descriptions given by the clerical correspondents of the Church Pastoral
Aid Society, and the state of the Irish people he describes by saying, " The judges
express their delight at the lightness of the calendar, and the absence of crime in the
It has occurred to me to test this
largest and most Catholic counties of Ireland."
comparison by a reference to some more precise documents than those brought forward
results
of
the test, according to the Parliathe
are
the
following
by Dr. Cullen, and
mentary Returns relating to crime in both countries
The population of Great Britain, according to the census of 1851, was, in England
]6,921,888, and in Wales 1,005,721, making 17,927,609. The population of Scotland
was 2,888,742, so that the whole population of Great Britain was 20,816,351. The
population of Ireland by the same census was 6,551,970.
By this it appears that, where there are sixteen people in Great Britain, there are
This being the proportion of the population, if the moral condition
five in Ireland.
of the two countries were precisely the same, the Parliamentary returns of crime
would shew that, for every sixteen offenders in Great Britain there are five offenders
Sir,

:

—

in Ireland.

What

do these returns actually show ? This question may be easily answered by
refei's to an important document in Thorn's Directory for 1856, page
It gives the facts relating to crime for the year 1853, and they present the

any person who
135.

following results

:

—

number

of persons committed for all offences in Great Britain was 30,813.
The proper proportion for Ireland at the rate of the population, that is, five for sixteen, would be 9629 ; but the actual number was 15,144.
When we look a little closer in order to ascertain the degree of evil, as well as the
number of evil-doers, we find that the number of the graver offences against the perTiie

son or against property, with violence, in Great Britain was 5296, being 3796 in
England and Wales, and 1500 in Scotland. The proper proportion for Ireland, according to the population, would be 1655 ; but the actual number was 3826, which ia
more than the whole number of such criminals in England and Wales.
Yet one step further in this inquiry will make the matter still clearer. The law
There were
is rarely allowed to proceed to the extremity of capital punishment.
eight executions in England and one in Scotland in the year refei-red to, making a
Ireland
for
would
be
to
maintain
an equality in
The proportion
total of nine.
three,
moral condition. But the number of executions that actually took place in Ireland
in the same year was nine, the same number that had taken place in the whole of

Great Britain.
These facts speak for themselves, and shew what reliance can be placed on Dr.
Cullen's argument.
Your obedient servant,
Alexander R. C. Dallas.

—

Wouston Rectory, Andover Road, February

5.
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A PRIEST ALTERING A DEAD MAN'S WILL.
Popish priests have long been famous for hovering around death-beds
and by the use of all ghostly appliances extorting large masses of proBy such means they swept into the capaperty from their dying dupes.
cious treasury of Rome an immense proportion of the wealth of Europe
in the dark ages, and they are plying the same trade again as briskly as
Recent revelations in London abundantly illustrate this fact in the
ever.
case of Dr. Wiseman and his subordinates, and the Irish priests carry about
with them an armory of skeleton wills for the same purpose. We beg our
readers carefully to peruse the following astounding case, illustrative not
only of priestly will-making, but of actual forgery, for the purpose of securing
We give at length the
the avaricious objects of the apostate priesthood.
speech of Judge Keatinge, in order that there may be no mistake as to the
facts,

and we ask our readers what would have been said of a Protestant

minister guilty of a similar offence ?
Further, we demand Avhy some public
chastisement does not accompany such a base form of gnilt? Of course, in
the estimation of Rome, such conduct is meritorious, as the end sanctifies the
m^ans. But why should the criminal law not interfere ? We may only exthat the manifest object of the priest in the interpolated
complete power to the widow over the property. Over
her he, of course, expected to have easy control, and thus might possibly
expect to secure the dead man's property, and defraud the niece of her rights.
plain in addition,

forgery,

was

to secure
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—FEB. —TAMPERING WITH WILLS BY ROMAN
7.

CATHOLIC CLERGYMEN.

—

*«
to me in chamber this
Judge Keatinge said There was an application made
for probate, being exemorning, with reference to the will of Richard Roe, deceased,
cuted by a marksman. The will is drawn very shortly, in perfect form, and with a
of the Most Holy and Undivery full attestation clause. It begins,—' In the name
vided Trinity, Amen ;' and goes on to say, I, Richard Roe, in the parish of Stranmullen, county Meath, shopkeeper, being of sound mind and perfect understanding,
do make this last will and testament, hereby revoking all other will or wills heretofore
which I require
by me made after payment of my just debts and funeral expenses,
I will and bequeath
to be paid by ray executors as soon as convenient after ray death
to my wife, Ellen Roe, all right, title, and interest, term of years in being and unex
the lease, house, garden, and concei-ns which
pired at the time of my death, in and to
and also all the other kind of property of what kind soever I may be
I now hold
after the death of ray beloved wife, Ellen
possessed at the time of my death. And
for her sole use and
Roe, I leave and bequeath same to my niece, Mary Coleman,
'

—

;

;

—

and so on. Then comes the atexecutrix
Lastly, I appoint my wife
testation clause, Signed by the testator, Richard Roe, in our presence, and by us in
the presence of the testator, and of each other, said will having been first duly read
Then there is the name of Richard Roe with his mark, and to this
to the testator.'
the Rev. Patrick O'Sullivan, C.C.
will there are two witnesses
meaning Catholic
'

my

benefit.

'

—

—

curate— and Patrick M'Namee.

Now, having read the

any person who under-

will,

stands these matters will say.it would be impossible to suppose a will more perfect in
form ; there is a good deal of legal knowledge in the instrument, together with a
most perfect attestation clause. I must observe that I have read the will without
some fourteen or fifteen words which are interlined, and it must be remembered that

the deceased gives his chattel interest and all his property to his wife, and after her
death then to his niece. The words which are interlined are these, and are in the
same handwriting as the will ' Always reserving to my wife Ellen the right of disposthus making a most serious alteration in
ing of my chattels as she may think proper ;'
It so happens that in this
the testamentary disposition of the deceased's property.
which it now appears were added, as I shall show, after the
particular will the words,
execution of the will, are so written in that they might appear to have been written
before the execution, for these words and the rest of the will are all in the handThe rule of the Court requiring that this being
writing of the self-same individual.
the will of a marks person, there should be an affidavit of reading over, an affidavit
was accordingly made by the witness who was the drawer of the will, that witness
'
It is in these words :— The Rev. P. O'Sullivan,
being the Rev. Patrick O'Sullivan.
C.C, maketh oath and saith that he is one of the subscribing witnesses to the last
will of Richard Roe, late of the same parish, and that immediately previous to the
execution of said will, the same was truly, audibly, and distinctly i-ead over and exand without the woi'ds
plained to said deceased by this deponent, save and except,
"
as she may think
reserving to my wife Ellen the right of disposing of my chattels,
14th lines of the first
proper," which words are now interlined between the 13th and
Saith said
page of said will ; and said deceased fully understood and approved of same.
words now appearing interlined were not contained in said will at the time of execution,
but have been subsequently written therein.' On this affidavit being presented to rae
for the purpose of obtaining probate, T at once observed to the parties that if they had
looked at all before them they must have thought it highly probable that the judge would
not overlook the fact that this affidavit did not present the facts broadly, or disclose by
:

these words were added, and when they were added and I required an affidavit going distinctly to these points.
Accordingly, the gentlemen who swore the first
of Stranaffidavit, presented this morning this affidavit—' The Rev. P. O'Sullivan,
muUen, county Meath, maketh oath and saith he is the drawer and one of the subwill and testament of Richard Roe.'
Now, he does not
scribing witnesses to the last
mention in the first affidavit that he was the drawer of the will, but I required the
went
on to read the
second affidavit to state who the drawer was.
Keatinge

whom

;

(Judge
which was merely a repetition of the former deposition.
will
was executed on the 30th January,
said
Saith
went on, however, to say)
1854, immediately whereon by desire of said deceased, deponent took possession
thereof for safe keeping.
That on the day of the death of the said deceased, which
occurred as deponent believes on the 13th February, 1854, deponent having read over
said will, considered that he had not sufficiently expressed therein the wishes and inaffidavit, the first portion of

It

—

'

tention of the said deceased, conveyed

by him

to

deponent with regard

to said de-
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and deponent did thereupon, in the absence of the said deceased, and
deponent at the time, insert in tlie body of said will the
said wordp, "reserving always to my wife, Ellen, the riplit of disposing of the ciiattel
think
proper," now so appearing therein.
Dtpoiient saith he
property as she may
dotli not know whether the said deceased was living or dead at such time;' having
on
was
done
the
of
that
this
tlie
death
earlier
of the party.
in
the
stated
day
part
Now, I regret extremely being obliged to mention this case in open court, and I menceased's wife

no person

;

beinj^ present witli

it with more regret, because within a comparatively short period tlu'ee cases,
including the present, have occurred, in which alterations were made and inipi>rtaiit
in wills after the execution of them— in one case rlearly after the death
alterations
and in which, and every one of which cases to wliich [ now allude, the
of the party
party making the alterations was a Roman Catholic clergyman ; and the fact of these
alterations being made by a Roman Catholic clergyman, has, in each of these cases,
been deposed to by the Roman Catholic clergymen themselves; because in everyone
of these instances I have declined at all to interfere without a full affidavit from the
on the subject. Now this is really a distressparty who could best give information
ing subject for the judge of any court to deal with a most painful one cast upon
hioiself
coerced by his office to make observathe judge of this court when he feels
tions which press upon individuals who, from the sacred functions which they have

tion

—

—
—

—

—

which they have received, their position in society, and
the influence which they possess amongst those who profess the .same religion, ought
certainly to set a better example, and who ought not to be found here doing that
which is certainly as reprehensible an act as can very well be suppo.sed. In this
to ? The deceased gave his
property
particular instance what does this alteration come
to his wife for life, and upon her death to his niece; and the alteration is
reserving
of
of
all the chattel property as she
the
to
her
wife
disposing
power
Ellen)
always
(his
But I rely not on the importance of the alteration in this case, 1 allude
pleases.'
mainly to the fact of any man, in any rank of life, presuming to put his pen to a will
after the execution of it by the testator ; and in this particular I don't think it makes
any difference whether the party were living or dead at the time of the alteration ;
but this is plain, that the alteration was made in the absence of the testator, without
the knowledge of the testator and it may not be an unimportant matter to observe,
that this testator, whose mark is annexed to the will, was a person, according to the
who could write, and whose
representation of his widow, when proving the will, literate,
mark only became necessary by reason of his broken-down state of health. I consider tliis a scandalous transaction, and what I am turning in my mind is, w hether it
and if it be my duty it is one from which I will not shrink to direct
is not my duty
the registrar to send copies of this affidavit and a copy of the will to Her Majesty's
Attorney-General because, if the facts disclosed in these affidavits prove that this
gentleman of education, a clergyman, has been guilty of an indictable offence, it strikes
me I cannot sit here as judge of this Court without putting the advisers of the Crown
in possession of these facts.
I, of course, will give probate of it, omitting the words
I allude, indeed, to every instrument of
80 improperly and fraudulently interlined.
a testamentary character, which, not speaking until the death of the party, has after
something solemn connected with it ; and in this ca.se, I confes.s, when I have before
me the fact that the drawer is a Roman Catholic clergyman, and that this document,
which he swears he drew himself and read himself, begins in the name of tlie Most
Holy and Undivided Trinity, Amen !' I don't wish to trust myself with the expression
of ray feelings on the subject of his presuming to tamper with such a document, with
the view plainly, that when the dying man, who put his mark to this will in its original state, was in his grave, this document should not carry out but disappoint the
intention which he entrusted to this Roman Catholic clergyman
being about him,
and 1 therefore suppose his confessor to carry into execution." iSaunders.
to discharge, the education

'

;

—

—

;

'

—

—

—
—

MAYNOOTH.*
To understand even a portion of the depths of Jesuitical deception, reOrdinary men are entirely at fault
quires no inconsiderable apprenticeship.
* " Maynooth, its Sayings and Doings, in Letters to Lord Harrowby," by the
Rev. R. J. M'Ghee, M.A., Rector of Uolywell-cum-Needingworth, Hunts. London,
John Farquhar Shaw.

I
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in attempting to scrutinize its nature and operations, and there probably
never was a better illustration of this than in the proceedings of the late
Maynooth Commission. How far the Popish lay members of that Commission were in the secret of that imposition, we cannot, of course, pretend to
but that such men as Lord Harrowby and others were manifestly
say
imposed upon by the designing managers of our famous Popish national
If any one is still disinstitution, is now beyond all reasonable question.
posed to doubt this fact, however, we have only to beg his careful perusal
of an exceedingly valuable and masterly treatise by one who probably knows
Popery as well as any man alive, we refer to the work of Rev. Robert
M'Ghee, whose title we give below. In a series of Letters to Lord Harrowby,
he has most powerfullj- analyzed the Evidence and Report presented to Parliament by that Commission, and illustrated in the most striking manner its
manifold contradictions, and the impositions practised in the evidence. As
the subject of Maynooth will soon again come before Parliament, we do
most earnestly recommend the wide circulation of this valuable treatise.
Eyery Member of Parliament, especially, should have a copy of it, and bind
"
it up along with the
Report," a little wisdom amidst a blue book of hallucination.
After rising from its perusal, we have no hesitation in saying
that what has lately been called emphatically Sadlierism, is only the impositions of Popery carried into practical life, and we do not wonder at Mr.
M'Ghee's indignant exclamation,
" In
the truth of these
that the Professors of
;

—

—

fact,

my

Lord,

Propositions infers,

—

and mocked the Commissioners that all the
evidence they have given on the very points into which the Commissioners felt it
their duty to inquire, has been an illustration of all the falsehoods charged on the
doctrines and principles of the Cimrch of Rome, and of those contained in iJens and
and a Report that receives and authenScavini, and similar books of their theology
ticates such evidence as being true, must be necessarily, however unintentionally on
the part of the Commissioners, a vehicle of delusion to the Queen, the Parliament,
and the nation.

Maynooth have deceived, imposed

on,

;

—

"
Putting, my Lord, religion out of the question,
putting aside wliat is the duty
of a Christian Sovereign and a Christian Government to that God whom they profess
to serve, and to that people whom it is their duty to rule as the ministers of that
God ; putting aside the guilt of training up, at the public expense, the teachers of
a system which they have called that God to witness they believe to be idolatrous and
a system predicted in His holy word as an apostasy, and bearing on
superstitious,
her brow the brand of His eternal judgment, under the name of ' Mystkry, the

—

—

—

MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OK THE EARTH
laying
Lord, it may be confidently asserted, that a Government that
;'

this aside,

all

will

my

support and

educate the ministers of such a system of falsehood, of perjury, of anti-social, intolerant
of such obscene and profligate cruelty
a Government that will cherish
persecution
and maintain within its bosom the conspirators of a sedition that introduces the laws
of a foreign tyrant to undermine the religion, the throne, the laws and liberties of
the nation,
whatever be the motive of that Government, or the reason of its conduct, whether it be a blinded ignorance, a mistaken charity, a hollow liberalism, a
crooked policy, an interested expediency, or a servile fear, it may be confidently
asserted, that such a Government becomes an abettor of the system it maintains,
that its principles are false, its policy suicidal, its conduct indefensible, and that
whatever be the fatal consequences entailed upon the nation, they are a righteous

—

—

—

—

retributive visitation for its ignorance, its imbecility,

its folly,

and

its

guilt."

Take only one illustration of the kind of sifting to which the evidence
The Professors are all very
given before the Commission is here subjected.
anxious to avoid the subject of the Confessional, and the kind of instruction
communicated to the young priests to fit them for their operations as moral
anatomists of wives and maidens. They are all very anxious to stave off
such subjects, and to disclaim approbation of everything contained in the
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abominable treatises used at Maj'iiooth as text-books.
Amongst other
things they intimate, although in a contradictory way, that on the subject
of marriage Bailly has been superseded by Scavini, an author about whom
considerable mystery is maintained. Mr. M'Ghee proceeds as follows
:

" But
now,

—

us come to matter of fact.
What is this author Scavini ?
my Lord,
What is his treatise ? I have it now before me.
" It is a
of
the
Moral
compendium
Theology of Liguori, extracted from his various
works, and especially adapted to the instruction of youth.
" Who is
and
what
are
his
works ? I have now before me the Life of
Liguori,
The writings of Liguori are more prized
Liguori, edited by Cardinal Wiseman.
universally by all the authorities of the Church of Rome than those of any other
author.
He was canonized by the late Pope Gregory XVI., on Trinity
Sunday,
Cardinal Wiseman states in this Life of him from which I make
IVLiy 29, 1839.
the extract, that
"
The Consjregrition of Rites allowed the cause of his beatification to be
brought
forward in 1797, and on the 14th of May 1802, decided that it
might be safely proceeded with ; the Cardinal Reporter having declared that the
theologians who had
let

—

'

examined his manuscript and printed works, had found nothing censurable in
them.'— P. 54.
"So that the works of this man passed the ordeal of an examination of six
years
by the authorized Censors of the College de Propaganda Fide, who found nothing
censui-able in them.
This was indispensable for his canonization.
" Scavini's work is a
compendium of the 31oral Tlieology of Liguori the author
gives the most warm eulogiums of the saint, of nine successive Popes, from Benedict
XIV. to the present Pope.— (Vol. I., p. 130.) This work of Scavini is dedicated to
J'io Nono
and there is prefixed to this volume, not only this dedication, but a letter
to tiie author from the Pope,
receiving his work most approvingly, (opus benevolo
libentique animo excepimus,) most earnestly congratulating him (vehementer gratulamur) for his zeal to propagate the salutary doctrines of Liguori, most especially
to imbue with them the minds of youth intended for the
priesthood, (iisque ecclesiasticae prsesertim juventutis animos
imbuere,) thanks him for his work, (pro munere
gratias agimus,) most willingly accepts the dedication, (enixis tuis votis libenter
iinnuimus, tibique veniam facimus ut tertiam ejusdem tui operis editionem nobis
dedicare possis,) and as a pledge of theliigh esteem in which he holds
him, lovingly
iniparts to him his apostolical benediction, with all the affection of his heart, (cujus
etiam pignus esse volumus Apostolicara Benedictionem,
quam toto cordis affectu
Dated April 7, 1847.
tibi, dilecte fill, amanter impertimur.)
"
I
these
Now, my Lord, mark, pray you,
plain facts.
" Here is an
author, in whose works the whole College de Propaganda Fide could
not find a word to censure, warmly
applauded by nine successive popes, and canonized
by the last only sixteen years ago.
" Here is a select
compendium of this author's Moral Theology, especially adapted
for the education of youth intended for the
priesthood as such most warmly approved,
applauded, and taken under the patronage of the present Pope.
" This work of
pure ultramontane divinity has been selected most propei-ly, and
;

^

;

—

ordered no doubt by the Apostolic Legate for Ireland, Dr. Cullen, as the cla.ss-book
of Moral
Theology for Maynooth. But mark how the Professors tell you it is used

there.
" One of the Professors
informs you that one of the most important treatises this
work contains is omitted in the course, and that they have no treatise on this
.subject.
The three other Professors, however, who teach the same course, never happened to
liear of this omission.
" Another of
these Professors gravely assures you that the adoption of this book
'
does not imply the slightest approbation o'" this autlior,'— nay, that he himself on

the contrary ' has publicly objected to his
teaching,' and that in fact in teaching this
book he does not only not follow it, but reprobates what he believes to be false.
"The fiat and imprimatur of the whole College dc Propa<ja»da Fide of
every
the canonization of the author the praises besyllable of the works of Liguori
.stowed on him by nine successive
popes the most judicious selection from his works
by Scavini the vehement congratulations on his success the grateful thanks for
the work
the glad acceptance of the dedication
the apostolical benediction of the
present Pope, with all the affection of his heart imparted to the autboi* all these go
for nothing with Professor
CroUy. He informs you in a deliberately written docu-

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—
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nine of
ment, on the 2nth of September, that tlie chair of St. Peter himself, though
corrected yea
his successors should speak from it, must submit to be reproved
from the chair of the Second Professor of Theology in
publicly contradicted

—

Maynooth

—

!!....

" It is not
own candid and honourable mind could
surprising, my Lord, when your
too uninitiated into
entertain no suspicions of these Professors, and you were, alas
the system you had to deal with, to have a knowledge that might have rectified the
it is not, 1 say, surprising that your Lordship's
easiness of an unsuspecting nature
overlooked the nature of this evidence."
unpractised eye might have
!

—

NOTES OF THE MONTH.
The greatest and most gratifying event, undoubtedly, which has happened
since our last Number was made up, is the late triumph in Parliament upon
the Sabbath question. That triumph illustrates strikingly a variety of im1. It illustrates the virtue of perseverance in a good cause.
truths:

—

portant

Those who remember the tone and spirit in which the speeches of the late
excellent Sir Andrew Agnew were received in Parliament, cannot fail to mark
as striking a progress of public sentiment in the late debate as in the recent
The band in Kensington Gardens
division.
Still, much remains to be done.

must be put down.
entire

kingdom,

must be compelled

Office must be forced to conform, over the
example of London. The Executive Government

The Post

to the

in its operations to respect the spirit of the nation as

Those
manifested in Parliament, if not the spirit of truth and righteousness.
who are struggling in the battle with Rome ought also to take encouragement from this triumph after a long battle, and redouble their exertions.
It has become fashionable of late,
2. It illustrates the power of the pulpit.
in certain quarters, to disparage the power of the pulpit, and to cry up the
It will be a dark day for Britain, and we bless
the press.
greater influence of
God it has not yet arrived, when the power of the pulpit shall be little felt

on moral and social questions. The late triumph, however, was gained,
the combined power of the clergy of England, of all
chiefly, under God, by
denominations, fairly driving the "Times "and other newspapers from the
Let the same power be earnestly and fearlessly applied in advocating
field.
Protestant truth, and in arresting the progress of all other moral and social
In the Sabbath-desecrating
3. It illustrates the spirit of Rome.
minority of forty-eight, twenty-two Popish Members voted, of course with
the full consent of their Bishops.
Popery is the greatest Sabbath-breaker
in Europe, and wo be to Britain if it acquires power here.
The appointment of the Hon. and Rev. Montague Villiers to the Bishopric
He is a truly excellent and able man,
of Carlisle is a most important event.
and must exert a very powerful and wholesome influence on the North of
He is also a man of a truly
England, in which Papists considerably abound.
and will have much influence in promoting united action
liberal
evils.

spirit,

amongst Christians against common enemies

we may expect another powerful defender
men as the Bishops of Oxford and Exeter.

;

whilst in the House of Lords

of evangelical truth against such

A

scene has been enacting at Edinburgh, during the month, symbolical of
An old parish church
the respective spirits of Popery and Protestantism.

was some time ago taken down

to

make way

for a railway station.

It

was

an old mass-house, and, we can certify from experience, a most ungainly
and uncomfortable place of worship. The parish has been for many years
without a church, and a few antiquarians, prompted apparently by some
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to recover the edifice again, insist that

1

it

shall be re-erected stone for stone at great expense,

and form the place of
has been convulsed by this nonsense, and

The whole city
public worship.
no doubt the Papists are chuckling vastly.
Meantime, mark what the Papists themselves have been doing. They have
purchased, as an additional chapel, a Protestant church most conveniently
situated in the very poorest and densest part of the population of Edinburgh,
capable of holding 2000 people, and they will now apparently have the whole
of that district of the Cowgate to themselves. They are very glad, no doubt,
to see the Protestants doing all manner of absurd things, but their own
proceedings, without noise or bustle of any kind, are always, we must say,

marked by amazing sagacity and common sense. Is nothing
kind to be done in Edinburgh, to meet and counteract this
movement on the part of Rome?

A

of an effective
last

dexterous

characteristic debate has taken place in Parliament on the subject of
The whole subject of Education, in so far as Romish

Reformatory Schools.

concerned, is, at present, in a most dangerous and unsatisfactory
result will probably be, unless the present course of procedure
is arrested, to place an immense amount of public money at the disposal of

aggression
state.

is

The

the Romish priesthood for proselytizing purposes.
The bold attempt, in the
present instance, on the motion of Mr. M'Guire, the new leader of the
Irish Brigade, was to get power in Scotland for the priests to enter and
teach their idolatry even in schools upheld by the voluntary liberality of

The Lord
Protestants, or to drive Popish children out of such schools.
Advocate said
" The Hon. member for
Dungarvan had made two proposals that Catholic priests
should have free admittance into voluntary reformatories, and that there should be
a power to remove Catholic children from Protestant schools to other establishments,
in cases where the parents might desire such removal.
With regard to the fii'st of
these proposals, he (the Lord Advocate) could not consent to its being enforced by
Act of Parliament, for, whatever the motive or intention of such a measure might
be, every one who knew anything of Scotland must be aware that the Protestants

—

—

and Presbyterians who had originated tiie voluntary institutions in that country
would not hear of it. The United Industrial Schools of Edinburgh were founded
on a different system, and to these schools Catholic children might freely be sent ;
but, whatever might be done in Government institutions, it was not to be imagined
that an obligation to admit ministers of all descriptions to teach what religions they
pleased, could be imposed by Act of Parliament on persons who, by their own spontaneous efforts, had established ragged sclsools, reformatories, and similar institutions."

The pretence for this modest proposal was the poverty of Scotch papists,
although no one who sees their splendid and costly chapels would ever susThe whole attempt was well dealt with by Mr. Drummond and
pect it.
others.

The Christian people of Scotland, however, as well as of England, must
watch these movements with becoming earnestness.
A most important case connected with the Norwood Nunnery, near Loudon,
in which a young lady has been taken to France, in defiance of the remonstrances of her motiier, and cannot now be produced, has raised the whole

We hope
question of tolerating nunneries in Britain in a very painful form.
some one will have spirit and energy enough to bring this case before Parliament.

We

are glad that Mr. Spooner has again given notice of a motion on the
subject of Maynooth.
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MR. SPOONER'S MOTION.

At

length the

House

of Commons has responded to the strong Protestant

a decided majority, been ordered to
feeling of the country, and a Bill has, by
The country is
be brought in for the entire disendowment of Maynooth.

under deep obligations to Mr. Spooner for the zeal and determination with
which he has, from year to year, brought this national crime before Parliament and the country. At first we were disposed to think that it would have
been well had the matter been brought this year, at an earlier period, before
the House of Commons, before the attention of our senators was absorbed in
other interesting questions ; but as the war is now settled, perhaps it may
have turned out that the period chosen was actually the best.
The sagacious member for Edinburgh certainly does not occupy a very en-

The transparent and stale pretext upon which Mr. Black
attempted to play into the hands of the priests, has not been followed by the
success which alone could have thoroughly reconciled it even to his own
mind, and his constituents will understand, even better than before, his true
viable position.

position in reference to this matter.
The conduct of the Ministry has also been melancholy. It is to be hoped,
however, that the loud voice of the country will now awaken again like a
whirlwind, and convince even the most reckless of our statesmen, that they
will not suffer their

money

to

go

to the support of

Rome.

Is

it

necessary,

will steadily persevere,
also, to express a confident hope, that Mr. Spooner
a growing majority in Parliament and in the country, until
backed

by
Maynooth and
were ?

all

Popish endowments are numbered amongst the things that

WHAT KIND OF SYSTEM

IS

OUR NATION FOSTERING?

to God's unerring Word, those Protestants with whom
fashionable to speak of Rome in soft and cushioned phrase, and

Going

it

has grown

denounce as

who cannot do so, are solemnly conjured to hear what the Lord
Himself hath spoken. Hearken to the epithets the Holy Spirit absolutely
" The Great Red
" The
Beast," or wild beast
Dragon"
heaps upon her.
" The Whore"—" The Great Whore"— " The Mother of Harlots, and abomi"
nations of the earth"— "That Wicked"— "-The Man of Sin"— Babylon
"The Mystery of
the Great," and as though all these were insufficient,
an epithet the more fearful, because designed to represent Rome
Iniquity,"
bigots those

—

—

—

—
—

" The
as the grand antagonist of the Gospel,
Mystery of Godliness."
does
to
what
other
false
Scripture apply anything like this fearful
ask,
system

We

of epithets ?
Yet, as though it were not sufficient, we have a not less
fearful list of prophetic portraits, in which Rome is represented as a woman
" a
" full of
seated on a beast,
cup full of abomiblasphemies ;" in her hand
list

"

drunk with
nations and filthiness of her fornication," and herself actually
the blood of the saints and the martyrs of Jesus ;" with many similar
pictures, which, for all that is revolting, have nothing approaching them in
the sacred volume or in any other. What can all this mean in a book

whose every word being indited by the Goa only wise, is used with a correctness of application perfect as Himself? When you reflect on the depth, the
significance, the rich exhaustless meaning of all other parts of Scripture,
VOL. V.

NO. LIX.
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must you not believe that language so fearful could only have been called
forth by something unutterably hateful in God's sight, and malignant in its
To question this were to charge him foolishly, to
effects on His creatures ?
deny it were to insult Him to his face. But our Protestant nation neither
deny nor question it. They adnait it all, glory in the Bible which proand profess to bow before its
claims it as "the religion of Protestants,"
voice as that of God himself.
Now, if no more was known of Rome than
what could be gathered from these Scripture notices, would yoH not say that
such a nation would shrink from contact with a thing so heaven-denounced,
and feel that it would have been safer to disregard Moses' warning to get
away from about the tents of Korah and his company ? Yet such is the
system which our nation is receiving into its embraces. Nay, that thing to
which the God of truth and love applies such terms of denunciation, multitudes of our Protestants now speak of in language of respect and compliment. And not a few are heard impiously to condemn the use of these
terms, and reserve their denunciations for those who employ them.
To those who may be in any doubt as to the true import of this language,

—

—
—

commentaiy many centuries long. And we
fearlessly ask any man who has studied this voluminous record,
whether in blasphemy and crime he has ever seen anything approaching

Rome

herself has furnished a

would
to

Shall

it.

we

her Councils,

good"

instance her treatment of the blessed Bible, and tell how
" more evil than
Trent, have proscribed it as doing

like

— how she

has burned

it

in millions,

and

its

readers in thousands

—

•

God would leave us without excuse, how, even in our own land,
we have seen her monks making bonfires of it, and heard her Cahills classing
and, as

if

with "the worst books of immorality," and read the rabid effusions of her
" hell
comparing the unobtrusive labours of Scripture Readers to
opened" and its fiends let loose ? Or shall we instance her wilful corruption
of its contents, so complete that there is not a precept of the law, or a doctrine of the gospel that she has not caricatured or made void by her traditions
it

Tablets,

—

openly violating the first Commandment, actually expunging the second,
setting at nought the third and fourth, pardoning for pelf the violation of
them all, nay, considerately suggesting in her ''•Moral Theologies," modes of

them with perfect innocence then teaching the sinner to look to
and penances, to dead men and women, to rotten rags and rotten
and to holy
bones, to anything, in short, but Christ alone for salvation
water, holy oil, holy clay, holy salt, anything but the Holy Spirit for sanctiYet this is the system our nation is now delighting to honour,
ficatioQ.
which for many centuries has been chiefly remarkable for blaspheming
God, dishonouring His Son, burning His book, trampling on His laws, and
coiTupting His gospel. And thousands who can eloquently speak of the
doom wOiich befell the despisers of Moses' law, and the heavier doom awaiting
all who trample under foot the blood of Christ, feel no grief or alarm at our
"
becoming partakers of the crimes" of a system which has far outdone all
violating

;

priests

;

others in doing despite to both.

ROME INDULGED ABOVE ALL OTHER SYSTEMS.
Our

rulers extend special indulgence to Popery,

No Pagan nor Mahoramedan

above

all

other systems

nation treats, or dares treat
In Turkey we have misfU'Otestauts, as Popish nations arc allowed to do.

<.f

superstition.
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and in Constantinople Bible meetings. We preach the Gospel
without fear amongst the Africans and the Indians. And were the city
of Rome now Pagan as of old, who can doubt but she Avould treat Christ's
" two whole
ambassador as she did of old, when Paul preached there
years
Let
him?"
man
no
hired
in his own
any man attempt this
house,
forbidding
now in ChrUtlan Rome. Why, we can scarce do it in Ireland, and it grows
more difficult in England as Popery grows. And thus abroad Rome persecutes according to law, at home in defiance of law in the one case by the
that it is a libel on either
magistrates, in the other by the priest-led mob so

sioiiaries,

—

;

Paganism or Mahommedanism to compare them to Popery in this respect.
Yet they have never experienced a tithe of the indulgence it has received.
We train Rome's priests on the plea that there are so many Papists in our
Yet
empire, and make them chaplains because of the Papists in our army.
force to the
more
times
with
ten
of
numbers
this
applies
argument
though
'tis only
training and endowing of Brahmins for our Hindoo fellow-subjects,
the Papal Antichrist which gets the benefit of it, as usual. And thus, what
of

all false

systems

of the Gospel, therefore the special
lu the
the chief object of our favour.
did we in return demand
saved several Popish nations

war with France we

the worst

is

object of God's wrath,

is

of

them

enemy
all

—

them ? In the war with Russia we have saved a Mahoramedan nation what have we not demanded, and got from it? So that
while Brauiha and Bhudda, and False Prophet, and all, must crouch before

religious liberty from

—

the British Lion

turn

is

—

'tis

only before the Beast that that noble animal in

its

obliged ignominiously to cower.

The very pleas usually urged by Rome's apologists, are aggravations of
To instance the one just noticed the plea of equal rights
what have these champions of equal rights been doing honestly to work out
their own principles?
Tliey have for thirty years been obtaining from Protestants one privilege after another for Rome, the avowed enemy of these
principles— what privilege have they in return obtained for Protestants?
Would you not expect that pure- minded champions of liberty would carry
out their own principles with the utmost impartiality to all, and at least

—

—

their guilt.

Have they
labour as zealously for liberty to truth as for liberty to error?
?
Look first abroad. While in Britain, Papists may worship what
they please, and as they please, they know that in no Popish country is this
allowed to Protestants ; and that in various Popish lands to profess Protes-

done so

is a crime, and to practise it a felony. They know that, while priests
and proselytize in England as they choose, we dare not give, and
decoy,
may
that while Popery is endowed here,
scarce dare read, a Bible in Italy
that while we make priests chaplains
Protestantism is not tolerated there;
in our prisons, as a reward for filling them with crime, Rome makes Protes-

tantism

;

—

—

tants the inmates of her prisons, as a punishment for trying to do good
she growing
thait this kind of reciprocity has been going on for years^

—

and
more

;

grow more indulgent to her. And where, all this
champions of equal rights, so clamorous for all this
indulgence on our part, that they have never addressed to her Popes or PoLook
tentates one Avord of complaint against all this intolerance on hers ?
next at home, and one would think the blindest of them might ere now have
discovered the meaning Rome attaches to that expression equal riglits. For

intolerant to us, as we
time, have been these

example,

—
— her plea for assaulting open-air preachers in Manchester, Glasgow,

and elsewhere, was, that when they had churches to preach in, they had no
business to preach in the open streets. Yet her own priests, including Dr.
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"Wiseman himself, have been repeatedly doing the same thing in London and
Her plea for assaulting the " hundred ministers" was that they
were strangers, and had no right to come to Ireland meddling in Irish
Yet she has now for years had her Redemptorists and others, who
matters.
are generally strangers, and often foreigners, not merely preaching through
elsewhere.

—

— Her plea for abusing tract distributors

Ireland, but outraging public feeling.
in Ireland was, that their appearance

on the streets was calculated to provoke a breach of the peace. And yet she has her tract distributors parading
through English towns, as in York, not long since, under the most provoking
circumstances.* Finally, her plea for imprisoning Miss Cunningham and

—

their attempting to proselytize.
And yet she keeps a host of
priests engaged through England in little else than schemes of proselytism.

others,

was

So that Home's Protestant sympathizers cannot but see that all such pleas
are the merest pretexts to cover her deadly designs, and that her real and
only meaning of equal rights is license to her everywhere, and liberty to us
nowhere. Yet in the name of freedom they continue befriending to the
The more intolerant she grows to us, the more
utmost this its greatest foe.
indulgent they would be to her and while they have no complaint to utter
against her tract distributors, open-air preachers, and proselytizers, they
have been known to speak of our Miss Cunninghams and other devoted ser-

—
;

vants of Christ in terms of contempt as fanatical persons.

POPERY HOSTILE TO KNOWLEDGE.
pR0TESTAKT3 havc always been

in the habit of

it

adducing

as a charge

against the Church of Rome, that she is the enemy of knowledge, that is, opThe truth
posed to the general diffusion of it among the body of the people.
of this charge can be conclusively established by such facts and considerations
as the following, viz., their doctrine of implicit faith their maxim that ignorance is the mother of devotion the practice of having the public service of
;

;

the Church in a language unknown to the body of the people their opposithe ten
tion to the general use and free circulation of the Sacred Scriptures
;

;

concerning prohibited books prepared under the authority of the
Council of Trent and established by Pope Pius IV., and the Indexes, Prohibitory and Expurgatory, which have been ever since issued from time to time
rules

by

the Papal authorities.

\Ye propose making a few observations upon-

these various proofs of the hostility of the Church of Rome to knowledge.
The first is the doctrine of an implicit faith. Implicit is here used as op-

posed to explicit, and the general idea of implicit faith, which Romanists
regard as quite sufficient and satisfactory, is in substance this, that men are
to believe whatever the Church may teach, without knowing distinctly and
other
explicitly what it is that the Church teaches, and without asking any
In explaining and dereason for their belief except the Church's authority.
fending this principle, they usually labour to shew that there is no occasion
men exerting themselves to form distinct and definite conceptions upon
religious subjects, but that it is quite sufficient if they hold certain vague and

for

which are wide enough to comprehend under them detailed
The object, of course, of advocating
the sufficiency of this implicit faith, is to discourage men from studying
carefully theological subjects, and really exercising their faculties upon them

indefinite notions,

and

specific

statements of doctrine.

* See Bulwark,

vol.

ill.

p. 176.
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SO as to master them, or to understand them in their meaning and their evidence, so far as they have been revealed and are in themselves comprehensi-

The Romish authorities are well aware, that nothing is more fraught
with danger to their claims and pretensions, than the free and independent
exercise of men's faculties upon religious subjects. The process by which
some of the bolder and more outspoken of the older Romish writers, laboured
to inquire, they said, is
to suppress everything like free inquiry was this,
to doubt, to doubt is to disbelieve, and to disbelieve is to perish.
But while the Romanists are anxious generally to^uppress free inquiry, and
to prevent men from exercising their faculties independently upon religions
subjects, they are specially anxious with this view, to establish the authority
of the Church as infallible, in order that, with some appearance of reason,
men may be called upon to believe all that the Church teaches, without asking any other reason for believing it, than just the fact that the Church does
ble.

—

When they have once proved that the visible Church of Christ is
and that the Church of Rome is the Church of Christ, and have
further settled as to who or what are the parties in the Church from whom
infallible decisions may be obtained, then, of course, implicit faith may be
reasonably required. But their great object, that for which all their skill
and ingenuity are usually exerted, is to get at this practical conclusion of
implicit faith, without first proving the preliminary positions on which alone
it can be rationally based.
Very eminent Romish writers have expressed
their approbation of what has been commonly called the collier's faith, because brought out in a story of a conversation between a Protestant and a
" What do
Popish labourer in the mines. The Protestant asked the collier,
" I believe what the Church believes."
believe?"
to
which
he
replied,
you
" The Church believes
P.
"But what does the Church believe?"
what I believe." P. " But what is it that both the Church and you be"The Church and I both believe the same thing." This is
lieve?"
C.
really the utmost extent of investigation and of intelligence which the Romish
authorities are willing to concede to their subjects, and their utmost ingeteach

it.

infallible,

—

C—

—

—

is exerted, though certainly without success, to persuade men that this
they are entitled to. The collier is quite a man to their mind, and their
efforts and arrangements are all directed to the object of keeping the mass of
their subjects in the same condition of stupid, unreflecting, contented ignor-

nuity
is all

Hence their opposition to the diffusion of education among the mass
of the people, as indicated by the utter want of any effective provision for
education in countries where Romanism has full ascendency, and by the
ance.

discouragement they give in every form, to the free exercise of men's faculties

upon

religious subjects.

We may

consider together the maxim of the Romanists, that ignorance
the mother of devotion, and the practice of performing the public serThe
vices of the Church in a language unknown to the body of the people.
maxim that ignorance is the mother of devotion, has not been formally

is

But statements amountadopted and sanctioned by the Church of Rome.
ing in substance to what this maxim asserts, are to be found in the writings of some of her most eminent and highly approved authors, and the
maxim is in entire accordance with the whole spirit of the Church's arrange-

As all
ments, and with the general scope and tendency of her eftbrts.
the faith aud knowledge that are necessary, may be had without reading or
reflection,

without

devotional feeling

much mental
is

more

exertion, so according to

likely to be

Romish

notions,

produced by ignorance than by know-
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—
ledge by vague

and confnsed, than by distinct and definite ideas. It is
only on this ground they can defend the authorized practice of their Clnircb,
in having the public prayers and other public solemn religious services conducted in the Latin tongue, which the body of the people do not understand.
To have public prayers said in a language which the body of the congregation do not understand, is to refuse to treat them like rational beings, and
to ascribe a sort of magical efficacy to the pronunciation of unknown
sound. This practice, which is peculiar to the Church of Rome, and is
wholly unsanctioned by 'any other section of the professedly Christian Church
any quarter of the world,

is plainly inconsistent with the
principles laid
the Apostle, in the 14th chapter of his First Epistle to the Corinthians, and Math every view suggested by Scripture and reason, of the
objects and ends of public worship, and of the way in which, according

in

down by

to the appointment of

be accomplished.

God and

Papists are

the constitution of

the

man, these ends can

habit

of alleging in vindication
of their usual practice in this respect, that a considerable portion of the prayers,
which in the public congregation are said in Latin, are to be found in the
hands of the people translated into the vernacular tongue, and that in this

way

in

they are enabled to understand them.

But

if,

as they allege, the trans-

lation of portions of the public services into the vernacular tongue enables the
people to understand them, why should not the whole be translated ? espe-

arguments adduced in favour of a Latin liturgy,
namely, that the language of the public service of the Church is thus preserved
identical in difterent countries, and unaffected by the changes which are gradually taking place in all languages in common use, might still be urged with
If there be no
the same force, even if the whole service were translated.
reason why the body of a congregation should understand the public service,
why translate any part of it ? and if they should understand it, and cannot do
so without having a translation in their hands, why not translate it all?
cially as the only positive

The statements of the Apostle, in the 14th chapter of First Corinthians, are
upon this question and the only pretence by which Papists attempt
to answer the argument derived from these statements is, the assertion
that the Apostle was not then speaking of a public liturgy
just as if he did
not plainly lay down principles which distinctly apply to the whole public service of the Church. The only real defence of this practice is, that ignorance is
the mother of devotion, and that the more ignorant men are, the more unintelligent and unenlightened their minds are, the more devout they are likely
And these are notions which none but Romanists have ever ventured
to be.
to propound, and wliich no other Church or professedly Christian society has
decisive

;

—

ever ventured to act upon.
The next of those things which Ave enumerated in the commencement of
this article, as proving the hostility of the Church of Rome to knowledge, was
opposition to the general use and free circulation of the Sacred Scriptures.

This is a subject which has been frequently discussed in this journal, and we
We have often proved that the
do not at present intend to dwell npon it
Church of Rome claims the right of withholding the Sacred Scriptures in the
vernacular tongue from the people, upon anj' ground which she may think it

proper to regard as sufficient

;

that

it is still

the actual law and the ordinary

practice of the Church of Rome, that no layman is permitted to possess or to
read the Scriptures in the vernacular tongue without the permission of his
ecclesiastical superiors, and that they are authorized and
this pcruiisfiion, unless they are satisfied that the person to

bound

whom

to withhold
it is

granted

t
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will make a good use of the privilege, that is, that he is one who is not in
the least likely ever to take it into his head to try to ascertaiu for himself what
Scripture means, to form a judgment for himself as to what it was intended

who

it means whatever the Church
have also shewn that, while many modern Romanists
have denied that these are the doctrines and practices of their Church, the
truth upon this point, as we have stated it, is frankly admitted by Dr. Wiseman. The Rales about prohibited books, and the Indexes, Prohibitory and
Expurgatory, must be postponed till next Number.

to teach, but

says

it

means.

will continue to believe that

We

TWENTY REASONS WEY CHRISTIANS SHOULD NOT ATTEND
MASS?*
Because the mass has no authority from Holy Scripture to warrant it.
Because the Bible incidentally speaks in condemnation of the mass.
John xvii. 4 xix. 30 Rom. vi. 9 Heb. vii. 27, ix. 22, x. 14.
1.

—

2.

;

;

;

once offered," and that " once" was " once for
even His one sacrifice on Calvary. Heb. ix. 27, 28.
4. Because there is no victim to be slain, or to die, in the sacrifice.
5. Because there is no sacrificing priest to oflfer the sacrifice.
The Romish
but the only Christian priest is Christ, and His
priests are earthly priests
" For if He
is a heavenly priesthood.
(Jesus Christ) were on earth. He
should not be a Priesty Heb. viii. 4.
6. Because the mass enjoins idolatry, in requiring us to adore a wafer with
the same kind of worship " as is due to the true God."
(Council of Trent,
Sess. xiii., de Euch. c. 5.)
7. Becaiose the consecrated host, or wafer, is a created thing, and cannot,
therefore, be the Creator, God.
3.

Became " Christ was

—

all,"

;

—

—

Because the mass is celebrated in the Latin language, and people, therecannot understand it.
so that even if it were in English,
9. Becarose the priest mutters the mass
no one could hear or understand what he says. (Council of Trent, Sess.
8.

fore,

—

;

xxii. can. 9.)
10. Because the priest keeps

back the wine from the

—

laity,

and drinks

it

" drink
himself; whereas Christ said,
ye all of it." Matt. xxvi. 27.
11. Because they burn candles at mid-day
which, of course, is wilful
waste, and therefore sets a bad example.
;

12. Because in the
is

mass the honour which ought to be given to God only,
" Commemoration of the Mass."
e.y.,

shared with innumerable creatures

— (Roman

:

Missal.)
13. Because there are, in the mass, prayers for the dead;

which

is like

praying for yesterday
14. Because there are images used, to which the people bow, contrary to
the commandment in Exodus xx. 4-6.
15. Because there are so many '''Defects in the 3fass"f which involve the
" De
whole matter in uncertainty. Roman Missal,
defectibus," Latin edit.
!

—

* This

part of one of the excellent tracts of the new Protestant Tract Society.
earnestly trust that every Frotestaut Society in Great Britain will avail itself of their
is

We
pub-

lications.

t See " One Hundred Defects
and Ilalliday.

of the

Mass.

From

the

Roman

Missal."

Seeley, Jacksunj

l2

Landon

:
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16. Hecavse it is nncertain whether the priest has the intentioyi to celebrate
" intends to act
mass, or
deceitfully,^' (^delusorid agere,) as the Roman Missal
''De defectibus, VII."
states.
17. Becauf.e there are a great many superstitions garments and practices
usef^ in the mass, which ought not to be encouraged by Christians,
IS. Because the Bible says that Christ is in heaven glorified, and not in

—

the priest's hands transubstantiated.
19. Because the Creed says that Christ has ascended with his body into
heaven, and will not come down hodily to earth again until He comes io

judge

the world.

"

who partake of the mass are said to devour Christ, His
blood, His soul and divinity. His hones and sinews^^ [ossa et nervos,)
a horrible act and unworthy of Christians.
See Trent Catech. Part

20. Because those

body and
whicli
ii. c.

is

—

iv. q. 31.

All

who

attend at the

Roman mass come under

— " Thou hast praised

the rebuke of the prophet

Gods

of silver and of gold and of brass, of
iron and of wood and of stone, that neither see, nor hear, nor feel but the
God who hath thy breath in His hand, and all thy ways, thou hast not

Daniel

:

the

;

glorified."— Dan. v. 23.

(Douay

Bible.)

CONVENTS AND TAXES.
Popery is a great cause of taxation, and yet a very bad payer of taxes.
The Irish priests and bishops are labouring to rid themselves of the Income
Tax, and a great struggle is also being made in Ireland to secure the exempof nunneries from taxation.

Such an exemption would, of course,
we hope it will on every
and Louth Advertiser, a
ground
Popish organ, for January, contains an earnest article on the subject, from
which it appears that the question is being tried in the county of Down, with
fiorae hopes of success on the part of the Romanists.
"We hope the Protestants
are upon their guard.
We extract the following sentences in the usual Jesuition

amount

to a direct legal sanction of nunneries, and
The Newry Examiner
be firmly resisted.

tical style

:

—

"

Leaving out of question the relip;iou8 cli.aracter of Convents, and the all but
angelic lives of the good and holy women who tenant them, we address ourselves to
the important question as to whether or not Convents sliould be liable to poor-rates
or any other taxes, on this j)lea a plea recognisable by even cold economists and
sordid utilitarians namely, the plea of social usefulness.
" Convents are
specially instituted, not as mere residences for the accommodalion

—

—

of ladies devoted to a religious life, but as houses consecrated to Christian charity.
" One cannot conceive the vast amouiit of social
good effected through the instrumentality of Convents, and the large amount of money saved to the country, which,
under other circumstances, would he absorbed in the support of paupers, convicted
criminals, and such like hapless beings. VVe trust, then, that the excellent Assistantliarrister of the County Down will give his legal .sanction, in regard to the appeal

case reported in our

last, to

the moral justice of exempting Convents from the

lability to jiay poor-rates.
" Should r,(invents be made
too loud
legally rateable, we trust a remonstrance
fo be heard, and too bold to be mistaken,' will be addressed to the Legislature.
'

would be too bad to impose taxes on a house, the occupation of which
^•orks of charity."

is

not
]t

ancillary to
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POPISH BOASTINGS.

—

" The
from the Irish rr'nhyterian for February
The year 1855 has been an eventful one for the CaSeveral new missions have been established two
tholic annals of Scotland.
chapels have been purchased from the sectaries six new churches have been
opened in the eastern and western districts, and others enlarged, and several
are now in course of erection twelve new labourers have b?en added to the
vineyard several large schools have been erected, and others are in the
in several congregations more efficient and trained
course of erection
teachers have been introduced.' That Popery was never more active than at

We

copj^ the following

Northern Tinea says,

:

'

;

;:

;

;

;

the present, we have too good reason to believe, even though we may not be
To meet her aggressions
sure of the correctness of the above statements.

than Parliamentary enactment
we need an increased dissemination of the Word of Life, and a louder and wider proclamation of the gospel of the grace of God. This is the great work of the
Church of Christ. Let her gird herself for it."

we need something more

:

COLONIAL TRACTARIANIS\r.

We receive

and fi'om them
making sad havoc amongst some of the
colonial bishops and clergy, to the great pain and disgust of the intelligent
and pious laity of the Church of England. The great evil seems to be, that
newspapers from the

are convinced that Tractarianism

different British colonies,

is

those possessing higher authority are sometimes the leaders in this mischief,
and that whilst in those distant provinces they can afford to defy public
opinion, they are gradually rooting out all the evangelical clergy, and paving
The Colonial Times and Tasmanian^ (for
the way for the triumph of Rome.

example, lies before us, published at Hobart Town, from whose pages we
"
Assembly of Lay Delegates" has been held there on the
learn, that an
that
they adopted the following significant resolutions :
subject, and
" RESOLUTIONS OF THE ASSEMBLY OF LAY DELEGATES.
" As
lay representatives of the members of the Chui'ch of Ens^Iand in Van Dieinen's Land, assembled to express our opinions on the form of Cliurch Government
best adapted to remedy the evils under which we labour, we feel called upon to
specify the following as among the most serious, viz.
"
\?t, The repudiation of the decision of the Pvivy Council and the resolution of
the Bishop of this diocese not to ordain or admit ministers unless they hold the doc-

—

:

—

trine of baptismal regeneration.
"
2d, The systematic and authoritative dissemination of Romanizing books by
ministers of the Church of England.
"
id. The power possessed by the Bishop to nominate to all pai'ochial livings and
chaplaincies, vvith the absence of any legal mode of trying ministers charged witli
offences ; and the claim of the Bishop to the right of withdrawing their licenses at
his discretion, tiiereby rendering the colonial clergy
completely dependent upon liini
for their appointment and continuance in their jiarochial offices.

"

Al,h,

who

by the Bishop to grant testimonials to the twenty clergymen
Solemn Declaration and Protest,' and the power thereby exercised by
pronouncing sentence upon them as unsound in docti'ine, without trial

Tlie refusal

signed a

'

his lordship in

or inquiry."

A

diocesan meeting of the clergy

is

also reported, over

which the bishop

It is a very stormy meeting, and a
presides.
Dn.-Ffj^ lodges a solemn protest, in which the same charges are reiterated with greater amplitude of de-
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"
objected to by the people, and by many of
says that the books
doctrine
of priestly absolution and auricular
Romish
the
teach
the clergy,
confession, and recognise the Church of Rome as in the main points of relitail.

He

gion one and the same with the Church of England ;" whilst in relation to
the arbitrary exercise of Episcopal power he adds,
" I feel it
my duty to declare solemnly and earnestly that the cause of evangelical
truth and the Protestant principles of the Church are in the utmost danger of being
extinguished and thtfife the effect of the present measures enforced in this diocese
must be speedily to silence and exclude the few evangelical miaisters still remaining,
without the poss'.bility of the introduction of a single clergyman not holding the
views required by the Bishop."

—

;

To give our readers an idea of the kind of scenes which occurred at the
in question, and of the spirit and arbitrary conduct of the Bishop,
we need only give the following sample. The Rev. Mr. Burrowes, apparently
a zealous man, is anxious to extend the catechising and instruction of the
young beyond such mere technical points as are fitted to train the children

Synod

in Tractarian principles, in short, to train the children in the leading principles of Divine truth

:

—

—

" Rev. Mr. Davenport
May I ask Mr. Burrowes whether he proposes to examine the children upon the Decrees of the Council of Trent ?
" Rev. Mr. Burrowes
(warmly.) No, Mr. Davenport, I deprecate all such things,
and you know I consider baptismal regeneration a Popish doctrine. ( Loud cries

—

of order.)

—

The Bishop (rising from his seat in evident excitement.) Mr. Burrowes, it is
indecent and highly improper. I publicly reprove you.
" Mr. Burrowes rose amid renewed cries of
It is, my
order, chair, &c., and said

—

Lord, I retract.
" The Bishop.

—

To hear the doctrine of baptismal regeneration called a Popish
And if it is repeated, Mr. Burrowes, either you or I must
doctrine I can't sit here.
leave the room. (Sensation.)
" Mr. Davenport
essayed to speak, but was prevented by his Lordship.
" The Bishop. I forbid
any further discussion on the subject. I will not hear

—

such language.
"

—
—

Mr. Burrowes. I expect liberty of speech, my Lord.
The Bishop. Not such speech as that.
" Mr. Burrowes. I
say liberty of speech. Mr. Davenport had no

—

*'

me

taught the doctrines of the
" Mr. Davenpjrt rose to
speak
if I

Ccjiincil
;

of Trent.

A CIIAPTEE

IN

right to ask
a public insult.
Pray, sit down."

consider

but his Lordship said

A PAPAL

—

it

SCHISM.

KOMAN HISTORY.

[Concluded from

number we

I

p. 235.)

two Popes, Benedict XIII. and Gregory XII.
disputing for the mastery, both alike canonically elected, and both alike
claiming to hold and to exercise all the lights and functions of the Papacy.
Lv our

last

Some hope

left

of an amicable arrangement appeared in the appointment of three
it was fondly
hoped that

respective councils, through the decision;> of which
peace would be restored.

But even this hope Avas doomed to disappointment.
were appointed to be held in the year 1408 the first

The three councils
at

Perpignan by the
the second in Aquileia by the Bull of Gregory XII.
and the third at Pisa by the letters of the Cardinals of the two obediences.
Benedict, more prompt than his rival, held his council first, the result of
;

Bull of Benedict XIII.

which was, that

;

his cardinals voted

;

him (Benedict XIII.)

to

be " the true
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*
Pope, the catholic and lawful vicai* of Jesus Christ."
Pope Gregory assembled his cai'dinals at Udine in Aquileia, at which he (Gregory XII.) was, in
his turn, declared the lawful Pope.
The Council of Pisa also assembled, and
was opened early la 1409. The earlier sessions of this council were chiefly
occupied in efforts to establish its own authority. This was a difficult task,

seeing they had assembled to judge the Pope; and, indeed, even to this day
it is a disputed question in Roman theology, whether the authority of the
council is above the Pope, or the Pope above the council.
However this may
be, (which at all events is not for us to decide,) the council of Pisa declared

that neither Benedict nor Gregory was lawful Pope stigmatized them as
"
schismatics, heretics^ guilty of perjury, and of the violation of their oaths ;"
and decreed that " the Church of Rome is vacant /" Surely, when Romish
councils charge Popes with heresy, it is full time to explode altogether the
idea of Papal infallibility
;

!

In dealing with the troublesome question of the Schism, the Council of
Pisa tended only to make confusion worse confounded; and in seeking to
dispose of two Popes, it actually widened the breach by electing a third !
For, on the 26th of June 1409, they elected as Pope, Peter Philaret, cardinal

who assumed the pontifical name of Alexander V.
Three Popes, each and all canonically elected and appointed to their office,
now appear in Christendom, claiming respectively the authority and infalliWho shall decide what voice shall determine bebility of the Papal chair.
tween Benedict XIII., Gregory XII., and Alexander V.? What infallible
authority shall vouch for the true and lawful and rightful Pontiff, so as to
leave no possibility of mistake ? Is there no umpire of the conflict no voice
of majesty to rise above the waves of strife, and whisper " Peace, be still?"
No! The head was itself divided the Papacy that now-a- days speaks and
decides was then itself in dispute.
One council of cardinals declared for
and (marvellous
Benedict, another council of cardinals declared for Gregory
consistency, unity, and unanimity !) the same cardinals, when assembled together in their joint capacity at Pisa, decided that neither the one nor the
other neither Benedict nor Gregory was lawful Pope, and in order to restore
of Milan,

—

—

—

;

—

—

unity, created greater discord by the election of a third Pope
The elected of Pisa did not, however, long enjoy his dignity ; for early in
the following year (1410) it was announced that Pope Alexander V. had died
!

Bohemia.

He

was, in a few days

succeeded by Balthagar Cossa,
Thus in 1410 the rival Popes Avere
Benedict XIII., Gregory XII., and John XXIII.
The character of Pope John XXIII. will not stand the test of even a
The antecedents of his public life Avere not altosuperficial examination.
gether creditable, but were not, it appears, unworthy of the Papal chair and
indeed the best we can say of him is, that he was not the worst of the Popes
He inaugurated his pontificate by interference with Naples, whose king he
dethroned, having defeated him in the battle of Capua, from which the proud

in

who assumed

the

name

of

after,

John XXIII.

;

!

Pontiff returned in triumph to

Rome, dragging behind

his chariot wheels the

But vengeance followed hard upon his triumph, and
trophies of his victory.
ere long the conquered king was seen marching to the gates of Rome.
No
resistance was offered, and Rome accordingly surrendered.
Pope John

XXIII. being then
now, had recourse
cums'tances tended
*

as unpopular in his own city as his successor Pius IX. is
These cirto flight, and became a wanderer in Europe.
to expedite the assembling of a general council.

Dupin, Eccl. Hist.

vol.

iii.

p. 1; Edit.

Dub. 1723.

MAY
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" The
extirpation of Schism, and the reformation of the Charch in head
and members," were the great deoiands of the age. The Popes could not
in-ovide a remedy, for, besides being too many, each one of the three rivals
Th-e Council of Constance was accordin his own person needed reformation.
The Papal Schism was one of the first questions
ingly convened, a.d. 1414.
The disorder had already become inveterate. Pisa had
to be considered.
found two rival Popes and had made a third. Constance found the threefold
livalry, and sought to remove it by requesting Pope John, as well as BeneTo this it was replied on the
dict and Gregory, to renounce the pontificate.
part of John XXIII., that to remove him would be to impeach the authority
of the Council of Pisa, in virtue of which he held the Papacy as successor to
Alexander V., the elected of Pisa. Theu there arose objections to the Council
then disputes as to the constitution of
of Pisa, and objections to Pope John
the present council (Constance),
who should be admitted, and who should

—

be allowed to vote.

Some

At

to business.

length they

came

;

said bishops only, others lay representatives also.

" an Italian
Meanwhile, Dapin informs us,
bishop gave in a memorial
all
heads
of
sorts
of crimes of which he accused John XXIII."
containing many
This accusation was to be kept secret, lest it should tend " to disgrace the
During
IJol>i See, to scandalize the Church, and throw it into confusion."
all this time Pope John continued to keep the council at bay
he devised all
sorts of excuses, tried all in his power to divert them from their object, and
He took oaths, and then refused to abide
to sow dissensions among thera.
by them, promised and then retracted. These are, doubtless, the privileges
of infallibility! At length, however, the council took the matter into their
own hands, and in the seventh session they resolved that " John XXIII.
should be cited by a public proclamation to appear within nine days to answer
to the crimes of heresy, schism, simony, wasting of the ecclesiastical revenues,
;

and other crimes."
The eleventh session of the council more fully detailed the crimes of this
Pope. The historian tells us, that "The solicitors of the council presented
in writing the heads of an accusation they had to propose against John XXIII.,
containing an infinite number of crimes that were either notorious or proved
by witnesses, as lewdness and disorders in his youth, the purchasing of benefices by Simony, his advancement to the dignity of a cardinal by the same
means, his tyranny while he was a legate at Bononia, his incests and adulteries while he was in that city, his poisoning of Alexander V., and his own
physician; his contempt of the divine offices after he was Pope, his neglecting

and

to recite the canonical prayers, and to practise the fasts, abstinences,
ceremonies of the Church ; his denying justice, and oppressing the poor

his

;

and ecclesiastical dignities to those that bid most, and committing a thousand and a thousand cheats," &c.*
The only reply set up by Pope John XXIII. against the counts of this
formidable indictment was, " that he had no defence to offer against what
was objected to him !" This, then, is the confession of a Pope who himself
" the man
assumes to be the source of pardon to others. Is not this indeed
of sin?"
He must poison infallibility otU of his predecessor in order to infuse it into himself!
Gold, steel, and poison, these are the means by which
he scaled the giddy height, and became the vicar of the sinless Jesus Of
such materials are Popes constituted.
So much for Pope John XXIII. but what of the Schism all this time ? It
selling benefices

!

;

*

Dupiii,

iii.

13.
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—

three Popes striving for the mastery.
On the 29th
1415, the coudemnation of John XXTIi. was decreed by the Council
of Constance.
For two years and a half matters remained as before the

coatinued as heretofore
of

May

;

struggle proceeding, and the chair of infallibility occupied
sharing the infallibility between them

by

three, doubtless

!

Then came the climax of th6

narrative.

In order to remove the scandal

of three Popes, the Council of Constance elected a fourth 1 On the 11th November 1417, the Council chose Odin Colouna, who assumed the name of

Martin V.

Thus, in the year 1417, four Popes sat on the far-famed Papal
Popes Benedict XIH., Gregory XII., John XXII I., and
Martin V. Then, indeed, might have been illustrated the witty remark of
Fuller, that the Chair of St. Peter had well-nigh come to the ground by
reason of so many striving to sit on it
Where was the unity of Kome then ?
Chair, namely,

!

where her oft-boasted infallibility ?
The rival Popes were in time removed out of the way. John XXIII. was
cast into prison
Death carried off
Benedict XIII. suffered the same fate.
;

Gregory XII. Benedict soon after died in prison, retaining to the last his
John XXIII. (true to the last !) " bribed his guards
prestige and dignity.
with money and escaped from prison," and died six months after. Thus
ended a Schism of no small importance, '' after it had lasted fifty-one
YKARs!" a very striking comment on the high sounding lofty claims of the
Church of Rome

—

!

THE SCOTTISH REFORMATION SOCIETY.
A Meeting of the General Committee of this Society was held in the front
room, 6, York Place, on the first day of last month, Dr. Greville in the
at which petitions to the Houses of Lords and Commons were
chair,
and
adopted, for the immediate withdrawal of the Maynooth Endowment

—

—

;

House of Commons against the appointment of Popish
the navy; and praying for a searching inquiry into the circum-

also petitions to the

chaplains to
stances connected with the alleged forcible detention of a young lady in the
Convent of Norwood. Amongst other matters which occupied the Committee,

was a report presented by the secretary. Rev. Dr. Dill, from which it appeared, that in addition to various other labours, amongst which may be
mentioned the circulation of nearly 11,000 copies of various printed documents, he and the assistant-secretary, Rev. A. B. Grosart, had, during the
past five months, visited thirty-nine towns in Scotland, delivered fifty- one
lectures, and held, in addition, seventeen different meetings with Branch
Associations of the Society.
The report embraced a brief account of an
interesting tour of visitations which had just been completed by Mr. Grosart,

throughout the North of Scotland. The following are the principal places
overtaken by the secretaries
Leith, Portobello, Musselburgh, Pennicuik,
East Wemyss, Grangemouth, Falkirk, Linlithgow, Newington, Edinburgh,
:

—

Glasgow (twice), Tranent, Inverness, Elgin, Invergordon, Ellon, Peterhead,
Fraserburgh, Banff, Portsoy, Keith, Fochabers, Burghead, Forres, Nairn,
It is more than ever important
Fortrose, Cromarty, Tain, and Lossiemouth.
that Protestants should laboui- with persevering energy.
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BURNING OF JOHN HUSS AT CONSTANCE.
Our woodcut represents the burning of this distinguished Bohemian
martyr to the cruelty and perfidy of Rome. The historian of the Council of
Constance* tells us, that when it was declared by two lords to Pope John
XXIII., that John Huss had come to Constance "with a safe-conduct"
from the Emperor Sigismnnd, "the Pope received these lords very courteously,
even though John Huss had killed
and made this protestation unto them
prevent any injustice
my own brother, I would make use of all my power to
"
And yet, in the most
from being done to him while he stays at Constance.'
cruel and perfidious manner, he was put to death, praying aloud at the stake
" Lord
in these terms
Jesus, I humbly suffer this cruel death for Thy sake,
" The executioners cut and
and I pray Thee to forgive all my enemies."
hacked what remained of his body into a thousand pieces, that it might be
the sooner consumed and when they found his heart, they beat it and
His ashes were
fastened it on a sharp stick, and roasted it at a fire apart.
carefully gathered up and thrown into the Rhine, for fear that his disciples or
.
followers should carry them into Bohemia for relics.
They went,
(Huss and Jerome of Prague,) says ^neas Sylvius, to the stake as to a
banquet. Not a word fell from them which discovered the least faint-hearted'

;

:

—

;

.

.

ness.

In the midst of the flames they sung

hymns

to the last gasp without

ceasing." {-

SAVONAROLA.
Of the yearly multitudes who run through the famous sights of " Florence
the fair," and perform their admiration to the pointing of the guide's finger,
few, perhaps, seek out Savonarola's cell, in the old cloister of San Marco, or
stand reverently on the spot beside the fountain in the great square, where
he was burned to ashes, for Savonarola is no hero with the laquais-du-place.
The fame of the gi-eat monk rises bright and pure above his death-pyre, like

—

" stainless Tunstall's banner
white," seen over the smoke of Flodden
time for Italy to recognise it yet waits.

;

but the

Jerome Savonarola, the third son of a family of some consideration in the
was born in 1452, the depth of the scandalous ages of Italy,
"
though the Borgian era" had not yet arrived. The foundation of his education was laid under the eye of his grandfather, a man distinguished in his
time as professor of the physical sciences, physician, and author, and on
whom had been conferred the cross of the knights of Rhodes. The youth of
Jerome, till his twenty-third year, was spent as a student in the public
His parts and application were alike remarkable.
He
schools of Ferrara.
achieved the Greek and Latin languages as only the students of those days
city of Ferrara,

did achieve them.

He

acquainted himself perfectly with the scholastic philo-

sophy and theology, and he cultivated with ardour the accomplishment o
Tuscan verse. Silent, gi-ave, and given to seclusion, his mind dwelt wit
deepening solemnity on the importance and grandeur of man's eternal inThe youth oft
terest, and the vanity of all earthly honours and enjoyments.
communed with his own heart and was still. He came at length to the
same resolution to which, thirty years after, Luther came. He would enter
* Lenfant,

vol.

i.

p. 43.

f Ibid.

p.

430.
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the cloister, and live the monastic life.
Firmly bent on this purpose, his
sensitive and gentle nature yet shrunk from the anguish of bidding his parents
farewell.
Departing in secret from Ferrara, he wrote, two days after, from
the Dominican convent at Bologua, a touching letter to his father, announ-

cing that he had sought peace to his burdened heart in offering up himself
When Luther entered the convent at
a living sacrifice to Jesus Christ.

Savonarola
Erfurt, he took with him two books, Virgil and Plautus.
entered the couvent at Bologna, taking with him his prayer-book and' his
Bible.

His superiors turned his acquirements to account by employing him to
teach the novices of the order. He performed the task with cheerfulness, but
at the end of every labour turned with ardour to the study of the Scriptures.

None
obey
the

convent shewed such an unfeigned humility and promptness to
the brethren, whether high or low. None carried out more strictly
of poverty.
No delicacy or luxury did he ever suffer to come near

in the
all

vow

Two

planks supported on trestles, and a sack stuffed with straw, formed
Though he entered little into conversation, his sweetness of disNotwithstanding that the
position endeared him to the whole community.
Dominicans are peculiarly the preaching order in the Church of Rome, and
him.

his bed.

have the

of " Order of Friars Preachers," the superiors of Savonarola
tardily discovered the extraordinary preaching gifts which lay

title

somewhat

concealed under the simplicity and humility of their master of the novices.
Gradually, however, his matchless powers came out to the day. Several of
the small towns of Lombardy and Tuscany, where he had preached, began to
In the tenth year of his monastic life, he was sent to assist
chapter-general" of the Dominicans in Lombardy, held at Reggio, to
discuss certain matters of discipline connected with the order.
Many
learned laymen and theologians of various orders assisted at that chapter.

marvel at him.
at a "

Among

those

who came

to

hear was John Pico, Count of Mirandola, celemen of that age. The Count had an eye

brated as one of the most learned

that could distinguish a man of mark.
On his return to the court of Florence,
he spoke of the gifted friar to " Lorenzo the Magnificent," Avho signified his
wish to have Savonarola called to Florence.
But whether it was the envy

own modesty that hindered,
monk was settled in the couvent

was not till five yeai's after
San Marco as " master of
sciences, and instructor of the community in the ways of the Lord."
He began by
Savonarola was, by this time, in his thirty-eighth year.
of others, or his

it

that our

of

giving his prelections in the garden of the convent, from a .small chapel in the
People from the city, the court, and the schools of learning and art
The intellect of Florence was taken by storm, and rumour
flocked to hear.
Within the year
carried the fame of the eloquent Dominican to Rome itself.
t3

centre.

he was made prior of his convent.
He dwelt among his cowled people as a
brother beloved but beneath his sweet and gentle manner there wrought
Profitable occupation, industry and
the quiet energy of an immovable will.
;

study, poverty and simplicity of life, the professed characteristics of the
order, were translated from profession into fact, in the cells of San Marco.
Meanwhile, the prior's reputation and influence as a preacher augmented

The great ''Duomo" itself scarce contained the
ran to hear him,
Machiavelli took notes of his sermons.
Lorenzo the
Michael Angelo listened to him, and borrowed hints and ideas.
Magnificent felt him to be a power in the state, and used, to no purpose, all
Wheu the Maguithe arts of gold and blandishment to make him his own.
to an extraordinary pitch.

concourse

who
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the most saperb of those Medici who had defrauded their country
" made the
of her liberties aud
lay dying,
republic of Florence a sophism"

ficeat

—

he would have the Prior of St. Mark's sent for '' Send for the Prior of Sau
Marco, for I have found no true monk but him." A surprising revolution in
manners and murals took place in Flwence.
Restitution of wrongfully
The opulent devoted prodiacquired money was made to a vast amount.
gious sums to the relief of the poor. Great quantities of books and pictures,
:

which were deemed incentives to
voluptuousness, tapestries with indecent figures, cards and dice, and other

prejudicial to morality, objects of luxury

gambling implements, were brought together and publicly burned with
enthusiastic rejoicings. The artists checked their licentious pencils, and
ceased to prostitute their art in the production of lascivious images.
Musicians dropped their wanton ditties, and substituted others to which the ear
of virtue might listen. The people of the surrounding villages and hamlets
waited in groups for the opening of the city gates at dawn, on the days t.iat
The mountaineers descended the sides of the
Savonarola was to preach.
Apennines to direct their steps to Florence, and the citizens welcomed the
The Signoria, or Council of State, consulted and
strangers as brothers.
almost obeyed the monk.
Once, in an emergency, a deputation of the
Signoria was seen to leave their palace and knock at the gate of St. Mark's,
He might have planted his foot at
to beg the succour of the Prior's counsel.
twice the cardinal's hat was
pleasure on the summit of worldly greatness
offered him, and twice refused.
Anticipating, even when the spring-tide of
favour was at its highest, the reaction of hate and vengeance which his
efforts to reform the corruptions of the church would yet draw on him, he
" he desired no other hat than the
re^jlied, that
martyr's blood-stained crown."
His assaults on the crimes of churchmen, and the vices of all, were made
with unsparing severity, and with a boldness which Machiavelli describes as
''
''
"
have attained, through
Popes," he cried,
altogether incomprehensible."
shameful
and
the most
simony
subtlety, the highest priestly dignities, and
even then, when seated in the holy chair, surrender themselves to a shameThe cardinals and bishops
fully voluptuous life, and an insatiable avarice.
No discipline, no fear of God is in them. Many
follow their example.
The chastity of the cloister is slain." He denounced
believe in no God.
the judgments of God, and called upon all men, clerics and laics, to avert
them by repentance. Rome could not long be at ease when such a mighty
voice was sounding forth her crimes, and predicting the scourge of God.
The Pope sent for him to Rome, '' in order to be better acquainted with him."
Savonarola had an excuse in the state of his health at the time, and did not
obey the summons. The Pope skirmished with him for a time by forbidding
him to preach, rooting up all the reforms he had effected in his convent, and
At length he discharged an experpetrating other malign counteractions.
" It is absurd
communication against him. Savonarola did not regard it.
to say the Pope cannot err," cried he, and continued to pour forth his exhortations, denunciations, and defence of his doctrine from the pulpit. The papal
anathema had, nevertheless, struck him a fatal blow.
The intrepid reformer wrote letters to the Emperor of Germany, to the
Kings of France, England, and Hungary, and to the Queen of Spain, calling
upon them to summon a general Council for the reformation of the Church,
and the deposition of the Pontiff, who had obtained the Roman See by simony,
and who scandalized all Christendom by the incredible foulness of his life.
One of these letters was intercepted by the Duke of Milan and communicated
:

MAY
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whose fmy nothing but the reformer's blood could now compose.
Many, who had hated in secret the bold reprover of their vices, began an
open warfare upon him when they saw the measures taken by the Court of
Rome to crush him. The money traffickers, whose usury he had denounced
the enemies of that popular liberty for which the orator had contended the
Franciscans, who hated him as the glory of their rivals, the Dominicans
churchmen whose iniquities he had impeached the base rabble, who hated
all combined their mischief to hunt him.
The agitahis good by instinct
The inhabitants were ranged into two
tion in the city became extreme.
factions.
Savonarola's party was known by the nickname of the Piagnoni,
or Mourners, because they mourned over their transgressions an honourable
to the Pope,

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

" Methodist" or " Puritan."
reproach, worthy to be reckoned along with

A snare, well-contrived for a superstitious age, was laid for the victim.
The Franciscans proposed to test the truth of his doctrines by the ordeal of
fire.
One of their number offered to walk through the fire, if a friend of Savonarola's would do the same, and so take the verdict of heaven. Savonarola's
mind, it is probable, had not wholly shaken off the superstitions of the times.
perceived that the enemy made the proposal in the expectation
of his rejecting it. Perhaps he dreaded the effect which his declining might
produce on the popular mind. Brave men have lacked the courage to refuse

He may have

fighting a duel ; and the Prior of St. Mark's may have lacked courage to refuse
However it may have been, in
the duel to which his rivals challenged him.

Brother Domland his implicit
unbounded conA long pile of wood, saturated with pitch and oil, was
fidence of triumph.
built in the great square. The ordeal was to consist in passing along a narrow

an

evil

hour he declared his readiness to accept the ordeal.

nico, of Savonarola's convent, undertook the trial at once,
faith in his master's truth seems to have inspired him with

lane

left

open through the middle of the

pile.

As Savonarola perhaps ex-

In the end,
pected, the Franciscans began to shuffle and raise objections.
they backed out and went off, taking care to spread among the mob that the
This had a prodigious effect on
evasion was not theirs, but Savonarola's.

mind of the

fanatic populace.
the Sabbath evening following the day of the ordeal, a mob congregated
" To San
about the cathedral. The cry was raised,
Marco," and in a few
minutes the convent was surrounded by a mass of infuriated assailants,

the

On

Fire was
partisans, swords, staves, and stones.
applied to the doors, and an entrance forced. Savonarola and his monks were
At the door of the choir some
in the choir of the church, engaged in prayer.
of the younger monks made so resolute a defence, that the rioters were unable

armed with arquebusses,

whereupon they betook themselves to the principal door of the
church, which they burned down, and from the church attempted to get possession of the choir.
The struggle lasted till long past midnight, a few laymen
A German, named Herico, mounted the
the
in
their
monks
defence.
aiding
pulpit armed with an arquebuss, and kept up a fire on the mob, killing many
to enter

;

At length came functionaries from the government, with an order
accompany them to the palace of the Signoria. The guard
hardly protected him from being torn to pieces by the brutal mob.
Savonarola was tried before the Signoria, or Lords of Florence. Torture,
both by fire and rack, was seven times applied, and the most villanous means
employed to involve him in self-crimination. After three-and-forty days of
cruelties and indignities, he was led forth to the great square, and, in presence
of the commissaries of the Pope, hanged on a high gallows, around which was
of them.

to Savonarola to
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heaped a pile of wood. The torch was applied. The pile blazed forth, and
while aay part of his body was visible, the mob kept throwing stones at tne
remains hanging over the fire, and dropping away piece by piece before the
The ashes were carted into the Arno. It was in the
fury of the flames.
spring of the year 1498 that Rome thus finished the Savonarola controversy.
Finished ? Let Rome look forward nineteen years, and read, over the broad
shoulder of yon monk, the paper which he is nailing to the door of the church
of Wittemberg

!

The character of Savonarola has been held up in
by rancorous stupidity, and superstitious or infidel

all

manner of evil lights,
He was a heretic,

hate.

a fanatic, an impostor, a sacerdotal demagogue, a brain-touched enthusiast.
Ignorant admirers set up for him a claim to be regarded as a prophet. For
us, it is enough to know that he had found the key of knowledge, and understood the grand doctrine of justification, to establish for him the character of
a true reformer.
Much of the Romish lees lodged still in his mind ; but was
Luther's own mind completely purged? " God forgives man his sin," says
" and
Savonarola,
justifies him in the way of mercy. For every justified person existing on the earth, there has been an act of compassion in heaven
for no man is saved by his works.
Wherefore,
God, I seek thy mercy, and
I bring thee not my own righteousness
the moment thou justifiest me by thy
;

:

grace, thy righteousness belongs to me ; for grace is the righteousness of God.
So long,
man, as thou believest not, thou art, because of sin, deprived of

God, save me by thy righteousness, that is, by thy Son, who alone
was found righteous among men." Luther, at least, had no hesitation in
" The Antiranking Savonarola among the good soldiers of Jesus Christ.
christ of that time," he says, " dared to make the memory of this great man
but see, he lives, and the remembrance of him is blessed."
perish
grace.

;

NOTES OF THE MONTH.

it

The great object of Romanists is now to seize the Government, by making
lawful for a Popish Sovereign to occupy the Throne of Britain.
This would

put the topstone on the fabric of aggression, which they have been so elaborately erecting for many years, and would seal the degradation of our
country. This result, however, must be approached cautiously, and the great

matter in the meantime is to remove quietly all Acts of Parliament which
stand in the way. Amongst these is the Oath of Abjuration, the pith of
which is contained in the following sentence :

—

"

And

I

do faithfully promise, to the utmost of

my

power, to support, maintain,

and defend, the succession of the Crown, against the descendants of the said James,
and against all other persons wiiatsoever which succession, by an Act, intituled, ayi
Act for the further Limitation of the Croicn, and better securing the Rights and Liberties
of the Subject, is, and stands limited to the Princess Sophia, Electress and Duchess
of Hanover, and the Heirs of her body being Protestants.
Dowager
" And all these
things I do plainly and sincerely acknowledge and swear, according to these express words by me spoken, and according to the plain common sense
understanding of the same words, without any equivocation, mental evasion, or
;

secret reservation whatsoever.

abjuration, renunciation,

FAITH OF A Christian.

—

And

1

do make this recognition, acknowledgment,

and promise, heartily,
So help me God."

willingly,

and

truly,

upon the true

Mr. Milner Gibson, a ready agent of the Vatican, has, with the consent of
the Government, secured a vote of the House of Commons for the abolition
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House of Lords will intci*popp. Let this oath be
season of confusion, Popery will probably have no
difficulty in finding a Romish candidate for the throne.

of

this oath.

trust the

nbolished, and in the

first

We referred in last number to the Norwood Nunneiy case. AlthoM^li f'e
law was evaded, there cannot be a doubt that we virtually had in that (•.'(«( a
striking illustration of the true nature of the conventual system, as imp'ying
a claim to imprison and banish Her Majesty's subjects, in other words, to

exercise two of the highest functions of the civil Magistrate, in defiance both
of the law and of parental authority. And yetour whole statesmen, and the

mass of the British people, look on with vacant unconcern.
come of Mr. Chambers and his ISunncry Bills?

A

What has

be-

keen controversy has been carried on lately in Dundee, in reference to
made in the Free Church Presbytery, on the subject of the

certain remarks

The
Anti-Popish lectures lately delivered there on the Sabbath evenings.
apparent tendency of these remarks, as at first reported, was certainly hostile
to the operations of those who have been so zealously endeavouring to diffuse
Protestant principles in Dundee, although we must also admit that there is a
danger of abusing Sabbath evening sermons in many of our large cities, to
But what
the great injury of our good old habits of domestic catechising.
is mainly wanted in Dundee, is a concentrated union of all true Protestants,
for the purpose of adopting some practical measures for arresting the growth
of Popery, which seems to fionrish there unchecked, more than in any other

town

Glasgow. Lectures, after all, ought to
Let the ministers, therefore, if they arc
really zealous for Protestantism, bestir themselves and take the lead in establishing some effectual Protestant agencj' for this purpose, such as the country
at large has long and anxiously anticipated.
The following interesting case of the conversion of a priest is reported in
the North of England newspapers:

in Scotland, except perhaps
be only means towards this end.

in

—

" The Rev. Tobias de Rome
Bolton, Romish priest in Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
waited upon the Rev. G. T. Fox, last Sunday evening, in order to renounce in his
presence the errors of Popery. He produced his letters of priest's orders, and also
a letter of good character up to the present time, signed by liis Bisliop so that
whatever attempts may be made to blacken his character, it is evident that he is of
good standing and unblemished reputation with his own denomination, up to the time
;

He

stated likewise, that it was his intention immediately to
in the Roniish faith, but like liimself had had
her eyes open to see the errors of the system. This event took place on Tuesday,
when Mr. Bolton was married by the Vicar of Newcastle, to Miss Stokoe, niece of
the Coroner for that town. Mr. Bolton stated that it was the immorality of the

of his renunciation.

marry a lady who had been brought up

system, especially as displayed in tl>e disgusting details of the confessional, which
opened his eyes to the unseriptural character of the Church of Rome."

first

A

curious illustration of the deadly hatred of Popish priests to the circulaWord of God, has also occurred at Newcastle. Messrs. Pattisou
and Akrigg, the Inspectors of lodging-houses in that town, resolved, in a
truly Christian spirit, to place copies of the Bible in each lodging-house in

tion of the

Newcastle. The priests at once took the alarm, and wrote a furious letter to
the " Editor of the Weekly Register and Catholic Standard," entitled
" Policemen as Exeter Hall
Agents," professing to imagine that the ordiof
Police
Newcastle
had
become active proselytizers against Rome.
nary
The two inspectors state their case in reply with great calmness and good

and it is surely intolerable that Romish priests should be suffered to
exercise such palpable tyranny in opposition to the wishes and eternal in-

spirit,
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The following extract from

301
thia reply will

explain the matter
" Within the
borough of Newcastle-upon-Tyne there are 97 registered lodginghonses, in which "179,41}< persons lodged from time to time during the year 1!!55.
The publication of these, the usual returns, seem to have led to some inquiry by those
resident in this town who take an interest in the reformation of criminals, and one of
:

results was that vve, in consequence of applications made to us as the Inspectors
of Lodging-Houses, asked the proprietor of each lodging-house, if he or she would allow
a Testament to be left in the rooms occupied by the lodgers, for their use. This offer
one of them most cheei-fully assented to, nor did any of them make the slighttlie

every

whatever to the proposal, and we accordingly delivered to each the
of Testaments they wished for.
" Not one of the Testaments was delivered by
any policemen, and we most emof any kind whatever, directly or indirectly, was
phatically declare that no threat
ever used by us so as to in any way influence tlie proprietors of the lodging-houses to
accept them (the Testaments) ; but, on the contrary, since we have heard that objections were raised against their ("the Testaments) being left in the Catholic lodginghouses by us, for the use of the lodgers, we have explained to the proprietors that
as
them, was entirely a voluntary act on their part, but that if
est objection

number

keeping,
accepting
they objected to do so, of course, they could at once return them to us or the persons
from whom we received them."

A

case connected with Popery has just been tried at Liverpool, before Mr.
Justice Willes, and the remarks of this judge illustrate the profound ignorance which reigns in high places in regaid to the Romish system. The re-

port says
" His

—

Lordship, in summing up, commented on the observations of the learned
counsel about the freedom of the press. There could be no true freedom if the
editor of a newspaper were allowed to impute the offence of treason and rebellion to

people merely becuuae they happened to be wembers of a different relir/ion, and because
they had, as sincere members of their faith, a desire that others should think like
With regard to the atrocities perpetrated in the name of religion in
themselves.
times gone by, such times were gone by for both Catholics and Protestants. Mankind was too enlightened to tolerate such proceedings as those which had been suggested for the destruction of heretics."
It has been proved a thousand
"What a lamentable confusion of ideas
" treason and retimes that Popish principles fairly carried out, do imply
bellion" against every earthly sovereign except the Pope, and how is the
matter improved by simply garnishing this over with the name of " religion ?"
As to persecution, Papists are notoriously as ready to persecute as ever, as a
"
matter of principle, whilst the
age," instead of being "too enlightened"
in such matters, is probably more blind and impervious to reason on this
!

any that has existed since the Reformation.
The Rev. W. Tait has been carrying on the w^ar against Rome at Rugby
with great energy and success. His proceedings tend to illustrate, however.
" Satan's
servants,"
Captain Gordon's maxim in regard to Romish priests.
said he, "are like himself; resist the devil and he will flee." Mr. Tait's
"
the priests from the field, and now he has
fly sheets" have fairly driven
" Result of the
Fly Sheets," expospublished an excellent tract, entitled the
and
of
the Romish system.
The Ruciby
nature
the
more
tendency
ing
fully
subject than

J (/w^Yis^r, a faithful Protestant journal, has strongly aided Mr. Tait in his
good work.
Father Gavazzi has abandoned the idea of publishing his newspaper weekly,
and resolved that it shall appear only at intervals of a month. He complains loudly, and as we know by experience, not too loudly, of the intense
apathy of British Protestants. Only here and there does there seem a man
fully awake to our true position, and probably this sleep will only be broken
in

upon by the crash of some

terrible

judgment.
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JOHN KNOX AND THE IMAGE OF MARY.
The following incident is related iu M'Crie's Life of Knox, and illusLrates
the stem fidelity to principle of that great Reformer. He was a prisoner iu the
French galleys, and the historian says, " When the prison ships lay on the

—

Loire,

mass was frequently

said,

and

salve regina

sung on board or on

shoi'e

On

these occasions, they were brought out and threatif they did not give the usual
but
signs of reverence
instead of complying, they covered their heads as soon as the service began.
Knox has preserved in his History a humorous incident which took place on

within their hearing.
ened with the torture

;

one of these occasions, and, although he has not said so,
bable that he himself was the person concerned in the affair.

it is

highly proa fine

One day

painted image of the Virgin was brought into one of the galleys, and a
He refused,
Scottish prisoner was desired to give it the kiss of adoration.
But j'ou
saying that such idols were accursed, and he would not touch it.
shall,' replied one of the officers roughly, at the same time forcing it towards
'

his mouth.
Upon this the prisoner seized the image, and throwing it into
the river said, ' Lat our Ladie now save hirself schc is lycht enoughe, lat
her learn to swyme.'
The officers with difficulty saved their goddess from
;

the waves, and the prisoners were relieved for the futui'e from such trouble-

some importunities."*
* M'Crie's Life of Kuox, new

edition, p. 34.
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A PROTESTANT DIFFICULTY SOLVED.
Many Protestants are stumbled by not being able to understand how the
Church of Rome can be the Autichristian apostasy, and yet members of that
Church be saved.
The diflSculty may be thus stated. There are, in Scripture, a great many
passages which lead one to believe the Church of Rome to be the foretold
Also, the peculiar docAntichrist, the mystical Babylon, the man of sin.
trines of the Church of Rome are most contrary to Scripture, subversive of
the leading truths of the gospel, and calculated to mislead, beguile, and de-

stroy men's souls. But, then, on the other hand, the Church of Rome holds
many cardinal truths of Christianity, and has contained in her bosom some

pious men, like Fenelon, Pascal, and others, who were Roman Catholics, and
How is it possible, then, that this
yet, we have reason to hope, were saved.

should be so ? If the Church of Rome be the Antichristian apostasy, how
can any of its members either be Christians or saved ?
This difficulty, Ave believe, causes many Protestants to hesitate in recognising the Church of Rome to be the Antichrist, who would otherwise admit
the forcible testimony of Scripture to that efliect.
This apparent difficulty is capable of receiving a satisfactory explanation.
There can be no doubt that the Church of Rome is the Antichrist, the great
foretold apostasy, the features of which are so strikingly pourtrayed as to be
unmistakably recognised by every candid student of God's Word that man
of sin who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called God, or is
worshipped whose coming is after the working of Satan, with all powers,
and signs, and lying wonders, speaking lies in hypocrisy, forbidding to marry,
and commanding to abstain from meats.
But, then, this Antichristian power, as Bishop M'llvaine has well ob-

—

—

indicated in prophecy as a great CInirch apostasy.
It is not the
of individuals, but the existence in the world, for many ages, of
a vast corporate Antichristian institution, which should exercise a fearful

served,
falling

is

away

influence on the destiny of mankind.
The phrase employed by Dr. Beecher,
work to describe the Papacy, of the " Romish

therefore, in his recent able

is peculiarly happy, and well calculated to impress upon the
that leading characteristic of the Antichrist, its being an organization,
a corporate power. In the next place, we recognise the author of this marvellous organization as the subtle enemy of mankind ; for the Apostle tells

Corporation,"

mind

coming of the man of sin is after the working of Satan.
The great problem, therefore, which Satan had to work out was. How much
It
evil could be produced within the given limits by which he was confined ?
was not as if he were free and uncontrolled to do all the mischief his depraved

us, the

how much could he compass under the organization of a
Church, under the restraints imposed upon him, by the nature of man and
the providence of God.
Doubtless, he would never have suffered Christianity to exist, or would have expelled it from the world immediately, had the
power been his, but it was not the question to be solved Avas, within the
limits and boundaries assigned to him, and subject to the Divine restraints,
what amount of evil could he compass? Now, it is evident that, if there had
been an attempt to introduce unmingled evil, had the counterfeit possessed

will desired, but

:

no features of semblance
detected.

It

to the original, the cheat

would have been too easily
and where

was, therefore, necessary to work with subtlety

;
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be effected, to suffer and allow, nay, even to
good, in order to the effecting of more evil.
be seen that Popery is a corporate organization, formed and

pure unmitigated

promote some
It

may

tlius

MAY 1

evil could not

little

moulded by the

plastic skill of the great enemy of mankind.
Dr. Beecher, in the following passage, has, with his usual ability, brougiit
out this peculiarity of the Komish system
" The
power of Romanism to do evil is augmented by the fact, that it has in it so
much truth. This truth is, if we may so say, in a state of captivity to the Romish
hierarchy, and is used by them to gain their own ends.
They use it to give authority
:

—

By means of it, they fit up some rooms in the great Babel, in whicii
holy men can dwell and worship God, though in captivity. Meantime, the existence
of such good men, under the system, is used to give it influence.
They are as stool
pigeons to draw others into the snare."
to their system.

This explains one of the difficulties'suggested, viz..
if good men are to be found in her ranks?

Antichrist,

How

can

Rome

be the

The corporation has

been organized by Satan, and is the Antichrist but Satan has not full
power his problem to be worked out is. How, under the guise of Christianity,
and within the length of his tether, to do as much mischief as possible ? Now,
he could not work at all under these conditions, without doing some good, and
without some good men to work with.
The Fenelons, Pascals, and other great names, are therefore essential to
his success, and are, as Dr. Beecher most happily expresses it, " the stool
pigeons to draw others into the snare."
In what relation, then, do individual Romanists stand towards the corporation of Antichrist ?
The following negative predicates of Dr. Beecher, will
:

;

assist us in

"

answering this question

:

—

What

part is to be assigned to man in this stupendous fraud 1
" 1. Not that
any one human mind ever, in any age, deliberately planned and organized the whole system from the beginning, knowing it to be a fraud.
" 2. Nor that
any number of men co-operatiug in one age, or in different ages, ever
planned it as a whole.
" 8. Nor that the
great mass of the laity, whom it has deluded and controlled, have
«ver supposed it to be a fraud.
"4. Nor that all its leading advocates have regarded it as a fraud, though very
many have so regarded and used it even popes, bishops, and priests.
" 5. Nor that there is no
important doctrinal truth in some of its dogmas ; thei-e

—

is niucli.

"

G.

under
"

7.

Nor that no good men have ignorantly contributed to its fonnation, and lived
and obeyed it as victims of delusion.
Nor that it has never done any good but that the truth and peculiarities of the

it,

;

system do not properly belong together that one is of God, the other of the devil ;
and that good men under it are made by the truth in spite of the system, and not
because of it."
;

The explanation, then, of the apparent paradox, that individuals can be
saved in the Church of Rome, though that Church be the Antichrist is thus
accounted for. Every individual Papist, like every other man, is a lost, ruined,
and undone sinner, whose soul needs to be saved. The doctrine of Rome
contains much truth, though overlaid by monstrous falsehoods and counterSatan is at the head of the great corporation, bnt his power is
acting error.
limited ; and though he does undoubtedly beguile multitudes by keeping
them from all access to the truth, yet he cannot succeed in all cases for, in

—

;

many have come

have escaped the snare, renounced
Popery in spite of all his guile, whilst others, though they have not been able
to free themselves from the trammels of his net, have nevertheless laid hold
on such portions of substantial truth, as have been saving to their souls uay,
we have seen that it is even convenient and necessary to have a few such for
the

first

place,

out,

—
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of such have been
the credit of the system, and to increase his power of evil
Thus it appears that the salvation or loss of the
the Fenelons, Pascals, &c.
;

souls of Papists, lilie that of other men, depends entirely upon their individual condition, viz., whether they have got pardon and salvation through the
"
blood of the Lamb or not.
How overlaid with falseBut, oh what fearful odds are against them.
!

and the more
guile, is that simple doctrine of the Cross
you study the real condition of the Romish priesthood, and of the people
generally in Romish countries, the more will you realize the great advantage
which Satan possesses by means of this powerful agency of his own organizWhat general wide-spread ignorance of the
ing, the Romish Corporation.
saving doctrines of Christianity, pervades the common mind of Romanism
How few are resting on Christ, what masses on the Virgin, saints, selfThose few who work their way to Christ
righteous men, and will-worship
hood and Satanic

;

!

!

these impediments, though still blinded by the arrogant claims of
to their allegiance, which educational prejudice prevents their discover-

through

Rome

all

ing, are unquestionably saved
this consoling truth, and, at the

;

and there

is

no inconsistency

in admitting

same

time, contending for the scriptural statement that the Romish Corporation is the foretold Antichrist, the revealed
man of sin, the apocalyptic Babylon. In the book of Revelation, it is hinted

Hence it is said, " Come
Babylon that are not of it.
to
that
some of " God's people"
seems
imply
my people," (which
" be not
are enveloped in her enormous and wide-spread fabric of corruption,)

that

some

are in

tliis

out of her

partakers of her sins, that ye receive not of her plagues."

THE MARCH TO ROME.
Our /Statesmen. — Did our space

permit we might now conduct our readers
"
through the various other grades of society, and show in them all the plague
"We
trace
its
from
might
progress
year to year in such professions
begun."
as the army, the navy, the bar, and the bench. But we can only at present
call attention to the extent to which our statesmen are imbibing its malignant
such men as Mr. Gladstone, the Duke of Newcastle, Mr. Sidney
poison
;

—

Now let it be
Herbert, Sir James Graham, and several of inferior mark.
observed that most of these are young and rising statesmen, and must, if
spared life but for a few years, until our Palmerstons and Russells are removed, have the control of the country largely in their hands. Most of them
In the late Aberdeen minishave already held office, and some repeatedly.
try, Mr. Gladstone was Chancellor of the Exchequer, Sir J. Graham was
First Lord of the Admiralty, the Duke of Newcastle was Secretary-oZ-War,
and Mr. Sidney Herbert Secretary-ail-TYar that is, the army, the navy, and
the national chest, our three chief earthly resources, were in a time of war
and danger in the hands of Puseyites. Well, we all know how they fulfilled
the trust committed to them, and that scarce were they ignominiously driven
from office in consequence, than every man of them made haste to avow his
Yes, and it was currently reported at the time
sympathies with Russia.
that the secret of their Russian sympathies was their Puseyite leanings to the
Greek Church. What a prospect here for Protestant England,
that in all
human probability 'tis these and such men who will mainly sway her destinies
for many years to come!

—

—

—

Do Scottish Protestants reply that this alarming course
Effect 071 Scotland.
of apostasy is confined to England ? And suppose it were so.
Have you forgotten that the two countries are no longer two, but are bound together by

MAT 1,
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a thousand

and are like two
ties, immensely stronger than the Act of Union
gallant vessels firmly lashed together, a leak or fire in one of which must
But the plague is not confined to England there is
needs endanger both.
;

—

much

intercourse between the two countries for any pestilence to be
very fife in the one and not to spread into the other. It is now the fashion
to send the young Scottish aristocracy and gentry of both sexes to England
far too

—

—

a fact of most ominous import to Scotland, truly
while inall classes of both nations is daily on the increase.
And
what already are a few ot the consequences ? A large number of Puseyites,
and not a few Romish perverts amongst the most ancient families of Scotland
for education

;

tercourse between

:

nay, the destroyer following his victims to the very steps of Presbyterian
and here shutting up in a nunnery a minister's daughter, there setpulpits
ting up as a vender of Popish books another minister's son ; in one case
;

transforming an elder's son into a Popish priest, and in another a minister's
daughter into the Superioress of a Popish convent? Is there not something
deeply humiliating in having to record such facts as these? that in the land
of Knox and Melville there should be found apostates among " the sons of
the prophets," and that Scotland's upper classes, which in days of yore fur-

—

nished such martyrs as the venerated Argyle, and such champions of the
truth as the Lords of the Congregation, should now be found so largely on
the side of Puseyism and Popery.
The Press. One other source of influence

—

which

is

the offspring of Protestantism

we

shall

now briefly

—which owes to

it its

notice

— one

wellbeing alike

its being, and which surely could not by any craft, however consummate, be tempted to side Avith Popery, its mortal foe, against Protestantism,
its own parent, and thus to commit in the one act the crimes of parricide and
We refer to the press. Well, it is with shame and sorrow we consuicide.

with

mighty engine is now being worked for our country's ruin, by
our country's worst foes, perhaps even more extensively than our schools and
colleges. One course has been to create a Popish Press ; and so a large number
of Popish newspapers and periodicals already exist, as the Dublin Revien\

fess that this

and Telegraph in Ireland the Rambler, the Lamp, and
and the Free Press and Northern Times in Scotland.
And it is an instructive fact, that the tone of these vary with the Protestantism of their respective localities, from the outspoken ultramontanisin
of the Tablet in Dublin, to the weighed and measured sentences of the Weekli/
Register in London, which has, the better to win upon Protestants., even changed
its name from the Catholic Standard.
But a more favourite and successful
device is, by corrupting and intimidating the Protestant Press, to make it
minister to Rome's purposes and subserve her designs.
Many cases might
be given of articles in English and Scotch papers of the most Jesuitical
kind, designed in sonte way to apologize for Popery and disparage ProtestantEven such respectable London papers as the Illustrated London News,
ism.
have published, and in terms of approbation, accounts of some of the most
the Nation.,

Weekly

Tablet.,

Recfister in

;

London

;

—

idolatrous services of Popery
while such leading papers throughout the
country as the Man/:h€ster Guardian, the Edinburgh Scotsman, and the Aberdeen Herald, manifest the most decided sympathies for the Pope, who exe;

crates their entire class, and thus in a sense peculiarly their own, present one
Nor does Rome stop with
instance, at all events, of love to their enemies.
to show such gentlemen of the broadsheet as are her
corrupting our press
obedient servants, what they might expect, but for that Protestantism they are
80 ungratefully injuring, she tries her hand even here at the work of intimiOne of the most undation, and we mourn to add, sometimes with success.
;
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flinching advocates of Protestantism is tlie Morning Advertiser ; and so a
singnlaiiy crafty attempt was made to get Mr. Grant, its editor, dismissed,
which was traced to Romish emissaries, and which happily failed. Another

was made

to prevent advertisements on Protestant subjects from appearing
North British Advertiser; and we regret to add that a paper which
ought to have been above intimidation yielded to the pressure, and refused to
insert advertisements whose sole object was to defend that Protestantism to
which it owes its great prosperity. Now who does not know the mighty
in the

power

for

good or

evil of the fourth estate ?

— a power

to Avhich the other

three are often obliged to yield. The pulpit itself wields no such influence
it can only speak for a few hours each week, and to none but those who may
choose to approach it while almost every hour of the entire week is the
;

;

press speaking to the entire nation. And it is notorious that to know the
sentiments of most men you have only to ascertain what newspapers they
read.
The very insect takes the colour of the leaf it feeds on, and it is not
in human nature to read a paper like the Scotsman without more or less im-

bibing its views and spirit. If you doubt this, will you just find out a
of its oldest subscribers, and ask their opinion on Popish subjects?

number

Then,
with what rapidity Rome is adding this source of influfor of course in a work so brief we only profess to give
ence to all the rest
a few samples of each case to think of her steady progress in working out
her consummate plan, corrupting the press wherever she can, intimidating

how

fearful to think
!

—

—

where she cannot corrupt; and by

this twofold process

supplies through this channel of healthy moral food,

stopping the country's

and substituting instead

what is drugged and poisoned We ask, who does not see in this a process
begun, which, if only permitted to go on, through the guilty npathg of Protestants, will first un-Protestantize, then demoralize, and finally Romanize
whole masses of the community.
Inevitable Results.
Such, then, is a rapid glance at the chief sources of
influence. We have found the Mystery of Iniquity working in them all. And
now we ask the reader, What must be the issue to this nation if the putrefactive process be not stayed, which in consequence has already begun ? Say
!

—

we implore

you, that it has only but begun. The progress of such things
the least geometrical.
If moral light, like material, diminishes by the
square of the distance, of course darkness increases at the same rate. And,
not,

is at

enormous advantages
over truth, and moral pestilence spreads with vastly greater speed than moral
health.
Then, what are the present prospects of a country like this, swarming with a host of the most restless disseminators of the pestilence, and with
in a fallen world like ours, en'or has in every struggle

such feeble

efforts yet

guardians of

its

made

to save

it

by those who are the constituted

health ?

DR. MILNER'S

"END OF RELIGIOUS CONTROVERSY."

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BULWARK.

— Those who have to deal with

Romanists in controversy cannot have
observe that Dr. Milner's book furnishes them with their material,
and that they take little or no pains either to verify his quotations or test
The book is considered, even at the present
the soundness of his assertions.
day, so important, that a cheap edition is produced that cannot be remunerSir,

failed to

ative as a money speculation.
The object is apparent, for we are informed
in the preface that it is the work of all others best calculated to gain over
(uninformed) Protestants.

MAY
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"
is antiquated, the arguments are, in fact, not
posted up"
advanced stage of the controversy. The two American replies
are both excellent as far as they go, but
by Dr. Jarvis and Bishop Hopkins
and
it is admitted that there is room for
in
short
fall
respects,
many
they
Dr. Grier's repl}'

to the present

another.

The subject has been suggested to me several times, but incessant profeshave interfered with my carrying out my plans. I have,
however, prepared a series of papers for publication. The scope and object

sional occupations

—

work will be sufficiently explained in the title I propose to adopt,
''
End of Religious Controversy:''
Pious Frauds exemplified by Dr. Milner's
illustrative of Dr. Milner's
Contributed
and
Articles,
Selected^
Original^
being
Edited by, &c., 8f c.
Fallacies and Fictions.
There is scarcely an anti-Popish work in which we do not meet with some
reference to the book in question, detecting some fraud, fallacy, or misrepreof the

sentation.
Apart of my plan is to select from such sources, and, with the
contributions of friends, and original articles, to make up an interesting and
practically useful volume.

My

object in bringing this subject to

your notice

is,

that

by kindly giving

this letter a place in your journal, your readers may be informed that I shall
be glad to receive their contributions to the proposed work, each contributor

which he feels most interested.
Facts and quotations must be well authenticated by precise references^ so
Such a work as now contemplathat their accuracy may be readily tested.
ted cannot fail to be useful. Contributions are invited by. Sir, your obedient

selecting those parts in

C. H. Collette.

servant,
57, Lincoln's-inn-fields,

London, MarcJt

22, 1856.

MAYNOOTH.
Peuhaps the most wonderful instance of our national infatuation, is the Maj-nooth
Endowment. Tliat College was first endowed as a mere stroke of godless policy,
to that of Jeroboam, the son of Nebat.
Ay, and in its
pretty similar in character
has Maynooth
results too ; for God has confounded this guilty state-craft, as not only
done exactly the reverse and instead of bringto do what was
failed

expected,_but

;

Yet, though our
forth evil, only evil, and that continually.
ing forth good, brought
had
rulers themselves confess that it is a total failure, and that every hope they
Irish
formed of it has been disappointed,_though they admit that instead of making
and gentlemanly than were those who had
priests more loyal,* peaceable, learned,
been trained on the Continent, the very opposite is the case,— the only thing they
this cot of
will not hear of is its disendowment.
They promised to rear us doves in
in every instance the brood turns out to be cocktheirs, and though they admit that
And thus
in spite of all that can be done.
atrices, still on they go with the hatching
to poor Ireland by way of medicine the
they have proceeded for years, administering
the more obstinately in its continuance the more
poison that is killing her, persisting
its mischievous
manifest its poisonous nature becomes, and increasing the dose as
but the manufactory to
effects increase.
Nay, they provide not merely the poison,
make it in_not only maintain the hornets, but the nest in which to breed them
And having thus on the one hand been keeping up at the nation's cost a vast agency
to keep up as vast an
for filling the land with disorder, they are obliged on the other
for making our criminals, they have
Rome
it.
for
Having
paid
suppressing
agency
to confine them, judges to
to pay military to coerce them, police to catch them, jailers
and executioners to hang them. And after havtry tiiem, ships to transport them,
for years, they refuse to abandon it,_nay,
ing kept up this round of guilt and folly
still pronounce it and count it the acme of wisdom.
!

The notorious Dr. Cahill, at a meeting in Limerick, March 17, said—" And the Engunchristian
statesmen may yet take warning in time to confine their malice, and the
UA\ a ^tory oi an altered dt/tiusti/
teachin"- of the Protestant Church of England may yet
and a bTood-stained capital. (Great sensation.)"— 7a6;c/, March 29.
*
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TO OUR READERS.
The

present

Number

is

the last in the Fifth

Volume of our

little

work,

which has hitherto been honoured by God to maintain an extensive circulation in all parts of the United Kingdom, and many copies of which are sent
We cannot doubt, from the
regularly even to distant and Popish lands.
many letters which we have i-eceived, that our humble efforts have been instrumental in no small degree in arresting the rising tide of Romanism, and
in enlightening and confirming Protestants in the faith of the Gospel.
We
need not disguise our anxiety now, however, for a still more extended circulation, and our fear lest a manifestly increasing apathy on the part of Protestants should only be broken in upon by the arrival of some dire public
" waxed
calamity. The love of many in this cause has certainly of late
cold ;" and we are sorry to say that amongst no class of men is this lamentable result more remarkable than amongst many Protestant ministers, who
seem to have discarded this subject in the meantime from their pastoral
anxieties.

new Papal

They say they will be ready to act with energy in the event of a
They could not more effectually do the work of the

aggression.

enemy. There is a steady and rapid Papal aggression going on in all pai'ts
of Britain now, all the more successful because comparatively noiseless, and
because so many of the watchmen of Zion are asleep. This cannot fail to be

We

commence a new
deeply discouraging to the friends of truth and liberty.
year, however, in humble dependence on the blessing of Him whose cause we
seek to advocate, and earnestly entreating the sympathy and increased support of

all

who know "the

depths of Satan" which are involved in the
for the ark of God."

"
Popish system, and whose hearts tremble

NOTES OF THE MONTH.

—

Present Puospects and Dutfes. The Pi'otestant cause, we regret to say,
still more portentous
aspect since our last Number issued
This will appear evident when we touch even in a cursory
way upon some matters of public interest.
The Maynooth Question. The second reading of the Bill for abolishing

has assumed a
from the press.

—

Maynooth

is

set

down

for the 2.5th of June.

It is to

be feared that at so

late a period of the Session, the probability of its passing both Houses of
Parliament this year is not very great.
Still every effort should be made by

and letters to Members of Parliament, to promote its triumph. In
some quarters we rejoice to see that very noble exertions have been made,
and a petition from Manchester, signed by 20,000 persons, is especially encouraging. Every attempt will be made, no doubt, by the Government to
defeat the measure, and therefore the utmost exertions of its friends are imOther circumstances, howperatively required, and required immediately.
ever, at home and abroad, are sufficient to demonstrate the gi'owing danger

petitions,

to

which the cause of Protestantism is exposed.
Continental PROTESTAiJTisjr. The recent Treaty of Peace, however im-

—

portant in

many

of its aspects,

with a more determined
VOL. V.

NO. LX.

effort

evidently connected in influential quarters
than ever to put down Protestantism and

is

—JUNE 1856.
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JUNE

2,

The proceedings in snch secret
liberty over the whole continent of Europe.
conclaves as that of Paris are never fully divulged, but as at the Peace in
1815, a systematic plan was formed by the despots of Europe to crush Proa plan most perseveringly carried out and connived at even by
testantism
the British Government so it is pretty manifest that at the late Conferences

—

—

crushing the liberty of States in Western Europe, were maplans
tured even amidst the welcome concession of liberty in Turkey.
This has
come clearly out, for example, in reference to Belgium, the liberty of whose
for

threatened, with the concurrence of Lord Clarendon, as
We know also, from undoubted informarepresenting our own Cabinet.
tion, that the most atrocious persecutions are being carried on by the

press has been

—

Austrians in Italy and Hungary
the avowed object being to crush the last
remains of Protestantism on the continent of Europe.
Our cherished Allies,
France and Austria, are equally bent upon upholding the intolerable temporal and spiritual despotism of the Pope and in the promotion of this
;

object the successors of Cromwell in Britain also actively connive. Meantime,
we have the prospect of a new and alarming coalition, viz., between Rome

and Russia.

Thus the

entire Continent

may

be bestridden by these two

gigantic despotisms in friendly alliance, and then none who oppose them
will dare to " move the wing or peep."
Great Britain herself, if we except
Sardinia, and some smaller powers, may be isolated if she is determined to

maintain her liberty, and may be then emphatically taught the folly and
guilt of her past conduct in fostering and promoting European despotism and
superstition, especially if at the same time she is forced into a war with
America.
The present prospects of Protestantism on the Continent are far

from bright.
PoPEKT AT Home. Meantime the pestilential influence of our continental
connexions, and Romish leanings, as well as of our general contempt for principle and steady truckling to a so-called expediency at home, are manifesting
themselves in a growing disregard on the part of our rulers to the Divine authoThis is especially evident in regard to the Sabbath, and its systematic
rity.
violation by the introduction of public amusements by the authority of Government into the parks of London, in the face of the decision of Parliament, and
yet conducted at the public expense. No such daring violatioif of the Constitution, or contempt of the law of God, has been manifested in Britain since
the days of the Stuarts
and if public opinion is not strong enough, either
to put this enormous abuse down, or to hurl from their places the men who
can so wantonly trifle with the most sacred convictions of all classes of the

—

;

We are
well begin to anticipate the worst results.
however, that this matter has been taken up in earnest
by the people at large, led by the Protestant Defence Society in London, the
Sabbath Alliance in Scotland, and by Mr. Kinnaird in Parliament. We trust
that their eftbrts will be backed by an overwhelming pressure of public
opinion, and that the judgments of God wi'l be averted from our land.
We had written thus far, when we recei'/ed the welcome intelligence, that
Lord Palmerston had, on the representation of the Archbishop of CanterBritish people,

most happy

we may

to find,

This is inbury, agreed to suspend the Sabbath profanations in the parks.
deed satisfactory, and proves the great influence which the dignitaries of the
Church of England can exert for good when they determine to put forth their
power in such a cause as this. Still it is evident that the whole leanings of our leading statesmen, as well as of a large portion of the London
press and of the London people, are on the side of Sabbath desecration, and
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that this has been greatly fostered by the outrageous proceedings of Sir Benjamia Hall. The entire Protestantism of the country must arouse itself, and
and some comprehensive
lift up a standard against this God-defying spirit
plan should immediately be devised for bringing Christian principles to bear on
the enormous mass of London society, evidently broken loose from all moral
The danger is, in our opinion, only postponed, and by no means
restraint.
;

averted.

Another instance, although on a smaller scale, which has come under our
growing boldness of the Popish party. The Rev. J. B.
Marsden is one of the most zealous clergymen of Birmingham. He has
opened a school for the lowest classes of the population. The sequel we shall
notice, illustrates the

give in his

own words,

" This school

is

—

crowded with children of the lowest

class,

whose improvement

is

Sncli is the animosity it encounters from the
in every respect very satisfactory.
Papists and others in the neighbourhood, that the windows are constantly broken,
the children beaten, the teachers pelted with stones ; and for upwards of six months

have been hoarded

and

mid-day on Sundays by
of Birminc/ham.
" Were a Roman Catholic School thus
outraged, England would ring with declamaBut
It is a Protestant Church of England School, and so there is no redress
tion.
we do not mean to be driven from our post.
" On
Sunday last, April 27th, large stones were thrown into the premises, (which
are in my possession,) and one of the female teachers was seized, shaken, and grossly
"
not to go into the devil's hole.'
insulted at the door ; the Papists calling to her

past the

itkylhjhts

gas-liqht, in self-defence

!

And

uj)

the school taught at

this in the heart

!

'

—

Here we have, in the centre of England in one of its most enlightened
and in the case of a minister of the Establishe4 Church, the most

cities,

ordinary principles of liberty openly violated with impunity. No liberty is
demanded on our behalf from any Popish nation abroad and yet the same
parties who ostentatiously refuse a particle of freedom to all who differ from
them in all continental countries, openly trample on the very appearance
;

of liberty here, by means of their trained mobs. Meantime Bisliops are silent,
and Tractarians rampant. Oxford, as appears from its recent reception of
is

Gavazzi,

Rome

as

as intolerant of

ever.

any opposition

Protestants

are

seriously

to the

monstrous pretensions of
amongst themselves

divided

;

awakened with ten times greater fervour in defence of their little
We repeat it, the prospects
peculiarities, than against the common enemy.
But " the
of our noble cause are far from bright, either at home or abroad.
and
He will
Lord reigneth," blessed are His people His counsel shall stand,

their zeal

is

—

—

—

the downfal of Babylon is sure
His pleasure
the darkest hour is
that which precedes the dawn.
Let us labour, therefore, and pray with in"
if we faint
that in due time we shall
creased

do

all

earnestness,

knowing

reap

not."

THE PROTESTANT ALLIANCE.
On Monday, May 12th, the Annual General Meeting of the members of this
body was held at Freeraasons'-hall, the Earl of Shaftesbury in the chair.
The report, which was read by the secretary, stated that the operations of the
Several addisociety during the past year had been varied and important.
tional centres of action had been established in the
provinces, but many of
those already organized were scarcely exhibiting the
activity which was required in the pi-esent day.

It alluded to

the various measures passed during
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the present and last session bearing upon Romanism, to the Bible burning
cases at Kingstown, to the case of Cechetti imprisoned in Tuscany, and to

The receipts for the year had amounted to £108S, 14s.,
and the expenditure to within £17 of that sura. The meeting was addressed
on the subjects of Maynooth, Nunneries, and Italy, by the Rev. Dr. Gumming,
Mr. O'Malley, Q.C., the Rev. W. R. Freemantle, Mr. G. H. Davies, and the
various other cases.

We

Rev. C. Prest.
trust that this important society will receive the increas*
ing support of the Protestant public of England.

A PROTEST AGAIXST MAYNOOTH.
^rAYNOOTH was endowed, and has been supported all along, in defiance of
innumerable protests. ^Ye trust that the voice of truth will at length pre-

The following was the protest of Bishop Copleston (of Llandaft')
against the endowment.
"Why are the Bishops not protesting now ?
vail.

"1. Because

I hold

it

to be contradictory to the first principles of the Reformation,
an order of men to be educated for the express

to provide for the establishment of

purpose of resisting and defeating that Reformation 5 men whose office and main
duty it will be to disseminate and to perpetuate those very corruptions of the Christian
faith which the Church of England has, in the most solemn manner, abjured
and
some of which the whole Legislature of England has long declared to be superstitious
;

and
"

idolatrous.

Because the most unbounded toleration of religious error does not require us
to pi'ovide for the maintenance and growth of that error, but rather imposes upon us a
strong obligation to prevent, by all just and peaceable means, its inci'ease, and to dis"2.

courage its continuance.
''
3. Because this measure has a tendency to raise in the public mind a belief that
religious truth is a matter of indifference to the State ; and, by consequence, to subvert that principle of succession to the throne on which the title of the present dynasty
is founded, and which is an integral and essential part of the Constitution of this

kingdom."

POPERY HOSTILE TO KNOWLEDGE—THE INDEXES.
Rome has given abundant evidence of her hostility to knowby her views about implicit faith and the connexion between
ignorance and devotion, and by her practice of celebrating public worship iu
an unknown tongue, but also by her laws and practices about the publication
and circulation of books. We have repeatedly called the attention of our
readers to the law and practice of the Church of Rome on the subject of the
circulation of the Bible in the vernacular language, and we do not intend at
present to dwell upon it. We meau to advert-to their rules and regulations
about the publication of books generally, and to the Indexes by which they
have attempted to interfere both with the publication and circulation of books
which they thought fitted to damage their cause. The great general principle,
which accords most fully with the usual claims and assumptions of the Church
of Rome, is, that no books should be published, circulated, or possessed,
The Church

of

ledge, not only

This principle they
without the consent of the ecclesiastical authorities.
have not scrupled to avow, and they have shewn their determination to act

upon it as far as they could.
" that it shall not
The Council of Trent in their fourth session decreed,
be lawful for any one to print, or cause to be printed, any books whatever on sacred matters, without the name of the author, nor to sell them
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even to keep them, unless they shall have been first examined
and approved of by the ordinary, under pain of the anathema and fine
imposed in a canon of the last Council of Lateran." (WaierwortJi's TranslaThis was a sufficiently stringent provision in regard to all
tion, p. 20.)
The Church of
But this was not enough.
books on religious subjects.
Rome aspires to the control of the whole reading of her subjects, and,
in future, or

—

so far as she can effect

it

without incurring greater

evils, will

not allow

any book without the permission of their supeThe subject was resumed at a later period in the proceedings of
riors.
the Council, and in the 18th session it was decreed, that in order to check
the evils arising from the circulation of suspected and pernicious books,

them

to possess or peruse

certain Fathers, specially chosen for this purpose, should carefully consider
what ought to be done in the matter of censures and of books, and report to

The report was given in at the 25th or last session, when it
by reason of the multitude and variety of the books
adverted to, it could not be distinctly and conveniently judged of by the
Council, it should be laid before the Pope, in order that, by his judgment and
Under the
authority, the matter might be concluded and made public.
the Council.

was decreed

that, as

authority of this decree, Pope Pius IV. published, in 1564, a Bull sanctioning an Index or Catalogue of prohibited Books, and imposing upon
the Church ten Rules for the regulation of this matter. These rules have
never been repealed ; they are still binding by the authority of the head of

They have been recognised as obligatory by many successive
Popes, and are certainly binding upon the consciences of all honest Papists.
Many Indexes or Catalogues of prohibited books have been published at
successive periods, from the time ot the Council of Trent till the present day,
and they have always had these rules prefixed to them, under the title of

the Church,

Regulae Indicis, Sacrosanctae Synodi Tridentinae jussu, editae. These Rules,
thus undoubtedly binding upon all Romanists, condemn and prohibit the
reading of all books written by heresiarchs, such as Luther, Zuingle, Calvin,
&c. of all books written on religious subjects by heretics, that is, by men not
of the Sacred Scriptures in the vernasubject to the authority of the Pope
cular tongue without a written license a rule applied also to books on reli;

;

—

obscene and immoral books, and works
thus appears that the late burning of books
by the Redemptorist Father, which gave occasion to the recent trial for Bibleburning in Dublin, must have been conducted in precise accordance with the

gious controversies

;

and

finally, of all

on magic and necromancy.

It

rules of the Index.

The tenth of these Rules is in some respects the most stringent and
them all. It prohibits the printing and publishing of any

despotic of

ecclesiastical authorities, the bishop or
directs these functionaries to visit frequently

books without the permission of the
his vicar, or the inquisitor;

the premises of printers and booksellers. In order that nothing that is proand provides that those who keep or
hibited may be printed, kept, or sold
dispose of any books not allowed of by these authorities, shall forfeit the
;

stock of them, and be subject to such other penalties as these parties may
think proper to impose. Nay, it further provides, that when a man dies, his
heirs or executors shall not be allowed to make any use of his books themselves, or to dispose of them to others, until they have sent a catalogue of

them

to the ecclesiastical authorities, and have obtained their permission to
If this is neglected, the books are confiscated, and the neglect is

use them.

further punished

by an arbitrary

infliction.
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These are the laws which the Church of Rome has enacted and promulgated on this subject, and which she enforces wherever, and in so faf as, she
can.
They are surely quite sufficient to establish her deadly hostility to
knowledge, her determination to crush everything like free and fair inquiry,

and to retain her whole subjects in thorough mental bondage.
To these Rules, when first promulgated by Pope Pius IV. in 1564, there
was subjoined a long Index or Catalogue of Books, mentioned individually
and by name, which all Romanists were prohibited to possess or to read,
under pain of mortal sin, at least without a written license. The Bull ex" all and
singular, both ecclesiastical persons, whether
pressly prohibits
seculars or regulars, of whatever rank, order, or dignity, and also laymen,
whatever honour or dignity they possess, to read or to keep any books contrary to what is prescribed in these rules, or to the specific prohibitions of
the Index."

There has been a long succession of prohibitory Indexes published from
time to time, into which all new works of merit and value, in which the
Romish authorities found anything they did not like, were introduced, so
that now all conscientious Romanists must feel themselves prohibited, under
the highest penalties, from perusing, or having in their possession, a very
large number of the most important works, not only in theological, but in
general, literature.
M'hich for some time past we have
one published at Mechlin in 1843, by the
authority of the archbishop of that city, which is the ecclesiastical metropolis
It is a reprint of one published at Rome, under the immediate
of Belgium,
sanction of the Pope, in 1835, with the names inserted of those books which
had been prohibited during the eight intervening years. In this Index, 419
pages are filled with the names and titles of prohibited books. It exhibits,

The Index Librorum Prohibitorum,

been

in the habit of consulting, is

with, of course, a large amount of worthless trash, a great many of the most
important and valuable works in various departments of literature, and all
these Romanists are forbidden, under pain of mortal sin, to read or to possess,
at least without a written permission from their ecclesiastical

superiors.

random, and turning over a few pages, we find the
Bacon, Baillet, Baillie, Baius, Baldwin,
following authors prohibited:
Baluzius, Balzac, Barbeyrac, Barclay (William, John, and Robert), Barnes,
Baron (of Aberdeen), Basnage (James and Samuel), Bayle, Beausobre,

Opening

this

Index

at

—

Becon, Bentham, Berruyer, Beveridge, Beza.
Trying again, we find Lightfoot, Limborch, Lipsius, Llorente, Locke, Lubbertus, Lubienecius, Lucar
And again, Michaelis, Mignet, Millot, Milton, Mirabaud,
(Cyril), Luther.
Molinaeus (Charles and Peter), Montague, Montaigne, Montalto (Pascal's
Provincial Letters), Morata (Olympia), Morgan (Lady), Morhofius, Mornay,
Mosheim. Such are specimens of the books which no conscientious Papist
can possess or peruse, under pain of mortal sin, without a written permission

from his ecclesiastical superiors.
The Indexes which have been prepared by the Romish authorities are of
two diflferent kinds the prohibitory and the expurgatory. The prohibitory,
of which we have given some account, are openly promulgated and circulated by the authorities of the Church of Rome, while the expurgatory are
carefully concealed from Protestants, though several have fallen into their
hands, and have received from them a wider circulation tlian it was ever
intended that they should have. The Indexes we have been considering,
simply prohibit to Papists the possession and the perusal of certain books

—
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that this prohibition is to be in force till the
specified, adding, ia some cases,
books be corrected. Now the expiirgatory indexes point out, in detail, howbook* which, in tne main, are safe enough, are to be expurgated or corrected,
so as to render them fit for general use among Romanists. They are, in
short, detailed directions for printers and publishers, enjoining them to leave
out or to alter those sentences and clauses which are unfavourable to Romish
views and schemes. They thus serve to point out the passages in eminent
authors, including many in the works of the Fathers, which are opposed to
Romanism, and at the same time unfold the gross frauds which Popish

and publishers are compelled to perpetrate upon the works they
No wonder that Papists have been always anxious to keep their
expurgatory indexes out of the hand of Protestants, for they certainly
deepen very considerably the darkness of the shade which the prohibitory
indexes cast upon the policy, the practice, and the objects of the Church of
printers

bring out.

Rome.
It must not be supposed that these claims and pretensions on the part of
the Romish Church are obsolete, and cannot be revived in the nineteenth
Indeed, one reason which has induced us to bring out at present
century.
the true principles and rules of the Church of Rome on the relation between
the publication and perusal of books and the ecclesiastical authorities, was
just this, that the newspapers are now frequently furnishing us with indications, that the ecclesiastical authorities in the Austrian empire seem to be
determined to improve the late degrading and disgraceful Concordat, for the

purpose of regaining all that control over the press which the Councils of
Lateran and Trent, and the Rules of the Index, claimed for them. With
such a Concordat in force, there is nothing which the priesthood will not
ask, and nothing which they may not reasonably enough expect to obtain.
It is, indeed, a striking indication of the deadly hostility of Popery to knowledge, that the bishops throughout the Austrian empire are now strenuously
exerting themselves to get the press entirely subjected to their control.*

ARCHBISHOP CRANMER.

A LIVING

poet has, with simple elegance and poetic beauty, told us, that
"
mea all remind U8
Footprints, that perhaps another,
We may make our lives sublime.
Sailing o'er life's solemn main.

" Lives of
great

A forlorn

And, departing, leave behind us
Footprints on the sands of

Time

;

and shipwrecked brother
Seeing, shall take heart again." t

"We have now to review the life, the character, the history of a great man
one who was pre-eminently the man of his age one who occupied a niche
into which he peculiarly fitted, and who played a part in the great living
panorama of the sixteenth century— a part which, perhaps, none else could
have possibly fulfilled. We speak of Archbishop Crankier.
A review of Cranmer's life leads us back to eventful days gone by,— an era
in our national and religious history of the deepest moment and importance
His
involving, as it does, all that is dear to us in the memory of the past.
very name recalls to mind a life of resistance to heresy, and the most learned
;

;

;

*
Those who wish to study this curious subject of the Indexes, will find abundant
information regarding it in Mendbam's very valuable work, entitled " The Literary Policy
of the Church of Rome."

f

Longfellow.

m2
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Three centuries and mor-e have passed since
protests against false doctrine.
his voice and pen moved the world,
wrought, in God's good providence, the
English Reiormation, and rendered him the instrument of lasting good to the

—

Church of God in this and other lands.
To understand aright the life of Archbishop Cranmer, or duly

interests of the

to appreciate

the part he played in the politico-religious history of the times in which his
lot was cast, it will be necessary to take a bird's-eye view of that particular
period of European history, and make ourselves acquainted with the position

he occupied in public affairs at home and abroad. Cranmer was no mere
unit in society : he involved in his OAvn person the fortunes of kings and
kingdoms transacted a difficult part in the troublous times of England's
He was a public character he stood as the chosen countransition-state.
;

;

he was in days of imminent peril appointed to the chiefest
see of the Church of England and his duty it was (humanly speaking) to
guide the English Church through perilous times, and to lead the people of
" ask for the old
this gi-eat empire to
As
paths, where is the good way."
sellor of his

king

;

;

life and labours of Cranmer must have been invested with the most
solemn interest and importance.
And in these respects he was unlike to his fellow-martjTS, Ridley and
Latimer. They were men ot more simple character they fulfilled (and duly)
As bishops, presiding over their respectheir own positions in the Church.
tive dioceses, they accomplished their work.
Their acts, however, involved,

such, the

;

in comparison, but little of national importance, not to say of European
moment. And if we except the matter of their martyrdom, a fact of world-

wide celebrity, Ridley and Latimer were men, to a certain degree, withdrawn
from the public gaze, (and not the worse, but rather the better for that.) Their
simple faith was mighty, by very reason of its simplicity and they have,
accordingly, left to the world and to posterity a more steadfast and consistent
testimony, in proportion as they were less exposed to the atmosphere and
influence of office and public position.
In a word, Ridley and Latimer were
not courtiers whereas Cranmer moved in the very centre of courtly influence.
Ridley and Latimer were not politicians, nor statesman, but simple,
unobtrusive clergymen, striving to do their duty in that state of life into
which it pleased God to call toem.
Hence their narratives, though perhaps more instructive and more edifying,
were yet not half so wide in their scope, or eventful in their character. Their
memory is not associated with that multiplicity of labours, those difficulties,
dangers, and vicissitudes, which so pre-eminently characterize the narrative
of Cranmer's life.
;

;

The beginning of the sixteenth century opened up a new scene in the history
The incipient Reformation, which had been commenced in the
fifteenth century, by John Huss, on the Continent, and by Wicklyffe in this
country, had already assumed some degree of importance. The seeds of true
religion had been planted, and awaited but the genial influences of a more
favourable season to bring them to perfection. The celebrated Ferdinand
and
ruled over the
called " the Catholic
of Europe.

Isabella,

doms

commonly

of Arragou and Castile.
Within twenty years after the

Kings,"

king-

Henry VII. sat upon the throne of England.
commencement of the sixteenth century, we

find quite a galaxy of celebrated men swaying the sceptres of tlie empires
and kingdoms of Europe. For example, the celebrated Charles V. occupies

the imperial throne of Germany
Francis I. reigns over France the throne
of England is filled by King Henry YIII.
and, though last not least, the
;

;

;
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pomp and circumstance

of mediaeval times, is held

by the notable Pope Leo X.
Never, perhaps, did four such historic characters meet on the stage of life.
In the family of kings, and in the estimation ot the world, these monarchs
They
respectively held somewhat an equal share of power and influence.
were each alike jealous of the other's fame, and each one courted the other,
to predesiring to secure for himself the largest amount of combination, and
serve himself and his kingdom from falling a prey to any more powerful

The influence of other Courts was generally secured by matrimonial
between the members of kingly families.
One of the most important of these alliances was that which had been contracted by Henry Vll. with the Court of Ferdinand.
England had cause to
and as a precaution against any collision,
fear the rising power of France
Henry VII. had married his eldest son, Arthur Prince of Wales, to the Princess
Katharine of Arragon. The remote sequel to this marriage is of much greater
moment than at first sight would seem probable.
The Prince of Wales, who was but sixteen years of age at the time of his
marriage with the Princess Katharine, soon after declined in health, and in
about six months died. The alliance with Spain was thus prematurely disbut being a State-alliance, and its continuance being still necessary,
solved

party.

alliances

;

;

Henry VII. proposed
his deceased brother.

that his second son, Henry, should marry the wife of
The prelates were consulted by the king ; Warham,

the Archbishop of Canterbury, gave his opinion against the projected marriage, as being opposed to both the Divine Law and the Canon Law. Bishop

Fot of Winchester, the king's favourite, decided in favour of the marriage.
The people did not at all approve of the measure on principle because they
considered such a marriage illegal, and it was just possible that circumstances
might arise which would cause the renewal of civil war, of which the nation
had a too melancholy example in the recent war between the Houses of York
and Lancaster.
Henry VII., however, was bent on continuing the alliance with Spain,
and he, accordingly, appealed to the Pope, Julius II., who, with that accom;

modating spu'it ever characteristic of the Papacy, granted a dispensation,
making that quite legitimate which his Church declared to be illegal. The
Bull of the Pope was given on 26th December 1503, and was as follows
:

—

" That the
Pope, according to the greatness of his authority, having received a
whereas the
petition from Prince Henry and the Princess Katharine, beai'ing, that
Princess was lawfully married to Prince Arthur, who was dead witiiout any issue,
but they, being desirous to marry for preserving tlie peace between the Crowns of
England and Spain, did petition his Holiness for his dispensation thei-efore the
Pope did absolve them from all censures under which they might lie, and dispensed
with the impediment of their affinity, notwithstanding any apostolical constitutions or
or if they were already
ordinances to the contrary, and gave them leave to marry
;

;

healthful
required their Confessor to enjoin them some
*
penance for their having married before the dispensation was obtained."

married, he, confirming

it,

marriage were lawful, what need could there be of a dispenif unlawful, we cannot see how the Pope's dispensation
could render it legitimate. But whether lawful or unlawful, it was contrary
to the wishes of Prince Henry, who, being but twelve years of age at the

Now,

if

sation at

this

all ?

and

time, could hardly have been considered a free agent in the transaction.
Besides this, on coming of age, the Prince read his formal protest in the

presence of witnesses, whereby he retracted and annulled his marriage with
*

Burnett, Hist. Ref.

vol.

i.

p. G9.

Edit. Oxford, 1829.
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We lay, however, no stress on this incident, bethe Princess Katharine.
yond the additional evidence it affords as to Prince Henry's objection to the
marriage from the very iirst.*
In the year 1509, Prince Henry succeeded his father in the throne of
England, under the memorable name of Henry VIII. Katharine was recognised as his Queen, and was crowned with him. The Princess Mary, afterwards Queen of England, was the only surviving child of their union.
In course of time fresh difficulties arose respecting the marriage of the
King and Queen. Roman Catholics are accustomed to throw the entire
odium upon the King, and have altogether overlooked the part played by the
Church of Rome itself, from the Pope downwards. Now, without in any
respect acting as the apologists of Henry VIII., we shall endeavour to
exhibit the conduct of the Papacy in this matter, and to indicate the senti-

ments of the chief exponents of the Church of Rome of that day. We shall,
perhaps, be able to see that Henry VIII. stood not alone in the views he
entertained respecting his marriage with Katharine.
Henry VIII. had conceived certain scruples as to the lawfulness of his
marriage with the wife of his deceased brother.

Posterity has not given the

King any great credit for conscientious scruples in this matter but this much
we know, that as a " case of conscience," it was brought under the notice of
the most distinguished theologians of the Church of Rome, and by these men
the King was encouraged in his views. For instance. Cardinal Wolsey was
;

Besides, Henry revealed his
strongly in favour of the King's notions.
thoughts on the subject to Longland, Bishop of Lincoln, the King's Confessor ;*
and in the tribunal of the Confessional he was told that his marriage was

He

then had recourse to the Casuists and Divines of the Romish
and found that St. Thomas Aquinas, his favourite author, was in
toto opposed to the legality of the marriage.
Moreover, his scruples were
considerably increased by a document condemnatory of the marriage, signed
by every Bishop in England, save only one. To these circumstances add one
sinful.

Church

;

other fact, that

when

his daughter, the Princess Mary, was about being
I., or his second son, the Duke of Orleans, it was

affianced to either Francis

objected on the part of the Bishop of Tarbe, the French ambassador, that the
Princess was not born of lawful wedlock.

Now,

let all

these facts be duly weighed.

Archbishop

Warham was

in the

instance opposed to the marriage. Cardinal Wolsey was subsequently
opposed to it. Bishop Longland, the King's Confessor, deemed it sinful.
The voice of the English Bishops (then Romanist) declared against it. And

first

the " canonized" authority of Aquinas disapproved of it. Why, then, should
Roman Catholics now-a-days blame Henry VIII. for entertaining scruples

which the chief Roman Catholic

authoi'ities

did their best

to

foster

and

encourage ?
Meanwhile, the great object of the King and his advisers was to obtain the
Pope's permission to rescind the marriage. Here, however, lay the chief
The Pope, Clement VII., was not just then his own master, and,
obstacle.
as such, his infallibility could not, of course, declare itself without conferring
with flesh and blood! The fact was, Pope Clement VII. was retained as a
The Emperor Charles V. was his captor
prisoner in his own city, Rome.
* We
might indeed urge, on Roman Catholic grounds, the invalidity of this marriage
ah initio. The Churcii of Rome reriuires the mutual consent of the contracting parties, in
order to the completion of what she calls the sacrament of matrimony. This consent was
evidently lacking on the part of the youthful Prince Henry.
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and jailer. But this same Emperor was nephew to the Queen Katharine,
and was in a position to resent any injury offered to his own mother's sister.
The Pope was completely in the power of the Emperor. France had already
assumed a threatening aspect tOAvards Italy. Pope Clement most earnestly
and this
desired to be free from the power of these two formidable rivals
circumstance it was that encouraged the hopes of Henry VIII. in making his
appeal to the Papal power. The Pope, indeed, would hcxve readily acceded
;

—

any request of the English King expecting to obtain in return the help of
England against the Emperor Charles V. but he could not afford to provoke
the enmity of the latter power. Besides, he was reminded that he must
support the claim of Papal Infallibility and inasmuch as his predecessor,
Julius II., had issued a dispensation legalizing the marriage, he must not
to

—

;

think of granting a counter-dispensation invalidating his predecessor's act.
Here was the Emperor to be
Infallibility never was in so trying a position.
appeased, or at least not to be enraged Henry to be courted, and, if possia predecessor's act to be rescinded and Infallibility all the
ble, favoured
;

;

;

The consequence was, the Pope endeavoured to please
time to be upheld
all parties
he made promises, then feigned every possible excuse for delay
and eventually, by reason of his uncertain, hesitating, vacillating policy,
caused England and England's King to revolt from his obedience.
We shall resume this narrative in our next, and reserve till then our notice
!

;

;

of the prominent position allotted to Cranmer in the matter, and all the
eventful consequences which resulted to the Church of Rome in these lands.

HILDEBRAND.
The

bearer of this formidable

— he who,

name— the

"
according to Gibbon,

chief architect of the

Romish

be adored or detested as
the founder of the Papal monarchy," was the son of a Tuscan carpenter.
He was trained in the monastic life under the direction of an uncle, the
abbot of a monastery in Rome. This was during the earlier half of the
Rome was filled with corruptions the sanctuary was
eleventh century.
the struggle between secular and ecclesiastical
gorged with abomination
supremacy the long quarrel of the throne and the mitre was in full activity.
The young " son of flame" so his name signifies looked out from his
cloister upon the rude feudal world around, and saw, as he believed, a coarse

Babylon

may

:

—

:

—

—

—

and unholy secular power corrupting and subverting the church by subordinating everything to

itself.

An

opulent churchman, John by name, had taken the youth Hildebrand
Benedict IX., for a large sum of ready
into his friendship and intimacy.
money to carry on his debaucheries, sold the papal chair to this John, who

But the Emperor of Germany
of Gregory VI.
to be the successors of the Roman emperors,
and the liege lords of the Pope interfered, and had Gregory deposed for
simony. He carried the deposed pontiff' a prisoner to Germany. Hildebrand

became Pope, under the

—

the

title

German emperors claimed

—

clave to his friend, and followed him into exile.
History at this point loses
sight of him, and picks him up some years aft.er in the famous monastery of
Cluny in France. His early patron, the deposed Pope, was dead. There
in the papal chair, and the Emperor had nominated a
Bishop Bruno, a relative of his own. Bishop Bruno took the name of Leo
IX., and set out for Rome. On his journey through France he stopped at

had been a vacancy
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Cluny, and there he met with Hildebrand.
facile

The

persons

who

feeble will

fell

Leo was one of those soft and
are as clay in the hands of such a potter as Hildebrand.
at once under the mastery of the strong one.
Leo found

Hildebrand an intimate knowledge of Rome, a perfect acquaintance with
the condition of the Church, and with the politics of Europe, intellect, courage,
everything in which Leo himself was wanting. The monk accompanied the
in

Pope
At

to

Rome.

it is evident that Hildebrand had
fully formed his idea of a
church system, and that the model of that gigantic ecclesiastical despotism
which he was afterwards to develop, lay clearly before him. As Jerusalem
was the capital, and the high-priest the earthly head of the ancient church,
so Rome should become the capital of Christendom, and its bishop the head
of the Church universal.
Christ is a priest upon the throne, and exercises
dominion alike over the church and the world his representative on earth
should, therefore, unite in himself the kingly and priestly offices. A universal
and the supreme Pontiff having
empire Rome the centre of all dominion
all thrones, principalities, and powers, ecclesiastical or civil, under his feet,
such was the tremendous idea that gleamed before the mind of the " Son of
flame."
Twenty-seven maxims of policy, called the Dictates of Hildebrand,
have come down to our times. This piece may or may not be genuine as to
" All
its form, but every sentiment it contains may be found in his letters.
" His name is the
princes are to kiss his feet," says Hildebrand.
only one
" It is lawful for him to
to be uttered in the churches."
depose emperors."
"
His judgment no man can reverse but he can reverse all other judgments."
" He is to be
judged by no man." "The Roman Church has never erred,
nor will she ever err." " The Pope can absolve subjects from the oath of
Hildebrand had no
allegiance, which they have taken to a bad prince."
lack of material out of which to form tlie idea of this prodigious throne.
The
idea had been growing, and tending towards realization for ages.
In what
are called the Isidorean Decretals, a forgery of the ninth century, purporting
to be a collection of ecclesiastical laws, the papal system is set forth nearly

this period,

;

—

—

—

;

in its completeness.
Hildebrand built upon other men's foundations
but
he combined and added to their materials, and he pushed on the structure
with a skill and a daring all his own.
:

Hildebrand, invited to Rome by the Pope whom the Emperor had apwould go with him only on condition of his remaining plain

pointed,

till elected
by the free suffrages of the Roman people. To
as Pope, would be to " homologate," as the Scotch call it, the
Emperor's right of nomination.
Abjuring the Pontifical name and insignia,
the bishop, with his leader, set out for Rome in the garb of a pilgrim, with

Bishop Bruno,
enter

Rome

and

and sandalled feet. The result fell out according to the cal
The Romans, charmed to hear the Emperor's Pope declare that he
was no Pope unless made so by their free voices, elected him by acclamation.
It was five-and-twenty years after this before Hildebrand became Pope himBut the
self, a space of time occupied by no fewer than six papal reigns.
soul of the Papacy M-as Hildobrandellus, Little Hildebrand, as he was called
and the epigram of his friend Peter Damiani, Bishop of Ostia, intimates, that
at Rome the government was much more in the hands of the Pope's lord,
than of the Lord Pope.
The time came, however, when it suited the Pope's
lord to cease governing by puppets, and begin governing in his own name.
He was chosen Pope in the year 1073 and in compliment to his early
patron, took the name of Gregory VII. The Papacy was now to enter on a
staff,

scrip,

culation.

;

;
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Babylon was to receive gigantic additions from the hand of her

era.

greatest architect.

The superstitious notion regarding the superior sanctity of unmarried life,
When Gregory, " son of
crept into the Church at a very early period.
of
was
so far from being univerhis
the
flame," began
marriage
priests
reign,
that a large proportion of them were actually
the higher and lower orders. But a married priesthood
The keen eye of Gregory
is incompatible with the interests of the Papacy.
saw straight to this conclusion. His was an eye to see home into a matter.
sally considered unlawful,

married, both

A married

among

His affections and interests are wrought
in whose midst he dwells.
But Rome
will brook no division of interests. Domestic sympathies, local ties, patriotic
feelings, are all of a centrifugal tendency, and counteractives of that stupendous centralization by which Rome draws everything to herself. The
priest must be an isolated man, else his whole man cannot be secured for
the Church. The celibate is a necessity of the papal system, which Rome
priest has local ties.

warp and woof of the society

into the

will agree to surrender only

when she

resolves to abdicate existence.

Gregory had resolved that the marriage of priests should be universally
uprooted. The boldest and directest way of accomplishing the unnatural
He interdicted all marriage of priests
enterprise suited best his daring soul.
for the future.
He decreed all the existing marriages null. He branded the
wives of priests as concubines, and gave to their husbands the alternative of
putting them away, or renouncing their livings. He called upon the laity to
refuse the sacraments from the polluted hands of a married priest.
Thou-

sands of happy unions might be torn asunder thousands of families scattered.
ruthless being who fulminated from the Vatican, had as much tenderness
for these hard-fated victims of his policy, as a chariot of iron for the flowers
crushed under its wheels. Rage and despair, tumults and distractions, pro;

The

and lamentations, attended the publication of the decree over Europe.
But Gregory had accomplished his purpose. Not that the celibacy of the
priesthood became immediately universal, though the yoke was then practiand Rome, "forbidding to marry," engraved on her lintel
cally imposed
another grand mark of the Antichrist.
tests

;

Hildebrand next proceeded to make the clergy directly dependent on himself,
the power of their appointment.
This movement took the form of
an attack on lay patronage. The donors of ecclesiastical endowments usually
reserved to themselves and their heirs the right of appointing to the benefice.
When a prelate died, the badges of the episcopal oftice the ring with which
he was married to the Church, and the crosier with which he governed the
were immediately forwarded to the sovereign.
Till he rendered them
flock
back, there could be no consecration to the benefice, and thus none could
exercise episcopal powers in the realm without his sanction.
Hildebrand
decreed the abolition of this lay investiture.
The conjuncture was favourable.
A young, careless, pleasure-loving king reigned in France the Moors were
ravaging Spain the petty states of Italy were engi-ossed with their own
an
quarrels
England had recently been conquered by the Normans
imprudent youth, much surrendered to sensual excesses, wore the imperial
crown of Germany. Genius, according to Laraartine's definition, is the discernment of opportunity.
Hildebrand discerned his opportunity, and
" If
launched his decree. It rjin thus
any one shall accept henceforth of
a bishopric or abbey from a layman, let him not be accounted as a Bishop or
Abbot, nor any respect paid to him as such. We, moreover, exclude him

by grasping

—

—

:

:

:

:

:

—
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St. Peter, and forbid him to enter the Church till he has
resigned the dignity that he has got by ambition and by disobedience, which
And this decree extends to inferior dignities. In like manner,
is idolatry.

from the grace of

any emperor, duke, marquis, count, or any other secular power whatever,
upon him to give the investiture of a bishopric, or any other ecclesiastical dignity, he shall be liable to the same sentence."
This bold aggression awoke the anger of the rash youth, Henry IV., who

if

shall take

Elated with some successes in war, he set at
wielded the German sceptre.
Hildebrand cited Henry to appear in Rome, and
defiance the Papal decree.
answer before him for the offence. Henry retaliated by convoking a Synod
Hildebrand's
at Worms, and therein pronouncing the deposition of the Pope.
rejoinder was to excommunicate Henry, and absolve his subjects from their

The wager of battle between Pope and Emperor was fairly tried
But the weight of the spiritual artillery proved overwhelming.
The friends of Henry fell away from him. The bishops, who had supported
A powerhim, humbled themselves to the Pope and obtained forgiveness.
The Papal curse had
ful league was formed against him among his nobles.
Hildebrand followed up his blow. He transmitted
smitten him to the earth.
to Germany a brief, empowering the Princes, Bishops, and people, to choose
allegiance.
to an issue.

A

convocation
another monarch, unless Henry made a speedy submission.
of the empire, held in the October of 1076, resolved to meet again at Augsburg in three months, inviting the Pope to preside in person, and pronounce

judgment between them and their sovereign.
Henry saw that he was lost except he could reconcile himself with the
Pope before the time of that Augsburg convocation. He resolved to go in

a

final

person and seek absolution. In the depth of a winter of unparalleled sevethe Alps with his wife, their young child,
rity, he set out for Italy, crossing
and a handful of attendants. Several of the attendants perished by the way ;
The Emperor, the
others were mutilated and crippled by the terrible frost.

mother, and the child, reached in safety the fruitful plains of Lombardy.
The story of Henry's humiliation before Hildebrand, in the fortress of
Canossa, is so well known that it need not be repeated here. Admitted
within the first and the second walls of its triple circumvallation, the Emof foot, stood, in the
peror, in thin penitential garb of white linen, and bare
snow of January, before the innermost gate of the fortress. He stood for
three days, from morning to night, ere the stern Pope deigned to give him
permission to kneel at his feet and crave forgiveness.
When the absolved monarch returned to Germany, he found that the excess
of indignity to which he had been subjected, had provoked a reaction against
This encouraged him to break the conditions to which he had
the Pope.

A civil war, fanned by the Pope, ensued in Henry's dominions.
He
Hildebrand set up another emperor, and Henry set up another Pope.
invaded Italy, and besieged Rome. The city, and with it the Pope, was on
But the approach of Robert the Discreet,
the verge of falling into his hands.
with his victorious Normans, saved Hildcibrand from paying for the three
submitted.

days of Canossa.
The " Son of flame" had opened a campaign

for succeeding centuries to

With what deathless energy, with what consummate subtlety,
and with what prodigious success Rome struggled, from age to age, to make

follow up.

Hildebrand taught her
kings of the earth her vassals, needs not be told.
the height at which to pitch her pretensions, nor has she ever for an hour
all

abated them.

I
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THE ROMANIZING OF ENGLAND.
The present condition of English Protestantism, as far as relates to the
Establishment, and the fate which awaits it in the future, while exciting the
pity and grief of every sincere Christian, is such as at length to recall pious
and zealous churchmen to a sense of their duty, cause them to defend their
Church from the present attacks of Romanism, and guard it in the future
from all like inimical influence. That Rome is adopting every means and
employing the most subtle arts in order to obtain the end she has so long
desired of overturning the English Church, and substituting the Papacy in
its place, he must be blind, indeed, of heart and intellect who does not perceive.
The almost universal apathy among churchmen with regard to these

—

obstinate assaults of Rome their indolence, and, in many cases, their systematic neglect to come to the rescue of their threatened and imperilled Establishment
are matters of painful mystery to me.
What does this apathy
imply, spoken of in the plain and simple language of common sense ? That
the time is not far distant when, from the fault of English churchmen themselves, there will no longer be an English Church, or, at least, no remains of

—

that part of it now called the High Church party.
It may even be taken to
signify that in the eternal volume of the divine decree the days of the English

Church are numbered, and near

to their termination.

It is little

use to

shelter one's self under the iegis of false security. The English Church will not
escape being engulfed in the papal vortex, because it is the State Church.

No, indeed the papal throat and digestive organs are capacious enough to
swallow Church and State at a single mouthful. The only way of saving
Anglicanism is to abide fast by the principles of the glorious Reformation,
and to seek to maintain the purity of Protestantism rather by means of the
Bible, and through the influence of the spirit of the Gospel, than by Governmental measures and parliamentary bills. If God weighs in His just balance
;

a large part of the Protestantism of the High Church against the spirit of the
He must find it wanting, reduced as it is to mere formalism, and
fashioned to the treacherous Roman style of the present day. It will be no-

Bible,

thing more than a natural consequence of the existing state of things if this
formalism be abandoned by God to the tender mercies of the Papal idolatry,
and the perverted Church, as the just punishment of its defection, be left to

be strangled in the violent embrace of the Babylonian harlot.
That I am
honest in this prediction the facts which I shall soon be able to bring forward
What does it matter to you ? ask the apathetic
will abundantly prove.
and the treacherous. It does aflect me deeply for it must ever be painful
to a sincere mind to see its friends fall victims to treason and guile from
want of perception, or from a childish jealousy of being guided by the counsels of a friend and brother, simply because he was not born in England, and
educated in the bosom of the Establishment.
Let the question, however, be stated in its true terms, these are my views
respecting it. Either the English Church desires to become once more Roman, and consequently my apprehensions and lamentations over the attacks
and arts of Rome against her are really vain, or the English Church has no
such desire, but would wish to remain more than ever Protestant in spirit
and in form, in which case the conduct of churchmen is most anomalous and
;

contradictory, and consequently culpable and reprehensible.

What

!

you
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and still you allow it to be adulterated,
and Romanized by external foes of all kinds, and by false brethren?
IfyouwLsh to remain Anglican, show it by works rather than bywords,
and, recognising the danger which so closely threatens the Establishment,
rise as one man to defend its holy rights, and transmit it as pure to your
descendants as you received it from your progenitors.
That Rome is really straining every nerve, first to pervert, and then to
absorb the Anglican Church into its power, is clear enough to anj' one who
will take the trouble to observe.
For the last few years the perversion of
England has been a far more direct and important aim of the Church of
Rome, than the conversion of Italy from the atheism with which it is overdesire to retain your Protestantism,

falsified,

This is easily explained by the fact that Rome knows
run, to Catholicism.
that Italy is slipping from her grasp, and she is therefore seeking to regain
in England what she is losing in her own country.
For no other end did

new titular
bosom of

come

England than to organize a papal crusade in
Church itself, usurping the very titles of its
Episcopal Sees, in order that, before long, there might be not two bishops
in a diocese, but one only, and that one, of course, Roman Catholic.
With
the same object conventual houses have been multiplied throughout England
in the course of a few years to an extent surpassing belief, so that at the
present time there are more nuns, monks, and, above all, Jesuits, than in
many of the provinces of Italy itself, and many Roman Catholic kingdoms
All this, be it observed, is going on in spite of the Act
of the Continent.
of Emancipation which prohibits permanent cloistral seclusion on Protestant
The best discovery of Rome in aid of its attacks upon English Prosoil.
testantism, is its diabolical scheme of distributing its wily nuns throughout
the United Kingdom under various names and pretexts, but really with the
the

the

bishops

to

the Anglican

sole object of creating in the midst of Protestantism an irresistible apostolate
of seduction in order to proselyte the women, and more particularly the

younger ones, so

as,

by

final destruction of the

their

to

means,

ensure in the next generation the

Establishment.

That such are the aim and the hope of Rome, and that in adopting its
measures it is certain of realizing the end it has in view, I deduce from facts
For example one
•which have recently fallen under my own observation.
day, as I was standing on the platform of the Ely Station, admiring the
magnificent picture presented by the very beautiful cathedral, one of the
employes of the station addressed me, and asked if I did not admire the
:

Upon my replying in the aflirmative, he smiled, and
stupendous structure.
observed that, before very long, it would return to the possession of its
legitimate owners, and would again become the cathedral of a Roman Catholic
Now, it is clear that, in thus expressing himself, he was merely
bishop.
In my
repeating what he had heard from those above himself in authority.
and those not in industrial
travels, I have seen Roman Catholic churches
localities, or localities likely even to become so
capable of accommodating
congregations of from 300 to 800 persons, when the Papist population of the
place actually, and for the future, under ordinary circumstances, could not

—

—

more than thirty persons
Why, then, are edifices erected so
From hope of requiring them in the
disproportioned to present necessity ?
future, or rather from the certainty of the future increase of the congregation
by means of proselytism among the Protestants of the place. Rome is busy.
She works with a premeditated aim in view, and the worst is, her success
consist of

is

!

equal to her uninterrupted industry.

— GavazzVs Free

Word.
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ROBERTSON AND THE SPANISH PRIESTS.

"
History of America,"
Principal Robertson published his celebrated
"
at
Madrid
received
it
with
The
great applause.
Academy of History
professors determined to admit the Doctor a member of their body in token

When

the "

of special approbation, and appointed one of their most learned brethren to
translate the Doctor's History, that it might become known over the whole-

and become in a sense a national work. They appointed
be formally intimated by M. Campomanes, one of their number,
who accordingly wrote a most flattering letter to Dr. Robertson, praising in
the highest terms himself and his work, (including the History of Charles V.,)
and intimating that the new translation was being written " in a truly original style, and appeared to render with great propriety the elegance, ardour,

kingdom

of Spain,

all this to

and energy of the diction" of the English original.
The Doctor was of course greatly charmed by such a compliment, and proceeded to reply in his best Spanish to this " singular and unexpected honour."
He goes on in his letter to say, " If you will have the goodness to inform me
in what manner I can co-operate with the praiseworthy and important works
of the Academy, I shall think it an honour to contribute to them, and
esteem myself happy in a new opportunity of manifesting my zeal in favour
of a nation for which if I have had more respect than other authors, it Is because I endeavoured to know them better."
Alas, alas how little did Dr.
Robertson know after all of the malign energy of the priests of Rome dominant in Spain, in putting down every form of liberal and useful information.
"
Every one that doeth evil hateth the light." The sequel is curious.
"A
" in
year after this answer from Dr. Robertson," says the historian,
!

month of January 1779, Government thought proper to prohibit the book
which had given him a seat in the Academy. Orders were sent to all the
custom-houses to prevent its being received into the kingdom in any language
whatsoever, and to the Academy of History to name two of its members to
attack and criticise the work the Academy oifered compliance, provided it
might be permitted to choose two others to make its defence. The translation
which was going to press was included in this proscription."
See the facts and documents of this instructive affair in Burgoing's Modern

the

;

A

State of Spain, vol. iv. pp. 243-56.
separate history of all the successful
efforts of Rome to arrest and put down the progress of knowledge would be
instructive and valuable.

THE QUEEN'S OATH.
"I, Victoria, do solemnly and sincerely, in the presence of God, profess, testify,
and declare, that I do believe that in the sacrament of the Lord's Supper there is not
any transubstantiation of the elements of bread and wine into the body and blood of
and that the
Christ, at or after the consecration thereof by any person whatsoever
invocation or adoration of the Virgin Mary, or any other saint, and the sacrifice of
the Mass, as they are now used in the Church of Rome, are superstitious and idolatrous; and I do solemnly, in the presence of God, profess, testify, and declare, that
I do make this declaration, and every
part thereof, in the plain and ordinary sense of
the words read unto rae, as they are commonly understood by English Protestants,
without any evasion, equivocation, or mental reservation whatsoever, and without any
dispensation already granted me for this purpose by the Pope, or any other authority,
or person whatsoever, or without any
hope of any such dispensation from any person
or authority whatsoever, or without
thinking that I am or can be acqiiitted before
God or man, or absolved of this declaration or any part thereof, although the Pope or
any other person or persons, or power whatsoever, should dispense with or annul the
same, or declare that it was null or void from the beginnino;."
;
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THE INQUISITION.

celebrated George Buchanan

was born in the parish of Killearn, in the
admitted on all hands to have been one of
the greatest political philosophers and scholars that Great Britain ever proHe wrote Latin with all the grace and elegance of a Roman in the
duced.

west of Scotland,

Augustan

age,

the basis of

in 1506,

and

is

his treatise De jure Regni apud Scotos was undoubtedly
modern'treatises on civil liberty, and has justly been said to

and

all

" which no
preexpound that subject with a fulness, clearness, and vigour,
He
vious writer had equalled, and which no subsequent one has surpassed."
did much towards helping forward the Reformation in Scotland, and was even
He had a " heart hatred of Popery,"
Moderator of the General Assembly,
the natural result of that love of Divine truth, learning, and liberty, to which

Rome has always proved itself so deadly an enemy, as well as inflamed by
personal experience of its cruelties.
Dr. Irving, in his learned " Life of Buchanan," mentions that the King of
" founded the
Portugal had
University of Coimbra," of which he appointed the
celebrated Andrew Govea to be Principal, and George Buchanan, and some
Govea died in 1548, Buchanan and others were thrown
others, professors.
into the Inquisition

"

;

and

it

would appear

that, as in the case of

Bunyan and

Pilgrim's Progress," we are indebted to this imprisonment for Buchanan's
give this part of the history in
elegant version of the Psalms in Latin.
the words of Dr. Irving.
Referring to the death of Govea, he says

the

We

;

—
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"

During the lifetime of this woi'thy man, Buchanan and his associates had found
but after they were deprived of his
their situation at Coimbra sufficiently agreeable
The
protection, the Portuguese began to persecute them with unrelenting bigotry.
harmless professors were at first assailed by the secret weapons of calumny, and in
due time were loudly accused of imaginary crimes. Three of their number were
thrown into the dungeons of the Inquisition, and after having been subjected to a
tedious imprisonment, were at length arraigned at the infernal tribunal. According
to the usual practice they were not confronted with their accusers ; of whose very
names they were ignorant. As they could not l)e convicted of any crime, they were
;

overwhelmed with reproaches, and again committed to custody.
" Buchanan had attracted an unusul
degree of indignation.

He was accused of
yet with the nature of that
poem the inquisitors wei-e totally unacquainted. The only copy which he had suffered to escape, was presented to his native sovereign ; and before he ventured
beyond the borders of France, he had even adopted the precaution of having the
circumstances of its composition properly represented to the Portuguese monarch.
He was also charged with the heinous crime of eating flesh in Lent ; and yet, with
respect to that very article, not a single individual in Portugal deemed it necessary
Some of his strictures relative to monks were registered
to practise abstinence.
He was,
against him ; but they were such as monks only could regard as criminal.
of
accused
moreover,
having alleged, in a conversation with some young Portuguese,
that with respect to the Eucharist, St. Augustin appeared to him to be strongly inTwo witnesses,
clined towards the opinion condemned by the Church of Romewhom he afterwards discovered to be Ferrerius and Talpin, made a formal deposition
of their having been assured by several respectable informants, that Buchanan was
disaffected to the Romish faith.
" After the
inquisitors had harassed Buchanan .and themselves for the space of
nearly a year and a half, they confined him to a monastery, for the purpose of receiving edifying lessons from the monks ; whom, with due discrimination, he represents
as men by no means destitute of humanity, but totally unacquainted with religion.
In their custody he continued several months ; and it was about this period that he
began his version of the Psalms, afterwards brought to so happy a conclusion. That
this translation was a penance imposed upon him by his illiterate guardians, is only to
be considered as an idle tale. It is much more probable that a large proportion of
the good monks were incapable of reading the Psalms in their native language.
The
rational and elevated mind of Buchanan had received deep impressions of religion ;
and the gloom of a monastery, superadded to the persecution which he had so long
sustained, would naturally tend to foster a spirit of devotion. His frequent recurrence
to the hopes of another world, and his recollection of the solace which his favourite
art had so often afforded him in this, may not unreasonably be supposed to have led
liira to the formation of a plan, which he has executed with piety equal to his genius.
For the reputation which he acquired by this admirable production, he might therefore be indebted to ' his good friends and benefactors the Portuguese ;' to whom Dr.
Mackenzie has, with unparalleled absurdity, accused him of flagrant ingratitude.
This unintentional favour seems to have been the only benefaction which he received.
Buchanan has certainly expressed no fervent gratitude for the infamous treatment
which he had thus experienced from a people, not unacquainted with his literary tathe cast of his mind was so peculiar, that he entertained no affection for the
lents
dungeons of the Portuguese Inquisition ; an unmerited imprisonment of nearly two
years presented him with no uncommon allurements ; and the terrors of slow poison, or
a more speedy and excruciating death, had no tendency to soothe his ungrateful fancy.
" In that
country, the direful tribunal of the Inquisition was formally established
The second Inquisitor-General was the Infant Henry, afterwards
in the year 1536.
King of Portugal ; who retained the office from the year 1539 to the year 1579. What
part he bore in the persecution of our countryman, has not been recorded." Irxing's
Memoirs of George Buchanan, pp. 82-86.
having written an impious poem against the Franciscans

;

;

—

THE NORTH BRITISH ADVERTISER AND OURSELVES.
In our two preceding Numbers we printed, under the title of " The March to
articles containing amongst other statements in reference to the
public

Rome,"

press, the following

:

—
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JUNE

2,

" Another
[attempt] was made to prevent advertisements on Protestant subjects
from appearing in the North British Advertiser ; and we regret to add that a paper
which ought to have been above intimidation yielded to the pressure, and refused to
insert advertisements whose sole object was to defend that Protestantism to which it
owes its great prosperity."

The

editor of the North British Advertiser has felt himself called
"many thousand readers" as follows

appeal to his

:

—

upon to

«'
With respect, then, to the words above quoted from ' The Bulwark,' we have
merely
to say, that the assertion therein contained is simply a barefaced, unblushin" and deliberate falsehood.
It contains not one word of truth, nor has it even the shadow of

foundation in truth."

—

And

again in the same style,
" For
any man to assert that, either directly or indirectly, or in any shape or form
whatever, otherwise than by an appeal to our own sense of justice and proprietv, we
have ever been requested even to close these columns against the abuse and ridicule
of the religion of a large minority of her Majesty's subjects, by uhich for sometime
they
were too frequent! y sullied, is to assert as deliberate an untruth as ever was
perpetrated
and
the
rabid
of
a
reckless
libeller."
by
pen
unscrupulous

Now, in the coolest and most dispassionate spirit, we do not hesitate to
state that this denial proceeds simply upon a forced meaning affixed to the
word " intimidation ;" as if the editor of that respectable advertising medium
had necessarily been alleged to be influenced in his proceedings by corrupt
motives, an idea which was never intended to be conveyed but the general
truth referred to is equally certain and undeniable, for what are the facts ?
;

Previous to September

exposing the

spirit

many

1854:,

distinctively Protestant advertisements,
in the North British

and designs of Rome, appeared

This is in fact admitted in the recent article, where it is said
that such advertisements at one time "too frequently sullied " the pages of
that journal.
On the 23d of September 1854, however, an article appeared, in
Advertiser.

—

which, after a long general preamble, the editor proceeded as follows
" The more
especial object of these few observations, however, yet remains to be
stated.
Wc have at various times been called to account for allowing the North
:

medium of frequent attack upon the entire body of
of people now admitted to all the rights and privileges,
civil, political, and religious, of the British subject; and we regret our inability to
plead not guilty to the charge. Still we can most conscientiously state, that it has
ever been contrary to our desire that these advertisements have appeared ; that they
British Advertiser to be used as a

Roman

Catholics

— a class

have been admitted with reluctance and regret by us and having ourselves no particle of prejudice against any human being on account of his
political or religious
creed, we have only permitted them to appear at all, in consequence of our earnest
desire to discharge the humble but very important duties which devolve upon us in
the spirit of fairness and impartiality.
" Out of the
many complaints that have reached us upon this subject, we select for
publication the following, which is from the pen of a gentleman for whom we have a
high respect, and by whom we are assured, that the sentiments he has expressed are
;

those of the entire

warm

body of

Roman

Catholics here,

many

of

whom we

are able to reckon

and supporters of the A'ortA British Advertiser, and whose feelings,
therefore, it is our bounden duty to respect.
" No
advertisement, therefore, of the kind complained of will ever more appear in this
paper under its present management," &c. &c.
as

friends

Immediately following this

Advertisements
" A Roman

article,

which

—the Roman Catholics,"

is

entitled

"Objectionable

the letter referred to, signed
Catholic," and containing a very clever ad captandum pleading,
conjuring up imaginary evils of all sorts, as likely to result from public efforts
to expose the stealthy and perfidious attempts of Rome to destroy the religion
and liberties of Britain, which our ancestors so dearly purchased. Here then

are the admitted facts of the case.

is
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1. Previous to September 23, 1854, i\i& North British Advertiser
published,
apparently witliout difficulty, Protestant, or, if you will, anti-Romish advertisements. 2. At that time the editor came to the formal resolution of refusing
to insert any more advertisements of that nature.
3. He was mainly induced
to come to that resolution by the representations of a Romish gentleman pro-

fessing to express the views of the entire Romanists of Edinburgh.
Now, we have no wish to impute any motives, or to make a dispute about a

word. We never imagined that the agents of Rome would be so ill instructed
as to attempt to " intimidate" so respectable a gentleman as this editor, by
sword and pistol, or even by mere coarse and blunt appeals to his self-interest.

They are much better acquainted with their work and with human nature,
than to act in so clumsy a fashion. The very perfection of Romish dexterity
consists in knotving the weak sides of those whom they address and in gaining
their point, whilst at the same time making their victim suppose that he is acting quite spontaneously, or even from high motives all the while. In this case
A great avenue of public communication
they have undoubtedly succeeded.
has been closed against the Protestants of Scotland, by a dexterous effort of
the Romish party.
Having thus presented the facts of the case in a consecutive form, as they appear on the shewing of our cotemporary himself,
leave the matter with perfect confidence to the decision of our readers.

we

POPE JULIUS THE WARRIOR.
Pope Julius was a man of blood. His assumption of that name was itself
an expression of his admiration of the ancient conqueror, Julius Cfesar, and
a mode of avowing his preference of the military to the sacerdotal character.
Almost the whole ten years of his Pontificate (1503-1513) were spent in the
field of battle, amidst scenes of carnage and slaughter.
The evident object of
his ambition was to reduce the whole of the peninsula of Italy under the sove-

He succeeded in compelling
reignty of the self-styled successors of St. Peter.
the Venetians to yield up several cities to the Holy See, and had he not been
cut short by death in his victorious career, it is supposed by many that the
It is related of him that
object of his ambition might have been realized.
he was so fierce and indefatigable a warrior, that though decrepit witl^^ age,
he did not shrink from the toils of the meanest soldier that in prosecuting
;

his

schemes of ambition, he Avould never

listen to a proposal of

peace while

the slightest prospect of success remained, though to be purchased at the
cost of thousands of lives and that two hundred thousand men perished in
that almost the only use he made of his Pontifical
battle through his means
;

;

function, was to dictate his bulls and anathemas, which he did with the same
energy as he commanded his army and finally, in the words of a celebrated
;

chronicler of France, that in his fierce and bloody conflicts on the field of
" he acted more liJce a svltan
battle,
of the Turks, than as the vicak of the
Prince of Peace, and the common Father of all Christians." Bowling's

—

History of Romanism,

p. 433.

New York Edward
:

Walker.

1849.

BUT WHEN?
BY THE KEY.

—

J. C.

RYLE, B.A.

daresay you mean one day to be a decidedly religious man.
You hope one day to be a really serious Christian. You think it quite right
to be a pious person.
But when is this to be ? I say again, When ?

Reader,

I

Are you waiting

me

JUXE
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that

is

when your mind
calm

you are

till

sick

a convenient season.

reflection

is

and unwell

When

distracted with

all

almost impossible,

is

—

2,

1856.

Surely you will not tell
is racked with pain,
kinds of anxious thoughts, when
is this a time for
beginning the
?

your body

—

—

mighty work of acquaintance with God ? Do not talk so.
Are you waiting till you are old ? Surely you have not considered what
you say. You will serve Christ when your members are worn out and decayed, and your hands unfit to work. You will go to Him when your mind
You will give up the world when you
is weak, and your memory failing.
cannot keep it. Is this your plan ? Beware, lest you insult God.
Are you waiting till you have leisure 1 And when do you expect to have
more time than you have now? Every year you live seems shorter than the
last
you find more to think of, or to do, and less power and opportunity to
do it. And, after all, you know not whether you may live to see another
:

Boast not yourself of to-morrow,

year.

— now

is

the time.

and ready

?
That will never
a bubbling fountain, full of evil.
always be corrupt and sinful,
You will never make it like a pure white sheet of paper, that you can take to
Jesus and say, " Here I am, Lord, ready to have thy law written on my

Are you waiting

be.

yotir heart

till

is j^erfectly fit

—

It will

Delay not.

heart."

Oh

— Better begin as you are.

lingering reader, are not your excuses broken reeds ?
You have no good reason for waiting !
confess the truth.
!

Take the advice

I give

«< o?ice to seek God.
lieve

Be

honest,

Resolve this day to wait no longer.

you.

Repent of your

sins.

Break

ofl"

your

evil habits.

—

Begin
Be-

on Christ and be saved.

Instructions in the Romish Controversy. By a Clergyman of the

Church

of England.
Hatchard, Piccadilly.

London

:

The AVay Home.
Greig and Son.
and Co.

John
London: Nisbet

Edinburgh

:

Romish controversy,

This is one of the most interesting
and valuable books, especially for
mothers and children, that we have
ever seen. It arose from very painful and trying circumstances, and is

with proofs and arguments in behalf
of the Protestant view, culled from
English divines of the highest authoThis is fitted to meet a pecurity.

to pious parents on the loss of their
little ones, as well as to give important hints in regard to the pious and

This

is

a very valuable book, and

supplies a great desideratum.
tains an exhibition of the

of the

points

liarity of

many

It

con-

salient

excellent clergymen

and members of the Church of England,
who are very much swayed by the
authority of great names in all matters of doctrine.

There

literature so rich

is

no polemical

and conclusive as

the literature of the great theologians
of England in their controversy with

Rome

and the present volume presents a most admirable and useful
selection, of which all who are called
to stud}' this great controversy would
do well to avail themselves.
;

well fitted to administer consolation

godly upbringing of children. Unlike
the narratives of very many parents,
the faults as well as the excellencies
of the dear little ones are frankly
stated ; and we have been especially
struck and pleased with the way in
which continental scenes were turned
to account, in the way of fostering a
heart-hatred of Popeiy, even in the

infant

mend

We

mind.
cordially recomthe volume, and trust it will

attain a very extended cii'culation.
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War

with America.

—Nothing probably more injurious

to tlie cause of

Pro-

testantism throughout the world could occur than a war between Great Britain
and America, and should such an event take place Jesuit influence may well

These two great nations are
to be at work in bringing it about.
main Protestant and on the side of liberty, and in this respect they

be supposed
in the

stand nearly alone.

Their high vocation,

if

they only understood

it,

ought

and act together against the banded despotisms and superstition of the continent of Europe, and to be the heralds of truth and liberty to
the down-trodden nations of the whole world.
Jesuitism, however, must
tremble at such a possibility, and seek to avert it by every means in her
power, and a most effectual means no doubt is to fan the flame of mutual
All Projealousy, and thus plunge Britain and America into a bloody war.
testants ought earnestly to pray that such a result may be averted, and in
regard to the real matter in debate, viz., the wish of the United States to extend their power over Central and even over South America, it is for considei'ation whether such a result is likely to be ultimately prevented, and
also whether these countries, sunk at present to the lowest point of spiritual
to be to stand

degi-adation, might not gain much by being incorporated with the United
States, if the interests of our commerce could only be effectually secured.
Sardinia. Turning from the western world to our own continent, the

—

The real object of Sardinia in joining
openly proclaimed, viz., to induce Britain and
France to interfere in rescuing Italy from the monstrous misgovernment of
state of Italy

is full

of deep interest.

the Western Alliance

is

now

the Pope and the Austrians. And the plan was quite feasible. Had the real
object of the late war been to secure the liberty and independence of Turkey

on public grounds, it seems reasonable to infer that France and Britain would
be prepared now to apply the same principles to Italy, Hitherto, however,
the earnest remonstrances of Count Cavour to this effect have been met only
by fair words, and it is to be feai'ed that the startling hypocrisy of the poliwest of Europe, who, amidst all their professions of a love of
do " give their power to the beast," will come out in a form that
may disgust the simpler managers of northern Italy, as well as many of the
dreamers of our own land. Louis Napoleon is too deeply bound to the Pope,
especially at the present moment after the late gorgeous baptism, and our
government has too systematically trafficked of late in Romish concessions, to
be rash parties to any scheme, however just and important, which would upset
VOL. VI. NO. LXI.
JULY 1856.
A

ticians of the
liberty,

—
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the Pontifical throne at once, and fling all the scarlet Cardinals down from
Besides, Austria is powerful, profoundly cunning in
We shall watch the progress of
diplomacy, and determined to retain Italy.
this drama with deep interest, and we earnestly trust that the time to favour

their unjust elevation.

and Europe may speedily come.
A very earnest and important controversy is being mainBible.
tained at present in England, in regard to some versions of the \yord of God
circulated by the British and Foreign Bible Society on the continent of
Some of their versions contain words which have been inserted to
Europe.

Italy

—

A PURE

—

give a colour to the false doctrines of Rome in truth they are simply Popish
versions of the Divine word.
This subject has given rise to discussion at

various former periods, but is now likely to be brought to an issne. We have
before us a very able tract in regard to it, by the Rev. J. D. Hales of Richmond,* in which the whole subject is placed in a clear and convincing ligl)t.

we

bound

we are bound
and uncorrupted Word of God, else, instead of food, we give them poison, and instead of promoting the Reformation,
If

are

to give the Bible to the blinded Romanists,

especially to see that

we may be

it is

only hindering

the pure

it.

—

"Nonconformist THEOLoar"

—

Mr. Lynch's Hymns. Another controversy
having an obvious bearing on the cause of Protestantism has recently been
maintained in London, in reference to a volume of hymns, entitled " The
In themselves the hymns
Rivulet," by Mr. Lynch, a dissenting minister.
are of little value, scarcely, indeed, deserving the name of poetry. But they
have been countersigned by some eminent dissenting ministers, and yet are
marked by a very low, and in some respects false, style of doctrine. They
have justly called forth the powerful condemnation of Mr. James Grant,
Editor of the Morning Advertiser, and Dr. Campbell of the British Banner.f
These two eminent men have stood boldly forth in difficult circumstances as
the champions of truth, and with great power and eloquence have exposed
Mr. Lynch's volume, and vindicated the " faith ouce delivered to the saints."
All true Protestants are greatly indebted to them. We may well be jealous,
if we understand our principles, of any attempt to tamper with essential
truths, and especially with the great truths of man's depravity, and the one
atoning sacrifice of Christ. If these "foundations be destroyed," false docmay be expected speedily to prevail, and Rome will ultilow Pelagianism will be found a miserable
mately reap the harvest.
substitute for that warm, deep, and powerful theology, which, besides making
men wise unto salvation, has always been found a wail of fire around the
trine of every kind

A

religious liberties of England.

The Case of Palmer.

—

The case of Palmer, the Rugeley murderer, has cast a
upon the interior of a portion of English society, and on that system
of reckless gambling and profligacy which are the parents of so many evils. The
fatliers and mothers of Britain who allow their children to acquire these demoflood of light

ralizing habits may well learn a salutary lesson from the late lamentable disclosures.
And what shall be said to the growth of a maudlin and miserable

sentimentalism, all whose sympathies appear to be on the side of criminals,
however atrocious? It reminds one of the description of the Apostle Paul of the
* London W'ertheim and Macintosh.
f" beo "The Controversy on important theological questions between the Eclectic ReCew, &c., and Mr. James Grant. Editor of the Mornins; Advertiser: London, \V. H,
" Noucouformist
Tlicologv," &c., by Jolin Cainpbellj i).D : London,
vioilingridge ; and
\V. H. Collingridge.
:
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mmes of the old heathen world— a description which he winds up (Rom.
32) with this statement, that they "not only did these things, but had pleasure in them that did them."
One of our poets says, " a fellow-feeling
makes us wondrous kind," and admitting that with many it is only an

awfkl
i.

amiable weakness, nothing convinces us more of the extent to which moral
corruption leavens our society than the extent to wiiich this spurious and
fantastic sympathy for the most abandoned criminals has lately made its
appearance. Only think of a clergyman of the Church of England crying up a
convicted mnrdener atsd cheat, as a very saint, simply because he happens
to be his brother, and pooring o«t a sti-eam of most offensive and malignant
venom against a venerable -Judge of this land, because he dares to discharge
Siis duty towards aa outraged community !
And all this with the practical
hardening a poor wretcli in his a-imes, and inducing him to spend
few and p»vciou« mosnents, not In rei>eintance, but in defying God and
T57an, and at length going to his fearful accoant with a lie in his right handThere is sonaetJiing fearfully oat of joiiat iii the moral stale of a large portioa
effect of
liis

o'f society.

—

A formidable combination has also arisen against
head-quarters are in London, but its ramifications are ia
ali large cities; the otgect being to turn, by means of hired bands mainitained by voluntary coutributions, God's holy day into a day of amusement.
The Sabbath Qubstton.

the Sabbatlu

Its

The Eomanists

are watching the progress of this struggle with manifest
greatly promoted by our intereoarse with Popish oontLnen-

anxiety, and

it is

tal K&ti<3KS,

The foitowiag extract

TaMet^

May 31st;

—

is

from the London Correspondent of the

" The
Sunday bsond question, without diniici'shing, does not increase in interest, and
the whole <jKestion of Sunday observance threatens to create disputes among Protesv.4«ich
tants,
may lead to lusespected consequences T4ie result iciU probably befarotir•able to 0ur ooMse,
speaking broadly, the Catholic is known to be the popular view
of the subject The Siuiday League kar-e applied at Moorjidds for tlie help of CatJiolic
speakers at their me^higf, and tlie Sabbatarians have placarded London with the anmownoement that &oniainists jwid Pwseyities are the <mly religious patties in favour of
the baiids."

^

In the same Journal, May 24th, the subject is treated more at length, and
solicit special attentjon to the following extracts as iilustrating the expec-

we

tations of Romanists from this sowroe, and as proving what a dangerous
element Romajiism is in reference to the practical Christianity of our land
" The Times tells us that the
English Sunday is a •com promise, combining loth the
Sabbatical and festive elements, and it is content that it siiould remain so, pix)V!ded
that a due equalisation is preserved. But surely the time has now arrived for re:

—

verting to first pnncifiles. ®r, at all events, for jni«estigating the tru« character of the
have been the victims of a
observance, and CKaniining its real foundations.
puritani<:al sufjerstitiou <juite long •en/iugh, and it is now time that Englishmen sJiouId
he made to uude^'stand tliat their theologiariS have, in this matter at least., made a
most egregious bJunder. Tlse leading joutTial ' lias been coKsiderably enlighteiied
since September l{i46 ; and tliough it has withda-awn its patronage from Puseyisni,
in the matter of the obsei-vauce of Sundaj', it is strongly iitclijied to tlie Catholic view,
not, of octurse, for its authority, but because it has the sanction of common sense, and
is obviously conducive to t^ie moral and physical welfare of the people.
The other
daily papers are, for the most part, on the same side, which, it is to be lioped, will be
It is asserted in well-informed circles that the rigid opinions
ultimately succe9sf«l.
of the Sabbatarians meet with no eoeouragement at Court; and I am told tliat the
Duke of Cambridge is most strongly opposed to them. One thing is quite certain
we must be con$hte»t. If we so fai* adopt tlie Sabbatai'ian theory as to silence the
band at Kensington, we must proceed, not merely to stop tli« excursion trains, and to
close Hampton Court and Kew Gardens, but to silence the band at Witid^yr also. There

We

'

—
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no alternative between this and the Christian and Catholic view, which regards
Sunday as a day for amusement, though not for jrorA-, and, while recognising its religious cliaracter and the primary claim of religious duties, objects to no innocent means
of relaxation and refreshment to mind or body."
J8

We

trust that the friends of the

Sabbath

will bestir themselves

and

lift

up

a standard against the enemy thus " coming in like a flood."
All Christian
Churches and Christian ministers ought to unite to resist an open tide of un-

" ^lan of Sin."
godliness thus ostentatiously promoted by the
Meantime, as
has
the
Romish
lately proved,
Propaganda is pouring large sums of
D'Aubigne
money into Britain for the perversion of its inhabitants to Popery, and these
eftbrts are supported by all the power of our own Government.
Dr. TTiseman
boasts in a recent pastoral, that Romish chapels are rising on all sides of
London. Ko means of adequate magnitude, on the other hand, are being

to resist this steady Popish aggression either in England or ScotIndeed, in reference to the latter countr}' we regret to say, that at
the late annual meetings of the larger ecclesiastical bodies, the subject was

employed

land.

In the Assembly of the Established Church there
nearly ignored altogether.
was, indeed, a report on the subject, and some measure of interest manifested.
In the Free Assembly there was no report at all, and Dr. HetherLngton was
forced to confine his observations on this subject to a few minutes whilst in
the United Presbyterian Synod, the subject, so far as we could see, was not
;

noticed.
shall not

danger

What

all this indicates,

presume

to inquire,

but

well tremble for the

may

or tends to, or where the blame rests, we
to the approaching

men with their eyes open
Ark of God.

THE DEGRADING POPERY OF SPAIN.
Dear

Sir,

— As

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BULWARK.
I

believe

it

would interest your readers

to

know something

of the practical working of Popery in Most Catholic Spain, I transmit
No. 1
copies and translations of papers which I have lately received,

—

you
is

a

handbill sold publicly in the streets, it is in dill^"erently printed on coarse paper
and adorned (?) with a rude woodcut of an image of the Virgin, yclept "Our
Lady of Remedies," and underneath are the following words in Spanish
:

"

"

A new
fif

fire

The

jNIost

and curious paper
and stones, which

—

Holy Virgin of Rkmedies.
is narrated and declared the great
plague
the present year on the 30th day of July, in

in wliich
fell

in

Cai'chalejo in the province of Granada.
the said day, about lialf-past eleven in the morning, there arose a black,
horrible, and frightful cloud, which terrified everybody, witii darkness like night,
scattering lightning and thunder, darting forth bolts, fire, and stones, which exceeded
ten and eleven ounces each ; and suddenly there arose a powerful liurricane destroy-

"

On

ing the vines and all sorts of trees, and after a short time there came an immense
clap of thunder \vhich buried a street and a half of the town and various other houses,
the gi'eat number of beings who were killed was 1 14. The next morning some masons
who were at work found in a corner of a staircase a girl fifteen years of age, her person being without the slightest injury, because she carried about her this divine print ;
at the same time two travellers M-ere coming towards tlie said town, wlien they took
refuge at the foot of an oak one did not fear the wrath of God, when there fell a bolt
and reduced hirti to a cinder, the other was entirely uninjured because he carried
with him this holy relic.
All classes of persons, as well children as men and women,
who carry this print with them, will be free from thunder-bolts and lightning, from
tempests and earthquakes, from lieart-affections, gout, and other diseases ; into whatever house the divine print may be, no evil thing can enter. Various bishops have
gi'anted many indulgences to every Christian who recites a Salve with devotion before
the image of the Virgin of Remedies, and carries with him her portrait.
;

•<
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" Praver to the Most Holy Virgin of Remedies.
" Served and
accompanied
By angels and seraphims.
The Father calls her daughter,
And the Son his mother styles her.
By whose sacred Assumptiou
I pray you, sacred Mother,
Mary, full of grace,
Give us health for the body
Who rises in heaven to reign,

Virgin of Remedies
In whom is no spot,
To rise to her rest
Her sweet flight takes ;
The Virgin is the dove.

With

And

virtues crowned,

" Reprinted

salvation for the soul.

Carmona, &c."

in

a pretty effusion, and, apart from its idolatrous teaching, would
wonder that any reasonable being could give credit to such trash,
"
to
and yet we know that worse than this is believed even by "converts
This

is

excite our

Popery iu Britain.
The secoad is a

sort of play-bill of a

—

" drama " acted in the " Circus of

Paul, a new theatre."
" After a brilliant
symphony, will be executed the biblical drama of a grand spectacle in four tableaux, preceded by a prologue in five acts, and followed by an epilogue
of two, written in verse by Don Antonio Benigno de Cabrera, in entire accordance
with the testimony of the four sacred evangelists, and whose title is

—

'

"

The

Passion.'

come to by this theatre to place this production in scene, as the
for the present season of the year, has not been come to without the
determination of exhibiting it with all the brilliance, dignity, and historical truth
which its
requires, without omitting expense or sacrifice of any kind

The

decision

most adapted

great argument

It is fearlessly declared that it is thought to have equalled, if not exof Barcelona give repreceeded, the grand scenic display with which the theatres
sentations every Lent from a remote age, of a drama written upon the same argument
in the Catalontan dialect.
" For the
merit has been
performance of this work a company of actors of known
formed ; the decorations are all new, being painted and directed by those accredited
Don Jose Navarro and Don Nicolas Soto, under whose superintendence all
artists
the machinery has been placed
magnificent dresses will be used for the first time ;
the dancing in the third Act of the prologue will be performed by a select choreothe purpose under the direction of S""- Bolonni ; the
graphic company assembled for
music of the choruses has been expressly written by Professor Don Fernando
Navarro the chorus singers of both sexes will be numerous, and chosen from those
of high reputation ; and lastly, some horses trained with great care, used as occasion
on the stage.
requires, will be brought
" The orchestra, which has been recently engaged, is composed of acci-edited prothe well-known Seiior Larru, will perform in the intervals
fessors, and conducted by
select pieces appropriate to the work represented.
" The division of the acts will be marked
by a draw-curtain to distinguish them
from the tableaux, between which the curtain will fall.
" Each act and each tableau has its especial title.

to that end.

;

•

Act

Prologue,

-,

,

.

2.

„

4.

„

5.

3.

I.

2.

{

3

„

[
(

|

Act
^^

1

.

2.

Woman.

Repentance of Mary Magdalen.
Entry into Jerusalem.
Treason of Judas.
The Parting of Jesus and His Mother.

„

j

^^

Epilogue,

Conversion of the Samaritan

["Tableau
•

Drama,

1

„
„

— The Capture.

The Supper.
From Herod
rj^j^^

to Pilate.

Crucifixion.

4. The Descent from the
The Resurrection.
The Ascension.

Cross.

" Scenes.

Jacob with a view of the country. A Forest. Street in Jerusalem.
Room in the house of Simon the Leper. Part of Jerusalem, adjoining one of the
the surrounding wall and the gate, and beyond is seen the
gates of the city behind is
Hall of the tribunal of Caiaphas. Room iu the house of the Virgin, the

« The Well

of

;

country.
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rear wall of whicli opens and shows Limbo. Garden with olive trees, in one of which
in the centre a tree
takes place the appeMiaiice of an angel. Picturesque valley
:

Guard-Room.
Ju<las hiinjjn himself; after which, hell appears in the rear.
Hall in the house ot I'l'ntius I'ilate, with a great balcony behind, by which is seen an
The painful ascent of Mount Calvary.
Hall in tlie palace of Herod.

where
open

place.

The same, seen by
<iay, in which many changes take place.
tlie stars.
Garden of Ariniathea, with the sepulchre of Jesus
night, illumiuated bv
Christ, the flagstone of which bursts to pieces, in which subsequently an angel appears.
Jesus also appears twice in this scene. Mount Olivet, where the Lord again appears,
and from which he is seen to ascend into heaven, and after which his transformatioa
Mount Calvary, seen hy

into glory."

Here follow the characters

:

—
Actors.

Per^onf;.

Jesu- Christ,

....
...
.

The Virgin,
The M.agdai-en,
Mary M agdai.es,
The Veronica,

Roboan.

"

people, &c.

Angel.';,
;

I

Chavam'a.
Senora Geune.

Seiior

...
...

&c.,

with some names that
gelists above referred

.

&c.,

„

Garcia.
Arderius.

„

Navarro."

„

&c.

certainly camiot remember having read in the evansuch as Abdaron, Benjamin, Abdias, Faluel,

to,

apostles,

spirits,

demons,

soldiers, jailers,

servants,

(repre.-enled by) chorus-singers, ballet-dancers, and the attendwill ob erve that in many particulars the biblical drama pro-

You
ants."
fessing to be in eniirc accordance with the four sacred evangelists, rather
I do not find such a mention of the Virgin's house
oversteps the narrative.
as that represented in the seventh scene, where the wall opens and displays
I.imbo; perhaps thi-s scenic romance is added by the priests to give the whole
a certain degree of pungency suited to their tastes, and probably in the end
The same remarks apply to the ninth scene.
to increase their worldly store.
In the sixteenth the stone which covers the sepulchre is not rolled away, but
more in accoi dance with the laws of effect and display the last scene

treated
is

;

only in keeping with the consummate blasphemy of the whole

affair,

— the

Trinity being represented in heaven accompanied by saints, angels, &c.
One's heart grows sick while contemplating the low depths to which a noble

nation may be brought when under the withering influence of Popery. The
following letter is from an eye-witness, and descriptive of the whole affair:
'
The Circus of Paul is a mere Salon de Spectacle rather than theatre, as this
term i-i usually understoud, of an oblong square shape, the seats below being all on
the same level, and luiving a gallery on one side, and another at the end fronting the
The latter is somewhat elevated, of confined dimensions, and preceded by the
stage.
customary orchestra and footlights. During the season of Lent, 1856, it had been
taken by a coinpHtiy wlio proposed to give a series of representations of the passion
of our Lord, in imitation of those given at Barcelona from time immemorial, and in
similar series at the
competition with another company who simultaneously opened a
Theatre of the Princess.' Tlie pirformances of both had been warmly praised in
the periodicals of the capital, and on perusing these accounts, 1 was inducfd, from a

—

'

'

natural curiosity, not aitojjether unmi.xed with misgiving, to be present at the repreI had been given to understiuid this would
sentation announced foi- 7th February.
number of tableaux vivants
principally consist of a jierformance of sacred music, and a
studied from the paiiitinj;s of the old masters, and only began to be undeceived on
of tiie scenes,
reading the prognmnie, which gives a tolerable notion of the succession
variety of personaifes, ,vc. &c. ; but nothing short of actually witnessing it could
convey a cnrrcct iinpi-essi<«n of the startling impiety of the whole representation.
One feels an almost insunn>>untable repugnance to give even a description, which
must necessarily involve the free use of names which ice at least are accustomed
never to mention witlmut veneration. The representation of the holiest personage
was assumed by an individual whose personal qualifications were the reverse of those
we would have expected to find, in short, a beetle-browed ruffian, with a coarse, false,

—
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black beard, dressed in a dark purple gown, and whose histrionic abilities were limited
to a certain forlorn but villanous expression of countenance, and whose gesture was
in common
indescribably stiff, and ungracefully affected in fact, a caricature which,
with others, haunted me for long after. The part of the Virgin was taken by a
female whose only merit seemed to be a facility for weeping and wailing, which drew
down the sympathy of the weaker part of the audience ; the other ladies, one of
whom indulged us with a song, were anything but well-favoured, and as actresses far
below mediocrity. Judas, according to the generally believed tradition in Spain,
wore a yellow garment and was provided with a preposterous curly red wig and
beard ; his voice, too, was artificially harsh. I need not mention more particularly
;

The costumes, whose splendour is so pompously announced, were very
commonplace. I especially remember the tawdry finery and false pearls cast away
by the Magdalen in the scene of her repentance ; the ill-adapted bald crown of St.
Peter the forlorn, ill-fitting, heterogeneous trapping of the awkward-looking Jews
and Romans the angels' pasteboard wings, and the hideous disguise of the imps
who danced ademonaic jig, amid a blaze of real fire, round the hanging body of Judas,
The scenery, too, was very inferior, although not so
in the scene of his despair.
considered by some, at least, of the audience whose admiration was audibly expressed
at view of the Judgment Hall of Pontius Pilate ; the tableau of the crucifixion was
a clumsy copy of Kubens's great picture. The literary portion of the drama consisted of doggrel verse embodying not only the scriptural accounts but most of the
apocryphal traditions added thereto in the dark ages of superstition, the whole accompanied by a vulgar exaggeration of sentiment, which to me on any other subject would
have had quite a grotesque effect.
" Tt is
of disgust inspired by
uttei-ly impossible to describe the sickening feeling
the whole representation, I should say which oiir/ht to have been inspired, but, alas
and here 1 come to the most important circumstance, what were the feelings actually
the rest.

;

;

—

!

awakened in the majority of the audience ? I grieve to say, incredible as it may
appear, that the greater number seemed to accept the whole as a true interpretation
of the gospel history, (which indeed it had been given out to be ;) others came to be
amused just as they would have attended any other dramatic performance. In an
instance which occurred close to where I was sitting, the entertainment of two ladies
and a gentleman consisted in the amusement and laughter to which they were excited
by the sympathetic ejaculations and tears of a couple of elderly ladies who sat near
them. But what religion is this which inculcates no higher notion of sacred things,
and draws no line of distinction between the true and false, what elevates and what
debases ; whose members in their taste and feelings become so'depraved as to permit
them to witness impious mockeries like this without horror at the blasphemy involved.

.

.

."

All this is licensed by the government and recognised and patronized by
the priests of modem Babylon in Most Catholic Spain, a country where the
And no wonder, for if
Bible is excluded and its circulation suppressed.
Spaniards were allowed to read the wonderful works of God in the inspired
narrative, in the tongue in which they were born, they by comparing
these dramas (and others acted in various places by priests themselves)
with the AYord of Truth, and finding they did not agree, might even dare to

believe the latter rather than the former.
over that benighted country, beautiful in all

How many
its

a Christian mourns
external features, with large

whose people were once
capabilities of soil, position, mineral treasures, &c.
respected and even feared by the nations, but whose name is now a by-word
and a reproach whose energies are all but destroyed by that gross system
which, if allowed to operate upon any country, first cripples and then annihi;

;

AVho
every good feeling and all honourable and Christian emotions?
hears in our day anything of the living literature of Spain ? where are her
navies that once commanded the seas, iier statesmen, philosophers, warriors?
Has not Rome and her idolatry dried up the well-springs of thought and

lates

enterprise, by denying the liberty which makes all men free, and taking
away the tree of knowledge which makes all men wise ? Nothing can be per-

mitted which

is

not in accordance with her false doctrine, her system of so-

a2
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The degradation of nations under Boman rule is occnrring
Austria, Hungary, Tuscany, Naples; let us beseech
God to avert the sore punishment of such a pestilence from our own loved
land, and although we are beset by open foes from without, and by treacherous and far more dangerous enemies within, we will not fear while He

called religion.

under our own eyes

—

smiles upon us.
May He bless the good success already vouchsafed to the
means used for the removal of that foul stain the Maynooth Grant from the

—

—

pages of our statute book, as a first fruit and earnest of greater things to folAs a set-ofF to this glimpse of Romish practice it is gratifying to know
low.
that earnest, strenuous efforts are being made for completing a plan which
will guarantee the diffusion of the Word of the Living God throughout Spain,
and that already much good has been done by the distribution of copies of a
" The Dawn." Some instances of its usefulness
entitled
Christian
publication

this letter,* and who will not sympathize, Mr. Editor, with the
longings thus expressed for the written Word which is able to make wise
unto salvation ? who can stand back when a great door, and effectual, is open
for the regeneration of a whole nation ? who will not bear upon their hearts
I

append to

in prayer, before Almighty God, the case of Spain and
under the galling yoke of Babylon, I remain, yours very

—

all

other countries

truly,

G. C. Steet.

Sbadwell Street, Myddleton Square, London.

OUR AMERICAN BRETHREN.
AjirosT much that is discouraging, we ought not to overlook the sympathy, the encouragement, the assistance of our American brethren, in the
hail with great
great battle for religious freedom which we are waging.

We

satisfaction the various proofs

which America

is

furnishing, that the Protest-

ants of that country are waking up to a sense of our common danger and our
duty.
Amongst these proofs may be placed the formation of a

common

termed the "American and Foreign Christian Union," which held its
seventh anniversary last month in New York, and is already possessed of an
annual income of nearly seventy thousand dollars.
These funds are expended
in carrying on missionary operations in Popish countries they have mission-

society,

;

aries labouring in

and France

Canada, Valparaiso, Rio Janeiro, Hayti, Ireland, Belgium,

besides exercising a watchful supervision over the interests of
Protestantism in the United States thus acting both as an aggressive and
The Report for the past year takes a general survey of
defensive agency.
;

* " Permit

—

me

to say, Sir, that
endeavours will be directed to the extension of
a copij of the
and that, if it is possible fur you to remit to
;
of
the
and
numbers
Alba,
anything else that may contribute to enlighten

my

doctrines so salutary

Bible, some
this ill-fated country,

from

this

moment

1 will

do what

my

lies in

"

power."
,

"

I will

contribute, as

much

as

my

'2~tli

fiefitemher,

me

with the understanding that T
means will permit, to the support of so philanthropic an

thank you to be so good as to send

it

to

undertaking.

"

send a S/ianifh fiibU."
"
27lh September 185.5.
Gfatlemen, A casualty baa brought a No. of your valuable periodical into my
hands and as I take so much interest in the propagation of good doctrines, I shall
feel obliged if you will remit it to me, and say in what way I may contribute according to my means, towards so humane an enterprise.
" T .«liall also esteem it a favour if
you can find it possible to send me a Bible in
I

would also thank you,

—

"

;

Castilian."

if

it

be possible, to

,
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the present state of things in all parts of the world we must confine ourand tj ^>
selves, however, to what has reference to the United States alone
;

;

following observations on both sides of the picture are interesting and in-

—

structive :
" III the United States the
plans of the Papacy have been carried well onward toward completion. Though the greater part of her strength in numbers is an importation from Europe, and by so much a diminution of it there, yet she has here made some

The Brownsons, and Bakewells, and Bayleys, and Chandlers, and Doanes,
and Hewetts, and Iveses, and Walworths, and others, show an increase of strength
from our native elements. And she has also contrived so to dispose of herself as to
claim to hold in our national elections ' the balance of power.' She claims to have
more than 200,000 votes at her disposal on any general question.
" The natural
tendency of this success is to make her insolent and abusive, and
lately she has greatly persecuted the Protestants in France, Hungary, Italy, and elsewhere. In America she has come frequently into collision with our institutions, and
proselytes.

even with our
"

citizens.

policy of concealment formerly pi-actised has lately been very much given
up, and an open display of amulets, images, beads, bones, &c., of saints, and similar
things, has been freely made. False miracles, pretended revelations, shows, and processions, are frequently resorted to, and the worship of Mary has largely superseded
the worship of the Saviour."

The

To relieve this sad picture, so strikingly like that of our own country, we
are furnished with the following encouraging facts :
" In the United States there is more
feeling, especially in respect of the interests
and duties of Protestantism, than ever before. Various things have conspired to produce this result. Prominent among the instrumentalities which effected it is the
American and Foreign Christian Union. They have been aided, however, by the
discussions forced upon some State Legislatures, and even upon Congress, and by the
correspondence of Professor Morse with Bishop Spalding of Kentucky, and Senator
Brooks with Archbishop Hughes of New York."
In conclusion, the Board say : " So much has not been done in one year in reMan of Sin,' since the Reformation, as in the last
sisting the encroachments of the

—

'

year.
" There

is now felt in this land a much deeper interest in Romanism and Romanthan ever before. The great heart of the nation has been touched. The masses
have been moved. And in the awakened feeling we have not merely the warrant
that the interests of oiir homestead will be protected, but that ample resoui'ces will
ultimately be furnished for sending forth evangelical and effective labourers through

ists

all

the Papal world.
" Multitudes in

Papal lands are longing for deliverance, and are ready to listen
messages of the Gospel. Many who have been restrained from hearing these
messages, have recently removed the barriers which hindered and enslaved them, and
have come to the possession of religious freedom. There is, therefore, the highest
encouragement for perseverance in this work of Christian charity. But no time
should be lost. ' The fields are now white, ready to harvest,' and God in his providence seems calling to his people, in a remarkable manner, to enter into them and
And blessed will that servant be who shall be found so doing when the Lord
reap.
of the vineyard shall come."
At the meeting above mentioned, a most touching incident occurred, which
to the

is

narrated as follows
" Dr.
of

:

—

Hewett,
Bridgeport, Connecticut, came forward, and under the influence of
'I thank you, brethren, for having
great mental agony thus addressed the meeting
allowed me to perform a most painful duty. It is known very extensively, and has of
late been published in not a few of our papers, that I am the father of two young men
who have gone from the faith of their father and their forefathers to the Roman Church.
It has been referred to in the abstract of the Report made to this meeting by the Secretary. Brethren, I belong to Christ. I am an old man, decaying both from age and grief,
and I take the opportunity granted me to stand up before this assembly, and through
the medium of the press before the public at large, as a witness for the faith once
delivered by the Saviour, and for the faith incorporated in the fundamental article?
of the churches denominated evangelical.
For the propagation of that faith I have
laboured between forty and fifty years. In that faith I stand b'efore you to-day, and
:

—
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may
(Loud applause.) My only living sons, two
upon earth I hope I have two in heaven have renounced, denounced, and cui'sed
the faith of their fathers. Lord, forgive theiu, for they know not what they do.' "

—

Painful as this record

die.

is, it is

—

an instructive

fact, that

Popery has on

its

side the corrupt principle of the unconverted heart, in every part of the -world,
and we learn that it is not merely in the ancient seats of ecclesiastical lore,

own

country, amidst dreamy associations of bygone times, that the
heart can be captivated by the Man of Sin, but in the busy
stirring
population of the New World, far removed from cathedrals, sacred antiquiin our

human

ties, and associations of the past, the same process of perversion has been
going on which has put the stigma of shame, in our own country, on the honoured names of Wilberforce, Faber, and many others.
"We would hold out the right hand of fellowship to our American brethren,
who have thus nobly banded together to do battle for the Lord against the

enemies of the truth.
They are deserving of all the more honour, that in
the largeness of their Christian benevolence, they confine not their labours
within the bounds of their own country, but aim to liberate those who are
groaning under the cruel bondage of Rome all the world over.

POPERY

LOWER CANADA.

IN

A BOOK has recently been published in two volumes, entitled, " Western
Wanderings, or a Pleasure Tour iu the Canadas," by William H. G. Kingsland,
It is written in a
previously the author of several other popular works.
pleasing style of easy narrative, and embodies the results of much and minute
personal observation. The great efforts and deadly results of Popery are,
amongst other
of

things, very clearly exhibited.

Lower Canada, our author says
"

It is useless to

:

—

deny that the great drawback

Speaking of the physical state
to the prosperity of the

Lower

Province is the large admixture of the Roman Catholic element and Lower Canada
is but subject to the genei-al rule, that where that creed i)revails, the country is
behind-hand in civilisation and prosperity. The Roman Catholics also consider it
their duty to favour their co-religionists in every way in their power at the expense
of the Protestants, and this, in addition to a general dissimilarity of tastes and habits,
* * * In Quebec, as an
engenders a dislike and jealousy among parties.
example of
what I have said, the Roman Catholics having the collection of the assessed taxes,
have taken care to favour their own religious institutions as well as fi-iends. For
instance, they have assessed a church and a large convent, covering a considerable
extent of ground at much less than two small houses without any garden." Vol. ii.
;

—

pp. 182, 183.

" The followers of the
Pope ai"e making here as they are in all the British
Again;
Colonies indeed throughout the British dominions the most strenuous eftorts to
iacrease their numbers and power, and no little rancour and bitterness exists towards
In Canada the priests keep up their original influence
those who oppose them. * * *
over the minds of their victims they were the instigators and agents in the Gavazzi
and
late
riots,
they have_of
yeai's been the main if not the only cause of all the outbreaks and disturbances on account of what are falsely called ' religious matters.' If
this party (the Irish) then, who do increase in number, wealth, and daring,
uniting
with tlie French, find themselves in the ascendency, they will, tnie'as they ever are

—

—

;

endeavour to put down their opponents by any
available, by every sjjecies of persecution, even by
Ibid. p. 193.

to their long-esUiblished character,

means which they may deem most
the fagot and stake."

—

for gaining converts, our author gives an account of
the convent schools, to which the easy and credulous Protestants foolishly

Amongst other plans

send their children.
author says,

—

Of one couveut which he

visited,

for

example, our
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" This convent seems to be
simply an Establishment for young ladies.' They
had two hundred day-boardei's, and more than sixty resident pupils at
These twelve nuns teach them all."—
present absent for the Christmas holidays.
P. 227.
'

told us they

The effect of this may easily be anticipated.
« It has been the
Thus, he says,
very foolish custom of Protestant parents to send
their children for education to Roman Catholic convents, where they are compelled
to attend the services of the Church, though the nuns profess to make no other atthis system must be, that either
tempts to convert them to their faith. The result of
the girls become converts to Romanism, or they are taught to look on the services of
Do the parents not perceive that this attendance
religion as a mere matter of form.
on a service in which they can take no part, is a mockery of religion and an outrage
against their INIaker ?"— P. 232.
« The
are liable to be treated.
following is an example of the mode in which children
An English tradesman at Quebec sent his little girl, a very intelligent child, to one of
the convents, with the express understanding that she was not to be tampered with,
or compelled to conform to any religious service. However, before long, as she was
her to bow down before it, but this
passing a figure of the Virgin Mary, a nun told
the child resolutely refused to do. 'The next day on passing the same figure, another
knees before it. The
nun, excited with zeal for her faith, forced her down on her
child informed her father what had occurred, who complained in consequence to a
Father Maguire replied, that
certain Father Maguire, the confessor of the convent.
he would inquire into the circumstance, but, as was to be expected, the nuns denied
the father of
Mr.
it altogether, or rather the priest asserted that they did so.
the child, indignant that his complaints should be thus treated, told the priest that
he should withdraw his child, and make the story known in every direction.
Well,
if you do, you will lose the custom of all the Roman Catholics in the place, let me tell,
his
was
as
as
the
Mr.
told
the
the
was
word,
good
priest
story
you,'
reply.
P. 233.
and
of his former customers deserted him."
,

'

;

many

We have

—

remarked how singular it is that so little of the missionary
zeal of Britain should go forth towards the Eomanists of Lower Canada.
often

are not only entirely open to missionary efforts, but a very efficient
in its
society for their conversion has long existed at Montreal, only crippled
visited that inourselves
funds.
from
want
of
Having
adequate
operations
as a
teresting country, we can testify to its great importance and hopefulness
Besides the urgent necessity which exists,
field of missionary enterprise.
moreover, for arresting the machinations of the man of sin, the French Cana-

They

dian converts might be turned to most valuable account in our struggle with
Romanism on the continent of Europe.

A NEW ARGUMENT FOR
We publish

article

on Architecture, which opens up a

new

for the primitive antiquity of Protestantism.
It is from the
And it is highly interesting to find Mr.
of a scholar and an architect.

line of

pen

an extract of an

PROTESTANTISM.

argument

by an intelligent appeal to his professional science of
architecture, what Bishop Jewell in his controversy with Harding proved three
centuries ago by an appeal to the Fathers.
The different rays of truth con-

Elliott establishing,

verge, and form one full focus of unclouded light. The primitive Christianity,
and the simple temples of the Waldenses of Italy, the Albigenses of France,

and the Culdees of Scotland, are all essentially the same. And we call upon
our readers not only to discover an argument but a Avarning in the following
striking paper, and to avoid the folly of allowing architects, for their own
glory, to build essentially Popish churches for Protestant worship.
from the Brighton Herald, April 5 :—

We

quote
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POPISH PLANS FOR PROTESTANT CHURCHES.
**

A

very interesting article bearing this title has been contributed to the Bnllder
by Mr. John ElHott, architect of Chichester and Southampton, with whose name and
We take the most striking passages from
ability our readers are already familiar.
this communication, which will be read with great interest both by builders and
theologians.
" After
referring to a dispute between Mr. Tite and Mr. Scott, architects of great
repute, as to the suitableness or unsuitableuess of mediteval architecture for Protestant purposes, Mr. Elliott proceeds :

—

" It

unpleasant fact, but it is a fact notwithstanding, an indispotable one
too, that all the early churches, up to the ninth century, are purely Protestant in
arrangement, and that the chief of these important witnesses for the truth are io the
custody of the Pope at Rome. It is a fiict, also, that St. Peter's itself, at the headquarters of Popery, is nearer the Protestant type than any of the mediseval structures.
How came this to pass 1 Why, the reason is clear as crystal that there was pre~
Protestantism at Rome be/ore Popery.
" Old Rome contained some 400
temples : its people had no conception of religion,
except in connexion with temple rites and arrangements. Although the Jews had
but one temple, yet to them also was tliat the embodiment of all their ideas of worWould, then, Jew or Pagan, in becoming Christian, even so much as di'eam
ship.
of giving up the temple type, if tlieir wew creed admitted of its retention ? Tliat
they did give it up, and choose another aiTangement, (thongh retaining the same sti/le
of architectui'e,) as different from that of the temple as a horse from as eagle, is.
overwhelming proof that, in their opinion, the time for temples, with tlieir rites, alturs^
and priests, had passed away for ever. Call it by wliat name you will, the primitive
Christian Church was nothing but a large niora its old familiar designation was
'
the meetinghouse.
The president, elder, or minister, as he was indifConventiis,'
ferently called, sat on a slightly-raised platform, with a canoelli, or low open railing,
the people j
on'its edge. There was no scre«n between the elder and his brethren
and in the mklst of the latter stood the communion-table, which was always of wood,
and moveable. What an astounding eliange was this frx>m all Jewish or Pagan
customs
This change was clearly a sudden disraptiou of all old thoughts r it was
verily a new dispensation ; and the architectuj'al arrangements for the old and the
new religion thus became, at the very outset, as wide as the poles asancTer;. old precedents being not merely shaken off, but wrenched off.
" Tl»e
change from primitive Christianity to Popery was^ on the eontrarj, *he gradual
work of many ages ; and it thus happened, tliat in Italy they contiuued for nearly
1000 yeai"s to build churches on the original model, tlvough that model was no lougev
suitable to the religion tauglit in it ; while, away from Italy, in countries of new converts, where no architectural precedents existed to fett-er the inwginatien of the
buildei"s, and tlie architoets being then ch'te^y priisis, the new elmrches were arranged
to suit the peculiar requirements of the Popish sysiera ; and nothing can be move
striking than the contrast between the plans of these new stractnres and of those old
ones still in the custody of Rome. The doctrine of Transnbstanti»tion was the
chief cause of this extraordinary change of arrangement in ecclesiastical structures.
As the Popish view of the Sacrament gained ground, the chancel, or elder's platform,
on which the comnianion-table n(;ver was originally placvd, became gradually
lengthened and separated from the people by screens. The chancel, in fact, was
coji verted into a mock temple, containing, as in the real temple of old, only the pi-jests
and the altar ; while the nave wi\s made to correspond in use with the temple porticos,
in which the people assembled to witness, throngh the gates of the holy place, the
perfom»ances of the priests within. A mediaeval cathedral is, in truth, a cross between

may be an

—

—

—

—

!

two opposite systems of arrangfirient and two
"

different systems of religion.

The doctrine of Transubstantiation cannot, of c<)ur8e, be discussed ii\ your columns ;
but this much may be said about it, that no antiriuarian versed in the arcUitcciural
history of temples and churches can possibly, if sane and honest, imagine for one
mouTent that the early Christians, if they had'had any knowledge of such a dwtrine,
any possibiliity, liave given up the temple models, so admij.-ably adapted for
its display, or have eschewed altars for wooden tables.
" It Ls now some
in
years since that I made the discovery and announced tlie fact
your colunms, that there is not a single church in existence, erected before the
tenth century, that contains any one original feature characterii^tic of Romish views.
If any one of these old structures now displays a Virgin Mary niche, altar, saint
I
chapel, screen, or chancel, in the modern or Popish acceptation of the term, then
affirm and pledge myself to prove, that all or any of these things are additions of

could, by

—
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A

comparatively late date.

Protestant was recently conversing with a Jesuit on the sub-

in reply, ' Really, my friend, you have done me a
ject of Trans'ubstantiation, who said
most signal favour : you have so clearly demonstrated the utter absurdity and groundviews on this doctrine, that my belief in it in future will be an act of
lessness of
I have endeavoui-ed to render this sort of service to those
the sublimest virtue.'
who are building churches for Protestants on Popish plans. I am sadly afraid, how-,
the great
ever, that the sublimity of their faith may be somewhat tarnished by
to
pecuniary advantage to be found at present in its profession. Though objecting
mediaeval arrangement, I share in Mr. Scott's admiration of the mediaeval style ;
but it is certainly very provoking to find people so absurd as to call the latter Popish
What
or Protestant : style is but the tongue of architecture, and speaks all creeds.
on earth is there to prevent us using the one without the other ? Does any one
doubt this ? Then let him study the origin of roast pig. Charles Lamb tells us,

my

that in China, for many years, they kept these animals without any culinary knowIn course of time a house was burned down, and the owner,
ledge of their virtues.
to
poking about among the ruins, thrust his finger into something soft, which proved
be a martyred porker ; and on licking the said finger, experienced such a delicious
flavour that it inflamed him to madness.
Getting another pig into another house, he
burned that also to enjoy another feast ; and house burning became the rage to an
could be
extent, until the fortunate discovei-y was made that roast pig

alarming

Like roast pig, mediseval architecture is truly admirable ;
obtained on easier terms.
but we need not, to obtain it, outrage common sense and common honesty, or destroy
our common Protestantism by adopting Popish plans, of which the style is but the
accidental accessory."

DAVID HUME ON POPERY.
In Hume's Essays there are some very energetic statements on the subject
of Romanism, demonstrating how an infidel can discern the inconsistencies of
such a mysterious system of fraud and cruelty, under the name ot religion,—
a discovery which, as in many other cases, may have promoted his infidelity.

Take the following

for
1.

examples

On the

:

—

Inquisition.

"

The human sacrifices of the Carthaginians, Mexicans, and many barbarous
Madrid.
nations, scarcely exceed the inquisition and persecutions of Rome and
in the former case
For, besides that the effusion of blood may not be so great
as in the latter ; beside this, I say, the human victims being chosen by lot,
rest of
by some exterior signs, affect not in so considerable a degree the
which
Whereas, virtue, knomledge, love of liberty, are the qualities
call down the fatal vengeance of inquisitors, and when expelled, leave the
and bondage."
society in the most shameful ignorance, corruption,
2. On the Popish Mass.
"
Averroes, the famous Arabian, who, no doubt, had heard of the Egyptian
the most absurd and nonsensical
superstitions, declares, that of all religions

or

the society.

is

that

whose votaries

eat after

having created their deity.

I

believe indeed

Paganism that would give so fair a scope to ridiFor it is so absurd, that it eludes the force
cule as this of the real presence.
of all argument."
He then proceeds to tell a etory of a young Turk brought
to Paris by a " famous general," and converted to Popery by some of the

that there

is

no tenet

in all

After receiving the mass, our author proceeds as
however, to make everything sure and solid, still
continued his instructions, and began the next day with the usual question,

doctors of the Sorbonne.
follows
'

:

" The

How many

his

priest,

gods are there?'

new name.

'

honest proselyte,
yesterday

I ate

How
'

'

None

at

all,'

replied Benedict, for that
'

was

To be sure,' said the
none at all !' cries the priest.
you have told me all along that there is but one god, and

him.'

"

!

H
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POPISH PROCESSIONS IN PORTUGAL.
of

Our woodcut is copied from a volume containing illustrations of the state
Popery and its degrading exhibitions in Portugal, where the priests have

An intelligent correspondent,
everything under their own absolute control.
who sends the volume, intimates that he has often seen the scenes represented
in living exhibition.
The present scene represents the passage toward Calvary with a priest representing the Saviour of the world bearing his cross.
To what a miserable state must religion be reduced when the most awfully
sacred and solemn scenes are made matters of pantomime, accompanied and
followed by aU the license of a horse-race or country fair

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT OF POPERY

!

IN INDIA.

The

British Government is fast filling up the cup of its
iniquity by giving
the most ample and systematic support to the priesthood of Rome in all the
dependencies of our vast empire. An immense step of progress, in the direction of Romish endowment, has just been made in India, and it
proves still

more the steady growth of this mischief that the so-called Protestant paper,
the Calcutta Morning Chronicle^ from which we are about to' quote, instead of
reprobating and denouncing such a suicidal and unconstitutional proceeding
on the part of the Government, actually speaks of the shameful matter with

joy and congratulation. Why is there no one in either House of Parliament
to call our Indian authorities to account for such conduct in the face of the

Why

British public ?
are our Missionary Societies and Churches so torpid
and inert in reference to such movements when all their plans for the conver-

sion of the millions of India to the faith of the Gospel are
openly counter-

worked by the representatives of our own Government, who give ample
donations of money and medicine, salaries and
travelling expenses, to the
priests of Antichrist, for plunging the poor Hindoos into a deeper spiritual
degradation than that in which they are at present sunk? Let us implore
all who are interested in this
important subject to read and ponder the fol-

—

lowing startling extract
" We
to find that
:

rejoice

ously, and yet justly,
fication, for

Government has at length resolved to act generby the Roman Catholics of India. The following noti-

which we are indebted

to the Mofussilite of the 8th instant, is as

creditable to the authorities concerned as
religionists of the

Roman Church

:

—

it

must be gratifying

to our co-

" We

have much pleasure in giving insertion to the substance of a despatch
of the Governor- General of India in Council, relating to the position of the
Roman Catholics in India.

"In 1863 the Reverend Messrs. William Stricktland and Ignatius Persico,
both serving on the Indian missions, were deputed by the Holy See to proceed to England as agents of the Vicars-Apostolic of India, to represent the
wants of the Roman Catholics in this country. After they had been examined
before the Parliament committee then sitting on Indian afl'airs, their petition,
presented to Parliament and the Court of Directors, was referred to the
Governor-General of India in Council for information. The Court of Directors having received that information, and concurred in the Governor-General's

—

minute, has authorized the following Resolutions
That the Vicars- Apostolic in India are to be recognised as the ofiicial
channels of communication with Government on matters connected with the

"

I-

—

:
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Catholic Church.

That, though they are not allowed any salary, by reason of
their ecclesiastical rank, yet the bishops at each seat of Government are allowed a salarj' of 400 Rs., to enable them to carry on their correspond-

ence with Government and send in the Quarterly Returns. The GovernorGeneral in Council also quite admits the propriety of addressing the Yicars
Apostolic iu official communications according to their ecclesiastical rank and
position.

"

—"With

His Lordship in Council is
regard to the Catholic priests.
pleased to determine that, in accordance with the principles laid down in the
following paragraphs, in addition to the priest at present allowed at every
II.

station

where there

at

station wiiere

a European regiment, a second priest shall be allowed
two or more European regiments may be located; and
further, that a priest shall be allowed to every station where, though there
may be no European regiment, such a number of British-born Roman Catholics in the service of the Government may reside, as may seem to Government to require a separate pastor. The number and rates of paj' of Roman

any

is

Catholic priests at the several stations

ing principles
"
1st,

two

:

—

is

determined according to the follow-

Wherever two or more European regiments are quartered together,
be allowed on salaries of Rs. 150 and 100 per mensem re-

priests shall

spectively.

"

Wherever more than one regiment of Europeans, but

less than two,
one priest shall be allowed on salary of Rs. 150 per mensem.
"3d, The priest at each seat of local government shall be allowed a salary
of Rs. 150 per mensem, irrespectively of the number of European regiments

2d,

shall be located,

located there.

"

4th, At any other station to which a priest may be appointed, his salaiy
shall be 104 Rs. per mensem.
" His
Lordship in Council further pleased to determine that the Roman Ca-

tholic priests shall be entitled to the privilege of gratuitous medical attendance, and at the Motussil stations, to gratuitous medicines.
They shall also,

•when ordered to
scale.

move on

service, receive travelling allowances

on the usual

—

In regard to the election and repairs of Catholic chapels, the Governor"III.
General in Council lias been pleased to sanction grants in aid of such buildings, on condition that they shall be resumable as Government property; and

them

expense of Government.

In respect to burial grounds
pleased to resolve that a separate portion
of ground in all military burial grounds shall be set apart exclusively for
Roman Catholics, Mith the option of consecrating it according to their rites.
"IV. In respect to Orphanages, &c., the Governor-General in Council is
to repair

at the

the Governor-General in Council

is

—

pleased to determine that although the Government orphanages are open to
Roman Catholic children as to all others, a sum equal to the monthly cost of
maintaining a child at the Lower Orphan School shall be paid over to the

account to each Roman Catholic child, entitled to an allowance from the
Government, who may be received into a Roman Catholic orphanage.
" v.— The Govornor General in Council is
pleased to order that with regard
to the funds allotted for the purpose of education,
future share such funds in common with all classes.

Roman

Catholics will in

'"
VI.— The Governor General in Council is finally pleased to order that every
attention shall be paid to the improvement of regimental schools, and making
better provisions therein for the religious iustruction of Roman Catholic

children."
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ESSENTIAL WEAKNESS OF THE PAPACY.
Look back

into the history of bj'gone centuries,

and mark the grandeur of

of
Papal Rome, the awe-inspiring authority wielded by the spiritual despot
the Seven Hills— how crowned emperors grovelled at their feet, hung on
their breath, fawned upon their caprices, and trembled at their command
see how the world was ruled by priestly influence, how the will of Rome
subdued every other, and how monarchs were degraded, chastised like
intercowering hounds, deposed and uncrowned by the ban of the terrible
" Allocutions'' on Piedmont,
dict
then close the volume and turn to the
" venerable
fathers, by his HoliSpain, and Switzerland, addressed to the
Rome."
of
Pius
IX., Pope
ness,
The Governments of those States, especially the two former, have aimed a
In Piedmont they have supvital blow at the supremacy of the Papacy.
has been
pressed a vast number of the convents. In Spain the Church
;

;

-

In olden time the bare idea of such
mulcted of her well- hoarded revenues.
an aggression would have been deemed a sacrilege, and, if carried out, have
evoked the thunders of the Vatican, and excommunication by bell and book.
But the thunders are mute the weapons of the Vatican are dulled and edgeless— and the unhappy individual who sits in St. Peter's chair is fain to
" bated breath and
He reminds the
whispering humbleness."
speak with
venerable fathers, "that we have often deplored" the state of things in
But the
Piedmont; we have "complained," "reproved," "advised."
Government has "despised openly our reiterated protestations ;" and there-

—

fore "

we are constrained to have recourse to ways of severity." When we
read this passage we expected that a formal interdict, at the least, would
follow
but our fears, if we had any, were relieved in the following paragraph,
where we learn that this pompously-threatened denunciation is developed in
"
a
the infliction of a harmless sentence of
major excommunication"
;

—

punishment which ends where it begins, in words. Tacked on to this we
have a ridiculous assertion of defunct authority in a warning that the obnox" null and
an empty declaration, whose utter worthlessious law is
void,"
ness is sufliciently attested by the fact that the Sardinian Government has

—

—

—

that the convents are suppressed
successfully carried out its decision
and that the Pope has actually sanctioned it by advising the clergy to accept
for the nonce the increased stipends which are secured to them by the oper-

" null and void !'' In
ation of the very law which he declares to be
Spain,
erewhile the stronghold of the Papal power, the prayer and protests of the
Romish Court are contemptuously disregarded while in Switzerland its
supremacy is openly repudiated. Verily, Pius IX. is but a shadow of his
;

predecessors the Alexanders, the Borgias, and the Leos.
In Naples and Tuscany, it is true, we still find a scrupulous fidelity to
Rome, her spirit, and her teaching. It is religiously developed in the thou-

sand and one petty acts of tyranny and wanton cruelty which have aroused
It may be, and the signs of the times
the burning indignation of Europe.
warrant the hypothesis, that they are stirring up the dormant passions of
the Italian people
and if bloodshed and revolution do not result from the
brutal despotism of a Bomba and Florentine arch-inquisitor, it will not be
for lack of provocation.
Too long have the civilisation and common
;

humanity of Europe been revolted by the miserable barbarities perpetrated
upon a noble, but oppressed people, by a Sovereign whose throne is founded
upon the surveillance of Jesuits, and the iniquitous practices of his police,
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rather than the respect and affection Avhich are the only solid bases of constitutional power.

But let us approach a little closer to the subject. Let us peer in at the
Flarainian Gate, and glance around the city whence the Senate and the
and what do we find ?
Cffisars gave law to the world
poor old priest,

A

;

indebted to foreign powers for the aid which props him up on his tottering
seat, and the body-guard which hems him in on every side when it pleases
him to ape the state of a sovereign, lest the kuife of the assassin should find

way to his heart. His subjects hate him, and he knows it; but the
dungeons of the Inciuisition and St. Angelo are deep and roomy. His spies,
sbirri, and emissaries are vigilant, and Cardinal Antonelli knows how to
stifle the cry of an outraged people.
After all, the Popedom is but an empty
title, contemptuously guaranteed by the loan of two or three thousand troops
but so long as physical force can repel moral resistance, so long will Pius
IX. reign in Rome. Send away the French and Austrian bayonets, and the
Pope, the Vatican, and the whole paraphernalia of Romish State come totits

;

tering to the ground like the heap of gewgaw trumpery they really are.
There are not wanting indications to lead to the belief that such an
is imminent
and, although it is difficult to foresee the immediate
consequences of such an event, the result would manifestly tend to the moral
and social advantage of the world. What is the character of that influence
which Roman Catholicism exercises upon the Continent ? Is it for good or
evil ?
Go to Paris, Vienna, Rome, Naples, Madrid, and what do you find ?

occurrence

;

A

laxity of morality and indifference to all religious duties, which must
Go among the peasantry
exercise a debasing influence upon the age.
and you find an amount
search the purlieus of the great continental cities

—

—

of vice, ignorance, and superstition, which must appal and convince all who
seek honestly and fairly to elicit the plain truth.
Compare the statistics of
crime, and you find that Rome can exhibit an array of crime and immorality

In every form, in every
for which a Protestant country has no parallel.
proof that can convince, you find this terrible fact written in the character

— Roman Catholicism pollutes the

body, demoralizes the mind, and
Resting upon this deep and deliberate conviction, we wait
with patience the convulsive storm which is even now muttering threatenTlte New York Crusader.
ingly around the Vatican.
of truth
kills

the soul.

—

ROME SAPPING AND MINING.

—

The Faniiliarizing Process. Her first great aim is to familiarize British
eyes with the sight of her whole retinue, from coadjutor to Cardinal, and
British ears with the sound of all her services, from the bells of the convent

common chapel. And how is she succeeding ? Let
the Cardinal's case be our answer.
When the storm of 1851 burst on Dr.

to the chants of the

Wiseman's head because Rome had covered

it with a scarlet hat, full wisely
he could but stand his ground till the storm had spent
itself, and English eyes had got accustomed to the head-dress, her point was
as good as gained.
And so in the same island where then his life seemed
scarcely safe, for having outraged English law and feeling, he is in two brief
years after, twice placed on the bench by England's Judges, while trying him
and in the same town, and by the same people that he had chiefly offended

she reckoned that

if

;

by claiming to be their Archbishop, he is three years after invited to deliver
a public lecture— on Education
That is the chief priest of that system
1

—
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whose name is Darkness, comes from Rome, its chief seat and dungeon, to
Loudon, the metropolis of the world's light, with the avowed aim of turning that
and three short years after, citizens of that metropolis,
light into darkness
;

professed friends of Education, pass by Britain's thousand intellectual stars,
and, of all men living, invite the chosen representative of the great jailer of
the human mind, to lecture on that education which he hates so inveterately

same lecture to laud the Index Expurgatorius^ and to recommend
Here is the result of three short years
England a censorship of the press
of Rome's familiarizing process in the metropolis of the Protestant world. And
If you think so we will
or confined to godless men ?
is this a solitary case
now take you to the best men our nation can boast of, and show you the
same process going on in them. Those Christian people who were so zealous
for the Madiai made far less stir about Cecchetti's case, in some respects
and they who so strenuously resisted the
a much more grievous one
"
"
made less resistance to the Jail Chaplains' measure,
Papal Aggression
still less to the Army Chaplains', and^scarcely any to the late Navy Chaplains'
the familiarizing process even in them more than keeping pace with Rome's
as in the
to

I

—

;

—

—

Say not you cannot believe that ever Christian people can
rapid advances.
Alas even they
so familiar Avith Rome as to abate their horror of it.

grow

!

may grow familiar with anything. See how the Christian people of Louisiana
look on slavery, and how Christian sojourners in Popish lands come in time
to scarcely heed these
horror.

mummeries, the

first

sight of

which

filled

them with

—

The Drugging Process. From the familiarizing, the transition to the drugging stage is natural and easy. You have to change your dwelling to a filthy
Offended at first with the sights and smells, after a little
part of the town.
your senses cease to feel them, and after a little longer your health begins to
feel them.
How true in the case before us The same war with Russia, for
instance, which the priests have turned to such account, thousands of ProI

testants urged as a plea for suspending their Anti-Popish efforts, "lest they
Alas they never seemed to reflect that
should offend their French allies !"
!

duty
duty

is
is

had so marvellously brought about, was enough

—

—

or that the path of
duty, and refuses to wait for convenient seasons
the path of safety, or that such guilty abuse of that alliance which God
to

provoke

Him to blow upon

against the God who had given it,
we should have as anxiously laboured to use it for His glory as the agents of
Popery to use it for their master and least of all, that it was fearful thus to
it

still

less that instead of thus turning

it

—

make

the judgments of war, which were sent us for our sins, an excuse for addWith the great part of the nation, and not a few
ing to our sins. Alas no.
Christian men, the plea passed current, as one to which no reasonable man
could object. And so this cowardly policy took the place of plain duty; the
!

point was, not whether our conduct would offend the Lord of Hosts, but
whether it would offend the French, who, of all Popish nations, care least for
the Pope

—the fear of man was everything, and the displeasure of God seemed

Now, on a small scale, this silent process of drugging and paralyzing
going on wherever Popery has taken root. In one town, a magistrate declines to preside at a Protestant meeting, because there is a Papist in the
town-council
In another, a library committee refuse to take a present of

nothing.
is

!

Dr. Wylie's book on the Papacy, because there is one Papist on the committee.
If, then, the presence of one single Papist thus proves sufiicient to make Protestants give duty to the winds, how will it be when the number of Papists
is trebled, and their
drugging influence becomes proportionately strong?
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—Having said so much

in

our

first cliapter,

1,

on the

alarming: number of perversions to Popery, we shall only here remark on
Each proselyte becomes a zealous
their fearfully self-multiplying character.

proselytizer

—each

dupe of Rome a decoy

—

for

Rome.

A

Marchioness, for

she then succeeds in perverting all her
instance, is first herself perverted
children but one, and builds the while two Popish chapels.
landlord is
perverted, and so his house becomes a decoy-house for thoughtless Protest-

A

A

ants.

bookseller

berforce and

is

Newman

Wilperverted, and sets up a Popish book-shop.
are perverted and turn editors of Popish organs.

Lucas is perverted, and becomes editor. Member of Parliament, and leader
of the Irish Brigade. Mr. Stothert is perverted, and becomes a priest. Miss
Traill is perverted, and becomes a superioress.
Noble perverts exert their
female perverts give their
influence, wealthy perverts give their money

—

enthusiasm and domestic influence, and male perverts their talents and loorhlly
And thus on goes this moral plague, propagating and spreading
influence.
like a physical pestilence, each one who catches it becoming a new centre of
But there are many whom neither familiarity nor drugging will
infection.
pervert, and so with them the poison acts in another way. Their consciences
from being benumbed become debauched, as the schirrus passes into the running cancer. Popery sets up in a town for the first time and is regarded with
But a few years revolve, and what do you find ? Why, in one
abhorrence.
Scottish town the favourite guest at the mess-room of the county militia, and
the only clerg\-man known to be invited there, is a Popish priest. And if you
think these officers were wild, young aristocrats, to whom a jolly priest would
be much more congenial company than a pious minister, we shall take you to

two other Scotch towns, and show you in one of these dm agricultural dinner,
and in the other a commercial dinner, and at both the priests invited to ask
the blessing. Nay, it is now growing common for Scotch Presbyterians to
be seen in Popish chapels on the Lord's-day. In one town the Presbyterian
provost attends mass, and gives a large donation in the chapel, because his
And in another
relative is a candidate for the representation of the county.

— Dumfries —

a religio-theatrical exhibition takes place in the chapel on the
Lord's-day, the chief performers being a company of strolling singers, the
" silver
chief performances hymns to the Virgin, and the admission fee,

money."

Yet

of the ministers

to this shocking scene flocked so many Protestants, that one
was obliged to take public notice of their conduct. Is there

and, of course, they are but specimens
could have thought twenty years
ago, that, at public banquets in the land of Knox, priests of idolatry should
now be the parties asked to say grace, and Scotch Presbyterians be seen at

not something appalling in such facts
of what is going on over Britain.

?

Who

Popish chapels ? How could this be without a complete previous sapping of
sound religious feeling? and could anything more distinctly indicate the

—

rise

of

feeling?

Rome's polluting

flood,

—

or

the

decline of

wholesome Protestant

The Demoralizing Process. Once mora, Rome knows well that if she can't
once Romanize she will do her work as surely in the end b}- demoralizing.
All depraved things have a common origin and nature, must have mutual
affinities, and prove mutual aids.
Therefore, if she cannot at once Romanize
men, and so make them recruits, by demoralizing them she meanwhile makes
them allies, and prepares the way for making them recruits in the end. Let
a man become a profligate, and in prospect of eternity he is naturally driven
to take refuge in some such religion as Popery, which offers pardon without
all at
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Instance the career and end of Charles II. Tlierefore
requiring repentance.
the more corrupt a community the better for Rome, for she thereby gains more
friends, in the end draws more customers, and is sure to experience less resist-

Now, will you just observe how every one of the foregoing processes tends
How soon do English perverts, despite
of necessity to demoralize the nation ?
all the advantages of their early Protestant training, begin to manifest the
same moral degradation as Irish Papists cursing from the altar, uttering
ance.

—

incendiary harangues, pouring forth rabid effusions. And we find the same
degradation in its earlier stages amongst the Puseyites curates, for instance,
hiring chorister boys to pelt with rotten eggs the anti-Tractarian party, and

—

considerately providing them with the eggs. And how sadly debauched must
the consciences of many of the Puseyite class be, ere they can bring themselves
to remain in a Church whose creed they have renounced, and continue pocket-

know "were meant not
we have to add those hordes

ing those livings which they well
•

To

for traitors

but

of Irish Papists
who begin to swarm in Britain's towns and penetrate her rural districts, with
And what must be the effect on
all their polluting habits and influences.

faithful servants.

all this

this great moral marsh in Ireland, yearly pouring its
more and more extensively over your land ? We know what
and what a large share the polluting
Israel suffered in similar circumstances
influence of the ancient heathens, Avhich were left in the land, had in causing

your population of
putrid contents

—

that moral decay which brought on their national destruction.
The Intimidating Process. Finally, those whom Rome cannot debauch or

—

Many of our nobility and gentry
pervert, she labours to overawe and coerce.
are becoming Puseyite, and some of the leading ones Papists.
Well, just as
they come to understand and practise their new creed, their tenants, retainers,
and all in any wise dependent on them, are from that hour exposed to the
influence.
Then as Papists multiply in a town,
each Protestant with whom they deal begins to feel the same paralyzing
he must either cease to take part in any object offensive to them, or
effects
they threaten to withdraw their custom. He must not vote for any candidate
obnoxious to them far less meddle in Protestant societies or an ti- Popish

same dangerous paralyzing

—

—
— and when their chapel

is to be built or repaired, he is expected
or at least one worthless Protestto contribute on pain of their displeasure
ant does contribute, and so draws away the Papist customers from the rest.

missions

;

;

Nay, we could

tell

of Protestant candidates for the office of town-councillor,

afraid to contribute to a Protestant object, lest it should reach the ears of
the two or three Popish residents who had votes.
could tell even of

We

large mill-owners excusing themselves from doing anything in the Protestant
Then playing
cause, through the fear of offending their Popish workmen.
the same game over the country as in the Legislature, Rome is fast creating
in every

town her

little

band of Popish voters.

An

election takes place

Protestants are divided as usual

— but

the close

— the wily priest therefore

—

not so the Papists.
United as one
man, and drilled to perfection, there they are, waiting the priest's word of
command, ivhen to vote, and /or whom. The contest is hot a few votes at
Avill

decide the election

—

holds them back,
to them
so they

the various Protestant parties now come bowing down
make their own terms, decide the contest, and become a power in the locality.
Such are a few specimens of the sort of enthralling influences which now
;

begin to be felt all over Britain
another mesh in the net which
ing community.

;

— and every new Papist that arrives becomes

Rome

is silently

weaving around

its

slumber-
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CHILDKEX FORCED TO BOW BEFORE AN IMAGE OF THE VIEGIN.

1,

a

SEE ALSO PAGE 11.

ENSNARING THE UNWARY,
The following is an interesting case, which has recently occurred in one of
the principal missions in Ireland
Mrs. A. and her daughter are workers in Berlin wool.
The various arti:

—

they Avere made, were taken in charge and disposed of by Mrs. B.,
The entire stock
keeps a shop for the sale of work of that description.
of this shop belongs to the Jesuits of
who employ Mrs. B., (a most
artful woman,) ostensibly as a shopworaan, but in realit}' for the purpose of

cles, as

who

,

decoying into Romanism any yonng Protestant females who may happen
to become customers.
Emily A. was in the habit of carrying her work to
this place
and from the commencement of her acquaintance with Mrs. B.,
she was always most kindly received, and welcomed: the intimacy soon became friendship, and she was frequently invited to tea, when a conversation
upon religion was always snre to be introduced and, after a while, Romish
books were lent, which Emily was artfully advised to let no one knoio anything
about, but to read attentively, and to keep their contents to herself. As the unsuspicious girl was found to be very pliable, she soon became a great favourite
with Mrs. B., so much so, that the latter could scarcely ever take a Avalk or
a drive except in her company. One evening she was going to the chapel,
and persuaded Emily to go with her, and see " how beautifully it was lighted
;

;
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She went and while
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chapel they were conducted by one of the

to the Virgin, and Emily was asked to kneel ;
"Oh, you must," said Mrs. B., in her
this, however, she refused to do.
most insinuating manner, '' and bless yourself, too." " Oh, no," Emily re-

priests to

"

plied,

I

cannot do that."

hand and crossing her with

"

it,

But," persisted the other, taking hold of her
" I'll shew
you how and now," she added, as
;

she gently forced the unwilling, but half-frightened girl down on her knees,
" do
you stay here a minute while I run to the vestry for a glass of water, for I
am very thirsty." Upon her return, she found Emily still in the position iu
which she had left her, and wanted to introduce her to a priest, who came
with her, from the vestry, but she, wishing to avoid any conversation just
then, expressed a wish to go home, so they left the chapel.
Mrs. B. had carried herself through these manoeuvres so well, that the girl's
friendship for her was not in the least disturbed, so she continued, as before,
to carry her work to the shop, where, in the course of the following week,

she met one of the above-mentioned priests, who immediately commenced a
conversation with her about "Invocation of Saints." Emily's views upon
this subject, however, were sufficiently strong to deter the priest from pressing

own upon her on the contrary, he declared she could be a good (Roman)
Catholic without praying to saints or angels at all, and he would never ask
her to do so, while she had a doubt of its lawfulness. She was soon afterwards
his

;

introduced to the nunnery of three different establishments, and at the last
one she visited, she was induced to kneel before a statue of the Yirgin, the
arm of which, through some mechanical contrivance^ was stretched out and laid
upon her shoulder; the Nuns, of course, made a great wonder of this de-

—

clearly under the protection of the Virgin, who was so
much pleased with her conversation, that she testified her satisfaction in this
remarkable way.
Shortly after this occurrence, she was coaxed to go again

clared that Emily

to

was

Street Chapel

;

the same priest

whom

she met there on the former

occasion, conducted her and Mrs. B. into a private chapel, that branches off
from the main building, and here she was persuaded to submit to be baptized,
and she received the name of Mary. Before the ceremony, the priest made

her repeat after him the creed of Pope Pius the Fourth. Mrs. B., having
detained the girl until a late hour this day, went home with her in the evening, for the purpose of apologizing to Mrs. A., who was very angry with her,
and said she could not understand how or why it was Mrs. B. had taken so
She then insisted upon being told what had
deep an interest in her daughter.
kept Emily out so long. As the agitated girl was unable to utter a word,
" You
Mrs. B. replied
may, if you please, be angry with God, who has now
chosen her for His own, and she was this day baptized into the holy (Roman)
Catholic Church." This announcement gave Mrs. A. a great shock
but on
recovering from her alarm she ordered the woman out, and requested that she
would never enter the house again. For more than a week afterwards, letters
and messages were continually arriving from the priests and nuns, directed
to their victim but the mother's watchfulness prevented the bad consequences
that might otherwise have arisen.
She had, fortunately, opened the first
letter, which contained the most concise directions as to the way in which
Emily should conduct herself, so as to lull the suspicions of her mother, and
thereby the sooner secure a chance of escape the doors of a certain convent,
she was assured, were
open to receive her, and she would be welcome, and
:

—

;

;

;

made most happy there.
On two occasions, the house was
air of
authority usually exercised

visited

by

by persons having the manner and
most

policetnen in disguise ; they were
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anxious in their inquiries as to whether there was ahy person detained in the
house against their will, or under any degree of restraint. The mother's suspicions were fully aroused by the peculiar nature of these inquiries, so she
kept a close eye on her visitors, and managed the matter so well, that the girl
A beggar girl came to the house on another evening,
escaped from them.
but her vague and unsatisfactory answers to Mrs. A.'s questions soon satisfied
the latter that she also was the bearer of some message to her daughter she,
however, got rid of the girl quietly and having occasion to go immediately
after into a front room, in which her daughter was working, she happened to
look out of the window, and saw a cab about fifteen or twenty yards from the
house, on the opposite side of the street, and close by stood two persons,
whom she immediately recognised as Priest
and Mrs. B., in close con,
versation with the beggar girl who had just gone from the hall door.
Her
first care was to remove Emily from the room, fearing that if she approached
;

;

the window, and was noticed by those in the street, some means of communication would be established which might end in the removal of the girl.

A Protestant friend most providentially called to see Mrs. A. the next day,
and upon being told of these transactions, he began to reason with Emily,
whom he called to see regularly for several days, sometimes twice or three
times a day, until, at last, her eyes were opened, and she became conscious
of the danger from which she had escaped.
The missionary (who communicated these particulars) afterwards spent two hours in pleasant conversation
with her

;

tears of gratitude rolled down her cheeks as she spoke of the mercy
in delivering her from the hands of these wicked

which the Lord had shewn
people.

Banner of the Truth.

ALEXANDER VL
During the latter half of the fifteenth century, the Spanish family of
Borgia supplied two occupants uncle and nephew of the Papal chair.
Roderick Borgia, the nephew, made his outset in life as a lawyer and being
clever, astute, and eloquent, he quickly drew to him considerable reputation
and emolument. As to his private life, he maintained a connexion with
a widow lad}', the mother of two orphan girls. This connexion continued
One of them
till the mother's death, by which time the girls were gi-own up.
succeeded her mother as mistress to the future Pope, and bore him a family

—

—

;

of five children, among whom was the world-infamous Cesar Borgia.
When the uncle of Roderick, who took the title of Calixtus III., was
elected Pope, he invited his nephew to come to Rome, and embrace an eccle-

The wily Spaniard affected to hesitate, but very soon kissed
Rome. It rained benefices and preferments upon the
nephew of the foolish, fond old Pope. In less than a year he was advanced
to the rank of Cardinal and Vice-Chancellor of the Church. Death, however,
pulled the tiara from his uncle's brows after a reign of only three years. He
had spread " his sail-broad vans " for a lofty flight but, on the death of his
uncle, he struck into a region of vacuum, and, missing the air that had
"
hitherto borne him up, he fell a thousand fathoms down,
fluttering his
pennons vain." One, two, three, four members of the College of Cardinals
were successively advanced to the Popedom, but Cardinal Roderick had still
" fallen
to wait. More than thii-ty years passed away, and his beai'd had long
siastical career.

his uncle's feet in

;

25
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white to the clipper," ere his turn came. A fifth vacancy arrived. The conclave was all wrigglings, knots inter-knotted, coils and plaits, like a pitcher
of eels.
Party neutralized party, and interest baulked interest. Meanwhile,
Several he bought
Rodeiick had ascertained the price of certain cardinals.
another by the promise
for golden ducats ; one by the promise of a palace
of a castle and a demesne another was to receive the revenues of a bishopric;
;

;

another to succeed him in his
unless Roderick

elected Pope.
to void the obligations as Avell.

—

the obligations to be void
Chancellor,
Roderick was elected Pope, but contrived

office of

was

The new-made Pope took the title of Alexander VI. He was observed to
be restless and impatient till he got himself dressed in the Pontiiical habit,
and seated on the throne. No sooner was he fairly installed, than he made
a speech to his Cardinals, in which he announced his purpose to proceed
and simony
rigorously against all of them who had been guilty of avarice
From the beginning to the close of his reign, Alexander had but one aim, to
Towards this object he adbuild up the power and grandeur of his family.
!

vanced with an astounding prodigality of crime, the skirts of his stole dropThe stage of Italian history at this period was filled with a
ping blood.
multitude of very small actors. The narrative of its wars, intrigues, plots,
and combinations, forms a tangled jungle of details, impenetrable to any

A

story goes of a convict, who was condemned to the
patience.
He read to the tenth book,
galleys, or to read the history of Guicciardini.
and then claimed to be sent to the galleys. Has the reader ever joined in

common

"
the nursery amusement of
making soldiers," by burning a sheet of brown
In
the
said
nursery
sport, innumerable fiery particles run up and
paper?

They rush forward
excitedly on the dark surface of the burned paper.
they wheel, they dash into collision, they disappear at a charging
pace over height and hollow, they dance off in a multitudinous vertigo of red
and angry atoms. Not very unlike this is the history of Italy at the period
of the French invasions, and the general melee of the States among them-

down
and

retire

;

Alexander VI. It would be impossible to conwithin our limits, any adequate impression of the times in which this
Our object, however, is the illustration of Papal
Pontiff" played his part.

selves, during the reign of
A-ey,

character, which requires, not connected history, but a selection of facts.
The King of Spain, willing to do the Pope a pleasure, created his eldest

son Duke of Gaudia.
His third son had the

Alexander made

his second son, Cesar, a cardinal.
of Prince of Squillace given him by the King of
He had one daughter, Lucretia, celebrated for her beauty, her talents,
Naples.
and her licentiousness. The historian Roscoe puts himself to the trouble of
an elaborate vindication of this woman, maintaining her virtue like a knighttitle

A popular

novelist of the day makes her out a heroine and a parain romance, in history she is the paramour of
gon.
the Pope, her father foul corrupter of three generations! Lucretia was
married to four husbands. Her father annulled the first marriage when a
errant.

Whatever she may be

—

more advantageous match offered. He annulled the second marriage to form
Her third husband was cruelly murdered
a yet more influential connexion.

by her brother Cesar, who conceived that the victim stood

in the

way

of his

ambition.

One Burchard, a German, held

the office of Master of the Ceremonies in

He

kept a diary, and Pepys himself could scarce
be more indefatigably minute in noting down all that passed under his eye.
but more than enough of
This curious book has not been published entire
in the
it has seen the
light to shew the unmentionable abominations of life
the cotirt of Alexander VI.

;
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We

Vatican.
could translate from the Diary of Burchard, were it possible to
print them, accounts of orgies held by the Pope and his family, such as find
no parallel except in the reign of Tiberius, and in the island of Capri.
To maintain the pomp and state which the Borgias affected, the Pope resorted to

all

manner of nefarious schemes

for raising

money.

He sold Church

He
preferments, from the Cardinalate downwards, to the highest bidder.
He created vacancies, that he might fill
created new offices, and sold them.
them again by sale ; for, even allowing for large exaggeration, there cannot
be a doubt that he carried to a frightful extent the practice of secret poisonhaving in his pay agents Avhose skill in the frightful art of secretly stealHe obtained
ing life, greatly surpassed what was common in that age.
enormous monies by the sale of indulgences. He smote opulent citizens
with confiscations on the most empty pretexts.
He plundered orphan heirs
ing,

with open and undisguised rapacity.
The Sultan Bajazet had a brother named Zisimus, a young prince, whose
popularity in his own country had, on their father's death, put the elder
Zisimus fled for his life,
brother's succession to the throne in some peril.
and took refuge in Rome, where he dwelt very quietly and happily for some
But the jealous tyrant, his brother, was
years under the Pope's protection.
unsatisfied with his exile, and could be contented only with his death.
He
wrote to the Pope a letter, for which, as a very peculiar sort of curiosity, we
wish we could make room. He begged the Pope " to make remove the
aforesaid Zisimus from the miseries of this world, that so his soul may be
And if
transported to a happier place, where he may enjoy more quiet.
your Powerfulness will cause this to be executed, and accordingly send us his
body anywhere beyond the seas. We, the above-mentioned Sultan Bajazet, do
promise to give to your Greatness the sum of three hundred thousand ducats
of gold, to be consigned anywhere your Greatness pleases to appoint, for
purchasing some territories to your sons." Pope Alexander accepted the
infamy of becoming the butcher of his guest, and accomplished the murder
his favourite method of poison.
The Pope's second son, Cesar the Cardinal, disrelished the career of a
churchman which his father had marked out for him. "Do you think," he
said among his friends, "that a life in consistories and chapels is adequate
He hated the Duke of Gandia, his elder brother, as the
for my genius?"
barrier between him and the honours and dignities to which his ambition

by

A dreadful purpose formed in his mind. On a certain night, the
brothers supped together at their mother's villa.
They left in company, and
When the Duke took leave of his brother, he disrode towards St. Peter's.
missed all his attendants save one, and went off as was supposed to visit a
aspired.

The attendant was found murdered on the street, and the Duke was
The researches made failed for some time to throw
never again seen alive.
any light on the mystery of his disappearance. At length a boatman was
found who stated, that a few nights previously he had landed a boat-load of
wood on the wharf adjoining a certain alley, and lay down in his boat to
watch his cargo. About midnight, two men came up the alley, and looked
cautiously around.
Seeing no one, they made a signal, when two other men
on foot, and one on horseback, advanced up the alley. Behind the person
on horseback was the body of a man, laid across the horse, the head and
hands of the corpse hanging on one side, and the feet and legs on the other.
The rider turned his horse's tail to the river. The other men took the corpse
by the arms and legs, and after swinging it two or three times, threw it into
The rider then turned his horse round, and seeing the dead man's
the water.

lady.
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made his attendants cast stones npon it till it sank. Their
work being in this manner completed, they all departed down the alley.
The body thus thrown into the Tiber, was the body of the Pope's eldest son

cloak floating,

;

for they found

by

it,

the boatman.

pierced with nine wounds, on dragging the spot indicated
The rider who came up the alley with his brother's corpse

across his horse's crupper, was the Cardinal Borgia.
The murderer followed up his plan by ridding himself of the Cardinalate,
for which his father's dispensation was easily obtained.
The new-made

was forthwith created Duke of Valentinois by his father's ally, the king
But Valentinois is only a small town in Dauphine, and Cesar
had no mind to be a small Duke. His ambition was to found in Italy a
great dominion, which should be hereditary in his house. The army of the
Church, and the treasures of the Pontiff, were at his disposal nor has any
historian denied that he derived from his father the means which enabled
him to ravage Italy, to overrun the magnificent province of Romagna, to
make a trade of war, deriving a princely revenue from the sacking of towns
and castles, and to put to death many members of the most illustrious houses.
The treacheries, cruelties, and brutal obscenities of the career in which the
Pope maintained this stupendous criminal, are probably without any parallel
secular

of France.

;

No act of treachery on record, except perhaps the massacre of
the Mamelukes in the citadel of Cairo, can vie with that which Cesar Borgia

in history.

perpetrated at Sinigaglia, the town where the shiftless, perplexed individual,
who now fills the Papal throne, first saw the light. His confiding enemies,
the Orsini, the Duke of Gravina, Vitellozzo, Oliverotto, and others, were induced to attend a conference. Cesar met them in the gate, and gave them
the most flattering reception. He conducted them to his quarters, where he
conversed with them in a style of courteous affability.
Begging them to

excuse his absence for a few minutes as he wanted to change his apparel, he
the chamber.
His guard rushed in and made them all prisoners. Vitellozzo and Oliverotto were strangled next day, the other chiefs being reserved
in prison for a similar fate.
He then sent to Rome to acquaint his father
with the happy success of the plot. The Pope played his part in it, by invitleft

ing the Cardinal Orsini to the Vatican who, ignorant of the fate which had
overtaken his kinsman at Sinigaglia, complied with the invitation, was seized,
imprisoned, and in twenty days was dead.
Alexander had reached the seventy-second year of his age, and the
eleventh of his Pontificate, ere his subjects were called to exult in his death.
;

He had planned

to poison the wealthy Cardinal Corneto, with a

view to seize

The viilauy was to be committed at a supper given in a villa
near the Vatican. But, by a mistake of the butler, both the Pope and his
son drank of the flask of poisoned wine Avhich was meant for the Cardinal.
Youth and a powerful constitution enabled Cesar to throw off" the poison, not
without a tei-rible illness.
The Pope sank under it in a few days. According to custom, his body was laid in state before the great altar in St. Peter's,
but the people, instead of crowding as usual to kiss the hand of a dead Ponhis property.

turned away in horror.
Cesar Borgia lived to see the failure of all the schemes which he and his
father had laboured to build up with such prodigality of crime. Driven
up
and down for three or four years as a man of broken fortunes, he fell at
length in an obscure skirmish in Navarre. His last lineal descendant is to be
found in the British peerage Charlotte, his
hav-

tiff",

gi"eat-great-granddaughter
ing married James, the seventh Earl of Derby.
;
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The Day of Rest. Tracts for Working Men and their Firesides. Nos.
I. ir. III.
The ReliEdinburgli
gious Tract and Book Society.
:

These tracts are very excellent
and most seasonable. The "present
truth," in many respects, is the Divine authority and great value of the

Sabbath day, and every minister of
the Gospel and Christian ought to use
every means by which to defend and

JULY

1,

profoundly conversant with the secret
history of Romanism than Dr. Rule,
and he has this great advantage,
that he not only knows from books
the past history of that singular sys-

tem of Satanic

craft,

but from long
he has

residence on the Continent

studied the mystery of iniquity in its
existing and living manifestations.

The present volume has reference to
two of the most interesting characters

perpetuate such a vital institution.

connected with the

The country

the one a

Reformation

—

man

under many obligations to Mr. Henderson of Park, for his
great zeal and liberality in promoting
Sabbath literature, and we trust that
his efforts Avill be increasingly honoured and blessed.

of great power witnessing for truth during the undispelled darkness of the period which

Justification and Good "Works.
Two Lectures delivered at the Re-

lation.

is

preceded that great event

— the other

the

eloquent, learned, and gentle
companion of Luther himself. We

wish these volumes a wide circu-

quest of the "Wigtown Branch of
Scottish Reformation Society. By

Rev. Archibald Stewart

the

Glasserton.

Edinburgh

:

"We are glad

to see

spreading

Antioch
AND Rome Exajhsed. Edinburgh
:

Printed for R. Grant and Son.

of

"William

"Whyte and Co.
literature

St. Petek's Episcopate at

an anti- Popish
even in the

more remote districts of the kingdom. The present lectures relate to
a most vital subject, and they are
very sound and sensible. We hope
they will be read and studied especially in the district for whose behoof
they were originally delivered.

The dogma on which Romanism
mainly rests, viz., that Peter was
Bishop of Rome, and that the Popes
are his successors, is well exposed in
this treatise.
The facts and arguments are, of course, not new, but
they are upon the whole well condensed and arranged.

The Life of Luther. Written by
Himself. London W. H. Colling:

ridge.

Studies from History.
Vol. II.
Savonarola and Melanchthon.
By
the Rev. W. H. Rule, D.D. London John Mason and Co., City
Road.
:

"We formerly introduced the first
of these volumes to the notice of our
readers.

They are fraught with

in-

terest as reflecting the light of a co-

pious and often

rare

erudition on

persons and f^CMies in which
testants
interest.

all

Pro-

must necessarily feel a deep
There are few men more

The
exhibit

object of this treatise is to
the life of Luther, and, of

course, the history of the Reformawords of the great

tion, chiefly in the

Reformer himself.

This method has
obvious advantages, but it has also
considerable defects, and especially
occasionally a want of that smooth
continuity which forms a large part
of the charm of any narrative.
Still
the

as

work

it

is

is very well
executed, and
very cheap it deserves an ex-

tensive circulation.
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NOTES OF THE MONTH.

—

Maynooth. The manner in which the Maynooth question has been disIt is
posed of for the present session is both unsatisfactory and cheering.
cheering in as much as, notwithstanding the immense political influence
banded against Mr. Spooner's bill, a majority of six should have voted in the
House of Commons for the second reading of that measure. Whether this proceeded from personal conviction of the justice of the measure, or from fear of
constituents, the result equally demonstrates the strength of the popular feeling against the odious institution. Had Mr. Spooner moved at the very opening of the session, instead of strangely delaying his operations till near the
middle of it, there would have been time to bring the whole question to an
issue, and to discover whether the mind of the people of Britain or the miserable tricks of faction shall determine the policy of this great nation.
It is
vain to speak of there being no leaders amongst known statesmen. If there
be a majority of members of Parliament determined to overthrow Maynooth,
leaders will be found, and the object will without doubt be accomplished
whilst, on the other hand, if our senators, or any of them, are only trifling
with the strong convictions of their constituents, it is high time that more
worthy men were substituted in their places.
"We are not at all disappointed at the resistance of the Government, or
at the line taken by mere ordinary and secular politicians.
One of the
advantages of a bold measure consists in uncovering before the country
the hypocrisy of such men who, with the hustings cry of Protestantism on
;

their lips, are at heart as thoroughly indifferent to the Protestant cause as
any whom they pretend to oppose. The abominable morality introduced by

and openly avowed in his posthumous work, the very mowhich the Apostle Paul inveighed, viz., that one " may do evil
that good may come," has sunk into the hearts, and become a second nature,
with most of our would-be statesmen of all classes.
The following extracts, for example, from an article in the Press, the avowed organ of Mr.
Sir Robert Peel,

rality against

D'Israeli, illustrates the spirit of all

who,

affecting

—

much wisdom,

men

modern school of politicians,
and weak as children in the hands

of the

are as shallow

of Jesuits
" at the
" The evil of
exciting dissension in Ireland," quoth this pretended oracle,
present time is so great, that we feel called upon to express our hope that no rash
movements, under the pretence of advancing pure religion, will be sanctioned by
Protestant politicians. Experience has shewn that, as religious discord has ceased,
the gentry of Ireland has regained its proper position in political life
and, polemical
passions being allowed to slumber, there is every reason to expect that the natural
aristocracy of Ireland will be enabled to resume its constitutional position, and fill
those seats in Parliament from which, for many years, it has been unfairly excluded.
But if, unhappily, an Anti-Maynooth crusade should be undertaken, we may bid farewell to any hopes of social harmony in Ireland.
Let us look at the facts fiiirly, and
let us calculate what would be the certain results of a
great Protestant agitation got
up for the purpose of destroying an educational institution established by Mr. Pitt,
and supported by Lord Eldoii and Mr. Pereival.
.
.
*'
Again, we must ask where are the Conservative statesmen to be found, who could
form a Cabinet agreed upon taking away Maynooth ? Is it at all likely that any such
Cabinet could be formed ? If not, to what object are our Parliamentary " impracticables" tending ? Do
they really believe that, iu the reign of Queen Victoria, states'
VOL. VI. NO. LXII.
AUGUST 1856.
B
:

;

.

—
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men

with capacity for ruling a variously formed empire, could undertake to reverse a
policy stamped with the positive approbation of Pitt, Castlereagh, Wellington, Wellesley, and Canning, and with the Ministerial support of Percivai, Eldon, and other
anti-Catholic statesmen

1

None but dreamers could answer

that question affirma-

tively,"

an insult to our readers to make any reply to such a transparent
and unprincipled statement. Who are " exciting dissensions" in Ireland pray,
but the priests and their political allies ? What is the source of Ireland's
miseries but the entire system of which Maynooth is the grand focus and
And as to Pitt and Wellington, can anything be more certain than
centre ?
that they were utterly befooled and hoodwinked by the far more wily diploBut the grand question is, Are we entitled, on any
matists of the Vatican ?
It is almost

pretence whatever, to lay aside the fear of God in managing our national affairs,
and openly to give the power of this great nation to " the beast ?" Paul tells
us that, if we do "evil that good may come," our "damnation is just;"

and the

principle applies as

much

to nations as

to individuals.

Besides,

we may well ask, " whereunto is such a policy to grow ?" How much is
Rome to obtain in the way of concession ? In the very proportion in which
we foster and promote her interests, we condemn the Reformation, and all
those rights and liberties of which it was the parent; and she will be
It is surely high
satisfied with nothing short of their complete overthrow.
time that the people of Britain were taking the matter into their own hands,

and looking out

for a race of

new

statesmen,

who

will

have some idea of the

principles of the British Constitution, which have cost so much toil and blood,
and who will be prepared to treat them as of more value than their own

sordid aspirations after power and place. If there be not energy of principle
enough in the country to arrest the openly downward course of our leading

towards Popery, woe be to Britain as soon as the cup of her iniMeantime, it is for those who see the danger to redouble their
We trust that Mr. Spooner will not fail to renew his efibrts at the
efforts.
very opening of the next Session of Pariiament.
politicians

quity

is full.

—

The Bishop of Exeter. The Bishop of Exeter is still straining out gnats
and swallowing camels. His " conscience" is so very tender that it will not
allow him, forsooth, to consecrate a burial-ground, unless the unsanctified
dust of Dissenters is duly separated by a strong fence from the sacred ashes
The most contemptible superstitions of heathenism are reof Churchmen.
The scene of this formidable debate, which
spectable in comparison of this.

—

involves the very essence of Popery pursuing its victims beyond the grave
is the parish of Great Torriugton, in Devonshire, where the great John Ilowe
was at one time minister. Several of the bishops are at present retiring from
The public would be extremely glad to sustain a plea of incomactive duty.

petency on the part of the Bishop of Exeter.

—

The New Bishop. As a refreshing contrast to this, we have to hail the
appointment of Mr. Baring to the Bishopric of Gloucester and Bristol. This
is the second admirable appointment which has been made within a very
recent period, and, in the present instance, it is scarcely possible to overrate
the importance of the boon. Popery is very rife and active, and Tractarianism abundantly forward and presumptuous (as the case of Bedminster

Church proves) in the West of England. Besides, the Diocese of Gloucester
and Bristol is flanked on the one hand by the rampant Bishop of Exeter, and
on the other side by the hardly less extreme Bishop of Bath and Wells. A
Tractarian Bishop in the Diocese of Gloucester and Bristol might justly there-
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fore have occasioned deep grief and anxiety
and, on the other hand, all who
love the truth ought to be correspondingly thankful to God for the late
;

admirable appointment.

—

The Rev. Mr. Bennet. The
Frome the very focus

parish of

notorious Mr. Bennet

is

of Tractariauism in the

making his newWest of England.

With great candles blazing on the altar at noonday, and other appurtenances
of superstition, he has been having meetings for eating and drinking, interspersed with sermons by Dr. Pusey, Archdeacon Denison, and other leaders
of Anglican Popery, of which a full account is given in a recent number of
It would appear that, instead of
attempting to check such
extravagancies, the Bishop of Bath and Wells gives them his cordial support.
How long is this state of matters to be tolerated, on the part of men paid as
the professing ministers of a Protestant Church ?

the Record.

—

Mr. Skinner and Dr. Manning. The correspondence which has lately
appeared in the public prints, and in which Mr. Skinner of St. Bai-nabas com" too
plains that Dr. Manning has been hurrying some of his hearers
quickly"
into the Church of Rome, has created some little interest.
They tell of a
thief who, addressing a fellow thief running off with stolen
goods, said,
" Don't run so
quick ; we need not make a toil of our pleasure." And in
the same spirit Mr. Skinner has little to say against Popery itself, and as to
bis people going over to it, he seems also not unprepared for that, but what
need of all this hurry ? The house may surely be robbed at leisure, especially as those who ought to watch it are chiefly bmled in profound repose
and

unconcei'n.

The Progress of Popery.

—

Meantime Popery is everywhere advancing,
and the determination of Government to support it in all its demands, seems
to be every day more confirmed.
At a recent meeting in Birkenhead, Liverpool, recorded in the Tablet, June 21, the object being to lay the foundationstone of certain Popish Schools, a Canon Browne made the
following statement
:

"

—

We have reason

to be grateful to another source, and that is to the
government
of this kingdom under which we live. It
may surprise many of you who may be
otherwise ignorant of the fact, when I tell you that the
government, through the
Committee of Council on Education, when appealed to to assist us, when they saw our
numerous wants I don't say that they did it very quickly, or without a little pressure (laughter) yet, after a certain time, have
given us a liberal grant of upwards
of £11 00 in aid of the completion of these schools.

—
—

—

(Loud cheers.)

Edinburgh has also been holding a round of confirmations at
Hawick and Haddington, and attending a soiree at Dunfermline. The particulars are given in the Tablet, June 28.
It is said that at Hawick 220 persons were confirmed, " 40 of whom were converts to our holy faith," and
that " this was the first time the sacrament of confirmation was administered
at Hawick by a Bishop of the Catholic and
Apostolic Church since the days
Bishop

Gillis of

of the so-called Reformation."

In regard to Dunfermline,
first

on

the

list,

we

are told of the toasts, that " the Pope being
of love and venera-

was received with a hearty demonstration

expressed in three rounds of hearty cheers." This is surely very well
Rome from the poor people of Dunfermline
but what became of our own beloved Queen ? There were no cheers
appa-

tion,

for the blood-stained
perjurer of

;

It is quietly said, " Next followed the
Queen, at which the
whole company standing, joined with the choir in
singing the national
anthem." The grand object of the
meeting was to secure the erection of a

rently for her.
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Popish Chapel in Dunfermline and it is said, and we can well imagine it,
" His
Lordship dwelt beautifully on the historic reminiscences of bygone
years, Avhcn Scotland was wholly Catholic, and Dunfermline so specially
" The
"
favoured," &c.
Bishop," it is added,
put down his name for £oO to
;

the building fund,"
are told that 147 were confirmed, and it is added, " hia
that there must be at least 1000 souls connected
concluded
Lordship justly
with the Haddington Mission." Of course, an immediate effort is to be made
to erect a mass house here also.

At Haddington, we

Thus Popery

is stealing

on to power and influence with untiring energy,

whilst Protestants are to a large extent divided or asleep.

THE SIN AND FOLLY OF UPHOLDING MAYNOOTH.

We

care very

little

what interested witnesses may

testify, or official visi_

while our reason remains we must judge of the tree by its fruits '
and if, on visiting days^ all looks lovely and charming within Maynooth
College, it is only another proof not of Eome's innocence, but her serpent
tors see

;

cunning.

And why should we look for anything else? Could we expect a
seminary for heralds of darkness to be radiant with light, or a school for
patrons of pollution to be redolent of purity ? "Would the father of this sys
tem take such pains to mould the i-ieofle to his will, and be careless only
about those by whom he chiefly moulds them ? Would he who is so watchful of his prisoners, be neglectful only of his turnkeys ?
No as sure as
Rome is Satan's masterpiece, it is in the training of her priesthood you would
naturally look for his deepest strokes of policy, and expect to see the art of
Let us see how far these
blasting souls practised in its highest branches.
•

;

expectations arc realized in the present case. Imagine the great adversary
and his aim
devising such a college as would best suit his dreadful purpose
;

would most thoroughly subjugate
priests, and, at the same time, best fit them for subjugating
It is clear that, to accomplish this difiicult task, he would
those of the people.

would clearly be
the minds of the

to contrive such an one as

give the former enough instruction to raise ihGrnjust so far above the latter
as to enable them thoroughly to enslave them, but no farther enough to
make them fiery zealots, but not enough to liberalize their minds in a word,

—
;

such an education as would qualify them for mischief but not such as would
fit them for usefulness.
Now, you have only to bear this single fact in mind,
,

in order to

have the most perfect key to the entire histoiy, instructions, and

character of Maynooth College.
Rome long sighed for such a college in Ireland ;
First look to its history.
for, France being a much more enlightened country, its colleges were neceshence those Irish priests who
sarily TOO GOOD for her purposes in Ireiand
;

had been brought up

in

France returned horae/ar

too liberal

and

enlightened

for her objects ! A domestic college, therefore, became indispensable and
one enjoying the smiles of Government was most desirable.
Now, mark her
consummate policy. In 1793, Drs. Troy and O'Reilly assured Mr. Pitt that,
if their priests continued to be educated in France, they would all return
but if he endowed a college for them at home, such a college
revolutionists
;

;

would prevent

their exposure to the political corruption of foreign govern-
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ments, and such an endowment would ensure their loyalty to their own
Such was their argument at the very time when they were members of a
Pitt seized the
secret society, which was hatching the rebellion of 1798
!

!

idea, vainly thinking that
dent of their flocks would

whatever contributed

to

!

make

the priests indepenmoral influence among

weaken by so much tlieir
and a counter-plot but priest-craft proved au
Forgetting that Rome's influence was not moral,
but superstitious that her slaves were chained to her, not by respect for her
and that the way to emancipate
character, but dread of her ghostly power
thera was not to endow her, but to enlighten them ;
forgetting this, if he
ever knew it, ihe, premier was outwitted by the priest, and that ill-omened
It is now, therechild of God-dishonouring expediency was born in 1795.
and if its days have not been " few," they have
foi-e, sixty-one years old
" evil." Never was that retributive decree more terribly fulverily been
With this college was to comfilled—" Be sure your sin will find you out."
mence the reign of Peace in Ireland the Olive tree was to bloom on every
of serpents than any St. Patrick expelled was to
hill, and that worse brood

them

was thus a

It

plot
over-match for state-craft.
!

;

;

—

;

;

;

be charmed into perfect innocence by the incantations of the Treasury.
Maynooth, in short, was to be a spring of healing waters amongst us but
" a caldron of
instead of this, it has proved
seething horrors," around which
and
are squatted the old hags of treason, disaffection, and agrarian outrage
this has been the chorus of their song
;

—

"

Double, double,

toil

;

and trouble."

Look next to its course of instruction, and you will find Satan pursuing,
with singular exactness, the same plan of debasement with the priest that we
have seen him pursue with the people, only, of course, on a more refined
and subtle scale and that the entire system of Maynooth training is mani;

cramp the mind, destroy the conscience, shrivel the hearty
whole
and hence to send forth just such an ignorant, dethe
nature,
degrade
the land.
praved, turbulent, and vulgar priesthood as now infest
If you look to its mental training, to judge by its prof/ranime, it would
seem most respectable but we need only apply the infallible test of actual

festly contrived to

;

attainment to find its real character. For example, its professor of natural
philosophy confessed before the committee of inquiry, that he was not certain
if more than two -thirds of his students could, at the end of the session, demonthat he thought the
strate the 47th proposition of the first book of Euclid
and that he himself
majority of them could tell the cause of an eclipse
" did not know the
subject-matter of Euclid's sixth book! !"— Should this
not satisfy you, kind reader, you need only examine our priests themselves,
will find them, of all professional men, the most ignorant as a class.
and

—
—
!

!

!

I

you
Nothing can be more extraordinary than many of their eff"usions, both oral
and written. The following specimen is, we assure you, little in comparison
It is a reply to a note sent by a Protestant misto what we might adduce.
the author had not long ago to summon
whom
to
a
sionary
Popish priest—
for flogging one of his scholars
inviting him to attend a controversial lec" The Rev. Mr.
his compliments to Rev. D. Foley,
ture

—

—

Harrington presents
and begs to return his circular. The Rev. Mr. Harrington objects to the
lecture for two reasons first, he has not time to do so, for twelve o'clock is
:

:

the hour appointed for him by the holy Roman Catholic Church to celebrate
the holy sacrifice of the mass, and preach a moral discourse to his Christian
hearers
Rev. Mr. Harrington, finding from the orthography in the
;

secondly,
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circnlar that the lecture cannot

be orthodox, lacks inclination to be present
any lecture coming from that quarter.— Castletown, January 27th, 1849! !"
Look next to Maynooth's moral training. Its principal class-books are
No wonder an emancipated student declared, that
depositories of vileness.
"such an elFect had they on his mind, as nearly to drive him into a species
and that, in order to save himself from the effects of his own
of delirium

at

;

down on a cold winter's morning into the chapel of the
and there remained, till nearly chilled to death, reading them ou
his knees, and praying the while that he might be kept from the evil emotions
they suggested to his mind." Is it strange that, when the mental and the
moral of the Irish priest are so blasted, the animal of his nature should have
he has gone

feelings,

institution,

such complete ascendency ?
He must now
Observe, again, the influence of Maynooth on his heart.
learn to become an isolated being, to whom domestic joys are a sinful thought ;

and that vow of celibacy is here taken, which nips in the bud the best feelings
of his nature, and sends its blight through his whole soul.
Every thing is
contrived to dry up the springs of affection to God and man.
Witness those
morose austerities witness that Breviary, of Avhich he must daily read 30 to
40 pages, and whose endless repetition must create formality and hypocrisy, if
not utter disgust at devotion.
Witness the silence which is strictly enforced,
sometimes for weeks together and, during most of the year, for 21^ hours
out of the 24. Witness the suspicious surveillance which never allows fewer
than three students together, that the third may be a spy on the other two ;
and to evade which, one student often stands inside a door, and the other
;

;

outside, in order to whisper through the pannels

!

Observe, finally, the system of subjugation here pursued.
Implicit obedience is the first commandment.
The grand maxim of the college is, that
each student must "think as his superior thinks." And to this great centrepoint, breaking

down

the

mind

to the will

of others,

all is

made

to converge.

Only think of such a system pursued for seven years of that youthful period
when the mind is most plastic, with but the annual interruption of six weeks'
vacation
And so constant is its influence, that the students are seldom
allowed outside the gates, save for a walk on Wednesdays and even then
they are watched by tutors, lest the fearful process should be suspended for
an hour.
!

;

Now, if so much of this evil system is thus revealed to public gaze,
despite the profound secrecy which Rome in all things observes, what might
you expect to find if admitted to the inmost penetralia of Maynooth ? And
considering this fact in the light of the above details, can any sane man
doubt that the sayne plan by which Rome destroys thepeople, is here pursued
with more malignant subtlety until, by the time the victim is made a priest,
he has ceased to be a man, and by this spiritual Medusa is turned into stone ?
;

You

think this picture coloured ?
It must be the reverse.
Unless Maynooth
a very den of corruption, will you inform us how its priests are usually so
bad ? or where they learn their wickedness ? How else can you explain
is

that they so generally go in raw youths, and come out social firebrands ?
care not what annual reports of Maynooth may say they are its reports

We

—

:

"

you would know assuredly what

its teachings
you need only look to their practice. Behold their very countenances
what specimens, commonly, of the " human face divine !" And if you
pronounce the scowl that sits on a villain's brow to be jnst the mirror of his
bosom the collective daguerreotype of the thousand dark thoughts of his
its

living epistles ;"

—

are,

and

if

!

—
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"

" index of the mind to be read backwards in the
priest's
say, Is this
Is he the only exception to the laws of physiognomy ?
case only ?
And,
" down-look"
think you, was the artless face of the boy transformed into the
soul

—
—

by nothing but seven years' converse with his God? or that
deep scowl from which infant innocence would instinctively flee, acquired by
nought but scenes of heavenly rapture ? And what shall we call it ? credulity ? fatuity ? or that sheer depravity which has so strong an affinity for
whatever is depraved ? which to this hour defends or palliates the monstrous
sin of the world's most Protestant nation endowing such a college ? And this^
when ignorance of Rome's iniquitous designs can no longer be pleaded,
of the jories«

—

when, from

its

recent agitations, the cesspool of Popery

—

is

now

sending up

stench over Europe,
when, by our late premier's own confession, the
ranks of darkness, led on by Rome, are now preparing to close in around
Protestant England
This, too, when not only have the blessings Maynooth
was to yield us not been realized, but we have had instead unmitigated curse,
when, in place of rearing doves, as was promised us, it has only been
and when even the cowardly plea of fear of the priests
hatching cockatrices,
can no longer be urged, since they are fast growing utterly powerless, and
will in a few years have completely lost their sting
Nor is Maynooth merely aided by the nation it enjoys an amount of
There you see an extenfavour which is denied our very best universities.
sive pile of building, enclosed in a park of 100 acres, with gardens, walks,
and play-grounds containing numberless apartments for professors and
with a
students, besides dining- hall, chapel, and library of 10,000 volumes
statF consisting of a president, vice-president, bursar, two deans, librarian,
Dunboyne prefect, and ten professors not to mention a train of servants,
and all maintained at the public
including a butcher, baker, and brewer:
And there you find 500 students, generally of the lowest class their
cost
cabin costume exchanged for a black suit, with long black gaiters and
" cultivated letters on a little
themselves, from having in their humble homes
oatmeal," now amply supplied with smoking joints and potations of ale, and
its

!

—

—

—
1

;

;

;

—

!

;

;

receiving besides £20 a-^/ear o/;)oc^e^^rto«ej/ / /
Why,
glory of the British empire were bound up in those 500

—

if

the strength and

they were destined
to be her shield and stay, instead of her tormentors, they could not be the
And while these embnjo pests of society
objects of more bountiful regard.
if

are thus dandled on the lap of royal favour, how many oV\t% future or7iaments
are left to ply the trowel or the shuttle one-half of the year, in order to supCan the history of folly present
port themselves at college the remainder
The world's most Protestant nation supporting Popery;
anything like this ?
I

and the very worst kind of it, Irish Popery and in the very worst form, a
This nation conCOLLEGE not the hornets, but the nest to hatch them in
tinuing the grant, despite the utter failure of all the ends for which it was

—

;

!

as the mischief increases
it, too,
and, in 1845, permawith ,£30,000 a-year
Ay, and now hesitating to withdraw
this endowment, despite the clearest proof that, by its continuance, they are
In a word, the most
only fattening the tiger which thirsts for their blood
free and enlightened nation in Europe fostering the worst form of darkness

given

;

increasing

nently endoioing

it

;

!

!

and despotism the great patroness of all good nursing Satan's masterpiece
of evil; and the most sagacious of nations continuing to rear the viper just
after it has disclosed its deadly designs by making a dart at her bosom
And what are the pleas we hear urged for this ?
Popery is the prevail'B^it we ought
ing religion in Ireland.'' Yes, and so is Hinduism in India
;

!

'

!

b2

!
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some kindness to our Roman Catholic brethren/ What by cberishing
'
BiU
the delusion which, according to your own creed, is soul-destroying
a
and
need
who
have
thirteen
They
college.''
the)/ are 2'>oor^
colleges in Ireland,
including Carlow and Clongowes, need another ! and they who can raise

to shov)

!

!

!

—

any sum

and have now factiously commenced a Popish univer-

for mischief,

'

sity,

cannot support it !
0, hut they contribute their share of the revenue, and
Have we not shown that Prothey should get a share like others.''

it is just

testantism gains, and Popery costs the nation far more than the amount of
And because the former gets lack a fraction
all our endowments together?
of what

gains the country, the latter, forsooth, must be endowed for im'
it
But, then, the ^lation is pledged to this grant.'' And suppose
it were so, if we pledge ourselves to what dishonours God and destroys the
for such a pledge
country, verily the sooner we break our pledge the better
we had kg power to make, and the sin is in the keeping, not the breaking of
it

poverishing

!

;

—

But the allegation is utterly false. Till 1845, this grant was annual
abundant proof that before that date there could have been no pledge siiice
then, it rests on a mere Act of Parliament, and a thousand better acts have
been repealed
And, as is well known, that act hurried through the legis-

it.

;

!

—

—

was passed, as Sir R. Peel admitted,
lature, our readers will guess why
in the face of a reclaiming nation, only 17,000 individuals having petitioned
it
so that, if ever there was an act
it, while 1,284,000 petitioned against
which the very justice they talk of required to be repealed, it is this offspring
But what is that cry which comes from a
of our VIOLATED CONSTITUTION
'•By withdrawing this grant,' say some of our PrO'
very different quarter?
Well, and suppose it were so,
testants,
you'll endanger all endowments'
have you really, in the dazzle of your endowment, lost sight of the honour of
The path of duty is the
your God ? Therefore, let Protestants beware
path of safety ;' and should any such motives of God-dishonouring selfishness
weaken their opposition to this grant, their wisdom may prove their folly,
and their sin provoke the Most High to send the evil it was designed to

for

;

!

'

'

!

prevent.

Then let us arise and demand the repeal of this suicidal act, regardless
of the canting cry which Rome may raise of intolerance and persecution.'
So, then, not to help is to hinder, not to pension is
Intolerance, forsooth
'

'

'

!

to persecute

You

!

detect a

man

foully abusing

eating your bread, forming a design against your

your hospitality, and, M'hile
life
and instead of sending

—

;

him he must no longer sit at your table and
that is persecution
who, while demanding toleraThis, too, from Rome
will not tolerate a Protestant chapel
tion from all men, denies it to all men,

him

to prison,

you merely
!

tell

1

—

—

—

within the gates of her capital,
lately refused a Protestant stranger a grave
and is even now banishing those of her subjects, who
to bury his wife in,

—

would dare read the Bible, to the
some of our Protestants are found

Ay, and
pestilent swamps of Maremma
to echo the cry, and prove their fitness for
!

'

guardians of toleration,' by the strangest partialities for its
If we sent Wiseman back to the I'laminian Gate, and required
that, till a Protestant chapel were allowed in Rome, not a Popish one should
stand in London and that, till the Bible were free in Italy, the Breviary should

the

office of

deadliest foe

!

;

—

measure for measure,
be banished from England
if, in short, we demanded
would Rome even then have any right to complain ? AVe must, then, plainly
and all her Protestant abettors too that she has good cause to
teach her
be thankful we now ask so little and that, should our rulers continue to
trifle with the feelings of a Christian nation, it is not with this humble mea;

—

—

;
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sure of defence they will bs satisfied.
No; as sure as delayed justice increases a people's demands, will they require more sweeping legislation.
Men are beginning already to ask whether it is right to tolerate a system

which will tolerate none but itself; or safe to endure a thing which will
And should the question come to be, not whether
endure nothing else.
Popery should be supported, but whether it should be suffered, the responsibility of raising it will rest

with the

men who

shall

now

resist the nation's

moderate demands.

And

should rulers continue to disregard the nation's voice, then, fellow-

Christians, will another duty devolve on you, which,

we

believe,

you have

long most grievously neglected. You have, in times past, allowed Satan to
choose the rulers of these Christian lands, and thus entailed incalculable
Had you always done your duty, and
mischief on the Redeemer's cause.
chosen God-fearing men to represent you, what might now have been the
How many a glorious cause have you won over the land,
country's state ?
Was not this the case with this very Maynooth
and lost in the legislature
!

endowment ? Yes, here has been one fruitful source of all our calamities.
As if we were not bound to serve God in the state as well as in the church,
in our capacity of citizens as well as of saints, we have let the government of
this Christian country fall into the hands of men, whose highest rule of con-

duct is unprincipled expediency, and who, for their own despicable ends,
continue to provoke Heaven's judgments by giving her power to the beast.
Then, fellow-Christians, arise, and no longer commit the sin of allowing such

—and
The

men

to rule over us, nor the foUi/ of taking such trouble about meetings
petitions, to have both disregarded by your own representatives.

Mystery Solved :
Bev. E. M. BiU.

or, Ireland's Miseries ; the

Grand Cause and Cure.

MORE NEWS FROM

By

the

SPAIN.

—

Deae Mr. Editor, It will be gratifying to know, that in the Gazette of
Madrid of May 3d, there is published the following " Royal Decree," at the
end of a long article on the subject of Sacred Dramas, their literature, and
arguments for and against their representation by way of preface.
" Penetrated
by the powerful arguments expressed by my Minister of the Government, I concluded to decree the following
Art. 1. After the date of these presents, it will not be lawful to represent in the
theatres of the Kingdom dramas called sacred or biblical, whose subject pertains to
the mysteries of the Christian religion, or amongst the characters of which figure
:

—

those of the Most Holy Trinity, or the Holy Family.
Art. 2. All acts are cancelled relating to these dramas, which either the Minister of
the Government, or (the minister) of Grace and Justice have made prior to this date.
Art. 3. The printing and circulation of sacred or biblical dramas will be authorized
by the Civil governors, with strict submission to the forms prescribed in the laws relating to printing.
" Given in the Palace 30th
April 1856, &c. &c."
I

think we
"

to get a

may

infer that the present

peep of day."

We know

Government of Spain is beginning
some excellent men in its

that there are

composition, and we may hope and pray that the Spirit of Truth may be
given to each and all of them, to guide and direct them in doing good to
their fellow-countrymen.
Excuse this hurried note, Mr. Editor, as I was

anxious to give you as eai'ly information as possible, that the abomination
mentioned in my letter of last month would no longer have the sanction of
the Government of Spain.
G. C. Steet.
Yours very sincerely,

—

London.
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IRELAND.*

This is the title of an interesting quarterly publication, whose object it is
to record the proceedings of a committee of zealous and excellent Scotch
ladies, whose head quarters is Edinburgh, with auxiliaries in different parts
of Scotland, and whose field of operations is Conuanght and other Popish
It would appear from the present number now before
districts of Ireland.
us, that during the past year these ladies have raised £466, Is. 5d., which

seems to have been most judiciously expended in contributing towards the
Birr Mission, the Ballinglen Institution, the support of Mission Schools, and
the salary of the Rev. Mr. Allen, whose valuable services in connexion with
the Mission Schools of Connaught are well known. Some instances of the
cheering success with which it has pleased the Lord to crown the efforts of
this earnest and unpretending agency are given in the report, and the whole
arrangements seem to be managed with much wisdom and Christian devoted-

In the midst of so much empty talk and disheartening backsliding, it
pleasant to find a company of quiet persevering labourers in the Lord's
work of bringing souls out of the mystic Babylon.
ness.

is

"WHAT ADVANTAGE ARISES FROM CIRCULATING THE BULWARK?
It

is

quite astonishing to find Protestants so thoroughly unpractical in the

promotion of their objects, as

The more thoughtless

ask such a question.

to

amongst them constantly take for granted, in the face of evidence, that men
either have the necessary amount of information to secure their zeal against
Romanism, or that they may be expected to be liberal, zealous, and active,
without knowing why. The least consideration might convince those who
are really in earnest, that this

is

the sheerest folly, that

if

they wish to pro-

mote the same spirit in others which they themselves manifest, the most
effectual method is to promote the wide circulation of such a Journal as this.
The following statement, lately put forth in reference to the necessity of
circulating the Record of one of our Protestant Churches, is just as applicable
to the necessity of maintaining a wide and steady circulation of information

by

all

our associations in regard to the great struggle of Protestantism

against the emissaries of

Rome

:

—

itself

" Let us
imagine what the measure and the manner of our own interest in the
ilie Cliuvch would be, or how far we could feel as actually engaged in
prosecuting them, if we ourselves never saw a Record, never received a distinct or
connected impression of the working of any one Scheme if we had no means of
coming in contact, even mediately, with the minds of the Missionaries and other
Agents in the work, and if a few hearsay details constituted our whole iuformation
on the matter. In sucii a case, we might support the Schemes from a general sense
of a duty lying on us
but it would be a vague, a languid, and a dissatisfied support.
Unhappily, a great number of our people are precisely in the position supposed, and
We
their support of the Schemes can liardly be of a higher kind than that indicated.
complain that large sections of our jjcople do not respond adequately, or at all, to our
and
reinforced
in
Let
are
it be remembered, that these appeals
supported
appeals.
our minds by a body of facts in reference to the subject of appeal, which are j)resent
to ovr minds, but not present to the minds of many of our people, because quite unknown to them.
need not wonder that what seems to us, who appeal, plain and
urgent duty, seems to them, appealed to, little better than liaianguing."

Schemes of

—

;

We

*

Edinburgh

:

Shepherd and

Elliot.
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*

of the unscrupulous morality of

Jesuits, but the usual serpentine cunning of Rome.
They know, for example,
that the most effectual way to seduce the flocks is to corrupt the shepherds ;

and that the most effectual way to corrupt the shepherds is to have them
trained in small Colleges, over which their friends and allies shall have exHence their recent outcry in favour of Diocesan Colleges,
clusive control.
i.e., of Colleges in Dioceses in which the Tractarians hope to tui'n such Institutions to profitable account.
The pretence, of course, is the necessity for a
more perfectly trained ministry in the Church of England ; but when they

venture to speak out, as the Rev. Philip Freeman does in his " Letter to the
" I can
Bishop of Exeter," their language is,
testify, that in the experience
of both the existing Theological Colleges, (Chichester and Wells,) such an
acquiescence in one mind, as to Church doctrine, has all but uniformly, with
the rarest possible exceptions, been the result, whatever the bias previously
received, of thus using and pondering the Church's forms of worship and
communion." Regarding the doctrine taught in the College at Wells, Archdeacon Denison (whose trial for holding heretical doctrines on the Lord's

Supper

is

now

proceeding by peremptory

mandamus) has

since

made

the

startling declaration in his pamphlet against Bishop Spencer, that all the
candidates whom he, as examining Chaplain to the Bishop of Bath and

Wells, had passed for holy ordei's, entertained those very opinions of his own
on the Eucharist, against which Bishop Spencer had protested. Of course
some of the students at Wells have gone to other Dioceses to be examined
;

presumed that a large proportion had passed under the hands of
In
Archdeacon Denison, as chaplain, when he made that declaration.
these circumstances, it is not to be wondered that the attempt to establish an
institution of this nature at Litchfield, has met with the most uncompromising resistance from the friends of Protestantism. The Rev. Charles Hebert,
rector of Burslem, has manifested peculiar zeal in this good cause, and his
efforts have been powerfully seconded both by the local nobility, by members
of Parliament, and by the mass of the members of the Church of England.
The policy of those who are attempting to perpetrate this innovation has,
however, as usual, been crooked and slippery and the object of the present
publication is to unfold the facts of the case, and thus more fully to enlist

but

it

is

;

the intelligent sympathy of the general community. We cordially wish that
the scheme of the Tractarians may be defeated
and, at the same time, that
;

some effective plan may be adopted for instructing the future clergy of the
Church of England in the true doctrines of the glorious Reformation.

SCOTTISH REFORMATION SOCIETY.
During the months of April and May, the Secretary and Assistant Secretary
made a special visit to Glasgow. In that city there was till recently a separate Protestant organization, but part of it has suspended its operations, and
part of it been merged in a local branch of the Scottish Reformation Society.
* Statement of
Facts connected with the movement in opposition to the establishment
of a Diocesan Theological College at Litchfield. London : Dalton, Cockspur Street.
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interest in the

sermons and lectures were delivered in

many of the principal churches, and a large number of private visits paid
The result was upon the whole satisfactory, and
to influential individuals.
between £200 and £300 were added

to the funds of the Society,

Glasgow, with a population of 329,097 in 1851, is supposed to contain some
sixty or seventy thousand Papists. In 1849* it was divided into seven Popish
This is independent of
parishes, each having its chapel and presbytery.
Eutherglen, which has a chapel of its own. In most of these chapels there
are five, and in the remainder three Sabbath services, besides one every weekday, and many holiday services. They contain an aggregate number of 8350
sittings to which, if we add 600 in Rutherglen, we shall have 8950 in all, ocBesides
cupied, in some cases, five times each Sabbath, and in others three.
the priests who officiate at these, there are priests and nuns for the express
There are three convents
duty of visiting the Infirmary and Poor-houses.
;

belonging to Glasgow, including Dalbeth, and containing a large staff of most
zealous nuns, in which are included a large number of Sisters of Charity, who
are constantly going about amongst the people.
There are fifteen Popish
Sabbath-schools, containing an aggregate average attendance of 5760 and
fourteen daily schools, with an average aggregate attendance of 1640.
Besides, there are two Popish orphan institutions, and two Popish newspapers
;

—

the Free Press and the Northern Times.

needless to add, that it is
Popery which supplies Glasgow with a very large proportion of her paupers,
drunkards, police cases, and prisoners. In September 1853, there were, acIt is

cording to the returns of the House of Commons, 608 prisoners in the jail of
Lanarkshire, and of this number 198 were registered in the books as Papists.
Something has of late been doing among young Popish vagrants by the Glasgow Ragged Schools, which the priests have been using their utmost eftorts
to pervert.
It is to be hoped that the duty of meeting these banded arrangements on the part of Home will be steadily kept in view, and vigorously prosecuted by the Protestants of Glasgow.

Of late Dr. Dill has visited Dunblane, Donne, Auchtcrarder, and Crieff, as
the beginning of a round of visits to all the branches of the Society. Interesting meetings were held, and decided progress made, in all these districts and
it was found that in some of them the enemy was by no means inactive.
;

ROMISH HOPES AND ASPIRATIONS.
Ix our last number we gave a startling account of the large endowments
It is singular that this cirgranted to Popery in India by the Government.
cumstance has excited no remonstrance whatever in Parliament or elsewhere,
on the part of our dreaming Protestants at home. The Romanists have hailed
the result with natural satisfaction, and they evidently anticipate a similar
issue in Britain.
These unscrupulous proceedings in our colonies and dependencies, evidently tend to debauch the minds of our leading statesmen,

and pave the way for the overthrow of the Reformation in this country.
The Talfet, after stating the fact of the endowment of the priesthood in
India, exultingly adds
:

—

" It occurs to us to
ask,

if

such be the treatment which an enlightened statesman

* The subjoined
figures taken chiefly from Catholic Directory, 1856.
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Lord Dalhousie thinks it not only fit, but safe and expedient, to afford to the
Catholic bishops and priests in India, why the same measure of justice cannot be
meted out to us at home in Ireland or in England ? Can what is right and fair between rival religions in the torrid zone be unfair in the temperate zone ? And must
One thing, at all
Catholics fly to the tropics in order to obtain due consideration V
events, is clear, that if Lord Dalhousie's health should become sufficiently restored to
refuse
us
better terms than
allow of his taking office at home, he cannot consistently
we are likely to obtain from either Lord Palmerston or Lord Dei'by."
like

'

POPERY AND POVERTY.
In some quarters great surprise has been excited that, at the late Paris
some of the highest prizes in agriculture were carried off by Scotland, naturally one of the poorest and coldest countries in Christendom. This

Exhibition,

must be traced exclusively to the Reformation, and to that free press
and Christian principle of which it was the parent. In such circumstances,
it is passing strange that our statesmen should be so blind and criminal as to
be doing all in their power to foster and promote the Romish superstition.
Popery directly promotes poverty, not only by cramping and overlaying
the human intellect, but by crying up idleness and beggary as virtues. The
following passage has lately been going the round of the papers
result

:

—

" The

Uiiicers, the Paris organ of the ultramontane party, has a eulogy upon men
that
It points out that the Church has frequently sanctioned mendicancy
dicancy.
it sees in it 'a means of salvation.'
It states that that ' venerable servant of God,
Benoit Labre, was a voluntary and actual beggar, young, able to earn his bread in
other ways, of an honest family, and educated ; but he obstinately refused to work,
and devoted himself solely to asking for alms. Of course, every mendicant is not a
saint, but considering Benoit Labre, one must own that the beggar is at least in the
"
way of sanctification.'

The

—

practical effect of such a doctrine, especially coupled with the indolence

human

There is, however, a curious
nature, may be easily anticipated.
inconsistency in maintaining the doctrine.
Popish priests speak a good deal
about " voluntary poverty,'' but no class of men as a body have such an
of

and splendour. An Irishman is alleged to have
" If
said to his priest,
poverty be a blessing, your riverence surely takes very
little of it to yourself."
And, in reference to the debate upon Mr. Miall's
insatiable thirst for wealth

motion, the Romish Tablet, June 14, repudiates the notion that the Irish
Church has too much wealth. It would be all right if it were simply transferred to

Rome.

Here are extracts from the

article,

and

its

people be as ignorant, poor, and idle as they please, but by
priests be well provided for
:

"

A

—

theory
all

is, let

means

let

the

the

great wealth may be highly popular and eminently benefito a community, provided its creed be that of the nation at large.
love
the
The people
to equalize
grandeur of the minister with the dignity of his funcWhen a nation is pious it feels gratification in suxTounding the priests of its
tions.
cial

Church endowed with

—a blessing

and magnificence. This is very natural, not to say unavoidable,
an intermediator between God and man. Without the priest
there can be neither pubhc worship nor solemn prayer.
Now, it is very just that the
people who receive divine and human knowledge from the priest, should, in return,
secure an honourable and brilliant existence to their teacher."
"
Besides, the principle of charity pervades all ecclesiastical endowments.
Again
faith with splendour
for the true priest is

:

—

The

clergy, being the guardians of the indigent, are entrusted with property for the
succour of those unfortunate wards who, were they themselves enti'usted with wealth,
would squander it in culpable excesses. It is impossible to make a Church too opulent
when it is the natural patron of the poor ; because it is not the priests it is the poor
that are thus endowed."

—
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THE BULWARK AND THE NORTH BRITISH ADVERTISER.
The North British Advertiser^ after waiting for nearly a month, lias attempted a reply to our former article, but it must be evident even to superficial readers that it consists simply in a mystification of the real question at
Had the Manager of that Journal only been wise enough to keep the
issue.
letter in his desk, instead of publishing it at length, September 23d
1854, as the reason for suspending all Anti-Romish advertisements for the
future, one might have entertained some doubt in regard to the real ground

Popish

of his proceedings but, after publishing that letter, after telling us that
*'
the sentiments he (this Romanist) had expressed v:ere those of the entire
;

Roman Catholics" and further, that he could reckon many of these
Romanists "as warm friends and s^ipporters of the North British Advertiser,
and whose feelings, therefore, it was his boionden duty to respect,''^ and again,
" the
me to decline them from this time
body of

principle of self-preservation obliges
upon the ground of their being greatly injurious to our paper,"— the
whole case becomes so plain as to set misrepresentation at defiance.

forth,

No doubt an attempt is made in this new article to insinuate that he only
objected to a certain class of Anti-Romish advertisements not very courteously expressed; but if he really means this, it is evidently an entire shifting of his former ground, because his former declinature was unconditional
and absolute, and related to all advertisements reflecting "upon the entire

—

body of Roman Catholics a class of people now admitted
and privileges, civil, political, and religious, of the British

to all the rights

subject."

^lany

of the advertisements referred to were admirable, although, of course, fitted
to expose the folly of Popery and we may perhaps reprint several of them
;

new lack of service on the part of our cotemporary.
It will be time enough, surely, to give our cotemporary much credit for dignified forbearance in regard to bodies of men, when he even seems to carry
out his own newly discovered rule. He himself has been soundly and justly
at a future time, to supply this

rating the government and public authorities in regard to their encourageof public culprits, to whom they have given "tickets of leave," to
plunder the community. Why, then, should the thieves of Rome, also trained

ment

at the public expense,
civil

and

and turned loose amongst our families

to rob us of

religious liberties, not be suitably exposed through the

our

same me-

dium?

In the very same paper, also, which contains his rejoinder, and in
other numbers of his Journal, we have very furious attacks on a certain party in the Free Church for their views on the subject of Education

many

" Free Churchman."
by one who subscribes himself a

All this

may be

right or wrong, but being still done under the authoiity of the perfectly neutral Editor of the Advertiser, it covers with ridicule his immense squeamish-

ness in regard to Romanists, as if his exclusion of all hostile reference to
result of some high and chivalrous sense of honour, and not
whether consciously or otherwise a plain transaction in the way of business, of which Protestants, now that the affair is explained, may form any

them was the

opinion they please.
their object.

The Papists

at all events

have very adroitly secured
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THE REFORMATION IN ITALY.*
"We have more than once expressed onr satisfaction at the seasonable reas replete with information
print of the historical works of the elder M'Crie,
of the most reliable kind in reference to the Reformation from Popery in some
There is nothing more abhorrent to
of the principal countries of Europe.

than history, in as much as it presents the true nature of the Papal
system in such a form as to set sophistry at defiance. Other systems may
avoid the force of any argument drawn from history, by alleging that they
have learnt wisdom by experience but Rome affects to be infallible, and
therefore unchangeable. What she is, therefore, may be conclusively demonstrated by what she was and she can only evade the force of that argument
by abandoning her motto of semper eadem. Hence the immense importance
"
of authentic narratives of the former proceedings of the
mystery of iniquity."

Rome

;

;

The present volume is peculiarly valuable. It illustrates the extent to
which the spirit of the Reformation had spread in Italy itself, and the ruthless
and characteristic exertions by which it was quenched in blood. If any one
labours under the fond delusion that persecution is never successful in destroying a good cause, we beg them to peruse these bloody and painful annals. Why
•should not this interesting volume be translated into Italian, and circulated
widely through Sardinia, and as far as possible throughout the other states of
The Italians are very much in the humour at present to profit by
Italy ?
such a startling narrative and it might be greatly blessed in fostering a
second Reformation in those beautiful lands, so long cursed by Popish domiWe
nation, but in which a spirit of liberty has begun powerfully to stir.
;

could quote many striking passages, but we prefer urging our readers to
and meantime we have made the scene imsecure the volume for themselves
mediately preceding the death of one noble Italian convert to the truth as it is
;

—

It is thus described by Dr. M'Crie
have already met repeatedly with Molllo, the Bolognese professor, who
was held in such high esteem through Italy for his learning and holy life. After
the flight of his brethren, Ochino and Martyr, in 1542, he was frequently in
he
great danger, and more than once thrown into confinement, from which

in Jesus, the subject of our woodcut.

:

We

had always providentially escaped. But after the accession of Pope Julius
III. he was sought for with great eagerness, and being seized at Ravenna,
was conducted, under a strong guard, to Rome, and lodged in a strait
On the 5th of September 1553, a public assembly of the Inquisition
prison.
was held with great pomp, which was attended by the six cardinals and
their episcopal assessors, before whom a number of prisoners were brought
with torches in their hands. All of them recanted and performed penance,
except MoUio, and a native of Perugia, named Tisserano. When the articles
of accusation against Molllo were read, permission was given him to speak.
He defended the doctrines which he had taught respecting justification, the
merit of good works, auricular confession, and the sacraments; pronounced the
power claimed by the Pope and his clergy to be usurped and antichristian
and addressed his judges in a strain of bold and fervid invective, which
silenced and chained them to their seats, at the same time that it cut them
" As for
to the quick.
you, cardinals and bishops," said he, "if I were
satisfied that you had justly obtained that power which you assume to your;

* By the Rev. Dr. M'Crie.

Edinburgh

:

Blackwood

&

Sons.
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and that you had risen to your eminence by virtuous deeds, and not
by blind ambition and the arts of profligacy, I would not say a word to you.
But since I know, on the best grounds, that you have set moderation, and

selves,

modesty, and honour, and virtue at defiance, I am constrained to treat you
without ceremony, and to declare that your power is not from God but the
If it Avere apostolical, as you would make the poor Avorld believe,
devil.
then your manner of life would resemble that of the apostles.
But Avheu I
perceive the filth, and falsehood, and profaueness with which it is overspread,
what can I think or say of j'our church, but that it is a receptacle of thieves
and a den of robbers ? What is your doctrine but a dream a lie forged by
hypocrites? Your very countenances proclaim that your belly is your god.

—

Your great object is to seize and amass Avealth by every species of injustice
and cruelty. You thirst without ceasing for the blood of the saints. Can

—

and vicars of Jesus Christ you
you who act as if you did not believe

3^ou be the successors of the holy apostles,

who

despise Christ and His word ;
that there is a God in heaven ; you

who persecute to the death His faithful
ministers, make His commandments of no eftect, and tyrannize over the consciences of His saints? "Wherefore I appeal from your sentence, and summon
you, cruel tyrants and murderers, to answer before the judgment-seat of
Christ at the last day, where your pompous titles and gorgeous trappings
will not dazzle, nor your guards and torturing apparatus terrify us.
And in

testimony of this, take back that which you have given me." In saying
he threw the flaming torch, which he held in his hand, on the ground
and extinguished it. Galled and gnashing upon him with their teeth, like
the persecutors of the first Christian martyr, the Cardinals ordered MoUio,
together with his companion, who approved of the testimony he had borne,
this,

They were conveyed, accordingly, to the Campo del
where they died with the most pious fortitude. Jl^Crie's lie/ormaiion

to instant execution.
Fior,

—

in Italy ^ chap. v. pp. 168, 169.

ARCHBISHOP CRANMER.
(fionchided from Vol. V., p. 319.)

The

King Henry VIII. at the Papal Court had so far been unsucThe promises of the Pope were given only to be broken. !Much
money had been spent on these fruitless negotiations, and the issue still
seemed to be as distantly remote as ever. At this juncture we are first insuit of

cessful.

name of Ckaxjier.
Thomas Cranmer was born July

troduced to the

2,

1489, at Aslacton, a small village in

His collegiate education was conducted at Cambridge,
Nottinghamshire.
where he was elected a Fellow of Jesus College. He was a man of deep
learning and research, more especially in the study of Holy Scripture and
general theology. His first introduction to public notice Avas in connexion
with the case of the King's marriage. Cranmer was residing Avith one Cressy,
at "Waltham Cross, in the summer of the year 1529, and one evening the
King's Secretary, Dr. Stephen, and Dr. Foxe, the Almoner, came to sup Avith
Cressy, and the company entered freely on a conversation respecting the na-

ture of the King's marriage Avith Kathcrine.

Cranmer, among others, Avas asked his opinion. He urged very strongly
the importance of trying the question by the testimony of Holy Scripture, and
suggested that the Universities of England and the Continent be officially re-
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The suggestion was reported to the King,
quested to deliver their opinion.
''
that this man hath
and pleased him much. " I perceive," said the King,
and received
the sow by the right ear!" Whereupon Cranmer was sent for
an urgent command from the King to examine the matter in all its bearings,
;

—

Cranmer did so, and pronounced this opinion :
Bishop of Rome hath no such authority, as whereby he might dispense with the Word of God and the Scripture." The King inquired of him :
"Will you abide by this before the Bishop of Rome?" and Cranmer
and to write the
" That the

result.

—

assenting, he was sent as an ambassador to the Pope in company with the
Earl of Wiltshire and others, (a.d. 1530.)
This interview was productive of no great result. The King's cause was
No reply was otFered, and the ambassadors rerecited before the Pontiff.

Cranmer visited Vienna and other great cities, and sought publicly to
dispute with those who favoured the marriage of the King. During this
period of absence from England, Archbishop Warham died, (a.d. 1632,) and
Cranmer was nominated by the King to the archbishopric of Canterbury.
Shortly after this, at Dunstable, Archbishop Cranmer, and Gardiner, Bishop
of Winchester, formally pronounced the King's marriage to be unlawful, and
a divorce was decreed. This determination was in accordance with the detired.

and advices of the Universities.
Thus was concluded the long pending cause of the marriage of Henry and
" had
Katherine. Robertson, in his History of Charles F., says, that this suit
now continued near six years during all which period the Pope negotiated,
Cranmer's determination was,
promised, retracted, and concluded nothing."
of coui'se, condemned by the Pope in a Bull,— an act which laid the foundation
Still
for the revolt of the English nation from the authority of the Pope.
Henry was himself a Papist in doctrine, and he continued to exercise his
power in the persecution of those who maintained the Reformed faith, as the
Act of Six Articles (a.d. 1539) will attest.
As may very well be expected, Cranmer had many enemies. His influence
with the King was very great, and that influence was employed in the service
This was evidenced on the occasion of the passof the Reformed doctrines.
ing of the Act of Six Articles, which condemned to death or exile all who
should deny the doctrine of the mass and such like. The King, by his own
cisions

;

personal influence, obtained the passing of this Act. And, knowing that
Cranmer was conscientiously opposed to the Bill, the King endeavoured to
induce him to absent himself from the House, and permit the Act to pass in
But Cranmer refused to comply with the request of the King,
his absence.
and, accordingly, attended in his place, and not only voted against the King,

but also spoke against the enactment of the measure.
On one occasion the Archbishop was accused of heresy by certain members
of the Privy Council, and Avas about being committed to the Tower to await
his trial.
The King, however, sent for Cranmer, and informed him of the intention of the Council. But the Archbishop received the tidings with such

equanimity and good grace, the King drawing his ring off" his own finger,
placed it on Cranmer's hand, and commanded him to present it to the Privy
Council as a token that the King revoked the cause into his own hands. On
another occasion he was accused of heresy by the Prebendaries of his own
Cathedral, (Canterbury.) A commission was appointed to inquire into the

and it was found that they had emanated from parties who, white
enjoying the Archbishop's confidence, had written certain slanderous lettei-s
the
respecting him. These letters having been discovered, were delivered by
allegations,
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Archbishop into the hands of the writers, who at once fell upon their knees
and asked pardon for the offence they had committed. Cranmer feelingly re" God make
I never deserved this at
you both good men
plied to them
but ask God forgiveness against whom you have highly
your hands
:

—

!

:

offended."

*

During the reign of

Edward

VI.,

Cranmer

availed himself of the opportu-

which his position and influence gave him, in order to develop and
mature the principles and resources of the rising Reformation. During the
year l.^-l?, he restored the form of receiving the Lord's Supper in both kinds;
he procured the total repeal of Henry the Eighth's Act of Six Articles. The
two following years witnessed the removal of images and altars, the restoration of the communion service in its primitive simplicity, and the use of an
English Liturgy. But the great work of Cranmer was the compilation of the
Articles of Religion, which he presented to the Council in the year 1552. This
document was the basis of the Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of England.
Upon the death of Edward VI., days of darkness were appointed to the
promoters of the Reformation in England and of all others Cranmer must
expect to suffer most. Queen Mary had many a grudge against the Archbishop, and with no sparing hand she wreaked her worst vengeance upon
his devoted head.
Unhappily, Cranmer was, though against his will, induced
to side with the partizans of Lady Jane Grey, and on the failure of that
scheme, he was, with others, indicted for treason. Soon after, this charge
was, greatly to his own satisfaction, altered to an accusation on the score of
In the year 1555, he was taken from the Tower to Oxford, in
"heresy."
company witli Bishops Ridley and Latimer, to undertake a disputation with
certain Romish theologians in presence of the Papal Commissioners.
nities

;

Cranmer declined to shew any mark of respect or obeisance to the Com" as he
missioners, because they sat in the name of the Papal authority and
had once taken a solemn oath, never to consent to the admitting of the Bishop
of Rome's authority into this realm of England again, he had done it advisAt the same time, he duly and
edly, and meant by God's grace to keep it."
;

dutifully submitted himself to the authority of the Queen, though so adverse
to his interests; for looking round the Hall, he saw where the Queen's proc-

and reverently removed

tors sat,

his cap

from

his head,

and bowed

his

knee

respectfully.

—

He then delivered his protest against the authority of the Commissioners
" This I do
pi"ofess as touching my faith, and make my protestation, which I desire
you to note. I will never consent tlmt the Biahop of Rome shall have any jurisdiction
within this realm."
:

In the course of his examination the following instructive passages occur,
for these times
" Dr. Martin. Now,
Holiness was
you have denied that the

and very important

:

—
Head of the Church of Christ
" Dr. Cranmer. — did
" Martin. — Who
say you, then,
" Craiinirr. — Christ.

—

supreme

Pope's

sir,

?

so.

I

« Martin.— BvLt

Church

?

" Cranmer.

whom

— Nobody

is

hath Christ

supreme Head?
left

here on earth His Vicar and

Head

of His

"
!

" that in all
the Head,
things He might have the preeminence." (Col. i. 18.) None else can usurp His Headship for " one is
your Master, even Christ, and all ye are brethren."

And

verily Jesus

is

;

* Foxe's
Martyra, vol.

viii.,

p. 30.

Seeley's Edit.

.
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By a commission from Pope Paul III., Archbishop Cranmer was formally
"
"
delivered to the secular powers. They then proceeded to
degrade him from
the
to
the Comhis Episcopal character, whei'cupon
Archbishop presented
"I appeal to the next General Council."
missioners an appeal, saying:

—

But Rome when in power suflfers no appeal beyond herself.
So far Cranmer braved the tempest but now for a season he yields to the
Two designing Spanish monks are hired to seduce him
wiles of the tempter.
from his steadfastness.
Argument they have none, save this They set
restoration to his former
before him a life of honour, or a death of shame
;

—

—

;

" If
burning stake
you refuse, there is no hope of health or
Choose, therefore, whether you think it better to end your life
shortly in the flames and firebrands now ready to be kindled, than with much
honour to prolong your life, until the course of nature calls you for there is
no middle way !" All they asked was the signing of his name to a recanta-

privileges, or the

pardon.

:

and Cranmer is flesh and blood. Will he consent?
Mecca offered his captives their choice " The Koran or
And now Rome offers to Cranmer, already weakened by long
the sword !"
"Sign or Burn !"
sufferings, this terrible option
Cranmer signed the recantation and the monks in frenzied joy reported

tion ready prepared
The false Prophet of

—

;

—

!

the act to their superior.
Cranmer, poor credulous dupe, expected life beThe next morning, however, witnessed a
cause Rome promised him liberty.
solemn procession through the streets of Oxford Cranmer is proceeding to

—

the stake, appointed unto death. "With downcast eye and uneasy countenance
the martyr took his place, while Dr. Cole preached a sermon urging the
Cole and his colleagues
sufferer to steadfastness in the faith of Rome.

who inspired all the spectators with sorrow " one
and eyes unto heaven, and then again for shame
a man might have seen the very image and
letting them down to the earth
shape of perfect sorrow lively in him expressed."
Cole proceeded with his sermon and then called on Cranmer, saying,
"
Brethren, lest any man should doubt of this man's earnest conversion and
and therefore, I pray you,
repentance, you shall hear him speak before you
Master Cranmer, that you openly express the true and undoubted profession

rejoiced over their victim,
while lifting up his hands

;

:

;

of your faith."

Cranmer drew forth a paper which he recited before the people. Having
" the
read at some length, he then came to
great thing," as he called it,
he
had
done
in
which
That base
the
act
signing the recantation.
namely,
act he now repudiated before his enemies, as having been exacted from him
"
" forasmuch as
And," said he,
my hand
through weakness and fear.
offended, writing contrary to my head, my hand shall first be punished therefor, for when I come to the fire it shall be first burned !" &c.
"
and his enemies alarmed.
were

The spectators
astonished,
Briefly,"
" it was a world to see the doctors
beguiled of so great a hope !"
While Cranmer was proceeding with his final renunciation of Popery, the
monks and the multitude began to cry out, " Stop the heretic's mouth, and
He was then draggeJ away to the stake an iron chain
take him away !"
was tied about him the fire was kindled, and as it burned he stretched forth
his right hand and plunged it into the devouring element, saying, again and
" This
again,
unworthy right hand !" and, in the words of the dying Stephen,
" Lord
Jesus, receive my spirit," he yielded up his martyr-spirit into the
hand of Him that gave it.
Thus died the good and great Archbishop Cranmer. In his death we
says Foxe,

;

;
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and even from his fall we learn the
recognise the triumph of true religion
" Let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall." As some
lesson,
" In Cranraer the weakness of the flesh
one has well said,
betrayed the man,
before the overcoming might of faith manifested the martyr."
;

WORKING OF THE NUNNERY SYSTEM.
Ax intelligent friend of Protestantism received the following communication from an Italian gentleman, lately resident in Edinburgh, in reference to
the practical working of the Convent System
:

«

During his residence in Edinburgh I
him, and during one of these meetings he

—

had frequent opportunities of meeting with

gave me the following interesting narrative
of the working of the Conventual system in Naples, while still a priest of the Romish

Church

:

—

a sister of considerable personal attractions, to whom he was affectionand all the more that she was the object of the bitter hatred of their
I think at Venice, this unnatural woman
stepmother. During my friend's absence,
forced his sister into a' nunnery, contrary to her inclinations and remonstrances.
There she had been immured for nearly a twelvemonth before my friend's retui-n,
about the time when she would be compelled to take the black veil, and
and
"

He had

ately attached,

just
fate

would be sealed for ever. Alarmed at this intelligence in regard to his
he determined to see her and learn from her own lips whether she had gone
into the nunnery of her own free will and full consent. He was intimately acquainted
with the bishop of the diocese, who was a kind-hearted man, and well knowing that any
his sister without bringing with him an authority for that purapplication of his to see
from his friend the bishop, to that effect, addressed
pose was useless,he obtained an order
The bishop's letter was contemptuously ignored. The abbess said it
to the abbess.
refused.
My friend returned
might be a forgery, and admittance was peremptorily
to the bishop, and this time his official seal was annexed to the mandate for his adThere could now be no pretence for the allegation of foi'gery, and the
mittance.

her

sister,

abbess was reluctantly compelled to obey ; but as the order only bore that my friend
was to be permitted to see his sister, when she did appear, it was at such a distance,
in so dim a light, that it was impossible for him to know whether it was really
his sister or not, and at all events impossible to hold any conversation with her, so
Determined, however, to accomplish his
that his object was completely frustrated.
time to his kind friend the bishop, who, irritated at
purpose, he applied for the third
the contempt with which his authority had been treated, now gave an order comso that he could speak
manding the nun to be brought face to face with my friend,
to her, and threatening the abbess with excommunication if his orders were disfriend repaired once more
obeyed. This procured at last the desired interview.
which he described as a door, the upper pannels of which
of the
to the

and

My

convent,
grate
can be opened, while the door itself remains locked. His sister was brought to him.
both
see her and speak to her, but when he did so she burst into an
could
Now he
Close to where she was standing was
agony of tears, and was incapable of utterance.
a pillar sufficiently large to conceal any one standing behind it. From behind that
an elbow pushing his sister. He now saw at a glance the
pillar my friend observed
'
at that time in the full vigour and
I was,' said my friend,
real state of matters.
'

health of vouth, and roused to the highest degree of mingled feelings of indignation,
on which throwing myanger, and grief, I retreated to some distance from the door,
I rushed in, lifted up my sister in my arms,
self with my utmost force, it flew open.
and carried' her off before the astonished attendants could interpose to prevent me,
and conveyed her in safety to the residence of the bishop.' Immediately on learning
what had "happened, the abbess sent a gendarme to the bishop, to inform him that a
The bishop, smiling,
young priest had forcibly carried off a nun from the convent.
told the officer to inform the abbess that they were in his house and under his proand that he would take care of them. But apprehensive that she might be
tection,

in marriage by more than one respect,
again entrapped, and as she had been sought
able young man, my friend lost no time in getting her comfortably and suitably
maiTied, and she was then, and I presume still is, the happy mother of a family.

« G. L.»

I
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THE TWO SYSTEMS.
BY THE REV.

J. C.

Reader, —There

KYLE, B.A.

are two distinct and separate systems of Christianity in
England at the present day. It is useless to deny it. Their existence is a
great fact, and one that cannot be too clearly known.

According to one system, religion is a mere corj^orate business. You are to
belong to a certain body of people. By virtue of your membership of this
It
body, vast privileges, both for time and eternity, are conferred upon you.
You are not to try yourself
matters little what you are, and what jonfeel.
by your feelings. You are a member of a great ecclesiastical corporation.
Then all its privileges and immunities are your own. Do you belong to the
one true visible ecclesiastical corporation ? That is the grand question.
According to the other system, religion is eminently a 'personal business
between yourself and Christ. It will not save your soul to be an outward

member

of any ecclesiastical body whatever, however sound that body may
Such membership will not wash away one sin, or give you confidence in
the day of judgment. There must be personal faith in Christ, personal
personal felt communion between your
dealings between yourself and God,
own heart and the Holy Ghost. Have you this personal faith ? Have you
this felt work of the Spirit in your soul ? This is the grand question. If not,

be.

—

—

will be lost.
Reader, this last system

you

is the system which those who are called
Evangeand teach. They do so, because they are satisfied
that it is the system of Holy Scripture.
They do so, because they are convinced that any other system is productive of most dangerous consequences,
and calculated to delude men fatally as to their actual state. They do so,
because they believe it to be the only system of teaching which God will bless,
and that no church will flourish so much as that in which rej)entance, faith in
Christy Gonvei-sion, and the work of the Spirit, are the grand subjects of the

lical ministers cleave to

minister's sermon.

There are
I

religion.

many difficulties in a man's way, if he takes up real, serious
know that well. But do not let these difiiculties stop you. Try

to serve Christ.

Onlg try.
There are difficulties, but God will give you grace to overcome them. God
is not a hard Master.
He will not, like Pharaoh, ask you to make brick, and
He never laid on man commands which He would not
find you no straw.

—

man power to perform. Only try.
Resist the devil, when he says it is imposReader, try to serve Christ.
sible.
He loves to meet those who strive to
Try, and Jesus will help you.
come to Him, and He will meet you and give you the power that you feel
you need. Be like the man whom Bunyan's Pilgrim saw in the Interpreter's
" Set down
house,
go forward boldly, saying,
my name." Those words of
our Lord are true, though I often hear them repeated by heartless and unfeeling tongues, '•'•Seek and ye shall find^ knock and it shall he opened unto you J''

give

—

vii.
Difficulties which seemed like mountains shall melt away like
7.)
in spring.
Obstacles which seemed like giants in the mist of distance,
shall dwindle into nothing when you fairly face them.
The lion in the way

(Matt.

snow

If men believed the promises
fear, shall prove to be chained.
more, they would never be afraid of duties. But remember that little word I
" You cannot be a
press upon you, and when Satan says,
Christian," answer
" Get thee
behind me, Satan, by God's help 1 will try.''^
him,

which you
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POPISH VIOLENCE IN IRELAND.
If any additional proof were necessary of the salutary eflPects of the
Missions to Irish Romanists, it would be amply found in the ungovernable rage
"Whitefield was in the habit of saying,
of the priests and their emissaries.
"
that when the devil began to
roar," he was always confident that God was
blessing his labours ; and our friends, who carry the glad tidings of salvation
to the benighted Romanists of Ireland, may rejoice in the same evidence of
success.
It is long since the Irish Popish Journals bore testimony to the success of

the evangelistic labours of the friends of truth in Dublin. But the recent
ferocious circulars of Paul Cullen, the Pope's legate, unequivocally indicate
the growing dread of the Vatican in consequence of the dissemination of
of violence,
scriptural truth, and the determination of Rome, by every species
These pasquinades
to arrest, if possible, the progress of Irish Missions.

have already begun to produce

their natural eflfect

amongst an ignorant and

superstitious people ; but we trust that the hands of the missionaries will
only be the more largely and liberally strengthened, and that the friends of

truth in Britain, instead of allowing the cause to languish for want of funds,
and the missionaries to be driven from the field, will only increase tenfold

and contributions. The following scenei which forms the subject
of our woodcut, took place lately in Dublin, and is recorded in the Warder of
the 2 1st of June:

their efforts

—

"

A

coirespondont, whose conscientious accuracy may be implicitly relied
on, has furnished us with the subjoined account of a domiciliary visit with
which two nuns this week, favoured a poor convert. The narrative illustrates
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the variety of agencies by which the Church of Rome can manage such matters, the sort of agents she employs, and the arguments and inducements
with which her emissaries are instructed to operate upon the minds of the

poor creatures who are exposed to their cajolery and threats. It would seem
that they have actually talked themselves into a belief of the utter corruptibility of their humbler co-religionists, and fancy that they have only to give

them food

or

money

to induce

enclycopaeidia of fanaticism

them

any form of faith in the entire
Our correspondent says that "A
came into one of the miserable back

to profess

and impiety.

—

few days ago two Roman Catholic ladies
lanes in the neighbourhood of Townsend Street, to visit a poor convert widow
who rented a garret in this place. She immediately came down the ladder
on hearing that ladies wished to see her, to save them the trouble of ascending, and stood at the door to receive them, accompanied by her eldest
daughter, who was not at school with the other children in consequence of a
The ladies commenced by speaking to the woman of
recent severe illness.
her poverty, and promising many advantages to her family if she would return
Then they turned to the daughter, and offered
to the Roman Catholic Church.
all of them were, howto provide her a place, with many other inducements
ever, rejected.
They next took a new line, and loudly reproached the poor
widow and her child with being bought over' by a Protestant lady, and
showered abuse upon them in so violent a manner as to attract all the people
in the lane, and some fishwomen of the lowest description ran up and began to
threaten the two converts with their fists, and actually knocked the girVs head
against the wall. The older of the two ladies looked on, apj)arently without dissatisfaction ; but the younger seems to have been not quite so devoid of feelThe mob of women who had assembled made use of
ing, and interposed.
frightful language, and terrified the poor converts by abusing and even
threatening the life of one of their Protestant friends. This widow and her
family are undoubtedly much indebted to two or three Protestant ladies but
as she was reduced to actual destitution on becoming a convert, by losing all
the employment and a pittance which she had hitherto received from Roman
Catholics, she must have starved had not her spiritual friends afforded some
but this assistance has never been more than suffirelief from time to time
;

'

;

—

We

cient barely to support existence.
give this sketch not as a solitary or
remarkable instance, but as a specimen of domiciliary visiting as practised by
our benighted Roman Catholic countrywomen."
Warder, June 21.

—

The writer follows up the statement by a general description of the inveterate persecution to which the converts are subjected by the myrmidons of
" Thus merciless
persecution hunts them down in every shape and
Rome,
The privacy of their humble rooms is profaned by the intruat every turn.
sion of ecclesiastical violence, and the billingsgate and the maledictions of

—

They are driven from one lodging to another, insulted,
priests.
tormented, deprived of employment, pursued by outrage, threatened, harassed,
the husband
their families distracted by unnatural mandates
imperilled
incited to abandon his wife, the wife her husband, and their young children

foul-mouthed

;

;

exposed to cruel and cowardly

It is difficult for us, living in
ill-usage.
security, enjoying the comforts of independence and the exercise of our liberties, to form an adequate conception of the actual wretchedness of such an

existence."

Let the Protestants of the kingdom awaken to a sense of their great responand by earnest prayers and liberal sacrifices, concentrate their exer-

sibility,

tions

upon Ireland as an urgent and hopeful

field

of missionary effort.
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POPISH DISUNION IN IRELAND.
\Ye have for some time past observed the rise and progress of a Popish
quarrel in the sister island— a quarrel which gave early promise of a long
continuance, and even now seems to be interminable. Those Protestants
who are accustomed to hear so much of Romish unity, and to give, perhaps,
a too ready and uninquiring assent to Popish pretensions, will, no doubt, be
surprised to hear that the Popery of Ireland is divided into two fierce factions,
each having its own organization, and administered respectively by men of
influence and authority.
The notion of Popish unity in Ireland is a mere
figment a phantom, once, indeed, believed in, but now exploded, and fast

—

vanishing into the region of the unreal.
This is a long story, stretching over a space of some three or four years,
and involving mutual heart-burnings and recriminations in this " happy

We shall, however, endeavour to condense our review
compass as possible.
Ireland has for the past half century been the victim of agitation political adventurers have fed luxuriously on her substance
and her people have
suffered themselves to be blindly led and basely treated.
O'Connell carried
on his political enterprises with a shameless pertinacity and no sooner had
one political pretext been abandoned, than another was projected. O'Connell
worked his will through the power of the Romish priesthood. The priests
were his right-hand men the proposers of " popular " candidates the
chairman of excited electioneering meetings the " whippers-in " of the
Roman Catholic party. This course of conduct rendered the Romish priesthood in Ireland an Order of political partisans and the becm ideal of an Irish
priest in the eyes of Englishmen was some burly, blustering, tonsured monk,
who, horsewhip in hand, wielded something like an autocracy as well over
family" of Rome.

into as small a

;

;

;

—

—

—
;

body

as soul.

This, however, gave rise to great extravagancies on the part of the priesthood, and a large amount of scandal to the more moderate and cautious

members

Within the past few years, too, the Church
of the Romish Church.
has been putting on a mask in this country, and has been obtaining
accessions to her ranks from many families of the higher classes. These
of

Rome

newly imported members were very much scandalized, indeed, by the violent
and uproarious conduct of the Romish priesthood, and it was felt that something must be done to restrain the clerical agitators. No doubt, very many
difficulties surrounded the path to such an attempt
but the matter was duly
canvassed in Rome and what with the Pope, and his advisers, including Dr.
Wiseman, plans were soon devised to meet the emergency.
It was resolved to act upon the priesthood through the superior influence
of the Romish bishops. Some of the Episcopate, of course, would resist
such a project; but even the Episcopal bench itself may in due season be
fashioned after the Pope's own will. Time and patience would accomplish
;

;

the rest.

Accordingly, it was determined that men after the Pope's own heart should
be promoted to the Romish Sees in Ireland. Through their influence, it was
hoped, the priests would soon succumb, and the desired end ere long receive
its accomplishment.
Some few years ago, the first opportunity was opened
of this new expedient, by the death of the Roman
Catholic Archbishop of Ai-magh. After the death of that prelate, the priests
of the diocese met, as is customary, for the purpose of electing the three

for the interposition
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—

The three names
to be forwarded to Rome for the Pope's selection.
Dignus, Dignior^ and Digniasimus were duly referred to the judgment of
Pius IX. but strange to say, and contrary to all precedent, the whole three
names were rejected, and the elective functions of the priests were ignored ;
for Pope Pius appointed to the vacant See a man after his own heart, the now
notorious Dr. Paul Cullen, who had been educated in Rome, and whose
intimate acquaintance with Propaganda would render him an expert and

names

—

•

;

ready agent of the Vatican.
but
This act of the Papacy was received with much surprise in Ireland
was endured, not, however, without some secret misgivings, which
Dr. Cullen ruled with his iron
only now are finding a voice of utterance.
;

still it

By and by the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Dublin, Dr. Murray, died,
and Dr. Cullen nominated himself as a candidate for the suffrages of the

rod.

He was, of course, among the first three for it was
quite obvious that whether they elected him or not, the final appointment in
Rome would be all the same. So they made a virtue of a necessity. Dr.
priests of the diocese.

;

Cullen, accordingly, was invested with the dignity of "Metropolitan," and
with the additional prestige of " Papal Legate ;" while another man after the
Pope's own heart. Dr. Dixon, was promoted to the vacant chair in Armagh.
Soon after this, Paul Cullen began to exercise his newly obtained authority,
and accordingly interdicted the attendance of the Romish priesthood at political meetings.
John MacHale, of Tuam, and scores of priests, soon aroused
themselves to a sturdy resistance. A case in point soon offered. Two priests
one of them the celebrated Father O'Shea disregarding the command of
the Papal Legate, attended a Tenant Leiigue meeting in the town of Callan,
"
Coimty Kilkenny and were accordingly "suspended by their bishop, (the
Titular of Ossory,) acting under the orders of Dr. Cullen.
This was the
casus belli^ and a formidable conflict has been the consequence.
Matters now became very serious.
The
Priests and laymen took sides.
factions assumed a more distinctive and antagonistic appearance.
Mr. Lucas
adopted the cause of the suspended priests, and with the Tablet to support
" An Inhim, made a great noise in the world, assuming as his watchword,
dependent Priesthood." So far, indeed, did Mr. Lucas carry his resistance, as to appeal to Rome itself, whither he went in person, bearing his
Poor man! he little
protest against the conduct of Dr. Cullen and others.
knew what kind of justice would be meted out to him by a judge who was
already prejudiced, being in daily communication with Dr. Cullen, who happened at the time (December 1854) to be in Rome making the new doctrine
of the Immaculate Conception
Mr. Lucas tarried many months in Rome,
and at length returned to England, his cause, we believe, not having been
even heard.
It is well known that a short time after his return he died,
some say of chagrin and disappointment.

—

—

;

!

—

The opposition side was supported by the majority of the Romish bishops
had also its parliamentary advocates was represented by a formidable
journal, the Dublin Telegraph; and if the other party possessed spirit, tliis
enjoyed no small amount of authority and patronage^ having as its watch"
From week to week the antagoword,
Implicit obedience to Bishops."
nistic parties exchanged severe and mutually destructive blows through the
medium of their respective organs in the press. Romanism in Ireland was
divided against itself, and matters were fast hastening to a crisis. Thus

—

matters continued

till the beginning of the present year 1856.
Meanwhile, one Sunday morning a dead body was found lying on a

little
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kuoU ou Harapstead Heath.

Beside the corpse lay a silver cup from which
the poisoned draught had been drained.
On the person of the deceased was
found a paper containing the name of John Sadleir, M.P.

That unhappy

suicide,

John

Sadleir,

was the leader of the *' Episcopal",
bosom friend of Dr. Cullen, and
John Sadleir maintained this

party, the great antagonist of Mr. Lucas, the
the proprietor of the Dublin Telegraph*

with the money of others, the hard-earned pittance of the
poor, and the substance of thousands who once trusted him, but who now
curse his memory.
This was the chosen representative of Dr. Cullen and
respectable faction

the Vatican.
Sadleir's suicide, however, revived the Papal disunion to fever-heat.
The
Lucas party, the Tenant League, and the " Independent" faction took their
own spoils out of the Hampstead Heath tragedy. They very ingeniously
instituted a comparison of the systems in the persons and deaths of their
respective leaders, and triumphantly put to utter shame the whole body of
the ultramontanes, Dr. Cullen and all, in the person of John Sadleir. These
circumstances added fuel to the fire, and even still the conflagration rages
with undiminished fury. In proof of this, we need but to quote certain very
significant sentiments uttered in the market-place of the town of Rathkeale,
County Limerick, on Sunday, 2d March, after Mass. The orator on this occasion was "the venerable Archdeacon Fitzgerald," the parish priest.

{To

be

continued.)

SLEEPY PROTESTANTS.
An

—

active and zealous correspondent writes as follows
" In
reading the first article in the June Number of the Buhcark, I was
particularly struck with the views expressed therein, (about the growing torpor
of Protestants,) and especially from their applicability to circumstances, which
have come under my notice. Being secretary to a branch association, and
our committee being anxious to send a deputation to a district at some distance, I was instructed to hold correspondence with certain individuals,
:

for the purpose of gaining such information as

might enable a deputation to
obtain the best possible hearing. In the course of correspondence, my first
correspondent, a layman, did not seem to know the object of the Scottish
Reformation Society.
My other correspondent, a minister, made at first
excuses, from his having to attend to this and that society, professing
at the same time, that though without a regular branch association, there
would be no failing to watch the progress of events, and to prosecute its interests as best they can.
In the second and last reply, I was told that pai-ties

many

in that quarter did not consider

it

expedient at present to take any steps, the

principal ground being, that the holding of a meeting for the Reformation
Society would be injurious to their monthly tract society, which has (it is

said) free access to the houses of Papists as well as of Protestants ; and that,
in the circumstances, while feeling a warm interest in the cause, the writer

deems it his duty to decline the proposed visit. Now, I do feel extremely
grieved to find one of such amiability lacking nerve to meet with unflinching
* It

is a significant
fact, that since the death of Sadleir, the Dublin Telegraph has
its name and raised its
The conductors allegethat they are " compelled by
price
circumstances" to adopt this course, as the paper has been published a< a /oss since its
Most unfortunate to discover this after a career of four years, and at
commencement
such a time \ This, however, is one more result of Sadleir's death.

altered

!

!
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the mystery of iniquity.' The tract society is good, and we also have
a tract society, by which several hundreds of tracts are distributed monthly ;
but while thus endeavouring to rouse the careless, arrest the profligate, instruct the ignorant, and straight the crook in the lot of the pious, we also
deem it our duty to endeavour to expel the virus of the ' Man of Sin,' and to
uncover the sneaking, fawning, Jesuitical serpent, whether in the form of man
or woman.
The conflict must come either upon ourselves or our posterity,
and is it not our great duty to see whether we dwell among false pretending
friends, or cruel secret enemies, ready on the first opportunity to burst forth
upon us like the hot lava of destruction ?"

front

'

THE VIRGIN MARY

I1*ISULTED

BY ROME.

Were it possible that the Virgin Mary could know what was doing here
on earth, what would be her wounded feelings to find that, through the malice
of the great enemy of mankind, she has been made the greatest corrupter of
the Christian religion ? and that many years after her death, her name was
introduced into the public worship, together with the saints, and thus laid

—

the foundation of the grossest idolatry, and most barefaced blasphemy, that
Not
ever disgraced the religion of the Son of Man God blessed for ever

—

!

!

contented with this, the present Pope has lately destroyed the human nature
of the Virgin, and consequently that of the Saviour, by proclaiming from the
Papal chair that she was born immaculate of course, was no human being,
and thus depriving us of our Redeemer for, if this be true, Jesus could not

—

—

;

have taken the human nature upon him, and consequently it overturns the
Christian system altogether, and we have no Saviour. Now, either the
Evangelists or the Pope lie which is most likely ?

—

GLASGOW UNIVERSITY PROTESTANT

SOCIETY.

We regard this as one

of the most interesting agencies against Rome.
Its
no doubt be to train up the educated young men of the west of
Scotland, not in mere prejudice, but in an intelligent hatred of the Popish
and we know not why similar societies should not be formed
system
amongst the students of all the other Universities of the empire, including
Edinburgh, Aberdeen, Oxford, and Cambridge. We are glad to see that the
spirited students of Glasgow are supported, in their debates and public addresses on the subject of Romanism, by some of the most able and influential
ministers of the city, and that the Rev. Mr. Gault acts as their President. In
their Annual Report for 1856, they justly say,
" The
Society has only to point to the history of even our own country for the last
twenty years, to convince us that Popery is the same now as it was in the days of the
efi^ect

will

;

—

—

that
Inquisition,
present hour, it is

merly possessed.

—

—

has increased, and is continuing to increase, and that, at the
making strenuous efforts to recover the ascendency which it forThe war which Protestants have to wage against Popery is no

it

ordinary one, it is a battle not for the truth of tiie Scriptures simply, but for life
itself ; for the Papist, by his creed, is bound to exert himself to extirpate all who
'
presume to differ from his religious belief. Bossuet has exclaimed, Rome is not
exhausted in her old age, neither is the force of her voice extinct night and day she
ceases not to send it forth among the most distant nations ; and, behold, at that maternal voice, the extremities of the world are set in motion, and exhibit the will to
give birth to a new Christianity, that shall repair the ravages of these latter heresies.
Such is the destiny of the Church !' "
;
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Hetherington, D.D., and the Rev.
EdinAndrew Thomson, D.D.

Family Life.

burgh

&

Shepherd

:

A VERY

Elliott.

interesting little volume,

beautifully got up,

upon a most im-

portant practical subject, viz., the relative duties of masters and servants.

We

have read both the sermons with
much interest, and can cordially re-
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mire very much the spirit in which
Mr. Macnaught was dealt with
by Dr.
M'Neile and others and we are only
;

sorry that the discipline seems as yet
to be so little sanctified.

The Bible and the Turf,
Rev. George Wight.

Shepherd

&

By

the

Edinburgh

:

Elliot.

We

commend them.

are glad to observe that the
appalling disclosures in the case of
Palmer have led to earnest denuncia-

The Confessions of Honor Delany.

tions of

London

:

Seeleys, Fleet Street.

Written with very considerable
talent,

and

fitted to illustrate the pe-

culiarities of Irish life, especially in

connexion with the superstitions of

Rome, and the unbounded tyranny of
her priests.

some prevailing vices,
especially that of gambling.
Sermon before us on "the Bible
the Turf"

is

opportune, earnest,

and
The
and
and

faithful.

The Pearl of Great Price or. Autobiography OF AN Irish Convert.
;

Third Edition. Dublin W. Curry
& Co. P. D. Hardy & Co. London Nisbet.
:

Peee Discussion versus Intolerance; OR, THE Liverpool Clerical Society's mode of Expelling

A Brother Clergyman, &c. By
the Rev. John Macnaught, M.A.
London Longman, Brown, Green,
& Longmans.
A VERY weak and unreasonable
:

production, sufficient of itself to vindicate

by

most amply the course pursued

his clerical brethren

;

the

onlj"^

re-

gret being, that a man holding such
loose and dangerous opinions should be
allowed to remain a clergyman in the

Church of England

at

all.

The whole

production reminds one forcibly of the
pithy verdict upon a similar youth,
pronounced by an old Scotch divine,

"a

a

great deal of the young man, not
of the old man, very little of

little

new man." It is utterly preposterous to imagine that a society of
grave divines were to tolerate conthe

and rampant heresy on the
most vital subjects, under the pompous
ceited

title

of ''free discussion."

We

ad-

;

:

A very

interesting narrative of the

personal experience of one rescued
from the dominion of Rome by the

almighty grace of God.

Modern Romanism,

By

the Rev. J.

A. Huie, Wooler. Edinburgh: John-

&

stone

Hunter.

This is a most creditable volume,
and displays extensive reading, and
great power of bringing that reading
It relates to the recent histo bear.

tory of Popery on the Continent and
in other words, to its ope-

in Britain

;

rations during the present century, an
aspect of the question with which even

many who

are tolerably familiar with
old books on the subject are but little

acquainted. We cannot help thinking
that the want of this kind of information has
lulling

had a most

Protestants

cordially thank Mr.

volume.

fatal effect in

asleep, and we
Huie for his able
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LEO THE TENTH.
Amid
in the

the fair

summer hours

shady gardens of a

villa

of the long-buried year 1483, there sported,
on the steep slope of a lofty hill which over-

hangs the towers of Florence, a Lord-Abbot, aged seven years. Tutor and
and when he
lacquey addressed him as Messire Oiovanni My Lord John
doffed his cap to cool his brow, the crown of his little head showed the round
shaven patch of the tonsure, A lucky person was this prelate in a pinafore.
Abbacies fell to his share one after another till he had about fifteen of them,
besides a dozen other benefices at least. The father of this prodigy of fortune

—

;

Medici, surnamed the Magnificent that citizen-prince, whose
house had risen over the ruin of so many noble families, and whose ambition
had reduced the republican government of Florence to a formality. Lorenzo
He delighted in ancient learning, and lent
was, however, no vulgar usurper.
His palace was adorned with the most
a powerful impulse to its revival.
his
leisure was amused with the beautiful
and
of
ancient
remains
art,
precious
Exotic flowers and plants from the East
visions of the Platonic philosophy.

was Lorenzo de'

;

formed, in his garden at Careggi, the first instance of a botanical collection
His domains bore witness to his agricultural improvements and
in Europe.
the buffalo, long since naturalized in Italy, was first introduced by him from
Such was the parent who had already so well helped
its native regions.
;

Messire Giovanni up the steeps of greatness.
The juvenile ecclesiastic had obtained his mitre, but that was nothing as
His ambitious father had deterlong as he had not obtained his galerus.
mined that he should be a cardinal but the red hat is not easily fitted to
;

The eldest son of the Pope had married Maddalena,
such youthful brows.
one of the daughters of Lorenzo. Here was a close family connexion, then,
" The
On the other hand, the
to strengthen the influence of
Magnificent."
had
his
at
election,
signed articles, solemnly engaging not to raise any
Pope,
person to the dignity of a cardinal who had not attained thirty years of age,
and never to grant promotion to this rank in secret. But when was ever a
Pope bound with green withs ? Lorenzo, in a letter which has seen the light,
" with the same fervour that I would ask of God the salvation of
my
asks,
soul," that the Pope would be pleased to nominate his son at the next creaA petitioner so emphatic was not to be put oft'; and the
tion of cardinals.
Pope, it is to be presumed, exercising his dispensing power in his own favour,
promoted Messire Giovanni to the rank of cardinal at the age of fourteen.
" The
Magnificent," who did everything in his own superb and stately way,
conducted the education of his son in a princely style. His munificent encouragement of learning had made his palace the home or the resort of the most
eminent men of the age. In their society, and under their guidance, the mind
of the youthful cardinal was formed to those tastes in literature, and in anWhen
cient and modern art, which he afterwards indulged so splendidly.
he had completed his seventeenth year, he removed to Rome and assumed his
One member of the "sacred college," with
seat in the college of cardinals.
whom he now found himself associated, had assisted in the murder of his
This cardinal was observed to
uncle, and attempted the life of his father.
turn pale at the approach of the youthful brother with whose relatives he had
made so free. But, among such finished courtiers, any little awkwardness
which the circumstances occasioned at first soon went off.
VOL. VI. NO. LXIII.
C
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—
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which had wafted our cardinal juvenile thus far over
and became, as Nelson in his vehement
For, scarcely had he gone through the
ceremonies of his admission to the Consistory, when he heard of the death of
The death of the Pope, his friend and patron, followed a few
his father.
months after. To him succeeded the monster, Alexander VI., whose elevation was the signal of flight to such of the cardinals as had opposed his election
the Cardinal de' Medici among the rest.
Judging Rome to be no safe
residence, he took up his abode in Florence, where his brother Piero, an
" embroidered trifle of a
lord," had succeeded to the power enjoyed by their
But Florence had grown weary of the Medicean domination, and
father.
wanted but an opportunity to shake off the yoke. The opportunity came.
Charles VIII. of France, a small, misshapen creature, of brutish passions, and
ridiculously inflated with dreams of conquest and glory, invaded Italy, and
threw everything into horrible confusion. The absurd and cowardly conduct
of Piero when the French were approaching, excited a general clamour and
commotion in Florence. Piero, scared at the tumult, fled. The Cardinal
saved himself in the disguise of a Franciscan friar. In short, the sling of
revolution had slinged the family of the Medici out of the State
not to

The favouring

gale,

sunny seas, now suddenly changed
manner writes, "foul dead foul."

—

;

;

—

return for

a

During the

years of this exile, the
Cardinal availed himself successively of the protection of the ancient friends
of his family in different parts of Italy. Wearied of this life, and seeing no

many

weary year.

first five

prospect of anything better turning up, he and his cousin Giulio, with other
ten young men, formed a party to travel in foreign countries. They dressed

command of the troop and thus they roved
kingdom, meeting with all sorts of gay and entertaining adventures.
On his return, he contrived to make up matters Avith his enemy
Pope Alexander during the latter part of whose atrocious pontificate he had
his residence in Rome, unmolested, or even in favour.
The rough, termagant,
The Cardinal's palace in
fighting Pope, Julius II., was his very good friend.
Rome became a sort of temple of the Muses. Artists in every department
.made it their resort. Painting, sculpture, and architecture received from him
a lavish patronage.
Sprightly concerts and splendid entertainments lent animation to his halls.
The sports of tlie field, which he followed with uncommon ardour, served to check an encroaching corpulency to which he was inclined.
This brilliant life had its inconveniences.
Ample as his finances
were, his profusion deranged them and it occasionally happened that the
silver utensils of his table were pledged to procure the materials of the feast
which their presence should have adorned.
At length he was summoned to play his part amid sterner scenes. Pope
Julius had formed, with the Emperor of Germany and the Kings of France
and Spain, one of those villauous leagues of dismemberment by which so
many unhappy kingdoms have been rent in pieces. The victim in this instance was to be the Republic of Venice. But as soon as the Pope had obtained his own slice, he turned round, broke up the league, and set himself in
all alike

;

each took in turn the

from kingdom

;

to

;

;

conjunction with the Spaniards and Venetians to drive his late confederates,
The Cardinal de' Medici
the French, out of Italy.
ferocious war ensued.
was despatched as legate to the camp of the Papal allies. In this capacity he
was present at a great battle fought under the walls of Ravenna, in which the

A

Tlie Cardinal fell a prisoner into their hands, and
be conveyed to France. But the French, notwithstanding
their victory, in no long time found themselves under the necessity of re-

French were victorious.

was designed

to
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In the confusion of the retreat, the Cardinal effected
treating out of Italy.
his escape rather cleverly ; and, though an unfriendly baron, at whose castle

he sought shelter, imprisoned him in his pigeon-house, he got off again, and
reached a place of safety.
The Pope, being now rid of the French, sent his troops to restore the
The foolish Piero, the Cardinal's elder brother, had got
Medici to Florence.
his death, fighting in a quarrel that was none of his some years before, and

now the head of the family. The restoration of the family
had been the wish of his life and now, after twenty years of exile from his
The popular government of Florence
native place, be saw it accomplished.
was overthrown, and the citizens were compelled to admit the Cardinal's
younger brother Giuliano as their nominal, and the Cardinal himself as their
The Cardinal, on this occasion, adopted as his emblem, the rereal master.

the Cardinal was

;

presentation of a yoke, with the impious motto,
bitrden light

My yoke

is easy^

and my

!

While the Cardinal was sipping the sweets of power at Florence, the fierce
Pope was dying at Rome. The conclave was not very tedious. After
being walled up for seven days, their choice fell on the Cardinal de' Medici.
When they asked him what name he would assume, he answered that, among
his other vain cogitations, he had sometimes thought that, if ever he should
be called to the pontifical chair, he wo aid take the name of Leo the Tenth.
The choice of the sacred college did not fall on him without reason. He was
clearly the leading man, and politically the most important among them. He
was, besides, in such a bad state of health at the time as to give promise of
old

—

dying reasonably soon a promise, however, which,
mises of his, he did not keep.

The Cardinal

de' Medici,

like a

now metamorphosed into Pope

under the necessity of pawning his

No new
brilliant of voluptuaries.
on the stage without his presence.

good many pro-

Leo, and no longer

plate, effloresced into full blow as the most
play was thought to be rightly brought out

Rich strains of music daily floated through

The wondrous cunning of Raphael's hand adorned his halls and
No outlay was deemed too lavish for festivities, theatres, amusegalleries.
ments, and presents. The autumn was devoted to rural pleasures, hawking
his palace.

—

or he
at Viterbo, hunting the stag at Corneto, fishing in the lake of Bolsena
would pass to his favourite villa of Malliana, accompanied by improvisatori,
and other persons of light and agreeable talents, capable of making every hour
;

go pleasantly by. At the approach of winter, the return of his court to Rome
the city with gaiety and profusion. He daily threw a purse of gold
" His manners were so
pleasing," says the historian of
among the people.
" that he would have been
the Council of Trent,
perfect if he had had some
acquaintance with religious matters, and been somewhat more inclined to
His moi'als, it is said,
piety, which seldom, if ever, gave him any concern."

filled

—though that

—

were superior to those of his court. He
is not saying much,
enough with the proprieties of pontifical etiquette but policy, if
not devotion, made him less careless of them than some of his predecessors
had been. Julius II., in the ceremony of washing the feet of the poor on
Holy Thursday, used to place his thumbs across, and kiss them instead of

made

free

the feet

;

;

as an Irish witness,

when he means

to lie, kisses his

thumb

instead

But Leo kissed the feet without evasion.
The Epicurean life which he led did not relax his energy as a statesman,
and his ambition was wakeful on a bed of roses. Once there was treachery
in the college of cardinals, and suspicion of a scheme to take off the Pope by
of the book.
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The head of the conspiracy, one Cardinal Petrucci, was absent from
Rome, and rather shy of returning when his presence was required on pretext
The Pope granted hira a Avrittea safe-conduct whereupon he
of business.
Scarcely was he entered into the Pope's presence, Avhen
repaired to Rome.
he was seized by the guards, and committed to the castle of St. Angelo,
where, after being put to the rack, he was strangled. This done, Leo, by
poison.

;

the bold measure of creating at once thirty-one cardinals,

filled the consistory
partizans, and dominated it without let for the rest of his life.
The grand ambition of the Popes has always been the founding of a family
which should hold a place among the princes of Italy.
Leo strongly partici-

with his

own

pated in this pontifical ambition. He conceived the lofty project of combining the kingdom of Naples, the state of Tuscany, and the duchies of Ferrara
and Urbino, into one principality in the hands of his nephew Lorenzo. Part
only of the scheme was executed. The Duke of Ferrara, a not very perfect
character certainly, had nevertheless sheltered the Medici in the days of their

But his territory M-as wanted and therefore the Pope, getting
adversity.
up some shallow pretext of quarrel, smote him with excommunication, invaded his duchy with an overwhelming force, and drove him out upon the
world a mere Duke Lackland.
This operation cost Leo a million crowns. On every hand his expenditure
was enormous. A dowery to bestow on a sister who had married a prince
relations of boundless receptivity, and voluptuous courtiers to supply pomps
and fetes to keep up the lavish cost, occasioned by his taste for literature,
all these and other running conduits of expense
arts, and pleasures to meet
which had to be fed, brought our magnificent Epicurean into straits for money.
His cousin. Cardinal Pucci, a keen man, and as good at hoarding as the Pope
was at spending, advised him to have recourse to indulgences. Accordingly,
he published a Bull announcing a general indulgence, the proceeds of which
were, he said, to be employed in the erection of Rome's great wonder, the
Church of St. Peter's.
Tetzel, that "great thresher of purses," set about
" I'll make a hole in his
drum," said Luther. The
threshing Germany.
Pope was disposed at first to treat the matter very lightly, "A quarrel of
" It is a
monks," he said; "the best thing is not to meddle with it."
drunken German," he said, on another occasion, " who has written these
theses
when he recovers from his wine he will speak difterently." This
scornful humour was quelled pretty rapidly, however, so that Emperor Charles,
;

;

;

—

;

;

through thick diplomatic

"
veils,

perceived that the Pope greatly feared of

Luther's doctrine."

Mighty political events were at this period on the wing. The two great
powers of France and Austria came into collision on the soil of Italy. The
Pope would willingly have been on both sides, or on neither. But neutrality
was impossible, and he took side with Austria, moved thereto, it is believed,

—

by the hope

that,

by an

alliance with the

Emperor, he should secure the aid

of that sovereign to put down Luther, and extinguish the ominous fire which
he had kindled. The diet of Worms was held, and the affairs of Europe,

were the subject of discussion. Edict of outlawry
against Luther, and he was seized and kept in concealment
in the Wartburg.
He was believed to be dead. He was, at any rate, with-

religious

and

political,

was proclaimed

out the pale of the law, and the Pope had procured the adoption of decisive
measures against him. Everything seemed to be auspicious for Leo. Tidings
came that his party had obtained a great victory over the French, and had
triumphantly entered Milan. A momentous crisis, both in politics and rell-
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Leo abandoned himself to the exultagion, seemed to be victoriously past.
tion of the hour, and entered with delight into the festivities with which the

He paced backIt was the month of November.
occasion was celebrated.
wards and forwards till deep in the night, between the window and a blazing
hearth. What proud hopes and lofty schemes floated before his vision during
Bethat trance of exultation and success, mortal man was never to know.
fore the rejoicings that celebrated his triumph were concluded, he was stricken
with mortal disease, and died without ever having time to receive the' sacrament. He was forty-six years old, and had reigned eight years.

REVENUE AND REVELRY.
Scarcely could a more pregnant instance be adduced of the false system
upon which the government of this country is, in some respects, conducted,
than the answer of the Chancellor of the Exchequer to the proposal of Mr.
Oliveira, in reference to the introduction into Britain, at a cheaper rate, of
That answer was, in substance,
the unintoxicating wines of the Continent.
that the revenue of the country is largely made up fi'om taxes levied upon
intoxicating drink, and that anything that would interfere with the drunken

The argument is
habits of the people would damage the public revenue.
thus stated and reiterated by the Times, July 17, which fully indorses
the views of the Chancellor, and repudiates the proposal of Mr. Oliveira
:

—

" Stern reason bids us turn a deaf ear to the
vagrant logic of this jovial disputant.
Until better times, Britannia must content herself with a pint of beer ind a cup
of tea.

" The real

fact

is,

that, in the present financial condition of this country, it is

but natural that the Chancellor of the Exchequer should refuse to tamper with an imThe annual duty received upon foreign wines is about
portant item of the revenue.
£2,000,000 sterling. Are we in a position to make it the subject of an experiment 1
the consumption of
is, that, by lowering the rate of duty,
would
foreign wines, and, consequently, the revenue derived from their importation,
be increased. This is a very flattering prospect, but, we fear, as delusive as flatterTn the first place, it is obvious that, if foreign wine were to be consumed to any
ing.
great extent in this country, the use of malt liquors and of spirits would, pro tanto,
be displaced. At the present moment the duty on rum produces £1,253,000 ; on
The duty on hops yields £440,000; the malt duty,
foreign spirits, £1,435,000.
£5,418,000 ; British spirits produce to the revenue £6,864,000. The duty upon
licenses yields £1,244,000, of which, as the Chancellor of the Exchequer told us on
Monday night, at the least £1,000,000 must be carried to the account of licenses for
Now, any considerable increase in the consumption of foreign wine
public-houses.
would most undoubtedly affect in an unfavourable sense one or other, or perhaps all,
of these items.
Thus, any gain that might appear under the head of foreign wines,

Mr. Oliveira's argument

if

gain there were, would be rather nominal than real."
Now, this is surely a melancholy exhibition. There

is

not a word said of

—

not a
the awful moral and everlasting issues of this national drunkenness,
word of its pecuniary consequences in creating the necessity for jails, police,
soldiers, judges, poor's-rates, infirmaries, expenses of transportation, &c.,

—

not a word of any plan by which to escape, at
all at great outlay,
any future time, from all this complication of sinful folly, not a word of
the great social blessings that might be expected to spring from a more
&c.,

—

extended friendly commercial alliance between Britain and those Continental
nations in which light and unintoxicating wines are manufactured. All
these aspects of the question are ignored by what is somewhat fancifully
" stern
called
reason," and the Government coolly proclaims its determination to continue the existing system with all its horrors, and to act as riogleaders in the national revelry for the simple sake of revenue.
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THE THEOEY OF CONVENTUAL INSTITUTIONS.
" Now the

shall depart from the faith, giving
Spirit speaketh expressly, that in the latter times some
heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils speaking lies in hypocrisy having their conscience
seared with a hot iron forbidding to marry, and commanding to abstain from meats, which God hath
created to be received with thanksgiving of them which believe and know the truth." 1 Tim. iv. 1-3.
;

;

—

;

in the mind of any Bible-Christian, that this passage
not only a clear, but a peculiarly emphatic and distinctive prediction of
the Papal system, in one of its worst aspects. It is introduced with great
in the
solemnity, as the express declaration of the Spirit. It is not conveyed
form of a symbolic vision, of which the meaning might be obscure but is

There can be no doubt

is

—

;

given as inspiration the most direct, express, intelligible, and emphatic,
marking its importance. The explanation which we are about to give of
this passage may be rendered very distinct by marking its successive stages
as

we

proceed.

—

There shall be "an apostasy from the faith," for this is the literal
rendering of the words. This apostasy, therefore, of necessity implies, that
1.

the prediction relates to a false theory arising in what was regarded as the
Church, and leading men to abandon the true faith. The manner in which
"
this was began next appears
Giving heed to seducing spirits, and to doc:

demons," as the words ought to be rendered. This, theremode by which this apostasy was to be introduced and
rendered prevalent. There is much meaning here. The first sin of man was
"
introduced by a
seducing spirit," to whose seductive temptations Eve
"
and
as it may readily be believed, the great apostasy, the
gave heed;"
the same agent.
Further, the seducfall of Christianity^ was introduced by
" Ye shall be as
tive argument used to Eve was this
gods, knowing good
" doctrine of
and evil." It was, therefore, actually a
demons," or subordinate gods, by which both paradise and gospel truth were lost. This shall be
trines concerning
fore, refers to the

:

further explained as

we

—

proceed.

—

"
" seared as to
conscience,"
forbidding to raairy :"
Speaking lies,"
these terms are all under one grammatical, form, or under one government
and construction, and cannot be understood of anything but the previously
mentioned apostasy and apostates, who had become so by giving heed to
" in
hyposeducing spirits. The construction depends on the expression
"
by hypocrisy." For hypocrisy in religious
crisy," or, more correctly,
"

matters is the untrue pretension to a high degree of holiness. Now, if a man
"
has not really a high degree of holiness, and yet claims it, he is
speaking
lies ;" and as he must know that his claim is false, he can make that claim
only by having a seared

condemning.

A

conscience., or

seared conscience

by hiding Avhat
either mean,

may

his

own

conscience

— deadened

as

is

by the

the burnapplication of some benumbing and obliterating power, or feeling
ing brand of remorse on account of known sin, and assuming the appearance
The
of great sanctity for the very purpose of hiding the inward anguish.
latter

seems

to

me

—

the very key to its
the real meaning of the passage,
what is said in the third verse.

true explanation, especially with reference to

We may now

endeavour to

nature of fallen

man

trace,

and

state

on what deep principles in the
may be shewn to

the great apostasy, as here predicted,

rest.
2,

God has implanted

worship.,

in the

human

and conscience to guide

it.

soul both the instinctive necessity of
the
fall., although

But ever since the

uecessitv of worship remains, conscience has lost

its

power.

This every

c2

man
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and this the man of thought feels most for he constantly feels that
animal nature is dragging him down beneath his higher intellectual and
moral nature. He has the conscious ajypreciation of good, and the constant
tendency to evil. This is itself both the misery and the mystery of his being.
From this, however, he cannot escape and this, if he either denies revelation, or does not know it, he tries to explain and mitigate.

feels

;

;

his

;

3.

The

earliest explanation arose in a period

of history, and

known by

is

name

the

beyond the authentic records

of the Zoroastrian or Magian, from

That early theory was to this
at a later age.
Gods, the one of whom created sjnrit, the other
The human soul, lodged in a material body, is a combination of
matter.
Of these two, sinrit is light and good ;
these two contending creations.
matter is dark and evjl. The only way by which the human soul can escape

names which became familiar
" That there were two
effect
:

emaciating, and wearing out the
Thus might the soul be reunited to
is the essence of that earliest theory on the origin of evil.
4. This theory had been long prevalent in the East, among Bactrians,
from whom at length it was adopted by
Persians, Medes, and Assyrians
Greek philosophy. It was taught in some degree by Plato. It passed from
him to the Greeks of Alexandria about three centuries before the Christian
It was adopted there, both by numbers of the Jews, who had been inera.
duced to settle in Egypt by Alexander and his successors, aud by the Persian
and Arabian colonists. Those ancient Ascetics, called the Therapeutae aud

from

evil,

is

and all
God." This
lody,

by

its

restraining, repressing,

powers and tendencies.

;

It spread through all Asia, especially
the Essenes, accepted it eagerly.
among the Greeks and the Hellenists, or Greek- speakiug Jews and it is to
it that Paul alludes in his Epistle to the Colossians, and John in his first
;

Other references to the same prevalent seductive theory might be
Epistle.
pointed out one of which unquestionably is the very passage in the Epistle
to Timothy which predicts the matured result of this false theory, in the
;

great apostasy of the latter times, to which it gave rise.
5. So long as this theory remained outside of the Christian Church, and
only among Gentiles and unbelieving Jews, it merely formed one of the ex-

But in a short time it began to appear in
aud then drew forth the apostolic warnings to which we
have referred. These warnings, however, did not prevent its progress and
It was also introduced
in the second century it became prevalent in Egypt.
ternal enemies of Christianity.

the Church

itself,

;

to

Kome by Marcion

about the year 150.

Two

causes concurred to promote

the progress of this pernicious theory.
(1.) It had already gained extensive
currency among the Jews, Persians, and Arabs, before the age of Chrisand its elements were lodged in the minds of many of those who

tianity,

the
(2.) During
commuuity in its commencement.
which arose in the second century, numbers of the Christians fled to deserts and hid in caves, often in absolute solitude.
Many died
in these hiding-places
others survived, and either returned after the persecution, and were greatly esteemed and revered for the hardships they had
endured, or continued to reside in their desert abodes, and were visited by
admiring and even imitating crowds. Their austere and solitary life was
viewed as a state of peculiar sanctity, and they were regarded with peculiar
veneration. What they had at first done from necessity, they now continued
to do from choice
and others followed their example in order to gain equal
joined the Christian
fierce persecutions

;

;

admiration.
G.

The mouastic system soou arose

in the followers of

Paul the Hermit,
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about 250, and Anthony, about 270. Their example spread like a pestilence,
and ere long there were about seventy thousand monks in Egypt while the
same system began rapidly to pervade Europe. At first the monks were
within the dioceses of bishops, and subject to their control. But this their
pride could not long brook and on applying to the Bishop of Rome, they
were taken under his protection, and in requital they favoured the idea of
;

;

and thus promoted the now rapidly advancing Papal system.
There is yet one point that must be stated and explained.
Among the
various elements which constitute the human character, there is what may
be termed the Ascetic element. This element predominates in those who are
of a peculiarly shy, reserved, and melancholy temperament and constitution,
who love solitude, and are often prone to brood in silence over their own
sombre fancies, and their own imaginary or self-inflicted woes. Such people
his supremacy,
7.

—

have a positive enjoyment, and a stern pride in this misery. It
a disease, a morbid state of mind but they are pleased with it

—

—

;

in

truth,
— encourage
is,

it— glory in it make it their boast. It is very evident, that people of such
a temperament are already prepared for the hermit life, and will readily
adopt it, when anything disappoints them, or when some strong delusion
A mind in that state is very ready to
leads them to regard it as a merit.
pervert Scripture, to seize on such passages as seem to give some countenance
This Ascetic element in excess is
to their theory, and to neglect the rest.
what produces the wild and

half-insane devotees of different religious systems
in every country.
India can boast of Hindu devotees, whose self-inflicted
tortures far surpass those of even Simon Stylites, or any other of the most
*

rigid Monastic Ascetics.

We

have now before us all the elements out of which arose the Papal
Theory of Conventual Institutions, and may arrange them into their proper systematic form, in accordance with the ascertained elements, and shew
their real character and inevitable tendency.
1. The real root^ or living principle of the whole, is to be found in the
"
seducing spirit" who first tempted Eve, and its character appears in the nature
of that temptation.
It implies a denial of the absolute and sole supremacy
of the One only Living and True God. This is quite obvious, as the theory
II.

was held and taught by the ancient Magians. The same consequence follows
from the theory as taught by the Grecian philosophers, especially the Stoics
and even in its idealized form, as taught by the Platonics. The theory of
the Therapeutae and the Essenes, a shoi't time before the Christian era, was
an attempt to engraft the Magian notion on the Old Testament.
Similar
views were prevalent throughout all Asia and Africa, and part also of

—

;

Europe, in the apostolic age.
2. But the marvellous power of Christianity in that age drew within its
who wondered and admired rather
influence many whom it did not convert,

—

—

than believed, and who wished to join it, and yet retain their old opinions,
who, when they did join, were in the Church, not of it, as John says.
Such persons misunderstood the exquisite purity of the Gospel, its simple
and its gracious holiself-denial, based on love and diffusing benevolence,
ness.
They could not deny the beauty of the Christian life but they did
not know, and could not apprehend, from Miiat spirit it proceeded.
They

—

—

—

;

—

—

This state of mind was peculiarly
they wondered and they envied.
"
open to the assaults of the
seducing spirits," who readily and eagerly
The seducing spirit resumed his old temptation. He
plied their delusions.

saw

persuaded them that Christianity was merely Magianism,— as witness the
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—

case of Simon Magus and insinuated that, by a more profound knowledge
hence Gnostics they might even surpass the Apostles. Thus arose
yv'Jjsi;,
what was afterwards termed the Gnostic heresy.
3. This temptation would exactly coincide with the feelings of men of the
Ascetic temperament, who would readily mistake Gospel purity for Ascetic
But it would also be acceptable to men who were not Ascetics by
severity.
of high sanctity
nature, yet loved the pre-eminence which an appearance
It is to this class
secured, and especially after the period of the persecutions.
;

—

Such men were
that the language of the Apostle chiefly refers.
by the regenerating and indwelling power of the Holy Spirit,
nor were they naturally of the Ascetic temperament, which might have rendered a life of austere self-denial comparatively easy.
could not but know, therefore, that the high degree of sanctity to
4.
of

men

neither holy

They

which they laid claim was not real,— that it was, in truth, only a pretence,—
an absolute hypocrisy. This unwelcome truth conscience told them but
the inward pain of their gnawing conscience only impelled them to try to
conceal their real character by still higher pretensions,— still sterner and
outward conduct. Adopting the theory that all matter, and of
more
;

rigid

course
that

all

of the evil deity, they boasted
bodies, were the productions
austerities they could not only repress evil and darkness, but

human

by bodily

with the various orders of subordinate good
whose help they sought by worship, to whose rank they
was their substimight ascend, and thus be at last absorbed in God. This
and yet they continued to claim the name of
tute for pure Gospel truth
The manifest falsehood of such a claim will not surprise those
Christians.
who are conversant with the opinion of some pretended philosophers of the

rise into conscious intercourse

spiritual beings,

;

who

present day,

also call themselves Christians.

be consistent, must be followed out
One of the most obvious of these related to
to its necessary consequences.
the person of Christ.
They could not reject Christ, and yet bear the Chrisand
could not admit that Christ had a real human body,
tian name
5.

It is

easy to see that this theory, to

yet they

;

—all material body being evil. They therefore maintained that he had not
a real body of flesh and blood, as man has but only an appearance of a body,
his
by means of which his pure spirituality was rendered visible during
sojourn on earth. The asserters of this extreme opinion, which, however,
was a legitimate inference from the Magian principle, were designated by
the Greek word which expressed the opinion, docetae, from hoy-n-, a phantasma
;

or appearance.
G, This denial that Christ

was truly man, arose, as must be evident, from
the theory, that every material structure is necessarily unholy, being the work
It was equivalent, however, to a denial of the Incarnation.
of the evil deity.
But the denial of the incarnation amounted also to a denial of the Atonement.
he could not suflfer, and bleed, and die
For if Christ had not a human
body,

was not strange that a further development of this theory produced the doctrine of Purgatory,— in its Popish aspect as it had produced an
almost identical notion of personal expiation among the adherents of the
in order tliat man
Magian opinions, even as held by philosophers and poets,—
all the reality of what ScripThus
sins.
suffer
and
for
his
own
atone
might
ture teaches about the person, actions, and sufferings of Christ was superJohn meant
now
seded. And we
clearly what the Apostle

for

man.

It

;

may

perceive

when he said, " Every spirit that confesseth not that Jesus
come in the flesh, is not of God and this is that spirit of
:

Christ

is

Antichrist
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and even now already

67
is it

in

the world."

The Antichristian theory, thus formed and developed, went on to all its
It may be easily and clearly traced,
bearing in mind that
main supporters were not those of the naturally Ascetic temperament, but

7.

—

practical results.
its

hi/pocritical pretenders to superior sanctity.

Iljipocrisy

always busies

itself in

In the case of the Antichristian system, it began by denouncing marriage, on pretence of mortifying one of the most natural instincts
of the human being, and on pretence also of the greater holiness of celibacy.
It also "commanded to abstain from meats;" and under these general

external

invxtters.

The man of a
statements may be included all forms of bodily penance.
naturally ascetic temperament could easily comply with these austere restricBut the case was very different with men of a warmer and more
tions.
voluptuous or emotional constitution. Hypocrisy and pretence was their
necessary resource. The hypocrite onlj^ pretended to comply, while in secret
He vowed a strict adhehe indulged in every kind of sensual criminality.
but he lived in the habitual violation of
rence to all monastic austerities
This could not but cause a continual war with conscience.
these vows.
;

And

more that conscience stung him, the higher grew his pretensions
and consequently the more did his conscience become
seared and hardened and the more remorseless and treacherous became his
There were real ascetics and mystics but their reality
conduct to others.
all

the

to superior sanctity,

;

;

only drove the hypocritical pretenders to greater extremes, in their desire to
The monastic system became so demoralized
maintain apparent sanctity.
Not even
or demonized, that it cannot be conceived, far less described.

Sodom was more abhorrently polluted than that system. We need but use
the terms Nunneries,
Celibate Priesthood, and The Confessional,
in order to suggest to every adequately informed person the unutterable

—

—A

atrocities characteristic of that diabolical system.

Let us now take a concluding survey, at once minute and comprehensive,
of the conventual system and its results, as they have been traced and
proved.

That system had

its origin in the theory, that there are two Creators,
the other of the body,
the one good, the other evil.
2. It adopted the theory of subordinate deities
and, in applying that
theory, it produced the whole celestial throng of angels, saints, the Virgin,
and all the multitudinous idolatries by which it became chai-acterized.
1.

the one of the

soul.,

—

;

3. Its votaries aspired to gain heaven by doing dishonour to the body, by
a voluntary humility and will-worship, by depressing the physical frame,
and by the proud notion of merit through self-inflicted austerities and torments.
4. When natural instincts proved too strong to be so controlled, it betook
itself to hypocrisy; and while making high claims to sanctity, secretly

wallowed

in the grossest sensual indulgence,

having the conscience seared

with a hot iron.

"
5. Following the necessary impulse of its
seducing spirit," even after
the original form and nature of that impulse had been forgotten, it virtually
denied, and absolutely set aside, the great doctrines of Christ's Incarnation,

and the Atonement effected by his suflferings and death. What better is
the doctrine of Transubstantiation than that of Gnostic Appearance (3ox>)) ?
Nay, is it not essentially the same ? And what is the value or the meaning of Atonement,

when Purgatory remains

to be endured ?
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6. It has thus absolutely superseded the Lord Jesus Christ in his person,
character, and offices, and has justified the awful scriptural designation given
to it, Antichrist, by either opposing or superseding all that belongs to
Christ.

And, finally, it has reached its climax in the monastic order of Jesuitism,
which the seducing spirit seems to have become incarnate, exercising all
his terrible attributes, as a seducer and a destroyer of the human race.
Surely
it is time that men understood this
system, so that they might escape from
its snares, and cease to aid its power.
Surely it is high time that this terrible
system were swept from off the face of the earth, which it corrupts and
7.

in

desolates.

One word,

It is not asserted, nor meant
who, in successive generations, imbibed and
transmitted, with various modifications and additions, the ancient Magian
dualistic theory and its asceticism, were always, or even generally, aware of
its real origin, nature, and inevitable consequences
on the contrary, we are
persuaded that it was imbibed and transmitted commonly without any such
knowledge or anticipation on their part. But this, instead of being any
reason why we should not analyze, explain, and trace it, is the very reason
why we have done so that we might furnish the most perfect and conclusive
exposure of its real origin and nature, and thereby furnish a complete con-

to prevent

being misunderstood.

to be asserted, that the persons

;

;

futation of the entire system.
It is quite true that the early Christian Church,
so long as it maintained its integrity, opposed and condemned heathen
Gnosticism but it is just as true, that the Gnostic element entered into the
;

Church itself, partly through the natural Ascetic temperament, partly through
the Alexandrian school of philosophy, and partly through the veneration in
which the victims of persecution were held. And it is absolutely certain,
that this combination produced the Monastic System, and was thereby very
mainly instrumental in giving rise to the predicted Antichrist. The limits to
which we must here restrict ourselves prevent us from giving the host of
historical references by which we could confirm every statement we have
made. To those who have adequate knowledge of Church history this is not
needed. To those who have not that knowledge, but who can think and reason, we would fearlessly say
Try our exposition of the origin and nature of
Conventual Institutions, by the principles of the human mind, and by the
most severe application of Logic, and you will find that our theory completely
explains the whole subject, and that no other theory can give any adequate
It is therefore true
and the Papal Si/stem, which could not
explanation.
have come into full existence, and could not long continue to exist, without
the Monastic Institution, must needs be the very Antichrist foretold in
:

;

SCRITTURE.

EXPENSES OF MARTYRDOMS.

I

" There is
We have
no law to condemn them. It forceth not for a law.
a commission to proceed with them
and when they are dispatched, let their
friends sue the law."*
Such was the merciful apology for persecution, as
;

expressed by the persecuting Weston in Queen Mary's days, when some more
kindly soul objected to the wicked and cruel deeds of the Church of Rome.
When death has closed the scene of persecution when the protesting tongue
;

*

Strype's Annala, vol.

i.

p.

50L

A
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and can protest no more when life has ebbed out its last remaining strength, and the extinct embers alone remain to tell the tale then
the friends of the martyr " may sue the law !" Indeed and this is all that
Rome permits of access in appeal to the power of law and the force of equity
Most hearty thanks for this 2^ost mortem charity and protection
Strange, indeed, have been the doings of Rome J;owards the martyrs of old.
Even the small charges for maintenance of Archbishop Cranmer during his
imprisonment were not defrayed by his gaolers. We are told that towards
the expenses of Cranmer's maintenance in Oxford, previous to his martyrdom,
amounting in all to £63, 10s. 2d., only £20 were paid by his persecutors.
The account of Messrs. Winkle and Wells was not defrayed by those who in-

is silenced,

—

;

!

1

!

curred the debt; but (stranger still) was paid off by Matthew Parker, to
whom Queen Elizabeth committed the Archbishopric of Canterbury on the
decease of Cardinal Pole. This Protestant prelate (Pai'ker) was served with
the account of costs, and out of respect to the
cessor, he nobly paid the account in full.
Still more remarkable are the accounts opened

memory

of his martyr prede-

up by the persecutors of Queen

Mary's reign, with reference to the cost of particular martyrdoms. Strype,
in his "Annals," supplies us with a few interesting records and reminiscences
of the cost of some of the martyr scenes. For example, the bill of expenses
incurred by the burning of Ridley and Latimer was as follows
:

—

s.

"

For 3 loads of wood

fagots to

"
Item, one load of fir fagots,
"
Carriage of these 4 loads,
"
Item, a post, .
" ... 2
chains,

(C
.

2 staples,
4 labourers,

burn Ridley and Latimer,
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II.

The following account of the death-bed of the persecuting and profligate
Charles II., who, professing to support the Church of England, lived and died

—

a Papist, is given by Macaulay
" were
" The duke's
orders," says he,
obeyed, and even the physicians
withdrew. The back-door was then opened, and Father Huddleston entered.
A cloak had been thrown over his sacred vestments, and his shaven crown
was concealed by a flowing wig.
this good man once
Sir,' said the duke,
saved your life he now comes to save your soul.' Charles faintly answered,
'
He is welcome.' Huddleston went through his part better than had been
:

'

'

:

He knelt by the bed, listened to the confession, pronounced the
He asked if the king wished
absolution, and administered extreme unction.
'
'
if I am not unworto receive the Lord's supper.
Surely,' said Charles,
The host was brought in. Charles feebly strove to rise and kneel
thy.'
expected.

before

it.

The

bade him

priest

lie

still,

and assured him that God would

accept the humiliation of the soul, and would not require the humiliation of
the body.
The king found so much difficulty in swallowing the bread, that
it was necessary to open the door and to procure a glass of water.
This rite

ended, the monk held up a crucifix before the penitent, charged him to fix
his last thoughts on the sufferings of the Redeemer, and withdrew.
The
whole ceremony had occupied about three quarters of an hour ; and, during
that time, the courtiers who filled the outer room had communicated their
The door was
suspicions to each other by whispers and significant glances.

thrown open,
pp. 437, 438.

at length

Vol.

ii.

and the crowd again

filled

the

chamber of death."

—

THE POPE'S THREATENINGS AND KING ROBERT THE BRUCE.
The following narrative will give an idea of the spirit with which the brave
kings of old treated the thunders of the Vatican, although, of course, we cannot approve of the rough methods employed by the Scottish hero to indicate
his

contempt

for such

unwarranted interference

:

—

After the decisive victory gained by the Scottish army at Bannockburn,
Robert Bruce, who was a lineal descendant of Isabella, second daughter of

David Earl of Huntingdon, brother of William the Lion, directed the affairs
of the kingdom with great ability and judgment.
The King of England still
cast a longing eye to the north, and was most unwilling to lose a kingdom,
which he had believed to be his own, but he was aware of the difficulty of
contending with Bruce, and had therefore recourse to the assistance of the
Pope. The Bishop of Rome knew it to be his interest to act as mediator in
the disputes of princes, and, as usual, gave a ready ear to the representations
of Edward.
John XXII. at that time filled the papal chair, and during his
pontificate the disputes between the Dominicans and Franciscans raged with
great violence.
Though the pontiff had much to do in keeping down the
Franciscans, he was induced, it is supposed, by a large bribe, to issue a bull,
commanding the Scots and English to remain at peace for two years. The

reception of this document in Scotland shows some of the ancient spirit of
independence for which our ancestors had long been distinguished. The Pope
calculated on a ready submission on the part of both countries, and had, at
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the suggestion of Edward, styled Bruce Governor of Scotland. Two cardinals
were selected to publisli this bull on the spot, and they were privately instructed, in case Bruce made any opposition, to inflict on him the highest
censure of the Church. It appears that the papal court were slow in learning

wisdom from past

occurrences, otherwise they would have avoided the contempt and even disgrace which this mission experienced. It happened on
this, as on former occasions, that the interference of the Pope with Scotland was most unfortunate, and to the utter consternation of the friends of
the popedom, the measures which were directed against Bruce were met by
the most determined resistance.
The cardinals arrived in England about the
time that Lewis de Beaumont was elected Bishop of Durham, and as he was
about to travel northward to receive consecration, they despatched, as nuncios
to Scotland, the Bishop of Corbeil and Master Aumoury, who were to have
the protection of the Bishop-elect of Durham as far as he went on the same
At that time the English borders were in a state of anarchy, and
road.
many of a superior rank were a sort of marauders, who scrupled not to plunder their neighbours or their enemies, as opportunities were presented to
them.
With certain of this class the king of Scotland maintained a good
understanding, chiefly for the purpose of annoying and distressing the EngIt is supposed that the Scottish king had heard of the movelish monarch.
ments of the papal delegates, and had hinted to two robber knights, Gilbert
de Middleton and Walter Selby, that it would not be disagreeable to him if
they would lay hold of the nuncios, and take possession of their letters. The
at all
instructions given to them were in all likelihood not very definite
events, the robbers took the opportunity of carrying the matter much farther
than the king intended. When the party I'eached Rushyford, in the county
of Durham, a body of soldiers, under the command of these lawless chiefs,
rushed upon them suddenly from a wood, and made them prisoners the
churchmen were stripped of their rich dresses, their baggage was rifled and
carried off*, and the bishop and his brother were lodged in the castle of Mitford,
from which they were delivered by paying a ransom so large that it could
only be raised by selling the plate and jewels belonging to the cathedral.
The nuncios were somewhat discouraged by this occurrence, as they lost
their baggage and horses, but their persons were uninjured, and they had
some of the letters returned to them, with which they proceeded to the court
of the king of Scotland, with no very pleasing anticipation of the reception
which awaited them. Bruce received them courteously, and listened attentively to the message which they had been instructed to deliver, and his
;

;

answer was civil but firm. He professed his desire to see a properly established peace between the kingdoms, provided it could be obtained by honourable means but as to the Pope's bull he could not possibly receive it, as it
was addressed to the Governor of Scotland, not to him as king, and therefore
;

The nuncios
he declined to admit the cardinals' legates to an interview.
endeavoured to make an apology for this act of the Pope, by saying that
Holy Mother Church did not interfere with the rights of princes, and particubut the king's intellect was too obtuse to apprehend
larly in cases of dispute
this mode of reasoning, more especially as the Pope refused to him a title
which was freely conceded by the other princes of Europe. The nuncios
;

in the meantime for a cessation of hostilities, but this the king posirefused
without the consent of his council, which, he said, he could not
tively
The king returned his resolute answers
call before the Feast of St. Michael.
in a tone of great kindness and courtesy, and professed the highest respect

begged
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It appears the nuncios had
for the spiritual father and head of the Church.
taken into the king's presence a messenger, who had come to inform the
Scottish prelates of the coronation of the Pope, and who had been refused,

Of this
according to a law already referred to, admission into the kingdom.
individual the king took no notice whatever, and when they tried to speak
about him, the expression of his face showed that any petition regarding him
would be at once refused.
The nuncios were obliged to leave Scotland without obtaining the object
for which they were sent, and they returned in all haste to the cardinals to
report the result of their interview with Robert Bruce. They were, no doubt,
much mortified at the firmness which had been displayed by the king, and the
more that it was very unusual for the most powerful monarchs to question
the authority of the Pope.
They resolved to get the bulls published in Scotland at whatever risk, and, accordingly, they intrusted them to the care of
Adam Newton, father guardian of the Minorite Friars in Berwick. His instructions were to deliver the letters addressed to the king and bishops, and

Newton
those to the king were, if possible, to be given into his own hands.
was aware of the danger which might attend the execution of this commission,
he, in the first place, applied for a safe-conduct, which was
At this time Robert
procured by Alexander Seton, the king's seneschal.
Brace was at a place called Old Cambus, about thirteen miles from Berwick,
occupied in constructing engines for besieging that town. Newton then
brought the papers, and requested an interview, which was refused, but the
When he observed that
letters were demanded for the king's inspection.
they were not addressed to him as king of Scotland, he returned them un-

and therefore

opened with every mark of contempt. The next step was to publish the
Pope's command to enter into a truce, but it was received with such unequivocal expressions of scorn and indignation, that Newton began to tremble for
He requested to be allowed to go forward to the prehis personal safety.
lates, with whom he was instructed to confer, or at least to have a safeconduct to Berwick but both requests were sternly refused, and he was com;

to leave the country in a tone which led him to apprehend some
and his
danger. He had no other course but to obey the king's command
him
some
ruffians
attacked
on the
not
for
were
unfounded,
apprehensions

manded

;

road, and robbed him of his letters and papers, and among the rest the bulls
His person was uninjured, but
for excommunicating the king of Scotland.

he was very unceremoniously treated, for they stripped him naked, and sent
him away in this plight to Berwick. On his return, he wrote a letter to the
cardinals, in which he shrewdly conjectured that Lord Robert, as he styled
him, was in possession of the papers of which he had been robbed, a conjecIt was thus
is good reason to believe was well founded.
Bruce fought the Pope with his own weapons, and defeated the plans of

ture which there

Edward, of whom John XXII. was evidently the tool.
During all the period that Robert Bruce reigned over Scotland, the same
firm resistance was made to the encroachments of the pontiff, and in this he
was supported by the nobles and the clergy. In the year 1318 a parliament
was held at Scone, and certain acts were passed, that show the abuses
which existed, and which it became necessary to correct. Ecclesiastics were
prohibited firom sending money to Rome, and native Scotsmen residing in
foreign countries were not permitted to draw their revenues from Scotland ;
and besides these enactments, the rights and independence of the Scottish
Church were formally asserted. The Pope was highly incensed at the moda
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which Bruce had treated his injunctions to enter into a truce with
England,
and had refused to open the letters which his Holiness had addressed to him
as Governor of Scotland.
He directed the two cardinals to publish the
bulls of excommnnication, on the ground that Bruce had taken
Berwick, and
made war upon England during the truce which his Holiness had
proclaimed.
There were some other reasons of a more secret
nature, which the Pope
prudently kept to himself, as it was understood that Edward II. had granted
pensions to the Pope's nephews, and to some influential cardinals.
The proclamation was entirely disregarded by the
their indeclergy and the people
pendence, both as a nation and a Church, was dear to them, for they had
purchased it with many sacrifices, and they had the example of their fathers,
not to surrender it on slight grounds into the hands of the
Bishop of Rome.
When Edward found that the spiritual authority of the pontiff was little
in

;

regarded in Scotland, he attempted to influence the neighbouring princes to
join him and the Pope against Bruce and his kingdom, but was
altogether
unsuccessful.
He applied to the Dutch to break oft' their commercial intercourse with Scotland, but that industrious
people understood, even at that
early period, the advantages of free trade, and declined the proposal. It is far
from satisfactory to follow out this aff"air, and to
speak of the Bishop of Rome
as he deserves.
Indeed his conduct, with regard to Scotland, shows more of
the temporal sovereign than of the spiritual father.
His anger against Bruce

knew no bounds, and although he was aware

that the people of Scotland
despised his excommunications, he ordered the Archbishop of York and the
Bishops of London and Carlisle to repeat the ceremony with bell, book, und
candle, every Sunday and festival day through the year.
The nobles were
now convinced that something must be done to bring this aff"air to a termination, and accordingly a parliament was summoned to assemble at Aberbrothwick. They took up the conduct of the
Pope as the most important business,
and agreed to send him a letter couched in terms
very diff'erent from the
language to which the Bishop of Rome was then accustomed.
The letter is
rather long to be copied into a brief sketch such as
this, but it merits a careful perusal.
It is scarcely possible not to smile at its
commencement, for it

duly commemorates the antiquity of the nation, and
hundred and thirteen kings they do not even
;

their long line of

one

forget to mention their conthe brother of St. Peter, from whose

version to Christianity by St. Andrew
successor they seem to expect some consideration in
consequence of this
relation.
After this exordium, which contains matters which were then
generally believed, though they are now rejected as fabulous, they proceed to
state the unjust aggression of Edward
I., and the manner in which he had
involved an honest and unsuspicious
people under the specious pretext of
friendship and alliance.

They mention

their deliverance

by their king Robert
They then request the
Pope to look upon their tribulation, and to admonish the king of England to
be contented with his own possessions. After
telling the Pope some homely

Bruce,

whom

they compare to Joshua or Maccabseus.

truths about his duty as a Christian
bishop, they declare that after this, at his
charge must be all the loss of mortal life and immortal happiness which might
be forfeited in a war of the most
This letter, which
exterminating character.
isdatedat Aberbrothwick, 6th April 1320, seems to have
produced some eflfect
on the mind of the pontifl^, for he made more equitable
proposals for peace

between England and Scotland. But Edward was unwilling to
agree to any
compromise, though civil insurrection in England prevented him from making
any direct attack upon Scotland at that time. Several checks which he after-
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wards received taught him not to expect the subjugation of Scotland, and
from this time the prosperity of Scotland, arising from good government, was
quiet and steady, and the reiga of Bruce terminated in peace, amid the universal regret of his subjects.

was maintained under the administration of Randolph,
during the minority of David II. It appears that a priest
had committed murder and fled to Rome, where he sued for a pardon from
He then returned to Scotland quite
the Pope, and ultimately obtained it.
sure of safety, but in this he was mistaken.
Randolph ordered the priest
and it is remarkable that he has stated the principle on which
to be hanged
He said the Pope might pardon the
he acted with the greatest accuracy.
guilt of the soul, but that the punishment of the body belonged to the king.
The same

spirit

who was Regent

;

This act of the Regent seems to have been the last that was done in opposiPope till the Reformation. David II., who was in all respects

tion to the

unlike his father, seems to have yielded to the authority of the Pope without
a struggle, and the clergy had sadly degenerated. The divorce of the queen

an example of this surrender of the independence of Scotland, which had^
been so long and so firmly maintained. The death of the queen only prevented the kingdom from being laid under an interdict, and as the appeal had
been entered, so late as the year 1374, Robert II. despatched an embassy to
Charles V. of France, soliciting that prince to use his influence with the Pope
Rev. James Bryce in Scottish Christian
to procure a favourable decision.
is

—

Herald^ vol.

iii.

pp. 651-653.

PETRIFIED PROTESTANTISM.
In

St.

John's Church, Bedminster, the Mediaeval party, by a stroke of policy,

have succeeded in placing a crucifix of stone and other antisci'iptural emblems.
Let us bring the testimony of the early ecclesiastical writers against them.
The homily against Peril of Idolatry gives an interesting sketch of the pro"
although our Saviour Christ
gress Of Saiut- worship, and declares that,
taketh not, or needeth not any testimony of men, this truth concerning the
forbidding of images and worshipping of them, taken out of the Holy Scriptures, was believed and taught of the old holy Fathei-s and most ancient
learned doctors, and received in the Old Primitive Church, which was most

uncorrupt and pure."
Images were introduced

first as ornaments, but soon became direct objects
decree of the Second Council of Nice, convened and supported by Irene the Empress, image worship was made an accredited dogma
It is remarkable that this Council is reof the corrupting Church, a.d. 787.

of adoration.

By the

by the Greeks, and was opposed at the time by the Germans, French,
and Britons. It is no wonder that it is allowed by Rome, since it authorized the worship of images and the cross, and denounced punishments against
those who maintained that God was the sole object of adoration.
From this

jected

Council in the eighth century until the completion of the Papal system by
the Council of Trent in the fifteenth, this error, viz., idolism, was almost univerit is indeed to our day in those countries where Popery meets
no counteracting influence from the presence of a purer faith. But as such
corruption was entirely unknown in the earlier ages of the Church, and is expressly condemned, Dent. iv. 15, 16, we shall find no difficulty in arranging
the evidence of antiquity against it.
Even as ornaments the Fathers dis-

sally prevalent, as
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Epiphanius tore down a picture as desecrating the house

They were led by their dread of image worship to speak slightingly of those arts which contribute the materials of this superstition.
Clement of Alexandria flourished in the second century
of God.

:

"

—

We

are plainly forbidden to use the deceitful arts, (namely, painting or sculpture,)
for the prophet saith, ' Thou shalt not make a likeness of anytliing, either in the
heaven above or in the earth beneath.' For indeed an image is dead matter, formed
by the hand of an artificer, but we have no sensible images made of a sensible mateAdmonitio ad
rial, but such an image as is to be conceived by the understanding."

—

3L
" Moses commanded men

Gentes. Oper. p.

to make no image that should represent God,
by art."
cap. 2, p. 161.
" Moses forbade all sorts of
or
either
or
resemblance,
images
by engraving
statuary;
that we should not stop at sensible, but pass on to intelligent things.
It is debasing
to the Divine Majesty to suppose it subject to the ordinary gaze of mortals, and dislionourable to an intelligent essence to be served with a material substance."
Stromata, lib. 5, p. 408.

— Pwdagogtis,

lib. 2,

—

Minucius Felix lived
"

in the third

Wliy have the Christians no

—

century
altars, uo temples, no known images
:

Octae. p. 91.

"

We

neither worship crosses nor wish for them."

—

— Ibid.

p.

V—Miiiuc.

284.

Origen lived in the third century
" Celsus remarks that we have neither
altars, nor images, nor temples.
not to dedicate images constructed by the ingenuity of artisans."
Ori(j.
:

Fel.

—

We ought
conl. Cels.

389.
Who, in his senses, would not smile to see those who had heard discussions on the
nature of the heathen deities, and of God, turn their regards to statues, either to offer
up prayers to them, or by snok things to hacc their minds elevated, as if, by the aid of
The
ti.4ble representations, their thoughts could be raised to that which they represent.
most simple-minded Christian is aware tliat eacli place in the world is part of that
he therefore prays everyuniversal whole, which is the temple of tlie living God
where.
Keeping the eyes of the b(jdy closed, and those of the soul open, he soars
not
at
the
visible
above the world,
heavens, but passing beyond them ;
stopping
guided by the spirit of God, he offers up prayers to him, not asking for common and
but
for
such
as
are
divine
and great, all those which, given by
truly
ordinary things,
God, serve to lead to that blessedness which he has provided for them through his
Cont. Celsam, lib. vii. Op. torn. ii. p. 921.
Son, the Divine Word."
" Both Christians and Jews not
only reject altars, temples, and statues, but abhor
them, and would rather die than by such an act dishonour the trust which they have
in God."
lib. viii. p.

"

:

—

The Council of Elvira
"

sat at the beginning of the fourth century

:

—

hath seemed good to us that pictures ought not to be admitted into a churcli,
lest that should be painted on walls which is worshipped and adored."
Coned. Elib.
can. xxxvi.
It

—

—

Athauasius flourished in the fourth century
" The invention of
images originates in evil, not in good. And that which has an
evil origin can never be considered good, as being in all respects and altogether evil."
than. cont. Gent. Oratio, tom. i. p. 9.
:

—A

—

Augustine lived in the fourth and fifth centuries
On the 114th Psalm, speaking on the spiritual service required by the
" cum
Christian religion, Augustine asserts that images can only be used
adduce
more
to
Fathers
idolatriie
It
is
not
necessary
presentissimo
periculo."
iu testimony against images.
Primitive antiquity is against them. It is
much to be regretted that the late Bishop Monk had not the moral courage to
In the preface to the Book of
order the removal of the Bedminster crucifix.
Common Prayer, it is provided that " for the resolution of all doubts concerning the manner how to understand, do, and execute the things contained
:

in this

Book

;

the parties that so doubt, or diversely take ani/thiaj,

shall
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always resort to the bishop of the diocese, who hy his direction shall take order
for the quieting and appeasing of the same: so that the same order be not contrary to anything contahied in this book. And if the bishop of the diocese
be in doubt, then he may send for the resolution tliereof to the archbishop."
did Dr. Monk take all responsibility on himself in this conseImages, pictures, superstitious decorations which have been introduced by some clergymen on their private judgment, are condemned by
Article XXXIV., and the bishops have power, would they exercise it, to forbid them.
" Thou shalt not make to
thyself any graven image, nor the likeness of
anything," &c. Those who are taught these words in the Church of England
" How
schools, Bedminster, may possibly answer now, when asked
many
commandments are there?" Ten in the Bible, nine in the new popish cate-

[Query,

Why

cration ?]

—

chism. Whenever the Law is read, how will the officiating minister have the
" Cursed be the man that maketh
face to say,
any graven or molten image,
an abomination to the Lord, the work of the hands of the craftsman, and
putteth it in a secret place, and all the people shall answer and say Amen."
" Now if these several
Deut. xxvij. 15.
precepts," (observes Cyprian,
" with
the
various
quoting
pi'ohibitions of the Mosaic law,)
regard to the
and
the
abhorrence of all idolatry, were so strictly observed
worship of God,
before the advent of Christ, how much more should they be so after
Cyprian Ep. ad Fortunatum, p. 265.

it

V—

The people of Bedminster are surprised at the imagery being allowed to
They have waited quietly to see how the case of Westerton v. Liddell will
end in the law courts. Tell us not that reviving Medijevalism is confirming
its grasp upon the minds of Britons.
It may be doing so in reference to some
stand.

—

—

of the dwarfs of our species
dwarfs in knowledge, the pusillanimous including in this category the ignorant and bewildered among the lower classes, and
the proud, petted, fantastic, and affected population of the upper ranks, who
have English faces but Eomish hearts, betaking themselves to Popery or

Puseyism from a spirit of spiritual Epicurism— as the ancient Roman aobles,
the decay and degeneracy of their country, began to eat the brains of
peacocks and the tongues of nightingales, instead of the manly fare of their
in

fathers
but the Christian Men of this age, those
their Bibles, are all ready to cry out
" Avaunt all trash which
Scripture does not teach;
Shall Truth be hushed that Heresy may preach ?
Shall bishops, who oUght with zeal sincere
To watch the fountain, and preserve it clear,
Carelessly nod, and sleep upon the brink,
While others poison what the flock must driuk ?

magnanimous

—

;

who read

!

Humility herself, divinely mild,
Sublime Religion's meek and modest child,
Like the dumb son of CrcBsus in the strife,

When

force assailed his father's

Breaks

We

life,

and with

filial
duty warm,
revere her parent's form."
Hayley's Essay on History adapted.
conclude this article in the powerful words of the ever-memorable

silence,

Bids thee,

O man

—

!

martyr, Bishop Ridley
"
Images in the Church either serve to edify or to destroy. If they edify, then is
thei'e a kind of edification which the Scriptures neither teach nor
connnand, but
always disallow ; if they destroy, they are not to be used ; for in the church of God
all things ought to be done to edify.
« The use of
images is, to the learned and confirmed in knowledge, neither ueces:

'I
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sary nor profitable. To the superstitious it is a confirmation in error. To the
simple and weak, an occasion to fall, and very offensive and wounding to their conscience, and therefore very dangerous.
"It is not expedient to allow and admit that which is hurtful to the greatest
number ; but in all churches and commonwealths the ignorant and weak are the
greatest number, to whom images are hurtful and not profitable.
" St. John
says,
My little children, beware of images ;' but to set them in
churches, which are places dedicated to the service and invocation of God, and that
over the Lord's table, being the highest and most honourable place, where most
danger of abuse both is and ever has been, is not to beware of them, nor to flee from
them, but rather to embrace and receive them."
'

FIRST

RAILWAY

SI'KINKLISG LOCOMOTIVES

IN ITALY.
WITH HOLY WATER.

Amidst the universal physical progress of Europe, Rome has at length
For a long period, gas, railroads, and all the
to move.
symptoms of modern progress were scrupulously resisted by the rulers of the

been constrained

Vatican, but at length they have been forced to yield to the advancing tide,
and the following extract from the Italian correspondence of the Daily News,
copied into the Tablet, will be interesting to many of our readers. Much
it would do the steam-engines, no doubt, to be sprinkled with holy
water, however illustrative it may be of the unalterably puerile and superstitious spirit of Rome

good

:

—
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INAUGURATION OF THE FIKST ROMAN RAILWAY.

«

Rome, July

10.

the 7th instant the solemn inauguration of the line from Rome to Frascati,
which, although only a distance of twenty-one kilometers, is important, as being the
first section of the line destined to join Rome and Naples, took place at the proviCardinals Antonelli, Secretary of State ;
sional station, outside the Porta Maggiore.
Cagiano, Bishop of Frascati ; Altieri, Secretary of Memorials ; and Roberti, President of Rome and Comarca, took their seats at one o'clock on an elegantly adorned
stand, where places of honour were reserved for them and the other ministers of
state, the Pope's household prelates, and the members of the diplomatic and municipal bodies, who had been invited by Mr. York, the principal director and executor
of the line, to take part in the ceremony, together with the Roman nobility, the officers of the French and Roman garrisons, and other favoured individuals, including
a fair proportion of ladies, all destined to perform the trial trip, to the great admiration of the crowds of Romans collected as spectators in the stands on the other side
of the line, and bordering the road for miles in every spot commanding a tolerable
view of the train.
"
tasteful chapel having been erected at the terminus, Monsignor Palermo, the
Pope's Sacristan, appeared in Pontifical vestments before the altar, and after Bani's
'
Benedictus,' well sung by the choir of San Michele, proceeded to asperge with holy
water the trophies of tools and emblems erected before the chapel, as well as the rails
themselves, and then, returning to the altar, waited whilst the two locomotives, one
of which is named Saint Pius, advanced slowly on parallel lines, each with its staff
of drivers and stokers, and gaily decorated with flags and flowers, to receive the
Bishop's benediction. Deep silence prevailed as the powerful monsters crept up to the
appointed spot, and awaited the consecrated drops from the Prelate's hand ; but the
vitas of the spectators, the bursting clangour of a brass band, and the full voices of
the choristers chanting the Ambrosian hymn, soon indicated that the ceremony had
*'

On

A

approached its conclusion.
" After the benediction, their eminences the
cardinals, princes, ministers, diplomatists, and other guests, got into the six carriages forming the train, and started for
Frascati amidst the applause of all the spectators, and the unmitigated wonder of
the greater part of them, to whom a train in motion was as novel a sight as it would
have been to their ancestors, who constructed the aqueducts now towering in frowning ruins over the resistless invasion of steam."

POPISH DISUNION IN IRELAND.
(Continued from

p. 54.)

In the market-place of the town of Rathkeale, County Limerick, on Sun" the venerable Archdeacon
Fitzgerald," the parish
day, 2d March, after Mass,
priest, spoke severely respecting the Italian influence which now predominates
in Ireland, and proceeded to throw out some no very mysterious innuendos
against the Romish bishops as the patrons of such men as Sadleir, &c. He said,
I shall not venture to touch on such dangerous ground as the god-fathering

"

of those precious men by certain high functionaries which it would be, it
John Sadleir had no less than three godseems, rank blasphemy to name.
The Romish Archdeacon thence pushes his charges
fathers of high degree."

more

home

own

"

We

are told (he proceeds) that
profane, contrary to the reverence, nay, the filial affection we owe to
bishops but I ask, what filial affection do you or I owe to the suffragans
definitely

to his

bishops.

it is

;

of Connaught or Leinster? What are bishops in Connaught to us
bishops in Spain or Brazil ?"

more than

Strange language this for an Irish priest, thus to cast overboard and utterly
own bishops. This, indeed, is a sample of an " Independent

to repudiate his

Priesthood

!"

Nor

is this all

;

for Father

O'Shea had the courage to

call Dr.
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Priest Fitzgerald, indeed, takes some excepCullen "an Arch -Apostate!"
"
tion to this designation, and observes,
If, instead of calling Primate Cullen
an apostate, he had said that Primate Cullen was an obstacle, that it would be

happy for the Irish masses if Primate Cullen were to spend his remaining
years in the learned researches of the Vatican, he would have found some to
He also predicts that many of the Romish bishops in
agree with him!"
" will be
Ireland
forgotten as ninnies and imbeciles, or remembered as worse."
is plain speaking.
This Sunday harangue of Priest Fitzgerald had no sooner appeared than an
imperative command was sent by Dr. Cullen to the committee of the Roman

This, indeed,

Catholic

Young Men's

Society in Dublin, ordering the expulsion of the ob-

The committee were by their rules bound to submit, but in
yielding to the Legate's order, they shewed their own independence, for in
expelling the Tablet at the motion of Dr. Cullen, they expelled at the same
time, on their own responsibility. Dr. Cullen's own organ the Telegraph !
The breach was thus widened, and the quarrel became more hopelessly irre-

noxious Tablet.

mediable than ever.

The
us,

is,

result of this Papal disunion, so far as the latest intelligence informs
that the Roman Catholic organs have publicly bewailed the present

The Tahlet (April 26th) opens its leading article
position of their affairs.
with the following complaint and confession
' The
present number of the Tablet is devoted to a painful duty, to the discussion
of a topic the most distasteful as well as the most important that we shall ever treat
a fatal division has rent the Catholic strength. The bishops, the clergy, and the
As in the combat on the plains of
people of Ireland are divided^ against themselres.
he struck
Ti'oy, when friend and foe were mixed, and no man knew whether the blow
the
on
Gi-ecian
a brother,
champion prayed to Jove, and
lighted on an enemy or
asked not victory but light," &c.
:

—

!

—

column of the same journal, we find a member of Parliathe mantle of Mr. Lucas has doubtless fallen, Mr. G. H. Moore,
writing to the Rev. Mr. Maher, uncle of Dr. Cullen, in terms by no means
complimentary to the Legate, and still less favourable to the influence of the

And

in another

ment, on

whom

Mr. Moore speaks of the " Italian intrigues and foreign despotism,"
Vatican.
"
of " the dark and sullen" tyranny which have helped to
degrade the priesthood, to sell the church, and to lose the people." He also complains that
"
by a dark and secret agency, the right of domestic election (of bishops)
has been summarily, secretly abrogated, that election by the clergy has be-

come an unmeaning form,"

8fc.

No

marvel, then, that with these conflicting parties, so evenly balanced,
the Tablet should exclaim in agony and pain—" The bishops are divided, the
This affords a very interesting
clergy are divided, the people are divided !"
feature of

young Ireland

— the Ireland of to-day.

THE GUILD OF
A
"

NEW FEATURE

ST.

ALBAN.

OF TRACTABIANI8M.

the abolition of the monasteries, he (Henry VIII.) broke up that spiritual militia,
Pkbscott,
efficacious instrument for maintaining the authority of Rome."

By

most

—

Tractabianism
policy.

One

is

of the

a close copyist of Popery, both in
of
political schemes

most successful

confederating her votaries into clubs, under the

name

of

its

doctrines

Rome

some

which was ^

and

consists in

saint, or pre-
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tended saint fraternities and sisterhoods, under the rule of male and female
These confederations, of course,
devotees and despots, subject to the Pope.
when numerously supported, speedily acquire large social and political influence an influence so great as in Popish countries to overwhelm that of the
The circumstances of England afi'ord a good pretext for
civil magistrate.
the introduction of this system in connexion with the Tractarian movement.
;

—

this the new Romanizing schemers are beginning to avail themselves, as
" Guild of St.
evident by the existence of an institution called the
Alban,"
" constitutions" have been
the
which
and
of
published.*
lately started,
The circumstances which give plausibility to this Tractarian movement are
the undoubted necessity for more spiritual labourers amongst the masses of

Of

is

Much has been said of late about the reclaiming of the lower
which can only be done by infusing into their hearts a love of holy
for before a man can be converted, he must be shewn that he is
things
By kindly Christian visits, by shewing them the
living in an evil state.
we
to
heaven,
by God's grace, bring them to love the house of
may,
way
an
prayer instead of the house of revelry. But this can only be done by
earnest combination of Christians, by an extended system of lai/ agency/.
There are young men of zeal who would exert themselves in this cause, if
But some of the clergy look with suspicion on
they were only encouraged.
this kind of visiting, because they think that the great fundamental doctrines
Take
of the Gospel would be too fully exposed to suit their party views.
the atonement for instance
they say it must not be too much exposed.
But why ? St. Paul does not hide it he pushes it boldly forward for does
he not say, " This is a faithful saying, and worthy of all acceptation, that
Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners?" There is no reservation
on the contrary, it is boldly asserted,
there is no hidden meaning
in that
" He came into the world to save sinners." But some will
say, there is no
need of young men visiting, there are Scripture readers but what can one
England.
classes,

;

:

;

—

;

;

;

two Scripture readers do

or

20,000 souls

in a district

containing, perhaps, 15,000 or

?

Instead of merely

The Tractarians take advantage of these circumstances.

obstructing the zeal of earnest men, they boldly seek to turn it to account,
by forming confederations which, under pretence of supporting the principles
of the Church of England, aim in reality at the entire subversion of Pro" Guild of
This we take to be the true meaning of the
testant principles.

—

Alban," the objects of which are said to be as follows
I. To assist the clergy in maintaining and extending the Catholic Faith
in England, and to spread a knowledge of the true doctrines of the Church,
the Incarnation and
especially those having reference to the Holy Trinity,
Atonement of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the graces conferred in and by the
St.

:

"

Sacraments.

"
"

II,

III.

To oppose Latitudinarianism, Rationalism, and Infidelity.
To support the independence of the English Church,

— so

that

it

from the interference of the civil ruler in purely spiritual
matters from the Constitutions of the Guild of St. Alban, and jurisdiction
and from any influence injurious to the
claimed by the Bishop of Rome
it should possess as a part of the One Holy Catholic
which
freedom
proper
Apostolic Church.

may be

free

;

;

*

The Constitutions

Street.

of the Guild of St. Alban.

Birmingham

:

W.

Hodgetts, Cannon
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" IV. To revive and maintaiu a
religious observance of the offices of the
Church, by promoting the public administration of Holy Baptism, Confirmation, frequent Communion, regular attendance at Daily Prayer, and a
proper observance of all Fasts, Festivals, and Commemorations.
" V. To assist the
Clergy in parochial work, without encroaching upon

—

and to extend their proper spiritual authority.
" VI. To
Rubric,' and in
support the Clergy in a strict adherence to the
all practices to promote decency, order, and reverence in public worship.
" VII. To aid in the
decoration, repair, and building of churches, the
foundation and maintenance of religious schools, the formation of choirs,
and in other beneficent designs.
" VIII. To
encourage the practice of piety, virtue, and charity, teach
their special duties,

'

—

the ignorant, assist the weak, succour the distressed, console the
relieve the poor, visit the sick, and help to bury the dead.
" IX. To
promote unity in the Church.

—

afflicted,

" The Guild
comprises two grades of members, Fellows and Brethren
and also an Order of Sisters of the Poor."
The real meaning of all this becomes plainer when we come to read " the
declarations" made by each member on joining the Guild, and which are as
follows

:

;

—

"I

do solemnly avow, before God, the Lord Jesus Christ, and the
Elect Angels, and before you, Brethren, that I believe all the Articles of the Christian Faith, embodied in those three Creeds, commonly called the Apostles', the
Nicene, and the Athanasian Creeds and that it is my earnest desire to receive and
maintain all Divine Doctrine, submit myself to all truly Catholic and Apostolic Discipline, and to follow such religious practices as have been followed, by general
consent of the Church, in all ages.
"
Furthermore, I do unfeignedly believe that the benefits of the Passion and
Death of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, are applied in and by Baptism, to
every worthy recipient of that holy Sacrament so that all children, baptized before
they commit actual sin, are regenerate, freed from the guilt of original sin, and
made heirs of Christ's kingdom and such as die in this state are undoubtedly saved.
And all other persons coming to Baptism in Faith, and with true Repentance, do, in
and by that Sacrament, receive remission of all their sins, original and actual, and
grace, by gift of the Holy Spirit, to lead a new life.
" In like
manner, I believe that the Faithful receiving worthily the Bread and
Wine in the Holy Eucharist, consecrated by a duly ordained Priest, do, in and by
that holy Sacrament, verily and indeed take and receive the Body and Blood of the
Lord Jesus ; so that their bodies and souls are preserved thereby unto everlasting
;

:

;

life.

" I am also
firmly convinced that no man can take upon himself the Office of the
Ministry or Priesthood but that he must receive a special appointment thereto, by
direct revelation, or else be ordained by those who have received proper authority to
;

by Apostolic succession.

ordain,

I

believe, likewise, that the existence, in the visible

Church, of the three orders of Deacons, Presbyters, and Bishops, is an essential
characteristic of all true branches thereof.
"
or evade the
Lastly, I solemnly promise tliat I will never attempt to infringe
I will obey the Provost, Warden, and
Constitutions of the Guild of Saint Alban.
their Courts, in all matters that are in accordance with the plain intention of the
aforesaid Constitutions ; I will earnestly endeavour to perform the duties assigned
to me
and, by the grace of God, I will live in perfect charity with all my
Brethren." *
;

From

the consideration of these objects and documents, we come to the
that the primary object of this Guild is to teach the peculiar

conclusion

—

doctrines of Anglo-Catholicism or Tractarianism.

Every

eflfort

will

be made to cry up Baptismal Regeneration, and other
*

Congtitutions, p. 7,

8.
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unsci'iptural and dangerous novelties ; to exalt the idea of a priesthood in
opposition to the true ministry of the New Testament Church, and to pro-

—

mote a gaudy and meretricious worship, instead of that spiritual service
which alone is acceptable in the sight of God. All the operations, moreover,
are conducted with the discipline of an army, and yet are garnished over with
an appearance of piety, as

if

God could ever countenance men

in their efforts

own

truth and worship, and to substitute a foundation of
" In
sand for the only foundation laid in Sion. Our blessed Lord has said,
vain do they worship me, teaching for doctrines the commandments of men ;"

to subvert his

and yet the

entire basis of this

new

confederacy

is

without any waiTant of

Scripture.

The Guild is ruled by a Provost, under whom is a "Warden, and each
assembly of Fellows and Brethren is under the presidency of a Steward
chosen from the Brethren. The Fellows wear, at all their meetings, a black
and the Brethren, a silk or worsted cord round the
cassock or coat
the colours
shoulders, meeting on the breast, and falling below the waist,
of which vary according to the seasons of the year, and the different

—

;

Festivals

!*

built a large college at Tamworth, to which clergymen, either
requiring relaxation from their duties, or wishing to recruit their strength or
In fact it is a Tractarian monastery
to retire from the world, may resort.

They have

;

nothing more nor less. And it is a grievous fact, that the funds for this
purpose have been raised almost entirely by ladies.
In conclusion, we strongly urge the formation of societies of Protestant
young men, to expose and counteract the influence which the Guild may
obtain in our large cities and towns, which influence can have no other
effect on the lower classes than to lead them astray from those Evangelical
doctrines for which the martyrs of Oxford suffered, and to bring them under
the influence of doctrines which assimilate very closely to those of the idolaSome of our young men are burning with an ardent
trous Church of Rome.
desire to distinguish themselves in missionary labour abroad, forgetting that

Home Heathen to evangelize that there are people living in
our back streets, and the populous quarters of our towns, who have never
heard the glad tidings of the Gospel, and who indicate no knowledge of the
existence of God, except it be when they take His name in vain.
But there are some, and we almost blush to say it, who declare it is not
there are also

;

the business of clergymen to visit the poor
They say then- oflice is solely
to preach
Others are much more enlightened. But whatever view we take
of this, should Christian men and women sit idly in their studies, while the
poor are perishing for the want of the one thing needful, viz., an interest in
!

!

the salvation of the Gospel ? If they continue to act thus, they do not deserve
the benefits which they enjoy. Up then, we say, be active, be instant, in
and out of season, continually working for Christ's sake for, if He so loved
;

us as to give Himself for us, how much are we bound to dedicate ourselves to
His service and the welfare of our fellow-creatures
And, especially, let
!

Protestants stand rebuked by the zeal, energy, and enterprise of those
are destitute of like precious faith.
*

Ibid., p. 57.

who
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PATRICK HAMILTON.
This gentleman was among the first who suffered in Scotland on aecouut
He was descended of noble parentage, and born in 1503; and
having been artfully seduced into a confession of his principles, was conof religion.

demned

as a heretic

by the Archbishop of
:

Andrews, and suflfered death in
The following is a short detail of

St.

that city on the 28th of February, 1627.
what he uttered on the trying occasion

—

" On the afternoon of the same
day on which he was sentenced, he was
hurried to the stake and having arrived at the place where the fire was prepared, he put off his gown, coat, and bonnet, and gave them to a favourite
servant, saying, These will not profit me in the fire, yet they will do thee
some good. After this, of me thou canst receive no more, except the ensample
of my death, which I pray thee to bear in mind for albeit the same be bitter
to the flesh, and fearful before men, yet is it the entrance to eternal life, which
none shall inherit that deny Christ Jesus before this wicked generation."
Having so said, he commended his soul into the hands of God, with his eyes
and the train of powder, though fired, not having
fixed toward heaven
kindled the fuel, and his comfortable speeches meantime being often interrupted by one of his persecutors, who called to him, Convert, heretic pray
to our Lady, and say Salve liegina ;' he spoke as follows
Wicked man
thou knowest I am not a heretic, and that it is the truth of God for which I
now suffer. So much thou didst confess to me in private and thereupon I
In a little after,
appeal thee to answer before the judgment- seat of Christ.'*
;

'

;

;

'

:

—

;

'

!

;

Lord, shall

and the noble martyr
darkness overwhelm this realm ?

tyranny of

men

the

fire

receive

was

my

kindled,
?

'

"
spirit

And ended by

'

How

died, exclaiming,
long,
long wilt thou suffer this

How

praying, with Stephen,

'

Lord Jesus,

1'

SCOTTISH REFORMATION SOCIETY.
TiiE Secretary of this Society has visited during last month Auchtermuchty,
Kinross, Milnathort, Bridge of Allan, Larbert, Kilsyth, Inverary, and Oban,
preaching, lecturing, and conferring with the people. His reception has been

upon the whole very encouraging and although there is a manifest tendency
in some quarters to lose sight of the magnitude and importance of the great
;

struggle during the present period of comparative inaction on the part of Proeverywhere also zealous and devoted, individuals bearing

testants, there are
aloft the

standard of the Reformation.

work with much energy, seeking

at

pioneering the
Society at

way

Oban

is

for the priests of

peculiarly zealous

The Tractarians are

in

some places

and effectually
The branch of the Reformation

to pervert the people,

Rome.
and

effective,

*

The person here alluded to was one Campbell, a Black Friar, who was instrumental in
drawing from Hamilton that acknowledgment of his principles, on which he was condemned, and who shortly after died distracted, and under the most awful apprehensions
of coming wrath. See Scots Worthies.

—

i
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FLODDEN FIELD, OR THE PAPAL ORIGIN OF
EUROPEAN WARS.
Shouted circumstances and the Berwick Railway ever bring the reader to
the Cornhill Station, let him allow himself as much leisure as will suffice to
make a pensive pilgrimage to the field of Flodden, where
•'

Yon

The

flowers of the forest were a'

wede away."

tidy inn, with holly clustering over the porch, will afibrd you, for a very
hire, the means of vehiculating
or, if you are of manly make, it

moderate

;

a walking distance, and you will be back to catch the evening train.
" dark
Here, then, is
Flodden," a broad-backed ridge, running east and
On this strong
west, and forming the extremity of the Cheviot range of hills.

is

—

position the Scottish king, James IV., lay encamped in September month of
the year 1513, looking southward over the extensive flat of Millfield plain,
with only four or five miles between him and the English host. But the

Earl of Surrey, the " crooked carle sitting in ane chariot," who commanded
the English, was too wary a captain to attack his enemy before skill had
" flank march
equalized the chances of battle. He made a
;" swept round
the east end of Flodden ridge, keeping wide of the Scottish artillery; and,

Then
wheeling westward, placed his army between the Scots and Scotland.
" murder
began that
grim and great." Setting fire, according to their custom, to their huts and the other refuse and litter of their camp, the Scots
descended the hill, under cover of the dense smoke, and dashed against the
English front. When the smoke clears, see, the fronts of both armies are
shattered by the shock.
Westward there, on their left wing, the Scots break
the English, and throw them into disorder but cannot improve their success,
nor aid the next division of their army, being held in check by the English
cavalry, which acts as a reserve.
Eastward, again, on their right, the Scots
are broken and dashed into utter rout.
For a time their centre seems as if it
were to hold its own, or even more. The King fights there with the choicest
of his nobles and gentry. But the English divisions, which have done their
work at the two extremities of the field, now come up and assail the King on
both flanks. The Scots are hemmed in by overwhelming masses. They
throw themselves into a ring with the King in the midst and extending their
long spears on every side, face the enemy with a circle of steel. The cloth yard arrows from the English bowmen fall thick and deadly among them.
They stem again and again the thundering charge of the English horse. The
billmen, whose huge weapons make ghastly wounds, hew at their circle.
Smaller and ever smaller wears that circle, sternly closing up over the slain.
At mid-afternoon 'the battle was joined the westering sun now slants low
over the moor, gleaming upon another purple than that of the heather, and
the Scottish royal standard flings its lengthened shadow beyond the outermost
And now the evening comes grimly down
spears, but the ring is unbroken.
till the
spearman can no longer see the face of an enemy at his lance's length
from him, but still the desperate ring of the Scots keeps its blood-sodden
;

;

;

Only when utter darkness and utter exhaustion come, does the hoarse
roar of battle die away.
The ring had not been broken, but the King had died amid his warlike peers
and loyal gentry. Two arrow wounds and the gash of a bill had ended that
VOL. VI. NO. LXIV.
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on the

field

two

bishops, two mitred abbots, twelve earls, thirteen lords, and five eldest sons
The number of gentlemen slain cannot be reckoned, but there is
of peers.

scarce a family of name in Scottish history who did not lose a relative there.
The whole loss of the Scots exceeded ten thousand, while about half that
number of English perished. The inhabitants of the smaller towns on the

Border, as Selkirk, Hawick, Jedburgh, and others, were almost entirely
cut off.
" dowie
If, reader, your love of the picturesque should lead you to visit the

dens of Yarrow," or any other part of that romantic land that lies " Selkirk
way," enter into that nice old townlet, and bid them shew you the banner which
their fathers bore at Flodden.
They will take you to a mee thatched house
in a small back street.
You tell your errand an old man, umqnhile deacon
of the weavers, nods to a smart girl, his granddaughter, who ushers yon
ben, opens a drawer, spreads out the flag on a table, and then modestly stands
The banner has been of blue silk.
by, teasing you with no cicerone chatter.
The colours of the device which it had once borne are utterly indistinct, and
nothing can be made of them. It is as frail as tinder, and only kept from
;

by being based down upon a sheet of linen. This poor old rag
on which the smoke of Flodden blew, and round which the men of that simple
old forest town fought and died full loyally,
does not the sight of it, now,
On that far-away
affect you almost mournfully for a passing moment ?
September afternoon when Surrey met James at the back of Flodden ridge,
there were harvest-fields waving ripe over broad Scotland, but the strong
arms that should have reaped them were stiffening on the bloody heath of a
remote Border moor. The men of the Lennox and Argyle left their braes,
and came to be slaughtered by the men of Lancashire and Cheshire. The
men of Caithness, the burghers of St. Johnstone and Dundee, yeomen from
the quiet bounds of Fife, and the men of the pleasant dales watered by southland rivers, rotted in the same heaps with men from the banks of Severn or
Thames. "Wives wept for these slaughtered husbands and prattling children asked when these dead fathers would return. Two nations ate the bread
dissolution

—

;

of tears.

And why was it so ? "Why did the two nations rush into the shambles ?
Neither King Henry nor King James knew the cause. The wily crook-backed
carle in the chariot did not know it.
None in either host knew. None in all
England or Scotland knew.

But the Pope of Rome knew,

for it

was

his

doing.

Thus it was. A few years previously, the territories of Parma and Piacenza had been seized from the Duke of Milan, and added to the Papal States.
The King of France had pretensions to the Duchy of Milan, to which tlic
people of Milan themselves were favourable. But if Louis XII. should be
it was pretty clear that the Pope would have
make restitution of the severed territories of Parma and Piacenza. This
made all the difference between a profit and a loss. Henry YIII. of England
was then young, flushed with power and the immense wealth accumulated by

acknowledged as lord of Milan,

to

and eager to win military renown. The Pope courted him,
He made him his dog of war, and
him.
In terms of a treaty which he had made with the
slipped him on France.
The Pope, of
Pope, Henry invaded France at the head of a powerful army.
course, calculated that the pressure of immediate danger would compel the
French King to let his remoter interest at Milan drop.

his predecessors,
flattei'ed

him,

won him, and used
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England, -then, invaded France really to aid the Pope in holding fast his
usurpations of Parma and Piacenza. The French Court next set itself to
engage the King of Scotland to invade England, hoping thereby to embarrass

own

him to return for the defence of his own
The unhappy James was but too easily drawn in. He advanced
into England, to perish amid the ghastly wreck of Flodden.
Thus it came to
their

invader, or even compel

country.

pass that during the campaigning weather of that year 1513, while the French,
the Italians, and the Pope's Swiss, were butchering each other by thousands
in Italy, the English and the French were engaged in mutual slaughter in
Normandy, and the English and Scotch were interchanging destruction upon

Out of the whole hideous embroilment, the Pope had his
Parma and Piacenza remained iu his grasp. He
was the spider who had woven his net over Europe, and Kings were the flies
that he entangled.
After all, this is but a solitary example of the many
bloody and devastating wars with which Papal machinations have scourged
mankind.
Flodden moor.

own

misei'able advantage.

PROTESTANT MOVEMENT IN ITALY.
Almost all the political and religious journals of Europe, as well as those
of America, are at present occupying themselves with the Protestant movement in Italy. Without doubt, the Lord is carrying on a great work in our
country indeed, the present seems to us, so to speak, the day of grace for
the Italians.
Still we would not deceive ourselves or others ; " All is not
;

It is necessary, therefore, to distingold which glitters," says the proverb.
guish between the work of God and the work of man. With this view we
will endeavour to give our readers a brief but exact report of this movement

in the peninsula.

The Protestant movement in Italy is composed, as it seems to us, of four
great elements, or four general parties.
All, though employing different
•weapons, and animated by diiferent aims, are attacking the no longer feared
colossus of the Vatican on every side.
The first of these elements we will call the anti-papal party. It is not new ;
dates from the times of Dante, and exists in the bosom of the Church itself.
This party has of late been increased to an extraordinary extent. Those who

it

compose
spiritual

it

desire that the popes should retain, not the temporal, but the
only.
They recognise the Pontiff of Rome some of them

power

—

—

from conviction, others for convenience as the successor of the apostles, the
head of the Church, the vicar of Jesus Christ, the representative of God on
earth
but do not accept him as a monarch. The reason for their opposition
to a pope-king is, that they see in him the greatest obstacle to the accomplishment of Italian unity, which has now become the universal desire among
us.
To give to their political aims a slightly religious colouring, they make
use of all those passages of the Bible which condemn the temporal power of
the priests and especially employ the celebrated saying of Jesus Christ Mr/
kingdom is not of this world. However, one way or other, the Word of God
is read, and we know with
certainty that not a few have arrived by its means
;

;

:

at the

knowledge of the truth.
The second element we will

is at

call the anti-papistic party. This party, which
the present time exceedingly numerous, originated with the evanishmeut
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of the golden dream, that Pope Pius IX. was a liberal Pope. On the death
of Gregory, the great disciple of Bacchus and Venus, the entire peninsula,
from one end to the other, wearied out with oppression, threatened to burst

and a very slight spark would have sufficed to ignite the
inflammable materials, and hurl kingly and priestly tyrants into the air. The
cardinals, subtle as serpents, imagined an expedient, which manifests the

forth like a volcano,

We want, thought they, a good Pope a man
and himself excite the loftiest hopes a Pope, in
whom we may immediately employ to calm the present general irritaFor the rest we, and our dear friends the Jesuits, can provide. The

abundance of

who

their resources.

;

will inspire confidence,

short,
tion.

;

election of the new Pontiff fell upon the best of the cardinals, Mastai Ferretti.
Pius IX., following the generous promptings of his heart, granted pardon to
thousands of condemned politicians, who had for years been groaning in the
depths of the most horrible dungeons. He distributed succour to indigent
families, greatly reduced the expenses of his table, his stud, and his retinue
endowed young girls, composed a communal council of the laity, similar to
;

that existing in the kingdom of Naples
permitted the construction of railroads, and the illumination of liis capital with gas, and was thinking of re;

ducing the chaos of civil and judicial administration throughout his States to
something like order. The heads of the liberal party, in their ignorance of
theological matters, seeing so much personal virtue in the new Pope, believed
and the rest pretended to believe that he was truly a
for the most part
reforming Pope. The fame of Pius IX. spread everywhere and even the
Protestant journals, with the sole exception o{ LEco di Savonarola^ (see An. 1,
"We demonstrated at
pp. 17, 39,) accepted the grateful news with credulity.

—

—

;

In fact,
epoch the absolute impossibility of a Pope becoming liberal.
dogma of the Romish Church, that both the spiritual and the temporal
power of the Popes is received directly from God, and consequently must be
transmitted from Pope to Pope intact. A Pope who did not act according to
would become a heretic. " A
the Eco di
this
tliat
it is

a

doctrine,
Pope cannot," says
Savonarola., in its first number, "even though he would, accede to the first
desires of the people, without acting contrary to the doctrines of the Church ;

without becoming a heretic, and consequently ceasing to be the head
AVhoever may attempt to establish a doctrine contrary or
contradictor}' of that already defined, is no longer a Pope, and the Church is
under no obligation to obey him." Let us suppose, then, that Pius IX. had
that

is,

of the Church.

and associated other liberals in his government, and granted
what would have befallen him ? The entire Church would
have risen against him, Avould have deposed him as a heretical Pope, and
would have elected another in his stead. " We exult," concluded the Eco di
" we exult over the
which
of this

become

liberal,

a constitution

;

advantage
matter,
treating
Italy will derive from the state of febrile excitement into whidi she has been
thrown by the hopes fomented by the Jesuits, upon the pretended opposition
The day will come,
to the measures of Pius IX. for the
of his subjects.
Sxvonarola.,

good

ei/es of Italy., and
This prediction is
now completely fulfilled. Providence has been pleased to make use of Pius
IX. to convince the Italians that the ills with which they are afllicted exist
not in the person of the Popes, but in their system in the papacy itself.

when disenchantment will withdraw
tJien who can set bounds to the rapid,

the

bandage from the

irresistible

stream

f"

—

good and virtuous Pope, and a lover of liberty, could not render
his people happy, and rescue Italy from the slavery under which she has so
Convinced by experience of this
long groaned, what Pope can ever do so ?
If Pius IX., a
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truth, thousands of Italians, and we may say the flower of the nation, have
openly separated from the Romish Church. They hate papacy to the very death,

and combat it by means of every weapon within their reach nor does the
Bible occupy the last place in their arsenal. "Without believing in the divine
inspiration of this book, they study it minutely, seeking in it arguments
against every dogma, every precept, and the entire discipline of Roman Ca;

At first sight they may be mistaken for sincere Protestants but
you converse with them for a short time, and ask them such questions as
admit of none but direct replies, and allow of no reservauts, you will find

tholicism.

;

if

that, besides being ant i- papistic, par excellence, they are also infidels, ;3rtr excellence.
Disposed as they are to go hand in hand with you in demolishing

the edifice of the papacy, they are ready to devour you, if upon the ruins of
the religions of the Popes, you propose to them to erect that of Jesus Christ.

—

Read

listen to their public discourses.
their pamphlets and journals,
They
cry out, it is true, like madmen against Rome but, at the same time, they
cry out against everybody and everything else. Their mission, as they call
If it unfortunately happened
it, consists in crying out as loud as they can.
;

that they could find nothing else to cry out about, they would cry out against
themselves. Indeed, if we are to give heed to malevolent tongues, these men

think and desire nothing else than to enrich themselves at the expense of
simpletons. You will hear them mention the name of Jesus Christ, speak of
the gospel in vague terms, of the Bible, and so on, but be not seduced by fair

words at heart you will find them atheists or materialists. AVere it possible
to suppose that the next Pope should be at the head of liberalism in Italy,
you would see all these anti-papists submissively re-enter the bosom of the
;

Romish Church.

Was

not this phenomenon witnessed at the

commencement

of the pontificate of Mastai Ferretti? There was not a scapegallows, nor freeLong live Pius IX.
thinker, who did not go to confess, and communicate.
!

" You
can," wrote Giuseppe
"
Mazzini, from London, to Pius IX.,
you can, most blessed father, hasten
I will not tell you my individual opinions upon the future
that moment.
they are of no importance. I will tell you that, whatreligious development
ever be the destiny of the present belief, you can place yourself at the head
of it. If God will that it should revive, you can make it revive. If He will
transform it, so moving from the foot of the cross, that doctrine and worship
may be purified, and approach one step nearer to God, the Father and Teacher
of the world
you can place yourself between the two epochs, and guide the
world to the conquest and practice of religious truth, doing away with hateful
If we have dwelt at some length upon
materialism, and sterile negation."
this second party, it is because it is the most numerous and in order to warn
Christians of England not to allow of dust being thrown into their eyes so

long live the priests

was the universal

!

cry.

;

;

;

readily.

Bible

;

comforts us, however, to know that this class read the
from the number of those so illuminated, God has raised up

It greatly

and

that,

Abraham.
The third element is the Protestant party. These, wiser than the last men" We are
philosophers, and could theretioned, reason nearly in this manner
but the people are not philosofore do very well without any religion at all
Society cannot exist without
phers, and therefore they require a religion.
If we remove papacy from Italy, because it is opposed to our polireligion.
tical aims, we must, of necessity, substitute something in its place.
Of all
existing religions, reformed Christianity seems to us the best."
Acting upon
this syllogism, they have embraced the reform, have become purely nominal
children to

:

;
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Protestants; and have united themselves, some to the Waldensian Church,
others to the Italian Evangelical churches and societies, which have recently
God is pleased to make use of them for the
arisen in the Sardinian kingdom,
triumph of truth. The Bible is propagated, schools are opened, temples are
erected, the gospel is preached, and souls are converted to Christ.

The fourth and

last

element

is

the Evangelical or Christian party.

It is

composed of the wisest of all yea, of the truly wise. This party, compared
with the above mentioned, is certainly small yet still, considered in itself, it
is large, and the Lord is making it increase every day more and more.
These
have united themselves to the Waldensian Church, or to otiier evangelical
churches, not for political ends, or worldly views, but solely from conscientious motives. Having in Jesus Christ received the pardon of their sins, and
being born again by the work of tlie Holy Spirit, they feel the need of glorifying God, of adoring Him in spirit and in truth, and of proclaiming every
where His goodness and mercy.
In spite, then, of human passions, the Lord is working powerfully in our
He extracts good from evil and causes the glad tidings of salvacountry.
;

;

;

tion through Jesus Christ, to penetrate the hearts of many. His Word is read
with avidity. Even in those countries of Italy, which are still groaning under

the yoke of slavery, the Bible is the book which all desire to read. Suffice it
to say, that there are many booksellers who make a lucrative contraband trade
of its sale, and enrich themselves by selling the Holy Scriptures secretly, and
at very high prices.
The divisions which have lately taken place in Piedmont, ought not to ex-

They are but the inevitable consequence of liberty of conIn England, and in the United States of America, where this liberty
of conscience triumphs, the Evangelical sects are most numerous. It would
be desirable that Italy should abstain from following their example still, if
the English, phlegmatic as they are, have not been able to avoid the differcite

any

surprise.

science.

;

ences, how can the Italians, whose sun causes the blood to boil in their veins
with so much vehemence, be expected to do so?

That which we ought, earnestly and incessantly, to pray for is, that the
Christians, both of the old and noble Church of the Waldeuses, as well as
those of the new Evangelical Church of Italy, may all embrace in Jesus
Christ

;

and,

win souls

filled

with love to Him,

for the glory of our

common

may

labour together like brethren, to
who is in heaven.

Father,

L'Eco Di Savonarola.

POPERY

IN BIRMINGHAM.

TO THE EDITOR OF TUE BULWARK.

—Popery here takes, when
Sir,
into its schools for a

it

can, the children of careless Protestants
and latitudinarian parents who do not
;

penny per week

think the souls of their poor children Avorth the price usually charged by

sound evangelical Christian schools, send them. Repeated expostulations
and reproofs have been given, and the evil consequences of such folly plainly
pointed out. The result has been that several children have been withdrawn, and many more prevented from going within the pestiferous influence
of Romish errors.
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For having dispelled the delusion that these poor children were " not
being taught the (Roman) Catholic religion," a female Papist very angrily
demanded " What I had to say against the Virgin Mary?" Nothing whatever, was the reply, my complaints were against those who call her by wrong
names. Such, for instance, as the " Mother of God !"
But as she would
not be convinced of the blasphemy and error of appropriating this title to a
creature ! the following queries were written with the request that, if unable
to answer them herself, she would request the priest to do so for her, and if
his answers were found both scriptural and satisfactory, I would at once
become a Roman Catholic
This she promised to do.
They have been in
his possession upwards of three months, and up to the date of this, no
answer has been returned, and none can I obtain though asked for repeatedly.
The reason assigned was, that " he would not look at them." This I could
not believe.
Then she said his reply was, " That they were not worth
" that he had no time for
answering," and
writing papers, his duties were too
I
next
heavy."
proposed to accompany her to his house, with a friend each,
if he preferred a viva voce reply to a written one.
But even this I have not
been able to obtain. And now. Sir, perhaps you may deem these Ten
!

Queries worthy of publication in the BulioarJc,
upon this absurd

in silencing jealous Papists,

" Mother" of the
Almighty Creator!

!

!

—

I

am,

if

at

Sir,

likely to help others
of a creature being the

all

dogma

yours truly,

A Lay Assistant.

Birmingham.

few plain Questions on the title "
Catholics to the Blessed Virgin Mary.

A

\st.

Mother of God," as

Was
"

applied

by Roman

not the divine nature of the Son of God truly "of the Father alone," and
Begotten of his Father before all worlds?" See Athanasian and Nicetie

—

Creed.

2d. How can the Virgin Mary be the " Mother" of the Deity of the Lord Jesus
Christ, when she was not in existence until a.m. 4000 nor with the Father from
all eternity, when the Divine nature of the Son was "
begotten of him V John
viii. 58; Rev. i. 8.
"
"
Bd. Our adorable Saviour is
God of God;"
Very God of very God." Not God of
If you believe the Virgin Mary to be the " Mother of God,"
very creature
do you not contradict the creed you profess to hold and believe ?
4th. How many natures liad our Lox-d Jesus Christ, and which nature was formed by
the Holy Ghost, and conceived in the womb of the Virgin Mary ?
5th. If she is the " Mother" of the Deity of our Lord Jesus Christ, could he have
existed from all eternity 1 See Prov. viii. 22-30; John i. 1,2; Col. i. 16, 17;

—

;

!

—

Qth.

Heb. i. 8-12.
Does not St. Paul declare plainly, that the Lord Jesus Christ,
totype Melchisedec, was "without father, icithont Motlier?"

like his great pro-

— See

Douay

Heb.

vii.

3.

Bible.

text of Scripture where Jesus or his Apostles commanded
Mary or the Saints 1
were the first, worshippers of the Virgin Mary ? Were they not the here8th.
tical Collyridians in the fourth century ?
9th. Do you know that amongst others a member and bishop of your own Church,
7th.

Can you give one

prayers

Who

when

in

to the Vii-gin

a state of comparative purity, earnestly contended against this sect of

—

Marian worshippei's, in the year 390 ? See Epiphanius against the Heretics,
Book iii. pp. 78, 79.
\Oth. Do you know that this Epiphanius, Bishop of Salamis, is a canonized saint of
the Church of Rome ? And yet, singular enough, she herself has fallen into the
And in the sixth century
very same error which this saint protested against
" Mother of God" to the
{nut before) she gave the title
Virgin Mary. Who
then are the heretics now? If for five hundred years and more it was an error
to call her by that name, can it be right now 1
!

d2
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Think not that I deny the Divinity of our Lord Jesus Christ. I fully,
and sincerely, hold and believe the doctrines as set forth in the three
" The
" The Creed of
St. Athanasius," and the
Creeds, commonly called
Apostles',"
" Nicene Creed."
"
I heartily believe that the
Father is God, the Son is God, and the Holy Ghost is
God." And as fully do I believe that our Lord Jesus Christ is Man of the substance
born
in
the
world.
Perfect God, and perfect Man.
of his mother,
I as fully
deny
that the Virgin Mary is the " Mother of God."
Search your Douay Bible, and you
will find that it was the human nature of our Lord of which she was the mother.
His Divine nature or Godhead was begotten of the Father alone be/ore all worlds.
The mysterious union of the two natures was the work of God ; and at most she can
only be called properly, the mother of the God-nma Christ Jesus, not iu any scrip
tural or theological sense the " Mother of God."
Caution.

heartily,

THE DOMINIONS OF THE PAPACY.
" As

as it is now corrupted, I no more douht that it is the synagogue of
Satau and that the head thereof, called The Pope, to he that Man of Sin of whom the apostle speaketh,
than that I doubt that Jesus Christ suffered by the procurement of the Visible Church at Jerusalem.
for

your Romish Church,

;

" JoHH Knox."

termed the "

Man of Sin," and Popery
"When the Pope of Rome is
" Satan's
masterpiece," no epithets can be more cutting or severe, and therefore the grounds on which they are applied should be plainly patent and capAnd most truly so they are. Where shall we find
able of demonstration.
" Great
prophetic terras clearer or more explicit than those which describe the
Apostasy?" They are so apposite, luminous, and distinctive, that several
sceptics of intellect and penetration have been convinced by them of the truth
of Christianity. At present much ignorance prevails on the subject evea
among Protestants, and by Roman Catholics these appellations are almost
But as time advances, and
entirely unknown or perversely misinterpreted.
Bible truth continues to spread,

let

us hope that they will gradually become
To this too general unacquaint-

more and more known and acknowledged.

ance with Scripture, especially on the Continent, the Papacy owes much.
She could not indeed stand without it. And hence, though decidedly adverse
to all knowledge, there is none she hates so much, or would do so much to
destroy, as that of scriptural truth.
Popery and the Bible may well be

termed antagonistic powers. They cannot co-exist within the same territory.
And this mutual hostility Avill continue to be exercised till Romanism shall
^
be overthrown, and truth obtain the victory.
But our more express object in this article is to shew, that if the Protestant interpretation of these prophecies is the true one, its truth must be confirmed by the character of the Papal domination, or by the condition of the
Roman States. This is the " experimentum crucis" that must either justify
If the Pope were really the Vicar of Christ, his rule ought to
be as perfect as anything human can be. The States of the Church should
form the best and happiest of all kingdoms. They should be the model kingdom to the whole of Christendom. But if the Pope, as Protestants say, is
the " Man of Sin," and Popery " Satans masterpiece," the Papacy must
The government
be the worst and most wretched dominion in Christendom.
must be in the highest degree unjust and tyrannical, and its subjects the most
oppressed and miserable in any quarter of the globe. Now let our readers
look at Rome and say, which of these two descriptions is most conformable to
her actual condition ? Let our Statesmen in office, and our Members of Parliament, who take the side of the Great Apostasy, and think her not so very

or condemn.

,
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bad as Protestants suppose, let them just be at the trouble of taking into
"
Tour
their hands two volumes, (we ask no more,) namely, Dr. Wylie's recent
" London
to Italy," and the last number (No. CXCVII.) of the
Quarterly," and
reading the whole of the Tour, and the Review of the Papal Government,
we are confident that they can come only to one conclusion that the
Papacy is a great deal worse than its worst enemies have ever represented it
to be.
These two living authorities must surprise even Protestants themTheir combined account verifies the Protestant interpretation of the
selves.
prophecies to a tittle. No history can confirm any prediction or series of preThe condition of the Papal dominions, and indeed
dictions more completely.
of the whole of northern, middle, and southern Italy, which is all within
the grasp of Rome, and subject to her policy, is so deplorable, that it should
be sufficient to convince every mind open to conviction. Almost without the

—

aid of any prophetic direction, we should be ready to conclude, that Popery
must be Satan's masterpiece, and its head and representative the Man of Sin,

kingdom may be shortly but forcibly described as little better than a
upon earth." No despotism can be more grinding, demoralizing, and
It almost realizes the conception of Milton's Pandemonium, and
oppressive.
No wonder that an Italian writer is heard to say, " Do not
Dante's Inferno.
for his

"

hell

reproach us for our many faults, but rather wonder, that having lived so
many years under such a dominion, we do not walk on all-fours." No wonder that such a Satanic rule could not stand one short week, if it were not
Hence a most
upheld by the cannon and bayonets of France and Austria.

heavy responsibility lies at the gates of the Tuileries and upon our own
Government. Austria would soon be compelled to quit hold of her share of
the prey, were it not for the legions of Napoleon III. and the influence of
can the people of Great Britain be held guiltless, who permitrepublic to be destroyed, and now permit Austria and France
to occupy so large a portion of the country, preventing the Italians from
Britain.

ted the

And
Roman

The British Governasserting their rights and amending their condition?
ment is not a despotism it is very much under the control of the nation
and were our rulers to act with the proper spirit, they would never allow the
poor Romans, to whose ancestors we owe so much, to be more barbarously
;

;

treated than the meanest negro slaves either in the old world or the new.
They would employ every constitutional mode of displaying their sympathy,
and would endeavour, if not to concuss, at least to draw the Govei'ument into
that line of policy Avhich Protestantism so clearly points out as right, and
It is well to see
which the interests of humanity so imperiously require.

the present aspect of affairs in regard to Naples on the part of the French
and British Governments, as well as to hear the new tone of the Times and

other journals on the subject of Austria.

"

THE VIRGIN AND CHILD."

In Popish cities on the Continent, Protestants are often grieved and scan"
dalized by the representations that abound of the
Virgin and Child," as
of
our
mother
are
the
of
Saviour, commonly exhibited
they
called, that is,
with the insignia of royalty as the Queen of Heaven, and of our Saviour
There are
himself, as an infant carried in her arms or lying at her feet.
circumstantial diversities in the representations, but their leading features

and

their principal object are the same.

Sometimes Mary

is

represented as
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crowned, and the infant Jesus as uncrowned sometimes both are represented
with crowns on their heads and, in this case, Mary usually has a sceptre
The object and the effect of the representation
in addition to her crown.
in its different forms are to exhibit Mary as the superior, and Jesus as the
subordinate to impress men's minds with the conviction that Jesus is still,
as it were, an infant in his mother's arms, and entirely subject to her control.
Such representations abound in most Popish cities, and in some of
them they are obtruded upon public attention with a prominence and a fre;

;

;

quency

Avhich, to

every intelligent and right-minded Protestant, are most

Of the Popish cities which we have had an opportupainful and offensive.
There,
nity of visiting, Antwerp is the most conspicuous in this respect.
every public place, nay, the corner of almost every street, is provided with a
representation of the Madonna and child, often as large as life, and always
exhibiting the proportional sizes of an adult and an infant, as applying to
Mary and her son.

We

have said, that such representations are painful and offensive to Proand the reason of this is, that they are both fitted and intended to
embody a denial of important Scriptural truths and a perversion of important
They are fitted and intended to impress upon men's
Scriptural principles.
minds a most erroneous view of the actual state of things, in a matter of great
importance in its bearing upon our religious views and feelings.
The error and the mischief of such representations lie in this, that they
convey to men's minds the impression, that Christ's entire subjection to his
mother's control, as a mere child or infant, is an actual present reality^ and
exhibits the way and manner in which the kingdom of God is novj governed. Our Saviour was once an infant, and grcAv in stature, and was
This is a great truth, and it ought ever to be
in subjection to his parents.
remembered and realized, as conveying important lessons, and as aiding us
in the formation of distinct and vivid conceptions of the Incarnation of the
Son of God. And there is nothing more objectionable in a visible representation of our Saviour as a child than as an adult, viewed simply in itself as

testants,

an individual object, exhibiting a past reality, an object that once existed.
But he is not now an infant, or subject to anything like dependence or conAnd yet this is the
trol on the part of his mother or of his supposed father.

very idea or impression which these Popish representations are fitted and intended to convey. The very fact, that this is the general mode of representation, ordinarily pressed upon men's notice in churches and public places, is

convey the impression that it exhibits the existing state of things,
now subsisting between Christ and his mother. And this
impression is in full accordance with the general scope and strain of Ilomish
teaching upon this subject. The worship and reverence paid to Mary in the
Church of Rome are connected with, and dependent upon, the place which she

fitted to

the actual relation

now

occupies,

and the influence which she now

exercises.

Hence the

fable

of her assumption into heaven, and the common descriptions and representations of her as occupying a most conspicuous place there, Avearing a crowu
and wielding a sceptre. The Queen of Heaven, the Queen of angels, descriptions frequently applied to Mary by the Papists, must be either a nominal
or a real potentate.
Tiie Papists unquestionably represent her as a real
who has the highest power and influence in the communication of
And if she is so, then this imblessings, and in the disposal of all events.
plies that she must either supersede or control her son, who is undoubtedly,
sovereign,

dejure, the Ruler of the universe.

The superseding of Christ

is

an idea rather
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too absurd and offensive to be openly propounded, and hence Papists rather
found upon the idea of her exerting influence upon her Son, guiding and directing his procedure, and thus procuring for her friends and favourites
whatever they may have asked from her. The main ground of the worship

and reverence paid by Papists to Mary, is the belief, that she is all-powerful
with her son, that she can prevail upon him to do whatever she wishes to
be done, while some of them have not scrupled to embody this idea in
a prayer to Mary, to exercise her maternal authority, and to command her
son to effect what they desire, Jure materno filio impera. Now, this comes
very near to the notion conveyed by the material, visible, representation which
we have described. That representation is evidently a dexterous attempt to
improve the fact, that the Saviour was once an infant of days, into a ground
for the conclusion that he is now as much as then subject to his mother's control.
That Christ is now entirely subject to his mother's authority, that she
exerts a regulating and determining influence over His conduct in the government of the world, is a doctrine which even Papists would scarcely venture
openly and explicitly to propound but by means of this ordinary public representation of the Madonna and child, they insinuate what they dare not
assert, and they fill the minds of men with a most erroneous and dangerous
;

notion of the existing state of things in the heavenly world, and of the prinby which the government of the earth is regulated. Nothing can be

ciples

more clearly and expressly revealed in Scripture than that Jesus Christ, God
and man in one person, the only Saviour of sinners, is the Supreme, the only.
Governor of the world and no conceivable doctrine can be more entirely destitute of all Scriptural authority than that His mother now
reigns as Queen of
Heaven, exercising all the influence and authority of a mother over an infant
son.
But the great Scriptural truth of Christ's sole supremacy, Papists virtually deny, and the blasphemous falsehood of his mother's supremacy
over him, and through him over the world, they virtually assert, when they
parade in their churches and in their streets representations of Mary as a
crowned and sceptered Queen, and of her Son as an infant in her arms.
The impression which this representation is plainly fitted and intended to
;

convey, is inconsistent not only with Scriptural views of Christ's sole supremacy, but also of his compassion and kindness, for it is an essential feature
of the Popish notions upon this subject, that Mary is more
ready and willing
to listen to and entertain our applications, and to grant our requests, than Jesus
is, and that we have a greater certainty of obtaining Avhat we wish by applyWhat a hideous combination there is of
ing to the mother than to the son.
heresy and blasphemy in
leaders of the blind,

all this,

and how

fearful

who

are striving to impress
under its practical influence

is

the guilt of those blind

upon men's minds,
and to bring them
The word of God, in directing us to enter " within the veil," intimates that
we are to do this "through faith," that is, in the belief of what the Scriptures
tell us as to what is to be seen there
and the leading truth revealed in Scripture
all this

!

;

for our guidance in this matter

is,

that within the veil Christ ever sits at the

right hand of God,
the universe. The

King of kings and Lord of lords, wielding the sceptre of
Church of Rome has raised His mother from the dead, exalted her to heaven, and not only placed her upon the throne beside her Son,
but practically has deposed him to substitute her in his room
and while she
;

dare not literally proclaim all this in words, she labours to insinuate the substance of it into men's minds, and to impress it
upon their imaginations, by
material and visible representations.

This surely

is to

make

the

word of God
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of none effect by their traditions, and to propagate most dangerons errors
upon most important practical subjects intimately connected with men's spiritual welfare.

Protestants should seek to realize and remember all that is implied in or
" the
Virgin and Child," which are obsuggested by the representations of
truded upon them in Popish cities, and in place of becoming indifferent to
their true import and influence from familiarity with the sight of them,

should be led thereby to cherisli a deeper abhorrence of the system of Popery,
lively compassion for its miserable and degraded victims.

and a more

POPERY

IN

THE COWGATE OF EDINBURGH.

"We have read with some interest " An Account," just published,* of
" the
" St. Patrick's
Church," but which
opening" of what is now called
some of our readers will know better by its old name of the " Cowgate
Chapel." The publication is rather of a catch-penny nature, for although the
reader is promised " a report of the discourses delivered on that occasion,"
by Bishop Gillis, the outline or substance merely is given of the topics on
which the Bishop spoke, and the pamphlet is chiefly occupied with other
matter and speeches of much less prominent men. Still the pamphlet is not
without interest as illustrating the policy of Rome in the ancient capital of
Scotland.

The history of the Cowgate Chapel is not very creditable to Protestantism,
and unfortunately is too illustrative of the way in which Protestant affairs
A large and handsome church, originally erected in a
are often managed.
dense and poor locality by the Episcopalians of Scotland, it was soon abandoned for a more fashionable position.
Some public- spirited men then offered

make

it a chapel-of-ease in connexion with the Established Church, but
days of coldness the offer was rejected. After a while it was bought by a
congregation in connexion with the United Presbyterian Church, but being
encumbered with a heavy debt, it was at length sold, and the congregation
transferred to a less expensive church.
The whole Cowgate, thus from end
to end, with its dense and swarming thousands, is now left entirely without
a Protestant place of worship, and the aflair seems to excite no public inMeantime Bishop Gillis informs us, that '' ofter a quarter of a centerest.

to
in

and

had

upon that building, [how instructive and
him at last." P. 24. Now that it has
been obtained by Rome, the premises are to be greatly enlarged, and a large
tury

inore since his eye

suggestive,]

God had granted

it

been
to

—

We

contiguous building has been purchased for a residence to the priests.
are to have, if the plan succeeds, in the very centre of Edinburgh, as great a
stronghold of Popery as can be found in Antwerp or Gahvay. There is ia

no doubt, a vigour and wisdom which we cannot help admiring, and
well both rebuke and alarm our lukewarm, slumbering Protestants,
who, amidst the open aggressions of Rome, both amongst nobles and common
people, are idly dreaming that no danger is to be apprehended.
The sermon at the opening of this new Popish chapel is, as might have
been anticipated, illustrative of the peculiar blasphemy of Rome, whilst the
A priest of the name of Smith
speeches hint at still farther aggressions.
" As
preaches an opening sermon, in which, amongst other things, he says,
all this,

which

may

*

Edinburgh

:

Marsli and Beattie.

I
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But the dread
has not set foot within these walls.
yet, indeed, Jesus Christ
moment is now at hand, when every head shall bow, and every knee shall
bend, and every voice be hushed, as at the word of him whom He has given

you

for

your bishop

;

He

will

'

rend the heavens and come down' upon the

The
in the midst of you."— P. 22.
altar, to dwell within his chosen tabernacle
whole essence of Romish impiety and assumption may be found in this sentence.
if the God of heaven and earth, the brightness of the Father's glory, and
the express image of His person, who upholds all things by the Word of His
or refrain
power, would come to our world, or to any particular part of it,
from coming at the mere " word" and bidding of a poor worm of the dust,
in tinsel, and called a bishop
standing in the Cowgate of Edinburgh, covered

As

!

he were a showman, with his Maker at his bidding. "What degrading
ideas of God, and what lofty ideas of a priest, must result from such teaching ?
" Without all contrafor we may adapt the language of the apostle and say,
Heb.
better."
vii. 7.
of
the
is
commanded
the
less
diction,
The practical question, however, is— Is this dexterous movement on the
on the part of Protestants ?
part of Rome to be met by no corresponding effort
Is the whole Cowgate to be abandoned to the priests without a struggle?

As

if

—

We

know that there are certain evangelical agencies at work in and around
that district, but it will be found that their influence is little in comparison
of a large open chapel, a resident priesthood, and all those means and appliances which Rome is about to concentrate in that locality, and which she

A pure
adapt to the cravings of fallen human nature.
little, if there be not the zeal, wisdom, and
if the triumphs
prayerful devotedness of Apostolical and Reformation times,
of our ancestors are feebly resigned, and the masses in the poorer districts
knows

so well

creed will

how

to

avail Protestantism

are tamely given up to the priests of Antichrist.

SCOTTISH REFORMATION SOCIETY.
DuRiisTG the past month the Secretary of this Society has visited Alexandria,
Alloa, Skirling, Peebles, Innerleithen, and Jedburgh, besides discharging a
number of miscellaneous duties. The aspect of affairs is partly prosperous, and
In Alloa, the Romanists are proposing to erect their
partly discouraging.

mission station into a distinct congregation, and are understood to be desirous
The Reformation Society is
of buying a Protestant church for the purpose.
In Peebles and Innerleithen the influence of the neighactive and zealous.
bouring Popery of Traquair is felt, but there are some zealous Protestants
;

whilst at Jedburgh, Puseyism

dren to

was

its

schools.

is

very active, and getting

many poor

chil-

These poor children are fed and clothed, and there
them on the grounds of Lord

lately a pic-nic entertainment giAen to

Campbell, Chief- Justice of England. Of course the wonder of the townsfolks
Who supplies all the funds? The Members for Dumbartonshire and
is,

—

The Member for Roxburgh paired against
Peebles voted against Maynooth.
Maynooth on the 15th April last, and it is earnestly hoped that he may find
it convenient to be
present and vote against it during the approaching
struggle.
Upon the whole there is progress, and we trust that every
district will be prepared for action when the approaching Session of Parlia-

ment commences.
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*

It has been generally supposed, that although America might successfully
compete with Britain in the lighter forms of literature, anything more profound and solid must be always expected from the learning and leisure of
Oxford and Cambridge. Sober facts are beginning to dispel this fond delusion.
Not only are the Americans becoming great purchasers of all our old
books and docupients, but the most solid and valuable works in every department of literature and science are beginning to issue from the American press.
"We have no writers on Romanism superior toDowling, Elliot, and M'llvaine,
and we will venture to say, no historian equal to Prescott. With the great
drawback of a very imperfect appreciation of the spiritual elements at work
in the great struggles which he so graphically describes, no man displays

more untiring research, greater breadth of view, more complete
or writes a more compact, smooth, and elegant style than

impartiality,
this eminent

American.
The " Conquest of Mexico" has all the charm of a romance. The " Con"
quest of Peru," and the
History of Ferdinand and Isabella," are intensely
"
but
interesting,
perhaps the
History of Philip II." is in some respects his
most valuable work. The people of Britain cannot fail to take a deep interest
in the husband of the " bloody Mary," whilst the life of Philip is also connected with some of the most interesting scenes in Spain and Holland during

A

the period of the glorious Reformation.
recent discovery of important
documents has thrown a flood of light around those scenes has dragged to
light a faded gourmand with an army of cooks, and immersed in worldly

—

cares, as the cloistered and so-called Saint Charles V., and has demonstrated
that Philip II., the champion of Rome, was only a stolid, hard-hearted treacherous murderer, who, in killing Protestants, was taught to believe that he

was doing God

service.
Our space will not allow us even to enter upon this
but we commend the work of Prescott to the special attention of our
readers as a masterpiece of historical writing, fraught with the most valuable

subject

;

and seasonable information. We intend to publish, in a separate article, his
account of a cool murder, perpetrated by Philip through the agency of a
Romish prie'st, on one of the ambassadors of the Netherlands but meantime
;

the following extracts are interesting.
ing of the Gospel in Holland
:

—

Here

is

an account of the early preach-

"

The head- quarters of the Calvinists were in Flanders, Hainault, Artois, and the
provinces contiguous to France. The bordei land became the residence of French
Huguenots, and of banished Flemings, who on this outpost diligently laboured in the
cause of the Reformation. The press teemed with publications, vindications of the
faith, polemical tracts, treatises, and satires against the Church of Rome and its
those spiritual missiles, in short, which form the usual magazine for controerroi's,

—

—

These were distributed by means of pedlers and travelling tinkers,
carried them, in their distant wanderings, to the humblest firesides throughout the
There they were left to do their work and the ground was thus prepared
country.
for the labourers whose advent forms an epoch in the history of the Reformation.^
These were the ministers or missionaries, whose public preaching soon caused a
great sensation throughout the land.
They first made their appearance in Western
Flanders, before small audiences gathered together stealthily in the gloom of the
forest and in the silence of night.
They gradually emerged into the open plains,
versial warfare.

who

;

*

London, Bentley.

— Strada, De Bello BelIL
des Pays-Bas,
150, et seq.
— Correspondance
de Marguerite d'Autriche, p. 127.

+ Vandervynckt, Troubles
gico, torn.

I.

pp. 239, 240.

torn.

p.
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thence proceeding to the villages, until, growing bolder with impunity, they showed
themselves in the suburbs of the great towns and cities. On these occasions, thousands of the inhabitants, men, women, and children, in too great force for the magisIn the centre of
trates to resist them, poured out of the gates to hear the preaclier.
the ground a rude staging was erected, with an awning to protect him from the
the
rude
was
the
round
more
weather.
gathered
Immediately
pulpit
helpless part

—
—

Behind them stood the men, those
congregation, the women and children.
the outer circle usually furnished with arms, swords, pikes, muskets, any
weapon they could pick up for the occasion. A patrol of horse occupied the ground
barricade of waggons
beyond, to protect the assembly and prevent interruption.
and other vehicles was thrown across the avenues that led to the place, to defend it
Persons stationed along the
against the assaults of the magistrates or the military.
high roads distributed religious tracts, and invited the passengers to take part in the
services.*
The preacher was frequently some converted priest or friar, accustomed to speak
in public, who, having passed the greater part of his life in battling for the Church,
now showed equal zeal in overturning it. It might be, however, that the orator was
a layman some peasant or artisan, who, gifted with more wit, or possibly more
effrontery, than his neighbours, felt himself called on to assume the perilous vocation
of a preacher.
The discourse was in French or Flemish, whichever might be the
language spoken in the neighbourhood. It was generally of the homely texture suited
both to the speaker and his audience.
Yet sometimes he descanted on the woes of
the land with a pathos which drew tears from every eye
and at others gave vent to
a torrent of fiery eloquence, that kindled the spirit of the ancient martyr in the
bosoms of his hearers." Prescotfs History of the Reign ofPhUip I J., pp. 262, 263,
of

tlie

—

in

A

;

;

—

To illustrate how the Church of Rome practised her disgusting impositions
at that period, the following account of the Romish treatment of the king's

—

son during his illness may suflBce:
" Carlos had not been at Alcala
many months, before he met with an accident,
which was attended with most disastrous consequences. One evening in April, 1562,
as he was descending a flight of stairs, he made a misstep, and fell headlong down
five or six stairs against a door at the bottom of the passage.
He was taken up
senseless, and removed to his chamber, where his physicians were instantly summoned, and the necessary remedies applied. f At first it seemed only a simple contusion on the head,and the applications of the doctors had the desired effect.
But
soon the symptoms became more alarming. Fever set in. He was attacked by
his head swelled to an enormous size
he became totally blind and this
erysipelas
was followed by delirium. It now appeared that the skull was fractured. The royal
and after a stormy consultation, in which the doctors difphysicians were called in
fered, as usual, as to the remedies to be applied, it was determined to trepan the
The operation was carefully performed ; a part of the bone of the skull
patient.
was removed but relief was not obtained. J
" Meanwhile the
greatest alarm spread through the country, at the prospect of
Processions were everywhere made to the churches,
losing the heir-apparent.
prayers were put up, pilgrimages were vowed, and the discipline was unsparingly
ailministered by the fanatical multitude, who hoped by self-inflicted penance to avert
the wrath of Heaven from the land.
Yet all did not avail.
" We have a
report of the case from the pen of Dr. Olivares, the prince's own
Some of the remedies were of a kind that would look strangely enough if
physician.
reported by a medical journal of our own day. After all efforts of professional skill
had failed, and the unguent of a Moorish doctor, famous among the people, had been
;

;

;

;

;

*
Languet, Epist. seer., quoted by Groen, Archives de la Maison d'Orange-Nassau,
torn. II. p. l.SO.— See also Strada, De Bello Belgico, torn. I. p. 241.— Brandt, Reformation
in the
Countrie.s, torn. I. p. 172.

Low

+ Este dia despues de haher comido queriendo su Alteza bajar por una esealera
escura y de mines pasos ech6 el pie dereclio en vacio, y dio una vueita sobre todo el
cuerpo, y asi cayo de cuatro 6 cinco escalones. Di6 con la cabeza un gran golpe en una
puerta cerrada, y qued6 la cabeza abajo y los pies arriba." Relacion de la enfermedad del
Principe por el Doctor Oliva'res, Documentos Ineditos, tom. XV'. p. .554.
J According to tiuibert, the French ambassador, Carlos was engaged in a love adventure wh?n he met with his fall, having descended this dark stairway in search of the
young daughter of the porter of the garden. See Raumer, Sixteenth and Seventeenth

—

—

Centuries, vol.

i.

p. 119.

k
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rubbed on the body without success, it was resolved to make a direct appeal to
Heaven. In the monastery of Jesus Maria lay the bones of a holy Franciscan, Fray
in the reign of Henry the Fourth, in the
Diego, who had died a hundred years before,
odour of sanctity. King Philip and his court went in solemn procession to the
Church and in their presence, the mouldering remains of the good father, still sweet
to the nostrils, as we are told, were taken from their iron coffin, and transported to
the prince's apartment. They were tliei'e laid on his bed ; and the cloth that wrapped
the skull of the dead man was placed on the forehead of Carlos.* Fortunately, the
delirious state of the patient prevented the shock that might otherwise have been
He
to Carlos in his sleep.
given to his senses. That very night the friar appeared
was muffled in his Franciscan robe, with a green girdle about his waist, and a cross
'
and he mildly bade him be of good cheer, for that he would
of reeds in his hand
;

;

From this time, as the physician who reports the case admits,
certainly recover.'
the patient began speedily to mend. The fever subsided, his head returned to its
At the end of something less
natural dimensions, his eyes were restored to sight.
than two months from the date of the accident, Carlos, who had shown a marvellous
into the adjoining apartment,
docility throughout his illness,f was enabled to walk
and embrace his father, who, during the critical period of his son's illness, had established his residence at Alcala, showing the solicitude natural to a parent in such an
extremity."— Pp. 460, 461.

We

have only to add, that the present state of Holland and Spain respec-

value of the tAvo
tively forms a remarkable commentary on the relative
rank
of
from
the
of
nations, has snnk
highest
Popish Spain,
systems
religion.
Protestant Holland, from small beginnings,
into contempt and degradation.

has secured liberty, wealth, extended territory, and a front rank amongst the
commonwealths of Europe. When will our statesmen lay aside their childish
credulity, and cease to be the dupes of a system which has ruined every
nation by which it has been embraced ?

NOTES OF THE MONTH.

—

The Denison Case. The late faithful decision against Archdeacon DeniThe
son has evidently spread alarm amongst the ranks of the Tractarians.
" A vital doctrine of the
Rev. J. Keble, in a letter to the Gicardian, says,
Gospel is in substance denied, certainly in the censure of adoration, very probably in the denial of the reception by the wicked ;" and he hints, but very
Now, what
guardedly, at the possibility of a great Tractarian secession.
"gospel" can possibly be involved but a Popish one, which, by affirming
that the elements in the Sacrament are changed into the actual body, blood,
of
soul, and divinity of Christ, logically infers them to be proper objects
adoration ?
On any other supposition such adoration must be regarded as

The same remark applies to the crude notion, that any
advantage can be derived by a wicked man from a participation in
the mere outward forms of a sacrament, or that he can in any way partake
Such a notion is purely and essentially Popish and
of the body of Christ.
to
not
Scripture, but to the very letter of the Articles of
only
contradictory,
the Church of England, in which it is said
palpable idolatry.
spiritual

—

"

and

The wicked and such

as be void of a lively faith, although they do carnally
Augustine saith) the Sacrament of the body

visibly press with their teeth (as St.

*

Ferreras, Hist, de I'Espagne, torn. IX. p. 429.
Dr. Olivares bears emphatic testimony to this virtue, little to have been expected,
" Lo
tan obediente
in his patient.
que & su salud cumplia hizo dc la misma suerte, siendo
a loa remedies que a todos espantaba que per fuertes y recios que fuesen nunea los reuso,
antes todo el
estuvo en su acuerdo el mismo los pedia, lo cual fue grande

+

ayuda para

—

tiempo que
que Dios

la salud

le

di6."

— Documentos Ineditos, torn. XV. p. 571.
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and blood of Christ, yet in no wise are they partakers of Christ, but rather to their
condemnation do eat and drink the sign or sacrament of so great a thing."
Art. 21).
the Romanists, makes this a precise
Bishop Davenant, arguing against
of antagonism between the Churches.
(On Colossiaas i. 18 Allport'a

—

point
Translation, vol.

;

i.

pp. 218, 219.)

" The Catholic Church, which is called the body of Christ, consists of such as are
united to Christ by an internal alliance, so that no wicked pertruly sanctified, and
the external professioii of faith
son, or unbeliever, is a member of this body solely by
oppose this position to Bellarmiue, who
and participation of the sacraments.
'
For any one to be called absolutely a member of the true Church
ventures to assert
no internal rirtue is required, but only an external profession of faith, and communion

We

—

of the sacraments,

and union with

the

Roman

Church.'"

It is a matter of great thankfulness to God, therefore, that this question
has assumed its present shape. AVe trust the issue will be the extirpation
of so foul a heresy from the Church of England.
Progkess of Popeky. Lord Castlerosse, an Irish Papist, has been made
are getting at length very
Comptroller of the Royal Household. The Romanists
near the throne, and we shall probably hear news of it by and bye. Meantime,
it is for the Protestants of the Empire to say whether such an appointment
A
and remonstrance.
ought not to be made the subject of special protest
of
Duchess
to
be
the
Argyle,)
Dowager
Scotch Dowager Duchess, (understood
the Church of Rome, after being for a long time
is said to have

—

formally joined

It is a great
Mr. Rennet's Romanizing establishment at Frome.
There are now three Scotch
her.
pity that Mr. Beunet has not accompanied
Duchesses and one Marchioness in the Popish Church, a thing before unheard
of since the Reformation, and their influence for evil cannot but be great.

a

pillar of

This last case is peculiar, inasmuch as the perverted lady was originally married to the son of a Scotch clergyman, the worthy old Dr. Monteith of Housif he could look up out of his grave
ton, who would be not a little astonished
and witness the change which has taken place.
in the
Popery is also making progress by ostentatiously taking part
establishment of Reformatories for the young, assisted by Government,
The following extract
although she is notoriously the great parent of crime.
from a recent number of the Tablet will indicate this progress :—
" The
under the care of the Nuns of the
penitentiary at Arno's Court, Clifton,
Good Shepherd, lias been discontinued, and a work, of which it i$ impossible to oterestimale the importance, has been undertaken in its place
sisters in the
girls.

same estabMshment,

The (rocernment

certificate

viz.,

a

by the same admirable

Catholic Reformatory School for
is already
obtained, and the school

(Roman)

has been already
to 1 00 girls."

opened for the reception of from 80

Popish Principles.—The Popish journals continue to take a lively interest
is great reason for
promotion of Sabbath desecration, although there
thankfulness that this tide has lately been somewhat turned in England. The
The following exstand made at Manchester has been of great importance.
tract from a recent article in the Tablet, will, however, illustrate the spirit of
the " Man of Sin" on the subject.
at their rooms
« The National Sundav
Ivcague have held several meetings recently
in the present
in Beaufort Buildings, Strand.
It has been resolved to commence
autumn an active crusade in favour of the rational olisermnce of Sunday by the openof public amuseing of the Crystal Palace, the British Museum, and other places
ment. The League has also started a penny monthly Record, as a journal of its pro-

in the

and energetic secretary for
ceedings, and is about to engage the services of a zealous
know
the purpose of pushing on tlie cause in town and throughout the provinces.

We
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not what the ultimate aim of the League may be, but ia its attempt to control and
check the stupid bigotry of English ParUanism, it deserves success."

The following hymu, copied from the Tablet, will give our readers an
idea of the extent to which blasphemous idolatry is carried by the devotees of
Rome, What more is it possible for a creature to say to the living God than
this?

" Cursed

is

man

the

ST.

"

Oh
Oh

that

maketh

arm."

flesh his

COLUMBa's hymn to ST. BRIDGET.

Bridget, virgin ever bright,
golden torch of love and light,
Rich lamp, illumining earth's dark dome.
Guide us to our eternal home
!

!

!

*'

Defend

mighty Saint,
From every evil touch and taint ;
Defend us from all wiles and woes,
And from our fierce, infernal foes.
us, Bridget,

" Create in
us, anew, afresh,

A

spirit that shall hate the flesh

Oh
To

;

blessed virgin, mother, give
all new power to love and live
!

!

" Thou holiest Saint of these our
days,

Worthy unutterable

praise.

Protect green Leinster from all harm.
And keep her sons from vain alarm !

"

**

Oh pillar of our kingdom grandest.
To Patrick next, that chief, thou standest
Thou blessed maid, thou Queen of queens,
!

;

On thee each soul devoutly leans.
And after this vain life be past.
our lot with thine be cast
save us in that last dread day
When heaven and earth shall flee away !"

Oh,

let

!

And

Great alarm is professed by the TaUet, in connexion with the recent at" a
tempted legislation on the subject of divorce, as
step pregnant with fatal
consequences in the downward career of the country to the natural goal of
Protestantism." This indignation is founded upon the fact that the civil law
claims to regulate a matter which Rome regards as within her own peculiar
province, and out of which she conti-ives in Popish countries to extort large
sums of money. Let Popery advance a little farther in Britain, and this is
one of the questions which will trouble the Government.
The Times has at length come out strongly on the subject of Austria.
It says

:

—

" The real nature of the Austrian Government is
perfectly understood in England.
Thei'e was nothing so bad in the worst period of our own history centuries ago as not
the
Austrian
Government
the last few years,
within
flunto have been equalled by
gary has been laid waste with fire and sword, contrary to the faith of treaties and the
is
a
The
whole
natural humanities of modern civilisation.
of
prison.
Lombardy
Tuscany, the Legations,
Italy is subjected to the pressure of the Austrian bayonet.
Naples there is not a province, except Sardinia, in which the weight of that impure
power is not felt. Who shall describe the horrors and iniquities of the Austrian dungeons at Verona and elsewhere ? It is perfectly undei'stood in Europe that men are
torn away from tlieir homes in Italy upon mere suspicion, and executed in cold blood,
with scarcely the form of a trial, by the hands of the Austrian agents. These things
are endured, we scarcely know why, until France and England, united, resolve that
they shall be no more."

—

The celebrated Garibaldi has

also

been making affecting disclosures iu
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regard to the bloody fate of his compatriots under Austrian tyranny, simply
because they attempted to be free. He says
" Of the fate of
many of those brave ones I am still in ignorance. Ugo Bassi,
after having had the skin stripped from his fingers and the crown of his head, was
I
flattered myself that Ciceruacchio and his children had gained
shot at Bologna.
But Sacchi tells me
the Apennines, and had been sheltered by the mountaineei-s.
that, while commanding a steamer on the river Po, he landed at one of the towns on
the banks of this river, and that there the peasants gave him the names of seven
individuals shot at Contarina by the Austrians, under the orders of an officer belongAmong them was a Roman, Angelo Bruuetti, (' Ciceing to the imperial family.
ruacchio' was the name given to him by the Romans,) his two sons, one aged nineteen, the other thirteen, a youth named Stefauo Ramorino, Lorenzo Parodi, captain
of the Italian Legion in Monte Video, and two others, whose names I do not know.
After the first volley was discharged, Ciceruacchio's youngest son and the boy
Ramorino struggled so long, that their murderers had great diflBculty to despatch
them with kicks, and with the butt-end of their guns."
:

—

The Protestant Alliance meantime are making strenuous

efforts to secure

the release of TJbaldus Borinsky, brother to John Borinsky, whose escape
from an Austrian dungeon, for the simple crime of Protestantism, we lately
recorded.
Now all the atrocities of Austria are in fact the doing of Popery, for the

Emperor of Austria
and the

is

notoriously a mere puppet in the hands of the priests,

Rome is paramount in his dominions.
would be the universal fate of civil and relithroughout the world. To love mau, therefore, is to hate

ecclesiastical influence of

Were Popery
gious liberty

universal, such

Romanism.
Coronation of the Emperor of Russia. A splendid scene has just been
enacted at Moscow, in the coronation of the Emperor of Russia. The change
within a year from war to peace is striking. Still, viewed in the light of
It is the estabChristianity, what are we to think of the recent coronation ?
lishment of the most terrible and Antichristiau despotism over 50,000,000
or 60,000,000 of human beings, established too by blasphemous forms, and

—

How far Britain is right in
seriously threatening the liberties of the world.
taking so very prominent a part in the constitution of such a despotism, we
leave our more intelligent readers to determine.

ScoTcu AND English Protestants.

—An

interesting meeting

was held

in

the Rooms, 6, York Place, Edinburgh, on the 9th ultimo, between the Committee of the Scottish Reformation Society, and John M'Gregor, Esq., Honorary

Secretary of the Protestant Alliance. The subject of more concerted action
between the Protestants of Britain was fully discussed. The necessity of
prosecuting the war against Maynooth, and every form of national support
of making
to Rome, at the very opening of next Session of Parliament
a more decided effort than ever in favour of the extension of truth and
and of trying to
liberty on the continent of Europe, and especially in Italy,
combine in this movement the influence of America, Holland, Sweden, and
;

—

all

Protestant nations

;

the great importance of extending the circulation of
and of keeping all our machinery in vigorous

Protestant publications,

working order, preparatory to the next outbreak of the struggle, were fully
discussed and admitted.
Such meetings are productive of great good.
MiLNER REFUTED. Thc Papists In England are waxing bold, and we
observe from the Monthly Letter of the Protestant Alliance, that at Stroud
they have ventured to challenge the Protestants to find a man to discuss the
It is high time that all Prosubject with one on the side of the Romanists.
testants and Protestant ministers were burnishing their arms and preparing

—
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coming struggle, and we are most happy to observe that one so comthe task as Mr. CoUette of Lincoln's Inn, has announced a refutafor
petent
" Milner's End of
tion of
Controversy," notoriously the great storehouse of

for the

Popish weapons of war.

The new work may be had through the London

Protestant Alliance, or from Mr. James Nichol, Bookseller, Edinburgh ; and
we trust that the Protestants of the empire will secure for it a large sale.
No man has earned a better title to the gratitude of Protestants, by his able

and unwearied efiPorts, than Mr. Collette.
LiBEUTY OF THE Pkess. Cases which have

—

Edinburgh have given

rise to a

lately occurred in London and
good deal of writing on the subject of the

editor, of course, is apt to think that the liberty
There is not
his own personalities are checked.
much danger so long as trial by jury exists. But, so far as we can discover,
the principle contended for by some editors is, simply, that they themselves
are never on any occasion to be interfered with, or brought into Court.

liberty of the press.

of the press

is

Every

destroyed

if

A

very convenient doctrine, no doubt, for them, especially when coupled with
the fact, that some men are apt to wield the influence of a public journal for
the indulgence of their vanity or the gratification of their malice, and even
to make money by the operation out of the love of slander, which forms a
But for the Jury Court there would be no
peculiarity of our fallen nature.
defence whatever against such tyranny, and although juries may sometimes
mistake, they will generally indicate pretty clearly the public opinion, and
teach editors that there are two sides in the balance-sheet of slander. The
one of our noblest privileges is chiefly endangered by
liberty of the press

—

—

the recklessness of the press

itself.

IDOLATRY AT GLASGOW.
The Glasgov) Free Press, a Eoman Catholic paper, of August 30, gives an
account of an idolatrous procession in St. Mary's Popish Chapel, Glasgow.
The exhibition took place on the previous Sabbath, and a " Statue of our
" the chief ornament of the
procession." The writer, with
Lady" formed
" This
all the zest of an enthusiast, goes on to say,
pious image is from the
hand of a Munich artist, of life-size, but very light, coloured and gilt in the
best style, with the twelve stars and a rich crown. It wore a sky-blue cope,
trimmed with handsome gold-flowered lace and swandown, with a majestic
veil.
It stood among lilies and roses, on a light crimson platform, and was
children' in white, with blue wreaths of
carried by four distinguished
'

Fleurs de Marie

and other appropriate trimThe cope
which was supported by the female

ovei" their veils, blue sashes,

mings of the same emblematic

colours, aiTanged with great taste.

of the statue terminated in a long train,
president and her two assistants." One may well be shocked at being told
" as the
how,
stately group moved along, the crowds looked on with breathless surprise and admiration.
'Mqix ?i.nA wox&an shed tears of devotion ; and
all declared that
had never seen anything so lieavenly
Paganism was
thetj
.'''

never guilty of idolatry more palpable and degrading. And yet it is singular
that Protestants are gradually being so accustomed to such unhallowed exhibitions, as to be little shocked by them, and almost to forget how much
they are fitted to bring down upon the land the righteous judgments of God.
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ROMISH PERSECUTION IN FRANCE.
Dr. D'Aubigne has published a very interesting " Discourse" on the
recent persecutions of Protestants in France, narrating at the same time in
affecting language a recent instance of deliverance by the authority of the
Emperor.* France has suffered more persecution directly and indirectly
from Rome than any country in Europe, except perhaps Italy and Spain,
and the bloody spirit of the Vatican is at this moment as fierce as ever.

—

Speaking of the scene of the recent struggle, Dr. D'Aubigne says
"
Burgundy was the first field of our labours in France, and more espeHere we have Avitnessed the
cially the department of Saone and Loire.
renewal of apprehensions, trials, sentences, and imprisonments such as those
which caused our grandsires to abandon their homes. The district of Louhans is situated ten leagues north-east of Ma(;on it is a pretty country,
watered by the Seille. Twenty years ago, the Roman faith alone reigned in
these parts
now several churches are to be seen, where spiritual life has
succeeded to death, and the members of which having abandoned the Pope
have come unto Christ.
Should you cross these districts in one of your many travels, you would
perceive in the landscape amongst the trees, and the humble dwellings of the
these are the churches we have
peasantry, a few small white buildings
erected in different places.
Four good men, Mons. Getaz, Charpiot, Guyennot, Tissier, ministers or evangelists, were preaching Christ to as many congregations in the villages of Sornay, Bronigg, Monspont, Trontevault, and
:

;

;

;

*

A

Persecution and Deliverance in the Nineteenth Century, &c.
of Scotland.

and Book Society

—The Religious Tract
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some others. The priests were very indignant to see humble Christians
abandon mass for the Word of God they have been incessantly at war with
them, and have lately acted on the hope that the time was come for obtain;

ing that government should close these churches, send their ministers into
prison, and disperse the flock, and thus again fulfil the prophecy of Daniel
'
And the same horn made war with the saints and prevailed against them,'
:

—(Dan.

vii. 21,)"
After a harrowing description of the closing up of the places of worship,
and the imprisonment and cruel treatment of the godly and devoted pastors,

—

he proceeds to give the following account of their deliverance
" Count St,
George is known to some of you he is partly an Englishman
his mother is English, and so was his lady, and some of his ancestors were
You are aware that
in your service, and he has property in your country.
it would be no easy matter to find a man who unites to the most conciliating
manners, and to the greatest affability, more firmness and more perseverHis zeal was indefatigable
ance. He was the man for this intricate affair.
he would go from one office to another, from one minister to the other
he would speak, draw up and present memorials designed to make the real
bilt every one thought, every one said. The Emperor
state of things known
alone can cause justice to be done you you must speak to the Emperor
But how to succeed ? That seems impossible. Our deputy and others with
him put up prayers to Him that openeth, and no man shutteth.' He was
assisted by some of the diplomatists then at Paris, Avith whom he had been
long connected particularly the British and Netherland ambassadors. He
was told he should soon obtain an audience of the Emperor, and to get his
:

;

;

—

—

;

!

;

'

—

;

dress ready.

The Count was obliged to have a court-dress either made, or wear a
He had served twenty-five years before in the Netherlands he
Look into the closets, you will
wrote to his lady at his seat at Changins,
find my old uniform, send it me by the stage.' The uniform having arrived,
The man started back
our friend ordered a Parisian tailor to come to him.
with affright, on seeing a dress in which the Count intended to appear in
pi'esence of the Emperor, and which, as to the fashion, was a quarter of a
uniform.

;

'

century behind-hand he, however, promised to do his utmost to put it in
a state fit to appear, if not to shine, at Court, A few moments afterwards
our friend received a notice from the grand master of ceremonies to present
and the uniform
himself at the Tuileries on the morrow at eleven o'clock
had been promised but for the following day. He quickly sent word to the
;

;

who worked all night. At the hoar appointed, St. George, clad in
his uniform, girt on his sword, fixed on his breast the insignia of the order
of the Lion of the Netherlands, which he did not generally wear ; got into a

tailor,

When the carriage entered the court of the Tuileries,
carriage and drove off.
the guard turned out, little aware that it was to do honour to the deputy of
Our friend entered the presencethe humble Evangelical Society of Geneva.
chamber, and was soon introduced to the Emperor Napoleon the Third. The
uniform being known to him, (he was born in Holland,) he courteously inAfter a
quired of Count St, George when he had served in that country.
few words on that subject, Sire,' said our friend, it is for another and
most important object that I am desirous of obtaining an audience of your
'

Majesty.'

The Emperor made a sign of the hand

'

to the chamberlains, who
I shall not relate

withdrew, and our deputy remained alone with the Prince.
the important conversation that took place between them.

I shall

only

tell
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you that our friend put into Napoleon's hand a remarkable memorial drawn
up by two of the mombers of our committee, M. A. Naville, late Councillor

—

I shall
of State, and M. Turretini, late Attoruey-General.
add, that the
Emperor said, on the deputy's taking leave, I like religious liberty, and I
do not ask anything better than to see it reign in France.'
'

—

It Avas in the beginning of January that our deputy obtained audience,
and on the 27th of the same month, the Emperor granted the liberation of
our four prisoners, and the cancelling of their fines. The ministers at the
same time assured our deputy that the churches should be re-instated in the

free exercise of their worship.

Our prisoners, however, with untiring patience, waited for what it should
On the afternoon of the 29th of January, an officer
please the Lord to decide.
'
of justice entered the prisoners' room, and said to them,
The doors are

—

thrown open

to

'

God

you prepare to depart!' They could not recover from their
astonishment and joy. One of them, the evangelist at Frontenaud, exclaimed,
Blessed be

;

a thousand times for granting us this sweet consolation

1

Oh, what a happiness it is to recover one's liberty, after being deprived of it
The hour of leaving these dark abodes, in which we
during several months
have been so long buried, has then arrived
We are going to meet again our
beloved families, our dear friends, and enjoy once more our individual liberty.
No more doors, no more bars, to circumscribe our motions, no more jailers to
interfere with the secrets of our correspondence, and the overflowings of our
man of little faith, wherefore didst thou doubt?' Bless
conversation!
"
the Lord,
my soul, and forget not any of his benefits
The Christians of Britain ought deeply to sympathize with and aid their
!

!

'

'

'

!

persecuted brethren, as well as to learn from their experience the unchanging
cruelty of the Romish system.

MAYNOOTH.
We

are glad to observe by the following letter, that Mr. Spooner intends
renew the struggle against Maynooth at the opening of next session of
Parliament, and we trust that all the Protestants of the empire will be prepared to bring their whole energies to bear upon the result. His letter is ad-

to

—

dressed to the Belfast Protestant Association
" Mv DEAR Dr.
Drew, Pray assui-e the Christ Church Protestant Association, that
I duly appreciate the kind maniipr in which they have noticed my attempt to put down
:

—

the national sin of supportiiif; the idolatrous Collcfre of Mayuootli. The College, I
is doomed,
llow long it will be sutfered to remain, it is hard to say.
At my time of life, 73 complete, I cannot expect to be permitted to see the full success of my exertions.
Those exertions would have been altogether in vain had it not
been for the assistance and encouragement which 1 have received from your society-,
and others of a similar nature. If sj^ared till next session, it is my intention to move
I am,
the question again, and I shall depend upon a renewal of youi* kmd support.
" Ricuard SrooNER."

have no doubt,

—

my

dear Dr. Drew, yours truly,

The policy of singling out one great sample of Popish encroachment, the
College of Maynooth, and demolishing it in the first place, initiated at a conference in London, and since prosecuted with growing success, is likely, we
This
trust, to be crowned with triumph in the next session of Parliament.
will lay an efl'ectual basis for future operations against Romish aggressions
both at home and in the colonies. One of the first results of it Avill be, how-

ever, to force a large

body of Christian men

to stand aloof

from mere

political
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This
parties, and to deal with public questions on the ground of principle.
result is already beginning to manifest itself, and would do so much more
fully, if a few more Christian men with power of speech could be got to stand

The day for mere trading
forth boldly as leaders in the House of Commons.
politicians, who have neither principle themselves nor sense to discover it in
It is almost ludicrous to witness the childish atothers, is nearly gone by.
tempts of this class of men to hold their position amidst such a palpable want
of all the higher elements of statesmanship, professing to copy Pitt, and yet
only able to imitate his want of principle. The Press, for example, the organ
of Mr. D'Israeli, sorely puzzled with the new state of matters, says of Maynooth,
"

—

They

herence

to

and they iterate their adthey alone held a monopoly of the Reformed

treat the question as one of religious duty,
'

Protestant principles' as

if

Kehgion.
" We

^

join issue with them at once, and instead of demurring to their proposed test,
we adopt it, and- say, ' Let Maynooth be tried as a question of Protestant principle.'
Let us look to the reality and not to the sound of the proposed rule. '
principle,'
said Doctor Johnson, ' is worth nothing if it cannot be put in practice, and carried
see
whether
let
us
that
the
Grant
be
to
out.'
should
revoked,
Suppose
Maynooth
we should then have established what they could call in their own test a Protestant

A

'

'

Having abolished

empire.'

consistent, should be shifted to

Maynooth,' the controversy,

" Canada

— Canada

if

our adversaries were

!

Its society is polite and
the greatest colony possessed by the Queen.
prosperous. It has a Governor, representative assemblies, a Court, a provincial arisBut there
tocracy, and, in short, it presents all the features of English civilisation.
In Canada the
is one most remarkable distinction between Canada and England.
Roman Catholic Church is endowed, and its priests receive tithes
Well, if for the
sake of * principle' Maynooth must be abolished, it is clear that, if the Roman Catholics be left in possession of the tithes in Canada, the emjjire must also be de-Protestantized by the countenance given to
Popery' in the colonies. Our opponents have
made this question one of principle ;' and if the Pi-otestantism of the empire be
tainted by ' Maynooth,' it must a fortiori be seriously corrupted by the mother country endowing the Church of Rome in the New World."
is

—

!

'

'

probably held to be very startling and conclusive, and yet it is a
for there is not a consistent Protestant in the empire who is not prepared at once to carry out his principles, and not only withdraw grants at home, but to strip the colonial Papists in Canada, India,
This

is

mere display of ignorance,

Australia, and every province of Britain, of every particle of public property,
in other words, of everything which they receive from the state.
hold it

We

as a fixed and universal principle, that to give the public property to Rome
is criminal and foolish in the highest degree, an act of sin against God, and

Although we begin, therefore, with MayWe must begin somewhere, and
nooth, it is far from our purpose to end there.
w« concentrate upon Maynooth at present as the focus of the Romish strength
in Britain, and the most shameful evidence of our public guilt, but as soon as
this Sebastopol is taken, we are in no humour to patch up a dishonourable
of treason against the constitution.

peace with the enemy. Peace with Rome is impossible. Lord Arundel stated
some time ago in the House of Commons the true issue. Rome struggles for
nothing short of the entire extirpation of Protestantism fiom the world.
Every true Protestant, on the other hand, believes that Rome is doomed to
complete and speedy destruction, and that nations as well as individuals who
take part in her sins shall undoubtedly partake of her plagues. Let us all,
then, prepare for renewed and zealous action, at the very
next Session of Parliament.

commencement

of
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A CONVERT FROM POPERY.
Extract from a letter addressed to the Rev. G. T. Fox, by a labouring
man, a recent convert from Popery
" Revekend
With humble deference I beg the liberty of addressing
Sir,
these lines to you, and to return you my sincere thanks for your sympathy
and kindness to me when at Durham. I never can forget to pray for you,
but not to saints and angels, but to the Almighty God, the giver of all grace,
:

—

that

—

He may

good

gifts,

strengthen you in the ministry of Jesus Christ, the giver of all
and that your writings may always prove to be a strong barrier

against Popery.

"As for my part, I have been too long gulled by the superstitious practices
of the Papacy, but never will I be so again. I shall take the Scriptures as
my guide and rule of faith, as you have dictated in your two sermons at
South Shields.
"•

Irish
Since
arrival here, I have met with many objections from
hatred of Popery. One, a very intimate friend
friends, in consequence of
of mine, would not have me in his house, he called me an apostate devil, and

my

my

my

Romish Church, which God

said I

was paid a stipend

knows

receive no pay, but the real conviction of my mind is,
believe recently Popery to be the invention of man, and the master-

that

I

I

am

not

;

—

for calumniating the

I

piece of Satan."

We

hear a great deal from time to time of perversions to Popery in high
places in the land, which are trumpeted forth with great display by all the
Romish organs. But in this interesting letter we have an individual instance of the quiet work of God's grace, which is going forward amongst us
in different parts of the kingdom, without noise or display, whereby God is
effectually calling His own children out of Babylon, with a voice they cannot
fail to hear.

sins,

and that

Were

all

" Come out of
j'e

her, my people, that
receive not of her plagues."

ye be not partakers of her

the converts from Popery, which have been made during the last
we should find them to exceed very far the perversions

ten years, numbered,

to Popery, though they may not generally have been taken from the wealthiest
and most influential classes. But in the sight of God the soul of a poor man
is as precious as that of a duke or a duchess. And if we come to the question
of intelligence, it must be confessed that there is no class of society where
such monstrous ignorance and stupidity pi'evail on the subject of religion, as

It is owing to this utter ignorance of Christianity,
aristocracy.
that several of our great titled folks have been caught with the tinselled display of Popery, adapted as it is to the carnal and unconverted heart in every
It is a cheering fact, however, which should not be overlooked, that
rank.

amongst our

not merely in Ireland is there a great work of conversion going forward, but
that in England and Scotland, whilst a process of enlightenment is being accomplished amongst our Protestant population, there is a steady increase of
conversions from Popery,
The Reformation Society, and the English Church
3Iissions, liave both effected

much, and were Dr. Armstrong's own converts

alone numbered, they would go far to pair off against the bulk of perversions
that have occurred in some years.
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POPISH RELICS.
AMONa

the numerous relicsVhich are the exclusive property of the Church
Rome, there is one which, though it does not appear in the catalogue,
That relic is the shadow of
belongs to her, and characterizes her doctrines.
St. Peter, so often referred to by Romish controversialists in proof of their
In this shadow is to be found the
foolish doctrine on the subject of relics.
All the Roman Pontiffs, since corruption crept
entire history of Romanism.
into the Church, were well acquainted with it. The Church of Rome possesses
of

shadow, but to the substance she is quite a stranger. And so long as
she preaches and incvdcates as realities doctrines which are only the commandments of men, we cannot be surprised that she should venerate and
adore this shadow, and exalt memorials and relics, enshrining them in cases
of silver and gold, the work of men's hands. What must that religion be
this

which hides from the people the writings of the Apostles, and shews to them
which buries their doctrines, and disinters their mortal remains,
their bones
just as if a son preserved carefully the old boots of his father, and concealed
The better and genuine relics of St. Peter and St. Paul are their
his will ?
What alone ought to be dear and sought after,
writings, divinely inspired.
that only is neglected
following the example of the Jews, who adorned the
sepulchres of the prophets, and persecuted those who observed their doctrines.
But mark the trick they look for the bones of the Apostles in order to adore
;

;

:

them, instead of searching their writings, because their bones do not speak,
but their writings do, and declare things hateful to these persons. Instead
but they have not the skill to
of their bones they can substitute others
make another Holy Scripture and then it is not so easy to make a trade of
passages of Scripture, as it is of pieces of relics, the very sight of which they
sell, trafficking upon merchandise without delivering it.
;

;

ST.

PETER'S AT

ROME— THE HOLY

DOOR.

Theee is a door leading to the vestibule, which is not to be crossed except
on bended knees. The five patriarchal churches of Rome have each a door
that is only opened every five-and-twenty years, when the jubilee begins.
This door, which is the tangible emblem of the Pope's power of opening the
gates of heaven to penitent sinners, is a source of indulgence and pardon for
A year after
all who follow up the religious duties of this particular epoch.
the door is walled up till time brings round the day when the Pope comes in
In the interval from
his episcopal robes to strike it with a golden hammer.
one jubilee to another, the holy door is an object of peculiar devotion the
good folks pray near it, kiss it, and devoutly scratch the dust off the wall,
which serves as a condiment to season their soup, or sweeten their chocolate.
It is likewise an infallible preservative against fever, falling sickness, sudden
Such is the testimony of the Chevalier de Chatelain, in his
death, &c.
;

" Rambles
through Rome." How different is this gospel of Christ's vicar, as
he calls himself, from the gospel of Jesus Christ, who says, " I am the door
" I am the
of the sheep."
way, the truth, and the life no man cometh unto
the Father but by me."

—

;
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The Suffering Saviour.
By the
Rev. Fred. W. Krummacher, D.D.

Theology, Literature, and Practical AVoRKiNos OF Popery in our
Time. By the Rev. James A. Huie,
Wooler, 150 pp.

OCT.

Second Edition.

&

Edinburgh

:

T.

T. Clark.

Dr.

Krummacher

is

so well

known

(Second Notice.)

as an eloquent writer and an active
earnest friend of truth, that it is almost

We

supei-fluous to

useful

have already referred to this
book, so very creditable to

little

recommendthis volume.
The circumstance of its so soon reach-

the intelligence and acquirements of
>rr. Huie is evidently
author.

ing a second edition, proves that it is
duly appreciated by the Christian

conversant very thoroughly with the

The subject of
public of England.
the sufferings of Christ is very solemn,

its

literature

and

literary history of

Po-

pery

for the present and the past generation, and has turned this knowledge to excellent account in the vi-

and we are not sure but that it is too
much neglected by Protestant preach-

dimus he has given us here of many
of the most interesting men, and
books, and events, that are illustra" Modern
tive of
Romanism, British
and Continental." There is no gi-eat
regard to method in the book, and it

imaginative style of Dr. Krummacher
is perhaps not the best model for

is
it

indeed a considerable defect that
not broken up into sections or

is

resembles a good deal
what might have been the substance
of four or five hours' talking of a very
chapters.

It

ers

ject of

terials

are valuable,

and they are

brought out and applied

in

a very

The work
pleasant and useful waj'.
presents a good deal of authentic information, the result evidently of Ih:
Huie's own researches, of which very

even of our best educated men
are entirely ignorant, but with which
it is very desirable that such men
should be acquainted.
We would
have liked to have given some extracts from Mr. Huie's book, and may
probably do so on some future oc-

many

casion.

highly

Faith in God as to Tejiporal Things.
An Account of the New Orphan

House, Ashley Down, Bristol,
under the superintendence of the
Rev. J. Miiller. Houlston & Stoneman, London.

modern Romanism, and who,

of their origin and history, and of the
information they contained, as indicating the true character and tendencies of modem Romanism.
The ma-

the

teresting.

and

while shewing his literary stores to a
friend, gave him, with much judgment
and good taste, a condensed account

although

young theologians not equally gifted.
The work is very powerful and in-

accomplished man,
who had a library well stocked with
the most important books on the sub-

intelligent

generally,

This

is

certainly a very extraordiIt recounts the diffe-

nary history.

rent steps in the successful erection,
by spontaneous contributions, of a
large institution for clothing and feeding three hundred oi-phans, near Bris-

Mr. Miiller is evidently a man
of earnest and simple piety, and God
has crowned his labours with remarktol.

He has adopted two
admirable maxims in promoting his
He incurs no
benevolent schemes:
able success.

debt

—he

—

halts

whenever the money

halts; and he never importunes men
to give, but receives all donations
as literal free-will offerings, trusting

alone in God, who has the hearts of all
men in His hands. We should like
to

have an opportunity of examining
and of forming a more

this institution,

deliberate opinion of its merits, as a
model for general imitation.
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THE POLICY OF KOME IN BRITAIN.
To watch the policy of the most cunning and cruel of enemies is one of the
highest duties of all Protestants. It is amazingly weak on their part to imaOn
gine for a moment that because Romanism is quiet it is therefore asleep.
the contrary, by the very necessity of its nature it must maintain an unceasing struggle, and the more quiet it is at any period, we may be the more sure

some deep and diabolical plot is hatching. It is so at present in Britain,
and the Rambler for August, a Popish print written chiefly by perverts who
have not lost altogether the blunt frankness of Englishmen, tells us plainly
what the present policy of Rome in Britain is.
In an article on the " Secret History of the Catholic Relief Bill" occurs
that

—

the following very singular passage
" We would
remark, in passing, that we have yet got but an instalment of what
was even in George TII.'s time acknowledged to be our due. The chancellorship has
not been thrown open to us ; nor has any provision been yet made for the Irish
Clergy out of the I'evenues of the Protestant Establishment though, thank God, we
have steered clear of the negative influence of the Ci'own in the election of Bishops.
Perhaps it is as well that matters are still in abeyance for Catholics themselves are
divided as to what ought to be done in Ireland. Some think that the revenues of the
Protestant Establishment ought to be devoted to secular purposes, or doled out to all
We confess we are not of that opinion. We
religions in proportion to their number.
would rather thimjs went on as they are till the Church becomes strong enough to claim
:

;

;

of which she had been unjustly deprived, as belonging excluIn other
sively to her ; and that as a matter of right and not as a gift of the State.
the
Catholic
that
Church
and Protestant Establishment should change places ;
words,
with this difference, that whereas the Establishment has made itself a creature of the
State, by receiving property from her which was not hers to give, we should merely
receive it as our right, in the light of a restoration of stolen goods ; and should conall Ecclesiastical property,

sider

it

only as the

Church."— C P.

gift of

the pious individuals

who

originally bestowed

it

on the

137.)

In other words, their plan is simply to make as few public demonstrations
as possible, but at the same time to push forward quietly and determinedly
their influence in every direction, until they are in circumstances to demand

Popish supremacy with irresistible power. And a most admirable plan
is— most thoroughly adapted to the singularly torpid state of British Protestantism.
They have sense enough to be aware that outward demonstrations only provoke dangerous opposition, whilst, on the other hand, Protestants,
if let alone, always go speedily to sleep, cease to
suspect danger, nay, reckon
themselves " mighty Avise" in so doing. Meantime Romanists go on quietly
to fill the land with chapels, monks, and nuns.
They find little difficulty in
getting, without noise, all sorts of grants from Government at home and in
the colonies.
Their priests are paid in the army and in jails, their schools
and so-called " reformatories" are
out of the

it

liberally supported

public purse.

They worm their way into our Universities and endowed schools, and turn
them into the means of perverting our youth to Rome. Duchesses and Marchionesses go over to their ranks, and after a nine-days' Avonder, the slight
London is gradually
ripple on the water ceases as if nothing had happened.
surrounded by a circle of Popish chapels like the fortifications of Paris, and
the Parliament itself is already made to feel this sinister influence.
In the

most remote districts of the country, priests are gradually reappearing and
All this is merely preparatory.
It is the plantchapels lifting their heads.
ing of the batteries, which by and by will be made to play towards one grand
VOL. VI. NO. LXY.
K
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concentrated spirit of Romish unity. England
unmolested.
When the net is being quietly
shot round the fishes, the foolish tenants of the deep often lie quite unconscious, and only awaken to a sense of danger, and begin to struggle and
splash bravely when their case is hopeless, and they are about to be landed
Such is the wisdom of much of our boasted Proinevitably on the shore.
political result, directed by the
lets Rome plant her batteries

and Rome is so satisfied of this our incurable torpor,
testantism at present
that she quietly proclaims her pkn of operations and her expectations on the
;

Another view of her policy is this.
chiefly aiming at the two extremes of society, the higher and
lower. In these she not only finds in greatest measure the kind of ignorance
which suits her purpose, but she imagines that if she had the nobility and the
mob at her command, she will be able in the long run to crush the middle
What are we doing to meet this issne?
classes as between two icebergs.
The education of both of these classes has been shamefully overlooked. Our
and latterly
great schools of learning at which our nobility are trained
trained to a great extent for the sei-vice of Rome have been shamefully neglected by middle-class Protestants. Had they chosen, they could have either
insisted on the reform and expulsion of Romish emissaries from such institutions, or have erected first-class schools and colleges for the children of our
And in regard to the extreme
nobility and gentry on better principles.
lower class of society in our large cities, its state is the opprobrium and
scandal of Protestantism, and if not speedily and successfully dealt with, will
Look at such a case as the following, which lately occurred bebe its ruin.
fore Mr. Corrie in the Clerkeuwell Police Court
housetop.

Rome

is

—

—

:

"

—

A

boy was called as a witness, who, rushing into the box, picked up the New
Testament, and witli peculiar eagerness kissed the book with a loud smack. Mr.
Corrie
What is your name ? Witness My name ? why, m_v name is Williams.
Mr. Corrie: What is your Chiistian name? Witness: Well, to be sure, I don't
know. Mr. Corrie : Do you know what a Christian name is ? Witness No. Jlr.
Corrie
Do you know, or ever say, your prayers ? Witness No ; I think not.
Mr. Corrie : Do you go to church or chapel ? Witness No. Mr. Con-ie Did you
ever hear of Christ ? Witness: No. Mr. Corrie : Did you ever hear of the Lord
Jesus Christ ? Witness I should think not
Mr Corrie Did you ever say your
prayers? Witness: No. Mr. Corrie said it was lamentable to see such a mixture
of ignorance, and it was impossible to receive or place any reliance in such a witness."

—

—

:

:

—

—
:

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

:

—

:

—

:

:

—
—

:

:

This is only one of thousands of cases in most of our large cities, although
perhaps an extreme one in degree. These are the elements out of which
Rome gains her recruits and it is surely high time that the Protestant
Church were bestirring itself in all its departments to meet such clamant
;

evils.

MILNER REFUTED.*
AxTTnn^G

Romanism may,

of course, be proso flagrantly opposed to the
spirit of the Gospel, such an entire subversion of primitive Christianity, that
to mistake the one for the other implies either singular blindness or wilful
like a satisfactory defence of

nounced an impossibility.

The Romish system

is

At the same time, to imagine that nothing verj- plausible can be said
favour of Romanism, and that a refutation of its pretences must always be
an easy task, is a mistake equally great. Romanism has a deep root in deerror.
in

*

By Charles Hastings CoHette.

Curry

&

Co., Dublin

;

J. Nichol,

London

:

Edinburgh.

William Penny, 57, Lincoln's-Inn Fields.
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—

the god
It is most cunningly adapted by its atithor
praved human nature.
to all the passions and propensities of fallen man, and there is
of this world
no argument so effective as that which ministers to the secret wishes of the
heart. Besides, the immense labour of centuries has been devoted to defending as well as perfecting this system. The statements of Scripture and the

—

have been carefully perverted for the purpose, bold falsehood
and plausible misrepresentation have been equally employed, and the experience of modern as well as of ancient times demonstrates that these means of
persuasion have told with effect even upon the most powerful and accomfacts of history

plished minds.

A

collection of all that is most likely to tell in favour of Romanism, adapted
to the spirit of modern times, and exhibiting all the best and the worst pecu" End of
liarities of the Romish school of debate, will be found in Milner's

Controversy."

Mr. CoUette, in his preface to the " refutation" of this work,

newly published, justly says,

—

'
" Dr. Milner's
work, miscalled the End of Religious Controversy,' (in whatever
sense the title may be construed,*) is well known to all controversialists, though variously estimated by the contending parties. The late Charles Butler, a zealous lay
advocate of the Roman Church, declared it to be ' the ablest exposition of the doctrines of the Roman Catholic Church on the articles contested with her by Protestants ; and the ablest statement of the proofs by which they are supported, and of the
historical facts with which they are connected, that has appeared in our language. 'f
The same work has been put forward by Romanists as the Herculean shield, which
not only confounds, but fritters away the ingenious subtleties of the sophist, the specious distinctions of the critic, the empty theories of the sceptic, and all the impotent
attacks of misguided reason against our holy religion.'^ By another editor it is styled
'
the golden work of the Right Rev. John Milner,' &c. &c. It is recommended as a
*
book particularly adapted for the perusal of inquiring Protestants the one of all
others which the Catholic priest or layman wishes to place in the hands of such persons, as best able to assist their search after truth.'
Again, the same editor adds,
*
may, in fact, safely say, that no other controversial work, of modern times, has
had equal success in effecting conversions to our holy rehgion. Indeed, there are
probably few converts who have arrived at it, without being, partly at least, indebted
'

:

—

We

to this excellent work.'§
"

While, on the other hand, Dr. Milner's work has been designated, by Protestant
writers of credit, as the most unscrupulous production that has been put forward
under the garb of religion, and with the affectation of candour. The Rev. Joseph
'
'
I cannot forMeudham, in his Literary Policy of the Church of Rome,' writes,
bear adding, with respect to this plausible, because deceitful work, that the reflection
which but a cursory examination of it most constantly and forcibly impresses upon
the mind, is the facility with which, particularly when aided by opportune suppression, invention, and adjustment, Romanists may prove anything, since the authors
and authorities respected by them have maintained everything.' The Rev. G. S.
'
In point of
Faber, in his Difficulties of Romanism, '|| with great reason asserts,
" The End
dexterity and plausibiUty, the work of Dr. Milner, which he has entitled
of Religious Controversy," has probably not been surpassed since the days of that
prince of sophists, the wily Bossuet. It is, however, strongly marked by what I have
noted to be tlie grand characteristics of productions written in favour of Popei'y, and
These are unscrupulous misrepresentations on the
in opposition to the Reformation,
one hand, and bold allegation on the other.' And Mr. M'Gavin, in his refutation of
'
parts of the work in question, declares that Dr. Milner has displayed an impudent

—

—

*

'

Dr. Milner could not mean the legitimate object of controin no way bear out the idea ; but from the positive tone assumed,
that he meant its complete termination, thus intimating that his work was
so potent as to put a complete end to all controversy between Protestants and Papists.
Few readers, we think, will admit that the doctor has attained his desired object.
t " Book of the Roman Catholic Church," p. 10, quoted in the Letters oi' the Bishop
of Exeter, •2d edit., 18J6, p. 16.
J In the Preface to the Edition of 1820, published by Rd. Coyne, Dublin.
§ From the Preface of the Derby 8vo Edition, dated 1812.
U In the Preface, 3d edition, p. xxxiv.

By

the

End of Controversy,

versy, since the

work can

we must presume
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that 'his "End of ReHgious Controversy" beai-s one
disregai-d of historical truth ;'
of the most jiromiuent marks of the beast iu its very front ; there is downright lying

and

imposition.'

" Fi'oni these brief
extracts, our readers will at once appreciate the estimation in
vhich this work is held.
" To the Roman Catholic controversialist, Dr. Milner's book has very extensively
few have cared either to test the value of
supplied weapons of attack, though very
the authority on which their favourite author relies, or to go further for materials ;
while, on the other hand, there is scarcely a writer on the Protestant side of the question who has not, in one shape or another, been able to detect gross and palpable

We

liave, therefore, scattered about
misrepresentations in Dr. Milner's assertions.
in different quarters, in chapters and notes, materials ample (though not easily ob"
tainable by the generality of readers) for exposing these various pious frauds.'
'

"We have read Mr. Collette's able and learned
It is the resitlt of great research,

and

is

work with

sincere pleasure.
all who desire

most worthy of study by

Romish controversy. We are glad that the questions reEdward, and Elizabeth, have been so fully treated.
The pretended prudery of the Man of Sin in the case of Henry is most justly
It would
laid bare, although the guilt of that wicked man is fully admitted.

to understand the

lating to

Henry

VIII.,

be well for our readers to make themselves familiar with these

facts, as

they

The subject of Popish
are often referred to falsely by Romish emissaries.
and
with great ability. It is here
much
at
handled
also
is
length
persecution
that Rome feels her position weak, and the necessity of bringing into
chiefly

But Mr.
in dealing with Protestants.
play her whole armory of falsehood
Collette and his able coadjutors ha\ c unmasked this imposture, have proved,
beyond the possibility of gainsaying, the bloody spirit of the Papal system,
and fully convicted the emissaries of Rome out of their own mouths.
"We do trust that a large sale will prove that the Protestants of the empire
are alive to the value of such an able and seasonable contribution in support
But more than this. \Yhy should sucl) a man as Mr. Colof their cause.

well versed in the Romish system, not be asked to go and defend
these principles in the British Parliament, where such lamentable ignorance
Of one thing we are quite certain, viz., that such
prevails on the subject?
a man on the side of Rome would not long be left to occupy a private
lette, so

position.

THE BLASPHEMY OF THE MASS.
MAN THE CREATOK OF

GOD.

"

This is my
the w^ords pronounced by a priest, Hoc est corpus meum,
to earth,
heaven
from
descends
the
Romish
Church,
body," Jesus Christ, says
and enters the consecrated host; which host, tliough retaining the form,
these words being uttered, to be
colour, and odour of the host, ceases, on
true blood, true soul,
and becomes the true
and

At

simple water

body,

flour,

and true divinity of our Lord Jesus Christ. The doctrine of the Church,
which falsely styles itself the Catholic Apostolic Roman Church, is, that God,
descends into the host. To create man, God
at the word of a
priest, actually

the breath of life,
took the dust of the earth, gave it a form, breathed into it
and made it a living soul. Man, on his side, the popish priest at least,
He takes flour and water, that is a
aspires to become the creator of God.
Latin
a
it
few
words, and thinks he has created God. Is
wafer, gabbles over
How can man
to conceive a doctrine more impious than this ?
it
possible

dare to utter such blasphemy

?

How

shall a created being

presume

to give
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It would seem incredible, but such is the fact; the
to his Creator?
The logical consepopish priest makes himself the creator of Jesus Christ.
quence of his doctrine is, that he creates God from the dust of the earth, or

life

A

from a little insignificant host. But the priest is not contented with this.
few moments after he has made this God, he destroys Him, immolates Him

altar.
Of whom is this priest the legitimate successor? Of the
In
priests Avho offered sacrifice during the Mosaic economy ? Certainly not.
their sacrifices the priesthood under the Old Testament dispensation slew only

upon the

cows, sheep, lambs, and turtles, and were never so impious and blasOf whom is he then the legitimate
as to say they slew their God.
Of those wicked wretches Avho nineteen centuries ago crucified
successor ?
Yet they crucified Him but
Jesus Christ, the only begotten Son of God.

bulls,

phemous

once, while the Romish priest crucifies Him every day, and even many times
Even this does not satisfy the Romish priest. As soon as the
in a day.

completed, he eats the victim. He swallows, and causes the
swallow, the true body of Jesus Christ, blood, soul, and divinity
To create God, to kill Him, as soon as created, to despatch Him
all at once.
is not this impiety? is it not the blackest and most horrible
in one mouthful
blasphemy ? The popish priest, forget it not at the mass fabricates God,
sacrifice

is

faithful to

—

—

!

Him, and makes others participate and day after day recomslays Him,
mences the same impious ceremonial of creating Him afresh, slaying Him
La Eco di Savonarola.
afresh, eating Him afresh
eats

;

!

—

TESTIMONIES AGAINST POPERY.
Church of Englakd.

— " In King John's time, the Bishop of Rome, under-

standing the brute blindness, ignorance of God's Word, and superstition of
Englishmen, and how much they were inclined to worship the Babylonical
Beast of Rome, and to fear all his threatenings and causeless curses, he
abused them thus, and by their rebellion brought this noble realm of Eng-

—

land under his most cruel tyranny." Homily against Wilful Rebellion.
Church of Ireland. " The Bishop of Rome is so far from being the su-

—

preme head of the universal Church of Christ, that his works and doctrines
do plainly discover him to be that Man of Sin foretold in the Holy Scriptures, whom the Lord shall consume with the spirit of his mouth, and shall

—

80;A Article.
abolish with the brightness of his coming."
Church of Scotland. " There is no other head of the Church but the

—

nor can the Pope of Rome, in any sense, be head thereof,
but is that Antichrist, that Man of Sin and Son of Perdition that exalteth
Westmin'
himself in the Church against Christ, and all that is called God."

Lord Jesus Christ

;

—

ster Confession.

THE SPIRIT OF ROMANISM.
It

is

important to mark the essentially cruel and bloodthirsty

spirit of

Rome, upon which some Protestants are foolish enough to imagine that a change
has taken place. The change is simply in outward circumstances. If Rome
ever acquires power, we shall soon be convinced that, in her demon-nature
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In the Tablet of the 4th October,

we have

the following jmssagc in regard to the late brutal attack upon the
Rev. Mr. Wallace at Kingstown, near Dublin. Popery hates open-air preaching, because it is a plan hj which her blinded votaries may perhaps hear the
Protestants should mark this, and learn from it an important lesson ;
truth.

but meantime hear the Romish organ on Mr. Wallace's out- door preaching,
and the conduct of their own ruffians.
" Mr.
Wallace,

we believe, has been kicked and hustled, he has been cuffed and
from the placard which offers a reward of £10 for the person
the
stone
which broke his liead, we infer either that the manners of Mr.
who threw
are
the
Wallace
very reverse of ingratiating, or that the good people of Kingstown
have a considerable impatience of unasked advice.
"
Now, as impatience of reproof administered by ministers of religion is certainly
no feature of the Irish character, is there any way of accounting for the fate of Mr.
Wallace ?
very obvious solution presents itself The fact is, that Mr. Wallace is
a Protestant of some sort or other, and the people of Kingstown, happening to be
Catholics, very naturally and rightly deem it a great impertinence of Mr. Wallace to
intrude upon their ears either his denunciations or his counsels.
are sorry for
the rough handling experienced by gentlemen of Mr. Wallace's species, not because
we think it undeserved, but because those who break the law expose themselves to
ai-e sorry if Catholics ever exceed the
punishment.
legitimate bounds of selfdefence in putting down the nuisances that at present are infesting the country,"
pelted, and, to judge

A

We

We

It is scarcely possible to express more plainly in language, entire approbation of the late cowardly outrage. The same amiable spirit breathes in
the following extract from an article published in the Tablet, August 23
:

—

" The whole
range of biography does not show greater villains than flourished in
Scotland when Calvinism was established as the national creed. All impartial historians admit that Murray, Morton, Lethington, and Joiin Knox, were steeped in rebellion, assassination, falsehood, and other crimes, wliich will make their names
infamous to the end of time. Those bad men succeeded in beating down the defenders of the ancient Church, and banished every vestige of Catholicity from Scotland.
They next established the same system of Ecclesiastical tyranny which Calvin
maintained in Geneva. The effects of this accursed heresy were soon visible in the

******

Scotchmen became grim and gloomy hypocrites, discussing and
national character.
wrangling about texts of Holy Scripture, which they did not understand, abject slaves
to the Kirk and its intolerant and fanatical preachers,
" But

us hope that the days of Calvinism are numbered, and that every vestige
soon disappear in Scotland before the effulgent radiance of Catholic truth.
To hasten tliis event, the Catholic cleigy and laity in Scotland are zealously working,
and we can promise them the prayers and best wishes of Catholic Ireland for complete and speedy success in their holy labours."
of

it

let

will

In a late number of the same print, an account is given in a letter of the
establishment of a Popish chapel at Muirkirk, in Ayrshire.
Speaking of the
Reformation, the writer says,

—

" The vile

—

Knox —the heartless

and atrocious persecutor of Mary Stuart came,
spawn of heretics, an'd the little 'Church of the Moors' was
levelled with unlioly hands, and profane language was heard in the holy precincts of
In its stead now stands the ugly, big,
that humble retreat of the pious and good.
tit house for the motley creed preached there
gaol-like structure of Presby terianism,
now,"

and with him a

vile

—

" Out of the abundance of the heart the mouth
speaketh

;"

and these furious

tirades are surely fitted to rouse the people of Britain to renewed energy and
prayer, lest such a diabolical spirit should ever have power to work its will

again in this land of martyrs and confessors.
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INQUISITION.

George Penn, the admiral's elder brother, (Sir "William Penn,) having
married a (Roman) Catholic lady of Antwerp, settled, as was said in the first
chapter of this history, in the south of Spain as a merchant, residing chiefly
at Seville, Cadiz, Malaga, and San Lucar.
As an English Protestant, his
conduct was scrutinized with jealous closeness by the officers of the Holy
but he cautiously abstained from giving grounds for offence,
Inquisition
;

particularly in regard to the religious prejudices of the country in which he
lived, so that malice itself was foiled in the attempt to draw him into a snare.

But as he grew rich with years of industry and success, the Church, eagerly
covetous of his wealth, became impatient of his blameless life, and seized
him on its own secret warrant. When the familiars of the Holy Office broke
San Lucar, they commenced their proceedings by casting
body and soul, from the Christian Church and the fold of God.
They seized his money and furniture, his plate and pictures, his wearing
apparel, and his wife's jewels, his stock of merchandise, his books, papers,
and accounts, and every other article of property, down to the nail in the
wall.
Nothing escaped their rapacity. His wife was carried off he knew
not whither he himself was dragged to Seville, where he was cast into a
loathsome dungeon, only eight feet in diameter, and as dark as the grave.
In this living tomb he was left with a loaf of bi-ead and a jug of water. For
seven days no one came near him and then the gaoler simply brought
another loaf and another jug of water, and disappeared.
This course was
continued for three years,
during which time he was worn to a skeleton.
No one was allowed to visit him in his cell, no letter or message was suffered
to be sent out.
He had vanished from the world as completely as if the
earth had opened on him in the eight, and then closed over him for ever.
At the end of the first month of his confinement, there was a break in the
horrible monotony of his life.
The silent and masked familiars of the office
came into his cell, took him by the arms, stript him naked, and tied him fast
to the iron bars of his dungeon door
when one of them, armed with a powerinto his house at

him

out,

;

;

—

;

whip made of knotted cords, dealt out fifty merciless lashes. Every
month this flogging was repeated, the new stripes crossing and tearing up
the former wounds, until his body was one huge festering sore. And all this
time he was unable to learn the name or nature of the crimes laid, truly or
ful

falsely, to his

charge

!

Three years having elapsed without provoking selfwas brought into the trial-chamber, and, in the

accusation, the prisoner
presence of seven judges,

—

was accused of various crimes and heresies partiHe
cularly with having tried to seduce his wife from the Catholic faith.
pleaded not guilty. But instead of producing witnesses to prove his alleged
crimes, the judges ordered him to be tortured in their presence, until he conwhat was charged against him. For a while his strength
and resolution defied the agonies of the rack but his tormentors persevered,
and at the end of four hours of excruciating and accumulating torments, he
gave way, and offered to confess anything they wished. Not satisfied with a
confession which, by the usages of Spain, gave up his whole property to the
Holy Office, the judges put him to the rack again, and, by still more refined
and delicate torture, forced from him a terrible oath that he would live and
die a Catholic, and would defend that form of faith, at the risk of his
life,
fessed the truth of

;

e2
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against every enemy, on pain of being burned to death if found recalcitrant.
He was tlien cut down from tlie rack, placed on a hurdle, and conveyed to
his former dungeon.
As soon as he was sufficiently recovered from his wounds to walk, he was
taken to the great Cathedral of Seville in solemn procession, accompanied by

the seven judges, their households, several hundred priests and friars, and by
a vast multitude of people, and in presence of the whole congregation, was
His
exposed as a signal instance of the great mercy of the Holy Inquisition.

wife

was taken from him, and

forcibly married to a good Catholic

;

the whole

of his estate, amounting in plate, furniture, jewels, goods, and merchandise,
the money found in his hands
to twelve thousand pounds, was coniiscated
;

belonging to other parties was seized and he was finally commanded to quit
This last injunction only
the country in three months on pain of death.
added insult to injury for the judges well knew that, having seized his
estate, the moment he left the cathedral he would be arrested for debts which
the very same day he was thrust into a
he had no means of discharging
;

;

;

—

common

The
gaol, with little or no hope of ever obtaining a second release.
exhibition in the cathedral being public, several English residents in Seville
were present, and the intelligence of his brother's position soon reached the
young admiral on his station in the channel. His measures were prompt
and characteristic. Instead of appealing to Cromwell, and setting the dilatory diplomacy of London and Madrid at work to procure his release, he
seized, in one of his prizes, a Spanish nobleman, Juan de Urbino, then on his
way to Flanders, where he held the post of secretary to the government,
stript him naked like a common prisoner, and treated him with many indignities.

This act, indefensible in

itself,

spoke home to the Spanish sovereign,

and George Penn was soon released and sent back to England.
The death of Cromwell prevented any reparation being made for his losses
and sufferings but when the restoration was effected. King Charles appointed him his Envoy at the Court of Spain, with a view to his proper reinstatement in the opinion of his old friends in Seville and San Lucar, and to
add weight to his claim for damages in body and estate. This act of substantial justice, however, came too late.
His flesh had been torn, his limbs
dislocated and ill-set, his body starved for more than three years on bread
and water and he died in London only a few weeks after receiving the royal
appointment, leaving his claims as a legacy to the admiral and his family.
The wars of Europe had hitherto offered no eligible opportunity for pressing
;

;

but a general peace having been secured by the treaty of Utrecht,
and friendly relations between Spain and England restored, Penn petitioned
the Queen to instruct her Envoy at Madrid to prosecute this claim, and obHow far
tain a restitution of the amount originally seized from his uncle.
this application was successful is uncertain
it is not known that any part of
the confiscated property was restored. The Queen was particularly favourable to her father's ancient ward
and he had stanch friends in the allpowerful Duke of Marlborough, with whom he had long corresponded, in
Sidney Godolphin, who employed him occasionally as a neutral person in his
communication with Tory statesmen, and in Harley, Earl of Oxford, and
Mortimer, now the chief member of the cabinet. But money once swallowed
up by the servants of the Holy Inquisition was like wealth cast into the sea
and the Court of Spain was too poor and too immoral to think of redressing a
private wrong at its own expense. Memoirs of William Penn by Ilepworth
this claim

;

;

—

;

—

;

—

Dixon, Esq,
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THE POWER OF PRAYEE.

—

—

Rebekah appears. Jacob wi-estles and prays
conquered, and Esau's mind is wonderfully turned from the revengeful purpose he had harboured for twenty years. Moses cries to God
the sea is divided.
Moses prays Amalek is discomfited. Joshua prays

Abraham's servant prays

the angel

Achan

is

is

—
Hannah prays — Samuel
Asa prays — a victory

discovered.

phel hangs himself.
God turns away his foes.

dead

in twelve hours.

the lions are muzzled.

heart

prays

is

—

is

born.

Aliitho-

gained.

—

Isaiah and Hezekiah pray
185,000 Assyrians are
the dream is revealed.
Daniel prays

—
—

—

Daniel prays
Daniel prays

the seventy weeks are revealed. MorHaman is hanged on his own gallows in three days.
God answers. Nehemiah darts a prayer the king's

—
—

decai and Esther fast
Ezra prays at Ahava

is

—
—
David prays—
—
Jehoshaphat prays
—

—
prays

softened.

a drought of three years succeeds.
Elijah
Elisha prays
a child's soul comes back. The

Elijah
rain descends apace.

—

—

Church prays ardently Peter is delivered by an angel. Paul and Silas
prayed and sang praises the doors of the prison were opened, and every man's
bonds were loosed. Prayer has a thousand commands and promises. Prayer

—

has a thousand articles of rich success. Prayer has divided seas, rolled up
made flinty rocks gush into fountains, quenched flames of
fire, muzzled lions, disarmed vipers and poisons, marshalled the stars against
the wicked, stopped the course of the moon, arrested the rapid sun in his giant

flowing rivers, and

race, burst open iron gates, recalled souls from eternity, conquered the strongest devils, commanded legions of angels down from heaven, conquered Christ

himself, the might of God.
Prayer has bridled and chained the raging passions of men, has routed and destroyed vast armies of proud, daring, and bluswitness 185,000 dead in a single night. Prayer has fetched
tering atheists,
one man from the bottom of the sea, and carried another man in a chariot

—

of

fire

opened

to heaven.

up

Prayer has shut heaven

for three years,

and then

it.

THE WORKING CLASSES.*
One

of the boasts of Protestantism has justly been, that

mental

in rescuing the working classes of
degradation, and in asserting the moral

it has been instruEurope from mental and physical

dignity of

man

in opposition to the

confederated

tyranny of priests and despots.
Compare Britain in the
middle ages with Britain now, and the force of this claim will at once be admitted; all the more because other European nations, still groaning under
the yoke of Popery, are still subjected to their former degradation. The
earlier reformers had, without doubt, the
strongest sympathies with the lower
and middle classes. Such men as Calvin, Cranmer, and Knox, were statesmen, in the best sense of the word, as well as theologians, and struggled
earnestly for the moral and social elevation of the people, by means of Gospel
and liberty. All their more distinguished successors, also, have broken
through the mere conventionalities of the clerical ofiice, and dealt with the

light

* "

Homely Words and Songs

Part
Marshall, Dunfermline.
Edinburgh Thomas Constable
:

for

Working Men and Women."

L— Wives

&

Co.

and Mothers.

By the Rev. Cliarles
Part II.— Young Women.
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world as they have actnally appeared. In so doing, they have
only been imitating the prophets and apostles of former times, whose discourses exhibited a home-thrusting suitableness to the passing events around
them, and the actual living phases of human nature, although their grand
ultimate remedy for the woes of men -was in all cases the same. Nay they
imitated, in thus acting, the example of Christ himself, whose discourses took
their shape in most cases from the actual evils around him, and one of whose
evils of the

" common
people heard him gladly."
high commendations was, that the
If ever there was a time when Christian ministers were loudly called upon
to study the actual state of the working classes, the masses in our hives of
industry, and those various causes which lead to their moral and physical
degradation, and thus go far to defeat even the lessons of the Gospel, it is

Our large cities, and crowded mining and
surely at the present moment.
manufacturing districts, are notoriously the centres of immense social evils,
unheard of since the Reformation, springing partly from physical, but mainly
from moral causes, all of them calling loudly for the efforts of Christian men
and ministers of the Gospel. Amongst these may be reckoned drunkenness.
Sabbath -breaking, pawnbroking, low theatres, dancing-booths, want of education, and debt with all its train of evils. If ministers of the Gospel in such
districts act only as monks living in their cells, going a mere round of formality, and professing to ignore those special phases of the gi'cat moral disease of man with which they are called to deal, nothing can be anticipated
but deeper degeneracy and more brazen vice. A ministry adapted to the

" in the
spirit and power of Elijah," is the clamant
special wants of the day,
necessity of the time ; and it is miserable at present to find even the emissaries of Rome pointing the finger of scorn in many districts at our cold and
The masses of the people must be made to feel
ineflicient Protestantism.
that their circumstances are understood and sympathized with, that their
known, and their wants appreciated, before the influence of the

vices are
pulpit

is

fully restored, or the axe laid to the root of existing evils.
hail with satisfaction Mr. Marshall's interesting little

With these views, we

A man

of decided vigour and genius, with large experience of
and a thorough appreciation of what is really wrong in our
manufacturing districts, he has set himself, in good earnest and with much
ability, to speak to the hearts of the working people of Scotland in a language
which they will all understand. With more knowledge of the real sources of
domestic influence for good or evil than our public writers often exhibit, he
addresses himself in the first place to the gentler sex, and strongly urges
upon them the avoidance of existing sins, and all the domestic virtues, as a
means of influencing their husbands for good. Much has been said of late,
There is another
for example, about drunken husbands and ill-used wives.
side of the picture quite as important.
"We are persuaded that slovenly and

volumes.

human

nature,

improvident wives are often the means, in the first place", of driving their
husbands to the whisky shop, and thus ultimately of bringing upon themMr. Marshall deals with this
selves all the evils of which they complain.

amongst other matters, in the following vigorous and homely verses, which
fear however some of our English readers may not fully understand.

we

ILL SET AT HAME.
Sma' wonder though poor men gi'ow sick
Of weirdless, wastefu' wives,
Wlia vex them, scauld them through the reek,
And plague them a' their lives.
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.

Hersel', her house, ne'er redd nor clean,
Would make an angel sour.

waesome when a sair-wrought man
Comes hame at eventide,
And finds, when labour slacks his hau',

It's

A dreary,

When
Her

cauld fireside.

poortith's bigging's like a byre,
bairns like bruikit sweeps,

Cauld want cours round the deein'

And

love, departing,

fire,

weeps.

Bleak, bleak, and cauldrife is the hame
Where thriftless dames preside
;

For

strife is there,

And
To

peace there

ilka poor

and grief and shame,

downa

man and

bide.

his wife,

Were

grace and prudence given,
Oh, theirs might be a blessed life.
Their house neist door to heaven

—

!

POPISH TYRANNY IN TUSCANY.
The
source

following, dated Tuscany, 8th September, is from a thoroughly reliable
:

—

had long been a severe

sufferer, and bore his trials with the greatest
His last words, I am told, were full of faith and rejoicing, though
than seven priests surrounded his dying bed, endeavouring, by threats

Beretti
patience.

no less
and persuasions alternately, to break the spell of heresy, and to reconcile
him to Holy Mother Church. He told them he had a better passport to heaven than they could give him, even the blood of Jesus
The breath was
scarcely out of her husband's body ere the poor widow's trials began.
First,
she had a visit from her priest, Buratti the same notorious individual whom
!

;

your readers may recollect as the accuser of poor Cecchetti to the authorities,
through betrayal of the secrets of the confessional. He demanded how she
had dared to let her husband die without the last sacraments of the Church ?
She replied that her husband had long confessed his sins to God, and received
pardon through the blood of Jesus and that, as he had a good hope that the
anointing of the Holy Spirit had been vouchsafed to him, he felt no need of
any other unction. On this, Buratti broke out on her with the greatest fury,
" Vostro marito e
dannato, e voi sarete dannata con lui." (Your husband is
After much
already damned, and you will be damned along wath him.)
threatening and noise, he xcrote out a forriial repudiation of the body as that
;

of a heretic, refusing

it

burial in co7isecrated ground.

He

then assured her

everybody would despise her, and went
on vexing her with questions and threatenings, till at last he roused her
"
I have
anger and her courage to the following reply
Hear, Signor Prior
seen my husband die in that bed by inches, and almost every week we have
been tempted to renounce our faith for the sake of those comforts which
might have softened his sufferings and prolonged his life. By the help of
God, we have been kept faithful hitherto and now that he is gone, you
have no longer even the power to tempt me. I warn you, you are but wast-

that, if she persisted in her heresy,

:

;

—

!
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" We shall
see," growled the
ing time and words in trying to influence me."
had
left.
She
then to take the paper he
heel
and
on
his
turned
as
he
prior,
had written to the trihunale, where new insults awaited her. What did she
intend to do with the cadavere dannato 1 (damned body.)
the police to help when the Church had refused to take it

Did she expect

away?

It

would

just be left where it was, and she might lay her account to both her children
and herself being ill from the miasma. This, of course, was said to work
upon lier fears, as there is nothing in the woild the Italians have so great

a dread of as a dead body.
She told them they could do their pleasure.
Her husband had been precious to her living, and was precious to her now
that he was dead.
She had, by God's mercy, two rooms. She and the children would retire to one, and the corpse would remain in the other till they
chose to permit its being taken away. They knew much better than she did
whether at this season there would be danger for the neighbourhood. As no
eftect was produced on her, the police sent a cart late at night, the house was
surrounded by gens-d'armes, and the body of this poor despised servant of
Jesus was carried off to a small enclosure opposite the Campo Santo, reserved
for criminals who have been executed, unhaptized infants, and any otliers dying
vnthout the passport of the Church, and buried there without any religious
ceremonial whatever! Buratti, aided by Signora Beretti's mother, is now
endeavouring to get her children taken from her care by the civil authorities,
that they may be educated Romanists in one of the asylums of Florence. The
other converts are most desirous that publicity should be given to the fact,
in the hope that a thunderer from some of the leading London journals might

deter the authorities from taking up the matter.

DR. WISEMAN'S LAST.*
Dr. Wiseman has been publishing another sermon, and in one respect it
a satisfactory document.
It states expressly, and without disguise, the
notoriously intolerant claims of the Romish antichrist, affirming the impos-

is

beyond her pale. Let our readers listen to this
" mouth
speaking great things :"
*'
Surely it is presumptuous, some one may say, for you to see in the frail stnictiire

sibility of salvation to all

—

and small dimensions of this Church the type of stability and perpetuity, standing,
as it does, by the side of a solid and noble pile, lately erected here, and that, too, in
succession to one still older, while yours springs up suddenly, inheriting no previous
existence.
" And
yet, my brethren, it is no less true that we claim the exclusive possession,
the undivided rights of this Divine promise of Christ's perpetual assistance.
For we
are here, not as a small isolated family of worshippers, as a new sect suddenly risen.
form part of the great universal Church, spread over tlie whole earth we partake
of its being we arc alive with its life. Remember that the smallest joint of a child's
finger united to its body has more life, more vital power and action in it, than the
right arm of a hero which lies on the field, sevored from liis frame, after performing
And so this little congregation partakes of the
prodigies of prowess and of might.
whole life of the Church Catholic, the mighty body of which is spread over the entire
globe, a life not shared by any, however Immanly strong or earthly powerful, that is
cut off from its communion."
P. 7.

We

—

—

—

In attempting to establish this unfounded claim, a great amount of inco* "
of St.

The Perpetuity of the Church ;" a Sermon delivered at the opening of the Church
Edward the Confessor, at Romford, on Thursday, the bth of May 1856. By his

Eminence Cardinal Wiseman.

London, Richardson and Son.
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which even a Protestant child

is

— employed,

" Go
Ask if, as matter of fact, the
further, however, in this practical inquiry.
same doctrines are now preached in the parish church which were delivered there
God forbid. In those days Mass
about 300 years ago, and you will be answered,
'

the Pope's supremacy, intercession of Saints, Seven Saci'aments,
All these have been conTransubstantiation, and Purgatory, were openly taught.
demned by the Legislature of our country, and the very contrary is at present taught

used

to

be said in

it

;

here.'

"

is right and which wrong, the fact is incontestand perpetuity of religious teaching has not existed in that greater
and more costly building, any more than it can be guaranteed on principle. But here
we reappear, after those 300 years, and teach and do whatever you have been told
was taught and done in that older parish church. Is it not we that thereby establish
a well-founded succession to that primitive Church ? Though the links that intervene
in the chain of perpetual succession have been unseen for the time, they must have
gone on being attached elsewhere, to keep the connexion whole. And so this has
been throughout the Catholic Church."
'

Now, without discussing which

able, that unity

Now, not

to

— " fromgo

Saviour

farther, bring this kind of

the beginning

it

argument

was not

so."

to the simple test of our

Go back

not 300 but 1800

years, and thus you will fiud the true doctrines of the primitive Church.
Take the Epistle to the Romans, and there you will see the true primitive

"
"
and the present Protestant doctrine, but no
Mass," no
Pope's Supre" Seven
"
Sacraments," not a vestige of all that
Purgatory," no
macy," no
rubbish of Rome which our ancestors swept away at the Reformation, and Dr.
Wiseman is labouring to restore. If antiquity is to be the test, by all means,
in the name of decency, let us go back far enough. It is mere childish trifling
for a man in Dr. Wiseman's position to imagine that such shallow sophistry
which it would be an insult to himself to imagine that he did not see

—

through

—could

country.

And

for a

moment impose upon

the intelligent Protestants of this

as to the pretended unity of

—

Rome

in all ages,

on which he
"

and if not, let him read Edgar's Variaalso dwells, he must be well aware
"
that it is the veriest figment which ever imposture attempted
tions of Popery

—

to

palm upon ignorance and

credulity.

THE CANON LAW.
naturally felt to know something of that system of
curiosity
jurisprudence which, under the name of the Canon Law, Cardinal Wiseman
is so anxious to introduce amongst us, the following extract from Erskine's
" The canon law was framed to conciliate

As much

is

Institutes yv'iWhe interesting:

—

authority to that extensive jurisdiction which the Pope
civil rights as well as the consciences of mankind, and

had usurped over the
it

contains rules not

only for reforming the conscience, but for the fixing of private ^iroferty^ civil
It is compounded, on the one hand, of principles of
as well as ecclesiastical.
equity chiefly borrowed from the Roman law and on the other, it is composed of a collection of absurd canons and rescripts, extolling Church autho;

This law had originally
rity over the highest secular powers.
authority in instances regarding civil property, unless where the

no proper
Pope was

temporal Sovereign ; therefore all other nations, even those who achiou-ledged
the see of Rome, were at liberty either to reject it entirely, or to receive it
with such limitations as they judged expedient. Since the Reformation it

has declined fast in its authority, and so is now little respected except in
some matters of ecclesiastical right, but only where the canons are consistent
with Protestant principles."
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THE REFORMATION IN SPAIN.*
Dk. M'Ckie's able work on the History of the Reformation

in

Spain

is

That unhappy country is
peculiarly interesting at the present moment.
suiFering probably as much at present as any nation in Europe under the
grinding scourge of Romish despotism. Yet we see in it again hopeful
symptoms of a new religious revival not unlike the former but, if Popery
has her will, to be crushed by similar means. We need not attempt an abridgment of Dr. M'Crie's most able and interesting narrative, which we cordially
;

recommend

Two

to the perusal of our readers.

an idea of the whole.
monastic institutions

Take the following

:

—

or three extracts will give

in regard to the corruption of the

"

The corruption of the monastic institutions kept pace with the increase of their
numbers and wealth. The licentiousness of the regular clergy became notorious.
They broke through the rules prescribed by their founders, and laid aside that
austere mode of living by which they had at first acquired all their reputation.
Even those who had vowed the most rigid poverty, such as the Observantines, or
third order of St. Francis, procui'ed dispensations from Rome, in virtue of which they
possessed rents, and property in houses and lands. By the original regulations of
St. Francis, all belonging to his order bound themselves to live
purely on alms, and
were strictly prohibited from receiving any money, on whatever pretext, even as
'
for
labour
unless
for the manifest necessity of infirm
wages
performed by them,
brethren.'
The monastic historians are greatly puzzled to account for the glaring
from
this
rule
of
departure
poverty, probably forgetting, or not wishing to have recourse to the well-known maxim, that nature abhors a vacuum. Sometimes they
wish to account for it by saying, that a destructive pestilence, about the beginning of
the fourteenth century, thinned the monasteries, which were afterwards filled with
novices of a more earthly mould. But they are forced to trace the evil to a more

remote source, and to impute it to Brother Elias, a native of Cortona, and Vieargeneral of the order of Franciscans under its founder. As early as 1223 he began
to hint to his brethren that the rule prescribed to them was a
yoke which neither
they nor their successors could bear but was silenced by the authority of St. Francis.
After the death of the saint, he was more successful in
gaining proselytes to his
opinion, and drew upon himself the sentence of excommunication, from which, how;

ever, he was ultimately relieved.
" The
kings of Spain attempted at different times to correct these abuses, but the
monks and friars had always tlie influence or the address to defeat the measure.
When the glaring nature of the evil induced Ferdinand and Isabella to renew the
attempt at the close of the fifteenth century, they were obliged to employ force ; nor
would their united authority have been sufficient to carry the point, had they not
availed themselves of the sagacity and firmness of the celebrated Cardinal Ximeues,

himself a friar, and inflamed with the passion of restoring the order of St. Francis, of
which he was then Provincial, to all the poverty and rigour of its original institution.
Lorenzo Vacca, abbot of the monastery of the Holy Spirit at Segovia, relying on the
Papal bulls which he had procured, made such resistance to the plans of his provincial, that the government found it necessary to commit him to prison, from which
he escaped, and repairing to Rome, exerted himself, through the influence of Ascanio
Sforza and other cardinals, in counteracting the reform of the religious orders in
The Franciscan friars of Toledo carried their resistance so far that an order
Spain.
was issued to banish them from the kingdom ; upon which they left the city in
solemn procession, carrying a crucifix before them, and chanting the psalm which
The biographers of Ximenes reprebegins, When Israel went up out of Egypt, &c.
sent him as having reformed all the religious institutions in Spain but it is evident
that his success was partial, and chiefly confined to his own order.
So far as they
proceeded on the rigid principles of monachism, the regulations which he introduced
were unnatural and pernicious, and such of them as were favourable to moials were
soon swept away by the increasing tide of corruption."
Works of Rev. Thomas
M'Crie, D.D.— Reformation in Spain, pp. 22, 23.
;

—

« Works of Rev. Thomas
M'Ckie, D.D.

Edinburgh

:

Blackwood.
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The account of the rise and progress of the Inquisition is very instructive,
and the following passage will give an idea of some of the agents employed
" The next
object was to find fit agents for carrying these sanguinary statutes into
:

—

It is one of tlie wise arrangements of a merciful Providence for thwarting
execution.
designs hurtful to liuman society, and for inspiring their authors with the dread of
ultimate discomfiture, that wicked men and tyrants are disposed to suspect the most
slavisii and devoted instruments of their will.
The individuals at the head of the
inquisitorial tribunals of Seville and Valladolid had incurred the suspicions of Valdes,
as guilty of culpable negligence, if not of connivance at the Protestants, who had held
their conventicles in the two principal cities of the
kingdom, almost with open doors.
To guard against anything of this kind for the future, and to provide for the multiplicity of business which the late disclosures had created, he delegated his powers of
inquisitor-general to two individuals, in whom he could place entire confidence,
Gonzales Munebrega, Archbishop of Tarragona, and Pedro de la Gasca, Archbishop
of Palencia, who fixed their residence, the former at Seville, and the latter at VallaBoth substitutes proved themdolid, in the character of vice-inquisitors-general.
selves worthy of the trust reposed in them ; but the conduct of
Munebrega gratified
the highest expectations of Valdes and Philip.
When engaged in superintending the
examinations of the prisoners, and giving directions as to the torture to which they
should be put, he was accu-itomed to indulge in the most profane and cruel raillery,
'
Thou shalt love thy neighbour
saying that these heretics had the commandment,
as thyself,' so deeply seated in their hearts, that it was necessary to tear the flesh
from their bones, to make them inform against their brethi'en. During the intervals of
business he was to be seen sailing in his barge on the river, or walking in the gardens
of the Triana, dressed in purple and silk, accompanied with a train of servants, surrounded by wretched poetasters, and followed by hired crowds, who at one time
saluted him with their huzzas, and at another insulted the Protestants, whom they
descried through the grated windows of the castle."
Pp. 123, 124.

—

—

Here is a sample or two of the procedure of this infernal tribunal
" One or two
instances, however, are of such a chai'acter that it would be unpardonable to omit them in this place. Among the Protestants seized in Seville was the
widow of Fernando Nugnez, a native of the town of Lepe, with three of her daughters,
and a married sister. As there was no evidence against them, they were put to the
torture, but refused to inform against one another. Upon this the presiding inquisitor
called one of the young women into the audience-chamber, and after conversing with
her for some time, professed an attiichment to her person. Having repeated this at
another interview, he told her that he could be of no service to her unless she imparted
to him the wliole facts of her case
but if she intrusted him with these, he would
manage the affair in such a way as that she and all her friends should be set at
:

;

Falling into the snare, the unsuspecting girl confessed to him that she had
at different times conversed witli her mother, sisters, and aunt, on the Lutheran
doctrines.
The wretch immediately brought her into court, and obliged her to declare judicially what she had owned to him in private.
Nor was this all : under the
that
her confession was not sufficiently ample and ingenuous, she was put to
pretence
the torture by the most excruciating engines, the pulley and the wooden horse ; by
liberty.

which means evidence was extorted from her, which led, not only to the condemnaand her relations, but also to the seizure and conviction of others, who
afterwards perished in the flames.
Another instance relates to a young countryman
of our own. An English ves-sel, which had entered the port of St. Lucar, was visited
by the familiars of tlie Inquisition, and several of the crew, who, with the. frankness
of British seamen, avowed themselves Protestants, were seized before they came on
shore. Along with them the familiars conveyed to prison a boy of twelve years of
age, the son of a respectable merchant, to wliom the principal part of the cargo
The pretext for his apprehension was, that an Englisli psalm-book was
belonged.
found in his portmanteau but there is reason to believe that the real ground was
the hope of extorting from the father a rich ransom for his son's liberation.
Having
been piously educated, the youth was observed to be regular in his devotions, and to
tion of herself

;

relieve the irksomeness of his confinement
by occasionally singing one of the psalms
which he had committed to memory. Both of these were high offences ; for every
piece of devotion not conducted under the direction of its ghostly agents, and even
every mark of cheerfulness on the part of the prisoners, is strictly prohibited within
the gloomy walls of the Holy Office.
On the report of the jailer, the boy's confinement was rendered more severe ; in consequence of which he lost the use of both his
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remove him

It gives one an idea of how civil rulers were infatuated
by the enchantments of the " Mother of Harlots" in the Middle Ages, to read such a passage

—

the following
" There wits still a
great number of prisoners in Valladolid but though the processes of most of them were terminated, they were kept in confinement, to afTord a
The
gratifying spectacle to the monarcli on his ai'rival from the Low Countries.
second auto-da-fe in this city was celebrated on the 8tli of October 1559.
Philip II.
appeared at it, attended by his son, his sister, the Prince of Parma, three ambassadors from France, with a numerous assemblage of prelates and nobility of both
The Inquisitor-general Valdes administered the oath to the king on which
se.xes.
occasion Philip, rising from his seat and drawing his sword, in token of his readiness
to use it in support of the Holy Office, swore and subscribed the oath, which was
afterwards read aloud to the people by one of the officers of the Inquisition."
P. 1.10.
a3'

:

;

;

—

THE SECRET PLANS OF THE JESUITS.

—"

A CORRESPONDENT in Manchester says,
As a Protestant wishing to avert
the evils likely to arise from the advancement of Romish principles, I send
'
you an extract from the work of an Abbate Leone' of Geneva it was published at Paris in 1848, with a preface by M. Victor Considerant, member of
:

the National Assembly of France, and of the Municipal Council of the Seine,
who vouches for the truth of Leone'' s statement, so far as can be judged by
another, having examined and questioned him repeatedly,
convinced that what he stated was substantially correct.

"

I

also

knew

personally Leone at

his intention to publish

—

what he then

Geneva
called

'

in 1845.

He

and

at last felt

informed

The Secret Plan of the

me

of

Jesuits'

he himself had been intended for one.
A portion of his life in the
seminary at Chieri is more like a romance, of which at a future time, if agreeable.
There is so much in the book that bears upon the present times, that
I could not resist the strong inclination to ofier for
your acceptance the following extracts :"

—

—

" All around
" far and
us," says the author of the pamphlet,
near, in Switzerland,
in Germany, in England, and more particularly in France, Catholicism, (Romish,)
which had for some time bowed its head beneath political storms and warlike operations, now rises up, more hostile, more threatening than ever, and boldly proclaims
its design to extirpate from the bosom of Christianity what it calls the heresy of the

Reformation.
" In
particular, an Association founded by a Cure of Paris, for the conversion of
heretics, under the title of
Coruiregation du Sacre Cceur de Marie,' has obtained the
sanction and concurrence of all the Romish clergy.
Humble and obscure in its
origin, it has risen, in an incredibly short space of time, to colossal proportions, its
adherents now amoimting to 2,000,000. These are disseminated through all the
countries of the globe, and have taken a vow to co-operate in person and in purse in
the propagation of Catholicism, (Romish.)
They spare neither publications, nor
The Gazette of
intrigues, nor money, nor even miracles, in order to gain their end.
the Simplon informs us, that the contributions of the two Cantons of Valais and
Soleure alone, have amounted this year (1842) to nearly 900,000 French francs.
It
is easy to
imagine what might be done with such resources, could money create
'

faith."

Geneva could not fail to be one of the most attractive points to the
Congregation ;" and in this place, in fact, it numbers many active assoThe rapidity with which the Roman Catholic population daily
ciates.
"
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increases within her walls, is, without any doubt, the fruit of this association,
and already the foreign press proclaims this triumph.
" A
" has blown from
Rome, even over
wind," continues the same pamphlet,
who have hitherto remained most indifferent to religious interests ;'
those writers
it is impossible not to recognise, in the malevolent absurdity of those attacks, which
are renewed again and again, and almost word for word, the result of a vast concert,
in which the hired performers obey, without perhaps being aware of it, the powerful
and concealed instrument which gives them the key, from behind the curtain of the
'

Alps."

All agree in attributing to the Jesuits an extraordinary political influence.
admitted that boundless power, absolute supremacy^ is the

It is generally

Their rule of action, that " the end justifies the
object of their ambition.
means," is become proverbial and who doubts that the end so sought is
evermore this same boundless power and supremacy ?
If this " Congregation du Sacre Coeur" did not ultimately connect itself
with the plan " about to be exposed," we might have refrained from here
quoting a fragment of its regulations published in several journals, one of
" An occult
which defines it thus
government, organized in a hierarchical
;

:

—

manner, to the furtherance of a political and religious reaction."
The following are some of the rules and regulations
:

—

—

Chapter V. " It is not only in its object that the * Catholic Association' differs
from the work of Catholicism in Europe, but also in its mode of existence, and in its
means of action. Its hierarchical organization will not be determined for the present.

" The
general assembly to be the principal instrument of the Association.
" It would
represent, in a certain degree, the institution of the Cardinalate.
would serve as intermediary between the central directory and the inferior grades

the hierarchy.

—

It

of

Chapter VI. " The greatest 'discretion is recommended to the members of the
Catholic Association, no one shall ever reveal, on his own authority, directly or
indirectly, to any person whatsoever, the existence, the means, or the rules of the
Association.
" As the Association has
absolute need of pecuniary resources in order to pursue
its end, and fulfil its
object, one of its fundamental rules is the existence of an annual
subscription levied upon each member, the amount of which shall, each year, be
fixed by the chapter.
"
Every novice admitted into the Association shall swear to combat to the death the
enemies of human it t/.
He has sworn eternal hatred to the * genius of evil,' and has
promised abs'jlutt and unreserced submission to our Holy Father the Pope, and to the
commands of the hierarchical superiors of the Association.
"
" The
have one soldier more !'
director, on his admission, has ejaculated,

—

'

We

Has not this Association its corresponding institution in Britain ? We,
as Protestants, ought to be warned.
A crusade is organized, it has its
secret chiefs, its avowed purpose, its trained soldiers.
The following is aa
extract from the French journal, The
Univers, addressed some yeai-s ago to
the then Minister of Public Instruction

—

:

" This
year,

—

have no vacation, nor shall your successor, next year,
sir, you
God willing for the Catholics will allow no intermission to the war whicli they are
determined to wage against ' Instruction by the titate.'" It concludes thus: "If
you know the hour of our defeat or of our degradation, secure your treasures. Down
goes all trhen tee are no more.
Twenty empires sleep in the graves which they had
shall

—

;

dug

for us."

Extract from the speech of Father Rootham at Chieri in 1820, relative to
the Secret Plan of the Jesuits, overheard by the Abbate Leone
:

"

of

Dear Brethren, our weapons are

all

ages

:

and

it

—

of a different temper from those of the Csesars
will not be difficult for us so to manoeuvre as to render ourselves

niaaters of all the powei-s
already so

much weakened.
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". Ours be the
knowledge of this great mystery as to others, let them hear us
speak in parables, so that having eyes, they may not see ; and having ears, they may
not hear.
" You well
know, that what we aim at is the empire of the world but how are
we to succeed, unless we have everywhere adepts who understand our language,
which must yet remain unknown to others. Let every individual, therefore, yield
up an entire obedience. Let him plight inviolable vows in one sole convent, and let
the Pope but a Pope of our own forming be its perpetual abbot
" No
Catholicism must no longer remain a mutilated power has it not within
itself means innumerable to overthrow, and to raise it up ?
Can it not erect itself,
conquer, destroy, rebuild, and so Machiavellize itself, that the world can by no means
it
?
Let
us
hasten
our
work
before
the
become
escape
people
enlightened ; as long
as they remain opaque and material, we can make of them an instrument of conquest.
But do you not perceive how information is already spreading ? Wo to us if so
many noble countries do not soon become our conquest, and if millions of men,
robust and ignorant, lend us not their Herculean arms to extinguish the malign star
which threatens us
But the more time we lose, the more problematic does our
success become."
:

;

—

—

!

:

;

!

How

applicable are these opinions to the present crisis
Jesuitical spirit.

!

We

discern in

them the true

TEACTARIANISM IN

1641.

"

A LITTLE search will serve to find them to have been the destruction of
unity under the pretence of uniformity to have brought in superstition and
scandal under the titles of reverence and decency; to have defiled our Church
by adorning our churches and to have slackened the strictness of that union
which was formerly between us and those of our religion beyond the sea, an
;

;

We

action as unpolitic as ungodly.
shall find them to have tithed mint and
anise, and have left undone the weightier works of the law; to have been less
eager upon those who damn our Church, than upon those who upon weak

conscience and perhaps as weak reasons, (the dislike of some commanded
garment or some uncommanded posture,) only abstained from it. Nay,

while masses have been said in security, a conventicle hath been a crime,
and, which is yet more, the conforming to ceremonies hath been more
exacted than the conforming to Christianity.
So it seemed their work
to try how much of a Papist might be brought in without Popery,
to destroy as much as they could of the Gospel without bringing themselves into danger of being destroyed by the law. Mr. Speaker, to go yet

was
and

further,

some of them have

selves from

so industriously laboured to deduce themRome, that they have given great suspicion that in gratitude
Some have evito return thither, or at least to meet it halfway.

they desire
dently laboured to bring in an English though not a Roman Popery, I mean
not only the outside and dress of it, but equally absolute, a blind dependence
of the people upon the clergy, and of the clergy upon themselves and have
opposed the Papacy beyond the sea, that they might settle one on this side
of the water.
Nay, common fame is more than ordinary false, if none of
;

them have found a way to reconcile the opinions of Rome to the preferments
of England
and to be so absolutely, directly, and cordially Papists, that it
is all that fifteen hundred pounds a-year can do to keep them from confessing
;

But, by the grace of God, their share has been as small in the subtilty
of serpents as in the innocency of doves." Extract from a Bpeecli of Lord
Falkland in the House of Commons^ 1641.
it.

—
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MURDEROUS EFFECTS OF THE CONFESSIONAL.
" During the

last three years I discharged the duty of a Romish clergyheart often shuddered at the idea of entering the confessional, the
thought of the many crimes I had to hear, the growing doubt upon my mind
that confession was an erroneous doctrine, that it tended more to harden than
reclaim the heart, and that through it I should be rendered instrumental in

man,

—

my

ministering destruction to souls, w^ere awful considerations to me in the hours
The recital of the murderous acts I had often heard through
of ray reflection.

had cost me many a restless night, and they are still
But the most awful of all considerations
is this, that through the confessional I had been frequently apprised of intended assassinations and most diabolical conspiracies; and still, from the ungodly injunctions of secrecy in the Romish creed, lest, as Peter Dens says,
'
the confessional should become odious,' I dared not give the slightest intimation to the marked-out victims of slaughter. But though my heart now
trembles at my recollection of the murderous acts, still duty obliges me to
proceed and enumerate one or two instances of the cases alluded to.
" The first is the case of a
person who was barbarously murdered, and with
whose intended assassination I became acquainted at confession. One of the
five conspirators (all of whom were sworn to commit the horrid deed) broached
I implored him to desist
to me the bloody conspii-acy in the confessional.
from his intention of becoming an accomplice to so diabolical a design but,
all advice was useless, no dissuasion could prevail, his determination
alas
was fixed, and his only reason for having disclosed the awful machination
to his confessor seemed to have originated from a hope that his wicked design
would be hallowed by his previous acknowledgment of it to his priest.

this iniquitous tribunal,

fixed with horror

upon

my memory.

;

!

—

'•
I
Finding all my remonstrances unavailing, I then recurred to stratagem
earnestly besought of him to mention the circumstance to me out of the confessional, in order that I might apprise the intended victim of his danger, or
;

caution the conspirators against the committal of so inhuman a deed. But
itself failed in arresting the career of his satanic obstinacy.

here ingenuity

The conspirator's illegal oath, and his apprehension of himself becoming the
victim of brutal assassination, should he be known as the revealer of the
conspiracy, rendered him inflexible to my entreaties and awful to relate;

—

yes, awful, and the hand that now pens it shudders at the record it makes,
a poor inoffensive man, the victim of slaughter, died a most cruel death by

the

hand of

ruthless assassins.

" The second case

is that of a female administering poison to her parent.
attempt at parricide proved ineffectual, owing to an immediate
retching that seized the parent after taking the draught. The perpetrator of
this foul deed afterwards came to confession and acknowledged her guilt, but
circumstances proved that she only sought for priestly absolution, to ease
her mind and prepare her for a speedy repetition of the heinous crime. Again
I was called on to attend
she attempted the act, and it proved successful.

Her

first

the dying parent. The unnatural throes and convulsive agonies of the unfortunate man convinced me that the disease was of no ordinary nature. The

who at this time made her appearance,
mind, and suggested that the parent was a second time
what I had known through the confessional, I could not

previous confession of his daughter,

rushed upon
poisoned.

my

From
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well hint at the propriety of sending for medical attendance for the Romish
doctrine impressed an inviolable secrecy upon my lips, and prevented my
;

giving the slightest intimation of the malady whilst the poor parent, unconscious of the cause of his death, died in the most excruciating agonies of which
;

humanity can form a conception. Oh monstrous system of confession will
you dare any longer to ascribe your origin to the great Eternal, and thus affix
Oh thou iniquitous tribunal
to nature's God the blasphemy of your tenets ?
!

!

!

—thou cloaker of crimes — thou abettor of wickedness— thou brutal murderer!
A child

attempts the most diabolical acts against a parent, but thou, by presuming to erase the past transgressions, only encouragest to a repetition of
the crime. A parent suffers the most agonizing tortures, and dies in the most
excruciating pains from poison administered by an unnatural daughter but
;

thou, polluted tribunal, wilt not allow the priest acquainted with the circumstances to disclose the cause of this heart-rending death.
Should any unacquainted with Romanism question the veracity of these statements, let him

Did not the Romish
consult history and he will find many similar facts.
priest, the Rev. Mr. Garnet, the Provincial of the Jesuits, justify his concealment of the Gunpowder Plot, on the pretext of its being revealed to him at
confession

?

Did not Father D'Aubigny, the French

Jesuit, put forward a

similar plea of justification for concealment, when the assassin Ravaillac
(who stabbed Henry IV. of France, in 1610) acknowledged to him in the
But why need I refer to such
confessional his plan of regicidal murder ?

circumstances, as every priest who has acted in the capacity of a confessor,
must admit the fact of similar cases frequently coming before him at the
confessional?" Extract from a chapter on Auricular Confession in a Pam-

—

f Met published in
a Clergyman of

1838, hy the Rev. L. J. Nolan, once a

Romish

Priest,

now

the Established Church.

MASSACRE OF

ST.

BARTHOLOMEW.

The Massacre of St. Bartholomew is one of the most diabolical scenes to
be found in all history.
It gives an awful view of the unrelenting and cruel character of the Popish
True, it was perpetrated at the command of the French King,
system.
But was it condemned by the Pope and
instigated by his wicked mother.
Was the so-called holy city filled with
the rulers of the Popish Church?
lamentation and mourning when the shocking intelligence arrived?
Was
the King of France rebuked and excommunicated for his unexampled perfidy
and cruelty ?
It would surpass

belief, were it not a thoroughly accredited historical
Pope and his cardinals marched in joyful procession to the
Church of St. Mark, and publicly returned thanks to Heaven, in the open
face of day, for the signal triumph gained by the Church over her enemies.
Nay, so much were they intoxicated with delight at the news of the massacre,
that they actually struck a medal, on the one side of which was the head of
the reigning Pope, Gregory the Thirteenth, and on the other side, an angel,
with a crucifix in the left, and a sword in the right hand, with a motto,
"
Slaughter of the Huguenots ;" and thus Avas it blasphemously affirmed,
Has the Church of Rome to
that this deed of hell was approved by God.
No but asserts her right to persecute
this day condemned the massacre ?
fact,

that the

still,

when she has

the power

!

—

;

Tytler's History., vol. vii. p. 25.
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DB MORA IN THE PBADO AT MADBIO.

THE CASE OF

M.

DE MORA.

The

state of Spain has again evidently changed for the worse, and that,
Their power over
through the secret agency of the Romish priesthood.
the Queen is supreme, and Narvaez, who has established a new despotism for his own ambitious purposes, has evidently ever been their humble
servant.
Espartero, the only Spanish statesman of note who of late years
has been prepared to brave the opposition of Rome, has been ignominiously
dismissed, and the iirst effect of the recent change is witnessed in the arrest
of one of the most zealous of the Christian converts on a charge of heresy.
Don Anglos Herreros de Mora was, on the 27th of August last, arrested,
thrown into prison, and handed over to the " Tribunal of the Faith," to be
dealt with according to the ancient law of Spain for the punishment of
too,

heretics.

M. de Mora has long been known as a separatist from the Church of Rome.
Several years ago, when in England, he married a French Protestant lady
and on his return to Spain, during the administration of General Espartero,
he was an active advocate of religious liberty, in conjunction with many de;

He has repeatedly been in England,
puties to the Cortes recently dissolved.
and has also visited the United States of America, and carried on a friendly
correspondence with Englishmen and Americans of eminence.
was suddenly assaulted
and dragged away in custody,
Governor of Madrid. The Vicar-

"While quietly walking in the Frado, at Madrid, he

and beaten, in the presence of some
by some officers of the police, to the

priests,
civil

General, the chief ecclesiastical authority in cases of heresy, was already
waiting with the Governor, to claim him as subject to his jurisdiction. He

was immediately

cast into a

damp dungeon, v ithout any

charge being

made
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him and notwithstanding the earnest entreaties and efforts of his
was not removed before his sufferings had brought on a dangerous
sickness and fever.
Eventually, by order of the Government, he was deliagainst

;

wife, he

"

Tribunal of the Faith," an ecclesiastical court, which succeeded
vered to the
to the functions of the Inquisition when that tribunal was abolished. He was
there subjected to a secret inquiry, without the assistance of any legal adviticr
or friend, and without any of those forms of law which, in all civilized counadopted as the protection of persons accused. The charges made
that he had endeavoured to spread the Gospel in
against M. de Mora were,

tries, are

—

Spain, and had been abroad to ask foreigners to aid him in the circulation of
the Rible. These charges he freely acknowledged and when solicited by the
Vicar- General, who had been his school-fellow, to return to the Church of
Kome, he refused, and declared it to be his purpose, so long as he had breath,
to labour in the great work of evangelizing Spain.
The whole Protestant community of Britain are under great obligations to
Dr. Rule and the Protestant Alliance for the promptness and energy with
which they called the attention of our Government to this atrocious case, and
it is with much satisfaction we announce thatM. de Mora is now rescued from
The unaltered spirit of the Papal system,
the clutches of the Eomish tiger.
however, has been fully exhibited in this case. Had the imprisonment of
M. de Mora continued longer, it might have been well, by deputation or otherwise, to have put it expressly to Dr. Wiseman, Dr. Cullen, and Dr. Gillis,
whether they were prepared to repudiate such proceedings, and to remonstrate
It would have been interestwith the Court of Spain in opposition to them.
ing to see how these worthies would have attempted to evade or wriggle out
But meantime, it is surely startling to find all the processes
of the difficulty.
of the old Inquisition in full operation within a few hours' sail of our shores,
and to see all the while the profound apathy of the Protestants of Britain.
;

mark their pitiful attempts to prove that Rome is
changed amidst such convincing demonstration to the contrary, and whilst the
Romish system itself is coming in full sail amongst us, with the open assistAt the same time it must be admitted, that
ance of our own Government.
the conduct of Lord Clarendon in this case is worthy of all commendation.

It is intensely painful to

NOTES OF THE MONTH.
Foreign News.— The uneasy state of the French money market— symptomatic of Revolution, the case of Naples, and the new Revolution in Spain,
have been the most remarkable items of foreign news.
The letter of Russia in support of the King of Naples is singular, and it
would have been Avell if our own Government had been in circumstances
frankly to join issue with the northern despot, by re-echoing the cry of nonIt is Satan rebuking sin to have the spoiler of Poland and
interference.

Hungary talking of the sacred duty of letting nations alone, although perhaps
the best thing that could happen to Europe, would be for Austria and France
to take off their hands from Italy and, in a word, if each nation on the Con;

independently to settle its own affairs. But Britain is, unfortunately, so mixed up with the restoration and support of the Pope, and of
continental despotisms generally, that she must perhaps tamely take the hj potinent

were

critical

left

rebuke which Russia has administered, even when proceeding from
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Meantime the Times' correspondent, amongst his other reveview of the way in wliich " diamond cuts diamond" in the

Buch a quarter.

lations, gives us a

strong-handed dealing of Russian despotism with the priests of Rome,
other proof that all false systems are essentially of the same spirit.

—

an-

" One of the most remarkable
precautions," says he, ''against the spread of Catholicism in Russia, is the rigorously enforced interdiction upon the Roman Catholic
clergy ever to employ in the pulpit, in their catechisms, or in their tracts and publications, the Russian language ; they may preach and write in Italian, Frencli, German, Polish, English any tongue save Russ. Any breach of this rule is impossible,
at least a second time ; for the offending clergyman is removed from his churcli and

—

he is never allowed to officiate again ; and if he prove obstinate
Russian internal passport system, is the easiest thing in the world
he is sent, without hesitation, to Siberia. It takes years^
to trace and ascertain
and even then some interest for a priest to be able to quit his cure and such a

clmrch

from

every
— which,
with the

;

—

—

;

thing as his timing his departure, so as to coincide with the arrival of a new missionTheoretically, most of these jealous measures apply
ary, is simply an impossibility.
equally to all other religious denominations, except the Greek ; but two circumstances
render the enforcement of the rules less to all bodies than to the Roman f atholics.
First, no other religious class at variance with the State Church is at all numerous
enough to give the Russian Government one moment's uneasiness ; secondly, some
of these others are under the direct or indirect protection of various foreign embassies. Dr. Law, for instance, is the chaplain of the British embassy at St. Petersburg.
He experiences no difficulty in visiting England whenever he pleases ; he was there
when I passed through St. Petersburg were he to be replaced to-morrow, the substitution would be efi'ected without interference or notice from the Russian Government. But I was told by a Roman Catholic priest, that if he and two or three others
were to call upon E. de ^lorny. Prince Esterhazy, or any other ambassador, (these
priests being Russian subjects,) and were to beg them to petition the Empei-or that
they might be allowed to preach in Russ to the Russian portion of their flock, they
would be handed over to the police, as delinquents against the State by the very act
of such a deputation."
:

—

Ultramontane Testdiony to the Progress of Protestantism. A recent
" In
number of the Univers contains the following remarks on this head
all the Catholic cities, the statistical returns make it apparent that the number of Protestants is increasing in a fearful manner.
Dusseldorf, which was
:

—

almost entirely Catholic, already reckons 7000 Protestants and there is a
certain parish in Cologne which numbers only a few Catholics." On this
" "We are somestatement the Avenir observes, in commenting on its value
times told that our efforts are vain, that we have nothing to hope from the
attempts of a minority so weak as our Evangelical Protestantism, in the presence of an immense and compact mass like Roman Catholicism. But Catho;

:

—

which ought to know itself, does not thus judge. This unity of which
is, we know, alike from faith, from reason, and from experience, a
sheer pretence. As well might one speak of the unity of sight amongst the
The principal obstacle which
blind, or of hearing amongst the deaf.
the Gospel encounters from the majority of Catholics, is their religions indifLet Protestants, then, not be discouraged, but redouble
ference.
The Univers gives a testimony to the result
their faith and their activity.
of our labours.
Its five or six lines are worth as much, nay more, than
Let us pray, and God
many pages of the reports of our societies. .
licism,
it

boasts

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

will act."

The State ok

Italy.

—A
—

recent

number

.

of the Tab'.et contains the follow-

ing remarkable admission
" Constitutional
government failed in Rome for want of public virtue in its citizens.
We do not propose to enter into tlie great and difficult question of Roman Government. In our opinion, political reforms, as generally understood, cannot exist, are
not at all compatible with the peculiar nature of a power unique in the history of
:

—
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the world which at once unites a religious authority, that spreads over the globe,
with a temporal authority which is confined to a district."

Home News.

—

—

Case of Archdeacon Denison.
This case has advanced a
The Guardian gives a very long document from Archdeacon Deni" That it is not in his
son, which concludes with the declaration,
power to
make the revocation required of him by the Court." In this lengthened
statement there is no attempt made to reconcile the teachings of the Archdeacon with the language of the Thirty-nine Articles but a number of previous
Divines are quoted to show that between them and the Archdeacon there
was an agreement in doctrine. By a similar process, almost any heresy
might be vindicated, but it is evidently preposterous to make mere indivistage.

;

dual opinion the standard of doctrine in a Church.
Meantime, however,
other Puseyites have begun vehemently to "sympathize" with the Arch-

The
deacon, probably anticipating whereunto all this is likely to grow.
following paragraph has been going the round of the papers
" The
clergy of the Diocese of Durham, and some otliers in the north of England,
have prepared a remonstrance to the Archbishop of Canterbury, on the course he has
taken in refei-ence to Archdeacon Denison's case. They contend that a clergyman
should not undergo sentence of deprivation for holding opinions which have been
maintained by multitudes of the greatest ornaments of the Church in all ages and
countries, and that the Articles should not be shut out from the explanatory light
thrown on them by the other portions of the Prayer-book, by the writings of the recognised authorities of the Church, and thus, without reference to their history, or
the specific theological bearing of their terms, be constituted the one all-sufficient
standard of doctrine. ' We have only to add,' say the remonstrants, that as Archdeacon Denison impugns none of the doctrinal statements of our Articles, but merely
vindicates the co-existent truth of another set of statements which cannot be shown
to be theologically incompatible with the former, we cannot I'egard a sentence which
would condemn him on the ground of his contradicting what he does not contradict
otherwise than as repugnant to history, as establishing a most dangerous precedent,
and on all accounts to be seriously deprecated.' "
:

—

'

—

The New Bishop. The appointment of Dr. Tait to the Diocese of London
seems to give general satisfaction. We confess, that amongst all the eulo"A
giums upon him, we place considerable stress on the spirit of one by
"
of
the
Avho
Correspondent
Tablet, September 27,
says,

—

" In
politics the new Bishop of London is a Liberal, in religion something between
'
an ' Evangelical and a ' German,' with a dash of hereditary Presbyterianism, and in
all these characters a consistent and energetic champion of Protestantism.
He has
'
'
always been a vehement adversary of the Tractarian movement. To liim was
'
the
condemnation
of
the
celebrated
Tract
90
the
Oxford
Heads
mainly owing
by
He has a considerable talent for public speaking, and will, no doubt,
of Houses.
make an active Bishop, and prove himself a valuable auxiliary to the Government in
the House of Lords. His appointment may be regarded as a further demonstration
against what is popularly called Puseyism.'
Though latterly a somewhat less prominent, he is scarcely a less decided enemy of that movement than his two immediate predecessors on the Episcopal bench, Di-. Villiers of Carlisle, and Dr. Charles
Baring of Gloucester and Bristol. His sympathies with the Protestant party are
further determined by a near connexion with Mr. Spooner, M.P. for '\\'^arwickshire."
'

'

Speaking of Bishops, if the following be true, it is eminently disgraceful.
has been going the round of the papers under the imposing title of
" Episcopal Liberality
The Protestant Bishop of Limerick (the Right Rev.
Dr. Griffin) has contributed £5 towards the bazaar of the Sisters of tiie Good Shepherd Convent, in the city of Limerick. The Earl of Carlisle is also a contributor to
the amount of £2."
The " Press" and Maynooth, The following resolution was passed by the committee of the Hull Protestant Operative Conservative Association at their last Meet-

—

It

—
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—" Resolved, that the Press newspaper

be expelled from the reading-room of
Association, in consequence of the support givea to Popery, as shewn in its
recent and continued articles upon the question of the Government Grant to the Coling

:

this

lege of Maynooth, (which it advocates and defends,) and which Grant, in the opinion
of this committee, should be strenuously opposed by every true Protestant and Conservative, as the first grand object to be obtained for staying the continued impolu.c
and unconstitutional support of Government to the system of Popery in this Protestant country."

A

" Perverted"

M.P

— When

Mr. Ilutchins, M.P. for Lymington, became a
he consulted with his supporters in the borou;ih
as to the propriety of his resigning, but he was strongly urged to retain his sr:it.
Within the last few days, howevei-, a requisition has been sent him, signed by 124
Mr.
electors, calling upon him to resign in consequence of his change of religion.
Hutchins thinks he fulfils his duty better by retaining his seat.

Roman

Catholic,

some months

Sackville College.

was

since,

— A very interesting meeting of the Brighton Protes-

at which Mr. Rogers, one of the assistant
wardens of Sackville College, made an extraordinary exposure of the introduction of Tractariau Popery into that institution, including the confessional
and " all the rest of it." Mr, Rogers seems to have acted with great firmness,
and his statement was received by a large meeting with indignant surprise.
But the affair is quite in keeping with the present line of Popish tactics. They
are trying to seize and use all such institutions.
The report of the meeting,
which is given at great length in the Morning Advertiser, September 20, contains a speech by Dr. Armstrong, in which he says, amongst other things

tant Association

lield lately,

—

"

They had nothing

which Mr. Rogers stood
with regard to Sackville College but they had to do with the teaching which they
were told (and proofs of which appeared to have been brought befoi-e them) had been
adopted in that institution. He did not believe that the doctrine of the confessional
was either according to God's laws, or according to common decency. (Loud cheers.)
He believed, if there was a system or practice more abominable than another, it was
the practice of the confessional.
He could not find words sufticieutly
(Cheers.)
strong to impress upon them what his feelings were upon that subject. They must
remember that what had been brought forward by Mr. Rogers had not been mere
hearsay, but he had brought forward the liandwriting of the gentleman about whom
he had spoken, stating that he had used the confessional, and had prevented certain
to do with the particular position in
;

—

—

—

questions being asked, because those questions related to the confessional. (Cheers.)
The Rev. Doctor then proceeded to call their attention to the e,\tract quoted by Mr.
'
The man who I'epents and confesses his
Rogers on the subject of confession, viz.
sins to God alone, may hope to be forgiven ; but he who confesses tiiem to the priests
of God, and receives absolution from them, may be sure of it ;' and in a very able way
shewed the false doctrine which the statement involved."
:

Dr.

Cumming has

the Popish question.

recently been giving a series of lectures in Scotland on
At one of these lectures Lord John Scott presided,

and spoke very strongly against some of the ministers of the Scottish Epis"
The Rev. Arthur C.
copal Church, as
sappers and miners of Rome."
Turbutt, Jedburgh, with great real or affected indignation, immediately
This got-up astonishment, when truth is told,
challenged this statement.
But his lordship coolly reseems, in reality, a regular part of the game.
affirms his statement in the following

" For

my own

part, I do not retract

words

:

—

one syllable that

I

did say, which I now
in England, have

repeat— that your High Church in Scotland, as your High Church
acted the part of sappers and miners for the Church of Rome."

We have reason to know that at Crieff, Jedburgh, Dunblane, Burntisland,
and elsewhere, the Scottish Tractarians are doing more for the interests of
Rome

than probably all the Papists in Scotland put together.
Dr. Dill has, in the course of the mouth, been visiting Campsie, Lanark,
(where a Popish Cathedral, to cost not less than .£10,000, is being erected,)
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Kelso, Paisley, Renfrew, and Dunfermline. Many tokens of encouragement
"
It appears, now, that the Kelso Popish
visible.
Chapel," of which
" two
old
so very much has been said, was simply
houses, like thirdvery

were

rate shops knocked into one, and they are now going to get nearly £450 of
compensation, besides the capital they will make over the kingdom out of the
burning itself."
Arrangements are being made in all parts of the kingdom for a vigorous
prosecution at the very opening of the next Session of Parliament of the
Anti-Maynooth campaign. There is good reason to believe that last session

made up

the Papists had

and were,

their

minds

to capitulate

Let us "

in fact, arranging the terms.

and abandon the

mak

siccar"

fortress,

now, and by

the blessing of God, put the top-stone upon this first instalment of our labours
in opposition to the daring and dangerous encroachments of Rome dui-ing the

ensuing Session of Parliament.

THE BEGINNING.
BY THE KEV.
The beginning of
spring

is

all

saving religion

RYLE, B.A.

is to

become acquainted with Jesus

A

the corner-stone of Christianity.
watch without a mainnot more useless than a religion without Christ.

This

Christ.

J. C.

me

is

It is not the mere knowledge of Christ's
knowing His mercy, grace, and power the
knowing Him not by the hearing of the ear, but hi/ the experience of your
I want you to be able to say of
I want you to know Him by faith
heart.
" He is
Him,
my peace and my strength, my life and my consolation, my
Physician and my Shepherd, my Saviour and my God."
Reader, AVe are all great sinners. Sinners we were born, and sinners
we have been all our lives. We take to sin naturally from the very first.
No child ever needs schooling and education to teach it to do wrong. No
devil or bad companion ever leads us into such wickedness as our own
hearts. And the wages of sin is death. We must either be forgiven, or lost

But

name

let

that

I

not be misunderstood.

mean

—

it

is

—

the

—

—

eternally.

We
law.

We have broken His holy
AYe have not done His will.
the Ten which does not condemn us.

are all guilty sinners in the sight of God.

We

have transgressed His precepts.

is not a Commandment in all
we have not broken it in deed, we have in word if we have not broken
in word, we have in thought and imagination
and that continually. Tried

There
If
it

—

;

by the standard of the fifth chapter of St. Matthew, there is not one of us
And as it is appointed unto men once to die, so
that would be acquitted.
We must either be forgiven, or perish everafter this comes the judgment.
lastingly.

We
Surely we ought all to cease from proud thoughts about ourselves.
" I am
ought to lay our hands upon our mouths, and say with Abraham,
" I am vile
" We are all
dust and ashes ;" and with Job,
;" and with Isaiah,
" If we
as an unclean thing;" and with John,
that
we
have
no sin we
say
deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us." (Gen. xviii, 27 Job xl. 4 ;

—

;

John i. 9.) Where is the man or woman, in the whole
catalogue of the Book of Life, that will ever be able to say more than this,
" I obtained
mercy ?" What is the glorious company of the apostles, the
goodly fellowship of the prophets, the noble army of martyrs, what are
Isaiah Ixiv. 6

;

1

—

—
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but pardoned sinners

all

arrived

at,

— AVe are all

Surely there

?
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but one conclusion to be

is

gkeat sinners, and we all need a oueat fok-

GIVENESS.

—

shall Rule us ? A Question
FOR THE Hustings. By a British
Freeman. London: John Farquhar
Shaw.

Who

This

is

Forty Reasons for Leaving the
Church of Rome.
By Henry
Phibbs

a Avell-timed and most supe-

This

D.D.

Fry,
Son.

&

Pratt

Hobarton

:

an able contribution from

is

proves, with much
force and clearness, that one grand
source of all the evils now gathering

Australia, in opposition to the claims
of Rome.
It is written with great

around us as a Protestant nation,

controversy.

rior

It

pamphlet.

—

is

and a

point,

that to
the state of our Legislature
the instant remedy of that origo ma-

chosen

lorum should the nation's

there are

now
that

—

be

that
proportionally directed
is in Protestant electors'

Australia

is

one of the

Romish Propa-

fields of the

we are glad to find that
men there " who know the

ganda, and

and what

times,

Israel

ought to do."

remedy

own

— andhands,
that

they will only apply it
they will not, on their

if
if

own heads must
certainly fall

course
all

efforts

knowledge of the

full

and

shall

punishment.

Of

the guilt,

lie

the

we cannot commit

we do most

and
cordially agree with him so far
therefore we warmly recommend the
;

to

all,

By

and especially

to

Pro-

testant electors.

in

F0R5IATI0N,

Nothing

Protestant

By

the

Rev.

W.

Grotty. Dublin Purdon Brothers,
23, Bachelor's Walk.
:

one of the few remains of
a convert
an able and zealous man
from the Romish priesthood lately
This

is

deceased.

—

It

—

indicates considerable

reading, and a thorough appreciation
of the spirit and results of the great

Reformation from Popery. A widow
and large family have been left to deplore Mr. Crotty's sudden death, for
Avhose behalf a subscription has been
commenced.
This is an object in
which Protestants ought to feel a
deep interest, and towards which they
should readily subscribe.

is

more important

in the

&

Vol.

Evans.

trial

of late

is

We may

spirit.

sured, that there

Rome

Defence of the Re-

Lou-

Bradbury

:

present day, than that popular history should be written in a fair and

a

Lecture

I.

Charles Knight.

don

ourselves to

the author's views, but

pamphlet

The Popular History of England.

less

is

no

rest as-

test to whicli

prepared to submit than

by her actual past deeds and
we have reason to be thankful
;

that a great flood of light has been
poured upon those deeds from various

Macaulay and Prescott
have done essential service in this
department and we are glad to welcome in Charles Knight a new and
quarters.

;

His "Popular Hisable coadjutor.
tory" is a beautiful book, got up at
great expense of mind, material, and

woodcuts, and yet very cheap. We
must say that, upon the whole, he
very fairly and fully exhibits the deeds
of

Rome

in

England during the

earlier

ages, doing justice to such
characters as Dunstan and A'Becket,

and middle

and the great Popes and Plantagenets
of past ages.
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PRESENT DUTY OF PEOTESTANTS.
The

Protestant Societies of the empire are about to recommence an earnest
campaign against Maynooth and all national grants to Rome. I^et all Pro-

— by

testants strengthen their hands by earnest co-operation
funds writing to members of Parliament and, above all,

—

—

prayer to God, that He would graciously crown this effort
set free the enslaved victims of the Romish Antichrist.

contributing

by importunate
with success, and

MAYNOOTH, OR THE PLOT UNRAVELLED.
The long-protracted Maynooth agitation is perThat
the most marvellous fact of the age.
struggle, haps
any institution should for sixty years exist in the
midst of the most intelligent community on earth, without their being able
^ht lingular

to determine whether it Avere a curse or a blessing, and whether they should
But it is
continue or cease to support it, were indeed sufficiently wonderful.
far more extraordinary that this should be the case with a seminary like
Maynooth, whose teachings have so long been proclaimed in their ears,
whose fruits have so long been patent to their eyes,— whose whole career has

—

We

for years been the theme of discussion, in every form, by every class.
have had on this question Commissions of Inquiry, and Committees of In-

quiry, endless debates in Parliament, and numberless controversies out of it,
hundreds of pamphlets, and thousands of speeches. Yet, as if it involved
some problem, compared to which the philosopher's stone, or perpetual
motion, was a trifle, to many both in and out of Parliament it continues to
this hour as great a puzzle as ever.
The same half century which has

many questions far more abstruse, effected many changes far more
momentous, and wrought such vast improvements on our general condition,
has left us in this matter almost where it found us. And so after a struggle,
solved so

which, with occasional intervals, has lasted as long as Maynooth itself,
and six times longer than the Trojan war, as vigorous preparations for
another campaign are at this moment being made, as if the conflict had only-

commenced.
E^be Question: at ^ssuc.

Is there no way, then, of deciding this question ?
of dispelling the mists that seem to envelop it, and
at least of
bringing the nation to see eye to eye

—

so far dissipating them, as to enable all honest men to see the path of duty ?
Most certainly there is it would be strange if there were not. The question
at issue is the plain question of fact
Has the Maynooth experiment suc;

—

And it would
Is our Maynooth policy wise or foolish ?
ceeded or failed ?
be strange indeed if a sixty years' trial did not furnish sufficient evidence on
one side or other. It is to this point, then, Ave propose to address ourselves.
We have in our nation two different parties, advocating in this matter opposite policies, and looking for opposite results
the one maintaining that Maynooth must do harm and the other insisting that it will do good nay, the
one now boldly averring that mischief is as much its design as its tendency,
and that it is nothing better than another Trojan horse in the midst of us ;
and the other laughing such language to scorn, as alike absurd and uu:

;

;

cTiaritable.
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We proceed then
ptlbob

S^^e

of Solving

to inquire

•\vliicli is

Has .Maynooth been proving

view.

it.

1856.

1,

the correct
tlie

olive-

promised by the one party, or the upas-tree
Above all, have its conductors been honestly endeatree

predicted by the other?
vourin[i to serve the nation whose bread they eat? or is there any ground to
suspect that they are playing us false, and, Avhile taking our money, are plot-

In conducting this inquiry we shall first
ting our subjugation to Rome?
and consider the facts of the case and then deduce the conclu-

collect

;

And

sions TO WHICH THEY LEAD.

in regard to the facts: the absolute
brevity will constrain us to confine ourselves to three depart-

need of extreme

first,

ments of inquiry, and even from these to make but a mere selection, viz.,
The doinqs of Rome xcithin the College, the doings of Rome throughout the

—and
country
J

—

the exact araount
I.

„«

J-,

<^¥

,

,,

of their rautual connexion.

DOINGS IN THE COLLEGE

xmx

|j'j"»is
proicssions.

— ITS EAKLIER DATS.

The circumstances

.

^gji^g

j^j,g

^^^

to

familiar to

which
all.

College owes its
the laws of last cen-

this

By

^^,^ ^^ Popish College could exist in these kingdoms.

The French Revolution had destroyed those colleges in which Irish priests
were usually educated abroad and so, in 1794, the Popish bishops of Ireland,
led on by Dr. Troy, presented to the Viceroy an " humble memorial," praying
;

permission to erect a college in Ireland; setting forth the "advantages"
which would thence accrue " to the nation at large;" dwelling especially on
" would
the
thereby be essenpiety, learning, and subordination^^ which
tially promoted ;" and breathing throughout the most loyal and devoted
Various circumstances induced Jlr, Pitt to lend a favourable ear to
spirit.*
''•

their prayer, amongst which we need here only mention the numerous declarations and addresses of Popish priests and prelates, pronouncing the British

Constitution to be " the

best of ConstitxUions,"^ and breathing towards hisBut how, inquired Mr. Pitt,
ilajesty sentiments of the warmest attachment.
can you reconcile these professions of loyalty with the bulls of your Popes,
the decrees of your councils, and your own fathers' doings in bygone days?

And how

do you propose to satisfy the nation that, if you had the power
you would not walk in the ways of your fathers ? Oh
Rome is now changed, was the prompt reply. These were the sins of her
youth, to which she was tempted by the barbarism of the times but she has
long since repented them all, and like other systems has improved, of course,
with " the spirit of the age." And we can assure you that the Romanists of
these kingdoms abhor and detest such principles and practices, and, in particular, hold that there is no such tenet in the Popish Church as justifies
Romanists in " not keeping faith with heretics ;" that " the Pope has no civil
jurisdiction in this realm ;" and that "he cannot absolve his Majesty's subAbove all, here
jects from the oath of allegiance on any pretext whatever.''^
3'our fathers so abused,

!

;

are the answers to the

tln-ee

foreign universities, and
and satisfy the nation ?§

what

queries, which you yourself lately sent to six
farther can be needed to settle the question-

* See Memorial
"
quoted in Mr. P. Dixon Hardy's
JIaynootli Grant considered Religiously. Morally, and Politically."— (Pp. 3-5.)
t Address of Popish Bishops in 1794, signed by Dr. Troy.
* These are the
sentiments which run through all the Popish petitions and addresses of
loyalty from 1792 to 18-29.
§ See these queries and the
Grant," p. 13.

universities' answers,

"
Maynooth
quoted in Hardy's
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to the other side of the picture,

and

find? That, while Dr. Troy
^ttual Dr'Jttia. what, think you, do we
and his coadjutors were pronouncing the above to be
the sentiments of the " Catholics of the kingdom," several English Papists, as
they must have known, including Dr. Milncr and the two Plowdens, had,
within the four previous years, issued publications declaring the very reverse.
While, but one short year before, Troy himself had published a Pastoral Address to the people of Ireland, in which he openly avers that "the religious
Eiljtir

opinions of Catholics being unchangeable, are applicable at all times," and
that they " were implicitly bound to adhere to the decrees of the General
Councils of their Church," amongst which he makes special mention of the
fourth Lateran Council, so notorious for its atrocious decrees, as being infalAnd as to the six
lible, and therefore imperatively binding on them all.*

mind and one mouth, declared that Faith should
and that the Pope had no civil power in England,
nor could absolve from the oath of allegiance to her king, it is enough to state,
that three of these, Alcala, Valladolid, and Salamanca, had previously declared
the former having defended the Council of Constance
directly the reverse
for that monstrous case of treachery and truculence, the burning of Hnss
and the two latter, when Clement the
despite the safe-conduct of Sigismund
Eighth had issued his Bull excommunicating Elizabeth, having both decreed,
in
to the rebellion of
that " it was as meritorious to aid him
universities which, with one
not be broken with heretics,

;

;

regard
Tyrone,
against the heretics, as it was to fight against tlic Turks, and that
mortal sin to aid the heretics in any way against him, and that those

it

was a

who

did

so could have neither absolution nor salvation."-]And as to those priests
and prelates who were pouring forth such effusions of loyalty, it appears from
the life of Wolfe Tone, published by his son, as well as from the Reports of
tlie Tjords and Commons, that at the verj- time they
were thus belauding the Constitution and the King, most of them were
members of the treasonable committee which organized the Rebellion of
1798, and were carrying on with France a secret correspondence, with a view,

the Secret Committees of

as they expressed it, to subvert " the tyranny of England, to establish the
independence of Ireland, and to procure a free Republic !"
Such were some of the extraordinary circumstances
under
which Maynooth College saw the light.
HTgsleriaus kgiimiugs.
strange beginning, truly, for such a seminar^'. But
since many a bad parent has a good and worthy child, let us now inquire,
with all brevity, into its own career. Bear in mind, then, the object of its
existence, as promised by the Prelates, and as expected by the Premier,
that it had undertaken to train up such loyal and enlightened priests as would
soon hush over Ireland the voice of sedition, put to flight the demons of discord, extinguish the last sparks of disloyalty, and usher in a millennium of
peace.
Now, in any college honestly addressing itself to such a task, you
would look, of course, to the usual marks of honesty. For example, having
Professnothing to conceal, aU'its doings would be open, and above-board.
ing to come amongst us as an angel of peace, it would have something of that
angel's open and radiant countenance
or, at all events, nothing of the dark,
hidden looks of those who fear and hate the light like Satan, and for the same
reason. Yet what are the facts?
By the Act 17P5, establishing tlie College,
no youth was allowed to enter its walls wlio was either a Protestant, or the

A

—

;

* See "
Pastoral Address," p. 31, quoted in Hardy's
See Hardy's " Maynooth Grant," pp. 16, 17.

i"

"Maynooth Grant,"

pp. 17, 18.
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son of a Protestant : almost the whole management was given up to Popish
and the only control reserved in the hands of Government was, that
the Chancellor of the Irish Excheqner, and four Judges of the land (being, of
course, at that time Protestants) should be, e.v officiis, trustees. One might
have thought such a small measure of Government oversight could scarce be
prelates,

irksome to any honest institution.

Yet, only five years later, ere the Col-

lege had well begun its work, and just after the rebellion, in which ^laynootb
itself was deeply involved, we find another Act passed, enacting that all the

—

trustees should henceforth be Papists,
that the Judges should, in future, be
that, in these
merely visitors that their visits should only be triennial,

—

—

" relate to the
they must, on no account, meddle with aught that shall
and that
exercise, doctrine, and discipline of the Roman Catholic religion,"
in such matters, " the visitorial power shall be exercised exclusively" by the
"
" if
Popish visitors, in the presence of" the Protestant ones,
they shall think
proper to attend."* "What could our rulers mean by this enactment ?
they, so
tenacious of their powers of oversight in all other seminaries endowed from the
who had, in this case, just commenced an experiment so much
public chest
in need of their close supei-vision,
and whom the late rebellion should have
rather induced to increase than relax their vigilance,
to double than dismiss
visits

—

—

—

—

And what

—

Rome mean by

If all was right
asking it ?
within Maynooth, she had nothing to gain, and a great deal to lose, by excluding those Government trustees for their presence there would protect

their guards ?

could

j

her from those very suspicions which their exclusion would be sure to awakes.
She had no charge of officious meddling, nor other complaint to bring against
them ; and the very fact of Maynooth being implicated in the rebellion shouM
have made her doubly anxious to avoid even the appearance of a desire to
get rid of them. Especially such honourable and exalted personages as
Judges of the realm the persons most be dreaded by rogues certainly, but
least to be feared by honest men.
There must have been a reason, and an
;

urgent one, for such a step at such a time, the effect of which was to shut up
the College from Pj-otestant eyes altogether
for each triennial visit occupied
about an hour, and to use the language of one of the visitors, Lord Chancellor
" a
Redesdale, the visitorial power was
wc?e/a?cf," and the visitors exhibited
themselves as a " spectacle of ridiculous nullity."t "What then was the meaning of this vast change this virtual revolution in the constitution of Maynooth ? Let us inquire.
;

—

;

We

have seen how loudly the

Irish

Bishops rc-

Cvtraorbinnrii brbabiaur. pudiated ultramontane sentiments, and professed
the views of the Galilean.^,
that it was on this

—

Yet
plea they asked a College, and to teach these views they obtained it.
scarce had their College commenced its career,
while still but an infant of

—

—

one year old, and while yet the loud professions of priestly loyalty and
fidelity were ringing through the land, an act is deliberately perpetrated,
which at once gives all these protestations to the winds. A rescript is received by the prelatic portion of the trustees from the Prefect of the Propaganda, bearing date the 9th of July 1796, and distinctly requiring, that in
those points on which the Galileans and ultramontaues differ, the Maynooth
Professors shall follow as their " guides and masters," Augustine and Thomas
Now, of Aquinas it is enough to say, that his views are in direct

Aquinas.

* See Aot in
"
Appendix of Eij^hth Report of Commissioners of Irish Education InPp. 17-20.
t " Despatch to the Duke of Portland Cabinet," in 1807.

quiry for 1826."
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opposition to the Gallican views, but are in perfect accordance with the
Dens ; and amongst other doctrines of a like character, he
" as the
openly teaches that,
forgers of money and other malefactors are
immediately delivered by secular princes to death, much more heretics,"
theology of Peter

" from the time
(including Protestants, of course,)
they are convicted of their
heresy can not only be excommunicated, but justly slain."
Now, how do

these prelates act on the receipt of this mandate ?
Do they inform the Prefect of their'owu declarations, or of the six foreign universities' deliverances,

so strongly repudiating these very principles
and illustration it would be, of one of them

with heretics

—

—
;

and remind him of the sad proof

the lawfulness of breaking faith
thus to break faith with England, one short year after they had

so solemnly pledged that faith ? At least, do they make some feeble resistOn the contrary, they who had enance, or offer some faint remonstrance ?
to teach the most mild and liberal Popery that eye had ever seen or
ear heard, send three months after, and therefore on mature deliberation, an
answer to the Prefect, in which they distinctly pledge themselves to do all that

gaged

he required.* What you exclaim, do they not report the circumstance to the
Government, point out the dilemma the Prefect had placed them in, and shew
some disposition to act like men of truth and honour, who felt bound either to
keep their pledges or give back the College ? It is our humble opinion, v,e
confess, trained up as we have been to respect such common virtues as truth
and rectitude, that honest men could scarce have done less, and that such
"
"
saintly prelates" of the
only true Church" might have even done more.
on
the
Yet,
contrary, every effort is made to prevent the discovery of the fact,
amongst which is the Act of 1800, excluding the Judges from the trusteeship,
and virtually bolting the doors and windows of the College of the two opposite engagements made to Rome and to England, the one is kept, the other
the very same doctrines which are disowned outside
deliberately broken
the walls, are diligently inculcated inside
and from that hour a course of
dissimulation is commenced, perhaps never equalled in any institution.
What! you exclaim, can all this be really so?
udiuIiciUir. Kind reader, ourbest reply is just to proceed with our
^uspUiottS
Bear in mind, then, the progress we have alstory.
ready made. We have found that Rome has gained three most vital points
the erection of a College in the midst of us,
the exclusion from it of all
Protestant control,
and the introduction into it of rank ultramontane
!

;

;

;

—

—

—

;

really so, as some allege, that Rome does mean to play
if she does inthe traitor, and to make this College an engine of mischief,
deed cherish the design of attempting to undermine our Protestantism, and
of making this College the means of doing so, then would we expect to find,

Popery.

Now,

if it is

—

we

proceed, some symptoms of this beginning to appear. Especially would
expect to see her pushiag to the utmost the three advantages she has already gained and endeavouring, by all means, to enlarge the establishment^
to intensify the virulence of its Popish teaching^ and meanwhile to maintain
the strictest secrecy and^concealment
Turning first, then, to the Establishment itself,
do we find any evidence of a desire or a design
Scbcnus
as

we

;

.

— (Enlargement,

to enlarge the buildings, increase the funds, and
Let us see.
multiply the students far beyond the wants of Irish Popery?
* The "
Prefect's Letter' and the "Trustees' Reply' appear in the " Appendix to the
Eighth Report of the Commissioners of Irish Educational Inquiry, 182{ij" i.e., thirty
years after they were written.
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the Act 1795, £8000 was granted "towards establishing the said AcaNot a farthing more was therein promised for building not a farthing at all was hinted at for maintenance yet with such address did Rome
manage matters, that by the year 1791), she had obtained £35,000, on the
pretext of building the College, and by the next year had fairly got estab-

By

demy."

;

;

lished the practice of an annual grant for its support.
And mark by what
characteristic gradations these objects are secured. In 1795, £8000 are given
" towards
In 1796, X7000 more are granted " to hiild a
building."

seminary
" to
complete the building,
and for o;/(e?*^)?i;y)os«'s." And as if some enchantment prevented the building from reaching the desired completion, we have in 1798 a similar item
" to
£10,302,
complete the Catholic Seminary of Maynooth, and other fur" other
Well, in 1799 it is at length completed, the
j)oses."
purposes" now
stand confessed, and the Irish Parliament explicitly grants near £10,000 for
one year's maintenance. This great point being gained, the next object is to
obtain this grant rer/ularl>/ for a number of successive years, till the nsac/e
shall come to have almost the force of law; and so what the Irish Parliament
had commenced the Imperial Parliament was induced to continue, until in
1803, considering their annual grant now secure, and that they might safely
advance another step, we find the trustees asking and obtaining £5000 extra,
to contain 200 persons."

In 1797

it

is

.£10,000,

—

for additional huildinr/s for Jiftif more students.
Having got this so easily,
they applied the next year to have the £5000 annually continued for main-

Our indulgent rulers deeming this rather much,
taining these students
voted £1500 for the purpose and thus augmented, the annual grant continued
till 1813, when it received a farther increase, under the
following instructive
!

;

circumstances, and which was turned to the following characteristic account.
By the bequest of Lord Dunboyne, Maynooth
had at this time obtained an addition to its reveStbcnus— Ibc
puitbojinc.

nues of £500 a year.
And strangely enough, instead of reducing by that much their annual applications to Parliament, the
trustees made this the very plea for increasing them.
And on what pretext,

you? that of giving three years' additional and superior education to
twenty of their most deserving students, in order, of course, that they might
take the lead in this grand new scheme of regenerating Ireland. But what
was the rerd^ purpose ? Those may guess who know that it has long been
one of the Jesuits' most masterly devices to select the choicest young men
they can find, and to give them an extra share of Jesuitical training to fit
them for the highest kinds of Jesuitical service. 'Well, our most bountiful
rulers granted them this also, but on the express condition that it should be
think

"

exclusively" applied to that object. Yet, how did they use it? With part
kept some students learning by way of a superior education, Cabassutius
on Canon Lav\ perhaps the most infamous code of laws ever devised by man.*
Of the remainder they made a build inrj fund. To this they added large sums
the}-

from the ordinary annual grants, which they had also bound themselves to
''

expend on inaintennnce exclusively." All the while they continued to send
in to Government annual statements of their expenditure, in which
every
fartliing of both grants was represented as having been api)lied to the objects
of maintenance for which they were given, and in which no allusion was
made to buildings! And it was only in 1820, thirteen years after the Dunboyne grant was made, that the astounding disclosure took place, that nearly
*

"

Eighth Report of Irish Commissioners on Education,"

p. 12

;

and Appendix,

p, 449.
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^36,000 of these grants had ia this false and secret manner been swallowed
up iu further enlargements !*
Now, as to development in doctrine; you ask,

—
^r^cmcs ^nstruttioit.

—

how can

be ascertained, seeing the college gates
are closed against the prying eyes of Protestants ?
Of course one cannot see through bolted doors and blinded windows yet
there are various means of ascertaining what goes on within a building beWe have seen that the chief Maynooth trussides that of ocular evidence.
this

;

and we may reasonably presume that
was not without some good reason they contrived so early to exclude all
Government control from the College. Now, in 1808, the year of the £5000

tees are the Popish Bishops of Ireland,
it

grant for buildings, these Bishops, in solemn conclave assembled, unanimously
" the best book on the
"
pronounced Dens' Complete Body of Theology^'' to be
subject that could be republished," as containing the most secure guidance
" for
ecclesiastics, wherewith to direct the consciences of the people,"
signed

—

—

a document authorizing its publication, and ordered Coyne, the Maynooth
Printer^ to prepare an edition of 3000 copies, an ample supply for every colIn 1809, in the list of Coyne's forthcoming publege and priest in Ireland.
" Dens'
lications, the work is thus announced,
Complete Body of Theology^
In 1814, the pub-:
publishing for the Roman Catholic Bishops of Ireland"
"
This comprehensive work is
lisher, in announcing its completion, adds,
now read in the Colleges of Carloiv, Waterford, Liraerich^ Cork, and Cove. It
has been adopted by the Catholic Bishops, as the safest and lest work extant.,
and from which the respective conferences of each diocese are taken. "f

—

—

Now, we

think it is reasonable to presume that this book, which they deemed
of such value to the whole church, they would consider of equal value to

and that its doctrines, which they requested
its great nursery
the entire priesthood to learn, they would naturally wish the professors to
teach it is surely reasonable to suppose that the book which they considered
Maynooth,

;

:

the "safest and best" outside the College, they would consider the "safest
and best" inside also and that if they desired, in this case, effectually to
impregnate the streams, they would feel that the best way was to impregnate
;

"We find that this is what they avowedly do in the case
the great fountain.
of all the smaller fountains, as in Carlow, Waterford, &c. What was so good
for these they must have considered equally good for Maynooth, and would
certainly

have conferred on Maynooth,

if

they could.

science and

Now,

—

to their doing so that we can think of,
But the conscience
the fear of detection.

two hindrances

there were only

the qualms of con-

which allowed them

to introduce Aquinas, in violation of their engagements, could scarcely boggle
at the introduction of Dens, which professes to be in strict accordance ivith the

of Aquinas ; and the men who feared not to introduce the one, when
the College was in part controlled by Protestants, M'hy should they fear to
introduce the other, now when Protestants were completely excluded ?
You reply, that there were still Protestant visi-

mind

— Contealnunt.

and that there might be a Government comand therefore, of course,
Exactly so
But what do we find?
the book was not openly adopted as a class-book.
Having
Precisely what, under the circumstances, we would have expected.
^tljcmtS

tors,

mission.

;

"
account of this matter in
Eighth Report of Irish Commissioners on Educa407.
8, ; and Appendix, pp. 55,
The Church of Rome, &c., a Report on the Books and Documents on the
t
in
the
University Library, Cambridge, the Bodleian Library, Oxford,
Papacy, deposited
and the Library of Trinity College, Dublin."—Shaw, London.

'

"•

See

full

tion," &C., p.

See "

r2
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eugarfed to two difierect parties to teach two opposite systems, of course it
would not do to have a class-book teaching eitha- ; and so they get one of
their owu professors, an old Doctor of the Sorbonne, Delahogue, to prepare a

class-book for themselves, wearing such a double face as old Janus might
have envied, the one face turning to Rome, the other to England, and enabling them to confront any commission, and answer any inquiry, with as much

seeming candour, yet

real duplicity, as the ancient Delphic oracle itself.*

Such, then, are a few glimpses of Mayuooth's earlier
And now, should any reader suppose that we
iUot btbcloping. days.
have overdrawn these sketches, or sought to make out
a case that these, after all, may have been but the follies and pranks of its
childhood, and that we may find it improving with ripening years
perhaps
Meanso, we reply, and we shall therefore next examine its riper years.
S^^c

—

;

time, you will doubtless allow, that these are rather curious pranks for mere
childhood to play, and somewhat inexplicable, on the hypothesis that no evil
designs lie hid in its youthful breast. While on the supposition that some
sinister scheme is really concealed there, they become most uncomfortably

and all hang together like links in a chain. On such a hypoRome's first step, of course, Avould be to obtain, under false pretexts,
permission and aid to erect the College, The second step would as natu-

intelligible,

thesis,

rally be, as soon after its erection as possible, to commence to use it for her
evil purposes.
To close it against all Protestant inspection and control,

would as certainly be the next step and the last would be to get the establishment indefinitely enlarged.
On certain pretexts, the smuggler or coiner
he next bolts the doors
obtains a house for his purpose in some retired spot
;

;

and shuts the windows

he next brings out his tools and falls to work and
finding the landlord a good easy old man, he prevails on him, from time to
time, to reduce the rent and enlarge the premises.
;

;

{To be continued.)

SABBATH PROFANATION DEFENDED.f
It is somewhat ominous to see a deliberate attack upon the Christian
Sabbath by an ordained minister of the Church of England a professor in
Oxford, published, too, in a cheap form, by that congeries of infidels and
Romanists which dignifies itself by the name of the " National Sunday
League." Oxford seems, indeed, to be the great head-quarters of heresy,
and heresy of divers kinds, notwithstanding its immensely influential position
in England.
All men seem there to be allowed freely to vent their crude
and unwholesome opinions without let or hindrance.
Mr. Powell's discourses on " Christianity without Judaism" indicate, as
might have been expected, a considerable measure of cleverness and a boundless amount of self-confidence
but we must say, that anything more shallow
and confused in argument, or more reckless in statement, we have seldom
;

perused.
Fortunately the Christian people of this country are too well
informed to be imposed upon by such weak and pretentious sophistry.
Mr.
* Seo .ill this
proved by extracts from the beok ia JI'Gbec's Letters to the Earl of Harrowby, on the late iMaynooth Commission Keport, pp. '-'1-23.
+ Christianity without Judaism. Two Sermons by the Rev, Baden Powell, M.A.,
Savilian Professor of Geometry in the
London Sunday League,
University of Oxford.
4, Beaufort Buildings, Strand.
:
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Sabbath was an institution ia

Paradise altogether anterior to Judaism, that in the Levitical economy it
occupied a very peculiar position as part, and as the central part, of the Ten
Commandments, all the rest of which are admitted to be moral and of perthat Christ himself clearly intimated that the Sabbath
petual obligation,
should continue after his death, when, speaking of events which were to

—

"
said,
Pray ye that your flight
on the Sabbath-day," nay, that the Sabbath is
He does not explain how, as a minister
heaven.
of the Church of England, he can dare to read over the Fourth Commandment
" incline his heart
as'part of the Divine service, and then pray that God may
to keep this law," when, in fact, he believes that " this law" is abrogated as
part of Judaism, and ought not to be kept.
On the other hand, let our readers take the following as a sample of his
" He
misrepresentations.
(Christ) declared to the Jews that the Sabbath was
made/or them (the italics are the Professor's) and tiot the?/ for it, (Mark ii. 27,)
as an institution adapted to their existing condition, but not in itself of immut-

happen

after

Judaism was swept away, he

may not be in winter nor
a permanent type of rest in

able or inherent obligation. To the woman of Samaria, however. He hinted that
the time was at hand when all these peculiarities were to cease, and the true

worshippers everywhere to worship in spirit and in truth," (John iv, 23,) p. 4.
of well-informed children are aware that both of these state-

Now, most even

ments are thorough misrepresentations. The passage in Mark is, indeed, the
" The Sabbath was made for 7»fr/i"
very opposite of what it is affirmed to be.
is our Saviour's language, not for Jews or Gentiles, but for man as such, for all
men, audit contains one of the strongest arguments for the existence of a perAnd the distinction which Christ makes in the
petual and universal Sabbath.
other case referred to has nothing to do with the abolition of the Sabbath, but
has simply reference to the typical system of the Jews which was about to be

The preservation of the Sabbath, so far from being inconsistent
with the spiritual worship of the New Testament, is one of the greatest means
of promoting it, insomuch that we never yet met with a serious Christian who
did not reverence the Lord's day and it is notorious tliat the most Sabbathabolished.

;

keeping nations are the only nations in which spiritual religion
to flourish.

may

be said

very easy for Mr. Powell to speak, in the usual style of a flippant
school, about all time being consecrated, and every day being a
Sabbath. Does he pretend to imagine that the men who are circulating his
sermons have any sympathy with such views, except as a blind ? Does he
It is

modern

affect to

suppose that the millions of working

men

in Britain

— who have at

—

present no breathing-time amidst their crushing labours but God's holy day
would become more spiritual if that day were wrested from them ? Loose
views of Divine truth in a Christian minister are always hateful, but they are

never so unspeakably loathsome as when garnished over by specious words
about the best way to advance the cause of religion.
We hope that our
Christian Churches, our Lord's- day Societies, and Sabbath Alliances, howIt is quite evident that
ever, ai-e alive to the danger of our present position.
a deliberate and determined attempt is to be made to overthrow the day of
rest as a public institution, and thus to strike a deadly blow at the Chrisbut if there be a watchful and vigorous defence, our God
tianity of our land
may as of old " turn this intended curse into a blessing."
;
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DE QUrXCEY'S DEFENCE OF MONASTERIES.
TiiERE is something peculiarly oftensive, and even loathsome, in the undisguised aftection for Popery shewn by some of our literary men who, at the
same time, profess a love of civil liberty. Had Popery her will, their opera-

would very soon be crushed and put down. The talent and literary power
De Quincey, for example, will be generally admitted. The " Confessions
" Murder considered as one of the Fine
of an English Opium-eater," and
Arts,"'
may be justly reckoned as amongst the most vivid and powerful specimens of
modern writing. A man, however, can never understand the depths of Rome,
tions

of Mr.

is possessed of qualifications of a still higher order than those of
and hence we find our author apologizing for
sentence-making
" full of dead men's bones and all uncleanthat which, closely inspected, is

unless he
brilliant

;

ness."

of " Hogg's Instructor," which has now assumed the more
Titan," for September last, we have an article from the pen
Quincey, in which he professes to give the philosophy of the Reforma-

In the

number

lofty title of

of De

"

tion, but which is, in reality, only a specious and ignorant pleading on behalf
of the worst peculiarities of Rome. He asks,
" Could the
England of the IGth century have escaped that great convulsion which accompanied the dissolution of the monasteries?" And he an-

—

" It is
.swers,
barely possible that a gentle system of periodic decimations,"
&c., might have secured that object but he goes on to say,
" Meantime what was it that had
stolen, like a cankerworm, into tlie machinery
of those monastic bodies, and insensibly had corroded a 2)>'i)icifjle orufinalhi of adProtestantism
too readily assumed that Popery was
iu'ttted purity 1
The malice of
answerable for this corrosion. But it would be hard to show, that Popery in any
one of its features, good or bad, manifested itself conspicuously and operatively nay,
to say the simple truth, it was through the very opposite agency that the monastic
institutions came to ruin; it was because Popery, that supreme control, to which these
monasteries had been confided, shrunk from its responsibilities, weakly, lazily, and
even perfidiously abandoned that superiority, in defence of which, neither right of
inspection, nor duty of inspection, was fouud lodged in any quarter here ; it was
precisely in that dereliction of censorial authority that all went to ruin.
" All
corporations gi-ow corrupt unless habitually kept under the eye of public inNow, who were the regular
spection, or else officially liable to searching visitations.
and official visitors of the English monasteries ? Not the local bishops, for, in that
case, the public clamour, in very notoriety of the scandals, (as we see them reported
by Wicklifi"e and Chaucer,) would have guided the general wrath to some effectual
surgery for the wounds and ulcers of the institutions. Unhappily, the official visitor3
were the heads of the monastic orders these and these only. A Franciscan body,
for example, owed no obedience, except to the representative of St. I'Vanci*, and the
And thus it was
representative too uniformly resided somewhere on the Continent.
that, cff'ectually and virtually, English monasteries were subject to no control."
;

—

;

—

Now we affirm, that this is a sample either of woful ignorance, or wilful
Who " admits," or ever did admit, we would ask, that
misrepresentation.
the principle of monastic institutions is one of " purity?" No Protestant
"
that ever we heard of.
Forbidding to marry," is, on the contrary, a
vile and impure principle.
It is in Scripture called, and justly called,
a " doctrine of devils."
It was the polluted fountain of that deluge of imthe Middle
purity which overspread Europe, like the waves of Sodom,
Ages, and it still curses every Popish coimtry in the world. As to the heads
of the monastic orders living in Rome instead of in England, it is both ignorance and most innocent simplicity, on the part of our author, to represent

most

m
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this as a mistake, an abuse which had sprung up in the lapse of years, and
not as an essential part of the Romish monastic system. It is, on the con-

of cunning, in which the strength of
trary, one of those wily contrivances
Rome mainly consists. By spreading her orders of monks over the world,

and still moving them all by a spring which could only be touched at Rome,
the foundation was laid for that universal priestly dominion which it is the
grand design of the Papacy to establish, but which the Reformation shivered,
to pieces, at least for a time.

POPISH CONTROVERSIALISTS.
•'*

LiVEEPOOL, October 14.

—

From the willingness which you manifest, in your invaluable
Sir,
the cause of Protestantism, and provide its members with
to
serve
Periodical,

Dear

the means of refuting the errors of Popery, I take the liberty of soliciting
from you a desideratum, the want of which is an almost insurmountable obstacle to the working classes in their elForts to defend their own religion or

—

a duty which seems to be essentially
refute the errors of the apostasy,
You
time.
at
the
are, no doubt, aware of the policy of
present
necessary

the Romish Priests in Liverpool. They will not engage in controversy themselves, but they train laymen in the art, and send them out as demagogues
amongst the lower classes of society, delivering lectures and challenging
Protestants of all denominations, whether lay or clerical, to discussion,

knowing that the latter will not condescend to meet them, and that very fewlaymen are adequate to the task. The few who do attempt it often find
themselves in what is called a fix when they wish to quote authorities, in consequence of their not understanding the abridged references. Yoa know that
are also proPapists are fond of quoting the Fathers, &c., and Protestants
vided with abundance of quotations from them, which they might cite with
advantage if they could use the references. This is an evil which I think
be the best means
you. Sir, could remedy and I think the Bulwark would
I would therefore request in connexion with
of giving it a wide circulation.
;

you would give a complete list of the authorities,
of the authors, the books, and the divisions of the books,
&c. unabridged, with an English translation,) that are quoted in such writers
as Edgar, Ousley, Gumming, CoUette, &c. This, I conceive, would be a boon
but if this would not be
for which the Protestant public would be grateful
others, that,

(the

if

possible,

names both

;

convenient, perhaps you could refer us to a cheap book which would supply
the deficiency.— And you will oblige, yours, &c.,

A SimSCRIBER.

but various books
[Some shorter and plainer treatise may still be necessary,
of the kind referred to have been published— as, for example, the Rev. Mr.
of the Romish Controversy, Dr. BlakeMaguire of Manchester's Hand-book
Dr. Begg's Hand-book of Popery, all in a
Protestant
Catechism,
ney's
But Protestant Controversialists should beware of being led
cheap form.
" the
Fathers," uninto the tangled forest of bewilderment commonly called
less they are persons of competent learning.
Scripture, a knowledge of
a loving spirit and humble prayer to God, will
history, and good sense, with
be found the true weapons in dealing with Romanists, for the great mass of
the laity.]
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PICTURE TYINDOW'S IN CHURCHES.
architects, whether from poverty of inventiou, requiring them
to borrow their ornaments from Popery, or from ignorance, or design, are
great rage has sprung up in certain
becoming active pioneers for Rome.

Some of our

A

quarters for the restoration of Gothic buildings, cai-ved heads, and picture
windows. Many join in this, in order to get credit for skill and taste, who
But the probability is, that unless we resist,
are totally destitute of both.

we shall soon be flooded with purely Popish and idolatrous representations
in and on our places of worship, under the innocent pretence of simply promoting the progress of art. It is high time that this matter were taken up
and examined,

else

we may only discover the mischief when it is too late. A
we have contemplated with no small interest, has been

great struggle, which

going on in Downpatrick, in the north of Ireland, in connexion with the
placing of a picture window, representing Christ, the Virgin Mary, &c., in
the Cathedral of

Down.

The sturdy Protestants of the north of Ireland are
and it is even said that some of them

justly indignant at this innovation

have proceeded

to

of the nuisance.

;

very unceremonious acts of violence, in order to get rid
The newspaper press of that district has done its duty

in denouncing the abuse, and Ave only wonder that Bishop Knox, who
claims descent from the great Reformer of Scotland, should tolerate it for
a moment. Similar operations, however, are in progress in Glasgow, in connexion with the restoration of the Cathedral, where it v.as ominous to see,

nobly

at a recent meeting, Mr. Monteith of Carstairs, a zealous Papist, and the
Dulcc of Hamilton, whose wife is a notorious devotee of Rome, taking a lead
in the proceedings.
They and the priests have an obvious design. We are

not sure what

is

intended to be done in the Greyfriars Church, Edinburgh.
have stained glass without idolatrous images but we

It is quite possible to

Town- Council and people

;

and prevent anyThe progress of Popish
thing inconsistent with Protestant simplicity.
decoration in England is steady and lamentable, but is avowedly part of a
.system whose object it is to upset the Reformation, and lead the nation back
trust that the

to

will be fully alive,

Rome.

All pictures and images are manifestly inconsistent with the purity of
Divine worship.
This we hold to be an essential principle of Protestantism.

Ye saw
says, "Take heed to yourselves, lest ye corrupt yourselves.
vaanner of similitude on the day that the I>ord spake unto you in Horeb,
out of the midst of the fire," Deut. iv. 15.
Nothing can be said in favour of
the introduction of such representations into the house of God, which is not

God
'jw

equally conclusive in favour of the graven images of Rome, or the pictures
of the Greek Church. The only difference is, that Rome knows she is wrong,
and therefore cuts out the second commandment from the Decalogue, whereas

Protestants retain that commandment, and

by introducing images, trample

It is quite certain that the Reformers were
npon their avowed principles.
unanimously opposed to all images and pictures in churches. In the homilies
of the Church of England upon *' Peril of Idolatry," the whole subject is discussed with great learning and ability, and all such oniaments denounced.
The following scene also from Strype illustrates the clearsightedness and
This
vigour of Queen Elizabeth in regard to such dangerous innovations.
stem spirit of adherence to principle is that by which the Reformation was
won, and by which alone it can be maintained. Men who speak of such
things as trifles, show their ignorance alike of Scripture, history, and human

nature.
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ST. PAUL's.

Sampson, Dean of Christ's Church, who preached before her Majesty on New
yeai''s-day, at St. Paul's, having purchased from a foreigner several fine cuts and
pictures, representing the stories and sufferings of the saints and martyrs, had placed
them against the epistles and gospels of their festivals, in a Common Prayer-book,
which he caused to be richly bound, and laid on a cushion for the Queen's use. When
she came to the place, she opened the book and saw the pictui'es but frowned and
blushed, and then shutting it (of which several took notice), and calling the Vei'ger,
bid him bring her the old book, wherein she was formerly wont to read.
After sermon, whereas she was wont to get immediately on horseback, or into her
chariot, she went straight to the vestry, and applying herself to the Dean, she thus

—

spoke to him

:

—

Queen. Mr. Dean, how came it to pass that a new Service-book was placed on my
cushion ?
To which the Dean answered, " May it please your Majesty, I caused it to be
placed there."
Queen. Wherefore did you so ?
.Dean. To present your Majesty with a New Year's gift.
Queen. You could never present me with a worse.

Dean.
Queen.
kind.

Why

so.

Madam

You know

Dean. Wherein

is

I

?

have an aversion

the idolatry,

may

it

to idolatry, to images,

please your Majesty

—

and pictures of

?

this

—

Queen. In the cuts, resembling saints and angels nay, grosser absurdities, pictures resembling the blessed Trinity.
Dean. I meant no harm, nor did I think it would offend your Majesty, when I
intended it as a New Year's gift.
Queen. You must needs be ignorant then. Have you forgot our proclamation
Was it not read in
against images, pictures, and Romish relics in the churches ?

your deanery \
Dean. It was read but, be your Majesty assured, I meant no harm, when I caused
the cuts to be bound with the Service-book.
Queen. You must needs be very ignorant to do this, after our prohibition of them.
Dean. It being my ignorance, your Majesty may the better pardon me.
Queen. I am sorry for it, yet glad to hear it was your ignorance rather than your
;

opinion.

Dean. Be your Majesty assured, it was my ignorance.
Queen, If so, Mr. Dean, God grant you his Spirit, and more wisdom for the future t
Dean. Amen I pray God.
Queen. I pray, Mr. Dean, how came you by these pictures \ who engraved them ?
Dean. I know not who engraved them. I bought them.

—

.

Queen. From whom bought you them ?
Dean. From a German.
Queen. It is well it was from a stranger. Had it been any of our subjects, we
should have questioned the matter. Pray let no more of these mistakes, or of this
kind, be committed within the churches of our realm for the future.
Dean. Thei'e shall not.
This matter occasioned all the clergy in and about London, and the chui'chwardens of each parish, to search their clmrches and chapels, and caused them to wash
out of the walls all paintings that seemed to be Romish and idolatrous, and, in lieu
thereof, suitable texts taken out of the

Holy Scriptures

GUNPOWDER

to

be written.

PLOT.

" The
discovery of this murderous conspiracy was ascribed to the royal
that the
penetration but Osborne and others, with grea* probability, say
first notice of it came from Henry IV., King of France, who heard of it from
the Jesuits
and that the letter to Monteagle was an artifice of Cecil's, who
was acquainted beforehand with the proceedings of the conspirators, and
Even Heylin says that the king and
suffered them to go to their fall length.
his council mined ivith them., and by so doing blew up their whole invention."
;

;

—Neale.
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THE TRACTARIAN DOINGS AT HURST.
of religion,
The English are a singularly good-natured people in all matters
*
although prompt and vigorous in defence of civil liberty. The Tractarians
seem to be well aware of this feature of the national character, and they are

taking full advantage of it. By plying different parishes in detail, outrages
are coolly committed which in any other free country would not be tolerated

moment.
The latest instance

for a

of this is the case of Hurst, in Berkshire, where a Rev.
Mr. Cameron, a keen Puseyite, and not over scrupulous, has been acting in
a truly characteristic way. We find that he attempted, in 1843, to introduce
various Romanizing peculiarities into the parish, but an application was made
to the Bishop of that time, b)' whom these practices were immediately suppressed. And, it may be mentioned that, at a meeting of the parish on the
subject, Mr. Cameron pledged himself not to repeat innovations that. were
Both these facts are stated in a
contrary to the wishes of the parishioners.
recent memorial to the present Bishop of Oxford. About a year ago Mr. Cameron represented that the church of Hurst required external repairs'; and as
the reverend gentleman volunteered to pay the expenses himself, he was permitted to set about the work with less supervision than otherwise would have
been exercised. He procured a faculty not only to enable him to effect exIn December 1855, Hurst Church was
ternal repairs, but also internal ones.
opened for Divine service, in the presence of the Bishop of Oxford, with a full
choral service and other attributes peculiar to Puseyism, and great was the

dismay of the parishioners at beholding for the first time the alterations and
innovations that had been effected in their peaceable parish church. The
chancel had been completely altered, and there had been introduced small
darkened windows, a surpljced choir, a lectern, a highly-painted screen, gaudy
and curtain, and other semblances of Popish ritual, the appearance presented being that of a Roman Catholic chapel rather than that of a
At the suggestion of a parishchaste and quite Protestant country church.

altar-cloth

the Bishop of Oxford, as diocesan, was privately Avritten to, and that
" his
principle was as plain as possible that no change in
ritual should be introduced to a parish hostile to it, unless plainly and absoionei',

prelate stated that

;

by the rubric." A memorial was at the same time presented
from the parish to Mr. Cameron, praying for redress and a return to the pure
Protestant method of conducting the services to which the people had been
accustomed. Mr. Cameron then fell back on his Bishop, who, in contradiction to what he had written above, not only supported Mr. Cameron in his
innovations and objectionable alterations, but, in the most intolerant spirit,
recommended the unfortunate inhabitants of Hurst " to bless God for giving
them so excellent a pastor." All this, of course, is eminently in keeping with
that combination of cunning and easy effrontery which arc so peculiar to Romish aggressors. They act upon the principle of putting a bold face on matters incapable of vindication, and accordingly it was now coolly maintained
by Mr. Cameron, that a majority of the parishioners were in favour of his
innovations.
The people, however, promptly detennlned to bring this to the
test, and at a recent meeting to elect churchwardens, the following was found
to be the actual result
lutely ordered

:

—
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Against the alterations and innovations introduced at Hurst Church,
.
.
In favour of them,
.
.
.
.
Doubtful,

But the grand qnestion

still

What

remains,

are the people to do

327
IG

50

when thus

saddled with a Tractariau minister, and presided over by a smooth and
It is surely high time that this question were intelligently

hostile bishop ?

answered, and that such outrageous proceedings were brought to a definite
issue.

The people of Hurst, writhing under the intolerable evil to which they have
been illegally subjected, have been giving veut to their feelings on the 5th
of November in a way fitted to remind our rulers of the scenes which preceded the Revolution. Two correspondents of the Morning Advertiser de-

—

One says,
" There were
grand doings in Hurst on the 5th inst. There was a grand Guy,'
and he was painted to resemble the Pope crown, cross, and all. It was a capital
There was an awful conflagrfition at night, and I am
figure, and correctly dressed.
dreadfully pained to inform you, that the parishioners of Hurst had three effigies
scribe this scene.

'

—

besides the Pope

«
"
"

1.

2.

:

—

The Bishop of Oxford.
The Perpetual Curate Mr. Cameron.
A female called Topsy' a lady who sliall be nameless.
*

—
—

[The other Con'eMr. Cameron's wife.']
" The
people amused themselves by hanging the two first effigies, and shooting at
them with guns, and then they tossed the bishop and his cuiiite hcrribile dictu into
flames. I think if the Bishop could have seen the scene, he would not again tell us, to
bless God for giving us so excellent a pastor.' There never was anything seen like it
before in Hurst but the best part of the story is to come, viz., that Mr. Cameron
took it into his head that his parishioners intended to attack and bnrn his Popish
chancels, so he obtained fifteen additional police from Reading, first caiTying away
all his valuables, altar-cloths, &c. &c.
" The
people behaved very well. They got up the affair cleverly and well, and
evinced a cool, calm demeanour ; but it never entered their heads to burn the church,
because they are good people, and are only driven into what they did by the intoler3.

spondent says,

it

was

'

—

—

'

:

able tyranny exercised by this clergyman. I assure you the discord is getting worse,
aud how it will end I do not know.
" You are at
liberty to make use of what I have told you, and I think you will
consider, that the fact of Mr. Cameron having policemen to guard his chancels tells
against himself, for he knows he can, in one moment, restore peace, by conforming to
the wishes of his parishioners, and can no longer plead ignorance of the state of feel"
Trifles after all.'
ing which exists against what he calls
Morning Advertiser,

—

November

—

'

l\, liiJG.

SIXTUS
" The wild and

Y.
"

stands
original character of Sixtus the Fifth," says Gibbon,
alone in the series of the pontiffs." Will the reader allow himself to be detained for a few moments before the portrait of this pope, with its fierce eyes

and shaggy depth of beard, while we

recall the chief incidents of his life

and

reign ?
In the

December of the year 1521, Peretto Peretti, gardener to a wealthy
Fcrmo— a town comprised in the Countess Matilda's famous donaThe Diet of Worms had
tion to the Romish See— had a son born to him.
been held in the spring of that year; and now, in this same December,
citizen of

Luther, dressed in the garb of a knight, sat in his prison of the Wartburg,
studying Greek and Hebrew, with a will. The gardener Peretti would appear
to have somehow got off the straight road of life, and turned aside into miry
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in Scotland, a
paths for we read at one time of his making, as they say
after
moonlight flitting, because of his debts, and at another of the sbirri being
him on account of his " malversations." What with debts, obliquities, mean
;

and ill-paid toil, the gardener was a man of a depressed spirit, and sorely
bemoaned his evil hap. Before his child was born he had a dream, in which
he was assured that a son should be granted to him, by whom fortune would be

fare,

of
brought to his house. Catching at tlie fantastic hope with the eagerness
In
the
Felix.
name
of
his
the
he
and
gave
boy
wretchedness,
superstition
earliest recorded passage of his life, however, Felix well-nigh falsified the
oracle and belied his name
for, playing one day about a pond, the child fell
but for his a\int, who was washing clothes
in, and would have been drowned
At the age of nine
at the pond, and drew out the poor little dripping object.
the poverty of the family required that his little pair of hands should no
herd swine. One
longer be unproductive, and he was accordingly hired out to
bit of education which he had received turned up good luck to him, and
He had been taught, of course,
enabled him to spurn this base employment.
to make his humble reverence to priests, monks, and all manner of ecclesiasThe little fellow was so fond of shewing his accomplishment, that
tical folk.
whenever he saw a priest he would run and make his bow. It happened one
that a Franciscan, travelling to Ascoli, lost his way. While he was hesi;

day

and performed
tating how to proceed, the little swine-herd came running up
The man of the cord and cowl entered into conversation with
his obeisance.
him, and was mightily taken with his cleverness and vivacity. Would he
like to be a brother of St. Francis? Would he like to be taught ? Would he
enter the convent ? Joy sparkled in the eyes of the ragged swine-herd at the
the conthought. And so it was settled accordingly. Felix Peretti entered

vent, and the career of Sixtus V. was begun.
They gave him the clerical education of that age, and he took in his learaHe had a special talent for dialectics, and
with marvellous quickness.

ing

became a master of that great monkish accomplishment, the dexterous handBut he had an untameable fierceness of temper,
ling of theological subtleties.
which broke out on every provocation. His bursts of passion were so wild
and startling, that the companions of his studies named him the hobgoblin.
In good time, however, the doctor's bonnet adorned hobgoblin's brow.

He

his eight- and-twentieth year when a general convention of the
Franciscans brought him an opportunity of distinction. The convention commenced with an exhibition of skill in literary disputation. In this play of

had reached

logical thrust

Perugia, a

and parry, Peretti was opposed

to a doctor of philosophy

from

But
of great reputation ill those parts.
at the foil as the Perugian doctor, and from

man cunning of fence, and

shewed himself as good
time forward the Cardinal of Carpi, protector of the Franciscan order,
Three years later he was appointed Lent
took an interest in his fortunes.
of the Holy Apostles at Rome, a capacity in whicli he
preacher in the Church
^•^* ^
acquitted himself with great applause.
Indescribable
conin
Romish
the
Church.
of
reaction
one
The period was
fusions had long prevailed but a rigid party Avas rising, with order, discip-'
To this party Peretti closely
for its aims.
line, and vigour of administration
attached himself, and soon stood in vast credit with them. There is ho quawhich makes so gi'eat a difference between one man and another as power
Peretti

4;hat

'

'

'

''

;

lity

of

will.

Like the iron-sheathed prow of ships built for the icy seas, this

athletic quality bears doAvn before
less strong

it

and muscular characters.

the obstacles which arrest the action of

He

Avho possesses

it is

sure to " raak
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room"

for himself, as, according to the rhyming chronicle, did Wallace wight
the English had got him surrounded.
Felix Peretti possessed this
masterful quality, and accordingly his figure becomes year by year more prominent and outstanding in the history of his time. He was presented to

when

Pope Paul

IV.,

and began

be called in to give an opinion in cases of

to

diffi-

Pius V. conceived an unlimited admiration of him, and created him,
culty.
in rapid succession. Vicar-general of the Franciscans, Bishop of St. Agatha,
and Cardinal of Montalto. Pius, indeed, considered his inclination for Peretti

an inspiration from heaven. The bishopric of Fermo was also conferred upon
him and Felix Peretti, robed in the purple of the Church, returned to the
place where, forty years before, the Franciscan found him herding swine.
;

He now began to be spoken of as a vir fa-pahilis^ a man that might one
day be Pope. Gregory XIII., who had succeeded Pius V., feared and hated
him, and often said to his friends that they should beware of that great coffin
of a grey friar. The story often told, how that the Cardinal Montalto affected
the deportment of a worn-out old man, tottering along on a stick, coughing
at every step, and bent to the earth, Aye formerly narrated.
The conclave of
1585 gave the tiara to Montalto, however, some suppose, because all felt that
a man of force and energy was imperatively demanded by the circumstances
of the times.
Thus far the gardener's son had come: he was sixty-four
years old when the triple crown was set on his brow.
Sixtus V. ascended the throne at a time when the Papal States were involved in extraordinary confusions.
His pi-edecessor, Gregory XIII., of
calendar-reforming memory, was a thorough creature of the Jesuits, on whose
vast schemes he lavished incredible suras. Taxes and imposts could not
enable his coffers to meet the drain. But Gregory, originally a lawyer him-

lawyers to work to hunt up defects in the titles of the barons
holding estates from the Church as their feudal superior. "Wherever there
was a flaw in the sheepskin, or any failure in the niceties of feudal tenure,
the domain was declared lapsed to the State.
In this manner Gregory added
a full third to his annual revenue. A prodigious fermentation ensued. Many
self, set his

of the barons resolved to defend their property by force of arms.
Public
authority fell into contempt and swarms of banditti, amounting almost to
;

small armies, took advantage of the disorder, and

filled

the country with pil-

Some of these bands were headed by young men of noble
lage and terror.
One of these, Alfonso Piccolomini, having got the Pope's son into
fiimily.
his power, came and presented a petition for pardon.
The wretched Pontiff
shuddered as he read over the long list of murders and atrocities which he
was called upon to forgive, and signed the brief of absolution. Sixtus, immediately on his accession, set himself with savage energy to the task of quellFour young men were found wearing arms in violation^
ing these outrages.
of a prohibition which had for some time existed.
The very day of his coroA leader of outlaws
nation, Sixtus had them all hanged on one gallows.

up the watch, and desired
It was not cheap
jesting with the swine-herd, however.
Thejoutlaw's relations were ordered
to bring him in on pain of suffering death themselves, and in less than a
month his head was stuck on the battlements of St. Angelo. Count Pepoli
he was
of Bologna had taken some part in the excesses of the outlaws
strangled in prison, and all his property confiscated. From his legates and
governors, the Pope's demand was for outlaws' heads, and he who forwarded
most of the ghastly trophies stood highest in favour. The heads were distri-

knocked one night

them

to give his

at one of the

called

city gates,
— Delia Fara's —compliments
to the Pope

!

:
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up on stakes. Some thirty ban-

mountain near Urbino.

A train of mules laden with

The robbers plundered the train, and
When the intelligence was carried to Sixtus, " he received

poisoned provisions was driven past.
all

died together.

thereby an

contentment." In a year's time, the wild justice of the
The roads were safe, and,
effectually crushed the outlaws.
said of the Scottish Borders, after the expedition of James V.,
infinite

grim pontiff had

it was
" the rush bush
kept the cow."

as

Sixtus never

contempt

let

pass an opportunity of expressing the most unbounded
Gregory XIII. Calendar Gregory whose

—

for his predecessor,

—

Once having gone to
character and administration he hated and despised.
say Mass in the church of a Jesuit college which the late Pope had patronized,
the Jesuits made their pupils recite a poem magnifying the example of that
" that
" You
think, now," said he,
you have got Gregory to
liberality.
In fact, he had so
name
is Sixtus."
mistaken
are
to
but
my
you
speak
bad an opinion of Gregory, that he ordered Masses to be said for his soul,
;

;

having seen him, in a dream, enduring the torments of the other world. He
of the Calendar had left the Papal treasury utterly exhausted, and even the
revenue anticipated for half a year, a state of matters very disgusting to his
Sixtus set himself to drag the wheel out of the mire, like a wagsuccessor.
In three years' time he had
goner who has resolved to be his own Jupiter.
laid up a treasure of four millions and a half of silver scudi, in the Castle of
He retrenched so close, that the expenses of his table were reSt. Angelo.
duced to six pauls, or rather less than three shillings a day. But his system

—

One of his principal resources was the sale of places.
of finance was wild.
He invented a multitude of new offices and sold them. He had an extraor-

By all these means he
dinary mass of transactions in a kind of annuities.
obtained large sums of money in hand, at an excessive interest, only to bar
them up, as sterile bullion, in the vaults of St. Angelo. This rude system
forced him to inflict outrageously heavy taxes and imposts but it gave his
government the command of treasure, to the great increase of his influence in
;

the politics of Europe.
The swine-herd made wild work among the magnificent remains of antiquity,
which add such a matchless interest to the city of Rome. He demolished
the Septizonium of Severus, a most extraordinary work, which had survived

He was with great difficulty persuaded to
endure the Laocoon and Apollo Belvidere in the Vatican, and to spare the
tomb of Cecilia Metella, one of the most sublime monuments of antiquity.
He set the statues of St. Peter and St. Paul on the columns of Trajan and
Antoninus, and the two apostles still stand confronting each other from that
He transformed the Coliseum into a woollen manufactory ?
airy elevation.
Perhaps, however, the Papal infallibility does not extend to matters of taste.
The reigu of Sixtus V. was the time of the League and the Armada,
the storms of fifteen centuries.

—

schemes bearing the stamp of a ferocity Titanic, huge, unearthly. The
The Jesuits,
first draft of the League was drawn at the Council of Trent.
It Avas a plan to
Philip II. of Spain, and the Popes, gave it development.
combine all the Popish powers in a grand crusade to exterminate Protestantism throughout Europe. France was to be their first field, then Holland;
England next, and after her Germany and the north nor were the Leaguers
to pause until the disciples of Luther and Calvin should either be forced back
Sixtus afforded the
into the Romish fold, or slaughtered to the last man.
;

League powerful support.

Henry

of Navarre, at that date a Protestant,

had
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become, by the death of the Duke of AlenQon, heir-apparent to the crown of
France. To prevent the accession of a Protestant king was, of course, one
of the foremost objects of the League. Sixtus issued a bull of excommunication against Henry, and declared him incapable of inheriting, and the French
nation absolved from all obligation to obey him, in the event of the royal de-

way to the throne, partly by the sword, and partly
But France was dismally scourged by the bloody struggle,
known in history as the war of the League, and Sixtus was a deep accomplice of the enormous crime.
In those days the kingdom of Naples was in the possession of Spain. Sixtus cherished the bold idea of annexing it to the States of the Church. But
Philip, King of Spain, was then the most powerful monarch in Europe, and
to pluck Naples out of the hand of the giant was not a thing to be thought of,
unless the giant could first be weakened.
Queen Elizabeth was the head of
the Protestant interest, and a blow at her. power, well struck home, would
mise.

Henry

cleared his

by apostasy.

go far to insure the reconquest of Europe to the See of St. Peter. Let Spain
and England, then, be roused to rush together, in the shock of war. If the
shield of England be shivered, Protestantism is struck down.
If Spain be
worsted and humbled, then her grasp on Naples will be feebler.
Let them
drain each other of blood and treasure. Their mutual wounds will be all to
Sixtus played his game. He wrought upon the
the profit of the Vatican.
gloomy fanaticism of Philip of Spain till he pushed him into war against the
*'
English Jezebel." Philip called every resource of his kingdom into action,

and the " Invincible Armada" sailed. But the million of crowns which the
Pope had stipulated to pay him, on his taking possession of an English
The gai-dener's son threw hell- dice for the fate of
seaport, is not yet due.
the world, and lost.
Spain was weakened but Naples was not annexed.
England rose on the humiliation of her great enemy. Then she learned, in
putting them forth, the energies of her mighty youth, and took her place as a
Protestant power in the van of the nations.
On receiving the news of the defeat of the Armada, Sixtus judged the time
With this view he^ordered a levy
to be come for his enterprise on Naples.
of 25,000 men, and pushed on his preparations for the expedition with chaHe had gone down to Civita Vecchia, to infuse vigour
racteristic energy.
He felt that the
into the operations there, when he was attacked by fever.
illness was mortal, and said he must go to Rome to die.
Such was his indo;

mitable force of will, however, that he continued to attend to public business
Even on the day of his death, his
as usual for some weeks after his return.

But as evening drew
resolute application to State affairs was maintained.
on, he was heard to say that it was not the will of God to unite the kingdom
of Naples to the territory of the Church, and in a
the stern Pontiff sped to its account.

little

time after the soul of

THE CHRIST-CHURCH PROTESTANT ASSOCIATION, BELFAST.
The last Annual Report of this excellent Association, over which Dr. Drew
so energetically presides, has just reached us. Connected with the Church
of Ireland it invites as members " those honest and true men, who, however
humble, are like-minded with themsclres in veneration for the word of God,
and in attachment to those glorious privileges of civil and religious liberty
which were acquired and were bequeathed to them by their Protestant fore-
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has been zealously observant of the machinations of Romanism,
to counteract them, and it is now prepared to go forth

and actively labouring

in the final struggle against Maynooth.

C. W. Mallin, Esq., at last Annual Meeting, "in concluding, addressed
himself to the Protestant Association, advising them to continue in the bold
and manly way they had commenced. Their report shewed great progress.

When

commenced it was the only one in the North of Irebut one shortly afterwards sprung up in Downpatrick, and another in
Newry, and these associations would serve to bind the Protestants of the

land

their association

;

in bonds indissoluble, and make them strong to oppose any
system of error that opposed itself to their liberties and to their Bibles."
With all our hearts we unite with that gentleman, and earnestly pray that
all our Protestant Associations
with " heart and hand"
with him in

North of Ireland

saying

:

may

—

join

" The more I am
acquainted with the dark doings of Romanism, with the coalitions
of pseudo-Protestants with Papists, and their plottiugs and contrivances against the
liberties and freedom of Protestantism, tlie more 1 am convinced of the absolute
'
What can you
Desponding minds may say
necessity of Protestant associations.

—

Your numbers are small, your means are limited, and your power is weakness, when brought into antagonism with the power you oppose.'
True, I would say
but is there not a moral force peculiar to truth which opposes every barrier, and
no
matter
how
down
?
breaks
When Wilberforce arose
everything erroneous,
strong

effect

1

;

and asserted that the men of fleecy locks and sable skin were brethren
most polished and lovely of mankind, and that they should be treated as such,
the nation stared aghast at him. Parliament looked astonished, and believed him weak
in intellect ; but his unwavering consistency and overwhelming arguments soon convinced the nation that truth was on his side, till at length the cry arose, which was
'
That Africa should
caught up by the very waves of the ocean, and wafted along
be free.' And the exertions of that solitary man, with truth on his side, caused the
chains to fall from thousands of captives, and made thousands of slaves to walk, and
Let no man, then, with truth on his
leap, and rejoice in the glorious sun of liberty.
side, despair of success much less, let no number of men, banded together to stem
the tide of irreligion, and roll back the watei's of ungodliness, despair of success. Let
them only persevere, and full victory will crown their labour.
in Parliament,

to the

—

;

«

Truth, crushed to earth, will rise again
The eternal years of God are hers ;
But error, wounded, writhes in pain,

And

dies

—

amid her worshippers."

THE MARTYRS OF THE CATACOMBS.
The whole

subsoil on one side of Rome, as every reader knows, is perby a network of excavations, spreading to a distance of fifteen miles.
Building materials for the structures of ancient Rome were quarried from
these excavations
which, from their vast extent and intricacy, served as a

forated

;

refuge to the ancient Christians in times of persecution. Many thousands of
them were buried there, in graves cut in the sides of the passages. From
this great asylum and cemetery of the primitive Christians at Rome, a prodigious number of rude and humble tombstones have been collected and
From the same receptacles the
arranged in the galleries of the Vatican.
Roman authorities have supplied all the world with the bones of saints and
martyrs. It is true enough that some who suffered death for the testimony
of Jesus, were buried in the catacombs but the grounds on which the honours
;

of

martyrdom have been awarded

to the tenants of

some of the tombs are

iu-

1C2
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Benerus is a new saint, sent from Rome to Perugia
credibly preposterous.
in 1803.
The inscription on his tombstone records nothing more than that
he lived twenty-three years and seven months. Along with the inscription,
the tomb bears the rudely carved figure of a forceps.
This was held to be the
instrument with which the martyr had been tortured, and upon the solitary
evidence of the forceps Benerus was canonized
the simple truth being that
he was a blacksmith, and the supposed instrument of his torture neither more
nor less than his tongs.
The tombstones of the catacombs very frequently
exhibit rude sculptures of the implements used in the various trades which
the sleepers within had followed in life. These emblems of common trades
have been converted into the instruments of martyrdom and saws, knives,
axes, mallets, have each had their legend of horrors appended. Thus, the
remains of a wool-comber have been worshipped for no better reason than
that the humble stone-cutter who carved his tomb, added to its brief inscription
the device of his comb and wool-shears, in which Romish credulity espied the
instruments of his martyrdom.
Victorina is another martyr, who owes her
honours to the same puerile blundering. Here is a copy of her tombstone,
the figure upon which is interpreted as a furnace, used in the martyrdom of
;

;

this saint.

PACE
(

Victorhia in peace

and

in Christ.)

The furnace of martyrdom is neither more nor less than an ancient bushel
In all probability it was carved on the stone to
measure filled with corn
!

indicate that the departed sister dealt in grain.

NOTES OF THE MONTH.

—

The Narvaez ministry have restored all the former rights and
Spain.
and the sequestrated property of Queen
privileges of the Popish Church,
M. de Mora has promised a complete exposure of the Spanish InChristina.
quisition in his own case.

TcRKET.—The Hatti Scherift' is altogether contemned. The
of Lord Stratford, once paramount, are no longer eflfectual. Greek Protestants are being exiled simply for the gospel's sake.
round of the papers
Singular Nuns.
paragi-aph has been going the
remonstrances

—A

—

about a singular class of nuns at Brussels. The following is an extract
" It seems
to house, to prevent too gi-eat an attachtliey are removed from house
ment to one locality. She and another lay sister were sent, a short time ago, on a
mission to England, and this was another considerable grievance to her but she said,
she kept her trouble to herself, and accepted it as one of the acU of submission to the
The first night they arrived in
will of her superior to which her rule bound her.
London, when they put up at the hotel, they were shown into a room where the beds
bad not occurred to them,
were, of course, horizontal. This was a difBculty which
:

;
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and they made up their minds to adopt the same position as the rest of the world ;
but no sooner had they tried it than they found it impossible to sleep accordingly
they relinquished the attempt, and taking the mattress off the bedstead, placed it
half upright, against the wall, and had reason to be perfectly satisfied with their in;

genious expedient."

— FUmisli Interiors.

LoNDoi^ Protestant Alliance.

—The General Committee met on the 20th

consider the approaching struggle against IMaynooth, and other
i;lt.,
subjects, as well as for presentation of the prizes adjudged to young men
The Committee is preparing a summary of the divisions in
in August last.
to

Parliament on the Maynooth Endowment since 1845. The efforts of the ComGerman Kirchentag to co-operate for the release of Zezule
and Ubaldus Borzinsky have been unsuccessful. The former has been confined for twenty years among madmen in Austria, though he is a good sane
mittee to incite the

Protestant.*

Brompton.

—The Congregation

of the Oratory of S. Philip Neri have at

The special privilege is independence
The first step after the reception of the
of action in extending operations.
bull was the adding of some new relics to those already deposited under the
" Cardinal Wiseman
altar.
preached, and he is said to have declared, that

last received their bull

from the Pope.

on the approach of the new
lously to one side to give

relics,

the bones previously there moved miracuspace for the reliquue of the brother

sufficient

saint !"

PRO-PonsH Quibbles.
" On the

—The following

is significant

:

—

of Cardinal Nicholas Wiseman, desci'ibed asof 8, York Place, New Row,
in the Rectory district, being called over, at the Marylebone Registration Revision
Court, on Tuesday, the barrister said, that he observed some remarks in the margin, and
He wished to know if there was any,
that an asterisk was placed against the name.
and if so, what objection there was to the name. It was submitted, that the Ecclesiit
made
for
his
Eminence
to assume the title of Cardinal.
astical Titles Bill
illegal
The I'evising barrister said, that might be, but he found before him, in the printed
list,

name

to, the name of Cardinal Nicholas Wiseman. It uxts
san, that Cardinal was not one of the Christian names of the claimant.
not, therefore, touch the Cardinal, but strike out the marginal observaallow the name to stand."
Globe.

which had not been objected

not for liim

He

would

tions,

and

to

—

"
Cardinal, perhaps
surely a superb quibble. What an innocent
What next?
one of the Christian names of the claimant !"
Bath Protestant Alliance. This Association is in active operation.
This

is

!

—

They are on the alert in regard to the coming struggle against Maynooth.
Southampton Protestant Alliance. A correspondent writes, " I beIf this be true, we hope it may be immelieve tills Alliance to be defunct."

—

diately revived.

—

" workThis Association, we are told, is
Bristol Protestant Alliance.
"
as"
the
so
importance
[they]
ought, considering
energetically
ing, but not
of the cause."
They have done great service hitherto.
Gravesend Protestant Alliance. The members of this Alliance have

—

been exerting themselves

in the distribution of TTacts, in

making earnest ap-

peals to Protestants, in lending books from their Library, in having public
are very
Lectures.
wish thorn "God-speed" in their good work.
sorry to hear, however, that their action against Maynooth is rendered nearly

We

We

inoperative,

by the

influence of

some

a large body of political dissenters.
exertion amongst Protestants

of the clergy of the National Church, and
When will there be vigorous and united

?

Devonport Protestant Alliance.
*

— We are extremely sorry to

Monthly Letter for November.

hear that
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"

The lukewarmness of many persons," we
this Alliance no longer exists.
" who
are told,
professed to be Protestants, and were membiers of it, being
acted upon by violent political opposition, they, one by one, withdrew ; and

now absolutely opposing the efforts to carry on the work without
the aid of an organized Society."
Newbury Protestant Alliance. We are glad to find the little band that
several are

—

without hope, and determined to go on, notwith" inertness" of those who
standing the
might be expected to put a shoulder
There never was greater cause for energy.
to the wheel.
Stroud, The Stroud Protestant Alliance is rather inactive. We are glad
to see, however, that there has been something doing in the way of public
controversy, betwixt Dr. Baylee, on the side of Protestantism, and Mr.

compose

this Alliance is not

—

Bridges, on that of Popery.
is worthy of praise, and

on

—At

The

we

spirit in

trust

it

which the controversy was carried

may

serve to arouse the Protestants.

Woodchester, a large monastery, inhabited by thirty monks, and a
handsome Popish chapel, have been erected. A large Popish church is also
in course of erection in the town.
Dublin Protestant Association. This Association, along with those of
" marked out" the whole of
Belfast and Newry, has already
Ireland, and

—

vigorous exertions are being

Maynooth.

made

in the

way

of getting up petitions against

—

" The Romish
Dublin.
newspapers are in controversy about the Dublin
Popish University, which is allowed to be a failure."
A considerable number of emigrants have left this port for Buenos Ayres
and Montevideo, instead of the usual places of settlement in the United States.
" the
" We
Pope's friends do
Why, we ask?
fear," says a contemporary,
full spirit of allegiance
with
a
to
not find the free opinions of the States
agree
to the Pope,

and so they

strive to turn the tide of emigration to Spanish

America."

—

The Cork Protestant Association. The members of this Association,
we are happy to say, are vigorous in their exertions against Popery. Their
funds are ample; but, alas! one of their chief
ference of Protestants.

" It

is

They

—

the sad indif-

very discouraging, indeed, when we see professing Protestants indifferent
efforts being made to undermine and overthrow our

and lukewarm, caring not for the
National Church, and to erect on

Our Correspondent
"

difficulties is

say, in their Report,

writes,

its

ruins the

Romish apostasy."

—

We are very happy to find Scotland taking part with us in this (Maynooth) struggle,

feel certain that did they know as much of Popery as we do here, they would
double their exertions to rid our country of every branch of it."

and we

—

Lymington. This constituency is, very rightly, ill at ease, in consequence
of their Member, Mr. Hutchins, having gone over to the Church of Rome,
since his election. It surely becomes him, as an honest man, to test the views
of his constituents on the question of his continued membership since his
adoption of the Romish creed.

—

Lampeter College. Upwards of eighty beneficed clergymen in the
diocese of St. David's have memorialized Bishop Thirlwall against the teaching of Mr. Williams, Professor of Divinity. It is alleged that the College has
consequence of the Professor's teaching. The Bishop
has not yet expressed his opinion.
Government Support of Monkery. la a letter to the Tablet^ October

lost half its students in

—
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St. Bernard, Leicestershire, the following statement is

—

" The Government
pays seven shillings a-week for each hoj', it is true ; but there
are heavy expenses before any of tliis money is received. It is no'ic that we want lielp.
I trust we shall not want it hereafter, except we are obliged to borrow at a high rate of
The Committee of the Liverpool Reformainterest, and then we are always in debt
tory have agreed to advance us £2000 without interest, for five years, on the condition that we accommodate two hundred boys from the Liverpool diocese."

.'

!

Only think of this. Seven shillings a-week from Government for the training of monks, and 200 draughted over from Liverpool to be so trained in
This will be a revenue of nearly £4000 a-year to the MonasLeicestershire.

A

Rome than even Maynooth.
1812 the Romanists Avere so few, that the ave" The conrage baptisms averaged only eight per annum, but now 100.
now
fluctuates
between
and
1000
1500 souls." They want another
gregation
church and a convent
tery

!

better speculation for

Brighton.

— From 1799

to

!

Scarborough.
laid.

Oxford,

—A

—The

foundation stone of a

new Popish church has been

convent of nuns, called Ursuline Sisters,

Holywell Street.

Thus the old cloud of unclean locusts

is

is

now

located in

gradually darken-

ing the land.

Glasgow.— Schools are being organized in connection with St. Mungo's
Popish chapel, to which a colony of Marist Brothers from France are to arrive next summer.
There is a promise of a Privy Council grant of f 1000
Edinburgh. Mr. Thackeray has been delivering his Lectures on the " Foiir
Georges," in Edinburgh. The following is one sentence from his Lecture an
!

—

George
"

I.

:

—

and selfish, and low as he Avas. it was better to take him than a Stuart
Germain's, with French orders in his pocket, and a swarm of Jesuits in his
(Cheers.)"

Cynical,

from
train,

St,

Prizes to Students— Dr, BEECHEii's Work,— The examinations at the
Scotch Universities for the Prizes offered by the Scottish Reformation
take place this month, and

we

trust there will be a

good

foiw*

Society,
" muster" of com-

This scheme is admirably fitted to arrest the attention of students
petitors.
to the evils of the Papacy,
and to begin with the student's mind is the

—

per

pro-

to prepare our future ministers, doctors, and lawyers to be
ready
able to become the bulwarks of Protestantism.
"We shall announce the

way

and
names of the

successful competitors in our next

Number.

Increase of Romtsh Churches.— In the year 1792, sixty-four years ago,
there were only thirty-five Catholic churclies and chapels througliout England
and Wales. In Loudon alone there are now above forty. At that period
we doubt whether there were more than three or four monastic or conventual
establishments
even so late as 1840 there were but sixteen convents for
religious ladies, and three monasteries in England and Wales, whereas now
there are some seventy convents and twenty monasteries.
In other words,
;

raonasticism has increased in England, in sixteen years, at the rate of 450
Tablet.
Witness, A'by. 12, 185G.
per cent.

—

—
Inquisition. — The

The
Correspondance Italienne, of the 19th of October,
publishes a decree of the Inquisitor-General, proving, beyond a doubt, the
existence and unaltered nature of that infamous tribunal.
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PROTESTANT ALLIANCE.
The Alliance is pursuing with vigour the objects for which it was formed.
The Committee have addressed the German Kircbentag, with a view of inciting that body to co-operate with them in their efforts to obtain the release
of Borzinsky and Zezule, both victims of Austrian persecution, but without
Vfe are glad, however, to learn that their efforts in behalf of the
In the case of M. de Mora, who
poor prisoners arc not to be relinquished.
was imprisoned at Madrid, but has been released, the Committee presented
a Memorial to Lord Clarendon, in which the entire facts of the case were

success.

The attention of the Committee is directed to Malta, where the
obstacles to Protestant Missionary work appear to be great.
gather
from the allusion in the last Monthly Letter to Lord Castlerosse's appointstated.

We

ment, that the subject of Pioraish appointments, in general, is also engaging
their attention.
A summary of the Divisions in Parliament on the Maynooth question, since 1815, is in the course of preparation by the Committee.
This will be an interesting and valuable document. TVe hear that a meeting
of the General Committee was summoned on the 20th of last month, for the
purpose of agreeing to an address to the Country on Maynooth and other
subjects, and for the presentation of the prizes adjudged to young
the Examinations on the creed of Pope Pius IV., held in July last.

men

at

THE DENISON CASE.
FoKMAL

sentence has

now been pronounced by

bury against Archdeacon Dcnison,

to the effect,

—

the Archbishop of Canter-

" That
the said Von. George Anthony Denison, by reason of the premises, ought by
to be deprived of liis ecclesiastical promotions, and especially of the said Archin
deaconry of Taunton, and of the said vicaraeo and parish church of East Brent,
the county of Somerset, diocess of Bath and Wells, and ju-ovince of Canterbury, and
all profits and benefit of the said archdeaconry, and of the said vicarage and parish

law

and singular the fruits, tithes, rents, salaries, and other
and emoluments whatsoever belonging and appertaining to
the said archdeaconry, and to the said vicarage and parish church ; and we do dewhich
prive him tiiereof accordingly, by this our definitive sentence or final decree,
we read and promulge by these pi'esents."
The alarm iu the meantime in the Tractarian camp has become intense,

church, and of and from

all

ecclesiastical dues, rights,

and a protest subscribed by Dr. Pusey, Mr. Keble, 2ilr. Bcnnct, and a few
more of the notorious leaders of the party, has been published. It concludes
as follows

:

—

the practice of worshipping Christ then and there especially present, after
consecration and before communicating, has been common throughout the Church ;
" And
moreover, that the Thirty-nine Articles were intended to be, and are, in
hai-mony with the faith and teaching of the ancient undivided Church ;
" Do
his Grace the Archhereby protest earnestly against so much of the opinion of
or indibishop of Canterbury, in the case of Ditcher t. Denison, as implies, directly
to the doctrine of
rectly, that such statoinents as we have cited above are repugnant

"That

the Thirty-nine Articles.
" And we
of his Grace, in the
appeal from the said opinion, decision, or sentence
of Canterbury;
fii-st instance, to a free and lawful
synod of the bishops of the province
and then, if need
of all the Churches of our communion,
to a free and lawful

synod

be,

when such by God's

nieicy

may

" after consecraChrist being especially present
cannot be His spiritual presence of which they speak, for that is

What do they mean by
tion

?"

It

be had."
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''
consecratiou,"
The language is evidently intended to refer
irrespective of
to the Romish theory, that Christ is present bodily, and only comes into the
elements after the priest has consecrated them
in other words, that the
;

whole existence and

sacrament depends upon the presence and
This theory being utterly unfounded, tends also ta
operations of the priest.
manifest idolatry to the very bread-worship which forms one of the heinous
sins of the Papal Antichrist.
What do they mean further, by saying, " that
the Thirty-nine Articles were intended to be and are in harmony with thefaith and teaching of the ancient undivided Church ?"
To what " undivided
Church" do they refer? "Why do they not attempt to prove that the Eomish
It
theory of the Archdeacon is in keeping with the Thirty-nine Articles?
•would certainly be very wonderful indeed, if the Articles of the Church of
England embodied the very theories of Rome against which they were designed
as a strong and standing protest. But the Tractarians dare not attempt to
prove this, and every intelligent reader is aware that such an allegation is
utterly unfounded. Meantime the Rev. "W. Goode has completely demolished
the fabric of affected learning by which the Archdeacon has attempted to»
efficacy of the

—

make good

his case

by names of authority.

iivcu

s

THE HISTORY OF MARY THE MOTHER OF OUR LORD.
Mariolatrt, or the worship of Mary, may, without exaggeration or unbe said to be now the religion of the Church of Rome. She seems
to occupy a much higher and more prominent place in the thoughts and in
the devotions of Romanists than the one only living and true God, and to
be much more implicitly relied on by them, in all matters pertaining to theirthe only Redeemer
salvation, than the only Mediator between God and man
of fallen sinners. There is very little said about Mary in the sacred Scriptures,.
and this reserve or reticence on the part of the inspired writers was maniwas plainly intended to afford a lesson to the Church in
festly intentional
every age. But this lesson the Church of Rome has not only disregarded,.
but reversed. In place of confining her statements and her practices in regard to Mary, within the limits of what Scripture sanctions, Romanists haveinvented or fabricated innumerable things about her which are not only
destitute of all countenance from Scripture, but are opposed to the views and'
fairness,

—

—

it was evidently intended to lead men to form.
The Church of Rome has indeed invented and promulgated a mass of

impressions

falsehood, absurdity, and blasphemy, in regard to the mother of our Lord,
and when we bring out any of this Popish
is altogether unparalleled

which

;

matter from Popish books, modern Romanists have the face to attempt toraise an outcry against us, as if were pouring contempt upon Mary.
Protestants Avillingly pay to Mary all the honour and respect which the Bible
and there is nothing in the least incousistent with this,
sanctions or allows
in reporting and in holding up to the scorn and contempt which it deserves,
any portion of the falsehood and impiety which Romanists have invented;

concerning her.
These observations have been suggested to us by the examination of a
"
work, published at Paris in 1854, intitled
Apparitions et Revelations, de la
tres Sainte Vierge, dcpuis I'origine du Christianisme jusqu'a nos jours.'*This book, in two volumes 8vo, is the production of a Popish priest, of the

name

of Sausseret,

Honorary Canon of Troyes, who has attained consider-
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able eminence as an author, and of whom his publisher informs us, that " he
has laboured for ten years, without intermission, in raising a monument as
He further incomplete as magnificent, in honour of the Mother of God."

forms us that this work, on the Apparitions and Revelations of the most
Holy Virgin, is a continuation of the edifice conceived and commenced by
him, to the glory of her who holds the second rank iu heaven and on earth,
and that it opens with the apparition of Mary, while yet alive, to St. James
the Greater, in Spain, and terminates with her recent appearance to two
<;hildren on the mountain of Salette, in the south of France.
It contains au
account of above 200 apparitions of Mary, not one of which has anything
Hke decent historical evidence to rest upon, all of which are fabulous legends
•obtruded upon the credulity of the ignorant, and many of which are demoraThe publication of such a work as
lizing and degrading in their tendency.
this iu the present day, and the popularity it seems to enjoy, has suggested
to us the propriety of laying before our readers specimens of the extraordinary mass of fables and falsehoods which the Popish authorities have promulgated, and which their subjects are expected to believe, concerning the
Mother of our Lord. There are few topics which are more accurately characteristic of the tendencies

and influences of Romanism, and

it

will afford

materials for a succession of articles.

"JYilkey's

Letters from the P^yix-

suLA, Italy, &c. [Including Lisbon, Cintra, Mafra, the Tagus,
Cadiz, Seville, the Guadalquiver,
Italica, Xeres, La Carraca, Gib-

The REFORMATioy from Popery the
"WoUK OF God,
By the Rev.
Thomas Gilbart. London John
Snow, Paternoster Row.
:

The tendency of our increased and

The subject of this well-written
and valuable treatise is of permanent
interest, and yet it is too apt to be overlooked.
The very torpor of the present day in maintaining the Reforma-

rapidly increasing intercourse Avith
the Continent is evidently in the

tion proves that that glorious event
sprung at first from no mere human

direction of familiarizing the minds
of the people of this country with

source.

But

hearts

the

Genoa, La Riviera, Nice,
Marseilles,
Lyons, Paris,
&c.]
London Effingham Wilson.

raltar,
j

:

profaned

Sabbaths

and

abounding

It is often melancholy
superstition.
•to observe in the books of travels,
published by modern British tourists,

their utter lack of discernment of the

and

moral
work.

spiritual

influences

at

In the interesting little vous, on the other baud,

lume before

we have not only
men and manners

a lively account of
in Spain, Portugal,

and France, but, when the
is referred to, an obvious appreciation of the extent to which
Romanism has been a scourge and
Italy,

subject

•curse

in

these

beautiful

The swarms of idle

priests

countries.

and monks

are noted with due condeiuuatioa.

all

to God, with

ought to direct our
in prayer

this

more earnestly

whom

is

the residue of

and who can

arise

and

Notes os the Book of Daxiel.

By

the

Spirit,

plead His

own

cause.

2 vols. LouRev. Albert Barnes.
don Knight and Son.
Notes ox the Book of Revelatiox.
By Rev. Albert Barnes. London
:

:

Knight and Son.
Albert Barnes is already well

known

"We specially
to the English public.
recommend these volumes on account
of the clear, comprehensive, and masin which he deals with

terly style

the prophecies concerning Antichrist
or the Papacy.
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MAYNOOTH, OR THE PLOT UNRAVELLED.
II.^DOINGS IN THE COLLEGE

— ITS

RIPER YEARS.

In our preceding paper we have seen that Maynooth
was founded with the professed object of supplying Ireland with such a class of priests as were speedily to

^crnuitulatioir.

We have seen that a College honestly
seeking to accomplish this object, would not desire a larger establishment
would endeavour, as was promised, to give
than the object itself required,
the education most likely to secure it,
and, especially, would in all its doings
terminate that country's miseries.

—

—

be distinguished for that transparent openness which ever marks the mens
We have seen that if, on the contrary, mischief were intended,
conscia recti.
the main aim of such a College would be indefinitely to enlarge the insti-

—

proportionally to intensify the virulence of the teaching and, meanAnd, finally,
while, to study that secrecy which usually marks dishonesty.
we have seen how sadly our worst anticipations in these respects have, during

tution,

;

Mayuooth's

earlier days,

been realized.

We now

and if in our
been misjudging
that College, it is in the present one that this will
Innocence has often been suspected for a time, but rarely,
pass on to

(S^Emiitation: tontinutb. preceding sketch

be

sui'e to

appear.
a lifetime

if ever, for

;

its riper

we have

years

;

after all

for sooner or later its worst-looking acts are explained,
to disperse.
It is in the case of real guilt

and the clouds of suspicion begin

only that we find the opposite process going on, and these clouds growing darker
to the last,

Therefore, if
suspicion ripens into certainty.
is sure, as its years roll on, to

till

be innocent, its innocence
but if it
resistless evidence
all

;

multiply as

we

proceed.

is

Maynooth after
come out with

guilty, as certain are the signs of guilt to
fear, then, reader, for the ends

You need have no

of justice in the present case, as it is here on a track on which it cannot be
In an investigation stretching over sixty years, we are certain to
AVe canfind abundant evidence to clear up this case in one way or other.

bafiled.

not do better, then, than simply pursue the aforementioned threefold course
of inquiry, and endeavour to ascertain Avhether the suspicious doings of May-

nooth in regard to enlarging the establishment, intensifging the teaching, and
at concealment, which have already marked its career, are found, as we

aiming

proceed, to disappear or to multiply.
1.

J^nrtljcr

^tbcmes

of Cuhxrgcmcnt.

Were

there the least necessity,

we

might adduce numerous facts to shew that
the passion for enlargement seems only to

have grown with Maynooth's own growth. As, for instance, the absorption
into it in the year 1817 of a lay college, (with all its buildings and lands,)
which had early been established within its precincts, because found, say
the Commissioners, to be an
of the immense sums which

''•

inconvenient appendage.''''*

we have found

Or the employment

have been fraudulently appropriated, not in improving the buildings already reared, but in erecting "new
buildings ," and then these bare walls being used as an argument for farther
*

VOL.

VI.

Report

of Irish

so. LXVII.—

to

Education Commission, 1826,

JANUARY 1857.

p, 6.

G
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supplies, after the manner of Rome's well-known scheme of leaving her
*
chapels half finished for years, the better to draw out her people's liberality
Or the extraordinary fact, that the more the accommodation of Maynooth
increased, the more seems to have been required, insomuch that, even in
1845, we find it still so unfinished, and still so crowded, as to constitute one

of Sir Robert Peel's strongest arguments for the Maynooth Bill, then forced on
Or his memorable statement on that occasion, which somebody

the nation.

must have authorized him to make, and which not one of the professors corbut which, as was proved before the Commission of 1854, " was let
rected
;

run through the land uncontradicted, because it served a purpose, that three
students were necessitated to sleep in a bed."t From these and similar facts,
it would appear that the idea of a vast establishment seemed never for an
But it is quite sufficient for our present
instant to have been lost sight of.
purpose to show how, under that statesman's auspices, the idea has been
actually realized.

Onje

^tt of 1845.

—

Be it remembered that the Maynooth Trustees had,
by the year 1845, expended some £76,000 of the public
funds on buildinqs^ and above £400,000 on maintenance

—

that their schemes of enlargemaking in all near half a million sterling
ment had swallowed up, like a Maelstrom, the lay College, with much of the
Dunboyne funds and commons and that, from 50 students who appear on
the first year's roll, the number had gradually risen to 440. Yet, as if this
;

;

were not enough, the community were astounded at the introduction that
year of a Bill by the Premier himself, which proposed, at one sweep, to raise
the Maynooth Endowment from £9000 to £30,000 a year to put this
princely revenue beyond the chances of annual votes, by the permanent
to add to all this, £30,000 more for ensecurity of an Act of Parliament
to make the Trustees a body politic and corporate,
largement and repairs
self-elected, irresponsible, and consisting, for the most part, of Popish
and, despite the statutes of Mortmain, to empower them to take
bishops
and hold land to the value of £3000 a year, in addition to what they already
wore empowered to possess, to the value of £2000 more, and to take and
hold personal property to any amount whatsoever
While, in its boundless
profusion, the Bill provided for the board and education of 520 students,
allowing each of them £28 a year, and giving £20 additional to 250, and £40

—

,;

;

;

!

!

additional to the 20 Dunboyne students. And all this prodigal bounty it
proposed to heap on Maynooth, without condition affixed or inquiry insti" in a liberal sense and
tuted
as the Premier himself expressed it,
confiding
Even the trifling vlsitoi'ial power, which former acts gave to the
spirit."
four chief judges of Ireland, was withdrawn, and all due care taken to prevent
inquiry into any matters connected with the doctrines or discipline of the
Roman Catholic Church, save by three Popish visitors, of whom two were
" We will not
spoil this
Popish priests for thus exclaims Sir Robert Peel,
act by any attempt at novel and ungracious interference in such matters." |

—

;

Wliat could all this mean ?
For a statesman, so proverbially cautious, to
propose such a Bill at all, and at such a time, and without even the excuse
of pressure from without
to persevere in it, despite the loud denunciations
of an indignant nation to hurry it through Parliament, as he did, with unconstitutional and indecent haste, and thus to incur an amount of odium

—

*

Appondix

+ Appendix

— Irish

—

Education Commission

of

1

pp. 112,
—Maynooth Commission Report,Report
1854, pp. 310, 311.

+ Hansard's Debates, 3d series.

Vol. Ixxix. col. 37.

82fi,

113.
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from which he never recovered. An urgent reason there must surely have
been for such a step by such a man but one thing is certain, that no adequate reason existed above the surface and the only farther clue given us is
his own candid admission, " We have not introduced it Avithout commuuication with the leading ecclesiastical authorities of the Roman Catholic Church.' *
;

;

Here, then, is a sample of what persevering
A College which began
encroachment can do
with merely obtaining ''authority" for certain
persons "to raise subscriptions and donations to enable them to establish
and endow " it, thus in 50 years grows at the public cost of half a million
into a vast establishment, and during the past eleven years, consumes about
half a million more of our funds, and luxuriates on the bounties of a Protestant nation
Well, you say, surely it has now at length reached its climax.
Far from it, kind reader
For, besides the provisions already cited, that Act
contains another, securing what, think you ? that the entire establishment
shall from time to time be still farther enlarged, repaired, and furnished
In pursuance of this provision, farther grants for these purposes have already
been proposed, and made with such liberality, that even in the five years
S^bc Commissiott of 1854.

!

!

!

—

!

ending 1850, they amounted to near £G000. AVhile to crown all, one of the
few suggestions of the Maynooth Commissioners for 1854, in their Report
was, that still farther additions should be made to the building.f And, in
the Appendix to that Report, they are good enough to present us with two
the one exhibiting its ranges
lithographed ^'Prospects" of the College,
and quadrangles as they now exist, and the other, with the '' jyroposed additions."
And all this, after the astounding disclosures which that Commission had brought to light— which are found in that same Appendix and
some of which we now proceed to notice.
2. We find from the Report of
the
Commissioners of 1826, that
^ottrhtal developments
§aHIg

—

—

—

evpcHeb.

at

that

period

the

Maynooth

Class-Books were Delahogue's Dogmatic Theology, Bailly's Moral Theology,
Cabbasutius on Canon Law, and Menochius' Coinmentavy on the Scriptures.
Now the reader will please to bear in mind the discoveries we have already

—

made

as to Maynooth's doctrinal developments previous to that year especiAnd the simple question
ally the cases of Aquinas, Dens, and Delahogue.
now is, What has, in this respect, been Maynooth's behaviour since? Look-

Report of the Commission in 1854, our first discovery is,
that one Class-Book, Bailly, has been expelled the College. And wh)', think
you ? Napoleon is said to have suppressed it because of its evil character
ing, then, into the

;

and perhaps, you say, Maynooth has begun to improve, and expelled it for
the same good reason. Alas the reason given by three different professors
his Gallican
is, that the Pope had put Bailly's loorks into the Index because of
!

doctrines.X
all over the

That

is to

say, so fast is ultramoutanism gaining the ascendant

Popedom, that a work, for many years a standard amongst
And so
Papists themselves, is now condemned for its Gallican sentiments.
paramount has the Pope's influence become in Maynooth, that though it is

—

a
only in Bailly's Dogmatic Theology his Gallican doctrines are taught
work which, as we have seen, was, because of these doctrines, never allowed
" deference to the
into the College
its managers, out of mere
Pope," as they

—

* Hansard's Debates, 3d series. Vol. Ixxix.
+ Report of Commission, 1S54, pp. (i6, 67.
X Appendix to Report, 1854, pp. 5, lU, B8.

col. 37.
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And
candidly admit, expel his Moral Theology, a totally different work.
this, though one witness confesses that such an act by the Pope, even in the
" would not have
displaced, in the French Universidays of Louis XIV.,
ties,"

any portion of

Bailly's

Works

!*

And what work have you got instead?
asked the Commissioners. Scavini's Aloi^al
Now, what
Tlieologij, was the answer.
think you, reader, is Scavini ? Why nothing more nor less than a compendium of Liguori's Moral Theology, \ a book which, for ultramontanism
and infamy, outdoes even Dens hlmselfj And even this is not all, for
that order which in
IJguori is now a standard work amongst the Jesuits
former days even the Popes could not endure, but suppressed. And that
Stabinr sulistUutcb

— |iiquori.

—

—

same Liguori is now the prime favourite of Rome's popes and bishops, and
his works are more prized by her authorities generally than those of any
other author.
Cardinal Wiseman himself has become his biographer and
The authorized censors of the Propaganda College, after a six
eulogist.
years" examination of his Avorks, declare that "they find nothing censurable
them,"§ while Scavini gives the most warm eulogiums pronounced upon

in

him by nine successive popes, from Benedict XIY. to the present Pontiff.
as though even this were not a sufficient acknowledgment of works
deemed so inestimable, in the year 1839 he was placed in the constellation of
Rome's canonized saints, that extraordinary company of good, bad, and
I!

And

—

In other words, so fastis Rome speeding on its downward course
in obedience to that law by which "evil men and seducers wax worse and
indifferent.

worse," that she has

now

as a Church, to all intents, homologated the tenets

of that infamous order, which she at one time repudiated, and has

made

and Romanism virtually synonymous.
Yet even this is not the whole. In 1641,
"
|3uscmbaum's Poral CIkoIociji. a work called the Marrow of Moral Theoin Westphalia by the
was
published
logy,"
Jesuit Biisembaum, which was so successful as in twentj^-five years to have
" ordered to be
gone through 200 editions, and yet so execrable, that it was
burned by the hangman's hand in the different cities of France." Yet what
do we find ? That after lying for over a century in the grave of infamy, those
agents of evil, the Jesuits exhumed it, and prevailed upon an obscure fanatical Neapolitan bishop to father it.
And who, think you, was he? This
now canonized Alfonso Liguori! Busembaum's infamous " Marrow of Moral
"
Compend of
Theology" comes forth again under the title of Liguori's
Moral Theology "^ Yet such, British statesmen, is the man whose M'orks, this
Josuitisra

!

included, are pronounced faultless
their merits, has been samted, and

by the censors

— who,

in

consequence of

—

therefore worshipped by Rome
of whose vile " J/ora/ Theology," Scavini's Compendium, has, in your own
favourite Maynooth, displaced the Galilean Bailly; and to whom, accordis

now

ing to your Commission's Report, the students, while writhing under the
passions aroused by this compend of his own chief work, are actually taught
*

Appendix to Report, 18o-l, p. 5.
t See Magee's " Letters to the Earl of Hari'owby," pp. 32, 33.
t See this .ibundantly proved in " Cases of Conscience," by Pascal the younger
Bosworth, London.
§ See their Decree,

in

Preface to 1st

vol. of

Liguori's Theologia Moralis, p. 23.

Met-hliniae, 18.52.
II

^

See Magee's " Letters," p. .•?2.
See " Cases of Conscience," pp. 33-42.

i
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from its polluting influences !* Wliile it is admitted by
the Professors themselves, that his full works, without any abridgment, are
occasionally consulted by them, one Professor avowing that "his Moral Theo-

to pray for protection

!

And thus a College which began
is what he principally refers to."t
with professing Gallicanism, we have traced downward through the ultramontane stages of Aquinas and Dens, till we now reach the ne plus nltra
of even Jesuit abomination.
And yet it seems that even " in the
lo'^^est
Cabbasitttus bisplutcb bg ^i^^o^idepths a lower deep" here opens
upon us. For in 1826 we found Cabbaa book
sutius to be the Dunboyne Students' Class-Book on Canon Law,
which one would think might well have satisfied the most rabid ultramonBut what now do we find ? That even Cabbasutius was so long since
tane.
as the year 1834 dismissed as not sufficiently strong, and Devoti appointed
logy

—

Now, before the Commission of 1826, Dr. Murray makes this re"
markable statement, that Dr. Troy had early
brought over" Devoti, with a
" not used" because
"
used in the College ;" but that it was
view to its being
"
with
to the interference of spiritual
too
it inculcated
regard
strong
opinions
That is to say, so rapid have been Mayauthority in temporal matters!"
nooth's doctrinal developments, that twenty-three years ago even Cabbasutius
himself was flung aside as too weak, and Devoti, too strong in 1826, was
appointed in its stead, § And this brings us to the climax of our case. Maynooth, which began with such fair promises and specious professions, has
now for years been avowedly using as its class-book a work whose author
instead.^

in return
plainly enough teaches that the very heretics who support it, should,
for their kindness, be punished in various forms, amongst which are specified

"death"

''confiscation of goods" and
Our third section, on Maynooth's
till

itself!

||

schemes of concealment, we must defer

next Number.

MR.

HOPE SCOTT OF ABBOTSFORD.

It is melancholy to see the purposes to which Sir "Walter Scott's pretty
as a centre and focus of Popish aggression
place of Abbotsford is now turned
for the south of Scotland. Sir Walter did not succeed in establishing a great
border family as he intended but he has succeeded in bringing back a portion
of the darkness of the middle ages, of which he was tinfortunately so foolishly
;

enamoured.

The chapel and

late riots of

Kelso being connected with his suc-

cessor's missionary eff"orts in behalf of Rome, the Lord Justice-Clerk alluded
to these eff'orts in his charge to the jury. This aftorded an opportunity

gently

come out with a long tirade in the congenial columns of the
15. The object of the letter was evidently, indirectly, to
November
Scotsman,
to Mr. Scott to

is well aware that if the
cry up the Koraish system, although Mr. Scott
and in Italy
attempt to establish a chapel had been made by Protestants,
or Spain, instead of by him in Scotland, they might have reckoned themselves fortunate, if not their chapel, but themselves had escaped being burned,

* See Report of Commission for 1854,
t Appendix, Report, 1854, p. 91.
t Appendix, Report, 1854, p. 350.
§
H

p. 65,

and Appendix,

See Magee's " Letters," p. 76.
See Devoti's " Institutiones Canonicse," passim.

p.

396.
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the authority of the civil magistrate.
The foIIoAviftg excelletter have been sent to us for insertiou by an

and

that, too,

lent

remarks upon Mr. Scott's

by

intelligent Protestant

:

—

" To J. R.
Hope Scott, Esq. of Albotsford.

"Edinburgh, December 1856.
"

T see a letter from you to the Scotsman, in which you say, ' Fortunately for
Sir,
the interests of justice, the Lord Justice-Clerk's argument was addressed to the jury,'
*
in order that they might not consider it.
It remains, however,
(of the Keiso rioters)
before the public, who may be less discriminating in the use of it.' The Lord Jusown
conduct
if
vindicate
his
he
able
to
thinks
it
tice-Clerk is quite
necessary ; but I
may assure jou that the Kelso public will know how to appreciate your uncharitable
insinuation about their powers of discrimination. Happily they think for themselves,

their judgment to the keeping of any fellow-mortal.
opinion, you take an occasion of writing mainly for the purpose of commending your adopted religion, its priests, and its people, and to the dispai'agement
You say, ' That while the
of the ministers and people of Scotland and their religion.

and don't give over
" In

my

Protestant poor have all the moral and religious advantages which the wealth of the
community can give them, the Irish [Roman] Catholics [in Scotland] ai'e often
wholly without religious instruction or control.' What kind of iustructiou in religion
Is it not this 1
<lo the priests of Rome, or the Pope their master, allow ?
To whom
Answer To the apostles and their sm;ceshas Christ given power to forgive sins ?
*
Can the Church err iu what st»e
Bors, the bishops and priests of the Church.'
teaches ? No, the Church cannot err.'
" No doubt a zealot for the Church of Rome must
deplore that British gold is not
given to the Pope's teachers more diffusely, and that small handfuls of Romanists
and
left
without
such
control.
How are
are
in Scotland
teaching
Happy for them
How are the poor Roman Catholics
Protestants dealt with in Romish countries?
controlled in the States of the Church ?
By Austrian and French bayonets, at the
'
solicitation of the Pope.
Well,' say you, some small efforts are made to supply the
some hard-working priest gives a service once
want ... a garret is procured
.
a fortnight . . . then arises that dread of conversions, tliat mysterious apprehension
of the influence of the [Roman] Catholic religion upon themselves, which many Proand the no-popery game is afoot.' How like
testants appear unable to shake off
'
the inspiration of the eloquent Bishop of Edinburgh
The pulpits are tuned, and
the platform is occupied by orators from a distance, who demolish with ease all the
hopes of salvation on which the poor Catholics rely, while the practical theologians
think there can be no harm in commencing their punishment at once.
Hence
.
petty annoyances, succeeded by insults, and insults ripening into violeuce, until such
a scene as that of the Kelso riot fitly crowns the injustice.' Now, Sir, did you ever
hear of Protestant pulpits being tuned as the Popish altars are tuned in Ireland ?
Were the pulpits of Kelso, and the platforms there, occupied by crack orators and
ministers to excite the rabble of Kelso, as the priests and crack orators of the Pope
excite the people in Ireland against the Protestant missionaries and people ?
Was
there any lai/ or clerical apeechifying at all in Kelso against the (Koman) Catholics before
the riot ?
There is such a thing as clever men (as well as doited duchesses) being
'
tuned' by the Jesuits and priests of Rome to play their part in subduing the world
to Rome, without tiiese clever men knowing they are so used. Recent converts, especially, seem to be largely dozed and more deeply intoxicated with the cup of these
Romisii sorceries. You speak of the mysterious apprehension of the influence of
the [Roman] Catholic religion upon themselves, which Protestants appear unable to
shake off.' This is a merciful Providence, seeing that, according to the Bible, (the
religion of Protestants,) the Roman Catholic religion is not only a departure from
the faith, but the mystery of iniquity, and its liead the Alan of Sin, sitting in the
'
temple of God, that Wicked, whose coming is after the working of Satan, with all
jiower, and signs, and lying wonders, and with all deceivableness of unrighteousness,
'

—

!

•

.

.

.

.

.

!

.

.

'

Bpeaking lies in liypocri.sy, forbidding to marry, and commanding to abstain from
meats wliich God hath created to be received with thanksgiving.' Bible Christians
are cautioned to give no heed to these seducing spirits of the latter times. See
1
Tim. iv., and 2 Thess. ii. Use your legal, not your Roman Catholic judgment, or
that of your confessor, and you will cease to wonder that Protestants have an anxious
apprehensiou of the influences of the Roman Catholic religion. But there is another
reason which makes the British public entertain an anxious apprehension of that
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ma-

just
religion— they know that Roman Catholic teaching
the working of which they hope
chinery of the Pope and his company of Jesnits, by
to manufacture Britain into a tributary kingdom to Rome, and the free British people
into slaves of the (sham) king of kings, who wears a triple crown, on the banks of the
without hinTiber, and whose baneful dominion, wheresoever he teaches and i-eigns

and control

is

the

drance or check, but with the aid of the despot, the jail, and the gibbet, as in Naples,
They are justly
Austria, and Rome, the British people have no desire to share.
alarmed lest they should be brought under such a yoke by the trickery of diplomathe fair shows of plausible philanthropists of titled,
tists, the cunning of Jesuits, or
The mystery of iniquity has been discovered by the public
rich, and learned dupes.
of Britain to be working in the "midst of them, and Scripture has taught them by
Let me earnestly
its words of unerring truth, to flee from Popish evil, and be wise.
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
vou to follow their 6
implore
good example
f
^
^
"P. R. S."

—

ADDRESS OF THE PROTESTANT ALLIANCE.
The following excellent and well-timed address has been issued by the
Protestant Alliance, and we hope it will be cordially responded to by earnest
The Times has attempted to misrepreProtestants throughout the empire.
sent its object with a singular want not only of principle, but of common
its article of the
decency, as will be evident from the following extract from
2d December

:

—

" Is there or not a subterranean communication between this society and the Carlton Club ? Nobody, of course, can tell, but there is certainly a remarkable coincidence in their movements, and they fit in very conveniently with each other's aims.
The Carlton Club takes the executive into its hands, and is the man of business the
Protestant Alliance takes the preaching. Get as many votes as you can by preaching
when that instrument has been tried and failed, there is
that is the cheapest way
another resource which the Carlton Club knows how to use. When one society has
done its work, the other comes in and sweeps up what it has left. The Protestant
Alliance is chaplain to the Carlton Club."
;

—

;

Of course this is simply and notoriously false; but the following sample of
want of principle is hardly less striking:—
" Can
inany reasonable person, who knows that Roman Catholics compose a no
considerable portion of the population of this country, that they contribute their
in the national Parliament and the
quota of the general taxation, and are represented
national Government, complain if Roman Catholic soldiers and sailors get their share
If
of the State assistance for the supply of their spiritual wants as Christians ?
Roman Catholics fight for us by land and sea, is it fair that they should be altogether
serno
without religious provision ? Are they to have nobody to look after them,
them consolation on their deathbeds, though it is
vices, no chaplains, nobody to give
in defence of their country they are dying?"

How far will this principle carry us ? All that is said here can be said
with equal truth about the Hindoos. Are we, then, to take into our pay a
whole army of the priests of Juggernaut, or where are we to stop? "We
call the special attention of our readers, however, to the address itself:
" The
Protestant Alliance are threefold
leading objects of the
"
use their constitutional privileges in
I. To induce their fellow-countrymen to

—

:

—

support of the interests of Protestantism.
" IJ. To secure the discontinuance of the national support andendowment of Popery
in every form, and bring convents within the control of law.
" III. To assist the
and to obtain the liberation of the imprisoned pro]iersecuted,
fessors of Protestantism on the Continent.
" The last of these
with steadfastness and success. Every
objects has been pursued
case that has been brought to the knowledge of the Committee, upon tangible evior deputation to the proper quarters,
dence, has been made the subject of a memorial
and the British Government has willingly used its influence in responding to these

g2
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appeals of the Alliance. It is unnecessary to repeat the names of the recent victims
It is more important to remind the people at large, that the
of Romish intolerance.
necessity for a watchful and judicious interposition has not ceaaed, inasmuch as some
of the continental governments ai-e carrying persecution to a length that excites, iu
the present day, astonishment as well as indignation.

" The second
object above mentioned has been pursued with equal zeal, but not as
Maynooth still draws its support from the taxation of the
yet with ecjual success.
we
feel bound to repeat our conviction, that its teaching is opposed to
and
country,
the truth of Scripture, and its endowment contrary to the tiniest policy of the empire ;
and that hence the exertions of Protestants must not cea-se until all national support
is withdrawn from an institution for the exclusive benefit of the
Papal priesthood,
under the foreign rule of a Pontiff iu Rome. Great progress has been lately made
towards a settlement of this question, and the majorities obtained in the House of
Commons at the close of last Session, should stimulate us to a x-enewal of our efforts
with increased earnestness.
" Roman Catholic
chaplains are encouraged in the army, navy, and in Government
prisons and have lately been appointed, with salai-ies, to stations throughout the
Indian Empire, without the consent of Parliament or the knowledge of the people of
Such appointments involve grave constitutional questions, which, it is
England.
hoped, the British Parliament will not pass by in silence.
" Convents in this
country are still the dark places, whei-e the cruel enactments of
the Roman Canon Law may be enforced, without any protection from British law ;
and whence the unhappy prisoners may be clandestinely removed to other countries,
as they have been in certain cases iu which the Committee have lately used their best
efforts without success.
" To these
great points, then, the attention of the Alliance must still be given, but
it is clear that success cannot be insured without the
help of the Legislature ; and
with a view to this end, the Alliance should strive, as was determined at its original
institution, To awaken British Christians of various classes, and of different opinions
on politics and church government, to such a sense of Christian patriotism, as shall
lead them, in the exercise of their constitutional privileges, to regard the interests of
Protestantism as a chief object of their concei-u, keeping minor and merely political
;

'

differences in suboi-dinatioii to this great end.'
" The
present condition of the country is eminently favourable to the exei'cise of
Christian patriotism.
Politiciil questions, long debated, have been decided.
DistincThus
tions, which have severed the great parties in Parliament, no longer exist.
men in general are more at liberty to apply their minds to the growing importance
of the entire Popish question in relation to civil government; while those wlio value
truth and liberty of worship are bound to oppose this huge system of eiTor and
ecclesiastical despotism.
" Tiie
Alliance, therefore, again calls

upon all its auxiliaries and supporters, to
and urge forward Protestant electoi-s to the discharge of their duty. The
present Parliament must soon expire, and it is hoped that in every county and
borough of the United Kingdcmi the combined action of all who watch the terrible
develo|)mcnt of Popery on the Continent, and its secret advances in this country, will
seek out and return to the House of Commons men wlio understand what our favoured
land ought to do, and who, in dependence on God's help, will use their best efforts for
the preservation of His truth, and the promotion and vindication of religious liberty.
liy urder uf the Commktcc,
".John Macghegor, Bon. See.
" Makshall
H. VjJiK, Clerical Sec.
Office, .0, Seujkants' I.vn, Fleet Street,
•imk November 1B56."
instruct

^'

COLIGNY.
The Admiral Coligny How
which that name awakens

and how mourafiil are the recollecGaspaid de Coligny, Lord of Chatillon, belonged to one of the first families of the high nobility of France. He was born
in l.olG, the year that Tetzel set out on his famous journey to sell
indulgences
not calculating to meet Luther iu his way, the blatant mortal that he was.
!

tions

—

glorious

!
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Even from his early youth Coligny was " a weigher of things," and " loved
honour and virtue." That showy and spirited monarch, Francis I., in whom
" the era of
chivahy ends, and the era of gentility begins," made hiai ColonelGeneral of the Infantry of France, at the age of twenty-five. He availed
himself of this position to introduce vast improvements in discipline. In those
days, bodies of mercenary troops formed a principal dependence of the princes
of Europe in their wars.
Germans, Swiss, Italians, Dutch, Holsteiuers, and
Tiiese hired
Scotch, were found ranged indifferently under every banner.

sworders were brigands rather than soldiers, indulging in pillage, murder,
and every sort of brutal license. Old Brautome, Knight of the Order of
Malta, Gentleman of the Chamber to Charles IX., and a Papist, affirms in
his Lives of Illustrious Men, that the energetic discipline introduced by Coligny
had saved the lives of a million of persons, not to speak of the property it had
Coligny was also the first that planned hospitals for the French
army. It was the natural result of his high militaiy talents that he was advanced to the post of Grand Admiral of France, a rank rated above that of
protected.

Field-Marshal.

The time and manner of his conversion

to the doctrines of the

Reformation

are not definitely known. But his mother on her deathbed had refused to see
a priest, saying that God had given her grace to fear and love Him, and it is not

improbable that he had some impressions of Divine truth from an early period.
His first public interference in the affairs of the Protestants was in connexion
with a far-seeing plan, promoted by him, for founding a French Protestant
colony in the Brazils. The expedition failed, from causes be3'^ond his control
but had it succeeded, its importance to France would have been incalculable.
In the year 1557, when the Admiral was turned of forty, a furious war was
The Spaniards invaded France with an
raging between France and Spain.
army of 50,000 men. Their king, Philip II., prevailed on his wife, Queen Maiy
of England, to join him in this war, and a large body of English troops, under
the Earl of Pembroke, swelled the Spanish host.
Coligny threw himself into
;

St. Qaentin,

a town barely capable of defence.

So

stout,

however, was the

resistance he made, that the place sustained eleven assaults before it was taken.
But the detention
Coligny was taken prisoner while fighting in the breach.

army before this inconsiderable town, in all probablity, saved
Paris, and preserved France from becoming a Spanish provhice.
During the
time of his remaining a prisoner of war, Coligny set himself down to the
of the Spanish

and other Protestant books, and from the leisure of
"
correspondence with Calvin. The
weigher ot
and his
the
awful
concern
of
man's
had
now
immortality,
weighed
things"
resolution was taken with all the solemnity and power of his deep and thought-

careful study of the Bible
his prison maintained a

ful character.

to liberty, he returned to his own
Governor of Paris, together with some
other appaintments which he had held, and endeavonred to withdraw into
His old and faithful servant Cornaton, has
private life to walk with God.

When

the treaty of peace restored

him

castle of Chatillon, resigned the post of

a description of his daily manner of life in the ancestral home of the
His custom was to rise early in the morning, and as soon as he
had quitted his bed and wrapped his night-gown about him, he knelt down

left

Colignys.

with his attendants and

was preached

made

in the chateau.

a prayer. Almost every forenoon a sermon
the table was set for dinner, the Admiral,

When

with his wife by his side, stood at the head of it, the household servants all
being present in the hall. Then a psalm was siuig, aud a benediction implored.
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cloth being taken away, the Admiral rose, and either returned thanks himAfter supper, all the servants again
or caused his chaplain to do so.
presented themselves in the great hall, when, after singing a psalm, a prayer

The

self,

was offered. But it was not the will of his Father in heaven that he should
be permitted to continue this sweet home life, in which the love of God
mingles with the domestic affections to ennoble them and make them holy.
In person, the Admiral, Cornatou tells us, was of the middle height, well
and firmly made. The expression of his face was remarkably calm and serene,
liis voice soft and his speech slow, his manner, and even his walk, full of
graHe looked in everything the man he was a man that had calm deeps
vity.
of strength, courage, wisdom, and resolved endurance in him,
a man sage in
counsel, an ironside in battle, and for the right immovable evermore. These
great qualities of thought and of action, naturally made him the head of the
Protestant cause in France. He had a way of carrying a tooth-pick stuck in
his beard, and it was a habit he had to use it when engaged in deep thought.
If it were not, they said at Court, for the Admiral's tooth-pick, the Huguenot
cause could be put down in a summer.
Of all the heavy times that poor abused France has known, scarce any period has been more wretched than that during which the two Guises, Cardinal
and Duke, possessed the reins of power. Their niece, Mary Queen of Scots,
was the wife of the King, Francis II. This feeble and wicked boy, with the
large melancholy eyes, great flap ears, and flat face, had already become a

—

His wife's uncles, those portents of daring

miserable heap of infirmities.

him

—

and exercised despotic 'power over the kingdom in
Just when a vast scheme of massacre and proscription against the
his name.
Protestants was ripe for execution, their royal puppet died, and their power
at once rushed down.
Oppressed Protestantism lifted up its head. Into the
complex politics of the time we do not go we should need to hew our way
into the jungle with a bill-hook.
The Boers at the Cape give the name of
" wait-a-bit" to a kind of
thorn, of which there are vast thickets in the interior.
The spines of this thorn all point backwards^ so that each forms a sharp
and powerful hook, which hooks into your clothes, and you must " wait-a-bit"
TO disengage your habiliments at every step, if you would not come out in
The reader's patience would come out somewhat ragged were we to
rags.
take him through the thorny brake of Guisian politics. Skirting round the
jungle therefore, let us get to a clear and open knoll, commanding a little of
a view. The " Edict of January" of the year 15C2, seemed to promise, for a
brief while, that God had given the Protestants " a nail in his hoh- place."
Obtained with immense difficulty, this edict conceded to them the exercise of
their worship outside of towns
but vnthin the towns the public and private
" If we have our
exercise of their religion was proliibited.
religion," the
Admiral said, " what do we want more?" This edict is a history in itself.
crime, used

at will,

;

;

Hailed with almost boundless delight by the Protestant party,

it

tolls

an aflect-

ing tale at once of the miserable oppression, from which they were glad to
escape by a toleration so meagre, and of the moderation and Christian gen-

by which they were actuated.
The January Edict immediately became the object of the most envenomed
and desperate attacks by the Popish party. Siege was formed against it
by Court intrigue, Spanish influence, and the whole power of the Catholic

tleness

clergy.

Outrages against the Protestants multiplied

all

over the country,

and were treated with impunity. The Protestants soon found themselves
necessitated to assemble iu arms for their defence, if they would not be mur-
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Louis de Bourbon, Prince of Conde, had espoused the Proand to him, as being of the blood royal, the place of leader
was assigned. But Louis de Conde, " the heroic, the beloved, the erring,"
owed not his distinction to mere birth. Idol of the Huguenot army for his
chivalrous character, soldierly frankness, and military capacity, the chorus
of a favourite camp song was nightly heard around their watchfires,
dered in detail.
testant cause,

" Dieu
garde de mal

le petit

homme." *

Coligny, with a heart full of dark forebodings of the misery coming on his
Both sides organized their
country, felt himself reluctantly driven to arms.
forces.
Queen Elizabeth sent some niggard aid to the Protestants. The

armies at length looked one another in the face upon an open plain beside
the town of Dreux in Normandy. For two hours before the battle opened they
remained fronting each other without striking a blow. Brother was about to
grapple with brother, friend with friend, neigh-bour with neighbour, in deadly
strife.
This, says an old warrior and chronicler, stout La Noue with the
iron arm, " gave a certain horror to the thing," and for two hours neither

seemed to have power to break this singular pause. The Protestants,
numbers and position, though at first victorious, suffered in the
end a bloody defeat. Against their loss of 3000 killed, however, the CathoAs darkness closed, the retreating trumlics acknowledged a loss of 8000.
pets of the Admiral were heard sounding through the woods as he drew off a
But the Prince of
large portion of the Huguenot strength in good order.
Conde remained a prisoner in the hands of the enemy.
By extraordinary skill and
Coligny ever shone greatest in adversity.
conduct he maintained himself in the field, repaired his losses, and the ensuing spring found him with a front so formidable, that the Popish faction
Another edict guaranteed once
found it necessary to open negotiations.
more a scanty toleration, and the war was at an end. Thus closed " the first
side

inferior in

troubles."

Coligny returned to his favourite abode of Chatillon, and there once more
The peace lasted just as
the "beauty of a good man's life" was seen.
long as it took to concoct another scheme for the destruction of the Protestants.
The " second troubles," like the first, began because the Huguenots

were again forced to choose whether they would die with arms in their hands
or submit to be massacred in detail.
Avoiding once more the chapter of
the jungle of hooked thorns, with its endless slimy snake-trails
intrigues
let us become spectators of the Protestant and Catholic armies as they face
each other on the field of St, Denis. The war, Conde and Coligny had said,

—

—

is

Well then, let Paris be the place that tastes the miseries
the likeliest means of bringing the war to a close.
They

hatched at Paris.

of war.

This

is

determined, therefore, upon blockading Paris, a movement which they exeTheir little army numbered no more
cuted with as much skill as boldness.
than 4000 men, but the terror of Paris was beyond description. It was not till
the troops in the city were augmented to 20,000, that the fierce old Constable

Montmorency, Coligny's uncle, taking advantage of the temporary absence of
a division of 1300 men from the Huguenot army, ventured beyond the walls to
attack his nephew. The heights of Montmartre were crowded with eager
spectators,
gay courtiers, ladies dressed as aniazons, priests, foreign ambasThe Prosadors, magistrates and doctors of the law in their furred robes.
testants were outnumbered seven to one
yet they fought with a courage so

—

;

*"

God keep from harm

the

little

man.

ISO
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on the heights of Montmartre caught tlie
pplendid, that the hostile spectators
Conde's
infection of their enthusiasm, and the air rang with their applause.
"
wore white snrcoats over their armour.
Ah," cried the Turkish
cavalry

" had
mj- master but
ambassador, who formed one of the crowd of onlookers,
1000 of these white surcoats to head his forces, in three years he would confell
quer the world." In spite, however, of all their gallant daring, night
npon the Huguenots a defeated, but not dispirited army. The very next day
they presented themselves again before the suburbs of Paris, but the enemy

The following morning they decamped. The battle of St.
did not come out.
The early spring saw Conde
Denis was fought in the November of 1567.
and Coligny at the head of a well-appointed force of 20,000 men on the march
for Paris. The dread of this advance compelled a peace, designed, as it too soon
to renew
appeared, to last only till Popery should feel itself strong enough
the dreadful attempt to wash out Protestantism from the soil of France in
Thus ended the " second troubles."
blood.
"
The third troubles" were brought on by precisely the same cause as the

The ink that signed the treaty was scarce dry ere the Protestants
had ground to suspect treachery. Coligny was with his brother and the
Prince of Conde in the chriteau of Noyers. At the dead of night an unknown
cavalier galloped past the chateau, loudly blowing his hunting-horn, and cry" The
It was the warning of a secret
the hunt is
is in the

former.

stag
ing,
friend in the King's

snare,

up."

army. Coligny and the party of the PiCform, for the third
time within seven years, were driven to take the field. Two bloody battles,
besides lesser conflicts, were fought in this third war, and both were disasAs the trumpets were sounding for the battle of
trous to the Protestants.
Jarnac, the horse of a gentleman close beside the Prince of Conde kicked and
broke the leg of the Prince in so frightful a manner, that the bone penetrated
" bear witness
" Free and noble
his boot.
gentlemen of France," said Conde,
in what condition Louis do Bourbon enters the field this day to do battle for
"
"With these words he stooped his head, and charged
Christ and his country
!

It was his fate to see
at the head of his troop on the lances of the enemy.
the day irretrievably lost, and to fall a prisoner into the hands of the Papists.
a tree, they pistolled him in cold
with his back
As he sat on the

grass

against

blood after the action. The next battle, that of Montcontour, was the most
decisive overthrow the Protestants had yet sustained.
Coligny was carried
from the fatal field, his jaw broken by a pistol shot. L'Estrange, an aged
a litter,
gentleman, and one of his principal councillors, borne wounded on
caused his bearers to halt, and looked for some time fixedly at his chief.

Yet God is
Then, the tears filling his eyes, he turned away his head, saying,
a sweet consolation."
Such were the men that maintained the cause of
religious freedom in the Huguenot troubles
After all these disasters, such resources had Coligny in his own calm and
unconquerable energy, that the next campaigning season saw him again at the
head of a formidable army. The Court was astonished and dismayed, and for
*'

!

the third time gave conditions of peace, and a toleration to the Protestants.
Another way was now to be tried to accomplish the ruin of Protestantism.
Two years were spent in winning the confidence of the leaders of the Reform.
Everything seemed to indicate that the Court had entered upon a completely
new policy. War with Spain was anticipated, and the Government appeared
solicitous to unite all the strength of the kingdom for the struggle.
Coligny
repaired to Paris, where nothing was omitted that could do honour to his

reception.

He was

treated as the King's confidential councillor.

All this,
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Bartholomew
it proved, was a deep mask worn while the horrible plot of St.
was being matured. The St. Bartholomew, as every one knows, was a
scheme for the simultaneous butchery of the Protestants throughout all France.
as

"

A few

the Queen's murderer," tired
days before the massacre, Montrevel,
as he walked along a narrow street. Tlie
window
a
from
Coligny
upon
which shattered Coligny's
arquebus was loaded with two copper balls, one of
On the night
a large wound in his left arm.
right hand, and the other made
of the St. Bartholomew^, the Duke of Guise, with a company of troops, asand, overcoming the resistance of his sersaulted th« hotel of the Admiral
into his chamber. They found him seated in an armforced their
;

way

vants,

and regarding them with his habitual
" Are
you the Admiral ?" said Besme, a page of
" I
the Duke of Guise.
am," replied Coligny, looking calmly at the murderer's
"
sword.
Young man, you ought to respect my grey hairs and my infirFor answer, Besme drove his sword to the hilt in the Admiral's
mities."
bosom, while the other assassins crowded round and covered him with wounds.
The Duke of Guise stood in the court under the window of the Admiral's
" Throw him
"
chamber, impatiently crying out,
Besme, have you done ?"
will not
is
here
Guise
"for
the
in
out of the window," cried a voice
room,
chair,

air of

wrapped
composed

believe

it

in his dressing-gown,

resolution.

unless he sees

it

They threw down the gashed

own eyes."

with his

face being so covered with blood that it could not
stooped down, and, wiping it with his handkerchief,

The

and bleeding body.

be recognised, the Duke
" I know him it is he." Then giving the body a kick, he cried, " Lie
said,
"
The head was afterwards severed and carried to the Queen
there, beast
;

;

!

and the body, after being exposed to the indignities of the rabble, was hang
Admiral
by the heels on the gibbet at Montfaucon. Such was the fate of the
the Pope,
France, taught by Popery, and her King, counselled by
Coligny!
did this. Ill due time, the people who had murdered their Coligny came to
tan human skins for leather in the tan-pits of Meudou, and to wear strips ot
aristocratic hearts at their button-holes.

OPJGIN OF THE TERM " HUGONOT."
This name was first applied to the French Protestants about the year 1560.
"
Like " Puritan" and Methodist," and many more terms by which the people
The historian De
of God have been designated, it was at first a nickname.
" the
" At
Tours," says he,
Thou gives the following account of its origin
kuown by the name, at once odious and ridiculous,
Religious first began to be
of Huqonots^ of which this is the origin : As in all our towns they have their
names for the fairies, hobgoblins, spirits, and other imaginary
:

—

particular

beings, about

whom

old

women's

who

tales are told to frighten children, so at

said to ride about the precincts by night,
from him they were called Hugonots because
they assembled secretly in those places, and by night, for the purpose of hearat this time it was not lawful to do."
ing sermons, and for prayer, which

Tours, King

Hugo

and plunder

all

is

famous,

he meets

is

;

;

—

Scottish Reformation Society. The annual meeting of this Society
acquired peculiar interest from the presence of the Hon, Arthur Kinnaird,
M.P., M. De Mora, lately rescued from the Inquisition in Spain, and the Rev.
Dr. Rule. We trust that their operations will recommence with renewed
energy, and receive increasing support.
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THE MASSACRE OF VASSY.
One

of the illustrations in our present

old print representing the atrocious affair,
Protestantism as the massacre of Vassy.

number is a copy from a curious
known in the history of French

It happened that the Dulie of
Guise and the Cardinal, his brother, uncles of Mary, Queen of Scots, Avere
They
travelling from the family castle of Joinville in Champagne to Paris.
were followed by a numerous and splendid train, and escorted by a body of
two hundred cavalry. Half a mile from the little town of Vassy, the Dulie
heard the sound of a bell, and asked what that meant ? An attendant replied,
" God's death !" said
that it was the bell calling the Huguenots to sermon.
" we shall soon
the Duke, biting his beard, as his way was when in a rage,

Huguenot them after another fashion." The place of worship was a large barn,
which the Protestants had purchased and fitted up, and which might hold
The Duke's soldiers surrounded it with fierce shouts of
about 1200 people.
Huguenots I dogs ! heretics ! rebels ! and discharged their arquebuses at those
who looked out of the windows. The congregation barricaded the doors, but
the soldiers beat them down, and, rushing in sword in hand, murdered right
and left. Neither age nor sex was spared in the shocking butchery. Some
broke through the tiles, and attempted to escape over the roof, but they were
Sixty persons of the
brought down "like pigeons" by shot of arquebus.
unarmed and peaceful congregation were butchered on the spot, while two
hundred more were wounded, a number of them mortally. The Cardinal
stood outside while the massacre was going on, but the Duke rushed with his

naked sword into the horrible scene of confusion within the chapel. The old
print copied in our illustration, represents him in the act of stabbing a woman.
It was in connexion with the outrage at Vassy that the celebrated Beza

made use of an expression which afterwards became famous. He was commissioned by the churches to carry their complaint before the King and CounThere it was cast in his teeth that the tumult originated
cil of Government.
" If the fact were
in the Protestants throwing stones at the Duke of Guise.
Beza
"the
in
his
own
Duke,
so,"
replied,
justification, ought to point out the
authors of the outrage. It is in truth. Sire, becoming the Church of God to
Yet your Majesty may be pleased to rereceive, and not to return blows.
member that the Church is an anvil which has worn out many hammers."
The massacre at Vassy, perpetrated under the eye of two of the principal
men in the kingdom, was taken by the Catholic populace all over France as
a license to plunge into the most frightful barbarities against the Protestants.
It was believed that 50,000 persons perished in these hideous disorders. The
King, walking on the edge of the Seine, observed a dead body floating in the
" What is that ?" "
Sire," a gentleman had the courage
water, and asked,
to answer, "it isoneof your Majesty's slaughtered subjects coming to demand
The Protestants, thus ferociously assailed, were compelled to stand
justice."

on their defence, and a civil war ensued which rendered France one vast
The frightful character of this war
scene of bloodshed and devastation.
may be conceived from an off-hand remark dropped by Montluc in his
Memoirs. He tells us that his march could be traced by the dead bodies of
"
those he had hanged on the trees by the roadside.
Everybody knew the
the
with
were
trees
on
roadside
hung
my colours." Do
way I took, for the
"
we go out of our way to recal these horrors? The great harlot wipeth her
no
and
is
no
there
more
have
done
wickedness
needful
I
and
;"
saith,
mouth,
service to be rendered in the Popish controversy than to keep
face with her past.

Rome

face to
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BISHOP GOBAT AND THE SCOTCH BISHOPS.

An attempt of a very intolerant nature has been lately made by the
Bishops of the Scotch Episcopal Church, to procure a condemnation from
the Archbishop of Canterbury of the excellent Bishop of Jerusalem, because,
during "his recent visit to Scotland, he preached in the churches of the Rev.
D. T. K. Drummond, and other universally respected clergymen of the
Church of England. A meeting of the "clerical and lay members of the
United Church of England and Ireland in Scotland," was held in Glasgow,
on the 12th of November, for the purpose of resisting this insiduous attempt,
and a series of admirable resolutions, exposing the whole state of the case,
has since been published.
Without entering into all the grounds of separation and remonstrance therein stated, it is enough to know that the main
ground of difference is found in the Communion Service of the respective
churches. The following statement in the resolutions we reckon of vital importance

:

—

"The canons subscribed by

the Scottish Episcopal Clergy enjoin, as of 'primary
authority,' the recognition of a communion office whicli, differing essentially from
that in use in the Church of England, has the clause : ' Bless and sanctify with thy

word and Holy Spirit these thy gifts and creatures of bread and wine, that theii may
BECOME the body and blood of thy most dearly beloved Son.' The Arclibishop of
I feel a sympatiiy with those
Canterbury, speaking upon this question, said
clergymen of our cliurch who, on removing into Scotland, are invited to subscribe to a
different set of canons from those which they subscribed at their ordination.
I feel
a sympatiiy with those who, having once declared their consent to the Liturgy of the
United Church of England and Ireland, ai-e unwilling to conform to a Liturgy difiFerent from that, in at least one, as it appears to me, important particular.' "
Every person of intelligence will admit that this constitutes a very wide
and essential distinction, and fully warranted Bishop Gobat in his proceed:

—

'

But the history of this whole subject is very interesting. It was lately
brought out by Mr. David Laing, in his learned notes to the works of John
Knox and it is thus stated by Dr. M'Crie, in his late excellent introductory

ings.

;

lecture in

" In the

London.*

Liturgy of Edwai'd VI. the Popish doctrine of the real or corporeal
presence in the elements of communion remained unaltered. The second or revised
Book of Common Prayer was completed in 1552 ; but the printer was directed not to
publish it until some corrections or additions concerning the posture of kneeling at
tiie communion should be inserted.
These corrections were made, and the addition
appears in the form of a rubric, which is placed at the close of the Comnmnion serto
the
that
effect
the
vice,
by
posture of kneeling, no adoration is intended or aught
to be done, either unto tiie sacramental bread and wine, or unto any corporeal presence of Christ's natural flesh and blood.
For the sacramental bread and wine remain still in their very natural substance, and therefore may not be adored for that
were idolatry, to be abhorred of all faithful Christians.' The history of this rubric is
given by Dr. Weston, in the Disputations with Latimer at Oxford,' in which he says,
'
runnagate Scot did take away tiie adoration or worshipping of Christ in tlie sacrament by whose procurement that heresy was put into the last communion book :
so much p7-erailcd that one man's aiithoriti/ at that time.'
1 need hardly say that the
'runnagate Scot,' by whose procurement this change was effected, was no other than
fii-st

'

;

'

A

;

my

countryman, John Knox.+ And thus it apjears that to him is the Church of
England indebted for an explicit disclaimer, the importance of which may be estimated
ail
who reflect what might have been the result, had the old Liturgy been allowed
by
to remain, as very
likely it would otherwise have remained, unmodified by any such
saving clause, down to the present day."J
* London T. D.
:

Thomson,

IS,

Upper King

Street.

+ Works of .John Knox, collected and edited by David Laing, vol. iii
J I need liardly observe, by the way, that this trenchant rubric was
in the Liturgy which he prepared for Scotland, and that
now in use by the Episcopal Church in Scotland.

it

.

p. 80.

omitted by Laud
finds no place in that which is
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Archbishop Laud restored the Popish element, -which the eagle-eye of
previously detected, with just disapprobation in the English office,
and it has been continued since in the Scotch Episcopal Church, althoxigh
happily thus banished from the Church of England. John Knox, strange as
it may seem, may be said to have been, therefore, the real author of the
late Denison decision.
But, for the same reason, if the object at present
aimed at by the Scotch Episcopalians can be secured, and their Church in
its present form amalgamated with that south of the Tweed, two most

Knox had

—

disastrous results will immediately happen
1. The Church of England will stultify herself, and virtually condemn the
late Denison decision, by giving free access to her pulpits to men who have
:

the very heresy of Denison embodied as part of their creed.
She will brand Avith unjust condemnation her own children in Scotland,
whose present position of separation is solely the result of rigid adherence
still

2.

to her principles.

no reason to fear such a result but, it may also be remarked,
results would flow^ from any condemnation of Bishop Gobat,
whose proceedings have been strictly consistent and correct as an English
churchman.
There

that the

is

;

same

NOTES OF THE MONTH.

—

The Demisok Case. The Dean of the Court of Arches has dismissed ArchA further appeal will probably be made to the
deacon Denison's appeal.
Committee of the Privy Council.
Pkotestant Alliance. We beg to refer our readers to the excellent adThe successful competitors redress of the Alliance elsewhere published.
ceived their prizes at a most interesting meeting on the 27th ultimo, addressed
Judicial

—

—

the Earl of Shaftesbury
" The
great benefit to be derived from a continuation of this system for encouragincr young men engaged in business to study the controversy with Rome, has induced
the Committee unanimously to recommend that a second series of Prizes shall be
offered immediately, if a sufficient special fund can be raised for this purpose.
" The Committee liave had
satisfactory communications with the Chaplain General

by

:

in relation to the alleged

want of

spiritual teaching for the Protestant soldiers in

Malta.
"

Fifty French Pi'otestants tried at Lyons for worshipping God in their church have
been heavily fined and it is probable that some of them will suffjr imprisonment
*
rather than allow the injustice of this flagrant act."
;

—

We are glad to find that a connexion beand the Bath Protestant Operative Association has been
This Alliance has just put forth a very stirring address, calling
established.
to give every support to all Associations endeavouring to
Protestants
upon
stem the progress of Popery.
A most important triumph of the Protestant party has been
Brighton.
The Tractarians attempted to commit a public meeting
secured at Brighton.
to the approbation of one of their new seminaries, and they would not even say
whether the confessional was not practised in it. The Bishop of Chichester
Mr. Paul Foskett, in a singularly manly and eloquent
took part with them.
speech, moved an amendment, condemnatory of the whole project, which was
carried by an overwhelming majority.
Bath Protestant Alliance.

tween

this Alliance

—

Leicestershire Protestant Alliance.
* See
Protestant Alliance

— This

Alliance has recently issued

Monthly Letter, December

3, 1C56.
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fourth Report.
It keeps a watchful eye upon the doings of Poper^',
and exhibits a very great desire to unite all classes of Protestants in their
"
etlbrts against the Papacy, without which
union, individual power would
be but comparative weakness
and division amongst faithful soldiers of
Christ would furnish an opportunity of triumph to the enemy."

its

;

—

Lv-^riNGTON PAKLiAMENTARy REPRESENTATION.
Mr. Palk is Still persevering in exposing the dangers to our Constitution from choosing Roman Catholic
members. His last letter in the Hampshire Independent contains some valuable statements as to the great

amount of crime

in

Roman

Catholic states

compared with Protestant nations.

—

Dorset Protestant Society. From the last Report of this Society, we
learn that they are keeping Protestants alive to the evils of the Papacy, and
co-operating in the disendowment of Maynooth.
They deplore the apathy of
" All
Protestants in their district
are Jesus Christ's."
They add,
:

—

men

seek their own, not the things that

" True Protestantism is the
resistance of Popery, as perverting the gospel, as destroying men's souls, and as dislionouring the only Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.
This was the Protestantism of three hundred years ago ; this was the Protestantism
for which Tyndale and
Hooper, Ridley and Latimer, and all the noble army of their
brethren and sisters in martyrdom contended to the death. God grant that more of
this spirit may animate our Protestantism at this present
day."

Evangelical Italian School, Kingsland, London.

— The Report

of this

Institution for educating the daughters of Italian converts, exhibits much
gratifying intelligence.
Many of our readers may not be aware that one of

the reasons for establishing it, is found
" In the
fact, that a Female College has been established at Rome, the object
of which is to fit English ladies (perverts to Popery) for becoming governesses in the
families and schools of this kingdom.
English and foreign governesses are indeed tlie
most skill ul agents of perversion, and the Jesuits cunning as the serpent which
seduced Eve make use of them to spread the darkness and the gloom of Popery
throughout this yet free and favoured country, the bulwark of the Reformation. If,
then, in Rome at the present time. Papists are preparing the perverted Englishwoman
to do the work of Satan in
England, should not Christians, with the help of the Lord,
prepare in London the converted Italian woman to do the work of God in Italy ?
" This work
is, without doubt, small, we might say insignificant, if compared with
that to which the Jesuits have
put their hand in Rome. There the Female College

—

—

for the perversion of
England is under the patronage of the great of this world, while
Satan, the god of Popery, dispenses gold and silver in abundance."

We

rejoice to see

many

kind-hearted Protestants adding their mite to this

most useful institution. Added to the spontaneous contributions of upwards
of £'555, no less a sum of deficit than £48 is made up by the originator and
conductor of the institution, Signorc Ferretti, out of the produce of his
labours.
May he be much encouraged in his good work

Dublin Protestant Association.

— At

owu

!

their meeting on

1st

December,

resolutions were passed in reference to the Jesuitical plot disclosed by Signor
Orsini, and calling upon tlie Protestants of the United Kingdom to

"Bear in mind, that Romanism is now, as it has ever been, a vast conspiracy
against the civil and religious liberties of mankind, and that it is the imperative duty
ot all Protestants to unite in active endeavours to break
up the working of tlie Puseyite
phase of Jesuitism in England, before the whole nation shall become entangled in the
web of the great apostasy."

Newry Protestant

Association.

— "We have much pleasure

in stating that

this association, at a recent
public meeting, passed resolutions in which they
determined to oppose the Maynooth endowment, and every other state sup-

port of Popery.
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published his two sermons preached on the 5th of No-

vember.

Dublin National Schools.

—Of

the 288 teachers trained at these schools

during the last year, no fewer than 227 were Romanists.*

—

Reformbu Romanist Priest Protection Society, Dublin. The objects
of this Society are to protect and find employment for real converted priests
and students of the Romish Church and to reform priests throughout the
kingdom. From their Eighth Report it appears that twenty-seven priests
;

benefits of the Society, and thirty-one students.
Up to the
date of the Report, no less than 690,091 copies of the Society's publications
had been issued. A scriptural class is taught twice a week, and tracts are

have received the

On

being continually distributed by converts and paid agents.

—

this

head

it

said :
" From the meaPin-e of success thus obtained,
they continue to pi'osecute this plan
of enlightening the people, and sapping effectually the influence of the priesthood. It
has been discovered that the priests are much puzzled how to meet this method of
attack, and the prevailing opinion among them is to submit to it in silence
thinking
wisely that a counter attack would only provoke more shameful exposure and deeper
is

;

investigation."

The Society has also a library, and funds are already invested for establish" church and
college," where the reformed priest, in his probation, may
ing a
the anathema of
officiate, and the Romanist might attend without incurring
his priest.

A

correspondent has kindly favoured us with notes, now published, of a
by a priest, reformed under the care of the above Society, and who is
It is cheering to find a
taking the sole charge of a parish in England.

lecture

now
man

—

He says
striving to promote the faith he once sought to destroy.
" Faith is the
A man may be a very poor
only thing required, not knowledge.
unlearned sinner, and know little of books, but if he sees enough to find the foot of
the cross, and trusts in Jesus for pardon, he may rest assured that he shall not miss
heaven.
"
of all religious knowledge
Yes, brethren, to know Christ is the corner-stone
A man may have been walking in the broad way
faith, I say, and not conversion.
up to the very hour he first hears the Gospel but if, in that hearing, he is awakened
to feel his danger, and wants to be saved, let him come to Christ at once, and wait
:

—

;

—

That very coming is conversion faith, I repeat, and not holiness. A
and unworthy to be saved but let him not tarry outside
the ark till he is better. Yes, the ark was a type of Christ you must be in Cln-ist
Let him,
to be saved, like as Noah was in the ark_' Christ in you the hope of glory.'
then, who feels thus, come to Christ without delay, just as he is afterwards he shall
be holy. He must first of all receive pardon, or forgiveness, or justification, by the
all-atoning blood of the Lord .Tesus Christ, as the only Saviour of sinners, and then
for nothing.

man may

feel all full of sin

;

:

—

or sanctification begins."
purity, or holiness,

—

Prayers for the Dead. Our attention has been called to the following
"
note in the
Family Herald." The slime of the Jesuit may sometimes be
traced in our cheap publications
" Samuel S.
Prayers for the dead are neither enjoined nor forbidden in Scriplike many other things now accounted sacred by
ture
they are traditional usages,
one party and profane by another. There is no more harm in praying for the dead
than for the living but the practice was and still is grossly abused.
:

—

;

;

election has in no small degree tended
awaken the Protestant community of Scotland to a sense of the danger in
which their cause is placed by the present Scotch electoral system in counin the Scotch newspapers by a letter from Dr. Begg.
ties, lately exposed

The Lanarkshire Election.— This

to

* See Protestant Alliance Monthly Letter, December

3, 1856.
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Lanarksliire contains nearly one-fourth of the whole inhabitants of Scotland,
the great mass of them earnest Protestants, and yet two individuals, viz., the
Duke of Hamilton and Lord Douglas, can, by the present system, hand theni

The English
no existence as yet

over to be represented in Parliament by a rank Tractarian.

all

forty-shillings freehold have
is proposed to introduce them.

and the

registration system
in Scotch counties, but

It

Dk. Dill's Operations.

— Since our

last report, Dr. Dill

has visited Biggar,

Coupar-Angus, Kirriemuir, Perth, Dunkeld, St. Andrews, Forlar,
In some of these places the friends of the
Blair-Gowrie, and Penicuik.
cause are active and zealous in others they are sadly and most inconsistently

Airdrie,

;

the Tractarians are
torpid, whilst in several

working eagerly as pioneers for

Rome. Upon the whole, the late ominous lull is beginning to give way to
renewed interest and energy, and not a moment too soon.
The Scottish Reformation Society. The annual meeting of this Society
was held on the 24th December. The Hon. A. Kiunaird, M.P., in the chair.
Much work has been done during the past year. "With a view to obtain the
Parliament as have been absent from
support of such Scotch Members of
some of the important divisions on Maynooth, circulars have been sent to
and branch associations, calling upon
leading friends throughout the country,
them to use all possible means to secure their Member's presence at next
" The
obvious from the analysis of
division.
great importance of this is
For instance, at the last Maynooth Endowment division
former divisions.
of the session of 1855, Mr. Spooner was defeated by the small majority of
On that occasion sixteen Scotch members supported him, two opposed
three.
a number of his usual
him, and no less than thirt>/-fioe were absent, including
his defeat ivas owing to the alsence of Scotch members.
thus
and
supporters

—

:

of the session of 1856, Mr. Spooner
Again, at the last Maynooth division
On that occasion thirt>/ Scotch
carried his motion by a majority of six.
members supported him, four opposed him, and nineteen were absent. And
thus his success was owing to the 'presence of the fourteen additional Scotch
members who voted on this occasion as but for them he would have been in
;

a minority of seven."
to throw out the bill.

in the ensuing session, every effort will be made
In the balanced state of parties, a very few \otes for

Now,

or against will decide the question, and could the presence and support of
those Scotch members who were absent, be only secured, the triumphant
the friends
termination of this protracted struggle would be all but certain
of Protestantism having cordially responded to this call in co-operating with
;

The case of the Romish Mouastical Reformatory at Mount St. Bernard's,
aud eflbrts
Leicestershire, has received the watchful attention of the Society,
made at head- quarters, in co-operation with the other Protestant
are

us.

being
Associations in the kingdom, on the subject.
As the examinators have not all been able to forward the result
Prizes.
of the examinations of students on Dr. Beecher s work, we cannot commu-

—

nicate the

names

of the successful competitors

The Edinbukgh Students' Association.

—

till

next month.

This Association, just organized

with the Scottish Reformation Society, is now in full working
Dr. Iletherington gave an excellent introductory address to a very
are being held for prayer
large meeting of students, and periodical meetings
and for the reading of essays on Popish subjects. They also intend to address
the Sabbath schools in the city during the session, and to distribute the
tracts.
Such members as may be in the country
Bulwark and
in connection

order.

Anti-Popish

in the

summer, are

to organize

Anti-Popish young men's societies and classes,
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and to co-operate with branch associations. We look upon this as a most
important organization, and we trust our friends will give our students ample
funds for prosecuting the good work so very well begun.
Donations will be
gratefully received by the treasurer, Mr. George Wallace, New College,
Edinburgh.

—

The Glasgow Students' Protestant Association. This Association has
again resumed operations with their wonted zeal, by holding periodical meetings, obtaining information, and watching the movements of Popery.
They
are also to continue to give addresses to congregations. Donations will be
very thankfully received by their vice-president, the Eev. Robert Gault, or
by their treasurer, Mr. John Thomson, 82 Wilson Street.

POPISH AMERICAN NATIONS.
WHY ARE THEY SHUNNED BY EUROPEAN EMIGRANTS ?
President Herrera, on retiring from his office as the chief magistrate of
Mexico, issued a farewell message, in which he spoke of the vast undeveloped
resources of that country, and dwelt on the desirableness of emigrants from
He desired to see the
Europe, to enrich the nation by bringing them forth.
from the United States to Mexico. Vain wish And
The undeveloped resources of Mexico are as great as he would reHer mines, and her tropical climate and fruits, one would think,
present.
might draw thither the tide which flows in upon North America.
But there is a grand repellency there. There is no freedom secured for
conscience or property by Mexican institutions. Mind is stagnant, industry
has no spring, commerce has no encouragement, life has no security, and little
value.
And all this springs from a single cause the Romish Religion. In
tide of emigration tui-ned

why

!

so ?

—

Mexico, Romanism

is, without a limit to its corruphindrance, it has done just what it has desired to do.
It has made just such a people as it would make anywhere else where it
should work without restraints.
And what is true of Mexico is true of the

tions.

Without

exists in its purity

;

that

let or

whole of Spanish America. The sun never shone on better land than those
Spanish colonies have overrun. They have been delivered from Pagan despotism, and have acquired the names of republics. And they are, in fact, as
much republics as they can be under the dominion of a Romish priesthood.
Yet they are the last places to which our emigrants would go.
It is a remarkable fact, that even the Romish emigrants prefer a Protestant
In avoiding those delightful gardens under tropical suns, where the
country.
very perfection of Romanism exists, they show that they are unwilling to eat
the fruit of their own ways, and to be filled with their own devices.
In other
words, Romanism so curses the ground, sends such a blight and desolation
over it, that the throngs of men fleeing from the desolations which it has
made in the land of their birth, are very sure to avoid the other lands which
it is

desolating,

and seek a home where the genius of Protestantism

is at

work.

Here is a fact that, one would think, might open the eyes of even the Romanists themselves. One would think that they must be convinced that a
religion that profits no one but its priests, and carries a blight to the main
cannot be that religion which
secular interests of men, cannot be from God

—

Author declared
which is to come.

its

to

have the promise of the

life

that

now

is,

and that

liiO
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A liULLFlUHTER DOINO UOMAGE TO THE VIRGIN.

INCIDENT AT A BULL-FIGHT.
The following illustrates the uses to which theVirgin Mary is turned in

—

Spain

:

Tlie Courrier de Baifonne relates an incident which latelj' took place at a
bull-fight at Saragossa, and of which a young torreador, El Tato, was the
" In the suite of
The account given of the affair is as follows
hero.
:

—

Cochares, the well-known bull-lighter, who was the leader of the scene, was
El Tato, his pupil and friend. He is a young man, who made his debut about
four years ago with his master. Before the hour fixed for the commence-

ment

of the fight, El Tato

went and prayed

at the church of our Old

Lady

del Pilar, after which he held up the scarf he was to use to the statue of the
Virgin to receive a benediction, and he then proceeded to the arena, confident

Among the bulls was one of remarkable fury and strength, and
soon fell victims to it. El Tato had several times turned aside the
animal from him by means of his scarf, when suddenly, as the animal was
rushing on him, the torreador stood still opposite to it, and, falling on his
of success.

five horses

the bull, and, as it were, fascinated it by the manner in
it.
The bull stood motionless, opposite El Tato, who,
slowly advancing his hand, took hold of the nose of the animal, and imprinted
a kiss on his forehead.
In an instant after. El Tato was again on his
legs,

knee, stared

full at

which he looked at
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and the bull recommenced his mad course about the ring. The cries of enthusiasm which were raised by the people present it is impossible to describe,
and the renown of the youth will soon resound throughout Spain."

THE HISTORY OF MARY THE MOTHER OF OUR LORD.
The copious supply of fables conceniing Mary the mother of our Lord,
which have been invented and propagated by Romish authors, and the circulation and belief of which have been always countenanced and never discouraged by the Papal authorities, may be fairly regarded as one specimen of the
a case of their habit of
characteristic tendencies and practices of Popery,
"
speaking lies in hypocrisy." We do not say that the Church of Rome has
formally and officially sanctioned them, or that all Romanists are bound to
but it is
believe them, except the fable of Mary's assumption into heaven
not the less a characteristic exhibition of the Popish system, that such a mass
of fables should have been invented and circulated among its adherents.
The Romanists have dealt largely, in connexion with this matter, in geneThe fatter and mother of Mary were named,
alogies and old wives' fables.
it seems, Joachim and Anna. They have a history about these persons, concerning whom of course nothing whatever is really known, and about the birth and
training of their daughter, which is just a clumsy and profane imitation of
the inspired narrative of Hannah and her sou Samuel.
Mary's birth, of
Her conception took place on the 8th
course, was announced by an angel.
of December, and that day in consequence was selected as the one on which,
three years ago, the decree was passed by Pius IX., imposing the belief that
her conception was immaculate, as an article of faith upon the " Catholic
world." St. Anne, whom Papists usually call "the mother of the mother
of God," was of course a very important and influential personage, and a
considerable stock of fables has been invented concerning her, on which
it is not worth while to dwell.
When her daughter Mary was three years
old, she took her to the temple, and consigned her to the care of the High
Here Mary lived for eleven
Priest, Avho placed her in the Holy of Holies.

—

;

At the age of fourteen she
by angels.
and betrothed to Joseph, having long before made a vow
of continence, and when she was fifteen years old our Saviour was born.
It was through Mary's care and efforts that the nails with which our
Saviour's body was fastened to the cross, and the blood and water which
flowed from it there, were preserved and still subsist, to edify the faithful in
years, being supplied with food

was taken

out,

different parts of Christendom.

—

The miraculous apparitions of Mary, to the history of which the work
described in our last Number is devoted,
began while she was living
upon earth, and the first of them recorded there is a miraculous visit she

—

This was James the brother of John,
whose martyrdom by Herod we have recorded in Acts xii. 2 but who,
according to Popish legends, preached the Gospel in Spain, and who is

paid to the Apostle James, in Spain.

;

worshipped as the patron- saint of that country. At first but little sucwhen one night
cess attended his labours in preaching the Gospel there
still

;

Mary, who was then living at Jerusalem, miraculously appeared to him,
and comforted his drooping heart by the assurance, that he would yet have
abundant success in his Avork, that Spain would always have a particular
devotion for her, and that she, in her turn, would take the Church of that
She made this appearance to the
country under her special protection.
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apostle standing upon a marble pillar, and directed him to build a church on
The apostle of course did so, and the
the place where the pillar stood.
Spaniards of the nineteenth century are assured by their spiritual guides, that
this

was

the true history of the origin of the

Church of our Lady of the

It is published at Paris in the year 1854, as the first of
Pillar at Saragossa.
a long series of supernatural apparitions, and it is set forth as specially fitted

and intended

to give credibility to all the rest that followed.
lived upon earth about fifteen years after our Saviour's

When Mary had

become weary of her condition. She then asked
her sou to remove her, and to send the apostles, who were scattered over the
world, to Jerusalem, to bury her.
They were accordingly all miraculously
She soon
conveyed through the air, and set down at the door of her house.
after died
but in three days she was raised from the dead, and taken up
ascension, she seems to have

;

bodily to heaven, where she has ever since been reigning as the disposer of
events and the dispenser of blessings.
This event the Church of Rome believes and celebrates under the name of the Assumption of the Virgin.
Of
course, not a partible of decent evidence can be adduced in proof of its

And

reality.

doubt

it,

yet in Popish countries it Avould be esteemed a greater crime to
than to doubt the resurrection and ascension of our Saviour. Need

we wonder that, in countries where Popery
men of sense are infidels ?

is in

the ascendant, a large pro-

portion of

A

few days after her assumption she appeared in great pomp and glory to
the apostles, before they separated to return to their ordinary labours in dif"
ferent parts of the world.
They prayed to her, as the most holy mother of

upon which she, with a face full of sweetness and mawith you for ever."
Similar exhibitions of absurdity and profanity characterize most of the
200 histories of miraculous apparitions of Mary, which Canon Sausseret
has collected in his two volumes. Not a few of them are indecent and immoral in their tendency, although, at the same time, there are more oftensive
stories than any he has quoted, to be found in the older authors from whom
he has drawn his materials.
He has no apparitions of Mary to produce from the year 1660 down to
1830 and he ascribes this to the prevalence of heresy, Protestantism, Jan-

God,"

to help

them

"

jesty, replied,

I

;

am

—

senism, and latitudinarianisra. The ages of faith, however, seem to have returned.
Several miraculous apparitions of Mary have occurred during the
last quarter of a century.
We may briefly notice these, especially the latest
of them,
the famous miracle of Salette.

—

POPERY
THE

IN

INQUISITION.

NORTHAMPTON.
AN ENGLISH SPECIMEN.

Most people had somehow fancied that the
of past history and those who considered that
;

Inquisition was a mere matter
great institution of the Romish

Church to be a still- existing and still-acting body were few and far between.
Rome and her emissaries had on this point wellnigh befooled the most intelligent nation in the world, and Englishmen had very nearly become enchanted
by the voice of the charmer assuring this land of liberty, and this people, the
sons of freedom, that no such thing as the Papal Inquisition at all existed.
But, unfortunately for Rome and her pretensions, a formidable edict of the
tribunal of the Inquisition has just been issued, signed by the InquisitorGeneral, AiRALDi. The edict denounces all sorts of punishments, both here
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and
and

The language
hereafter, against heretics and those that favour them.
style of this document is the old stereotyped form of centuries past, an
index of the spirit, too, which rules unchanged within the heart of Rome. It
would seem as though we had relapsed three centuries, and had suddenly
been precipitated into the dark ages. There, in that Inquisitorial edict, was

same insolence, the same arrogance, the same denunciation of truth, the
same threats of punishment, imprisonment, and exile, as marked the Avorst of
the

the edicts of the Inquisition of Ferdinand and Isabella. And this, forsooth,
is the reading of this enlightened century
the nineteenth of the Christian era

—

This edict soon

—

made

its

way

to

!

M^as criticised in the public
tended to open the public mind to

England— it

—

became the topic of its day and
journals
the continued existence of the Inquisition at

all events.
So far all Avas well
and the Romish priests, who had been preaching and prophe.'iying smooth
What is to be done in such a case? How
things, were utterly confounded.
best can the sharp point of this startling fact be blunted? These were the
;

questions that agitated the breasts of some of the Romish priesthood.
A rather original thought occurred to the Roman Catholic priest in North-

ampton. He thought it would not be a bad thing to parody '^English prejudices" on this question, and he made up his mind to perpetrate, what the
Record calls " a practical joke," on the English public.
The priest, the Rev.
solemnly propounded a scheme of Inquisitorial proceedings for
A correspondent of the Record writes, as
poor benighted land of ours.
an eye and ear witness, the following particulars
" The Rev. ,T.
Dalton, Roman Catliolic priest, a few weeks since informed the pubJ. Dai.ton,

this

:

—

lic of his intention to deliver a course of lectures on the Reformation.
I .nccordinjjly
Last Sunday evening he zealously endeavoured to vindicate the conduct
attended.
of the Popes and other dignitaries of his Ciiurch
but certainly unsatisfactorily to
those knowing anything of ecclesiastical history, and the lives of Alexander VL and
other Popes who flourished about that time. In endeavouring to prove that Huss,
Jerome of Prague, and our own worthy Wiclilifie were rebels and movers of sedition
against their respective governments, they came in for a share of his vituperation.
He stated that the Inquisition was established and carried on by the State only, thus
exculpating the ecclesiastics of his Church from being implicated in its diabolical
crimes but such was his consistency that, notwithstanding his using many arguments
to free his Church from being the abettor or supporter of that fearful tribunal, he,
with indications of zeal and earnestness, expressed his opinion on the desirableness of
;

;

establishing an Inquisition in England, which appears to have been premeditated by
him, for he read a paper headed,
proposed Flan for an Inquisition in England,
with the following rules, which he read publicly:
"
1st, Cardinal Wiseman, pi-esident ; Rev. Canon Dalton, secretary.
"
but thei-e are several papers, viz., the Times,
•2d, He would not burn any one

A

—

;

which he would have suppressed.
the existence of God to be confined for several years, fed
"2d,
with bread and water, should hear lectures on the attributes of Deity, be made to
write essays on the existence of God, and, if all would not convince them, a fool's cap
should be placed on their heads, with the inscrijition. There goes the fool who says
there is no God,' and in this manner paraded through the streets.
"
4th, That Scripture readers should be confined for six years, fed on bread and
water, whipped once a month, be made to hear lectures by Cardinal Wiseman, be
taken to the Continent and compelled to confess that all they had said against the
'
Holy Catholic Church was erroneous.
"
.5th, That those who misinterpret the Scriptures and revile the 'Holy Catholic
Church' be confined for two years, be miide to recite 'Hail Mary' many times a day,
take lessons from Cardin.il Wiseman daily in Syrian, Arabic, Hebrew, Greek, and
Record,

Jlfornhtij Adrertiser, &c.,

All those

who deny

'

'

Latin,

if

their abilities

were capable, which he very much doubted."

This, of course, at first sight looks like a caricature ; but in this fact lies
the chief offence.
As it is, we regard it as a piece of downright impertinence,

an insult to the English public, not to say anything of the Avretchedly bad
taste of the poor creature that wrote and read it.
Surely the services of Rome
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must be very solemn, when a priest can thus stand forth on his altar as a
"
Merry-Andrew," and satisfy his people with sheer nonsense. The
matter, however, was taken up by a Protestant who happened to be present
on the occasion and a letter in one of the local papers gave circulation to
the priestly pantomime of the previous Sunday evening. To that letter the
priest replied in the Xorthamptonshire Free Press^ though evidently by compublic

;

—

His apology is as follows
pulsion from one of his flock.
" It was
my iutention not to have noticed jour correspondent, who signs himself
I have, howZ,' simply because I make it a i-ule not to answer anonymous letters.
ever, been induced to alter ray mind in this case, through deference to the wish of a
:

'

respectable member of my flock, whose judgment and opinion I always value.
1. What, then, is the answer I give to the quotation from my Lecture on the
Inquisition !
Simply this. The document which I read (if document it could be called) was
not intended in any way to be considered serious.
The case of an Inquisition being
established in this country, with Cardinal Wiseman as prefect, and myself as secre-

was purely an imaginary case. 2. Why, then, it might be asked, read such a
document at all ? My object was to show that tliose persons who are called infidels,
or who calumniate and abuse the Roman Catholic religion, expose themselves to be
punished for their want of charity," &c., &c.
"What a beautiful apology
He was not at all in earnest. It was " purely
an imaginary case!" Yes, thank God, Rome can establish only an " imaginary Inquisition" in this land; elsewhere she works the real ono.. But let
her once gain power, let her dominion but become paramount, and we shall
no longer be left to the influence of " imagination" in these things, but shall
have to bear the brunt of the tender mercies of Rome, which, indeed, are
cruel.
We have, surely, very strong reasons to beware of Rome.
tary,

!

PROTESTANT UNION, MANCHESTER.
In the midst of all the other troubles and persecutions which have befallen
the poor Tractarian party, a fresh occasion of wretchedness has just appeared,
in the public acknowledgment by an English bishop of a Presbyterian clergy-

man — a

minister of the Church of Scotland.
A few days since, in a public
" hailed Dr.
meeting held at Manchester, the Bishop of that city
Gumming as
a brother in all sincerity and truth."
This public avowal will bring down
upon the Bishop in all Tractarian circles the deepest anathemas. Fraternization with Rome might be agreeable enough
but to fraternize with the successors of John Knox is gall and wormwood.
Yet it can do no harm to remind these indignant gentlemen that the Bishop of Manchester has taken no
new ground. He has merely done what Cranmer, and Ridley, and Parker
did in their day. The first Protestant Archbishop corresponded with Luther
and Melanchthou and Calvin, and desired a general meeting of the Protestant
leaders, Episcopal and Piesbyterian, in order to consult on the common interests of Protestantism.
Various eminent divines, both English and foreign,
were placed in elevated positions in the Etigiish Church, without any scruple
as to their Episcopal or Presbyterian ordination, but simply from a view of
their powers of usefulness to the Church.
Nor has this principle quite disap;

peared yet.
in Scotland

What

—

in a

—

when resident
the worship of the Queen of England
Presbyterian church but a public and regal testimony to the
is

principle, that Episcopacy and Presbyterianism, though important, are not
essential in the faith of Christ ? Her
ilajesty worships in an Episcopal church
in the south and in a
Presbyterian church in the north, knowing that the
taith of the

two cliurches

is

one aud the same.

.

.

.

Schwartz, the emi-
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nent Indian missionary, Brainerd, and many other iirustrious men, had no
Yet " by
other than Presbyterian Baptism and Presbyterian ordination.
Schwartz was maintained and employed by
their fruits we know them."
the English Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, which was patroDid our bishops doubt
nized and guided by the whole English Episcopacy.
Schwartz's commission ? Not for a moment. They said of him, one and all,
" Let me die the death of the
righteous, and let my last end be like his."

—

Morning Herald.
" "What's it ali, about ?"
or, Both
Sides of the Rivulet Controversy. By the Rev. Brewin Grant,
B.A. London: W. H. Collingridge, City-Press.

This pamphlet

is

intended as a re-

view of the whole recent controversy
on the subject of Mr. Lynch's Poems.
Mr. Grant, with very considerable
ability, exhibits the true state of the

questions at issue, and very strongly
declares himself on the side of evan-

Some of his remarks,
gelical truth.
especially in regard to the modern
school, whose members, with loud professions of love and liberty, are quite

prepared to

compromise both

favour

in

of error, are striking and pertinent.
For example, the following, p. 20
:

—

" There is a
parasite of liberty growing
in these days, to enervate all manly
advocacy, by the spurious cant ot a, pseudo
which is either to cover defecliberality
tion from the principles consistent with a
certain position, or to eat out the pith and
power of argument, and smite men's souls
and pens with the palsy of indifference.
Still the gentle souls who tearfully advocate this pitiful method, can scold like
virens, when stroked the wrong way.

up

point of vital importance to Rome,
and the argument is maintained with
great cogency and force. Even if the
matter were only doubtful, which
most men will readily admit, on the
sand of that doubt rests the entire
gigantic fabric of

But

if

case,

Romish imposture.

Mr. Darby has established his
the Church

Rome

of

is

left

without even the shadow of a pre-

and unscriptural asdoubt, however, the
propriety of assuming the proof of a
We
negative in such a question.
commend the treatise to careful pertext for

its lofty

We

sumptions.

usal.

The Brother born for Adversity.
London John Snow.
:

A

very interesting and valuable
work, very suitable as a present
to a bereaved family or friend.
little

:

And

always look suspicious in
writers, that they are anxious for
will

it

some

liberty when orthodoxy is assailed, and
tenderly in favour of charitji when hete-

rodoxy comes in for criticism."
St.

Peter never at

Rev.

W. A. Darby,

Rojie.

By

the

M.A., Curate of

Ciirist'a Church, Salford.

London
Man-

:

Pitman, Paternoster Row.
chester
Bremner.

We
of Mr.

have had occasion more than

The

commend

Darby

treatise

the valuable labours

in the Protestant cause.

before us

refers

James Wright. Edinburgh James
Wood.
:

It is interesting to see how the experience of past history and the light
of prophecy unite in shewing the in-

famies of Popery. Mr. Wright treats
in the present work of the general
character of the events prefigured in
the Apocalyptic Seals and he does
so in a striking and practical way.
;

But without entering into these large
onr peculiar duty is to say, that
he disposes of the pretensions of Popery in a very satisfactory chapter ;
rightly considering it as one of the
master evils, if not the master evil, of
fields,

:

once to

Europe's Crisis, or Exposition of the
Four First Seals. By the Rev.

to

a

the age. It

is

strange indeed, that any
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serious Cliristiau should

fail

to see

tbat Popery is, par excellence^ the present enemy to be watched, tracked,
resisted, and exposed, as the bane of

and the leading enemy of

society,

some respected theologians. On one
or two points he enters the lists with
some eminent writers, but supports
his positions with much cogent argument, and comes out of the contest,

we

as

true religion.

Letters ox the Obsera'Ance of the
Sabbath. By Edward Palk, Alderman of Southampton. Southampton James Tucker, 79, High
:

think, victorious.

These are very admirable Letters
upon 4 vital question. We are glad
to see our magistrates taking up the
defence of God's holy day, as one of
the working man's greatest temporal
and spiritual privileges.

ous Tract Society, Edinburgh.

Benjamin Hall and the old proceedings of our infatuated Monarchs, in

The

"Book of Sports."

facts are full of

its

ministers.

De Mora's Narrative.
Heylin, 28 Paternoster

London
Row.

:

This is a singularly interesting and
affecting narrative of the late escape
of

M. de Mora from the Spanish InIt is

written in an admir-

able spirit, and clothed by Dr. Rule
in a pleasing English dress.

Its

wide

circulation could not fail to benefit the

These Tracts are singularly well
written.
The one before us runs the
parallel between the operations of Sir

connection with the

we

of a philosophical divine, aud that any
church might be proud of enrolling

quisition.

The Day of Rest.
Tracts for
Working Men. No. XL Religi-

Indeed,

do not accord to Mr. Young too much
praise when we say, tbat he has fairly
earned for himself the merit aud title

such a writer among

Street.

1857.

1,

warning and in-

Protestant cause.

Words of Warning to Young Men.
By a Prison Chaplain. Loudon
:

Wertheim

A
facts,

&

Macintosh.

startling and aiousing
gleaned from the actual expe-

body of

young men, who have

struction.

rience of foolish

Demonology

plunged themselves into prisons,
and covered their families with shame.

;

or,

the

DocTRiN-E of Devils.

Scripture

By

the Rev.
Cri-

Joseph Young, Haddington.

It is well

worthy of general

circula-

tion.

tical Notice.

We

have perused the whole of this
interesting volume with much pleaIt gives a clear and scriptural
sure.
view of a very important subject and
it cannot be said not to have been
needed. Too many professing be;

upon the doctrine with
suspicion and doubt, or even in some
cases chime in with professed infidels
in denying and rejecting it. AVe agree
lievers look

The Inquiring Parishioner.
By
the Rev. Beauchamp W, Stannus,
A.M., Incumbent of AVoodbury,
WerSalterton, Devon. Loudon
theim and Macintosh.
:

We

are glad to find such sound
doctrine widely diffused in the diocese
of Exeter. The comprehensive preventative as well as remedy for all

with Mr.

moral evil and unsound doctrine, is a
wide ditfusion of the high and life-

sitions,

giving iruths of the gospel.^

Young in his various expoeven when he differs from
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MAYNOOTH, OR THE PLOT UNRAVELLED.
11.

i...

DOINGS IN THE COLLEGE

— ITS

RIPER YEARS.

(^Continued.)

In last month's article, we proposed to inquire whether the same anxiety
to enlarge the Maynooth Establishment, to intensify its teaching, and meantime
to stiidy secresy., which had marked its earlier days, were characteristic also
and in so far as the two former indications were concerned,
of its riper years
;

we

"We proceed now to inquire as to the
the same suspicious air of mystery and concealment con-

found our worst fears realized.

latter,

— Whether

tinues

still

to envelop

it.

3.

Turning then to the Reports of the two Commissions

of Inquiry for 1826 and 1854, with their voluminous
W^t
proposed,
minutes of evidence, let us take up the Professors' own
And let us, as we examine
testimony contained in these ponderous tomes.
it, keep in mind the usual marks which distinguish false witnesses with a bad
it&i

cause, from honest men with a good one ; the hesitancy, confusion, and contradiction of the one class, and the short, straight, lucid story of the other,
all whose parts hang together like links in a chain, and where the several

testimonies support and strengthen each other like the stones of a building.
In the present case this is particularly fair, for here the witnesses are
learned men, well practised in evidence, especially on the subject of inquiry,

has been the business of their lives.
Ample time, too, have they
and even compare their answers.
Tiiey have had the
gentlest if not the simplest of Examinators, and hence scarce such a thing as
cross-examination.
They are clergymen too, and of "the only true church,"

for

it

had

to prepare

nay, Professors of Divinity, entrusted with the training of Rome's future
priesthood. Can anything be conceived more fair, nay lenient, than to let
them speak for themselves, and try them by their own evidence, given under
circumstances so singularly favourable ? Now, if it be found that they canon the contrary, in the few samples of their
not stand even this test
if,
testimony, for which alone we have room, we shall find the most deplorable

—

exhibition of

up the

case,

—

human frailty and perverseness then must charity itself give
and confess that the worst suspicions against Maynooth are

confirmed.

One
5blje

chief subject of inquiry in 182G was, whether

dDallkair ^ottnncs. the Galilean doctrines

Maynooth?

were faithfully taught io
Yes, certainly, was the prompt re-

ply of the President and several professors.* Loud were their declarations
also as to the loyalty of all their teaching while the Pope's
dispensing power,
they utterly denied. Just the same was the state of things in 1854. On
both occasions, every thing within the college was in the most delightful con;

dition imaginable
And this, after all wc have discovered about Aquinas,
Dens, Liguori, and Devoti. Very strange, you will say, that the class-books
!

YOL. VI.

—

*
Eighth Report Irish Education Commi&&ion, passim.
lEBKUAKY 1857.
NO. LXVIII.

—

H
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should be so bad, yet the teaching so good the appearances so suspicions,
Let us see if any light can be throAvn on the
real state so angelic.
In 1826, the present notorious John M'Hale of Tuara, happened to
mystery.
;

and the

He has always been pretty blunt and outspoken let us call
and what does he say ? " At the same time that I state that the
ultramontane opinions were not taught in the College of Maynooth, 1 wish
distinctly to declare, that we did not adopt what are generally called the
opinions of the Galilean Church,"* with other language to the same effect.
Again, one of the most thoroughly ultramontane aiithoCas£ of ^crrcrnc. rities in the Popish Church, is the Jesuit Professor PeiTone
of the Roman College at Rome.
This authority Pro-

be a professor.

him

:

then,

fessor Crolly quotes at length in 1854, in proof that the Gallican doctrine
that the Pope's decrees are never held to be infallible until they have

—

—

received the consent of all the Bishops
is now generally held throughout
the entire popedom.
He professes to know the "Work he quotes from well

— he

—

writes and translates the quotation deliberately in his study and he
it to the Commission as
Yet
containing Perrone's exact opinions.

presents

Mr. M'Ghee demonstrates that he has deliberately detached the quotation
from its context, and perverted it from its plain and obvious meaning. And
how does he do so ? By an extract taken from the very same book, and
distant but ten lines from the passage quoted by Crolly, part of which is a
proposition, standing out in

italics^

"
" The

Roman

tures

to

:

—

Pkoi'. I.

ex cathedra, in matters offaith and morals,

and his dogmatic

decrees, even before the consent of the church is
them, are altogether immutable^ as in the first place the Sacred Scrip-

is infaUihle ;

added

Pontiff defining,

in the centre of the page, thus

show"

And

thus a Maynooth Professor of Divinity is publicly convicted of "
documents he has deliberately transcribed !"t

fal-

sifying the

Now as to the loyalty of Maynooth's teaching,
At the Commission of 1826, the Rev. John Dixon,
professions of ^ogaltjJ.
a quondam student, who had abjured the eiTors of

—

Popery, and become a Protestant clergyman, was examined just the man
know the secrets of this " prison house," if there were any. What
then does he testify ? Precisely what in the circumstances mlgiit have been
expected— that while in the professors' public lectures there was nothing
"
exactly to lay hold on, while the students were
ojficiallg" taught that "it
is not lawful to break an
oath, and it is not lawful to break faith with
" the reverse teas
heretics"
taught in perhaps a more effectual wag ;" and that
this double dealing was kept up " in order to
propitiate the public opinion,
or to conciliate the good opinion of the Protestant Government, under which
we were deriving our support," with a great deal to the same effect. | Of
the very same kind was the
testimony of 1854. According to the Maynooth
professors, never was the nation blessed with a more loyal institution
according to the Protestant witnesses, who had been students there, it was
never cursed with one more disloyal. The Rev, Daniel Leahy testifies that
while there was no direct teaching against the duty of allegiance,
that while
likely to

—

;

—

*

—

Irish Commission, Appendix, p. 317.
Letters to the Earl ot Harrowby, p. 42, whose admirable dissection of
>th Report and Evidence wp
warmly recommend to our readers' perusal.

Eighth Report

+ See M'Ghee's

b

^ t Eighth Report— Irish Commission, pp. 329, 333.
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" steered clear of
the professors
any direct instructions with regard to that,"
" the
impression was constantly kept up in the minds of the students, that
the reigning king, at any time was a heretic, and out of the pale of salvation,"
with much to the same

While the Rev.

effect.*

Wm,

Burke, amongst

"

" it Avas not
that we were not
similar statements, testifies that
directly said
bound in allegiance ; " but the professors told us that in the reign of Elizabeth, the realm of England was placed under interdict, and that that interdict

had not been removed, and that all Protestants were under major excommunication and the impression on my mind was, that I was not bound in
allegiance to a heretical king, and to one under major excommunication. "f
Again, bearing in mind Maynooth's loud professions
;

Class-lwoIiS iJisotonxb. as to pure liberaland loyal training,

we

find that

professors freely owned that in eveiy
important particular they closely followed the guidance of their class-books,
and that these gave a fair view of their teach ing.|: Now we take up these
in

1826,

its

class-books which they follow so closely, and find them full of sentiments the
Did the Commissioners ask them to
most impure, bigoted, and disloyal
!

—

by what device they contrived to
explain this marvellous phenomenon
follow so closely works so vile, yet teach from them things so excellent,
Alas no.
Proto draw such pure water from such polluted fountains ?
!

But in 1854
testant ignorance saved Rome here, as it has so often done.
Twenty-eight years had done much to disthings had altexed considerably.
and with the vile contents of Maynooth's
sipate the ignorance of Protestants
;

What now were the professors
do? To admit, with their predecessors, that they followed these classbooks were in fact to confess the worst that had been charged against them
and to deny it, would, in the circumstances, be little better, as the whole
world knew that the very object of having class-books was to follotv^ not
Here was a dilemma at least for
certainly to contradict, their teaching.
class-books the nation had become familiar.
to

;

—

ordinary mortals. And so the President, Dr. Renehan, honestly admits,
though with some hesitation, that the books used and referred to in Mayuooth
at present, do indicate ''generally" what is taught, &c.
repeats this in
" that
substance three different times and adds,
possibly on one, or a very
;

;

few freely controverted questions, and in several little minute details, the
professor may not concur in opinion with his class-book."§ But how act
Rather than make an admission so fatal, they prefer being
the professors?
impaled on the opposite horn of the dilemma flatly contradict their Presi-

—

—

and boldly
dent, as well as their predecessors
give any correct idea of what they teach.

deny that the class-books

||

The bewildered Commissioners naturally asked,
" In what
way could any person form an opinion
to what would you refer him as indicating the
opinions at Maynooth, or the course of teaching at Mayuooth on disputed
To which Dr. Crolly answers: " I could not refer the Commispoints?"
sioners to any book and I have already stated that in my Avritten answers.
I do not know any course of theology that would indicate exactly the opinions taught at Maynooth.^ This, though everybody knows, and the Presi-

^gstcrmus

—

|nstntttions.

—

;

*

—
—

Appendix, Report Commission 1054, Part ii. p. 300.
Appendix, Report Commission 18,54. Part ii. pp. 323, 314.
J Eif^hth Report Irish Commission \W1Q, passim.
§ Report— Irish Commission 1854, p. 237.
Report— Irish Commision 1854, Appendix, Part ii. pp. 10, 19, 125.
Irish Commission 1854, Appendix, Part ii. p. 19.
T] Report

—
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dent himself admitted, tliat '* Catholics do, and must agree on all dogmas ;
they agree in all matters of a dogmatic character, and in all the principles of
morals." What mysterious teaching, and what a mysterious place
And this
is the superior instruction so confidently promised us in 1845, and which has
!

since cost us so

much

in

many ways

!

Even

the

little

which, in 1826, re-

Maynooth, has since been disappearing like some mirage
The mists and darkness which began so early to enveor dissolving view.
lop it, instead of diminisliing, have only increased with its years and our
outlays, until now it is boldly asserted, that amongst Rome's countless
theological standards, they know of none that would indicate the opinions
and so Commissioners and all are lost in a fog
Or to
taught in Maynooth
change the figure, the water is efi'ectually muddied, and the cuttle-fish makes
its escape
Could this state of things be possible in «?»/ religious body, no
matter how lax in its doctrinal views? That the professors appointed to
train its future ministers were, on their own admission, unable to point to
any "course" givingacorrect idea of what they taught ? Yet such is the happy
freedom enjoyed in a College belonging to a body of all others the most dogmatic, which permits not a hair's-breadth deviation from the strict letter of
its whole doctrinal system, and settles all disputes by the word
infalli-

mained

visible in

!

;

!

—

—

hility !

(farther Cmvlnibktions.

Did our space permit, we might give many
similar examples of attempted concealment, with
the painful exhibitions to which these gave rise.

Such as the Dunboyne Professor O'Hanlon expressly stating that Cabassu" class-book used
tius was the canon law
by the order of the Board of TrusNeville
as expressly afiirming, that Devoti had supertees ;" and Professor
*
Or such as Professor Furseded Cabassutius " for the last tventy years."
" We have occasion to consult several of his
admission
(Liguori's)
long's
works his moral theology is what I principally refer to ;" and Professor
"
recommends the study of Liguori's Moral TheoNeville's admission, that he
logy" to his students while Professor Butler, in the most formal manner,
clears the whole College of any such guilt as is thus avowed by his brethren
" There is an
impression abroad that the
by volunteering the statement,
:

—

;

;

—

" but it should be known that
theology of Liguori is studied in Maynooth,"
is
not
in
But
we really must not weary our
studied
\
Ligieori
Maynooth.''''
readers^

and

shall close this section with three other samples.

One of the most infamous books taught in Maynooth is, as we have found, Scavini's Compendium
of Moral Theology
and one of its most infamous
" De Matrimonio,"
Therefore, one of the best tests of
parts is its Treatise,
these gentlemen's candour will be found in their evidence regarding it. What
then do we find? We have seen the laudations which Rome has heaped on
and we might now show that she has said little less for
Liguori's Theology
and there is prefixed
Scavini's Compendium.
It is dedicated to Pio Nono
to it a letter from His Holiness " most approvingly receiving" the work
" most
vehemently congratulating" its author—" most cordially accepting"
the dedication
and ." most lovingly imparting" the apostolic benediction !
Now, in a written document given in to the Commission, Professor Crolly
" does not
imply the slightest
boldly declares that the adoption of this book
has " publicly objected to
one
of
this
and
that
he
for
approbation
author;"
Stabini's Compcnbium.

;

;

—

;

—

•

Report

— Irish Commission 1854, Appendix, Part

+ Report— Irish Commission, Appendix,

Part

i.

ii.

pp. 10, 350,

p. 105,

and Part

ii.

pp. 91, 334.
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some part of his teaching," and even " reprobates what he believes to be
false therein." *
What a faithful Professor !— thus to reprobate what his own
"
infallible Pope has so
vehemently" applauded and this in a College which,
out of mere deference to his Holiness, lias discarded Bailly in order to adopt
this Scavini!
Are we then going to find a confessor to the truth in one of
;

Alas
ow soon may the brightest hopes be
Maynooth ?
same professor, who thus writes on the 2Sth September
declares on the 4th October following, that the book was not yet in the possession of the students, and therefore " it would be impossible to teach it !" t
What can be compared to this? To tell us to-day with what fidelity he
taught this book, even to braving the thunders of the Vatican, and to-morrow
to inform us that it was impossible he could have taught it at all, for the
very good reason that the students had not got the book
the professors in
blasted
for the

!

1

;

!

Again, Professor Murray, while informing
pis %uni\$t on ^atrlmong. us that Scavini has succeeded Bailly, uses
these remarkable words, "with the exception
of the subject De Matrimonio^ on which we have no class-book as yet."l

Yet

appears that of this extraordinary omission Professors Crolly, Furhad never heard a word while Professor O'Hanlon distinctly states, "the class-book on these subjects is Scavini's Treatise on
And to crown all. Professor Murray himself makes a return of
Marriage. "§
the Course of Divinity, Moral and Dogmatic, taught in Maynooth, which
contains twenty-nine treatises, and at the end of which he says, " On each of
it

long, and Neville

;

the preceding treatises, to which no author's name is subjoined, our
present
text-book is Scavini. "|| Now the 16th treatise on the list is De Mutrimonio^
has no author's name subjoined, and is therefore shewn to be Scavini's by
the very man who had previously denied that they had such a treatise in

—

—

the College

!

Again, one of the class-books in 1826 was MeCommentary on the Scriptures. It would
appear that even on the simple fact as to whether
it continued to be so still they could not answer
correctly.
For, first. Professor Gillie
states in his written answers that "
Plcnoiljius* CommtntarjT.

nochius'

Menochius was the
deliberately
class-book appointed by the Board ;" then in his oral evidence, eight days
" understood"
after, the same witness declares that he merely
so, but "had

no certain knowledge of the fact."*[[ Then up comes Professor Neville, who
distinctly asserts "we have no regular class-book on the Scriptures,"
"Menochius was formerly in use as a text-book, but is scarcely ever read
now."** Here is marvellous testimony
Gillie, whose ofiice it was to teach
the book, declares one day that Menochius is his class-book
another that
he has no certain knowledge of the fact and a third is flatly contradicted
!

;

;

a brother professor both witnesses being, moreover, ex officio members of
the Board for arranging these very matters !tt AVe ask if these men cannot
tell a straight story about a matter of fact, and one of which you would
say

by

it

;

was impossible they could be ignorant,
* Report — Irish Commission

f

Report

viz.,

what class-books they them-

Appendix,
— Irish Commission, 1854,
Part
p. 18.

Part

i.

p. 96.

ii.

J Report, Commission 1854, Appendix, Part i. p. 87.
§ Report, Commission 18.54, Appendix, Part ii. p. 362.
Report— Irish Commission 1854, Appendix, Part ii. pp. 410, 441.
Tl Report 1854, Appendix, Part ii. p. 360.
**
Report 1854, Appendix, Part ii. pp. 246, 249.
ft See Report 1854, p. 30. .
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them on matters which give such

ample room

for sophistry and evasion as the Pope's dispensing poAver, or his
interference in the temporal affairs of this kingdom ?

§1 Wioxh of

^icfltttioiT.

Such are a few specimens of Maynooth's attempted
And fain would we hope, for the

concealments.

credit of human nature, that such another exhibition
not to be found in the annals of witness-bearing.
Yet these are Rome's
"
who
Divines," her own chosen professors for her own future priesthood,
is

—

—

had the amplest opportunities to prepare their story, for, as they well knew,
the nation had long been clamouring for this inquiry,
who had the most
and who owed it pre-emiindulgent examinators to whom to tell that story,
nently to themselves and their cause to be candid and open in doing so, for it
was this very kind of testimony that many predicted they would actually

—

—

Yet, despite these considerations, such is the evidence they present,
under obligations equivalent to an oath
We put it to Maynooth's warmest
apologists whether they will pretend to say that there could be such fearful
And we
attempts at concealment if after all there was nothing to conceal?
ask all honest men, if such is the state of things laid bare by the very
give.

!

shifts

employed

be found in

to escape detection,
secrets were laid

if all its

what a condition would
open to the sun

that College

?

THE INQUISITION.
Report of the Trial and Martyrdom of Pietro Carnesecchi, soire
TIME Secretary to Clement VII., transcribed from the original
Dublin, 1856.
MS., and edited by R. Gibbings, B.D., 8vo.
This must be acknowledged to be a remarkable publication, and affecting
a very remarkable individual. Rare, indeed, is it that the secret proceedings
of the Inquisition and its diligent spies find their way into common light
and rarer still, that a Protestant should have the documents of that priestly
tribunal in his own possession, and be able to exhibit, for Protestant instruction (if they are willing to be taught), a portion of the doings of the watchdogs of Rome. The present may stand as an illustrative specimen of the
;

at last
operations of the Inquisition, when set upon framing charges, and
noosing a victim of its crafty machinations. Let the reader mark the diligent
attention paid by the familiars and agents of this tribunal, to every word and
how carefully every expression was noted down, how
action of Carnesecchi
;

up, how attentively his companions
were marked, the longer or shorter intercourse held with them, the character
of their conversation, and, in fact, their whole behaviour, even to the minutest
diligently his

movements were followed

the holders of slaves, so with the ofiicials of Papal
terror lest the victim should escape, lest summary vengeance
should be effected, the bonds burst asunder, and the fabric of fraud and

particular.

Rome

;

As with

there

ecclesiastical

is

imposture be brought to the ground.

"
To say that the introduction and annotations are good, is faint praise ;"
they are excellent, rich in varied and well-applied erudition, and few are the
will not communicate
readers, even upon the special subject, to whom they
The MSS. from which the materials, exhiinformation, and that of interest.
biting the grounds of the condemnation of Carnesecchi have been produced,
are

now

deposited, with great propriety, in the Library of Trinity College,

i,
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Dublin, by the liberal kiadaess of Dr. Wall, never more, we trust, to
locked up from public inspection.
The plans developed in this Report, or at least the fruit of them, and
which the latter may of course be referred, manifest the feverish activity
Rome in detecting heresy, and prove iucontrovertibly what she is pleased

be
to

of
to

consider as ranking under that term, and her terror of Luther and Calvin,
and their avowed doctrines, though proclaiming them as mere disciples of

Satan, and their sentiments to be so abominable, that none but men of a
kindred nature would embrace them. Yet a Carnesecchi adopted them, and
the consequences, both to him and others, were anything than of a Satanic
character.
of the charges amusingly brought against Carnesecchi is, that he
some of his purposes " by simulation and dissimulation," (p. 27,)
just as if these decorations of character did not constitute the very soul of
Papal management, the life-blood of the system.

One

effected

—

On

p. 25,

we

find a note well

worthy of

citation, in reference to

Spain and

the conservative power, in papal estimation, of the Inquisition both in that
country and in Italy an opinion which has been repeated within the present
month by an agent of Rome, namely, that, but for that institution, both Spain

—

—

and Rome would have been engaged for the Protestant cause so powerless is
and was Romish doctrine to restrain even whole kingdoms from embracing
This Pontiff" [Paul IV.], as we are informed by Panvinio, dethe truth.
clared on his deathbed to the Cardinals whom he had convened, that the
"
authority of the apostolic see rested on the Inquisition alone." (De vitis
Sandini alludes to the same circumstance
Colon., 1574.)
Pont., p. 405,
Patav., 1739), and gives a reference to the
(Vitae Pontiff". Rom., p 629.
history of the Council of Trent by Cardinal Pallavicino, who, in a very remarkable passage (Lib. xiv. cap. 9, § 5), confesses that Italy was indebted to
the Holy Office for the preservation of the integrity of her faith (cf. Soames'
Mendham's Literary Policy of the Church of
Hist, of Reform., iv. 573
Rome, pp. 306 7. London, 1830 Carenae Tract, de Off". S. Inquis. Antelud.
"
§ 46.) Bernino likewise allows "fresh credit to the remedy of fire for the
removal of heretical contagion from Spain (Hist. iv. 479) but when we
consider the eventual and present degi-adation of that country, as well as the
the organized system of outrage and oppresdeplorable condition of Italy
the
sion in the Papal States, the kingdom of the Two Sicilies, and Tuscany
fruits of the religion of Rome upon the masses is demonstrably set forth, as
also her inability to cope with Luther, Calvin and Melaucthon, but on prinThe view given by these
ciples totally hostile to civil and religious liberty.
illustrates besides the tergiversation and
true sons of Rome
writers
In Scotland^ just the opposite
time-serving policy of the unerring Church.
side is taken, the Inquisition (it is laboured to show) is a mere political in" as far as
religion is concerned, the Church has not only
stitution, and that,
"
disavowed its rigours, but opposed them !" See Montgomery's
Popery as
1854
and the
it exists in Great Britain and Ireland," p. 643.
Edin.,
;

;

;

—

—

—

—

;

curious matter there contained.

POPERY

IN CHINA.

The

Tlie
vigilance of China has been foiled by the Church of Rome.
the
allui'ed
of
a
his
have
and
Emperor
pretences,
arrogant
flattery
Bishop,

h2
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of the Chinese, and turned the tide of favour on the side of his church,
against Britain and the religion of truth.
"
" has for
centuries coveted China
Popery," says the Missionary Gleaner,
It would be the brightest jewel in the triple crown.
At one time the prize
was nearly won emperors smiled on the specious Jesuits, wrote couplets in
!

:

their praise,

and raised monuments

to their honour.

But, notwithstanding

Eome's boasted unity, even heathen emperors discovered the discrepancies
between the propagators of this uniform faith, and at length expelled them
from the country. From that period to the present. Popery has been scarcely
To those, however, who have narrowly watched her
tolerated in China.
she has at last spoken
plans, it has been evident that she has not been idle
In June 1854, amid the din of European war, an address of consumout.
:

mate

was drawn up by Mons. Mouly, Vicar Apostolic of Mangolia and

skill

Roman Catholic bishop. This enterprising bishop has resided
in China for twenty years, and has penetrated to the south-west of Pekin.
He eulogizes the Roman Catholics for their zeal and readiness to face danger,
Pekin, and

and even

'

shed their blood to carry out the work of saving the world.' By
quotations from old dictionaries and the works of literati, he endeavours to
'
prove that emperors approve of the religion of the Lord of Heaven' i.e..
inculcates
obedience
to
which
princes, parents, and superiors, and
Popery
to

—

—

up prayers for the emperor. He also sets forth the loyalty of the
Chinese Roman Catholics, and their sacrifices in defence of their country.
This bishop most artfully confounds the Nestorians with the papists, and
maintains that the celebrated monument found at Singan is favourable to
offers

popery and that Olopun, who is especially referred to, brought sacred
books and images ; and that on the top of this tablet is the sign of the cross.'
'

;

It is not difficult to discover the

desires to

show

reason for these statements.

the emperor that Popery

was propagated

in

Bishop Mouly
China centuries

We have then a eulogistic sketch of
he extols their virtues and self-denial
they exerted themselves in inventing weapons of war and
and how they acquired some merit in following the army

ago, and that Olopun was a Papist.
the services of the Jesuits in China

:

;

he shows that '
casting cannon
which was sent to chastise the Russians.'"*
But this emissary of Rome does not stop here. While flattering the emperor,
he insidiously extols the merits of the French, and again the religion of his
Church and throws out a suspicion, that the Protestant religion is in some
'

;

'

—

;

connected with the present rebellion.
He proceeds to say:
" Should there be
any association under another title, it is evidently not the
Roman Catholic, but some other religion. For instance, in the South of
China, at i\\Q five ports, there has been recently disseminated a religion called
the religion of Shangtae and the religion of Jesus.
Now, although the ad-

way

herents of these religions do, with us, worship the Lord of Heaven, honour
Jesus, and venerate the cross, yet because they err in numerous instances
from the true doctrines of the Roman Catholics, they have therefore lost the

of truth; and, notwithstanding their giving &few exhortations
and dissuasives from vice, they, after all, belong to the class of
those who delude themselves and deceive others, and are, therefore, to be
denominated heretics.
The western scholars belonging to the Roman
Catholic religion, although they associate with such in common things, would
not dare to worship God in the same temple, deeming them to be defiled and
transgressors against the Lord of Heaven, for whom no intercession can be
made. This is what is usually denominated false Christianity."
essential elements

to virtue

* See Chinese Missionary Gleaner
1856, pp. 81-83.
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After thus throwing a stigma on Protestantism, he declares that the Roman
is the grand panacea, and her disciples the missionaries of

Catliolic religion

virtue and peace

"

:

—

Remembering

that the

Emperor Khanghe employed the western

scholars

in various public offices, and allowed them to travel freely throughout the
empire, for the purpose of propagating their religion for the glory of the Lord

of Heaven, therefore the western scholars of the present day are mlling to
legs, the ears and eyes of the Government, and aid the

become the arms and

If
dynasty in ohtAining lengthened tranquillity a,iad pcT^etual rule.
the present emperor should wish to follow the example of Khanghe, and employ the western scholars in various Government offices, the western scholars

celestial

are ready to imitate the meritorious officers now departed, and to exert their
energies in behalf of the emperors of the Tartar dynasty."
But this is not all.
learn, through the kindness of the Secretary of the
Chinese Missionary Society, that Mr. Taylor, one of the missionaries, has been
prevented from residing at Tsung-ming, notwithstanding the treaty, which

We

stipulates

nations

;

that the

same

liberty shall be enjoyed by England as by other
Roman Catholic Priests are '•'•not only permitted

and, although two

to reside, but to

buy apiece of land and build a chapel;" and, adds Mr.

" wherever we
Taylor,
go we find the
the French flag over their houses."*

Roman

Catholic priests often flying

"
And, moreover, the Church of Rome has
very recently sent over about
sixteen sisters of mercy in addition to the large body of missionaries and
others dispersed throughout the empire.f
True to the intimations of pro-

" shall
phecy, her emissaries
mingle with the seed of men ;":j: and, as in the
case of China, keep their ground, while you, Protestant readers, stand
callous and indifferent, and without a murmur allow your missionaries to be
Is this the
driven from their stations, and deprived of their legal rights.
in which you ought to follow up your late noble efforts to send out

mode

Bibles to China

?

When

shall

we

learn

wisdom ?

THE DOOM OF THE PAPACY.§
Dr. Robiksont, of Blackburn, has, in his able treatise on the Impending
of tlie Papacy, taken the only unanswerable ground against Rome. He
has proved with great power that the Papal system is the foredoomed apostasy of Daniel, Paul, and John, writing by inspiration of God, and that this
is the true doctrine of the Church of England, and was the creed of all the
When a man takes his stand on such an immovable
leading Reformers.
and on no ground
basis as this, lie may defy all the plausibilities of sophistry

Doom

;

lower than this can the cause of the Reformation be triumphantly maintained.

We

most cordially commend the convincing and learned

treatise of Dr.

Ro-

perusal, as that of a "workman that needeth not to be
ashamed, rig uly dividing the word of truth." The evidence of Scripture is
in truth overwhelming to all who have not been " given over to a I'eprobate

binson to

mind

uiiiver.-al

to balieve lies,"

&c.

For example, take the following condensation

:

—

* See Report, Chinese
Evangelical Society, No. xii. p. 5.
+ See ChtwsK Missionary Gleaner, January 1857, p. 6.

X Dan.

ii
43
Premonitions of the Impending Doom of the Papacy, by the Rev. C. Robinson,
Incumbent
of Holy Trinity, Blackburn. London
LL.D.,
Heylin, Paternoster Row.

§

:
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DANIEL, CHAPTER VH.
" Verse 23. The fourth beast shall be
the fourth kingdom upon earth, which
shall be diverse from all kingdoms, and

devour the whole earth, and shall
tread it down, and break it in pieces.
shall

" Verse 24.
(1.) And the ten horns out
kingdom are ten kings that shall

of this
arise :

"

And another

(2.)

them

shall

rise

What kingdom has had the greatest
The old Roman —diverse from alt
?

kingdoms, it trod them under
and broke them to pieces.

its

power

*'(!.) Historians and other writers
often speak of the Roman Empire after
its fall, as divided into ten
kingdoms.

"

after

and he shall be diverse from the
and he shall subdue three kin^gs.
;

first,

«

sway

(2.) The Roman Hierarchy sprung
this division
different from the

—

from

ancient empire in extent and in spiritual
power, and became possessed of the three
kingdoms of the Vandals, Ostrogoths,

and Lombards.

"Verse 25. (1.) He shall speak great
words against the most High,

"(1.) The Pope assumes the

God

— he

Father'

is

called

'

His Holiness'

titles

—

'

of

Holy

—he arrogates the power of par—

doning sin of releasing souls from purof enacting laws congatorial torment
trary to the Divine Law, and is called

—

«

'^

"

And

(2.)

shall

wear oat the

saints «f

the most High.

And

(3.)

laws

"

think to change times and

:

the Pope.'

worn out' by
—the massacre
of the Hu-

(2.) Saints have been

the inquisition

'm
"

Our Lord God

•

guenots—the persecutions of the Waldenses, and of all Christians, wherever

Rome is

dominant.

"

(3.) The Church of Rome has promulgated new laws as to the Sacrament
of the Lord's Supper
the remission of
sins
and all the other cardinal points of

—

—

Bible doctrine. The Bible has set apart
the Sabbath-day the Pope has many
saint days far more sacred than the Sab-

—

bath.
"

And

(4.)

hand.*

they shall

be given into his

"
(4.) Tens of thousands hare been
under the cruelties of the Church of
Rome. And they are legion who have
become the dupes of her delusions."

POPISH IMMORALITY IN GLASGOW.
The foUowfng striking atcotrat of the practical results of the growingPopery of Glasgow, is from the pen of a very intelligent Christian man.
We too seldom realize the fact, that Popery, nnder the name of religion,
is in reality a great
pander to vice, by its darkness, absolutions, and induland the whole scene described is fitted to awaken the earnest zeal
gences
of all who regard the welfare of our countiy, or have any love for perishing;
;

souls

:

—

" In
attempting to submit a few thoughts on the moral
here, few things appear more difficult than to know where

effects of

Popery

begin or where
to end.
The inhabitants of Scotland have not now, as in former years since
the Reformation, to speak about Popery as a thing that was.
It has once
more obtained a name and a local habitation in the land of Knox and Wishart,
to
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its multiform corruptions, both moral and mental, are beginning so to
ramify themselves throughout our whole social arrangements, that we are
unable to extricate ourselves from its influence, or fully to describe its growing
enormities.
Living in a Popish locality here, the writer has every oppor-

and

tunity of witnessing the conduct of its votaries, and, from a large experience
of its effects upon society, a few selections may be given, which, from their
peculiar character, may suffice to show into what debasement our country is

by its connexion with the monstrous delusions of the Man of Sin.
few weeks ago, a Romanist was refused a small favour by a Protestant,
because of his insulting conduct. The Papist, on the following day, collected
a number of kindred spirits, and, after some consultation, the whole went
directly to the place where their unoffending victim was pursuing his honest
The result was, that before a rescue could be effected from their
calling.
united hands, the poor subject of their Popish spleen was left all but lifeless
on the ground. This part of the drama being over, the police were next in

sinking

A

and the magistrate called to punish the perpetrators of the crime.
The magistrate, regarding the offence as highly criminal, handed the ease to a
It
higher judge, and he fixed a small penalty, or a few days' imprisonment.
requisition,

is not my intention to dilate on the extraordinary lenity of this learned
judge, but what is the real value of a few paltry shillings compared to the
If a set of ruffians are thus permitted to escape, the seat of
life of man.
justice is rendered contemptible, and that authority destroyed by which life

and property are rendered secure. But this is not all. When we charge
Popery on the Papists, we only charge them with a folly peculiar to thembut how are we to account for the fact, that our civil judges, in many
selves
;

Let a paltry offence
be committed by a Protestant, and he is sure to suffer severely let a Papist
commit an aggravated offence of the same kind, and he is looked upon with
an eye of indulgence. This fact is so universally known here, that it has
long since ceased to be regarded as a thing of rare occurrence, or of a nature

instances, evince something very like Popish leanings ?

;

to excite surprise.

"

any

;
accordingly, when
as in the case above, and the mathat moment the friends of the Beast enter

not an accidental but a systematic evil

is

Popery

infraction

made on human
a money penalty,

is

gistrate inflicts

liberty,

into a subscription, and the culprit, or culprits, are immediately set at liberty.
The magistrates are bound to know this, and yet they suffer the great ends
of justice to be neutralized in such a way, that the guilty perpetrators of

crime are left to earn the laurels of a supposed martyrdom, as the reward of
untold wickedness. Some time ago the Protestants of Glasgow got up a
In the locality where I reside, a poor
petition against the Maynootk Grant.

was left
more daring than the rest,

old man, and nearly blind,
Papists,

One of the
to superintend the sheets.
seized this defenceless person, and had

all but over the parapet of the bridge, a height of thirty or forty feet,
underlaid by large stones, and from which perilous predicament, had he not
been rescued, the result must have been fatal. To any man of sound mind
this outrage can only be regarded as one calling for the most severe punishsmall fine was inflicted, the
ment, but the magistrate judged otherwise.

him

A

money was immediately raised, and in a few minutes the criminal was free.
Romanism professes to be a divine religion, but if we are to judge of the tree
by its fruits, it will be difficult to ascertaia what relationship it has to Him
who says, Be ye holy ; for I the Lord thy God am holy.' To be a good
'

Papist

is

only to be a bad man, a bad neighbour, and a disloyal subject

;

for.
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all the relations of life, civil or sacred, the Popish spirit is the prolific source
Instead of feeling the weight of
of every species of criminality and wrong.
their own obligations, or sanctifying the Sabbath agreeably to the command,

ill

it

is

keep

treated as a day of jollification or vicious recreation ; and those who
being of an opposite communion, are treated by strangers, in the land

it

Tal<e an inof their adoption, with violence, and every form of barbarity.
Some time ago it was deemed proper, in this district, to open
stance or two
:

—

a Sabbath-school. The Papists surrounded the house, broke the windows, and,
when the service was over, stoned the missionaries and the other gentlemen
At another time they stoned a missionary for
acting in concert with them.

preaching out of doors at another time they stoned a regularly-ordained and
highly respected minister for doing the same thing. Ail this is done here,
and done with impunity, although of this you may rest assured, that had
only one-half of it been done to the Papists, every magistrate, and every
;

newspaper in the land, would have branded as infamous, such wanton cruelty
to their Popish brethren. TVhat has given rise to this morbid sentimentality
no man can divine, except an utter abandonment of the religious element
which was formerly the glory of our country. To demonstrate still farther
the debasing tendency of Popery, one instance more may suffice for the present. On a Sabbath morning, just as the churches were commencing worship,
a ruthless band of Papists, standing a few yards from the police-office, commenced to quarrel, and from words went to blows, from blows to blood.
Hundreds of the same brood rushed in a moment to the scene of action to

At this moment the sight was truly appalling.
witness the combatants.
Nothing was heard but oaths and imprecations while the savage fury of both
sides presented the most heart-rending contrast to the solemnity of the day,
and the devout engagements of the pious. The writer of this at that moment
wont to the police-olBre to obtain assistance to disperse the mob, but no
The fact is, that the Protestant police are now so
officer could be found.
overawed that they are afraid to interfere, and studiously keep out of the
way, while others, who are Papists, with studied caution, keep out of the
;

choosing to expose the dupes of the Vatican to any expense or
These are the men who come here to teach us the infallible way to
Paradise, and fine teaching it is teaching which, while it relaxes the btmds
of social order, gives crime of every kind and degree the utmost licence,
and puts religion and sound morals to the blush. If all this is not speedily
corrected, vice will become still more rampant, and stalk forth unmolested in
open day. The facts here noticed are but specimens out of thousands of a
Indeed a volume would be too limited to portray the
similar nature.
horrid accumulation of Popish immorality witnessed here. Harrowing, however, as these events are, they are but the dark foreshadowing of a desperate
struggle in the future, unless the grace of God and a timely resurrection of

way

too, not

trouble.

—

Christian zeal prevent

r

!"

ROMISH PERVERSION AND RECOVERY.

The following

interesting narrative, by the Rev. Richard Smyth of "Westfor January, illustrates the zeal and cunning of Romanists; the dangers to which Protestants are exposed from their
machinations; the great duty of prosecuting Protestant Missions in Ireland,
port, in the

— and

that,

" Voice from Ireland "

even after Protestants have been caught in the snare of Rome,
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be broken by the blessing of God upon Christian faithfulness

zeal,

" Several
an elder of the
years ago, Isabella F., a young woman whose father was
Established Church in the Highlands of Scotland, came over to this country, and was
engaged as cook and housekeeper in a respectable family. Having credentials from
the Kirk-session of her native parish, she was admitted as a member of the Presbyfor some time attended pretty regularly upon the ministraIn course of time she
field.
predecessor in this portion of the Mission
formed the acquaintance of some Roman Catholics of both sexes, who were not slow
in devising plans to pervert her from the faith, and ensnare her soul. Their progress
was slow, but their arts were practised with consummate wisdom. The poison was
administered in such small and agreeable doses, that it produced no revulsion in her

terian

tion of

Church here, and

my

her ripe for a more decided step,
unsuspicious mind. As soon as they considered
as possible from
they got her introduced to the Nuns, who, for a time, kept as far off
The convent was open for her at all
religion in their conversations and attentions.
hours when she could make it convenient to call, and there she saw nothing but simdevotion. Gradually the nuns (and it may be replicity, gentleness, kindness, and
marked here, that, however much Rome may affect to despise mai-riage, she cannot
do without the help of woman) began to administer a grain of error in an ounce of
blandishments. So little opium could never be perceived in so much honey. It went
down. And another and another dose went down. She left her situation, and went
to reside at the house of one of her Roman Catholic acquaintances, concealing her
real motive from the minister, and assigning plausible untruths as apologies for the
At length Isabella F.'s faith went asleep she was baptized in the Romish
step.
Convent, and with trembling lips renounced the hallowed religion of her fathers.
The rumour soon spread, and I called at her residence to inquire for myself. My
effoi't to see her was fruitless.
Again and again I called, but she was never to be
Some weeks passed, and one
I was convinced that the rumour was too true.
seen.
in
evening in July last, when I arrived at home, after a weary day among my people
the mountains, I got a hint that Isabella F. might be seen that evening at the house
With a sad heart I hurried off to the place, and had an
of a Protestant coast-guard.
She burst into an agony of tears when she came into the little
interview with hei-.

—

room where I was standing alone, and neither of us spoke for some minutes. My
first word to her was this, Isabella, is it true that you have denied your Saviour V
'

Her feelings

for a

bitter emphasis,

moment choked all

utterance, but at length she replied, with a most
for pity, Oh sir, it is true /'

which seemed a prayer

'

" She then realized the width of the
gulf she had crossed, and was overwhelmed
with horror. Before I left her that night, I was satisfied that her convictions were
still on the side of truth, that she had been made the dupe of Rcmish flattery and
Next morning
craft, and that her heart was grieving under an agony of repentance.
I saw her again, her tears flowed as copiously as ever, and when in conversation I
'
do
not
she
exclaimed, Oh,
say that he is
designedly used the phrase, your priest,'
not my priest.' She said that she would make the most public reparation in her
her
power for the scandal she had brought on true religion, if I would only receive
into communion again, and get her away from that system which she abhorred in her
After several other interviews, I was fully convinced of her sincerity. A day
heart.
was appointed for her public appearance in the church to recant the errors of Popery.
Divine service was conducted by myself, and after a solemn address to her and the
in presence of witnesses, in the
congregation, she signed the following recantation,
I, Isabella F
book in which congregational transactions are recorded
do, in
the presence of God and of this congregation, solemnly renounce communion with the
Church of Rome, believing it to be a Church that denies Christ, and I do hereby
ever had fellowship with that
express my deep sorrow and repentance for having
whilst I pray that my guilt may be washed away in the blood of
of
'

;

:

—

'

,

iniquity,
mystery
my" Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.'
By the agency of the Presbyterian Mission, this brand was plucked from the
to preserve the Bible-trained
fire, a proof how much that Mission is needed, even
children of Scotland from the devices of Popery in this dark land. That which Antichrist thought a victory, proved more than a defeat, and grace has come off more
be faithful unto death, and receive at last
than a conqueror. May Isabella F
the crown of glox'y and life !"
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ROME TAKING REVENGE UPON THE DEAD.
"
Died, in the end of October, at Funehal, Madeira, Rita Gomez, a
Portuguese Protestant. The Roman Catholic authorities having refused
permission for interment, the body was thrown into the sea." Obituary,
Illustrated London News, November 15, 1856.

—

Did a man want a text from which to ponder over the anomalies of hnman
he might find it in the above melancholy excei-pt. Who could have believed in this age, that, not in Tierra del Fuego, where Nature lashes herself
into the fury of the fire and the tempest, and where man, if he is to be found,
but in that
is the stark and haggard child of a stormy, unkind climate
peaceful and balmy isle which is kissed by Heaven's most grateful zephyrs,

life,

;

and where man might be looked for to reflect Nature's own charity, we should
have to meet so startling a tale ? We think we could challenge the per"
plexing revelations of this wondrous mother age" to match it in suggestive
import.

The

beautiful green sea, with her sprightly wavelets, took this derelict,
when the idiot rage of man's unbrotherliness spurned her from

cast- out child,

the proud shore, and the sea folded her in everlasting arms to her bosom. She
"
"
had no scorn in her " glittering eye when the
Portuguese Protestant" was
dropped into the bubbling ooze. St. Peter's at Rome stands five hundred

but the universe is higher still. The Holy Father of boasted milno bowels of compassion over the dead sinner; and when "the
Roman Catholic authorities" cast her forth like a dead dog, the power which
men have above all others symbolized as the type of God's majesty, took her
to its care until that dread day when a common awe shall betray a common
Rita Gomez, denied an earthly
family, and the sea shall give up its dead.
sepulchre, was honoured with "the vast and wandering grave" of God's
feet high,
lions had

great deep.

Curious

it is

to think

upon the so-called

traits of superiority of

man

over

Humourists have sometimes exercised their ingenuity
the brutes that perish
We wonder if
to discover a proper definition for his physical peculiarities.
He boasts
it would be a compliment to say that he does not bury his dead ?
!

and yet with that Faith before his eyes which above all
of immortality
human inventions tells him of such a destiny, he finds a pretext to leave his
fellow-immortal without a grave. Naturalists have remarked on the scrupu;

lous instincts which

p'ompt dying animals

to

withdraw themselves

to die in

this law,— as if
by-places, and how seldom the eye meets an exception to
the inferior races felt an instinctive concern in the common decency of

nature.

Death

is

taining so

a condition of our earthly state so universally bowed to, and conof the evidence of a imiversal law of human helplessness, that

much

might be supposed men would gather round it in the confession of a comIn life the envyings and grievings of passion and hnman
sunder the human family but in death the strife is closed,
the charities of a common nature might step in, and the earthly tabernacle
We
receive honour either for its earthly relation or for its Maker's sake.
it

mon humanity.
distinctions may

:

would be untrue to a sentiment of humanity did we assert such was not the
" Whoe'er hath bent him o'er the dead," but has not been awed into
case.
the gravest exercises which the spirit of man knows ? Were the whole world
the slave of some outworn Pagan creed, men could still recognise such emo-
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tions.
Strange, then, and sad, that the Christian era in its nineteenth century should furnish an exception. The dead body of the Portuguese Protestant "thrown into the sea" in the name of religion !— an exception to
" one touch of nature makes the whole world
Shakspere's moral truth, that

kin."

Where and when

Is Christianity becoming decadent,
is all this to end ?
precepts the infantile simplicity of an old sermon once delivered on a
mount, a sermon unfitted, in the wisdom of this generation, for the priestly
Fancy the great law
purposes of the Divine Founder's would-be vicegerent?

and

its

—

of universal charity garoted by the Church of Rome
We might say a word on the system which enacts these dismal tragedies.
The ecclesiastics of the Church of Rome in this country, when pleading for
!

and its title to toleration, assert that nothing can be
more mistaken than the belief, that the Church of Rome is intolerant. They
would always exhibit her as so full of gentleness, charity, and mercy, as not
able to hold her own amid the devouring enemies of the ascendant creeds.
Talk of the leaden
Cardinal Wiseman is an adept at this sort of reasoning.
their form of worship

vaults of Pio Nono, the prisons of the Tuscan Duke, or the submarine dungeons of Bomba, and you are, by a skill which is too akin to jugglery to be
well-principled, whirled out of sight of such topics, by their being represented
as some very nice and delicate matters which you cannot understand.

We

the Queen's Roman Catholic
subjects, but we do think that in this country the adherents of the Church of
Rome are not, in common fairness, worthy of the toleration they demand.

have no desire

to trench

upon the

civil rights of

sin ot always taking but never giving.
They howl like
a single form of privilege, or of use and wont, is tampered with
by the Government of this country while they invariably make themselves
the apologists of those gross acts of tyranny which stain the administration of

They have a besetting
dervishes

if

;

Continental Governments.
We have always thought that the proposal which
once promised to take a practical shape, should be revived, viz., that of
building a great Protestant Church in Rome, and then judging fairly of
whether the Church of Rome has one particle of toleration in her creed. If
the Papacy refused the concession, then the worth of the

demands of her

co-

religionists for religious freedom in other countries could be known.
Madeira belongs to Portugal, and Portugal is, by excellence, the ancient

Now, here is a case for Lord Palmerston. His Lordally of Great Britain.
ship, at Manchester lately, enlarged on the necessity of the principle of intervention, for the reason, among others, that it was needful and proper that
Since we
Britain should teach smaller states the rules of good breeding.
can remember anything, we have heard the importance of our alliance with

Can Lord Palmerston not lend a hand in
?
Let him send for the Portuguese Ambasmanners
teaching Portugal good
sador, point to Madeira on the map, then hand him the extract with which
we head these remarks, and tell him, Avith something less than the Palmerston suavity, that such cases as the burial of Rita Gomez must be put an end

the Court of Lisbon enforced.

to for ever.

We

think our alliance with such a contemptible power as Por-

Oliver Cromwell would have
tugal might permit of such plain speaking.
made his voice heard quickly in such a case. Decency, not to speak of toleand if the authoration, revolts against such an outrage as this at Madeira
;

Lisbon cannot be made to comprehend reasons for putting an end to
this horrible state of priestly fanaticism, we had better disown all interest in
protecting Portugal, and leave her to the stigma, that diplomacy could do
rities at
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decency.

—Kelso

Chronicle.

which
[Siuce the above occurrence took place, and the eloquent passage
quoted was written, the sister of Rita Gomez has died, and the Por-

we have

tuguese authorities, by the efforts of the Protestant Alliance, have been prevailed upon to allow her to be buried. But let no one on that account suppose
She yields to the storm of
that the fiendish spirit of Rome is changed.

cannot help it, and retreats for a mopublic opinion from without when she
ment to her den, like a tiger disappointed of her prey. But she retracts no
And yet this is the system which we
principle, and only "bides her time."
are fostering in every way, and whose priests we train in Maynooth at the

expense of Britain.]

POPISH YOUNG MEN'S SOCIETIES AT LIVERPOOL.
"

Aif elaborate report of a meeting of the Liverpool Popish
Young Men's
Society" is given in the Northern Times for the 25th October, which illustrates
the nature and objects of such institutions. The Chairman makes the fol-

—

lowing ominous announcement
" You must allow
me, in the first
:

place, to congratulate you very sincerely upon
I
the important position you occupy in the town of Liverpool at present.
(Hear.)
believe the numbers belongin;^ to St. Mary's Young Men's Society are not under
Thirteen Hundred. (Loud applause.)"

The Bishop intimates the
" I

am

principle,

true object of the confederation

when he

says,

—

Young Men's Society lays it down as a fundamental
[Popery] and not science which must be the basis of its

glad to see that the
that

it is

connection and of

religion

its

union."

—

And a Mr. M'Arville gives us the following additional information :
" Dr. O'Brien never intended that we should ever become anything separate, or put
ourselves above any others of the faithful ; his only intention was to congregate us
the foundation-stone upon religion.
(Applause.) You all know,
together, and base
as well as I can tell you, that no one is worthy the name of a Catholic who is not an
Easter communicant. Now one of the principal rules of our society is, that we must
Dr. O'Brien, by this rule, compels
receive communion at least eight times a year.
us to make religion the primary cause, and all other things subservient to it."
The meaning of this simply is, that the
young men, who shall always be

militia of

priesthood.

object of the Society is to form a
at the command of the Romish

If our Protestant friends are not alive to this, if they

do not

meet such organizations by counter societies, they will soon have cause to
The following little piece of vanity in the speech
deplore their supineness.
of Father Sheridan is highly suggestive in regard to the aims of Rome and

—

her aspiring priesthood
"It happened, the other day, that
:

my lot was cast so that I came into a street imthe Chxu:ch by law established.
My pace
mediately after a very portly dignitary of
was about five miles an hour ; but his pace was such, that, I believe, if ever he
have
overtaken
it.
could
not
for
he
met
have
saw a snail he must
it,
(Laughter.)
However, I walked after him, and proved that which I have so often heard.
walked along the streets, but I never saw the slightest manifestation of respect or the
made to him, though he passed through the centre of his
slightest recognition ever
own parish, whilst, at the same time, with my thread-bare coat, a thousand hats were
touched to me, and a hundred times a little urchin of three years old nearly tripped

We

me

up on the parapet.

(Cheers.)"
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POPISH PROGRESS AT HAMILTON.
Popery makes progress at Hamilton.

— A remarkable scene of altar conse-

cration has taken place, and is chronicled at great length, and with much pomp
It is quite evident that
of language in the Northern Times for October 25.
the influence of the Duchess is being exerted to the uttermost on the side of

Rome.

Shame upon
"

those Protestants

who seem

to be assisting her

We

!

public and solemn consecration of an altar
for the last few hundred years in the W. D. of Scotland, it naturally attracted
an unusual concourse of persons, not only from the towns and villages atare told that

this

being the

first

tached to the Hamilton mission,

—

Cleland, Strathaven,

Wishaw, Newshill,

Cartin, Genieton, Motherwell, Bellshill, Bothwell, Uddingstone, Blantyre,
Her
Larkhall, &c., but likewise from Airdrie, Coatbridge, and Glasgow.

Grace the Duchess of Hamilton occupied her richly fitted-up pew in front of

Many Protestants

the sanctuary.

also

ivere present^

and seemed much struck

with the peculiarly imposing nature of the ceremony and scene."

—

In the course of the service the following characteristic scene occurs
" At the end of
Mass, the Venerable V. Ap. of the W. D. having assumed the
and by the authority of the
jewelled mitre and pastoral staff, gave, in the name,
and dispositions, had
Apostolic see, to all those who, having the necessary conditions
on that day,
devoutly assisted at the consecration of the altar, one year's indulgence
and forty days of an indulgence to such as should piously visit it on any future anni:

versary."

In other words, the abominations which roused the spirit of Luther are beThe
ing again introduced, in all their foulness, into the heart of Scotland.
writer of another account closes his remarks as follows
" As for
was Camyself, it made me reflect on the good old times when Scotland
:

—

tholic before.

"

'

Our priests were from their altars thrust,
Our temples levelled to the dust
Our sacred rights, our awful forms,
Were foundered mid fantastic storms.'

"

;

" Filled with these
Rev.
thoughts, I returned to Glasgow, feeling certain that the
of Hamilton had done more that day to promote the honour and glory of
the Almighty God in this country, than all the parsons who have laboured in Scot-

Mr. Condon

land since the Desolation of 1560."

PROTESTANT ALLIANCE.

•

The

—

following important resolution has been passed by the committee
That with a view to energetic action, especially in regard to important
measures in the ensuing session of Parliament, a travelling secretary be
appointed to carry out the principles of the Alliance, and particularly the
spirit of the address adopted by the last general committee."
A public meeting of the Alliance is proposed to be held in February. The
committee retjuest contributions to the special fund for prizes to young
:

•'

men.
It is affirmed by the Protestant Alliance, that "The Daily Telegraph
Ince's Outlines
(penny) newspaper has passed into the hands of Romanists.
cf English History, originally a well-known Protestant work for schools, has

been, in the late edition published by J. Gilbert, extensively altered and
added to, whereby a decidedly Romish bias has been given to it.*
•

See Protestant Alliance Monthly Letter

for

January 1857.
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" The Bath Protestant Alliance has
begun to work publicly, by lectures
Two
and otherwise, with the Bath Protestant Operative Association.
lectures on Italy were also delivered at Bath by Count Orsiui, escaped from
a prison in Austria.

"

December 13, is an account of improper inpriests in the religious tenets of Romish soldiers iu

In the Yorkshire OazettS for

terference

by Romish

York, who desired to worship iu a Protestant Church.
" It is
proposed to form a Colchester Protestant Alliance."

MAYNOOTH.*
SYNOPSIS OF THE DIVISIONS IN PAKLIAMENT
I.

FKOM 1845 TO THE PRESENT TIME.

—Act of Endowment.

1845,

April 28.

On the motion

for leave to bring in the BilL

For,
Against,

.

,

.

232

.

.

.

119

Majority in favour, .
The Bill was accordingly introduced.
For the second reading,

323
176

,

.
Against,
Majority in favour of Bill, .
the Act passed, 8 and 9 Vict. cap. 25.
.

Thus

113

.

II.

.

147

— The Struggles for Disendoicment,

1848.

Aug.

14.

Mr. Spooner, in Committee of Supply, moved that the sum of £2685 (the
item for Maynooth) be deducted from the amount voted for the Commis'

Works

sioners of

in Ireland.

For Mr. Spooner,

71
,
.
109
.
\ Against,
38
Majority against Mr. Spooner,
This vote was opposed in the three succeeding years by Mr. Spooner,
Colonel Sibtliorpe, and Mr. Forbes.
,„„
,

f

.

.

1851.

June

16.

Mr. Spooner moved that the sum of £1236,
struck

10s,,

the item for Maynooth,

b©

ofi".

f

2*

For Mr. Spooner,

,

.

.
.
\ Against,
Majority against Mr. Spooner,
.

119
121

1852.

Mr. Spooner moved for a Committee of Inquiry, Debate adjourned.
Debate resumed and again adjourned.
25. Debate resumed, and after several motions for adjournment, while Mr.
Anstey moved, by amendment, to alter the original motion, with a view
to withdraw all religious endowments.
27&
n ( For Mr. Spooner's motian remaining unaltered,
58
\ Against,
220
Majority in favour of Mr. Spooner,
for
June 14. Debate resumed. After several motions
adjournment, Mr. Spooner
he
would
vote
for
that
consider
a
as
intimated,
adjournment
indicating:
the expediency of an inquiry. The question for adjournment was thea

May

11.

19.

.....
.

put.
.

*•

/For,

...

29

103
.
,
.
\ Against,
74
Majority against adjournment,
Mr. Spooner then consented to an adjournment, and refused, on accousnt of
the factious opposition of the
during the Session.

Iris-h

members, to take any

fvu-ther steps

• This 13 an
abridgment of a valuable synopsis' of the divisions just published! by the
Protestant AUiaiice.
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for repairs on the College was not proposed by the
of lasc Session.
Government, in consequence of the very narrow majority
No.
2.)
(See

The usual annual vote

of Maynooth. Mr. Scholefield,
Feb. 22. Mr. Spooner moved for the disendowment
amendment, for the disendowment of ail religious denominations. De-

by

bate adjourned,
23.

,

p^^. j^j^

Debate resumed.

5.

162
192

Spooner's motion,

.
Against,
Majority against Mr. Spooner,
Debate on amendment adjourned.

j

Mar.

I

2.

Debate on amendment resumed.
For .amendment,

30

.

.

68

.

.

262

I

^-

Against,
Majority against
\

194

amendment,
Committee of Inquiry.
by amendment, for a Commission.
53
For motion,
^ J
.110

April 18. Earl of Winchelsea

I

moved

...
.

.

.

Against,

57

Majority for a Commission,
Commission thus agreed to.
1854.

July

3.

.

\ Against,

,

,106

.

.

16

Majority against Sir. Spooner,
-I

„

,

Mr, Spooner, by amendment, moved that the sums for Maynooth be provided by annual vote, instead of by Consolidated Fund.
90
_ f For Mr. Spooner,
'•

»

Lord Aberdeen,

for a

oct

May

i.

Mr. Spooner again put his motion

for disendowing

Maynooth,

Debate ad-

—

journed.

June 6. Debate resumed adjourned.
of the day for resuming debate being read, Mr. Fagan
July 17. Upon the order
moved an adjouniment.
97
„ jFor,
^88
.
.
I

Against,

...
...

Majority for adjournment,

„

—

To appoint the day, Air. Kirk moved an adjournment
93
^- /For,
90
\ Against,
.

.

9

of three months.

—
—

3
Majority for a three months' adjournment,
Committee to inquire into the abuses
July 20, On Mr. Spooner's motion for a
nexion with the report of the late Commission
97
.
J'or Mr. Spooner,
1
I
76
.
I Against,
21
Majority in favour of Mr. Spooner,

in con-

—

.

The Committee was not named.
1856,
forward his motion for the disendowment of
April 15. Mr. Spooner again brought
« The disendowment of
Maynooth. Mr. Black proposed, by amendment,
all other religious denominations in Ireland,"
,

I

J.

For Mr. Black's amendment,

21

253

•
Against,
232
Majority against Mr. Black,
\r>9
1, f For Mr. Spooner's motion,
1:^3
.
,
^'••{Against,
26
Majority in favour of Mr. Spooner,
Mr. Spooner then moved for leave to bring in his Bill.
,

(

——

,

,„( For

Mr. Spooner,

.

l'>9

.

.

143

^"'"l Against,

5

May
June

7,

25.

6

Majority in favour of Bill,
The Bill was brought in, and its second reading fixed for 7th May.
The second reading having been tiie last in tiie orders of the d.ay, the House
was counted out before it could be brought forward. The Joili J une was
finally fixed upon.
secon<l reading moved.

The

]Mr.

H. Herbert proposed, by amendment, that

the Bill be read that day six months.
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26.

.
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68
174
1

6
amendment,
Mr. Bowyer then proposed " That the House do now adjourn." Mr. H.
Herbert, by speaking against time, (on a Wednesday,) continued the
debate till it was too late to take a division.
Mr. Spooner moved that the order for resuming the debate be discharged.
The Bill was then withdrawn.

A SCENE AT BRIGHTON.

—

The Tablet for October 25 consome account of the introduction of Popery into Brighton. The following vainglorious picture of a priest's antechamber, haunted by some of the
more weak nobility of England, is alike painful and instructive :—
" Mr. CuUen first came to
It is, we believe, a fact, that the prinBi'ighton in 181 8.
the entire site now occupied by them, was the
ciparportion of the buildings, and also

The Brighton Priest's Aktechamber.

tains

and generous Protestant nobleman, the present Marquis of Bristol.
first conveyed to the Catholic trustees, stood a small cottage,
which, lor many years, served as the priest's residence. Lord Bristol called thei'e,
one morning, to see Father CuUen, and was shown into the good priest's waiting-room,
which also such was his holy poverty served as a kitchen. He there met a cer-

free gift of a liberal

On

the ground,

when

—

W

—

tain noble lady, the Marchioness of
,
waiting to see the Reverend Father. It
was at once determined, that Father CuUen should have a better waiting-room, and
Lord Bristol accordingly erected, at his own expense, a large part of what is now the
Father CuUen often received the visits of Lords Egremont and
priest's house, whei-e
secure a place
Bristol, and other of the Protestant nobility, who were fortunate enough to
in his esteem and friendship !"

The following piece of temper, however, proves that our Protestant
The supporters of Dr. Cahill are surely
friends are not labouring in vain.
" fierce and rabid denunciations" on the
entitled to speak keenly about
part
The very use of such language in such a quarter implies a
of Protestants.
compliment and we know that Brighton contains some of the most zealous
and faithful Protestants in the kingdom.
;

" The fierce and rabid denunciations of the Calvinistic
clergy, of whom there are
not a few in Brighton, send to the Church many inquirers, who ultimately are led to
one true fold. A violent
and
into
the
seek instruction from our Priests,
reception
Protestant Association, which holds/ortnightly meetings in the town, serves to keep
up an interest in Catholicity itself, and advertises our holy religion by its public
attacks."

Let our friends interpret
only redouble their efforts.

all

such remarks by the rule of contraries, and

BETTER TIMES.
" The

—

trust of our race has ever been in the

coming of better times,
'
universal history does but seek to relate the sum of all God's works of proIts wheels "are not turned about by blind chance, but they are full
vidence.'
This is the
of eyes round about, and they are guided by the Spirit of God.
reason

why

why truth, when it
why freedom and justice, though

evil is self- destructive;

sure to live for ever

;

is

once generated,

resisted,

is

renew the

contest from age to age, confident that messengers from heaven fight on their
war against their foes. The political
side, and that the stars in their courses
world seems without form and void yet the Spirit of God is moving on the
;

passions and

human

chaos of

human

tions on

which better hopes are

caprices, bringing forth the firm foundato rest, and setting in the firmament the
bright lights that are to serve as guides to the nations."
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MISS BDHKIE^I BBPOBB THE

MOTHEB 8DPEBI0B.

THE ESCAPED NUN,

ok

CONVENT

LIFE.*

Miss Bunklet, a young American lady, having recently escaped from the
convent of St. Joseph, Emmetsburg, Maryland, has given to the world a
suffered. Her testimony deserves
heart-rending narrative of what she saw and
a
has
and
powerful impression in the United States.
produced
every credit,
Oar readers will peruse the following short but telling extracts with interest:—
Entrance. " I waited at the entrance for one of the sisters, who

—

Her

I.

admitted me, and led me through a porch, and along a dark corridor into
'
seminary sisters,' as
the noviciate,' a room occupied by the novices or
I was asked, in a
room
of
this
At
the
door
are
indifferently styled.
they
'

harsh tone, for the key of

my

trunk.

On

presenting

it

to the sister appointed
'

was told in a firm and decided manner, With this key i/ow
renounce your own will for ever J The words fell like a doom on my heart,

to receive

it, I

could not but contrast the severity of this language with my treatment
where a small
upon my former visit. I was then conducted to the refectory,
were given me. I scarcely tasted
piece of bread and some coffee in a tin- cup
this food, and soon left the refectory with a sister, who conducted me to my
near the superior's room,
sleeping apartmeut. We crossed a passage leading
walked down the corridor to a passage beyond, and ascended a flight of stairs,
which communicated with a number of cloisters, on each side of which was a
row of cells. "We entered a room at the end of the passage, containing seven

and

I

or eight small curtained bedsteads.
»

&c.

The

The

sister

who accompanied me

of St. Joseph,
Testimony of an escaped Novice from the Sisterhood

By Josephine M. Bunkley.

New York

:

Harper aud Brothers.

pointed

Emmetsburg,
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to one of these, which was numbered, and, placing a dim lamp in a recess
near the door, left the room. It was with mingled emotions of surprise and
fear that I gazed upon this novel and unexjyected scene, scarcely lighted by

^he

faint rays of the

lamp."
Occupations. " Some estimate of the amoimt of individual labour
accomplished by the sisterhood may be drawn from a relation of my own
II.

—

Her

For the

experience.

first

three weeks after entering the institution,

I

was

employed in the refectory, where, commencing after breakfast, the following
is an account of a day's duties
Brought in two tubs of water Avashed the
cleared oflf five long tables, and carried the
cups, bowls, knives, and forks
to the kitchen to be washed
about one hundred in number
swept,
plates
and sometimes scoured and scrubbed, the floor of the refectory brought
back the plates, and arranged the tables for dinner; cleaned the knives and
After dinner, performed the same
forks; kept up a fire in the stove, &c.
work, and prepared the tables for supper. After supper, washed and cleaned
up everything again, and prepared for breakfast. At the end of three weeks
I was transferred to the academy, where I taught music and French, and
worked in the refectory at night. My occupations there were varied. Sometimes I cooked and washed at other times I was employed in the infirmary,
waiting on the sick and making their beds, administering their medicines,
and assisting in cupping, blistering, and other hospital duties.
" It must be borne in
mind, that besides the faithful execution of these
:

—

—
;

;

—

;

;

;

requirements, the sisters are compelled to be punctual at

all

the devotional

exercises.

" The observance of these duties and devotions
comprehends an aggregate
of endurance and suffering such as will speedily exhaust the strength and
destroy the tone of the most sturdy constitution. Numbers every day are so
utterly overcome, that when the hour of repose arrives, it is with difliculty
that they reach their cells ere they fall fainting on the floor."
III. Her first Difficulties.
Miss Bunkley not having been accustomed

—

totally diff'erent from
led to expect, determined to continue no longer, and
wrote a letter to her father, stating that she was most unhappy. The letter

to such drudgery,

and the manner of living being so

what she had been

never reached him, but was taken by the superior of the novices to the
mother superior. Miss B. was summoned into her presence, and, on her
knees, gave the required explanations. Her reasons drew forth no sympathy.

—

Here is her simple tale
" The mother
superior, tearing the letter to pieces, and throwing the fragments into a stove near by, harshly answered that, having renounced my own
will in this matter, I must persevere to the end for the good of my soul, and
God would bless my determination. No remonstrance was on my part
listened to, but I was compelled to write another letter at her dictation, declaring my happiness in my present condition, and my entire contentment with it,
and adding that I would accordingly remain and make my vows at the InstiI was completely cowed, and obeyed in fear and trembling, with the
tution.
:

certainty that

if I

should even then resist

How

I

should be finally constrained by

What more painful and
trying the alternative
revolting to the feelings of a daughter than thus to be compelled to write a
lie to her parents, to persuade the loved ones at home that she was happy and
punishment

to obey.

!

contented, when her heart was torn with anguish, and when the first symptoms of despair, like a gathering cloud, shut out those bright anticipations she
had been forming of a speedy reunion with the family circle. I retired from
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the interview with sensations that no language can express, and such as I
That night was spent in silent tears and
trust never to experience again.
bitter thoughts."

—

"
IV. Tub Confessional.
By this channel he (the priest) becomes familiar
with the thoughts and feelings not only of those under his immediate charge,
but also of all with whom these individual penitents may come in contact
;

and thus the wide
to

make

circles of society are open to his intrigues and contrivances
proselytes, to confound the enemies of the Church, or to accomplish

Is there a [Roman] Catholic in the Cabinet ?
other and fouler purposes.
What State secret remains unknown to the confessor ? Has a [Roman] Ca-

tholic been initiated into the mysteries of Freemasonry or Oddfellows ?
Does
any one suppose that these will remain unrevealed to the priests ? Happy,
it may be, are those who in their ignorance are unconscious of this
far-reaching
influence, for communities and nations would tremble, could they but realize
the dangers to which they are exposed through the power of the Romish con-

fessional."

We trust our readers will ponder the closing sentences of these remarks.
Miss B. had to atttend "Julia," the
V. The Sick.— " Poor Julia."
daughter of a wealthy merchant, in the infirmary, and thus describes her interview :
"
Though unable at first to draw from her the cause of her distress, at length

—

one evening, as I urged her to confide in me, she took from her pocket a tiny
This is the only relic I have of my
stocking, and said, with much emotion,
It was a bitter time, sister, when my mother died,
little baby brother
a year before I entered the community, but it is harder yet to give up all
'

"
hope of ever seeing my little brother again.'
Julia's disease was a rapid consumption, and when her death was draw" I am
ing near, she would say, in answer to Miss B.'s questions,
dying."
" Do not take
is
it
And again, " I
here."
cold, sister, for
always fatal
shall soon be gone, and my poor father will not know of my death." Again,
"
in a flood of tears, she would exclaim,
My poor father my mother !" And
Miss B. adds, that although Julia's two sisters were residing in the same
building, they Avere only permitted once to see their dying sister, and were
prohibited from writing to their father, who knew nothing of the illness of his
daughter, till after her death.
Now, fellow-Protestants, do you not expend
your money and your aftections in reclaiming the outcast, and the ciiminal,
and will you stand unmovedly by allowing a system to be perpetuated in our
own land, and that, too, by the aid of Government, that enslaves the amiable
and the most unsuspecting of our fellow-creatures, deprives them of the privilege of communicating with even a parent, and locks them in cells to suffer
Fortuand to pine, without the sympathy or the consolation of a friend

—

!

!

nately Miss Buukley made her escape, to tell the secrets of the prison-house,
but thousands of similar victims only discover their folly when escape is impossible.

HISTORY OF MARY THE MOTHER OF OUR LORD.
MIRACLE OF SALETTE.

Of the two hundred miraculous appearances with which Mary has favoured
her votaries for above 1800 years from the time when she showed herself as
our Lady of the Pillar to the Apostle James in Spain the only ones which
Canon Sausseret has produced as occurring during the present generation, ai"e

—

—
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the first in 1830, the second in 1842, and the third and last, the
famous miracle of Salette in 1846.
The miracle of 1830 arose out of the mania al)out the doctrine of Mary's
immaculate conception, which has lately had its completion in the official
imposition of the doctrine upon the whole Cliui ch as a binding article of faith.
It is a story of a vision enjoyed by a Sister of Charity at Paris, in which she
saw a representation of a medal, asserting and commemorating the immaculate conception, and heard Mary's voice enjoining that this medal should be
executed and circulated.
After this vision and voice had been several times
repeated, and had been made known to the ecclesiastical authorities, the
medal was struck according to the pattern seen by the holy sister in the vision,
and has ever since been extensively bought and used. Very many of these
medals, worn by devotees of Mary, have proved miraculous or wonder-working.
In 1842, when they had been about ten years in general use, a book was
published, giving an account of no fewer than 160 authentic cases of miracles

three,

—

wrought by these medals, in all different parts of the world, France, Italj^
Switzerland, Savoy, Poland, Belgium, Holland, Turkey, America, and China.
The second of the miracles of the present day recorded by Sausseret, is the
case of a bigoted Jew, of the name of Rattisbonne, who, in the year 1842,
was suddenly converted to Popery, by an apparition of Mary to him seen of

—

—

course by no one else
in one of the churches at Rome
an honour and a
privilege, for which he understood that he was indebted to the fact of his
wearing one of these miraculous Immaculate Conception medals, which he had

been asked to carry as a keepsake by a friend,
anxious for his conversion.

;

who was

a zealous Papist, and

Such are specimens of the kind of stories of miraculous apparitions, which
are published, circulated, and apparently believed in Paris and in France.
The last and latest miraculous apparition of Mary is that which is alleged lo
have occurred on the mountain of Salette, in the province of Dauphine, in the
south-western part of France, not very far from Grenoble, and which may be
safely asserted to be the grossest insult that has yet been offered to the intelligence of the nineteenth century. This story is not unknown in this countrj-,
as it has been taken up and advocated by some of the Popish authorities

among ourselves and there even exist, we believe, in Great Britain, several
new chapels, which have been dedicated to our Lady of Salette, The story is this,
that on the 19th of September 1846, Mary appeared in great splendour to two
;

youths, one a girl of nearly fifteen years of age, and the other a boy of eleven,
who were herding cattle upon the mountain. They had fallen asleep, and on

awakening, they found this grand lady sitting beside a fountain in an attitude
She entered into conversation Avith them, indicated who
of profound distress.
she was, made some complaints about the prevailing irreligion of the countrj',
and predicted, that unless the people repented, the next harvest would fail and
She then communicated to each of them separately
a famine would ensue.
a particular secret, which they were to keep inviolate, and disappeared. The
It reached the ears of the ecclesiaschildren went home and told this story.
tical authorities, who made due inquiry into the circumstances, and though
there was nothing whatever to corroboi'ate the testimony of the children, they
were satisfied of its truth, and have accordingly given it their public official
sanction.
Not only has no corroboration ever been pi-oduced of the testimony
of the two youths, but it has been proved that they varied considerably ia
the accounts they gave at diftcrent times of what they alleged they had seen
and heard and it has also been publicly asserted, without contradiction, that
;
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their subsequent conduct has not been such as to inspire any confidence in
This ridiculous story was immediately, with the usual

their trustworthiness.

unprincipled and unscrupulous dexterity of Poperj^ turned to good account
in the usual way, that is, as a means of swindling men out of their money.
Medals and pictures of this miraculous apparition of ]\Iary were soon manu-

and had an extensive sale among the faithful. The water of the
Mary was seated, was alleged to have been furnished in
consequence with extraordinary virtues, and a vast quantity of it, a great
deal more than the fountain ever produced, has been bottled and sold.
In the
course of little more than four years after the apparition took place, about
£10,000 had been procured by means of this shameful imposture. The success of the trick as a means of swindling, entitled it to the sanction of the
highest ecclesiastical authorities. In 1851, the Bishop of Grenoble, in whose
diocese Salette is situated, issued a Pastoral, in which he established the authenticity of the miracle, and which he ordered to be read in every church in
the diocese and finally, in 1852, the bishop obtained a brief from the Pope,
factured,

fountain near which

;

in which, assuming the reality of the miraculous apparition, his Holiness
formally authorized pilgrimages to the scene, and granted special indulgences
to the pilgrims, that

is,

conveyed

to

them, in order to deliver them from a

portion of the punishment due to their sins, a portion of the superfluous
merits of Christ and the saints, which are laid up, under his control, " in the
heavenly treasures of the Church."

In the course of time

name

it

began

to leak out that a half-crazy female devotee,

had a dress similar to that which the children had
described as worn by Mary on the occasion of the miraculous apparition.
Several facts Avere ascertained, which, when put together, left no doubt whatever, on the minds of men of intelligence and integrity, that some tricks and
vagaries of this person formed the sole grounds of the story which had met
with so much credence, and had been sanctioned by such high authorities.
These damaging facts were brought out and applied by two honest priests,
Deleon, an abbe, and Cartellier, a cure, in two pamphlets published at Grenoble
in 1854.
It was thought expedient, in order if possible to counteract the
of the

of Lamerliere,

effects of this exposure, that

Lamerliere should institute an action of damages

for defamation against the authors of these pamphlets.
But, fortunately for
the interests of truth and righteousness, there were honest men among the

judges as well as among the priests of Grenoble, and, by a sentence pronounced in April 1855, the defendants were fully absolved a result which
was virtually tantamount to a judgment, that the allegations about the lady's
impersonations of Notre Dame de Salette were well founded.
This is the result of the last grand attempt at miracle-making in the Church
of Rome. The Bishop and the Pope have been fairly left in the lurch, and
it is to be hoped that the swindling process of making money by the sale of
Salette medals, pictures, and bottles of water, will soon be brought to an end.
The titles of the works of the two honest priests who have exposed this

—

fraud are, La Salette devant
I'Eveque de Grenoble. There

le

is

Fape^ and La liefutation de Mandement de
also a masterly exposure of the whole story

in a Avork published at Paris in 1855, entitled Eatretiens sur la Salette, by
the famous Abbe l.aborde, who went to Rome to oppose the declaration

of the Immaculate Conception, but who was seized by the police, and expelled
from the Papal States.
The best and fullest Protestant account of the whole aflTair we have seen is
a work published at Brussels in 185G, entitled La Verite sur la Salette, by

M. Poinsot, Protestant minister

at Charleroi.
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TRACTARIANISM IN SCOTLAND.
Three important documents, bearing upon a subject which is gradually
the press, viz., the
acquiring additional importance, have lately issued from
titles of two of these documents will
The
Tractarianism.
of
Scotch
bearings
The pamphlet
be found below,* and to the third we shall immediately refer.
" Remonstrance " of
"Written
or
Bishop Trower is peculiarly unsatisfactory.
in the soft sentimental style which Tractarians so often adopt, it attempts to
the whole question a mere personal one, whilst, at the same time, so
from denying any of the serious charges preferred in the previous resoluin Scotland, their truth is either
tions, adopted by the English Episcopalians
has since been admirably
The
admitted.
or
Bishop's
pamphlet
openly
tacitly
" an
dealt with in resolutions adopted at
adjom-ned meeting of clerical and
lay-members of the United Church of England and Ireland in Scotland, held
in Glasgow, January 5, 1857," and which has since been widely published.
The following extract will give an idea of these latter resolutions, and of the

make
far

stern Protestant spirit in which they handle the extraordinary admissions,
innocence, by Dr, Trower :

—

made with such apparent

" This
meeting protests, in the strongest terms, against the principle sanctioned by
the Thii-ty-nine Articles to
Bishop Trower, that the clergy are at liberty to explain
which, unhappily, is not recogthemselves.' The law of the Church of England
the bishops of the Scottish Episcopal Church
nised
is, on this point, positive and
'

—

by

—

the judges of England is, that every person who subscribes the Articles must be'taken to have satisfied himself that their plain meaning
is accordant to Scripture, and he must not, in his public teaching, refer even to ScripIf this be so as to Scripture
ture to put upon the Articles a different construction.
reference, a fortiori it is not permitted to have recourse to the writings of men, howto
out the same prohibited dework
ever distinguished by their learning and piety,
The clergy of the Church of England are thus forbidden to avail themselves
si<^n.'

distinct

'

:

The judgment

of

all

of the process of interpretation unguardedly illustrated by Bishop Trower in his reference to the liberty used with the Holy Scriptures or the Prayer-Book ; for the
law demands, in respect to each article, that they shall submit to it in the plain and
full meaning thereof, and shall not put their own sense or comment to be the meanbut shall take it in the literal and grammatical sense ;' and any
ing of the article,
violation of this law would render them amenable, as in the case of Archdeacon DenBut the Scottish bishops are subject to no aunison, to the Ecclesiastical Com'ts.
they are irresponsible. Hence, at Laurencekirk, the clergy of the Scottish
thority
were advised by Bishop Jolly, notwithstanding the law to the conEpiscopal Chui'ch
the Articles through the medium of a book called A Layman's
trary, to interpret
Account of his Faith and Practice,' and not to accept any interpretation of the articles
'
'
on the Lord's Supper, except as in unison' with their previous practice at the
'
altar.'
Bishop Trower, in his own defence, demands, What has this to do with the
This meeting reminds him that
the Scottish Episcopal Church V
clergy now serving
the Scottisli bishops still possess the same unrestricted liberty exei'cised by Bishop
'
Moreover, when he asks the question, Is there no part of the Church service
'

'

—

Jolly.

which you yourself subscribe to, and on which you yet put your own explanation V
he identifies himself with the proceedings at Laurencekirk, and, by giving countenance to a qualified subscription, destroys our confidence in the Scottish Episcopal
Church at the present day. Archdeacon Dennison is as sincere as the Scottish
in his denial of Transubstantiation,' and he, like Bishop Trower, points to
'

bishops
bis frequent subscription of the Articles ; but there is this important difference, that
whereas the' Archdeacon has been condemned, with deprivation of his preferment,
for promulgating doctrines which, in the opinion of this meeting, cannot be distinforth in the Scottish Communion Office, the bishops of
guished from the tenets set

* A " Remonstrance," addressed to Archibald Campbell, Esq. of Blythswood, by the
Right Rev. W. J. Trower, D.D. Glasgow Maurice Ogle and Son.
" Scottish
Episcopacy the Pioneer of Popery." By Kenneth M. Phin, Minister of Galashiels.
Edinburgh Paton and Ritchie.
:

:
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the Scottish Episcopal Church may hold and teach the same doctrines with impunity.
This meetinji retains the conviction, that the Scottish Communion Office is irreconthat the words, Bless
cilable with the Articles and Liturgy of the Cimrch of England—
and sianctiiv with Thy word and Holy Spirit these Thy gifts and creatures of bread
and wine, that they may become the body and blood of Thy most dearly beloved
Son' especially when interpreted by their own context involve, necessarily, the
h retical doctrine which, in the case of Archdeacon Dennison, has been authoritaNor does Bishop Trower, in his Remonstrance,' venture to say
tively condemned.
more than that, in his opinion, there is not any necessary connexion between the
doctrines of the Scottis'i Episcopal Church and the inferences' drawn by the Arch'

—

'

'

deacon from the English Liturgy."

The pamphlet of Mr. Phin is very creditable to his vigilance and energy
The South of Scotland has been the scene of some of the recent transitions
from Tractarianism to Rome, and it is now the chosen field of operations of
some of our leading Tractarians and Romish proselytizers. It is, therefore,
of the utmost importance that Protestant ministers should sound the trumpet
of alarm, and warn the people of their danger ere it be too late. We have

been disappointed at the prevailing apathy, in many quarters, in this respect,
and we hail with thankfulness every instance of zeal. Mr. Phin's pamphlet
contains a great amount of valuable, startling, and well-selected information,
and we cordially wish it a wide circulation over the whole kingdom, but espeiu
cially in those quarters

which

it is

chiefly needed.

PRIZES TO STUDENTS.
The plan of giving prizes to students for evidence of intimate acquaintance
with the Popish controversy has succeeded admirably, both in England and
The prizes of the Protestant Alliance were referred to iu a recent
Scotland.
is a list of the prizes given by the Scottish Reforma"Why should
tion Society, open to students in all the Colleges in Scotland.
not similar prizes, but of much greater value, be offered to the students of
Oxford and Cambridge, and of Trinity College, Dublin, for the most accurate

Number, and subjoined

knowledge of the Romish and Tractarian controversies

?

PRIZES TO STUDENTS IN SCOTLAND.

—"The Papal

Dr. Beecher's Work

Conspiracy Exposed."

LIST OF SUCCESSFUL COMPETITORS.

1.

Edinburgh.

2.

Glasgow.

3.

Aberdeen.

4.

St.

Mr. Wm. D. Fordtce, Edinburgh.
( \st Prize o/£7—
do.
\-2d ... o/'£5— -Mr. John Macintosh,
*
David Black, Brechin.
( Honourable 3Iention—Ur.
Mr. David Crichton, Cumnock.
( \st Prize of £7
...
oVfo— Mr. John A. M'Fadyen, Greenock.
-^2'/
* Honourable Mention, Mr. Alexr. Mair, Stair.
(

—

Mr. George Smith, Aberdeen.
( Is/: Prize of £5—
Parkhill.
{ 2d ... of£•^—'Slr. William Duncan,Aberdeen.
(* Honourable Mention, Mr. Wm. Reid,

Robert Craig, St. Andrews.
do.
Jamks Purpie,
do.
(* Honourable Mention— Mr. Jas. Beattif.,

(

Andrews.

-<

I

ft

-2^

Prize of
...

£5— Mr.

oV£3— Mr.

stated,
* Dr.
Harper, on distributing the prizes to the successful competitors present,
on the second prize,
that in every case the Kxaminators found it so difficult to decide
as deserving honourable
that thev felt it their dutv specially to name a third competitor
these gentlemen with a suitable volume on
mention", and the Society has presented each of

Popery.
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MAYNOOTH, OR THE PLOT UNRAVELLED.
DOINGS IN THE COLLEGE

III.

Our
Such, then, are a few of the doings of Maynooth.
readers can formtheii- own opinion how far these are reconcilable with the notion oiinnocence^ and to what extent they apdemonstrative of guilt and design. And now, should even one of them, by

ContlnsMjt

pear

—ITS BUDS OF PROMISE.

S^tst.

some stretch of fancy or charity still cling to the hope that Maynooth may not
after all be so bad as these facts seem to indicate, there happily remains one
" actions
other conclusive test. Even in learned divines
speak louder than
words," and the practice of students is the best comment after all on the teaching
of their professors. Should we, therefore, on inquiry, find the inmates of Maynooth behaving as men of honesty and loyalty, then may we hope that things
But should we, on the other hand, find
after all are not so bad as we feared.
the conduct of both professors and alumni^ so far as this can be ascertained,
within their walls and enclosures, exactly to accord with what we have discovered to be the prelections of the one, the studies of the other, and the
apparent aims of all;— should we find the most bitter hatred of Protestant England, the clearest proofs of a design on her interests, in a word, the

worst principles of Dens and Liguori oozing forth through their conduct, alike
in their classes and their cloisters, their public teaching and their private talk,

—then

is the evidence of Maynooth's guilt as complete as it is possible to be.
Let us, then, apply this test briefly to the three diJBferent eras into which the
the first terminating in
career of this College may be naturally divided,
1800, when the College was closed against Protestant oversight, the second
extending thence to 1826, when it was opened for a moment to a Government Commission, and the third extending thence to 1854, when a second
Commission knocked at its gates, and procured for ns another brief glimpse

—

—

—

of the interior.

J^irst

6rH

—^{btUiott of 1798.

Recollect, then^ the professions of loyalty
in 1795 ushered this Col-

and gratitude which
lege into being.

How coidd

even suspicion's
beneath
We have

"
self imagine, that
bloody treason" was at that very hour concealed
that
such was the fact is now a matter of history.
them all? Yet

in secret
already found Dr. Troy and others, while making these professions,
correspondence with the treasonable Association which organized the Rebellion
Now the aims of the Popish part of that body have long since been
of 1798.
even the destruction of the aristocracy, the confiscation of
brought to light,

—

the property of Protestants, the extirpation of the Protestants themselves,
the establishment of a Republic, an alliance with France, and a war with
England. The intrigues of that Committee soon ripened into the Rebellion of

—

when
1798, one of the most dark and bloody chapters in Ireland's history
at first professed to be a struggle for liberty speedily became a mere
massacre of Protestants, led on by rufiian priests, who acted more like fiends
;

what

than human beings, as was fearfully attested by such awful scenes as Vinegar
How, then, do we find Maynooth acting on this
Hill, ScuUabogue, &c.
occasion, in whose name so much gratitude had been professed, and loyalty
promised ? Not merely is Dr. Troy, a trustee, found corresponding with the
conspirators, bat Dr. Hussey, a trustee, and the first president of the College
VOL. VI.

KO. LXIX.
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found doing the same, thongli he had taken the oath of allegiance. And
appointment to the Popish Bishopric of Waterford, he issues to his
clergy a pastoral address, full of treasonable sentiments, for which and other
doings of a like nature he is obliged to fly the kingdom, and is said to have
" Fair
died in exile.
While, according to Dr. Duigenan, in his
Representasions of the State of Ireland," quoted by GifTord in his Life of Pitt, out of
sixty-nine students then in the College, all of whom had taken the oath of
is

after his

allegiance as required by the Act 1795, it was cm-rently reported, and very
" that about
generally believed,
thirty-six had, on the breaking out of the
rebellion, joined the insurgents, and fought at Kilcock and other places,
" Certain it
" that sixteen or sevenagainst the king's troops."
is," he adds,

teen were expelled from it (the College) on account of rebellion some students had been slain in action, and others fled to escape justice."*
;

V

£2

i-

Perhaps you say there were Protestants as well

/>-

.

goings

0tf

9*3

f

f
rotrssors.

as Papists

engaged

^yj^ynooth

was then but

in that rebellion

;

and, besides,

in its infancy, and its
"Well then, pass we on to

loyal instructions had not yet time to be felt?
the second era, ending in 1826, when Maynooth has had thirty-one years
to diffuse its benignant influences, and what do we find?
It is now near an
is this the
age since the last Protestant rebel has disappeared from the scene
case with the Popish rebels ?
Alas so far from it, that, as we shall by and
;

!

see, the spirit of disaflfection has, with little intermission, continued burnits flames being industriously fanned by
ing in the breasts of Irish Papists,
the Priests, and especially those who were trained at Maynooth.
Meanwhile

by

—

we have now to do with Maynooth itself. Then, taking up the Report of 1826,
we find, on the one hand, the professors assuring the Commission, in one
loud and common chorus, that every heart in that building throbbed with the
pulsations of loyalty and, on the other, both professors and students exIn short, we find the
hibiting in their actions the worst spirit of disloy<alty.
;

same old attempt

To

—

to cover with the fairest professions the foulest deeds
the voice of Jacob as usual, but the hands are the hands of Esau.
commence with the professors. According to the statutes of Maynooth,

the voice

;

is

no inmate whatever was permitted, on pain of expulsion, to publish or to circulate any document on any subject without the president's knowledge or
consent, while the president was bound to see that these statutes were
Yet in twenty-four
strictly observed and their penalties rigidly enforced.
folio pages of Dr. M'Hale's Evidence, we have one of the most marvellous
revelations, perhaps ever made, even regarding a Popish priest, from which it
appears that, in direct violation of the statutes aforesaid, this same Professor did publish a lengthened series of anonymous letters, filled with
statements pre-eminently calculated to kindle in every student's mind the worst
that he had these published by Coyne the college
spirit of disaffection
had them circulated amongst the students and not only so, but
printer

—

with his

;

omi hand presented

—

copies of them to some of the students, several
the vciy functionary
professors, and trustees, and even the president himself
who, by these statutes, was bound to prevent such circulation and to expel

—

Ay, and when charged with all tliis by the Commissioners,
M'Hale not merely admitted it all, but coolly declared that he did not conthe circulator.

* GifforJ's Life of
Pitt.
Vol. iii. pp. 214, 2)5. Our readers will find
London, 1809.
valuable information on these and other matters connected with Maynooth
in
a
series
of
excellent Letters by the Rev. Robert Bremner, M.A., Glasgow,
College,
ill the Scottiah
Proteslunt, 1852.

much
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had " violated either the spirit or the letter of the statute !" Nay,
he exclaimed, in language which seemed to imply some astouishmeut that any
man would doubt the assertion, that " surely he was at liberty to do so under
the conviction that it would not be discovered!"
with a great deal more to
the same eft'ect, and breathing the same matchless morality.* While, to
crown all, though M'Hale testifies that he had with his own hand presented
Dr. CroUy the President with a copy of one of his letters, " as a mark of
respect for the President of the house," and though Dr. Crolly admits this,
and confesses that he knew quite well what was going on, yet with the most
" had no
perfect coolness he declai-es, that inasmuch as he
knowledge of the
subject officially^ nor legal proof" of Dr. M'Hale being the writer, he had
taken no cognizance of these marvellous transactions f
Passing next from the Professors to the students,
goings of il^c ^iuknts. the Rev. Messrs. Cousins and Dixon give at great
ceive he

—

!

gentlemen

in timr times,

length the favourite opinions held by these young
and the topics on which they delighted most fre-

And what think you were these? " The great body of
quently to dwell.
the students," says the former, amongst various similar statements, " used
to dwell with pleasure on the braverj^ with which the rebels fought (in 1798)
;

we used

to regret the failure of former rebellions in Ireland,

and also converse
about the possibility of Ireland existing as an independent country," &c. &c.J
While, according to the latter, the prevailing sentiments in his day were
" that the Protestants wei'e
heretics, and already condemned to eternal tor"
ments ;
that the oath of allegiance was taken merely " in order to save aj)" that the
coidd
with the
of

—

—

the
Pope
dispense
obligations
ignorant that he had actually carried into effect that
power by absolving Queen Elizabeth's subjects in Ireland, and depriving
Henry VIII. of his crown." This witness adds, that on these, and various
kindred topics, such conversations took place " frequently " that in discuss-

pearances
oath nor were
;''''

;

we

;

"
ing these, not a single student took the opposite side,
except for ai-gument's
sake ;"
that such discussions " took place in the presence of the monitors,"

—

—

it was to report them to the heads of tlie
that he had
College
reason to believe that they did so report them; that these heads could

whose duty

—

;

hardly help being aware of them from their frequency and publicity ;—yet
that not one of them ever interfered to put a stop to such conversations and
;

hence he concluded that such sentiments had their "

®l^irir

®ra

—

tacit

approbation," §
This may suffice for the second era, and now a
sample or two from the third and last.
Eighteen

^focariug ^Ikgiauxc. more years have revolved, during nine of which Maynooth has enjoyed that munificent endowment of 184.5,
which was to work such wonders, and realize at last the long deferred hopes
of its admirers.
What then are the improvements brought to light by the

Take the graphic account given by several witnesses
of the swearing of the oath of allegiance by the students.
"The feeling,"
" with
says the Rev. D. L. Brasbie,
regard to that oath (in his time) was
that they would as soon swear allegiance to Mehemet Ali, the then Pasha of

Commission of 1854?

Egypt, as they would

to

George IV."

— " that was the general

out to take the oath of allegiance they were

all

laughing,"

feeling.

Going

" and from what

1
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" mental reservation in the
could perceive, T believe tbere was"
in
"I
never
saction."*
my life," says the Rev. W. J. Burke,
such consternation as existed amongst the students at the idea
The Dean saw the gathering
allegiance to a Protestant king.

whole tran"witnessed
of swearing

storm, and

" in
endeavoured to appease it." But all in vain, for
calling over the list
the following morning, there was about one-third of the students who were
reported to be on the sick list and it was distinctly understood by us that
these men feigned sickness in order to avoid taking the oath of allegiance!"
At the court-house " there was an awful struggle, each person endeavouring
to push forward his fellow to the front of the rails, thereby to avoid laying
his hand on the Testaments," part of the form of taking the oath.
And instead of the words " I do swear," he distinctly heard two saying, " I do
"
not swear."
Many boasted that they had not repeated the words of the
"that they had not laid their hands on the Testaments,"
others
oath;"
while those who feigned sickness taunted those who took the oath for having
done it!t Here was a scene! And all where the awful solemnity of an
oath was concerned.
Yet, despite such facts, it seems those are only bigots
and fanatics who venture to suspect Rome of breaking faith with heretics, or
trifling with the obligations of an oath
It will be allowed that prayer is another most
solemn service.
Well, take the following sample of
^raging for the ^Ung.
blasphemy and disloyalty combined. It seems that
in the Sabbath services of Maynooth, the Royal Anthem is sometimes sung,
which runs thus "Domine salvum fac Regem." Now, according to Mr. Burke,
so utterly lost to all feelings of common decency were some at least of the
students in his time, and these the senior students too, that he has heard them
" Domine salvum whack
Regem" ivhack being
sing the Royal Anthem thus
in Ireland the slang expression used to denote the blow of a shillelah
This
at high mass, in the chapel, on the Lord's day, in the presence of that Being
before whom angels veil their faces, and under the name of prayer to Him
And the witness adds, " It is my opinion that the authorities of the house must
have heard it.":}:
;

—

—

!

—

—

—

!

I

Finally,
•

it

appears that

the passing of the

Act was celebrated in the College
(Sntancipittioit ^cstifritits. Emancipation
by a sumptuous banquet, at which professors and
students freely mingled
for which the College authorities supplied the wine
out of the national grant, as we presume
and which was celebrated with
Well, surely if one particle
music, songs, and other demonstrations of joy.
of loyalty or gratitude had existed in that establishment, it would have been

—

;

;

manifested at such a time by such a body

—a

community supported by the

national bounty, and convened to celebrate so remarkable an act of national
Yet Avhat do we find? Among the songs sung
liberality and confidence.
on that occasion was one composed by Dr. England, Popish Bishop of Charles-

—

—

which song was the
himself brought up in Maynooth at our expense
"
only one
encored," so far as the witness recollects, and part of which runs
thus
*•
Columbia's banner floats on high,
Her eagle seizes on its prey
Then, Erin, wipe thy tearful eye,
And cheer thy hopes on Patrick's day."
ton

—

;

*

—
—

Report Commission 18.54, Appendix, part ii. p. 307.
t Report Commission 1854, Appendix, part ii. pp. 312-314.
+ Report— Commission 1854, Appendix, part ii. p. 315.

^
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—

will give is Albion's fall,

Erin's pride, on Patrick "s day."

" the authorities
" At this latter sentiment
being uttered," says the witness,
and students were instantly on their legs and cheered the sentiment, and they
encored the song over and over again and as well as I recollect it was the
This occurred in the presence of all
only one that was encored that night.
and every one of the authorities of Maynooth, and not one man rose up to
" The
students comexpress disapprobation of such disloyal expressions."
mitted this song to memory, and it was the constant song for months and
months, sung in and out of the hearing of all and every one of the authorities,
and I never knew or heard that any of them expressed his disapprobation of
*
Various similar instances of Maynooth loyalty we might adduce, but
it."
Here we shall therefore close
farther than this it is surely needless to go.
;

our present chapter, leaving our readers to contemplate at their leisure the
character of a college whose entire community were found capable of enacting
such a scene
capable of thus requiting the hand that fed and supported
them of thus lifting their heel against us while eating of our bread, around

—

—

—

we had spread for them, in the college we had built for them nay,
of toasting our own downfall in bumpers of our own wine, and cheering to the
And all this, while in the very act of celeecho the diabolical sentiment.

the table

—

brating the liberties we had just granted them for which they were professing
such unbounded gratitude and in order to obtain which they had made so
many solemn appeals to Heaven, that they utterly abjured those treacherous

—

and treasonable

principles for the practice of

those liberties in days gone by

which

their fathers

had

forfeited

!

THOMAS BILNEY, MARTYR.
The

biographies of Christian martyrs are designed for the strengthening of
Example is always more influential than precept. There is no
doubt but that the most telling sermons preached in the days of the Reformation
were contained in the dying words of martyrs their lives and deaths testifying to the existence of the living power of faith within them, which enabled
these men of God to exemplify at the stake the power of true religion, and of

Christians.

—

a scriptural creed.

One of these witnesses to the truth was the celebrated martyr of Norwich,
Thomas Bilney. He was educated at Cambridge University, where he greatly
distinguished himself in human learning. He was in early life a strict devotee
of the Romish Church, a superstitious follower of doctrines which he soon
" commandments of men." He details in one of his letters
found to be but
to Bishop Tonstall, (London,) the bondage under which he laboured at the
hands of his Romish teachers. They taught him to enter, not by Christ,
who is " the door of the sheep," but through his own works. They appointed

him fastings, watching, buying of pardon, and masses, all which he designates
"
as " wood, hay, stubble," by which
they sought rather their own gain
than the salvation of his sick and languishing soul." With very great power
of illustration, he describes these false teachers as resembling those physicians upon

whom
*

the

woman

that

was twelve years vexed with the bloody

Report, 1854, Appendix, part

ii.

pp. 315, 316.
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had consumed all her living, and yet was worse and worse. And car" At last I heard
speak of Jesus, even
rying out the illustration, he observes,
first
was
set forth by Erasmus
Testament
which when
then when the New
I understood to be eloquently done by him, being allured rather by the Latin
than by the word of God, I bought it even by the providence of God, as I do

flux

;

now
ber)

well understand and perceive and at the first reading (as I well remem'
I chanced upon this sentence of St. Paul in 1 Tim. i.,
It is a true say;

and worthy of all men to be embraced, that Christ Jesus came into the
"
world to save sinners.'
This one sentence of Holy Writ was to him as it were the touching of the
hem of Christ's garment. At all events it brought him to Christ. He describes with the same felicity of illustration the efi"ect the reading of the Word
had upon his mind he found that all his fastings and watchiugs, and pur" as the vesture made of
chase of masses and pardons were
fig-leaves, wherewithal Adam and Eve went about in vain to cover themselves." He then
and having himself tasted that
sought and found in Christ all his salvation
the Lord is gracious, he sought to communicate the savour of life to others,
and numbered among his earliest converts Lambert, himself also a martyr,
and that venerable witness to the truth. Bishop Latimek.
ing,

:

;

BiLXEY is described by Fose, the Martyrologist, as " a godly man, of little
of a strait and temperate diet
stature, and very slender of body
given to
good letters very fervent and studious in the Scriptures, as appeared by his
;

;

;

sermons, his converting of sinners, his preaching at the lazar-cots (hospitals
&c., &c.
Biluey preached frequently in London and in the

for lepers),"

provinces against the superstitious practices of the people, as also against the
The consequence was that
pride and inflated pomp of Cardinal Wolsey.

he was apprehended and brought before Bishop Tonstall of London, and
thence to the Tower.
On the 27th of November 1527, a commission, consisting of several Bishops,
under the presidency of Wolsey, sat at Westminster in order to try the case
The charges laid against him were on points of doctrine,
against Bilney.
the usual points of difference between Rome and the Reformation.
Bilney
did not stand his ground so boldly as he ought to have done, or so consisThree or four times he M'as
tently as he subsequently was enabled to do.
urged to recant, and as often did he refuse to do so. At length, however, he
conferred with flesh and blood, and under the influence of a weakminded
friend, he consented to abjure that godly faith which he had learned from
the Holy Scriptures, and in which he had so rejoiced.
After his abjuration
he was obliged to walk bare-headed before the procession in St. Paul's, M'ith
a fagot on his shoulder, and to stand before the preacher at St. Paul's Cross

during the sermon time.
This act of apostasy cost him dearly. Whatever he may have gained by
his hitherto easy conscience was
it, it is certain he lost his peace of mind
now sorely troubled his sleep departed from him and dark despair seized
fast hold on him.
Latimer beai-s testimony to the horrible dread that overwhelmed his friend for in one of his sermons preached before EdAvard VL,
" I knew a man
he thus speaks
myself, Bilney, little Bilney, that blessed
martyr of God, who, what time he had borne his fagot, and was come again
to Cambridge, had such conflicts within himself (beholding this image of
;

;

;

:

—

;

They were fain
death), that his friends were afraid to let (leave) him alone.
him day and night, and comfort him as they could, but no comforts

to be with

would serve."

And

again,

"

A

whole year

after,

he was in such an anguish
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and agony, that nothing did him good, neither eating nor drinking, nor even
any communication of God's word for he thought that all the whole Scriptares were against hira, and sounded to his condemnation."
Such were some of the fruits of disobedience in the case of Thomas Bilney
a guilty conscience, with restless, unquiet emotions of sorrow and remorse.
Oh, what would he not have given to recal that act of weakness and unbelief
Tears of blood would have been shed could tears of blood have expiated the
sin.
But God was gracious to him at the last He forgave him the iniquity
of his sin, and enabled him by blood to testify his sincere repentance and his
earnest faith. He now resolved to confess Christ before men. He determines
to go forth and preach Christ to the people.
And knowing, as did also St.
Paul, that bonds and imprisonments awaited him, he bade farewell to his
friends in Cambridge, saying that he was " going to Jerusalem," alluding to
the words of Christ, when the appointed time of his suffering came.
Bilney
proceeded thence to Norfolk, where he preached, at first privately in houses,
and afterwards openly, in the fields and public places of resort. He was apprehended at Norwich, and once more is committed to prison to await a speedy
judgment and execution.
After his examination he was condemned by Dr. Pelles, the Chancellor,
and then he was " degraded" from his clerical office by the friars. After this
he was handed over to the civil power the Sheriffs of the city.
Foxe supplies the following interesting details of his last night on earth
" Then
sitting with his friends in godly talk to their edification, some put him in
;

—

!

;

—

:

—

mind, that though the fire, which he should suffer the next day, should be of great
heat unto his body, yet the comfort of God's Spirit would cool it to his everlasting
refreshing. At this word the said Thomas Bilney, putting his hand toward the flame
of the candle burning before them, and feeling' the heat thereof, ' Oh,' said he, I feel
by experience, and have known it long by philosophy, that fire, by God's ordinance,
is naturally hot
but yet I am persuaded by God's holy word, and by the experience
of some, spoken of in the same, that in the flame they felt no heat, and in the fire
they
felt no consumption.'
And here he much treated of this place of Scripture < Fear
thou art mine own.
not, for I have redeemed thee, and called thee by thy name
when thou goest through the water I will be with thee, and the strong floods shall not
overflow thee
when thou walkest in the fire, it shall not burn thee, and the flame
shall not kindle upon thee for I am the Lord thy God, the
Holy One of Israel, thy
'

;

—

;

:

Saviour.'"

— Isaiah

;

xliii.

1-3.*

,

js

The place of execution was situated outside the Bishop's gate at Norwich,
in a low and sequestered valley, called the Lollard's Pit, under St. Leonard's
Hill.
As Bilney was proceeding from the prison gate, a friend prayed him to
be constant, and to meet death patiently. Bilney, conscious of his former
weakness and apostasy, replied, " Ye see when the mariner has entered his
ship to sail on the troublous sea, how he for a while is tossed in the billows
of the same, but yet, in hope that he shall once come to the quiet haven, he
beareth in better comfort the perils which he feeleth so am I now thus sailing and whatsoever storms I shall feel, yet shortly after shall my ship be in
the haven."
;

;

Thus spake the martyr Bilney. He proceeded on to the fatal spot, dressed
gown, his hair dishevelled.
Having arrived at the stake, he
put off his gown and kneeling on a little ledge, on which he was afterwards

in a layman's

" The
I I*
copy of the Holy Scriptures originally belonging to Thomas Bilney, is now in
the Library of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. iMany annotations are inscribed
upon
its pages with his own hand
and it is an interesting fact that this opening of the 43d
chapter of Isaiah, which consoled the pious martyr in the hours of his deepest affliction,
is
particularly distinguished with a pen in the margin." Editor's note to Foxes Book of
Martyrs, iv. p. 653. Seeley, 1846.
;

—

.

i2
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to stand to be the better seen, he prayed in private, concluding his prayer
with the desire of the Psalmist, " Enter not into judgment with thy servant,

—

Ps. cxliii. 2.
Lord, for in thy sight shall no man living be justified."
The executioners heaped reeds and fagots around the martyr. The violence
of the wind caused the fiery flame to pass thrice over his body, before it
At length the fire performed
gathered strength and finally consumed him.
its task, and the chan-ed and withered body fell over on the chain, which

being loosened by one of the attendants, caused the remains of the martyred
Bilney to subside into the burning embers his body returned to the dust
;

as

it

was, and his spirit unto

God who gave

it

!

POPISH TAMPERINGS WITH SCHOOL-BOOKS.
The little work, entitled hice's Outlines of English History, has been before
the public since 1832, and has become so popular as a school-book, that in
the edition for October 1856, we are told that " the present impression of 5000
We believe its sale has been rapidly
copies brings the sale up to 113,000."

From 1832 to 1839, it ran through four editions, the latter of
which was imrtially revised by a Mr. Gilbert. This Mr, Gilbert, at one time
a pupil and a foster-child of the late Mr. Ince, began, in course of time, " to
edit, enlarge, and improve the Outlines,^' till at last he became "the author of
two-thirds of the book ;" and now the Outlines are called Ince and Gilbert's
extending.

Outlines of English History.
But what is Mr. Gilbert ?

He is a pervert to Popery, and has carried his
perversion so very far as to misstate and falsify history, with the view to
give the Outlines a decidedly Popish -bias, and thus to instil into our youths
"Popish views and sentiments." The poison has not been introduced all at
arid this has been done so artfully, that the
once, but a dose now and again
tamperings have only now been exposed through the vigilance of the Prates^
tant Alliance, and the active and searching labours of Mr. Colleite., in a series
of admirable letters in the Morning Advertiser.
We think it right to warn
our readers against allowing their children to use the Outlines as they now
;

stand, and

we

shall give

one or two specimens of how Gilbert has been conschool-book, into a Popish

verting, time after time, a genuine Protestant

History in disguise.
Hemtit VIII.
A few lines of Ince are swelled out into an entire page.
The following passage is added by Gilbert

—

:

—

—
Marriage.

After this
1. Catharine of
Arragon, widow of his brother Arthur.
marriage had lasted eighteen years, the king, in 1533, induced Cranmer, icho was
afkricards made by him Archbishop of Canterbury, to hold a sort of tribunal in order
to decide the marriage with Catharine to be
illegal, and her daughter Mary, illegitimate ;
and that Anne Boleyn, to whom he had previously been privately married, was the
lawful queen." p. 62.

—

be at once seen that " base and interested motives" are here insiMr. Collette has clearly proved that Cranmer
diously imputed to Cranmer.
was only one of many who declared the nullity of the marriage that all the
It will

;

English bishops, except Fisher, declared that the mamage was illegal, fully
two years before Cranmer was even consulted,
nearly six years before he was

—

consecrated Archbishop that five years before that event, a dispensation was
" to
signed by the Pope himself for the king
marry, in the place of Catharine,
;
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woman wkordsoever, even if she were already promised to another^ or
him in the first degree of affinity^^^ Lingard's (Popish historian)

—

History of England^ vol. vi. pp. 128, 129, edit, 1848; that nearly three years
before Cranmer's consecration, the decision of the bishops was ratified by the
principal universities and divines in Europe ; and that fully a year before the
death of Cranmer's predecessor, Henry had finally separated from Catharine.
The king did not marry Anne Boleyn till a year and a half after his final

separation from Catharine, and nearly six years after the judgment of the
English bishops. As to the Tribunal^ suffice it to be said, that in ^ji:)n71533,

the nullity of the marriage was declared in the Upper and Lower Houses of
Convocation that on May 10, (about forty days after Cranmer's consecration
as Archbishop of Canterbury,) he held a consistory of bishops and arch;

bishops, and on the 23d
void, de facto et dejure.

Cardinal Wolsey

it

was unanimously decided

that the marriage

was

—

Inck.
"
Temporizing with the King, and aiming at the Popedom, he (Wolsey) fell
imder Henry's displeasure, and died broken-hearted at Lancaster, Nov. 28, 1530"

Gilbert.

"The King (Henry
wasted the wealth

left

VIII.)

him by

having

his father,

persuaded Wolsey to obtain further sup-

plies of money from his people; butHenry
finding the archbishop not so successful
as his rapacity led him to wish, took offence at Wolsey ; the latter, however, to show his sincerity, gave the sovereign his
own splendid palace of Whitehall, at Westminster. After this, the King accused
Wolsey of temporizing with him, opposing his Majesty's divorce from Catharine of
Arragon and aiming at the Popedom. Thesfe charges caused him to fall under
Henry's displeasure, and he died broken-hearted at Lancaster, Nov. 28, 1530" (p, C3).
(p. 70).

Why

does Gilbert take so

much

pains to excite sympathy for Wolsey.

The

act of Parliament, all the goods and chattels of Wolsey were forand the so-called " gift"
feited to the crown, for procuring Bulls from Rome
was the consequence of that sentence. Moreover, Wolsey's temporizings

truth

is,

by

;

about the marriage, and intrigues for the Popedom, were

before,

not after this

forfeiture.

—

"

Luther. Gilbert says,
Ever since the fall of the Roman Empire, the
nations which arose upon its ashes had remained, to a considerable extent,
in the opinion of some, this authority of the Roman
subject to the Papal see
:

Catholic church had, in process of time, been abused
the facility in the interchange of thought which the reforming party had obtained through the
invention of printing, led to a violent agitation of the question as to the exact
;

Papal power." There is here not one word of the fact that it
that opened the eyes of the people to the enormities of the
Papacy, and that it was not the selfish jealousy of power that led to such
But observe what follows
agitations.
limits of the

was the Bible

:

—

"In the midst of this popular excitement, Martin Luther, an Augustinian monk,
commenced in 1517, his Reformation,' at WUrtemberg, in Gei'mauy. He had taken
offence at the Roman see, in consequence of the Pope having granted the privilege
'

of dispensing indulgences to the Dominican order of friars, which had previously
been limited to the Augustinian monks. Luther then wrote a treatise to prove that
"
indulgences were sinful, and that the Pope had no authority to grant them
(p. 64).

This selfish charge against Luther has been over and over gain refuted,
it requires no ordinary amount of audacity in an English author to insert
such repetitions in a work \)a?sed oiF as a Protestant school-book. But one
other specimen

and

:

—
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—

Ince.

" Character.
She had few qualities
either estimable or amiable, Bigotry, retenge,and tyranny appear to he her pre-

She was, however, susvailing features.
many
ceptible of friendship, and in
instances gave indications of resolution
and vigour of mind" (p. 73).

—

Gilbert.

From the peculiar cireumCharacter.
stances of her position, she fias had the
creifii o/ but few qualities, either estimable
or amiable. And yet she was devotedly
sincere in her attachment to the Catholic
faith, was susceptible of true friendship,
and in many instances gave undoubted
proofs of her resolution and vigour of

mind" (p. 70).
The leanings of the Popish author are here most manifest.

We

cannot follow Mr. CoUette's able exposition farther

;

but,

we

think,

enough has been said to warn every Protestant to look closely into the books
that are put into the hands of his children.
We ought, besides, to give little
credence to the sanction of the educational branch of the Society of Arts, or
her Majesty's Committee of Council on Education, since this book of Gilbert's
has been sanctioned by them, and advertised as the " only book appointed"
"
"
by the former body, as a Test" for the examination of Prize Students 1"
We hope Mr. Collette will publish his able and timely Letters in a separate
form, and that the Protestants of the country wiU circulate copies of them ia
every school in the kingdom.
It is, however, gratifying to state, that through the active services of the
Protestant Alliance, this book has been removed from the list of the Society
of Arts, and that the Privy Council on Education has intimated to them that

work will be discontinued so long as the
Committee of Council are infringed.*
the further issue of the

STATISTICS OF THE POPISH
The

CHURCH

IN

rules of the

GREAT BRITAIN.

shows the number of Popish Churches, Priests, Moand Convents in 1829, when the Emancipation Act was passed,

following table

nasteries,

compared with

their

number

at the present time

:

1829.

Priests, &c., in

Great Britain,

.

.

.
do.,
Chapels, &c.,
Religious houses of Men, or Monasteries,
Convents,
.

.

—

1857.

477
449

Our readers must be struck with the great increase that has taken place.
The number of Priests has been doubled^ the Chapels very nearly so, and Convents and Monasteries have started into existence, and are increasing to an
enormous amount under the fostering of Privy Council grants.
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The righteousness of Christ

trampled on.
In fact, the whole work, instead of leading to the Saviour,

calculated to

is

depreciate all Gospel truth.
I am sure you would be doing good by mentioning this fact in your highly
It would be the means of guarding some
valuable publication, the Buhvark.

parents at least from putting into the hands of their children this pernicious
I remain,
volume.

—

A Constant Readee

of the Bulwark.

SCOTTISH TRACTARIANISM.

Two very important papers on this subject have just been issued by the
" Church Protestant Defence
They unfold a real danger to which
Society."
the Protestantism of England is at present exposed from a wily movement
on the part of the Tractarians of the North
"A
private bill was noiselessly introduced and carried through Parliament last ses'
sion, which they felt would be the best prelude to the introduction of a genei'al mea:

—

This bill quietly stole its way
sure carrying out the prayer of the above petition.
through Parliament, under a heading so framed as not to draw public attention to its
The bill involves questions affecting the Act of Unix)n, the Act of Unireal object.
'
formity, the spiritual and civil rights of the Church of England and yet Shipton's
'
Disabilities Removal Bill is all the public sign given that certain sappers and miners
;

have completed their
" This
private

first parallel

!

petition from the Rev. George Shipton, ordained
the Right Rev. Alexander, Bishop of Argyll and
said George Shipton complains that he found his congregation at
'
Stornaway, very small ;' and that he is desirous to extend his usefulness, and to
exercise his ecclesiastical functions among a lai'ger population.' And that, as a living
to have relief
is offered him in England, he prays to be allowed to accept of it, and
bill was introduced and
granted to him in the premises !' On this narrow ground a
the Legislature had
passed ; and the first intimation which the public had of what
unguardedly done, was the printing of the above petition and bill in the Scotch Eccleof
Mr.
the
siastical Journal (September 1856,)
Shipton's Mother Church, toorgan
gether with the following commentary, which clearly shows that if Parliament were

by one whom he
The
the Isles.'

bill

was founded on a
'

illegally styles,

'

'

—

not :
asleep, the Scottish Episcopal Church was
" '
believe the present circumstance to be a matter of real congratulation to
those who have so long and so earnestly deprecated the stigma which has been imposed
upon our Church by the existence of our clerical disabilities. The first direct step,
And as it is the first of the
then, has been taken to remove this obnoxious burden.

We

an important principle, we shall let the event itself tell its
[Here follows the petition and bill.] One or two points are deservstory, &c.
the completeness and unconditional
ing of special attention in this document, namely,
nature of the I'emoval of all disqualifications, and the slenderness of the pleas on which
It will be seen in the enactment, that there is no reservation
it has been gi-anted.
and no limitation of the privileges conceded. Mr. Shipton is placed on precisely the
same footing with his brethren in English orders, the provisions at the end of the bill
And as to the ground of the prayer exhibited
bein<' no more than they are bound by.

kind, and involves such

own

in the three last clauses (of the petition), they are no more than
Wick to Berwick may allege with as much claim to attention.

any incumbent from

They

in fact

amount

no more than a declaration that Mr. Shipton has been offered a benefice which he
would like to accept and, as he wishes it, therefore he ought to be enabled to have
of pi-ecedent.
And
it.
Nothing could have been more universally applicable by way
we conclude from it, that the Legislature has no very intense respect for the old unto any Christian Statute-book, and will ere
just enactment, which is a disfigurement

to

;

violent opposition to its entire erasure.''
this promising state, Mr. Gladstone, at the very close of the
session, when the greater number of the members had left town, took occasion of an
the Government, of their purpose to discontinue a certain grant of
announcement

long

"

make no

Things being in

by
£600 per annum to the

Scottish Episcopal Church, to press upon the

House the pro-
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As to the grant, he said he
priety of performing an act of grace to that Church.
would not defend it ; but if it must be withdrawn, he thought the present a most fitfor
the
act
of removing che disabilities which
ting opportunity
performing
graceful
still existed in the Statute-book against the Scottish Episcopal
Clergy.
" Under these
the
Committee
feel
bound to recur to this most imcircumstances,
to
state
facts
which
be
to
known
portant question,
ought
regarding it, and to warn the
faithful members of the Church of England of the real danger which threatens it from
Scotland."

The papers go on

to unfold a very instructive and remarkable history, and
demonstrate that to allow the success of the policy in question would
Those who wish to see the
dimply be to establish Tractarianism by law.
subject fully expounded had better apply to Mr. "Wilbraham Taylor, 1, Robert
to

London, for copies of the papers referred to, and meantime
the " Church Protestant Defence Society" is most worthy of the pecuniary
support of all Protestants.
Street, Adelphi,

THE PROTESTANT ALLIANCE.
TVe have already referred

to the

good service done by the Alliance in ex-

posing, through Mr. Collette, the Popish tamperings with Ince's Outlines of
English History^ and the gratifying success with which their efforts have been

crowned.
Prizes of £10, £5, and £4, are offered by the Committee, for young men
under twenty-five years of age, members of the Young Men's Christian Association, Church of England Young Men's Society, Sunday-school Institute,
or Sunday-school Union, to be examined on June 15, 19, and 29. Lectures
to the candidates on March 2, and alternate Mondays, at eight p.m., by the
Rev. W. M'Call, Rev. S. Garrett, Rev. Dr. Gumming, and Messrs. G. H. Davis,
J. Cook Evans, and C. H. Collette.
Particulars of examination will be given by the Alliance on application
and contributions for the Prize Fund are earnestly solicited.
Eflbrts have been made by the Alliance to promote Protestant interests
in Southampton, Newport, Greenwich, Colchester, and "West Kent, where
members of Parliament are about to be elected.
Twelve petitions against Maynooth have been prepared by the Reading
:

Protestant Institute.

for moving in the House of
times for simultaneous prayer on

The morning of the days

Commons on Maynooth,

are suggested as

fit

the subject.
Contributions will be received

by the Alliance to defray the expense of reRomish doings in the case of Alicia Race.
A mother claimed her three children from the Roman Catholic Orphan
Asylum in Missouri, and the matter is now before the American Courts on a

sisting the

writ of Habeas Corjms (^Ilecord, Jan. 30).
The Committee have under their notice the case of J. Vecino, imprisoned
at Madrid for using the Bible.

A

"

Spanish Prayer Union" has been formed, for united prayer on behalf

of the people of Spain.
At the Rue St. Honore, in Paris, an office has been opened for the sale of
Cecchetti has returned to FlorIndulgences, Absolutions from Oaths, &c.

A second Italian missionary is appointed in London.
{L'Eco di Savonarola, Jan. 15, in EngUsh and Italian, 10, Paternoster Row).*
* See
Monthly Letter, February 1857.

ence from banishment.
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POPERY AND FREEDOM.
For Popery is a
limited monarchy cannot exist together.
of the shark species, which cannot breathe in any but the waters of
despotism. Let me show this by running briefly through the history of

Popery and a

fish

In the
England, and by touching upon that of other European countries.
Will any historian dare to assert, that true
then, of England.
Parliaments had any real and substantial power before Protestantism was
Look at Henry- IV., Edward IV.,
fully established in our blessed country?
Richard III., Henrys VII. and VIII., and are you able to recognise in their
administration anything but despotism with a cloak on ?
Again, look at Mary's reign, and do you not see that England was then
first place,

under the absolute rule of the Pope of Rome

?
Nothing in the shape of a
Parliament was known then, else Smithfield would never have been
rendered notorious by the martyrs' piles. And, indeed, so fully did despotism
seem to be implanted in our British soil at this time, that even Elizabeth
might be considered almost an empress. Proceed on to James the First's reign,
and you will see the first resuscitation of a Parliament. But in his son
Charles's reign, it again received a check and who could doubt the reason,
seeing that he had a semi-popish Archbishop, and a herd of Jesuits in his

real

;

We

hasten on to the monarchs immediately following the CommonCourt?
wealth, namely Charles II. and James II., and we do not find Parliaments
then of much power. But when Protestantism was firmly settled in our
From that time
country, how striking is the change in the administration
!

day the people have felt true freedom, and have had a voice
in the government of their land.
Yes, and to such an extent has this spirit
of freedom proceeded, that our land is known through the length and breadth
" the land of
All which is the effect of Protesof the world, as
liberty."
up

to the present

tantism.

Secondly, Look at France, a Popish country. Do you find freedom there?
that
recognise the voice of the people in the Government ? No

And do you

;

would not do for the Emperor Louis Napoleon, or for his Holiness the Pope.
It would kill
It would destroy both the temporal and spiritual despotism.
the Vatican Bull.
to the Holy City Rome.
There, no doubt, you will find true
Yes, Pius the Ninth is an indulgent father, no doubt. He is only
He only hates Parliaments, and, consequently, the
despotic and absolute.
But, besides this, he is not
liberty and affectionate voices of his children.

Turn aside

freedom.

over partial to the Bible.
Again, turn to Tuscany.

No Parliament

there, as the

poor Madiai

felt to

their cost.

The government is an absolutism, and that,
is not much better.
"
under the direction of Pius Nonus."
They are but branches of Rome,
Lastly, Look at Spain and Portugal.
and therefore you can guess whether liberty is known there.
In conclusion, then, let me ask my readers to examine and prove my
statements for themselves, which, so far from being exaggerated, are rather
Let every one scour the whole of the world, and in the Prothe contrary.
"
testant states alone will he find real (beware of
nominal") liberty, civil and
Austria

too,

religious.
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PROTESTANT PROGRESS IN THE CANTON OF TESSIN.
While

the other Cantons of Switzerland were engaged in making the ne-

cessary preparations for defending themselves against Prussia, the. restless
and inconsiderate inhabitants of Tessin have (writes the Times Vienna correspondent) been occupied in burning confessionals and ridiculing the dogma

The Deutschland^ an ultramontane organ of
of the Immaculate Conception.
the German press, gives the following account of an event which may possibly
produce a very considerable change in the policy of Austria in the Neufchatel

—

question
" In
Loco, the principal town of the circle of Onferone, the Municipal
Council resolved to do away with auricular confession, and the festival of
:

was the day which they

fixed on for putting
the 8th December, the festival of the Conception of the Virgin, all the confessionals were carried out of the church,
and as soon as Divine service was at an end, and the congregation bad left

the Immaculate Conception
their puipose into execution.

the sacred edifice, a
into it !"

fire

On

was made, and the confessionals were tossed

THE ROMAN PONTIFF
IS

THAT ANTICHRIST WHOM THE SCRIPTURE FORETOLD AS TO COME.*

I HAVE a great undertaking before me, distinguished men, to teach and to
maintain in so large and so learned an assembly, that the Pope of Rome, who
professes himself the Chief Vicar of Christ upon earth, the successor of Peter,
the Head of the Christian Church, the Prince of all Bishops, the most
Catholic of Catholics, the Oracle, in a manner, of religion, and a mortal god

amongst men, is the very Antichrist himself, the enemy of God, a traitor to
Christ, an adversary of religion, a high priest of heresy, a parricide of the
Church. But grant me, for a while, the presence of your minds as well as
of your persons, and if, perchance, you may have judged less rightly hitherto
of this worst of monsters, by reason of the common error on the subject, now
at length, laying aside conjectures, receive the true opinion,

and

that Anti-

whom

Scripture has foretold, time has revealed, the Church for many
For why should
ages has endured, acknowledge, reject, devote to the Furies
we hesitate both to think freely, and to speak openly, or why should we in
christ,

!

If the Roman
halt in a matter so necessary and so manifest?
be the Antichrist, (whom we cannot but know so to be, unless we
would err with our eyes open,) why any more do we either expect another
I hope, however, that after
Antichrist, or hesitate to apply the title here ?
the matter has been treated, none of you will remain in any doubt but that
that distinguished Pontiff, who boasts himself so much, is the true and only
Antichrist, whom they who would not perish everlastingly ought to execrate

any degree

PontiflT

and shun communication with. I will proceed as the right rule of reasoning
and prove my point demonstratively by the authority of Scripture,
passing over all those arguments in my address which may seem to militate
against my point. For now my business is to declare and to demonstrate,
prescribes,

reserving any refutation of ihe arguments of adversaries

till

my

time arrives

to answer.

A

*
Thesis proposed and maintained in the University of Cambridge, a.d. 1582. By
"William Whitaker, D.D., Regius Professor of Divinity, and Master of St. John's College.
Translated from the Latin.
Cardinal Beliarmine called Dr. Whitaker "the most learned
Protestant he ever knew.
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assume then, in the first place, what must of necessity be granted
me, that Antichrist is described to us in Scripture by the truest and most
certain marks, so that we are not to picture to ourselves any Antichrist independent of the Scriptures, but affirm as a certainty that he is Antichrist
indeed whom all those signs exactly suit which we read concerning Antichrist
in Scripture.
For either this is needful, or else the Holy Spirit has drawn
I will thereAntichrist amiss, which cannot be stated without blasphemy.
I will

to

fore lay this down as the foundation of
argument, that the Scripture has
delivered to us all those truths concerning Antichrist which it is needful for

my

the Church to

know

;

the false Antichrist to

and that

whom

he,

beyond

all

question,

is

the true, or rather

those marks apply with which the Holy Spirit

to paint him, and to draw, as it were, his lively and his proper
maintaiu, then, that those points which are stated in the whole
of Scripture with I'egard to Antichrist, both suit the Pope of Rome in all particulars, and cannot be applied universally to any other.

has thought

portrait.

fit

I

The name of Antichrist is used in the Scriptures in a twofold way, either
For, as the name of Christ is sometimes applied
generally or appropriately.
in a way of accommodation to all those persons who resemble Christ in point

—

of unction,
such as prophets, kings, and priests, (an instance of which is
that passage in Psalm civ., " Touch not my Christs," or " my anointed
ones,") and sometimes again strictli/, for the incarnate Son of God himself,

—

our Saviour and Redeemer Jesus Christ,
so is it with the name of Antichrist.
This term is taken sometimes in the Scripture for awj enemy of Christ, as in
1

John

ii.,

"Now

are there

many

Antichrists,"

i.e.^

"many

apostates,

who

endeavour to adulterate Christ's pure doctrine, have begun already to break
forth."
Sometimes, again, the term is taken strictly for that leading Antichrist, who, not in one or two particulars, but in respect of Christ's whole
doctrine and dominion, most audaciously assaults Him.
So has John spoken
of the Antichrist in the place above referred to, when he says, " Little children, it is the last hour, and as ye have heard that Antichrist should come,"
&c.
Of this Antichrist, again, must those words of St. Paul be understood
which he wrote in the second chapter of 2 Thess. My purpose, then, is not
to treat of those minute and many Antichrists, who sowed the seeds of the
apostasy and fearful antichristianism which was then about to be established,
but of that eminent Antichrist, who opposes Christ in all things, and of which
But when I say that the Roman Pontiff is this
they were but the harbingers.
great Antichrist, I mean that he is the prince and head of that apostasy which
Scripture pointed out beforehand, and foretold as coming on the Church
for we ought not to think that the whole might of Antichrist is included in
one Pontiff; but that the pontifical kingdom itself, which is contrary to tbat
of Christ, is most truly styled the Antichrist.
Of which kingdom, because
:

Roman Pontiff is the head, him, by a synecdoche, I call the Antichrist.
In which I follow Scripture altogether as my mistress and my guide, which,
when it makes mention of that Antichrist, points, at one time, to the whole
"
kingdom and body, as when Paul says, Unless there come a falling away
" the
and
of
doth
first,"
already work ;" whilst, at another
mystery
iniquity
time, it puts before us some supreme and leading person in this kingdom, on
the

whom

As where it says, for instance,
the whole body of wickedness depends.
Opposing and exalting himself against whatever is called God or Deity, and
These things cannot be understood of the
holding himself forth as God,"
whole body but of the head the Roman Pope. Now then, having made
it clear what we mean under the name of Antichrist, let us proceed to the
matter which we have before us, and discuss what we find delivered about
"

;

—
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monuments of Scripture. From hence, as we maintain, all
imbued themselves with Antichristian errors must learn, and must
But I shall purposely
acknowledge, that the Roman Pontiflf is the Antichrist.
use brevity, and crowd much into a little space.
Almost all the ancients, and some even of the modems, and they theologians
Antichrist in the

who

are not

of the greatest learning, are of opinion that Daniel spoke of Antichrist in his
eleventh chapter, towards the end. For they think that what is stated there
refers typically to Antiochus Epiphanes, but properly and truly has respect
to Antichrist.
Indeed, none of the Papists, as far as I am aware, are in any

opinion be correct, who and what should be
be learned out of that passage. For there we
may contemplate the picture of the Roman Pontiff, not in a mei*e outline,
but expressed to the life. For, in. the first place, " He will do," says the
"
Prophet,
according to his will." And truly, the Pope has now done, for
many centuries, just according to his pleasure, not only in ecclesiastical
For he claims to himself the power both of
matters, but also in political.

doubt upon

this subject.

the future Antichrist

If this

may

creating, changing, and removing kings, and of releasing the subjects from
their oath of fealty.
He claims, too, authority over all the kingdoms of the

world of rooting out, and pulling down, of destroying and of throwing down,
of building and of planting.
And this power he has both exercised in former days in the case of certain kings and emperors, and has been willing, as
you know, to do as much in respect of our own sovereign. But in sacred
things he has given to himself still greater licence, so that all his sayings,

and decrees, must be thought to be the Holy Spirit's oracles
whatever pleases him must be accounted catholic, whatever, displeases him
If he should draw down with him to hell innumerable souls, yet it
heretical.
" Si
is a crime to say to him. What doest thou? (Dist.
Papa") and it is a
trite axiom among Papists
(as none of them would venture to deny) that the
will of the Pope stands in the place of argument.
In the next place, the
" He shall exalt himself above
Prophet says,
every god," which Paul also

declarations,

;

expressly states concerning Antichrist. In what way the Pope does this we
when we come to deal with that passage. In the third place,
the Prophet subjoins, " He shall prosper till God's wrath is consummated."
will [explain

Now who knows

not the wonderful advancements which the pontifical kingLord revealed this Antichrist to the knowledge of his
It follows, in the fourth place, " He shall not
regard the God of

dom made,
people

?

until the

his fathers."

who

deity,

is

And

so have the followers of

not the

God

of the Christians.

Popery invented for us a new
They have a counterfeit God
;

a counterfeit Christ ; a counterfeit heaven ; a religion, not such as those
fathers the Apostles taught, but which they themselves have been able to invent and feign, as we shall make more manifest hereafter. In the fifth place,
" He shall not
the Prophet writes,
regard the love of women." Now the
Papists, although they are not of all men the least sensual, yet condemn just

and lawful wedlock in all their functionaries, and prefer nefarious and more
than Sodom-like abominations, and shameful turpitude to honest, holy mar" He shall honour a
riage.
Sixthly, it is said,
god with gold, and silver, and
the
"With
stones."
Papists, spiritual and true worship is destroyed
precious
all religion consists in outward show, in magnificent ornaments of temples
" He
and
of masses.
In the last
and in the
he
;

statues,
pomps
adds,
place,
will multiply glory, and make his own to rule, and divide the land to them,"
(" whom he shall acknowledge and increase with glory and he shall cause
;

them

many, and divide the land
what magnificence, what power, what

to rule over

glory,

for gain.")

riches,

What

can be

luxury, what

gi'eater

than were
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"Whatsoever in the Christian world is joyful,
not long since, in the occupation
can doubt but that those particuPontiff as not to be more suitable to any human

those of the Pope's followers ?

fruitful, pleasant, rich, desirable, that was,
Therefore I think nobody
of the Papists.

lars so

touch the

Roman

But, since there are some to whom it is not yet clear that Daniel
spoke of Antichrist, and forasmuch as if he did so, he appears to have
spoken of him typically, let us come to the New Testament, in which this
being.

I shall not, however,
Antichristian monster is clearly and lucidly described.
follow up each particular, but dwell upon the most illustrious places.
In the
second chapter of 2 Thess., no Christian in the world has ever doubted

that mention

is

made concerning

Antichrist.

This, therefore, is a passage

and compare the Roman
Pope with the Apostle's Antichrist, that we may learn to recognise the thing
itself by its true and proper marks.
The Thessalonians had been under a
false impression that Christ's advent and the world's end were just at hand.
Of this error the Apostle strives to disabuse them, and propounds to them a
doctrine very needful to all Christians.
His simple axiom was of this kind
This Antichrist he describes in a
Antichrist will come before Christ comes.
variety of ways, that all churches may perceive what sort of Antichrist was

which we must weigh with considerable

diligence,

—

Let us consider the particulars of the apostolical description.
''
Except there come a falling away (^avoaruGia)
first."
The falling away he means is from the faith, since it was not in his
mind to speak of the changes or subversions of kingdoms and empires. And
" Some shall
the word so signifies in 1 Tim. iv.
depart from the faith," i.e.,
to be expected.

He says, then, in the first place,

:

from sound doctrine. And all the fathers predict that the
arrival of Antichrist would be accompanied with a miserable overthrow of
Now, whereas the Apostle says simply that an aposreligion and of piety.
tasy would occur, he intimates a universal and not a particular apostasy.
For he speaks indefinitely. And this too will be more completely evident by
a collation of other passages. It is said in the eigthteenth chapter of St.
Luke, "When the Son of man cometh, shall He find faith on the earth?"
This is that falling away from the faith, this the defection which Paul fore"
told.
In Matt,
the love of
shall abound
we
shall fall off

shall

many
;
read,
xxiv.,
Iniquity
cold."
And St. John, in the Apocalypse, predicts that it would
that the kings of the earth would commit fornication with the harlot,

wax

happen
and that the inhabitants of the earth would be drunk with the wine of her
Finally, as I say,
fornication, and that nations would drink of that wine.
it to be
itself, the best interpreter of things like these, has proved
altogether true. For, partly through Mohammedanism, partly through Papism,
faith, for a long time, has been almost utterly extinguished, so that nothing

the event

of the true and ancient faith has continued in the world.

The Apostle pro-

ceeds, in the next place, to point out Antichrist by his distinctive marks :
" And that man of sin shall be
revealed, the sou of perdition," who is an adIn these words he places Antichrist before us as some certain
versary.
is not really one person in particular, yet is
described by the Apostle under such a character, as well on account of the
kingdom itself which he has set up in opposition to Christ, which is one, as
on account of one and the same spirit of Satan by which all Antichristians
are incited.
As the kingdom of Christ is one, so the kingdom of Antichrist

individual, who, although he

them-

one ; and for that cause, as Daniel formerly described kingdoms
selves (which are kept up by a succession of many kings and many men)
under the names of a leopard, of a lion, of a bear, so the Apostle chose to de-

is

scribe Antichrist,

and the whole body of the Antichristian kingdom, under
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the image of one man, of surpassing wickedness.
And, forasmuch as the
pontifical kingdom fights and wars with that of Christ, and the Pope rules in

the same as king supreme, it is with the utmost propriety that we term him,
This man, says the Apostle, must be
of eminence, the Antichrist.
revealed, t.e., he must openly seize the kingdom, and exercise his tyranny

by way

;

which, indeed, the Pope has evidently done for upwards of 900 years, ever
since it was his pleasure to be styled Head of the Church, and to hold ecclesiastical

supremacy.

tiff is

And

you may plainly perceive that the Roman Ponmaintain, let us pursue the rest of the Apostle's
In the fourth verse which follows, he points out

that

this Antichrist, as

we

prophetical description.
Antichrist under three attributes.

" he will
For, in the first place,
oppose and
exalt himself against whatsoever is called God, or is worshipped."
Secondly,
"
" He will sit in the
He will show himself
temple of God as God." Thirdly,
that he

is

God."

These particulars would furnish an almost endless subjectbut I must of necessity keep within my bounds.
be concluded in our next.)
{^To

matter of discourse

;

POPISH INTOLERANCE IN ENGLAND.

An

illustration of the usual tactics of

Rome,

often too successful, lately

Some

zealous friends of truth thought it their duty to
circulate Christian tracts amongst the members of a Popish congregation as

occurred at Portsea.

they passed along the street, including some Popish soldiers, which tracts
were in most cases kindly and thankfully received. The Popish authorities,
however, became alarmed, as they always do at the approach of light, a riot

was

threatened, and instead of apprehending the rioters, the magistrates were
appealed to against the tract distributor
They, in the usual style of modern
Liberalism, instead of denouncing the lawlessness of the Popish dupes, denounced the zeal of the Protestant missionary.
!

"

The Bench retired to consider the application, and on their return into Court»
Mayor said, The Bench exceedingly regretted the annoyance the Roman Catholic
congregation had been put to. They entirely condemned it, and would adopt every
means in their power to prevent its being repeated. They must, however, delithe

berate upon what steps
execution."

it

would be necessary

Mr. Cluett, whose zealous

efforts

to take before they

were carried

into

have thus been interfered with, makes

the following explanation since, in a published letter

:

—

" I can
only say that the statement, as it appears in your paper, is as inaccurate
and as entirely at variance with the real matter of fact as anything can well be. In
the first place, it is not true that I presented any controversial tract bearing the title
In the second place, it is not true that in any case I thrust a tract on the
specified.
acceptance of the soldier. Nearly in every case the tracts were received by them
was a tract returned to
civilly and gratefully, and only in one instance that morning
me by a soldier. In the third place, there was not the slightest endangerment of the
breach of the peace as it regarded either the soldiers or myself. I was there on an
errand of peace and mercy at the dictate of my conscience, and only desirous to do
good to the poor fellows, by offering them some useful reading, which, of coui-se, it
was optional with them to accept or reject as they thought best. They were there in
perfect order and quietness, so that no breach of the peace could possibly be chargeable either on them or myself.
What, then, was the commotion and endangerment
of the peace referred to ? why, that a few Irishwomen, who were in no way concerned
in the matter, chose to interfere, and not only to attack me, but to seize the tracts
from the soldiers. The assault that was amenable to the law was not my ' thrusting'
tracts into the soldiers' possession, nolens volens, but the women thrusting the tracts
out of the soldiers' hands
which they had readily accepted. I can aver that between

—
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women and the soldiers tliere was no sympathy the soldiers were my friends
and defenders one stood in the passage and protected me from the attack of the

the

:

assailants."

We trust our zealous friend will not be discouraged, and that he will be
work.
supported in his good
THE CONFESSIONAL.
An American
Romanism thus

:

the

of this infamous machine of

progress
reports
—paper
The clergy in Chili exert through

fluence which reaches the

the confessional an in-

most private transactions of

life.

Every commu-

A

refusal to do it is
required to confess at least once a year.
followed by the severest pains and penalties which the Church can inflict.
Some two years since, a daughter of one of the most prominent members of

nicant

is

She tol d
the legislature of Chili was grossly insulted at the confessional.
her mother, who, in grief and consternation, related the circumstance to her
He excused her from going again to the confessional. The year
father.
the father peremptorily
rolled round, and she was summoned to compliance
;

refused his assent. Three of the inferior ofiicers of the Church were despatched
Her father planted himself armed on the door-sill of
to bring her by force.
the house, and told them if they entered it would be at their peril. They re-

and reported their ill success to their superior. The next Sabbath she
at the altar blown out, to
publicly excommunicated, and her candle
was extinguished. The father, indignant at
signify that her hope of heaven
the attempt to undermine the virtue of his daughter, introduced a bill into
the national legislature for entirely abolishing the confessional. It produced
the most intense excitement the pulpits of Chili rang with denunciations
the archbishop despatched a messenger to Rome for the Pope's anathema.
Many who had been silent now began to speak out. But a repugnance to
innovation in ecclesiastical afiairs, and the combined influence of the clergy,
law was defeated.
prevailed, and the contemplated

tired

was

;

;

THE BIBLE.
What part
is not the friend of the Bible ?
?
enjoys them can afford to dispense with the Scriptures
What greater calamity could befall our world than to lose the last copy of
What benevolent man would extinguish such a light as
this sacred book ?
Who ever was induced, from a sincere regard to the best interests of
this?

Who,

that

is

a friend to man,

of the earth that

now

his fellow-men, to subvert the foundation of so much public tranquillity, and
Who would bring back upon the world
so many private virtues and- hopes ?

Who
the ignorance and servitude, the horror and crime of the dark ages ?
would be the agent in inducing it to retrace its steps to the iguorance and
altars of Baal-peor,
superstitions of Paganism^ to the impure and sanguinary
Moloch, and Ashtaroth to the obscene groves of oriental idolatry to the
;

;

;

foster the basest and
hero-gods of Egypt and Greece, and to all that shall
most malignant passions of men ? Who would throw back the human in-

upon a state of scepticism and uncertainty as to the reality of a future
and immortal existence, and the way of securing its blessedness by faith in
the only Redeemer? Who would impart anew all their power to those exhas subdued or restrained?
citing causes of human depravity which the Bible
Who would dry up those living fountains of joy which it has opened ? Who

tellect
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would diminish or destroy its motives to well-doing, and wither its fruits of
^Tho would refuse its consolations to the heart of the bereaved, and provoke afresh those tears of the mourner which it has wiped
away ? Who would tell the widow and orphan to go and visit the tombs of
those they loved, and come trembling away, trembling on through life,
trembliug and uncertain to the grave, to learn all there, but not to bring
back the secret? Oh where is the man that would thus consent to restore to
death the sting, and to the grave tfie victory, which the Bible has taken away ?
No calculations could measure, no numbers estimate the loss, were this book
nor were it possible to appreciate it, except
to be blotted out of existence
from the extended cry of misery and despair that would be consequent on
Fiends alone, and men like fifends, would toll
excluding it from the world.
while virtuous
its funeral knell, and crowd in joyful procession to its tomb
and holy minds, veiled in mourning, and bathed in tears, would turn away
disconsolate, and bury their hopes in the same grave with the Bible!
From " The Obligations of the World to the Bible" by Gardiner Spring, D.D.
righteousness ?

!

;

;

—

THE CONTRAST.
What a contrast between Romanism and Christianity That which is the
glory and happiness of the one, is punishment to the other. Rome does well
for her own interest to keep her votaries in the dark, to forbid them, on the
penalty of damnation, to think for themselves in matters of religion.
!

At every confesPrayer, the saint's delight, is Rome's most usual penance.
sion prayers are dealt out by Papal Rome, as stripes used to be by Rome
So that you
Pagan, in tens, twenties, thirties, and with a similar object.
win see thousands of penitents rhyming over their paters and aves with all
possible speed, as though trying how soon they could get done with the task ;
and that they may not utter one prayer beyond the prescribed number,

—

keeping the exact "count" upon their beads an invention contrived for
very purpose. Communion with God, then, is the penance of Rome
and it is this /ee?wi_$r of penance itself a sin most monstrous which is designed as satisfaction for all other sins Only fancy a child deeming converse
with his parent his greatest punishment, and counting this dreadfully unnatural feeling a merit in his parent's eyes
Then it is a system of merchandise as well as slavery. That God who
"
" who
gave His only begotten Son," without money and
gives everything,
"
to
without price," and commands His ministers
freely
give as they have
as making His own house "a house of merfreely received," is represented
chandise," and giving nothing without a quid pro quo (one thing for
this

—

—

;

!

!

—

Salvation itself is made a system of traffic, in which gold is the
currency, grace the commodity, the altar the shop, and the priest the salesman. For to Rome belongs the glory of the discovery, that in heaven as on
another).

"
money answereth all things." Without it you need expect little, but
and so
with it men have got indulgences to murder their own parents
accustomed are people to pay it on all occasions, that they have sometimes
asked our missionaries when about to pray with them "But, Sir, what will
you charge us?" When a chapel is to be repaired, the gates are often shut
on the Sabbath morning, with sentinels stationed at them, and none allowed to enter who do not first pay the priest himself, perhaps, superintending the scene with cudgel in hand, and freely employing it against such as
would pass without contributing.
earth,

;

—

;
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A BLESSED SIXPENCE.

A J0^1AL priest in the south of Ireland, not very long ago, was the owner
of a yacht, in which he used to delight himself and friends in excursions
around a beautiful harbour.
Plenty of feasting, fun, and frolic were the
On one occasion, having a large party on board, he
wished to procure some fish for their dinner. Having hailed a fishing-boat,
he inquired whether any good fish could be had and being informed that
the fishermen had just caught a fine turbot, he desired one of the fishermen
order of each day.

;

When the turbot was safely deposited in the
Reverence, the Priest took a sixpence from his pocket, and
on the palm of his hand, he breathed on it, muttered some
with, I suppose, due intention^ and then devoutly making the
sign of the cross on it, handed it to the miserable fisherman in payraeut for
the turbot, telling him at the same time that it was a blessed sixpence, and
Thunderthat he was a fortunate man for possessing such a precious coin.

to bring it to
custody of his
having laid it
jargon over it,

the yacht.

struck at his remuneration, the wretched fisherman had to pocket the affront,
not daring to refuse the payment, though far from satisfied, despite of the
blessing.
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NOTES OF THE MONTH.
Maynooth.

—All our

readers must have rejoiced to fiud Mr. Spooner re-

commencing operations against Maynooth at the very beginning of the Session
of Parliament. Let them all give him promptly every assistance, by petitions,
by writing private letters to members, and otherwise and let us trust, that,
;

the blessing of God,
and crime.

by

we

Custody of Childken.

shall speedily see the

end of

this gigantic folly

—The judgment of Lord Campbell,

in the case of

Alicia Race, has been reversed by Vice-Ghancellor Kindersley, who has decided that the chLd shall be restored to the Sailors' Orphan School at Hampstead.

The Rivulet Controversy.

—A

new and powerful pamphlet on

this sub-

ject has been published by Mr. Grant, which certainly places Mr. Lynch's
Where is it to end?
friends and co-adjutors in a most unenviable light.

The Scottish Reformation

Society.

—This

Society

is

now

actively

and

We

trust all Proenergetically preparing for the onset against Maynooth.
testants in the kingdom will unite hand to hand in holding public meetings,
and getting up petitions. If they will only exert themselves now, their
efforts will,

by the blessing of God, be crowned with success before the

close

We

also trust our friends will kindly place this Society in
possession of funds for carrying on its important operations.

of the session.

The Students of Aberdeen and

St.

Andrews.

— We

rejoice that the

spirited students at these ancient seats of learning have followed the example
of the students of Edinburgh and Glasgow, in organizing Protestant Societies

for training themselves in the Popish controversy,

ing with the Scottish Reformation Society.

The Inverness Branch Society.

—

and otherwise co-operatthem God speed.

We wish

Our friends in the capital of the north
had a most auspicious meeting, publicly resolving to unite
the overthrow of Maynooth. The meeting was one of the most enthusiastic

of Scotland have
for

ever held there.

—We

The Hull Protestant Operative Conservative Association.
much gratified to see the progress this Association has made during

are

the

past year. At their annual tea festival recently held, the secretary reported
that the numbers had increased, and that the library had been greatly augmented. In addition to news-room, lectures, and discussion classes, this
is doing much good amongst the
Dublin Protestant Association.

Society

rising generation.

— This

Association has petitioned
has also published a summary of its operations for the
past year, from whichlt appears to have held fifty-four public meetings. It
has also forwarded no fewer than 192 petitions, containing upwards of 12,196
against nunneries.

It

signatures, besides others forwarded at their instance.

Also, they have sent

out, preparatory to the coming session, 1000 petitions for provincial signatures against Maynooth.
pray with all our hearts that these active and

We

energetic efforts

may be crowned

with success.

—

It is with much pleasure we record that our zealous Protestant friends in Brighton have presented Paul
Foskett, Esq., with a handsome gift, as a token of their high appreciation of
his noble eff"orts in the defence and preservation of Reformation truth.
" To insure sucMary a
Paul Cullen in his late

Brighton Protestant Association.

goddess.

—

cess in the great undertaking in

pastoral says,

which we are engaged, we must have re-
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God in fervent and persevering prayer, and recommend it (the
Catholic University) to the care of the Immaculate Mother of
God,
under whose powerful protection the (Roman) Catholic University has been
*
placed, at the desire of the Holy See."
In a popular history of the late war, by M. I'Abbe Mullois, p. 51, the fol"
Remember that the Holy Virgin, in becoming the
lowing sentence occurs

course to

Roman

:

—

Mother of the Creator, became also the sovereign of all creatures, not only in
name but in reality, so that Mary can, whenever she pleases, suspend or counteract the laws of nature, and she can work miracles as she pleases, when
she pleases, and how she pleases."!

—

" Father
" The
Thomas," a writer in the Tablet^ has just said
whole of our religion connects us in an intimate, instant, constant relation
with the world of spirits. We live in company with the departed— angels
and blessed spirits are our companious. The immaculate Mary is our love
and our dear Mary, ever blessed, the beautiful, the spotless virgin of virgins,
she is our good and dearest mother and often in the daytide, at evening

And

:

;

;

to her. We sing, when alone, her
our troubles. "|
Protestant reader, can you estimate the amount of poison such teachings
must lodge in the minds of the poor ignorant Roman Catholics, and will you
do nothing to save them, as well as yourselves and your children, from the
sad disasters of such idolatry? Read, Ave beseech you, Deut. xxxii. 16-23,
and especially verse 21.

song, morning, noon, and night,

hymns, and

tell

her

we speak

all

—

Tractarianism in Exeter. The parishioners of St. Olave's have decided
to wait the result of the St. Barnabas case, before taking farther steps in
regard to the outrage perpetrated by the rector. Rev. R. Roper, by placing
ever-green crosses about the church during the Christmas services, resembling more the decorations of a Roman Catholic chapel than a Protestant
church. §

—

Carmelite Confraternity. " The scapular is now becoming very general
The missions given by the religious orders have in no small
measure tended to promote it."||
Bradford, Yorkshire. At a late meeting for making a presentation to
Rev. Canon Harrison, the following toast was made " The health of Pope
Pius IX., long may he reign over us!!" Not a syllable about the Queen.
Remember this is in Protestant England. It was also said, " Fourteen years
since the (Roman) Catholics of Bradford were not very numerous, they had
but one small chapel, now they numbered upwards of 16,000, they had
erected a church which was an ornament to the town,
they had opened a
temporary chapel in another quarter of the town, a large and magnificent
plot of ground was obtained and beautified for the burial of the dead, and
was perhaps the only Catholic cemetery in the diocese."^

in England.

—

—

—

—

—

—

" one of the
greatest celebrations or reunions ever
Recently,
the
enjoyed," says
Tablet, "by the (Roman) Catholics of Halifax took place."
" The attendance of all classes was
unprecedently large." The object of the
" to
meeting was
procure a number of statues of saints."**

Halifax.

Peter Street, Westminster.

—Four new

Roman

Catholic schools are

being erected.f f
Tablet, 185G, p. 790.

+ Achat Herald,
t TaJflei, 1857.

1856, p. 204.

§ WUness, 2l3t January 1857, p. 2.

||

Tablet, 1857, p. 20.
1857, p. 21.

H TafM,

*«

+t

Tablet, 1857, p. 21.
Tablet, 1857, p. 37.
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of boys to these schools

are being constantly made.
Young criminals, for a breach of one law, it may
and
be, are sent to prison, for a few days, as a punishment for their crime,

then sent to an institution to be under monks for years^ to be taught to break
Is this the legitimate object
every law, and become enemies to the Crown
It is recently reported that Hamof punishment ?
Is this wise legislation ?
mersmith establishment is full, and that the St. Bernard's Monastery, LeicesThere is another near
tershire, have got room for only ten additional boys.
!

Market Weighton, York, Avhich has been sanctioned by our rulers, and Afill
soon be receiving Privy Council grants, if it does not receive them already.

ROMANISM AN IMPOSITION AND A FORGERY.
"We premise that the Church of Rome pretends to infallibility, and consequently, that it never changes in its dogmas, decrees of councils, traditions,
Bulls of Popes, and practices in conformity with them, and that they are
always iu every country and place to be enforced when practicable, and that

must at all times and for ever aim at making them practicable as soon as
such au end can be attained that the Romish Church is the same to-day

it

:

was

—

any preceding century or period. (Charles
Butler's Pop. Contro.)
There is a strange delusion which prevails over the minds of the people in
this country, and even over the minds of the more ignorant Roman Catholics,
whom it is the policy of the priests to keep thus ignorant for the present

that

it

in the 10th, 16th, or in

—

" that there has beeu
quite an improvement in Popery, and
is,
that it is now very different." To make this impression on the American mind
has been the incessant labour of the Jesuits who swarm in disguise among

this delusion

Europe and the extent of this decepconsequent apathy over a vast portion of the nation, is appalIt indicates both the great influence of Jesuitism, and the ignorance of
ling.
Protestants of the fact, that the very dogma, the pretended infallibility of the
Romish Church, necessarily implies that it cannot change. Let it be remembered, therefore, that "Holy Mother" is the same in this 19th century, in
us, since they lost their foothold iu
tion,

and

:

its

it was in the "Dark Ages," and that, to
wanting but power to carry them into execution.

these United States, to-day, that
effect its objects,

nothing

is

We premise again that it is a maxim with the Jesuits to prevaricate,
deny, misrepresent, contradict, and falsify the truth whenever it suits their
We have made
This we shall prove from their own authorities.
purpose.
these introductory remarks to guard our proofs, and the readers, against contrary assertions, constantly made by Roman Catholics and by deluded Pro:

Again, we shall lay down certain propositions.
Popery is a mere human invention for the advancement of
prelatical ambition, wealth, and power, and is founded on forgeries and
testants.

Proposition.

fiction.

—

—No such

person as "Pope" existed, or was known in the Chrisdays of the Apostles, and for five centuries afterwards.
The Apostles were all on an equality.— (Hist, of the New Tes. Coleman's
Chris. Antiq.
Mosheim's Eccles. Hist.) There is no chronology or history
that certifies that Peter was ever at Rome, or that any bishop became his
There is not a minister, in all Christendom,
successor, as head of the Church.
who is able to trace up, with any approach to certainty, his own spiritual
Proof.

tian Church, in the

;

;
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— (Jones' Church His. chap.
The
bishop who was
A.D. 501. — (White's Hist, of the Popes
i.

pedigree.

Essay

first
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ii.

;
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Archbisliop Wliately, of Dublin,

"

Pope," was Symmachus in
Bower on the Popes.) The bishops
Constantinople, Jerusalem, Antiocli, Rome, Alexcalled

;

of the priucipal cities of
andria, were

independent of each other during the

all

first

seven centuries,

and were sometimes called " patriarchs," which name the bishops of Constantinople and the Eastern Grecian churches retain to the present day.
(Coleman's Chris, Antiquities, sec. 5, 6 Gieseler's and Mosheim's Eccles. Hist.)
Bomface III., the Bishop of Rome, was, in the seventh century, or 006, first
called Universal, by the Emperor Phocas, of Constantinople, a murderer and
a tyrant.
And in 588, John, bishop of Constantinople, assumed the same
title of Universal.
Both were a usurpation. (Waddington's Church Hist.
White's Lives of the Popes.)
In this sixth century, and during the three
and Ennopreceding, the bishops began gradually to usurp prelatical power

—

;

—

;

;

for the obsequious acts of the 4th Council held by order
of Theodoric 503, said, that the bishop of Rome was subject to no earthly
tribunal, and styled him judge in the place of God and the vicegerent of the
Most High. This was the first time that such a blasphemous title Avas given
dius, in his

Apology

to the bishop or
filled:

of

Rome.

— " So thatPope as God,
he,

And we

see

sitteth in the

how

Paul's prediction

was

ful-

temple of God, showing himself

that he

is God," 2 Thess. ii. 4.
(Gieseler, vol, i. p, 339.)
The reader may observe how, during the fourth, fifth, and sixth

centuries,

the bishops dispensed with the plain simplicity of the Ministers of the Gospel,
and gratified their thirst for wealth and splendour, as well as power, by the

following testimonies:

— "When

the

Emperor Maxiraus, surrounded by

his

illustrious guests, sat in his banqueting chamber, Martin, the bishop of Tours,
and one of his presbyters, sat next to him, in all the pride and pomp which

attend on or stimulate ambition."

According to the usual custom, an attendant
to the emperor,

who commands

it

*'

presents a chalice of wine

to be off"ered, first to the bishop, that he

but no sooner has Martin drunk,
receive it from the prelate's hands
than he passes the wine to his presbyter, as next in importance to himself;
while the empress bathes his feet with her tears, wipes them with the hair
of her head, attends as a slave to every means of indulgence, and regards the
crumbs of his meal as the richest delicacy. Thus early had the nominal

may

;

—

followers of Christ departed from Christian simplicity."
(Sulp. Severus,
No wonder, then, that in the third century Cyprian, the Bishop
chap. XX.)

of Carthage, could thus describe the existing state of the Christian Church
"
Long peace had corrupted the discipline divinely revealed to us. Each
:

—

intent on improving his patrimony, and had forgotten what believers had
done under the apostles, and Avhat they ought always to do. They were
brooding over the arts of amassing wealth, works of mercy were neglected,
and discipline was at the lowest ebb. Luxury and efi'eminacy prevailed
meretricious arts were practised. Many bishops, neglecting the peculiar

was

;

duties of their stations, gave themselves up to secular pursuits.
They deserted their places of residence, and their flocks.
They travelled through
distant provinces in quest of pleasure and gain gave no assistance to their
needy brethren, but were insatiable in their thirst of money. They possessed
;

estates

by

We now

fraud,

and multiplied usury."

to the forged decretals of Popery, on which mighty void of
truth hangs the huge superstitious structure of this monstrous

come

history and
system of imposture.

Our proofs

will clearly

show that

it

is

founded on
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"We must reserve these forgeries for

—

Thus far, this Article proves
1st, That there is no scrap of history to
show that Peter was ever at Rome 2d, That Peter was not Pope, nor, if he
had been, that he was constituted the Head of the Church 3d, That the pontifical succession claimed by the Romish bishop, is a mere pretence and
that any other bishop has the same fictitious pretence and
imposture
lying
:

;

;

—

usurpation to call himself Pope, and assert himself to be universal Head,
4th, That consequently, independent
spiritual and temporal, of the Church
of any additional proof. Popery falls to the ground with all its mountain of
;

mummeries and

iniquities,

as a

human

plank to stand on, or even a cobweb for

invention, without one primitive
Crusader.
support.

—

its

PAPAL SUPERSTITION.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE BULWARK.

SiR^_The enclosed specimen of Papal superstition was lately given me by
a gentleman who, a short time ago, held a high ofiice under the French
for many years in his family, and was regarded as
government. It had been
a precious relic.
in a small dirty parchment, shaped like a
[It consists
which the following words are written.]

^

.

.

little

human

foot,

on

.

" La
du pied de la Sainte Vierge tiree d'un de ses
juste mesure
souliers qui est conserve dans le Monastere des Religieuses de S'"Claire dans la ville de Saragosse en Espagne.
«'
Le Pape Innocent a concede cent ans d'indulgence a tons ceux et
.
celles qui baiseront cette mesure et disant trois Ave Maria.
" Cette
.
indulgence a 6st^ confirm6e par le Pape Clement VIII.
" Vive Jesus et Marie."
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

The following is a translation of the inscription
" The exact measure of the foot of the
Holy Virgin, taken from one
of her shoes preserved in the Monastery of the Nuns of St. Claire,
:

town of Saragossa, Spain.
Pope Innocent granted a hundred years' indulgence
should kiss this measure, and say three Are Marian.
" This
indulgence was confirmed by Pope Clement VIII.
«'
Live Jesus and Mary."
iu the

"

to all

who

In Protestant countries, the existence of such puerility among the rethose who profess the Romish faith will scarcely be
spectable classes of
deemed credible. It may, therefore, be useful to bring this instance of the
intellectual degradation of the

masses who

still

the notice of your numerous readers through the
periodical.

—

I

own the Papal sway under
medium of your excellent

am, &c.

Angers.

Glimpses of Prophet Life. By the
Second Edition,
Rev. A. S. Muir.

Edinburgh

An
sition

:

Shepherd

&

Elliot.

interesting and eloquent expoIt is
of the book of Jonah.

evidently the

fruit of considerable
reading and study, and exhibits iu a

popular and pleasant style the leadof one of the most re^"g

features
tnarkable characters in Scripture.
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fall of Maynooth will endanger
our Church ? Nay, is not such trifling
with the majesty of God, by the members
of our Church, calculated to draw down
His fiery indignation upon it, to avenge
Pardon me for
the impious mockei'y ?
I feel strongly,
speaking so strongly, but
and therefore speak so."

that the

:

This clever and well-timed pamthe important object of
phlet aims at
the Memtouching the consciences of
bers of Parliament connected with the

Churches of England and Ireland on
It is wonthe subject of Maynooth.
derful that this view of the subject

The Pole-star of

has not been more pressed, as the
inconsistency is so manifest and

&

Binns

The
work

Bath

Faith.

:

Goodwin.

little
object of this excellent
to illustrate the absolute

is

The pith of the dialogue is
glaring.
found in the following extracts :—
uA. You know well this petition in

Word of
necessity of cleaving to the
"
light to our
God, as the only safe

From all false doctrine,
the Litany,
deliver
heresy, and schism, good Lord,
You believe that the essential dogus.'
'
mas of Romanism are false,' that much
it is
of its teaching is
heresy,' and that
a ' schism' from the true Church of Christ.
Do vou not ?

doubt and

—

—

feet,

'

is
is

and lamp

to our path," amidst

This object
of vast importance, and the point
well illustrated and enforced.
false doctrine.

'

<'>._I do. All thatis undoubtedly true.
«^._Well, then, you pray for deliverance from this, while, by supporting
the endowment of Maynooth, you aid in
maintaining one of the most powerful
'

false

doctrine,
of propagating this
How do you reconheresy, and schism.'
.
.
.
cile this act with the prayer ?

means

Again
"A. Had

—

petition,
ing
Litany which can have but one meaning.
That it may please thee
You know this
to lead into the way of truth all that
have erred, and are deceived.' You don't
hold that that is confined to the members
of the congregations to which you belong,
or even to those of our Church generally 1
" J<\
The word all,'
Certainly not.
in that prayer, is only limited by the
extent of those who have erred and are
'

—

'

deceived.

" J[.
" F.

"A

—Then
I

Exposition of Heb. vi. 4-8. By
London James
Robert Brown.
Nisbet & Co.
:

A VERY

able

embraces Romanists
must admit it does.
it

?

How

then, my dear friend, can
offer up that
you. Sabbath after Sabbath,
vote and example
prayer, and still by your
support a college for training a priesthood,

whose every thought and energy is given
to propagate the errors, and maintain the
?
Can
deceptions of the Church of Rome
thisi
any question of expediency justify
Can it be justified by the faithless fear

and elaborate exposi-

tion of a peculiarly difficult passage.

In those days of shallow and false
meet with
theology it is refreshing to
a treatise so profound, scriptural,
affectionate,

:

I more time, I have no
doubt but that I could satisfy you that
such is the true object and meaning of
our liturgy ; and I think, upon consideraBut leavtion, you will see it yourself.
there is another in the
that

^

An

and arousing.

We

do

trust its well-read author, who breathes

the very spirit of our best divinity,
will give the world more of the fruits
of his labours.

Poisoners and Propagandists. A
London
Tale in Two Volumes.
Charles Wester ton.
:

We entirely sympathize with the
motives in which this well-written
work originated, and we do not bein
lieve that its author has painted
colours too black and forbidding the
of the
.ictual nature and designs
in all
Jesuits, at present stalking
Our only fear is
parts of Britain.

that

the

thoroughly

so
are
public
facts of
the
of
ignorant

general

such an exhibihistory as to regard
Still we hail
tion as a romance.

every effort to spread light in regard
to the doings and designs of Rome.
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THE GENERAL ELECTION.
ADDRESS TO THE ELECTORS OF BRITAIN.

—

Protestant Electors, A General Election is at hand. The result must
And therefore we make no
powerfully affect the interests of Protestantism,
We disclaim all reference to any other quesapology for addressing you.
we especially eschew interference with mere secular politics. The
tion
;

—

—

that cause we are bound to defend
is imperilled,
are persuaded none will blame our urgency, except those whose
conduct has made it so necessary.
It was long the dream of some that Rome's power was waning in the light of

cause of the Reformation

— and we

and of others, that she was improving with the spirit
Events have dispelled those dreams. And now even in Britain,
Rome's pretensions keep pace with her growth in many parts of Ireland
the reign of terror has long prevailed, over which the Maynooth priest
while continental Europe groans beneath her
is the presiding genius;
the nineteenth century

;

of the age.

;

—

despotism, and her priests so clamorous here for every indulgence, are there
And yet it is now, when she has
reviving the atrocities of the dark ages.
flung off the mask, and no longer conceals her aims, that our rulers are delighting to
is

honour her

;

and the more manifest her designs become, the more

she countenanced and indulged.
Even since last General Election what have

we witnessed

?

The whole

being endowed, and the strangest infatuation exhiThe fomentor of war and disbited in the form of these endowments.
loyalty receiving appointments for her priests as chaplains to the army and
navy the chief promoter of our crime rewarded with chaplaincies to our

Romish system

fast

—

—

prisons the prolific parent of juvenile vagrancy fast being pensioned under
and the ancient foe of light and knowthe name of endowing Reformatories,
while in India,
ledge receiving numerous Privy Council grants for schools

—

;

consecrated to missions by the consent of the churches, and infested with
the
Rome's priests, the worst despoilers of our young mission vineyards,

—

—

Government have agreed to endow the entire priesthood. And it is much
the same in many other parts of the empire. So that now little else remains
a step long contemplated by our
than to endow Rome's priesthood at home

—

statesmen.

And

all this

within the last five years

;

while Protestants have

been sinking into guilty apathy, or vainly petitioning for the disendowment
of Maynooth.
Turning next from endowments to indulgences, Have you not seen within
the same period Rome's worst exhibitions winked at by our rulers? In
the Legislature itself, Protestantism now finds it difficult to obtain a hearing,
and Popery holds such a sway as to have forced even the Commons to reverse
their decisions at its bidding, and to mock British Protestants with a May-

nooth Commission, whose proved connivance at the doings of Rome was
to the nation.
Again, in many parts
disgraceful to themselves, and insulting
of the kingdom, Rome almost with impunity is permitted to outrage the laws

— assaulting
VOL. VI.

the heralds of the cross,
APRIL 1857.

NO. LXX.

—

—burning

the

Word

of God,
and, in

K
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the magistrate's proper character, that
places, so completely reversing
be sometimes becomes a protection to evil-doers, and a terror to those that
at Rome's own violado well.
Nay, our rulers, not content with winking
tions of the law, have now themselves begun to set the example, by recogare contrary to the law, and virtually endowing
nising those monasteries wliich

some

so called.
them, under the name of giving aid to Reformatories, improperly
Yet this is little, for what next do we find ? That Rome has for years

and, by means of a Jesuit army,
been plotting the subjugation of Britain
whose name is legion, working out this plot with such startling success, that
the chief sources of influence and seats of power in the realm, are being fast
secured by her agents and accomplices. The result has already been, the
the spread of Puseyism
ranks to Popery,
perversion of scores of the highest
of the Protestant
amongst thousands more, and such a general deterioration
tone amongst the ruling classes, that even in the late Maynooth debate,
Mr. Roebuck frequently assured the House of Commons without elicitthat the British Parliament was no
ing the faintest expressions of dissent,
Protestant while the same House responded with derisive laughter
;

—

longer

;

to Mr. Spooner's attempt to convince them, that it was sinful to support the
which they themselves had sworn to be idolatrous.

system

Protestant Electors

even since

\

such

last Election.

is

a mere glance at our nation's downward course
to this we add Rome's manifold previous en-

When

not conceal it,
croachments, the picture becomes truly appalling and we must
that the chief blame of all lies with you. Engrossed with your various callings,
too often perhaps engaged in party conflicts, many of you have allowed the
Parliament to be filled by individuals who scorn to learn the maxims of sound
Ruler and the helm of
government from the statute-book of the Supreme
State to be held
men, who, letting go one by one the anchors of sound
;

;

by

Protestant principle, have been drifting they know not where, and enacting
it mere bigotry to hold the great
they know not what ;— men who pronounce
and deem
axiom, that what is morally wrong can never be politically right,
the first maxim of enlightened statesmanship to regard truth and error
with equal indifference, as having nothing to do Avith a nation's welfare nay,
w^ho consider it the essence of sound policy to support two opposite systems,
bless and
which, as facts and philosophy alike demonstrate, must respectively
blast the nations they prevail in, with as infallible certainty, as medicine
it

;

In vain have faithful Protestants laboured to arrest
heals and poison kills.
them in their reckless course. In vain have hundreds of meetings been held,

and thousands of petitions been forwarded. Blind to every danger— deaf
of
to every wirning, they have persevered in their course with a resoluteness
the while, that it
little else
in
exhibited
pleading
actually
nay,
purpose
"
would be unjust to consider the system which exalts a nation" as any better
andunlcind to its victims not to train up for their
that which
;

than

degrades

it,

men who keep them in their chains.
Are you content to be ruled by such men, who
thus openly repudiate sound principle as their guide, and have enthroned
exhibit a
in its stead mere political expediency, nay, many of whom
of liberty they would
name
In
the
sacred
?
for
Popery
strange partiality

cruel occupation, at the public expense, the

Protestant Electors!

under the plea of equal rights
give boundless license to its worst enemy—
of man's dearest privileges.
they would heap favours on the ancient foe
so far as it is intelligible,
in
which,
to
all
language
expostulation
They reply
seems to mean that 7iot to pension Popery would be to persecute it, and that
and endow. If, as we are persuaded,
ia order to tolerate we must
iiidulge
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you disown such maxims of Government, never was there more urgent necessity for

your saying so.
Protestant Electors

A Parliament which may last for seven years is

about
prove as false to Protestantism as the one now
Yet we
dissolved, it will leave you ere its close but little to contend for.
dare not conceal our apprehensions that it may prove still worse ; for with
!

Should

to be chosen.

it

you there seems no such active vigilance now as there was at the
"We conjure you, then, by all that is sacred in our cause,
and alarming in its condition, to reflect upon your present responsibilities.
That man displays the profoundest ignorance, alike of the warnings of prophecj', the lessons of history, the laws of human nature, and the character of

many

of

last Election.

the portentous signs that surround us, can make light of
the present struggle with Popery. The history' of centuries attests its obThe condition of Christendom proclaims its vastness. Subjugated
stinacy.

Eome, who, amidst

Europe speaks its deadly character. It is, in a word, the same struggle over
For Popery still
again for which our reformiug fathers shed their blood.
claims universal dominion: and these claims it will only surrender with its being.
Flatter not yourselves that we exaggerate the danger or mistake the nature
of the crisis which is approaching least of all, imagine this to be a mere
;

Popery is thraldom
and degradation
Protestantism is liberty and progress.
They embody
two great classes of principles, antagonistic as light and darkness and not
till those laws are reversed,
by which the universe itself is governed, can a
nation do otherwise than flourish under the one, and sink into ruin beneath
struggle about grants of

money

or even forms of faith.

:

;

the other.

What

mischievous quackery in statesmen professing a love of
and to dignify this with the name of
"What unpardonable ignorance not to know that Britain's

liberty to treat such systems as alike,

sound policy
and civil framework is constructed on the one class of principles, is
alone adapted to them, and must go to pieces under the sway of the other.
Its Constitution and Institutions owe their whole being and their wellbeing to
the virtue, light, and liberty which pure Protestantism must needs create
and could neither be worked nor exist in the vice, darkness, and despotism
which Popery infallibly engenders, and in which it lives. For our statesmen
1

social

;

then to nourish Popery by public grants, is to betray the very system thej' are
sworn to protect; it is to generate in the midstof us anoxious atmosphere, which
must blast the thousand plants and flowers which bloom on a Reformation
soil.

The man who does not know

this, is

destitute of the first requisite of

a British statesman, and ignorant of the first principles of the British conAnd the man who knowing it, would help to generate this
stitution.
Yet your legisladeadly atmosphere, is at heart a traitor to his country.
tive halls now throng with hundreds of men who, when such undoubted
truths are announced, treat

them with

derision as the

mere ravings of fana-

tical folly.

With you it now remains to determine, whether this state of things shall conand whether this class of statesmen shall hold the reins of the empire.
Will you submit to he ruled by
The whole question narrows itself to this

tinue,

:

men who^

ignorant or regardless of their duty, are selling your dearest inter-'
ests
or will you look out for a class of truly liberal and enlightened Protestant statesmen^ who shall govern Britain on those great 'principles that
placed the House of Hanover on the throne, and to u-Jiich Britain ov:es all
her glory 1 It is now in your power to do so.
Protestantism, deserted and

—

betrayed in your Legislature, makes

its

appeal to you.

And we

implore jou
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you owe to Protestantism, both for time and eternity. But
where would now be your laws, your liberties, your arts,

for the Reformation,

your science, your commerce, your manufactures ? What has placed England,
and especially Scotland, despite its many natural disadvantages, in the forefront of the nations ?
What has made Britain at once the mistress and the
wonder of the world? It cannot surely be, that you who owe your all to the
Reformation shall stand by indifferent, while it is being undermined and betrayed
before your eyes,
that mere questions of politics or trade shall on the hustings
overbear in your minds those momentous interests, to which you owe what-

—

ever

is

—

valuable in both, especially that any professed friend of progress
by his vote to nourish in the midst of us its greatest hindrance

will contribute

—

or any

champion of

liberty to subsidize its deadliest foe,

—

or any friend

—

of humanity to countenance the great parent of crime and misery, above
all, any followers of Christ to support what they admit to be the great
Antichrist.

Many, Ave believe, have with the best intentions been in the habit of neglecting their right as constituents, and seem to count it rather the duty of
Christians to take no part at elections, and almost a sin to appear at the
entreat such to remember, that a vote is a talent which must
hustings.

We

every other be employed for God's glory, and that it cannot be buried in
the earth with impunity that we can no more divest ourselves at pleasure of
our responsibilities as citizens of the State, than of those attaching to any
other relation, and that if by neglecting to discharge our duty evils should
It is not enough to bewail the
follow, we are directl}' accountable for them.
like

—

—

many do, if we will not help to arrest them in their sins,
God would surround our Queen with wise and faithful coun-

sins of our rulers as

or to pray that

sellors, if we neglect the means he has placed in our hands for procuring the
And unless Scripture is held by us to be of
fulfilment of our own prayer.

private interpretation, the command is as much addressed to His people now,
" Provide out of all the
as to His people of old
people able men, suck as fear

—

God, and place such over them."
But still more earnestly would we address such as have previously on such
occasions permitted their religion to be lost sight of in their politics, considerations of party to overbear the high claims of Protestantism, and their convictions and even pledges to be forgotten in the din of an election contest.
By all such we have now in very deed a good right to be heard for upon
Had they felt as they ought,
such are our present evils mainly chargeable.
"
that the Divine precept
Whatsover ye do in word or deed do all to the
;

—

—

glory of God," is just as binding at the hustings as elsewhere on the relation
these calamities had not existed.
of citizen as on any other relation
But,

—

too many professing Christians, acting as if this were a domain from
which Christian obligation was excluded, have helped to set rulers over us,
without ever inquiring whether they recognised or even understood the grand
first principle of all sound statesmanship, that—" Righteousness exalteth a
alas

!

AVe respectfully entreat such to remember that we are all accountfor the evils which we might have prevented, and often for the
This holds
evils which others do, as Avell as for those done by ourselves.

nation."
able to

God

pre-eminently true as regards our representatives.

Whatever they do

in

held as done by us, unless we protest against it; and if, instead of protesting, we endorse it at the hustings by another vote, we are

that character

is

assuredly chargeable with all the consequences.
Protestant Electors we now conjure you to bestir yourselves.
!

Let

it

not
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Nor
your great cause has suffered most from yourselves.
any future Member to plead your unfaithfulness in excuse for
Consider that apathy noiv is little less than positive treachery,
be quite the same. And remember Him who has
" He that is not with
every struggle for His great cause,

its effects will

said, in regard to

me

1857.

that

true,

leave

1,

—

against me."
Then, Protestants Electors
is

Take instant measures
be up and doing.
Let the testing question be,
Will you resist all
countenance and supjwrt of Popery ; a7id endeavour to reverse the present
Bome-ioard policy of our rulers 1 And vote for no man who will not answer
Let Protestantism for once be your politics.
this satisfactorily.
Be willHow can a
ing in this emergency to sacrifice mere party at its shrine.
Conservative countenance what he knows must, should it again prevail,
Or how can a
bring our social and civil fabric in ruins to the ground ?
Liberal still expect to be called by that name, except in keenest irony, if he
will support what he knows to be the monster tyrant of mankind, against
whose atrocious cruelties the cry of down-trodden Europe even now ascends
to heaven.

—

!

to test your candidates.

—

LIFE AND WRITINGS OF ABBE LABORDE.

We

some time ago inserted in this Journal (vol. iv. p. 303) an account of
the treatment experienced at Rome by the Abbe Laborde, who went to that
city in the end of the year 1854, to protest against the adoption of the then
" Catholic world " the docexpected decree, which was to impose upon the
trine of the Immaculate Conception as a binding article of faith.
We had
lately an opportunity of procuring at Paris, a considerable number of books
and pamphlets published by Laborde, at different times, and of learning from

them something of his
some information about
Laborde seems

to

Our readers
history.
his life and labours.

may be

interested in getting

have been one of those rare specimens among the Popish

priesthood, of men who, though zealous and earnest Romanists, yet retain
something of conscience and integrity something of a sense of right and
There is no more remarkable feature about Popery than its marvelwrong.

—

in eradicating the moral sense from men's breasts, and subordithe influences that do or should determine men's actions, to a
regard to the worldly interests of the Church. But occasionally, though seldom, men do find their way into the priesthood of the Church of Rome, with

lous

power

nating

all

some remains

of integrity, or something like

it,

and with a conscience not

Such a man, and something more, Laborde seems to have
altogether seared.
been and, like other men of a similar character, he found his position, as a
;

member of the Romish priesthood, a very uncomfortable one.
He was born at Lectoure, in the south-west of France, on the

8th of Sepa priest at the archiepiscopal see of Auch.
In the execution of the functions of his oflSce, he was remarkable, says the
" his
brief memoir of him prefixed to one of his works, for
lively faith, the

tember 1804, and was

settled as

great purity and rigour of his morals, his love of study, and his constant
His first work was published at Bordeaux in 1839,
application to his duties."

and was

entitled,

sion of

its

"

generally prevailed

Matter of Religion."
The occaIn accordance Avith the views that
the Christian Fathers, and with the canons of

Way of Authority

publication

was

among

curious.

in the
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councils, the highest authorities in the Church of Rome havo
committed themselves to the position, that all receiving of interest upoa
money lent is usury, and have unequivocally condemned everything of this

some ancient

nature as a
It

sin, that

ought to be made a ground for ecclesiastical censure.
safe to attempt to enforce this ecclesiastical

would certainly not be easy or

law, in the existing condition of society, and the Romish aathorities-,
never troubled with anything like conscientious scruples, have let it

who

are

fall

en-

But Laborde's conscience was alive upon the subject,
and he preached a discourse in the metropolitan church at Auch, on the 19th
of August 1838, in which he openly condemned all taking of interest, that is,
as he describes it, receiving any profit whatever from money lent, as being
This created some
opposed to the Word of God and the law of the Church.
in consequence of which he published
sensation, and called forth opposition
"
his
Way of Authority," which has the discourse prefixed to it, and which
icself consists of an elaborate proof, that the tradition of the Church is of per-

tirely into desuetude.

;

petual obligation, that it is flatly opposed to the taking of any interest for
money lent, and that the pretences, which have been devised in modern times
to evade the

meaning or the application of the

ecclesiastical

canons upon this

He

afterwards prepared a still more elaborate work
upon this subject, of which a revised edition was published at Paris in 1852.
"
It is entitled,
Lending for interest condemned by the constant and universubjec*

are baseless.

and practice of the Catholic Church." His discussions of this
though indicating undoubtedly a good deal of what may be called
narrow-mindedness, display also a good deal of ability and learning, and certainly establish beyond dispute, that the Church of Rome is bound in consistency to maintain the position he had taken up, and is guilty of a sinful
sal doctrine

subject,

compromise

in practically

abandoning

it.

His next publication was of a somewhat similar tendency, though it took
a wider range.
It was an exposure of the attempt made in the present day to
revive some of the worst features of the old Jesuit morality, which had been
fully exposed in the seventeenth century, and had been, to some extent, condemned by Popes themselves. It was entitled, " Censure of Twenty-two Propositions of corrupt morality, taken from the works of an author of our days."
This author was Gousset, who is now a Cardinal, Archbishop of Rheinis, and
one of the most eminent theological writers of the Romish Church in France.
Gousset had published, in 1838, a work entitled, " Justification of the moral
theology of Liguori," in which he openly defended the loosest and most dangerous maxims of that now sainted divine, and especially his doctrine of Probabilism, that is, as the readers of Pascal will remember, the notion, that if
there be probable grounds for holding that an act is not sinful, a m«n is at
liberty to perform it, even though he may think it more probable that it is
sinful.

Gousset inculcated the same views in a work of his own on moral

theology, and Laborde, in the book which we have mentioned, exposed
as undermining the foundations of moral dilty.

them

Laborde's next work was also connected with a topic of considerable inteand importance. The French priesthood had for centuries used a breviary or prayer-book difl"ering considerably, both with respect to its materials
and its arrangement, from that prescribed by Papal autliorlty and used in
most other Papal countries. Zealous attempts have been making of late by the
rest

Uitramontanists to have the Roman breviary adopted by the French clergy,
in place of the Parisian one, as it is called.
Laborde set himself in opposition to these attempts, and, in a learned and spirited work, entitled, " Pari-
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slan Letters," demonstrated the great superiority of the Parisian over the
breviary, and showed that there are no fewer than seventy ridiculous

Roman

and contemptible fables in the latter, which Romish priests are obliged habithe Oxford pertually to read, but which scarcely any educated men, except
He also brings out the curious fact,
verts to Popery, now pretend to believe.
that

some of these fabulous legends, which are found in the Roman but not
and which the Popish priests in this and in most

in the Gallican breviary,

other countries are obliged to read annually for their edification, were specially
invented for the honour and glory of France, though the priesthood of that
country do not patronize them such as the fable that Lazarus having come
;

to France with his sisters, Mary and Martha, became Bishop of Marseilles, and
that Dionysius, the Areopagite, became Bishop of Paris, and carried his head

hands for several miles after it had been cut off.
Laborde also took part in the discussion about the Immaculate Conception.
His principal work on this subject is entitled, " The belief in the Immaculate
Conception of the Holy Virgin cannot become an article of faith." This is
an able and learned work, and fully establishes the position, that it was impossible, without gross inconsistency on the part of the Romish authorities,
and without abandoning the ground on some important points which they had
been accustomed to occupy, to pretend to impose the belief of this doctrine
upon the Church. The third edition of this valuable work was published at
Paris in 1854, and was transmitted by its author to the Pope, along with a
" Letter on the
published
impossibility of a new dogma of faith, relative to
in his

the conception of the Blessed Virgin."

This letter

is

very

brief,

but very

He warns Pius IX. among other things, to beware of
dignified.
himself to the fate of his predecessor, Honorius, who was formally

solemn and
exposing

condemned and anathematized by name

as a heretic,

by the sixth Ecumenical

Council.

These various productions of Laborde proved displeasing to his ecclesiHe became involved in an unpleasant controversy with
the Archbishop of Audi, who got his books condemned by the Congregation
of the Index at Rome, and who put a stop to his officiating as a priest in
Auch, though he did not refuse to give him satisfactory testimonials of chaastical superiors.

Laborde, after having in vain attempted to compel the archbishop
pronounce a formal judicial sentence upon his conduct, removed to Paris,
towards the end of the year 1852. There his first work was to publish a
defence of his conduct, and especially of his refusal to acknowledge and submit
to the authority of the Congregation of the Index at Rome, in condemning
his books.
It was this refusal which the archbishop made the pretence for
suspending him from ofiiciating, and Laborde defended it upon the ground,
that the authority of the Congregation of the Index was not recognised as lawful or valid in France, and that to found upon its decisions was to betray
what were called the Gallican Liberties. In connexion with this interesting
subject of the Gallican Liberties, he published soon after, in 1853, one of the
most important of his works, entitled, '' The Gallican Church and its maxims,
defended against the attacks of Count Montalembert." This is an effective
and spirited exposure of the base and servile Ultramontanism that seems
racter.

to

now

to be almost universally prevalent in France.
In the year 1851, Laborde seems to have been occupied chiefly with renewed efforts in opposition to the heresy of the Immaculate Conception. He
published in this year, as we have mentioned, a new edition of his book upon

the subject, and also a solemn letter of expostulation addressed to the Pope.

k2
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In November he went to Rome, avowedly to oppose the passing of a formal
decree upon this subject, having been authorized to act in the name of a considerable number of French priests, who held the same views regarding it.
arriving at Rome, he openly avowed himself as a public opponent of the
decree, which it was iinown was about to be pronounced, and sent petitions,
memorials, and protestations, to the Pope and the Cardinals denouncing it.

On

This, of course, was not to be endured, and he was accordingly seized and
brought before the Inquisition. As Laborde was a Frenchman, and as Rome
•was in the occupation of French troops, the Holy Office did not think it expedient to adopt in this case their usual summary and decisive mode of
dealing with those who are suspected of heretical pravity.
They handed
him over to the police, who, after seizing his books and papers, compelled
him forthwith to leave Rome, took him by force to Civita Vecchia, kept him
for four days a prisoner on board a vessel of the Pope's, called the St. Peter,
and then transferred him to a Neapolitan steamer, which carried him to
Marseilles.
On hLs return to Paris, he prepared an account and a full ex-

posure of the formal deliverance of the 8th of December, imposing the beliei
of the Immaculate Conception. This is a singularly interesting and valuable
work, and will continue to furnish an instructive specimen of Papal policy,
as practised in the middle of the 19th century. The title of it in the original
" Relation et Memoire des
is,
Opposants au uouveau dograe de I'lmmaculee
" ConConception, par M. I'Abbe Laborde, Paris 1855." His last work was
versations upon Salette," an able and manly exposure of the gross fraud and
imposture of which we gave an account in a late number of the Bulwark. He
did not long survive the publication of this work. He died at Paris, on the
16th of April 1855, and was buried in the cemetery of Mount Parnassus,
where a monument has been erected by his friends to his memory. The account given of his death in the short memoir of him prefixed to the second
" In the
edition of his " Parisian Letters," is as follows
beginning of his illness, M. Laborde was sojourning in the house of a friend, where he had all
the comforts which his condition required but having been long accustomed
to suffering, he refused the enjoyments and indulgences which friendship
would have lavished on him. Since he had come to Paris, he had always
refused them.
He preferred to live like the poor, to sleep on straw, and to
imitate the penitence of the true disciples of Jesus Christ. It was, no doubt,
in the same spirit of penitence, that during his illness he wished to go to the
hospital, that he might die among the poor. They could not refuse to gratify
this desire formally expressed. He died on the 16th April 1855, after having
received the sacraments, with a faith truly sacerdotal, and having greatly
edified all those who witnessed his last moments." Every enlightened Chrisbut
tian will see in this narrative plain traces of superstition and ignorance
:

—

;

;

no one who
that there
principle.

acquainted with the history of the Port-Royalists will assert,
anything here to disprove the existence at bottom of Christian

is

is

Indeed,

we

are

much

disposed to think, that the writings of La-

borde exhibit traces not only of high and unbending integrity, but of something still better, of a real sense of Divine things, of a real regard to the
Honest men are not for the
glory of God, and the honour of Jesus Christ.
priesthood of the Church of Rome and though Laborde always regarded
himself as a faithful son of the Church, yet his wl)*le life and labours were
;

virtually a testimony against her,

and

all

his

works

afford materials,

more or

exposing her claims and pretensions, and assisting us informing a right estimate of her true character and policy.

less direct, for
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POPERY IN NOVA SCOTIA.

A CONSIDERABLE

degree of feeling now exists in the public mind in Nova
Scotia, relative to the result of the trials of parties who were guilty of riot
oa the railway last summer. The circumstances are briefly as follows : On

—

the 26th of June

a house on the railway works, about twenty miles from
Halifax, and which contained several persons who were Protestants, and who
were employed on the works, was attacked by a body of men, armed with
last,

staves and bludgeons.

Great damage was done the house, and an attempt

women and children were in it. The men were
most unmercifully beaten, with one exception, and left for dead. This was
done in open day. Some of the perpetrators of this crime were secreted by
was made

to burn

it,

while

make their escape beyond the seas others
December last were arraigned for trial; when,
strange to say, every man was acquitted, and not a single person engaged in
the outrage was brought to justice.
This was commented pretty strongly on
at the time by a portion of the Halifax press, and just indiguation was manifested by a large number of the citizens in raising a considerable sura of
money for the parties who had suflTered in the riot. Very soon after a letter
their friends, until they could

were apprehended, and

;

in

appeared in the Halifax Catholic, stating that the acquittal of the rioters

was secured in consequence of allusion to this riot being made by the Hon.
At
Joseph Howe, at a public meeting held in Halifax soon after it occurred.
that meeting Mr. Howe referred to the riot " as perpetrated by Irishmen, and
denounced

it as unparalleled in the history of the
country." But an editorial
appeared in the same number of the Catholic, by which the secret cause of
It appears that the Protestants assailed had
the riot was discovered.
jeered
or taunted their Romish fellow-labourers in regard to the real presence of
the body of Christ in the Sacrament, and this constituted a crime requiring
an outrage so gross and unparalleled to avenge. Mr. Howe's allusion to it

—

was a pretext for arousing a Popish feeling in behalf of the criminals, able
counsel was obtained, and a jury that could or would not agree.
Hence
these men, who had avenged the insult offered to the faith of their Church,
were acquitted.
tification offered

The publication of these facts by the Catholic, and the jusby the writei-s to the guilty parties, have brought Mr. Howe

out in the publication of four letters which, as the Preshyterian Witness says,
" will be read with a thrill of
pleasure not only by every child of the soil,
but by every Scotchman and Euglishman in the countiy."
From Mr. Howe's
first letter we make a single extract.
After alluding to the cause of the riot,
as explained by the Catholic, he says
" So
then, a mob of Irishmen, armed with sticks, march simultaneously,
from different points of a public work, break into a Nova Scotian's house
sack and attempt to burn it destroy its contents, and leave it, as the Judge
well said, more likb a slaughter-house' than the home of a Christian
and
the reason given is, because some Protestants laughed at the Real Presence,
:

—

—

—

'

;

and which every Pi-otestant in every free
which no Protestant believes
country has a right to laugh at if he likes, as much as every Catholic has to
ridicule doctrines that he disbelieves, or to laugh at the simple ceremonies
;

which a Protestant deems sufficient.
" Who can doubt
now, with the avowal before him, that this diabolical
outrage was deliberately planned that it was perpetrated in the name of re-'
that it was a Catholic foray in the heart of a Protestant country
ligion
that something worse thai> bad rum was at the bottom of it, and nothing
worse or better than that infernal spirit of religious intolerance and persecu-

—

—

—
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wherever it has appeared.
These ruffians
thought that they could trample ujyon our freedom of religious opinion in the
woods and solitary places of Nova Scotia. Those who aid and abet them think
that, by proclaiming to all the world that it is dangerous for Nova Scotians to
laugh at what they do not believe, they can silence and intimidate those whom
tioQ Avhicli has borne its bitter fruits

they cannot convince.
" Little do these
rioters, or their abettors,

know of the country in which
they are trying these fearful experiments. The right to discuss all questions
or doctrines involving our worldly interests or our eternal salvation to
maintain what we believe to be true, and to laugh at what we believe to be
absurd, is the common right of every Nova Scotian and all the mercurial'
people that can be mustered will never trample it out of our hearts, or of our
homesteads. This right the peasantry of our eastern counties enjoyed when at

—

'

;

home.

They brought

in Gourlay's shantie as

it

with them. It was or should have been as sacred
in any church or dwelling in the metropolis,

it is

"
The editors and correspondents of the Catholic have, week after week, for
months scoffed at and reviled everything that Protestant Nova Scotians hold
This paper has done its work, and done it most elFectually.
deal'.
Presuming upon the political divisions which past controversies had created, its
editors supposed that Protestants would sacrifice their religious feelings to
their political interests.
Holding the balance, as they assumed, between

few short-sighted Catholics in the capital thought they could spit
upon, abuse, and scoff at, all Protestant sects and combinations in turn,
" For months
they have being doing this, and I have been looking at them
with special wonder.
They have written and acted as though Nova Scotians,
parties, a

who happened

to

political influence.

be Protestants, had neither feelings, moral power, nor
Week after week everything that our forefathers fought

for of old
everything that they brought with them in the first
emigration under Cornwallis in the second emigration from the revolted
colonies, and later emigration from Great Britain
everything that we take

and bled

;

—

freemen,

—

—

everything that we hold sacred as
subjects of one sovereign
and believers in one Saviour, has been scoffed at and reviled.

pride in as

And now we

are told, forsooth, that theology must not be discussed in the
'
that ' Scotch Protestants
must held their tongues about

—

back-woods

Catholic ceremonies, or there
will gut their houses

is

and break

great danger that

'mercurial Irishmen'

And, when they are broken,
play, that Mr. Howe had better

their heads.

we

are further told, by these lovers of fair
hold his tongue about the matter, for fear that the sympathy of other
Irishmen may be aroused, and the violaters of the law be rescued from the
'

'

Penitentiary,
"No Protestant would dare to publish'such a paper as that to which we
The man who attempted it in Rome, in Spain,
refer in any Catholic country.
or in Mexico, would soon find himself in

'

the Jail or the Penitentiary.'

Here

published with perfect impunity, and the difference between a Protestant
and a Catholic country is illustrated by the very impunity which it enjoys.
Everything that Nova Scotians hold dear, sacred, and national, has been

it is

'Abuse and
and taunts' again and again.
have been heaped upon the 'faith' professed by three- fourths of
our population.
The oldest and most estimable clergymen in the country
have been railed at' day by day, Luther has been pitched to Jericho,'
and everybody and everything else that stood in the way of arrogant and
bigotted intolerance. All this has been done, and Mr. Compton's shantie has
not been disturbed
his house has not been turned into a slaughter-house.'

made

the subject of 'jeers

derision'

'

'

'

;
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" But the
impunity that he enjoys in the capital, Protestants are to be denied
here and elsewhere. The Scotchmen and Nova Scotians may ' build bridges,'
*
quarry stones,' lay sleepers,' but woe betide them if they laugh at what
they do not believe. If they say a word about the Real Presence, Purgatory,
'

or the Pope."

MAYNOOTH.
The war against Maynooth
new Parliament. This

be reconrimenced at the very opening
some importance, as all the preparations for petitioning, which the sudden and unfavourable disposal of the
question in the late unsuccessful discussion had rendered abojtive, may thus
be fully brought into play.
Let our friends, therefore, be ready with their
and meantime, let everything be done to secure
petitions, as soon as possible
Protestant representatives at the approaching struggle.
of the

will

is

of

;

The state of matters, so far as already indicated, is not very encouraging.
Lord Palmerston spoke more strongly, we may even say more bitterly, than
The Lord Advocate of Scotever, in favour of Maynooth in the late debate.
land also, in answer to a question by one of his constituents, openly declared,
that " he was less prepared than ever to vote against the Maynooth endowment;" and some of the constituencies, generally esteemed Protestant, have
manifested a singular apathy in regard to the whole question. For this want
of zeal the Churches are greatly to blame, inasmuch as they have
lately become very lukewarm on the subject. Great responsibility rests also with
some of our more zealous Protestants, who have, in difficult positions, weakly
allowed their Protestant Societies to go down for want of a little
money and
energy. They will see by and by, when Lord Palmerston is in power for
seven years, with a great pro-Popish majority at his back, and when
Popery
is

steering on boldly to triumph, or at least to such power as
war, of what excessive and criminal folly they have been

civil

may end

guilty.

in a
Secu-

lar politicians may be excused for their indifference, but for Christian men to
go to sleep, as they have lately been doing, in the face of so tremendous and

cunning an enemy
ing judgment.

is

deplorable, and speaks but too plainly of

some approach-

One respectful word to Mr. Spooner himself. The entire Protestants of the
empire admire his courage and persistency, but it is of great importance to
avoid even the appearance of any mere party object. He is so
completely
identified in general politics with Lord Derby, that it is of great importance
that his seconder should belong to the opposite party.
If he does not, a fair
handle is given to those who are disposed to cavil.
The cause of Protestantism should be national, and not that of any one party in the State.

— Testing

Questions for the use of Protestant Electors.

—

to Candidates.
1. Do
you consider that to countenance
any way is contrary alike to God's word, to sound policy, and to the best
interests of mankind, and thei-efore great unkindness even to Papists themselves ?
2.
Wi|^you vote for the immediate and total withdrawal of the Maynooth College
I.

Popery

Questions

in

Endowment

?

3.

Are you prepared

4.

Ai-e

to oppose all other Endowments for the teaching of
Popery ?
you prepared to resist all such indulgences to Popery as the allowing of
Nunneries to remain closed against Government Inspection the recognition by our
rulers of those illegal institutions called Monasteries and the
winking at Rome's
violations of the law, whether in the assumption of ecclesiastical titles, or
by priestly

—

instigations or outrages

l

—
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— Questions

to unsound Protestants, whether Candidates or Constituents.
can you, as a professed Protestant, countenance in any form the very systenj
or, as a professed Christian, what your Bible denonnces
as^ainst which you proteft ?
as AntichrUt ? or, as a worshipper of the true Gud, the monstrous idohitry of worIs
not
this
to be "partakers of other men's sins," and without
sliipping a wafer?
their excuse of sinning ignorantly ?
2. How can you, even on grounds of sound policy, encourage a system which, as is
evident ahke from its own nature, and the state of all Popish countriey, must needs

TI.
1.

How

—

—

and which is pre-eniinently antagonistic and injurious to
blast'and degrade a nation
a free Constitution and Institutions like those of Great Britain ?
3. How can you, as a friend of morality or humanity, countenance the gi'eat parent
of crime and misery ? —-or. as a professed friend of pi-ogress, support its ebiefest liindrance ? or, as a champion of liberty, subsidize its deadliest foe ? or, if a Conserratlce, encourage what you know must, should it prevail, bring our whole civil and s<;cial
fabric in ruins to the ground ?
or, if a Liberal, still expect to be called by that name
;

—

—

except in keenest irony,

mankind

if

you

will

show the

least favour to this

monster-tyrant of

I

PURGATORY.
There

is

between an

ranch shrewdness and point in the following report of a dialogne
American Tract Society and a Papist whom

Irish colporteur of the

he met.

The colporteur, having met with a Papist who desired to converse with
him upon the doctrine of purgatory, commenced by referring to the Bible as
an acknowledged authority; and taking the Romish version, said, "You
have heard of St. John, the beloved disciple, the one who was so favoured
Christ, that he

by Jesus
she died

?

"

gave the blessed Virgin Mary up to his care, until

—

Died! Sure that is more of the heresy.
She didn't die. She
heaven alive.
The priest will not say that. Every scholar will acknowledge
Colporteur.
that she died.
But I will not detain you with that now. We agree that
John was a saint, and that what he wrote is true.
Papist.

went

to

—

—Yes, that right enough.
—Well, John says there no purgatory, but the blood of Christ.
wrote to
you a story. An
general, after conquering
have
the French, and
detachment of French soldiers — "
is

Pap.

a

I

is

Colp.
will tell

his

Irish officer

the soldiers

who

Now,

if

killed

I

:

took the rest prisoners."

he killed

fought against him

all

the French, that is, all
that day, how many could he take
all

prisoners ?
Paj).

Colp.

— AYhy, none, he killed them
—Now, John says, that " the blood of Jesus Christ, the Son of God,
if

all.

St.

all sin.'"'
Now, bear in mind what the officer said, and what
" The blood of Christ cleanseth us from all sin, and
your priest would say:
furnatory takes away the rest." So you see that purgatory has as many to
He killed
cleanse as the officer had to take prisoners after he had killed all.
all.
The remainder of all the
all, and the blood of Jesus Christ takes away
" taken
French are prisoners. The remainder of all the sins are to be
away"

cleanseth us from

—

in purgatory

!

POPISH KINGLY AMUSEMENT.
On

the 8th of October, barely six weeks after the king's arrival, an amphiwas raised upon the public square, before the church of St. Francis

theatre
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six o'clock in the morning, the bells of all the churches
procession issued from the prisons of the Inquisition.

A solemn

first
by the side of each of them two familiars of the
and to fourteen of the number two attendant friars. Of these
others were muffled in a sack of
prisoners some were simply clad in black
yellow frieze, their heads covered with a conical cap, and upon this strange
garb figures of devils and of flames were embroidered in gaudy colours. After
them came the magistrates of the city, the civil judges, the clergy, the hidalgos on their steeds and these were followed by the members of the Sacred
Office itself, preceded by the arms of the Inquisition blazoned on a standard
of crimson damask. Behind this procession rushed a mighty multitude of
people, assembled from far and near to see the king on his throne and the
It is stated by an eye-witness, that no less than
heretics at the stake.
200,000 persons were gathered together that day in Valladolid. The inquisitors took their seats.
Upon a platform, raised hard by the king, sat,

Thirty persons came

Holy

Office

;

;

;

;

accompanied by his sister, the Infanta Dona Juana, his son Don Carlos, his
nephew Alexander Farnese, afterwards Prince of Parma, and followed by the
Fronting this royal gallery
foreign ambassadors and the nobles of his court.
The
rose a gigantic scaffold, to be seen from every part of that vast square.

assembly being complete, the Bishop of Zamora preached a sermon, called
Sermon of the Faith. The preaching having ceased, the Grand Inquisitor,
Ferdinand Valdes, Archbishop of Seville, approached the king, who rose from
"Your majesty swears," said the prelate,
his throne, and drew his sword.
"
by the cross of that sword now resting in your royal hands, to give to the
Holy Office of the Inquisition all necessary aid against heretics, and apostates,
and all those who may favour the same, and to cause whomsoever shall act
"I
or speak against the faith to be sought out and brought to justice."
swear," replied Philip, making the sign of the cross, which was instantly
repeated by the whole of the assembly. The thirty prisoners were brought
Sixteen of them were reconciled^ that is,
forth.
Their sentence was read.
condemned either to a perpetual or temporary imprisonment, with the conThese knelt down and abjured their errors.
fiscation of all their property.
The fourteen others, being condemned to death, were immediately consigned
Those from whom the horror of that awful moment wrung any
to the stake.
the

—

expressions of penitence, obtained the favour of a speedier death by stranguOf the whole number,
lation before their bodies were cast into the flames.

—

two only sternly refused every form of recantation a Dominican monk, one
Domingo Roxas, son of the Marquis of Posa, and a Florentine gentleman,
Don Carlos di Seso, who had long been a favourite of Charles V. As they
mounted the pile of faggots, the Dominican sought to address the people tlie
king indignantly ordered him to be gagged, and the gag closed his mouth till
The Florentine, Seso, as he
his last moment, being burnt with the victim.
:

"
Can
passed before the royal balcony on his way to the stake, exclaimed,
burnt
to
see
in
innocent
before
attend
your
subjects
person
your majesty
"
" If it were
my own son," replied Philip, I would bring the
your eyes?"
wood to burn him, an' he were such a wretch as thou art." Having begun at
six o'clock in the morning, the ceremony was not terminated until two
This was the second auto-de-fe for the immolation of
in the afternoon.

Such were, in the most brilliant days of that reign, the festiand such were the graces with which he mingled in the
Edinltwgh Review.

Protestants.

vities of Philip II.,

pastime.

—
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THE POPE EXCOMMUNICATING LUTHER.
"

On a sudden the air re-echoes with the loud pealing of bells the Pope
wearing his Pontifical robes, and, borne in an arm-chair, appears on the
The people kneel down,— all heads are uncovered, the colours
balcony.
the soldiers ground their arms, and a solemn silence prevails.
are lowered,
;

—

—

A few

moments

after, the

Pope slowly

stretches out his hands, raises

them

towards heaven, and then as slowly bends them towards the earth, making
the sign of the cross. Thrice he repeats this movement.
Again the noise of
bells reverberates through the air, proclaiming far and wide the benediction
Some priests now hastily step forward, each holding a
of the Pontiff.
These they reverse, and after tossing them violighted taper in his hand.
if
as
them
dash
they were the flames of hell. The people are
away,
lently,
moved and agitated and the words of malediction are hurled down from the

—
;

roof of the temple." D^AuMffne, Book VII. c. 5.
Here is the excommunication itself, with Luther's answers to each clause,
which are very interesting
:

—

The Pope.—"' Leo Bishop "...

—

"
.
Luther.
Yes, as the wolf is a shepherd for the Bishop
Bishop
should exhort according to the doctrine of salvation, and not vomit forth
imprecations and maledictions "...
The Pope. " Servant of all the servants of God "...
" At
Luther.
night when we are drunk but in the morning our name is
I

—

—

Leo, lord of

:

.

.

;

lords."

all

—

" The

Eoman

Bishops, our predecessors, have been accusemploy the arms of righteousness "...
"
Luther.
Which, according to your account, are excommunication and
anathema; but, according to St. Paul, long-suffering, kindness, and love."

The Pope.
tomed on this

—

festival to

(2 Cor. vi. 6, 7.)

The Pops.

— " According

to the duties of the apostolic office,

and

to

main-

tain the purity of the Christian faith "...
" That is to
Luther.
say, the temporal possessions of the Pope."
" And its
The
unity, which consists in the union of the members

—

—
—
—

Pope.

with Christ their head, . and with his vicar "...
"
For Christ is not sufficient we must have another besides."
Luther.
The Pope. " To preserve the holy communion of believers, we follow the
ancient custom, and excommunicate and curse, in the name of Almighty
God, the Father". .
" Of whom it is
God sent not His Son into the world to
Luther.
said,

—

condemn

.

.

:

.

'

the world.'

"

(John
17.)
Son and the Holy Ghost, and according to the power
and our own "...
of tlie apostles, Peter and Paul,
"
"Our own," says the ravenous wolf, as if the power of God
Luther.
was too weak without him."
The Pope.—'-'-^Q cause all heretics, Gazavi, Patarins, poor men of
The.

Pope.

— " The

—

iii.

.

.

.

—

Fratricelli."

Lyons, Arnoldists, Speronists, Passageui, Wickliffites, Hussites,
"For they desired to possess the Holy Scriptures, and required
Luther.
the Pope to be sober, and preach the "Word of God."
The Pope. " And Martin Luther, recently condemned by us for a similar
whosoever they may be,
heresy, as well as all his adherents, and all those,
who show him anv countenance "...

—
—
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thank thee, most gracious Pontiff, for condemning me along
It is very honourable for me to have
my name
proclaimed at Rome on a day of festival, in so glorious a manner, that it may
run through the world, in conjunction with the names of these humble conLuther.

with

all

I

these Christians

!

fessors of Jesus Christ."

—

" In
The Pope.
and corsairs "...

like

we excommunicate and

manner,

curse

all

pirates

— " Who
The Pope. — "

can be a greater corsair and pirate than he that robs
and puts them to death ?"
Particularly those who navigate our seas "...
" Our seas ... St.
Luther.
Silver and
Peter, our predecessor said,
and Jesus Christ said, 'The kings of the
gold have I none,' (Acts iii. 6)
Gentiles exercise lordship over them
but ye shall not be so,' (Luke xxii.
But, if a waggon filled with hay must give place on the road to a
25).
drunken man, how much more must St. Peter, and Christ himself, give way
Luther.

sonls, imprisons them,

—

'

!

;

;

to the

Pope!"

The Pope.

— " In

like

manner, we excommunicate and curse

our bulls and our apostolical letters "...
" But God's
Luther.
letters, the Holy Scriptures,
demn and burn."
falsify

—

The Pope.

—"

In like manner,

all

we excommunicate and

all

those

the world

curse

all

who

may conthose

who

intercept the provisions that are coming to the Court of Rome "...
" He
Luther.
snaps and snarls, like a dog that fears his bone will be

—

taken from him."
The Pope. " In like manner, we condemn and curse all those who withhold any judiciary dues, fruits, tithes, or revenues belonging to the clergy."
"
Luther.
For Christ has said, If any man will sue thee at the law, and

—

—

'

take away thy coat, let him have thy cloak also,' (Matth. v. 40), and this is
our commentary."
The Pope. " Whatever be their station, dignity, order, power, or rank
were they even bishops ov kings"
Luther.
"For there shall be false teachers among you, who despise dominion, and speak evH of dignities," says Scripture, (Jnde viii).
The Pope. " In like manner we condemn and curse all those who, in any

—

—

—

.

.

.

—

manner whatsoever, do prejudice to the city of Rome, the kingdom of Sicily,
tlic islands Sardinia and Corsica, the patrimony of Saint Peter in Tuscany,
the duchy of Spoleto, the marquisatc of Ancona, the Campagna, the cities of
Ferrara and Benevento, and all other cities and countries belonging to the
Church of Rome."
Ljuther.
"0 Peter! thou poor fisherman! whence did thou get Rome
and
and all these kingdoms? All hail, Peter 1 King of Sicily!

—

.

.

.

fisherman of Bethsaida !"
The Pope. " We excommunicate and curse all chancellors, councillors,
who oppose
parliaments, procurators, governors, officials, bishops, and others,
our letters of exhortation, invitation, prohibition, mediation, execution."
Ljuther.
"For the Holy See desires to live in idleness, in munificence,
and debauchery to command, to intimidate, to deceive, to lie, to di.^honour,
to seduce, and commit every kind of wickedness in peace and security."
"
Lord, arise it is not as the Papists pretend thou hast not forsaken
us
thou hast not turned away thine eyes from us."
Thus spoke Leo at Rome, and Luther at Wittemberg.

—

—

;

!

;

;
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VIII.

Barberini were a Florentine commercial house, in the sixteenth cenAble and sagacious traders they were, having that prompt business-

which reminded John Foster of an auctioneer's hammer, disdown article with a decisive tap, as if it would say, So
much for that, now for the next. Success was the natural result of their
A
talents for commerce, and they rose to abundant opulence and intlaeuce.
was left an orphan by the
boy, son to one of this family of merchant princes,
had embraced an ecclesiastical
early death of his father. An uncle, who
in the Papal court, had
career, and attained to a position of some importance
the young Mafteo,— so the orphan was named,— brought to Rome, and
The wealth of the Barberini was not spared
trained him under his own eye.
MafFeo, however, was no
to push forward the youthful scion of their house.
mere hoist for the block-and tackle of patronage, but a brisk man of talents,
with no small share of the enterprise and management of his argosy-freightHe acquitted himself well and cleverly in one situation after
ing kindred.
another was legate here, nuncio there, with a mighty deal of reputation
and in the prime of life came trippingly into the cardinalate. There he stood
among the purple seventy, looking out upon men and things from under the
five.
Then there
mighty eaves of the red hat, till his years were fifty and
came a vacancy in the Papal chair. The conclave was a tough one. Parties
were so balanced and conflicting, and the tenacity of rival interests so obstiit would be to
nate, that unanimity of election seemed about as hopeless as
How they came at
fill a dice-box with long pica and shake out an acrostic.
not very evilength to fix, as they did, almost to a man, on Barberini, does
like decision,

missing the knocked

;

;

cooled in vacuo^
dently appear. As a saturated solution of glauber salt,
rushes into instantaneous crystallization on the admission of air, so the judgments of the conclave, long fluid, suddenly became solid in favour of our carTo whatever influences this chemistry was due, there is no doubt
dinal.
that it required a large amount of very nice manipulation. Mafteo Barberini

was now Urban VIIL

The merchant's son had become the most

self-willed

and self-important of Popes.
A proud man is one thing, and a vain man is another. It would be hard
to tell who was the proudest Pope, but Urban was certainly the most vain.
" Sacred
College," he
If it was proposed to him to take the advice of the
would reply that he alone knew more, and understood better, than all the
Once, when it was pointed out to him that some
cardinals put together.
" constitutions" of former
to the
Popes, he
project of his was contradictory
than the
more
worth
was
word
of
a
the
that
living Pope
spoken
replied
maxims of a hundred dead ones. The Roman people had adopted a resolution never to erect a statue to

any Pope during

his lifetime.

Urban declared

that " such a resolution could not apply to a Pope like himself," and caused
He was a most inveterate talker. It often happened
it to be abrogated.

who had been admitted to an audience, had to leave without
When once the Pope took up the discourse it
entering on their business.
was impossible to get a word in. He was an author, too; nay, a poet.

that persons,

Latin verse was the zone of Parnassus which he specially cultivated. He
he made hymns and odes in honour
versified psalms in Horatian measures
of the Virgin and the Saints he turned off neat Sapphics and well-rounded
The Jesuits found his works so pure, so elegant, so fraught with
elegiacs.
all poetical graces, that they introduced them into their schools, and taught
;

;

them

to their scholars, as

models of classic excellence.

But

this

was during
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Urban's life ; after his death, Jesuit taste underwent a change. Two superb
editions of his poems, which he published, the one at Paris and the other at
Rome, could not detain them under the glimpses of the moon. They had to
go and rot among the weed on Lethe's wharf. It may be disputed whether
infallible Popes go into purgatory, but there can be no dispute that the poems
of Pope Urban have gone hopelessly into the limbo of doggerel.
Urban's notions of Papal authority and prerogative were towering and
He made the cardinals ciphers, seldom calling them together and
superb.
when he did, it was only to hear him lecture and harangue. A book, which
the Jesuits published at Eome with his sanction, expounds his views of the
" The
powers of the Romish See.
Pope," says the treatise referred to,*
" has a
and
a
also
corrective power over princes.
The sovereign
directive,
Pontiff can, then, visit heretical princes even with temporal punishments
and consequently he can not only excommunicate them, but strip them of
their kingdoms, and absolve their subjects from their oath of allegiance.
The Pope has a right to appoint curators to princes when they are incapable
of governing.
He can do this even without a council. The Pope can depose
He can even punish
kings for incapacity, or for failing to defend the Church.
negligent kings with death. All this power is comprised in the charge which
"With these prodigious notions of
Christ gave to Peter to feed his sheep."
his spiritual authority. Urban was intensely anxious to render the States of
the Church formidable as a military power. Acting on this idea, he launched
;

;

into great expense in the erection and strengthening of fortified places
filed fair Tivoli with the smoke of forges for the manufacture of arms,

;

de-

and

turned the ample chambers under the Vatican library into a store of pikes,
muskets, carbines, and pistols.
The clever and quick- sighted Venetians, who had a great many dealings
on political affairs with Urban, soon found out that he had a vast propensity

and that whatever was proposed to him, it w^as odds, but
he would take the opposite side. The wily republicans dexterously availed
to contradiction,

themselves of his

foible.

start objections to their

In order to gain their point, they took care to
wishes.
This tempted the Pope to contradict
to fix him in his contradiction, and thus they drew

own

;

they would argue a little
out of him decisions to which

all the persuasion in the world would not have
brought him.
They say, that when a certain contradictory animal refuses
to go forward, his Hibernian driver pulls him back, and then he goes. What
shocking irreverence was yours,
ye cunning Venetians, to manage an infallible Pope, as an Irishman manages his pig
Macaulay, in his review of Ranke's history, has given, in his springy and
elastic style, which goes bounding and ricocheting like an India-rubber ball,
a rapid summary of that remarkable counter-reformation' by which the
!

'

Church of Rome, having lost a large part of Europe, regained nearly half of
what she had lost. Within half a century of the time that Luther broke with
Then the
the Papacy, Protestantism had reached its greatest extension.
tide turned, and the reflux continued for another half-century. Much of this
effect was due to the tremendous inspiration of fanaticism communicated to
Popery by Ignatius Loyola, when he breathed his stern soul into the order
of the Jesuits. Much of it was due to the internal divisions by which ProBut probably the simple fact, that
testantism was so miserably weakened.
great part of the Protestant populations who relapsed into Popery were such
*Santarel, Traits del'Heresiejdu Schisme, de I'Apostasie, et dela Puissance du Souverain Pontife a punip les crimes.
mission des Superieurs. 1626.

A

Rome,chez

I'heritier

Barthelemy Lanoti.

Avee per-
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only in name, and prone to drivel back again into Romanism so soon as the
impulse of the Reformation decayed, goes as far as anything else to account
The Church of Rome can point to France, Belgium,
for the reaction.
At
Bavaria, Bohemia, Austria, Poland, and Hungary, as her re-conquests.
the end of the first fifty years from the commencement of the Reformation,
Protestantism was either dominant in all these countries, or seemed on the
At the end of the second fifty years, Papacy was comeve of becoming so.
pletely victorious in
vv^hy did

them

all.

When Popery

she not recover more ?

had recovered so much

a long story, and to tell
But it is rather curious that

It is

territory,

it all

would

Urban himcarry us too far from Urban VIII.
self should have been the great means of stopping short the Popish reaction.
The anti-reformation was sweeping on. The great Catholic states were
all in harmony.
The German Emperor, Ferdinand XL, was devoting the
whole powers of his crown to promote the Popish restoration. The courts of
Vienna and Madrid were thoroughly one, bound together at once by affinity
and bigotry. The universal restoration of Catholicism, and the building up
of every one of the breaches it had suffered in the Reformation, was the busiHad Catholicism remained of one
ness with which the world was occupied.
had the Popish powers prosecuted their aim with their united forces,
accord,
the whole of northern Germanic Europe must, in Ranke's judgment, have
fallen again under the domination of Rome.
One great success affording the
basis for another, the mountain-wave of the reaction might well have endan-

—

gered every inch of Protestant territory in Europe. What incalculable issues
But God, in mercy
hung upon the continuance of the existing alliances
to the remnant of his heritage, did not suffer the union of the Popish powers
!

The ploughers were in full preparation to make long their
And
furrows, but the righteous Lord cut asunder the cords of the wicked.
the Pope's own hand was made to do it!
to continue.

The mutual jealousies of Spain, Austria, and France, had often before exThe foreign powers that had struggled on Italian
soil.

ploded upon Italian

ascendant on the stage of Italian politics,
expunge Protestantism. At this
His next of kin was
juncture Vincenso Gonzaga, Duke of Mantua, died.
Charles, Duke de Nevers, born and brought up in France, who went and took
possession of his inheritance, without any recognition or acknowledgment of
battle-fields, or intrigued for the

were

for the present leagued together to

Spain or Austria.

But Spain had laboured from time immemorial, and with

especial jealousy, to secure Upper Italy from the influence of France. She could
ill endure, therefore, the idea of a Frenchman acquiring a
sovereignty there.

Both Spain and Austria interfered, and the unlucky Duke, guilty of being
born on the wrong side of the Alps, was about to be extruded from his posUrban watched the proceedings with wrath. In the bitterness of
sessions.
his spleen at the Spanish and Austrian interference within Italy, he lost sight
of the vast interests which Romanism had at stake on the maintenance of the
Catholic league. He called in the intervention of France, and at his instance
the French King led an army into Italy. Thus the great Catholic powers, so
recently combined for the overthrow of Protestantism, stood opposed to each
other in arms.
The Pope had entered the lists against that very Emperor by
whom the restoration of Popery had been most powerfully promoted. The
sequel was that extraordinary war in which France was allied with Sweden
against Austria and Spain, and the victorious arras of Gustavus Adolphus
humbled the pride of the German empire. Urban liked well to see Austria
curbed, but it was a sore drawback on his enjoyment that he could not send
back the " Lion of the North" to his native Sweden just when he had got
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The horse in the fable, when his enemy,
was slain, naturally wished to dismiss, with his best thanks, the rider
When the great war of the Leaguers and
whom he had taken on his back
Imperialists was over, the opportunity that bade so fair for the reconquest of
Europe to Fopery, was irretrievably gone. But never, assuredly, was a greater
deliverance wrought. for Protestantism than that of which Pope Urban VIII.
became, by such a marvellous over-ruling of Providence, the prime mover.
out of him the service he wanted.
the boar,

!

Like the lumbering poet who put Juvenal out of patience, we have written
to the margin, and yet have not done. We must bring our little
fly-leaf of history to a close, slurring over many of the events of Urban's reign.
It was he who first condemned the famous work of Cornelius Jansen, Bishop
of Ypres, a sentence which succeeding Popes reiterated.
This work, the

up our space

Augustinus, was a digest of the writings of Augustine on the subject of
Out of it arose the renowned controversy of Jesuit and Jansenist.
grace.
Like a winnowing on an ancient threshing-floor winnowers, fans, and grain,

—

—

amid the clouds of chaff thrown up against the wind is
" Provincial
great controversy. But when the chaff blew away, the

all alike invisible

this

Letters

"

of Blaise Pascal remained.

Let Murray's red-backed Handbook tell, in terms of censure well pruned
down like a well-behaved book as it i.s how Urban built the huge bulk of
the Barberiui Palace with materials quarried from the sublime ruins of the
Coliseum how he partly destroyed the basement of the beautiful tomb of
and how he stripped the matchless
Cecilia Metella to construct a fountain
Pantheon of its bronze to adorn St. Peter's, and to cast cannon for the Castle
of St. Angelo. After all, was he the only Goth among the Popes ? Neither
can we pause to inquire what unlucky iudividnals, clerical or lay, incurred
the anathema for titillation under Urban's celebrated "bull," excommunicat-

—

—

;

;

ing

all

persons

who took

snuff in the churches of Seville

J

The anathematizer of snuff approached at length to thatpoint in the earthly
journey where "the shadow feared of man" sits and waits for us all. On
Urban's evening the darkness fell full grimly. Instigated by pique, lust of
and his grasping nephews, he had made war upon Duke Odoardo
Farnese had taken possession of his territory of Castro, and was proceeding to deprive him of Parma and Placentia also. This profligate aggression
roused the other Italian states, who had long felt jealous of the repeated extensions given to the ecclesiastical dominions. They combined their forces to
A miserable war ensued, and
.support Farnese, and to beat back the Pope.

territory,
;

Urban, baflled and humiliated, his own territory in a state of utter depletion,
and a prodigious debt incurred, was forced at length to yield. His physician
told, that at the moment when he was compelled to sign the peace of Castro,
he was so completely overcome by distress of mind as to fall into a swoon,
and it was then that he was seized by the malady of which he died. He had
lived seventy-six years, and reigned twenty-one.

ENGLISH CHURCH MISSIONS TO ROMANISTS.
Our readers are well acquainted with Dr. Armstrong and his operations
and we are happy to observe from the Report of the important society of
;

which he

is secretary, recently published, that hopeful instances of the success of their labours are still appearing in various districts of England.
Nothing brings out the dark spirit of the Romish priesthood so vividly as

any attempt to convert their deluded followers. We reckon it one of the
highest exhibitions of Christian benevolence, on the other hand, to seek to
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and we are convinced that the Reforma-

;

tion in this country can only be maintained by the same spirit, and in the use
of the same means by which it was won. The following extract is interesting
in several ways.

—

"
This place is also occupied chiefly by the Irish RoBuildings.
manists, who are excessively bigoted, I suppose in consequence of a Papist
school being established in tlie alley, and consequently they are more immediately under the eye of their ghostly father,' the Romish priest, who often
'

A

I met with great opposition in this
day more especially, when they were instigated by the schoolmaster, (whom I confounded by argument a few minutes before,) the whole
body of them attacked me in a most desperate manner, throwing mud on my
face and clothes, and uttering the most unearthly yells, of knock him down
he Is a
preacher which drew others to the spot, equally infuriated against
I felt myself, at this moment, rather in the midst of a
the
preacher.'
I tried to get into a Protestant house
lot of demons than of human beings.
when I found escape almost imposin the alley, but was refused admission
sible, I stood upon a heap of rubbish which lay in the place, and opened the
Bible, and read to them that beautiful chapter, the third of St. John's Gospel.
As soon as I commenced reading, to my great surprise and delight, there was
a dead silence, and all was orderly and quiet in a few moments. I then took
the opportunity of addressing them for about half an hour, telling them of
the Saviour's love, and of his 'bloody sacrifice' once made upon the cross.
those who were a minute before intendIt was pleasing to behold the scene
ing to shed my blood were now lifting their eyes to heaven, with their
customary ejaculations, Mola la Dia, God be praised,' and bowing their
heads in meek submission, as often as the Saviour's holy name and sacrifice
were mentioned in their own beloved tongue. "When I was done, some of
them came and thanked me, whilst others wiped the dirt from my clothes.
I can now visit and leave my tracts in this place without interruption, and it
is to be hoped that some good will be and is done, to the glory of God, and
the salvation of immortal souls." P. 15.

visits this school.

few months ago,

place, but one

'

!

'

!

'

;

;

'

—

TRACTARIAN SUPERSTITION.
" The Tractarian idea of the Sacraments fosters
superstition. It claims the
reverence and worship of men for mere human inventions it changes necessary rites and ceremonies into lying vanities, and invests them with a sancand a power, at once contrary to their own nature, and distity, a mystery,
;

honouring to that Holy Spirit by whom all instrumentality to be useful must
be blessed. It was this idea of the efficacy of the Sacraments which gave
and to the same
rise to the adoration of the Host in the Roman Church
;

'

owing that surpassing reverence for the chancel of the
church' manifested by the Tractarians.
Why talk of the chancel as the
Holy of Holies, into which the unilluminated are not to be introduced?'

thing,

no doubt,

is

'

Why

that

it

ought to be concealed by a rood-screen from the gaze of the

—say
the profanum vulgus
Why speak of comfort to the pious by obtaining
the altar which gives
a glance through a peep-hole into the holy place
— the Eucharist on the altar which hallows
And Avhence
sanctity
1

laity

?

it

It is

it

it is

!

those solemn and frequent genuflections towards the communion-table, if
And if adoration, then
there be not meant the adoration of something?

Nothing can
superstition and idolatry.
of credulity and will- worship."

exempt

this

system from the charge
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THE VALUE OF A POPE'S WORD.
"

He

The Colonna
(Sixtus IV.) acted with equal violence in Rome.
was persecuted by him with the most savage

family, opponents of Rlano,
He seized on their
ferocity.

domain of Mariao, and causing the prothonotary Colonna to be attacked in his own house, took him prisoner, and put him
to death.
The mother of Colonna came to St. Celso, in Bianchi, where the
'
Behold
corpse lay, and lifting the severed head by its hair, she exclaimed,

my son. Such is the truth of the Pope. He promised that my
son should be set at liberty if Marino were delivered into his hands.
He is
possessed of Marino, and behold, we have my son, but dead. Thus does
"
the Pope keep his word.'
the head of

—

NOTES OF THE MONTH.

—

—

Italy. The State Prisoneks of the Pope.
A Roman coirespondent of
a Piedraontese journal gives some account of the sufferings endured by the
These prisoners are confined often for purely
prisoners in the Papal States.
imaginary oifences, many of them for decided virtues. To read the Bible, to
desire liberty, to protest against the enormities of the Papal system, are
deadly offences in the estimation of every Pope, and every Pope is a temporal
"

—

He says
Those who are condemned

despot.

for State offences are now divided as prisoners between
The latter
namely, Paliano and another, named after Pope Urban.
is situated on the frontiers of the
Papal dominions, towards Modena, and the former
There are more than a hundred prisoners in
place is about 33 miles from Rome.

two

fortresses,
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one hundred of them were

for bein^ members of secret societies. In the rooms and chambers where
The
the prisoners sleep, in the fortress of Paliano, there is no glass to the windows.
which is sometimes
daily food of a prisoner consists of eighteen ounces of brown bread,
fuU'of dust and earth, together with lialf a pint of a miserable liquor, which is called
wine, and four ounces of heavy dough or rice, or else six ounces of beans or French

condemned

beans, boiled with water and lard in a sort of broth, which on Fridays, Saturdays, or
the proportion of twenty ounces of lard or of
fast-days, is made with water and oil, in
There are no beds, not even benches, in this
oil in a hundred ounces of the broth.
The prisoner has nothing but a canvas sack, stuffed with straw, which is
prison.
Bti-etched upon a stone-shelf in the wall ; he lies there, whatever be the weather, with
no covering but a woollen rug, the weight of which is from six to ten pounds. Their

have reduced many of them to
diet, their inexpressible and mental sufferings,
such a state that they are like mere shadows of men, and more than fifty of them
The other prisoners in Fort Urbano are treated in
suff'er wretchedly from hernia.
the same manner with regard to their food, clothing, and sleeping, but their existence
These unhappy men wear a chain upon their feet, which
is still more wretched.
weighs ten pounds and more. Dui'ing the night they are all fastened together by another long chain, which is called the cursia, and which is passed through a larger link
And here, be it observed, as an instance of the justice of
in the chain of each man.
the Papal Government, that of the men under sentence for the very same offence,
some are confined in Paliano, whilst others wear out their lives more quickly in Fort
Urbano dragging a heavy chain. These are the facts from which you may see what

bad

the condition of political prisoners in the Papal States."
"
St. Anthony's Day jn Rome
Saturday was St. Anthony's Day, so well known
to the visitors from the custom of blessing the horses ; every one goes to see it, and
with many English Protestants it supplies them with a reductio ad ahsurdum for the
It need scarcely
rest of their lives in their discussions about Catholic ceremonies.
be said that this much-ridiculed custom consists simply in the chaplain's sprinkling
with holy water the horses as they pass, begging for them a blessing and deliverance
from all evil through the intercession of St. Anthony. The horses are gaily decked
with ribbons, and their owners give some small alms to the saint's shrine ; it ought
to disarm criticism that the poor Camaldolensian monks and their church are princiThe ceremony continues all
pally supported by these offerings the rest of the year.
the Octave ; the Roman princes all send their horses, as also do the J'apal dragoons 5
and.it was a most picturesque scene, as witnessed from the steps of St. Maria Maggwve."— Letter from Rome in Tablet, 7th February 1857.

is

—

LoNDOx.

—The Powek of Memory. — Dr. Wiseman,

in

a lecture which he

"
Memory," aiBrmed, amongst
recently gave at Walthamstow on the subject of
" knew the entire Bible
other Popish marvels, that Pope Paul IV.
by heart."

We shoultl doubt this very much

but at all events, even if true, it only proves
the worthlessness of mere knowledge, for he must have had in his memory
many a text which condemned his own impious position and, like all the
;

;

other Popes, he refused liberty to his subjects to read the same blessed book
which he thus professed to value.

How Strange Protestant Lecturers assaulted by Papists in ProThe Rev. Dr. Butler, after
testant England in the Nineteenth Century
" Church of Rome not the Church of
Christ," at
giving a lecture on the
Brompton, was proceeding home, when he was "immediately followed bj' a
"
numerous and lawless rabble,"
boys, infuriated men and women, swelled
the stream, which received continual augmentation at every turn of the street."
By the aid of friends, Dr. Butler made liis escape, by getting into an omnibus.
The mob followed his friends, struck one of them Avith a stone, surrounded
"
his house, and was only prevented from doing more mischief by a
strong
not
Protestants
take
This
is
in ProWill
done
warning?
body of police."*
1

1

—

—

testant

England

—

in this so-called

enlightened age!

Liverpool. Mr. J. Sheridan Knowles lately delivered a course of three
" End of
lectures on Milner's
Controversy" in the Collegiate Institution.
Letter from the Rev. Mr. Barkworth, incumbent of St. Jude, Chelsea, to Liverpool
Herald. London Sentinel, ltio7jp. 154.
"••

—
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The enthusiasm of those present speaks well
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for the Protestant cause in

and the presence of several of our leading Protestant clergy, whose
praise is in all the churches, showed their willingness to stand by their principles, and lead the people in the path of wise and firm resistance to error.
Liverpool

;

almost needless to say that the lecturer acquitted himself to the entire
approbation of his hearers and at the close, a vote of thanks proposed by
the Rev. V. M. White, and seconded by Hev. J. Bardsley, was received with
an outburst of applause.
It is

;

— Consecration

—

of an English Popish Bishop at Rome. " An unusual
ceremony, and one of peculiar interest to the host of British sightseers
now in Rome, took place on Sunday morning, the 15th ult., at the Sixtine Chapel,
Rome, being the consecration, by the Pope himself, of Dr. Clifford, nominated to the
Roman Catholic see of Clifton. Dr. Errington, Archbishop of Trebizonde, and coadjutor of Cardinal Wiseman, and Monsignor Bailies, Bishop of Lucon, assisted his
Holiness in the ceremony at which were present also the new bishop's father (Lord
Bristol.

ecclesiastical

;

Clifford), his brother, and a great number of spectators, especially English, whom the
'
journal, in its description of the ceremony, states to have been
grateful and

official

touched to see the common father of the faithful direct his thoughts with such solicitude to the spiritual welfare of England.' The same journal alludes to the distinguished persons in England who are returning every day into the bosom of the true
Church.' Dr. Clifford h.\ving gone through the numerous formalities of the consecration, was at last affectionately embraced by the Pope, and being armed with the
pastoral staff, proceeded, mitre on head and ring on finger, to exercise his new attributes by imparting his blessing to the assembly before him."
Corresiiondent of Daily
News. [Thus Rome is plying evei-y art for the pui-pose of giving effect to her aggres'

—

sive policy in England.]

—

A Voice from the Dead. The following words from the late Lord Eldon,
when Lord Chancellor of England, are peculiai-ly appropriate at the present
time

:

" Tf

—

be true, as so many suppose, that religious opinions have nothing to do with
then it is equally true that the King* has no right, or ever had, to sit upon
the throne of these realms.
The fact is, his Majesty sits upon the throne at this hour,
as his predecessors did before him, by virtue, and in consequence, of peculiar religious
The present line was called there on these grounds. How then can reliopinions.
gion and politics be so widely dissevered in this country ? Was not the descent of the
house of Stuart interrupted in order that no Roman Catholic should be seated on the
throne of these realms 1 Are not Roman Catholics excluded from the Commons
House of Parliament by the oath of supremacy, and have not persons of that persuasion been subsequently excluded from seats in the Upper House ?
By these acts the
Constitution was sealed
the union between Church and State was thus preserved
it is,
according to the present Constitution of the country, a union intimate and indis'

it

politics,'

—

—

soluble as that between
Constitution itself."

A
"

man and

wife.

If

we abandon

this principle,

we abandon

the

—

living writer has said :
you should tolerate

It is well that

Roman

Catholics even as you tolerate Jews,

Hut mark the difference: tlie Papists alone are they who seek in
return to injure you
Rome urges them to it, nay, makes it a matter of obliijation of
Rome is, therefore, to you an enemy who makes war within your
conscience, to do so.
very house and while she claims all prirUeges and all indulgences in your house, she
will not allow you any in her own.
She will not allow you within her iralh, nor within
any dominion where she rules, even a church wiierein to pray in the simple purity of your
worship ; while she comes and rears in your cities, churches and altars, where, to your
and his Apostles
peril, acts of idolatry are committed, and the doctrines of Jesus Christ
and even

idolatry.

—

—

;

are preached against."

The Importance of a Vote.
vote.

A si}u/le

vote

may

—Let each

turn the scale.

elector be prepared to give his
it be remembered that many

Let

—

members of Parliament have been returned by small majorities
"
No less than 102 members —some for large, some for small constituencies
:

For King read Queen, now.

—have
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been returned to the present Parliament by majorities varying from 1 to 50. Tliey
may be classed as follows
30 to 50
.
.
.
26 Members by majorities of from .
20 to 30
18
„
„
„
10 to 20
25
,
„
5 to
23
„
10^^
5"*
1 to
.
10 by the small majority of from
a recent
at
William
Popery.
Sir
of
abettor
the
Verner,
Tbactarianism
of the Brighton Protestant Association, gave the following startling
:

—

....

„„....
.

.

.

—

meeting
communication
"

:

—

could state on authority which could neither be doubted nor contradicted,
that not a single circumstance of any importance took place on the part of the Tractarians or Puseyltes, which was not immediately transmitted to Rome, where a committee was appointed, which met every evening, to hear and receive reports, and do
knew as a positive fact, that
everything they possibly could to assist them. They
there wei-e at this moment regular sworn Jesuits, sworn to do everything commanded
the Church of England, for the
by the order, at present officiating as clergymen in
to Rome the members of that Church." t
express purpose of bringing over

He

The Duke of Koxburghe, at a meeting in Kelso in aid of the Endowment
Scheme of the Established Church of Scotland, February 27, reported in the
Eelso Mail, said, in reference to the progress and spirit of Tractarianism
:

—

" The advancement of such a scheme as this, is fraught with inestimable benefits to
our fellowmen, particularly in the days in which our lot has been cast when we see,
on the one hand, so many efforts put forth by the opponents of Protestantism to gain
action on the
ascendancy among us, and, on the other, so persevering a course of
to conceal their insidious practices under the veil
part of a sect among ourselves
I hold it to be the duty of every Christian man
of a spurious Protestantism.
to do his best to counteract these evil influences, and to ensure for the masses of
our fellowmen, who are at present without adequate Church accommodation, the
benefits arising from a sound, moral, and religious training, and particularly the inestimable benefits which are to be derived from the preaching of the Divine truths of
;

the blessed gospel."

— The
—

Protestantism and Politics.

Rev. Mr. Judson of Lindfield, in his

speech at a recent meeting, said
" He was there to declare his conviction that the time was come, and fully come,
that no man could be an earnest Protestant without being an earnest politician also.
He felt it exceedingly difficult at times to keep politics out of his sermons ; he had at
times a hard battle to fight, lest people should suspect him of certain political leanings,
and that way his usefulness might suff"er. When persons came to consult him as to
the claims of a particular candidate, he invariably told them that Divine Providence
had entrusted them with a certain measure of power, and it was their duty in the first
in the second place to use that power conscientiously,
place to use that power, and
and in such a manner as would be most conducive to the best interests of the country
and to the glory of God."
:

HOLLAND— IMPRESSIONS OF MOTLEY.^
We
terized

have just risen from the perusal of Motley's book, which is characby the same qualities that make Prescott attractive a rapid, flowing
;

succession of stirring incidents, graphic descriptive powers,
style, a continual
a love of show and romance, and the free use of all the great stores of official
to Spanish aftairs, to which the American litterateurs
intelligence in regard
have succeeded recently in obtaining access, whereby new light has been

acquired, and the

charm of novelty imparted

to

much

of the old history.

* Letter from James
Lord, Esq., in Morning Advertiser, of 5th March 1857.
+ London Sentinel, 1857, p. 149.
X The Rise of the Dutch Republic A History. By John Lothrop Motley.
Volumes. London John Chapman, Chapman & Hall. 1«56.
:

:

In Three
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Motley, also, is evidently tinctured with the same religious opinions which
lower the tone of Prescott, but with this important difterence, that in the
former they come out more offensively than in the latter because, while
Prescott has only to deal with Popish infamies and cruelties, Motley is forced
;

and to engage with the doings of some of the most devoted
men that have come on the stage of histor)' in any
age, whose characters, principles, and conduct he must illustrate but this is
a thing that cannot be done but by an Evangelical Christian, for none else

to go further,

Christian Evangelical

;

can comprehend them.
If ever there was a Revolution which began, continued, and ended in reThat Revolution began in Holland and Friesland,
ligion, it was the Dutch.
the stout old Batavia, where the seeds of the Reformation were early planted,
grew, and forthwith interfered with the poisonous roots of Popery, previously
rampant, and necessarily and of course interfered with what is always their
It extended itself southwards into
fruit, despotism and arbitrary power.
the other provinces, but there it failed of being fed by Bible truth, these
lauds being subjected slavishly to priestcraft, and so it misgave there, and
they remained the Popish appanages of France, or Austria, or Spain, whichever for the time beat the other but it continued to pros])er in the Protestant north, and there, by the good hand of God upon it, became no longer a
Revolution, but established itself as an independent European power, rich
internally, and with its powerful navy, no less rich externally, with its colo;

nies in all parts of the world.
Now, if in any instance facts were calculated
to prove a priuciple, these were sufficient to show that Popery, with its

and intellectual subjection to priestcraft, was inconsistent
and that Protestantism with its Bible and right of private

superstitious missal,
Avith civil liberty,

judgment was

It might be expected therefore, that Mr. Motley,
its nurse.
dealing with these facts, through his three ponderous volumes, would stumble
on that principle, see and declare it. But, no he neither sees it nor enunciates it.
He talks, to be sure, of "the Inquisition," and of " Jesuitism ;"
;

but he does not see that these are Popery.
He speaks of them as violences,
and state-craft, used by the despotisms for the end of crushing political
rights, and establishing autocratic power, and insinuates that they Avere the
natural offspring of the ignorance and servility of the fourteenth century.
^lost certaiuh', at the same time, not excusing but condemning them, but

condemning them only as he would brigandage, cheating, cruelty, or any
other crime, while he ignores the fact that they were of the essence of the
Popish system, that they were the result and fruit of that system, and that
but for
it, with its priesthood, was at the bottom of the whole evil, and that
it the whole people would have achieved their liberties, and the Dutch por-

—

tion with comparative ease;

—

that, in fact, the teachings of Popery, magnifying absolute power both in Church and State, and inciting the sovereigns to
usurp absolute power to themselves so long as they used it to pamper priestly
rule, and to believe themselves acting as the delegates of God when they
exterminated heretics and rebels against the jus divinum, not only justified,

but actually required the cruelties which were exercited, unparalleled,

we

believe, in the history of

any other nation.
Accordingly, when the author makes reference to religious differences,
"
and the " Calvinists,"
he talks of the differences between the " Catholics
" stern "
" solemn "
the
of
of
the
one, and the
worship
speaking habitually
asperities of the other; describing the "ancient faith," forsooth, as assailed
" be" new
"
tlie
and ignorantly describing the affair as a contest
religion
tween the Reformation and the Inquisition," so as to beget the idea that

by
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Popery, stripped of its excesses, would be all right, if not much more right
than " Calvinism." In describing, in the same way, the character of William
of Orange, the author lauds him for his tolerant views, for his uprightness and
firmness, and for his eminent statesmanship. But he fails to perceive the foundation of his excellence, and the source of his indomitable courage under the
most formidable dangers, in that process of conversion which his soul underwent when he was delivered from the power of darkness, and translated into
the kingdom of the dear Son of God, becoming not a " Calvinist " in the
Motley sense, but a child of God made wise unto salvation through the Scriptures of truth illuminated to his heart

by the Holy

Spirit.

The enormous

sufferings endured by him and by the people of Holland during all that generation were more than enough to tire out the patience of any but the

people

God it was only because they were such, that they endured to the end,
and finally, in another generation, triumphed over all the powers of darkness
of

;

incarnated in the Spanish massacres and persecutions. For, be it remembered,
honour of the Dutch, that if they were obstinate and inexhaustible in
their resistance to religious and civil tyranny, the Spanish were only less
obstinate than they, seeing that for three generations they persisted in
hangto the

ings and quarterings, and in rape, murder, drownings, fire and waste, perpetrated at the instigation of Rome for bringing the people back into the
unity of the Catholic Church.
We repeat, that nothing but the Spirit of God enabled these poor people to
It is the love of God alone, and the sense of
trials.
an instant eternity of bliss through a crucified Saviour, that can make a people
sacrifice every present ease and interest, and endure to the end, when
Satan puts it into the heart of his emissaries to torture them in soul, conThe blood of the martyrs is not the seed
science, and body for generations.
of the Church when it is all spilt, as in Italy and Spain
it is such
only where
it pleases God to spare his people from the
very last extremities, as in Holland and God blesses that, as we know in Scotland, Switzerland, and the
The poor Albigenses were exterminated; and their
valleys of the Alps.
blood, through the infirmity of French character, proved to be the seed not
of the Church, but of the most villanous superstition that ever overran ChrisIf the Dutch were spared from the like disaster, it was
tendom.
through the
blessing of God grafting on the old Batavian stoutness the evangelical

stand amidst their awful

:

;

principle,

which, enduring to the end, will alone make a people victorious over tyranny.
When one contrasts the principle of Bible history with the principle on which
is written, the defective and
pernicious character of the last
becomes transparently visible. The former, regaiding religion as the spring,
test, and source of all national prosperity, continually brings forward the
bearing of all measures and events on the religion of the people, and tries all
by the standard of the sanctuary. The general histories narrate events and
measures, and try them by their influence on the secular welfare of nations,
and they see in them no more than the wrestlings of ambition, and the prowhence it follows that they fail in disgress or restriction of political liberty
covering the true sources of "the wealth of nations," and, by omitting the one

general history

;

thing needful, strand their readers on a trackless shore, or leave
blindfold a pathway among the stirring waters.

them

to seek

To take an illustration from modern European history. What is that from
the era of the Reformation but a struggle between the powers of darkness
led on by the Pope and his tools, and the powers of light loosed
by the Reformation the one party everywhere siding with the despots in their eftbrts
;
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to choke the progress of free judgment, and aiding and abetting the rulers
in the suppression of the Bible, and in the free use of fire and sword, rack

and gibbet, for these ends the other, stimulated by the glimpse of life divine
which has gleamed upon them, opposing restraints on conscience and on
civil liberty, and seeking to spread all knowledge secular and religious ?
This is the character of the internal struggles of Spain, France, and Germany and it was powerfully manifested in Charles Fifth and Louis Four;

;

teenth's ambitious attempts to make themselves the one preponderating power
of Europe
and yet historians see no more in these than the old ambitions
:

of Alexander and Cajsar, missing thereby the true cause altogether, and so
turning away the public indignation from that Popish conspiracy which was
at the bottom of all, being the true cause, source, and master-evil of the
"
whole, and so leaving that crafty power unmolested with its
good Jesuits"
of Macaulay, or rather praised and petted as something holy, forsooth
Take
Merle d'Aubigne, for example, on the one hand, and Macaulay, Motley, or
Prescott on the other and see how the one goes to the root of the evil and
displays the remedy, while the others, mere worldly statesmen, skip along the
surface, and neither probe the wound to the bottom, nor have an idea of the
!

;

true cure.

But enough of

knew

One word more, and we have done.

fhis.

He unmasked

the world well.

the evil.

He

William III.
never rested till he suc-

ceeded in forming a Protestant league of the nations, which, directing its fire
against that particular tyrant who was, for the season, the lieutenant of the
Pope, humbled him, and curbed that evil influence, till it drew back into
waiting for a new start. The peace of Utrecht, the produce of Popish
influence in the cabinet of St. James's, gave it an opening ; but the season
of religious indifference ensued, and the nations fell back upon a century of

its lair,

That period has now come to a close and where do
The allies of Fi-ance and of Austria Papal powers.
Let us beware and let us hope that with the revival;|of evangelical religion,
which happily has taken place, we may, before the storm arises that is now
impending, be found cultivating relations of amity with all Protestant powers,
America, Sweden, Denmark, Prussia, Switzerland
and, above all, Holland,

mere worldly

we now find

quarrels.

ourselves

—
;

?

;

;

nearest to us in neighbourhood, nearest in derivation, likest to us in suff"erHad the
ings preparatory to emancipation, and closest to us in doctrine.
alliance between the Prince of Orange and the Royal Family of England,
which was projected forty years ago, taken place, there would have been a
closer alliance between the countries than we grieve to perceive now exists.
It will

be well

if

our statesmen

now

set themselves to the

promotion of

and why should it not be that the disappointed alliance of
former days should now revive between one of our princesses and the accomplished and interesting youth, the heir of the kingdom of the Netherlands,
who recently visited our shores and though acknowledged by the Queen at
Balmoral, failed to receive the civic honours at the northern capital, which
were justly due to the representative of our liberator from the Popery and
this friendship

:

;

arbitrary

power of the Stuarts.

This, however, is but distantly associated with Motley, to whose book we
return, by saying in conclusion, that it will amply repay a perusal, and,
it does from a very neutral Protestant, will be found to contain
numberless damning proofs of the incurable infamy of Popery while it shows
the invincible power of steadfast adherence to the truthunder all its machinations and cruelties.
It is a most readable book.

coming as

;
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EOMISH KEFORMATORIES.
AN ALARMING PROSPECT.
Perhaps nothing in modern times has more signally illustrated the cunning
Rome, and the shortsighted and dangerous policy of our rulers, than their
proceedings in regard to so-called Romish Reformatories. Indeed, the evil is
of

daily assuming so portentous an aspect, that unless the community
aroused, it is hard to say whereunto the matter will grow.

is

speedily

A

number of truly benevolent men originated the idea of industrial schools,
the object being, that the neglected and ragged children on the verge of crime
should be fed, clothed, trained, and kept by public charity from the ways of
sin.
The plan met with great support, although it was evident that it did
not go to the root of the evil it aimed at drying up or sweetening the bitter
;

flood, but

untouched the pestilential fountains of social ruin. At
the same time, so far as it went, it seemed to promise only good, and this
was the case as long as it depended on private charity. But Rome immediately fixed her eagle gaze upon the operation, and inasmuch as the mass
of the ragged children were found in her ranks, she raged like a maniac at
the idea of training them in the knowledge of the Bible, but still she established no Reformatories of her own.
But as soon as the Government took up
the matter, and gave 7s. 6d. a week to train and feed the children at the
One Romish
public expense, she saw that her time for action was come.
so-called Reformatory now sprung up after another quickly, one in Leicestershire especially, with 1000 acres of land attached.
What others made a
matter of charity, Rome now made an affair of great profit, with this immense
it left still

advantage, that she not only could keep the children on much less than the
week, but had all their agricultural labour free to the bargain.
Besides, she could not only manufacture any number of beggar children, but
turn the fruits of her own mischief to great pecuniary account. Let us look at
the matter more closely.
7s. 6d. a

Pray what is a Reformatory or Industrial School ? In Scotland, it is now
an institution established either by a parochial board, or an association of
individuals, and sanctioned by the Secretary of State, for the education and
training of vagrant children. If a child be found begging, or without a home,
he is taken before the magistrate, and if under the age of fourteen, is transmitted to a Reformatory for such a time as may appear necessary for the child's
education, but the child is not to be detained beyond the age of fifteen, withAnd should the parent be unable to pay for its support,
out its consent.
the Parochial Board becomes liable.
The Education Committee of the Privy
Council may aid in erecting buildings, and in defraying the annual cost of the
AH very important, if the purpose of such institutions is kept
Institution.*
in view.

In the case oi juvenile offenders., any person under the age of sixteen, and
duly convicted and sentenced to not less than fourteen days' imprisonment,
may be sent to the Reformatory for two, and not more than five years, at the
expense of the Government, at such a rate per head as Her Majesty's Commissioners shall determiue.f
The power of erecting an Institution into a Reformatory is vested in the

* Act,
VOL.

VI.

Vic. 17

and

NO. LXXI,

18, cap. 74.

MAY

1857.

f Act,

Vic. 17 and 18, cap. 86.

L
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Secretary of State, and he exercises that power whenever a certificate by an
Inspector of Schools^ in the case of vagrant children^ or by an Inspector of
Prisons in the case o^ juvenile offenders is presented to him, proving the suit-

ableness of the accommodation, and the qualifications of the teachers. So
rapidly popular have such institutions become, that in two years and a half
since the passing of the first Act in August 1854, there have been sanctioned

no fewer than thirty-two in England and twenty in Scotland.
And what is the education given at these Reformatories ?
or secular

Is

Roman

Is

it

religioiis

Catholic or Protestant ?

This, according to the
loose and easy theory of our Rulers, altogether depends on the managers of
the associations under which the Reformatories are established. If the Association be

?

Roman

it

Catholic, the Reformatory

number

tary of State will sanction any

is

of

Roman Catholic, and the SecreRoman Catholic Reformatories,

provided he receives the requisite certificates

From

!

and unrestricted provision for the feeding and clothing
of ragged children, the Church of Rome has been most zealous in organizing
and establishing Reformatories, and the Commissioners of Her Majesty's
Treasury have been so liberal in fixing the rate to be paid per head upon the
inmates of these schools, that a large cumulative saving must be annually
And when
going into the common pui'se of that Church from this source.
we consider not only the swarms in our lanes and closes, but the number of
vagrant and juvenile Popish offenders which are being constantly imported
into our country from Ireland, and which the Roman Catholic Church claims
as her progeny, the annual amount of money given out of the public purse,
and saved by the Romish Church, as well as the number of Popish Reformatories will soon be immense.
Indeed, notwithstanding Popish schools, Poj)ish
inspectors, and Popish pupil and certified teachers, all receiving aid from
this general

Government, these Reformatories are growing so fast, that we hear already of
some of them being retarded in their operations for want of teachers. Even
the draft of monks from the Continent, to act as teachers, has been so great
already, that the priests of Great Britain have had to wait a little until they
can get an additional supply
!

Some may imagine
Romish
the whole truth. The
extract from a

that our statement
letter

is

exaggerated, but the following
in the Tallet^ confesses

which recently appeared

letter objects strongly to the idea of

Privy Council grants as follows

:

—

abandoning the

"
This, however, is only a small portion of the real difficulty.
Mnvy achooh and
conventual estaUishmcntg hare been formed " ab ovo," caJcuhttinq upon the Priry Council money for their means of xnpport.
To these the Priry Council money is, as it irere^
With this money, also, not only do convents maintain their own
their life-blood."
community, but both schools and convents surround themselves with a number of pupilteachers, in whom they have naturally not only a very dear interest, but also a serious
When Adam and Eve are represented as being turned out of Pararesponsibility.
dise, they are made to hang down their heads and to look as sorrowful and downcast
as possible.
Now, if it was so doleful a thing to them to leave a Paradise in the making of which they had had no hand, what must it be for religious ladies to have to
.
quit a Paradise which is entirely of their own making ? .
" Here
everything has been made by the ladies themselves, only with the Privy
Council's money."
.

To make bad worse, the civil authorities not only establish and endow
these Nunneries and Monasteries, but help to fill them, as the following paragraph from the Tablet will prove
:

" First Committal to a
13,

—

Reformatort from Manchester.

and Edward Lindon, aged

—James Finney, aged

14, severally convicted at the city sessions

on Tuesday

I
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the
week, of picking the pocket of Elizabeth Hindley of 7s. 6d., were sentenced by
learned Recorder to twenty-one days' imprisonment, with hard labour, and at the end
of the time to be sent to St. Bernard's lleformatory, Leicestershire, where they will
be under the care of the pious Monks for five years."

—

Now, pause a little, and consider what we have got in all this A Protestant
State rearing up Popish institutions a Protestant State educating the vagrant
And
child and the juvenile offender in Popery, the great parent of crime
that a
besides, paying the teachers and supporting the taught so liberally,
good round sum is constantly dropping into the treasury-box of Rome for the
;

!

maintenance and support of the Priesthood

!

Why

not openly and liberally

endow the

priests? Why not grant a yearly sura for Popish chapel-extension?
not establish institutions for training Hindoo vagrants in the worship of
us all
Juggernaut, or send out a despatch, commanding our consuls to send

Why

the ragged and mischievous Hindoo boys and girls to our shores, assuring
at the same time, that they shall be fed and educated in the straitest
sect of their
and moreover, that their priests shall be well fed and

them

religion

;

supported ?
It is vain any longer to think merely of disendowing Maynooth, when
additional endowments are thus daily being made to institutions similar, if
not more destructive, to the future wellbeing of our nation. Instead of having 07ie Popish institution, maintained by the state, we have now many, and
shall soon have
more. And all this is done under cover of a cry for

many

A

liberty to establish monastic institutions, as the Reformatory of
St. Bernard's is, against the express and established law of the land

liberty.

!

A

But stranger still, to be at so much
Strange indeed
liberty to ignore law
in a system
pains, and to spend so much money for nursing boys and girls
Avhich tells them that our Queen is not their Queen, and that our laws are not
!

!

their laws, and that all sorts of oaths and compacts with us heretics may and
must be violated when the interests of their Church demand it. Such, readei",
is

our deplorable position.

And where

end? The idea of curing any of the evils of society
of course simply ludicrous, and only proves what unprincipled treachery to the whole principles of the Reformation and RevoluThe Papists are said to be
tion now presides at the helm of Government.
is it all to

by such a process

is

remarkably quiet at present. No wonder, when they are getting all things
But how long will this quiet last, and where
so remarkably their own way.
Meantime the tax-payers of this country had
is the present system to end?
better look out, for Rome, having now succeeded in fixing herself and her
" the two
hungry crowds upon the blood and vitals of the country, will, like
never
and
say— It is
daughters of the horseleech, continue to cry, Give, give,

enough."

LA ROCHELLE.
At the head of a small wedge-shaped inlet, notched into the western
Between it and the
coast of France, stands the old town of La Rochelle.
are
two
low islands the
the
of
from
roll
of
the
long
swell,
Bay
Biscay,
heavy
Isle de Rhe on the right, and the Isle d'Oleron, in shape like the corpse of a
;

sewed up in his hammock for sea-burial, on the left. The sauntering
and regulation sight-seer will find nothing worth his notice in this inconsiderable commercial town but he in whom is any touch of sympathy
with hearts that beat for something higher than Mammon's trough, will walk
sailor

tourist

;
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these humble streets reverently as on heroic ground,
"What though La Rolelle be notliing now but a dull, third-rate sea-port town,
occupied with petty

c

—

the glory
industries, and the peaceable shipping of brandy, wine, and flour,
of the past crowns her still, and neither time nor change can commonplace

her

soil

!

—

From a very

—

as early even as the twelfth century La
early period
Rochelle had been a little independent republic.
It was governed by a mayor

and

by the citizens; it had troops, a marine, a mint, an exown. It was united, rather than incorporated, with France,

council, elected

chequer, of

its

Charles the Clerk, but with express reservation of all its priThis great event, as Michelet terms it, took place when the English,
under Edward III. and the Black Prince, had dismembered France.
It had

in the reign of

vileges.

an important influence

in hastening their expulsion.

telligent, enterprising people, the Rochellcse

They were a

brisk, in-

enjoying a lucrative commerce,
and bearing themselves erect, as freemen are wont.
The doctrines of the
Reformation found, among such a people, the soil most favourable for taking
root, and Rochelle became vigorously Protestant.

The massacre of

St.

;

Bartholomew was arranged on the plan of a

tinchell^

or ancient Highland hunting-match, in which a circle of hunters closed in
npon the game and destroyed it. It was a scheme to sweep off the whole

Protestant inhabitants of France with the " steel besom."

was

partial

countries

—

;

the murdered were only 100,000.

But

its

success

Multitudes escaped to foreign
These were chiefly the inha-

England, SAvitzerland, Germany.
bitants of the frontiers
while those of the central provinces, finding escape
impossible, turned to bay behind the walls of Sancerre, Nismes, Montauban,
;

and Rochelle. The Government had reason to anticipate but slight difficulty
in reducing the three first of these places.
The case of Rochelle, one of the
gates of the ocean, and the key to those fertile western provinces, Avhere lay the
strength of the Protestant interest, was greatly more serious. To effect the
reduction, then, of Rochelle, all the force of the kingdom was bent. The
town was full of resolute and determined men. From Paris, Orleans, Tours,

Bordeaux, Castres, and other places, came great numbers who had escaped
the carnage of St. Bartholomew, all fresh from the horror that had turned
their blood to flame.
The undisciplined multitude of citizens and strangers,
however high their courage, could have little hope of holding their own against
the king's army, had not Providence sent them a captain skilled to rule the
fight, and able to impart to them that discipline which makes all the difference between open hand and clenched fist.
This was La None, Bras-de-fer,
La None of the Iron Arm. A stanch Protestant, he owed his escape from
the massacre of St. Bartholomew to his being at the time a prisoner of war in
the Netherlands.
Well known for his chivalrous loyalty, he Avas taken on his
return to a secret interview with the king, who entreated him to use his influence with the people of Rochelle to save them from the ruin they were sure
La Noue
to bring on themselves, and appointed him goveriior of the city.
accepted the charge, declaring that he v,o\\\A bring about an accommodation
if possible
but if not, that he would aid the Rochellese with his counsels and

—

;

his sword, till the conclusion of a just peace.
He appeared among his old
In vain he extended
friends armed with the commission of their enemy.

cause.

the place of the arm he had lost in their own
La Noue, they said,— our ancient friend and brave
La Noue, but a counterfeit. Their suspicion soon
brave Iron Arm was honour's self. They made him

arm which supplied

that iron

This

defender,

—

not our
not our own
is

gave way, however,

for
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commandant, and

his experienced skill formed their undisciplined matea powerful military organization.
The Duke of Anjou, the king's brother, commanded the besieging army.

their

rials into

With him were

his brother the Duke of Alen^on
the Duke d'Aumale, the
Popish hero of Voltaire's Henriade ; and Henry of Navarre, afterwards Henry
The elite of the French nobility came to take part in the siege. Thither,
IV.
too, came all the most eminent martialists of France, and a crowd of gentlemen, burning to distinguish themselves under the eyes of so many illus;

trious chiefs, repaired to the camp.

Sixty pieces of siege artillery opened
The towers and steeples and more prominent edifices were
soon seen toppling over and crumbling to pieces under the resistless dint of
the cannon.
The enemy, thinking that such a doora's-blast blowing about
their ears must have stricken the Rochellese with terror, summoned them to
surrender. The answer was an impetuous sortie, which destroyed a portion
of the siege-works. A few days after a bullet from the town killed the Duke
d'Aumale. A breach was eftected in the Bastion of the Gospel, as it was
called, and the assault was given on the 7th of April, six weeks after the
formation of the siege. In vain the storming columns, in which nobles and
gentlemen fought in the ranks with the common soldiery, gained the summit

upon the town.

A

succession
They were hurled back with great slaughter.
of brilliant and desperate assaults followed.
The young nobility of France
vied with each other in deeds of daring.
Their desperate courage availed
Even the
nothing, however, against the stern resolution of the citizens.

of the breach.

women

took part in the

strife,

and exposed themselves

to

the

fire

of the

as if in contempt of death.
They wrought a machine which they
It was a vast caldron, which, attached by a
called their censer.
swinging
yard to a mast set up over the breach, poured floods of boiling water or hot

enemy

])itch

on the assailants.

the spring

Eight times the assault was renewed. All through
the breach stood open, like a huge mouth, manThe town's-people were reduced to subsist on shell-fish which

till

past

midsummer

devouring.
they gathered at ebb of tide, and the gathering of this food was accompanied
almost daily by bloody skirmishes.
Five months did this extraordinary con-

The

army sank, and disorder, approaching
Their slain amounted to
began to prevail in their camp.
twenty-two thousand men out of a force of forty thousand, besides many officers
and gentlemen, and several of the great lords. The Huguenots stood on the
summit of the breach of Gospel Bastion as ready for death as ever. Rochelle
was plainly not to be had at any price. There was nothing for it but to
withdraw if possible with some show of credit. Luckily for the Duke of
Anjou, ambassadors arrived to announce his election as King of Poland, and
He offered to treat with the Rochellese. The shrewd
to tender the crown.
burghers were willing enough to treat, but the Duke must first give them a
pledge of his good faith by demolishing all his own siege-works, which the
Duke did, the Rochellese with grim pleasure looking on from the ramparts
and the bloody ruins of Gospel Bastion.
The freedom thus gloriously won was enjoyed for full fifty years. Till
1627 Rochelle was the chief of those places of strength which the Protestants
were authorized to hold as guarantees for the maintenance of the Edict of
Nantes. Louis XIII. was now King of France, and Cardinal Richelieu the
Tiie grand object of his policy was to break down the power
king's king.
of Protestantism, ruin its organization, and deprive it of all influence in the

test last.

spirit of the besieging

to disorganization,

state.

It

was he who razed every other power from the

soil of

France that
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monarchy might stand alone, and thus prepared the
" sorcerer's sabbath with the fiend for
piper," of the great revolution.
Rochelle was the centre and stronghold of the Huguenot power. At an earlier

the power of an absolute

period, when residing at his bishopric of LU90U, in the neighbourhood of the
AVhen
city, Richelieu had often speculated on the possibility of reducing it.
his
ail

time had come, he threw into the enterprise all the force of his genius, and
He took the king with him to conduct the

the resources of the crown.

—

The cardinal himself, however, was everything general,
His first measure was to surround the whole landward
engineer, admiral.
Behind this ditch rose a paraside of Rochelle with a deep and broad ditch.

siege in person.

pet flanked with abundant forts and redoubts, and armed with a powerful
Forty thousand of the best troops in France, ofiicered by the ablest
artillery.
Their orders
leaders who could be selected, encamped behind these lines.

were

to limit themselves strictly to the repelling of attacks upon them.
The
work was to throw^ a mole across the mouth of the harbour,

cardinal's next

so that the city might be as effectually cut off by sea as it was by land.
This dyke, a mile in length, was of such strength that the remains of it are
These preparations made, the Cardinal sat
visible at low water to this day.

down to wait until hunger should compel the city to a surrender.
their part, the citizens prepared to resist with all the spirit of their
fathers.
They chose Jean Guiton for their mayor, for the old Rochellese
sternly

On

" knew a man when
they saw him." Under the quiet garb of a trader, Guiton

He was reluctant to accept the
possessed the intrepid energy of a warrior.
command, and at first withstood the solicitations of the citizens. At length,
"

I
plucking his dagger from his belt, and laying it on the council-table,
" on condition that this
dagger lie there, to be plunged into
agree," he said,
the heart of the first man of us who shall speak of surrender.''
The Duke of Buckingham was at this time the all-powerful favourite of

He had been in Paris, and had the daring to prosecute an amour
Charles I.
with the beautiful queen of Louis XIIL, Anne of Austria. To avenge himself
on the Cardinal Richelieu, who had prevented him from returning to Paris to
follow up his abominable success, he induced his master to enter into a war
with France. The interests of Protestantism served as the pretext Rochelle
must be saved, or the Protestants would be lost. This, it was expected,
would make the war with France popular among the English Protestants.
Buckingham himself sailed with a powerful fleet, and took possession of the
He proved unable, however, to accomplish anything against
island of Rhe.
the genius and vigour of the Cardinal, and had to save himself by a retreat.
But his honour was pledged to effect the relief of Rochelle, and his position in
England and the world depended on it. The siege of the Huguenot stronghold became a duel between the French Cardinal and the English Duke.
;

Buckingham doubtless would have strained all his powers to save it. But
John Felton was waiting for him in the passage of his lodging at Portsmouth,
his paper of grievances sewn up in the lining of his hat, and the deadly knife
under his cloak. After the assassination of Buckingham, there was still made
Bucka faint and utterly abortive demonstration for the relief of Rochelle.
ingham, actuated by the fierce instigation of his pride, might have effected
After him, all that the Government did^was no better than a
something.
miserable mockery of the wishes of the English people.
was barred
Rochelle, immured by the sea-dyke and the entrenched lines,
within a ring of iron.
Not an ounce of bread or powder could enter. The
fctern

cai-diual

waited the result he had so surely prepared.

The famine
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within the city became horrible. Unclean animals were eagerly sought for
Some snatched a hideous meal from the carcases of the
and devoured.
slain.
Many tried to quell the rage of hunger with sodden leather and parchFrom
ment, ground bones and wood, plaster and slates bruised to powder.
two to three hundred persons died of hunger daily, and, nearer the end of the

hundred. The dead rotted on the open streets, there being no
" Our
longer strength to bury them. The skin of the living became black.
skin was black like an oven, because of the terrible famine," says the prophet
This blackened skin actually
Jeremiah, in his awful wail over Jerusalem.
inpeeled off the bones in many places, so that the slightest touch caused

siege, four

A

woman was seen to die gnawing her own arm. One man
tolerable agony.
kept his child alive for a week solely by blood drawn from his own body.
Reduced to such frightful extremity, the Rochellese collected the children, Avomen, and aged men, and sent them over to the cardinal's camp.
repelled, and even fired upon when they stopped on
The agony of
to
back
pick up a handful of grass and wild herbs.
way
hunger still bringing fugitives to the camp of the besiegers, gibbets were set
up, and they were hanged on the spot. When they came in too great numbers to be thus disposed of, they were made to draw lots for the gallows,
while the rest were stripped naked and chased back into the town. The time
came at length when even the matchless endurance of the heroic Rochellese
could be carried no farther. After a siege of fourteen months and seven days,
they surrendered. Of 28,000 inhabitants enclosed in the town when the gates
were shut, only 6000 remained to see them opened. Rochelle was a vast
charnel-house, where rotted 23,000 of her people, slain by famine. The surrender took place on the 29th of October 1628, but the cardinal kept back the
These two days were
king from entering the city till the 1st of November.
employed in clearing the streets from their frightful incumbrance of unburied
corpses, giving food to the remaining inhabitants, and using other precautions
fitted to mask the worst horrors from the royal eyes.
Nevertheless, when
the king rode into the city, he could not refrain from tears at the appalling
The Cardinal himspectacle of the conquest his cardinal had won for him.
"
purified" from the contamination of the Proself, after the churches were
testant worship for which they had been so long used, celebrated the first
mass in La Rochelle, and smelt no blood on his hands as they lifted the chasuccess and triumph, like a perfume of Arabia, had sweetened
lice,

They were mercilessly

their

—

them so
The capture of Rochelle destroyed the
!

political influence of

French Protest-

antism, and tore from the hands of the Protestants their guarantee for toleraThe head was crushed, and the work of extirpation could thencefortion.
ward be prosecuted in detail. Neither did the town ever regain its previous
Its fortifications were demolished, except those at the entrance
prosperity.
The heroic Jean
Its ancient privileges were annulled.
of the harbour.
Guiton, after undergoing a period of exile, returned to his country ; and, with

the simple and chivalrous loyalty, in which the Huguenots followed the J^€^lrsfor the king all through the
de-lis, and the Rochellese offered daily prayers
He died at La
horrors of the siege, served as a captain in the royal navy.

Rochelle in old age, and the last resting-place of the ancient mariner is still
shown, facing seaward in view of the cardinal's dyke, which decided the ruin
times your steps should ever
of his country.
If, reader, in these wandering

be led to the town that Jean Guiton defended so heroically, fail not to see
that old council- chamber in the Hotel de Ville, in which the council met dur-

l2
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ing the terrible mouths of the siege, and that old table round which they sat,
it, to be plunged into the heart of the first

with the mayor's dagger lying on
who should speak of surrender.

There were

mex ou

the earth in those

days.

TRACTARIANISM.
Final Decision in the Westerton Case.

—

There are some excellent points
Privy Council in the case of St. Paul's, KnightsThe principal of these is, that an altar can now have no legal
bridge.
existence in the Church of England, but that the communion of the Lord's
Supper must be administered at a decent table of wood. This, of course,

in the recent deoisiou of the

demolishes at once the central position of the Romanizers, the whole theory
of a priesthood and sacrifice, and that is, of course, admirable. We could
only
have wished that the other parts of the previous decisions had been equally
It is difficult to understand for what reason,
confirmed.
beyond an unavailing attempt to please all parties, credence-tables, crosses, and parti-coloured
tablecloths, should have been solemnly sanctioned by the Privy Council in
a Protestant Church, for the first time since the Reformation. The true
safety
lies in turning out and keeping out all this Romish
trumpery and its sup-

porters.

It is

not

by any means

likely, therefore, that the late decision will

on the part of those Jesuits who are bent upon " unprotestautizing" the Church of England and the following paragraph which has
been going the round of the papers, indicates already a new attempt at superterminate the

strife

;

stitious progress

A New

:

—

Chuiich Movement.

—

It

appears from letters in the Union, as well

as from other circumstances, that it is the intention of a
clergy to raise a new strife by beginning on Easter

number

of the extreme

Sunday to use lighted
candles during the celebration of the Holy Communion, and to wear such
vestments as were customary in the time of Edward VI., and which, it is
still authorized by the Rubric at the beginning of the
Prayer
Book, which has been so frequently quoted in the course of this controversy.
These vestments are chiefly the chasuble, alb, and unicle arrayed in which
an Anglican clergyman will look as much like a Romish priest officiating at
the mass as it is possible to conceive.
Anotueu admirable Episcopal appointment is, however, very important.

asserted, are

—

THE GENERAL ELECTION.— MAYNOOTH.
The

different Protestant Societies exerted themselves powerfully

and

in-

fluentially during the recent election, although not with all the success that
could have been desired.
Upon the whole, the result, in regard to England,

understood to be more favourable, although M'ith the great drawback of the
Mr. Chambers, who will yet, however, we trust, secure a seat in Parliament.
In regard to Scotland we can hardlj' say so much. The great
majority of the Scotch members will, of course, as before, be against May~
nooth, but certain causes have tended to secure an opposite result in several
cases.
These causes are, first, powerful aristocratic influence in several counis

loss of

and, secondly, a combination of Papists and publicans in Glasgow and
We are not speaking of the general political principles of the men
returned, but of theli' special opinions ou the subject of Mayuooth and of
ties

;

Dundee.
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The fashionable formula in such cases has
generally.
been that Maynooth must only be touched when all other endowmcuts are
a pure begging of the question, and, besides, they
dealt with at the same time
know that this is probably a form which the question never will practically
assume in the House of Commons.
The question of Maynooth will, of course, corae on soon again but we confess we have been a little startled by the following announcement, which seems
" Asa means of
with some
the diseu-

Romish endowments

—

;

to corae

—

authority
speedily settling
of Maynooth, it has been proposed to give a specific sum, say
£250,000, in lieu of the payments for vested interests (in Mr. Spooner's bill)
and the payments which must be made annually until the bill is carried."
:

dowmeut

at five per cent, is just £12,500 a year, and thus such a propoadopted, would endow the Maynooth College for ever at that amount.
admitted, no doubt, that certain existing interests must be conceded in the
of making provision for them. That, however, if strictly limited, involves

Now, £250,000
sal, if

It is

way
no new

guilt, but it is a difi"erent thing to become parties to an arrangement
handing over a large capital to Rome, or, indeed, w^hich proceeds in the
If this is attempted, the strong probaleast degree beyond existing rights.
bility is that Rome will, as usual, thoroughly out-jockey the Protestants, and

for

that, besides being overreached in the negotiations, they will only be despised
by enemies, and distrusted for the future by friends. The safety of Pro-

and simple adherence to principle, and an unflinching
determination to make good their point.
Such a plan as has been proposed,

testants lies in a firm

involves, certainly, very serious considerations.

POPISH LOTTERIES.

A

NEWSPAPER, lately received from Mauritius, contains the following advertisement, giving a curious idea of the way in which funds are raised to
build a Romish church, and the rather startling announcement that the

Government of that colony supports a
"

lottery

;

—

LOTTERY, WITH THE AUTHORIZATION OF GOVERNMENT,
FOR THE COXSTRUCTION

OF.

A

CATHOLIC CHURCH IN PORT LOUIS.
203 PRIZES.
1

prize, 30,000 rupees

;

1

prize, 20,000 rupees

200 prizes of 100 rupees each.

;

1

prize 10,000 rupees,

(The rupee

and

at 50 cents.)

100,000 tickets at one dollar.
be affected to the payment of the prizes, and the remainder to
the construction of churches and expenses.
Arrangements have been made that the drawing of the lottery may take place

80,000 rupees

will

shortly.

Every
and that

ticket will bear the signature of the
of the treasurer and the secretary."

mayor, the president of the committee,

TRUE LIBERALITY.
" THE LIBERAL DEVISETH LIBERAL THINGS."

Isa. XXXii. 8.

This we take to be the highest style of liberality not, of course, the devisiug only, but the devising in order to the doing of liberal things.
There are those who devise only. They plan air-castles of munificence.
;
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Solomon's temple, glistening in marble and resplendent with gold and jewels,
was hardly more gorgeous than they would build but, alas for the world
" How
happy would they be to give !" "With
they have not tne materials
what noble benefactions would they bless mankind how grand the results
if the means were not
they would achieve
wanting. We do not disparage
these amiable imaginations.
They may be innocent diversions, unless,
!

;

!

—

;

indeed, they come of self-conceit and foster pride, or lead to the omission of
the lesser good, which is earthly and practicable, in the balooning after the

and speculative.
There are others who " devise wicked devices" of liberality. They speculate in benevolent enterprises.
Selfishness suggests, " it is a good investment." Is it not written, " He that soweth bountifully shall reap also bountifully ?" Capricious fashion sometimes patronizes a benevolent scheme. Pride
emulates the generous deeds of a rival. Reputation for liberality has its value,
and cannot be maintained without cost.
There is the higher selfishness of
devising liberal things for the sake of the pleasurable glow the mind experieuces in such exercises. They cause the excitement of self-complacency
the
aerial

—

gratification of flattered vanity.
There are those who devise liberal things to be done only after they are
Far be it from us to condemn posthumous benevolence. Sometimes
dead.
it is

only the prolongation of a benevolent

life.

Sometimes one cannot

afford

to do liberal things while living, because all the things he possesseth are necessary to life. But there are cases where testamentary devices are only con-

—

and penances tardy atonements and reformations the relaxation of
the Dead Sea castthe grasp of avarice in the struggle with the Conqueror
At best testamentary devices are unsatisfactory, except in
ing up its dead.
the lowest form of devising liberal things.
cases of necessary uses

fessions

;

:

:

There are who do liberal things without devising.
cajoled, or teased, fretted

They

are coaxed, or

liberal things.
Smooth words
Sympathy pleads for indulgence. Weak-

and driven into

persuade. Importunity prevails.
ness gives away. Friendship takes advantage. Eloquence rouses the torpid
soul into a fervour of generosity.
Sudden impulses prompt. Unpremeditated fancies, and most inexplicable whims, bear the soul away.
Liberal
things become hobbies for odd notions to ride

But yonder, sitting apart in calm, thoughtful meditation, or kneeling before
a Bible in loving grateful devotion, the truly liberal deviseth liberal things.
He considers, he contrives, he plans, he schemes, he calculates, that he may
accomplish his liberal design. He
His " determinate counsel" invokes
in
He is "

purposeth in his heart," and so gives.

sacrifice, self-denial, toil,

willing of himself."

patience

well-doing.
commandment, nor of necessity

"

perseverance,
is not by

His liberality

but cheerful, hearty, up-gushing from the
hidden springs of faith and love.
How beautiful is such a noiseless fountain in a desert of sin and misery,
whose streams make glad the regions where they flow, viridating, fructifying,
;

.
.
.
purifying, healing, saving
How much is such a revival of religion needed as shall " inaugurate"
extend such a liberality in building up the living kingdom of Christ as
!

.

and

was

manifested in the construction of the Tabernacle under Moses, and in the preparation for the Temple under David
" And
they came every one Avhose heart stirred him up, and every one whom
his spirit made willing, and they brought the Lord's oflferings." Exod. xxxv.
!

1,21.
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" Then the
people

with perrejoiced for that they offered willingly, because
1 Chr. xxix. 10.
they offered willingly to the Lord."
When that blessed day dawns, soliciting agents and secretaries may joyfully
Executive officers only will
retire from their thankless and unpitied labours.

fect heart

be needed by benevolent Societies.
Blessed be God, that day will dawn.
"

How

cheering

is

the context

.
Behold, a King shall reign in righteousness
The vile person shall no more be called liberal,
Nor the churl said to be bountiful.
!

.

But the

And

by

.

!

,

.

liberal deviseth liberal things ;
.
liberal things shall he stand.

.

.

Until the Spirit be poured out upon us from on high.
And the wilderness be a fruitful field."

Blessed are ye that sow beside
"

waters."

all

Oh, long-expected day, begin,
Dawn on this world of toil and

sin."

ENGLAND UNDER ROMISH RULE.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE BULWARK.

— Subjoined,
SiR^

that valuable work,
I send you an extract from
D'Aubigne's History of the Reformation, for which, if you can spare room
in vour excellent periodical, I think it would not be unsuitable at the present
time.
Some there are who are scarcely aware that such diabolical cruelty

name of our blessed Saviour, who declared that
Others suppose
he had not come to destroy men's lives, bat to save them.
that men are now too humane and civilized to enact such atrocious scenes.
This is a great mistake, for they may rest assured that Popery is no better
now than it was at that time, and that its priesthood and teachers entertain

could be exercised in the

similar views, and pursue the same abominable and cruel track, as far as
circumstances permit. Witness the treatment of the Madiai and other faithful followers of the

Lamb,

in Italy

and elsewhere,— Yours

respectfully.
"•

Woolwich.

THE GRAVESEND PASSAGE-BOAT.

—

—

H-

" In the
the year in which Luther posted up his Theses a priest,
spring of 1517
whose manners announced a man swollen with pride, happened to be on board tlie
and pious Cliristian of
passage-boat from London to Gravesend with an inteilisent
Ashford, by name, .John Brown. The passengers, as they floated down the stream,
were amusing themselves by watching the banks glide away from them, when the
'b'ou are too near me, get
priest, turning towards Brown, said to him insolently
Do you know who I am ?'
Well, then,
farther off.
No, sir,' answered Brown.
'
are you a parson, or vicar, or
Indeed, sir
you must know that I am a priest.'
I
No I am a soul-prksf,'' he hau:;htily replied
a lady's chaplain ?'
sing mass to
Do you, sir,' rejoined Brown somewhat ironically, that is well done ;
save souls'
I cannot,'
and can you tell me where you find the soul when you begin the mass V
'
I do not
And where you leave it wlien the mass is ended ?'
said the priest.
'
know.' ' What !' continued Brown, with marks of astonishment, you do not know
and yet you say you save it !'
where you find the soul, or where you leave it,
Go thy ways,' said the priest angrily, thou art a heretic, and I will be even with
thee.' Thenceforward the priest and his neighbour conversed no more together. At
last they reached Gravesend, and the boat anchored.
" As soon as the
to two of his friends, Walter and
priest had landed, he hastened
William More, and all three mounting their horses, set off for Canterbury, and denounced Brown to the archbishop.
" In the
meantime, John Brown had reached home. Three days later, his wife,
went to church, dressed all iu white, to
Elizabeth, who had just left her chamber,
'

:

'

'

;

'

'

;

;

'

'

'

'

.

'

'

.

.
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return thanks to God for delivering her in the perils of cliildbirth. Her husband,
by her daughter Alice, and the maid-servant, were preparing for their friends
the feast usual on such occasions, and they had all of them taken their seats at table,
joy beaming on every face, when the street-door was abruptly opened, and Chilton,
the constable, a cruel and savage man, accompanied by several of the archbishop's
assisted

apparitors, seized upon the worthy townsman. All spi-ang from their seats in alarm ;
Eliznbeth and Alice uttered the most heartrending cries; but the primate's officers,
without showing any emotion, pulled Brown out of the house, and placed him on

horseback, tying his feet under

tiie

The cavalcade rode

animal's belly.

off quickly,

and Brown was thrown into prison, and there left forty days.
" At the end of this
time, tlie Archbishop of Canterbury, and the Bishop of
Rochester, called before them the impudent fellow who doubted whether a priest's
mass could save souls, and required him to retract this ' blasphemy.' But l^rown,
'
Christ was once oft'ered,'
if he did not believe in the mass, believed in the gospel
he said, to take away the sins of many. It is by this sacrifice we are .saved, and
not by the repetitions of the priests.'
At this reply the archbishop made a sign to
the executioners, one of whom took off the shoes and stockings of this pious Christian,
while the other brought in a pan of burning coals, upon whicli they set the martyr's
The English laws in truth forbade torture to be inflicted on any subject of the
feet.
crown, but the clergj' thought themselves above the laws. 'Confess the efficacy of
If I deny my Lord upon earth,'
the mass,' cried the two bishops to poor Brown.
he replied, he will deny me before his Father in heaven.' The flesh was burnt off
the soles of the feet, even to the bones, and still John Brown remained unshaken.
The bishops therefore ordered him to be given over to tlie secular arm that he might
he burnt alive.
" On the
Saturday preceding the festival of Pentecost, in the year Lt 17, the martyr
was led back to Ashford, when he arrived just as the day was drawing to a close.
A number of idle persons were collected in the street, and among them was Brown's
I have seen
maid-servant, who ran off crying to tiie house, and told her mistress
him .... He was bound, and tliey were taking liim to prison.' Elizabeth hastened to her husband, and found him sitting with his feet in the stocks, his features
changed by suffering, and expecting to be burnt alive on the morrow. The poor
woman sat down beside him, weeping most bitterly, while he, being hindered by his
I cannot set my feet to the ground,'
chains, could not so much as bend towards her.
but they could not burn my
said he. 'for bishops have burnt them to the bones
continue to
Elizabeth
.
tongue, and pi-cvent my confessing the Lord. ...
and bring up our children in His feai'.'
love Him for He is good
" On the
the brutal Chilton and his
following morning it was Whitsunday
assistants led Brown to the place of execution, and fastened him to the stake. Elizabeth and Alice, with his other children and his friends, desirous of receiving his last
The fagots were set on fire,
sigh, surrounded the pile, uttering cries of anguish.
while Brown, calm and collected, and full of confidence in the blood of the Saviour,
clasped his hands, and repeated this hymn, which Foxe has preserved
"
Lord, I yield me to thy grace,
Grant me mercy for my trespass
:

'

'

'

'

:

!

'

;

!

.

.

—

—

;

:

—

'

;

Let neverthe fiend mysoulc)iasc.
Lord, I will bow, and thou shall beat.
Let never my soul come in hellhcat.'

" The
martyr was silent the flames had consumed their victim. Their redoubled
dies of anguish rent the air. His wife and daughter seemed as if they would lose
The bystanders showed them the tendcrcst compassion, and turned
their senses.
:

movement of indignation towards the executioners. The brutal Chilton per'
Come along let us toss the heretic's children into the
ceiving this, cried out,
He rushed toflames, lest they should one day spring from their father's ashes.'
wards Alice, and was about to lay hold of her, when the maiden shrank back screamTo the end of her life she recollected the fearful moment, and to
ing with hcrror.
her we are indebted for the particulars. The fury of the monster was checked.
Such were the scenes passing in England shortly before the Reformation."
with a

—

;

THE SCOTTISH REFORMATION SOCIETY.
{From the Bradford Protestant Banner.)
Thaxk God for the union which appears to be springing np in all
to shoulder,
tions, among all parties, to fight hand to hand, shoulder

direcfoot to
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one of the

hopeful signs of the times, and a consvimmation we have long hoped for,
being thoroughly convinced, that no head will be made against the common

name of Protestant, be firmly
Let us sink all political and religious differences, and unite as
the heart of one man, to completely annihilate this destroyer of men's souls,
this masterpiece of Satan, this hell-born system of slavery, which exalteth itself above all that is called God.
Strong as we profess to be in our Orange principles, we will cheerfully
associate ourselves with any and every party who have for their object the
defence of our blood-bought Protestant freedom and our religious liberties.
We are led to make these remarks through a letter just received from the
TVe are glad to see
Assistant-Secretary of the Scottish Reformation Society.
enemy

until a union of all parties, bearing the

established.

the catholic spirit it breathes, and we perceive in it a movement which, if
practically carried out, will have the eifect of shivering Popery to atoms. Go
on, ye noble sons of the immortal Knox, we wish you with all our heart and
Ye sons of the immortal William, Prince of Orange, both
in England and Ireland, come to the rescue
don't be left behind by your

soul God-speed.

!

Let us see a holy rivalry who can do the best, and most
effectually stem the torrent of Popery and its bastard twin sister, Puseyism,
Let the union be indissoluble, and not abate one jot or tittle until the archthat the shade of a Cranmer, a
fiend (Popery) be driven from the earth.
Scottish brethren.

Ridley, a Hooper, a Bradford, a Luther, a Knox, or of a Cromwell, may fall
upon us all and make us valiant for the truth, contending more earnestly
than we ever yet have done for the faith once delivered to the saints. May
!

God

grant

it.

—Amen.

THE POPE AND THE MANUFACTURE OF ALUM.
The precise period when the art of alura-raaking was introduced into this
It
country is unknown but the year 1595 is the earliest period assigned.
appears that Sir Thomas Chaloner, in his travels in Italy about that period,
visited the alum-works of his Holiness the Pope, and having ascertained that
;

the rock from which the Italian alum

was made was

of precisely the

same

nature as that with which his own estate at Guisborough, in the North
Riding of Yorkshire abounded. Sir Thomas engaged a number of the Pope's

accompany him

to England, and for secresy conveyed them on
which they embarked, in hogsheads with the assistance
of these workmen, the knight began his alum-works at Belman Bank near
Guisborough, and soon became a most formidable rival to the traders of the
Vatican the monopoly of the alum trade, which had been enjoyed by the

workmen

to

board the vessel

in

;

:

Court of Rome for ages, being thus destroyed.
His Holiness excommunicated not only Sir Thomas Chaloner, but all the
other persons engaged in this manufacture, and this ancient and terrible
malediction may be found in Grose's Antiquities^ vol. i. p. 107.
The profits made by Sir Thomas were more operative than the fears excited
by the denunciation of the Holy Father and hence several other works were
;

up in various parts of the country.
The price of alum in the Italian works, before Sir Thomas began his establishment, was £53, 6s. 8d. per ton.
set
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THE SO-CALLED HOLY LAMBS.
In a

letter in the

TahUt from Rome, dated the 27th of January last, the
way in which Popery appeals

It will illustrate the
following passage occurs.
to the sentiraentalism of human nature
:

—

"

The whole church was fitted up with hangings of white, scarlet, and gold, and
every part of it, even to the upper galleries, was illuminated with a profusion of waxThe Cardinal arrived at ten a.m., and was received at the door by the Canons
lights.
Regular of the Lateran, who have chai'ge of this basilica. After singing Tierce,'
his Eminence, with the assistance of the canons, pontificated a solemn High Mass,
with music, after which he pronounced the customary blessing of two Iambs at the
altar.
These lambs are brought up from their birth in the Convent of St. Agnes,
and after the blessing their wool is spun by the Nuns into the Pallia that are sent by
'

the Sovei'eign Pontiff to ai'chbishops and patriarchs as the insignia of their dignity.
The Pallia are consecrated by the Pope on the Vigil of the Feast of SS. Peter and
Paul, after which they remain in a silver coff"er in the tomb of the Apostles until they
are requii"ed for use. There was a large concourse of persons assembled at St. Agnese
to witness this interesting ceremony, and amongst them was Queen Maria Christina of
Our Protestant countrySpain, who seldom fails to assist at any remarkable service.
men were there in crowds, and less inclined to criticise what was going on than usual."

"

A BRAND PLUCKED FROM THE BURNING."

The following Report of the Clerical Missionary of St. Jude's Mission of the
London Protestant Reformation Society, is full of interest and instruction.

We
'

beseech our readers to ponder

it.

now

proceed to lay before you the details of the renunciation of Popery,
under a blessing from above, of a respectable lady in the Rev. Mr. Champney's
immediate portion of this parish. This young lady was originally brought up
in the principles of Evangelical Protestantism by exceedingly pious parents.
" from a child she had known the
I am informed that, like Timothy of old,
Holy Scriptures." But when she had reached that period of life, when the
I

parent's care is more than ever necessary, it pleased our heavenly Father to
She was then placed under guardians, by
take to himself both parents.
whom, for the completion of her education, she was sent to France, where
having resided for several years, she only returned to England for a short

time last year, and, as it Avas supposed, for as brief a period this year.
When she was here last year, her relations were particularly struck with
her extremely anti-Protestant impressions. She never openly advocated the
cause of Romanism, but then she never omitted any opportunity of decrying
the principles and conduct of the great Reformers. Thus, as she now confesses it, she was artfully preparing the way for the work assigned her this
year, namely, of tampering with the religious principles of her relatives.
But in this she was singularly foiled. Her friends, from an ardent love to

the Redeemer, were enabled by the Holy Spirit to resist most strenuously all
her efibrts, and to adopt every fair and practical means to make herself renounce utterly the communion of ajwsiaie Borne.

At

our excellent Rector, the Rev.
I shall never
myself happened to be present.
The only brother of this young lady soon made his sad
forget the occasion.
tale known.
She herself was present, bnt she appeared to be immovable.
" I must
"
put the riffht man
Oh," said my worthy incumbent, on hearing it,
this critical juncture, in the absence of

Mr. Allen was appealed

to.

I
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in the right place; my curate was for years a Roman Catholic
priest, and I feel
I can leave the case entirely in hia hands.
I was then introduced for the first time to both
parties, when it was arranged that, if spared, we should all meet the following morning at the place
of her sojourn.
In God's providence, we were enabled to do
so, and I must inform you that
other parties, who felt a deep interest in the case, were also
present.
What a noble opportunity for myself to attest the
of
own
sincerity

conversion

But

!

I

thank God for

my

it.

to return to

my narrative. So soon as we were seated, a copy of the
Bible being placed before each
party, I fervently invoked the assistance
of (he Holy Spirit, and then I thus addressed
her, for whose eternal salvation
Holy

we

all felt

so deep an interest.

must ask you a few

" You

questions, and

it

know why we

may

so

are

met

together.

happen that yon yourself

I

may

desirous to have sometliing
respecting my own person satbfactorih/ exThere must be then candour on both sides.
plained to you by myself.
Nothing must be spoken but the truth,— there must be no mental reservation.
Will you then have the kindness to inform me if
have been
refeel

you
formally
and I hope you will, under
the circumstances, kindly excuse me
asking it, have you been instructed
1o conceal ivhat
reallij are your relifjiovs mpre!>sions, in case sitch a question as
the one I have just jint to
you should he asked of you f
There was a suspense of several moments.
The inward struggle on her
ceived into the

Roman

Catholic Church or not

%

? or,

'

part could not be concealed.

"

At last we heard,
I ivas commanded (and instructed that I might do so
with impunity) not to declare what I am.
I was told that I might say, ' /
am still a Protestant,' though I am a Roman Catholic in heart! ! .'"
"
But," I immediately replied, " is not this equivalent to saying that a lie
may he told, and as you have God's word before you, will j-ou point out to me
where in it this may be done with impunity. Are we not instructed of the
Holy Spirit that lying lips are an abomination to the Lord ?' And are we
not charged to put away
lying, and speak every man truth with his neighbour?' And that, ' as God is true,' so our words towards one
another,'
must be yea and nay.'
'

'

'

She appeared to be very much moved, but still maintained a dead silence.
I then again addressed her thus, " I have now a solemn
question to propose
to you
and I pray you, for God's sake, to ponder well before you answer
it.
Was it from the same Roman Catholic authority who assured you that
you might tell a lie without offending God, that yon received the fatal advice

—

to renounce the religion of the Holy Bible, and in its
place accept Romanism?"
She paused for a considerable time before giving a reply. At last she said,
" It was
the same priest who first told me to tell an untruth that instructed

me

in

my

present religious notions."

She then stopped.

was evident that she was cognizant of having made a fatal confession and,
as I evidently saw, that I had made a
deep impression on her heart and mind,
I brought our first interview to a close
by begging her acce]>tance of a copy
It

;

of Dr. Blakeney's admirable " Protestant Catechism," which I have
invariably
found to be of great utility when arguing with Roman Catholics, and M-hich
I commended to her most careful
perusal.
At our next interview, I took up the same little work, and having read a

considerable portion of it, I then tested
fined myself to reply to her objections.

it

tcith

God's holy Word, and then con-
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should inform you that I never met with

Roman

Catholic controversy as this young lady.
Onr meetings, in the meantime, were continued for several days.
On each occasion, I am thankful to record it, I saw evident and unmistakeand I was
able advances towards her return to evangelical Protestantism
very much delighted at this, because I had reason to know that as she was a

a person so well up to the

;

person of learning and talent, so her secession from us would be regarded by
her new religious associates as a trophy.
But the enemy was not to be so easily foiled. A terrible obstacle to the
I have informed you that
completion of the good work soon presented itself.

— nominal

One

of them,

the aftairs of her education, was a man of no religion,
fortunately, he was most anxious that she should return to France.
In this case what was to be done?

and un-

this

young lady was under guardians

Protestants.

who managed

—

in similar cases should be always done by us
namely, to make the
a subject of prayer in faith to approach a throne of grace, through our
only advocate and Mediator, and in His name ask for aid in time of need
and we did so, and I am glad to inform you that this man gave way, and
consented that she should continue to reside among her Protestant friends in

What

—

trial

;

kingdom. May God be thanked.
In the meantime, when I considered that, by God's blessing, I had opened
her eyes to see the danger in which she was placed, I felt myself moved in an
" Did
unaccovntable manner to ask her a very important question.
your
French Roman Catholic priests ever anticipate that you might be detained in
England, and consequently that you might run the risk of departing from your
Roman Catholic notions?"
To this she replied, " They did,:'
" in this
"
case, what did they advise you to do?"
Well, then," I resumed,
" an admirable French controversial
" I received from them," she
said,
work, which they begged of me, on no account to part with, but under all

this

circumstances, to read a portion of

"

Even," I

"

said,

!"
it every day
though you were again to return to the Protestant
!

!

religion."

"
Ceetaislt," was the reply.
" I have done so
"
And," she added,
but I now hand over the work to you
!

work by Scbeffmacher, in 2 vols.
I must confess it, I was not prepared

our several

all

!"

meetings,
—along during
the celebrated controversial
It is

for this.

then took advantage of this opportunity to have information from her
concerning another exceedingly interesting point.
" Are Protestant children
tampered with in their religious principles by
I

their teachers in the respective

Roman

The reply was, " Our superiors

Catholic schools in France?"

who never
but our more immediate teachers are
the governesses who never omit an opportunity of instilling into our minds
Roman Catholic principles. These governesses are ladies of considerable
in the schools are the heads,

interfere with our religious principles

;

and are untiring in their efforts to make their pupils Roman Catholics.
Again, one day in the week, a priest, the most talented that can be foimd,
visits each school, and delivers a controversial lecture in the presence of the
No one must be absent. Protestants are only asked to be present
pupils.
!"
to learn the beauties of the French language

talent,

!

!

Now," IS NOT THIS A CASE THAT SHOULD BE MADE

KNOWN ?

ExTENSIVELT
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CIRCCLATED THROUGHOUT THE LENGTH AND BREADTH OF PrOTESTANT ENG-

LAND?
I am thankful to a merciful Heaven to
state, that the lost
found, that this j'oung lady having, by God's blessing, entered on a
dispassionate examination of Evangelical Protestantism and Popery, has

In conclusion,

sheep

is

utterly renounced her allegiance to apostate
practical, Evangelical Protestant.'

Rome, and

now

is

a liumble,

CHRISTIAN MINISTERS AND MODERN POLITICS.
The

following eloquent and powerful passage is taken from a recent work
and Our Era, by the Rev. George Gilfillan. It deals
with one of the most portentous and least reprobated evils in the modern
entitled Christianity

Christian Church, viz., that the ministers of the gospel have, to a painful
" watchmen in
extent, abandoned their position as public
Zion," men set

and sunk into that of mere narrow and quiet
This, where it exists, arises partly from their
own unfaithful spirit, and partly from that of their people. The Protestant
Mr. Gilfillan deals chiefly with
struggle has suffered immensely from this.
the first of these causes but the second is also powerfully operative, as he
fully admits.
Congregations are often corrupt and selfish. They hate to
hear Protestant truth, especially if it runs counter to their own loose and
"
ungodly political opinions or selfish prejudices.
They will not endure sound
doctrine" in this respect, and they do all in their power to annoy, restrain,
and overawe their minister in the discharge of his undoubted public duty,
even by an appeal to the lowest motives. They foolishly think that the
minister ought to cease to be a citizen or a witness
nay, that he should,
for the defence of the gospel,

congregational exclusiveness.

;

;

instead of the highest style of man, be a sort of compound of monk, slave,
and baby. Secular politicians, anxious to, rid themselves of the annoyance

of any influential public assertion of higher principles than their own, eagerly
re-echo this opinion. Even enlightened Christians forget the real characters
and proceedings of prophets, apostles, martyrs, and reformers, nay, of the
Lord Jesus Christ himself. They forget the apostle's description, applicable
in the highest sense to ministei's, " in malice be ye children
but in understanding be men." The salt has greatly lost its savour the cause of truth
;

;

openly betrayed by its public servants, and the mischief is unspeakable.
But let us hear Mr. Gilfillan
" AYhat a
poor shrinking spot of ground the pulpit has become, when compared with the iron pavement which supported it in the days of our fatheis
It ims a pinnacle commanding a view of both worlds.
On it the Knox or the
is

:

—

!

Melville, the Owen or the Howe, stood up in majesty, like one of those comone uplifted to
posite creatures in the visions of Ezekiel, with four faces
heaven in Avorship, another beseeching sinners to be reconciled to God, a third

—

bowed

in holy contrition, and a fourth looking around in righteous indignation
wrongs and abuses of the Church and the world. Tiie thunders they
uttered against wickedness in high places were not mere boltless sounds
they shook it, if they did not shake it down, and this because they were the

at the

—

echoes of profound earnestness, of the voice of God in the souls of the preacliers.
In this high position they were sustained by the general opinion of the Christians of that day, who, although wrong in their notions of the financial and
the legislative relations of the Church to the State, were right in their belief
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that the Church has a general supervising moral, intellectual, and spiritual
and that religion, if really
authority over civil as well as sacred questions,
effectual

on the public, as on a single individual, touches,

How

at every point.

different

with Christianity in

—

its

tests,

and rules

it

Our
because, first, no

present state

!

and silent,
pulpits are generally silent on public questions
one expects them to speak ; because, secondly, many of their occupants
out
are afraid to
because, thirdly, others of them could not

speak
would not now
speak to the purpose and because, once more, their word
have much weight, or exert much power. Even when, on special fasts,
they are compelled to give forth a sound about questions of politics, or of
war and peace, it requires all the efforts of an interested portion of the press
the sound, too, is uncertain and conto echo it with any effect to the world
'
no one prepares for the battle,' while thousands are ready
tradictory, and
to cry, ' What have these ministers to do with politics, or with the Eastern
;

;

;

War?

Let them attend to their pastoral duties enough that they dictate to
our religious beliefs, instead of dogmatizing on subjects with which they have
no business, and are but imperfectly acquainted.' .... But are not politics
Are not all political questions
fast becoming, so to speak, transcendental ?
of moment merging into moral ones ? Are not the clouds of political move;

Look at the questions
spiritual electricity ?
of the masses, to capital punishments,
relating to education, to the condition
to the connexion of the Church with the State, to our foreign policy, to our
These and others are appealrelations with despotic and slaveholding states.

ment rapidly surcharging with

from cabinets to churches.
ing for determination from the world to Christianity,
All of them involve elements which soar above the narrow limits of party
discussion not only proper, but necessary, in pulpits,
politics, and render their
Indeed the day of party politics seems
synods, and general assemblies.
All the parties of the past
nearly over, and their doom is already sealed.
shall soon be melted down into one vast country party,' a committee of the
'

welfare.

to

Britain,
that

And from

exempt them.

some degree,

permanent session to deliberate on the general
committee no benefit of clergy shall be allowed

met

whole House of

direct

in

'

'

They must share in, and, if tliey are wise, they may, in
and control its counsels. This, however, we fear they will

When

forced out of the indifference, neutrality, or dignified contempt
which at present mark the majority of their number, they may go
to the other extreme, and try, by the fierce ex cathedra fulminations of bigoted
which have grown into gigantic power and stazeal, to overcrow influences
ture while they slept, and which will refuse to obey their discipline, or to
hearken to their word. It is absolutely incalculable how much the Church
has lost by so long refusing to exert her lawful influence in politics, and by
when her own worldly interests were at stake, and
only interfering with them
her own pelf was in peril a loss which we greatly fear she shall never fully

not be.

for politics,

;

repair."—Pp. 37-39.

THE AUSTRIAN DUNGEONS IN ITALY.*
Perhaps

in

spiritual torpor

human
which

affairs

there

is

nothing more remarkable than the
and which can hear the

at present reigns in Britain,

the crushing despotism of priestly
groans of continental Europe, under
The present work
the Popish system.
tyranny, and yet smile and fawn upon
*

By

Felice Orsini.

London

:

G. Routledge

&

Co.
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of Orsiui is peculiarly interesting, as unfolding, from personal experience, the
black interior of the Austrian dungeons, and the secret system of her hated
To us also it is scarcely less
rule, under the Jesuitical dictation of Rome.
the perfect havoc
valuable, as exhibiting, in the case of ordinary Romanists,
which Popery makes in the human soul, in regard to all the more delicate

and nobler hopes and aspirations in regard
principles of scriptural morality,
to a future world, by which enlightened Protestants, with Bibles in their

The
hands, would probably have been inspired in similar circumstances.
energy even of Orsini, and his prison meditations and exercises, are wonderfully
those of the men who wrought out, by their
different, in many respects, from
martyrdoms, the English and Scotch Reformations from a similar yoke. And
in the bold and daring spirit of
yet there is something noble and alFecting
these Italian patriots, and no enlightened Christian can fail cordially to wish
them success in their heroic struggles, or to be persuaded, that until Italy
casts off from her breast the enormous nightmare of the Papacy, she never
It is pleasant to observe, that all doubt on this subpossibly can be free.
are now making this discovery in earnest,
ject is vanishing, and that all

—

Orsini says emphatically
" As
no chance of independence for the
long as a Pope remains in Italy there is
masses ; and as long as liberty of conscience is withheld, as long as no reform takes
The cause of nationality and
of the question.
place in religion, political liberty is out
and for the revolution to effect any
of liberty is one with the question of religion
radical good, it must secure at once natioual, political, and relijjious liberty. To achieve
to obstinacy, is needed on our
this, what sacrifices, what perseverance, amounting
All classes of society will have yet to take part in this struggle, which sooner
side
Let them, by quelling their own passions, and stifling all eleor later must succeed.
ments of civil discord and social dissolution, pave the way for a general movement,
that may be nearer at hand than many think for."
;

!

The devoted love of

Mammon

on the part of the Church of Rome, and her

afford to pay for her lying consolaspecial kindness to rich sinners, who can
tions, are strikingly set forth in the following incident witnessed from an

Austrian

cell

:

—

" While these
thoughts filled me, I wandered one evening to the window, and
stood watching the clouds chasing each other through the sky, driven by the wind,
which was high and boisterous. Eight o'clock struck, and, worn out with the day's
music fell on my
misery, I went to bed, and was just falling asleep, when a strain of
them each on the
ear, and a rose-coloured light streamed through the bars, tracing
I got up, and with some effort climbed up to the window,
opposite side of my cell.
About a hundred feet distant from the castle I saw,
clinging on to the iron bars.
in the direction of the cathedral, a great light, which must have proceeded from a
vast number of torches, and at the same moment, the notes of a funeral march filled
my ear. I concluded that it must be the funeral of some person of distinction. I
listened in rapt attention to the strains, which breathed profound pain and sadness,
From time to
listened till my heart bled, and the tears streamed from my eyes.
time the music ceased, and then I could distinguish the voices of the multitude and
All these sights and sounds brought Calvi before my hnagiuathe tolling of the bell.
When the music recommenced I wept afresh. I
tion more vividly than ever.*
never see again,
thought of all I held dearest in the world,_all whom I should
Never again,' I repeated ; ' soon yes, very soon, all will be over with me.' I slid
down from the window, and crept back to bed to pass another sleepless night,
with the funeral procession that I had seen, Calvi as I imagined him on the day of
execution, and the scaffold that awaited me constantly before my eyes.
" In the
the procession I had
morning I learned from one of the turnkeys, that
seen on the over-night was bearing the coffin of a rich banker of Mantua to the catheThis word banker dispelled at once the feeling of the sublime, of
dral for interment.

—

'

the beautiful, that had so
*

moved my

—

soul on the preceding evening."

A fellow-prisoner recently executed.
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instructive case Iras lately been decided iu England,

show-

1,

PRIESTLY ZEAL.
Another very

ing at once the determined activity of the priests to keep all they have got,
and to get as much more as they can.
The case is that oi Stonrton v, Stourton in the Court of Chancery, before
The facts are shortly these
The late Honthe Lord Justices of Appeal.
:

—

ourable John Stourton, on his marriage, settled £10,000 upon himself and
The father died in May 1847,
wife in liferent, and in trust for their issue.
and an only child was born seven days afterwards. The parents, at their

marriage, were Roman Catholics, but the mother, subsequently disbelieving
the doctrine of Transubstantiation, has been a member of the Church of EngThe Court had appointed her the sole
land for the last four or five years.

guardian of the child, and of course she brought him up iu the faith which
she believed to be true. No interference with the proceedings of the mother,
on the part of the Stourton family, took place till so very recently as October
last, when the present Lord Stourton, the brother of the deceased, a Roman
Catholic, appealed to the Court for the appointment of another guardian
and it came out, that were he appointed, the boy would be sent to a Jesuit's
;

seminary to be brought up.
The Court thought it strange that the present Lord Stourton should have
delayed his interference so very long, seeing that he was aware of the sentiments of the mother. The father had made no provision about the religious
education of the child, and the Court, before passing judgment, conversed
One of the Lord Justices is reported to have said,
with the child himself
" He had no
expectation or anticipation that the infant's answers would be
such as they were to the questions which were put to him. His intelligence
was rather above than below mediocrity, and he ap])eared to have more

—

—

the
insight than boys of his age usually have, into the important questions,
doctrine of Transubstantiation, the practices relating to the Virgin Mary, and
as to the Invocation of Saints. Those impressions made upon his mind were

so strong, that

was

it

not be disturbed

;

essential to his tranquillity and health that they should
it was also unsafe, having regard to his
spiritual wel-

and

any attempt should be made to extirpate them."* The mother was
accordingly allowed to continue to be the sole guardian of the child.
Comment is not necessary. The Roman Catholic Church has adopted a
new method of prosecuting her invariable policy of late. Her priests are

fare, that

in our country to go into Court, or otherinstigating the high and the low
have instances of this in the case of
wise to get hold of the young.
and we could tell of another
Alicia Race, and others referred to in our pages

We

;

very

" bad case" iu Scotland, did
prudence not forbid us at present.

POPISH POPULATION OF ENGLAND.
The

Tallet gives the following estimate of the
arranged according to so-called dioceses:

England,

Westminster,

—

Romish population

in
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III

THE VALUE OF EXTREME UNCTION.
ST. Giles's

missionary report.*

A

SHORT time ago the subject appointed for discussion was the Roman
whilst the debate was going on, a poor
Catholic doctrine of extreme unction
man sat at a corner of the table, listening very attentively and drinking in
" Come
I said,
the arguments on both sides
now, tell us what you think of
he
the subject;"
shook his head and answered, " Oiich musha, it's I that
thinks very little about its greatness, sure look here, if I washed my body,
I might whitewash a house
that would not cleanse my stomach
outside, but
sure, its inside may be as dirty as the dogs, and what is extreme unction but
like this
rubbing a bit of grace to a man's body can't wash away the sin of his
;

;

;

;

;

soiciy

This poor man, as well as many others, love the truth of God, and, so far
as I can see, are anxiously seeking the salvation of their souls.

ROMISH EXEMPTIONS FROM TAXES.
There

is one sense in which Rome may be said to be unchangeable,
viz.,
her worldly and grasping spirit.
remarkable illustration of this is
found in her eager thirst for dominion over civil magistrates, and, at the

A

in

same time, her determined efforts to shake her institutions free from the
ordinary burdens to which other classes of the community are subjected.
Previous to the Reformation, this peculiarity was offensively prominent, and
*

The

British Protestant, &c.

London

:

The Protestant Reformation

Society.
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the following extracts from recent numbers of Irish newspapers, prove that
the Romanists of that country are systematically attempting, and with some
success, to clear themselves again of the payment of the ordinary local rates
upon their conventual establishments of idle monks and nuns
:

PAKSONSTOWN QUARTER SESSIONS

—

— CONVENTS NOT RATEABLE.

At the close of the quarter sessions at Parsonstown on Friday evening last,
Mr. Assistant-Barrister Barron delivered judgment in an appeal case which
had been heard at the last October quarter sessions. It was an appeal brought
order
by the Superioress of the Convent of Mercy at Parsonstown against an
made by the magistrates at petty sessions for the simi of £l, 9s. lid., with
on the Convent of Mercy,
costs, being the proportion of county cess applotted
in
His
valuation.
to
Griffith's
giving
judgment, referred
worship,
according
He also
to the several cases which had been cited at the original hearing.
read the judgment of Mr. Jones, the Assistant-Barrister for Downshire, delivered in the case of the Newry Convent, and expressed his concurrence in
and there
opinion with that eminent lawyer. The case was an important one,
were different opinions on the question. It had been decided in several
confessed
counties, and was pending in others at that moment. He therefore
that he would have wished that the case had been brought before him by civil
had instituted the proceedings would have had an appeal
bill, when those who
to the

judge of

assize.

He was

of opinion that the convent, being a building

and educational purposes, was not
solely appropriated to religious, charitable,
reversed.
rateable, and therefore the order of the magistrates should be

—

Saunders.

RATING [so-called] RELIGIOUS HOUSES.
"

The Poor

Law

Commissioners, with their habitual disregard of public
in particular,
opinion in general, and of the opinion of boards of guardians
continue, in defiance of the votes of these latter bodies, and of repeated decisions of assistant-barristers, to assist in enforcing the payment of rates ou
such charitable institutions as the Christian Brothers' Schools, the Presentation Convent Schools, and the Convents of Mercy ; and the question has been

brought,

in

the^shape of appeals against the rates, before the assistant-barris-

This
ters at the present quarter-sessions in several parts of the country.
vexatious course amounts to a perfect persecution ; it keeps the Superiors of
these excellent institutions in a perpetual turmoil, and necessarily gives rise
to conflicting decisions, some of them by no means calculated to increase the
In the case
of certain judicial authorities.
public confidence in the opinion
of the Clonrael Christian Brothers, Mr. Serjeant Ilowley twice ruled against
and yet at the last meeting of the board of guartheir liability to the rate
dians a missive was read from the commissioners directing that defence
;

should now, for the third time, be taken against the appeal of these inestimable teachers of the poor, upon whom it is once more sought to levy the rate.
At the Kauturk quarter sessions, last week, Mr. Sergeant Berwick heard apfrom Convents of Mercy against the rate, and while in one case he de-

peals
cided on the non-liability of the convent, in the other he reserved his judgto come to an opposite
ment, with an intimation that he would be constrained
difference between the cases being, that in the former one
the

decision,
only
the school was connected by a covered corridor with the residence of the nuns,
and might thus be said to be under the same roof with it, while, in the other
the convenience of the Relicase, the architect, not being so considerate for

covered corridor, and thus
gious Sisters, constructed no

left

it

open

to the
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functionaries of the law to insist that the schoolroom, and the portion of the
building in which the nuns resided, were distinct premises, and that, thereThe absurdity of the distinction
fore, the latter were liable to be rated.
is

obvious to any one whose mind is not biassed by the quibbles of the
but there other authorities who adopt a still more decided view on

law

;

the subject, and are fully prepared to carry out the behests of the Commisfor we fiud that at the Waterford quarter sessions, Mr. Assistsioners
;

ant-Barrister Bessonett

decided on

mailing the Christian

Brothers liable

to the rate for the portion of the premises in which they lived, without taking
into account whether the schoolroom was under the same roof with them or
not.

This decision utterly disregards the nature of the Christian Brothers'
which is essentially a charitable one for the Brothers only reside

—

institution,

on the premises in question for the special purpose of teaching the children
of the poor who frequent their school, and certainly do not occupy those premises any more for their own advantage than do the keepers of National
Schools, whose occupation of premises is not held to incur liability to rates.
may observe that the majority of assistant-barristers of Ireland hold a

"We

different opinion from that of Mr. Bessonett,

and that Mr. Jones, Q.C., in
the learned chairmen in Tipperary, Cork, Wexford, Limerick, and
other counties of the south, have held that such institutions as those we are

Down, and

alluding to, and wtiose inmates are wholly devoted to the work of charity,
whether in instructing the children of the poor, or in visiting the sick poor of
their respective neighbourhoods, should be held exempt from rating.
Even
in the case in which Mr. Bessonett gave his decision against the Christian

Brothers, in Waterford, he was obliged to quash the rate which was about to
be levied on them, owing to an irregularity in the mode of striking it but
it is time that such vexatious proceedings
against the devoted members of
these charitable communities^should be discontinued." Fretman.
[Popish
;

—

Paper.]

NOTES OF THE MONTH.

—

Protestant Alliance.* The annual meeting of the Alliance will be held
The Earl of Shaftesbury
(D.V.) on Friday, May 15, at Freemasons' HaU.
will take the chair at one o'clock.
It has been ascertained that Vecino has been released from prison at
Madrid.
An Austrian priest (M. Braun, of the diocese of Passau) has been excommunicated for refusing to read in his church the Bull in reference to the
Immaculate Conception. He has published a book, in which he boldly charges
with heresy all who have received the dogma, including the Pope.
He states
that " thousands of priests," if they dared, would speak and act as he has
done.
Mr. Capes, a pervert, delivered two lectures at Preston, on "Catholicism
and Political Liberty," and "The Connexion between Catholicism and Keligious Persecution." These lectures are drawing forth able replies, which are
awakening the liveliest interest in the town.
"
" The
produces 200,000
worship of Salette," said a well-informed writer,
to 300,000 francs a year
it is a Californian mine.
Pilgrims and others rea net revenue of 100,000 francs.
quire 50,000 masses, at two francs a piece
Further, waggons take away, every week, from 600 to 3000 francs' worth of
;

;

bottles of Salette water, yielding 100,000 francs.
*

Monthly Letter.

Besides, chaplets, medals,

April 1857.
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statues, books, are sold at an exorbitant price, and the priests reserve
the monopoly of boarding and lodging the pilgrims, deriving from this source
another 100,000 francs."
The Romanist clergy is also very skilful in lotteries

little

:

a lottery to build the church of St. Roch a lottery to repair a chapel to furnish a monastery, and fifty more such objects.
Take tickets for the small
sura of a franc you may gain prizes of 30,000, 50,000, 100,000 francs."
;

;

:

—

Christian Witness for April.

The Propaganda.

—The

m

recited

different

compositions
forty -four
— 14 in Asiatic, 4pupils
The last
African, 24 European, and 2 Oceanic.
84.
Will Protestants
spoken by natives of Urea and Tongo. — Tablet^

languages,
vi^ere

p.

not take a lesson,

how

to secure efiicient missionaries ?

—

American College in Rome. It is proposed to establish such an instituand among other advantages, it is urged that it will form a proper ante-

tion,

cedent to the

first

appearance of an apostolic nuncio

Tablet, 1857, p. 115.

to the

United States.

—

—

Dr. Manning in Rome.
He preached from the text, " And the mother of
Jesus was there," and endeavoured to show that the devotion to Mary " was
the necessary consequence of an active living faith in the doctrine of the incarnation."
Not so. Our Lord says, " Come unto
Tablet, 1857, p. 131.
me" " believe on me" and he never speaks of devotion to Mary. And is
there anything in the writings of the apostles that favours such a doctrine ?

—

Quite the contrary.

Protestant Marriages.

Rio de Janeiro.

— The bishop has

lately decided

that the marriages of Protestants become null and void, so soon as either party
embrace the Roman Catholic faith. The Protestants of Rio de Janeiro are

—

indignant at so gross a decision, and have appealed to'the Council of State.
Take warning, kind readers. See here the
Witness, March 28, 1857, p. 2.
degrading nature of Papal morality. Suppose this became law in England,

would
est

it

not, to say nothing of sacred law, be

immorality

—

an open floodgate to the gross-

?

In the pastorals by the bishops usual about this season, " the
of
Chartres,
Bishop
Regnault, compares journals to a pestilence, and deeply
regrets that the field of the Church should be almost without human defence

France.

against attacks from without, i.e., that there are no prisons and galleys for
the enemies of Popery."
Evangelical Christendom, 1857, p. 116.

—

"
Savoy, says, More than a hundred thousand franca
are yearly employed by the Protestants to buy consciences and demoralize
"
hearts .'" He also says,
England owes to Protestantism all that is its shame,

Bishop d'Annecy,

in

—

to Roman Catholicism all that is its greatness and glory."
Evangelical
Christendom, 1857, p. 110.
In reference to the quarrel between the Abbe Cognat and the Univers,
" An
the correspondent of the Evangelical Christendom says,
Archbishop

and

—

—

of Paris,
a prelate universally esteemed and honoured, dares not openly
combat the opinions of a public religious journal in his own diocese! He
He provokes
covers with profound mystery his intervention and his name
!

and encourages

an obscure priest to expose the excesses and conAnd why this circumlocution ? Why this
tradictious of the Univers !
secrecy ? Because the Univers is more powerful at Rome than the archbishop
himself; because the Jesuits exercise a hidden power before which the chief
of the bishops tremble
because, finally, Gallicanism is oppressed by Ultra-

—

in secret

;

montanism,"
Evangelical Christendom, 1857, p. 117.
It will be remembered that the Concordat betwixt Pius VII. and Napoleon
I. stipulates that the curate of a canton and the deans cannot be
ejected b^

30G
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the bishop without the intervention of the Government. But so regardless is
the Bishop of Moulins of law, that before choosing these deacons, he exacts
from them " a u-ritten act of anticipated dismission," in order to be able to
send them away at his pleasure. He further promulgates that if any appeals

be sent to the Council of State, he shall immediately interdict and eject the
Such is the respect for established laws by Romanists
appellants.
" This
Popery in Canada. A correspondent from Toronto writes
province is in a strange condition to be a Protestant country. In the Lower
Province it is no uncommon thing for inoffensive people to be assaulted because they are Protestants. No arrests are made, and if from mere shame
the authorities interfere and bring the guilty to account, a Roman Catholic
jury has no difficulty, even though the evidence is clear, in finding that the

—

:

party charged is not guilty."
the niuteenth century

Dk. Wiseman.

—

This, Protestants, is in

t/oiir

—

!

otcn colony

!

iu

!

Dr.

Wiseman has had another jury

trial,

and the unfeel-

ing jurymen of England, as yet ignorant of the sacred privileges of a potenNo Protestant
tate of Rome, have found him liable iu ^500 damages.

many jury trials without losing caste. But
Dr. Wiseman, instead of occupying any vulgar position, was allowed, as formerly, by the considerate judge to occupy a place beside him on the Bench,
iu token of our national and humble deference to the authority of the Pope's
minister could have had half so

representative in England.

—

PorisH Refokmatory, Liverpool.
Since the commencement of the ComJune last, one Jauulred boys and forty girls have beea
The number goes on increasing rapidly.
Tablet, 1857, p. 180.
provided for.
Protestants ! another 140 immortal souls consigned to idolatry, ay, and being
nursed by your nation to become your v:orst enemies !
Peckham. A new convent will be open in June. There is already a boys'
The convent Avill
school open and at work, and a temporary one for girls.
a French order, at
be under the direction of Sisters of Christian Retreat,
mittee's operations in

—

present at Kensington.

—

—

Tablet, 1857, p. 67.

—Tablet, 1857,

— A new

Old
chapel is about to be erected.
Thirty years ago the Popish population was 560, now 1000

Garstang, near Preston.
one too small.

!

p.

m.

—A new and
has
—

Sudbury Protestant Association.

sociation has been formed at Sudbury.
from which we extract the following
:

"

It

energetic Protestant Asissued an admirable address,

Popery was seen outside the Houses of Parliament,
and suppliant for'admission. It was granted and we now behold a fraternizing band
of Roman Catliolics in these assemblies, sparing no pains or opportunities of advancthe principles of their
ing their Church's interest, and they do so, in accordance with
Canon Law, which, as to its awful character, is either unheeded or unknown by the

About twenty-eight years

ago,

;

great bulk of this community.
'•
It was about five years ago, that Lord John Russell, the then Premier of England, solemnly announced in Parliament the existence of a Popish consjjiracy against
is the
Britain, and Englishmen are now told upon tlie Continent, that their country
From Romish authorities also
great prize which the Vatican is striving to tecure.
we learn, that large iuduliieuces are offered to those who will ipray• for the conversion

TOO

of England.

" But

let us look within our own borders, and mark both the efforts and the proWe have in England a lai-ge force of Jesuits, whose comprehensive sysgress made.
tem of seduction extends to our nurseries, seminaries, and universities. Many of our
to Romanism,
nobles, statesmen, judges, and magistrates, have either been won over
or been instrumental in advancing its interests, whilst the public press has, to a great
views.
its
extent, been seized by this power, and made to further
" It was about
commenced at Oxford, the
twenty-four years ago, that a movement
'
whole tendency of which was Popish. It has been termed Puseyism' or TracU'
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name has

become especially identified with the system, chooses still to remain in the Reformed
Church of England, such men as Oakley, Newman, Palmer, Manning, and flie two
brothers Wilberforce, (his friends and associates,) with viore than tico hundred clergymen, have within a few years, left our National Church, and joined the Church of
Rome. Nothing like this has before occurred, during the three centuries and upwards that have elapsed since the Reformation."
Dublin Protestant Association. This Association has had some enthusiastic meetings in Dublin, in connexion with the recent election.
This order has for the first time in history established itself
Passionists.
at Harold's Cross, in the vicinity of Dublin.
They have purchased a mansion

—

—

and

built a chapel.

—

Tablet, 1857, p. 68.

—A

deputation from the Presbyterian Church in
Ireland, consisting of the Rev. Dr. Cooke and Mr. Macnaughtan of Belfast ;
Rev. Mr. Magee of Dublin and Mr. Wilson of Limerick, have been giving

The State of Ireland.

;

eloquent expositions in Scotland in regard to Irish Popery and their own
There is good reason to believe that this work of the
Protestant missions.
Lord is still making decided progress in that benighted land. Amongst other
matters, they exposed an extraordinary publication which is being widely
" What
circulated in Ireland under the highest priestly authority, entitled,
Christian must know and do," and which, besides ignoring all the prin-

every

most flagrant Jesuit morality on the subject
ciples of the gospel, teaches the
of swearing, lying, stealing, and other sins. One may well say, "They that rule
over you cause you to err, and my name continually every day is blasphemed."
The Edinburgh Student's Association. The proceedings of the Winter

—

members and their student friends sitting down to a
by
and the Association has depublic breakfast. The meeting was very large,
Session closed

the

termined to persevere in their

efforts

with

still

greater energy.
St. Andrews, have also

The Students or Glasgow, Aberdeen, and
closed their winter campaign with success.

—

Popish Chapel and School at Partick, near Glasgow. Ground has
been obtained, and erections are to proceed immediately.
Tablet, 1857, p. 140.
The Curse of Italy. On the 10th of April, Saffi, one of the Roman triumvirs in 1848, delivered a very eloquent and powerful address in the Queen
He clearly exhibited the connexion between the
Street Hall, Edinburgh.
Papacy and the woes of Italy, and proved that, until that centre of mischief
is overthrown, no real liberty can exist in that country.
Lanark. A chapel has been reared at the sole expense of Mr. Monteith

—

—

—

of Garstairs.

At Carluke another chapel

—

is

being reared.

—

Tablet, 1857, p. 68.

Scotch Tractarianism. An article, which appeared in the Morning Post,
" disabilihas been going the round of the papers, in regard to the so-called
It is argued that, as Popish priests,
ties" of the Scotch Episcopal clergy.
of the Church
upon abjuring their heresies, are allowed to become ministers
of England without re-ordination, much more should the clergy of the Scotch
the propriety of the rule in question,
Episcopal Church. Without discussing
fails, for the proposal is to admit the clergy of the Scotch
their heresies.
The Church of England
Episcopal Church without abjuring
had better look out and watch this insidious movement.
The Sabbath. The Scotch publicans are evidently determined, under the

the analogy totally

—

" Committee of
Inquiry," to secure
innocent-looking pretext of obtaining a
shuts
their
which
law
the
of
the overthrow
shops, like all other shops, upon
This attempt must be firmly resisted, and the people of
the Lord's day.
England and Ireland should rather demand the extension of the Scotch law,

which has worked so

well, to the entire

United Kingdom.
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EVANGELICAL PUSEYISM.
EvANOELicAL Puseyism is a much more dangerous commodity than the
raw article, because, like the ova of insects, it insinuates itself into the intel.

and feeling of the unconscious recipient with his ordinary food, and thus
conveys to the soul, along with its natural aliment, the seminal principles of
Then, after passing through their hideous transformations,
deadly error.
lect

these larvae destroy the principle of spiritual vitality.

Nor

is this

most unnatural and most anomalous relationship less fatal to
it is to those who have the misfortune to be dependent

the individual than

his instructions.

upon

Many

of the spiritual clergy,

—

who

instinctively reject

—

in part, at least
its priestly
the grosser absurdities of Tractarianism, accept
the old
assumptions. While the new man disallows its doctrinal teaching,
man is content to accept its exaltation of his office. It would be wise in such

to keep in

mind the

It will neither fruit

whom

it

a " spindled up'*"plant is always a weak plant.
nor flower with the healthier vigour of the lowlier brother
fact, that

overlooks.

The inexpiable crime of the Papacy is, that
teach Satan's lie. The sin of High Churchism

it

claims God's authority to
not so much, how-

consists

—

back God's truth and the sin of
our high-heeled Evangelists is the assumption of an authority to teach truth,
without challenge as to the mode and manner in which it should be taught.
ever, in teaching Satan's lie as in holding

This

is

the

first

;

step towards the repression of private judgment.

—

Cai'Tain

Gordon.

The Seven CHtmcHES of

Asia.

the Rev. Robert Maguii-e.
Son.
don : Knight

By
Lon-

&

We

have, in this volume, our active
able friend, Mr. Maguire, in a new

and
and interesting

literary field-that of
The work does
practical exposition.

great credit alike to his talents and
Christian earnestness, and we trust
it will meet with an extensive sale.

to the hearts of general readers, while
more cultivated minds will find veins

of rich thought embodied in the clear
conclusive arguments which per^"^j

^ade the volume. We should like
book either as a whole,
^' broken up into small Tracts cnfiliated throughout the whole kiug-

to see this

"^'^•

TiiE

Thoughts on Popery.
Rev.

Dr.

Nevins

By
of

American Tract Society,

We

flie

late

Bfiltimore.

New York,

Burnish Family.

Scottish

Tem-

perance League, Glasgow.
g^jjjg

jg

j^

j^^g^ graphic and power-

f^^ exhibition of the mischiefs of the

ready well-known book to every ProIt takes up the more imtestant.

great London traffic in strong drink,
and of the incongruous connexion between beer and benevolence, on the

portant Popish doctrines, and handles
them with great success. The fami-

firms in
part of certain great wealthy
It has had already a
the metropolis.

and the strong comsense of the author, will secure
attention, and carry conviction home

popularity.

strongly

liarity of style,

mon

recommend

this

al-

we have
great sale, and is destined,
no doubt, to receive a greatly extended
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ABBE LABORDE ON THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION.
"We have translated two or three extracts from Laborde's valuable work
et Memoire des
opposans mo nouveau dogme de l' ImmaciO'
lee Conception et a la Bulle Ineffabilis.
They will, we think, be found to
be interesting, and especially when it is remembered that they are the productions of one who lived and died in the communion of the Church of
Rome. The first contains ia full the Petition, which, on his arrival at Rome,
he presented to the Pope, craving to be heard in opposition to the proposed
This step was not approved of by his Holiness, and the only answer
Bull.
which Laborde received to his Petition was a secret order, conveyed to him
entitled Relation

by the Cardinal-Vicar in the name of the Pope, to quit Rome immediately.
But it is well worthy of being preserved, and is as follows
:

—

To OUR Holy Father the Pope, Pius

IX., and the assembled Bishops.
Petition.

M. I'Abbe Laborde (de

Leetoure), in his

own name, and

in that of several friends

and

faithful Catholics in Paris, requests to be permitted to develop
following theses, in opposition to the projected definition of a new

and prove the
dogma of faith
the
Immaculate Conception of the Holy Virgin.
concerning
" I. The doctrine of the Church is that
which, having been taught by Jesus Christ,
" or
the
inspiration of the Holy Spirit to the apostles, has been preached by these
by
"
apostles, and has come from them to us from hand to hand" (Council of Trent.)
II. In the Catholic Church, the rule of faith is,
what is contained in the Scriptures
and transmitted as of faith by a tradition which, passing through the Holy Fathers,
goes back to the apostles.

—

III.

The Church makes no new dogmas

of faith.

IV. It is a sin to announce new dogmas of faith in the Church ; it is a sin to
receive such into it.
V. The Church is infallible in her decisions upon faith
but, whether she decide
by a council or without a council, there are certain essential rules, for want of which
this decree has neither force in law nor effect upon the conscience.
VI. The doctrine of the Immaculate Conception is but a modern opinion in the
Church, which is not contained in the Scriptures, and is not derived from the apostles
by the channel of tradition.
VII. In all that has hitherto been done in order to erect the opinion of the
Immaculate Conception into a dogma of faith, the ecclesiastical rules have not been
;

observed.
VIII. In the Bull asking from each of the bishops his own
private opinion, the
question was put in an equivocal manner.
IX. A great number of bishops have replied without any examination of the
matter, and it has not been proved canonically that the question has been examined as is required, by any of them.
X. The bishops have not given their decision as judges of faith, but their simple
opinion as private individuals.
XI. The simple opinion of the bishops has not been unanimous.
XII. Four or five, at least, have replied negatively.
XIII. A certain number have given but an uncertain and evasive answer, and
the circumstances require that these should be counted as opposed to the decree.
XIV. A certain number of bishops have replied to the Pope that the clergy and
the faithful
of their diocese, tinited ivith them in urgently demanding a definition from
the Holy Father ; while, in point of fact, neither the
clergy nor the faithful had been
consulted
while there were within their respective dioceses learned men
among the
faithful, and priests of respectable ability, who did not admit the Immaculate Conception, even as an opinion ; and while threats and violence were employed against these
;

men

to prevent them making known their
opinion.
VOL. YI. NO. LXXII.
JUKE 1857.

—

M
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XV. There has been moral pressure even upon the bishops themselves, at least in
France, by the intrigues and plottings of a strong party, served by a violent newspaper, before which they were afraid to compromise themselves, and were not free to
speak.

XVI. There is reason to believe that if the matter had been openly examined and
discussed in a council, according to the practice of the Church, the reasons of those
who were opposed to the definition would have enlightened others, and brought them
to the same opinion.
XVII. The College of Cardinals has not been consulted upon the matter, and the
decree has been drawn up and settled without having been submitted to them.
XVIII. The undersigned priest, in his own name, and in that of those priests
and faithful ones who have sent him to Rome, demands of his Holiness, Pius IX.,
and the assembled bishops, that he be admitted at a convenient season to develop the
articles here mentioned, and to present the proofs of them.
XIX. The same undersigned priest declares, in his own name, and in that of his
constituents, that if he is refused a hearing at a convenient season, he and they will
consider that they have the right to add, to the causes of nullity in the future decree,
if it is made, this one, that
they were refused to be heard.
Done and signed at Rome, at the Minerva Hotel, 22d November 1854.
L'Abbe Laborde (de Lectoure), Priest of the diocese of Aucb,
residing in Paris. (P. 21-24.)

The next extract gives some very curious information as to the true
It forms part of an
history and causes of this imposition of a new dogma.
elaborate argument to prove that this decree has neither the characters nor

the essential conditions of a definition of the Universal Church.
" The
Pope,

who was

the only judge, has no more examined the Scripture and

tradition than the others.
I am obliged to say it ; the present Pope is said to be very
into the
little initiated in
theological science, and very little capable of penetrating
depths of tradition. Every one in Rome knows that in the management of religious
affairs he is forced to allow himself to be governed, and that his actions are the work

of those who urge him on.
"
The Pope carefully enumerates
Besides, the Bull itself is here an evident proof.
in it, all that he has done from the beginning, to prepare the definition.
Now, let
any one read it, and it will be seen that there is not a single word in it which indicates that the Pope has ever examined anything.
" In
short, we know exactly the reasons which determined Pius IX. to make the
new dogma of tiie Immaculate Conception. The fii-st is the prediction attributed to
Leonard of Port Maurice, a Probabilist missionary of the last century. This pretended

prophet predicted that the definition of the Immaculate Conception would be followed by an end of all war in the world, by the extinction of schisms and heresies in
This prediction was shown
the Church, and by the exaltation of the apostolic see.
he believed it and he wished to realize it at the risk of being
to Pope Pius IX.
When I was in Rome, this prediction was seen by every one,
belied by events.
;

;

town, by order of the Cardinal Vicar, in the name
For what end was this bill put up, if not to make the whole world
with
acquainted with the motive which determined the Pope to enrich Christianity
The second reason is to be found in a vision of Pius IX. himself.
this new mystery 1
While he was at Gaeta, he imagined that he had the same revelation as Father
to
Leonard, of Port-Maurice. He thought, or it was suggested to him, that the way
that he
put an end to the troubles of his flight, was, to promise to the Holy Virgin,
would add to the Gospel and the Catholic faith this dogma, that she was immaculate
Restored to his throne, he believed himself bound to fulfil his
in her conception.
This is such an extraordinary fact, that posterity will not believe it.
promise.
Nevertheless it is true ; and if the bishops who have gone to Rome wisli to be

posted up

in all the streets of

tiie

of His Holiness.

The third reason is, that ever since the Pope's elevation
sincere, they will confess it.
to the Pontifical chair, those about him have not ceased to flatter him with the idea,
that this definition would be an event in iiis reign which would render his memory
unmortal. He trusted to this." (P. 75-77.)

The last quotation is taken from the preface. It was written after the
Bull or decree of the 8th December, establishing the Immaculate Conception
as an article of faith, and, according to the usual practice, called Ineffabilis,
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It contains a
from the word with which it begins, had been promulgated.
very pointed and conclusive exposure of this latest production of doctrinal

infallibility.

" This work was
finished, it was even in the press, when the Bull appeared in the
newspapers, under the title : Apostolic Letter of our Most Holy Lord, Pius IX., Pope,
&c. This letter did not seem to me a sufficient reason for stopping tlie publication
of my work on the contrai'y, it showed me more and more the necessity of hasten;

ing it.
" The definition of Pius IX. is but a new
example, and one of the most striking,
which shows the truth and the necessity of the doctrine of our Fathers. Oh! they
were right, these men of science and piety, when they took so much care to warn us
to be upon our guard, and to inculcate upon us that the Pope is fallible, and that the
Church of the city of Rome is not secure from error.
"
Indeed, the decx'ee contains an infinite number of untruths and profane innovaThis is not
tions, against which every honest Catholic will declare himself boldly.
the place to refute the whole of this false document. I shall only remark here, in
passing, upon the grossest innovations, the evidence of which is as clear as the light
of the sun.
"
First, the Pope teaches that the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception is contained in the traditional deposit of Catholic dogmas. Now, the great Bossuet has
said, on the contrary, at the time of the project of union, in replying to Molanus, who
acted for the Protestants * No difficulty upon that point, for not only a part, but the
whole of the Roman Church holds the Immaculate Conception of the blessed Virgin
jVIary, as indifferent mid not belonging to the faith, and this is sufficient.'
" Bossuet made this declaration to Pi'otestants, in the name of all Catholics ; it
_

:

has been i-ead in his works for a century and a half past, and the Roman Church has
never disavowed it. Theologians, favourable to the Immaculate Conception, never
gave it out as anything but an opinion more or less probable, and they warned every
one of this, by saying that it did not concern the sum of the faith. Before the 8th of
December everybody saw that the Immaculate Conception was not among the number of the dogmas of the Catholic faith. Pius IX. is then the first Pope, the first
bishop, the first doctor, the first man, to affirm that the Immaculate Conception is in
the traditional deposit of the Catholic faith. This, then, is a new doctrine, to which
we must apply both the rule of the Apostle, ' O Timothy, avoid profane and vain
babblings,' and that of Vincent de Lerins, which we have quoted above.
"
Secondly, the Pope affirms and defines, in this constitution Imffahilis, that the
AVhere did Pius IX.
doctrine of the Immaculate Conception was revealed by God.
No ; before him, no one had ever taught it. Still furlearn this ? from tradition ?
ther, some Popes, his predecessors, have solemnly said the contrary; for example,
Gregory XV., urged by the importunate entreaties of the King of Spain, to define
the Immaculate Conception as belonging to the faith, this Pope declined, precisely
on the ground that the Holy Spirit had not revealed it to the Church.
•'
Thirdly, Pius IX. declares and defines, that all the faithful are bound to heliexe
firmly and constantly in the Immaculate Concfption, that uhoerer believes the contrary

—

has made shipwreck of his faith, and is separated from the unity of the Church. Now,
there is no Catholic nor educated man, to whatever sect he may belong, who does
not know that this is a doctrine unheard of till our days.
" It
but an innovalion of which the necessary effect
is, then, a flagrant innovation,
is to deceive the simple, to cause the weak to have fatal scruples, to asperse the innocent, to expose educated Catholics to the persecutions of fanaticism ; in a word, to
foster schisms and divisions, especially if we consider that the Pope still endeavours
to subject those who oppose the innovation to the penalties which the law pronounces
against heretics.
"
Fourthly, the Bull Lieffahilis of Pius IX., in vii'tue of this Immaculate Conception, which it attributes to the holy Virgin, associates her properly with Jesus Christ
It makes her properly and
in the work and merit of the redemption of mankind.
strictly co-mediatrix and co-redeemer along with Jesus Christ, under the same title ;
it assumes, for this end, an eternal decree of predestination by God, which the holy
Fathers have never known, and of which the Catholic Church has never heard ; in
short, it corrupts, by a sacrilegious innovation, that decisive passage of Scripture
which declares Jesus Christ to be the only Media.tor between God and man, and the
ONLY Redeemer and Saviour, by omitting the word only.
"
Fifthly, to inti'oduce all this train of profane innovations, the Pope arrogates to
himself alone in the Church, a sovereign fowek of regulating faith. This is an in-
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unknown in tradition, opposed to the truth declared by the Gallican
Church,
and expressly condemned by the General Councils of Constance and Bale.
" It
but
too
true
that
we
are
now
under the necessity of
is, then, unfortunately

novation

As we said before, so say I now again. If
executing the command of the Apostle
any man preach any other gospel unto you than that ye have received, let him be
accursed. O Timothy, keep that which is committed to
thy trust, avoiding profane
and vain babblings, and oppositions of science falsely so called, which some
professing have erred concerning the faith.' According to this precept, it is not those who
resist an innovation icho make
shipwreck of their faith ; but those who introduce it
admit it, or consent to it. This, then, is the time for all true and honest Catholics to
do their duty, and to remember, as Vincent de Lerins said
again, that it has always
been the experience of the Church that the more pious and
religious a man was, the
more zealous and prompt was he in opposing the introduction of innovations.'
"
These, then, are the reasons which urge me more and more to publish this work."
'

:

'

—(Pp.

12-18.)

THE PAPACY

A FRIEND

of Mr. Peter

IN ITALY.*

Drummond

of Stirling, having just visited Rome
and the principal towns of Italy, writes the following interesting particulai-s of
what he has seen in that beautiful but blighted country. No comment is

needed. The same system is amongst ourselves, and is daily
increasing in
strength and magnitude, backed by the whole influence of Government.
" I have walked the streets of
Rome, admired its palaces, entered its catacombs, once the refuge of oppressed Christianity, and talked, amidst its
ruins, to its enslaved people, and every day has convinced me we know little
of Popery at home, and deal far too lightly with such a
soul-destroying sys-

tem.
As it is in Italy, no one can portray, no mind can fully conceive, and
no language can express. Every eye is turned towards it, and every Chris" How
tian heart utters the
Lord 1" In
for freedom, but

still

cry,
cling to the

Sicily the people sigh

long,

system that has chained them.

It is

a

fair

and lovely land, but it is blighted. The number of priests in it is incredible,
and the education of the young is wholly in their power. I saw here a
brazen head of John the Baptist in a charger carried from door to door,
every one placing money in the charger, and ;in many streets you meet a
man demanding money, having, on a box carried for the purpose, the words,
" For the souls in
At Naples it is worse. On every church
purgatory."
"
you read, Indulgences granted ;" and you see at every step men and women
and at one column raised in her
prostrated before the picture of the Vii-gin
" An
honour, it is written,
indulgence of fifty days granted to all praying
here."
I saw on the Grand Square more than one thousand
people prostrate
before the Host, and asked one what it was, to which he replied, " It is Jesus
Christ."
Terrible is the condition of Naples.
Terror is marked on every
face
and I could hardly get one to speak to me, because every third person
in the streets is a spy.
Many shops are shut, and yon feel the very atmoswhilst cannon is to be seen pointing down its principal
phere oppressive
thoroughfares. Naples is a land where few Bibles have yet entered, and the
people are deeply sunk in ignorance, and bound to Romanism more than any
other people in Italy.
Political and spiritual freedom are the results of ProI entered
There are no Bibles in Rome.
testantism, and go linked together.
one in Latin, the
every bookseller's shop in it, and could only find two
other in Italian.
Preaching! There is none in Rome. The glory of the
Cross is darkened, and the way of salvation through it is never proclaimed.
You have relics, Madonnas, holy altars, indulgences by thousands, and masses
;

;

;

—

*
^

British Messenger, for

May.
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and dead ; bnt no pointing to the Lamb, no inviting of weary
Christian literature! Truly you may say
sinners, no justiBcation by faith.
there is none. You have heaps of lying legends, of lives of saints, of flimsy
novels ; but the Index Expurgatorius excludes all works worth the reading,

for living

and sprinkling with holy water is considered more safe than unloosing the
mind and giving scope to the intellect. Freedom
Ah, it is not in Rome!
Ask the inquisitors, and they will tell the price of seeking it, and as yon ask,
listen to the music coming from the Pope's dragoons.
Commerce, trade, agriAlas a withering blight is on the land, and the fairest portion of
culture.
so true is it that wherever Popery has most
God's earth is left untilled
potently maintained herself, there life has become extinct, and prosperity and
morality have disappeared, as if under the influence of some mysterious
malediction.
The worship of Italy is the worship of Mary pictures of Mary
columns to Mary songs to Mary
churches to Mary
statues of Mary
prayers to Mary in every spot. Idolatry where is it, if you see it not in Rome?
Go to the church of Ara Coeli, and there you will see a small image of Jesus,
with many kissing its feet and crossing themselves before it. Wait for a
little.
The priests take it up, enter a coach, and di'ive, that the sight of it
may cure some dying person. Yes startle not. The priests told us it had
performed many miracles and the people prostrating themselves before it is
a proof that they believe it. Common is it to see written over many altars,
"
"
" For the dead."
Every mass said at this altar
Specially privileged."
frees a soul from purgatory;" and in large gilded letters you often read,
!

.

—

!

—

—

—

—

—

—

!

!

;

"

Plenary indulgences granted by special favour of the Pope." Where is
the Luther to cry with trumpet- tongue, and proclaim the various natures of
such Pagan Christianity to its blinded devotees, pointing them only to Him
who is the Way, the Truth, the Life ? Sadly deserted are the Churches of

become Infidels. They asked for bread,
The craving for something better could not be met, for the
gospel was buried, and Christ was not named. It is the natural result of
such training, and sad is the account to be rendered by the authors of it.
Pleasing was it to go from all this to the gloomy catacombs, and see engraved tombs of the early Christians the calm, sublime hopes which they
"In Peace."
enjoyed. Simple are the inscriptions, yet what so cheei'iug?
" In Christ." Rome has
nothing there to favour one of her doctrines. They
knew them not.
Need I tell you, Italy knows no Sabbaths. Feast days have more authoand the people look astonished when you tell them God has commanded
rity

Rome, and most

of the educated have

but got a stone.

;

;

His day to be kept holy.

It is their day of greatest enjoyment.
Every
and if any one had witnessed the Sabbaths of the
Carnival, now ended, they would go home resolved to keep it inviolate, and
be led to bless God they lived in a land where in great measure the keeping
of the Sabbath is known.
all

theatre

is

opened

in

Rome

;

A DEFINITION OF POPERY.

—

a kind of Corinthian metal
a fusion and confusion of all eiTor
found amidst the smoking ruins of general truth a graft of Socinianism,
Arianism, Pelagianism, Arminianism, and Infidelity upon the old stock of

PoPEKY

Pagan

is

idolatry.

lowest level of

It is

human

—

the Dead Sea of moral corruption which stands at the
depravity, and receives the drainage of the Fall.
.
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THE ROMAN PONTIFF
IS

In the

THAT ANTICHRIST

WHOM THE

SCRIPTUKE TORETOLD AS TO COMi;.

(^Concluded from jjage 243.)
place/^then, Antichrist must needs be

dyrixi!/j,ivog, opposite to
so far, indeed, as to prefer himself to Christ.
Thus,
Antichrist will claim to himself, not only human but Divine honours. Can

Christ,

first

an adversaiy

;

this suits the Roman Pontiif to a nicety ? for he both
That he is willing
desires to be greater than God, and openly opposes Him.
to be greater than God we shall easily perceive, if we consider what autho-

any one doubt but that

by each. It is for God alone to prescribe laws to conscience,
since he alone has dominion over our consciences. The Pope of Rome also

rity is claimed
is

men

willing to have dominion over the consciences of

in this point,

;

he

claims to himself a divine prerogative, and rules even more harshly and
For who is not aware
severely than he thinks it right that God should do.
that the Divine laws are violated with much moi-e impunity than those of the

Pope's framing, and that he who offends the Pope has a greater penalty to
pay than he who has been openly impious towards God ? To be polluted
with whoredoms, adulteries, nefarious enormities, is a matter which, with
him, needs no considerable expiation sins of this sort can be satisfied for at
a very light and easy cost but the sin of having eaten pork or beef on Friday,
is one which can only be atoned for by the blood of him who has been guilty
;

;

of

And yet the first-mentioned transgressions are an infringement of God's
the second is forbidden only by the Pope. To have broken the Diviiie
to have neglected the Papal
is, in most cases, considered a mere joke

it.

law
law
law

;

;

a capital offence. To affront God by blasphemies and perjuries is, with
these men, no great sin
but to be a little deficient in respectful mention of
the Pope, is a crime of great enormity, and worthy of the worst of punishments. A thousand cases might be mentioned in which the Pope has determined his authority to be more august and sacred than the authority of God.
What then is it to exalt one's-self above God, if this be not so ? Do we expect that Antichi-ist will drag the Almighty out of heaven, and ascend His
throne ? I will show, however, in few words, that the Pontiff does not opis

;

pose himself to Christ in one point only, but universally and wholly. For
heat is not more opposite to cold, or black to white, than Popery to ChrisFor whom, or
tianity, and the Pontifical creed to Evangelical doctrine.
of what kind, do they make God to be, when they serve innumerable idols,
and fill the whole world with their idolatry? Where, or when, either among
the Greeks, or the Egyptians, or the ancient Romans, were images more frequent, or devotedness to idols more odiously prevalent than we know it to
That God can be
have been,
to this very time, in the Pontifical Church

up
produced out of a little crumb of bread, as soon as the priest, from his impure
what madness, my dear
lips, shall have uttered forth one little sentence
They have no God, then
brethren, what sacrilegious blasphemy, is this
and much less have they any Christ, whom, in an astonishing degree, they
The Scripture teaches us that Christ
have violated, torn asunder, lacerated
is man
but He cannot be man, if He is infinite, incircumscribable, and boundThat mathematic superficies
less, such as the Papists feign his manhood.
which they make use of in their masses, a thing so subtle as to have no thickHere let them tell me
ness—this, they say, is Christ, both man and God
human nature of our
the
discern
in
that
a
can
shadow
of
how,
body, they
Lord from the Divine? What kind of a body that which is devoid of all
:

—

!

;

!

;

!
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magnitude, which eludes all perception, and is present at once in innumerThus do they destroy Christ's
able places, which are far as possible apart
person but in the offices of Christ they err still more basely and perniciously.
For what is there which they leave to Him entire? If Christ is our Priest,
and there are two parts of this priesthood, the one that He should oifer Himself for us as an only and perpetual sacrifice, the other that He should put up
!

;

for us His intercessions, why is it that the Papists offer Him up daily? why
If Christ be our Prophet,
is it that they set on foot innumerable mediators ?

are they loath to be contented with His doctrine why is it they want
If He be our King, what need is there of
man's traditions and man's laws ?
another king, the Pope, to rule over our consciences, and over the whole
Church of Christ? If he therefore be Antichrist, (as John has taught us,)
who denies that Jesus is the Christ, it is clear that the Pope of Rome is such
an Antichrist, by whom Christ's priestly, regal, sacerdotal ofiice has been
I cannot run through all the points of gospel doctrine, to point
abrogated.
out how, in all particulars, the Pope is a contradictor of Christ Jesus and
these points I have touched upon but hastily and slightly, because I must not
handle commonplaces, but briefly state the grounds of that which I maintain.
Wherefore, to dismiss the rest, and to conclude the topic I am handling, thus do I affirm, that all that doctrine which propounds to us the cause
and means of our salvation, and which prescribes to us how God is to be

why

;

;

worshipped either outwardly or inwardly, is, by the followers of Popery,
corrupted, and destroyed, and overthrown. This being so, it follows that
" He that
himself." Lest
the Pope is truly called dvTUii/isvog,
opposeth
any should dream, however, that Antichrist is to be a foreign adverthat he will " sit
sary, such as Mohammed, it is subjoined by the Apostle,
in the Temple of God," or in the midst of the very Church itself.

consequently, be a domestic, not a foreign adversary, he will
he will be the greatest
secretly, not openly; and, although
enemy of Christ, yet he will pretend the utmost possible degree of faith
in Him, devotion to Him, friendship for Him, intimate connexion with Him,

He

will,

oppose Christ

whereby we may the more easily perceive w^hat a pernicious enemy he is.
Thus the Roman Pontiff, although he opposes Christ in all things, yet has
placed for himself a seat in the midst of God's temple and God's people. For
he maintains that he is himself both Christ's vicar and his synagogue, Christ's
and he exclaims that all his party are true Catholics, and those
real Church
who separate from him heretics. Thus whilst he claims to himself the title
and the name of Church, he denies that title to all others and this it is
"
which St. Paul means by his sitting in the Temple of God.
Many shall
" in
I
am
What
is coming
Christ."
saith
Christ,
my name, saying,
come,"
This
in Christ's name, but a man's usurping to himself Christ's vicarship ?
is what the Pope plainly does, and none besides the Pope has ever done.
But does not the Pope openly boast that he is God ? Read Gratian, Dis;

;

He acknowledges the name he assumes it he takes it for his
His party worship him as God.
he dwells on it with gratification.
They salute him by the name. They attach a higher value to his authority
I am here inventing nothing.
I
and* mandate than they do to the Divine.

tinct. 21.

own

;

;

;

manifest to everybody. The Roman
stating a fact which is known and
Pontiff proclaims himself a god on eai-th, and whatsoever God can do, he
mouth of impudence
boasts that he can do, with the exception of sin only.

am

and blasphemy
Up to this point, all things most w^onderfully correspond.
But we have not yet run through the apostolical description. If these things
!

m2
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" And
attend to that which follows.
now," says the Apostle,
be
revealed in his time." What
that
he
what withholdeth,
may

retards and delays the coming of this Antichrist he tells us. By this rh
understand the Roman Empire,
vars^ov, Tertulliau, Jerome, Chrysostom,
during the continuance and flourishing estate of which, it was impossible for

Antichrist to reach his magnitude and power. Wherefore, to
Antichrist, the Roman Emperor must needs give ground.

make room

And what

for

this

in mind what
giving ground must be we may readily perceive if we only keep
John (as we shall presently hear) has warned us of in the Apocalypse, that
Rome must be the head and the metropolis of the Antichristian realm. Since,
Roman
therefore. Antichrist must reign at Rome, it was needful that the

Emperor should leave it empty for him, for it could not be at once occupied
by both of them. This prophecy has been already most clearly and abundIn the first place, Constantine transantly interpreted by facts themselves.
ferred the seat of empire from Italy and Rome, to Greece and to Byzantium.
Then, by degrees, the Grecian emperors lost all their sway in Italy, till
Rome, the seat of Roman Empire, and a considerable part of Italy itself, fell
Some people, indeed, think that the event which
into the Pontiff's hands.
the Apostle hinted at was the universal promulgation of the gospel and I

—

;

not opposed to the idea that both events may be intended the removal
of the empire out of Rome, and the preaching of the gospel far and wide.
And whereas the
There is a correspondence of times in both events.
he intiApostle writes that that mystery of iniquity was already working,
mates thereby that the foundations of the pontifical apostasy were laid in his
own time. When he says, "Whom the Lord shall consume with the spirit
of his mouth, and destroy with the brightness of his coming," it is a plain

am

declaration that Antichrist would last

till

the coming of our Lord.

He may

He cannot

be totally

partially be consumed and lessened by Christ's word.
As to the mode in
destroyed until Christ's advent.

which Antichrist is to
obtain his kingdom and his tyranny, St, Paul explains it, when he says that
" His
coming will be after the working of Satan, with all power and signs
and lying wonders, and with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them
that perish."
Nothing could be said which is more applicable to the pontifiboth
cal
for, unless the Pope had a certain efficacious power,

kingdom
mighty and clearly Satanical, arising from fraud, fallacies, juggling tricks,
and lying miracles, he would certainly never have made so much progress.
We have heard Paul prophesying of Antichrist if Paul was a true prophet
must needs be
(as he was, undoubtedly, the very truest), the Roman Pope
;

;

We just touch upon the leading points of these great matters, for
not dilate upon them further. Let us now proceed to the Apocalypse,
where are to be found the surest and the clearest oracles with relation to our
In chapter xiii., after
Antichrist, and let us just taste of what sort they are.

Antichrist.

we must

John had made mention of a certain beast which had seven heads, of which
one had received a mortal wound, but afterwards was healed, which beast
cannot but signify the Roman Empire, then it follows in the 11th verse,
" And I saw another beast
two horns,
ascending from the earth, and it had
and it spake as a dragon." That this beast is Antichrist the Papists themI will prove him to be the Roman Pontiff, who proselves do not question
fesses indeed to be the vicar of the Lamb, and to be like the Lamb, but
:

when we hear him speaking we shall recognise the dragon and the devil.
For who has vented against God more fearful blasphemies than have been
uttered by this Beast? Run through the whole sequel of the chapter—
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Who

will perceive that all things are Divinely suitable.
put breath
image of the wounded beast, and restored it to life, except the Pope,
who, in his own sway, has expressed, and represented to the life, that old

you

*

1,

into the

idolatrous
idolatry,

the

Roman Empire ? For whatsoever

was

Roman

in use

of cruelty, avarice, lust, luxury,

amongst the ancient Emperors of Rome,

Pontiffs restored to the world.

all this

It is clear, too, that if

have

men wish

and to prosecute their business, they are compelled to
mark of this beast in their foreheads and right hands. For unless
they give their names to him, and judge him one who ought to be adored by
them with words and actions of devotion, they cannot possibly be safe.
Kings, emperors, bishops, rich, poor, learned, unlearned, all are bound to
As to the number of
serve this Beast, to kiss his feet, and to adore him.
his name, which is 666, Irenaeus, a most ancient father, next to the apostolic

to keep their lives,

receive the

age, has given us an explanation of

If

it.

anything

is

to

be attributed to

apostolical traditions, why should we not think this to have been an apos"
tolical tradition ?
Latinus," by race, by faith, by
Certainly the Pope is
his public liturgy

Him who
If

it

;

and he

is

willing that all his subjects should be Latins.

not a Latin he proclaims to be a Greek, a schismatic, a heretic.
seemed probable to Irenaeus that the name of Antichrist would be
is

Aaruyog, far more credible ought it to appear to us, to whom this Antichristian Latinism is thoroughly familiar.
If, however, any one prefers to interpret it of time, I shall not much dissent from his opinion. For if, from the
date 97, when John wrote his Revelation, we reckon 666 years, and consider
the state of the Church, anno 763, we shall see Antichrist then in the flower
of his age, reigning at Rome, wielding terribly both swords, regarded by
Christian men as the object of their worship. What more do we require ?

Do we need any more lights ?
however, there are plainer matters to be adduced, which, however
^ much we
might resist, could hardly fail to bring conviction to our minds.
The Holy Spirit foresaw that some question might arise, and some doubt be
wherefore
entertained as to ih& place in which this Antichrist should reign
He was willing that the place itself should be known to Christians, and He
designated the city which was to be the seat of Antichrist. That city, then,
or

what could be more palpably foreshown ?

Still,

;

Rome, which John calls Babylon, and describes as the woman sitting
upon seven mountains, and the city reigning over the kingdoms of the earth.
The
If a man doubt tliat this is Rome, I must doubt his common sense.
ancient fathers understood the mystery. Tertullian, in his book against the

is

"
Babylon, in St. John's writings, represents the Roman city."
Jews, says,
Jerome, in his comment on Isaiah xlvii., in his Epistle to Asella, in the end
of his second book against Juvinian, and in the prologue of his book on the
Holy Spirit, testifies that Rome is Babylon, and calls her the purple harlot.
Augustin, in his eighteenth book, De Civ. Dei, c. xxii., affirms that Rome is
Orosius (lib. 2. c. iii.)
the second Babylon, and the daughter of the first.
proves, by many arguments, that Rome answers, in all respects, to Babylon.
But why seek we human testimony, or why are we in want of arguments,
when John himself declares this to be the city which sits upon the seven
mountains ? Let men produce one, if they can any city in the world in
Europe, Asia, Africa, in the New Indies, or in that lately discovered continent,

—

—

America, in which there are seven mountains, save and except our city Rome,
which all men know to be thus situated
:

—

" Pulcherrima
Roma,
Septeni qua una sibi muro circumdedit arces."
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— Capitolinus, Palatinns,

if there be any
Avantinus, Callus, Exquilinus, Viminalis, Quirinalis. And,
other city thas located, yet this alone has ruled over all kings and people.
It is, therefore, beyond all controversy that it is Rome of which St. John
not only as it was once, when its emperors were
speaks. And Rome, too,
the
which
Papists themselves allow, because they cannot do otherreigning,
wise than acknowledge that Rome is the place meant, but Rome as it existed

afterwards under
words themselves.

the dominion of the Pope, as I will prove from the very
For John describes Rome, both in reference to the

ancient condition of its empire, and in reference also to its renewed and restored state, as appears from chapter thirteen. But when the Roman Empire
had fallen to the ground, it was the Pope only who restored it, and who gave
dead image. It is both states, therefore, of the
life, as it were, to that
in the seventeenth chapter,
empire which the Apostle has in view. Then,
verse 8, he speaks clearly of a Beast which was to ascend out of the abyss.

But the ancient Roman Empire was a power already established in the
wherefore, it is beyond all doubt, that St. John is speakApostle's lifetime
Pontifical
of
the
kingdom which had not yet emerged. And this same
ing
Beast is seven-headed. Hence it appears that what St. John wrote is intended of the Pope's empire and monarchy. All things will be otherwise inI heap up many arguments?
Why should I add
appropriate. Why should
the testimonies of men which are dubious and uncertain, to these Divine
testimonies which are so clear, so certain, and so many ? Therefore I now
;

If he be
I deduce a demonstration.
conclude, and, from all these premises,
" exalts himself above
the Antichrist, who opposes himself to Christ who
into the
all that is called God, or that is worshipped ;" who has introduced
"
"
Church an apostasy; who sitteth in the temple of God;" who showeth
himself that he is God ;" who, after overthrowing the Roman Empire in
the tyranny and monarchy who, presently
Italy, has seized for hmiself
till the
after Christ's ascension, began in his precursors, and will remain
world's end who has Satan for his fellow-worker who boasts of signs and
who aflfects a resemblance to a lamb, and yet speaks as a
lying wonders
who is, in eveiy
of the former Beast
dragon who restores the image
the mystic Babylon, the seven-hilled
who
Rome,
Aanmi
possesses
way,
who is " arrayed in purple and scarlet colour ;" who is a harlot who
city
to him which are most
has, in short, all those marks of Antichrist belonging
in
down
written
most
by the Holy Spirit, as
Scripture
and
clearly
diligently
unless we shall maintain that Antichrist has been ill
we must needs
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

allow,

then the Roman Pope is Antichrist, and no
represented by the Holy Spirit,—
the
is
truth, so also therefore is the consequent.
one else. But the antecedent
Hitherto I have maintained the point in hand affirmatively and now, Christ
to defend it against the reputation of the gravest doctors.
I am
;

willing,

ready

MORMONS AND ROMANISTS.
The world has been startled by the revelations which have recently been
made of the true nature of the Mormon establishment in the United States,
and the American Government has probably by this time vindicated its
The following is an
force of arms.
authority against this upstart colony by
extract from a report made on the subject by Mr. Drummond, an American
Judge, on resigning his situation in that province

:

—
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"In the first place, Brigham Young, the Governor of Utah Territory, is the
acknowledged head of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,' commonly
called Mormons, and as such head the Mormons look to him, and to him alone, for
the law by which they are to be governed ; therefore, no law of Congress is by them
considered binding in any manner.
" 2. I know that there is a
secret oath-bound organization among all the male
members of the church to acknowledge no law save the law of the holy priesthood;'
which comes to the people, through Brigham Young, direct from God he, Young,
being the vicegerent of God, and the prophetic successor of Joseph Smith, who was
the founder of this blind and treasonable organization.
" 3. I am
fully aware that there is a set of men set apart, by special order of the
church, to take both the lives and property of persons who may question the authority of the church, (the names of whom I will promptly make known at a future time.)
" 4. That the
records, papei-s, &c., of the Supreme Court have been destroyed by
order of the church, with direct knowledge and approbation of Govex'nor B. Young,
and the Federal officers grossly insulted for presuming to raise a single question
about the treasonable act.
" 5. That the Federal officers of the
territory are constantly insulted, harassed, and
annoyed by the Mormons, and for those insults there is no redress.
" 6. That the Federal officers are
daily compelled to hear the form of the American
Government traduced, the chief executives of the nation, both living and dead,
slandered and abused from the masses, as well as from all the leading members of
the church, in the most vulgar, loathsome, and wicked manner that the evil passions
of man can possibly conceive."
'

'

;

Those who read this description, and are. acquainted with the true nature
of Romanism, must be convinced that there is not a point in which the
analogy between the two systems is not perfect, except, perhaps, that the
Popish system is established upon a more gigantic scale, and seldom alarms

—

it has the power to control their operations.
Both are
corruptions or caricatures of Christianity. To every true Papist the authority of an Italian priest, even in temporal things, is paramount to that of
every earthly government. Secret emissaries are employed by the priests to

civil rulers until

promote their treasonable designs communities of women are made slaves
and agents of the priests in both cases only the matter within the high walls
and grated windows of convents is managed with more cunning by the Romish priests, and the outward decencies of life are more carefully respected.
The ultimate end is, in both cases, precisely the same, viz., under the cloak
and pretence of religion, to acquire paramount political power, and subor;

;

all things temporal to the will of a domineering priesthood.
It has
been said that the ditFerence between rebellion and revolution lies simply in
the one element of success. The priests of Rome, on the Continent, have
generally, duriug the struggles of ages, secured their object, and whilst the
civil power seems to rule in such countries as Austria, Finance, and Spain,
Brigham Young, on the other hand, has
priests in reality are paramount.

dinate

not had sense enough to conceal his designs until his object was fully gained,
and his scheme will probably be prematurely crushed. But let our readers
study the following description of Popish usurpation, as at present sytematically proceeding in our North American colonies, and say wherein the designs
principles of the Romish priests diflfer in any essential particular from
those of the Mormons, and yet our Government fosters the one system, and
Human nature is a curious congeries
rejoices in the suppression of the other.

and

of inconsistencies.

The Christian Times' Correspondent gives the following important information on this subject
" Not in
Popish Canada and Newfoundland alone, but in all the British American
East Canada is a great
provinces, Rome is playing a game of priestly aggression.
Romanist ecclesiastical corporation and even Western Canada, with its large Pro:

—

;
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In Newfoundland, the struggle, with existtestant population, is terribly hampered.
and humanly speaking, hopeless. In Canada East, nothing like
ing odds, is fearful,
School-houses are burned ; editors threatened by Catholic
opposition is tolerated.
denounced murderers, if Catholics, go unpunished ; colbishops, and their papers
are beaten, and there is no redress ; and converts go in
porteurs and missionaries
fear of their lives.
schools, under an irresponsible priesthood, is the watch;

Separate

and, unfortunately, quasi-Protestants, political partisans, are but
buy Popish votes upon those terms. In Prince Edward's Island, the
Romish bishop has anathematized the Bible and common schools, and has been met by
The war rages with intense
the organization of the whole of the Protestant clergy.
In Nova Scotia, holding the balance of power in the Legislature between
violence.
ousted the Liberal Party for refusing deequally divided political parties, they have
mands which even time-serving politicians felt to be intolerable. In their press they
denounced every Popish member, and every member representing a Popish constituboasted that they could make or
ency, who dared to vote with the Government ; and
men who nursed them into
at pleasure
unmake
viper-like, stinging the

cry everywhere

;

too willing to

—

governments

civil privileges and life,
" It is evident that the

of the AsPapists moved too soon. Twenty-two members
sembly, and a few of the Council, have issued to the country a Protestant manifesto,
and this has been recalling for the formation of an independent Protestant party
with one or two exsponded to by the formation of a Defence Association, to which,
Branches will be organized throughout
ceptions, all the clergy of Halifax adhere.
the province, and then we shall have Know-nothingism, open, public, avowed, to keep
It is intended to apply to Lord Shaftesbury for admission
Papists in their places.
As a body, the Baptists
as a provincial branch of the British Defence Association.
of the Walthe
declaring themselves not Protestants, but descendants
;

Papists,

join
denses.

So says their organ, the Christian Messenger. The leader of the old Tory
a Baptist, and hence the junction with the Papists.
Party
" At a recent trial of
a Roman
railway rioters, a lead weight was thrown by
Catholic at the Court, designed for the benefit of either the Attorney- General or the
threatened for opposing their agJudge. The life of the Hon. Mr. Howe was openly
set on fire, by an incendiary, for its freedom
gressions. The office of the Chronicle was
A city missionary, preaching to sailors on the wharfs, was assaulted and
of speech.
silenced ; and, to cap the whole, the Legislative Council, by a large majority, headed
by the Hon. Mr. Fairbanks, voted down a resolution claiming for Protestants, equally
But so deep and loud has been the execraw'ith Catholics, the freedom of the press.'
tion that they have hastily expunged the vote from the journals, and absolutely refused to the minority the privilege and right of entering their protest on the records
All this by Protestants, and in Protestant Nova Scotia.
of the Council.
" The heads of
their elections, and
departments of the new Ministry are running
if defeated, as is anticipated, we shall have a general election, and I tremble for the
as Papists are backed
issue, in the present excited state of Nova Scotia, more especially
in faith and patience,
by a large party of time-serving Protestants. But we must wait
East and West the spirit is
as we know that there is One who judgeth on the earth.
the same ; and its manifestations are so similar as to betray the presence of one allof various metals, and all held and
pervading, indomitable will many wires, and
is dark, but it has its bright spots and enmoved
a
hand. The
is

'

—

picture

by
single
couragements."

THE ONWARD PROGRESS OF POPERY

IN SCOTLAND.

In a late pastoral addressed to the TTesterii District, the following remarks
in reference, to Popish Schools occur
" Within the last few
have put themselves on a footyears, some of these schools
It w( uld be unjust not to acknowledge that
ing entitling them to Government aid.
this connexion with Government has been productive of much good, and infused into
—these schools an amount of life and activity to which they were before strangers.
" We hesitate not to recommend all schools that can come up to the requirements of
the Committee of Council on Education, to avail themselves of its benefits and advanmean the entne neglect
tages."—" In England, one of its striking original defects, we
of the vast mass of children so utterly poor as to be unable to pay the smallest weekly
what is called the Capitation
fee, has been to a considerable degree remedied by
Grant.
This gravt, we cannot doubt, will, on application, be extended to Scotland."
:

—

—

Tablet, \8r,7.]\ 2]
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A POPISH CALUMNY ANSWERED.
In an article in Evangelical Christendom for April, some interesting information is given in regard to the manifestations of Romanism in Sardinia.

—

Take the following
" In
Chiery, about seven miles east of Turin, reside about twenty Jewish
families.
In common with their co-religionists in this kingdom, they dread
to have Roman Catholic servants in their houses
not only because all that
is going on in their houses would be known to the
confessors, but also because
:

;

has several times happened that their servants clandestinely conveyed their
infants to the church, where they were baptized and registered as its children,
and as such they were afterwards claimed. They, therefore, endeavour to
get servants from the impoverished valleys of the Waldenses."
it

Our wood-cut

is

founded on an amusing piece of intelligence thus stated

:

—

" The
calumny and

evil reports which the reverend fathers spread, in order
to prejudice the people against Protestants, are really astonishing for their
bold and lying character, and, at the same time, ridiculous for their puerile ab-

surdity. A woman from Biela, thirty-five miles from Turin, actually came to
one of the Waldensian pastors, and, with the greatest simplicity, stated that
she came all that distance to deliver herself and children up to him
and
when asked for an explanation, she replied, " The father (priest) said in his
sermon, that you buy the souls of the Catholics for 300 francs each. As I
am very poor, I came to sell you my soul and those of my six children, altogether seven souls, for which I require 2100 francs."
;

POPISH SCHOOLS IN GREAT BRITAIN.

—

Showing Total Amount of Grants from Government, from 1839
December 1856, to Popish Schools, and the Yearly Increase of those
Grants during the last Four Years.
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Table V. Showing the Number of Popish Industrial, or so-called Reformatory Institutions, as at March 1857, so far as can be ascertained
from Sir S. Northcote's Return just issued, with proposed Extensions.
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.
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Reformatory near v
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.
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23

42

259

Note

642

to

742

Government gives

79. 6d. per week, per head, for each of the inmates.
the contemplated additions are made, the Church of Rome will thus receive a yearly income of from £12,519 to £14,469 under this head alone.
These
institutions, besides, are partly self-supporting from the produce of land cultivated by
the boys, and, therefore, the greater proportion of this money may go to endow the

And when

priests.

POPERY ON THE CONTINENT.
{Extract from a Letter from a

Lady in Munich to
March 1857.

her Sister in
Edinburgh,

of date Id

"

must now tell you a fact which will show you that Popery now is just
was in the days of yore, that is to say, if the viper had power to bite,
When I was at Munich last month,
but fortunately it is a little benumbed.
my friend E. E. used to go and visit an old Roman Catholic woman, near
She was married to
eighty years of age, who has met with much affliction.
a forester who was hanged by poachers before her sight, and her second husband was killed. She had lost all her children, and had been long in a dreadful state of mind on account of the purgatory which the priest spoke to her
about, and which would make her pure, and prepare her to stand before her
God. By Elizabeth's reading, and also by her own reading the Bible which
E. gave her, and a psalm-book which I had given her, she was made quite
I

what

it

happy when

her. I have since received a letter from E. which will end
I had been ill, so could not see
which she writes
my old
woman. What do you think I heard when I went ? A neighbour went to
the pharrar (a priest) of the district, and gave information that she had
been converted. The priest rushed into her room, like a ^cild least, seized
her tracts, and told her she had committed a dreadful sin in reading them.
He wanted to take the Bible, &c., to the police, but she said she would send
them back to the person from whom she had received them. He wanted to
know the lady's name, but fortunately she did not know and though she
The poor creature is now so ill
had, she said she never would have told it.
with the fright, that the doctor had to be sent for, and she is not expected to

my

story, in

I left

:

—

'

;

live."
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THE SCHEMES OF JESUITS.
" The

political art of Rome is so consummate, that she can put in action
the springs around us without our
Her exeperceiving the movement.
cutioners are always invisible, and her victims
always surprised."
On every side we see evidences of Jesuit intrigue and no wonder. Great
Britain is the most splendid prize in the world.
Let Rome
secure that
all

;

only

and having already the control of the rest of
Europe, she
reign supreme. Hence her restless and indefatigable exertions

glorious conquest,

may

expect to

to secure this coveted object.
The Ii£cord tells the following

—

" A short time since
extraordinary story
a decently -dressed pedlar, in the course of his
rambles, called at a house at
the west-end of London, and, by dint of
perseverance, succeeded in
:

gaining

the drawing-room, where the

young ladies of the house were sitting. He
presented his wares— laces and fashionable haberdashery of various kinds.
Having duly extolled his saleables, and having disposed of some of them, he
directed the course of conversation
very adroitly into quite another channel,
and ultimately proposed to be permitted to introduce the
young ladies to
Father Faber,' of the Brompton Oratory.
Some surprise was expressed on
hearing this proposition, and on being asked what he had to do with the
Oratorian Fathers,' he admitted that he was himself a French
priest, whose
occupation it was thus to insinuate himself into society, or, as the Apostle
'

*
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to 'creep into houses, and lead captive silly women.'
So, it
in our midst a Jesuit agency,
an under-ground current,
trying to subvert the cause of Scripture truth, and to subserve the cause of

appears,

—

we have

anti-Christian error."

NOTES OF THE MONTH.

—

Belgium. The Protestant Missions have been highly blessed. Within
the last three months, twenty Roman Catholics have been admitted to the
Lord's Supper. Mr. Durand having announced that he would hold meetings

Roman Catholic errors, hundreds of Romanists attended
and took part in the discussions, and more than once the room and stairs of
the house were crowded with the audience.
The Roman Catholic missionary. Abbe Combalot, dared to say that Paganism had been introduced into Europe by the Reformation. Mr. Durand
for the discussion of

oflfered to discuss the question, but the Abbe refused.
This, however, did
not prevent Mr. Durand from intimating publicly, that he would discuss the
subject in his own chapel ; and so great was the interest excited, that he
was obliged to repeat his lecture three several times to those parties who had

not been able to hear

At

it.

—

same Abbe attacked the Bible declared that Bible Sothat by twisting
cieties were machines of the most Satanic description
Scripture, Protestants have been able to justify theft, highway robbery,
He was
adultery, and to send fire into the four quarters of the globe.
requested to prove his assertions, but declined. The matter was taken up
Brussels, the

;

;

" it is diflScult to describe the
and, says the reporter of the scene,
copious" Each time from 1000 to
ness and interest in which they were discussed."
1200 persons assembled in the chapel, and a number nearly equal was
obliged to leave for want of room. Two pamphlets were published replying
to the Abbe, and such was the public anxiety that nearly 2000 copies were
disposed of in a few days."
Italy. At Turin, the Roman Catholics are showing the utmost bitterness

—

against the introduction of Evangelical worship. M. Best, the Waldensian pastor, was anxious to have a meeting for prayer. He secured a house, after some
difficulty (so great is the dread of the priests), but no sooner had the meeting

assembled, than a numerous and clamorous mob surrounded the house,
" You want to rob
(Roman) Catholic
howling and hooting, and crying,
children ; you come to buy souls for Satan !"
They would have entered the
house to maltreat the inmates, had they not been prevented by the police ;
and the Vicar of Chiery, in a Roman Catholic paper, says, after boasting of
"
" If he"
the faithfulness of his flock,
(the Waldensian pastor)
returns, I
the
same
am sure there will assemble a yet greater crowd for
purpose, and
Evangelical Christendom Correspondents,
protest against that intrusion."

—

—

1857, pp. 120, 121, 137.

—The

Rev. M. Savoureux, from the department de la Haute
heen lost in France.
Vienne, states, that since 1852, religious freedom has
All the churches of the department, except that at Limoges, have been shut

Frakce.

up by armed force. The meetings are rigorously interdicted, and the people
driven to assemble secretly in the depths of the forests or the caves of rocks,
to escape persecution, fines,

and imprisonment.
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The Padre Ventura, on Easter Sunday, preached before the Emperor.
" He instituted a
comparison between Christ and Napoleon III., highly
"
favourable to the latter." He spoke of him
having restored credit, revived
and
and
then rambled off into a rhapsody
patriotism
speculation, confidence,
on the beauty of the Empress, whom he compared to the angels of heaven
The Emperor requited the priest's complacency by presenting him with a
diamond snuff-box."
;

!

" The
the

'

'
'
Secretary of the Paris Committee has published particulars respecting
two grand projects of the erection of a colossal statue of the Virgin by the en-

tire nation,'

and of the erection of a

literary

monument,

consisting of the history of

her worship in France since the origin of Christianity until the present day, to be
entitled Histoire de Notre Dame de France.^
Towards the first, the Emperor,' in
addition to 200 cannon of Sebastopol, ' has subscribed 10,000 francs
the Empress
'

;

The
2000, the Imperial Family and all the Ministers according to their high rank.
diocese of Paris alone has subscribed 126,000 francs, and only 40,000 remain to be
'
advanced.' The literary monument does not advance so fast.' By All Saints' Day
it is hoped that every diocese will have furnished its contingent, and then the Committee will be enabled to commence its labours on the general history of the worship
of the Blessed Virgin, both in France and in each particular diocese." Morning Ad-

—

vertiser.

Notwithstanding all these favours, the Tablet vents its indignation against
the Emperor, for justly denouncing the conduct of the Bishop of Moulins.
It says, and the words are very instructive to our rulers,

—

"As

no safety, so against the Church there is no law, no
Church
Let the Emperor, before he engages in this unequal duel,
right, no prescription.
think over the sequel of the violence offered to Pius VII., by the first Napoleon, and
the solitary banishment of the prisoner of St. Helena !"
Tablet, 1857, p. 217.
there is

outside the

—

English and French Alliance on China.

—

reported in the Indepe7ulance Beige, that in the arrangements concluded between the two powers,
" the
Imperial Government has added to the convention a disposition in

favour of the

Roman

Catholic Religion,"

We

It is

trust our Protestant rulers

have not forgotten to make a similar convention in favour of their professed
religion.

—

North of England Protestant Organization. "We are glad to have to
record the inaugural meeting of this very important organization, held lately
in Manchester.
Although the Society has been but a few months in exThere is a central office in
istence, it has met with remarkable success.
Manchester, and

its

two Secretaries are employed

in organizing a net-work

of District Associations throughout the seven northern counties of England.
It has been already able to organize several of these Branch Associations
Its constitution is based upon broad and sound principles
"We have much pleasure
evangelical denominations can act.
in extracting one or two passages, which occur in the organizing Secretary's

with success.

upon which
Report
"

:

all

—

We
We

must not any longer, as Protestants, base our hopes on statesmen or on parmust resolve, under God, to depend upon ourselves. Nor do we utter this
conviction with any feeling of despair.
Rather let us be thankful, and even hail it
as a symptom of better hope, and an augury of surer success, if those events liave
awakened us from a faithlessness which was ever tempted to depend the great interest of England's Protestantism upon the presumed influence of an aristocracy, or
Your
the presumed character of any minister, or the presumed policy of any party.
Committee are convinced that the safe keeping of the Protestantism of this country
of that Protestantism, we mean, in its pure and primitive and Scriptural integrity
is,
under God, in the hands of the vast masses of the middle and working classes of
England ; and that to them, more especially, our hopes are turning, and to them
our appeals must be directed. Not indeed, in every instance, to the working-classes,
ties.

—

—
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as they are, for then there would be no need of this organization ; in too many instances those classes know not, and credit not, the unscriptural and un-English and
insidious policy of the Church of Rome, but to the working-classes instructed, enlightened, and informed. Our mission is not directly or indirectly to win strength for
any of the various State parties, nor to antagonize any minister or ministry, except
as they shall be found to abet or succumb to the influences of the Papacy, either in
seek not to alter the party politics of any who enrol themselves
Church or State.
ask each, and we ask all, whatever their previous
as members in our ranks.
party politics may have been, not to drop them or change them, but to sink them,
and make them secondary for the time, at least during the emergency of Protestantism, and to make the great common question of our national Protestantism parashould it be thought a thing impossible to divorce the cause of what is
mount.
called the policy of Liberalism, so dear to many of those classes, from the unnatural
alliance in which it has stood with Romanism and Infidelity, and ally it to a bold and
Surely such an alliance is a more natural and
scriptural Protestantism instead ?
more congenial one. But your Committee are happy to be able to speak of facts,
shortness
of the period during which we have been at
the
which, notwithstanding
work, already furnish cheering and tangible evidence of the actual practicability and
working of our plans.
" In the first
the very large correplace, to begin with that which met us earliest,
spondence in which they were engaged with ministers of all denominations and others,
in all parts of the seven northern counties, elicited a most general expression of opinion that a movement of the nature we proposed has been long needed, and was never
more urgently required than at the present moment. In some places this correspondence has brought to light an aggressive action on the part of the Church of Rome,
involving an intolerable social tyranny, almost amounting to coercion, of which few,
we are convinced, even of those who think themselves best informed of the position
and character of the Papacy in this country, have any adequate idea, or could easily
bring themselves to credit. Your Committee, then, applied themselves, without furIn the first place, to diflfuse
ther delay, to the actual work. Their plan was simple.
to inform the minds of the masses of the people, through the pulpit, in
intelligence
the lecture-room, or by whatever other means might offer, as to the anti-scriptural
and anti-social character of Romanism, as the enemy of our scriptural and Reformed
Churches of all of them and then to appeal to an enlightened Protestant feeling,
to sink all secondary differences, ecclesiastical or political, and rally in defence of
what we all hold so dear, and in resistance to what we all see to be so dangerous."

We

We

Why

—

—

—

;

—

Tractarian Developments. Mr. Coleridge has uot only been raised at
Eton to a post in which he will preach to the boys, but they have secured

Lower Mastership, an office second to that of the
have the sole control of the Lower School, its mas-

the Rev. Mr. Carter to the

Head

Master.

He

will

—

and religious teachings.
Corre&ponde^it, Morning Advertiser.
The Puseyites are said to be about to petition the Queen, the two Houses
of Parliament, and the two Houses of Convocation, praying that the present
system of appointing Bishops may be altered, by taking the power out of the
hands of the Premier, or that, if it should be deemed expedient to continue

ters,

that power in him, there may be an impartial selection from all parties in the
Church, so that clergymen of every variety of belief may have a share in the
It is thought that out of the 18,000 clergymen,
higher class of good livings.

—

6000 or 7000 will sign these addresses. Morning Advertiser,
The Popish newspaper, the Tablet, says, " It has been noticed that many
of the more advanced Tractarians have attended the Holy Week Services, (for
it is no longer regarded as a crime to visit (Roman) Catholic Churches ;) in
some instances receiving the blessed palm on Sunday, in the same manner as

(Roman)

Catholics

"

!— P.

—A new

—

227.

Institution at Everton Crescent, called the (Roman)
Catholic Boys' Orphanage, has been established. After praising the Institution,
" the
it is said,
boys have been taught to sing the hymns of the Church in

Liverpool.

honour of their dear Saviour, His immaculate mother, and their own sweet
It is farther added, and it illustrates the exclusive policy

angel guardian."
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" It is
of the priesthood,
hoped that the lustitution will thns steer clear of
that rock upon which many an institution has foundered or suftered considerably

— a lay committee"

Saxford.

!

—

Tablet^ 1857, p. 196.

—A new (Roman) Catholic Church has been founded at Aspall. —

Ibid.

—Plans and specifications have been prepared for another of
—a Capuchin monastery. —
228.
1857,
Dublin Protestant Association. — The following address has been preSouTHWARK.

those illegal institutions

Tablet^

sented to the Earl of Carlisle
«'

To

HIS

:

p.

—

Excellency the Earl of Carlisle, Lord Lieutenant-General and
General Governor of Ireland.

" The Memorial of the Members of the Dublin Protestant
Association, in public
meeting lawfully assembled ;
"
Humbly showeth, That the Association of which your Excellency's memorialists
are members, has been founded for loyal and constitutional objects, and, amongst others,

—

for the purpose of maintaining the principles of the Reformation, established at the
Revolution of 1688, as well as to protect Protestants who are subjected to Romish
persecution and assault for conscience sake that your memorialists have observed
with intense pain and indignation, that for a series of years past faithfulness to Protestant principle has been looked upon as unworthy the countenance of the executive
authorities, especially in Ireland, and that the profession of principles avowedly
hostile to the British Constitution, has been a sure passport to executive power, as
;

though it was no longer politic or necessary to uphold the principles which our beloved Sovereign is sworn to maintain, and by virtue of which alone she occupies the
throne of these realms ; that the consequence of such conduct on the part of the
State authorities is now made manifest in a most painful manner ; that crime, outrage, and lawlessness have become normal in this country, the executive authority
seems to have become a dead letter, while the lives of Protestants are placed iu
jeopardy, liberty of conscience outraged, the laws violated, and truth dishonoured.
Your memorialists would most especially and particularly call your Excellency's
attention to a series of outrages perpetrated within the last fortnight in the city of
Dublin.
During the time specified, the Protestant schools, situated on the Coombe,
have been day by day surrounded by Roman Catholic mobs, the constituents of
which were of the lowest class ; that these mobs, as your memorialists have been
credibly informed, were incited to commit breaches of the peace by certain of the
priests from Francis Street Chapel, and the schoolmaster of the Park Street National
School ; that Protestant ladies of rank and respectability have been pelted with
stones and filth in the open day that the female teachers attached to the schools
have been followed by the mob to their residence in Luke Street, and that their
clothes have been actually torn from their person ; that the windows of covered cars
in which the said female teachers drove to the schools, have been broken, and the
females themselves pelted and covered with filth from the streets ; that the mob
actually forced an entrance into the houses of several poor Protestants, and severely
beat the inmates, because they sent their children to the Protestant schools ; that
several of the children have been confined to bed from the effects of beatings which
that several children have
they received for attending at the Protestant schools
been forced from their parents to attend the Park Street National School ; that a
Roman Catholic priest, on meeting with a mob pelting and abusing some of the
female teachers of the Protestant school, shook hands with several of the ringleaders, and encouraged them in their acts of violence ; that scripture-readers and
schoolmasters have received the most brutal treatment ; that the Roman Catholic
police look on at this outrageous conduct and violation of the law with the most cool
indifference ; that one constable, in particular, has been seen to smile on the mob
whilst they pelted the Protestants witli mud from the streets ; that another constable
was seen to go into a hall and close the door after him, whilst the mob was engaged
in beating a Protestant man ; that at Golden Lane, two constables met a mob pursuing and ill-treating the female teachers of the Protestant school, expressed their
approval of the conduct of the crowd by hearty laughter, and immediately retired
from the scene ; that the language of the mobs is most degraded, low, base, and
filthy, and yet they are allowed to parade the streets at pleasure, without interference
on the part of the authorities ; that, in short, the peace of the locality is outraged, the
;

;
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laws violated, freedom of conscience annulled, the liberty of the subject abridged, and
the lives of loyal citizens endangered
that, therefore, your memorialists are deeply
anxious that your Excellency should order the adoption of prompt measures to suppress the outrageous and lawless conduct above specified that the feelings of the
that they are highly indignant at the
Protestants of Dublin are grossly outraged
treatment to which their brethren are subjected, and that it is much to be feared, that
a continuance of such outrages may lead to acts of reprisal on their part, which their
Christian principles and hereditary loyalty render them unwilling to adopt, unless in
And your memorialists will ever pray.
self-defence and under direct provocation.
"
Signed, for and on behalf of the meeting,
" Arthur
Denny, Chairman,
;

;

;

"

Apriin,

1857."

—

What is meant hy opposition ? The leader of the
(Roman) Catholic party in Parliament is in opposition, because (quoting the
words of the Tallet) " it disapproves of the policy of the party in power."
And who is the party in power ? " Government" (quoting the words of
Popish Politics.

A

" ever hostile to
the so-called Apostolic Delegate)
(Roman) Catholicity."
And what do the Papists think of that power ? " We have" (quoting the
words of the so-called Roman Catholic leader, Mr. Moore) " no confidence in

whom we know to be the most dangerous enemy to our Church, at
head and heart, that exists in Europe." Fai'ther, Mr. Moore adds, (address" Are
they satisfied with the Ecclesiastical Establishing his constituents,)
ments that insult their faith and Church, and lower their own social position?
Or are they satisfied with the course taken by the Government to redress and
Consider, Protestants, who is reckoned by
repair this admitted wrong ?"
the Romanists the most dangerous enemy to Popery at head and heart
He
who snubbed Mr. Spooner, and is continually increasing Romish grants
What do you think an Irish M.P.
But we have to ask something more.
The Tablet says, " An Irish Member of Parliament commands an
is worth ?
amount of patronage such as no ten English members ever dream of asking
the Minister,

its

!

!

for.

The English minister may smile

at the exorbitant greediness of their

He

does, of course, despise them in his soul, but he pays cheerfully for services which are worth even more than the price paid, for the votes
of the Irish members must be had at any cost."
Pp. 200, 201.

demands.

—

the cry, by our statesmen and our people, that the Roman Catholics
Lord
are so ^qw,, that they can never have much influence in our country.
Palmerston said so, when he was advocating Sir Robert Peel's measure on
It is

Maynooth in 1845, but he knows how the Popish Brigade has since annoyed
and trammelled him and to go no farther than the recent elections in Scotland,
we have several very decided cases to illustrate how a small body of Papists
may unite together, and turn a contested election in their own favour. As
for example, the Papists of Glasgow united with the publicans, and carried
Mr. Dalgleish over the head of Mr. Hastie. In the case of Dundee, the means
and result were the same, and we beg to quote a letter from a Popish elector
;

to the Editor of the Tablet, to illustrate our point.

" Dundee Electton.

— Dear Sir,—

poll this day, which has closed, as
who is in favour of Maynooth.

I

enclose a copy of the final state of the Dundee
in favour of Sir John Ogilvy, the candidate

you see,

"
have achieved a glorious victory here. That in Dundee we should have been
able to return a candidate on our side in this town, which in days of old was
termed the Scottish Geneva, is a victory which is of great moral weight." Tablet,
1857, p. 217.

We

—

The Scottish Reformation Society.
some weeks

to Glasgow,

—Dr.

Dill

has lately made a

visit

and has met with much cordiality and success.

of
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The Acting Committee having turned their attention to the proposal mooted
our last number, on the subject of a compromise in regard to the Maynooth
Endowment, has unanimously adopted a resolution, similar to that passed by
" The
Committee
the Dublin Protestant Association, in the following terms

'in

:

—

recommending a compromise on the question of the
by giving the sum of say £250,000 in lieu of tlie

having seen a proposition

Maynooth Endowment,

'

and the payments which
payituntsfor vested interests {in Mr. Spooner's Bill),
must be made annvMlly until the Bill is carried,' herebj' resolve, that it is
the opinion of this Committee that the question of the endowment or disendowment of the College of Maynooth should be considered and disposed of
on any other
solely on principle ; nor do we wish to get rid of the endowment

ground than that
as such,

is

to support, sustain, or propagate the principles of Romanism,
sin, and therefore calculated to draw down the wrath of

a national

—

God upon the land
therefore, that this Committee deprecate all idea of
compromise in this matter, object on various grounds to the proposal in question, and farther, resolve to continue to agitate as heretofore for the complete
disendowment of the College."
;

Sudbury Protestant Association.

— This

Association has excited great

by its periodical meetings, for exposing the Papal system in its docSo great is the excitement that the usual place of
trines and practices.
meeting is considered too small, and the Association has fixed the CornExchange for the next meeting. At the last public meeting a very ominous
He
but significant fact was communicated by the Chairman, Mr. Pratt.
interest

said,

—

" The addresses of the Association he had forwarded to all parties without distinction
among others, the Rev. Edward Pemberton, curate of that parish. Within
two houi-s it was returned in the same envelope, the direction crossed out and rewas not too long for tlie redirected, with the following note inside, which he hoped
"
in the gallery to copy
Pray send me no more of such rubbish. E. P.'
;

:

porters

—

—

'

" ruhlish " or
Our readers can test whether the addresses were
in
last
number.
We
the extracts we had the pleasure of giving

not,
shall

from
soon

perhaps have the Tractarians, like their Popish friends, crying out against
the Devil's Book."
even the Bible, and calling it worse than rubbish,
''•

—
ARRAi)0UL, Parish of Rathven, Banffshire.

It is proposed to establish
a Protestant Female School here, under the charge of an experienced female

certificated Teacher.

The education of

girls is the chief object.

A

school of

The parish contains a population of
very much wanted.
more than 8000, a very large number of whom are Roman Catholics, and
so many adherents.
perhaps there is no district in Scotland in which Popery has
A Popish cathedral has been recently erected at Buckie, within a mile and a
half from Arradoul, and application has been made to Government for schools
to be attached to the cathedral, and the Government will not fail to give
this description is

all

that

A

is

asked.

few Protestant friends have generously come forward

A

to help the erec-

the school, and
and garden, has been generously granted by John Gordon,
Avhich the erections are to
Esq., of Cairnfield, the proprietor of the land, on
be made.
£400 will be necessary. Contributions will be thankfully re" John
Gordon, Esq., of Cairnfield,
ceived by Mr. Gordon, to be addressed
time collecting for
who
has
Fochabers, N.B.,''
already spent much trouble and
tion of the

Protestant

Female School.

teacher's house

this

most important

object.
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